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Jan 1:

Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - RSchatte [32]
1998 A Year Of..... - UFO UpDates - Toronto [6]
New Poll - Canada Has Most UFO Believers - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [48]
UK.UFO.NW - IRC - Guests January 1998 - United Kingdom UFO Network [90]
Re: The Importance of UpDates - a Request - Bob Shell [12]
Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation' - Bob Shell [11]
Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation' - UFO UpDates - Toronto [133]
Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation' - Bob Shell [3]
UFOR: Jacobs -- Resisting Abduction - Francisco Lopez [217]
Dr John Mack and the Investigation of Abductions - Joseph Polanik [99]
Re: Costa Rica Sighting - hersol@navigo.com.ar (Luis Pacheco) [20]
HAPPY NEW YEAR!!! - UFO Joe Daniels [13]
Re: Donaldson Predicts Contact - Stanton Friedman [2]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - John Velez [46]
Possibly 'Moon Rush' If Lunar Probe Finds Water - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [60]
ACC goes Public - "acsa" [18]
Re: Dr John Mack and the Investigation of - Skye Turell [56]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - Bob Shell [8]
ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens - "acsa" ['Ed Wang'] [148]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - John Koopmans [6]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clarke] [7]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - Stanton Friedman [6]

Jan 2:

ACC/NEXUS - UFO UpDates - Toronto [61]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - John Velez [33]
Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens - "Tom Burnett" [25]
Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [71]
Re: ACC Responds To Reports Of SAIC Purchasing Bell - Bruce Maccabee [7]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - John Velez [26]
Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens - Bob Shell [12]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - Bob Shell [9]
Lan Lamphere, what gives? - Bob Shell [89]
Re: ACC/NEXUS - troodon@netnitco.net [David Orr] [15]
Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens - "skyeking@aye.net" [Jerry Washington] [4]
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Bill Cooper? - Lornis [Scott Corrales] [6]
SETI 'Out of Tune' after all these years? - Ufojoe1 [Joe Murgia] [38]
Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plicken - Jilain [Jilain Jones] [10]
What if... - Jilain [Jilain Jones] [272]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - "WHITE" [John White] [17]
Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens - Bruce Maccabee [23]
Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens - Bruce Maccabee [47]
'UFOs: A History' - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [22]

Jan 3:

Roswell '97 - 'The Winter of Discontent' - UFO UpDates - Toronto [52]
CURRENT-ENCOUNTERS: NEXXUS - slk [Francis Ridge] [26]
UFO in Selkirk Mountains, BC, Canada - ayoung@junction.net, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
[21]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - John Koopmans [9]
To all webmasters of UFO related sites - John Velez [35]
Israel '97 - Chamish Barry [Barry Chamish] [88]
Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!? - Joseph Polanik [51]
ACC, Lamphere, Nexus, Wang & Wolf, et al - UFO UpDates - Toronto [8]
Free John Ford [Alfred's Odd Ode #211] - Alfred Lehmberg [102]
BWW Media Alert 980103 - BufoCalvin [84]
Re: To all webmasters of UFO related sites - Henny van der Pluijm [12]
Re: To all webmasters of UFO related sites - Theresa [20]

Jan 4:

Chat with FOIA attorney Peter Gersten - "Yvonne Hedenland" [18]
Chat with Kal Korff - "Yvonne Hedenland" [15]
Re: To all webmasters of UFO related sites - Kerry Ferrand [15]
diPietro Supports Congressional UFO Hearings - Tim Mamin [11]
Mysterious Scottish Explosions, October 1997 - Dave Ledger [78]
The Washington Post: UFO Book Reviews - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [223]
Re: To all webmasters of UFO related sites - John Velez [10]
UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 3, Number 1 - Masinaigan [411]
Betty Crocker - SKvs [Sue Kovios] [52]
[CANUFO] UFO Military Report From BC - 1975 - boliver@Direct.CA (Bill Oliver) [76]

Jan 5:

Re: Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!? - Robert Gates [16]
PROJECT-1947: 1998 - The Reverse Manhattan Project - slk [Francis Ridge] [102]
Historical drawing and painting evidence for UFO - OregonOtto [Jim Doerter] [44]
Re: Betty Crocker - "Scott Carr" [15]
Air Force Capt. McAndrew - Bob Shell [11]
Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!? - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [16]
Russian Roswell - "Nikolay Subbotin" [92]
Re: CORSO - Philip Mantle [19]
Re: CORSO - Philip Mantle [7]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Philip Mantle [5]
Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Philip Mantle [4]
Re: CORSO - Philip Mantle [11]
Re: The Importance of UpDates - " Jerry Cohen" [41]
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Jan 6:

Greer Briefed CIA head - Bell Show, O1-05-97 - UFO UpDates - Toronto [84]
Letter To US President & Congress on ET Related - http://www.anagramvideo.com/bassett/ad2.html [232]
Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'! - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [17]
Re: CORSO - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [10]
Re: CORSO - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [5]
Re: CORSO - Dennis [Dennis Stacy] [31]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Dennis [18]
Re: CORSO - Steven Kaeser [27]
Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!? - Stanton Friedman [4]
Re: Letter To US President ... - Brian Cuthbertson [11]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA ... - Brian Cuthbertson [21]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Philip Mantle [11]
Research Request - Philip Mantle [13]
Bill Wanted UFO Probe: Hubbell Book - UFO UpDates - Toronto [58]
CSETI May Have Missed Signals - Pat Parrinello [41]
Re: Topsy-turvey - Terry Blanton [45]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA ... - Steven Kaeser [31]
Re: 'Murderous Meteors' - Nick Balaskas [31]

Jan 7:

Re: Free John Ford [Alfred's Odd Ode #211] - nld1@ix.netcom.com [Nancy Davidson] [8]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA ... - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [8]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA ... - natural.state@erols.com [Melanie Mecca] [16]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA ... - Don Ledger [22]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA ... - Whitewolf [Paul Whitewolf] [17]
Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #212 [Free John Ford] - Alfred Lehmberg [73]
'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - "Greg Sandow" [195]
Re: Free John Ford [Alfred's Odd Ode #211] - Alfred Lehmberg [17]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - CFQ 2 [Charles F. Quinn Jr.] [22]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - Terry Blanton [23]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA ... - John Velez [31]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA ... - John Velez [23]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA ... - troodon@netnitco.net [David Orr] [10]
New Evidence Found for Black Hole - RSchatte [Rebecca] [69]
NASA: 'Old Faithful' Black Hole Ejects Mass Equal - NASANews@hq.nasa.gov [98]
Re: Free John Ford [Alfred's Odd Ode #211] - Scott Carr [8]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA ... - jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson) [23]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [13]
NIDS refutes Dulce Myth - jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson) [51]
Re: Greer's December letter to Congress - jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson) [82]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - Bruce Maccabee [1]
Fred Steckling and LTP - "Philippe Piet van Putten" [9]
Re: Letter To US President & Congress on ET - SGB List 2 [Stephen Bassett] [31]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [22]
Re: Letter To US President & Congress on ET - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [38]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA ... - James Easton [7]

Jan 8:
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Re: NIDS refutes Dulce Myth - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [32]
Re: UPN 'Abduction' video - John Velez [45]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA ... - SGB List 2 [Stephen G. Bassett] [9]
Re: Letter To US Pres/Cong - clarification viz CAUS - SGB List 2 [Stephen G. Bassett] [35]
Re: Letter To US President & Congress on ET - XianneKei [Rebbeca Keith] [6]
AP: Study - Asteroid Could Flood Coast - RSchatte [Rebecca] [68]
UPN Programming - RSchatte [16]
UFO Report from a US Naval MP - "Ben Field" [110]
Re: UPN 'Abduction' vide - Don Ledger [8]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - "Greg Sandow" [16]
Re: Letter To US Pres/Cong - clarification viz CAUS - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [33]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - "Greg Sandow" [18]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - BGBOPPER [Russ Este] [11]
Re: NIDS refutes Dulce Myth - Terry Blanton [18]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - "Tom Burnett" [80]
Sighting - Puerto Vallerta, Mexico - Henny van der Pluijm [23]
Re: Photos Support Theory of New Planet - RSchatte [66]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - John Velez [25]
Re: UPN 'Abduction' video - "George Fergus" [4]
Re: UPN 'Abduction' video - Henny van der Pluijm [23]
Re: UK.UFO.NW -IRC- guest Graham Birdsall - United Kingdom UFO Network [69]
The John Ford Affair - UK UFO Magazine - UFO UpDates - Toronto [264]
Re: Sighting - Puerto Vallerta, Mexico - "Tom Burnett" [13]
UPN: Feature On Mexico City Video - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [46]
Frances Barwood Announcement - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [45]
Dual Spheres - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [59]

Jan 9:

Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - "Greg Sandow" [19]
Astonishing Intelligent Artifacts(?) On Far Side - Ufojoe1 [Joe Murgia] [4]
New Evidence That Mars Face Is Artificial - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [82]
Re: Space Tourism Within 3 Years - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [102]
Re: AP: Study - Asteroid Could Flood Coast - John Velez [27]
Nando Net: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) To:=20
[85]
Re: The John Ford Affair - UK UFO Magazine - John Velez [34]
Re: Dual Spheres - Bob Shell [3]
Re: Astonishing Intelligent Artifacts(?) On Far - "WHITE" [John White] [5]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - KRandle993 [Kevin Randle] [56]
Re: Dual Sphere - "Scott Carr" [11]
Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No - Jim Deardorff [16]
Posting Rules - UFO UpDates - Toronto [54]
Re: Nando Net: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of - troodon@netnitco.net [David Orr] [28]
AP: Astronomers Gauge Energy of Stars - RSchatte [77]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - Terry Blanton [27]
RAF Woodbridge U.K. - Brisciano Tony TSgt 100SUPS/LGSF [36]
Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No - Bryan Butcher [29]

Jan 10:

NASA's Search For ET Life Becomes Earnest As - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [91]
Toxic Data At Area 51 Ruled Confidential - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [91]
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Re: Astonishing Intelligent Artifacts(?) On Far - Jim Deardorff [21]
Re: Scottish Explosion - Dave Ledger [6]
'Sightings' Launches Series of Exposes on - RSchatte [50]
The Illogical Scientist - "Greg Sandow" [16]
Re: Sighting - Puerto Vallerta, Mexico - Ted Viens [34]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - RGates8254 [66]
'Sightings' On TV Exposes The UFO Cover-Up - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [31]
More Help for Philip - Philip Mantle [13]
'Beyond Roswell' on CD-ROM - Philip Mantle [24]
Alfred's Odd Ode #213 - Alfred Lehmberg [67]
Re: RAF Woodbridge U.K. - ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant] [7]
Re: - "Yvonne Hedenland" [9]
Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 - "Yvonne Hedenland" [31]
Re: FOIA attorney Peter Gersten chats with Byron - "Yvonne Hedenland" [22]
Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No - "Terry J. Blanton" [9]
Intruders Foundation/AIC to combine - John Velez [16]
Re: 'Sightings' Launches Series - Chris Rutkowski [12]
CANUFO: Quebec ufologists in the dark, out in the - Chris Rutkowski [12]
FYI: TWA 800 - It ain't over 'til it's over - "skyeking@aye.net" [Jerry Washington] [52]
Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 - ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant] [30]
U-Haul's 'UFO' Trucks - UFO UpDates - Toronto [53]
Skywatch: Filer's Files #1'98 - "Skywatch International" [328]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA ... - jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson) [13]

Jan 11:

Re: RAF Woodbridge U.K. - Bruce Maccabee [4]
Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 - Michael Christol [21]
Re: FYI: TWA 800 - It ain't over 'til it's over - Jim Deardorff [24]
The Boston Globe: Sightings In Exeter (N.H.) Area - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [38]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA ... - James Easton [23]
Re: RAF Woodbridge U.K. - James Easton [54]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA ... - Skye Turell [6]
AP: 'X-Files' To Take Show on the Road - RSchatte [Rebecca] [44]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA ... - SGB List 2 [4]
Washington Post: John Ford article - 98-01-11 - UFO UpDates - Toronto [422]
'Eagles Disobey' - More Mars Revelations? - "Todd Andrews" [70]
Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 - ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant] [20]
BAR 199801 - BufoCalvin [230]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA... - "Keith Woodard" [19]
Re: The Boston Globe: Sightings In Exeter (N.H.) - Whitewolf [Paul Whitewolf] [49]
'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Philip Mantle [9]
UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 3, Number 2 - Masinaigan [359]
Re: Washington Post: John Ford article - 98-01-11 - Alfred Lehmberg [24]
Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 - Michael Christol [26]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA ... - "Keith Woodard" [69]
{87} part 1 - United Kingdom UFO Network - United Kingdom UFO Network [471]
{87} part 2 - United Kingdom UFO Network - United Kingdom UFO Network [454]
{87} part 3 - United Kingdom UFO Network - United Kingdom UFO Network [466]
{87} part 4 - United Kingdom UFO Network - United Kingdom UFO Network [396]

Jan 12:
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Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 - ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant] [32]
Taiwanese UFO Cult Anoints Gary (Ind.) Loading Dock - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [65]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - joel henry [11]
Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No - entropy@brighid.sunflower.com [Tom Genereaux] [4]
Re: Taiwanese UFO Cult Anoints Gary (Ind.) Loading - Bob Shell [2]
Re: CANUFO: Quebec ufologists in the dark, out in - "gilles milot" [11]
Re: Bryant's Request for Grand Jury: What's the - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [7]
Re: Taiwanese UFO Cult Anoints Gary (Ind.) Loading - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [42]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - Mark Cashman [38]
Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No - Mark Cashman [19]
Re: 'Surplus Time' - John Koopmans [40]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Bob Shell [7]
Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No - Jim Deardorff [17]
Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No - Don Ledger [15]
Re: Lunar Prospector Begins Orbiting Moon - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [28]
Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 - galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy] [9]

Jan 13:

Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No - Michael Christol [36]
Re: Bryant's Request for Grand Jury: What's the - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [13]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Don Ledger [4]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - RGates8254 [6]
Re: Taiwanese UFO Cult Anoints Gary (Ind.) Loading - troodon@netnitco.net [7]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - XianneKei [7]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - Paul Williams [8]
UFO Bumper Stickers..... - "Tom Burnett" [5]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant] [12]
Re: The Lesotho Incident - Jakes Louw [18]
Re: 'Surplus Time' - Stuart.Reid@britcoun.org [18]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - Michael Christol [9]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - Bob Shell [18]
Re: ... Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature - Bob Shell [19]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - KRandle993 [Kevin Randle] [25]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [36]
Re: The Lesotho Incident - Henny van der Pluijm [12]
No relation - ParadigmRG [Stephen Bassett] [9]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - "Tom Burnett" [58]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - "Serge Salvaille" [35]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - Stanton Friedman [13]
The 8/6/97 Mexico City video - Ktperehwon [10]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - KRandle993 [Kevin Randle] [18]
Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident - Mark Cashman [17]
Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident - Mark Cashman [20]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - Bruce Maccabee [11]
Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident - Mark Cashman [60]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Bob Shell [2]
Re: Washington DC 1952 investigation - "Diana Hopkins" [4]

Jan 14:

Brave Frances Barwood - Ufojoe1 [Joe Murgia] [70]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - "Tom Burnett" [27]
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Criteria for 'Good' info [was: ... Washington DC - John Velez [19]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [11]
Re: Greer Briefed CIA ... - James Easton [14]
Re: ... Martian 'Face' Is No Accident - Mark Cashman [13]
UFOR: 'Meteorite' lands in Denver - d005734c@dc.seflin.org, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [65]
U.S. In Search Of Water On The Moon - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [75]
Members Of German UFO Cult Released - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [42]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - Mark Cashman [100]
UFO Crash at Dalnegorsk In Russia - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [66]
Transmit An ETmail Into Space - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [16]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Theresa [19]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Theresa [9]
UFO News International 34 - Henny van der Pluijm [421]
UFO Report - Sighting at sea - 12-97 - "Ben Field" [102]
Re: UFO Crash at Dalnegorsk - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [97]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - Michael Christol [4]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant] [22]
Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident - John Velez [27]
The Prophets Conference - Strieber - prophets@maui.net [94]
Re: The Lesotho Incident - Jakes Louw [12]
Re: Thanksfor heads-up on Taiwan 'UFO Cult' story - "Terry Walker" [10]
Alfred's Odd Ode #214 - Alfred Lehmberg [64]
Re: UFO Report - Sighting at sea - 12-97 - Masinaigan [15]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Bob Shell [24]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - Bob Shell [10]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - Bob Shell [34]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - KRandle993 [Kevin Randle] [29]
Re: Criteria for 'Good' info - KRandle993 [Kevin Randle] [65]
Re: UFO Report - Sighting at sea - 12-97 - Marie Ivey [2]
Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident - Mark Cashman [18]
Extra Terrestrial & Time Travel Hypotheses [was - Jim Deardorff [9]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - Jim Deardorff [26]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Philip Mantle [6]
Re: Molecular Genetics and Aliens [was: 'The - jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson) [41]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - chabry@simcoe.igs.net [Charles Bryant] [17]
Enhanced Possibility Of Photographing Cydonia - jaser7@home.com, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig
Agermose) [23]
Re: UFO Report - Sighting at sea - 12-97 - Don Ledger [6]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [10]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant] [18]

Jan 15:

Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - "Tom Burnett" [21]
Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident - Michael Christol [31]
Re: Washington DC 1952 investigation - Michael Christol [16]
Re: ... Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature - Michael Christol [9]
Re: Molecular Genetics and Aliens - Skye Turell [9]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - troodon@netnitco.net [David Orr] [16]
'Report on Unidentified Flying Objects' Indexed - galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy] [172]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy] [23]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy] [8]
Tahoe Daily Tribune: Lab Shopkeeper's Notebook - ElPatricio [134]
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URLs that may be of interest - Steven Kaeser [19]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - KRandle993 [Kevin Randle] [24]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - Bob Shell [28]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Bob Shell [30]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Bob Shell [3]
Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia - "Philippe Piet van Putten" [16]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - "Keith Woodard" [12]
Re: Molecular Genetics and Aliens - "George Fergus" [6]
Re: The Prophets Conference - Strieber - John Velez [79]
Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident - Mark Cashman [54]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - Dennis Stacy [9]
Re: Sighting at sea - 12-97 - Brian Cuthbertson [36]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant] [13]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Philip Mantle [12]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant] [12]
Re: The Lesotho Incident - Ralf Zeigermann [13]
Zahi Hawass on Art Bell/14 Jan 98 - UFO UpDates - Toronto [183]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - "Tom Burnett" [15]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - "Tom Burnett" [10]
AP: Mars' Life May Be From Earth - RSchatte [82]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - "Tom Burnett" [20]

Jan 16:

Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - Jim Deardorff [18]
John Glenn Returning To Space - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [27]
Project Silver Bug - yogi@iadfw.net [Bill Ralls] [22]
Re: The 'Debris' [was: 'Alien Autopsy' film - James Easton [150]
CSETI's Push for open hearings - Ufojoe1 [Joe Murgia] [50]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy] [9]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy] [48]
Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries - "Terry Walker" [38]
Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident - Bob Shell [7]
Re: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia - Bob Shell [4]
UFO Specialities Inc.? - UFO UpDates - Toronto [5]
Skywatch: Filer's Files #2-1998 - skywatch_ok@msn.com [458]
Re: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia - Michelle [Michelle LaVigne] [10]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - KRandle993 [Kevin Randle] [50]
Re: Project Silver Bug - Don Ledger [18]
Re: CSETI's Push for open hearings - Steven Kaeser [40]
Re: CSETI's Push for open hearings - Don Ledger [14]
Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries - Don Ledger [10]
Re: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia - "Philippe Piet van Putten" [9]
Re: The 'Debris' - George Barkouris [6]
Re: The 'Debris' - neil morris [17]
Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries - Mark Cashman [139]
Charles Schmid? - Ktperehwon [Karl Pflock] [12]
Re: Washington DC 1952 investigation - Martin.Cousins@britcoun.org [23]
Re: The 'Debris' - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [15]
AP: Scientists Stand By Mars Theory - RSchatte [78]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - RGates8254 [45]
Re: CSETI's Push for open hearings - Terry Blanton [9]
Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident - David Sielaff [25]
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Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries - Bruce Maccabee [13]
Re: The 'Debris' - Bruce Maccabee [26]
Chat with Jeff Rense - "Yvonne Hedenland" [10]
Re: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia - John Velez [5]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - Steve Neeley [8]
Idaho Teacher Gets Turn in Space - RSchatte [Rebecca] [61]
Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation - Bruce Maccabee [24]
Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings - setag@cyberspace.org, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
[31]
June '97 Scotish Sighting - Dave Ledger [69]
Sci-Fi Wire: Duchovny, Anderson Sign Until 2000 - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [68]
The Truth Behind 'The X-Files' - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [75]
Re: Ufolawyer chatroom-Monday, January 19, 1998 - UFOLAWYER1 [29]
Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries - Masinaigan [Joseph Trainor] [11]

Jan 17:

Current-Encounters: Portage County, Ohio - slk [101]
Re: Charles Schmid? - Bruce Maccabee [5]
Copyright resource - galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy] [5]
Re: Charles Schmid? - Ted Viens [24]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - Stuart & Toni Livesey [Stuart] [41]
Frances Emma Barwood Campaign for Secretary of - ParadigmRG [Stephen Bassett] [77]
Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries - "Larry Hatch" [12]
Alfred's Odd Ode #215 - Alfred Lehmberg [91]
Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries - JJ Mercieca [154]
Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings - "Keith Woodard" [34]
Re: Chat with UFO video analyst Jim Dilettoso - "Yvonne Hedenland" [13]
Re: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia - Bob Shell [3]
Re: The 'Debris' - Bob Shell [6]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Bob Shell [6]
UFO*BC Report - UFO Crash In Chile? - boliver@Direct.CA (Bill Oliver) [122]
Re: Copyright resource - Steven Kaeser [15]
Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries - ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant] [5]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - Dave Everett [6]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - "Tom Burnett" [17]
Mind Scan Paradox - Joseph Polanik [134]
Re: BWW Media Alert 980117 - BufoCalvin [65]

Jan 18:

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - chabry@simcoe.igs.net [7]
Re: The 'Debris' - James Easton [90]
Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries - Bruce Maccabee [4]
Re: Nazi Saucers Described In Atom Bomb Classic - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [72]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Philip Mantle [21]
Re: 'The Threat'... [was ... - Sandow on Jacobs' - Bob Shell [9]
The Opening of SETI article - JJ Mercieca [9]
Photographic Analysis Needed - Philip Mantle [13]
Gulf Breeze UFO Conference - Ufojoe1 [Joe Murgia] [57]
Re: 'The Threat'... [was ... - Sandow on Jacobs' - Bob Shell [11]
UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 3, Number 3 - Masinaigan [Joseph Trainor] [428]
Green Light for June 6 People's Rally at AREA 51 - groomwatch@aol.com, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig
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Agermose) [39]
Re: 'The Threat'... - Brian Cuthbertson [21]
Re: Gulf Breeze UFO Conference - Alfred Lehmberg [9]
Repeat showings of "UFOs: The 100-Year Coverup" - Ktperehwon [Karl Pflock] [9]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [11]
Re: The Opening of SETI article - galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy] [46]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [11]
Three US Channels Offer UFO Specials - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [52]
More about Quebec ufologists - Chris Rutkowski [15]
The Learning Channel Presents Second Week On - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [121]
Skywatch: New Wave in Arizona - skywatch_ok@msn.com [116]
Re: Photographic Analysis Needed - Ted Viens [19]

Jan 19:

Re: Photographic Analysis Needed - ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant] [10]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Bob Shell [7]
Re: 'The Threat'... - William White [23]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Bob Shell [6]
Re: The Opening of SETI article - galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy] [51]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Bob Shell [8]
Re: Photographic Analysis Needed - XianneKei [9]
Re: Photographic Analysis Needed - Philip Mantle [10]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - KRandle993 [Kevin Randle] [26]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Philip Mantle [10]
Re: Photographic Analysis Needed - John Velez [6]
Re: Frances Emma Barwood Campaign - "Greg Sandow" [31]
Ancient Astronauts - Philip Mantle [6]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - RGates8254 [26]
Re: The 'Debris' - "George Fergus" [20]
Re: Charles Schmid? - "George Fergus" [11]
Re: Photographic Analysis Needed - "Michael Fouss=E9" [14]
Re: 'UFO Crash' In Ukraine? - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [24]
ACC's First Phase Announcement Of Its Findings - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [13]

Jan 20:

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Edoardo Russo [10]
Post-human evolution and Little Gray Men - "M@C TONNIES" [28]
DISPATCH # 79 -- the weekly newsletter of ParaScope - ParaScope [159]
Re: Frances Emma Barwood Campaign - SGB List 2 [20]
Re: Photographic Analysis Needed - Bob Shell [13]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Bob Shell [4]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Bob Shell [13]
Re: Ancient Astronauts - "WHITE" [John White] [46]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - Bob Shell [10]
Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign - RGates8254 [13]
Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book - Mark Cashman [44]
Re: 'The Threat'... - Mark Cashman [24]
Dilbert again - "Greg Sandow" [12]
Re: June '97 Scotish Sighting - Mark Cashman [10]
Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings - Mark Cashman [10]
Audio recording made during an abduction - "Peterre" [Philip Bradley] [17]
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'98 MUFON Symposium - "Michael Curta" [4]
Essay on interpretations of the UFO phenomenon - "M@C TONNIES" [11]
Official history transistor - Henny van der Pluijm [12]
Re: Charles Schmid? - Ktperehwon [Karl Pflock] [38]

Jan 21:

Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [15]
Plan 9 From UPN! - John Velez [76]
Re: Audio recording made during an abduction - "Peterre" [[Philip Bradley]] [24]
Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings - "Keith Woodard" [17]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing - jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson) [6]
UPN's 'Incident in Lake County' - Steven Kaeser [10]
Light over Australia - "S.Burrows" [Steve Burrows] [11]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing - Steven Kaeser [7]
Re: UFO sightings in foreign countries - apt_6f@hotmail.com <Terry Walker> [4]
Regarding UPN's abduction 'cartoon' - Alfred Lehmberg [13]
UFO UpDate:Skywatch: Bell/CSETI Show Transcripts on Web - skywatch_ok@msn.com [Skywatch List] [46]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing - Bob Shell [21]
TV Appearances - rfsignal@sprynet.com [51]
Re: UPN's 'Incident in Lake County' - joel henry [8]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [14]
Re: Regarding UPN's abduction 'cartoon' - Chris Rutkowski [14]
Re: Light over Australia - Ted Viens [9]
Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing - Don Ledger [16]
Re: Plan 9 From UPN! - Skye Turell [15]
Re: Frances Emma Barwood Campaign - "Greg Sandow" [3]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing - CLFScribe [Lee Finkle] [5]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing - Stanton Friedman [11]
Alfred's Odd Ode #216 - Alfred Lehmberg [61]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - Stanton Friedman [9]
Re: TV Appearances - Chris Rutkowski [8]
Re: UFO sightings in foreign countries - Ted Viens [58]
Re: 'The Threat'... - William White [66]
Re: UPN's 'Incident in Lake County' - "George Fergus" [13]
Lake County 'Alien Abduction' Video is Fake - ufotruth@ix.netcom.com (by way of John Velez) [43]
Sad events surrounding the UPN broadcast... - Scott Hale [14]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing - BGBOPPER [Russ Estes] [41]
Questions around 'Abduction' video - Frank Costa [28]
Oklahoma Politics And UFOs - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [36]
Re: UPN Movie Closing Credits List Names Of Actors - petekaz@erols.com, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig
Agermose) [16]
Re: UPN's 'Incident in Lake County' - "WHITE" [John White] [5]

Jan 22:

Re: UPN's 'Incident in Lake County - "WHITE" [19]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing - Stanton Friedman [5]

Jan 21:

USAF Roswell Debunker Richard Weaver Interviewed - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [84]
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Jan 22:

Shari Adamiak Passes On - UFO UpDates - Toronto [108]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [25]
Re: Spaulding & Heflin Pictures - RHJr1983 [Ralph Howard] [30]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - Theresa [11]
Re: UPN Abduction Video - "Len Fedullo" [31]
The Case for the Secret Exploration of Space... - Jakes Louw [232]
Re: Sad events surrounding the UPN broadcast... - John Velez [7]
Re: My sightings - Andre P De Wet [61]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - Stanton Friedman [14]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing - John Velez [22]
MSNBC on the Internet Highlights, January 23 30 - RSchatte [107]
Re: UPN Movie Closing Credits List Names Of Actors - Chris Rutkowski [10]
UPN's "Incident in Lake County" - Steven Kaeser [10]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing - KRandle993 [Kevin Randle] [116]
Re: USAF Roswell Debunker Richard Weaver - Scott Hale [75]

Jan 23:

Re: The Case for the Secret Exploration of Space... - Kerry Ferrand [26]
Re: UPN video - Paul Reischmann [14]
Re: The Case for the Secret Exploration of Space - Kerry Ferrand [34]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [11]
Dr. Edgar Mitchell - Notes from The Prophets - prophets@maui.net [142]
Skywatch Hour chat with author Chris O'Brien - "Yvonne Hedenland" [15]
AP On UPN Abduction Video - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [28]
Chat with Special Guest Barry Greenwood - "Yvonne Hedenland" [11]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing - John Velez [46]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing - BGBOPPER [29]
Re: UPN's "Incident in Lake County" - "Tom Burnett" [8]
Clinton Scandel and UFO information release - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [13]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing - "Terry J. Blanton" [8]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - "Terry J. Blanton" [40]
Re: UPN Abduction Video - Stanton Friedman [12]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - Bob Shell [6]
Re: UFO sightings in foreign countrie - Mark Cashman [9]
Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings - Mark Cashman [45]
Re: UPN's "Incident in Lake County" - Bob Shell [5]
Re: UPN Abduction Video - Steven Kaeser [30]
Re: 'The Threat'... - Mark Cashman [136]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing - Stanton Friedman [8]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing - AFSDialog [Tom Tulien] [10]
Protest UPN irresponsible UFO programming - DONZON [Donald Waldrop] [41]

Jan 24:

Aliens turn gamekeeper into millionaire - georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni] [64]
Santilli Debunks the debunkers - georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni] [52]
William Birnes Interview - georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni] [97]
The Philadelphia Experiment lives on - georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni] [40]
Sphinx Cover Up? - georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni] [48]
SLV Winter Update - "Christopher O'Brien" [213]
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Buddist Monk Claims death threats - georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni] [64]
Re: UPN's "Incident in Lake County" - Chris Sanderson [13]
Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings - "Keith Woodard" [9]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing [Kiviat] - KRandle993 [Kevin Randle] [37]
BWW Media Alert 980223 - BufoCalvin [65]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [3]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - Michael Wayne Malone [33]
Re: 'The Threat'... - William White [91]
Alfred's Odd Ode #217 - Alfred Lehmberg [40]
Chat with Skeptic/Investigator, Phil Klass - "Yvonne Hedenland" [13]
Re: UPN Abduction Video - "Len Fedullo" [14]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing [Kiviat] - Steven Kaeser [16]
Re: UFO Meeting/Discussion Group - c549597@showme.missouri.edu [Barbara Becker] [15]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - "Steven Kaeser" [14]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing [Kiviat] - Bob Shell [5]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing - Marie Ivey [9]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - Bob Shell [5]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing [Kiviat] - Bob Shell [6]
IUFO: Friedman & Simms Reply to UPN's Hoax - UFO UpDates - Toronto [78]
UFO Crash in Ukraine & Chernobyl UFO [Current - Anatoly Kutovoy [46]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - "Steven Kaeser" [14]
Re: The Philadelphia Experiment lives on - "Tom Burnett" [13]
Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats - "Larry Hatch" [6]
UFO FOrum Chat Tomorrow at 7:00 pm Mtn time - "Christopher O'Brien" [7]
Re: USAF Roswell Debunker Richard Weaver - jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson) [14]
Re: UPN Abduction Video - Stanton Friedman [11]
Charleston AFB, SC, 1975 - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [80]

Jan 25:

Perry, GA, Fall 1975 - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [74]
Re: 'The Threat'... - AFSDialog [Thomas Tulien] [16]
Re: The Philadelphia Experiment lives on - William White [54]
Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats - AFSDialog [Thomas Tulien] [26]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing - AFSDialog [Thomas Tulien] [20]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing [Kiviat] - BGBOPPER [Russ Estes] [23]
Madeira Island UFO Report - Joaquim Fernandes [29]
Re: The Philadelphia Experiment lives on - Rob Irving [14]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - John Velez [51]
Re: ID4 Shadows on Mars? - Paul Reischmann [17]
Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats - Bob Shell [36]
Re: UPN Abduction Video - KRandle993@aol.com [Kevin Randle] [20]
Re: UPN Abduction Video - Don Ledger [31]
UK.UFO.NW -IRC- guest Dan Sherman - United Kingdom UFO Network [222]
Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats - georgina@easynet.co.uk [46]
Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats - UFO UpDates - Toronto [211]
Re: Comments on the UPN thing - Stanton Friedman [10]
Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats - Bob Shell [33]
URGENT...URGENT....URGENT.....URGENT....URGENT - SGB List 2 [12]
Re: ID4 Shadows on Mars? - Bryan Butcher [20]
Books [was: 'The Threat'...] - Dennis [Dennis Stacy] [55]
Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats - "Tom Burnett" [41]
Re: Friedman & Simms Reply to UPN's Hoax - RGates8254@aol.com [Robert Gates] [7]
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UFO ROUNDUP Volume 3, Number 4 - Masinaigan [376]
Re: URGENT...URGENT....URGENT..... - Chris Rutkowski [6]
Re: William Birnes Interview - RGates8254@aol.com [13]
Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats - UFO UpDates - Toronto [3272]
Re: ID4 Shadows on Mars? - Kerry Ferrand [7]
Re: Regarding books to read - galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy] [22]
Re: UPN Abduction Video - Ted Viens [27]
UFO files available? - georgina@easynet.co.uk [49]

Jan 26:

Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats - georgina@easynet.co.uk [21]
Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings - Mark Cashman [18]
Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats - georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni] [24]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - Mark Cashman [7]
Re: Books - natural.state@erols.com [Melanie Mecca] [16]
UFO FAQ Needs New Home - Henny van der Pluijm [22]
UFO Studies [was: 'The Threat'...] - Mark Cashman [108]
Science Fiction Writers [was: 'The Threat'...] - Mark Cashman [10]
Re: UFO ROUNDUP Volume 3, Number 4 - Mark Cashman [30]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - Henny van der Pluijm [11]
Re: UPN Abduction Video - "Serge Salvaille" [63]
Re: ID4 Shadows on Mars? - JJ Mercieca [15]
Re: ID4 Shadows on Mars? - Paul Reischmann [7]
Re: UFO Studies - William White [48]
Re: Science Fiction Writers - KRandle993 [Kevin Randle] [31]
Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction - Michael Wayne Malone [7]
Re: Science Fiction Writers - William White [17]
Re: Books - 'The Threat' - Dennis [38]
FOIA request for non-US citizens - Jakes Louw [18]
Books - Tim Good on Alien Bases - georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni] [29]
Re: UFO Crash in Ukraine & Chernobyl UFO - Nick Balaskas [12]

Jan 27:

UFO*BC News - UFO*BC [53]
Re: UPN Abduction Video - "Len Fedullo" [12]

Jan 26:

Re: Science Fiction Writers - "George Fergus" [7]

Jan 27:

Re: Science Fiction Writers - Don Ledger [14]
Re: URGENT...URGENT....URGENT..... - Bruce Maccabee [5]
Re: Science Fiction Writers - Scott Carr [6]
Re: The Tender Underbelly of Ufology... - TotlResrch [Kal K. Korff] [95]
Re: Santilli Debunks the debunkers - Stephen Gamble [13]
Beyond Roswell CD ROM and Web Site - Bob Shell [15]
Re: BWW Media Alert Flash - BufoCalvin [51]
Body marks - William B Jennings [50]
Re: The Lesotho Incident - Jakes Louw [8]
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Re: Science Fiction Writers - Mark Cashman [12]
Re: Science Fiction Writers - Bob Shell [8]
Re: UFO Studies - Mark Cashman [37]

Jan 28:

Re: Books - Tim Good on Alien Bases - Psdx1 [Phil Danielson] [4]
Re: Sightings in foreign countries - Tom Benson [13]
DISPATCH # 80 -- the weekly newsletter of ParaScope - ParaScope [103]
'True Fact' - Question... - StanleyMle [Robert L. King] [10]
Re: UFO Studies - William White [7]
Re: Body marks - John Velez [25]
Re: Body marks - William White [21]
Re: Santilli Debunks the debunkers - William White [12]
Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #218 - Alfred Lehmberg [105]
Re: Science Fiction Writers - William White [15]

Jan 29:

Re: Charles Halt to write a book - georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni] [6]
Re: Science Fiction Writers - "Serge Salvaille" [37]
Re: UFO Studies - Jakes Louw [36]
Re: Santilli Debunks the debunkers - Steven Kaeser [40]
Re: 'True Fact' - Question... - galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy] [4]
Re: 'True Fact' - Question... - "Steven Kaeser" [2]
Re: Books - Tim Good on Alien Bases - "WHITE" [John White] [29]
Re: The Battle of Los Angeles - Brian Straight [14]
Re: Body marks - Psdx1 [10]
Re: - galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy] [78]
Re: UFO Studies - galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy] [78]
Re: Science Fiction Writers - Skye Turell [12]
Re: UFO Studies - William White [26]
Re: - natural.state@erols.com [2]
Re: UFO Studies - Mark Cashman [31]
Re: The Battle of Los Angeles - "Larry Hatch" [9]
Return to DEFCON 1 - ParadigmRG [6]
Re: Books - Tim Good on Alien Bases - natural.state@erols.com [Melanie Mecca] [2]
Re: The Battle of Los Angeles - Henny van der Pluijm [9]
CURRENT-ENCOUNTERS: Balsa - UFO UpDates - Toronto [27]

Jan 30:

Re: The Battle of Los Angeles - Skye Turell [3]
UFOs and the DJIA - "pcs" [Paul Stuart] [8]
Re: The Battle of Los Angeles - galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy] [14]
Re: The Battle of Los Angeles - RGates8254@aol.com [8]
Re: The Battle of Los Angeles - boliver@Direct.CA (Bill Oliver) [3]
Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings - Jan Aldrich [43]
PROJECT-1947: Ruppelt, Air Defense & UFOs - Jan Aldrich [82]
NASA News: 40th Anniversary of 1st U.S. Satellite - NASANews@hq.nasa.gov [111]
Harry Webb? - Maurizio Verga [18]
Help needed... - Bob Shell [12]
CIA's 'UFO Report'? - Philip Mantle [5]
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Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings - Bob Shell [6]
Re: The Battle of Los Angeles - Mark Cashman [8]
Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings - Bruce Maccabee [19]
Re: PROJECT-1947: Ruppelt, Air Defense & UFOs - Bruce Maccabee [66]
Re: UFO Studies - Mark Cashman [87]
Re: UFOs and the DJIA - XianneKei@aol.com [Rebecca Keith] [6]
Steve Schiff Will Not Be Able To Run Again - Ktperehwon@aol.com [Karl Pflock] [10]
Re: UFO Studies - William White [14]
Re: Science Fiction Writers - William White [13]
Re: Rebroadcast of our Favorite Abduction - KRandle993@aol.com [23]
UFO Studies - William White [11]
Re: UFOs and the DJIA - David & Angie Lynn [75]
Re: Santilli Debunks the debunkers - William White [16]
Re: The Battle of Los Angeles - Don Ledger [4]
Re: CIA's 'UFO Report'? - Scott Hale [4]
Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings - Sean Jones [16]
Barry Greenwood's CAUS Resignation Statement - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [114]
Re: UFOs and the DJIA - "pcs" [Paul Stuart] [4]
CIA's 'UFO Report'? - RGates8254@aol.com [Robert Gates] [8]
RAF - Rudloe Manor To Close - Mike Smith [14]
Reactions to Barry Greenwood's Resignation - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [124]
Re: FOIA request for non-US citizens - James Easton [16]
Steve Schiff Won't Run Again - RGates8254@aol.com [Robert Gates] [31]
Re: Steve Schiff Will Not Be Able To Run Again - RGates8254@aol.com [Robert Gates] [13]
Re: CIA's 'UFO Report'? - galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy] [47]
Re: The Battle of Los Angeles - Peregrine Mendoza [Peter Brookesmith] [17]
Re: Project1947: DAY/NIGHT More *U* Findings - Peregrine Mendoza [Peter Brookesmith] [24]
Re: Science Fiction Writers - Skye Turell [31]
Skywatch: Filer's Files #4-1998 - skywatch_ok@msn.com [456]

Jan 31:

Re: CIA's 'UFO Report'? - RobIrving@aol.com [8]
Re: Barry Greenwood's CAUS Resignation Statement - SGBList2@aol.com [30]
Re: PROJECT 1947: Ruppelt, Air Defense & UFOs - DRudiak@aol.com [66]
Re: Rebroadcast of our Favorite Abduction - John Velez [25]
Re: UFO Studies - Mark Cashman [32]
Re: The Battle of Los Angeles - werd@interlog.com [Drew Williamson] [16]
Re: Underground Bases - Psdx1@aol.com [Phil Danielson] [43]
Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings - Mark Cashman [21]
Material for new TV show - A grovelling beg of the - "Michael J. Woods" [79]
Gersten and Bassett discuss Government Disclosure - "Yvonne Hedenland" [20]
Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings - "Larry Hatch" [10]
Re: The Battle of Los Angeles - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [19]
Alfred's Odd Ode #219 - Alfred Lehmberg [75]
Re: CIA's 'UFO Report'? - Dan [6]
Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings - "Larry Hatch" [17]
Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings - Skye Turell [12]
South-Central Colorado Update - "Christopher O'Brien" [141]

The number enclosed in brackets is the number of lines of new text in the message, excluding the header, blank lines
and quotes from previous messages.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 1

Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com>
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 17:33:55 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 00:22:57 -0500
Subject: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> 0bduction  That's their mistake, not mine!--Rebecca

From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
Return-path: <AOLNews@aol.com>
Subject: UPN to Present Chilling Video Record of a Family's...
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 16:33:44 EST

UPN to Present Chilling Video Record of a Family's Fateful
Encounter With Extraterrestrials When ``Alien 0bduction: Incident
in Lake County'' Airs Tuesday, Jan. 20, 9-10 p.m. ET/PT

LOS ANGELES--(ENTERTAINMENT WIRE)--Dec. 31, 1997--

McPherson Family's Video Is the Sole Testament to the Missing Family's Fate

UPN will present a one-hour special centered on an alleged
videotaped account of a family's purported encounter with what
may  be extraterrestrial life forms when ``Alien Abduction:
Incident in  Lake County'' airs Tuesday, Jan. 20 (9-10 p.m.
ET/PT).

The recently acquired videotape is the sole testament to the
fate of the McPherson family, missing since last Thanksgiving
Day.

(Editors please note:  Regularly scheduled programming is
pre-empted on this date.)

Apparently recorded and, at various times, narrated by the
family's 16-year-old son, Thomas McPherson, the startling footage
shows the family gathering with friends to celebrate
Thanksgiving on  Thursday, Nov. 27, 1997.  A series of strange
occurrences, caught by  the camera, culminate in what appears to
be a frightening encounter  with strange creatures.

During the special, several people who claim to have had similar
experiences relate their ordeals, and experts on aliens discuss
the authenticity of the videotape.

    --30--DB/la TJM/la

CONTACT:

UPN Media Relations, Los Angeles

Michael Di Pasquale, 310/575-7081

Search for other documents from or mentioning: rschatte | aolnews
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 1

1998 A Year Of.....

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 00:28:36 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 00:28:36 -0500
Subject: 1998 A Year Of.....

To all UpDates Subscribers, Contributors and Readers around the
Planet,

May this New Year bring us all whatever it is we want and wish
for, no matter how earth-shattering or seemingly small.

Happy New Year!

Sue & Errol
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 1

New Poll - Canada Has Most UFO Believers

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 18:31:24 +0200
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 10:32:09 -0500
Subject: New Poll - Canada Has Most UFO Believers 

These items were found in the news section of the Sci-Fi
Channel's "Sightings" page. URL:

http://www.scifi.com/sightings/web091197/news.html

I have changed the order a bit so that the UFO one comes first.

Happy New Year!

Stig

*******

CANADIANS DO BELIEVE!
In Ottawa, Canada, the results of a significant new UFO survey
suggest that the U.S. is no longer the ufology capital of the
world. A renowned polling firm, the Angus Reid Group surveyed
more than fifteen hundred carefully chosen adults who
statistically speaking represent all of Canada. The pollsters
found that a remarkable seventy percent of all Canadians believe
in the possibility of extraterrestrial life. When asked if they
think that alien beings have already visited earth, fifty percent
said yes and another forty percent said that if they haven't
already, they will. As Hubble probes unchartered space territory
and NASA announces there may be live on Mars, a majority of
Canadians may just be reflecting what the rest of the world is
thinking. We are not alone.

THE THIRD MAN!
Bigfoot advocates are feeling pretty smug these days. For years,
Crypto zoologists have argued that Neanderthal man and Homo
Sapiens are not the only humans to have walked the earth
together. There's a third human species out there they've been
insisting and it turns out they're probably right.

In Java, on the banks of the Solo River, skulls of an early human
species, Homo Erectus have been unearthed. And from a time when
they should have been extinct. While some scientists believe that
these fossils are a very early branch on Bigfoot's family tree,
most will only say that it is time to challenge the belief that
we are the direct descendents of Homo Erectus.

Mainstream anthropologists have only recently acknowledged that
Homo Sapiens ever co-existed with anybody at all. And so, their
acceptance of a third species, hovers between slow and stagnant.
But some scientists are encouraged and moving forward quickly.
The discovery that Homo Erectus has apparently outlived its
supposed extinction by more than two hundred thousand years gives
hope to those who feel that reports of Bigfoot's extinction are
greatly exaggerated.

CHUPACABRAS ON THE NET!
On the World Wide Web, a blood sucking humanoid first discovered
in Puerto Rico is now invading *the Internet. The Chupacabra or
goat sucker is the latest monster to emerge from the shadows of
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myth and take the heat for a mysterious string of bizarre
livestock deaths. With one *mouse click, you can download images,
get up to date facts with the chupacabra time line and read first
hand accounts as they come in from new eyewitnesses.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 1

UK.UFO.NW - IRC - Guests January 1998

From: United Kingdom UFO Network <ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk>
Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 22:10:12 +0000
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 10:29:31 -0500
Subject: UK.UFO.NW - IRC - Guests January 1998

UNITED KINGDOM UFO NETWORK

United Kingdom UFO Network are immensely honored to announce that
the following are to be very special guests on our UFO irc
channel.

Graham W. Birdsall: World respected ufologist. Editor of UFO
MAGAZINE probably the best UFO magazine published in the UK.
Graham has recently returned from being a guest speaker at the
largest UFO conference ever, in Brazil. He will be telling us all
about it.

Graham will be answering your questions live in a moderated
meeting taking place at 11pm UK time on Saturday 10th January
1998.

http://www.ufomag.co.uk/

Dan Sherman: Author of 'ABOVE BLACK - Project Preserve Destiny -
Insider Account of Alien Contact and Government Cover-Up'

Chosen because of his abilities derived from "genetic
management", Sergeant Dan Sherman was propelled into the covert
world of alien inter-action through the corridors of NSA, USAF,
CIA and NRO. What he learned forced him to seek a discharge from
the USAF at all costs.

http://www.aboveblack.com/

Dan will be answering your questions live in a moderated meeting
taking place at 11pm UK time on Saturday 31st January 1998.

All dates have been confirmed.

If you are using one of the dedicated IRC programs such as the
excellent MIRC available free from: http://www.mirc.co.uk/ enter
one of the below irc server addresses into your program. The
nearer the server to your location the faster the connection. If
one fails then try another.

If you wish to use your web browser to connect to the meetings,
see foot of page.

Once connected join channel #UFO

Hardanger.NO.EU.UltraNET.Org
Johnson-City.TN.US.UltraNet.Org
Mons.BE.EU.ultraNET.Org
Channels.UltraNET.Org
PanamaCity.FL.US.UltraNET.org
Vicksburg.MS.US.UltraNET.org
Madison.NJ.US.UltraNet.Org
London.UK.EU.UltraNET.Org
Belgrade.YU.EU.UltraNet.org
Kalemegdan.YU.EU.UltraNet.org
Singidunum.YU.EU.UltraNet.org
Zemun.YU.EU.UltraNet.org
Bor.YU.EU.UltraNet.org
Testlink.HK.UltraNet.Org
Neuilly.FR.EU.UltraNET.Org
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Harrow.UK.EU.UltraNET.Org
San-Diego.CA.US.UltraNet.org
Uworld.UltraNET.org

If you wish to use your web browser to connect to the meetings go
to url:

http://www.holodeck.demon.co.uk/

Select 'Live IRC chat' button at the top left of page and follow
easy online instructions.

The meetings will commence live at the following world times.
This is not a definitive list. Times will vary depending on your
part of the world.

United Kingdom: 11pm
Auckland: 10am (Sunday)
Beijing: 6am (Sunday)
Berlin: Midnight
Cairo: 1am (Sunday)
Colorado Springs: 4pm
Hong Kong: 6am (Sunday)
Jo'Burg: Midnight
Las Vegas: 3pm
Los Angeles: 3pm
Moscow: 2am (Sunday)
New Delhi: 4am (Sunday)
New Orleans: 5pm
New York: 6pm
Paris: Midnight
Perth: 7am (Sunday)
Rio De Janeiro: 7pm
Riyadh: 1am (Sunday)
Rome: Midnight
Singapore: 6am (Sunday)
Sydney: 9am (Sunday)
Tel Aviv: 1am (Sunday)
Tokyo: 7am (Sunday)

If you wish to know the times of meetings in your part of the
world please send mail to:

ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk

Subject heading: IRC WORLD TIMES

In the body of your message put your country and nearest major
city.

--------------------------------
ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk
United Kingdom UFO Network
http://www.holodeck.demon.co.uk/
--------------------------------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 1

Re: The Importance of UpDates - a Request

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 16:01:42 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 10:39:19 -0500
Subject: Re: The Importance of UpDates - a Request

>From: SGB List 2 <SGBList2@aol.com> [Stephen G. Bassett]
>Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 13:35:08 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: The Importance of Updates - a Request

>To the Members of UpDates

>This mailing list is one of, if not the best, internet forums
>available.

Agreed.  I have found nothing better, nothing which even comes
close.

>There are major pending political developments which have the
>potential to lead to disclosure regarding the issue this list is
>dedicated to and which will unfold in the next 3 months.

If you believe we will get the answers in the next three months,
I have some nice bridge property in New York City that I'd like
to show you.

>This is not the time for people to be leaving.  Rather it is time
>for list members to be recruiting the highest quality
>participants from within and without the field of
>extraterrestrial phenomena research.

Agreed, again.

>This list is of critical importance to my work and others who are
>using it as a source for current information and analysis.  The
>broader the commentary, the greater the value.

>I strongly encourage you to view this list, not as a matter of
>personal like and dislike, but as a major resource which has the
>potential to affect history.  Every researcher in the country
>should be subscribing.  Events are going to be moving so quickly
>in due course, that a national venue for rapid response and quick
>exhchange will be essential.

>The UFO research community stands on the two yard line after a
>50-year march up a very muddy field.   It's time to bunch
>together and finish the job.

>Steve Bassett

I think every serious UFO researcher ought to be here, too.
Unfortunately, quite a few of them don't even own computers, and
of the ones who do, many are not on the internet.  I urge them at
every opportunity to get up to speed, but it often falls on deaf
ears.

Bob

Search for other documents from or mentioning: bob | sgblist2
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 1

Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 16:02:18 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 10:47:34 -0500
Subject: Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'

>From: "Keith Woodard" <qwoodard@worldnet.att.net>
>To: "UFO Updates" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'
>Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 18:42:59 -0800

>> From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>> Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 13:59:36 -0500
>> Fwd Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 17:11:45 -0500
>> Subject: Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'

>> Back in the late 60s I ran into Alan Watts, a sort
>> of hippie guru and friend of Tim Leary.  I don't think
>> he was British, though.  The Alan Watts I knew wrote a
>> bunch of books on mysticism and Zen.

>> Probably not the same guy.

>Definitely not the same guy, Bob.  The Watts you knew was born in
>1915 in England, moved to America in the thirties, and died in Mill
>Valley in 1973.  He was probably the most important popularizer of
>Zen the West has seen.  Some of his pals who are still kicking
>include Gary Snyder, Huston Smith, and Robert Anton Wilson.

>Kind regards,

>Keith

Keith,

Thanks.  I didn't really know Watts.  Ran into him a time or two
in Washington, DC, at meetings of the old Washington Sexual
Freedom League.  Since I'm not into Zen, I didn't know he was so
pivotal.

Although we have been out of touch for some time, Robert Anton
Wilson is an old and dear friend.  You may note that in his
_Cosmic Trigger_ he says that I am the real head of the
Illuminati.  He also used me as a sinister character lurking in
the background of a couple of his "fiction" works.

Bob

Search for other documents from or mentioning: bob | qwoodard
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 1

Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 11:34:19 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 11:34:19 -0500
Subject: Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'

>Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 22:04:45 -0600 (CST)
>From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Alan Watts

>A book entitled "UFO Visitation" by British author
>Alan Watts has come into my possession (thru a trip
>to Barnes & Noble).  The copyright date is 1996.
>Just so I can read it with a little perspective,
>are any of you on the list familiar with Mr. Watts,
>his background, and his reputation (if any) in the
>field?

Brian,

-----

Also came across the following from:

http://ntdwwaab.compuserve.com/homepages/AndyPage/ufovisit.htm

Ufo Visitation : Preparing for the Twenty-First Century

                                                                        
Title: Ufo Visitation : Preparing for the Twenty-First Century
Author: Alan Watts
Publisher: Blanford Press
Date: 1996
My personal rating: 4/10

A very strange and on the whole disappointing book which will
appeal to the more wild-believers and "New-Agers" among you.

The author believes that we have been visited for many years by
UFOs (as do I) and that it is all part of an ongoing opening up
of human awareness. The book deals with channelling and the
messages from the "Council of Nine", the Universal Government.

It all starts quite well with some interesting sightings, and
stories but soon goes in the channelling/new age aspect of
UFOlogy far too much. It discusses things such as: The Universal
Grid and Mind and Universe store ! (This apparently explains how
telepathy and other psychic manifestations to operate) and The
legend of Atlantis

The book mixes in various "scientific" ideas throughout to try
and prove certain points, but only succeeds in confusing the
reader more. The book tries to explain to many mysteries such as
crop circles, Channelling, Spontaneous Combustion, Atlantis,
anti-gravity, mysterious animals etc. etc. and tries to link them
all into the UFO field.
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Only for you out there who like me what to read about all aspects
of UFOlogy, including the "crazier" stuff.

-----

From: http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/town/square/ee65/lib3.htm

UFO QUEST by Alan Watts

Reviewed by Barbara Russell
Published by Blandford 7.99 Pbk 192pp.

For Alan Watts, the alien spacecraft is an unequivocal nuts and
bolts flying machine. A trained scientist and lecturer, he has
studied the phenomenon since the 'heady days' of the 1950s and
60s, when there was an unprecedented wave of UFO activity.

Alan feels that this sudden, extra-terrestrial interest in our
affairs was due in part to our newly found ability to blow
ourselves up. Then the various space programmes that followed the
development of the atomic bomb also highlighted the need for
continuing surveillance. And, interestingly, he speculates that
the reason for the relative decrease in recent sightings is
because of the difficulties caused by the pollution of 'space
junk' that now envelopes our planet - a problem that the space
powers-that-be probably never even thought of...

As a UFO witness himself, Alan speaks with respect, and even
affection, for these mysterious flying machines. He regards it a
'privilege' to have witnessed a saucer-carrying leviathan, a
'great craft', that could have previously cruised our airspace.

Alan gives as much weight to anecdotal evidence as to the
scientific aspects of the UFO enigma. This, of course, adds
strength to the book, but at times he seems surprisingly
uncritical. He devotes a whole, sympathetic chapter to George
Adamski's experiences, for example. Adamski's testimony has
certainly not been universally accepted. And can dowsing really
give us reliable evidence about a crop circle's 'genuiness'?

But overall, I think this book will prove to be a very useful
addition to the UFO canon - it goes a long way towards explaining
the mysteries of the alien space craft and their apparent
idiosyncratic behaviour. It is a well presented book, and the
diagrams help us over most of the mathematical hurdles. As usual,
the extent to which we go along with the writer's conclusions
remains an individual matter.

And, finally, this from: http://services.csi.it/~ufo/watts18.htm

and 'translated' from Italian to English by AltaVista's on-line
translator:

THE RETURN OF " FLYING DISCS "
of Edoardo Russo

[ " UFO Dossier - To the discovery of the wonderful machines ",
Alan Watts, MEB, Padova 1996, 272 pages (UFO Quest, Great Britain
1994) ]

To read this book is in great part to make a travel in the time:
the substance of the book, and great part of the brought back
casuistry, go back in fact to beyond thirty years ago and the
text could have been written in 1964, instead that in the ' 94.

The author is former-teaching of technical institute that in
first years ' 60 made part of London ufologici groups, between
which the BUFORA, in order then distaccarsene when this assumed a
scientific attitude towards the problem.

In all this time, beyond writing books on several arguments,
Watts he has maintained the interest for the ufologia
intermittent (as he demonstrates an accidental and fragmentary
bibliography), he has had various personal sights of inexplicable
aerial objects for he and in short it is remained firm to the
cases and the arguments that had made it to get passionate to
flying discs.

We find again therefore a part consisting of the text that
disquisisce of electromagnetic propulsion, of anti-gravity (but
without approfondirla, because the author admits not capirci
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nothing!), of chromatic variations of the brightness of the UFO
correlated to their behavior of flight, on the base of the same
approximate cognitions that studded the books of the first decade
of the ufologia.

It is astonished reading reasonings to us on the operation of
discs flying based on the photos (universal recognized like
false) of the contattista George Adamski, or finding again
disquisitions on the isoscelia of the places where they would
have been observed UFO (in order not to say of the ortotenia):
but end can here be thought that in bottom it is alone ignorance
for the ufologica pubblicistica of last the 25 years, that it has
already wide examined in depth and then abandoned as infondate
all one series of false tracks.

What must think but about an author who calls " leviatani " those
that for he are traditional the spaceship-mother sigariformi of
years ' 50; that it excludes that the flying triangles of years '
60 were just what they were (stratospheric footballs); that it
disowns the confessions of the same witnesses whom they have
admitted to have made make up photographic; which manifest an
incredible superficialit2a in bringing back fished cases of sight
from the disparate and disomogenee sources (comprised the
novel-hoax of Langford on the "UFO in victorian age ", the fables
of the Swiss contattista Meier, the " lunar cities " of the
fantasista Wilson), for inferirne exactly the considerations that
square with its pseudo-physical theories? *** TRANSLATION ENDS
HERE ***

Non =E8 quindi solo nella documentazione che l'autore si rivela una
sorta di sopravvissuto ad un'epoca che non c'=E8 pi=F9, ma =E8 anche
nell'atteggiamento di credenza ingenua a qualsiasi cosa sia stata
scritta, detta o affermata, che Watts somiglia in un certo senso
a quei soldati giapponesi che per decenni si nascondevano nelle
giungle del Pacifico, ignari della fine della guerra.

Il che non toglie che, nell'attuale clima di revival ufologico
italiano, la traduzione di un libro del genere pu=F2 anche
accontentare il palato di neofiti dell'argomento, del tutto
digiuni di quello che - nel bene e nel male - l'ufologia ha
prodotto in tre decenni ricchi di sviluppi.

[tratto da: UFO - Rivista di informazione ufologica n. 18,
luglio-dicembre 1996 semestrale a cura del Centro Italiano Studi
Ufologici =A9 CISU, casella postale 82, 10100 Torino, tel. 011
3290279, fax 011 545033]

-----

Perhaps Steve Gamble of BUFORA (el82@dial.pipex.com) could
provide you some more details on Watts?
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Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 16:01:59 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 11:47:57 -0500
Subject: Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'

>From: "Philippe Piet van Putten" <abp1@uol.com.br>
>To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>,
>Subject: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'
>Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 08:06:20 -0200

>>>A book entitled "UFO Visitation" by British author
>>>Alan Watts has come into my possession (thru a trip
>>>to Barnes & Noble).  The copyright date is 1996.
>>>Just so I can read it with a little perspective,
>>>are any of you on the list familiar with Mr. Watts,
>>>his background, and his reputation (if any) in the
>>>field?

>>>Thanx in advance,

>>>-Brian Cuthbertson

>>Brian,

>>Back in the late 60s I ran into Alan Watts, a sort of
>>hippie guru and friend of Tim Leary.  I don't think he
>>was British, though.  The Alan Watts I knew wrote a bunch
>>of books on mysticism and zen.

>>Probably not the same guy.

>>Bob

>Dear colleagues and friends,

>You're definetely not talking about the same person.
>The mystic Allan Watts is deceased now, but there is another man,
>with the same name, who's involved in UFO research.

>Best regards,

>Philippe Piet van Putten

Thanks for the clarification, Philippe.  I was not aware that
Alan Watts the mystic had died.

Bob
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UFOR: Jacobs -- Resisting Abduction

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dc.seflin.org>
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 16:41:43 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 11:54:37 -0500
Subject: UFOR: Jacobs -- Resisting Abduction

From: Blue Resonant Human <density4@cts.com>

::: Jacobs -- Resisting Abduction :::

Some brief musings on Jacob's New book:

The Threat -- The Secret Agenda:
What the Aliens Really Want ... and How They Plan to Get It
1998 by David M. Jacobs, Ph.D.
Simon & Schuster  ISBN 0-684-81484-6

There is an interesting section in this provocative work which
documents the apparently successful efforts of a young woman to
sabotage the parasitic abductors' attempts to perform their
presumably all-important "MindScan" on her.  I found the account
of interest for a number of reasons.

It has been noted by a prominent science fictionist that
sufficiently advanced technology may be virtually indistinguish-
able from magic.  Now this is a very popular quote amongst many
UFOlogists, yet raised on a diet which consists largely of
materialistic scientism, it may be difficult for many of us to
perceive that the converse may apply equally well; that
sufficiently advanced magick -- when filtered through the lens of
our own culturally-imposed perceptual framework -- may appear to
be high tech gadgetry, in much the same fashion that the angels
and daemons of yesteryear have now morphed into good and bad
space aliens before our very eyes.

To his credit, Dr. Jacobs can perceive one side of this with a
great deal of clarity.  In fact, he makes the particularly
convincing point that John Mack & Edith Fiore (for instance) are
therapists, not investigators.
Therefore, as Jacobs so poignantly puts it, "finding out exactly
what happened to the abductee is less important than what the
client THINKS happened to him -- the account's accuracy or
truthfulness is of little concern." [p.53]

Yet to his detriment, he then turns right around and allows his
own scientific bias to run amok; fabricating an elaborate
conceptual construct upon his own theory-embedded perceptions and
presuppositions:

 "The aliens' ability to stare into the abductees' eyes and effect
  a wide variety of changes in brain function is extraordinary.  At
  first it seems almost supernatural or mystical, as if Svengali
  were peering into Trillby's eyes, mesmerizing her to do anything
  he wanted.  But the mystical and supernatural are not part of the
  abduction phenomenon.  The aliens use their advanced knowledge of
  human physiology to control humans..." [p.83]

The list of assumptions in the above paragraph is literally
staggering when viewed with the childlike eyes of an innocent,
untainted by the clever sophistry of modern scientism.

 o  What is an "alien"?  Is it a faerie?  A gnome?  An earth
    spirit?  An elemental?  A leprechaun?  An angel?  A daemon?
    An elf?  A goblin?  A martian?

 o  An "abduction."  Is it a literal, physical 3D event, or an
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    etheric ("astral"), non-physical OOBE type experience?

 o  Why is the clearly magickal influence of these transmundane
    entities stripped of it's mystical wonder and relegated to the
    hopelessly mundane realm of some misfiring neurons?

 o  Why are the clearly mystical and supernatural elements of the
    "alien" encounter mythos unwelcome in the dogmatic camp of
    latter-day scientism?

 o  Do we feel somehow safer or more secure if we perceive the
    "bewitching spell" of the unimaginably different entities to
    be merely the mechanistic employment of physical technologies
    which affect us merely physiologically?

It strikes me that a large portion of the culturally-validated
methodology of modern science en toto consists of merely labeling
things in lieu of understanding their true dynamics.  Our modern
medical shamans, for instance, often mask the outward symptoms of
a dysfunction, quietly afraid to admit they haven't a clue as to
the root cause while our finest physicists have dutifully
provided us with labels for 'lectrons, protons, neutrons, gluons,
and even klingons yet still can't explain what holds an atom
together or whether light is a particle or a wave.  But hell, at
least we've done a fine job labeling everything!

::: sigh :::

So we'll grant Dr. Jacobs the liberty to speculate a bit here,
based upon his perception of the perceptions of others who find
themselves suddenly thrust into an environment wherein there are
no culturally-validated entries in the symbol-table of the
language (or even the conceptual matrix of consensus reality!)
with which they may adequately describe the bizarre events.

  "The aliens' ability to control humans comes through the
  manipulation of the human brain.  For example, when the
  alien moves close to the abductee's eyes to begin the staring
  procedure, almost immediately the abductee feels emotional
  and physical effects.  One way to explain this is that the
  alien uses the optic nerve to gain entrance to the brain's
  neural pathways.  By exciting impulses in the optic nerve,
  the alien is able to 'travel' along the optic neural pathway,
  through the optic chiasma, into the lateral geniculate body,
  and then into the primary visual cortex in the back of the
  brain.  From there he can travel into the secondary visual
  cotrtex in the occipital lobes and continue into sites in the
  parietal and temporal lobes and the hypothalamus.  Through
  that route, the alien can stimulate neural pathways, travel
  to many neural sites, and cause the 'firing' of neurons at
  whatever site he wants.

  "Brain stimulation allows the alien to produce a range of
  effects.  If the alien can connect into the neural pathways,
  he can reconstitute an abductee's memories.  He can inject
  new images directly into the visual cortex, bypassing normal
  retinal observations, and cause people to 'see' things that
  become a part of their abduction 'memories.'  He can activate
  sites within the limbic system and cause strong emotions, such
  as fear, anger, and affection.  He can create feelings of
  sexual arousal that build relentlessly to a peak.  And he can
  institute a form of amnesia that helps to preserve secrecy."
  [p. 84]

According to this culturally accepted purely physiological model,
we can sleep more safely at night, for the clever space aliens,
we are told, are not at all mysterious goblins of seemingly
omnipotent power and dubious intent but merely some curious
scientists (just like our very own scientists!) whose clumsy
bedside manner has perhaps suffered a bit in lieu of the noble
scientific pursuits of these lovable li'l techno-nerds from the
stars.

"But wait just a minute here, Brother Blue!" you say, quickly
snapping out of the spell of complacency so insidiously cast upon
you by such magickal incantations as:

 o  the optic neural pathways
 o  the optic chiasma
 o  the lateral geniculate body
 o  the primary visual cortex
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 o  the secondary visual cotrtex
 o  the occipital lobes
 o  the parietal and temporal lobes
 o  the hypothalamus
 o  the limbic system

Ah, so you are far too clever to be taken in by such neuro-
linguistic magick!  Too wary to be bamboozled by such bewitching
techno-babble.  So you have seen that the entire superstructure
upon which Dr. Jacobs has built this elaborate facade is
comprised of nothing more than the teetering scaffolding of the
proposed roller-coaster ride down the abductee's "optic nerve."

Unfortunately, as we read on, we shortly discover this candid
admission: "How the aliens engage the optic nerve is, of course,
unclear..."

Oops.

But just for fun here, nay in the very interest of Science
Itself, let us grant this one liberty; this one small
forgiveness.  Let us with great grace and mercy suppose that the
proposed "optic nerve" scenario is accurate.  Let us fasten our
photon belts and see where this exercise takes us.

 "Once joined with the abductee's neural pathways, the alien
  essentially has free reign to do what he wants.  The abductee
  is no longer in control of his own thoughts.  The aliens can
  exercise absolute power over the minds and bodies of the
  abductees.  They can make the abductees think, feel, visualize,
  or do anything the aliens want.

 "But another abductee successfully resisted mental engagement.
  During a recent abduction, Reshama Kamal found that she had
  more muscle control than usual and she used it to prevent a
  neural connection.  She shifted her eyes back and forth rapidly
  while reciting an Arabic religious phrase.  The first alien
  tried to lock into her eyes but could not.  He diverted her
  attention by causing a pain in her head, and he threatened not
  to take her home, but she refused to give in.  Another alien
  took over and increased the threats.  Still she refused to stop,
  although she was getting dizzy moving her eyes back and forth.
  A third alien tried, and then a fourth.  They could not stop
  her from shifting her eyes.  Eventually they gave up and said
  that they would continue the procedure at the next abduction."

What horror is this?!  The friendly space brothers of John Mack
and Richard Boylan have morphed into galactic bullies; our
lovable Albert Einsteins From The Stars have shed their sheepish
schoolboy grins and become before our very eyes Herr Doktor
Mengele!  What horror is this?!

"It's a damn good thing we remembered the 'optic nerve' scam!" we
quietly assure ourselves, for if we can only manage to break free
of the accompanying paralysis long enough, we can jiggle our eye
balls real fast and stymie that godawful MindScan.  Our heroine,
Reshama Kamal, does just that and -- lo and behold! -- the
diabolical plans of the malevolent space alien Scientists are
foiled by the very Science they worship and serve!
Yes, Science is once again the hero; it has proven to be the
Modern Messiah we had all hoped it would be.  Hurrah!  Science
has saved the day!

Yet there is that one troublesome detail which -- even despite
his admittedly anti-Svengali-ish technological/physiological bias
-- Dr.
Jacobs left in the puzzle.  Why did Ms. Kamal feel compelled to
recite an Arabic religious phrase during the parasitic abduction?
This oddly out-of-place detail simply does not fit into the rigid
test tube of our Scientific model, no matter how desperately we
attempt to mash it into place.

Like fingernails on the blackboard, it cries aloud in a cacophony
of discordant noise; relieving itself like Schroedinger's cat all
over our pretty white labcoats!  How DARE it profane our
carefully crafted Scientific model so arrogantly!  Like that one
black sheep in the family; that solitary stale Milk Dud in the
package of chocolate pleasure, spinning deosil to the widdershins
way of Club Scientism's doctors of spin, it simply refuses to be
silenced.
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Yea, it cries out to us, and we must needs listen to those cries.

What, then, are we to make of this obnoxious detail?  This one
single bit of hopelessly unScientific superstition?  For it is
this one insignificant detail which may topple our entire house
of Scientific cards if we're not careful.  But examine it we
must, for we are Scientists!  Unlike our primitive, superstitious
ancestors we seek only truth and this truth can be found only by
employing the Scientific Method to our research.

Like those of old who gazed upon the Medusa and were turned to
stone, so we of this Scientific New Age are afflicted with
paralysis when we behold the Big Black Eyes of the Space Alien
Scientists.  Let us then use this very Science against them.  Let
there be experiments!

1) Let (s)he who is about to be MindScanned simply close their eyes
   or otherwise divert their gaze.  Does this stop the process
   consistently?

2) Let (s)he who is about to be MindScanned try to break free of
   the paralysis by:
   a) a sheer act of will; first moving the little finger... etc.
   b) resisting the parasites on every level
   c) calling out to their God for help
   Are any of these methods consistently effective?

Yea, let there be Scientific Experiments, my Brethren!  And then
let us share what we have learned, so that all may benefit
thereby!

Amen and Amen;

-Brother Blue, B:.B:.
 Metaphysickal Scientist
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Dr John Mack and the Investigation of Abductions

From: Joseph Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 16:46:04 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 12:08:18 -0500
Subject: Dr John Mack and the Investigation of Abductions

While researching the parallels between Out of Body Experiences,
OBEs, and Alien Abduction Experiences, AAEs, I came across an
interesting document written by legendary Out-of-Body
Experiencer, Bob Peterson, whose book, _Out-of-Body Experiences:
How to Have Them and What to Expect_, long available on-line, has
now been published by Hampton Roads Publishing.

The document is in three parts. The URL to the first part is:
http://www.winternet.com/~rsp/ufoobe1.html.
Each part links to the next.

Peterson's plan is simple. He will undertake a systematic
comparison between the OBE and the AAE. He uses a book by
researchers Gabbard and Twemlow, _With the Eyes of the Mind: An
Empirical Analysis of Out-of-Body States_, as his reference for
the common features of the OBE. He uses _Abductions_ by Dr John
Mack as his source of information on the common features of the
AAE.

Gabbard and Twemlow list 19 features that turn up time and again
in OBE reports and provide a figures for the frequency with which
that feature was reported in their sample.

     Number        Common Features of OBEs         %
     1.    Experience was more real than a dream  94
     2.    OBE Body similar to physical body      76
     3.    Same environment as physical body      62
     4.    Felt a sense of energy                 55
     5.    Wanted to return to body               54
     6.    Felt able to pass through objects      50
     7.    Felt vibrations in body                38
     8.    Part of awareness was still in body    37
     9.    Was aware of presence of beings        37
     10.   Heard noises in early stages           37
     11.   Experienced a change in time sense     33
     12.   Saw a brilliant white light            30
     13.   Felt the presence of guides or helpers 26
     14.   Dark tunnel with white light at end    26
     15.   Felt attached to phyical body          21
     16.   Felt able to touch objects             18
     17.   Felt that others were aware of them    14
     18.   Felt a sense of border or limit        14
     19.   Experienced panoramic vision           14

And, for each one of these features, Peterson cites cases where
Dr Mack's clients reported the same phenomenon in _Abductions_.

                          *  *  *

This analysis occupies the first two sections of the document. In
the third section, Peterson does the reverse analysis. He
abstracts a list of 16 features of the AAE from chapter 16 of
_Abductions_, where Dr Mack discusses this subject, and discusses
the extent to which the features of an AAE can be found in OBE
reports.

This is the list:
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Number                Common Features of Alien Abductions:
1.  "Shift in consciousness"
2.  "Hum or other odd sound"
3.  "Appearance of a light for which no usual source can be found"
4.  "Sense of a presence or even the sight of one or more alien beings"
5.  "A strong vibratory sensation in the body"
6.  "Abductees are always sure that they are not dreaming or imagining"

7.  "Rather they experience that they have moved into another reality.
     This is a waking reality, but a different one."

8.  "Experiencer is taken by some force, often a beam of light or some
     other energy at the disposal of the alien beings."
9.  "Through walls, doors, or closed windows."

10. "Experiencers may see their home and the earth itself recede before
     them as they are transported into a spacecraft..."

11. "Once inside the craft the abductees see varying numbers of alien
     beings..."
12. "Telepathic communications of various sorts."
    "Various procedures administered under the control of a slightly
13.  taller and older-appearing alien, spoken of by abductees as the
     doctor or leader." (Mack goes on to describe the varieties of the
     procedures that can have medical or surgical-like quality).

14. "In some cases a person is known to have been missing, can recall,
     with ot without hypnosis, an abduction experience"
     In some cases "has returned with bodily lesions for which there
15.  seems to be no other explanation. But in other situations,
     'complete' abduction does not appear to occur."

16. "The individual may have an out-of-body experience while others see
     that he or she has not left the house."

After conducting this part of his analysis, Peterson concludes:

    Interestingly enough, except for the references of spacecraft,
    bodily lesions and medical procedures, the features of alien
    abductions given by Mack also appear in the list of features common
    to OBEs.

Peterson goes on to discuss other similarities between OBEs and AAEs and
the differences between them.

Here is his overall conclusion:

    When we closely examine the symptoms of the typical out-of-body
    experience, and compare those symptoms to those of a typical alien
    abduction, the similarities are astounding. However, based on
    physical evidence, it's not reasonable to conclude that all alien
    abductions are really OBEs in disguise, nor that all OBEs are alien
    abductions in disguise. However, the similarities are strong enough
    to suggest that perhaps a fair number of alien abductions have been
    incorrectly reported as OBEs, and that a fair number of OBEs have
    been incorrectly reported as alien abductions.

<====================================================================

In part 3: How many of the features common to OBEs and AAEs are also
features of Awareness during Sleep Paralysis, ASP.

====================================================================>

Joseph Polanik, <jpolanik@mindspring.com>
Trionic Research Institute
http://www.trionica.com
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Re: Costa Rica Sighting

From: hersol@navigo.com.ar (Luis Pacheco)
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 20:09:58 -0300 GMT
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 12:13:43 -0500
Subject: Re: Costa Rica Sighting

>From: troodon@netnitco.net [David Orr]
>Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 13:32:46 -0600
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Costa Rica Sighting

updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDa le vaticino' algo a=
 updates@globalserve.net:

>>On December 22 cameramen from two local television channels
>>filmed at least a dozen "flying saucers" in the sky south of the
>>Costa Rican capital.

> Does anyone know if these pictures are on the web yet?
> Good fortune, safe travels
> David Orr

Yes, it's possible to see the Pictures of the sighting and a
report (in spanish) in the Web Site of the Fundacion Argentina de
Ovnilogia (Argentinian Ufology Foundation) at:

www.geocities.com/Area51/3184/

Greetings ! and a good 1998 ....
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HAPPY NEW YEAR!!!

From: UFO Joe Daniels <ufojoe@cron-2.mco.on.ca>
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 18:50:46 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 12:21:45 -0500
Subject: HAPPY NEW YEAR!!!
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Re: Donaldson Predicts Contact

From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 21:01:53 -0400
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 12:25:36 -0500
Subject: Re: Donaldson Predicts Contact

> Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 12:20:57 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Donaldson Predicts Contact

> >Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 09:08:41 -0800
> >From: Terry Blanton <commengr@bellsouth.net>
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Donaldson Predicts Contact

> >Ted Viens wrote:

> >> Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 23:13:11 -0800
> >> From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
> >> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >> Subject: Sam Donaldson on Nightline Predicts VLA Radio Astronomy
> >>          Detects Aliens in '98

> >> Its the damndest thing...  Here I am reading Nexxus and UFO
> >> UpDates stuff from their mail lists when my attention is dragged
> >> back to the wrap-up of the Nightline light entertainment show on
> >> New Years Predictions.  Sam Donaldson is making the closing
> >> remark when his words start to break into my awareness.  He is
> >> saying something to the effect that "it may be the damndest thing
> >> but I expect the big array in New Mexico will detect aliens this
> >> year and I don't mean from across the border but signals from
> >> outer space."

> ><snip>

> >Amazing, wasn't it?  I didn't see a single hint of the TIC
> >Syndrome (tongue-in-cheek) which normally accompanies statements
> >on the subject by news anchors.  And, although the VLA isn't
> >often used in the SETI program, there is always the chance of
> >serendipity, n'est-ce pas. <G>

> The Very Large Array (VLA) was designed as a radio telescope, and
> was not part of the Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence
> (SETI) program. However, I believe that the VLA was sometimes
> used in conjuction with several other radio telescopes in the
> northern part of the western hemisphere to examine objects in the
> sky, and some of those other radio telescopes were also used by
> SETI.  As with most major telescopes, the demand for time exceeds
> the time available.  Since Donaldson is a New Mexico landowner,
> he is familiar with the VLA.  Why he would believe that the VLA
> is going to being the extensive search for ET, I'm not sure.

> But I would add that both ABC and CBS has done relatively good
> documentaries on sightings and the UFO controversy, so not all of
> their reports are "tongue-in-cheek".

> Steve

Let us not forget that the VLA is featured in the movie CONTACT.

Stan Friedman
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Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 02:24:26 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 12:44:09 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 17:33:55 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Fwd: UPN to Present Chilling Video Record of a Family's...

>> 0bduction  That's their mistake, not mine!--Rebecca

>From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
>Return-path: <AOLNews@aol.com>
>Subject: UPN to Present Chilling Video Record of a Family's...
>Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 16:33:44 EST

>UPN to Present Chilling Video Record of a Family's Fateful
>Encounter With Extraterrestrials When ``Alien 0bduction: Incident
>in Lake County'' Airs Tuesday, Jan. 20, 9-10 p.m. ET/PT

>LOS ANGELES--(ENTERTAINMENT WIRE)--Dec. 31, 1997--

<snip>

>During the special, several people who claim to have had similar
>experiences relate their ordeals, and experts on aliens discuss
>the authenticity of the videotape.

>    --30--DB/la TJM/la

>CONTACT:

>UPN Media Relations, Los Angeles

>Michael Di Pasquale, 310/575-7081

Hi Errol, hi All,

The following is an excerpt from a private note that I sent to my
partner Pat Parrinello. It relates to the above. We're never
going to get the 'serious' investigation that we need as long as
there are those who are willing to tout themselves as, "experts
on aliens". To me "experts on aliens" dredges up images of Dr
Joyce Brothers humping a wetback. Otherwise the term has no
meaning.

The note is self-explanatory.

John Velez

---------------------------

Excerpt from my note to Pat:

I've been invited to do some TV thing out in LA, it sounds like
bullshit (they want me to review a tape of an alleged abduction!)
I told the producer that I would help by providing what abduction
related info I could but that I wasn't too interested in flying
to LA to appear as some, "expert" (which I'm not) and pass
judgement on a videotape that I know nothing about. I'm sure the
'camera whores' will jump at the opportunity but I'm not
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interested. Let Doc Leir and Derrel give their "expert opinions"
on the videotape. We all know what experts on video analysis they
both are. <HEE-HAW>

I haven't got the belly for decieving people that way. If they
had asked me to appear as an abductee and to present what little
evidence we do have (in order to substantiate our claims) then I
would have packed my x-rays and pix, hopped the plane and gone
out there to do the thing the way it should be done. That's not
the case though. This sounds like more "TV hot topic"
sensationalism.

The people who -are- going to appear as "experts" should preface
their remarks by telling the public that there -are no "experts"
when it comes to abduction- and that -none of them- are video
analysis experts. I come closer to that than any of them and I'm
passing on it!

If they want to express their opinions, cool. But, if they are
going to sit there and spout off like they know what they're
talking about, (which is what they will all do) then I want no
part of it.

That kind of BS is pure "show biz" and has nothing to do with
getting to the truth.

It's tough waiting and holding out for serious offers from
serious people. There are so very few of them. It's a shame, this
is terribly urgent business, can't wait for them to wake up and
smell the coffee.

TTYL,

John
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Possibly 'Moon Rush' If Lunar Probe Finds Water

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 16:13:34 +0200
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 12:45:23 -0500
Subject: Possibly 'Moon Rush' If Lunar Probe Finds Water

Found at the site of The Nando Times. URL:

http://www.nando.net/newsroom/ntn/health/010198/health6_3285_noframes.html

*******

'Moon rush' could be at hand if lunar probe finds water

Copyright =A91998 Nando.net
Copyright =A91998 Scripps-McClatchy Western

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (January 1, 1998 01:42 a.m. EST http://www.nando.net)
- New Mexico scientists plan to do some "water witching" on the moon
next month if NASA's Lunar Prospector is launched on time and
trouble-free Monday. And if the scientists strike it water rich, Los
Alamos National Laboratory space scientist Bill Feldman predicts a
"moon rush" to colonize and exploit the lunar surface during the next
century.

"If we can find sufficient water, it's going to be a land rush like the
Oklahoma Sooners," said Feldman, project leader for the Los Alamos
instrument package that will be aboard Lunar Prospector, which is
scheduled to go into lunar orbit about five days after launch and map
the moon over the course of the next year.

Not only would water be necessary to sustain the life of lunar
colonies, but it could also be used to produce hydrogen for rocket fuel.

"We see the moon as kind of a way-station to the rest of the solar
system," Feldman said early today in a telephone interview from his Los
Alamos home.

The Los Alamos team is working with the mission's principal scientist,
Alan Binder, an independent California researcher, and scientists at
the Southwest Research Institute in San Antonio, Texas.

The "divining rods" to find water won't look anything like the Y-shaped
twigs that Old West dowsers claimed could find water underground.

Instead, a high-tech neutron spectrometer, developed at the Los Alamos
National Laboratory and capable of scanning for water on the lunar
surface from 60 miles overhead, will be used.

The neutron spectrometer will try to detect medium-energy neutrons
emitted from the lunar soil, which will indicate the presence of water.
The neutrons would be generated from the bombardment of water molecules
by high-energy cosmic particles constantly striking the moon.

Los Alamos Lab also has gamma-ray and alpha spectrometers aboard the
spacecraft that can detect valuable elements such as aluminum, iron,
uranium and titanium, and gases that might be present in the lunar
crust.

Such elements would be valuable to future human prospectors because it
will be cheaper and more efficient to use local resources to colonize
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the moon and explore the solar system than to transport them from
Earth. Some also could be important as shortages develop on Earth.

"Everything looks go for Monday," Feldman said, noting that liftoff is
scheduled for 6:30 p.m. and that the launch window is only two days.

"This has got to work," he added. But he said he remains "very, very,
very nervous" about the $63 million mission, which is one of NASA's
"faster, better, cheaper" scientific Discovery Series.

It is using a new rocket design and a new launch pad at Cape Canaveral.
But the scientists have another reason to be leery.

Feldman and other Los Alamos scientists are still smarting from the
loss of NASA's Mars Observer spacecraft, aboard which they had similar
prospecting instruments. That spacecraft functioned perfectly en route
to Mars several years ago but was lost just as controllers prepared it
to enter Martian orbit.

"It was just devastating," said Feldman, who said he "was in a blue
funk for months."

"You know, you mother, you parent these things for years and do
everything you can to make them succeed," he said.

By LAWRENCE SPOHN, The Albuquerque Tribune

Copyright =A91998 Nando.net
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ACC goes Public

From: "acsa" <acsa@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 12:42:45 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 13:53:36 -0500
Subject: ACC goes Public

Well, here's a bunch of interesting developments, right on New
Years Day:

NOT ONE but TWO quick posts by American on their website, one
detailing a legal notice  to "Corporate Terrorists", at:

http://accpc.com/terror.htm

The other, announcing NO SALE regarding the Transcap, at:

http://accpc.com/white.htm

And, I noticed some interesting <g> ACC news on

http://www.sightings.com

Jeff Rense's "Sightings on the Radio" web page !!

The saga continues.  So that no one can make claims to the
contrary, while Sightings email is on one of the Lists I
sometimes post to, I did NOT send anything to Sightings asking
them to publish it.  That they did is as much news to me as it is
to you.  And that goes for other websites out their reproducing
my letters: I haven't found all of them yet, but it is as big a
surprise to me as to you.

-- Ed Wang
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Re: Dr John Mack and the Investigation of

From: Skye Turell <turel33@west.net>
Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 10:24:01 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 14:38:34 -0500
Subject: Re: Dr John Mack and the Investigation of

> Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 16:46:04 -0500
> To: "Sensible And Nothing Else UFO Research Into Abductions":;
> From: Joseph Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>
> Subject: Dr John Mack and the Investigation of Abductions, 2/n

<snip>

> Gabbard and Twemlow list 19 features that turn up time and again
> in OBE reports and provide a figures for the frequency with which
> that feature was reported in their sample.

While I appreciate the effort to examine a comparison of OBEs and
abductions, using some standardization of effects/experiences,
this is absurd!  The problem, in short, is that the
standardization is vague, ill-defined, and not much of a
standard. (This is poor thinking masquarading as science.)

>      Number        Common Features of OBEs         %
>      1.    Experience was more real than a dream  94
>      2.    OBE Body similar to physical body      76

Or in the case of abductions, the REAL body is similar to the
REAL body -- now there's a newsflash.

>      3.    Same environment as physical body      62

Maybe it IS the same environment as the physical body!

>      4.    Felt a sense of energy                 55

Is the extra energy generated internally or externally?  Big
difference, and very hard to define.

>      5.    Wanted to return to body               54

LOL! This is funny!

>      6.    Felt able to pass through objects      50

Yeah, but in the OBE experience you don't need to be in the
presence of aliens (or any of their tech) to do so.

>      7.    Felt vibrations in body                38

See comments about energy above.

>      8.    Part of awareness was still in body    37

LOL!  Hopefully, ALL of your awareness is still in your body.

>      9.    Was aware of presence of beings        37

And sometimes a presence is just/really a presence <g>.

>      10.   Heard noises in early stages           37

There's a big difference between the roaring/popping sounds
associated with OBEs and the electronic beeps/hums, etc.,
experienced in the presence of spacecraft!  But you would need to
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have experienced both in order to make the comparison.

>      11.   Experienced a change in time sense     33
>      12.   Saw a brilliant white light            30

I've never seen a white light during an OBE, but it's hard to
imagine such a light turning the entire exterior of the house
into daylight and having this witnessed by others (not asleep)
besides the experiencer.

>      13.   Felt the presence of guides or helpers 26
>      14.   Dark tunnel with white light at end    26

Are we talking OBEs or NDEs here?

>      15.   Felt attached to phyical body          21

I would hope so.

>      16.   Felt able to touch objects             18

Ditto.

>      17.   Felt that others were aware of them    14

When others are present, this is to be expected.

>      18.   Felt a sense of border or limit        14

What does this mean?

>      19.   Experienced panoramic vision           14

Obviously some of the "other wordly" or "altered" experiences
common to the OBE experience DO fit the abduction scenario and
perhaps for good reason.  There is something very
interdimensional, as we all know.  But we will hardly expand our
understanding of EITHER phenomenon by simply drawing false
comparisons and in the process neatly sweep both under the "well,
it's just a dream" or "it's not REALLY real" rug.

> Here is his overall conclusion:

>When we closely examine the symptoms of the typical out-of-body
>experience, and compare those symptoms to those of a typical alien
>abduction, the similarities are astounding. However, based on
>physical evidence, it's not reasonable to conclude that all alien
>abductions are really OBEs in disguise, nor that all OBEs are alien
>abductions in disguise. However, the similarities are strong enough
>to suggest that perhaps a fair number of alien abductions have been
>incorrectly reported as OBEs, and that a fair number of OBEs have
>been incorrectly reported as alien abductions.

Thanks for the real life demonstration of the limits of logic.
Wrong assumptions generate more wrong assumptions -- garbage in,
garbage out.

This study makes the same mistake as those that try to corrolate
abduction phenomena with EM phenomena (Persinger's work, for
example).  You can't corrolate vague general statements about
lights, energy or the presence of beings.  Not MEANINGFUL
corrolations, at any rate. The only way to make these comparisons
in a valid way is to ask an experiencer of both phenomena to make
the evaluation.  If you want to know the difference between the
flavor of chicken and beef, you need to ask someone who has
tasted both.  Any abductee can tell you that OBEs and abductions
are quite different experiences, although they do have some
traits in common.

<====================================================================

> In part 3: How many of the features common to OBEs and AAEs are also
> features of Awareness during Sleep Paralysis, ASP.

And if this part of the study is conducted with the same faulty
logic as the above, we can expect similar results.

Garbage in, garbage out.

--
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Skye Turell <turel33@west.net>
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 1

Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 14:33:37 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 15:15:52 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 02:24:26 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>I haven't got the belly for decieving people that way. If they
>had asked me to appear as an abductee and to present what little
>evidence we do have (in order to substantiate our claims) then I
>would have packed my x-rays and pix, hopped the plane and gone
>out there to do the thing the way it should be done. That's not
>the case though. This sounds like more "TV hot topic"
>sensationalism.

Bravo John!!!

We need our own version of "Just Say No" in UFOlogy.

BTW, I have to wonder if this isn't just that video from a
few years ago repackaged and redated?  Sounds awfully
similar.

Personally, I don't think a video camera would work
during an abduction.  EMF and all that.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 1

ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens

From: "acsa" <acsa@ix.netcom.com> ['Ed Wang']
Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 16:34:56 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 17:45:34 -0500
Subject: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens

Everyone who wrote me today to ask me my opinion of NEXXUS and
RISKERS, here is what I found out on a little casual inspection
of their material and with a little friendly help from Lone Bob
Wolf and security at ACC (they were working today, by the
way...):

Boy are those guys (NEXXUS/RISKERS) stupid.  For everyone: NEXXUS
is an alleged organization on whose page you notice several
interesting and bizarre things:

HERE IS THEIR AFFIDAVIT ABOUT THE AGE OF THEIR ORGANIZATION: IT'S
ONE WEEK OLD!

NOTE THAT THEY CLAIM BRUCE MACABEE, JEFF RENSE and STANTON
FRIEDMAN ARE THEIR "DIRECTORS", ALONG WITH "DOZENS OF PHYSICISTS
AND SCIENTISTS", ACCORDING TO THEIR ALLEGED LEADER.  ANYONE
WONDER WHY A GROUP THAT WOULD LIE RIGHT FROM THE VERY START,
EXPECTS TO BE BELIEVED?

RENSE, ACC/Shulman and FREIDMAN have denied being directors,
according to Bob, RENSE was never even contacted by "NEXXUS".

Here's the piece of the bogus "NEXXUS" page I wanted you to see:

===== FROM "NEXXUS.ORG" ======
After only a week of getting this project going,    we found
ourselves under attack by the American Computer Company.  To this
day we have no idea as to why.  Click the image to the left to
find out the whole story in which this business tried to
assassinate Lan Lamphere's character via the world wide web
without cause.  Here are our final comments on this event.  As of
now, it is a dead issue.
==============================

I note that NEXXUS contacted Stanton Friedman, then claimed that
he was a director at NEXXUS, contacted Bruce Macabee,
ACC/Shulman, and tried to get the private home phone of Jeff
Rense to contact him.  That is what "NEXXUS" did!

Here is how NEXXUS's SCAM goes: Call Macabee, tell him Friedman
and hundreds of others are directors of NEXXUS.  Then Call
Friedman, say the same thing.  Then call ACC and tell them
Friedman and Macabee "are directors".  This is obviously a
"BUILDUP" Scam, and the guy who calls himself "Lan Lamphere" and
resides, according to the Internic, on Salisbury St, in Norman,
OK, isn't real.  He is either a Government Agent working in an
undercover capacity, either CIA or Air Force.  Notice the timing
- shortly after ACC announced the Transcapacitor, all of the
sudden, this guy surfaces and runs around lying from person to
person, that his newly contrived "org" NEXXUS, is directed by all
the famous names he can think of in the UFO community.  Then he
has the gall to admit his organization is less than a week old
(see above, posted three days ago, when ACC confronted him, right
on NEXXUS'S website).  Therefore, "NEXXUS" has only existed in
the mind of the person using the name "Lan Lamphere", since
December 21, 1997 (10 days)!!  Hundreds of scientists and nuclear
physicists, plus famous people like Friedman, Macabee, Shulman,
Rense and others, in under a Week?  What a bunch of shit!!

Robert "Lone Bob" Wolf, told me he had had several run ins with
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people who mistook him for the "BJ Wolf" that supposedly works
for "riskers" on certain matters, and supposedly has a loony
toons reputation.  So, he did a little checking out of the
Riskers group: he says his friends in Navy OSI laughingly have
told him that RISKERS is a partly CIA, partly Air Force
Intelligence, funded "Confidential Undercover" Group operating
under control of MI located at "Tinker AFB" in Oklahoma City
("NEXXUS"), and out of the "Air Force Intelligence Special
Education Section" situated at the Air Force Academy in Colorado
Springs, Co. ("Riskers").  It's part of an "Information Warfare"
training program operating there, they say.

Their operating membership (aside from "Jake Cravatz", "Todd
Andrews" and "Myk Zimmerman" - alleged founders) all appear,
according to their own website (riskers.org) to have been born in
1981 or after (making them under the age needed to drive -
accordingly - no drivers licenses for verification of their
identities).  A perfect cover.

AND THIS GUY, Lamphere, is apparently soliciting MONEY to support
his imaginary organization, right on his website, here - read:

=====  From "NEXXUS.ORG" =========
Some files at Nexxus.Org have not been published to the open
public by the authors. Therefore, only donors to the organization
have access to these directories.   If you would like to become a
donor of this organization, please click here.

          <link> Donors Files here</link>
======================================

What an UNBELIEVABLE Scam!   About as credible as Dan Wollman's
(see my past archive posts on the phony "In Search Of" listserv,
and Dan Wollman, masquerading as a PhD, when he, according to his
college, NEVER GOT ONE!) partner, known as "The Tucson Kid"
having posted a bunch of disinformation on the SISTER WEBSITE to
"NEXXUS" - "RISKERS.ORG" - another nutcase site from the
DISINFORMATION LEAGUE.  Tucson Kid is notorious for constructing
these fantastic, bogus allegations about "The Omega society"
which he claims Ronald Reagan and George Bush are the heads of.
He is a reportedly a low level nut in the depths of the
Democratic Party food chain, spreading false information &
exercising  character assassination on anything Republican in
nature.  He's probably even been co-opted by a foreign
intelligence organization, if you read his bullshit correctly.

According to a Riskers spokesperson, he is behind their "Omega"
story, and worse, the Tucson Kid is also the MODERATOR of Dan
Wollman's bogus bullshit "In Search Of" list server.  Riskers
claims they believe almost entirely in his bullshit "Omega"
story.  The story is intended to HIDE the existence of the E2
Organization discovered by Lone Bob Wolf and his investigators!

Hasn't anyone bothered to wonder why former presidents of the US
would leave office to form a group to "run the world",
particularly one with Alzheimer's, and the other who has
indicated he'd like to get as far away from the Presidency as he
can?  And, that's what the Tuscon Kid says is behind our "tax
money" being wasted?  What a bunch of Shit!  Our tax paying money
is being wasted on the likes of CREATING websites like RISKERS,
NEXXUS and related List Servers (read on)!!

So: QED - obviously RISKERS, NUFOIA, NEXXUS and
WOLLMAN-InSearchOf, are all part of one and the same little
"grand conspiracy", and read on - you'll be surprised where I
think it stems from!!

========  From "NEXXUS.ORG" ===============
  What is Nexxus.Org?  Click Here
Nexxus.Org is a sister site to RISKERS-NUFOIA
==========================================

and

======== From "RISKERS.ORG" =============== Nexxus.org: Check out
nexxus.org.
This is THE scientific investigative organization on the web.
It Rules, trust us!
==========================================

Funny how these two Web Sites, appear really to be one and the
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same.

I am of the opinion that the Air Force is behind them, and is
using them as a front to manipulate public opinion.  The CIA is
probably involved, probably because it is using the information
generated by the operating personnel behind these two, er, one
bogus organizations, for its own purposes.

I note that they love to bash ex-presidents, but the nearest
thing they have come to a current administration official, is to
suggest that Hillary Clinton knows that "Omega" exists.  What
poppy cock!!  Mrs. Clinton thinks "It Takes a Village"!

My opinionated ultimate conclusion about Riskers and NEXXUS?

Hey, People: you're being fooled by an INTELLIGENCE TRAINING
ACADEMY "living classroom" created LIVE for you on the
INTERNET!!!!  Very Illegal, but Lone Bob Wolf tells me the Air
Force Office of Consular Operations (the legal oversight group
responsible) doesn't agree "Not a Black Project, Just a Grey
Project!"

Or, perhaps, an "Anti-Grey Project", Mr. Defense Secretary Cohen?
 Did you sign the budget that's paying for this little
"Project"?

The Air Force Intelligence Personnel maintaining the sites should
be arrested, and prosecuted right along side their superiors, all
the way to the "top guy" operating such an ABOMINATION!!

Oh, by the way, ACC security told me they voice stress printed
the person calling using the name "Lan Lamphere" last week and
the week before, and the voice prints aren't even of the same
person, though the originating phone number is from a desk in a
residence in Norman, Oklahoma, but that the number appears to be
a "repeater" which relays elsewhere in Oklahoma!!

To Tinker Air Force Base, do you think?

How Perfect !  I just may not PAY my taxes this year!!!

-- Ed Wang
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 1

Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 16:29:09 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 17:33:10 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 02:24:26 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> I haven't got the belly for decieving people that way. If they
> had asked me to appear as an abductee and to present what little
> evidence we do have (in order to substantiate our claims) then I
> would have packed my x-rays and pix, hopped the plane and gone
> out there to do the thing the way it should be done. That's not
> the case though. This sounds like more "TV hot topic"
> sensationalism.

> The people who -are- going to appear as "experts" should preface
> their remarks by telling the public that there -are no "experts"
> when it comes to abduction- and that -none of them- are video
> analysis experts. I come closer to that than any of them and I'm
> passing on it!

> If they want to express their opinions, cool. But, if they are
> going to sit there and spout off like they know what they're
> talking about, (which is what they will all do) then I want no
> part of it.

> That kind of BS is pure "show biz" and has nothing to do with
> getting to the truth.

> It's tough waiting and holding out for serious offers from
> serious people. There are so very few of them. It's a shame, this
> is terribly urgent business, can't wait for them to wake up and
> smell the coffee.

> TTYL,

> John

Congratulations!! Well done!!!

Maybe if more people start to refuse to appear on these shows (with
explanation) the producers may start to ask themselves if they have
missed something important for once.

A great way to fight back!

John
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 1

Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clarke]
Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 17:49:12 PST
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 18:13:19 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 14:33:37 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> >Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 02:24:26 -0500
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

<snipped>

> BTW, I have to wonder if this isn't just that video from a
> few years ago repackaged and redated?  Sounds awfully
> similar.

> Personally, I don't think a video camera would work
> during an abduction.  EMF and all that.

> Bob

Bob and everybody,

I'm glad somebody else remembers the bogus abduction-in-progress
film circulating two or three years ago.  I'll bet this is the
same one, recycled for the rubes by cynics who don't care a rat's
ass whether it's fake or not.

Jerry Clark
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 1

Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 20:20:08 -0400
Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 23:15:20 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 16:29:09 -0800
> From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> > Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 02:24:26 -0500
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> > I haven't got the belly for decieving people that way. If they
> > had asked me to appear as an abductee and to present what little
> > evidence we do have (in order to substantiate our claims) then I
> > would have packed my x-rays and pix, hopped the plane and gone
> > out there to do the thing the way it should be done. That's not
> > the case though. This sounds like more "TV hot topic"
> > sensationalism.

> > The people who -are- going to appear as "experts" should preface
> > their remarks by telling the public that there -are no "experts"
> > when it comes to abduction- and that -none of them- are video
> > analysis experts. I come closer to that than any of them and I'm
> > passing on it!

> > If they want to express their opinions, cool. But, if they are
> > going to sit there and spout off like they know what they're
> > talking about, (which is what they will all do) then I want no
> > part of it.

> > That kind of BS is pure "show biz" and has nothing to do with
> > getting to the truth.

> > It's tough waiting and holding out for serious offers from
> > serious people. There are so very few of them. It's a shame, this
> > is terribly urgent business, can't wait for them to wake up and
> > smell the coffee.

> > TTYL,

> > John

> Congratulations!! Well done!!!

> Maybe if more people start to refuse to appear on these shows (with
> explanation) the producers may start to ask themselves if they have
> missed something important for once.

> A great way to fight back!

> John

List:

It has been my experience that if the good guys don't go on the
bad guys will. The producers care about meeting deadlines and
making money. Truth is not their thing. Lord knows ufology has
plenty of bad guys...
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Stan Friedman
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 2

ACC/NEXUS

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 01:27:41 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 01:27:41 -0500
Subject: ACC/NEXUS

From: http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/media/mailing/archive/iufo/msg03652.shtml

From: ufotruth@ix.netcom.com
Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 22:58:53 -0600 (CST) Subject: IUFO: ACC/NEXXUS WE NEED TO END THIS ONCE AND 
FOR ALL

->  SearchNet's   IUFO   Mailing List

TO NEXXUS/ACC/RISKERS/NUFOIA,

This debate has turned into a monster that has taken over the
internet. What we need is for ACC and NEXXUX to go on "Sightings
on the Radio" and have BOTH sides present ALL of their evidence
and data. Until this happens the whole UFO/ET community will be
FIGHTING and FIGHTING about this when there are MUCH MORE
IMPORTANT things going on!

There are some very interesting things going on that we are not
even talking about.

1) Steven Greer/CSETI is trying to get OPEN CONGRESSIONAL
HEARINGS. They have mailed SEVERAL CONGRESSMEN and need our
support to get CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS.

2) Steve Basset, Richard C. Hoagland, and Steven Greer are going
to be on the Art Bell show monday night. Art Bell has announced
that the announcment is going to be so important that he cannot
tell us or the show would be off the air. Also STEVE BASSET made
a post to UFO Updates in which he said that we all need to be
working together because there are some very important events
going on that could expose the UFO coverup within 3 months!

3) Apprently UPI has a videotape that shows a WHOLE FAMILY that
was abducted and has been missing for months. This could be GREAT
EVIDENCE to prove that UFOs/ETs are real. This show is going to
come on Jan. 20

4) Nasa has AGREED to get pictures of the CYDONIA region EVERY
CHANCE IT GETS. We need to focus on this and make sure that we do
not miss something very important.

5) This is distracting us from the REAL RESEARCH That ACC is
doing.

I am just as guilty as everyone else. I have made posts that I
should not have made. But we all need to stop fighting.
Personally I support the American Computer Company BUT that is MY
OPINION. What we need is for both the AMERICAN COMPUTER COMPANY
and NEXXUS/RISKERS/NUFOIA to go on "Sightings on the Radio" and
debate until ONE SIDE either ADMITS they are at fault OR both
sides AGREE to work together.

Unless ACC and NEXXUS does this then this fighting will just
CONTINUE. We will keep on DESTROYING all of the unity in the
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UFO/ET communty. We will keep on fighting and calling each other
names. What do we want? Do we want to SETTLE THIS ONCE AND FOR
ALL or keep on fighting for days, weeks, and maybe months?

Both NEXXUS and ACC could post all the documents, evidence,
transcripts of phone calls, wav files, and other evidence on the
"Sightings on the Radio" webpage.

(If this is alright with Jeff Rense)

If both sides have nothing to fear then both sides should go on
the "Sightings on the Radio" show and DEBATE each other.

Look, I am not trying to be bossy. I apologise if I have offended
anyone but I am SICK AND TIRED of all of this fighting. IT MUST
END. If some how the government has caused this then this MUST
END. And the only thing that can make this end is having both
sides debate.

Mr. Jack Shulman and Mr. Lan Lamphere will both of you PLEASE ask
Jeff Rense if you can go on his show and debate? For the sake of
the ENTIRE UFO COMMUNITY PLEASE DO THIS. If you get on the show
please bring ALL of your evidence so this can be over.

Best Regards,
William
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 2

Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Fri, 2 Jan 1998 02:46:27 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 02:48:18 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 16:29:09 -0800
>From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>> Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 02:24:26 -0500
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>> I haven't got the belly for decieving people that way. If they
>> had asked me to appear as an abductee and to present what little
>> evidence we do have (in order to substantiate our claims) then I
>> would have packed my x-rays and pix, hopped the plane and gone
>> out there to do the thing the way it should be done. That's not
>> the case though. This sounds like more "TV hot topic"
>> sensationalism.

John K wrote,

>Maybe if more people start to refuse to appear on these shows (with
>explanation) the producers may start to ask themselves if they have
>missed something important for once.

Geez, I hope so. It's what I'm banking on. I figure if I show em
a little "character" when they dangle their carrots in front of
me one or two may ask, "what's up with this guy?" and go the
extra step to find out.

Budd and others have suggested that I take the opposite action
and participate in these things in order to provide a balance for
the wahoos and camera whores that -always- show up on these
things. I'm not comfortable with that on a lot of levels, the
main one being that I'll have to get down into the mud with them
and accept money, plane tickets, free hotels, free food,
stipends, none of which I have earned or deserve. I cannot do the
same things that I call others to task on. To me that's the
definition of hipocracy.

I hear the voices saying, "dummy, I'd take it in a minute", I
just can't do that.  And, hey man- it wasn't easy saying no! I've
never been to LA and I have friends there, one in particular that
I love dearly and haven't seen in years. If you think I didn't
consider doing it for those purely selfish (and very human)
reasons you'd be missing an important piece. Yeah, I entertained
grabbing the goodies and getting my face on TV with Whitley and
pontificating about someone elses case like Joe know-it-all. It's
just not me. It would mean breaking a lifetime of belief in
certain values and rubbing elbows with people I wouldn't
associate with under any other circumstances. I have to remain
true to myself so I can stay comfortable inside my own skin.

Plus, you have no idea how good it feels to be able to look em
all straight in the eye and say no, you're falling way short of
the mark -there is- a higher standard. If we don't start to draw
lines and demand higher standards then we'll always get, -more of
the same.

Trying to do the 'right thing'
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John Velez
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 2

Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens

From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 13:32:03 -1000
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 10:02:13 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens

> From: "acsa" <acsa@ix.netcom.com> ['Ed Wang']
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: My Turn to Beef at the Air Force!
> Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 16:34:56 -0500

> Everyone who wrote me today to ask me my opinion of NEXXUS and
> RISKERS, here is what I found out on a little casual inspection
> of their material and with a little friendly help from Lone Bob
> Wolf and security at ACC (they were working today, by the
> way...):

> Boy are those guys (NEXXUS/RISKERS) stupid.  For everyone: NEXXUS
> is an alleged organization on whose page you notice several
> interesting and bizarre things:

> HERE IS THEIR AFFIDAVIT ABOUT THE AGE OF THEIR ORGANIZATION: IT'S
> ONE WEEK OLD!

> NOTE THAT THEY CLAIM BRUCE MACABEE, JEFF RENSE and STANTON
> FRIEDMAN ARE THEIR "DIRECTORS", ALONG WITH "DOZENS OF PHYSICISTS
> AND SCIENTISTS", ACCORDING TO THEIR ALLEGED LEADER.  ANYONE
> WONDER WHY A GROUP THAT WOULD LIE RIGHT FROM THE VERY START,
> EXPECTS TO BE BELIEVED?

> RENSE, ACC/Shulman and FREIDMAN have denied being directors,
> according to Bob, RENSE was never even contacted by "NEXXUS".

<snip>

Well, here is a post from Skywatch.. I assume the 'Lan' they
refer to is Lan Lamphere.

From: "Skywatch International" <SKYWATCH_OK@MSN.COM>
To: "(list #1)" <skywatch_ok@MSN.COM>
Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 17:00:48 +0000
Subject: Skywatch hour chat schedule

This Sunday Evening at 8:00 Central, 6:00 Pacific, the Skywatch
Hour will again have Dr. Bruce Macabee, who has kindly
rescheduled after having a family emergency last week. We will
discuss the latest postings from ACC, and his work with Stanton,
and Lan.   On our Jan. 10th. chat we will have Stanton Friedman
on as a guest, more on that later...   our address is:
http://forums.msn.com/UFO The Briefing Room chat can be accessed
by any IRC client. The chat server name is publicchat.msn.com and
the room or channel name is #briefing.

Jim Hickman
Host-Skywatch Hour
Vice-President
Executive Director of Communications
Skywatch International

______

I'm getting sort of confused as to who the bad guys are.

Aloha
Tom Burnett
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 2

Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 21:20:27 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 10:18:20 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens

>  From: "acsa" <acsa@ix.netcom.com> ['Ed Wang']
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: My Turn to Beef at the Air Force!
>  Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 16:34:56 -0500

>  Everyone who wrote me today to ask me my opinion of NEXXUS and
>  RISKERS, here is what I found out on a little casual inspection
>  of their material and with a little friendly help from Lone Bob
>  Wolf and security at ACC (they were working today, by the
>  way...):

Ah the latest communique from Ed "the conduit" Wang with help
from Bob "the conduit when Ed Wang isn't around" Wolf.

Personally I was always under the impression that Ed & Bob were
promoters/defenders of ACC and its various tales. From what I
read on the ACC site they get much of their information on
Roswell via e-mail and nobody has actually seen copies of the
princeton evidence list.

<snip>

>  Rense and others, in under a Week?  What a bunch of shit!!
 
When discussing bunches of shit and ACC the two appear have alot
in common. Concerning the Princeton meeting where according to
ACC, which claim was parroted by Wang, Jared Anderson, and
allegedly some unnamed individual from FUFOR:

Did any of these individuals **actually** go to the meeting, or
are they just "believing" the ACC story based upon their web site
posting or because "Ed Wang or Bob Wolf said...."?

On their web site concerning this meeting they present an
impressive list of "evidence" that was going to be presented. Has
anybody actually seen it?

ACC has claimed that it was suing the Air Force.  So far all I
have heard is talk and tales.   Does anybody actually have the
case number of the lawsuit and which court it was filed in so
that it could be independently verified?

Everything I have seen is "Well, Ed Wang said, based upon an
e-mail with Schulman... blah blah blah.

Or Schulman said on the blah blah radio show.  Remember the poor
amateur astronomer who claimed to have a photo of the companion
object following Hale Bopp blah blah.

He didn't check it out or verify it with anybody else, turned out
untrue, but it didn't stop him from blathering it all over the
radio.

As for Shulman et al lets see where they claim to have gotten
information from.  Just look at some quotes from the ACC web
site:

"This is a story which, if true, could ultimately change.."
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"It's the Public's right to decide if it is, in whole or in part,
or if the party who related it to us, was portraying a fiction."=A0

"So, according to the story leaked by a reliable source to
UFO-logy circles:"

"UPDATE NOTE: It has been suggested that, after he left office,
the US.."

"It has allegedly been reported that it took a year or more for
Bell Labs to then figure out how to commercially produce the
miracle devices."

"We haven't read the book, but we have been told it pretty much
appears to coincide with the above ACC story, which was related
to us by a Defense Communications Consultant who had access to
the people at Bell Labs who he said were involved with the
alleged "alien artifacts".

"Since the time that Col. Corso was identified to American, new
information, unconfirmed, has surfaced and been presented to us.
Two people who wrote to us, claimed their fathers worked for Bell
Labs, have identified to us, by unconfirmable email reports, ..."

So the bottom line is its rumors/gossip and otherwise being
posted on the ACC web site.  THEY DON'T EVEN CLAIM IT TO BE
FACTUAL.

Concerning ACC's claim about how they are not in the public
market place, when you go elsewhere on the ACC web site you see:

ACC's "WINTER OF '97"=AE PC SALE! Prices start at: $299!! K6 /
Pent-IIs: $599 ACC's NET-SERVERS FOR  THE WAY WE WORK=AE! starting
at: $1499 SPECIAL  LOW-PRICE PC: ACC's EAGLE BEATS DELL, IBM...!!
THE RIGHT STUFF: ACC's NEW LAPTOP is HALF the  COST of IBMs
770...!!

My prediction has been that 6 months from now we will still be
hearing pronouncements for Schulman, et al but nobody  will
present copies of any kind of evidence.
However I could be wrong.

SO ED/Bob/Schulman  why don't you provide us with the lawsuit
case number of ACC vs USAF, and the location of the court in
which alleged suit was filed for starters?

Cheers,
Robert
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 2

Re: ACC Responds To Reports Of SAIC Purchasing Bell

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 22:15:12 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 10:22:37 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC Responds To Reports Of SAIC Purchasing Bell

>From: entropy@brighid.sunflower.com [Tom Genereaux]
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 10:32:10 +0000
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: ACC Responds To Reports Of SAIC Purchasing Bell

> ACC Responds To Reports Of
> SAIC Purchasing Bell Labs

<massive snip>

>The so-called Trans-Cap is actually a failed attempt to create a
>solid-state pentode, dating from the early 1950's.  I'm modeling
>the structure in SPICE, and will have some commentary on how well
>it works in a few weeks. So far it doesn't.

Hey, Tom.   What was the point about the solid state pentode?
They had surface barrier transistors back then, but were they
working on early field effect transistors?   And, if so, what's
the purpose of the fifth element in a transistor? what do you
think of Shulman's claim that the device as many as 10^23 quantum
levels (and hence can store BIG numbers directly)
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 2

Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Fri, 2 Jan 1998 03:07:34 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 10:27:41 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clarke]
>Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 17:49:12 PST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>> Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 14:33:37 -0500
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>> >Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 02:24:26 -0500
>> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> >From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

><snipped>

>> BTW, I have to wonder if this isn't just that video from a
>> few years ago repackaged and redated?  Sounds awfully
>> similar.

>> Personally, I don't think a video camera would work
>> during an abduction.  EMF and all that.

>> Bob

>Bob and everybody,

>I'm glad somebody else remembers the bogus abduction-in-progress
>film circulating two or three years ago.  I'll bet this is the
>same one, recycled for the rubes by cynics who don't care a rat's
>ass whether it's fake or not.

>Jerry Clark

Hi Bob, Jerry, All,

Bob wrote,

>> Personally, I don't think a video camera would work
>> during an abduction.  EMF and all that.

Ya know, I had the exact same thought when they firstb told me about this "videotape." That, and 
the fact that I can't see the "aliens" missing an extremely excited mind in close proximity that 
is filming them no less!
(Just my opinion and pure speculation) but it is my belief that these beings are telepathic. 
During the encounters that I remember consciously I "hear them" in my head. How could they miss a 
freaked out 16 year old with a videocam taping his family being abducted! Why did he just film 
it?
If it was me I would have been on them like ugly on ape if they were screwing with my family. 
The whole damn thing makes no sense.

Jerry writes,

>I'm glad somebody else remembers the bogus abduction-in-progress
>film circulating two or three years ago.  I'll bet this is the
>same one, recycled for the rubes by cynics who don't care a rat's
>ass whether it's fake or not.
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This isn't that Jerry. This videotape was (allgedly) taken just
this past Thanksgiving in Canada by a 16 year old kid while his
family is being abducted! On top of which, these people are still
missing according to what the producer told me. Where are the
mounties or whoever handles this kind of thing in Canada? Too
many unanswered questions and too little is known to form any
judgements. I'll watch it along with the rest of you and we can
all discuss it afterwards.

I asked, and was informed by the producer that the program is
being presented as "entertainment" not news. You're a bright
camper, take it from there. <VBG>

The "Experts on aliens" that they invited include:

Whitley Strieber (Author, abductee)
Doc Leir (The surgeon who removed implants from abductees in 1995)
Derrel Sims (The "Nemesis of Mondoz")
and Yvonne Smith (California based abduction researcher)
Me (No-show!)

That list alone speaks volumes don't it? <EG>

Peace,

John Velez
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 2

Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Fri, 2 Jan 1998 10:07:53 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 10:29:01 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens

>From: "acsa" <acsa@ix.netcom.com> ['Ed Wang']
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: My Turn to Beef at the Air Force!
>Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 16:34:56 -0500

Good work Ed!

Now for my only question about all this.  Do you know if this
"Lan Lamphere" is the same person who had the Storm Chasers
website and claimed several months ago to have accidentally
taken video of a UFO as it shot through a tornado?  I thought
that person was "Len Lamphere", but my memory may be wrong on
that.

If not the same man, then pretty darned odd to have such similar
names!

But maybe they are trying to discredit both ACC and Storm
Chasers at the same time.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Fri, 2 Jan 1998 10:12:35 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 10:29:55 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clarke]
>Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 17:49:12 PST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction
>Bob and everybody,

>I'm glad somebody else remembers the bogus abduction-in-progress
>film circulating two or three years ago.  I'll bet this is the
>same one, recycled for the rubes by cynics who don't care a rat's
>ass whether it's fake or not.

>Jerry Clark

My thoughts exactly when I first heard about it.

That other video was a kick to watch, but I was always amazed
that anyone took it seriously.  Pretty good work for a grade
C sci-fi film, though.

I'm still waiting, BTW, for my copy of the "Alien Interview"
video that the producer promised to mail me months ago!!!

Maybe I should set something up with a Vegas bookie on odds that
I ever get videos promised to me!!!!

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 2

Lan Lamphere, what gives?

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Fri, 2 Jan 1998 10:37:25 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 14:44:46 -0500
Subject: Lan Lamphere, what gives?

All,

I'm sure Glenn Campbell won't mind if I repost something here
from his site.  I went web surfing lookin for info on Lan
Lamphere, and found this posted:

To: webmaster@ufomind.com
From: Jilain <jilain@rt66.com
Subject: TOTAL OUTRAGE!!!

I got the following email from a friend.  I am posting this here
with his permission.  If you will recall the incident a while
back where some stormchasers caught a UFO on video.  This is that
gentleman.  You ain't gonna believe this one!!

This is the most blantant example of prejudice, injustice,
discrimination, and outright BULLCRAP I have ever seen!  This is
a prime example of exactly why so many do not come forward with
information on the ufo/alien phenomenon.  Try to do a little
good, and this is the result?

Well, this ain't right, folks.  This is not right at all.  And I
think every one of us who professes a genuine interest in the
area of ufology, in any of many aspects, should be completely
outraged and totally disgusted by the action of this company.

My main question on this is to any attorneys that this may reach.
Is this sort of action allowed?  Is there grounds for legal
action against this company?  They fire a man for what he does ON
HIS OWN TIME and with his OWN MONEY.  If this is allowed under
the law, there is something seriously wrong with this country.

Read it and weep, folks.  I did.  The organization founded here
was just getting started, and I had just began my association
with it.  But I could see the potential here to do great things,
to do some very serious investigations, and I even had a feeling
of optimism that we might actually get somewhere with this.

This is so very wrong, that this can be done to this man and his
family.

I am totally outraged over this, and you all should be as well.

Jilain

-----

At 11:57 PM 12/16/97 -0600, you wrote:

As most of you know, I have worked very hard to please and help
all of you with your computer viewing in the past.  I have tried
to make your stays at the Windchaser domain a pleasant and
informative one.  It is my sad duty to inform all of you that [my
wife] and I will not be maintaining the Windchaser Site any
longer.  As of 11:31 pm cst Dec 16,1997 I was relieved of all
duties at Windchaser Environmental Films.  In short, I was
canned.  I was released because of the Nexxus Organization.
Because I spent my money on what I considered to be a worth while
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cause, and devoted some of my time to this cause, it was viewed
as a "problem" for the the owner and producers of Windchaser.
They felt that I was becoming a "UFO freak" and embarrassing the
company.  It was not due to lack of work, or anything like that.
I was just because I actually give a shit about what I was doing
and the company thinks that it is an embarrassment to them.  So,
[my wife] and I have paid the next months bills for the
Nexxus.Org site.  After the 12th of January, unless I can get the
money up to furnish the green backs to the server lines, the site
will disappear.  I am sorry, there is nothing I can do.

[My wife] and I have both cried about about this, and at the
present time, I have no words to give you or my family.  I wish
there was something I could say that would change the
circumstances.  As it is right now, I will not be able to post
any messages at the boards.  Not because I don't have the means,
but because I will not have the time while I try to look up the
money for my kids Christmas this year.  I have spent a lot of
money attempting to get this thing started.

==snip==

Peace, Coolness & Happy Holidays to all of you.

Lan Lamphere

Owner, for a while, of the Nexxus.Org Domain
Stormchaser & Photographer
http://www.nexxus.org

jilain@rt66.com
IRC undernet channel #blackvault

                  ~~~Tell me not, in mournful numbers,
                       Life is but an empty dream!
                     For the soul is dead that slumbers,
                       And things are not what they seem.~~~

-----

I had done a Yahoo search on Lamphere to find out if he was the
same person involved with the NEXXUS group, and found that when I
tried to go to the old Windchaser web site that I had bookmarked
it took me to the NEXXUS site instead, and then the site crashed
every time so I could go no farther in.  I'm not sure what that's
all about.

So anyway, it appears that Lamphere appeared from nowhere on the
UFO scene, but checking some of the other links from his name
appears to show valid credentials as a long time storm chaser.

Maybe he just "wigged out" from the injustice of the events
above.  If he is an infiltrator from intelligence, he sure came
in through a round about route.

OH, BTW, Glenn also has a photo of him on his site, but not very
clear.

Bob
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Re: ACC/NEXUS

From: troodon@netnitco.net [David Orr]
Date: Fri, 2 Jan 1998 09:42:09 -0600
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 14:42:19 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC/NEXUS

>From: http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/media/mailing/archive/iufo/msg03652.shtml

>From: ufotruth@ix.netcom.com
>Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 22:58:53 -0600 (CST) Subject: IUFO: ACC/NEXXUS WE
>NEED TO END THIS ONCE AND FOR ALL

>->  SearchNet's   IUFO   Mailing List

>TO NEXXUS/ACC/RISKERS/NUFOIA,

>This debate has turned into a monster that has taken over the
>internet. What we need is for ACC and NEXXUX to go on "Sightings
>on the Radio" and have BOTH sides present ALL of their evidence
>and data. Until this happens the whole UFO/ET community will be
>FIGHTING and FIGHTING about this when there are MUCH MORE
>IMPORTANT things going on!

A great idea. The whole deal has become tiresome. Insults and
accusations are only amusing for a short time.

>There are some very interesting things going on that we are not
>even talking about.

>1) Steven Greer/CSETI is trying to get OPEN CONGRESSIONAL
>HEARINGS. They have mailed SEVERAL CONGRESSMEN and need our
>support to get CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS.

Absolutely!

>2) Steve Basset, Richard C. Hoagland, and Steven Greer are going
>to be on the Art Bell show monday night. Art Bell has announced
>that the announcment is going to be so important that he cannot
>tell us or the show would be off the air. Also STEVE BASSET made
>a post to UFO Updates in which he said that we all need to be
>working together because there are some very important events
>going on that could expose the UFO coverup within 3 months!

Now THIS is interesting. Hoagland usually doesn't get too
involved in UFO issues. My tape recorder shall be ready.

>4) Nasa has AGREED to get pictures of the CYDONIA region EVERY
>CHANCE IT GETS. We need to focus on this and make sure that we do
>not miss something very important.

This is absolutely fantastic. We need them. We need them released
publicly upon reciept. I'm a young man, and over the last seven
or so months, this has completely captured my imagination. I dare
say it's one of the reasons I am now pursuing an anthropology
degree.

>Mr. Jack Shulman and Mr. Lan Lamphere will both of you PLEASE ask
>Jeff Rense if you can go on his show and debate? For the sake of
>the ENTIRE UFO COMMUNITY PLEASE DO THIS. If you get on the show
>please bring ALL of your evidence so this can be over.

>Best Regards,
>William

Agreed again, William.
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Good fortune, safe travels

David Orr

Push the button, Frank.
********************************
TRANSMISSION ENDED.
********************************
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Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens

From: "skyeking@aye.net" <skyeking@aye.net> [Jerry Washington]
Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 10:59:07 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 14:47:51 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens

> Date: Fri, 2 Jan 1998 10:07:53 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens

> >From: "acsa" <acsa@ix.netcom.com> ['Ed Wang']
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: My Turn to Beef at the Air Force!
> >Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 16:34:56 -0500

> Good work Ed!

> Now for my only question about all this.  Do you know if this
> "Lan Lamphere" is the same person who had the Storm Chasers
> website and claimed several months ago to have accidentally
> taken video of a UFO as it shot through a tornado?  I thought
> that person was "Len Lamphere", but my memory may be wrong on
> that.

Yes, he's the same guy. "Lan" is correct, and my sources say that
he's a hustler of the first magnitude.

Jerry Washington
SD KY/MUFON
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Bill Cooper?

From: Lornis <Lornis@aol.com> [Scott Corrales]
Date: Fri, 2 Jan 1998 11:30:34 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 14:49:53 -0500
Subject: Bill Cooper?

I am trying to put to rest a rumor I read in Rolling Stone
magazine concerning the possible death of Bill Cooper. I
understand he is to be a featured speaker on an IRC
session, soon.

Many thanks,

Scott Corrales
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SETI 'Out of Tune' after all these years?

From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
Date: Fri, 2 Jan 1998 11:49:57 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 14:54:22 -0500
Subject: SETI 'Out of Tune' after all these years?

In Search for Intelligent Life, Did They Get a Wrong Number?

By Robert Cooke. STAFF WRITER

After straining for decades to find hints of intelligent life in
space, astronomers now suspect their big radio receivers have
been tuned in wrong all along.

Recently, research has shown that radio signals from afar suffer
fading and distortion as they pass through the long reaches of
space. But the systems designed to listen for alien radio signals
 - called SETI, or Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence -
were set up under the assumption that any signal coming from
another civilization would be a continued or repeating signal.

This could mean the current SETI programs have already recorded
real messages, without recognizing them, said researchers James
Cordes, Joseph Lazio and the late Carl Sagan, all of Cornell
University. The scientists discussed their conclusions in a
research report published recently in the Astrophysical Journal.

Over the years, SETI programs have recorded a few intriguing
signals that seemed to meet all the criteria except one, the
report said. The missing criterion was repeatability; the signals
were never detected again, despite intensive listening.

Now, Sagan, Lazio and Cordes say that a close look shows the
follow-up observations made on the sources were inadequate -
one-tenth of what was needed in terms of sensitivity. Better work
is needed to distinguish between accidents, including signals
from satellites or radio transmissions from Earth-bound sources,
and genuine messages coming from across the galaxy, they said.

Physicist Paul Horowitz, director of a SETI search called Project
Beta, which uses a big dish-shaped radio telescope in Harvard,
Mass., said these ideas have already been incorporated into the
automated search system. The computer now conducts 120 follow-ups
on each interesting signal that is detected.

And Jill Tartar, at the SETI Institute in California, said her
system has already used more sensitive equipment in Green Bank,
W.Va., to re-observe some of the interesting spots in the sky
detected earlier.

Copyright 1997, Newsday Inc.

In Search for Intelligent Life, Did They Get a Wrong Number?.,
12-31-1997, pp A25.
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Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plicken

From: Jilain <jilain@rt66.com> [Jilain Jones]
Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 10:18:17 -0700
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 14:56:19 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plicken

>>From: "acsa" <acsa@ix.netcom.com> ['Ed Wang']
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: My Turn to Beef at the Air Force!
>>Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 16:34:56 -0500

>>[EW] Everyone who wrote me today to ask me my opinion of NEXXUS and
>>RISKERS, here is what I found out on a little casual inspection
>>of their material and with a little friendly help from Lone Bob
>>Wolf and security at ACC (they were working today, by the
>>way...):

RESPONSE FROM TODD ANDREWS OF RISKERS/NUFOIA, COLORADO DIRECTOR FOR NEXXUS:

>>Subject: RE: From Ed Wang - critically important info on NEXXUS
>>Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 16:31:16 -0700
>>Organization: RISKERS/NUFOIA

>>Anyone who would like to hear the Art Bell show that featured Lan Lamphere,
>>you can access that RA file at:
>> http://ww2.audionet.com/artbell/abell/9706/ab0625.ram

>>>>You have got to be kidding me!!!  Anyone who wants to believe any of
>>this,
>>>>feel free.  Anyone one else who does not, or is not sure, feel free to
>>>>contact me personally!

>>>>LOL - Todd Andrews
>>>>RISKERS/NUFOIA
>>>>Englewood, CO  (NOT AT THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY)

RESPONSE FROM LAN LAMPHERE, DIRECTOR OF NEXXUS:

>>From: Chaser [SMTP:chaser@telepath.com]
>>Sent: Thursday, January 01, 1998 4:20 PM
>>To:   riskers@riskers.org
>>Subject:      From Ed Wang - critically important info on NEXXUS

>>>Anyone & Everyone.....

>>>What a joke....  ROTFLMAO!!!  Pissin' in my pants!!!!

>>>I never thought I could recieve such a wonderfull complement...  Thanks
>>ladies and gentlemen..  That was great.  If you ... I MEAN YOU!!,  ANYONE
>>who wants to call me and speak with me personally on the phone...  Would
>>like to do so,  Please..  I will make myself available for the next
>>century..   No problem..

>>>This Wang, character needs to write some novels..  Sci~ Fi novels.  That's
>>the best crap-o-la I have seen on the web in a while..   Gehzzz.  Just for
>>your information, I have been on Art Bell's show..  I am a very real
>>person, and I do live in Norman, Oklahoma..   I called the A.C.C.
>>yeasterday...  I was told by the person that I spoke to that, " I had
>>reached the front gate of security",and that they were closed.  Then the
>>gent hung upon me.  I have it on tape to prove it.

>>>Perhaps the A.C.C. should voice print from Art Bell's web site my
>>conversation with him, and see if I am the same person.

>>>The fact that I put something together in five days, not ten, is a feat in
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>>it'self, but I already knew most of the people that I asked to join.  i.e.
>>Dr. Maccabee, and Skeet Vaughan.  You got a problem with that?..

>>>My phone does ring through a repeater because we don't use southwestern
>>bell, we use another service provider that runs through Bells, system..  My
>>God!!..  You will come up with anything wont you...?

>>>Todd is one of my dearest friends, even though we have shared a short time
>>knowing one another.  we just have the same ideals,.. what can I say.  He
>>is a good man.

>>>The stuff about "Tinker Air Force base" is a JOKE!!!..  I am still
>>laughing on that one...  My God!!.  You will buy into anything hu????

>>>Anyway, thatnks for the information about the A.C.C. recording my voice
>>without me knowing about it.  I am sure the F.B.I. will like to know the
>>extremes that you are going to in order to slamm me further, or should I
>>say, dig your own grave???

>>>Either way..  Thanks!!

>>>Peace & Coolness
>>>Lan Lamphere

>>>Phone is 1-405-447-4681   Please feel free to call...

jilain@rt66.com
New Mexico Director
Nexxus.org
IRC undernet channel #blackvault

                  ~~~Tell me not, in mournful numbers,
                       Life is but an empty dream!
                     For the soul is dead that slumbers,
                       And things are not what they seem.~~~
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What if...

From: Jilain <jilain@rt66.com> [Jilain Jones]
Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 10:36:09 -0700
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 15:08:42 -0500
Subject: What if...

Late night ponderings......

On or around December 4, 1997, Lan Lamphere gets the idea to try
to pull together scientists/researchers/ufologists/general public
from all over the world to study paranormal activities/events,
including UFOs.  He wants to take a scientific approach....a
"just the facts, ma'am" mentality....to the very confusing
information that surrounds everything that is generally lumped
into the broad heading of "paranormal" activities and events,
including UFOs.  He decides to call this organization for
research and investigation "Nexxus.org", and base it on the
Internet.

On December 16th, he is fired from his job because of his
interest in UFOs specifically, his superiors quoted as saying
they were afraid he would embarass the company if he became known
as a "ufo freak".  I receive a copy of Lan's email, detailing his
firing, and with his permission, post it to numerous email lists,
under the heading "TOTAL OUTRAGE".  Responses pour into
Nexxus.org.

Lan begins to pull together his organization, attracting
scientists and ufologists from around the world.  He also
attracts "everyday people" who express a desire to be a part of
this team that will use logical, scientific investigative methods
to attempt to get some solids answers to the myraid of questions
surrounding UFOs and paranormal activities.  Though there is
interest in studying other paranormal events, the studying of
UFOs quickly takes the lead as the subject the people joining
Nexxus want to work on first.

Lan talks with Jack Schulman of ACC, giving him a general
overview of what Nexxus is all about, and offering to assist ACC
in their analysis of the data/ material they claim to have in
their possession that led up to the development of their
"transcapacitor".  Schulman leads Lan to believe that he will
seriously consider utilizing the facilities, personnel, and
experience of those volunteering their services to Nexxus.  Lan
authorizes the posting of a release to this effect, titled "ACC
Seeking Independent Investigation", in which it is stated that
Nexxus and ACC have had some preliminary talks regarding Nexxus
assisting ACC, in a consulting capacity, in its investigation of
the data/material ACC claims to possess.

Stan Friedman, after talking with Lan, faxes Jack Schulman,
informing Schulman of inaccuracies in the material that company
has put out concerning the Roswell incident.  Schulman faxes Stan
back, admitting to being "torn" over the decision as to whether
or not to correct these known inaccuracies on their posted
Roswell material.

On December 24, ACC makes a posting to its web page, denying
contact with Nexxus or any knowledge of Lan, and making false
statements regarding Lan.  A firestorm is ignited across the
Internet.  The accusations become more and more ridiculous and
more and more invalid with each passing day.  It doesn't go away
when Nexxus does not respond to the charges.  It doesn't go away
when Nexxus does respond to the charges.  Lan offers the olive
branch, stating publicly on the webpage that the ACC/Nexxus
controversy is a dead issue as far as Nexxus is concerned.  ACC
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posts to its webpage, accusing Lan of not even existing, and
Nexxus of being a terrorist organization.  Ed Wang, whoever he
is, posts on 1/1/98, a highly inflammatory and libelous summation
of the whole event, even dragging in the names of people who are
not associated with Nexxus or ACC and have had nothing to do with
or commented on the whole Nexxus/ACC feeding frenzy since it
started.  And this posting spreads all over the internet, up to
and including being posted on the "Sightings on the Radio"
webpage.  None of Nexxus's rebuttals are posted to that site,
giving a public forum only to the ACC side of the whole affair.

Why??

ACC has been attacked rather harshly in the past, as has this Ed
Wang person. The credibility of their case has been drawn into
question more than once in the past year.  They have been
subjected to some indepth scrutiny by other individuals and
organizations. But never did ACC react in such a fashion as they
did when it comes to Nexxus.  WHY??

What is it about Lan and Nexxus that set ACC into such a
defensive mode? What is it about Nexxus that got such attention
and such a swift and vehement reaction from ACC?  From Jack
Schulman himself?

Consider this....and remember that these are just late night
thoughts on my part.  Just my mind playing a fanciful game of
"what if...."  Nothing carved in stone here, just theorizing and
thinking and wondering and pondering.......

POINT: For 50 years, UFOs have remained a mystery.  There have
been official denials of their existance, and charges of
government coverup of information on their existance.  There have
been more denials by the government and military, and more
charges of government coverup, with research done to support
those charges.  The government has countered with research on its
on to counter the charges of a coverup and the existance of
UFOs.

POINT:  There are numerous UFO groups around the world.  Each has
its own agenda and method of carrying out its investigations.
Rarely do you see these groups working in harmony, freely sharing
information, resources, personnel, etc.

POINT:  Lan Lamphere is a storm chaser/photographer.  He is not a
ufologist or UFO researcher, and never claimed to be.  He is just
a man who caught something on tape that he cannot explain after
analysis of the data at his disposal.  And he got curious about
it.  He decided to seek help in determining what these UFOs are,
and decided to try to bring together science and ufology to
accomplish that goal.

POINT:  Todd Andrews of the RISKERS/NUFOIA organization has been
involved in the UFO field for several years, running a webpage
and email list that dissimenates information on the subject out
over the Internet.

POINT:  After the hoopla over Nexxus began, the website has been
hacked more than once.

POINT:  After the RISKERS/NUFOIA group joined with Nexxus, the
NSA was found "snooping around" through all the files on the
RISKERS site.

POINT:  The NSA has been discovered going through the Nexxus.org
webpage.

POINT:  Todd Andrews was called twice on the phone by the NSA.
He was not home to take the call, but his caller ID clearly
showed the call originated at the "National Security Agency".
Todd had never been contacted by the NSA prior to his becoming
involved with Nexxus.

POINT:  The fields of hard-core science and the fields of
hard-core ufology and the fields of hard-core paranormal studies
have historically been diametrically opposed to one another.
Though many have said many times that these opposing sides must
come together before solid, irrefutable data can be compiled that
is beyond reproach, no one has ever managed to bring together
these factions.  Science has remained aloof from the subjects for
the most part, and ufologists have remained splintered into
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various camps and schools of thought.  The end result being that
after 50 years, these things still remain a mystery in the mind
of the public at large.

Now.....allow me to wax conspiratorial for a moment in my late
night fantasies and ramblings.....

Who stands to gain the most by the continued concealment of the
truth to the origin/existance of UFOs?  Who stands to gain the
most by the continued public uncertainty as to whether these
things actually do exist, and actually are of extraterrestrial
origin?  Who stands to gain the most by the continued
disunity between the realms of science and the realms of
ufology?

In my very humble and tired little mind's opinion, the US
government stands to gain the most.  If there were presented
hard-core, scientifically achieved studies with irrefutable
evidence as to the reality of UFOs and their ET origin, the US
government and military would be exposed as liars.
There could be a question of fraud on the part of the government
in funding of certain R/D projects.  There could be questions
raised as to certain "creative bookkeeping" practices, as well as
questions raised into certain tactics employed by security
branches of the government.  Though no legal action might be
forthcoming out of that, it could topple an administration,
expose some historical figures as the "not quiet such good guys"
as the public was lead to believe, and expose some less than
legal tactics on the part of certain government agencies divested
with the job of protecting the general public.  And most of all,
reaction to undeniable evidence of government supported lies
could spill over to the voting booth.

Just suppose, for the sake of argument, that certain scientists
were taking "too much" of an interest in the study of UFOs.  And
just suppose that certain ufologists were weeding through the
garbage and getting to some hard core facts concerning the
existance of UFOs and the government's long history of deceiving
the public over the issue.  Would it not be in the government's
best interest to distract these scientists and ufologists from
their current course?  Is it not common practice to create a
diversion when someone is getting too close to something?

Seemingly out of the blue, a small, privately owned computer
company makes its presence known in the UFO communities.  How do
they do this?  They makes claims to have in their possession
"proof" of the crash of a UFO in Roswell in 1947.  And they claim
to have "proof" of the existance of alien technology, and the
incorporation of that technology through back engineering.  They
claim to have what everyone has been wanting for 50 years...
undeniable proof.  But they have yet to release that
data/material for independent study by others for authentication
of their claims.  Battle lines quickly draw in the UFO community,
as happens when any major event is perceived.

Now....enter Lan Lamphere.  In a matter of a week or two, this
one man, based on a simple idea, manages to do what no one has
done, and no one in the government has wanted to be done, in 50
years.  He brings together under one roof, and with one common
goal, scientists and ufologists from around the world.  And he
gains supporters for those efforts, people willing to back the
research through voluntary contribution of their time and energy,
and through financial contributions to fund the investigative
efforts of his proposed Nexxus.org.

Lan learns of the claims made by ACC, and extends to them an
offer of assistance in their efforts.  His call is well received
by ACC, and he is lead to believe that his offer will be given
serious consideration.

Within no time, the proverbial poop hits the fan.  Only this
time, it gets really nasty.  Wild speculation abounds and the
flames of fire are fanned to an almost unbearable intensity.
People in UFO communities are at each other's throats, divided
over who is the bad guy...ACC or Nexxus.  An organization that
was just forming is slammed and bashed all over the internet.  A
man who most had never even heard of a month ago is viciously
attacked from all corners of the globe.

In the background of this feeding frenzy, the Nexxus website is
hacked more than once.  The NSA is caught snooping around the
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Riskers site.  Todd Andrews actually is called on the phone by
the NSA.  Lan's phone is tapped and his email is monitored.
Todd's voice mail is altered.  Police are sent to Lan's home to
investigate totally fabricated charges.  I am branded a liar and
even told that I don't exist, that Lan and I are one and the
same, and doing nothing more than playing some ridiculous online
mind game.  I am accused of being "turned" to the "dark side", if
you will, working for the government "spooks" that wander the
airwaves of cyberspace.  Why have we three been attacked so much,
especially Lan?  We have been the most vocal Nexxus members
during all of this.

Even after Lan declares the controversy a dead issue as far as
Nexxus is concerned, ACC continues to post libelous and
threatening releases to the internet, further fueling the
dividing fires sweeping over the UFO community in cyberspace.

It would seem, in review here, that someone possibly perceives
the Nexxus organization as a threat to something or someone.  Are
they a threat to ACC?  No.  If ACC is sincere in its claims to
desire nothing more than to expose the truth of the history of
UFOS and government coverup to the public, logic would dictate
that it would welcome the assistance of an organization of
scientists and ufologists.  If they are not sincere, then it
would be in their best interest to simply ignore Nexxus.  A
simple "thanks, but no thanks" would have ended any potential
perceived threat Nexxus represented to whatever goal ACC has.  At
the time of Lan's contact with Schulman, Nexxus was in its
infancy. A simple "thanks, but we got it under control" would
have sufficed.  Why the continued attacks, even after Lan threw
out the olive branch?  Who would stand to gain by the continued
firestorm distracting everyone?

Who stands to gain by Nexxus becoming a solid, world-wide
organization dedicated to sincere, open, objective scientific
analysis of the UFO/paranormal arenas?  The general public does.
Any new discoveries, anything learned is of value to the public
at large.

Who stands to lose by Nexxus becoming a solid, world-wide
organization dedicated to objective, thorough,
scientifically-oriented study of these fields?  It seems to me
that the US government stands to lose the most.  If there is
truth to the alledged coverup, the government would lose the most
by that information coming to light in a way that cannot be
refuted.  It would lose "face" and lose faith from the people it
governs.  It would be required to answer questions that it is not
prepared to answer.  And any individuals that were found to have
taken part in this 50 year deception of the general public would
stand to lose at the voting booth, and in the public opinion
polls, and thus at the budgeting tables in Congress.

What if all of this is nothing more than a government backed
disinformation/smear campaign against Lan and Nexxus?  For what
purpose?  To keep Nexxus from becoming a solid, working
organization.  For what purpose?  To protect the secrets they've
kept for 50 years.  For what purpose? Self-protection from a
pissed off public that hates to find out they've been lied to on
any issue.

Why ACC?  Look what affilitation with controversy in the field of
UFOs did for a little town in southeast New Mexico.  It put it on
the map.  It made the name "Roswell" a household word.  Why
become a household word?  Because name recognition sells
computers.  And people who own private PCs and who hook up to the
internet grows everyday.

Then again, its late and I'm tired.  My little ramblings here are
just ponderings of a tired mind.  I seriously doubt if any of my
"what if's" are anywhere near the reality of the situation.

Because if that were the case, it could explain a whole lot of
things.  And there seems to be a concerted effort of the part of
person or persons unknown at this time to make certain that some
things, some of them 50 years old, are not explained.

Then again......what do I know?

Night folks......
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Jilain

jilain@rt66.com
New Mexico Director
Nexxus.org
IRC undernet channel #blackvault

                  ~~~Tell me not, in mournful numbers,
                       Life is but an empty dream!
                     For the soul is dead that slumbers,
                       And things are not what they seem.~~~
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 2

Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: "WHITE" <mjawhite@digitaldune.net> [John White]
Date: Fri, 2 Jan 1998 11:52:37 -0700
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 15:13:03 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

List, John V., et al.,

>Date: Fri, 2 Jan 1998 03:07:34 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

<nsip>

>This isn't that Jerry. This videotape was (allgedly) taken just
>this past Thanksgiving in Canada by a 16 year old kid while his
>family is being abducted! On top of which, these people are still
>missing according to what the producer told me. Where are the
>mounties or whoever handles this kind of thing in Canada? Too
>many unanswered questions and too little is known to form any
>judgements. I'll watch it along with the rest of you and we can
>all discuss it afterwards.

>I asked, and was informed by the producer that the program is
>being presented as "entertainment" not news. You're a bright
>camper, take it from there. <VBG>

>The "Experts on aliens" that they invited include:

>Whitley Strieber (Author, abductee)
>Doc Leir (The surgeon who removed implants from abductees in 1995)
>Derrel Sims (The "Nemesis of Mondoz")
>and Yvonne Smith (California based abduction researcher)
>Me (No-show!)

>That list alone speaks volumes don't it? <EG>

>Peace,

>John Velez

John:

The list is loaded for sure, but I'll bet it doesn't contain an
expert on Canadian holidays.  Must be a pretty iconoclastic bunch
of Canadians celebrating Thanksgiving Day. (McPherson Family
abducted while celebrating Thanksgiving, Thursday, November 27th,
according to UPN release on Net.) On second thought, ......nah,
I'll just to be more receptive to new ideas like a Canadian
family celebrating Thanksgiving before being abducted.  (Wait a
minute, maybe they weren't Canadians, but U.S. folks living in
Canada!  Oh, hell, you're right, John---ain't enough info to go
on.) You missed a bet on this. <chuckling>

Happy Holiday Aftermath

John White mjawhite@digitaldune.net
one.
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......inquiring minds
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 2

Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Fri, 2 Jan 1998 13:56:17 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 16:57:50 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens

>From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
>To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens
>Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 13:32:03 -1000

>Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 17:00:48 +0000
>Subject: Skywatch hour chat schedule

>This Sunday Evening at 8:00 Central, 6:00 Pacific, the Skywatch
>Hour will again have Dr. Bruce Macabee, who has kindly
>rescheduled after having a family emergency last week. We will
>discuss the latest postings from ACC, and his work with Stanton,
>and Lan.   On our Jan. 10th. chat we will have Stanton Friedman
>on as a guest, more on that later...   our address is:
>http://forums.msn.com/UFO The Briefing Room chat can be accessed
>by any IRC client. The chat server name is publicchat.msn.com and
>the room or channel name is #briefing.

>Jim Hickman
>Host-Skywatch Hour
>Vice-President
>Executive Director of Communications
>Skywatch International

______

>I'm getting sort of confused as to who the bad guys are.

>Aloha
>Tom Burnett

Tom,
I'm not sure there are any "bad guy."  HOwever, I wonder abou the
level of intelligence sometimes <g>.

Some bad information combined with "heightened" paranoia on
thpart of ACC appears to have been the driving force behind this
controversy.    ACC claims to have "THE GOODS" which could bring
the wrath of UNCLE SAM dowen on their heads (and many others I
presume) so they are, I presume, rather fearful of contacts by
"spooks" and even the notorious MIB (if they exist).   Apparently
ACC decided that the Nexxus organization was set up to somehow
counter the ACC claims.   Actually Nexxus, along with everyone
else in the UFO field, would he happy to help ACC providing they
can back up their claims with something besides words for Shulman
and "mouthpieces" Mr. Wang and Mr. Wolf.

Basically we want to know... is ACC blowing smoke for some reason
(increased recognition among potential computer customers?
something between Shulman and AT&T that we can only speculate
about?) or are they telling the truth, the whole truth (minus
what is necessary to protect patent rights, of course) and and
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH.....

In th meantime we have REAL mysteries out there, including the
impressive Mexico City video of Aug 6...
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 2

Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Fri, 2 Jan 1998 14:03:13 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 17:00:43 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens

Date: Fri, 2 Jan 1998 10:07:53 -0500
To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: ACC, 'Nexus' & 'Riskers' - The Thot Plickens

>From: "acsa" <acsa@ix.netcom.com> ['Ed Wang']
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: My Turn to Beef at the Air Force!
>Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 16:34:56 -0500

>Good work Ed!>

>Now for my only question about all this.  Do you know if this
>"Lan Lamphere" is the same person who had the Storm Chasers
>website and claimed several months ago to have accidentally
t>aken video of a UFO as it shot through a tornado?  I thought
>that person was "Len Lamphere", but my memory may be wrong on
>that.

>If not the same man, then pretty darned odd to have such similar
>names!

Bob,
This Nexxus/ACC fray has gotten way out of proportion to the
initial contacts.  Lan Lamphere is indeed a "stormchaser" who
accidently videotaped a fast moving object while his camera was
pointed toward a developing tornado last May.   For months a
couple of frames were on the Windchaser site...now subsumed into
Nexxus, I think.   He submitted his video to several people
including me for analysis.   There is no doubt of th object going
in a nearly straight line downward and to the left.

If this object were more then 20 ft from the camera...then it was
"anomalous."   I have estimated its speed as roughly 1.7 times
the distance in feet give miles per hour (if 10 feet away, 17
mph'; if  1000 ft away....    you tell me!)   Experiments are
under way to determine whether or not the object could have been
within 20 ft of the camera..

Ed Wang has been part of blowing this whole thing out of proportion.
He has (apparently) reported what he has been told by ACC's Jack
Shulman.  HOwever, confirmation of what he was told is scant at
best.   ACC is and should be running the show here... but with
far less speculation than they have done.   They are claiming to
have discovered proof the transistor was "back engineered" by
Bell Labs from the Roswell material.  STRONG WORDS THESE! We have
heard a lot of words, with the evidence supposedly contained in
notebooks which do not mention flying saucers but do refer to
"object" .   Apparently these notebooks provide evidence that th
transistor reaearch project was set up as a "front" for the real
back engineering effort.

Anyway, it is now 6 months since the original ACC claims (and
Nexxus isn't a month old yet, so how could Nexxus have any
affect?) and we still don't know much more than we did back in
August.   I might point out that ACC said the original
description of the back engineering project was posted in the
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form of a "joke" to see if anyone would respond.   Evidently th
UFO community did respond....but not as a joke.
Anyway, it is now 6 months since the original ACC claims (and
Nexxus isn't a month old yet, so how could Nexxus have any
affect?) and we still don't know much more than we did back in
August.   I might point out that ACC said the original
description of the back engineering project was posted in the
form of a "joke" to see if anyone would respond.   Evidently th
UFO community did respond....but not as a joke.

From my point of view this whole thing has been played wrong.
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'UFOs: A History'

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 17:53:25 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 18:26:03 -0500
Subject: 'UFOs: A History'

Greetings,

   Bob Girard at Arcturus Books has dug out his stock of Loren Gross'
UFOs:  A History.  He has on hand the following:

Vol 1:  1947
Vol 5:  January-March 1950
Vol 6:  April-July 1950
Vol 7:  August-December 1950
Vol 8:  1951

The catalogue entry from the January catalogue is "Backlist
#130."  The booklets are reduced in price to $5.00 each; a
bargain at twice the price, plus a flat $4.00 for postage within
the USA.  For international customers by surface:  3 pound,
$4.00, 4 pounds $4.68 after that 96 cents/pound.

Address:  1443 S. E. Port St. Lucie Blvd.
          Port St. Lucie, FL 34952, USA

          Tele:  561-398-0796
          Fax:   561-337-1701
          E-mail:  rgirard321@aol.com

Best regards,
--
Jan Aldrich
Project 1947
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/
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Roswell '97 - 'The Winter of Discontent'

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sat, 03 Jan 1998 10:19:45 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 03 Jan 1998 10:19:45 -0500
Subject: Roswell '97 - 'The Winter of Discontent'

From: http://www.yahoo.com/headlines/980103/news/stories/weather_3.html

Saturday January 3 2:03 AM EST

N.M. Accelerates Airlift for Stranded Herds

By Zelie Pollon

SANTA FE, N.M. (Reuters) - New Mexico stepped up its emergency
relief effort for battered livestock ranchers, dropping over 100
tons of food to herds stranded by fierce snowstorms.

Six C-130 military cargo planes rumbled just 300 feet above the
snow-covered high plains of eastern New Mexico Friday, dumping
one-ton bales of hay to starving cattle and sheep.

Bob Redden, spokesman for the state's Office of Emergency
Management, said the cargo planes airlifted 103 tons of food on
Friday, the highest daily total since the emergency relief
program began on Tuesday.

"What we are trying to do today is make sure that every rancher
gets some hay because there are still some where herds haven't
eaten in 10 days," he said.

State officials say at least 5,000 animals have been killed by a
series of snowstorms since Christmas Eve and that about 180,000
more are at risk.

Farms around the city of Roswell have been the hardest hit with
ranchers unable to get feed to their herds. The area rarely
receives heavy snow.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture offered $2 million of disaster
aid on Wednesday, agreeing to reimburse ranchers for up to 30
percent of the cost of buying feed to be airlifted in.

The famished animals are rushing to the bales of hay as soon as
they hit the ground.

"There's not a straw left out there," Redden said.

"When the hay drops, it bursts on the ground and the cattle are
on a dead run for it. I mean those cattle are really, really in
dire need for it," said Norm Plank, vice-president of the New
Mexico Farm Bureau.

Another 115 tons will be dropped on Saturday and officials hope
to complete the airlift operation on Sunday.

Plank said huge drifts had buried some cattle and sheep but the
full death toll will not be known until the snow thaws.

Ranchers are banding together to move large trucks and
snowmobiles into the worst-affected areas to help feed the herds
and break the ice off the top of frozen water ponds.
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"An adult steer drinks about 10 gallons a day so, besides feed,
they need water. No cow can eat enough snow to get all the water
it needs," Redden said.

He said the airlift was being made more difficult by herds that
had started to wander, but that ranchers had begun to see
positive signs. "Yesterday, we observed some calves that had
survived. That is a good sign because they are definitely the
most at risk."

At the start of 1997, New Mexico ranchers had a total of 1.5
million beef cattle, 197,000 milk cows and 325,000 sheep.

The C-130 cargo planes being deployed from bases in Texas,
Wyoming, Oklahoma and Minnesota.
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CURRENT-ENCOUNTERS: NEXXUS

From: slk <slk@EVANSVILLE.NET> [Francis Ridge]
Date: Fri, 2 Jan 1998 14:26:53 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 03 Jan 1998 10:27:23 -0500
Subject: CURRENT-ENCOUNTERS: NEXXUS

Very brief:

NEXXUS is/was probably nothing more than an attempt by someone,
very young, who apparently knows everything about everything, to
do something the instigators knew nothing about. I would
categorize this as a ridiculous joke on all of us, if it were not
so insulting and time-consuming. I don't want to waste any more
time with it, except to tell you all to go back to what you were
doing, and stop listening and believing all these conspiracy
theories.

You have evidence for the reality of UFOs and the knowledge that
WE ARE NOT alone, right now. You can't prove it with any
individual case, and some tell us that 130,000 such cases on
computer doesn't prove anything, either. Many have told me,
lately, that we already have enough data. We just don't use it.

Lan Lamphere tried to tell me how to do everything. When I talked
about databases on aircraft cases numbering around 3,000 and
hundreds of cases on E-M effects on auto ignitions, or making a
web site for UFO URLs he said, "It can't be done!" He didn't know
we already had this information. When we bumped heads on certain
UFO information and methods and I had put up with all the BS I
could stand, I led him to believe we hadn't done it yet. Then the
stuff hit the fan, the phone calls stopped, and NEXXUS began.
With Jack Wolfe in charge of LTPs as the "leading authority on
telescopes". That's when we lost our scope AND Jack.

Let's go back to work.

Francis Ridge
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UFO in Selkirk Mountains, BC, Canada

From: ayoung@junction.net, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Sat, 3 Jan 1998 02:14:46 +0200
Fwd Date: Sat, 03 Jan 1998 10:34:04 -0500
Subject: UFO in Selkirk Mountains, BC, Canada

Received via "alt.conspiracy.area51" December 2 at 17.20 local time
(GMT + 1 hour):

*******

Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 16:20:06 GMT
From: ayoung@junction.net (Alan M. Young)
Subject: UFO Spotted in the Selkirk Mountains
Message-ID: <68j3gi$kv8$1@news.junction.net>

I have to interview the three train crews that witnessed a sighting
while working the mountain sub-division of CPR.

The information I have so far is that two traincrews operating in
the area and another crew deadheading in a taxi, heard a very large
booming sound. Then instantly the whole valley East of Revelstoke BC
lit up as if daylight. A large ball of light was seen hovering above
the peak of Mount Sir Donald. After about 10 seconds, the ball of
light shot straight up in to the night sky and disappeared.
The event happened at 0130 on December 18th 1997. Being that 3
separate train crews and one taxi driver, (a total of 7 people), saw
the event, I will be able to colaborate the information and compile a
report. I will keep you all posted.

Alan M. Young
Locomotive Engineer
ayoung@junction.net
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Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 18:17:26 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 03 Jan 1998 10:21:43 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 20:20:08 -0400
> From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> > Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 16:29:09 -0800
> > From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> > > Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 02:24:26 -0500
> > > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > > From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
> > > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> > > I haven't got the belly for decieving people that way. If they
> > > had asked me to appear as an abductee and to present what little
> > > evidence we do have (in order to substantiate our claims) then I
> > > would have packed my x-rays and pix, hopped the plane and gone
> > > out there to do the thing the way it should be done. That's not
> > > the case though. This sounds like more "TV hot topic"
> > > sensationalism.

> > > The people who -are- going to appear as "experts" should preface
> > > their remarks by telling the public that there -are no "experts"
> > > when it comes to abduction- and that -none of them- are video
> > > analysis experts. I come closer to that than any of them and I'm
> > > passing on it!

> > > If they want to express their opinions, cool. But, if they are
> > > going to sit there and spout off like they know what they're
> > > talking about, (which is what they will all do) then I want no
> > > part of it.

> > > That kind of BS is pure "show biz" and has nothing to do with
> > > getting to the truth.

> > > It's tough waiting and holding out for serious offers from
> > > serious people. There are so very few of them. It's a shame, this
> > > is terribly urgent business, can't wait for them to wake up and
> > > smell the coffee.

> > > TTYL,

> > > John

> > Congratulations!! Well done!!!

> > Maybe if more people start to refuse to appear on these shows (with
> > explanation) the producers may start to ask themselves if they have
> > missed something important for once.

> > A great way to fight back!

> > John

> List:

> It has been my experience that if the good guys don't go on the
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> bad guys will. The producers care about meeting deadlines and
> making money. Truth is not their thing. Lord knows ufology has
> plenty of bad guys...

> Stan Friedman

Stan and List:

Good point. However, the problem is that the producers make the
good guys look like bad guys by editing out all the good stuff.
As you said, truth is not their thing. That does much more harm
than good.

It would better to let the producers wonder why all the good guys
are boycotting them. Viewers should do the same, or agree to
boycott the advertisers - I have.

John Koopmans
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To all webmasters of UFO related sites

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Sat, 3 Jan 1998 02:12:54 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 03 Jan 1998 10:37:47 -0500
Subject: To all webmasters of UFO related sites

Hello All,

I'm curious about something and I know that there are several
webmasters on this list that maintain UFO related websites.
Since I opened AIC (Abduction Information Center) I've taken
an inordinate number of hits from government servers.

I'm not being paranoid, and I realize that (most of them) can
probably be accounted for by government employees surfing
the web on their lunch hours. But it's not just government
servers, it's military servers, the FAA (Federal Aviation
Authority) and several other (anonymous0 government agencies.

My partner Pat Parrinello tells me that if "Uncle" was really
checking us out we'd never know they were there! Probably
true. But then why are we taking -so many hits- from those
servers on an almost daily basis?

I'm curious how many others take regular hits from (.gov) or
(.mil) or (.FAA) or (.CIA)servers. If "Uncle" wants a look I figure
he can knock on the front door like everybody else. I don't like
being watched though and that's what this "feels like." I'm
being hit by them almost everyday, sometimes three or four
times a day. The possibility also exists that I'm being hit by
abductees seeking information who happen to work for "Uncle"
and visit me during work hours on their office computer.

Who knows?

Geez, I think I'm being watched by "Uncle" maybe I have become
paranoid! Move over Dr B make room in the hot tub I may be
joining you one day! <VBG>

If any other webmasters have similar experience I'd like to
hear about it. I've only been on the web for two years and
it's possible that this is commonplace. I -would- like to know
though. So far, they have not penetrated into the private side of
the website. But I don't want them snooping around at all. One of
my websites is a site for abductees and I need to protect their
privacy and anonymity.

"You're not paranoid if someone is -really- following you!" <G>

John Velez, Webmaster- AIC/Intruders Foundation Online
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Israel '97

From: Chamish Barry <chamish@netmedia.net.il> [Barry Chamish]
Date: Sat, 3 Jan 1998 13:43:44 +0200 (IST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 03 Jan 1998 10:45:32 -0500
Subject: Israel '97

                    STUNNING ISRAELI EVIDENCE EMERGES
                         by Barry Chamish

One might think 1997 was a poor year of UFO activity in Israel
judging by the paucity of media reports. In fact, the media
clamped down hard in January '97 after they were burned on the
Achiod alien/lizard story and the false prediction of mass
landings on Jan.5. However, due to the superb research of David
Ronen, Doron Rotem and two young newcomers, Gil Bar and Eddie
Shpitz, it turns out that 1997 was a vintage year for Israeli
ufology. Some of the most dramatic physical evidence of the
country's intense ten years of activity emerged last year.
Following is a summary of 1997.

                     FILMS

   - Over three nights in September 1996, Elad Niger filmed a
remarakable UFO over the coastal plains city of Kochav Yair from
his vantage point in the nearby city of Kfar Saba. He released
the films to David Ronen in March of 1997. They reveal the
prettiest UFO ever filmed in Israel. It looks like a colorful
apple wearing a three pronged crown.

  - 1997 saw three UFOs filmed in Rishon Letzion, 20 miles south
of Tel Aviv and a center of UFO activity since 1993 when giant
aliens visited the apartment of Batya Shimon. Of the three clips,
none is so memorable as Gil Bar's November filming of an
ellipsoid disk captured in 4 PM sunlight being chased by an
Israeli Air Force F-15. The UFO's high speed manoevres to escape
the jet are most acrobatic. This is the first known instance of a
military plane chasing a UFO captured on film in Israel.

   - Then on November 26, Nahum Shomroni video-taped an afternoon
invasion of low flying UFOs over Tel Aviv. The light conditions
were perfect and the craft were flying at only an estimated 700
meters altitude. The result is a breathtaking view of three
sponge-shaped, dark UFOs of a type possibly never seen before.

                    PHYSICAL EVIDENCE

1997 saw two disturbing animal mutilation incidents associated
with UFO sightings. They continued a pattern that began in the
Negev village of Klachim in Dec. '96. Sylvia and Yitzhak Kadosh
witnessed "an image as big as a house sparkling like a welding
torch" land near their donkey compound. The light vanished before
their eyes and they hoped it would be the last time their farm
suffered such an intrusion. But their hope was not realized. Two
nights later, 2 donkeys were mutilated. The older one had its
eyes and tongue removed and its rib cage was exposed by a
surgical removal of skin and tissue. The younger animal only had
the latter operation performed on it.

In July '97, the Glam family of Sde Uziah, thirty miles west of
Klachim, had a UFO experience which culminated in Mrs. Glam being
chased by a projector light from an unknown source. Again, two
nights later, their sheep pen was invaded and five sheep were
drained bloodless from precise holes drilled in their cheeks.

Doron Rotem researched both incidents and to this day, keeps an
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example from Sde Uziah frozen in his freezer. He admits his wife
is not happy about this mutilated carcass sharing space with the
family groceries.

The final incident made national news, the only UFO story to do
so all year. On Nov. 2, a silver ellipsoid disk hovered over the
Gaza Strip settlement of Paat Hasadeh. On Nov. 8, Yaacov
Mazal-Terem awoke to discover a row of twelve pairs of holes, 5
cm. deep along the fence which enclosed his horse. The horse
itself, had two 1 cm. holes surgically drilled into its front
hooves. The row of holes was photographed by the national media
and their origin remains a mystery. Speculation is they were
alien tracks or pods from a craft.

And finally, the famed hotspot of Kadima returned gloriously to
Israel's UFO history. From 1993-95, approximately 20 landing
spots were discovered after nights of UFO activity in the skies.
Within were shards of material later tested worldwide and found
to be a nearly pure silicon. This year, the same shards were
found twelve miles to the west on the beaches of Gaash and
Shfayim after UFO activity was reported.

On October 10, a UFO was seen over the Kadima suburb of Tel
Yitzhak. Idan Levy discovered its landing circle and found
within, not shiny silicon but an unknown material that looks like
grey branched coral.

                SOMETHING TO LOOK FORWARD TO

I will be bringing the videos of the low flying invasion of Tel
Aviv, the F-15 chasing a most distinct disk over Rishon Letzion
and the colorful apple-shaped craft  with a crown over Kochav
Yair to the Laughlin, Nevada conference. I think conferees will
agree this is a most dynamic and important trio of films.

I will also be bringing photos of the three mutilation cases as
well as samples of the Kadima "coral" to be offered for serious
laboratory testing.

Israel's unique and powerful wave did not diminish in 1997, it
simply went unreported. That will end in Laughlin.

end
--------------------------------------------
Sent by Barry Chamish - Israeli journalist.
Phone/Fax : (972)-2-9914936
E-Mail    : chamish@netmedia.net.il
--------------------------------------------
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Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!?

From: Joseph Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>
Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 21:07:49 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 03 Jan 1998 10:56:49 -0500
Subject: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!?

I am going to quote a short section titled 'Unaware Abductees'
from Dr David M. Jacobs' new book, 'The Threat --- The Secret
Agenda: What the Aliens Really Want and How They Plan to Get It'
[pages 120-121]. Then I'll ask a rhetorical question that
expresses my concerns.

[Begin quote]

Although unaware abductees are a silent population who confound
accurate statistics, they provide an excellent "reality check"
for the abduction phenomenon.  We can compare reports abductees
made before they became aware of their abductions to those they
made after hypnosis with a competent therapist.  As a group, the
unaware abductees consistently report a similar pattern of
experiences before becoming aware of abductions.

When unaware, they explain their strange experiences in ways
acceptable to society.  For example, an unaware abductee will
explain his nighttime odd and half-remembered visitations as
"guardian angels" calling on him.  An unaware abductee might
explain a visitation as a deceased relative or friend reassuring
him that "Everything is all right." An unaware abductee may think
that he has seen "ghosts" and that his house is "haunted." One
woman told me she and her family had moved many times to get away
from ghosts, but every house she ever lived in was haunted.

Unaware abductees also frequently report seeing religious figures
or the Devil. They report have had intense and profound
communication with an animal. They describe having unexpected or
unwanted "out-of-body experiences" that take place apart from
trauma or meditation. They travel on the "astral plane," from
which they can look down and see rooftops in their neighborhood.

The case of one graduate student is typical. She told me of
seeing ghosts, UFOs, and bizarre occurrences throughout her life.
In one spectacular event, when she was a young girl, she looked
out of her bedroom window and saw a UFO landing in her backyard.
Suddenly her distraught mother came running into her bedroom,
yelling that the aliens were going to get them and that they had
to hide. The student remembered nothing else in the incident. I
asked her what she thought about these unusual events. She
answered that her mother had told her this was just part of life,
that life has its mysterious side, and that what she experienced
was just a part of growing up. She was able to categorize a
lifetime of extraordinary events as "normal".

[End of quote]

Now, correct me if I'm wrong here, but isn't Jacobs admitting
that a competent hypnotist can debunk people who don't believe
that they've been abducted by aliens?

Oh, not just anyone, just those crazy enough to believe that
they've had contact with guardian angels, deceased relative,
religious figures, ghosts, the Devil  or some other, socially
acceptable form of anomalous experience.
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Joseph Polanik

Trionic Research Institute
http://www.trionica.com
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ACC, Lamphere, Nexus, Wang & Wolf, et al

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sat, 03 Jan 1998 11:28:37 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 03 Jan 1998 11:28:37 -0500
Subject: ACC, Lamphere, Nexus, Wang & Wolf, et al

>Date: Fri, 2 Jan 1998 14:26:53 -0600
>From: slk <slk@EVANSVILLE.NET> [Francis Ridge]
>Subject: NEXXUS
>To: CURRENT-ENCOUNTERS@LISTSERV.AOL.COM

>Very brief:

>NEXXUS is/was probably nothing more than an attempt by someone,
>very young, who apparently knows everything about everything, to
>do something the instigators knew nothing about. I would
>categorize this as a ridiculous joke on all of us, if it were not
>so insulting and time-consuming. I don't want to waste any more
>time with it, except to tell you all to go back to what you were
>doing, and stop listening and believing all these conspiracy
>theories.

>Let's go back to work.

>Francis Ridge

The last months around the 'ACC' threads have caused me some
indecision. Should I continue to post incoming 'stuff' or not?
Yes, the story has been 'news', yes there are many unanswered
questions and yes, the controversy has spread and taken up
way too much bandwidth.

Since most of us are able to surf the various sites and List
archives involved, I'd like to suggest is that until resolution
comes UpDates ignores it.
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Free John Ford [Alfred's Odd Ode #211]

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Sat, 03 Jan 1998 07:40:44 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 03 Jan 1998 12:26:13 -0500
Subject: Free John Ford [Alfred's Odd Ode #211]

Apology to MW #211 (For January 3, 1998)

Write it off as wallowing in my own naivet=E9. I was hoping that
the righteous motes were here. But there's none of what I'm
looking for I'd really likely find; what's real's likely way
beyond what's queer.  Likely way beyond experience, and shot from
different guns, the weave of things addresses what we're not. And
it shows up in the actions of the ones that stake their claim on
this puzzle they're not seeing we've all got.

It's everybody's puzzle and we all should get an answer to the
mystery that lies, and cheats and teases. The ones that do
research are the ones so often hurt by the 'one' that's always
done just what he pleases. Remember, please, John Ford, and
consider his confinement as a black mark on the labor some
perform.

"=85Into UFO research? Then you might be like that jerk, the
'flying saucer killer' ol' John Ford."

Let 'the man' grind down on _him_ without a single peep from you,
and the deed is quicker done on you and me! If they cap off
Johnny Ford they have drawn a stealthy sword and they slash at
any chance that we'd be free.

Some of us are wolves that prowl a land we think we own, and are
pissing on its corners, stems, and twigs. It is vaulting over
tick turds and distracting from the search, and attracting like a
swine farm full of pigs.

The *glee* that we're displaying when we're catching people human
is a game the meanest children always play. And it's children
we're revealing when engaged in doubtful dealing that the field's
been evolved to, hard to say!

But suffer single take downs, at your peril, with indifference.
It won't be long they've made their way to you. Where's salvation
coming from, when you're the one that needs it! John Ford is
going down, dear list, obscene, unjust -- but true.

   Lehmberg@snowhill.com

Why should Ufologists be any better than, say, lawyers? And the
answer is I'm loath to associate myself with lawyers, and would
prefer the company of those that _might_ see beyond our
conspiring cultural pale -- past the tiny fractions of perception
offered up by shallow inadequate senses =85 a more efficacious
appreciation for what many of us presently perceive as unjustly
applied and conveniently interpreted reality. I would prefer the
company of Ufologists even if I knew most of them were lying to
me, as I know ALL the lawyers are lying to me. Christ! That
sounded an awful lot like I said ufologists are ethically and
morally superior to lawyers! Somebody STOP me!

Come on! Brothers and sisters, ladies and gentlemen, boys and
girls -- fellow motes -- come together on this thing!

Bug the networks! Write some E-mail; send a letter. There are
_many_ in this community that could step on a short fused truth
somewhere and be the subject of these same *special* attentions
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suffered by John Ford. John Ford may be wrong; John Ford may be
obsessed -- John Ford may get up yer butt so far you can feel his
boot toes burrowing into the insteps of your knees -- but that
doesn't make him a murderer!

Additionally, there is a handful of people close to John Ford
(people who know the particulars) who will stand right up for
him. Is it not more logical to fall in with them, whatever the
outcome, than take the _word_ of the institution (the Suffolk
county machine) that Ford was so stridently critical of? John
Ford, an individual, was publicly AFTER the *machine* that
brought him down -- now that STINKS, friends and neighbors,
stinks like a moldy latrine door on a tuna boat!

And not to single anyone out, but where is a similar (however
petulant) outrage (recently displayed) for even more outrageous
and unethical behaviors committed by (un-admitted) enemies of an
honest truth you profess an interest in uncovering? One of your
own's buried alive in an arbitrary hole, the victim of very
questionable and bizarre circumstances, while you argue tired
signatures, and absolutist ethical ideals -- ideals conveniently
applied many times, I observe, or most here don't stretch their
position (however slightly) by omission of non supporting data.
No one holds the ground more ethical than the other, and then is
able to sneer from those imagined battlements refined criticisms
that enrage, impugn, and inflame the obstinate, even wrong,
retort. Nothing gained there!

It seems to me there are bigger fish to fry. It also seems to me
that one of the chakra (sp?) junctures of ufological significance
might be right at the point that keeps John Ford from the light
of day! Getting to the bottom of the John Ford imbroglio,
whatever the outcome, could be a watershed of illuminating
information!

But, maybe we don't want any answers!  Maybe we're just
interested in pissing in the corners of something we pretend to
own, and making feathered displays at those that transgress our
imagined borders. *Inconveniently*, while we spout, strut and
preen, there are those that languish, likely unjustly.
Finally, freeing John Ford may be a prodigious step taken in the
direction of freeing ourselves from this worrying
irresponsibility of doing nothing at all to relieve a threat on
our _own_ persons. Consider _that_!

Free John Ford.
--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake for questioning the markers of territories.

=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=
=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=
=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1=B1

Government or Social Harassment REPORT - Presently, "ZERO" Personal
HARASSMENT; however, the harassment index is infinite for each of us.
Consider the harassment of one of us, and our predictable indifference to=
 it.
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BWW Media Alert 980103

From: BufoCalvin <BufoCalvin@aol.com>
Date: Sat, 3 Jan 1998 10:14:16 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 03 Jan 1998 12:21:51 -0500
Subject: BWW Media Alert 980103

Bufo Calvin
P O Box 5231, Walnut Creek, CA  94596
Internet: BufoCalvin@aol.com
Website: <A HREF="http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin">http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin<;/a>
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED (permission is granted to reproduce or redistribute this
edition of Bufo's WEIRD WORLD provided that attribution is made
to http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin. It is good etiquette to check with
strangers before you e-mail them something.  If you forward this, please make
sure it is clear that you are forwarding it).
January 3, 1998

Welcome to the new year!

Hopefully, things will work out soon for me to be able to put more time into
this again.  I hope to do my annual the Year in Weird review (to go out to the
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD list) by the end of this month.  I'm going to try and get
BWW out quarterly this year.  Also, the new Bufo's ANOMALIT (short for
"anomalous literature") REVIEW list should start going out this month.  If you
have questions about it, just let me know.

Oh, and if you are interested in getting the Skeptical perspective (as you
know, I strongly recommend that you read people with whom you disagree...I
know that applies to many of my readers and CSICOP ;) ), you can go to

http://www.csicop.org/list/index.html#subscribe

and subscribe to the weekly SI Electronic Digest for free.  It's an on-line
supplement to their Skeptical Inquirer.

Okay, on to the listings!

ON-LINE

MICROSOFT NETWORK'S UFO FORUM (http://forums.msn.com/ufo/welcome.htm) guest
chat for this Tuesday at 6:00 PM Pacific has Kal Korff, author of a couple of
Skeptical books on UFOs, most recently THE ROSWELL UFO CRASH: WHAT THEY DON'T
WANT YOU TO KNOW
(http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=1573921270/bufosweirdworldA/).
There are additional chats at this site during the week, generally every night
at 6:00 PM, Pacific.  Monday's features (host) Peter Gersten, a "crusading"
UFO attorney who is known for his effective use of the Freedom of Information
Act, as well as an "Internet serial" on UFOs.

OMNI MAGAZINE'S HIGH STRANGENESS chat, Tuesday at 10:00
(http://www.omnimag.com/talk/) has Dan Sherman, author of ABOVE BLACK: PROJECT
PRESERVE DESINTY, AN INSIDER ACCOUNT OF ALIEN CONTACT AND GOVERNMENT COVER-UP.
This book is getting a lot of play in the UFO "community", although I haven't
been able to get it listed at the website yet.

SYNDICATED TV:

HOME TEAM WITH TERRY BRADSHAW features psychic Victoria Bearden, along with
some predictions for the new millenium.  In my area, this episode is running
on Saturday.

MONTEL WILLIAMS: psychic Sylvia Brown is a scheduled guest on Tuesday's
episode.

DISCOVERY CHANNEL
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Saturday (today) at 2:30 PM, ARTHUR C. CLARKE'S MYSTERIOUS UNIVERSE has their
episode on SPONTANEOUS HUMAN COMBUSTION.   Sunday at 6:00 PM, the ACC episode
is ROOTS OF EVIL, about magic and spells, followed at 6:30 PM by MONSTERS OF
THE DEEP.

Sunday, Jan. 4, starting at 1:00 PM, they run three episodes of the UFOS: DOWN
TO EARTH series: at 1:00, it's REASON TO BELIEVE; at 2:00, UNCOVERING THE
EVIDENCE; and at 3:00, DEEP SECRETS which covers Area 51.  I've heard good
comments from people on these.

HISTORY CHANNEL

Today, Saturday Jan. 3, at 4:00, HISTORY'S MYSTERIES has ROSWELL: AN ALIEN
OBSESSION.

This is Bufo saying, "If =everything= seemed normal, that =would= be weird!"

____________________________

You can stop receiving this from me just by asking (note: it is commonly
redistributed, and I can't control you getting it from those sources) by
e-mail at BufoCalvin@aol.com.  You can also subscribe or unsubscribe to
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Media Alert the same way. Also, please let me know if
there is something in the media you think I should cover. Deadline is Tuesday, the week before.
_____________________________

**OPUS is the Organization for Paranormal Understanding and Support. I am an
Executive Boardmember, and Director of the OPUS Educational Institute. OPUS
encourages its officers and Network Associates to express their own opinions:
however, it is important to note that I do not speak for OPUS in this piece
or others presented under my own name.
______________________________

<A HREF="http://members.aol.com/weirdware/books.html">Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books</A>
I'm very excited about this!  Some of you know, I ran a bookstore for years, and it has always 
been a love of mine.  I get asked often to recommend
books(I do write reviews for several publications) on these topics, and now I
can do it and actually give you a source for them at the same time!  This is
being done in association with Amazon.com, which has an outstanding
reputation for the five "S"s of internet shopping: selection, searchability,
service, savings, and security.  If there is any specific book you want (or
topic in which you are interested), let me know and I will do the research
and e-mail you a link you can use to check it out more (and order it if you
want).  I will be linking to books within the Media Alert, to make it more
efficient for you.  If you click on the link, you will be sent to that title
on Amazon. You do =not= have to buy it at that point!  You may, but the
option is yours.
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Re: To all webmasters of UFO related sites

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Sat, 3 Jan 1998 19:04:27 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Sat, 03 Jan 1998 14:45:20 -0500
Subject: Re: To all webmasters of UFO related sites

>Date: Sat, 3 Jan 1998 02:12:54 -0500
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>Subject: To all webmasters of UFO related sites

>Hello All,

>I'm curious about something and I know that there are several
>webmasters on this list that maintain UFO related websites.
>Since I opened AIC (Abduction Information Center) I've taken
>an inordinate number of hits from government servers.

<snip>

>I'm curious how many others take regular hits from (.gov) or
>(.mil) or (.FAA) or (.CIA)servers. If "Uncle" wants a look I figure
>he can knock on the front door like everybody else. I don't like
>being watched though and that's what this "feels like." I'm
>being hit by them almost everyday, sometimes three or four
>times a day. The possibility also exists that I'm being hit by
>abductees seeking information who happen to work for "Uncle"
>and visit me during work hours on their office computer.

John,

After over 10,000 hits at the UFOIC website, I have found that
.gov and .mil are quite commonplace. But .faa and .cia are very
rare, unless they are sometimes registered as 'unknown'.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: To all webmasters of UFO related sites

From: Theresa <Tcarlson1@compuserve.com>
Date: Sat, 3 Jan 1998 13:11:51 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 03 Jan 1998 14:53:44 -0500
Subject: Re: To all webmasters of UFO related sites

>Date: Sat, 3 Jan 1998 02:12:54 -0500
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>Subject: To all webmasters of UFO related sites

John,

>I'm curious about something and I know that there are several
>webmasters on this list that maintain UFO related websites.

It might be better to ask these questions of webmasters that have
non-UFO related sites. It sounds like you feel you may be getting
this traffic because of your subject matter. If sites on other
subjects get the same kind of traffic you can rest assured that,
yes you are being paranoid. <g>

Also, it might be wise to run a check on your acronym. There are
other agencies that use "AIC" and you may be getting some traffic
that is misdirected. (We have a local group, American Indian
Center, for example.) Your acronym backwards is CIA. Allow a few
hits for that as well.

Not everyone thinks the word "abduction" means aliens. It means
something completely different to missing and abducted children
organizations. And any of the agencies you mention are interested
in that. Check with the web masters of those sites and see what
kind of traffic they get.

If you still feel your being watched after checking into all
angles, then you probably are.

Regards,

Theresa Carlson
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Chat with FOIA attorney Peter Gersten

From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <vonni_h@email.msn.com>
Date: Sat, 3 Jan 1998 16:27:31 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 05:12:20 -0500
Subject: Chat with FOIA attorney Peter Gersten

Timeless Journeys chat

Join the UFO Forum at  http://forums.msn.com/UFO
on Monday, January 5th, 6pm Pacific time, 'ufolawyer'
Peter A. Gersten, director of Citizens Against UFO
Secrecy (CAUS), and the author of the first and only
Internet serial, 'The Ultimate Secret', will be
discussing among other topics:

1) His planned FOIA lawsuit against the Army based upon
Lt. Col.(Ret) Philip Corso's book, The Day After Roswell.

2) The 'Destination Moon 'project...a first privately
funded rocket launch to the moon to verify the artificial
structures at Sinus Medii.

3) His upcoming 'Healing Your Inner Alien'` workshop in
Sedona, Arizona  in February. Later that evening Peter
will be appearing on the Art Bell show.

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC
client. The chat server name is publicchat.msn.com
and the room or channel name is #briefing.
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Chat with Kal Korff

From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <vonni_h@email.msn.com>
Date: Sat, 3 Jan 1998 17:08:31 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 05:19:32 -0500
Subject: Chat with Kal Korff

Join The UFO Forum with special Guest Kal Korff
on Tuesday, January 6th, 6pm pacific time,
at http://forums.msn.com/UFO

To UFO and paranormal expert Kal K. Korff, there's
a reality to Roswell that no one so far has had the
expertise, or the guts to express.  His exclusive
access to newly declassified information, witness
testimony and his ability to expose flawed research
make for startling new relevations.

Starting January 2nd, you can hear Korff discuss
these claims via Netshow interview at the UFO
Forum website.

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC
client. The chat server name is publicchat.msn.com
and the room or channel name is #briefing.

Search for other documents from or mentioning: vonni_h
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Re: To all webmasters of UFO related sites

From: Kerry Ferrand <kferrand@rocketmail.com>
Date: Sat, 3 Jan 1998 16:25:02 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 10:42:13 -0500
Subject: Re: To all webmasters of UFO related sites

> Date: Sat, 3 Jan 1998 13:11:51 -0500
> From: Theresa <Tcarlson1@compuserve.com>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: To all webmasters of UFO related sites
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> It might be better to ask these questions of webmasters that have
> non-UFO related sites. It sounds like you feel you may be getting
> this traffic because of your subject matter. If sites on other
> subjects get the same kind of traffic you can rest assured that,
> yes you are being paranoid. <g>

I operate a pretty modest site dealing mainly with pictures of
spacecraft and suchlike. I skim through the logs before deleting
them about once a  month and there are usually dozens of .gov
related addresses..3 letter agencies included. I'm pretty sure
its mainly just Joe employee bored at lunchtime investigating
their personal interests.

In other cases many of the hits seem to be from search engine
robots updating their databases (ala Alta Vista etc)..following
every possible link. I don't think its too shocking to learn that
these agencies *may* be operating their own search engines, I
doubt any single topic is being singled out. Going by my logs,
private companies seem to be bigger feeders-machines at some of
the major aerospace companies have on occasion sat there
extracting every single file I have available on the site.

Kerry
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diPietro Supports Congressional UFO Hearings

From: Tim Mamin <marshallm@earthlink.net>
Date: Sat, 03 Jan 1998 22:30:07 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 10:45:40 -0500
Subject: diPietro Supports Congressional UFO Hearings

In an interview on the Laura Lee radio talk show (1/3), JPL
engineer and Cydonia researcher Vince diPietro responded to my
call-in question asking him to state his position on
Congressional UFO hearings. Mr. diPietro usually resists making
comments based on speculation about the possible existence of
extraterrestrial UFOs. In this instance, when asked if he
supported calls for open Congressional hearings by people such as
Dr. Edgar Mitchell, Mr. diPietro said he believes ET visitations
may in fact have occurred in the past and may still be occurring,
and that reports from credible should be investigated.
He called open Congressional hearings "long overdue".

Search for other documents from or mentioning: marshallm
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Mysterious Scottish Explosions, October 1997

From: Dave Ledger <dledger@cableinet.co.uk>
Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 01:57:33 +0000
Fwd Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 10:58:40 -0500
Subject: Mysterious Scottish Explosions, October 1997

Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 01:50:04 +0000

Hi Folks,

I remember a few weeks or so ago,a report concerning mysterious
explosions over Scotland was posted to the various lists.

We have managed to access further data relating to this incident
and thought that you all may find it of interest.

Thanks for your time.

Dave Ledger.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

MYSTERY EXPLOSIONS OVER SCOTLAND.
Saturday 26th of October 1997.5:00pm GMT.
       

A massive sea search was launched on Saturday 26th of October
after reports of explosions and objects falling into the sea off
the West coast of Scotland.

At around 17.00hrs eye witnesses reported seeing the explosion in
the sky  off the Butt of Lewis. The area is the exact point where
transatlantic flights enter British airspace. The RAF could not
rule out an air collision and mounted a full search which cost
=A3200,000, but they found nothing, or so the official line says.
       
One eye witness reported a large aircraft and a smaller one
collide. Another heard a couple of loud bangs and saw debris
falling from the sky. But Air Traffic Control at Prestwick said
they had no reports of planes missing.
        
A RAF spokesman from Kinross said, "We have a special unit
investigating the matter. One of the things we are looking into
is that it is space debris. But we are also
searching through all the radar tapes around the time of the
incident to see if there is any trace of aircraft.

Stornoway Coastguard initially mounted a helicopter sea search
but as reports increased a RAF Sea King and a Nimrod joined in.
Lochinver Lifeboat was launched and all the shipping alerted in
the area. A French fishing boat, at the time off Lewis also
headed for the area as did the Port Salvo which usually operated
in the Minch. Police and ambulance crews were also standing by at
Ness, in case of survivors.

Witnesses reported a large pall of smoke out to sea. Another
shocked resident said, "It lit up the sky and then fell to the
sea. It was like a scene from the X-Files." Norman MacDonald of
Skigersta Road said, "When I heard it at first, I thought it was
a firework because its not long to Guy Fawkes night. Then I saw a
trail of smoke. I saw three flashes in total and heard a further
two bangs."
    
"I rushed into the local shop, and took the staff and customers
out. They also saw the dense smoke trail going into the sea."

http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/
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The top secret RAF tracking station of Flyingdales in Yorkshire
was asked for any information that they may have picked up, but
they said they had detected nothing. Flyingdales is equipped with
highly sensitive tracking devices which gives warning of any
nuclear missile attack on Britain.
         
American military scientists from Sandia National Laboratories,
which operate spy satellites from their base in Alburguerque, New
Mexico are also interested in the incident and have begun their
own investigations. The involvement of the US military has
sparked off rumours as the military somehow being involved in the
incident although they deny all knowledge of it. Incidentally two
days later the same area saw a NATO exercise involving thirty
ships and eighty aircraft.
         
Professor Mark Bailey of the Armagh observatory in Northern
Ireland admitted he was puzzled and said, "I am torn between this
being caused by the military, such as target practice, and a
natural phenomena such as a fireball."
         
The SNP claims it has information that a naval frigate was in the
area shortly after the incident lifting wreckage from the sea and
Margaret Ewing is being asked to raise
the matter in the Commons.
         
Meanwhile Nick Pope has taken an interest in the incident and is
carrying out his own investigations saying that he would not rule
out the possibility of this being a UFO.

(Special thanks to our friend Mark Fraser at Haunted Scotland
 Magazine.)

--
=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=
=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=
=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D
The truth is just around the corner!,................but how far?
Visit UFO SCOTLAND at http://wkweb5.cableinet.co.uk/dledger
ICQ pager http://wwp.mirabilis.com/4851425
=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=
=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=
=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D
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The Washington Post: UFO Book Reviews

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Sun, 4 Jan 1998 15:43:29 +0200
Fwd Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 11:07:32 -0500
Subject: The Washington Post: UFO Book Reviews

>From the site of The Washington Post. URL:

http://washingtonpost.com:80/wp-srv/WPlate/1998-01/04/041l-010498-idx.html

*******

The Start of Something Big

By Elaine Showalter

Sunday, January 4, 1998; Page X01

THE THREAT

The Secret Alien Agenda

By David M. Jacobs

Simon & Schuster. 287 pp. $23

FACES OF THE VISITORS

An Illustrated Reference to Alien Contact

By Kevin Randle and Russ Estes

Simon & Schuster. 308 pp. $12

MILLENNIUM, MESSIAHS, AND MAYHEM

Contemporary Apocalyptic Movements

Edited by Thomas Robbins and Susan J. Palmer

Routledge. 334 pp. Paperback, $18.95

UFO CRASH AT ROSWELL

The Genesis of a Modern Myth

By Benson Saler, Charles A. Ziegler, and Charles B. Moore

Smithsonian. 198 pp. $24.95

QUESTIONING THE MILLENNIUM

A Rationalist's Guide to a Precisely

Arbitrary Countdown

By Stephen Jay Gould
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Harmony. 190 pp. $17.95

IN 1898, in War of the Worlds, H.G. Wells played masterfully on his
culture's fin de siecle anxiety with a story of telepathic,
blood-sucking Martians landing in suburban London to invade a world
they regard as crowded by "inferior animals." In the 1930s, Orson
Welles terrified New Jersey with his radio adaptation of the story. Now
David M. Jacobs, a professor of history and ufology at Temple
University, carries on the tradition, but he doesn't think it's
fiction.

In The Threat, Jacobs expounds his view that a race of alien
pod-people is about to take over the earth. For decades, he
explains, extraterrestrial beings have been carrying out a
sustained program of abductions, sperm collection,
ova-harvesting, and alien-human cross-breeding. "At the heart of
the reproductive agenda," he writes, "is the Breeding Program,"
using "extrauterine gestational units" that look like brown paper
bags to impregnate menopausal women; "Mindscan" to create sexual
arousal in unwilling victims; nasal implants to monitor negative
thoughts, and "fetal extraction" (fatal attraction?) to salvage
the hybrid if its carrier thinks about abortion. Moreover,
there's nothing we can do; already "it may be too late" to stop
the threat of "alien integration," and the aliens could be coming
as soon as 1999.

Preposterous as Jacobs's theory sounds -- and surely millennial
social anxieties of intermarriage, immigration, artificial
insemination and genetic engineering have something to do with
his vision -- he presents it with serious intent, and undoubtedly
many readers will believe him, just as they headed for the hills
when Orson Welles broadcast his "War of the Worlds." Indeed,
recent surveys show that 25 percent of all Americans believe that
aliens have landed on earth. And they're not all the big-eyed
Tall Grays we know from "The X-Files" or "Close Encounters." In
Faces of the Visitors, Kevin Randle and Russ Estes describe,
sketch, and rate the credibility of sightings of over 100
different kinds of alien beings, from reptoids and insectoids to
humanoids, indistinguishable from you or me, to sexy Brad
Pitt-like "Nordics." Whatever their appearance, most of the
aliens are sexual predators; there is even a Midwestern support
group for those raped by reptoids.

What we don't have, though, are Polaroids. In fact, there are no
photographs, videotapes, or material evidence to prove that any
of these Oids exist. Some of David Jacobs's patients (he has
studied hypnosis and done over 700 "hypnotic interviews" with
abductees) have set up video cameras in their bedrooms to film
nighttime abductions, but the cameras seem to fall down or break
or show the patients getting up at night and turning them off. At
a National Press Club luncheon in Washington in October, a
reporter asked Gen. John Shalikashvili, then-chairman of the
joint chiefs of staff, whether the United States was adequately
defended against the threat of invasion by extraterrestrials. "I
sleep well at night," the general replied, "without fear that an
alien being is going to capture me." The journalists laughed, but
neither high-level assurance, absence of evidence, nor
disconfirmed prediction seems to halt the fears of abduction,
invasion, conspiracy, and apocalypse that swirl around the end of
our century.

Alien invasion is only one of the many conspiracy theories and
apocalyptic scenarios that constitute what the novelist Don
DeLillo calls "millennial hysteria." Believers can hitch their
scenarios to a multitude of alleged apocalyptic "signs" -- AIDS,
the breakdown of the family, the Internet. Lubavitcher Hassidic
Jews interpreted the Gulf War as a sign of the imminent
appearance of the Messiah. Egyptians, as The Post recently
reported, interpreted the death of Princess Diana as a
British-Israeli conspiracy designed to keep her from marrying a
Muslim. But, warn Thomas Robbins and Susan Palmer in the
introduction to their excellent Millennium, Messiahs, and Mayhem,
apocalyptic thinking can "become dangerous when actual events
appear markedly convergent with the anticipated scenarios of
zealots." The recent massacre of 70 tourists in Egypt is partly
the result of widespread cultural support of xenophobic
conspiracy theories.

The contributors to Millennium, Messiahs, and Mayhem analyze
contemporary religious and secular apocalyptic movements from the
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Mormons to Waco and Aum Shinrikyo, and explain the central
significance of prophecy in these movements. Prophecies are
useful because they enhance the charismatic authority and power
of the leader, bind the followers together, and make leaving the
group seem risky.

Paradoxically, even "failed prophecy" or "apparent prophetic
failure" can unify millenarian groups. David G. Bromley notes
that "apocalyptic intensity can be maintained through predictions
that are imminent but indeterminate, which then necessitates and
legitimates a constant state of readiness." No amount of
counter-evidence, testimony by scientific panels, or
contradictory hypotheses can shake these firmly held beliefs and
suspicions. In fact, as anthropologists of religion have
demonstrated, disconfirmed prophecy leads to intensified faith
and proselytizing, as believers seek "dissonance reduction"
through disclaimers, rationalizations, and self-congratulation
that their faith has saved them.

With regard to the alien invasion stories, anthropologists have
also analyzed the role of folklore, myth, and media in the
construction of narrative. In UFO Crash at Roswell, cultural
anthropologists Benson Saler and Charles A. Ziegler, along with
atmospheric physicist Charles B. Moore, trace the process by
which the belief that a manned flying saucer had landed in New
Mexico in 1947 became a contemporary "technomyth" expressing
"antigovernment sentiment."

The authors offer a useful vocabulary and terminology for
understanding the formation of myth, in a "process of
transfiguration that involved successive retellings in which some
of the historically recorded events were retained, some were
distorted or repressed, and entirely new elements were inserted."
They identify six versions of the Roswell legend from 1980 to
1996, evolving from the genre of "crashed-saucer story" to a myth
of the culture-hero (the ufologist) wresting knowledge from an
evil monster (the government). The Roswell myth has been
assembled from various fragments and sources: documented events,
distorted historical events, previous crashed-saucer stories,
beliefs about government deviousness by UFO believers in the UFO
community, and new cultural ideas.

Most important, the authors argue, when tales move from the oral
to the written tradition, the process by which narrators
rationalize internal contradictions and implausibilities
accelerates. When tales are written down or "personal legends"
are collected and edited, they increasingly conform to prevailing
narrative concepts, introduce elements of fantasy, intensify
relations of dominance and subjugation, play down the shocking
and unpleasant, transpose subplots, and rationalize
discrepancies.

All of these elements are present in David Jacobs's retelling of
the stories he heard in interviews with his patients, almost all
of whom are women. He emphasizes the alien chain of command, with
insectoids and reptoids at the top, Tall Grays in the middle,
female Tall Grays (there do not appear to be females among the
other groups, including shorter Grays) tending to the offspring,
and handsome Nordics getting free time for "IHA" -- independent
hybrid activity. Kathleen, Susan, Diane, Sarah, Cindy, Rozanne,
Carla, Allison, Claudia, Beverly, Paula, Donna, Emily, Deborah,
and Doris tell very similar stories, in part because Jacobs does
not include the stories that do not conform to his model. They
are stories of displaced sexual desire, romantic fantasy, and
reproductive ambivalence. Many of his clients have had
hysterectomies, and yet they tell of alien insemination and being
forced to conceive an alien child. Could it be that they are
mourning lost fertility, fearing lost sexuality? Although they
sometimes express distress at their rapes, and at feelings of
sexual arousal they wish to disown, the more unpleasant aspects
of imagining forced sex with an alien are played down, and the
emotional satisfactions played up. At worst, we hear that male
aliens are not circumcised. (Presumably, there are no Jewish
hybrids).

At best, many of the women fall in love with their
"personal-project hybrids," male aliens who have lifelong
relationships with them, choosing them for frequent sex and
fathering their hybrid children. The PPHs joke and even linger
"for a short time" after sex "before putting on their clothes and
going to another task." (They wear blue jeans.) But alas, like so
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many other men in romantic fiction, these hybrid males have
several personal "projects," are not monogamous, and lie.
Donna's PPH says "that he wants to be with me more than he's
often able to." Uh-huh. But "even the romantic hybrids can
suddenly display anger and malice," just like the guys on
"Melrose Place." Sympathetically understood, The Threat is a sort
of apocalyptic version of The Rules, a sad statement of women's
unmet needs for love, sexual attention, and adventure.

How much of the current hysteria is generic to the millennium? In
Questioning the Millennium, Stephen Jay Gould dismisses much of
this theorizing as "speculative, boring, and basically silly" and
refuses "to speculate about the psychological source either for
the angst that always accompanies the endings of centuries (not
to mention millennia) or for the apocalyptic beliefs that have
pervaded human culture throughout recorded history, particularly
among the miserable and malcontented." Instead, his subjects are
"calendrics, astronomy, and history."

BUT GOULD does get into the debate over the previous turn of the
millennium in 1000 A.D. While historians used to believe that the
year 1000 saw a wave of terror sweep over Europe, this view has
been widely challenged ever since French "positivist historians
of the subsequent Third Republic, imbued with the rationalist
spirit of the late nineteenth century, adopted an opposite and
skeptical attitude that has dominated the profession to the
present day." Nonetheless, Gould is convinced that modern
chronology had circulated so extensively among all social classes
in Europe by the year 1000 that there is reason to cautiously
support the idea of "substantial millennial stirring."

His own book concludes with "a little story about an ordinary
person who has done something heroic in the domain of calendrics
and who loves the millennium with all his heart." Gould's hero is
Jesse, a young autistic man who is a savant day-date calculator
-- what some label "with the stunningly insensitive name idiot
savants -- that is, globally retarded people with a highly
precise, separable, and definable skill." Jesse's fascination
with naming the day of the week for any date in history is a
substitute for his inability to understand other kinds of
relationships, and Gould explains the mental process behind what
seems an uncanny phenomenon. But his last paragraph is
unexpectedly moving, as he incorporates Jesse's world-view into a
broader sense of how we all question the millennium: "May we all
make such excellent use of our special skills, whatever and how
limited they may be, as we pursue the most noble of all our
mental activities in trying to make sense of this wonderful world
and the small part we must play in the history of life." It's a
wish people like David Jacobs should heed.

Elaine Showalter, a professor of English at Princeton University,
is the author, most recently, of "Hystories: Hysterical Epidemics
and Modern Media."

=A9Copyright 1998 The Washington Post Company
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Re: To all webmasters of UFO related sites

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Sun, 4 Jan 1998 13:03:45 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 19:53:15 -0500
Subject: Re: To all webmasters of UFO related sites

>Date: Sat, 3 Jan 1998 16:25:02 -0800 (PST)
>From: Kerry Ferrand <kferrand@rocketmail.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: To all webmasters of UFO related sites
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>> Date: Sat, 3 Jan 1998 13:11:51 -0500
>> From: Theresa <Tcarlson1@compuserve.com>
>> Subject: UFO UpDate: To all webmasters of UFO related sites
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>> It might be better to ask these questions of webmasters that have
>> non-UFO related sites. It sounds like you feel you may be getting
>> this traffic because of your subject matter. If sites on other
>> subjects get the same kind of traffic you can rest assured that,
>> yes you are being paranoid. <g>

>I operate a pretty modest site dealing mainly with pictures of
>spacecraft and suchlike. I skim through the logs before deleting
>them about once a  month and there are usually dozens of .gov
>related addresses..3 letter agencies included. I'm pretty sure
>its mainly just Joe employee bored at lunchtime investigating
>their personal interests.

Hi Kerry, All,

I just wanted to thank all the folks that responded to my request
(both privately and publicly) for information. I figured it was
commonplace, but I needed to check. I have many -good people- to
protect in terms of maintaining their privacy and anonymity.
So it wasn't an 'idle curiosity' on my part, it was info I
needed.

Just doing my gig man!

Thanx again all,

John Velez, Webmaster AIC/Intruders Foundation Online
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UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 3, Number 1

From: Masinaigan <Masinaigan@aol.com>
Date: Sun, 4 Jan 1998 12:54:04 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 19:42:09 -0500
Subject: UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 3, Number 1

     UFO ROUNDUP
Volume 3, Number 1
January 4, 1998
Editor: Joseph Trainor

UFO SEEN HOVERING OVER
COLUMBUS, OHIO

     On Friday, December 12, 1997, D.F. was driving
north on Highway 71 in Columbus, the state capital
of Ohio when he spotted an unusual object hovering
in the sky off to the right of the highway.
     The UFO was hovering about one mile east of
Cooper Stadium, near the Scioto River and the
intersection of Broad Street and Brown Road.
     "Because I have an interest in the phenomenon of
UFOs, and also a long-standing hobby of astronomy,
I do try to pay attention to the sky whenever I am
outside," he reported.  "This is a conscious effort on my
part to increase my chances of seeing things of interest,
be they natural or unusual."
     At 1 a.m., just as he drove past the Interstate Highway
70 turnoff, he "saw the object at a distance of approximately
100 yards or so.  Its angle was perhaps 20 degrees up from
the horizon.  As I came nearer, its outline and size became
clearer...I would estimate it at approximately 30 to 40 feet
off the ground, and above a spot about 15 feet to my right.
As I passed it, its position angle was about 65 degrees
above the horizon."
     "I estimate seeing it for about seven seconds.  I
couldn't describe any color other than dark, except for
the color of the lights on it...The best way to describe the
thing would be a classic fish shape...it had what looked
like a fin at the closest end, was bulky toward the middle
and tapered some at the furthest end."
     "The lights seemed to be at the ends.  One was a
dull red, darker and dimmer than a streetlight, and the
other was a pale green.  The size of the lights appeared
at the time to be as large as traffic light bulbs, and it
was the lights which first attracted my attention up into
the sky."
     "The object wasn't moving but I was doing between
45 and 50 miles per hour.  I remember thinking about
getting off at the next exit and trying to get another look.
But there wasn't one right away and because I had to
get up early the next day for work, I decided to go on
home."
     D.F. said the condition of the sky was "light snow,
wind about 10 to 15 miles per hour, temperatures in
the high twenties (Fahrenheit)" at the time of the sighting.
     "I have driven by that spot several times at the same
time of night, and different times during the day, and I
haven't seen it, or anything like it, since."  (Email
Interview)

UFO FLAP IN TEXAS KICKS
OFF THE NEW YEAR

     Texas rang in the new year for UFOs with two
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sightings in the eastern part of the Lone Star state.
     On Friday, January 2, 1998, at 6:15 a.m., Mike H.
of Arlington, Texas (population 261,721), a city 20
miles (32 kilometers) west of Dallas, "had just entered
our kitchen and glanced out our window when I noticed
the very bright, large white or yellow light appear.  It was
quite bright.  The object moved very quickly in a
northerly direction across my viewing area as seen from
my window.  It then made a zigzagging turn going down
and then dropped, reversing direction and losing altitude."
     Altering course again, the UFO "moved behind a
building where I lost sight of it.  My observation of the
bright light had lasted approximately three seconds."
    "I also noticed a white strobe light that blinked on the
object similar to an aircraft," Mike reported, adding that
he had seen many aircraft "from my window and I have
never seen one move as quickly as this one did.  I also
noticed that the light source remained at a constant
brightness even though it was turning."  (Email Interview)
     On Saturday, December 27, 1997, Linda N. was
driving on a highway west of Harlingen, Texas
(population 48,735), a city 477 miles (763 kilometers)
south of Dallas when she saw an unusual light in the sky.
     "This object was in my line of vision as I was going
over a highway overpass," she reported.  "It lasted about
three seconds and was traveling from north to south.
(i.e. towards the border with Mexico--J.T.)  It appeared as
a thin green streak across the sky and ended in a large
yellow/white ball of light that disappeared.  No residue
was seen in the sky."
     "I drive home from work well after nightfall.  I drive
an extended distance on flat Texas countryside, without
trees or other obstacles to block my vision.  I often times
look upward to see the beautiful stars and to watch for
unexplained objects."
     A longtime "meteor shower watcher," she added,
"I have never witnessed one like that.  It was just exciting."
     Two days later, on Monday, December 29, "while
again driving home from work, I saw another meteorite.
This one was traveling from the northeast to the southwest.
Lasted about seven seconds, but it was different from the
first one.  This one appeared to be like a regular meteorite...
white tail...but moving much slower than other meteorites
I've witnessed.  Then, halfway through my viewing, its
tail turned green...and then it exploded in a large blast...
and then more orange glowing pieces trailed behind it,
as though it were breaking apart.  It was great!"  (Many
thanks to Steve Wilson Sr. for this news story.)

MORE UFOs REPORTED IN
NORTH CAROLINA

     On Saturday night, December 20, and Sunday night,
December 21, 1997, witnesses in the small towns of
Marshall (population 809) and Mars Hill (population
1,611) in the Appalachian Mountains of North Carolina
sighted "a glowing object flying back and forth in
the night sky."
     The sightings were reported Monday, December 22,
1997 on radio station WKSF 99.9FM in Asheville, N.C.
(population 61,607).
     "Many people in (rural) Madison County witnessed
it," one man reported.  "At first they thought the object
had been a downed aircraft.  But no private planes
were reported missing."
     Marshall and Mars Hill are on Highway 213
about 22 miles (35 kilometers) north of Asheville and
270 miles (432 kilometers) west of Raleigh.  (Many
thanks to Steve Wilson Sr. and Tim Hagemeister of
NACOMM for this report.)

UFOs APPEAR OVER TWO
CANADIAN PROVINCES

     On Saturday, December 20, 1997, at 6:15 p.m.,
Sallie C. was outdoors at her home in Meadow Lake,
Saskatchewan (population 4,318) when she spotted
"three bright lights in the northeastern sky."
     "What caught my attention was that they were
larger and brighter than the stars and were moving
together in a diagonal direction," she reported.  "I
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looked at them for perhaps four or five seconds
and then they disappeared."
     Meadow Lake is at the junction of provincial
Highways 4 and 55, about 184 miles (294 kilometers)
north of Saskatoon.  (Many thanks to Tim Hagemeister
of NACOMM for this report.)
     On Thursday, December 18, 1997, at 1:30 a.m.,
a loud booming sound reverberated down the
Illecilliwaet River valley east of Revelstoke, British
Columbia (population 7,729).  Immediately following
the boom, "the whole valley east of Revelstoke lit up
as if daylight," according to Alan M. Young, an
engineer with the Canadian Pacific Railroad.
     "A large ball of light was seen hovering above the
peak of Mount Sir Donald," Young reported.  "After
about ten seconds, the ball of light shot up into the
night sky and disappeared."
     Witnesses to this mysterious event in British
Columbia's Selkirk Mountains included two train
crews of the Canadian Pacific, plus "another CPR
crew deadheading in a taxi."
     Revelstoke is on Highway 1 just west of Canada's
Glacier National Park, approximately 345 miles
(552 kilometers) northeast of Vancouver.  (Many
thanks to Errol Bruce-Knapp for this report.)

DAYLIGHT DISKS HOLD SWAY
IN CENTRAL AMERICA

     Daylight disks dominated the skies over the small
Central American nations of Costa Rica and Belize
during Christmas week.
     On Thursday, December 18, 1997, Miguel Tirado
Alvarez spotted mysterious lights in the night sky
over San Jose, the capital of Costa Rica.  He
reported, "I saw various white points of light,
approximately eight, hovering above the capital city.
It (the UFO) was moving around a great deal.  It
was reported not to be an airplane."
     On Monday, December 22, 1997, tourist T.
Hickman was relaxing at his hotel on San Pedro
Island, off the coast of Belize.  At about 11 p.m.,
he reported, "My wife and I saw a UFO flying straight
above us, just slightly to the south of the Pleiades
star cluster."  The object "followed a very erratic
flight pattern and made many direction changes"
during its overflight.
     Also on December 22, eyewitnesses in Golfito,
Costa Rica, a port on the Golfo Dulce approximately
330 kilometers (198 miles) south of San Jose, near
the Panama border, spied several "daylight discs"
crossing the sky.  The saucers were also seen in
Puerto Jimenez, across the bay from Golfito.
     The same afternoon, in San Jose, two camera
crews from local TV stations "videotaped silver
'flying saucers' in the sky to the south of the city.
Before the eyes of hundreds of people, they made
zigzag maneuvers for several minutes.  Flight
controllers at (San Jose's) Juan Santamaria
International Airport counted approximately fifty
thousand (radar) traces of these movements."
     Costa Rican ufologist Carlos Vilchez noted
that this was "the first time that UFOs appeared
in daytime" in his country.  In December 1996,
a similar UFO flap engulfed Costa Rica.  He
warned of "an influx of OVNIs (Spanish acronym
for UFO) into the air space of the Central
American countries within the next two months."
     On Christmas Day, December 25, 1997, ten
silver saucers flew westward from the Cordillera
Central, passing over San Jose.  "They flew over
the city for several minutes and were filmed by
TV cameramen."  (Muchas gracias a Len Fedullo,
Tim Hagemeister y otros para esas historias)

STRANGE SUBTERRANEAN
HUM HEARD IN INDIANA

     On November 30, 1997, Wayne T. was asleep in
bed at his home in Floyds Knobs, Indiana
(population 600) when a weird hum suddenly jolted
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him awake.
     The hum appeared to be coming from the
gound outside his home, he reported.  "The hum
was evident mostly at night, but it may have been
during the day also.  It had a very low pitch.  It was
of a very low frequency.  It was not a constant
sound.  It became more intense and then less
intense.  It was the same sound for just about ten
to fifteen seconds and then peaked and then
subsided."
     "My wife could barely hear the sound.
Sometimes not at all."
     Asked if he had suffered any physical effects
as a result of the hum, Wayne replied, "The only
physical effect it had was that it made me
irritable because it was so constant."
     He said he first heard the hum "from about
March 20 to about April 20" in 1997.  The cause
remains unexplained.
     Floyds Knobs is on Indiana Highway 150,
approximately 6 miles (10 kilometers) northwest
of Louisville, Kentucky.  (Email Interview)

CUICUILCO: MEXICO'S
MYSTERIOUS PYRAMID

     All experts agree that the Cuicuilco pyramid
is the oldest structure in the Anahuac Valley,
which houses modern Mexico City, and the very
first monumental construction in the Americas.
     Disagreements as to its antiquity and the
people who built it continue to this very day.
Official records state that the Cuicuilco structures
can be no older than 600 B.C., but revisionist
figures claim the structure was built between
8,000 to 10,000 years ago, thus making it almost
as old as the "Tepexpan Man," the earliest
prehistoric dweller found in Mesoamerica.
     Cuicuilco measures some 17 meters
(56 feet) in height and has a diameter of 115 meters
(380 feet).  A series of ramps provided access to
its uppermost tier, which housed a temple with a
statue of Huehueteotl, the "Old God of Fire," the
first deity worshipped on this continent.
     The mighty circular pyramid is surrounded by
smaller structures and rectangular buildings with
well-finished floors which must have been houses.
     The contented lives of the prosperous,
unwarlike Cuicuilcans came to an end when
(Mount) Ajusco, a 4,000-foot tall peak located on
the same mountain range as the Popocatateptel
volcano began to exhibit volcanic activity.  The
earthquakes which rocked Anahuac Valley caused
an enormous hole to open in the ground--a smaller
volcano called Xitle, which poured a torrent of lava
that destroyed nearby Copilco before engulfing
Cuicuilco itself.
     The inhabitants fled before the destruction,
and all that was left behind as an eighty square
mile (128 square kilometer) lava field known as
El Pedregal.  Debate also rages around the date of
Xitle's eruption, which geologists have placed as
far back as some seven thousand years ago,
while archaeologists squarely place it at between
500 and 200 A.D.
     The circular pyramid's base, twice the length
of a soccer field, has also yielded its share of
mysteries.  The Spanish physician Hernandez,
sent to Mexico by order of (King) Philip II, visited
Cuicuilco and wrote his sovereign about having
found the bones of large beasts (including the
toxodon and the titanothere, now extinct--J.T.)
along with those of "men" in excess of five
meters (17 feet) tall.  Natives expressed a belief
that Cuicuilco's engimatic structure had been
built by giants.
     Whatever the case, serious archaeological
work was not undertaken until 1922 when a team
led by Dr. Byron Cummings of the University of
Arizona began digging what could well be the
oldest pyramid on earth.  The site was apparently
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visited one night by an unidentified flying light
which hovered over the ruins before speeding off
into the distance.  (Direct reprint from the
article "Mexico: Forgotten Ruins and Ancient
Astronauts" by Scott Corrales, which appeared
in SAMIZDAT--The Newsletter of UFOs and the
Paranormal, Special Report: Mexico 1997)
(Editor's Comment:  According to my old geology
professor, El Pedregal is a typical a'a lava flow
of the late Pleistocene Period, meaning Xitle's
eruption probably took place around 8,000 B.C.
Interestingly, one corner of the Cuicuilco pyramid
is buried in Pedregal lava, which presumably
means its construction predated the eruption.)

from the UFO Files...

1948: THE MANTELL CASE

     January 7 marks the 50th Anniversary of Captain
Thomas F. Mantell Jr.'s fatal encounter with a UFO
over southern Kentucky.  Here is the actual 1948
newspaper account of the incident, which appeared
in the January 8, 1948 issue of a local weekly
newspaper, the Franklin, Ky. Favorite.

PLANE EXPLODES IN MID-AIR, CRASHES
KILLING PILOT ON JOE PHILLIPS FARM

     A P-51 Army fighter plane exploded in mid-air
and crashed on the farm of Joe Phillips about 5
miles south of Franklin yesterday (i.e. January 7,
1948--J.T.) afternoon about 3:30 p.m., killing the
pilot wearing identification tag of Thomas F. Mantell
(Jr.), 3533 River Park Drive, Louisville.  The wrecked
plane bore the (tail) No. Ky. NG 869.
     Mrs. Joe Phillips said she was sitting by her
fire when she heard the plane, with the engine
apparently in trouble, flying near her house.  Almost
immediately there was a large explosion.  Startled,
she glanced out the window and saw the disintegrating
plane hit the ground in a woodlot about 200 yards
away from the house.
     Pieces of wreckage were seen a quarter of a mile
from the point of the crash.  Several people in
Franklin reported they heard the explosion.
     A vapor trail still floated in the sky an hour after
the crash.
     Another eyewitness, Barbara Mayes, a student
in the Franklin Grade School said she saw the plane
explode while high in mid-air.  She was waiting at
the Lake Springs School for her bus to take her home
when she witnessed the explosion.
     The plane crash marked the second in the past
few months.  The point of the explosion was perhaps
three miles as the crow flies from the spot of the
crash which took the lives of Ed Snow and Richard
M. Thomason on April 29, 1947.
     Mrs. Joe Phillips said she called the telephone
operator and asked that an ambulance and aid be
called to the scene.
     The remains of the dead flyer were removed
from the scene by ambulance and carried to the
Booker Funeral Home to await instructions from
the next of kin, who were to be notified of the
tragedy by Fort Knox officials.
     A veteran of World War II, Captain Mantell
participated in the (June 6, 1944) Normandy
invasion, winning the Distinguished Flying Cross
among other decorations.  He was discharged
from the Army a year ago (1946).  His wife and
two children survive.
     He left Louisville yesterday morning for
Atlanta and was enroute to Louisville on the
return portion of the training flight when the
accident occurred.  Authorities at Fort Knox
reported he left Atlanta at 2 p.m. yesterday.
     Reed Shoulders, assistant chief of police,
said Bill Horn, local constable, was standing
guard last night over the wreckage, pending
arrival of proper authorities to assume custody
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of the wrecked plane.
     The plane was operated by the Kentucky
National Guard.  (Many thanks to local
researcher Lee Trail and Lou Farish of UFO
Newsclipping Service for making this article
available to UFO ROUNDUP.)

(Editor's Comment:  Well, it's been fifty years since
Tommy Mantell's run-in with that giant saucer, and
a lot has come out.  But the key documents--the
January 7 situation reports by Colonel Guy F. Hix
and other staff officers at Godman Field, plus the
transcripts of radio traffic between Colonel Hix and
the Air Defense Command at Mitchell Field, Long
Island, New York--remain classified.  If this was
merely a "training flight" and an "accident," why
are these documents still secret fifty years later?)

FUN UFO WEBSITES:
     Saucer Shorts, a weekly UFO newsletter by Loy
Lawhon, comes out every Sunday.  If you'd like to
subscribe, visit this site: http://www.springfieldmo.
miningco.com/library/weekly/aa121497.htm
     For a look at UFOs in Russia, drop in at Alexei
Kafidov's website, also known as The X-Laboratory
of Doctor Bit, at http://www.drbit.com.ru/x-lab
     UFO and crop circle reports in the Netherlands
can be found at Herman de Tollenare's website at
http://www.stelling.nl/simpos/graancir.htm
     What better way to start 1998 than a visit to
our parent site, UFOINFO?  Check out the fine
features, photos, artwork and news made available
by John Hayes at http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo/
     For a look at the estimated 500 pages (yipes!)
of UFO sightings that took place during 1997, visit
our website and download back issues from
Volume 2 of UFO ROUNDUP.  We're at this URL:
http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo/roundup/

     And so we begin Volume 3.  New year, same
editor, and more of the comprehensive coverage
you the reader have come to expect from "the
paper that goes home--UFO ROUNDUP."  See
you next weekend!

UFO ROUNDUP: Copyright 1998 by Masinaigan
Productions, all rights reserved.  Readers may post
news stories from UFO ROUNDUP on their websites
or in newsgroups provided that they credit the
newsletter and its editor by name and list the date
of issue in which the item first appeared.
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Betty Crocker

From: SKvs <bradford@globalserve.net> [Sue Kovios]
Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 21:20:34 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 22:11:46 -0500
Subject: Betty Crocker

To List,

After checking out http:\www.erols.com\sardonica\FRSTHREE\
and reading the article on Betty Crocker's Flying Saucer, I
thought I would do a search on Betty Crocker through my search
engine, Dogpile.  (This searches many different search engines at
once.) How ironic that UFO Mind was #2 at this search engine.
There is a Betty and a Crocker but not positioned here to warrant
it #2.

Just another one for the mind, hmmmmmm.

Search engine: Go2.com found 13 documents.
The query string sent was "Betty+Crocker"

Displaying document(s)...

1.Welcome to Betty Crocker
http://www.bettycrocker.com/
...Welcome to Betty Crocker Betty helps you plan dinner for the
week. Finally! A hassle-free shopping list! You choose the
ingredient...
Last crawled on: Fri Nov 28 13:53:23 1997, has tables, has
frequent links, has many images

2.Full List of People & Organizations
http://www.ufomind.com/people/full/
...Gerald - Claimed Roswell witness, supported by Stanton
Friedman
Anderson, Gillian - Reported alias of Dana Scully
Andreasson, Betty - Abductee investigated by Raymond Fowler
Andrews, Colin - Prominent crop circle researcher
Andrews, John - Designer of ......
President; had UFO sighting; confirmed military
use of psychics Casau
...Last crawled on: Fri Nov 28 18:54:01 1997, has tables

3.Recipes, find a recipe for your next meal and special holiday
recipes http://www.4recipes.com/
...Sauce Soup Tyson Chicken Dinner & Dessert Pies Italian
Mama Campbells' Creative Kitchen Norbest Turkey Recipes
Of America Betty Crocker California Cuisine Communications
Snacks Rice Krispies Specialty Breads Land O' Lakes Rock
Candy Hershey The Wonderful ......Frozen Delights Cheesecake
Heaven Smoothie Central Godiva Chocola...Last crawled on: Fri
Nov 28 22:16:50 1997, has tables, has frequent links, has
many images

4.Welcome to Betty Crocker
http://www.tuna-helper.com/ ..................

Has anyone ever noticed the shape of the spoon?  It reminds me of
the apparent spaceship shown in the 14th Century Serbian fresco.
And if you turn the spoon so the handle is down, it's shaped like
an alien.  Yeah, I've been watching too much tv or visiting too
many websites.  It's gotten to me too.

Sue Kovios

"Truth is a shining goddess, always veiled, always distant, never
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wholly approachable, but worthy of all the devotion of which the
human spirit is capable." -Bertrand Russell
Amen
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[CANUFO] UFO Military Report From BC - 1975

From: boliver@Direct.CA (Bill Oliver)
Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 19:43:02 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 22:50:00 -0500
Subject: [CANUFO] UFO Military Report From BC - 1975

Here's one I thought the list might enjoy.........

UFO Witness Statement
by Capt.[ret'd] R. E. Meyer, UE, CD Chief Investigations Officer,
Pacific Detachment, Special Investigations Unit, Esquimalt, FMO,
B.C., Canada
1974-1976

In 1975,I was contacted at my office by a Chief Petty Officer
Boomer of the Navy's gunnery school concerning an on-going UFO
Sighting by course personnel.

I proceeded to the Gunnery School where the large telescope was
focused on the UFO in question. The UFO was cylindrical, pewter
coloured with very little, if any, light being reflected from its
surface and apparently stationary for varying periods of time.
There appeared to be on very close examination, satellite objects
of a much smaller variety, which appeared in close proximity to
the principle UFO but which were not constantly in view, either
because they were mobile or possibly because after prolonged
study of the phenomenon, one's eyes tended to betray one.

When the UFO would disappear, it was with a rapid horizontal
movement to port, so rapid that it was not possible to track it
with the telescope in use. The UFO bearing was taken (it appeared
to hang on the horizon in a southerly direction the vicinity of
Tacoma, Washington). From the location of our observation point
(high on a mound) the UFO was over open water of the Straights of
Juan de Fuca.

Upon questioning CPO Boomer, I learned that this sighting was a
reoccurrence of a previous identical one. In one instance, the
gunnery students were working with jet fighters from CFB Comox
and a request was made that they investigate but this was out of
the question as the object appeared to be of such a distance that
it would have been in US air space. I later learned that pilots
of Canadian Forces aircraft were forbidden by SOP orders to
engage UFOs. At no time, to my knowledge, did this particular UFO
appear on the radar of the naval establishment at Esquimalt but
this may be because of lack of cooperation by those in charge of
that facility (the operations officer refused to believe me when
I requested his assistance even to the point of not entering the
incident in the daily log).

Believing that this episode had reached its conclusion, I
returned to my office in HM Dockyard only to be called again on
the same day with the message that the UFO had "returned" and had
been found by one of the students in the course of tracking a
target on the telescope. In short, the UFO was around for the
next couple of days and I had various members of my staff observe
it along with my wife. An experiment was carried out to see if
reflections were being caused from cars in a parking lot in the
vicinity of our observation mound as the bright sun did hit some
windshields giving off a dazzling light. There was no connection.

The Dominion Observatory in Saanich (near Victoria) was contacted
and asked to set their giant telescope on the bearings we had
noted. Unfortunately, their telescope could not depress at such a
low angle. I might add that it was with great reluctance and
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skepticism that a representative was sent to see our UFO. He
arrived, he saw and he left - without comment.

A further test to ensure that there was not a cracked prism or a
chip in the glass was done in which the chip might look like an
object but this proved negative. The lenses were unblemished.

I had been in touch with my headquarters in Ottawa over the
incident and eventually, abiding by instructions contained in
Canadian Forces Orders (CFOs) on the procedure to follow in the
sighting of UFOs, a message was sent to the National Research
Council (NRC) in Ottawa giving all sighting data, times,
bearings, dates, descriptions, etc.

On my own initiative I spoke with the departments of some of the
various police forces of the Lower mainland and the Victoria
area. There was a police sergeant of the Saanich Police who had
an experience to relate witnessed by him and his wife but this
had nothing to do with my own.

UFO sightings were reported over Washington by radio stations in
that state during the same time-period. I later learned from
radar personnel at CFB North Bay, the UFOs had been tracked on
several occasions by CF radar at the base in the past.

I have in my possession, a copy of my message to the NRC, along
with the signed statements and sketches made by gunnery students
and instructors concerning the Esquimalt sightings. These are in
storage in California.
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Re: Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!?

From: Robert Gates <RGates8254@aol.com>
Date: Mon, 5 Jan 1998 01:59:44 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 05:22:16 -0500
Subject: Re: Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!?

>  Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 21:07:49 -0500
>  To: "Sensible And Nothing Else UFO Research Into Abductions":;
>  From: Joseph Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>
>  Subject: Dr Jacobs, the Skeptibunker!?

>  I am going to quote a short section titled 'Unaware Abductees'
>  from Dr David M. Jacobs' new book, 'The Threat --- The Secret
>  Agenda: What the Aliens Really Want and How They Plan to Get It'
>  [pages 120-121]. Then I'll ask a rhetorical question that
>  expresses my concerns.

I skimmed Dr. Jacobs new book, having a copy of his earlier and
EXCELLENT volume of history UFO controversery in America in my
library.

Essentially from what I looked at he is telling stories from
abductee's who describe sexual escapades on a UFO with grays and
also allegedly involving other humans.  Some of the abductees
describe masturbating male abductees, blah, blah. However X-files
fans will be reminded of the last 5 years story line of the hit
tv series....abductions, DNA, alien/human hybrid etc etc.

These alleged accounts kind of reminded me of some of the sex/hot
tub/adbductee storys that seem to be floating around the
internet.

My first impression is that this book will probably be excerpted
by some porno mag soon.  :)

Cheers,
Robert
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PROJECT-1947: 1998 - The Reverse Manhattan Project

From: slk <slk@EVANSVILLE.NET> [Francis Ridge]
Date: Sun, 4 Jan 1998 20:08:57 -0600
Fwd Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 05:35:25 -0500
Subject: PROJECT-1947: 1998 - The Reverse Manhattan Project

1998 - THE REVERSE MANHATTAN PROJECT -
A NEW COURSE

When the United States was constructing the A-Bomb, large groups
of people all over the country were working on some part of the
top secret project, each knowing it was important, but none of
them knowing what the overall picture was. What we have today
with the UFO subject is strikingly similar. Each group, each
individual, is working on the "project," and everybody has
opinions. However, far too many of them have no direct contact
with any witnesses or actual investigations. One of the reasons
for this is the "phenomenon" itself - it's not cooperating. After
the massive wave of 1973, it seemingly went covert.

In the 1960s, when I was a NICAP Subcommittee Chairman, our team
journeyed to wherever we needed to and investigated some of the
best UFO cases on record. The phenomenon was well over a decade
old by then, as measured by the influx of sightings since 1947 -
the year generally acknowledged as the beginning of the modern
day UFO era. That was the year that Kenneth Arnold, a private
pilot, witnessed a string of disc-shaped objects flying over
Mount Ranier in Washington State and described them as "saucer
shaped" giving rise to that popular term.

In less than four months the Air Force decided that that "the
reported phenomenon were real."  In 1956, NICAP also concluded
that there were solid objects coming into our atmosphere at very
high speeds. The way the UFOs changed position while in formation
indicated that there motion was directed. There was intelligence
behind this phenomena. Indeed, every military base in the world
was "visited" in the beginning stages. At that time no one
involved ever asked, "do these things exist?" We knew they did.
The military knew it, too. True, they never did admit it in an
official capacity, but to say they weren't aware of the situation
is ludicrous.

Which brings us to the present. Many of the bright lights in
Ufology today will no longer waste their time debating the
reality of the phenomenon or niggling over trivia. This includes
Richard Hall, Don Berliner, Robert Swiatek, Mark Rodeghier, Dr.
Richard Haines, Stanton Friedman, Ray Fowler, Budd Hopkins, David
Jacobs, Kevin Randle and many others. Although they'd be the
first to acknowledge that there's more we DON'T know than DO
about the subject, and proof is hard to come by, they're united
in the awareness that the earth is being visited. No one knows
where "they" come from, but the craft they get around in are just
as real as the "U.S.S. Franklin D. Roosevelt" which the objects
have also been fond of surveying. Some of these "visitors" are
also abducting humans with little or no concern apparently for
their subjects' fear and discomfort. Deny it if you wish, but it
is happening.

During the last big sighting wave in 1973, we had thousands of
sightings, including many well documented close encounters and
objects tracked by radar. Even MADAR, the UFO tracking system
that we'd installed here at the UFO Filter Center picked up an
anomaly during the peak of the activity. I don't know what's
happened since then, except to say that the number and quality of
good sightings is way down. This has led to a number of  people,
who should know better, to make negative statements about the
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state of things UFOlogical that are more in tune with what a
uninformed scientist might say to dismiss the whole idea. It may
look and sound good when in fact it indicates a fundamental lack
of knowledge regarding the history of the phenomenon and the
evidence already available.

In 1998, Current-Encounters will deal with that evidence=85not the
lack of it. The foremost Ufologists around the world know the
truth, even if the proof is still elusive. Therefore, it's time
to advance our theories and see if the evidence supports them. If
an individual or group wants to start up a different list for the
terminally skeptical, then that would be appropriate, too. But
the time has come to treat the entire subject as it once was
treated by NICAP, MUFON, CUFOS, and even the military and
intelligence communities. The latter didn't get out of the UFO
business because of the lack of evidence. If anything, it's been
due to the phenomenon itself ratcheting down its activities.

Unfortunately, many of those making the loudest noise over the
last year are those with little or no investigative experience.
The armchair Ufologist has been clouding the issue for the last
decade. Hence, my dilemma: As my life becomes increasingly more
complicated and I go back to work with Mid-Tech, and with the
Lunascan Project going full-bore in 1998, any involvement I have
with the UFO phenomenon will have to be a serious one or
non-existent. Be advised: No matter what anyone thinks about all
this, "they" don't care. And we probably can't do anything about
it, anyway. Oh sure, Hollywood could figure something out;
perhaps if we needed to we could send Will Smith up in Bob
Lazar's Sport's Model to "kick some alien butt." In truth,
however, we are just as vulnerable as the natives who saw the
bombers flying over their communities during World War II - we're
either sitting pretty or sitting ducks, and I, for one, want to
know which. At the very least we may not be the reason for their
visitations, but just "in the way".

I'm still optimistic. Mankind will undoubtedly be around for many
more centuries, unless we destroy ourselves first - a likelihood
that appears to be on the decrease. But you can rest assured that
at some point history WILL record the evidence of "alien"
intervention in our lives.

You'll find it in History 101, right along with those amusing
little anecdotes about how many of our colleagues refused to open
their eyes and took that ignorance to their graves.

Stay tuned to Current-Encounters. And if you don't have a copy of
NICAP's "UFO Evidence", get one. It will be a big step forward
and the best $8 investment you've ever made.

Francis Ridge
Current-Encounters
InterLink: UFO
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Historical drawing and painting evidence for UFO

From: OregonOtto <OregonOtto@AOL.COM> [Jim Doerter]
Date: Mon, 5 Jan 1998 03:52:29 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 06:23:06 -0500
Subject: Historical drawing and painting evidence for UFO

I have had experience in various areas the study of art and
childrens' drawings as well as  various cultural histories and
their art forms. Here are things that make me uncomfortable.

Americans and Europeans have their own concept of so called
"realism" in art. That traditions springs from Greek idealism
(sculpture) , later periods of Roman realism and the attendant
traditions of Renaissance art which borrowed and was based
heavily on both earlier Greco/Roman traditions. (Of course it is
considerably more complex than this)

What most childrens' art and many various non -western cultures
have in mind using  are SYMBOLIC shapes and colors that definite
ideational content. Their drawings and painting usually represent
IDEAS and concepts and are read  for their traditional meanings
and contexts not necessarily for their VISUAL reference.

Children up to the age of 4-8-or so are famous for this world
wide. It is most obvious to "us" at that age in our culture but
that idea pervades adult art in many areas of the world.

It is people like Von Daniken (and others) who pick certain
images helter /skelter out of  books and start describing
helmets- back packs, weapons etc. This caused by the frequencey
of abstract and semi-abstract symbols that  are often used in
art. It is all complicated by any particular cultural coding for
such symbols , much of which we no longer understand. They are
often seeing something that is only in their mind and eye.

There is always a certain amount of visual reference in
figurative symbols but for many individuals of the past - they
were SYMBOLS  standing for persons, places and things and had not
as much visual reference as you might think.

Also - some symbols are dictated by the hardness of the materials
to mark and carve etc. A symbol of a man painted with berry juice
will be different frm one cut into granite and the simpliicity
and complexity of the image sometimes relates to factors of tools
and surface,

Perfect examples is  to study the pictographs, ideographs and the
evolutions into perfectly abstract consonant and vowels symbols
of the alphabet. Many groups never went as far as phonograms. In
some of the written languages you can actually see an evolution
in certain symbols from very simple picto/ideograms right into
phonograms.

Anyway, go slowly about any references to 'visual evidence' of
UFOs from drawings. Archeologists and art historians and experts
on chldrens' art have a pretty good handle on early symbols.....
but they are not around answering every theory of space symbols.

Jim Doerter
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Re: Betty Crocker

From: "Scott Carr"<Scott_Carr@MCKINSEY.COM>
Date: Mon, 5 Jan 1998 10:07:07 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 20:58:53 -0500
Subject: Re: Betty Crocker

>Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 21:20:34 -0500
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>From: SKvs <bradford@globalserve.net> [Sue Kovios]
>Subject: Betty Crocker

>Has anyone ever noticed the shape of the spoon?  It reminds me of
>the apparent spaceship shown in the 14th Century Serbian fresco.
>And if you turn the spoon so the handle is down, it's shaped like
>an alien.

The Flying Saucer Gazette's investigation into the "Betty
Crocker/Reynolds Wrap Conspiracy" continues. Can anyone guess
what year Reynolds introduced their "Tin Foil" product?

1947.

Hmm.

A complete update and analysis of this intriguing coincidence
will appear in the January issue of FSG. The URL for The Flying
Saucer Gazette issue containing the "Betty Crocker article" is:

http://www.erols.com/sardonica/FSRTHREE/

The Home page is:
http://www.erols.com/sardonica

-Scott Carr
Editor, The Flying Saucer Gazette
http://www.erols.com/sardonica
sardonica@erols.com
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Air Force Capt. McAndrew

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Mon, 5 Jan 1998 10:10:29 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 20:57:25 -0500
Subject: Air Force Capt. McAndrew

Those following the Roswell story should know the name of
Capt. James McAndrew who co-authored the official Air Force
whitewash.  We were told that McAndrew had retired following
publication of the crash dummies report.

I didn't realize that I still had McAndrew on my e-mail
address book.  When I sent out a Happy New Year's message
to my mailing list, one went out to him as well.

This morning I got this reply:

>Mr Shell,

>Capt Jim McAndrew is no longer at this address.  He is attending school
>at DIA located at Bolling Air Force Base.

This note was unsigned.  I find this posting to DIA school very
interesting in light of his announced retirement!!!!

Bob
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Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!?

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 10:54:09 PST
Fwd Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 21:04:29 -0500
Subject: Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!?

> Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 05:22:16 -0500
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!?

> From: Robert Gates <RGates8254@aol.com>
> Date: Mon, 5 Jan 1998 01:59:44 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!?

> >  Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 21:07:49 -0500
> >  To: "Sensible And Nothing Else UFO Research Into Abductions":;
> >  From: Joseph Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>
> >  Subject: Dr Jacobs, the Skeptibunker!?

> I skimmed Dr. Jacobs new book, having a copy of his earlier and
> EXCELLENT volume of history UFO controversery [sic] in America
 in my  library.

> Essentially from what I looked at he is telling stories from
> abductee's who describe sexual escapades on a UFO with grays and
> also allegedly involving other humans.  Some of the abductees
> describe masturbating male abductees, blah, blah. However X-files
> fans will be reminded of the last 5 years story line of the hit
> tv series....abductions, DNA, alien/human hybrid etc etc.

Not exactly the most thoughtful commentary I've ever heard.

Jacobs was collecting these sorts of reports before X Files even
existed.  Moreover, X Files is (as I understand it; I'm not a
viewer) based on true-life abduction and other close-encounter
accounts. The commentary above reminds me of the argument
debunkers still use sometimes: that witnesses report gray-skinned
humanoids because of Spielberg's Close Encounters of the Third
Kind, when in fact Spielberg was basing his aliens on what people
have reported.

> My first impression is that this book will probably be excerpted
> by some porno mag soon.  :)

Somehow I doubt it.  Erotic arousal is not exactly the sensation
most readers will experiences as they read Jacobs'
extraordinarily interesting book, which -- whatever one makes of
it -- deserves better than this sort of facile jokery.

Cheers,

Jerry Clark
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Russian Roswell

From: "Nikolay Subbotin" <norsa@mail.psu.ru>
Date: Mon, 5 Jan 1998 22:33:57 +0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 21:09:15 -0500
Subject: Russian Roswell

Nikolay Subbotin,
Emil Bachurin.

Russian Roswell.

On September 16, 1989 in the sky above a port the Zaostrovka, on
fringe of Perm, occured something strange. Many inhabitants, open
mouthes, watched unprecedented battle. Six strange silvery
devices reminding combined together plates, coursed behind
seventh more dark.

Even on a background of evening clouds it was possible to
distinguish that six plates were of dark grey colour and seventh
which turned as mad, leaving from under fire of the persecutors
had a bright - golden shade. The picture reminded the next series
Luckas "Star Wars ". The plates carrying out figures a maximum
pilotage were carried above a port carrying out inconceivable
evolutins that being reduced before shaving flight that sharply
rising a sky up to height of approximately kilometer. Sometimes
from six plates there were beams in the party seventh :

Is detailed this history has described one of tap man of a port.
In time of "battle" the electricity was switched off and to the
workers did not remain anything as with horror in heart to watch
this fantastic show. Later records of conversations were
transferred a Sichenko author of the article about "a combat of
plates above a Zaostrovka", appeared after some time in the
Semipalatinsk local newspaper. The Sichenko - former helicopter
man, was commanded by a squadron by our AF in Afghanistan, then
there was one of the founders of fund "Nevada-Semipalatinsk" now
lives in Stockholm.

Under the stories of eyewitnesses six plates had a rather complex
configuration: the wider like as a disc part hung above the
narrower basis like as a mushroom the form. If to compare the
descriptions from different points of supervision, the UFO -
about 20 meters in a diameter is possible to make conclusions
about the approximate sizes.

At the end golden plate was knock down and has gone on decrease
(reduction). The six of plates has left, by looking after falls
seventh.

Is completely casual on one of the members of Perm ufology club
"Anomalu" (Ury Nekrasov) send eyewitnesses observing battle on
the part of city (approximately in 10 kms from a port). They even
have managed to show him an azimuth and house for which
beginnings to fall a plate.

The place managed to be found fall. The UFO has fallen on
territory of military range in a bog. On this place we managed to
visit only in autumn of 1990. To come nearer to a place of fall
to nobody have permitted(solved), on experience knowing, than
come to an end similar of "approach"("approximation") (enough to
recollect the tragical ending of excavation a UFO under a
management(manual) a Deev) :

Nevertheless, on a place of fall the group of the militarians who
have arrived there through a pair of months worked. The area of
accident entirely consists of fens, on which it is possible to
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pass only in a period a cold, therefore first expedition
(dispatch) should be postponed till November. By first there have
beaten three employees led by the chief of range. The information
that they there have found and as acted further to receive it was
not possible. Authentically is known only that as a result of
this "campaign" a two from them treatment in hospital with the
unintelligible diagnoses (Emil Bachurin personally saw these
medical cards). One of the diagnoses - burns on a body, and they
were already in winter regimentals. After that incident the
territory of fall was announced as danger for moving the people.
Nowadays military base does not work but is protected.
Unfortunately it was not possible to receive any given about
evacuation of object.

Later above a place of fall the UFO tried to fly by the pilot of
civil aircraft on An-2 therefore began to refuse devices (even
unmagnetic). It was necessary to refuse attempt. The ending of
this flight - chaste reprimand :

In this history us alert one fact. About what humanity on the
part of newcomers there can be a speech, if the military actions
in the manned worlds are admitted? And these cases are not
individual. The plates are literally strewed on us from the sky,
they something is constant repair and repair in the devices,
there is an impression, that their engineering is rather
unreliable. But it is possible to assume and return, in
near-Earth space the constant skirmishes between various
civilizations and as result - often accidents and breakages a UFO
are conducted. Even the NASA was possible to photorgaph from a
board of one of the space vehicles battle a UFO on an orbit of
the Earth (transfer "UFO DIARIES"). Can, in the near future we
unaideded shall see "STAR WARS", which will be developed
(unwrapped) in our Solar system :

___________________________________

MAILLIST RUFORS (C) 1997-98
RUSSIAN UFO RESEARCH STATION

  Nikolay Subbotin (norsa@mail.psu.ru),

  Director RUFORS (Russian UFO Research Station)
  [http://www.geocities.com/Area51/Cavern/6303]
  Editor Russian UFO Magazine "Dialog: Earth - Space"
  [http://www.cross.ru/dialog]

  PO BOX 6303, Perm, Russia 614010
  Tel/fax 7-3422-450184
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 5

Re: CORSO

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 03:18:39 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 21:21:26 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO
> Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 09:25:40 +0500

> >Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 08:38:22 +0000
> >From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO

> Dear Philip,

> Just a couple of questions arising from your reply to Rebecca...

> 1. [...]

> >If you think people are involved in conference organising to make
> >money then think again. I dare say a few might be but I do not
> >count myself as one of them.

> The fact that one makes no money with a book on ufology has
> already been discussed on the list.  Now, I learn one makes no
> money with conferences. How does one earn a living in ufology ?
> Please understand  "earning a living" and "making money" are the
> same.

I work for a living and therefore do not earn my living from
ufology. If my books earn me a few dollars then fine, but if they
don't, that's fine too. I find organising conferences very
satisfying and have done so for many years. However, if someone
would like to pay me to organise one that's ok by me, but if not,
then I still have my job to help feed the children and pay the
bills.

> 2. [...]

> >My aim of any conference is to allow people to put their
> >information across and then allow those in attendence to decide
> >whether or not it's bullshit.

> [...]

> >What we have to remember in this discipline we call ufology, is
> >that one mans evidence is another mans (or in your case womans)
> >bullshit. It is surely not up to me, or others like me, to act as
> >a censor when organising such conferences.

> Considering such an open-minded attitude, I fail to understand
> your verbal fencing with Rebecca. Please consider here that
> "fencing" is a sport of parry and riposte and open criticism.

It just seemed to me that Rebecca would have us refuse people the
right to speak in public just because she does not believe them
(Corso). It may just be a sport to some people but I just wanted
to get my point across.

> 3. [...]

> >Whether I agree with Corso or not remains to be seen, but as a
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> >socialist I will defend his right to be heard and for those
> >listening to decide whether or not they believe him.

> I have trouble understanding that Corso's right to be heard needs
> to be defended.  I mean, he has already written a book hasn't he ?

Corso has indeed writeen a book but you cannoit put questions to
a book. If you have questions for Corso then one of the ways to
try and get an answer is to put them to him in an open forum such
as a conference. I have done this with many people from many
different parts of the world and hopefully I will continue to do
so.

All the best,

Philip.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 5

Re: CORSO

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 03:22:23 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 21:30:57 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

> From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 11:15:46 PST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO

> > Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 08:38:22 +0000
> > From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO

> > > From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
> > > Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 16:54:47 EST
> > > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > > Subject: Re: CORSO

> > > >From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> > > >Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 09:21:16 +0000
> > > >Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:23:07 -0500
> > > >Subject: CORSO

> > > > I'm in the process of setting up some speakers for a UFO
> > > > conference in the UK and we would like to invite Colonel Corso.

> > > I'm only going to rag on you Philip because you are handy: BUT
> > > WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS?

> > > Is this a conference to promote UFOLOGY as a field that is
> > > respectable and to eductate the public? Or is the conference to
> > > make money? Couldn't you (and other conference promoters) try to
> > > invite people to speak at conferences who just might shed some
> > > light on the phenomenon? Or is everyone just interested in
> > > spreading bullshit?

> > > Rebecca

> > Dear Rebecca,

> > If you think people are involved in conference organising to make
> > money then think again. I dare say a few might be but I do not
> > count myself as one of them.

> > My aim of any conference is to allow people to put their
> > information across and then allow those in attendence to decide
> > whether or not it's bullshit.

> > In the past I have organised many conferences with a wide variety
> > of people stepping up to the podium including Paul Devereux,
> > Jacques Vallee, John Keel, Budd Hopkins, Eddie Bullard, Dr
> > Richard Lawrence, Stanton Friedman, Cynthia Hind and many, many
> > more.

> > What we have to remember in this discipline we call ufology, is
> > that one mans evidence is another mans (or in your case womans)
> > bullshit. It is surely not up to me, or others like me, to act as
> > a censor when organising such conferences.

> > Whether I agree with Corso or not remains to be seen, but as a
> > socialist I will defend his right to be heard and for those
> > listening to decide whether or not they believe him.
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> > Merry Christmas.

> > Philip.

> > PS.

> > Does this mean you can put me in contact with Colonel Corso or not ?

>  Philip,

> Exercising judgment is not the same thing as being a "censor."
> Surely you know that.  Col. Corso has no constitutional right to
> speak at your conference, any more than I do or whoever happens
> to be reading these words at this moment does.

> Grave questions have been raised about the credibility of Corso's
> account and about the sincerity of the authors of The Day After
> Roswell.  The book makes incredible claims and offers virtually
> nothing in the way of credible evidence for them.

> We ufologists (I'm confused about what your being a "socialist"
> has to do with this) have a responsibility to our public. One way
> we exercise that is to present accurate information and
> reasonable analysis to an audience which gets little of either
> from popular media treatments of the UFO phenomenon.  Except in a
> realm where intellectual anarchy rules, one person's opinion or
> claim is NOT as good as somebody else's.  In the real world of
> which ufology wants to be a part, claims have to be tested,
> opinions challenged and tested.  So far Corso has failed this
> reasonable standard miserably, and unless we are the gullible
> fools our critics would like the world to believe we are, we
> ought not to be encouraging him.

> Jerry Clark

Dear Jerry,

I agree entirely with you, but surely one way of putting people
to the test is to put them on a public platform, listen to what
they have to say, and then put ones concerns directly to them.
This is purely my intention when organising such conferences and
nothing else.

Philip.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 5

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 03:29:03 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 21:34:08 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 17:32:18 -0600 (CST)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 08:45:48 -0500
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> >Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >Dennis,

> >Having written a number of books and counting many well-known
> >authors in my circle of friends, I should point out that the
> >numbers announced in press releases are usually grossly inflated.
> >Creative bookkeeping always seems to apply in these matters,
> >and I have yet to talk to an author who claims to have actually
> >received the stated advance amounts.

> Bob:

> As far as I know, none of the instances of large advances that I
> mentioned appeared in press releases made by the publishers, but
> after the fact.

> >Even if the contract specifies $ XXXX for the advance, there
> >always seems to be a bunch of fine print at the end of the
> >contract allowing all sorts of things to be deducted from the
> >advance.

> I agree with you. But an advance is an advance. Either you get it
> in advance or you don't.

> >Then there is the little question of the publisher actually even
> >paying the advance.  I know quite a few authors whose contracts
> >specified pretty goodly amounts for the advance but never actually
> >saw a penny of it.

> Then you've got some fools for friends, it would appear. Maybe
> you ought to stir a few attorneys into the social stew. If it's
> in writing, why wouldn't any self-respecting writer sue if he
> didn't receive a promised, contracted-for advance? For that
> matter, why would he/she finish and deliver the product without
> the advance having been paid? Makes no sense to me. If you're an
> author, just say No. No advance, no book.

> >So I always take these claims of the amounts authors get/got with
> >several big grains of salt.

> >Bob

> So do I. But surely you're not suggesting that huge advances
> don't routinely get paid, that people (aka authors) don't
> regularly make big bucks off books and subsidiary rights, that
> mini-series and movie and paperback rights count for nought? You
> should check out Birnes's cv sometime, BTW. The man's a master.
> Trust me. The Day After Roswell did not go out the front door
> without big bucks coming in through the rear door or windows --
> or both.
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> You don't think Birnes and Corso wrote their book and then went
> shopping for a publisher, do you? No way, Jose: its publication
> was too closely tied to Roswell's 50th anniversary. The marketing
> boys had that free tie-in well in mind when Pocket Books offered
> Birnes a contract. Then they both cobbled the book together
> because they got paid well to do so.

> You seem to think that authors can be had with a wave of the
> hand. My point is that publishers get had, too.

> Dennis

> PS: We've got a few authors on this list. Maybe they would like
> to weigh in with whether or not they got paid their promised
> advance? How about it Mantle, Devereux, Clark and Maccabee, and
> anyone else willing to chime in?

> You don't need to mention dollar amounts, BTW, just whether or
> not your publisher paid what they promised -- in advance. Mine
> did, and I'm working on another one with the same proviso: If
> your advance check doesn't clear my bank, then you don't get the
> book.

Count me in on this one. I've not been paid the advance for the
release of BEYOND ROSWELL in the UK, nor did myself and my
co-author get paid anything (advance or raoyaltis) for the UK
edition of Without Consent.

Philip Mantle.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 5

Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 03:33:05 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 21:35:51 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> From: Rob Irving <RobIrving@aol.com>
> Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 19:39:23 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >  Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 04:05:57 +0000
> >  From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> >  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Philip,

> >  I hold Theresa and her work in very high regard as I know that
> >  she, like myself and Bob, are only tring to get to the bottom of
> >  things despite what you and others might belive.

> Do you ever ask why the bias and selectivity demonstrated by you,
> and especially your colleagues attracts so much criticism? Don't
> get me wrong, I love a good myth as much as the next guy,
> particularly the kind rooted in that netherworld between fact and
> fiction.

> Someone has noted in reviewing your book that its value as a
> record of all the lamest and unsubstantiated yarns that make up
> the Roswell story should not be underestimated. I agree. But
> let's not pretend that it represents any more than that, least of
> all, as your co-author, in his inimitable style, would have us
> believe: "THE TRUTH!!!"

> To get past the first bell with that elusive heavyweight your
> 'research' would at least have to acknowledge the few relevant
> facts that have been discovered so far, no matter how uneasily
> they may sit with the idea you're trying to promote.  You were
> offered this opportunity, and you chose to ignore it, I imagine
> for quite valid commercial reasons.

> But please, don't now try to kid us that you, Bob, and Michael
> are only trying to get to the bottom of things. The book is what
> it is and fits well with its ilk. But such unlikely claims are
> disingenuous, and deserve the treatment they get.

Rob

Fair enough Rob. You can believe what you want to believe, but I
know my own mind.

Philip.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 5

Re: CORSO

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 03:38:14 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 21:37:27 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

> Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 23:39:25 -0500
> From: Peregrine Mendoza <101653.2205@compuserve.com> [Peter Brookesmith]
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> The Duke of Mendoza presents his compliments & best wishes to one
> all for the approaching season of Mammonmas. The Duke is a trifle
> preoccupied but had trouble controlling his left eyebrow at this:

> >Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 08:38:22 +0000
> >From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO

> >My aim of any conference is to allow people to put their
> >information across and then allow those in attendence to decide
> >whether or not it's bullshit.

> In that case the Duke would like to know why it is that his
> personal Grace, along with such as Messrs Rimmer, Rogerson,
> Roberts, French, Hutchinson, Irving, Ridpath & Madame Blackmore,
> to mention a few in the UK, or Messrs Kottmeyer, Klass, Russo,
> Shaeffer, Oberg, Van Utrecht, Stacy, Lagrange and many others of
> like mind from over the sea never seem to get invites to appear
> at your famously dispassionate and disinterested gatherings.

> Nothing to do with the heathen infidel unbelievers being too
> likely to upset the faithful, or even bad for the gate, I
> suppose. Perish the thought.

> Yours &c
> Prophylactic D. Masticator
> Marrowbone Vendor

Do some checking Duke, Dr Susan Blackmore was invited by me to a
conference I orgainsed in Bristol. Susan put on a first rate
presentation.  Van Utrecht has spoken at a BUFORA conference
although I was not the organiser. Other 'skeptical' presentations
have been made by Andy Roberts, Paul Devereux, Hilary Evans and
Mike Wootten to name but a few. I have no problem in inviting
such individuals, but one has to remember that usually I am given
a brief for a particular conference by its sponsors and I have to
remain within that brief.

All the best,

Philip Mantle.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 5

Re: The Importance of UpDates

From: " Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
Date: Mon, 5 Jan 1998 14:57:15 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 21:50:42 -0500
Subject: Re: The Importance of UpDates

Hello Steve .. you wrote:

>From: SGB List 2 <SGBList2@aol.com> [Stephen G. Bassett]
>Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 13:35:08 EST
>Fwd Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 17:10:38 -0500
>Subject: The Importance of UpDates - a Request

>To the Members of UpDates

>This mailing list is one of, if not the best, internet forums
>available.

JC:   I am sure many, if not most, of us here would agree.

....snip....

>I strongly encourage you to view this list, not as a matter of
>personal like and dislike, but as a major resource which has the
>potential to affect history.  Every researcher in the country
>should be subscribing.

JC:   Steve, if you have noticed the names of some of the people
presently posting to Updates', exactly what you are asking for is
occurring on its own. More researchers are coming on-line and by
their own discovery via word of mouth, email, etc., are finding
their way to this list due to the overall quality of discussions
and research published herein.

I believe the gradual accumulation and analysis of solid research
reduced to its essence, linked together and published, will be
one force which will eventually help humanity discover the truth
behind the UFO enigma. The combination of Email and web mediums
are ideally suited to this most challenging endeavor.

>This is not the time for people to be leaving. ....snip....

JC:   I think if you really look closely, you may find we haven't
left at all. Solid research takes time and effort. Proper
responses to points brought up by various researchers take time
and effort to compose. Those apparently "quiet" times find some
of us checking our research against that which the other person
presents, then sitting and composing our replies where necessary.
Additionally, some are performing their research "in the field"
so to speak and return to participate when they have free time.
We've also neglected to mention that holiday time is a time for
families... and research, etc. comes to a halt for many of us
during these most important times.

Just remember, it is not the quantity but the quality that
counts. Have no fear, if anything, the quality of this list is
growing, not diminishing. The combination of Errol's mail list
and Glenn Campbell's database website is a tool of no small
proportions if used wisely.

Respectfully,
Jerry Cohen

 Author: Oberg/Cooper rebuttals
         Robinson/Exeter rebuttal
Website: http://www.li.net/~rjcohen
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UFOmind: http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/people/c/cohen/

P.S.    Happy New Year everyone.

[Actually, the number of 'subscribes' has increased over
 the past three weeks, almost triple the monthly rate.
 The 'un-subs' have dropped, considerably - interesting
 'churn'. -- ebk]
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 6

Greer Briefed CIA head - Bell Show, O1-05-97

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 04:20:38 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 04:20:38 -0500
Subject: Greer Briefed CIA head - Bell Show, O1-05-97

Very rough notes on a most intriguing broadcast.
I wanted to get this out. Undoubtedly there will
be more full information forthcoming.

Stephen G. Bassett, UFO lobbyist in Washington.
Richard C. Hoagland
Stephen Greer, MD
Edgar Mitchell, former-Astronaut

Hoagland met with close associates of Clinton after the President
was stonewalled' on his questions on UFOs.

Hoagland suggests that is concerted deep entrenched opposition to
UFO revelations. He proposes that the President still wants to
know viz his statement in Ireland. The _real_ and secret
government relates among other things, to off-planet-type
scenarios. The elected government deals with mundane day to day
issues. He feels the elected government is basically honest but
is being manipulated. But the public has spent recent times
wising-up.

Webster Hubble's (Janet Reno's assistant Attorney General) new
book reveals that he was asked to check out JFK and UFOs by the
newly-elected President. Vince Foster's office was cleaned out of
documents after his death and questions about UFOs faded.
Clinton's political capital ran out as he was hit with everything
but the kitchen sink since.

Based on 15 years Mars/Moon work Hoagland has discovered a secret
clique with little or no allegiance to the constitution. In
Little Rock he gave a briefing over two nights. The first night
went well, the second night was headed-off and attendees were
told that he had left for texas

"What puts it in context is the death of Vincent Foster.", said
Hoagland.

A state of the union address is coming up. Hubble's book affirms
the interest of the President in UFOs. What will help the
revelation process are faxes and e-mail to the White House
encouraging the President to 'go for it'. And asking for
investigation of the machinations of the 'secret' government.

There has been extraordinary 'disposal' by The United States
Archives and Navy of documents from their archives.

Stephen Greer & Contacts that have not been talked about
previously.

In 1993 CSETI's Starlight Initiative was launched to expose the
covert cover up of UFO information.

In April, 1997, Greer met, for 3 hours, with Jim Wolsley,
Director of the CIA, who had not been able to find UFO
information via his 'channels'. He took the Presidents enquiries
"very seriously". There has been a lack of proper procedures for
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release of information. Wolsely seemed to be using a euphemism
for being lied to. It was a grave, serious meeting. The Director
had seen a UFO in the past. He knew that something was very wrong
with not being able, as the CIA's Director, to get any
information on UFOs. The Director held his head in his hands,
uttering "Oh my God" as the implications of UFOs were brought
home to him.

Greer handed Wolsely a strategic outline that the Executive
Branch and the CIA should take. The CIA were told, as was
Congressman Steven Shift that the documents "weren't there". Just
as Webster Hubble was told by NORAD that there were no documents.
Laurence Rockefeller asked Greer to provide him with a 'best
evidence' package to be given to Clinton at his summer vacation
retreat in 1995.

The Presidents 'people' told Greer that they cannot hold hearings
without full information. They are either being left out of the
information-loop or they 'know'.

When the Naval Research Laboratories destroyed documents it
raised the spectre of plausible deniability - destroyed evidence
cannot be used against anyone.

If the President's chief people in the Executive Branch cannot
obtain adequate information on the subject, there must be an open
Congressional Hearing at which over a hundred witnesses can give
evidence on UFOs.

Greer quoted Eisenhower's last address to the nation, the
admonition to beware of the power of the military/industrial
complex. The disappearance of information that should have been
available to the US Constitutional Government.

There are now over a hundred "Top Secret" witnesses to UFOs who
are coming forward.

The timing for this is because 15 key committees who need to
investigate

Bruce Lindsay, a close associate of the President & Al Gore were
also briefed by Greer.

Clinton's 'Legacy', in 2000, could be full-disclosure.

"We have tracked and shot at 'craft' in space, endangering
national and world security"

See the letter to the President and US Congress.

Visit Bell's site and follow links.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 6

Letter To US President & Congress on ET Related

From: http://www.anagramvideo.com/bassett/ad2.html
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 04:22:56 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 04:22:56 -0500
Subject: Letter To US President & Congress on ET Related

To the President and Congress of the United States
on the Matter of Extraterrestrial Related Phenomena

Mr. President, Honorable Members of the House and Senate:

The individuals identified below call your attention to the
following: after 50 years the policy of government secrecy and
misrepresentation regarding the presence of extraterrestrial life
forms in our world is collapsing. This collapse is occurring due
to the following factors:

1. the expanding mass of evidence for the validity of the
extraterrestrial hypothesis being accumulated by thousands of
researchers and research organizations throughout the world. This
evidence takes the form of extensive personal testimony,
thousands of legitimate photographs, hundreds of hours of
videotape, thousands of archived pilot reports, taped radar
events, scientific analysis of physical traces, government
documents and historical research.

2. a stream of current and former government employees coming
forward publicly or privately with personal accounts of direct
experience with extraterrestrial related phenomena. This
developing witness pool has grown to between 100 and 200 men and
women, many of high rank and station, who are available to
testify within the formal context of a Congressional committee
hearing. Some have spoken publicly and will step forward
immediately. Others will come forward, but have requested waiver
of non-disclosure agreements, subpoena or both.

3. deepening public distrust due to the non-responsive posture by
the government of the United State towards the issue in general -
a posture which has taken the following forms:

 ->failure to formally repond to the published (1997, Pocket
Books) statements of Lt. Col. Philip J. Corso in The Day After
Roswell. Col. Corso is a retired, highly decorated, 21-year Army
officer. He served on Gen. MacArthur's Korean staff and President
Eisenhower's National Security Council, headed the Army's
Department of Research and Development Foreign Technology Desk
and served Senators James Eastland and Strom Thurmond regarding
matters of national security. Col. Corso divulged his involvement
in, among other things, the commercial transfer of technologies
derived from the crashed extraterrestrial craft near Roswell, New
Mexico and the government cover-up of this event since 1947.

->inadequate, poorly supported and illogical public reports made
by the U. S. Air Force attempting to account for accumulating
testimonies by witnesses and witness relatives regarding the
extraterrestrial nature of the 1947 Roswell, New Mexico event.

->failure to properly address anomalous events occurring within
the public airspace - a prime example being the occurance of
lights over Phoenix, Arizona on March 16, 1997 and the subsequent
and well documented responses of the military and political
office holders.

->refusal by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration to
properly address anomalous artifacts present in Viking mission
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photos 35A72 and 70A13, Lunar Orbiter 3 photo 84M, videos from
Shuttle missions STS 48, 80 and other evidence brought to the
NASA's attention by independent researchers after rigorous
analysis.

-> inadequate response to formal and informal inquiries by
elected and appointed officials. Examples include the treatment
of formal requests by Rep. Steven Schiff of New Mexico for
information about the 1947 Roswell, New Mexico crash event, the
treatment of formal requests by City Councilwoman Frances Barwood
for a thorough investigation of the Phoenix, Arizona sightings of
March 13, 1997 and the inadequate response to the informal
inquiries of former Assistant Attorney General Webster Hubbell
and others.

->inability or unwillingness to explain the destruction of
documents such as the 1947 records of phone communications in and
out of Roswell Army Air Base.

->invocation of the national security rationale in extremis in
refusing to address workman's compensation claims relating to the
"Area 51" research facility.

While a number of recent events have prompted this public
statement, one in particular is of grave concern. In a letter
dated 13 November, 1997, Rear Admiral Paul G. Gaffney, II, Chief
of Naval Research, notified John Carlin, Archivist of the United
States, that "The historical record of our nation's scientific
and technological heritage has suffered a serious and irreparable
loss." This letter went on to summarize the improper disposal of
4200 Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) notebooks and 600 cubic feet
of correspondence and technical memoranda dating from the 1930's
to the 1980's. These records covered a range of technological
research, and in the Admiral's words, "constitute the core of
NRL's corporate memory.." Subsequent inquiries by individuals
listed below determined two very disturbing points: 1) classified
material in the hands of government agencies and military
branches can be destroyed without being declassified and made
available for public review and 2) the disposal event occurs by
an act of omission, an agency's non-response to a standard
notification by the National Archives, and not an act of
commission, an agency notifiation to the National Archives to
proceed.

As the government posture of non-disclosure continues to collapse
we are very concerned a "scorched earth" policy may be conducted
by elements of some agencies. There is great risk that documents
of enormous historical importance relating to past events and
evidence of our initial responses to the extraterrestrial
presence in our world will be lost forever. This destruction of
records would take place purely as a matter of personal
convenience to some parties. It would be a tragedy and is not
acceptable.

Whatever the rationale in the past for the posture of
non-disclosure by agencies of the government, it is time for a
radical and public reassessment. The individuals below, who
represent the views of millions around the world, call for the
following:

1. convening of an open Congressional hearing in 1998 wherein
government, military, civilian contract and agency employees
(active and retired) are permitted to give testimony regarding
their personal knowledge of extraterrestrial related events and
evidence, this testimony to be given under immunity by waiver of
any applicable security oath or agreement of non-disclosure.

2. either by Presidential directive or act of Congress, a
moratorium be immediately placed on the destruction of any and
all records pertaining to all agencies of the government involved
in intelligence, research and development and space exploration,
all branches of the military and any other entities which might
logically hold historical documentation bearing upon evidence,
events and government actions in regard to extraterrestrial
related phenomena.

3. agencies of the government will stand down from acts of
intimidation of researchers or potential witnesses,
misinformation, disinformation and comply with legal document
requests.
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We fully understand the seriousness of this issue as well as the
difficult position the government is now in regarding public
disclosure. To emphasize this point, we unanimously extend
support to the granting of full pardon by Presidential directive
or act of Congress to all government employees involved in any
extralegal actions piror to January 1, 1998 in service to the
government's posture on extraterrestrial phenomena.

Astronauts

Edward Thomas - Apollo
Merle Herbet - Apollo
Brian March - Apollo
Gordon Vadim - Mercury

Military - Active and Retired

John R. Doe Army Lt. Col.
John R. Doe Army Lt. Col.
John R. Doe Army Lt. Col.
John R. Doe Army Lt. Col.
John R. Doe Army Lt. Col.
John R. Doe Army Lt. Col.
John R. Doe Army Lt. Col.
John R. Doe Army Lt. Col.
John R. Doe Army Lt. Col.
John R. Doe Army Lt. Col.
John R. Doe Army Lt. Col.
John R. Doe Army Lt. Col.

Agency - Serving and Retired

George L. Cummings EPA
Wyland Moorage CIA
Beverly Stren Dept. of Defense
Joan F. Thompson NASA
Seymore Schwartz Naval Research Labs
Mark R. Teller National Archives
George L. Cummings EPA
Wyland Morgan CIA
Beverly Stren Dept. of Defense
Joan F. Thompson NASA
Seymore Schwartz Naval Research Labs
Mark R. Teller National Archives

Political Office Holders - Past and Present
Steven Sageeant House of Representatives
Gerald Buick President
Jimmy Connors President
Francis Barrington Councilwoman (AZ)
James Stewart U.S. Senate
Mary Wood Sec. of State (FL)

Academics and Researchers
Jefferie Robinson, Ph.D. M.I.T.
Larry Lohns, Ph.D. Rutgers University
Maria Swenson, Ph.D. U. of Maryland
Rebecca M. Jones, LLD Yale Law School
Robert S. Smith, Ph.D. U. of Tennessee
Rober Morgan,  Ph.D. U. of California

Distinguished Citizens
Mark Signer Author
William Fellows Author
Blair Martin Actress
Paul Kingman Author
Susan Merryman Political Activist
Bash Birrbaum Talk Show Host

If you have questions regarding this statement, or you are a
current or former employee of the U. S. Government and wish to
testify before Congress regarding your persoanl experience with
evidence pertaining to extraterrestrial related phenomena, you
may contact one of the following organizations for confidential
assistance:

Paradigm Research Group
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4938 Hampden Lane,
#161
Bethesda, Maryland
20814
301-564-1820
Fax: 301-564-4066
ParadigmRG@aol.com

CSETI
P.O. Box 15401
Asheville, NC
28813
704-274-5671
Fax: 704-274-6766
www.cseti.org

Stargate International
Coalition for Honesty in Government
P.O. Box 85159, Tucson,
AZ 85754
520-882-9544
Fax: 520-882-4907
Stargate@rtd.com

Operation Right to Know
1322 Hamton Lane
Schaumberg, IL
60193
847-605-4167
Fax: 847-534-9508

Enterprise Mission
10131 Coors Rd, NW,
Suite 12-828
Albuquerque, NM 87114
505-771-0761
Fax: 505-771-0820

Citizens Against
UFO Secrecy
P.O. Box 176
Stoneham, MA
02180
860-675-6379
Fax: 860-675-8491

Petitions calling for open Congressional hearings may be
downloaded from the following websites:

http://www.rtd.com/~stargate

http://forums.msn.com/ufo

http://www.anagramvideo.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 6

Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Mon, 5 Jan 1998 23:55:54 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 04:32:31 -0500
Subject: Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!

In a message dated 98-01-05 22:46:58 EST, you write:

>  From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
>  Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 10:54:09 PST
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!?

>  > Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 05:22:16 -0500
>  > To: updates@globalserve.net
>  > From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  > Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!?

>  > From: Robert Gates <RGates8254@aol.com>
>  > Date: Mon, 5 Jan 1998 01:59:44 EST
>  > To: updates@globalserve.net
>  > Subject: Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!?

>  > >  Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 21:07:49 -0500
>  > >  To: "Sensible And Nothing Else UFO Research Into Abductions":;
>  > >  From: Joseph Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>
>  > >  Subject: Dr Jacobs, the Skeptibunker!?

>  > I skimmed Dr. Jacobs new book, having a copy of his earlier and
>  > EXCELLENT volume of history UFO controversery [sic] in America
>   in my  library.

>  > Essentially from what I looked at he is telling stories from
>  > abductee's who describe sexual escapades on a UFO with grays and
>  > also allegedly involving other humans.  Some of the abductees
>  > describe masturbating male abductees, blah, blah. However X-files
>  > fans will be reminded of the last 5 years story line of the hit
>  > tv series....abductions, DNA, alien/human hybrid etc etc.

>  Not exactly the most thoughtful commentary I've ever heard.

I should have made it clear that abduction/DNA/Hybrid accounts do
in fact predate the X-files TV series.

Interestingly enough in an interview several years ago one of the
X-files writers mentioned that he had seen over the internet the
Cooper/Lear/Bennowitz accounts of Dulce/abductions/DNA/hybrids
etc.

Of a similar note was one of the writers of Independence Day
mentioned in an interview about how the current area 51
popularity not to mention the various area 51 stories played into
the writing of the movie.

While you and I would probably agree that these aren't of the
caliber of accounts like Jacobs has compiled, we do see how
script writers are influenced so to speak by what they see and
hear in the media and internet.

Cheers,
Robert
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 6

Re: CORSO

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 00:03:11 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 04:32:39 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

>  Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 03:18:39 +0000
>  From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO

<brevity snip>

>  Corso has indeed writeen a book but you cannoit put questions to
>  a book. If you have questions for Corso then one of the ways to
>  try and get an answer is to put them to him in an open forum such
>  as a conference. I have done this with many people from many
>  different parts of the world and hopefully I will continue to do
>  so.

>  All the best,

>  Philip.

Last I read or heard from the many Corso interviews is that he
claims to have copies of his ARMY reports, hence how he was able
to put in precise and exact quotes in his books.

Perhaps when you ask him over, you could ask him to bring over
and show you and the others copies of *some* of these reports and
documents he used to produce his book.

The ones that were published with the book were a yawn at best.

Cheers,
Robert
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 6

Re: CORSO

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 00:37:57 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 04:31:36 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 03:22:23 +0000
>Fwd Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 21:30:57 -0500
>Subject: Re: CORSO

> I agree entirely with you, but surely one way of putting people
> to the test is to put them on a public platform, listen to what
> they have to say, and then put ones concerns directly to them.
> This is purely my intention when organising such conferences and
> nothing else.

Well, why don't you ask Lt. Col. Corso to bring over a copy of
Gen Trudeaus's autobiography and a couple of Lt Col. Corso's
personal diaries? No photocopies unless he can get them certified
beforehand. Surely, he would be willing to show this evidence.

Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 6

Re: CORSO

From: Dennis <dstacy@texas.net> [Dennis Stacy]
Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 00:46:55 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 04:34:21 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

>Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 03:22:23 +0000
>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO

<Great snip -- and would that we all could!>

>Dear Jerry,

>I agree entirely with you, but surely one way of putting people
>to the test is to put them on a public platform, listen to what
>they have to say, and then put ones concerns directly to them.
>This is purely my intention when organising such conferences and
>nothing else.

>Philip.

OK, so you put your concerns to Corso in a public forum...so
what? Do you actually expect him, in response to a particularly
trenchant question, to whip an official document confirming his
claims out of his briefcase and then hand out copies to the
assembled media for further confirmation?

No, Corso will merely mumble what he has always mumbled and the
British tabloids (I assume the press will be invited) will eat it
up, emblazoning it across their front pages, and credible ufology
-- assuming such a creature still stalks the earth -- will have
suffered in the interval.

By way of comparison/example, how many UFO conferences has Robert
Dean been invited to since he first surfaced in the UFO
community? And at how many of those conferences has he
satisfactorily addressed anyone's concerns, assuming the latter
were present rather than, say, a desire simply to hear more and
more outrageous and totally unsubstantianted UFO claims and
stories?

The fact of the matter is that you can invite Dean to UFO
conferences from now until doomsday or the millennium --
whichever comes first -- and you will not learn one iota of
factual knowledge about the UFO phenomenon. The same is
self-evidently true of Corso.

Besides, if it's color and tall tales you want, why not settle
for Robert Morning Sky, a star "witness" for "Beyond Roswell"? He
could readily regale the audience with stories of seventeen
crashed saucers and Star Elders while nattily adorned in full
Native American regalia, the perfect tabloid photo opportunity if
ever there was one. I suspect he could address any and everyone's
concerns as well.

Dennis
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 6

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Dennis <dstacy@texas.net>
Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 00:46:49 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 04:35:34 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 03:29:03 +0000
>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

<Great snip>

>Count me in on this one. I've not been paid the advance for the
>release of BEYOND ROSWELL in the UK, nor did myself and my
>co-author get paid anything (advance or raoyaltis) for the UK
>edition of Without Consent.

>Philip Mantle.

Philip:

Where was the English language edition of Beyond Roswell first
published, in the US? Did you get paid for that edition? If so,
who sold the rights for the English (UK) edition, you, your
agent, or the American publisher?

As for Without Consent, as I said before, if you don't get paid
the promised or contracted advance, don't deliver the book.

I've just signed a contract with Avon Books in this country for a
UFO title, half of the advance to be paid at the outset, half
upon completion and acceptance of the manuscript, which is
standard procedure. I can assure you, however, that if the first
payment is not made in timely fashion, there will be no final,
completed manuscript to deliver.

If this problem persists, I can only advise that you contact that
Falconer of Finance, His Highness, Peregrine, the Duke of
Mendoza, for the name of a reputable publisher.

Dennis
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 6

Re: CORSO

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 23:34:28 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 11:09:15 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

>Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 03:18:39 +0000
>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO

>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO
>> Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 09:25:40 +0500

>> >Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 08:38:22 +0000
>> >From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO

>> The fact that one makes no money with a book on ufology has
>> already been discussed on the list.  Now, I learn one makes no
>> money with conferences. How does one earn a living in ufology ?
>> Please understand  "earning a living" and "making money" are the
>> same.

>I work for a living and therefore do not earn my living from
>ufology. If my books earn me a few dollars then fine, but if they
>don't, that's fine too. I find organising conferences very
>satisfying and have done so for many years. However, if someone
>would like to pay me to organise one that's ok by me, but if not,
>then I still have my job to help feed the children and pay the
>bills.

I think that it is also inaccurate to make a global statement
that "no one" makes money from ufology, although I find that
nearly all of the researchers I have come in contact with are
either moonlighting as researchers and have "day jobs" or are
retired from an earlier career. Those who do try to make a living
in this field are certainly not getting rich, and anyone getting
a start in the job market today would have a number of better
career paths to follow with a much greater potential for
opportunity and fame.

>> 2. [...]

>> >My aim of any conference is to allow people to put their
>> >information across and then allow those in attendence to decide
>> >whether or not it's bullshit.

>> [...]

>> >What we have to remember in this discipline we call ufology, is
>> >that one mans evidence is another mans (or in your case womans)
>> >bullshit. It is surely not up to me, or others like me, to act as
>> >a censor when organising such conferences.

>> Considering such an open-minded attitude, I fail to understand
>> your verbal fencing with Rebecca. Please consider here that
>> "fencing" is a sport of parry and riposte and open criticism.

>It just seemed to me that Rebecca would have us refuse people the
>right to speak in public just because she does not believe them
>(Corso). It may just be a sport to some people but I just wanted
>to get my point across.
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While I would certainly defend anyone's right to publish whatever
they want (well, okay. . . within reason), the issue that was
raised here is not simply information discrimination (or
suppression).  At what point does UFOlogy draw the line with
regard to the information that it is willing to promote as valid?
I don't disagree with the desire to involve Corso in a
conference to learn more of his claims, but such an invitation
has the impact of lending credence to his claims that may or may
not be deserved. This problem is very complex, and I'm not sure
there is an answer that will satisfy even half of those involved
in this genre, but it is one that needs to be addressed if we
ever hope to achieve greater respectability.

>> 3. [...]

>> >Whether I agree with Corso or not remains to be seen, but as a
>> >socialist I will defend his right to be heard and for those
>> >listening to decide whether or not they believe him.

>> I have trouble understanding that Corso's right to be heard needs
>> to be defended.  I mean, he has already written a book hasn't he ?

>Corso has indeed writeen a book but you cannoit put questions to
>a book. If you have questions for Corso then one of the ways to
>try and get an answer is to put them to him in an open forum such
>as a conference. I have done this with many people from many
>different parts of the world and hopefully I will continue to do
>so.

If you learn anything of interest, I trust you will post it here.
So far, those who have posed questions to Corso have failed to
come up with any information that has proved useful in providing
support for his claims.

Take care,

Steve
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 6

Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!?

From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 09:07:30 -0400
Fwd Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 11:15:25 -0500
Subject: Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!?

> From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 10:54:09 PST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!?

> > Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 05:22:16 -0500
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!?

> > From: Robert Gates <RGates8254@aol.com>
> > Date: Mon, 5 Jan 1998 01:59:44 EST
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: Re: Dr Jacobs, 'The Skepti-bunker'!?

> > >  Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 21:07:49 -0500
> > >  To: "Sensible And Nothing Else UFO Research Into Abductions":;
> > >  From: Joseph Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>
> > >  Subject: Dr Jacobs, the Skeptibunker!?

> > I skimmed Dr. Jacobs new book, having a copy of his earlier and
> > EXCELLENT volume of history UFO controversery [sic] in America
>  in my  library.

> > Essentially from what I looked at he is telling stories from
> > abductee's who describe sexual escapades on a UFO with grays and
> > also allegedly involving other humans.  Some of the abductees
> > describe masturbating male abductees, blah, blah. However X-files
> > fans will be reminded of the last 5 years story line of the hit
> > tv series....abductions, DNA, alien/human hybrid etc etc.

> Not exactly the most thoughtful commentary I've ever heard.

> Jacobs was collecting these sorts of reports before X Files even
> existed.  Moreover, X Files is (as I understand it; I'm not a
> viewer) based on true-life abduction and other close-encounter
> accounts. The commentary above reminds me of the argument
> debunkers still use sometimes: that witnesses report gray-skinned
> humanoids because of Spielberg's Close Encounters of the Third
> Kind, when in fact Spielberg was basing his aliens on what people
> have reported.

> > My first impression is that this book will probably be excerpted
> > by some porno mag soon.  :)

> Somehow I doubt it.  Erotic arousal is not exactly the sensation
> most readers will experiences as they read Jacobs'
> extraordinarily interesting book, which -- whatever one makes of
> it -- deserves better than this sort of facile jokery.

> Cheers,

> Jerry Clark

It appears Mr.Polaniuk is unaware of David's earlier book about
UFO Abductions "A Secret Life"..long after his UFO Controversy
book.

Stan Friedman
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 6

Re: Letter To US President ...

From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 09:49:54 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 11:17:23 -0500
Subject: Re: Letter To US President ...

Regarding the following post ...

> Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 04:22:56 -0500
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Letter To US President & Congress on ET Related
>   Phenomena

> From: http://www.anagramvideo.com/bassett/ad2.html

> To the President and Congress of the United States
> on the Matter of Extraterrestrial Related Phenomena

> Mr. President, Honorable Members of the House and Senate:

> The individuals identified below call your attention to the
> following: after 50 years the policy of government secrecy and
> misrepresentation regarding the presence of extraterrestrial life
> forms in our world is collapsing. ...

<big snip>

> While a number of recent events have prompted this public
> statement, one in particular is of grave concern. In a letter
> dated 13 November, 1997, Rear Admiral Paul G. Gaffney, II, Chief
> of Naval Research, notified John Carlin, Archivist of the United
> States, that "The historical record of our nation's scientific
> and technological heritage has suffered a serious and irreparable
> loss." This letter went on to summarize the improper disposal of
> 4200 Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) notebooks and 600 cubic feet
> of correspondence and technical memoranda dating from the 1930's
> to the 1980's. These records covered a range of technological
> research, and in the Admiral's words, "constitute the core of
> NRL's corporate memory.."

Sounds to me like the good Admiral and/or certain of his
subordinates should be court marshalled, for dereliction of duty
if nothing else. Maybe such proceedings would shed some light on
what's going on, as implicated parties come forward to "save
their ass" by testifying. Assuming that is, that the executive
and legislative branch are actually serious about getting to the
bottom of this bizness.

Just a random thought,

-Brian Cuthbertson
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 6

Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 10:26:56 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 13:23:59 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

Regarding the following two posts ...

Post 1 being ...

> Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 04:20:38 -0500
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Greer Briefed CIA head - Bell Show, O1-05-97

> Very rough notes on a most intriguing broadcast.
> I wanted to get this out. Undoubtedly there will
> be more full information forthcoming.

> Stephen G. Bassett, UFO lobbyist in Washington.
> Richard C. Hoagland
> Stephen Greer, MD
> Edgar Mitchell, former-Astronaut

> Hoagland met with close associates of Clinton after the President
> was stonewalled' on his questions on UFOs.

> Hoagland suggests that is concerted deep entrenched opposition to
> UFO revelations. He proposes that the President still wants to
> know viz his statement in Ireland. ...

and post 2 being ...

> Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 04:22:56 -0500
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Letter To US President & Congress on ET Related
>   Phenomena

> From: http://www.anagramvideo.com/bassett/ad2.html

> To the President and Congress of the United States
> on the Matter of Extraterrestrial Related Phenomena

> Mr. President, Honorable Members of the House and Senate:

> The individuals identified below call your attention to the
> following: after 50 years the policy of government secrecy and
> misrepresentation regarding the presence of extraterrestrial life
> forms in our world is collapsing. This collapse is occurring due
> to the following factors:

<big snip>

> ->invocation of the national security rationale in extremis in
> refusing to address workman's compensation claims relating to the
> "Area 51" research facility.

I would point out that, as I recall from old posts to this
group and/or others, it was president Clinton who signed the
executive order (which must be renewed annually) that exempts
Area 51 from EPA inspection or environmental monitoring.  My
recollection is that it was the gross violation of EPA rules at
Area 51 that led to the disabilities that are the subject of
the workman's comp claims referenced above.
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Hence I'd argue that the president can't have it both ways: He
can't claim to be truely interested in the truth about UFOs (as
per Hoagland above) and the government coverups, while at the
same time helping to prevent access to sites like Area 51 even
for environmental monitoring.  If he's serious about getting to
the bottom of things, all he has to do for starters, is revoke
the pertinent Area 51 executive order, and let the EPA do its job
to protect the workers there who are being injured.

My 2 cents,

-Brian Cuthbertson
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 6

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 07:31:27 +0000
Fwd Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 15:41:21 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 00:46:49 -0600 (CST)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Dennis <dstacy@texas.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to
>   Corso

> >Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 03:29:03 +0000
> >From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> <Great snip>

> >Count me in on this one. I've not been paid the advance for the
> >release of BEYOND ROSWELL in the UK, nor did myself and my
> >co-author get paid anything (advance or raoyaltis) for the UK
> >edition of Without Consent.

> >Philip Mantle.

> Philip:

> Where was the English language edition of Beyond Roswell first
> published, in the US? Did you get paid for that edition? If so,
> who sold the rights for the English (UK) edition, you, your
> agent, or the American publisher?

> As for Without Consent, as I said before, if you don't get paid
> the promised or contracted advance, don't deliver the book.

> I've just signed a contract with Avon Books in this country for a
> UFO title, half of the advance to be paid at the outset, half
> upon completion and acceptance of the manuscript, which is
> standard procedure. I can assure you, however, that if the first
> payment is not made in timely fashion, there will be no final,
> completed manuscript to deliver.

> If this problem persists, I can only advise that you contact that
> Falconer of Finance, His Highness, Peregrine, the Duke of
> Mendoza, for the name of a reputable publisher.

> Dennis

The first issue of BEYOND ROSWELL was published in the USA. We
were paid for the USA/North American rights. Marlowe have a
jhoint agreement with Michael O'Mara in the UK who published it
in Britain and in other parts of the world. It was for the UK
publication that we have not been paid for. As for my first book,
the company went out of business before they paid us. I have
considered legal action in this instance but it would probably
cost me more in legal fees than in the money owed, plus the fact
that I can't be bothered with the hassle either.

All the best,

Philip.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 6

Research Request

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 07:35:02 +0000
Fwd Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 15:42:48 -0500
Subject: Research Request 

Dear colleagues,

I wonder can you help me obtain information on the following areas of UFO
research.

1. UFO LANDING CASES.

2. UFO SIGHTINGS BY YOUNG PEOPLE (under 18).

Any help in obtaining information  on either of these topics
would be greatly appreciated. Confidentiality of any witness
details is guaranteed and credit will be given for any material
published.

Yours Sincerely,

Philip Mantle.
1 Woodhall Drive, Batley, West Yorkshire, England, WF17 7SW. Tele/fax:
01924 444049. E-mail: el51@dial.pipex.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 6

Bill Wanted UFO Probe: Hubbell Book

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 15:57:40 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 15:57:40 -0500
Subject: Bill Wanted UFO Probe: Hubbell Book

From: http://206.15.118.165/112397/1095.htm

The New York Post

NEWS

BILL WANTED UFO PROBE: HUBBELL BOOK

By DEBORAH ORIN

President Clinton was intrigued by UFOs and wanted to know if
they really existed, says a new book by his golfing pal,
disgraced Justice Department official Webb Hubbell.

Hubbell says finding out about UFOs was one of the top priorities
Clinton gave him in sending him over to a job as one of Attorney
General Janet Reno's top deputies.

"' Clinton_ had said, "if I put you over at Justice I want you to
find the answers to two questions for me,'" Hubbell recounts.

"One, who killed JFK. And two, are there UFOs.'

"Clinton_ was dead serious. I had looked into both, but wasn't
satisfied with the answers I was getting," Hubbell adds.

Hubbell describes his failure to find out about JFK and UFOs as a
big regret when he had to resign as associate attorney general
and pleaded guilty to bilking law clients of $482,000.

Whitewater figure Jim McDougal has said Hubbell - who worked
closely with Mrs. Clinton and former White House lawyer Vincent
Foster at Little Rock's Rose law Firm - "knows where the bodies
are buried" on the land deal, but he stays pretty closed-mouthed
in the book "Friends in High Places."

The book touched off a courtroom battle when Whitewater counsel
Ken Starr tried to subpoena early drafts. Starr backed off, and
in any case Hubbell's book insists he can't remember much.

But Hubbell does toss out a tantalizing aside in examining why
Bill Clinton decided against running for president in 1988: a
remark from Hillary that, "We've got to straighten up
Whitewater."

The book portrays Hillary Clinton as an ambitious woman who
dreamed of succeeding her husband as Arkansas governor and paints
Bill Clinton as someone unable to face his wife on whether she
should use his last name or hers.

Hubbell recounts that in 1981, after Clinton got beaten for
re-election as Arkansas governor - a campaign in which his wife's
use of her maiden name, Rodham, was an issue - he asked
Hubbell to press her to change her name.

He quotes Clinton as saying: "She needs to do this ... Webb,
you're her friend. Will you talk to her about it?"
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Hubbell says he did so and Mrs. Clinton agreed - "but I suspect
it hurt for some reasons she's never understood herself."

Later in 1990, Hillary Clinton seriously talked of running to
succeed her husband as Arkansas governor when Bill Clinton seemed
bored with the job, he adds.

"Hillary had actually floated her candidacy past Vince ^Foster_
and me in the event that Bill didn't run," writes Hubbell, then a
law partner of Mrs. Clinton's and Foster's.

"We questioned whether if the reason Bill wasn't running was he
had been in office too long, voters would think they were just
getting the same thing."

Hubbell adds that Mrs. Clinton "talked about how it might
energize a new generation of females in the state, and when she
said that, I knew she was really thinking about it."

Copyright (c) 1997, N.Y.P. Holdings, Inc. All rights reserved.
Reproduction in whole or in part in any form or  medium without
express written permission of the New York Post is prohibited.
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
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CSETI May Have Missed Signals

From: Pat Parrinello <pparri@crossfields.com>
Date: Tue, 6 Jan 98 14:38:24 -0600
Fwd Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 16:14:54 -0500
Subject: CSETI May Have Missed Signals

Subject:     CSETI May Have Missed Signals

Space listeners re-examine Greer signals

      By Bobert Cookeymonster / NewsdayTimeWeekTVGuide

After straining for decades to find hints of intelligent life in
space, astronomers now suspect their big radio receivers have
been tuned in wrong all along.

Recently, research has shown that Greer signals from afar suffer
fading and distortion as they pass through the long reaches of
space. But the systems designed to listen for alien Greer signals
-- called CSETI, or Copycat Search for Extraterrestrial
Intelligence -- were set up under the assumption that any signal
coming from the United Nations would be a continued or repeating
signal.

This could mean the current CSETI programs have already recorded
real messages, without recognizing them, said Congressman Bill
Gates, Alfonze DeAmato and the other guy, all of Texas A&M
University. The politicians' conclusions appeared in a research
report published recently in the Agriculture Journal.

Over the years, CSETI programs have recorded a few intriguing
signals that seemed to meet all the criteria except one, the
report said. The missing criterion was repeatability; the signals
were never detected again, despite intensive listening. So much
for the UN.

Now, the politicians say that a close look shows that the
follow-up observations made on the sources were inadequate --
one-tenth of what was needed in terms of cash. Better
work is needed to distinguish between accidents, including
signals from satellites or radio transmissions from Earth-bound
sources, and genuine messages coming from across the Whitehouse
phone, they said.

Physicist D. Irty Waveguide, director of a CSETI search called
Project Betadine, which uses a big dish-shaped iodine isotope in
Harvard, Mass., said these ideas have already been incorporated
into the automated search system. The computer now conducts 120
follow-ups on each interesting signal that is detected which is
typical for Win95.

And Creamatia Tartar, at the CSETI Institute in Kaviti
California, said her system has already used more sensitive
equipment in Greens Banked, W.Va., to re-observe some of the
interesting spots in the sky detected earlier.

Copyright 1998, The Detroit Edsel News
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 6

Re: Topsy-turvey

From: Terry Blanton <commengr@bellsouth.net>
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 17:04:04 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 17:34:53 -0500
Subject: Re: Topsy-turvey

Hey list,

Just when I thought I had it all figured out, along comes another
book to turn my whole world topsy-turvey.

You see, ever since my mom told me about her and dad's sighting
when I was eight years old, I have been intrigued with UFO's.
For three and one half decades since, I have read everthing I
could regarding the alien agenda.

I thought I had it figured out:

They hollowed out the moon to create our space ark so that when
the sun belched and speweed out deadly radiation causing the
poles to flip and earthquakes and the ice to melt flooding our
little world, we'd have a safe haven.  Then with their multi-mile
long motherships they would spirit us off to the moon to live
inside in comfort until the sun calmed down and the earth was
again inhabitable.

Now I learn that we're all just one big experiment which the
aliens don't think is going too well and they are planning to
intervene.  We're stinking up our mother earth and can't get
along with each other so they're taking a lot of us and a little
bit of them and mixing it all together to make a kinder, gentler
homo sapien reticulus to repopulate the earth like they did when
the homo sapien neanderthalus refused to quit banging each other
over the head with their big sticks.  And the moon is the storage
area for the homo sapien sapien replacements which will be
allowed to die off due to the sun speweeing out deadly radiation
and ebola marbury and HIV viral infections (which they probably
created).

When I was ten, I just wondered if we were food or pets.

I'm tired of being the subject of someone else's agenda.  I want
them to get the hell out of my solar system and leave us alone.
I want to call the intergalactic 911 and tell Gork to get his ass
down here and enforce the Prime Directive.  I have faith in
mankind and think we can solve our own damn problems and don't
think we need any bug-eyed helpers, thank-you.  If we survive and
evolve into a true space-faring race, I want to be able to say,
"I did it my way" and didn't have any help from nobody.  I hope
to God that those SDI dollars *did* go to make particle beam
weapons to blow the little bastards out of the sky.  HEY!  EITHER
GET DOWN HERE AND BE SOCIABLE OR LEAVE!!!  Enough of these
stratospheric peeping toms!

LEAVE US ALONE!

 ,!,,
` _

Rantingly yours,
Terry
"In the words of my generation, 'UP YOURS!'"
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 17:28:28 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 17:37:40 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 10:26:56 -0600 (CST)
>From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>I would point out that, as I recall from old posts to this
>group and/or others, it was president Clinton who signed the
>executive order (which must be renewed annually) that exempts
>Area 51 from EPA inspection or environmental monitoring.  My
>recollection is that it was the gross violation of EPA rules at
>Area 51 that led to the disabilities that are the subject of
>the workman's comp claims referenced above.

>Hence I'd argue that the president can't have it both ways: He
>can't claim to be truely interested in the truth about UFOs (as
>per Hoagland above) and the government coverups, while at the
>same time helping to prevent access to sites like Area 51 even
>for environmental monitoring.  If he's serious about getting to
>the bottom of things, all he has to do for starters, is revoke
>the pertinent Area 51 executive order, and let the EPA do its job
>to protect the workers there who are being injured.

I believe that President Clinton also signed an executive order
that is resulting in a large number of secret files being
declassified, following the proper review process, which further
confuses our perspective of his views.  But the issue of whether
or not Area 51 should be kept highly classified because of
defense interests may or may not be related to the storage of an
Extraterrestrial craft (or two) at the complex.  From the
President's perspective, it may be that his (military and
civilian) advisors have convinced him that the base is still
necessary to maintain National Security.  Unless there is some
specific evidence (hard, not annecdotal) that points to some deep
dark ET secret, it would be difficult to justify opening the base
to civilian authority.

I disagree with his decision to prevent the enforcement of EPA
regulations simply because it is unfair to the workers that have
been affected, and unless actions are taken to handle the toxic
waste differently, it will likely happen again.  As I recall, the
case involved the burning of waste that had been trucked to the
site from California (and no, I don't think they got any permits
to move the material from one state to another).  But a legal
discussion of the chemicals involved could lead to disclosure of
the material that is used in the manufacture of "Stealth"
aircraft, and that what I believe they were afraid of.

I believe that it is possible for the President to have an
interest in getting to the truth regarding the Government's
historic involvement in the UFO issue, and also to find that Area
51 needs to remain secret for the security of the United States.
I think that it's important for workers at the Area 51 site to
understand that in the interest of national security, they are
not protected by civilian law and are all expendable.

Steve Kaeser
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 6

Re: 'Murderous Meteors'

From: Nick Balaskas <nikolaos@YorkU.CA>
Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 17:39:29 -0800 (Pacific Standard Time)
Fwd Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 17:53:59 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Murderous Meteors'

> Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 15:55:46 -0800
> From: Kenny Young <task@fuse.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: MURDEROUS METEORS

Hi Errol and Kenny,

I have finished going through nearly 3 weeks of my e-mail
messages deleting much of the follow up comments to make
things much more manageable.  Having not read all the
UFO UpDates, which I nearly always do, my comments below
to the Murderous Meteors message may be similar to others.

<snip>

> Bogota's El Espectador newspaper quoted witnesses, including
> the children's father and local firefighters, as saying
> "fireballs" had been spotted raining down from the sky in the
> impoverished area of Huila province where the children died in
> the house fire on Sunday evening.

When did the father and firefighters see the fireballs?
If it was after the children died in the fire, then the
two sychronous events may be unrelated.

Some large meteors have been observed to break up into
multiple fireballs and re-entering spacecraft burning up
in the atmosphere can also produce many fireball like
objects like those reported in N.W. USA recently.

> The children, all under six, were alone in their ramshackle
> house when the fire broke out and authorities initially
> suspected a candle or electrical short circuit.
>
> But Capt. Carlos Augusto Rojas of the fire department in
> Pitalito, a town three miles from the village where the fire
> occurred, said the house had no electricity and other possible
> causes of the blaze -- including a candle or gas lamp -- had
> been ruled out.

How could a fire start when there were no sources for
a fire?  Meteorites (i.e. rocks) would not likely have
been the source of the fire since they are often COLD
to the touch by the time they reach the Earth's surface.
Some freshly fallen meteorites have been reported to be
covered in frost when recovered immediately after their
fall to the Earth.

> Speaking in an interview with the Radionet all-news radio
> program, Rojas said he saw three distant fireballs in the sky
> when he arrived to fight the blaze.
>
> He said no evidence of a meteorite had been found inside the
> house where the children were killed in their sleep.
>
> But he said a hole, measuring about 10 inches in diameter, was
> discovered in the zinc roof of the house, along with traces of
> a sulphur-like substance that was being studied in a local
> laboratory.
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The children lived in a "ramshackle house" in an
"improvished area".  It would not be unusual if
there were large holes in the roof or walls of their
house before the fire.

How can no meteorite be found with a hole that big
especially when they believed a meteor was the cause?

Sulphur?  Sounds like the fire was deliberately set
to me.

> The hole in the roof had been punched from the outside, Rojas
> said, adding that everything seemed to indicate the children
> were the unwitting victims of a meteorite.

I am not convinced.  Nick

> End of article

<snip>
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Re: Free John Ford [Alfred's Odd Ode #211]

From: nld1@ix.netcom.com [Nancy Davidson]
Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 17:00:07 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 08:47:51 -0500
Subject: Re: Free John Ford [Alfred's Odd Ode #211]

On 01/03/98 12:26:13 you wrote:

>Date: Sat, 03 Jan 1998 07:40:44 -0600
>From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Alfred's Odd Ode #211

>Apology to MW #211 (For January 3, 1998)

>Write it off as wallowing in my own naivet=E9. I was hoping that
>the righteous motes were here. But there's none of what I'm
>looking for I'd really likely find; what's real's likely way
>beyond what's queer.  Likely way beyond experience, and shot from
>different guns, the weave of things addresses what we're not. And
>it shows up in the actions of the ones that stake their claim on
>this puzzle they're not seeing we've all got.

>It's everybody's puzzle and we all should get an answer to the
>mystery that lies, and cheats and teases. The ones that do
>research are the ones so often hurt by the 'one' that's always
>done just what he pleases. Remember, please, John Ford, and
>consider his confinement as a black mark on the labor some
>perform.

>"=85Into UFO research? Then you might be like that jerk, the
>'flying saucer killer' ol' John Ford."

>Let 'the man' grind down on _him_ without a single peep from you,
>and the deed is quicker done on you and me! If they cap off
>Johnny Ford they have drawn a stealthy sword and they slash at
>any chance that we'd be free.

>Some of us are wolves that prowl a land we think we own, and are
>pissing on its corners, stems, and twigs. It is vaulting over
>tick turds and distracting from the search, and attracting like a
>swine farm full of pigs.

>The *glee* that we're displaying when we're catching people human
>is a game the meanest children always play. And it's children
>we're revealing when engaged in doubtful dealing that the field's
>been evolved to, hard to say!

>But suffer single take downs, at your peril, with indifference.
>It won't be long they've made their way to you. Where's salvation
>coming from, when you're the one that needs it! John Ford is
>going down, dear list, obscene, unjust -- but true.

>   Lehmberg@snowhill.com

>Why should Ufologists be any better than, say, lawyers? And the
>answer is I'm loath to associate myself with lawyers, and would
>prefer the company of those that _might_ see beyond our
>conspiring cultural pale -- past the tiny fractions of perception
>offered up by shallow inadequate senses =85 a more efficacious
>appreciation for what many of us presently perceive as unjustly
>applied and conveniently interpreted reality. I would prefer the
>company of Ufologists even if I knew most of them were lying to
>me, as I know ALL the lawyers are lying to me. Christ! That
>sounded an awful lot like I said ufologists are ethically and
>morally superior to lawyers! Somebody STOP me!
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>Come on! Brothers and sisters, ladies and gentlemen, boys and
>girls -- fellow motes -- come together on this thing!

>Bug the networks! Write some E-mail; send a letter. There are
>_many_ in this community that could step on a short fused truth
>somewhere and be the subject of these same *special* attentions
>suffered by John Ford. John Ford may be wrong; John Ford may be
>obsessed -- John Ford may get up yer butt so far you can feel his
>boot toes burrowing into the insteps of your knees -- but that
>doesn't make him a murderer!

>Additionally, there is a handful of people close to John Ford
>(people who know the particulars) who will stand right up for
>him. Is it not more logical to fall in with them, whatever the
>outcome, than take the _word_ of the institution (the Suffolk
>county machine) that Ford was so stridently critical of? John
>Ford, an individual, was publicly AFTER the *machine* that
>brought him down -- now that STINKS, friends and neighbors,
>stinks like a moldy latrine door on a tuna boat!

>And not to single anyone out, but where is a similar (however
>petulant) outrage (recently displayed) for even more outrageous
>and unethical behaviors committed by (un-admitted) enemies of an
>honest truth you profess an interest in uncovering? One of your
>own's buried alive in an arbitrary hole, the victim of very
>questionable and bizarre circumstances, while you argue tired
>signatures, and absolutist ethical ideals -- ideals conveniently
>applied many times, I observe, or most here don't stretch their
>position (however slightly) by omission of non supporting data.
>No one holds the ground more ethical than the other, and then is
>able to sneer from those imagined battlements refined criticisms
>that enrage, impugn, and inflame the obstinate, even wrong,
>retort. Nothing gained there!

>It seems to me there are bigger fish to fry. It also seems to me
>that one of the chakra (sp?) junctures of ufological significance
>might be right at the point that keeps John Ford from the light
>of day! Getting to the bottom of the John Ford imbroglio,
>whatever the outcome, could be a watershed of illuminating
>information!

>But, maybe we don't want any answers!  Maybe we're just
>interested in pissing in the corners of something we pretend to
>own, and making feathered displays at those that transgress our
>imagined borders. *Inconveniently*, while we spout, strut and
>preen, there are those that languish, likely unjustly.
>Finally, freeing John Ford may be a prodigious step taken in the
>direction of freeing ourselves from this worrying
>irresponsibility of doing nothing at all to relieve a threat on
>our _own_ persons. Consider _that_!

>Free John Ford.

Hi:  I find your poems very interesting especially the one about
John Ford and his plight with the government.  Can you tell me
why he is being picked on unlike the other UFO researchers.  Also
keep us posted on the development of his case.

Thanks

Nancy Davidson
Chicago, Illinois
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Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 19:01:45 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 08:50:49 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>  Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 10:26:56 -0600 (CST)
>  From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>  Regarding the following two posts ...

>  Post 1 being ...

>  > Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 04:20:38 -0500
>  > To: updates@globalserve.net
>  > From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  > Subject: UFO UpDate: Greer Briefed CIA head - Bell Show, O1-05-97

>  > Very rough notes on a most intriguing broadcast.
>  > I wanted to get this out. Undoubtedly there will
>  > be more full information forthcoming.

>  > Stephen G. Bassett, UFO lobbyist in Washington.
>  > Richard C. Hoagland
>  > Stephen Greer, MD
>  > Edgar Mitchell, former-Astronaut

>  > Hoagland met with close associates of Clinton after the President
>  > was stonewalled' on his questions on UFOs.

>  > Hoagland suggests that is concerted deep entrenched opposition to
>  > UFO revelations. He proposes that the President still wants to
>  > know viz his statement in Ireland. ...

<post 2 snip>

>  Hence I'd argue that the president can't have it both ways: He
>  can't claim to be truely interested in the truth about UFOs (as
>  per Hoagland above) and the government coverups, while at the
>  same time helping to prevent access to sites like Area 51 even
>  for environmental monitoring.  If he's serious about getting to
>  the bottom of things, all he has to do for starters, is revoke
>  the pertinent Area 51 executive order, and let the EPA do its job
>  to protect the workers there who are being injured.

>  My 2 cents,

>  -Brian Cuthbertson

As I recall  it was Richard "Hoaxland" Hoagland that was
unloading all of the predictions of pathfinder finding life on
Mars last July, with July 26th being the end all drop dead date.

Nothing happened but that doesn't stop good ole Richard, just
move on to the next story.

Cheers,
Robert
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Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

From: natural.state@erols.com [Melanie Mecca]
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 19:53:54 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 08:52:46 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

> Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 10:26:56 -0600 (CST)
> From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>> <big snip>
>
> > ->invocation of the national security rationale in extremis in
> > refusing to address workman's compensation claims relating to the
> > "Area 51" research facility.

> I would point out that, as I recall from old posts to this
> group and/or others, it was president Clinton who signed the
> executive order (which must be renewed annually) that exempts
> Area 51 from EPA inspection or environmental monitoring.  My
> recollection is that it was the gross violation of EPA rules at
> Area 51 that led to the disabilities that are the subject of
> the workman's comp claims referenced above.

> Hence I'd argue that the president can't have it both ways: He
> can't claim to be truely interested in the truth about UFOs (as
> per Hoagland above) and the government coverups, while at the
> same time helping to prevent access to sites like Area 51 even
> for environmental monitoring.  If he's serious about getting to
> the bottom of things, all he has to do for starters, is revoke
> the pertinent Area 51 executive order, and let the EPA do its job
> to protect the workers there who are being injured.

Brian - I agree fully - there was a very long, very sad feature
article on this situation in the Washington Post this summer -
look it up on their archive site - actually, I'm amazed that they
published it, photos included.  It certainly brought Clinton (and
all of his relations and predecessors, I might add!!!!)

It doesn't exist - it's killing people, but it doesn't exist, so
they can't get any compensation for their illness and their heirs
cannot benefit from a legacy, but it's the government, so it must
be for our best interest, otherwise the government wouldn't do
that, and national security means that no matter what the
government admits or denies, we should put our hands on our
hearts and buy it lock,stock, and barrel...... the 1984 aspect of
our present social/political reality, or is it Animal Farm - the
"doublethink" that we US citizens are dumb enough to constantly
practice.  Will we ever stop???

Melanie
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Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 00:30:35 +0100
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 08:55:08 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

> Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 10:26:56 -0600 (CST)
> From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

> Regarding the following two posts ...

> Post 1 being ...

> > Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 04:20:38 -0500
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: UFO UpDate: Greer Briefed CIA head - Bell Show, O1-05-97

> > Very rough notes on a most intriguing broadcast.
> > I wanted to get this out. Undoubtedly there will
> > be more full information forthcoming.

> > Stephen G. Bassett, UFO lobbyist in Washington.
> > Richard C. Hoagland
> > Stephen Greer, MD
> > Edgar Mitchell, former-Astronaut

> > Hoagland met with close associates of Clinton after the President
> > was stonewalled' on his questions on UFOs.

> > Hoagland suggests that is concerted deep entrenched opposition to
> > UFO revelations. He proposes that the President still wants to
> > know viz his statement in Ireland. ...

> and post 2 being ...

> > Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 04:22:56 -0500
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: UFO UpDate: Letter To US President & Congress on ET Related
> >   Phenomena

> > From: http://www.anagramvideo.com/bassett/ad2.html

> > To the President and Congress of the United States
> > on the Matter of Extraterrestrial Related Phenomena

> > Mr. President, Honorable Members of the House and Senate:

> > The individuals identified below call your attention to the
> > following: after 50 years the policy of government secrecy and
> > misrepresentation regarding the presence of extraterrestrial life
> > forms in our world is collapsing. This collapse is occurring due
> > to the following factors:

> <big snip>

> > ->invocation of the national security rationale in extremis in
> > refusing to address workman's compensation claims relating to the
> > "Area 51" research facility.

> I would point out that, as I recall from old posts to this
> group and/or others, it was president Clinton who signed the
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> executive order (which must be renewed annually) that exempts
> Area 51 from EPA inspection or environmental monitoring.  My
> recollection is that it was the gross violation of EPA rules at
> Area 51 that led to the disabilities that are the subject of
> the workman's comp claims referenced above.

> Hence I'd argue that the president can't have it both ways: He
> can't claim to be truely interested in the truth about UFOs (as
> per Hoagland above) and the government coverups, while at the
> same time helping to prevent access to sites like Area 51 even
> for environmental monitoring.  If he's serious about getting to
> the bottom of things, all he has to do for starters, is revoke
> the pertinent Area 51 executive order, and let the EPA do its job
> to protect the workers there who are being injured.

> My 2 cents,

> -Brian Cuthbertson

An important point Brian. But consider this. Area 51 is and has
been for 40 or 50 years, the United State's and possibly other
country's primary test site for top secret military aircraft,
which Clinton and many other presidents before him would know
about. At least as much as his military were willing to tell him
about. Nonetheless the President is going to operate under
National Security guidelines as is his duty, to protect military
projects that ultimately will serve to protect the security of
the United States and to some degree its allies. Hence the
procurement of the extra land in violation of any moral reasons
for protecting the wildlife and nature of those desert regions.

If there were deep black research/operations/testing going on
there, what better place to do it. You are hiding it in plain
sight with the best security in the world to protect it with the
excuse, and it's a damn good one, that top secret testing of
military aircraft/hardware is going on there. The Prez doesn't
have to know about it. Most of the people working there probably
don't know it. You just move it a mile or so down the desert.
Perfect.

Remember, deadly force is authorized within those precincts.

My two cents.

Don Ledger
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Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

From: Whitewolf <witewolf@neptune.on.ca> [Paul Whitewolf]
Date: Tue, 6 Jan 98 21:43:37 -0000
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 09:01:42 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

She-ko (hello) Errol and list;

>Subject:     UFO UpDate: Greer Briefed CIA head - Bell Show, O1-05-97
>Sent:        1/6/98 9:19 AM
>Received:    1/6/98 7:52 AM
>From:        UFO UpDates - Toronto, updates@globalserve.net
>To:          Errol Bruce-Knapp, updates@globalserve.net

Errol wrote:

<snip>

>The Director
>had seen a UFO in the past. He knew that something was very wrong
>with not being able, as the CIA's Director, to get any
>information on UFOs. The Director held his head in his hands,
>uttering "Oh my God" as the implications of UFOs were brought
>home to him.

<snip

>"We have tracked and shot at 'craft' in space, endangering
>national and world security"

>See the letter to the President and US Congress.

>Visit Bell's site and follow links.

>ebk

Dear Errol,

Thank you for taking the time amidst monitoring the list to take
notes from the show and forward them to your list.

The two paragraphs noted above, do you know who said them and
what evidence they had to back them up with?

Perhaps we should equally consider that if indeed the Director
did react in the above manner, he may have as easily been intentionally
insincere as sincere. (bad english I know - Duke don't chastise me).

Sincerely,
Paul.

"If you can't laugh at yourself, you might be missing the joke of the
century."

...Dame Edna, 1997.
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Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #212 [Free John Ford]

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 06:06:03 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 09:08:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #212 [Free John Ford]

Apology to MW #212 (For January 7, 1998)

For a moment the clouds were an unsullied white, the shadows
lessor brightness, and a scent to the Earth promised one more
rebirth, a scent much too early to suit former rightness. The ebb
and the flow of the smells of the colors, speak to an arduous
time, we discover. The physical's mystical, impeachable --
statistical; it moves with a talent, its own, egotistical. The
birds fly in twos all a' squabble, involved -- What's real for
them is the *stuff*. On the strength of mere genes they don't
find it obscene to play with their feelings enough.

The sky wears a veil, the deepest of blues, and the clouds in the
air are like harp strings. They sound the deep chords that the
whales have heard, and they're hearing it now as it shrieks and
it sings. A song of the earth that has watched come and go all
the races of life truly more than we know. A song with its treble
so deep in your bass it's as over your head as it's up in your
face!

This is the world we believe *understood*. This is the world that
we're told is not *good*. This is the planet we sully in
ignorance, this is a planet we keep in belligerence. This is a
planet infested with parasite; ignorant beasts with an odorous
might. Short in its memory, even shorter in mind, it's made to
pervade all the life it can find.

Call me crazy, lacking relevance -- but there's weird stuff in
our skies that the man would tear your eye from. He distracts, I
wonder why? Whenever this has happened, from our dimmest hoary
past, then there's something that he's hiding; we always find out
at the last. Like it's fossil fuels that keeps him with your neck
beneath his soot, so forget about *new* batteries, he'd rather
keep you in under foot.  If the corporate boys at burger king, in
need of fresh dwellings (to live like old kings) =85 millions will
starve, then, to feed all the beef that are burgers and fries for
your Friday night's *treat*.

These are the guys who clutter the temples they've built from the
sweat of your brow. These are the guys who've hid away secrets
uncovered at last, about now.
These are the guys that can look in their skies and *know* that
they're God's favorite. These are the guys that are living their
lives real grand 'cause they don't have to pay for it. These are
the guys, I entreat, I implore, =85 these are those threatened by
our own Johnny Ford.

And the veiled sky gives no warning of a coming time of strife
for those that think him rabble, bet your money, bet your life.
John Ford is not a charlatan; he's a straight up man instead, and
in truth he's lost most everything =85

I'd be wishing I was dead.

Lehmberg@snowhill.com

"Heat a frog in water=85" (#185)

They miscalculated with John -- John started to hop before the
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water got hot -- they _had_ to spank him. It's what you can do
when you have no conscience, are conflicted by a misunderstood
Machiavelli, and at the receiving end of largesse you become
accustomed to as a _right_.

But it ain't _right_ -- bunky!

You just don't get to live in a manner enjoyed by the *nobility*
when there is just one person you have to destroy to maintain
your *life-style*. Who pays so _you_ can play?

Living a lie takes its toll. Unappreciated tolls include driving
away those that are suggested by Dr. Drake's shocking, but
illuminating equation. It makes us suspect and repellant,
unworthy of the tiniest elevation by "those that are suggested."
Finally, it will lead to an eventual despair as we are reviled
and left alone to stew in our own toxic and self inflicted
juices. We won't be ALLOWED off planet! Hell on Earth <sarcastic
circuitry meltdown narrowly averted> at last! Bother said Pooh =85
they may even steer a big asteroid down the throat of our greedy
gravity well just to put out our misery=85

Free John Ford!

--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake, and hearing the old song of ancient travail.
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'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 23:39:54 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 09:18:17 -0500
Subject: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

There's been some talk here about David Jacobs's new book, the
one with the troubled yellow-green cover and the lurid title.
Yes, it's really called "The Threat," meaning of course the alien
threat, and I thought I might describe it more or less
objectively, before the sniping at it gets too confusing.

The first thing to understand is that this is a sequel, of sorts,
to Dave's earlier book, "Secret Life." If you've read "Secret
Life," you're not going to find "The Threat" all that remarkable.
That doesn't mean you'll necessarily agree with what it says, but
at least you won't be surprised. The premise of "Secret Life" is
that if we carefully put together everything abductees say under
hypnosis, we can get a clear idea of what the alien abductors do.
There's a crucial detail somewhat buried here about the nature of
the hypnosis -- we have to ask the right questions. (More on that
later.) And our list of alien behaviors has to include only
things we've heard independently from more than one abductee.

But given those cautions, Dave says, there doesn't have to be any
mystery about what the aliens are up to. In "Secret Life" he
meticulously collates abductee accounts, and gives detailed
descriptions of what the aliens look like, and what they do. To
anyone who thinks abductions are nonsense, this book has to be
the greatest nonsense of all (or at least the greatest nonsense
till "The Threat") because Dave writes with real certainty. He
couldn't sound more factual if he were describing some tribe on a
Pacific island, or some of his neighbors, whom he didn't know
well but had been observing for quite a long time. In a world
where abductions aren't accepted as reality, even by many UFO
researchers, this is obviously problematic. I thought it was
brave, though, and necessary, in the sense that someone HAD to do
it. Someone who thought abductions are real had to sit down and
say, in effect, "OK, let's figure out exactly what's going on
here."

Now Dave has gone further. In "The Threat," he tells us what it
all means. And, as he says right up front, he doesn't like it.
The story, in brief, is simply this. In "Secret Life" we learned
that the aliens use us to breed hybrids, partly us and partly
them. (Budd Hopkins has been saying that, too, of course.) Now,
in "The Threat," we learn that breeding hybrids is the purpose of
the alien plan, that the aliens have now bred several generations
of them, that they intend to land and take over, replacing us
with a hybrid population, and that this is going to happen soon,
or at least relatively soon, maybe in a few years but certainly
within a generation or two.

I suppose, for many of us, this will sound like even worse
nonsense than "Secret Life," but we ought to understand that it's
based on the same premise. Abductees, Dave is saying, tell us
details about their abductions. If we listen long enough, we can
figure it out. We can amass so much data that eventually we'll
know exactly what's going on. And really, now -- is that
unreasonable? Assuming that abductions are genuine (quite a
stretch for some of us, I know), and that we really have accurate
data about what's going on (which I know is another stretch), why
couldn't we tear aside the alien veil, and figure out the truth?
Again, I think Dave is doing something brave, and also necessary.
Any of us are free to disagree with his conclusions, or with his
way of working, but we ought to be grateful for what he's done.
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If abductions really are going on, somebody had better figure out
what they mean for the human race, and Dave is the first one
outside the new age camp who's taken a systematic stab at that.
We're free to disagree with what he comes up with, but we
shouldn't damn him for trying.

Along the way, he comes up with some fascinating details. To
anyone who doesn't buy the Hopkins/Jacobs abduction accounts,
these may not mean much, but for anyone who's followed the story
with even mild interest, Dave fills in a few gaps. Take, for
instance, the business of aliens forcing abductees to have sex
with each other. Why do that, if their goal is to breed hybrid
babies? But in "The Threat" we read that, when they force
abductees to have sex, they force the man to withdraw before he
ejaculates, so they can catch his sperm. The sex between
abductees only happens, Dave now says, when the aliens can't get
a male abductee to ejaculate any other way.

The passages about hybrids are fascinating, too. The hybrids,
being partly human -- or, in the most recent hybrid generations,
mostly human -- have human emotions. They get bored on the
aliens' ships, doing the aliens' work. One of them, speaking to
an abductee, compared himself to a robot. (I wonder -- should
Dave be reporting that if he has only one source for the remark?)
Some of them tattle on the aliens, revealing formerly secret
details to abductees. (This, in fact, is how Dave got the data
that tells him the aliens' ultimate goals.)

Sometimes the hybrids fall in love with their human partners, or,
as they put it, in alien-speak, with their "projects." Sometimes,
though, they get abusive, the result, Dave says, of frustration,
sexual and otherwise. "The Threat" has lurid passages about male
hybrid abuse of female abductees, strongly X-rated stuff,
involving rape and beatings.

The hybrids walk among us, by the way, though apparently they
don't live among us yet. Sometimes they're given a few hours to
wander around in one of our cities, where they meet their
"projects" for impromptu dates, and ask questions about things
they see humans doing.

There's a hierarchy among the aliens. Anyone who's read the
standard Budd-and-Dave abduction stories knows about the small
and big aliens, with the small ones doing the grunt work and the
big ones supervising. But above the tall aliens are high-ranking
insectoid alien officers, who give the ultimate orders. Below the
tall aliens, but apparently above the little ones, rank the
hybrids. When eventually the aliens take over earth, the
hierarchy will run like this: insectoids, then tall grays, then
hybrids, next abductees, and, way down on the bottom, the rest of
humanity, who may be kept in special preserves as breeding stock
in case the hybrid program goes sour. (Which sounds as if most
non-abductees are going to be killed or otherwise removed from
the scene, unless these preserves encompass most of the planet.
But Dave doesn't say anything about that.)

So much for the major revelations. The book also has something
else that's new -- a long, thorough chapter on Dave's way of
working, the longest discussion I've yet seen in print from any
abduction researcher about issues like confabulation under
hypnosis, and the danger of asking leading questions. Nobody,
from now on, will be able to accuse Dave of not knowing about
these things, or not having thought long and hard about how to
deal with them. You might disagree with his conclusions, as I've
said repeatedly here, but you'll understand much more about how
he reaches them. For the first time, too, at least in print, he
takes issue -- in great, careful detail -- with John Mack and
other abduction researchers who believe the aliens are
benevolent. All these researchers, including Mack, are named.
(Dave, by the way, doesn't rule out alien benevolence. He's
willing to concede that the alien plan might be in our best
interest. He just doesn't see any evidence that this is so.)

But now we come to the biggest challenges -- and the biggest
problems -- in the book. I said earlier that, in Dave's view, you
have to ask the right questions to get accurate results when you
question abductees under hypnosis. This is something he and Budd
Hopkins have both maintained for many years, but this is the
first time I've seen their ideas explained in such detail in
print.
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Dave calls his approach "competent hypnosis." If you hypnotize
abductees and don't do it competently, he says, your results will
be worthless. You'll fall into a web of confabulation and
fantasies, with no way to separate them from the true alien
reality. To avoid this, you can't take literally what abductees
say, especially at the beginning of a hypnosis session. You have
to question them carefully, to distinguish fact from fiction.

Here, obviously, we have big potential trouble. Because if
abductees -- their minds clouded by the aliens -- don't
accurately report what happens to them, abduction investigators
have to set them straight. But what's to prevent abduction
investigators from substituting ideas of their own?

Dave, to his credit, meets this objection head on. I think even
his opponents should consider very carefully what he's saying. To
give one simple example, he says that abductees sometimes say
they meet very tall aliens, much taller than they are. What an
investigator has to do, he explains, is calmly question abductees
about where they are when they see these alien giants. Without
asking any leading questions, just establish the scene.
Invariably, he maintains, the abductees who describe giant aliens
are lying down when they see them. They're lying on the aliens'
notorious cold metal examination table, looking up at aliens who
are standing around them. So the aliens aren't tall at all. The
abductees were making an honest mistake.

Multiply this example by every detail of an abduction account,
and you'll have an idea of Dave's method, which is Budd
Hopkins's, too. This draws a strong line between them and, let's
say, Kevin Randle, who in his new book on reported alien
encounters says that the 150 abductees he's interviewed say
they've seen a wider variety of alien types than Budd and Dave
report. Dave, I think, would reply that the abductees aren't
remembering correctly, and that Kevin is wrong to take their
accounts at face value.

Budd has a story he likes to tell to illustrate this. An
abductee, he says, once said she was driving at night and had to
stop because an owl was in the road. The owl, she said, was
staring at her over the hood of her car. This owl, of course,
would have been four or five feet tall, taller than any owl in
recorded history. Under further questioning, Budd says, the owl
turned out not to be an owl at all but (of course) an alien.

Dave's book, more clearly than anything else I've seen, asks us
to consider the validity of these techniques. Assuming for the
moment that abductees have real experiences, is it true that they
don't describe them accurately? Is it true that "competent
hypnosis," as practiced by Budd and Dave, can sort out the truth,
and that any investigators who don't practice it are missing the
boat?

This isn't unreasonable, especially since it's generally accepted
(by those who accept abductions at all) that abductions take
place in an altered state of consciousness. In my view, we have
to examine Dave's method (and try to decide if it's valid) before
we can criticize his results.

Though even if we accept his method, there's one thing about the
book that I don't understand. He seems to base his most
far-reaching conclusions on reports from just a handful of
abductees -- a dozen or so, with the bulk of the testimony coming
from even fewer.

Has he chosen these as representative accounts, or are they his
only witnesses? Have many more abductees told him about romantic
and abusive hybrids, about hybrids who complain about their
alien-inspired work, about the aliens' ultimate plans, and about
the approaching end of the alien operation? Unless I missed
something, Dave doesn't say -- and if these are the only
abductees who've told him the things he reports here, then he's
gone much further out on a limb than I'd like to think.

Greg Sandow
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Re: Free John Ford [Alfred's Odd Ode #211]

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 08:43:54 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 10:01:23 -0500
Subject: Re: Free John Ford [Alfred's Odd Ode #211]

> From: nld1@ix.netcom.com [Nancy Davidson]
> Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 17:00:07 -0600 (CST)
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Free John Ford [Alfred's Odd Ode #211]

> On 01/03/98 12:26:13 you wrote:

> >Date: Sat, 03 Jan 1998 07:40:44 -0600
> >From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Alfred's Odd Ode #211

> >Apology to MW #211 (For January 3, 1998)

> <poem snippage>

> Hi:  I find your poems very interesting especially the one about
> John Ford and his plight with the government.  Can you tell me
> why he is being picked on unlike the other UFO researchers.  Also
> keep us posted on the development of his case.

> Thanks

> Nancy Davidson
> Chicago, Illinois

Well yeah -- but believe me, you want look at this yourself. Ask
a search engine about John Ford (not the movie guy) and LIUFON,
and see that something's afoot, and it don't come off the shoes
easily <g>! Don't ask _me_ to fill you in on John Ford. Ask ABC
CBS NBC CNN MSNBC FOX, I'm thinking about sending some mail to
M&M's!!!

And HURRY!!! You'd want John to hurry if it was _you_ lanquishing
in demeaning, uncomfortable, and unjust confinement! Hurry like
it was you -- because it could be!

Free John Ford!

Lehmberg@snowhill.com
--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake, and being _forced_ to melt in the hand when he
could have melted in the mind.
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: CFQ 2 <CFQ2@aol.com> [Charles F. Quinn Jr.]
Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 12:36:59 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 15:24:33 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
>To: "UFO Updates (E-mail)" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: The Threat
>Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 23:39:54 -0500

on Tuesday 06 Jan. 1998 Greg Sandow wrote, in part...

>There's been a lot of talk about David Jacobs new book
>the one with the troubled yellow-green cover and the
>lurid title. Yes it is really called the "THREAT", meaning of
>course the alien threat.....

>for the first time, too, at least in print, he takes issue - - --
>in great detail with John Mack and other abduction researchers
>who believe that the aliens are benevolent...

>Though even if we accept his method, there's one thing about the
>book that I don't understand. He seems to base his most far-reaching
>conclusions on reports from just a handful of abductees- - -
> a dozen or so......."

That's one of the problems with Dr.(???) David Jacobs. Unlike
John Mack, he is very short on real credentials. John Mack is an
M.D., Chairman of the Department of Psychiatry at Harvard Medical
School, who embarked upon his nationwide research into the
abduction phenomenon on a grant of One half a Million Dollars
from Lawrence Rockefeller. His book ABDUCTION--- 33 weeks on the
New York Times bestseller list- -- was a very scientific research
effort, which neither negated nor asserted the validity of the
abduction phenomenon. He only speculated, that, in his opinion,
the people were NOT FABRICATING THEIR EXPERIENCES. Jacobs is not
an M.D., not even a D.O. He does not have a PH.D in Psychology.
His PH.D is in history and he teaches at Temple University in
Philadelphia. He is not a hypnotist nor qualified by training in
the fields of behavioral science to reach ANY CONCLUSIONS. I
questioned him in Springfield Ohio in September of 1997 and he
admitted that he personally only spoke to about a dozen
abductees. His conclusions, couched in book form, are better
suited to a Hollywood movie than reasoned research in this field
and he has a brazen nerve to question any thing that DOCTOR (real
doctor) John Mack has done.
CFQ2@aol.com
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: Terry Blanton <commengr@bellsouth.net>
Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 11:29:22 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 15:32:40 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

Greg Sandow wrote:

> From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
> To: "UFO Updates (E-mail)" <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: The Threat
> Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 23:39:54 -0500

> There's been some talk here about David Jacobs's new book, the
> one with the troubled yellow-green cover and the lurid title.
> Yes, it's really called "The Threat," meaning of course the alien
> threat, and I thought I might describe it more or less
> objectively, before the sniping at it gets too confusing.

<snip>

> Has he chosen these as representative accounts, or are they his
> only witnesses? Have many more abductees told him about romantic
> and abusive hybrids, about hybrids who complain about their
> alien-inspired work, about the aliens' ultimate plans, and about
> the approaching end of the alien operation? Unless I missed
> something, Dave doesn't say -- and if these are the only
> abductees who've told him the things he reports here, then he's
> gone much further out on a limb than I'd like to think.

Excellent analysis, Greg.  And even better questions.  Methinks
that Jacobs suffers from a myopia which often affects researchers
of all types, including those studying cold fusion.  Many learned
people have developed quite good theories on why cold fusion
works as long as they restrict their explanation to a subset of
the data.  The generation of excess heat alone could be explained
by variations on those laws which govern hot fusion; however,
when elemental transmutations appeared, many of those theories
fell to the wayside.

Such is the same with alien visitation.  Our own experiments with
genetic manipulation serve as the basis for Jacobs' theory.  One
cannot fault him here because he is following the dictum of
Ockham's Razor. However, he has restricted his view to a very
narrow subset of the alien phenomenon.

If we consider only the greys and the most common abduction
reports, cannot Dr. Brown's explanation in Cosmic Voyage be just
as valid, ie that the greys are seeking to re-engineer emotion
into their own race?

I'm just wary of accepting any "answers" to such a broad ranging
phenomenon.

Terry
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Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 14:24:44 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 15:35:24 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>From: natural.state@erols.com [Melanie Mecca]
>Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 19:53:54 -0600
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>> Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 10:26:56 -0600 (CST)
>> From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>>> <big snip>

>> > ->invocation of the national security rationale in extremis in
>> > refusing to address workman's compensation claims relating to the
>> > "Area 51" research facility.

>> I would point out that, as I recall from old posts to this
>> group and/or others, it was president Clinton who signed the
>> executive order (which must be renewed annually) that exempts
>> Area 51 from EPA inspection or environmental monitoring.  My
>> recollection is that it was the gross violation of EPA rules at
>> Area 51 that led to the disabilities that are the subject of
>> the workman's comp claims referenced above.

>> Hence I'd argue that the president can't have it both ways: He
>> can't claim to be truely interested in the truth about UFOs (as
>> per Hoagland above) and the government coverups, while at the
>> same time helping to prevent access to sites like Area 51 even
>> for environmental monitoring.  If he's serious about getting to
>> the bottom of things, all he has to do for starters, is revoke
>> the pertinent Area 51 executive order, and let the EPA do its job
>> to protect the workers there who are being injured.

>Brian - I agree fully - there was a very long, very sad feature
>article on this situation in the Washington Post this summer -
>look it up on their archive site - actually, I'm amazed that they
>published it, photos included.  It certainly brought Clinton (and
>all of his relations and predecessors, I might add!!!!)

>It doesn't exist - it's killing people, but it doesn't exist, so
>they can't get any compensation for their illness and their heirs
>cannot benefit from a legacy, but it's the government, so it must
>be for our best interest, otherwise the government wouldn't do
>that, and national security means that no matter what the
>government admits or denies, we should put our hands on our
>hearts and buy it lock,stock, and barrel...... the 1984 aspect of
>our present social/political reality, or is it Animal Farm - the
>"doublethink" that we US citizens are dumb enough to constantly
>practice.  Will we ever stop???

>Melanie

Hiya Melanie!

Nope, I don't think there's any end to the apathy that 'modern
era Americans' are capable of. Along with this injustice to
the people that died as a result of their employment situation
evidence surfaced recently implicating the CIA in drug running/
smuggling and distributing those drugs in minority communities
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here at home! (California)

That alone should have been enough to bring the agency down
to it's knees in a crashing heap. Nope, nobody cares apparently.
There are so many examples of this kind of indifference and
apathy that I hold out little hope for change via a popular
movement. Those days are over. They shot some kids at Kent
State, beat the piss out of us in Chicago and the people -got
the message- loud and clear. Ergo, no more anti-government
protests in over two decades! At least not on the same scale
as in the sixties.

Where are all the politically aware and concerned people now?
The ones who were willing to -put it on the line- and 'tell it
like it is?' I can't believe that when they cut their hair and
traded their love beads for neckties they also sold their
consciousness and awareness. Ahhh, the 'good old days'!

Remember these?

All power to the people!
Hell no, we won't go!
If you're not a part of the solution, you're a part of the problem!
Peace,
Love,
Justice,
Equality.

All stuff that has to be fought for by every succeeding generation.
John Velez
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Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 14:51:58 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 15:37:27 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
>Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 19:01:45 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>>  Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 10:26:56 -0600 (CST)
>>  From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
>>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>>  Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>>  Regarding the following two posts ...

>>  Post 1 being ...

>>  > Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 04:20:38 -0500
>>  > To: updates@globalserve.net
>>  > From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>  > Subject: UFO UpDate: Greer Briefed CIA head - Bell Show, O1-05-97

>>  > Very rough notes on a most intriguing broadcast.
>>  > I wanted to get this out. Undoubtedly there will
>>  > be more full information forthcoming.

>>  > Stephen G. Bassett, UFO lobbyist in Washington.
>>  > Richard C. Hoagland
>>  > Stephen Greer, MD
>>  > Edgar Mitchell, former-Astronaut

>>  > Hoagland met with close associates of Clinton after the President
>>  > was stonewalled' on his questions on UFOs.

>>  > Hoagland suggests that is concerted deep entrenched opposition to
>>  > UFO revelations. He proposes that the President still wants to
>>  > know viz his statement in Ireland. ...

><post 2 snip>

>>  Hence I'd argue that the president can't have it both ways: He
>>  can't claim to be truely interested in the truth about UFOs (as
>>  per Hoagland above) and the government coverups, while at the
>>  same time helping to prevent access to sites like Area 51 even
>>  for environmental monitoring.  If he's serious about getting to
>>  the bottom of things, all he has to do for starters, is revoke
>>  the pertinent Area 51 executive order, and let the EPA do its job
>>  to protect the workers there who are being injured.

>>  My 2 cents,

>>  -Brian Cuthbertson

>As I recall  it was Richard "Hoaxland" Hoagland that was
>unloading all of the predictions of pathfinder finding life on
>Mars last July, with July 26th being the end all drop dead date.

>Nothing happened but that doesn't stop good ole Richard, just
>move on to the next story.

>Cheers,
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>Robert

Hi Bob, All,

I want to stand up and be counted among those who are tired of
having to accept (less than ideal) characteristics in those at
the forefront of modern ufology. What Bob says is true, Hoagland
-has- abandoned any semblance of logic and common sense for the
bells, robes, and candles, of the sooth sayers and predicters of
future events.

"Not that there's anything wrong with that!" (Sienfeld!)

It's ok if Hoagland or anyone else wants to have a career on the
Psychic Friends Network, but don't mix that with the urgent and
serious work that needs to be done regarding the presence of
"something" on our world that we know very little about.

Hoagland will meet with highly placed government officials on one
day and then make wild predictions, (ex: His trip to Phoenix with
Art Bell earlier this year!) on the next.

Greer is, (according to some) accomplishing 'miracles' but he
won't share any of it with the 'rabble' so what good is it.
Listen man, I sincerly hope that Hoagland or Greer (or whoever)
manage to -get the job done- I'm just not real happy with (who)
is doing it and (how) it's being done. That's still allowed in
America I believe!

My two cents worth.

John Velez
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Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

From: troodon@netnitco.net [David Orr]
Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 14:15:11 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 15:40:00 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
>Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 19:01:45 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>>  Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 10:26:56 -0600 (CST)
>>  From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
>>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>>  Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>>  Regarding the following two posts ...

>>  Post 1 being ...

>>  > Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 04:20:38 -0500
>>  > To: updates@globalserve.net
>>  > From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>  > Subject: UFO UpDate: Greer Briefed CIA head - Bell Show, O1-05-97

>>  > Very rough notes on a most intriguing broadcast.
>>  > I wanted to get this out. Undoubtedly there will
>>  > be more full information forthcoming.

>>  > Stephen G. Bassett, UFO lobbyist in Washington.
>>  > Richard C. Hoagland
>>  > Stephen Greer, MD
>>  > Edgar Mitchell, former-Astronaut

>>  > Hoagland met with close associates of Clinton after the President
>>  > was stonewalled' on his questions on UFOs.

>>  > Hoagland suggests that is concerted deep entrenched opposition to
>>  > UFO revelations. He proposes that the President still wants to
>>  > know viz his statement in Ireland. ...

><post 2 snip>

>>  Hence I'd argue that the president can't have it both ways: He
>>  can't claim to be truely interested in the truth about UFOs (as
>>  per Hoagland above) and the government coverups, while at the
>>  same time helping to prevent access to sites like Area 51 even
>>  for environmental monitoring.  If he's serious about getting to
>>  the bottom of things, all he has to do for starters, is revoke
>>  the pertinent Area 51 executive order, and let the EPA do its job
>>  to protect the workers there who are being injured.

>>  My 2 cents,

>>  -Brian Cuthbertson

>As I recall  it was Richard "Hoaxland" Hoagland that was
>unloading all of the predictions of pathfinder finding life on
>Mars last July, with July 26th being the end all drop dead date.

>Nothing happened but that doesn't stop good ole Richard, just
>move on to the next story.

>Cheers,
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>Robert

It hardly warrants branding him "hoaxland." He has contributed so
much to science with his Mars investigation that we should show
more respect. He hasn't stooped to the level of many in the field
of Ufology (not that he's a Ufologist). He is respectful to his
opponents and making grandiose claims are not his normal
behavior. He deserves the benefit of the doubt.

Good fortune, safe travels

David Orr

Push the button, Frank.
********************************
TRANSMISSION ENDED.
********************************
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New Evidence Found for Black Hole

From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com> [Rebecca]
Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 16:12:09 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 18:58:28 -0500
Subject: New Evidence Found for Black Hole

From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
Subject: New Evidence Found for Black Hole
Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 14:11:06 EST

New Evidence Found for Black Hole

.c The Associated Press

 By PAUL RECER

WASHINGTON (AP) - Stars speeding 2 million miles an hour near the
center of the Milky Way give the strongest evidence yet that a
massive black hole is providing a gravitational anchor at the
center of Earth's galaxy, astronomers said Wednesday.

By measuring the motion of two hundred stars in the Milky Way,
researchers at the Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial
Physics in Germany found that stars nearest the galaxy's center
move the fastest, some speeding along at more than 600 miles a
second.

Astronomer Andreas Eckart said he and his colleagues calculated
it would take an object 2.6 million times more massive than the
sun to cause the stars to move in such a fashion.

``This is the strongest case we have yet for a super massive
black hole at the center of the Milky Way,'' Eckart said at a
news conference of the American Astronomical Society. No other
reasonable explanation can be found for the motion of the stars.

The concept that a black hole exists in the center of the Milky
Way has long been controversial. Some earlier evidence was
rejected by many astronomers.

Astronomers at the AAS meeting said, however, that the German
findings and some American studies suggest powerfully the
presence of a massive black hole at the galaxy's center.

``This is the best evidence yet,'' said Steve Maran, a NASA
astronomer.

The center of the Milky Way is 26,000 light years from the sun
and its planets, including the Earth.

Researchers at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
used radio telescopes to make independent measurements of the
sun's orbit of the galactic center and of the motion of
Sagittarius A. As a reference, they used stellar objects in the
background called quasars, beyond the galaxy.

Mark Reid said that if the object at the Milky Way's center is a
black hole, then it would stay relatively still as the sun moves
in its orbit.

Reid said two years of measurements show that Sagittarius A was
virtually motionless, while the sun moved at half a million miles
an hour in its 200-million-year orbit of the galactic center.

``This is totally consistent with there being a supermassive
black hole'' at the galactic center, Reid said.
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Eckart said thousands of stars exist within an area just 200
times the size of the solar system clustered around the galactic
center. Some of these stars are zooming at high speeds, zipping
in tight circles about the center.

A speeded up simulation of the star motion resemble billiard
balls rolling rapidly in many directions.

Reid said that most of the stars near the galactic center are
very old.

``It is like a retirement village of stars,'' he said.

This suggests, said Eckart, that a ``seed black hole'' existed
early in the Milky Way's history that over the eons has grown
more and more massive as it swallowed stars.

A massive black hole is thought to be a point of such infinite
density and gravitational strength that nothing can escape from
its grasp. Even light is sucked into the hole. Thus, since it
gives out no light, it cannot be seen.

Astronomers deduce the presence of such an object by measuring
the motion of stars, gas and dust nearby. The more massive the
object, the faster nearby objects will move as they zip past.

AP-NY-01-07-98 1408EST

Copyright 1997 The Associated Press.  The information  contained
in the AP news report may not be published, broadcast, rewritten
or otherwise distributed without  prior written authority of The
Associated Press.
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NASA: 'Old Faithful' Black Hole Ejects Mass Equal

From: NASANews@hq.nasa.gov
Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 10:51:15 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 19:06:30 -0500
Subject: NASA: 'Old Faithful' Black Hole Ejects Mass Equal

Donald Savage
Headquarters, Washington, DC                       January 7, 1998
(Phone:  202/358-1547)                 EMBARGOED UNTIL 9:30 AM EST

William Steigerwald
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD
(Phone:  301/286-5017)

RELEASE:  98-2

"OLD FAITHFUL" BLACK HOLE EJECTS MASS EQUAL TO AN ASTEROID

       Scientists observing a disk of matter surrounding a black
hole in our galaxy have discovered that the disk is periodically
disrupted and hurled outward in opposite directions from the black
hole, in jets moving at nearly the speed of light.  The black hole
replenishes the disk by pulling hot gas from the surface of a
nearby "companion" star, and then undergoes another disruption,
repeating the sequence at half-hour intervals.

       The researchers represent teams at the California Institute
of Technology, Pasadena, CA, the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), Boston, and NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, MD, which all worked to correlate the disappearance of
X-ray emitting hot gas in the disk with the appearance, shortly
thereafter, of rapidly expanding jets.  Dr. Ronald Remillard of
MIT and Dr. Jean Swank of Goddard are presenting X-ray results,
obtained with NASA's Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE), which
show the disappearing disk.  Dr. Stephen Eikenberry of Caltech is
presenting new infrared observations which demonstrate that when
the X-rays from the disk vanish, the jets suddenly appear.  The
observations will be the subject of a press conference by three of
the researchers involved, to be held Jan. 7 during the winter
meeting of the American Astronomical Society in Washington, DC.

       The disks of hot gas, known as accretion disks, are
commonly observed around black holes with orbiting stellar
companions, but the near simultaneous disappearance of the disk
and formation of the jet has never been seen before.  It promises
to shed light on the origin of the enigmatic jets, also commonly
observed near accreting black holes, but poorly understood.

       "The system behaves like the celestial version of Old
Faithful," notes Dr. Craig Markwardt, a researcher working with
Swank at Goddard.  "At fairly regular intervals, the accretion
disk is disrupted and a fast moving jet is produced."

       "This jet is staggeringly more powerful than a geyser,"
adds Swank.  "Every half-hour, the black hole, in the
constellation Aquila, throws off the mass equal to that of a 100
trillion ton asteroid at nearly the speed of light (approximately
650 million miles per hour).  This process clearly requires a lot
of energy -- each cycle is equivalent to six trillion times the
annual energy consumption of the entire United States."

       "What is even more amazing is that we are seeing the first
clues to the source of matter ejected in the jets -- the
correlations we discovered indicate that the jet material must
come from the inner disk.  For years theorists have hypothesized
that the jets come from somewhere close to the black hole, but no
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one had ever actually seen that direct link until now" said
Eikenberry.

       Black holes are very massive objects with gravitational
fields so intense that near them, nothing, not even light, can
escape their pull.  While this prevents anyone from observing
black holes directly, their presence can be inferred from effects
on nearby matter.  Many of the known or suspected black holes are
orbiting a close "companion" star.  The black hole's gravity pulls
gas from the companion star into a swirling disk of material which
orbits around the black hole, much as soap suds swirl around a
bathtub drain.  As it falls into the black hole, the gas in the
disk is compressed and heated to millions of degrees, emitting
X-rays.

       "We found that the X-rays from the disk disappeared almost
completely every half hour.  About five minutes later, they would
return again.  The results of the X-ray observations, Eikenberry's
infrared observations at Mt. Palomar, CA, and infrared and radio
observations made by Dr. Felix Mirabel, Director, Centre d'Etudes
de Saclay, France, and collaborators, showed that very shortly
after the X-rays vanished, jets appeared at infrared and radio
wavelengths.  Since X-ray emitting hot gas in the disk disappears
during these episodes, we all concluded that the matter in the
disk must have escaped, probably flung out in the jets.  As the
black hole pulls more gas from its companion star, the disk
appears again, along with the X-rays, and the cycle starts over,"
Swank said.  Dr. Mirabel obtained results with the United Kingdom
Infrared Telescope and the Very Large Array in New Mexico.

       "The great value of these observations," notes Swank, RXTE
project scientist, "is that potentially they are giving us a key
to answer some big questions.  It is remarkable how little we
understand of these jets, because they are such a common and
impressive phenomenon.  In fact, black hole jet formation is
rather mysterious because it's hard to understand how anything can
be expelled from the vicinity of a black hole since its powerful
gravity pulls everything in.  I believe this black hole will prove
to be one key to finding out lots of things about black holes and jets.

       "This is like having a miniature quasar in your back yard;
and, because it is much smaller, it changes over minutes and
hours, rather than months and years.  This will let us learn a lot
in a much shorter period of time," said Elkenberry.

                           - end -

Note to Editors:   A video file, with computer animation and, will
be broadcast on NASA TV Jan. 7.  Images to support this story are
available on the Internet at:
         FTP://PAO.GSFC.NASA.GOV/newsmedia/JAN_AAS/BH
RXTE information is available at:
         http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xte/XTE.html
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Re: Free John Ford [Alfred's Odd Ode #211]

From: Scott Carr <sardonica@erols.com>
Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 16:29:15 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 20:18:53 -0500
Subject: Re: Free John Ford [Alfred's Odd Ode #211]

>From: nld1@ix.netcom.com [Nancy Davidson]
>Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 17:00:07 -0600 (CST)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Free John Ford [Alfred's Odd Ode #211]

> Hi:  I find your poems very interesting especially the one about
> John Ford and his plight with the government.  Can you tell me
> why he is being picked on unlike the other UFO researchers.  Also
> keep us posted on the development of his case.

> Thanks

> Nancy Davidson
> Chicago, Illinois

Nancy- You can read a sardonic article about John Ford and LIUFON
in the November 1997 issue of the Flying Saucer Gazette, titled
"Project Oddjob", down at the bottom of the page.

http://www.erols.com/sardonica/FSRTWO

-Scott Carr
Editor, The Flying Saucer Gazette
http://www.erols.com/sardonica
sardonica@erols.com
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Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 14:21:43 -0700
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 20:57:06 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

> From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
> Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 14:51:58 -0500
> Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 15:37:27 -0500
> Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

> Hi Bob, All,

> I want to stand up and be counted among those who are tired of
> having to accept (less than ideal) characteristics in those at
> the forefront of modern ufology. What Bob says is true, Hoagland
> -has- abandoned any semblance of logic and common sense for the
> bells, robes, and candles, of the sooth sayers and predicters of
> future events.

> "Not that there's anything wrong with that!" (Sienfeld!)

If there's one thing in ufology that sets of my bullshit alarm
it's predictions. Especially the nutty kind we've seen recently
from the likes of Courtney Brown and Lee Shargell etc. This type
of wierdness is ufological snake oil at it's sleaziest. I even
cast a doubtful eye on the more rational predictions (ie. Stephen
Basset estimates a forum for disclosure in about 3 months, Bill
Hamilton estimates about 3 years) but, in these specific
instances I can forgive such people as long as they admit before
hand that they are speculating.

>  It's ok if Hoagland or anyone else wants to have a career on the
> Psychic Friends Network, but don't mix that with the urgent and
> serious work that needs to be done regarding the presence of
> "something" on our world that we know very little about.

> Hoagland will meet with highly placed government officials on one
> day and then make wild predictions, (ex: His trip to Phoenix with
> Art Bell earlier this year!) on the next.

Hoagland kind of lost it for me when he asserted that the Apollo
launch pad fire was actually a NASA conspiracy to kill the
astronauts in the capsule. That more or less told me all I need
to know about Richard Hoagland. I really can't see see this man
being taken seriously by people in Congress but maybe he'll prove
me wrong. One can hope. Greer doesn't bother me as much. I think
Greer has been panned more because of his unconventional theories
about the UFO phenomenon itself rather than his political
efforts. Although Greer is quite repetitive, my hope is that he
makes some progress up on the Hill. Edgar Mitchell has been
everyone's golden boy for a long time and having this man on our
team can do nothing but good in my opinion. Astronauts really are
our salvation here. They bring that certain seriousness to
ufology's image that it so richly needs.
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 16:56:38 PST
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 20:34:25 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> From: CFQ 2 <CFQ2@aol.com> [Charles F. Quinn Jr.]
> Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 12:36:59 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> >From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
> >To: "UFO Updates (E-mail)" <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: The Threat
> >Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 23:39:54 -0500

> on Tuesday 06 Jan. 1998 Greg Sandow wrote, in part...

> That's one of the problems with Dr.(???) David Jacobs. Unlike
> John Mack, he is very short on real credentials. John Mack is an
> M.D., Chairman of the Department of Psychiatry at Harvard Medical
> School, who embarked upon his nationwide research into the
> abduction phenomenon on a grant of One half a Million Dollars
> from Lawrence Rockefeller. His book ABDUCTION--- 33 weeks on the
> New York Times bestseller list- -- was a very scientific research
> effort, which neither negated nor asserted the validity of the
> abduction phenomenon. He only speculated, that, in his opinion,
> the people were NOT FABRICATING THEIR EXPERIENCES. Jacobs is not
> an M.D., not even a D.O. He does not have a PH.D in Psychology.
> His PH.D is in history and he teaches at Temple University in
> Philadelphia. He is not a hypnotist nor qualified by training in
> the fields of behavioral science to reach ANY CONCLUSIONS. I
> questioned him in Springfield Ohio in September of 1997 and he
> admitted that he personally only spoke to about a dozen
> abductees. His conclusions, couched in book form, are better
> suited to a Hollywood movie than reasoned research in this field
> and he has a brazen nerve to question any thing that DOCTOR (real
> doctor) John Mack has done.
> CFQ2@aol.com

Hi, everybody,

Wow.  There's somebody out there who actually defends Mack's
book?  I guess it takes all kinds.  I urge the rest of you to
read my essay on it in the March/April 1994 issue of IUR.
Essentially, in addition to all sorts of other errors logical and
methodological, Mack has forcefit the contactee message onto the
abduction experience. He does the same with his fashionable
postmodern, anti-Western political/ideological views.  If Charles
F. Quinn, Jr., thinks Mack's is a good book on the abduction
phenomenon, I'd hate to think what he judges a bad one.  The mind
boggles.

Cheers,

Jerry Clark
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NIDS refutes Dulce Myth

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 14:28:46 -0700
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 21:03:56 -0500
Subject: NIDS refutes Dulce Myth

After so many reports of a "cooperative" facility under the
Archuleta mesa, it appears that NIDS actually looked into
matter.

from NIDS site source:
http://www.accessnv.com/nids/redding.shtml

Report on the Redding War Ranch at Mt. Archuleta, New Mexico -
Colorado Border

It has been reported in the media and on the internet that the
Redding War Ranch, located at 37=B0 2.91=92 north latitude and 107=B0
1.44=92 west longitude (GPS) next to Mt. Archuleta (straddling New
Mexico - Colorado border), is rumored to be an undercover
facility engaged in secret activity connected with Mt. Archuleta.
These rumors further state that the ranch has eight armed guard
watch towers scattered along the property. In addition, there is
an unusual round steel (and air conditioned) building located
behind a ranch entrance gate on the opposite side of the property
(37=B0 6.02=92 north latitude and 107=B0 2.85=92 west longitude - GPS).

A metal plaque prominently posted on a watch tower door
identified the manufacturer as Houston Blow Pipe & Steel Plate
Works (P.O. BOX 1692, Houston, TX 77251-1692, phone:
713-675-2273, FAX: 713-675-5038).

Having seen the towers and being interested in their origin and
purpose, a simple phone call was made to the phone number above.
It was learned during the phone conversation that the President
and CEO of the company is Mr. W. A. Redding. Contrary to the
myths that have been perpetuated, a simple explanation was
provided by Mr. Redding.

1) Mr. Redding stated that the watch towers are actually hunting
stands with the brand name "The Ultimate Hunting Stand." The
hunting stands on the ranch are weather proof-heavy gauge steel
construction (5 feet diameter, 850 pounds est. total weight)
equipped with 10 feet high steel angle frame supports, steel
ladder or a steel walk-up type stairway with steel pipe hand
railing, propane heater and tank, five large one way mirror-pane
plate glass (hinged and latched) windows (hunters can see out,
but game cannot see inside), swivel chair, and indoor-outdoor
carpet on floor and side wall. Further, the stands are used for
photographing game and birds, and hunting of game (deer, elk,
javelina, moose, sheep and turkeys). According to published
literature, the stands have been in production since 1963 and
employ 75 years of hunting and 60 years of steel fabrication
experience in their design for all-weather hunting.

2) The round steel building is a bunk house for ranch hands
designed and manufactured by Mr. Redding=92s Houston steel company.
The bunk house design employs the same all-weather heavy gauge
steel construction as the hunting stands along with air
conditioning and fuel-oil heater. It is not currently being used.

3) The owner of the Redding War Ranch is Mr. Redding himself. He
can be contacted at the phone number given above.

4) The Redding War Ranch is used to raise small herds of
Beefalo.
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Re: Greer's December letter to Congress

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 14:34:03 -0700
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 21:07:01 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer's December letter to Congress

Source:http://www.cseti.org/position/greer/wit2.htm

PUBLIC REQUESTED TO CALL THESE COMMITTEES Today, 24 December
1997, the following letter was sent to key Chairmen of
Congressional Committees by registered mail, return receipt
requested.

December 22, 1997

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Senator/Congressman,

For the past seven years, CSETI (The Center for the Study of
Extraterrestrial Intelligence) has been collecting scientific
evidence on the matter of extraterrestrial intelligence and
so-called UFOs.

We have identified a substantial amount of irrefutable evidence
as well as the testimony of over 100 military, intelligence
agency and civilian government witnesses who have held Top Secret
(TS) clearances, many of whom were additionally cleared for
access to Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI). These people
have personally witnessed or been involved in covert operations
related to this subject or events of an unambiguous
extraterrestrial nature (see enclosures).

The implications of this matter transcend the interests of any
given branch or agency of the US government, and impact numerous
interrelated areas, all of which affect national security,
governmental function and finances and government
accountability.

In general, the US government and its legal representatives are
excluded from briefings and developments impacting this important
area -- a situation which we feel is unconstitutional,
dangerously avoids Congressional oversight, and which must be
corrected as soon as possible.

In meetings which I have had with a sitting CIA Director, members
of the Senate and House of Representatives, the Executive Branch
and senior military representatives in the Pentagon, I have found
that, while there is interest in the subject and general support
for a disclosure regarding the existence of extraterrestrial life
forms, there is an almost universal absence of information
available to these leaders.

The implications of excessive and undue secrecy surrounding this
issue should concern every member of Congress who is charged with
upholding the integrity of the U.S. Constitution and the rule of
law. The subject itself has vast implications for world peace,
science and new technologies, the environment, the economy and
geo-politics (see enclosed paper "Implications of an
Extraterrestrial Disclosure").

CSETI is hereby formally asking your committee to convene open
hearings on the subject of extraterrestrial intelligence
beginning with the next term of Congress. We are prepared to
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provide you with a substantial body of detailed briefing
materials in addition to those enclosed, as well as the names of
bona-fide first hand military and intelligence witnesses who wish
to testify under oath before Congress. These heros of our country
are eager to inform the Congress and the American people of what
they know first-hand regarding this matter.

We respectfully ask that you reply to this request and answer the
following questions:

Is your committee willing to receive a preliminary briefing on
this subject?

If not, why?

Is your committee willing to allow open, publicly accessed
hearings on this subject?

If not, why?

CSETI and its worldwide network of military witnesses, scientists
and researchers are ready to provide you with a full briefing on
this subject at your earliest convenience. We feel the American
people, and the people of the world, deserve to know the truth of
this matter.

We request that our elected representatives assert their
constitutional rights on behalf of the American citizen to be
provided a full, reasonable disclosure on this matter in the next
term of Congress.

Sincerely,

Steven M. Greer M.D. International Director of CSETI

enclosures:

1. CSETI Briefing Document - CSETI Assessment and Position Papers
   and U.S. Government Documents related to UFOs.

2. Videotape of Military Witnesses' Testimony from 9April, 1997
   Washington DC CSETI Briefings for Congressmen and others -
   Confidential.

3. Videotape of Images of UFOs/Extraterrestrial Vehicles.

4. Audiotape and Transcript of Edwards Air Force Base pursuit of
   UFOs, 1965.

5. Report on the CSETI Washington DC Briefings of 9 April, 1997.
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 18:25:43 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 22:18:17 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
>To: "UFO Updates (E-mail)" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: The Threat
>Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 23:39:54 -0500

>There's been some talk here about David Jacobs's new book, the
>one with the troubled yellow-green cover and the lurid title.
>Yes, it's really called "The Threat," meaning of course the alien
>threat, and I thought I might describe it more or less
>objectively, before the sniping at it gets too confusing.

I want to thank Greg fo his very competent review of Dave's book.
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Fred Steckling and LTP

From: "Philippe Piet van Putten" <abp1@uol.com.br>
Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 04:32:02 -0200
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 22:20:36 -0500
Subject: Fred Steckling and LTP

Dear colleagues and friends,

If possible, I would like to hear your opinion about Fred
Steckling and his book "Alien Bases on the Moon" (1981).

Best regards

Philippe Piet van Putten
Director - The Brazilian Academy of Parasciences (ABP)
National Director - Picard UFO Research International (PUFORI)
Editor - Fenomenos Aeroespaciais (Aerospatial Phenomena)
E-mail: abp1@uol.com.br
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Re: Letter To US President & Congress on ET

From: SGB List 2 <SGBList2@aol.com> [Stephen Bassett]
Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 18:33:20 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 22:31:25 -0500
Subject: Re: Letter To US President & Congress on ET

In a message dated 98-01-06 08:23:05 EST, you write:

>  Subj: UFO UpDate: Letter To US President & Congress on ET Related Phenomena
>  Date: 98-01-06 08:23:05 EST
>  From: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
>  To:  updates@globalserve.net

>  From: http://www.anagramvideo.com/bassett/ad2.html

>  To the President and Congress of the United States
>  on the Matter of Extraterrestrial Related Phenomena

>  Mr. President, Honorable Members of the House and Senate:

To the list:

When this letter, soon to be an ad in the Washington Post, was
placed on the Anagram Video website, it should not have had and
any signatures,  <<<since the signatures are mock>>>>  This has
created some confusion.  It is being corrected and the website
will not show these mock signatures in the future.

The letter/ad is in need of signatures from distinguished
citizens, including accomplished researchers in the field of
extraterrestrial related phenomena, in a number of areas.  It is
not a petition.   It is a message to the Congress and the
President (and the media) that Americans of high accomplishments,
rank and station find the government posture does not conform
with realtiy.

In due course the ad will be available in final form with all
signatures in place.

Any distinguished citizens (or foreign nationals), including
accomplished researchers,  who have reviewed this statement and
wish to be  signatories may accomplish this by doing the
following:

1) Fax a signed, brief request to be a signatory to the
   statement on letterhead to:

          Paradigm Research Group: 301-564-4066

2)  Your request will be confirmed via a phone call.

The most appropriate 80 signatures will go into the ad copy.  The
remaining signatures will be worked up into a press piece and
sent out with the press releases and to media inquiries.

Regards,
Stephen Bassett
Paradigm Research Group
ParadigmRG@aol.com
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 19:05:31 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 22:42:59 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>  From: CFQ 2 <CFQ2@aol.com> [Charles F. Quinn Jr.]
>  Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 12:36:59 EST
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>  >From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
>  >To: "UFO Updates (E-mail)" <updates@globalserve.net>
>  >Subject: The Threat
>  >Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 23:39:54 -0500

>  on Tuesday 06 Jan. 1998 Greg Sandow wrote, in part...

>  >There's been a lot of talk about David Jacobs new book
>  >the one with the troubled yellow-green cover and the
>  >lurid title. Yes it is really called the "THREAT", meaning of
>  >course the alien threat.....

>  >for the first time, too, at least in print, he takes issue - - --
>  >in great detail with John Mack and other abduction researchers
>  >who believe that the aliens are benevolent...

>  >Though even if we accept his method, there's one thing about the
>  >book that I don't understand. He seems to base his most far-reaching
>  >conclusions on reports from just a handful of abductees- - -
>  > a dozen or so......."

>  That's one of the problems with Dr.(???) David Jacobs. Unlike
>  John Mack, he is very short on real credentials. John Mack is an
>  M.D., Chairman of the Department of Psychiatry at Harvard Medical
>  School, who embarked upon his nationwide research into the
>  abduction phenomenon on a grant of One half a Million Dollars
>  from Lawrence Rockefeller. His book ABDUCTION--- 33 weeks on the
>  New York Times bestseller list- -- was a very scientific research
>  effort, which neither negated nor asserted the validity of the
>  abduction phenomenon. He only speculated, that, in his opinion,
>  the people were NOT FABRICATING THEIR EXPERIENCES. Jacobs is not
>  an M.D., not even a D.O. He does not have a PH.D in Psychology.
>  His PH.D is in history and he teaches at Temple University in
>  Philadelphia. He is not a hypnotist nor qualified by training in
>  the fields of behavioral science to reach ANY CONCLUSIONS. I
>  questioned him in Springfield Ohio in September of 1997 and he
>  admitted that he personally only spoke to about a dozen
>  abductees. His conclusions, couched in book form, are better
>  suited to a Hollywood movie than reasoned research in this field
>  and he has a brazen nerve to question any thing that DOCTOR (real
>  doctor) John Mack has done.
>  CFQ2@aol.com

One observation:  People write books concerning areas they are
not credentialed or degreed in all the time.

*Most* journalists have degrees in journalism, not geology,
environment, crime, politics and so forth but yet many of the
books about such subjects come from journalists who are
considered experts even though they don't have a degree in that
field.

One of many reasons why they are considered experts is because of
the research and intense personal study and so forth put into
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their book.

Stan Friedmans degree is in nuclear fission not UFOs
Kevin Randles degree is not in UFOs
Jim McDonald's degree was not in UFOs

So the next time you read a newspaper article, you are most
likely getting a news story about the environment/politics
written by a person who is does not have any kind of educational
degree in that field.

While I was personally not enamored with Jacobs' new book, it was
not because I considered him unqualified to write it or make
judgement calls.

Cheers,
Robert
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Re: Letter To US President & Congress on ET

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 19:58:29 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 22:59:19 -0500
Subject: Re: Letter To US President & Congress on ET

Errol in response to your posting of:

> From: http://www.anagramvideo.com/bassett/ad2.html

> To the President and Congress of the United States
> on the Matter of Extraterrestrial Related Phenomena

> Mr. President, Honorable Members of the House and Senate:

> The individuals identified below call your attention to the
> following: after 50 years the policy of government secrecy and
> misrepresentation regarding the presence of extraterrestrial life
> forms in our world is collapsing. This collapse is occurring due
> to the following factors:

<snip>

> If you have questions regarding this statement, or you are a
> current or former employee of the U. S. Government and wish to
> testify before Congress regarding your persoanl experience with
> evidence pertaining to extraterrestrial related phenomena, you
> may contact one of the following organizations for confidential
> assistance:

> Paradigm Research Group
> 4938 Hampden Lane,
> #161
> Bethesda, Maryland
> 20814
> 301-564-1820
> Fax: 301-564-4066
> ParadigmRG@aol.com

> CSETI
> P.O. Box 15401
> Asheville, NC
> 28813
> 704-274-5671
> Fax: 704-274-6766
> www.cseti.org

> Stargate International
> Coalition for Honesty in Government
> P.O. Box 85159, Tucson,
> AZ 85754
> 520-882-9544
> Fax: 520-882-4907
> Stargate@rtd.com

> Operation Right to Know
> 1322 Hamton Lane
> Schaumberg, IL
> 60193
> 847-605-4167
> Fax: 847-534-9508

> Enterprise Mission
> 10131 Coors Rd, NW,
> Suite 12-828
> Albuquerque, NM 87114
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> 505-771-0761
> Fax: 505-771-0820

> Citizens Against
> UFO Secrecy
> P.O. Box 176
> Stoneham, MA
> 02180
> 860-675-6379
> Fax: 860-675-8491

_______________________________________________________________

Barry Greenwood has asked me to forward his response concerning
the CSETI letter to the U. S. President and Members of Congress.
Barry Greenwood and the Citizens Against UFO Secrecy  (CAUS) did
not and do not endorse CSETI and the other organziations listed
on letter, their actions or this letter.  CAUS seldom endorses
individuals or organizations.

If CAUS does endorse individuals and organizations, it will be
prominetly mentioned in its publication "Just Cause" or by an
officer of CAUS.  The address listed on the CSETI letter is the
correct address for CAUS.  The telephone number and fax number
are not.  These telephone numbers do not belong to a CAUS
representative or a CAUS member.

Years ago an organization named "Justice for Military Personnel"
(JMP) put out a scheme to obtain "amnesty" for active and former
military personnel who set aside their military security oaths
and testified about UFOs.  CAUS was listed as a supporter.  The
telephone number given in one JMP "news release" was the MUFON HQ
telephone number.  This was a hoax.  CAUS did not support this
JMP organization or this concept of "amnesty."  MUFON was not
connected with this organization or idea.

CAUS does not support CSETI or its "amnesty" program.  CSETI's
attempt to issue a unilateral declaration voiding security oaths
is without legal foundation.  It has no standing.

CAUS continues as its name clearly states to oppose UFO secrecy.
CAUS has and will fight such UFO secrecy by lawful means.  It is
the right of free people to dissent from government positions,
and attempt to change policies, laws, and regulations.  CAUS
intends to do all these things in legal manner.

PROJECT 1947 is the computer contact for Barry Greenwood and
"Just Cause."   Barry can be reached at my E-mail address:
jan@cyberzone.net.

_______________________________________________________________________

--
Jan Aldrich
Project 1947
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 7

Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 23:05:10 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 23:18:28 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

Regarding...

>Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 14:21:43 -0700
>From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
>Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

Jared wrote:

>Astronauts really are our salvation here. They bring that certain
>seriousness to ufology's image that it so richly needs.

A general query:

Which astronauts claim there is a 'cover up' and what evidence
have they cited?

James
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 8

Re: NIDS refutes Dulce Myth

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 23:20:12 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 00:01:42 -0500
Subject: Re: NIDS refutes Dulce Myth

>  Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 14:28:46 -0700
>  From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
>  To: Updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: NIDS refutes Dulce Myth

>  After so many reports of a "cooperative" facility under the
>  Archuleta mesa, it appears that NIDS actually looked into
>  matter.

>  from NIDS site source:
>  http://www.accessnv.com/nids/redding.shtml

>  Report on the Redding War Ranch at Mt. Archuleta, New Mexico -
>  Colorado Border

>  It has been reported in the media and on the internet that the
>  Redding War Ranch, located at 37? 2.91' north latitude and 107?
>  1.44' west longitude (GPS) next to Mt. Archuleta (straddling New
>  Mexico - Colorado border), is rumored to be an undercover
>  facility engaged in secret activity connected with Mt. Archuleta.
>  These rumors further state that the ranch has eight armed guard
>  watch towers scattered along the property. In addition, there is
>  an unusual round steel (and air conditioned) building located
>  behind a ranch entrance gate on the opposite side of the property
>  (37? 6.02' north latitude and 107? 2.85' west longitude - GPS).

>  A metal plaque prominently posted on a watch tower door
>  identified the manufacturer as Houston Blow Pipe & Steel Plate
>  Works (P.O. BOX 1692, Houston, TX 77251-1692, phone:
>  713-675-2273, FAX: 713-675-5038).

This explaination seems totally reasonable and I don't have any
reason to "disbelieve" it.

For arguments sake I would like to point out some thoughts:

1)  If this was something to do with the alleged Dulce
underground facility does anybody in their right mind think their
would be some kind of sign saying Welcome to the Underground
facility at Dulce:

Our Motto is "Where Aliens, Humans and Cows come together.

Last line was a small attempt at humor, but you get my point.

2) The US government had a nuclear proof undergound bunker built
at Greenbriar WV which was where Congress would evacuate to in
case of nuclear war.  There was quite a story about how it was
built underneath a "resort hotel", how only the top one or two
people knew its real purpose, while the everyday employees
thought they were working for some corporation.  The corporation
had a head office, staff.

The corporation was actually a shell cover for the US Govt.

Big story about this back in Time magazine when the existance of
the facility was finally released, how their was a nuclear proof
chamber for both houses of Congress to meet in, how if anybody
died from Radiation their bodies would be cremated etc etc.
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So who actually knows.

>  Having seen the towers and being interested in their origin and
>  purpose, a simple phone call was made to the phone number above.
>  It was learned during the phone conversation that the President
>  and CEO of the company is Mr. W. A. Redding. Contrary to the
>  myths that have been perpetuated, a simple explanation was
>  provided by Mr. Redding.

>  1) Mr. Redding stated that the watch towers are actually hunting
>  stands with the brand name "The Ultimate Hunting Stand." The
>  hunting stands on the ranch are weather proof-heavy gauge steel
>  construction (5 feet diameter, 850 pounds est. total weight)
>  equipped with 10 feet high steel angle frame supports, steel
>  ladder or a steel walk-up type stairway with steel pipe hand
>  railing, propane heater and tank, five large one way mirror-pane
>  plate glass (hinged and latched) windows (hunters can see out,
>  but game cannot see inside), swivel chair, and indoor-outdoor
>  carpet on floor and side wall. Further, the stands are used for
>  photographing game and birds, and hunting of game (deer, elk,
>  javelina, moose, sheep and turkeys). According to published
>  literature, the stands have been in production since 1963 and
>  employ 75 years of hunting and 60 years of steel fabrication
>  experience in their design for all-weather hunting.

>  2) The round steel building is a bunk house for ranch hands
>  designed and manufactured by Mr. Redding's Houston steel company.
>  The bunk house design employs the same all-weather heavy gauge
>  steel construction as the hunting stands along with air
>  conditioning and fuel-oil heater. It is not currently being used.

I tend to believe this BUT

IF this was something to deflect attention away from some alleged
base, does anybody think the people telling the cover story would
say:  "Oh yea, we do experiments on cows, humans and aliens and
have 14 sublevels  just come on by and we will give you the grand
tour...."

>  3) The owner of the Redding War Ranch is Mr. Redding himself. He
>  can be contacted at the phone number given above.

>  4) The Redding War Ranch is used to raise small herds of
>  Beefalo.

Hmm, I wonder how an Beefalo/Alien hybred burger would taste
like......... :) :)

>  RINS 1591

Cheers,
Robert
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 8

Re: UPN 'Abduction' video

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 02:27:59 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 08:19:08 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN 'Abduction' video

Hi All,

Well the promos are out for the UPN special about the videotape
of an (alleged) abduction that took place in Canada this past
"Thanksgiving." Apparently some 'Canadians' take American culture
too seriously and celebrate "Thanksgiving" along with the rest of
us yanks. I figure it's an insidious plot by the American Turkey
Growers Association to eventually take over the world!

Sorry, I digress.

From the few clips I got to see during the promo I'm -real glad-
I didn't participate! Make up your own minds. It's skeded to air
on January 20th on the UPN network. (Check your local listings
for time)

I plan to pop some of Orville's corn for the occasion.
It looks to be interesting though, there are screaming teenage
girls, family members running every which way in expected
pandemonium and hysteria, plus some guy (Dad?) screaming and
waving a shotgun around in a room full of freaked out family
members!

(Which isn't a bad idea! At the next family gathering you can
claim that you thought your mother-in-law was an alien trying to
probe your rectum so you blew the old-biddy's face off with
"Betsy" -your trusty old 12 guage- in self defense! <G>)

There's also a quick clip of the kid that made the video showing
him sitting in front of the camera tearfully reporting to his
future audience, (how thoughtful of him to have considered -us-
as his family is being kidnapped by aliens!) that he doesn't
think they are going to make it! I tend to agree, only for a
different set of reasons.

I'm a huge MST3K fan, this one looks like a good candidate for
the boys at DEEP13! It wouldn't be as good as say the, "Creepy
Girl" episode but it shows the potential to come darn close. If
they ever turn this into a movie they ought to get Earl
Holloman to play the father! <G>

After I refused to appear they called me back and they asked if
they could use some of my art and a copy of the IF website
Homepage, and at $100. bucks a pop I gleefully agreed!
So you'll be seeing some of my art in the background. I don't
feel 'guilty' about taking $ for my own artwork I just won't
allow them to present me as any kind of "alien expert"! I'm a
graphic artist by trade and I've been getting paid for that for
almost twenty years so I see no conflict of interest.

So much moola-boola being spread about while "good" research guys
end up scratching around to support their full time "hobby!" What
an injustice.

John Velez, Missing Joel Hodgson! Misty #1276
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 8

Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

From: SGB List 2 <SGBList2@aol.com> [Stephen G. Bassett]
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 03:06:34 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 08:22:33 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>  Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 23:05:10 -0500
>  From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
>  Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>  >Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 14:21:43 -0700
>  >From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
>  >Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>  Jared wrote:

>  >Astronauts really are our salvation here. They bring that certain
>  >seriousness to ufology's image that it so richly needs.

>  A general query:

>  Which astronauts claim there is a 'cover up' and what evidence
>  have they cited?

Gordon Cooper and Dr. Edgar Mitchell.

They offer only personal assessment of what they have learned
from associates and some personal events.  They have not come
forward with tangible documentation.  However, it is appropriate
to consider that the extent to which they have commented has
almost certainly taken into account their National Security
Obligations which neither has renounced.

Steve Bassett
Paradigm Research Group
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 8

Re: Letter To US Pres/Cong - clarification viz CAUS

From: SGB List 2 <SGBList2@aol.com> [Stephen G. Bassett]
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 03:37:44 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 08:30:29 -0500
Subject: Re: Letter To US Pres/Cong - clarification viz CAUS

>  Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 19:58:29 -0800
>  From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Letter To US President & Congress on ET Related
          PhenomenaI

In a message dated 98-01-07 23:46:03 EST, you write:

>  Barry Greenwood has asked me to forward his response concerning
>  the CSETI letter to the U. S. President and Members of Congress.
>  Barry Greenwood and the Citizens Against UFO Secrecy (CAUS) did
>  not and do not endorse CSETI and the other organziations listed
>  on letter, their actions or this letter.  CAUS seldom endorses
>  individuals or organizations.

CAUS's inclusion with the letter as a contact group arose after
disussions with Peter Gersten and Larry Bryant.  An assumption on
my part that these discussions were being carried to Mr.
Greenwood and Mr. Aldrich was incorrect and my fault entirely.

Inclusion as a contact for the ad/letter is only a matter of
endorsing the content and I have taken care not imply cross-group
endorsement.   I am a beliver that the commonalities between
individuals and groups in this process outweigh the differences.

>  If CAUS does endorse individuals and organizations, it will be
>  prominetly mentioned in its publication "Just Cause" or by an
>  officer of CAUS.  The address listed on the CSETI letter is the
>  correct address for CAUS.  The telephone number and fax number
>  are not.  These telephone numbers do not belong to a CAUS
>  representative or a CAUS member.

This was an error arising out of a misunderstanding and is being
corrected as quickly as possible.

>  Years ago an organization named "Justice for Military Personnel"
>  (JMP) put out a scheme to obtain "amnesty" for active and former
>  military personnel who set aside their military security oaths
>  and testified about UFOs.  CAUS was listed as a supporter.  The
>  telephone number given in one JMP "news release" was the MUFON HQ
>  telephone number.  This was a hoax.  CAUS did not support this
>  JMP organization or this concept of "amnesty."  MUFON was not
>  connected with this organization or idea.

The current project is not related in any way to this earlier
project.

>  CAUS does not support CSETI or its "amnesty" program.  CSETI's
>  attempt to issue a unilateral declaration voiding security oaths
>  is without legal foundation.  It has no standing.

None of the projects, including the letter/ad destined for the
Wash. Post, which I have discussed publicly as ongoing are
unilateral. The Congressional hearing effort seeks a "waiver" of
non-disclosure agreements solely for the purpose of the hearings
and only pertaining to UFO evidence.  The same applies to the
matter of  amnesty, a view which is shared by many groups and
individuals.  This is, however, a controversial and important
issue.  I would welcome the opportunity to debate the merits of
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this concept with Jan or anyone else who feels strongly on the
matter.

>  CAUS continues as its name clearly states to oppose UFO secrecy.
>  CAUS has and will fight such UFO secrecy by lawful means.  It is
>  the right of free people to dissent from government positions,
>  and attempt to change policies, laws, and regulations.  CAUS
>  intends to do all these things in legal manner.

I agree completely.  It is also the right of all citizens to
petition and address their representatives.  Because of CAUS'
long history in seeking disclosure and its pioneering efforts
with the FOIA, it would be appropriate to have its support for
the ongoing political projects.  Perhaps common ground can be
found and I look forward to discussing this possiblity with
CAUS's executives.

Regards,

Stephen Bassett
Paradigm Research Group
ParadigmRG@aol.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 8

Re: Letter To US President & Congress on ET

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebbeca Keith]
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 09:54:23 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 14:36:18 -0500
Subject: Re: Letter To US President & Congress on ET

>Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 19:58:29 -0800
>From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Letter To US President & Congress on ET Related
          Phenomena

> CAUS does not support CSETI or its "amnesty" program.  CSETI's
>  attempt to issue a unilateral declaration voiding security oaths
>  is without legal foundation.  It has no standing.

>  CAUS continues as its name clearly states to oppose UFO secrecy.
>  CAUS has and will fight such UFO secrecy by lawful means.  It is
>  the right of free people to dissent from government positions,
>  and attempt to change policies, laws, and regulations.  CAUS
>  intends to do all these things in legal manner.

>  PROJECT 1947 is the computer contact for Barry Greenwood and
>  "Just Cause."   Barry can be reached at my E-mail address:
>  jan@cyberzone.net.

Once again something Steven Greer is involved with tries to ride
the coattails of serious research. We saw this when Greer used
the Coalition's Briefing Document and I'm sure there are other
examples.

Rebecca
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AP: Study - Asteroid Could Flood Coast

From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com> [Rebecca]
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 09:59:46 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 14:39:35 -0500
Subject: AP: Study - Asteroid Could Flood Coast

From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
Subject: Study: Asteroid Could Flood Coast
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 03:33:59 EST

Study: Asteroid Could Flood Coast

.c The Associated Press

 By PAUL RECER

WASHINGTON (AP) - If a 3-mile-wide rock from space smashed into
the Atlantic Ocean it would drown most of the upper East Coast in
the largest tidal wave in recorded history, a study finds.

Astrophysicist Jack Hills of the Los Alamos National Laboratory,
heading a team to investigate such things, said Wednesday
findings by his group leads to the conclusion that such a
disaster from outer space is not far-fetched.

Any 100-year period, a lifetime for many people, has a 2 percent
to 3 percent chance that an asteroid would splash into either the
Pacific or Atlantic ocean and cause widespread coastal flooding.

An asteroid striking water at thousands of miles an hour could
send a 300-foot-tall wall of water racing across the ocean at the
speed of a jet plane, Hills said. The wave would stop only after
it smashed ashore, and as the water retreated over many square
miles, it would scour the land, rip apart buildings, erode vast
areas.

The result, Hills said: disaster.

``The damage would be unprecedented in human history,'' said
Hills, speaking at the national meeting of the American
Astronomical Society. ``It would kill millions of people and
cause billions in damage.''

Based on computer simulations of what would ensue if an asteroid
smashed into the central Atlantic, Hills said all of Delaware,
Maryland and Virginia would be inundated. In New York, Long
Island and Manhattan would be swamped.

Florida would sustain little damage. Hills said shallow water on
a gently sloping continental shelf would protect the Sunshine
State. All except Miami, which lies on a deep bay that would
suddenly rise up and wash away the city.

Across the Atlantic, the coasts of France, Portugal and part of
Spain would be drowned. England, protected by a shallow waters,
would be little affected.

A Pacific Ocean asteroid strike midway between Hawaii and San
Francisco would launch an ocean wave that would roll over much of
Honolulu and flood the Los Angeles basin, bisecting Santa
Catalina Island. Across the Pacific, such a wave would wash away
coastal cities and towns in Japan, a country that already has
lost thousands of lives to tidal waves, or tsunamis, caused by
earthquakes.

Hills estimated on the basis of his studies that an asteroid more
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than 600 feet in diameter will strike one of the Earth's oceans
at least once every 3,000 to 5,000 years. If a person lives for
100 years, then there is about one chance in 50 of being alive
when an asteroid tidal wave occurs, he said.

Hills said geologists have found evidence of such occurrences in
the past. The impact of an asteroid several miles in diameter is
thought to have helped wipe out the dinosaurs 65 million years
ago.

In Hawaii, geologists have found ocean coral deposited on a
hillside 90,000 years ago by a tsunami that may have been 1,000
feet high.

Hills said that if an asteroid ocean strike were detected, people
would have no more than three hours' warning before the mountain
of water traveling hundreds of miles an hour rolled over land.

Astronomical satellites possibly could detect an approaching
asteroid, said Hills, but current technology could not prevent
Earth from being smashed.

AP-NY-01-08-98 0331EST

Copyright 1997 The Associated Press.  The information  contained
in the AP news report may not be published, broadcast, rewritten
or otherwise distributed without  prior written authority of The
Associated Press.
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UPN Programming

From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com>
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 09:59:56 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 14:41:59 -0500
Subject: UPN Programming

UPN Announces Slate of Wide Appealing Primetime Specials

    LOS ANGELES--(ENTERTAINMENT WIRE)--Jan. 7, 1998--

"UFO Sighting!" airing Wednesday, March 11 (9-10 p.m., ET/PT)
(corrected airdate)

From executive producers Henry Winkler and Ann Daniel
("Sightings"), this riveting one-hour special centers around
never-before-seen video footage of a recent UFO sighting in
Mexico City, and explores the phenomenon of unidentified flying
objects while examining other recent, mysterious observations in
the night sky. Stephen Kroopnick  is the co-executive producer.

The special is produced by Fair Dinkum and Ann Daniel in
association with Paramount Network  Television.

CONTACT:

UPN, Los Angeles

Patti McTeague, 310/575-7083

Rachel Peters, 310/575-7082
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UFO Report from a US Naval MP

From: "Ben Field" <ben@abcfield.force9.co.uk>
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 16:27:11 -0000
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 14:49:33 -0500
Subject: UFO Report from a US Naval MP

I thought this may be of interest to some of you, it is a UFO Report
reported on the B.U.F.O.D. Space, Above and Beyond website :

http://www.abcfield.force9.co.uk

All the best....Ben Field
ben@abcfield.force9.co.uk

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

First name: Identity Secret
Surname: Identity Secret
Age: 29
Occupation: US Naval MP

Day: Monday
Month: November
Year: 1997
Time: 1:30 Am

Country: USA
Nearest town: Grand Prairie

Information of surrounding area: In Grand Prairie Texas. Hills
and several military compounds. On guard duty during the night
shift at G.P. Naval Air Station, No power lines, Convoy.

Event took place for [  ] minutes: 30

Information of the sighting: I along with two Naval Air Station
buddies were manning our posts this evening. It was a clear night
and almost every star could be seen in the sky. We were enjoying
some chit chatting when we heard the distant rumblings of
vehicles that were approcahing the S.W. gate.

We immediately manned our positions just in case. It was strange
to have anything come down this road especially at 1:00 in the
morning. As the noise approcahed a deafening roar, we saw the
details of a Caravan coming around the road ahead of us.

We just looked at each other because there was no guest roster in
our hands detailing any official visitation.

the Caravan stopped just short of the gate and to military
officers approached us from the leading Jeep.

I immediately rang the relay station and the control center.

After talking for a brief 10 seconds with the control officer in
the control center, another voice took hold of the mic.

Identifying himself as a Naval Commander which I wrote down but
cannot remember, he informed me to open the gates and to ignore
the visit.

I then received a call from the relay station where my commander
informed me of the same. I will not list his name here for
possible repurcussions.

The two men that approached us wore cams with no insignias. Their
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M16's were not muffed so we knew they had live rounds.

They took the Roster I had filled in with the number of trucks,
jeeps, motorcycles and Commander Instructions.

I remember the number of vehicles...12 in all. The convoy
consisted of two large 18 wheeled trucks, 4 Large Flatbeds with
something tarped on them, 2 Jeeps, a Motorcycle and 3 Troop
Transport Trucks.

They looked like army issued but painted black except for the
tarps. We are trained to hold some attention to detail.
No Identification of any kind were given verbally or on the
vehicles.

We were scared at this point. Apparantly, we were not supposed to
know about this convoy.

There are at least 4 Large hangers where we house some of the
military aircraft that land.

They commandeered two of these hangers as we saw them drive
towards them and release the troops that were in the transport
trucks.

I must have counted at least 45 to 55 men taking up various
points around the hanger.

As we looked through our binoculars, it was clear to me that what
they were unloading was nothing I had ever seen before.

My buddies just stood there with there jaws hanging open. It was
an egg splt down the middle. Both were caged in what looked to me
a metal scafolding.

Each split of the egg shaped object was on each flatbed.
If you put them together...it would look just like an egg.
There were no doorways, no landing gear, no lights...no nothing!
Just a smooth half egg shaped looking thing.

One very strange thing besides it shape was that it had a mirror
reflection that made it look like it was almost transparent until
you realized it was mirroring what was around it. Med in lab
coats and clean suits began to unload many crates from the 18
wheelers.

I saw no other personel besides what looked to be lab coated
technicians, and the clean suited men.

All three of us were called at home later that evening by our
commander who informed us that we were relieved of duty beginning
the next day and that anything we saw would be denied by him and
any other military personel. I was really ticked off..this was my
livelihood yanked from me.

I called my buddies to confirm that they received the same
message. I wrote various letters to the Naval Air Station and my
commander because I thought I knew him personally...hell he's
been to my house!

I keep getting the run-around and now the tell me that there is
ni commander with that name at the facility.

I have made it my goal to continue this research until I get to
the bottom of it. You don't know my name now,
but you will hear it soon. I have managed to acquire many
documents concerning this convoy that "never happened" and plan
on going public with it in the near future.

I just want everyone to know my name when I do to keep them from
doing anything to me or my family.

There exists a video of the events mentioned due to the fact that
all exits and entrances to the bases are monitored.

The UFO Changed Colour: on

Estimated height of craft: 25 Feet High 50 feet Long

Information of noises around at the time: Convoy, trucks, motorcycle, and
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miltary personnel

Were there any witnesses: Yes, 2.

Relationship of witness 1: Quartermaster
Relationship of witness 2: Private

Was there any photogrphic evidence: Yes, Camera

(Weather and Conditions) - Clear: on
(Weather and Conditions) - Dry: on
(Weather and Conditions) - Darkness: on

The UFO was sighted near or in a Military Airfield Establishment: on

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Re: UPN 'Abduction' vide

From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 14:51:27 +0100
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 14:50:49 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN 'Abduction' vide

> Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 02:27:59 -0500
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
> Subject: UPN abduction video

> Hi All,

> Well the promos are out for the UPN special about the videotape
> of an (alleged) abduction that took place in Canada this past
> "Thanksgiving." Apparently some 'Canadians' take American culture
> too seriously and celebrate "Thanksgiving" along with the rest of
> us yanks. I figure it's an insidious plot by the American Turkey
> Growers Association to eventually take over the world!

> Sorry, I digress.

Hi John,

Just so you Americans know. Canadians do celebrate Thanksgiving
each year but at the more civilized time of mid October. That way
we can replenish our coffers for the Chistmas onslaught, giving
us an extra month to get ready. Also I'm am under the impression
that that the "turkeys" themselves took over the world a long
time ago and are not indigenous to the United States. :-)

Don Ledger
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 19:51:35 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 14:52:44 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 11:29:22 -0800
> From: Terry Blanton <commengr@bellsouth.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> Excellent analysis, Greg.  And even better questions.  Methinks
> that Jacobs suffers from a myopia which often affects researchers
> of all types, including those studying cold fusion.

[cold fusion analogy regretfully snipped]

> Such is the same with alien visitation.  Our own experiments with
> genetic manipulation serve as the basis for Jacobs' theory.  One
> cannot fault him here because he is following the dictum of
> Ockham's Razor. However, he has restricted his view to a very
> narrow subset of the alien phenomenon.

> If we consider only the greys and the most common abduction
> reports, cannot Dr. Brown's explanation in Cosmic Voyage be just
> as valid, ie that the greys are seeking to re-engineer emotion
> into their own race?

> I'm just wary of accepting any "answers" to such a broad ranging
> phenomenon.

Terry, Dave allows for that possibility in his book. I couldn't
summarize everything, but probably should have mentioned this --
that the grays (all three varieties of them) apparently need some
kind of vitality that they feel we can provide.

As for Dave assuming that the aliens practice our own conception
of genetics...I know what you mean, and that kind of
anthropomorphic thinking gets truly ludicrous in a UFO context.
(Worse example: Skeptics who just know UFOs can't be alien
because, damn it, aliens just wouldn't behave like that!)

But Dave's not guilty of it. For better or worse, he says he has
his information directly from the horse's mouth, or, anyway, at
least the pony's mouth -- he says the hybrids have been telling
abductees the purpose of the project. He's just passing on what
they've said.

Greg Sandow
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Re: Letter To US Pres/Cong - clarification viz CAUS

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 11:37:54 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 14:56:26 -0500
Subject: Re: Letter To US Pres/Cong - clarification viz CAUS

> From: SGB List 2 <SGBList2@aol.com> [Stephen G. Bassett]
> Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 03:37:44 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: letter to Pres./Cong.-some clarification of Jan Aldrich's remarks

> >  Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 19:58:29 -0800
> >  From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
> >  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Letter To US President & Congress on ET Related
>           PhenomenaI

> In a message dated 98-01-07 23:46:03 EST, you write:

> >  Barry Greenwood has asked me to forward his response concerning
> >  the CSETI letter to the U. S. President and Members of Congress.
> >  Barry Greenwood and the Citizens Against UFO Secrecy (CAUS) did
> >  not and do not endorse CSETI and the other organziations listed
> >  on letter, their actions or this letter.  CAUS seldom endorses
> >  individuals or organizations.

> CAUS's inclusion with the letter as a contact group arose after
> disussions with Peter Gersten and Larry Bryant.  An assumption on
> my part that these discussions were being carried to Mr.
> Greenwood and Mr. Aldrich was incorrect and my fault entirely.

Mr. Bassett if you had ended it there this would be fine.
However, appartently, your claifications now needs some
clarifications.

> Inclusion as a contact for the ad/letter is only a matter of
> endorsing the content and I have taken care not imply cross-group
> endorsement.   I am a beliver that the commonalities between
> individuals and groups in this process outweigh the differences.

CAUS and Greenwood disavow your letter.

Your assumption based on your conversations is an interesting
excuse.  However, the contact telephone and fax numbers belonging
to someone not on the CAUS' list and not a CAUS reprsentative
and, indeed, belong to a person who is antagonistic toward
Greenwood and CAUS.  Seems this requires some explanation, since
you seem to want to explain yourself.  It would seem that this is
not based on assumption or an act of ommission, but an act of
commission.

> >  If CAUS does endorse individuals and organizations, it will be
> >  prominetly mentioned in its publication "Just Cause" or by an
> >  officer of CAUS.  The address listed on the CSETI letter is the
> >  correct address for CAUS.  The telephone number and fax number
> >  are not.  These telephone numbers do not belong to a CAUS
> >  representative or a CAUS member.

> This was an error arising out of a misunderstanding and is being
> corrected as quickly as possible.

I think that is appreciated by all concerned.

> >  Years ago an organization named "Justice for Military Personnel"
> >  (JMP) put out a scheme to obtain "amnesty" for active and former
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> >  military personnel who set aside their military security oaths
> >  and testified about UFOs.  CAUS was listed as a supporter.  The
> >  telephone number given in one JMP "news release" was the MUFON HQ
> >  telephone number.  This was a hoax.  CAUS did not support this
> >  JMP organization or this concept of "amnesty."  MUFON was not
> >  connected with this organization or idea.

> The current project is not related in any way to this earlier
> project.

> >  CAUS does not support CSETI or its "amnesty" program.  CSETI's
> >  attempt to issue a unilateral declaration voiding security oaths
> >  is without legal foundation.  It has no standing.

> None of the projects, including the letter/ad destined for the
> Wash. Post, which I have discussed publicly as ongoing are
> unilateral. The Congressional hearing effort seeks a "waiver" of
> non-disclosure agreements solely for the purpose of the hearings
> and only pertaining to UFO evidence.  The same applies to the
> matter of  amnesty, a view which is shared by many groups and
> individuals.  This is, however, a controversial and important
> issue.  I would welcome the opportunity to debate the merits of
> this concept with Jan or anyone else who feels strongly on the
> matter.

Dr. Greer's unilateral declaration is clearly documented in the
archives of this list.  CAUS disavows such actions and ideas. If
Dr. Greer has changed his position, I am sure that Mr. Bassett
and Greer's supporters will let us know.  See for example:

http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/updates/1997/jan/m01-016.shtml

CAUS clearly states it does not support this action.

> >  CAUS continues as its name clearly states to oppose UFO secrecy.
> >  CAUS has and will fight such UFO secrecy by lawful means.  It is
> >  the right of free people to dissent from government positions,
> >  and attempt to change policies, laws, and regulations.  CAUS
> >  intends to do all these things in legal manner.

> I agree completely.  It is also the right of all citizens to
> petition and address their representatives.  Because of CAUS'
> long history in seeking disclosure and its pioneering efforts
> with the FOIA, it would be appropriate to have its support for
> the ongoing political projects.  Perhaps common ground can be
> found and I look forward to discussing this possiblity with
> CAUS's executives.

There are vast differences in approach here, and quite frankly,
integrity problems to be resolved before that happens.  These
facts remain:

1.  CAUS does not support this letter.

2.  CAUS does not support or endorse CSETI or other organizations
    listed therein.

3.  CAUS does not support Greer's unilateral declaration voiding
    security oaths.

Further:

The CAUS reply was coordinated with Peter Gersten before I sent
it to UFO Updates.

 --
Jan Aldrich
Project 1947
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 12:26:51 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 14:57:50 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> > From: CFQ 2 <CFQ2@aol.com> [Charles F. Quinn Jr.]
> > Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 12:36:59 EST
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> > That's one of the problems with Dr.(???) David Jacobs. Unlike
> > John Mack, he is very short on real credentials. John Mack is an
> > M.D., Chairman of the Department of Psychiatry at Harvard Medical
> > School, who embarked upon his nationwide research into the
> > abduction phenomenon on a grant of One half a Million Dollars
> > from Lawrence Rockefeller. His book ABDUCTION--- 33 weeks on the
> > New York Times bestseller list- -- was a very scientific research
> > effort, which neither negated nor asserted the validity of the
> > abduction phenomenon. He only speculated, that, in his opinion,
> > the people were NOT FABRICATING THEIR EXPERIENCES. Jacobs is not
> > an M.D., not even a D.O. He does not have a PH.D in Psychology.
> > His PH.D is in history and he teaches at Temple University in
> > Philadelphia. He is not a hypnotist nor qualified by training in
> > the fields of behavioral science to reach ANY CONCLUSIONS. I
> > questioned him in Springfield Ohio in September of 1997 and he
> > admitted that he personally only spoke to about a dozen
> > abductees. His conclusions, couched in book form, are better
> > suited to a Hollywood movie than reasoned research in this field
> > and he has a brazen nerve to question any thing that DOCTOR (real
> > doctor) John Mack has done.
> > CFQ2@aol.com

Dave has talked to more than 100 abductees. That's what he says
in The Threat. When he wrote Secret Life, he'd talked to 60 or
so, if memory serves.

Mack's book, in my view, is the worst ever published on UFOs, if
you match the credentials of the writer with what he produced.
It's naive and credulous. His procedure was anything but
scientific -- essentially he believes what the abductees tell
him, without examining in detail the possibility of fantasy, or
hypnotic confabulation. That laid him wide open for the scam
Donna Bassett pulled, when she pretended to have seen Kennedy and
Khruschev on a UFO at the time of the Cuban Missile Crisis. Mack
didn't treat her claim with any skepticism. He didn't write about
it in his book, but he apparently believed what she was saying,
to judge from her comments, and from an extract from a tape of
her hypnosis session.

Dave's procedure appears to be quite careful and scientific,
whatever his credentials.

Greg Sandow
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 8

Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: BGBOPPER <BGBOPPER@aol.com> [Russ Este]
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 14:22:20 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 15:17:33 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
>To: "UFO Updates (E-mail)" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: The Threat
>Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 23:39:54 -0500

>There's been some talk here about David Jacobs's new book, the
>one with the troubled yellow-green cover and the lurid title.

<<Big Snip>>

>Multiply this example by every detail of an abduction account,
>and you'll have an idea of Dave's method, which is Budd
>Hopkins's, too. This draws a strong line between them and, let's
>say, Kevin Randle, who in his new book on reported alien
>encounters says that the 150 abductees he's interviewed say
>they've seen a wider variety of alien types than Budd and Dave
>report. Dave, I think, would reply that the abductees aren't
>remembering correctly, and that Kevin is wrong to take their
>accounts at face value.

Greg,

Is the Kevin Randle Book that you mention "Faces of the Visitors"
by Kevin Randle and Russ Estes ?? <Grin> (Blatant Plug)

If so, the very reason that 'Faces of the Visitors' was produced
is the fact that most of the attention given to Alien Abduction
is directed at the Classic Gray Alien.  From the reports given by
over 150 Abductees, Contactees, and Observers, the classic Gray
seem to be the vocal minority.  Kudos on a fine review.

Russ Estes
http://www.crystalsky.com
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Re: NIDS refutes Dulce Myth

From: Terry Blanton <commengr@bellsouth.net>
Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 13:42:08 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 15:22:02 -0500
Subject: Re: NIDS refutes Dulce Myth

Robert Gates wrote:

> From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
> Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 23:20:12 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: NIDS refutes Dulce Myth

<snip, re: NIDS Dulce "investigation">

> IF this was something to deflect attention away from some alleged
> base, does anybody think the people telling the cover story would
> say:  "Oh yea, we do experiments on cows, humans and aliens and
> have 14 sublevels  just come on by and we will give you the grand
> tour...."

LOL! Indeed!

Well, I have done a great deal of hunting from stands and blinds
and can tell you that any stand built as described would frighten
the hell out of most wild game.  Of course, many hunting parties
concentrated more on the "party" than the "hunt". :)  Anyway, I
decided to do a Metacrawler search on NIDS' information relayed
by Jared:

> > Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 14:28:46 -0700
> > From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> > To: Updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: NIDS refutes Dulce Myth

<snip>

> >  1) Mr. Redding stated that the watch towers are actually hunting
> >  stands with the brand name "The Ultimate Hunting Stand." The
> >  hunting stands on the ranch are weather proof-heavy gauge steel
> >  construction (5 feet diameter, 850 pounds est. total weight)
> >  equipped with 10 feet high steel angle frame supports, steel
> >  ladder or a steel walk-up type stairway with steel pipe hand
> >  railing, propane heater and tank, five large one way mirror-pane
> >  plate glass (hinged and latched) windows (hunters can see out,
> >  but game cannot see inside), swivel chair, and indoor-outdoor
> >  carpet on floor and side wall. Further, the stands are used for
> >  photographing game and birds, and hunting of game (deer, elk,
> >  javelina, moose, sheep and turkeys). According to published
> >  literature, the stands have been in production since 1963 and
> >  employ 75 years of hunting and 60 years of steel fabrication
> >  experience in their design for all-weather hunting.

<snip>

and found "The Ultimate Stand" at:

http://www.busdir.com/wedge/index.html

but it is nothing like that described in the NIDS report.  There
was no listing on "The Ultimate Hunting Stand".  Needless to say,
I'm a bit skeptical about the explanation; although, it is likely
true.  Not everything is on the web . . . yet.

Terry
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 10:12:23 -1000
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 15:44:24 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
> To: "UFO Updates (E-mail)" <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: The Threat
> Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 23:39:54 -0500

> There's been some talk here about David Jacobs's new book, the
> one with the troubled yellow-green cover and the lurid title.
> Yes, it's really called "The Threat," meaning of course the alien
> threat, and I thought I might describe it more or less
> objectively, before the sniping at it gets too confusing.
<snip>

Greg, I'd say that you did a wonderful job.

Does Dave ever discuss the biology of this hybridization?  For,
in order to cross an non-terrestrial being directly with a human,
some very interesting DNA manipulation would have to be done. In
fact, for this to work at all, the alien biology would have to be
so close to ours that there must be a recent common ancestor....
possibly an early group of abductees. It is certainly difficult,
given the thousands of reproductive methods available right here
on earth, to imagine that a race of aliens just happen to have
the correct plumbing with which to interface with humans. I tend
to dismiss the entire idea for several reasons but anything is
possible and it leads to some interesting speculation.

Whichever alien types are 'in charge', apparently do not have the
capability of simply coming here and taking over.  They have to
resort to convoluted methods of interbreeding, the purpose of
which is unclear at best, given that interbreeding an alien with
a human (I still have a very hard time with this one) will
produce an entity that is as much human as alien, so 'they' are
as likely to be co-opted as we are.  Especially if the aliens
have the emotions described.

Apparently they feel the necessity of keeping their presence a
secret until they are ready to do whatever they want to do.
Considering our propensity for violence on a worldwide scale,
they may remain secluded for the simple reason that they are
afraid to make themselves known. I would not think this to be an
entirely unwarranted fear at all.  There is so much talk about
aliens attempting to subjugate the human race that odds are
pretty good they would be shot on sight if they attempted overt
contact. All of the abduction reports are pretty unpleasant and I
suppose that UPN 'abduction' video will fuel the fires even
more.

If they were really here and had an agenda, and (presumably)
telepathic powers, one would expect them to have the ability to
use some of these powers to promote that agenda.  But the signals
that the majority of the population see are mixed (Close
Encounters/Independence Day).  How can we ever expect any
rational extraterrestial race to contact us at this rate?
If they ARE here, they might be trying to contact us the only way
they can...by attempting to create a race of beings that we will
have to accept because we will not be able to tell the
difference.  I do not subscribe to this idea either.  I think we
should try to figure out IF they are here before we start
speculating about WHY they are here and go from there.
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Personally, I think if Dave has access to a sufficient number of
abductees to develop a thesis, he should theoretically be able to
ask the 'right' questions to determine who is selected for
abduction, and when, where and why.  If there is even a remote
possibility of any substance to the abduction theory as proposed
in 'Secret Life'  and 'The Threat'  (or any others involving
actual contact), then the test would seem to be whether or not we
could obtain enough information to select our own candidate for
abduction.

Why kidnap humans if there are sufficient volunteers?  I would
guess that there ARE sufficient volunteers. An alien entity
(again, with telepathic powers), cannot fail to realize that
there are thousands, if not millions of people who would gladly
endure an abduction for the chance of actually communicating with
him...or her...or it.  I would suggest that a valid test of an
abduction story would be that the abductee is able to bring back
sufficient information to allow the next group of abductees to
meet at a prearranged site, with witnesses present, for their
abduction.

This should work no matter what the alien agenda might be, with
one or two possible exceptions. If alien cultures were using the
earth as some sort of amusement park or brothel, they might be
hesitant to do this in the open. Or they might be violating some
galactic rule.  Even so, the thought of willing volunteers might
stimulate them. Whatever they are doing (if they exist), would be
much easier with our help than without it, and some of the
population would help no matter what.

99% of all contact stories must be fabrications whether
intentional or unintentional and stories developed under hypnosis
are suspect in any case. Even so, if just one person established
a meaningful dialog, they would be able to demonstrate it to the
rest of us by arranging a physical contact. If anyone is in a
position to do that, they should. I would be happy to be a
contactee and I won't shoot.

Aloha
Tom Burnett
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 8

Sighting - Puerto Vallerta, Mexico

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 22:26:32 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 18:45:38 -0500
Subject: Sighting - Puerto Vallerta, Mexico

Hi list,

This is a forwarded sighting. Anyone else who has seen this?

I would like to report a personal sighting which occurred on Jan 5 at
3:30 am on the beach at Puerto Vallerta, Mexico.  I am an airline pilot
with over 30 years flying experience, including 24 years as a fighter
pilot in the USAF and Air National Guard.  While standing on the beach
and looking at the stars with another airline pilot, I observed a
reddish colored light which I initially thought was a meteorite, move
rapidly from east to west nearly directly overhead.  As I pointed out
the light to my companion, the object suddenly changed directions by
about 135 degrees of turn and very sharply.  The movement defied any
laws of flight and physics that I am aware of.  The light made another
rapid change of course back to a westerly heading, then disappeared out
of sight.  I was so startled that I immediately confirmed with my
companion what I had just seen.  I have never seen any flying object
perform this type of manuevering before.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: Photos Support Theory of New Planet

From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com>
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 16:30:09 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 18:47:48 -0500
Subject: Re: Photos Support Theory of New Planet

From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
Subject: Photos Support Theory of New Planet
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 15:58:48 EST

Photos Support Theory of New Planet

.c The Associated Press

 By PAUL RECER

WASHINGTON (AP) - A bulging warp spotted in photos of a star
called Beta Pictoris may be the gravitational wake of a large
planet plowing through the star's dusty halo, astronomers say.

The pictures boost the theory that one or more planets have
formed about Beta Pictoris, a young, bright star 63 light-years
from the sun, Sally Heap, a NASA astronomer, said Thursday.

The pictures, taken by a new camera on the Hubble Space
Telescope, focus on the disk or halo of dust and gas that rotates
around the star. Instead of having a smooth flow, the disk has a
large bulge in one quadrant.

Heap said the bulge could only be shaped by the orbital path of a
large planet, perhaps one many times larger than Jupiter, the
largest planet orbiting the sun.

``We can't see it (the planet), but we can see the effects of its
gravitational pull,'' Heap said at a news conference by the
American Astronomical Society.

Radio astronomy studies have suggested the presence of planets
around more than a dozen other stars, but this is the strongest
evidence yet in visible light of a possible planet. It adds to an
earlier study that suggested planets were forming about Beta
Pictoris.

To make a photo search for a planet, astronomers had to block the
light from the very center of Beta Pictoris. This allowed the
Hubble to photograph the star's disk.

Heap said the picture clearly shows that one side of the disk
swirls outward in a bulge ``that could only be formed by a
planet.''

Beta Pictoris has long fascinated astronomers because it is about
eight times brighter than the sun, apparently very young and
relatively close to the solar system.

Heap said the star is 20 million to 100 million years, just a
fraction of the sun's 4.5 billion to 5 billion years.

But despite the young age, said Heap, the star apparently already
has planets forming. This suggests, she said, that planets form
very early in the life of a solar system.

``When we study Beta Pictoris, it tells us things about how solar
systems, such as ours, formed,'' she said.

The case for a planet about the star is strengthened by a study
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that found the dust in the Beta Pictoris disk is of the same
composition as the dust found in comets in the solar system.

Sergio Fajardo-Acosta of the University of Denver said the dust
suggests that Beta Pictoris has a dense population of comets,
just as the solar system is thought to have had early in its
formation.

One major difference between the sun and Beta Pictoris, however,
is life expectancy.

Heap said that Beta Pictoris will probably burn out after about a
billion years, far sooner than the sun's expected life of about
10 billion years. This means that even if planets do form about
the star, it is unlikely they ever will develop the complex life
forms of an Earth-like planet, the astronomers said.

AP-NY-01-08-98 1554EST

<HTML><PRE><I><FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=2> Copyright 1997 The Associated
Press.  The information  contained in the AP news report may not be published,
broadcast, rewritten or otherwise distributed without  prior written authority
of The Associated Press.<FONT COLOR="#000000" SIZE=3> </I></PRE></HTML>

To edit your profile, go to keyword <A
HREF="aol://1722:NewsProfiles">NewsProfiles</A>.
For all of today's news, go to keyword <A
HREF="aol://1722:News">News</A>.</PRE></HTML>
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 17:36:24 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 18:50:47 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
>To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
>Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 10:12:23 -1000

>> From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
>> To: "UFO Updates (E-mail)" <updates@globalserve.net>
>> Subject: The Threat
>> Date: Tue, 6 Jan 1998 23:39:54 -0500

Hi All,

Greg wrote,

>> There's been some talk here about David Jacobs's new book, the
>> one with the troubled yellow-green cover and the lurid title.
>> Yes, it's really called "The Threat," meaning of course the alien
>> threat, and I thought I might describe it more or less
>> objectively, before the sniping at it gets too confusing.
><snip>

Tom responds

>Greg, I'd say that you did a wonderful job.

I'd like to add, Yes Greg, you did!

Tom proposes,

>This should work no matter what the alien agenda might be, with
>one or two possible exceptions. If alien cultures were using the
>earth as some sort of amusement park or brothel, they might be
>hesitant to do this in the open. Or they might be violating some
>galactic rule.  Even so, the thought of willing volunteers might
>stimulate them. Whatever they are doing (if they exist), would be
>much easier with our help than without it, and some of the
>population would help no matter what.

Although there are many cases that report single contacts (Betty
& Barney Hill, Villas-Boas etc) a vast majority involve reports
of a lifetime of contact that begins in very early childhood and
continues throughout the lifetime of the experiencer.

There are also many reports that whole familys are involved which
indicates that they (the aliens) -may be- following certain
bloodlines! Specific genetic lineages. It would explain why so
very few are abducted in isolated one-off experiences that are
never repeated.

IF, that's the case then they already have everyone they want.
People outside of their "study" would simply be ignored or used
as a 'control group' at best. It might be worthwhile to assemble
a large group of abductees somewhere with the express purpose of
initiating a contact but I don't think you can just tempt them
with "fresh meat!" Wrong genes man! <G>

>99% of all contact stories must be fabrications whether
>intentional or unintentional and stories developed under hypnosis
>are suspect in any case. Even so, if just one person established
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>a meaningful dialog, they would be able to demonstrate it to the
>rest of us by arranging a physical contact. If anyone is in a
>position to do that, they should. I would be happy to be a
>contactee and I won't shoot.

If they respond and come for you don't worry about being
able to shoot or not. Even if you wanted to I don't think you
could find the trigger much less pull it. You'll be far too
preoccupied with bladder and sphincter control issues! <EG>

Peace, John Velez
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 8

Re: UPN 'Abduction' video

From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 16:34:43 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 18:51:50 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN 'Abduction' video

> Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 02:27:59 -0500
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
> Subject: UPN abduction video

> Well the promos are out for the UPN special about the videotape
> of an (alleged) abduction that took place in Canada this past
> "Thanksgiving."

I saw the promo, and am pretty sure I recognized one of the kids
in it as Canadian actor Kristian Ayre.  Is this supposed to be
the actual video of the abduction, or a re-creation using actors?

-George Fergus
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 8

Re: UPN 'Abduction' video

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 01:02:33 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 19:24:01 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN 'Abduction' video

>Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 14:51:27 +0100
>From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UPN 'Abduction' video

>> Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 02:27:59 -0500
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>> Subject: UPN abduction video

>> Hi All,

>> Well the promos are out for the UPN special about the videotape
>> of an (alleged) abduction that took place in Canada this past
>> "Thanksgiving." Apparently some 'Canadians' take American culture
>> too seriously and celebrate "Thanksgiving" along with the rest of
>> us yanks. I figure it's an insidious plot by the American Turkey
>> Growers Association to eventually take over the world!

>> Sorry, I digress.

>Hi John,

>Just so you Americans know. Canadians do celebrate Thanksgiving
>each year but at the more civilized time of mid October. That way
>we can replenish our coffers for the Chistmas onslaught, giving
>us an extra month to get ready. Also I'm am under the impression
>that that the "turkeys" themselves took over the world a long
>time ago and are not indigenous to the United States. :-)

>Don Ledger

Don, John,

The turkeys may not be indigenous to the US, but perhaps to
North America. During the period when the Pilgrim Fathers
lived in Leiden, around 3 km from where I live, they celebrated
the herring and white bread parties that were being held here
as celebration of the end of the Spanish siege. These parties
are still being held four centuries later at the even more
civilized time of October 3.

After the Pilgrim Fathers lived through their first few winters
on the American mainland, Thanksgiving was installed,
modelled after the herring and whitebread parties. By lack of
herring they used turkey. So over there with you turkeys rule,
here herring is king. I can see a herring outlet from here just
across the street.

Oh, the relevance to Ufology? To avoid a red herring,
do some cold turkey research.
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            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 8

Re: UK.UFO.NW -IRC- guest Graham Birdsall

From: United Kingdom UFO Network <ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk>
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 00:27:51 +0000
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 20:44:29 -0500
Subject: Re: UK.UFO.NW -IRC- guest Graham Birdsall

UNITED KINGDOM UFO NETWORK

Saturday 10th January 1998

United Kingdom UFO Network special guest:

Graham W. Birdsall: World respected ufologist. Editor of UFO
MAGAZINE probably the best UFO magazine published in the UK.
Graham has recently returned from being a guest speaker at the
largest UFO conference ever, in Brazil. He will be telling us all
about it.

Graham will be answering your questions live in a moderated
meeting taking place at 11pm UK time on Saturday 10th January
1998.

http://www.ufomag.co.uk/

If you are using one of the dedicated IRC programs such as the
excellent MIRC available free from: http://www.mirc.co.uk/ enter
one of the below irc server addresses into your program. The
nearer the server to your location the faster the connection. If
one fails then try another.

If you wish to use your web browser to connect to the meetings,
see foot of page.

Once connected join channel #UFO

London.UK.EU.UltraNET.Org
Harrow.UK.EU.UltraNET.Org
Johnson-City.TN.US.UltraNet.Org
Mons.BE.EU.ultraNET.Org
PanamaCity.FL.US.UltraNET.org
Vicksburg.MS.US.UltraNET.org
Madison.NJ.US.UltraNet.Org
Bor.YU.EU.UltraNet.org
Testlink.HK.UltraNet.Org
Neuilly.FR.EU.UltraNET.Org
San-Diego.CA.US.UltraNet.org

If you wish to use your java compatable web browser to connect to
the meeting i.e.

Netscape 3 ++
MS Internet Explorer 4 ++

go to url:

http://www.holodeck.demon.co.uk/

Select 'Live IRC chat' button at the top left of page and follow
easy online instructions.

The meeting will commence live at the following world times. This
is not a definitive list. Times will vary depending on your part
of the world. We advise you to check for accuracy.

United Kingdom: 11pm
Auckland: 10am (Sunday)
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Beijing: 6am (Sunday)
Berlin: Midnight
Cairo: 1am (Sunday)
Colorado Springs: 4pm
Hong Kong: 6am (Sunday)
Jo'Burg: Midnight
Las Vegas: 3pm
Los Angeles: 3pm
Moscow: 2am (Sunday)
New Delhi: 4am (Sunday)
New Orleans: 5pm
New York: 6pm
Paris: Midnight
Perth: 7am (Sunday)
Rio De Janeiro: 7pm
Riyadh: 1am (Sunday)
Rome: Midnight
Singapore: 6am (Sunday)
Sydney: 9am (Sunday)
Tel Aviv: 1am (Sunday)
Tokyo: 7am (Sunday)

We look forward to seeing you there.

--------------------------------
ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk
United Kingdom UFO Network
http://www.holodeck.demon.co.uk/
--------------------------------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 8

The John Ford Affair - UK UFO Magazine

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 21:25:33 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 21:25:33 -0500
Subject: The John Ford Affair - UK UFO Magazine

There's been some reference here regarding the incarcaration of
LIUFON's John Ford. While browsing Graham Birdsall's UK UFO
Magazine at:

http://www.ufomag.co.uk/

I came across the following.

ebk

_______________________________________

THE JOHN FORD AFFAIR

As you read this, New York UFO activist John Ford is languishing
in jail awaiting trial for conspiracy. The circumstances of his
arrest and past involvement with an alleged UFO crash-retrieval
incident at Moriches Bay, Long Island, are profoundly disturbing.

BACKGROUND

John Ford founded the Long Island UFO Network in 1985. He
investigated UFO sightings and alleged abductions; held public
meetings and sponsored conferences; leafleted and organised
demonstrations. He also produced the Long Island UFO Newsletter,
which was regularly received and enjoyed by enthusiasts around
the globe.

It was in that newsletter that he first wrote of an extraordinary
incident which alleged that a UFO had been shot down in 1989 by
American military forces over Moriches Bay in Long Island.

He later claimed to have uncovered details of a similar crash in
1992 in South Haven Park and when an unidentified object
reportedly came to grief in the Pine Barrens region of Long
Island three years later, he insisted that fires in the region
had been deliberately lit to act as a diversion.

Despite consistent denials by the authorities that there was
anything untoward in any of these incidents, John persisted in
his claims, insisting that his sources were real and their
stories sincere.

He spoke of having gleaned his information from officials within
the New York City Police and Fire Departments; of members of the
public who claimed to have seen a fireball descend into South
Haven Park.

John Ford simply wouldn't take no for an answer and became a
genuine thorn in the side of the authorities. He repeated his
allegations through public meetings and demonstrations held
outside police headquarters.

THE ARREST
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On 12 June 1996, John Ford was arrested in what Police later
described as a classic 'sting' operation. This followed the use
of telephone taps and a paid police informant who was 'wired' to
monitor and record conversations.

Almost a year earlier, Ford had confided to close friends and
associates that he was convinced he was the victim of a
deliberate plot to harass him. He went so far as to claim that
the plot might entail his penultimate murder.

Shortly after his arrest, Suffolk District Attorney James
Catterson, told journalists gathered for the press briefing that
Ford had been charged with conspiracy to murder and possession of
radium without a license.

The intended murder victim was alleged to be none other than John
Powell, leader of the Suffolk County Republican Party. The means
by which Ford intended to carry out the act? By placing
radioactive radium in Powell's toothpaste...

District Attorney Catterson held two press conferences and
compared the significance of Ford's arrest to that of the
infamous Unabomber. Other charges made at the time against Ford
were subsequently dropped, but the conspiracy to murder charge
was deemed serious enough for the Judge in the case to deem that
Ford's bail would be set at half-a-million dollars. Needless to
say, neither he nor his friends could raise such an amount and
Ford remains incarcerated in jail awaiting trial.

Surprisingly to some, he has issued no statement other than to
plead "not guilty" when the charges were first put to him.

Towards the end of last year, several concerned parties invoked
greater public awareness of Ford's plight by placing supportive
articles in prestigious UFO publications such as America's MUFON
(Mutual UFO Network) Journal (November 1996 issue) and the
Internet. They formed the aptly named John Ford Defence Committee
and began a fund raising campaign to help with his legal defence.
They also publicly appealed for an expert psychiatrist,
professional audiotape analyst and Long Island-based private
investigator to volunteer their efforts.

Those on the Committee are convinced of Ford's innocence and cite
numerous incidents and strange occurrences which led them to that
conclusion.

According to Committee Member Elaine Douglas, none of the media
mentioned claims of harassment by Ford and other LIUFON members
at the time of his arrest, nor she says, a higher than average
rate of auto-accidents experienced by Ford and his colleagues.
Members had their vehicles vandalised and one in particular, Joe
Mazzuchelli, is said to have been dragged out of his vehicle the
previous winter and physically beaten by four men who told him to
"stay out of our business". Mazzuchelli was arrested with John
Ford on 12 June.

WHAT DID JOHN FORD UNCOVER?

Ford, like many UFO researchers the world over, could only have
dreamed of the possibility that he might one day stumble across a
major UFO incident on his 'patch', at which he could assume the
role of leading investigator. The 1989 Moriches Bay incident
appeared to have afforded him such an opportunity.

His investigation of that particular affair contained a
suggestion that the technology used to bring down the purported
alien spacecraft originated at Brookhaven National Laboratory,
based on Long Island.

Elaine Douglas avoids the re-telling of what Ford uncovered about
the three incidents in her campaign literature, preferring
instead to concentrate on the man, and what she perceives to be a
case of injustice.

She does include a curious coincidence about Moriches Bay, which
may or may not offer food for thought. It was here that Ford
alleged a UFO had been brought down in 1989, but it is also the
spot where TWA Flight 800 mysteriously crashed in August last
year.

The cause of that disaster has thus far eluded Federal Law
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enforcement and aviation investigators, despite twenty
eye-witness accounts from people who claim to have seen an
unaccountable light streaking towards the 747 aircraft moments
before it exploded.

Ford's knowledge of the legal system, put to such good effect in
his legitimate street demonstrations, stemmed from a career as a
court official working at the Suffolk County Court. Those who
knew him are adamant he was not capable of conspiring to murder
anyone - it simply wasn't in his character.

"You can't believe how many people have called me to say they
can't envision John Ford killing anyone, or even conceiving the
intention," said his attorney John Rouse.

He scoffs at the suggestion that Ford could covertly enter the
Powell household of four people, select the particular toothpaste
used by the man of the house and implant radium in order to kill
him.

Elaine Douglas points out that in the 1920's, radium-dial
painters used to lick their brushes out of habit and it took 40
years before anyone contracted cancer.

She asked: "Was Ford going to break in and put radium in Powell's
toothpaste every week for 40 years until he got cancer?"

The prosecution's arguments are further strained she argues by
their contention that the illegal radium was kept hidden by Ford
in the back of his pick-up truck, which was always parked at the
front of his house.

District Attorney Catterson labelled Ford a "mastermind" at the
press briefings, at which he raised further serious charges where
no indictments were subsequently returned.

"This," said John Rouse, "is called poisoning the jury pool."

The police arrested Ford immediately following a conversation
that took place between their informant, Ford and Mazzuchelli.
The informant was 'wired' and, it's claimed, recorded a
discussion in which Ford and Mazzuchelli both spoke about doing
away with Powell and another local politician through the use of
radium in toothpaste. A copy of the tape was eventually handed
over to Ford's attorney and according to LIUFON's Preston Nichols
"is unintelligible". Nichols said, "All I can clearly hear on
that tape is the informant talking and John laughing, like
whatever they're talking about is a big joke."

Attorney Rouse is hoping to get the tape enhanced, but admits the
plight of both men is serious. If found guilty, either could be
jailed for between 25 and 75 years in an upstate New York prison.

Elaine Douglas has had run-ins with the Suffolk County Police
before. In April 1993 she wrote to them complaining of police
violation of LIUFON member's civil rights.

Apparently they had been prevented from leafleting near South
Haven Park by the police who told them they must leave the area.
The house to house leafleting had been organised to seek out
potential witnesses in what was described by Douglas as a
"witness-constitutionally protected activity".

The John Ford Defence Committee's support for Ford "..is based on
our conviction that he did not, would not, and could not conspire
to murder anyone," said Elaine Douglas. "On this point our
support is complete and total," she added.

What though of Ford's claims that a low intense military conflict
exists between the United States and aliens? Is that possible?
"Yes, it is," according to Douglas.

"I speak only for myself and not for other members of the Defence
Committee," she said. "I always found John's allegations hard to
believe but impossible to dismiss because he had evidence what he
claimed was perfectly possible.

"Just because John's allegations 'fit' doesn't make them true,
but the fact is John had evidence. He claimed three events on
Long Island - even if he was wrong on two of them, if he was
right on only one, John had a tiger by the tail. If so, it's no
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surprise somebody would try to destroy John Ford."

"He is the first UFO investigator to be seriously persecuted by
the authorities. Shall we sit idly by while our colleague's life
is destroyed? If John Ford is silenced, who is next?"

AN INDEPENDENT VIEWPOINT

We invited New York resident Alan Raven to offer his opinions
about the affair and he wrote the following:

I did attend a one-day presentation in the summer of 1994 given
by the Long Island group about the 1992 (South Haven Park)
incident.

As I expected, it was overly long at nine hours and was ragged,
rambling and generally unprofessional. However, the group had
done a tremendous amount of work, beginning on the evening of the
incident.

At the time of the presentation the investigation was still
on-going, and involved mapping, interviews, collection of what
might have been bits of wreckage, on-ground searches, surveys,
and even a couple of aerial searches.

The group claimed there was a collision of sorts at 90,000ft. At
least two vehicles came to earth and wreckage was spread over a
wide area.

One object crashed near the South Shore in South Haven Park
(which in reality is a pine forest) after passing low over a main
highway (Sunrise Highway) and was seen close-up by several
motorists.

The object (described as a rod) passed out of sight. Shortly
afterwards there was an explosion followed immediately by a large
fire that lit up the night sky.

A second object came to earth in the grounds of Brookhaven
National Laboratory, a few miles to the north of the South Haven
Park site. After being grounded for several hours the object
exploded as it tried to take off.

The Long Island group obtained videotape from a source which they
refused to name. The first video was taken at the South Haven
Park by (they claimed) a fireman who was one of the first on the
scene. These firemen arrived before government forces came and
the video was of course confiscated.

The group's copy came (they say) from a government source. The
video, which is of very poor quality and taken at night, shows
figures being moved and laid out. It also purports to show (in
part close-up) an insectoid figure.

The second video clip, from the same source, shows an explosion
of some sort that appears to be associated with a building, or
object, or craft. The group claimed it was a disc or lifeboat
type of craft that came down in the grounds of Brookhaven.

I have seen both video clips several times. They were interesting
but unfortunately not definitive, even after enhancement.

After sitting through the presentation I came away having no
doubt that something very important did happen that night, and
that the government came down with an iron-fist within one hour
of the event. There was in addition, a great deal of trace
evidence spread over large areas.

CONSPIRACY? WHAT CONSPIRACY?

All those closest to John Ford have demonstrated beyond any
reasonable doubt that his track record as a UFO 'activist' is
probably second to none.

'He investigated UFO sightings and alleged abductions; held
public meetings and sponsored conferences; leafleted and
organised demonstrations. He also produced the Long Island UFO
Newsletter, which was regularly received and enjoyed by
enthusiasts around the globe.'

Some find it rather odd therefore, that a man who argued so
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vociferously to make his point, who proclaimed he was being
harassed by the authorities, should now utter nothing more than
two words following his arrest. Other than "not guilty" he has
issued no statement which could have been used by the Defence
Committee to bolster their campaign.

Of course Ford might well be acting on instructions issued by his
defence attorney to 'say nothing until the trial' - a perfectly
reasonable and common practise.

Elaine Douglas raises claims of harassment, beatings, burglaries,
auto accidents and vandalism, but where is the corroboration?
Were reports filed to the police in all these instances?

How much radium did the police find? High quantities might just
take slightly less than 40 years to have lethal effects.

Were the police acting unconstitutionally in preventing
leafleting campaigns? Some say not - especially if a
neighbourhood had signs that prohibited such activity. If a
resident complained to the police they would be duty bound to
act.

Until the trial takes place, one can only speculate as to what
might emerge in terms of evidence presented by both defence and
prosecution attorneys which will hopefully answer these and many
other questions.

If allegations of a conspiracy to discredit John Ford have any
foundation at all, it must mean that what he and other colleagues
stumbled across as UFO researchers was of such tremendous
significance that the authorities had to shut them up.

So what exactly did happen? The Unopened Files re-traced the
events as reported by Ford and his colleagues several years ago.
Few listened to him at the time, but now you have an opportunity
to make a balanced judgement for yourselves...
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 8

Re: Sighting - Puerto Vallerta, Mexico

From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 16:12:56 -1000
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 21:29:14 -0500
Subject: Re: Sighting - Puerto Vallerta, Mexico

> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Sighting - Puerto Vallerta, Mexico
> Date: Thursday, January 8, 1998 13:45 PM

> Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 22:26:32 +0100 (MET)
> To: UFO Updates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, UASR@MyList.net
> From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
> Subject: Sighting

> Hi list,
 
> This is a forwarded sighting. Anyone else who has seen this?
 
> I would like to report a personal sighting which occurred on Jan 5 at
> 3:30 am on the beach at Puerto Vallerta, Mexico.  I am an airline pilot
> with over 30 years flying experience, including 24 years as a fighter
> pilot in the USAF and Air National Guard.  While standing on the beach
> and looking at the stars with another airline pilot, I observed a
> reddish colored light which I initially thought was a meteorite, move
> rapidly from east to west nearly directly overhead.  As I pointed out
> the light to my companion, the object suddenly changed directions by
> about 135 degrees of turn and very sharply.  The movement defied any
> laws of flight and physics that I am aware of.  The light made another
> rapid change of course back to a westerly heading, then disappeared out
> of sight.  I was so startled that I immediately confirmed with my
> companion what I had just seen.  I have never seen any flying object
> perform this type of manuevering before.

I hadn't seen the post but I have seen the object, or one very
similar. It's more of a light red color.  It transits Hawaii on
occasion, coming from the south of the Big Island on a
south-to-north course, turns right 90=B0 and departs eastbound. It
covers about 60 degrees of arc in five or 6 seconds and another
80 degrees after the turn in about 7 seconds. I don't know where
Puerto Vallarta is, but I am at about 20=B0 north latitude so if
the object continues on a great circle route it would end up
around Guadalajara. I have always assumed that it was some US
military craft verifying it's navigation. I can tell you that it
moves right along.

Aloha
Tom Burnett
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UPN: Feature On Mexico City Video

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 03:15:21 +0200
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 21:31:38 -0500
Subject: UPN: Feature On Mexico City Video

Found at:

http://www.businesswire.com:80/cgi-bin/sr_headline.sh?/bw.010798/570995

*******

BW0263  JAN 07,1998 16:49 PACIFIC 19:49  EASTERN

(EW)(UPN/PRIMETIME-SPECIALS) UPN Announces Slate of Wide
Appealing Primetime Specials

Entertainment Editors & TV Writers

LOS ANGELES--(ENTERTAINMENT WIRE)--Jan. 7, 1998--

(EDITORS PLEASE NOTE: THIS INFORMATION SUPERSEDES PREVIOUSLY
ANNOUNCED AIRDATES AND TITLES. CHANGES AND CORRECTIONS HAVE BEEN
MADE.)

A wide array of primetime specials, including "1998 UPN
alt.games," "Real Dumb People," "UFO Sightings!" and "The New Ed
Sullivan Show," (working title) will air Tuesdays (9-10 p.m.,
ET/PT) and Wednesdays (9-10 p.m., ET/PT) on UPN, it was announced
Wednesday by Tom Nunan, executive vice president, entertainment,
UPN.

In making the announcement, Nunan commented, "These diverse
specials exemplify what our ultimate objective is -- to attract a
broad audience with, simply stated, good entertainment."

Special programming begins airing on Tuesday, Jan. 20 with the
previously announced "Real Vampires ... Exposed!" (8-9 p.m.,
ET/PT) and "Alien Abduction: Incident in Lake County" (9-10 p.m.,
ET/PT).
(Featuring the much discussed video of an abduction of an entire
family - Stig).

The specials announced Wednesday are as follows:

(snipped)

"UFO Sighting!" airing Wednesday, March 11 (9-10 p.m., ET/PT)
(corrected airdate)

From executive producers Henry Winkler and Ann Daniel
("Sightings"), this riveting one-hour special centers around
never-before-seen video footage of a recent UFO sighting in
Mexico City, and explores the phenomenon of unidentified flying
objects while examining other recent, mysterious observations in
the night sky. Stephen Kroopnick is the co-executive producer.
The special is produced by Fair Dinkum and Ann Daniel in
association with Paramount Network Television.

(snipped)

Several other primetime specials will be announced shortly.
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Frances Barwood Announcement

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 03:24:16 +0200
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 21:51:23 -0500
Subject: Frances Barwood Announcement

PARADIGM RESEARCH GROUP

***FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE ***

January 1, 1998 -- Washington, DC -- Former Phoenix City
Councilwoman Frances Emma Barwood will hold a press conference
from noon to 1 p.m. on January 13, 1998 at the Hyatt Regency
Phoenix, 122 North 2nd Street, Phoenix, AZ.

At this time Ms. Barwood will formally announce her intentions to
seek the office of Secretary of State of Arizona. Supporters from
throughtout Arizona and the United States will be in attendance.

Ms. Barwood, who is well known for her stance on constitutional
matters, states' rights and open truthful government, will
elaborate on her intentions to make a campaign issue of the
substantive evidence for the possible intelligent
extraterrestrial presence with state and national airspace as
well as the failure of the federal government to respect public
demands for a proper response. It is the first time a viable
candidate for high office, state or national, has formally raised
this issue within a campaign.

Ms. Barwood's attention to the UFO issue and the government's
posture began with the extraordinary sightings of objects and
lights above Phoenix in and around March 13 of last year. The
failure of Arizona based federal military facilities to
adequately respond to citizen queries led her to raise the matter
in City Council session.  While the events of March 13 were
already receiving national attention, the mere action of calling
for a proper investigation resulted in a firestorm of personal
attacks. During this same period a recall effort which had been
pending moved to a vote. This effort failed when Ms.
Barwood won the recall election by a margin of two to one.

During the intervening months Councilwoman Barwood took the time
to speak with researchers and witnesses and familiarize herself
with the most recent published works on the subject of
unidentified sightings and other possible extraterrestrial
related phenomena. It became clear to her that this is an issue
of state and  national significance which cannot in good
conscience be ignored by a responsible candidate for high office.

At the January 13 press conference Ms. Barwood will also
introduce co-managers for her campaign: one who will focus on the
relevant state issues, the other who will assist her in bringing
the UFO issue to the citizens of Arizona in a professional,
intelligent fashion.

Contact
Stephen Bassett
Paradigm Research Group

email: paradigmRG@aol.com
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Dual Spheres

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 04:34:55 +0200
Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 22:59:27 -0500
Subject: Dual Spheres

8. January 1998 22.31.23
alt.alien.visitors Item
From:   taranr@erols.com,usenet
Subject: Dual Spheres
To:     alt.alien.visitors

On the morning of April 17th 1952, numerous "red spheres" were
seen flitting through the skies of the US capital, Washington DC.
Radar Screens showed numerous objects detected on radar that
seemed to disappear at will. From 12:40 AM until just before
dawn, these objects would appear to radio engineer E. Chambers as
"headlights in the fog" as he would later describe them.

This case involves multiple witness and multiple radar detection
of these strange objects that by July of that year, would be
national headlines as these objects would be again seen in
Washington DC. Dismissed as "temperature inversions" detected on
radar, these objects had been tracked, ranging in speeds from 100
to over 8,000 miles per hour. Radar detection was made of these
objects from Andrews Air Force Base, Bolling Air Force Base, and
Washington National Air Port.

Long dismissed as lens flare, a photo of approximately 11 objects
hovering over the nation’s capital, was taken, I believe, during
the April event. Quite conspicuously, these objects were in a
mirroring formation of street lights in front of the capital
building, which was assumed to be the cause of these reflections
on the lens. But, is it a coincidence that this picture was taken
on this night?  Was the photographer just taking a photo of the
capital building, or of these objects that are seen in the sky
around the dome of the capital?

I recently saw an enlargement of this photo that has recently
been published, and what caught my eye was the fact that each of
these objects appeared to look like dual spheres of light, or
like "headlights" as E. Chambers had described them later that
day. In fact, these "headlights" have been commonly described as
being seen on a triangular craft that Dr. Bruce Cornet a
geologist and UFO researcher refers to as the "Manta Ray".

Even more strange, is the fact that these dual spheres of light
have been photographed in Pine Bush NY, Hessdalen Noraway, and
Moljebka Russia, which are all UFO hot-spots. Some people such as
author Paul Devereux, claim that these lights are only a
consequence of tectonic stress and are really geophysical in
nature. Paul Devereux shows photos of these dual spheres in not
one, but two articles he had written in 1997 for the Fortean
times. One of these photos was taken in Hessdalen, the other in
Ireland, where numerous triangular craft have been reported. [See
the April 1997 issue and the November 1997 issue of the Fortean
Times magazine]

Would natural phenomena result in dual spheres of approximately
the same size flying equidistantly for extended periods of time?
These objects sometimes are seen with additional lights such as a
red light that sometimes is seen blinking. Strangely, this
configuration is similar to lights that are FAA required of
aircraft of that size. Is this natural phenomena, or actually
unknown objects attempting to mimic modern aircraft. Col. Wendall
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Stevens (ret.) says that in the 1952 case in Washingtion DC.,
fighter jets were scrambled, and that one of the objects did a
corkscrew maneuver around one of the jets and then few off at an
incredible rate of speed. Natural phenomena?  Not very likely.

-bob tarantino

Veritatem dies aperit. ("Time discovers truth") -Seneca
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 18:15:49 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 00:00:12 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> From: BGBOPPER <BGBOPPER@aol.com> [Russ Estes]
> Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 14:22:20 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> Is the Kevin Randle Book that you mention "Faces of the Visitors"
> by Kevin Randle and Russ Estes ?? <Grin> (Blatant Plug)

That's the book. Lots of cases briefly but sympathetically
reviewed, with reliability ratings. Roswell gets a 9 (out of 10),
many famous abduction cases rank far lower.

> If so, the very reason that 'Faces of the Visitors' was produced
> is the fact that most of the attention given to Alien Abduction
> is directed at the Classic Gray Alien.  From the reports given by
> over 150 Abductees, Contactees, and Observers, the classic Gray
> seem to be the vocal minority.  Kudos on a fine review.

Yes, the intention is very clear. A question, though -- how
carefully were the 150 people interviewed? What's the reliability
rating for each of them? If you include only those you'd rate as
highly reliable, would the variety of alien types look any
different?

Finally, what's the point of referring to these 150
undifferentiated reports? (I'm referring to something in the text
which -- if I remember correctly -- states that 150 people were
actually talked to, quite apart from the many cases catalogued in
the book.) If we're interested to know what UFOs look like,
obviously we don't look at cases where we don't believe the
witness, or when the witness pretty clearly saw something known.
Sure, you can find 150 (or 1500 or probably 15,000) people who
say they've seen all variety of aliens, but how believable are
most of them?

Greg Sandow
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Astonishing Intelligent Artifacts(?) On Far Side

From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 23:23:29 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 00:38:36 -0500
Subject: Astonishing Intelligent Artifacts(?) On Far Side

Hi all,

Go to this link found on the Sightings on the Radio home page.
It's interesting and I would like to know what everybody thinks.

http://www.sightings.com/ufo/moonobject.htm
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New Evidence That Mars Face Is Artificial

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 05:43:29 +0200
Fwd Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 01:09:31 -0500
Subject: New Evidence That Mars Face Is Artificial

Received via "alt.paranet.ufo" January 8 at 11.03 local time (GMT + 1
hour):

8. January 1998 09.44.00
alt.paranet.ufo Item
From:   Tom Pinn, usenet
Subject:        SPACE:Mars Face/Asteroid Race/Skeptic Put in Place?
To:     alt.paranet.ufo

 S   P   A   C   E
-------------------

RE: Mars Face
ORIGINAL FULL ARTICLE: Scripps-Howard, 1/8

The "Face on Mars" is not an optical illusion, reported Dr. Tom
Van Flandern, at the 191st national meeting of the American
Astronomical Society (AAS) on Wednesday.

Van Flandern, who holds a doctorate in astronomy from Yale
University, and founded Meta Research, an organization that
researches astronomy theories that conflict with mainstream
paradigms, said he reached that conclusion after new studies of
the Cydonia region.

Pictures of Mars'surface taken by the Viking spacecraft, in the
70s, spawned the "Face on Mars" debate when sometimes fuzzy, low
resolution pictures appeared to show a gigantic human-like face,
pyramids and other structures in the desert-like region.

In the decades since, a whole cottage-industry of conspiracy
theories, alleged NASA cover-ups and Masonic involvement has
grown around the original photos.

Van Flandern said he analyzed data from previous studies showing
that the Martian north and south poles occupied a different
position in the past. A cataclysmic event, such as a meteor
impact, relocated the poles to the current positions. He
concluded the Cydonia region was once on the Martian equator,
with "The Face" oriented perpendicular to the old equator. He
said the chance of that orientation occurring naturally was about
a 1% probability, shifting the weight of evidence in favor of the
Cydonia complex, as it is sometimes called, being artifical.

Van Flandern predicted the Mars Global Surveyor's high-resolution
cameras will finally determine whether "The Face" is natural, as
NASA scientists maintain, or constructed by an earlier
civilization. He added that people should prepare themselves for
the largest cultural shock of modern times.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

RE: Asteroid Race
ORIGINAL FULL ARTICLE: U.P.I., 1/8

Los Alamos National Laboratory researchers, led by astrophysicist
Jack Hills and his collegue Charles Mader, used computer
simulations to predict the results of an asteroid hitting the
mid-Atlantic Ocean.
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The first simulation, using an asteroid 3-miles across, showed
the resulting Tsunamis - a fast moving ocean wave that holds its
destructive energy - would swamp the entire upper East Coast of
the U.S. to the Appalachian Mountains. All the coastal cities in
the region, along thousands of miles of coastline, would be hit
by immense walls of water and roiling debris. The coasts of
France and Portugal would also be destroyed by waves.

Hills and Mader estimated a strike from such a large asteroid
only happens every 10 million years or so.

By comparison, every few thousand years, a small asteroid may
hit. Another computer simulation, using a 1,300 feet in diameter
asteroid model, ended with the lesser destruction of coastal
areas on both sides of the Atlantic, with a Tsunami more than 300
feet high.

------------------------------------------------------------------

RE: Skeptic Put in His Place?
ORIGINAL FULL ARTICLE: Associated Press, 1/8

In 1995, researchers hypothesized a large planet was orbiting the
star 51 Pegasi, after analyzing light emanating from the distant
sun. The analysis indicated the star was wobbling, allegedly from
the gravitational pull of an orbiting planet.

But last February, skeptic David F. Gray, of the University of
Western Ontario, disputed the earlier claim, saying 51 Pegasi
itself was pulsing, fooling researchers into believing they had
found a planet.

Now, Gray has retracted his earlier conclusion, saying new
observations of the starlight have failed to find the pulsing
trait that led to his debunking of the planet theory.

He added that a planet may still be the best explanation.

_____________________________________________________________

Date: 8 Jan 1998 00:44:00 -0700
From: "Tom Pinn"
Subject: SPACE:Mars Face/Asteroid Race/Skeptic Put in Place?
Message-ID: <692040$arm@nntp02.primenet.com>
Path:
news1.tele.dk!news-feed.inet.tele.dk!bofh.vszbr.cz!news.sprintisp.com!sp
rintisp!news-peer.gip.net!news.gsl.net!gip.net!www.nntp.primenet.com!glo
balcenter1!news.primenet.com!ptp
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Re: Space Tourism Within 3 Years

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 06:50:03 +0200
Fwd Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 08:59:30 -0500
Subject: Re: Space Tourism Within 3 Years

On December 31 1997 UFO Updates carried a news item on "Space
Tourism Within 3 Years", see

http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/updates/1997/dec/m31-008.shtml

Thanks to the Netly News I just found additional information to
the one, I sent then. Go to

http://cgi.pathfinder.com/netly/editorial/0,1012,1676,00.html

*******

Flights of Fancy

by Rebecca Eisenberg

January 8, 1998

Ever since the space shuttle Challenger exploded in 1986, killing
seven astronauts, including schoolteacher Christa McAuliffe, NASA
has appeared a bit reluctant to take non-astronauts into outer
space. But where there is money to be earned, private business
will find a way.

Enter an industry even more nascent, and possibly more risky,
than e-commerce -- space adventure travel for tourists. For a
mere $98,000 (plus $4,000 optional cancellation insurance)
Zegrahm Space Voyages in Seattle, Wash., is selling tickets for
the first-ever commercially operated tourist trip into outer
space, to take off -- and land -- on Saturday December 1, 2001.

The two-and-a-half-hour voyage will carry six passengers at a
time in a yet-to-be-built Space Cruiser at speeds of up to 2,300
miles per hour 62 miles above the Earth's surface. Passengers
would sustain weightlessness for two minutes, "long enough to
take at least one somersault," according to Zegrahm's Chris
Ostendorf, 28, who worked in the cruise ship industry for five
years before joining the travel company about seven months ago.

Zegrahm's first trip is being coordinated in association with the
Stanford University Alumni Assocation, whose Travel/Study program
has in the past visited locations such as Kuwait and Vietnam.
Within days of the space trip's announcement, two individuals put
down their $5,000 deposits -- one of them a retired Stanford
engineering professor, the other a woman who felt like the trip
would make a nice present for her husband.

In fact, even though Zegrahm has produced no working vehicle, and
the location for the launch itself has not been determined, more
than 20 people have plunked down $5,000 deposits for the trip,
which includes a week of "astronaut training" prior to the
launch, as well as videotapes of the trip and official-looking
monogrammed space suits. If the trip doesn't happen within four
years of paying the deposit, would-be passengers will receive a
refund, minus their $4,000 optional payment insurance and
interest.

Ostendorf, who says the space travel industry should mirror the
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cruise industry, describes his clientele as "people who are
interested in unique experiences -- they have been everywhere,
and have run out of places to go." Of the 1,200 or so people who
signed up for Zegrahm's informational e-mail list, 25 percent are
female, and the average age is 45 to 65. Judging from these
demographics, it may be physically impossible for many of these
people to take the trip -- it's not for the "ordinary person from
the street," warns Jurrie VanderWoude, a former Air Force fighter
pilot who now works at the Jet Propulsion Labs. "Weightlessness
is like seasickness," he laughs. "That is why you train in the
device that NASA refers to as the vomit comet."

Nonetheless, VanderWoude would jump at the opportunity to take
the trip. "I think it would be fabulous. Simply fabulous. If I
had the money."

But VanderWoude warns that space travel may not be as easy to
arrange as Zegrahm is hoping. "It is not like just taking a trip
to Washington, D.C." Not only will all potential passengers need
to be checked out by a medical professional, but the carrier will
need to be approved by a whole range of federal agencies and
transportation overseeing bodies, such as the Federal Aviation
Agency and the National Transportation Safety Board. None of
these decisions can be made until there is, at the very least, a
ship, and once the vehicle is ready to be inspected, it will most
likely be subject to the snail's pace typical of most federal
bureaucratic decision-making processes.

"It is not going to happen by 2001, that is for sure," mused
Rusty Schweickart, a former NASA astronaut who served as lunar
module pilot for Apollo 9 in 1969 -- the third manned flight of
the Apollo series and the first manned flight of the lunar
module. Schweickart did not want to comment about the potential
success of Zegrahm in particular, but he appeared pessimistic
about the space travel market's prospects of making a splash in
the early part of the 21st century. "Right now there is really
nothing to say; there is no tourism in space. It is a fun idea,
but it is a long way in the future."

Say 20 years from now, said Schweickart, when "there will be
facilities in space, and there will be transportation that is
cheap enough that it could be a reasonable business proposition.
But at the moment, we are a long way from that. For two and a
half minutes, it is not worth it."

Or is it? "There are many experiences that are very short-lived
but are nonetheless well worth it," insists Eric, a 34-year-old
"information engineer" who runs his own business and lives with
his spouse and two children in the Pacific Northwest. Less than
three weeks after hearing about Zegrahm's proposed space travel
plans, Eric paid his $5,000 deposit and $4,000 payment insurance,
even though Zegrahm has presented no finished craft.

"When I first heard about this trip, I was skeptical," he notes.
"But after doing more research into Zegrahm, it became clear that
they are serious. There is really no reason that this could not
happen, and they are not going to go up there half-cocked -- they
would not be allowed to."

If Zegrahm manages to pull it off, the company could be hitting
on a timely and lucrative concept. According to the Travel
Industry Association of America, travel is the third largest
retail industry in the United States, with total annual spending
of $473 billion. By the year 2000, the association predicts,
travel is expected to rise to number one.

*******
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Re: AP: Study - Asteroid Could Flood Coast

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 01:27:23 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 09:00:55 -0500
Subject: Re: AP: Study - Asteroid Could Flood Coast

>From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com> [Rebecca]
>Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 09:59:46 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Fwd: Study: Asteroid Could Flood Coast

>From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
>Subject: Study: Asteroid Could Flood Coast
>Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 03:33:59 EST

>Study: Asteroid Could Flood Coast

>.c The Associated Press

> By PAUL RECER

>WASHINGTON (AP) - If a 3-mile-wide rock from space smashed into
>the Atlantic Ocean it would drown most of the upper East Coast in
>the largest tidal wave in recorded history, a study finds.

<snip>

>Based on computer simulations of what would ensue if an asteroid
>smashed into the central Atlantic, Hills said all of Delaware,
>Maryland and Virginia would be inundated. In New York, Long
>Island and Manhattan would be swamped.

Hi Rebecca, hi All,

Just as an aside, most of you are familiar with the reports from
abductees about the aliens showing the many abductees apocalyptic
visions of earth changes, mass death and destruction.

Well I'm no exception. I never talk about it because it is
material that surfaced during hypnosis and I keep -all of that
stuff- in a seperate "B" folder! The "A" stuff is the bits and
pieces which I have remembered consciously all of my life.

What I was shown was a scene out of a sci-fi horror movie. I was
led up to a large curved screen. Before me on the screen I could
see undulating garbage, bodies, refuse of every kind and here and
there were the tops of buildings. The debris was so dense that it
formed a solid carpet that you could walk on.

The sky was the wrong color. (green) And suddenly it dawned on me
that what I was seeing was a part of the New York skyline. I also
realized that the reason that debris was undulating was because
there was water underneath it. It was my New York under water!
All I could think or feel was complete horror. It was an emotion
that tugged at the pit of my stomach. It came straight from the
gut.

When I read this post it just brought it all back to mind. Not
that I believe it'll happen or anything I just wanted to share it
with you guys. It's not easy living with these images in your
head sometimes. They are disturbing.

Peace,

John Velez
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Nando Net: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) To:=20
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 07:36:27 +0200
Fwd Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 09:03:17 -0500
Subject: Nando Net: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature

Found in the electronic edition of The Nando Times. URL:

http://www.nando.net/newsroom/ntn/health/010898/health7_18738_nof
rames.h tml

Stig

*******

Scientist believes Martian 'face' is no accident of nature

Copyright =A91998 Nando.net
Copyright =A91998 Scripps Howard

WASHINGTON (January 8, 1998 00:07 a.m. EST http://www.nando.net)
-- The mysterious "Face on Mars" is not an optical illusion or a
natural feature on the Red Planet, a scientist reported Wednesday
at a major astronomical conference.

Dr. Tom Van Flandern reached the conclusion after new studies of
the Cydonia region, where strange-looking landforms have excited
science fiction and life-on-other-worlds buffs for decades.

His report, presented at the 191st national meeting of the
American Astronomical Society (AAS), attracted unusual attention
because sharp new images of the "Face" may soon be available. The
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Global Surveyor
spacecraft, now orbiting Mars, is scheduled to begin imaging in
1999.

Global Surveyor's camera is capable of making images with 30
times the resolution, or sharpness, of the Viking cameras. It can
distinguish objects as small as 4.6 feet across, and will try to
image the "Face."

Van Flandern holds a doctorate in astronomy from Yale University.
Until 1991, he was chief of the celestial mechanics branch at the
U. S. Naval Observatory, a respected astronomy facility. He then
founded Meta Research, an organization based here, that fosters
research on topics that conflict with mainstream theories in
astronomy.

The "Face on Mars," he explained, certainly fits that bill. Some
people claim that images of the Cydonia region, taken in the
1970s from the Viking spacecraft, show a gigantic human face, a
pyramid, and other structures left by some ancient
extra-terrestrial civilization.

In the eyes of some, the "Face" bears a striking resemblance to
the "death masks" that ancient Egyptians used to adorn the
sarcophagus of King Tut and other rulers. Indeed, some hint that
the "Face" may be part of an immense tomb on the Red Planet.

Believers have come up with all kinds of intricate mathematical
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relationships between the Face and several associated landforms
that supposedly prove the structures are artificial.

Conspiracy theories, charging NASA and the military with a
cover-up, also abound.

"The conventional view is that this is all nonsense," says Dr.
Michael C. Malin. He is chief investigator for the Mars Global
Surveyor Orbiter Camera.

Cydonia, he explained, is a desert-like region that has undergone
the same kinds of weathering that carve weird landforms in
terrestrial deserts. He regards the features at Cydonia as
strictly natural, the result of Martian weathering and erosion.

Van Flandern said his study undermines the main argument against
an artificial origin for the "Face:" Its apparently random
orientation on the Martian surface.

"No apparent purpose is served by a face monument looking upward
toward space if it is not oriented right-side up and in an
attention-getting location with respect to the surface of the
planet," he said.

On Earth, one such location, visible for great distances from
space, might be right on the equator, he indicated.

Van Flandern analyzed data from previous studies showing that the
Martian north and south poles occupied a different position in
the past. A meteor impact or other cataclysmic event relocated
the poles to their current position millions of years ago. He
concluded that the "Face" originally was in a much different
location.

"It was a great shock to me to discover that the Cydonia area was
right on the old Martian equator," he said.

Further analysis showed that the "Face" is oriented perpendicular
to that old equator. The bridge of its "nose" is oriented almost
exactly north-to-south.

"This has only about a 1 percent probability of occurring by
chance," Dr. Van Flandern said. "The weight of existing evidence
appears to have shifted in favor of an artificial origin of the
Cydonia complex."

Van Flandern predicted that the Mars Global Surveyor's
high-resolution cameras will finally determine whether the "Face"
is a natural geologic structure, or something constructed by an
earlier civilization.

Almost as an afterthought, he observed to a standing-room- only
audience of about 400 astronomers, "I suggest that in view of
these test results we prepare ourselves for a cultural shock
certainly unrivaled in recent times."

By MICHAEL WOODS, Toledo Blade

Copyright =A91998 Nando.net
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Re: The John Ford Affair - UK UFO Magazine

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 02:12:04 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 09:07:40 -0500
Subject: Re: The John Ford Affair - UK UFO Magazine

>There's been some reference here regarding the incarcaration of
>LIUFON's John Ford. While browsing Graham Birdsall's UK UFO
>Magazine at:

>http://www.ufomag.co.uk/

>I came across the following.

>ebk

_______________________________________

>THE JOHN FORD AFFAIR

>As you read this, New York UFO activist John Ford is languishing
>in jail awaiting trial for conspiracy. The circumstances of his
>arrest and past involvement with an alleged UFO crash-retrieval
>incident at Moriches Bay, Long Island, are profoundly disturbing.

<snip>

>The John Ford Defence Committee's support for Ford "..is based on
>our conviction that he did not, would not, and could not conspire
>to murder anyone," said Elaine Douglas. "On this point our
>support is complete and total," she added.

Hi Errol, Al, All,

I have had several oportunities to talk with John Ford. I shared
a stage with him on two occasions on local programs here in NY.
Got to hang out a bit in the green room talking to John while his
constant companion Preston Nichols scarfed handfuls of free
donuts. (Preston is a -big boy- and doesn't talk much in the
presence of food. <G>)

First, John has never been taken very seriously by members of the
local UFO community, but I (and others) don't think the guy is
capable of concocting or carrying out such a convoluted murder
plot.

The worst thing that John could be accused of is 'drumming up
business for himself" by publisizing the Moriches Bay crash and
the other one that involved Brookhaven National Lab. John's crony
Preston Nichols is a guy that has invented and markets an alien
detection and deterrent device, his other running partner is Al
Bielek who is the guy that claims to be the Philidelphia
experiment survivor. Bunch o' wags, but not 'killers' by any
stretch of the imagination.

If they had busted John on fraud charges I'd be whistling a
different tune, but murder? Nah, I don't think so. This arrest
and the wierd story and circumstances surrounding it are the
strongest evidence that John has ever had! We'll just have to
wait and see what the jury trial develops. Long Island judges
aren't real lenient about allowing murder suspects to remain at
large while they await trial. John has already done almost two
years of jail time without ever having been convicted. That -is
an injustice- the guy is supposed to be guaranteed a speedy and
fair trial. I don't understand the long delay in giving John his
day in court.
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Peace,

John Velez
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Re: Dual Spheres

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 07:34:55 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 09:09:55 -0500
Subject: Re: Dual Spheres

>From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 04:34:55 +0200
>Subject: Dual Spheres

>Long dismissed as lens flare, a photo of approximately 11 objects
>hovering over the nation=EDs capital, was taken, I believe, during
>the April event. Quite conspicuously, these objects were in a
>mirroring formation of street lights in front of the capital
>building, which was assumed to be the cause of these reflections
>on the lens. But, is it a coincidence that this picture was taken
>on this night?  Was the photographer just taking a photo of the
>capital building, or of these objects that are seen in the sky
>around the dome of the capital?

>I recently saw an enlargement of this photo that has recently
>been published, and what caught my eye was the fact that each of
>these objects appeared to look like dual spheres of light, or
>like "headlights" as E. Chambers had described them later that
>day. In fact, these "headlights" have been commonly described as
>being seen on a triangular craft that Dr. Bruce Cornet a
>geologist and UFO researcher refers to as the "Manta Ray".

Does anyone know where this photo is published?  I'd like to
take a look at it.

Bob
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Re: Astonishing Intelligent Artifacts(?) On Far

From: "WHITE" <mjawhite@digitaldune.net> [John White]
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 06:01:48 -0700
Fwd Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 09:12:06 -0500
Subject: Re: Astonishing Intelligent Artifacts(?) On Far

List and Joe who asked:

>From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
>Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 23:23:29 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Artifacts on the Moon

>Hi all,

>Go to this link found on the Sightings on the Radio home page.
>It's interesting and I would like to know what everybody thinks.

>http://www.sightings.com/ufo/moonobject.htm

Joe,

I think that if we want to know what they are, that we
should visit them and find out.

John White mjawhite@digitaldune.net
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 09:57:58 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 10:42:07 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
>To: "'UFO UpDates - Toronto'" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
>Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 18:15:49 -0500

>> From: BGBOPPER <BGBOPPER@aol.com> [Russ Estes]
>> Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 14:22:20 EST
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>> Is the Kevin Randle Book that you mention "Faces of the Visitors"
>> by Kevin Randle and Russ Estes ?? <Grin> (Blatant Plug)

>That's the book. Lots of cases briefly but sympathetically
>reviewed, with reliability ratings. Roswell gets a 9 (out of 10),
>many famous abduction cases rank far lower.

>> If so, the very reason that 'Faces of the Visitors' was produced
>> is the fact that most of the attention given to Alien Abduction
>> is directed at the Classic Gray Alien.  From the reports given by
>> over 150 Abductees, Contactees, and Observers, the classic Gray
>> seem to be the vocal minority.  Kudos on a fine review.

>Yes, the intention is very clear. A question, though -- how
>carefully were the 150 people interviewed? What's the reliability
>rating for each of them? If you include only those you'd rate as
>highly reliable, would the variety of alien types look any
>different?

>Finally, what's the point of referring to these 150
>undifferentiated reports? (I'm referring to something in the text
>which -- if I remember correctly -- states that 150 people were
>actually talked to, quite apart from the many cases catalogued in
>the book.) If we're interested to know what UFOs look like,
>obviously we don't look at cases where we don't believe the
>witness, or when the witness pretty clearly saw something known.
>Sure, you can find 150 (or 1500 or probably 15,000) people who
>say they've seen all variety of aliens, but how believable are
>most of them?

>Greg Sandow

That's a very insightful question. Of the more than 150 abductees
interviewed, each was a careful interview, searching for
evidence, corroboration and fact. If you look at the book
carefully, you'll see that we have looked at some of the more
famous of the abduction cases, and you'll see that, contrary to
what has been stated, 85% of the aliens reported are not the
grays. There is a wide variety of alien beings reported.

But 'Faces Of The Visitors' looks beyond that as well. One purpose
was to expose the frauds for what they are. It does us no good to
see the same faked images reported time and again, and that was
the reason for including some cases that are hoaxes. It is time
to expose them so that we all can move onto to other arenas where
our time and effort can be spent in more productive pursuits.
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I believe it was important to include a section on the Contactees
because here was a group telling tales very similiar to alien
abduction before any abductions had been reported. And we placed
some of the abduction tales into the section on contactees
because their stories, while more acceptable to researchers today
are little more than contactee tales of the 1950s.

But the real point here is that the book was as carefully
researched as any of the others. The research protocols were as
strict as those employed by other researchers. We were attempting
to provide a long history of the reports of alien contact so that
the evolution of the alien beings, the garb they wore, and the
activities in which they engaged could be seen in the context of
that history.

If we are interested in what UFOs look like, we can't exclude
reports that we don't like because we believe them to be hoaxes
or misidentifications because they are part of the subtext of UFO
research. We can, however, make it clear that we don't accept
those cases by providing a low reliability number.

Or, we could turn the question around and ask, simply, by what
criterion do you accept the reports of alien abduction? Does the
witness have to seem sincere? Does the emotion seen during the
hypnotic regression session have to seem real? Do we accept only
those cases where there is some form of corroboration? What makes
the tales investigated by David Jacobs, Budd Hopkins, John Mack,
John Carpenter, Edith Fiore, Richard Boylan, Leo Sprinkle, Alvin
Lawson, Ray Fowler or James Harder more acceptable than the cases
we investigated? And can't the reader, by accepting our
reliability numbers answer your question about the variety of
aliens? And if the reader doesn't accept our number, but attaches
his or her own, and then cross checking them, produce an answer
to your question.

And, we can argue that a case you don't find reliable, such as
the Billy Meier contacts, are accepted as reliable by many
others. Doesn't that become a case of the Meier unbelievable
story being less believeable than say, the unbelievable story
told by Antonio Villas-Boas or even Betty Hill.

Or, the short answer to your question is that we checked the
witness stories carefully, we used other reports that were
considered by many to be "true" tales of alien abduction starting
with the Hills and including many of what is now the classic
cases.

KRandle
http//www.crystalsky.com
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: Dual Sphere

From: "Scott Carr"<Scott_Carr@MCKINSEY.COM>
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 14:43:26 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 17:48:02 -0500
Subject: Re: Dual Sphere

>Long dismissed as lens flare, a photo of approximately 11 objects
>hovering over the nation?s capital, was taken, I believe, during
>the April event.

Is this the photo that appears as the January picture on the 1998
UFO Calendar?

>I recently saw an enlargement of this photo that has recently
>been published, and what caught my eye was the fact that each of
>these objects appeared to look like dual spheres of light, or
>like "headlights" as E. Chambers had described them later that
>day.

I believe there was film of a similar "Dual sphere" taken over
Area 51 in the recent Area 51 TV special. Does anyone else recall
this? (I don't remember the name of the special, but it was the
one Mr. Campbell was listing in the "Upcoming Events" section of
the Ufomind What's New page.

-Scott Carr
Editor, The Flying Saucer Gazette
http://www.erols.com/sardonica
sardonica@erols.com
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Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No

From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@proaxis.com>
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 09:33:20 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 17:46:21 -0500
Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No

>From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) To:
>updates@globalserve.net
>Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 07:36:27 +0200
>Subject: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature

>Found in the electronic edition of The Nando Times. URL:

>http://www.nando.net/newsroom/ntn/health/010898/health7_18738_nof
>rames.h tml

>Scientist believes Martian 'face' is no accident of nature
>
>WASHINGTON (January 8, 1998 00:07 a.m. EST http://www.nando.net)
>-- The mysterious "Face on Mars" is not an optical illusion or a
>natural feature on the Red Planet, a scientist reported Wednesday
>at a major astronomical conference.

>Dr. Tom Van Flandern reached the conclusion after new studies of
>the Cydonia region, where strange-looking landforms have excited
>science fiction and life-on-other-worlds buffs for decades.
> ....

Hello Stig,

I wouldn't get my hopes up that Van Flandern's conclusions will
carry any weight at all within scientific astronomical circles.
He has put forth quite a few scientific conclusions within his
book that go strongly against "mainstream" astronomical thinking,
so that he'll surely receive the standard treatment of attacks on
his scientific character through ridicule. His book is _Dark
Matter, Missing Planets, and New Comets: Paradoxes Resolved,
Origins Illuminated_.

For example, he has set forth much evidence supporting the idea
that there was once a planet orbiting where asteroids predominate
now, which exploded; this has been put down on the basis that no
known natural mechanism for any such explosion is known.  And so
the implication that ETs may have done it will receive ridicule.

Yet his book contains many innovative and well argued ideas.

Jim Deardorff
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 9

Posting Rules

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 18:00:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 18:00:14 -0500
Subject: Posting Rules

                            Posting Rules

       To help current and future readers of UFO UpDates' posts and
       the UFO UpDates Instant Archive software at:

                   http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/updates

       please observe the following rules when posting to the List.

 1.    Line-length

       Please make your lines no more than 70 characters long

------------------------This line is 70 characters---------------------

       Longer lines are wrapped by various pieces of software along the Net
and leave awkward
       and eye-jarring line lengths.

 2.    Attribution

       When responding to a message from the List, _always_ include the
       four line 'header' from the body of that message at the start
       of _your_ message - eg.:

                >Date: 01 Jan 97 00:00:01 EST
                >From: Genghis@mukluk.com <Bob Bobberts>
                >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
                >Subject: UFO UpDate: Grays are Grey Area

       Again - it's at the beginning of the 'body' of the message you
       are responding to.

 3.    Quoting

       _Always_ quote from the message to which you are responding.

        Quotes should come _before_ you key your response.

       Start each quoted line with a 'greater-than' sign (>) as the
       first character. It should look like this:

       >Start each quoted line with a 'greater-than' sign (>) as the
       >first character. It should look like this:

       Keep quoted material from previous messages to a minimum:  Just
       quote enough text to let people know what you are referring to.

       Messages that do not utilize the required quoting protocol
       or contain excessive quoting will not be posted to UpDates.

       The Archive software will automatically italicize these lines.
       Visit the Archive page and take a look.

       Most modern E-Mail software will allow the user to click a
       'Reply' button and automatically open a new window, with the
       message being responded to inserted with universal quote-mark
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       (>) at the beginning of each line.

       When 'Reply' is clicked, some E-Mail software will insert a line
       which states:

              On 01 Jan 97 at 00:00:01 EST, UFO UpDates wrote:

       If your program does this, please remove it - UFO UpDates did
       not _write_ the message - it merely posted it to the List.

 5.    Don't send 'personal' responses to the list that should be sent
       directly to the original author.  Send a message to the list
       only if it contains new information that you want _everyone_
       to see.

       Messages that contain what the List Administrator considers to
       be personal attacks or 'flames' will not be posted to the List.
       Those messages will be forwarded to the person they refer to
       for their information.

 6.    URLs (Web Site addresses)  _must_ include 'http://' and be on
       one line. The Archive software will make the URL a 'click-able'
       link to that address in your archived message.

                     ------------------------------------
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Re: Nando Net: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of

From: troodon@netnitco.net [David Orr]
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 15:41:19 -0600
Fwd Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 20:42:19 -0500
Subject: Re: Nando Net: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of

>From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) To:
>updates@globalserve.net
>Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 07:36:27 +0200
>Subject: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature

>Found in the electronic edition of The Nando Times. URL:

>http://www.nando.net/newsroom/ntn/health/010898/health7_18738_nof
>rames.h tml

>Stig

>*******

>Scientist believes Martian 'face' is no accident of nature

>Copyright =A91998 Nando.net
>Copyright =A91998 Scripps Howard

>WASHINGTON (January 8, 1998 00:07 a.m. EST http://www.nando.net)
>-- The mysterious "Face on Mars" is not an optical illusion or a
>natural feature on the Red Planet, a scientist reported Wednesday
>at a major astronomical conference.

>Dr. Tom Van Flandern reached the conclusion after new studies of
>the Cydonia region, where strange-looking landforms have excited
>science fiction and life-on-other-worlds buffs for decades.

>His report, presented at the 191st national meeting of the
>American Astronomical Society (AAS), attracted unusual attention
>because sharp new images of the "Face" may soon be available. The
>National Aeronautics and Space Administration Global Surveyor
>spacecraft, now orbiting Mars, is scheduled to begin imaging in
>1999.

>Global Surveyor's camera is capable of making images with 30
>times the resolution, or sharpness, of the Viking cameras. It can
>distinguish objects as small as 4.6 feet across, and will try to
>image the "Face."

My heart skips a beat with each step closer we come to new photos
of Cydonia. I've read the McDaniel Report and studied the
Enterprise Mission and other related sites thoroughly ever since
my interest was stirred up last year.

I wasn't even ten when Sagan's "The Man on the Moon" article was
published in Parade magazine. I've always been fascinated by
science and I used to watch PBS all the time with my dad. So
Sagan was a sort of "Mr. Rogers" to me (probably should have
stuck to Don Herbert, TV's Mr. Wizard). I read his article and
believed him when he said that the Face was a natural feature.

As I said, my interest in the subject was rejuvenated. I'm not
sure how, but I know that I found myself at Hoagland's site. This
has captured my imagination. The McDaniel Report's chapter on the
Sagan article was eye-opening for me. Stanley McDaniel does an
excellent job at dissecting all of the lies and fallacies used by
Sagan and NASA in deflating the artificiality hypothesis.

Now, we are closer than ever. The evidence presented by the
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independent researchers is comprehensive. It makes a good case
for the artificiality hypothesis. I just hope that Mr. Malin
doesn't mess with the photos. The transmission of the enhanced
Cydonia pictures MUST be live and public.

Personally, there is little doubt that the Cydonia complex was
constructed by someone. We need to face this together so that we
may move forward.

Good fortune, safe travels

David Orr

Push the button, Frank.
********************************
TRANSMISSION ENDED.
********************************
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 9

AP: Astronomers Gauge Energy of Stars

From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com>
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 16:47:53 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 20:47:30 -0500
Subject: AP: Astronomers Gauge Energy of Stars

Astronomers Gauge Energy of Stars

.c The Associated Press

 By PAUL RECER

WASHINGTON (AP) - Astronomers taking the temperature of the universe say they
have sampled heat from virtually every star that has ever shone, a discovery
that will help refine theories about the evolution of the universe.

Using an instrument aboard the Cosmic Background Explorer Satellite,
astronomers from the Space Telescope Science Institute measured the glow of
infrared energy - or heat - in dust particles that were warmed by stars from
almost the very beginning of the universe.

This primordial heat gives astronomers an idea of how much energy has been
generated by nearly all of the stars formed since the Big Bang, said Michael
Hauser, leader of the astronomy team.

Hauser said that starlight from very early in the history of the universe
warmed dust particles and that this heat is preserved in sort of a ``cosmic
safety deposit box'' and can be detected by a satellite instrument that was
cooled to near absolute zero.

The instrument was so sensitive, he said, that it could detect the heat energy
reflected from a white piece of paper illuminated by a 100 watt light bulb
18.5 miles away.

Hauser said the instrument gathered measurements in the ``far infrared,'' a
part of the electromagnetic spectrum invisible to the eye.

He said the instrument would detect all heat radiating in this portion of the
spectrum and that this would include dust warmed by ``virtually all the stars
that have existed since the beginning of time.''

Missed would be the energy from the very first stars, which glowed in a dust-
free universe, and heat emitted in a portion of the infrared not sampled by
the instruments. Dust is created as stars burn, turning hydrogen and helium
into heavier particles. Theorists believe that star formation could not begin
until about 300,000 years after the Big Bang.

Hauser said the study has taken about 23 years, including the time spent
designing and building the COBE satellite, collecting data for four years
after its 1989 launch, and then analyzing the data. He said the team spent the
last two years checking the research for errors.

Other astronomers called the work a remarkable technical achievement and said
the findings will shape the thinking of cosmologists who are trying to figure
out the evolution of the universe.

``It provides us an extra clue and an extra restraint on the theories of the
early universe,'' said Martin Rees, a cosmologist at the Institute of
Astronomy in Cambridge, England. ``It gives us more confidence in working out
the details.''

Rees said that by knowing the amount of energy emitted by stars over time,
theorists will be better able to gauge the amount of star formation that has
occurred since the Big Bang, the theoretical beginning of the universe.
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Eli Dwek, a NASA astronomer at the Goddard Spaceflight Center, said the study
was equivalent to sampling part of the light emitted from all light bulbs
since the bulb was invented.

``For the first time,'' he said, ``we have detected a significant fraction of
all of the starlight that has been emitted from the first.''

Astrophysicists will have to modify some parts of existing theories in order
to comply with the new data from the Hauser group, he said.

Hauser said the study shows that about 30 percent of the energy from starlight
is present in the far infrared. An additional 20 percent of stellar energy can
be seen in visible light. He said at least half of the energy from stars is
obscured by dust.

``This implies that one-half to two-thirds of the radiation (from stars) is in
shrouded regions,'' said David Spergel, a Princeton astronomer. He said the
``quite compelling'' evidence from the new study opens up new areas of study
in stellar evolution.

``Much of star formation history has been hidden from us before now,'' said
Spergel.

Steve Maran, a NASA astronomer, said the new temperature measurements will
lead to a ``mushrooming'' of star formation theories.

``It's not rewriting the textbooks,'' said Maran, ``but it will help add
chapters.''

Hauser said that the work supports the idea that stars, burning hydrogen and
helium in their nuclear fusion fires, have consumed about 6 percent of the
nuclear fuel available in the universe.

That means that the universe's fusion fuel tank is at the 94 percent mark.
Eventually, in perhaps 100 billion years, stars are expected to burn the last
of the available hydrogen and helium and the universe will become dark, cold
and lifeless.

AP-NY-01-09-98 1605EST

Copyright 1997 The Associated Press.  The information  contained
in the AP news report may not be published, broadcast, rewritten
or otherwise distributed without  prior written authority of The
Associated Press.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 9

Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: Terry Blanton <commengr@bellsouth.net>
Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 17:20:11 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 21:02:59 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
> To: "'UFO UpDates - Toronto'" <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
> Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 19:51:35 -0500

<snip>

> As for Dave assuming that the aliens practice our own conception
> of genetics...I know what you mean, and that kind of
> anthropomorphic thinking gets truly ludicrous in a UFO context.
> (Worse example: Skeptics who just know UFOs can't be alien
> because, damn it, aliens just wouldn't behave like that!)

LOL!  Innit it da trud! :)

> But Dave's not guilty of it. For better or worse, he says he has
> his information directly from the horse's mouth, or, anyway, at
> least the pony's mouth -- he says the hybrids have been telling
> abductees the purpose of the project. He's just passing on what
> they've said.

Well, we must consider others (WS, etal) who say that they
believe the greys to be deceptive beings.  Plus, there's the
possibility that some abductees suffer from the Stockholm
Syndrome, making them open to believe whatever they are told by
their captors.

I honestly think that Jacobs' theory is the best one of the
bunch.  As I hinted earlier, in an attempt at humor, I have
considered the greys were modifying our race long before it came
out in Jacobs' book.  It could explain the coexistence of modern
man with neanderthal although they are shown recently to be
different species.  But, I don't see the point.  If they keep
mixing their genes with ours, we get closer and closer to being
them.  Heck, why not just sterilize the planet and populate it
with greys?

No, I have to believe that intelligence has been pervasive in the
galaxy for eons.  And that those intelligences would not allow
such interference in the development of a planet.  That is,
unless this planet has been through the cycle of evolution to
intelligence and failed.  Now there's an interesting thought.  If
we had our chance and failed, as in Alantis' self destruction,
maybe it's okay to try modifying the species into one with a
better chance.

Of course, the Prime Directive was a joke.  Capt. Kirk spread
*his seed* practically everywhere he went. :-o

Terry
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UFO Updates 
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RAF Woodbridge U.K.

From: Brisciano Tony TSgt 100SUPS/LGSF <Tony.Brisciano@mildenhall.af.mil>
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 22:40:53 -0000
Fwd Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 23:41:11 -0500
Subject: RAF Woodbridge U.K.

I have a story to tell.

27 Dec 1980, I was working the desk at the fuels management
branch at Bentwaters. After midnight we went to a one manshop
until 0700 hr. Well I was the person on duty at the time and
around 0230 I recieved a call from MOCC that there were several
emergency vehicles at Woodbridge needing fuel asap. Back then we
had to cover both bases and I would close up the shop and I would
respond personally.

Well I drove over to Woodbridge and I started to take the road to
the back gate which would save some time. About 3 minutes into
my driving something in my head said "Do not go this way",
well I was 20 yrs old then and I was afraid of the dark and the
whole route to Woodbridge back gate is nothing but woods and no
street lights and very dark, so I listened to that voice in my
head and I turned around and proceded to go to the front gate.

After about 15 minutes I reached my destination which was the
military gas pumps and I never saw so many police vehicles and
equipment waiting for fuel especially in the early hours of the
morning. There were about 12 or 13 vehicles mostly pick ups with
light all attached and a few police cars.  Oh!  And one Lt. Col
Holt who was in one hell of a hurry.  He bitched at me to "snap
it up and get these pumps going".  He did'nt want to here it that
I was doing my best to find the power switches and again rushed
me around, well I did get the power on and the vehicles got there
fuel but not one of those cops said a word to me that evening.

I drove back to Bentwaters and I did'nt think anymore about it
until rumours started to circulate about UFOs, well I was sure
glad I had listened to my consience.  Over the next couple of
weeks there was an influx of civilians and civilian type a/c
landing at both bases so I am convinced that something did occur,
what, I can't say but I will tell you this and that  those cops
were out doing something unusual in the early hours of the
morning.

I have another story to tell about losing time that week.
If any one is interested e-mail me.

BRISCIT
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Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No

From: Bryan Butcher <being@concentric.net>
Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 18:05:52 +0000
Fwd Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 23:44:11 -0500
Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No

> Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 09:33:20 -0800 (PST)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@proaxis.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Nando Net: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of
>   Nature

> >From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) To:
> >updates@globalserve.net
> >Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 07:36:27 +0200
> >Subject: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature

> >Found in the electronic edition of The Nando Times. URL:

> >http://www.nando.net/newsroom/ntn/health/010898/health7_18738_nof
> >rames.h tml

> >Scientist believes Martian 'face' is no accident of nature

> >WASHINGTON (January 8, 1998 00:07 a.m. EST http://www.nando.net)
> >-- The mysterious "Face on Mars" is not an optical illusion or a
> >natural feature on the Red Planet, a scientist reported Wednesday
> >at a major astronomical conference.

> >Dr. Tom Van Flandern reached the conclusion after new studies of
> >the Cydonia region, where strange-looking landforms have excited
> >science fiction and life-on-other-worlds buffs for decades.
> > ....

> Hello Stig,

> I wouldn't get my hopes up that Van Flandern's conclusions will
> carry any weight at all within scientific astronomical circles.
> He has put forth quite a few scientific conclusions within his
> book that go strongly against "mainstream" astronomical thinking,
> so that he'll surely receive the standard treatment of attacks on
> his scientific character through ridicule. His book is _Dark
> Matter, Missing Planets, and New Comets: Paradoxes Resolved,
> Origins Illuminated_.

> For example, he has set forth much evidence supporting the idea
> that there was once a planet orbiting where asteroids predominate
> now, which exploded; this has been put down on the basis that no
> known natural mechanism for any such explosion is known.  And so
> the implication that ETs may have done it will receive ridicule.

> Yet his book contains many innovative and well argued ideas.

> Jim Deardorff

Jim...

Not to disagree with your statement...a great deal of it is
probably true, but...

Tom Van Flandern speaking for the pro-Cydonia movement is a very
big plus.  You are correct in stating he is going against
"mainstream" and in the words of Michael Malin, "conventional"
conclusions of the region, but, this does not prove the monuments
are natural occurring artifacts.
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It is also true Van Flandern's book caused a stir in the
astronomy community...along with Louis Frank's research on "small
comets" impacting our atmosphere daily (up to 10 million per
year).  But this is not a negative, it is progress in how we see
our universe.  This type of research is needed in mainstream
science, and it is welcomed by most.
The critics will scream the loudest, but the knowledge we gain
from these investigations will mold the conventional wisdom of
the future.

I don't know if the "Face" is artifical, there is still more to
learn. I am happy there are professional astronomers putting
their reputations on the line to focus on discovering the
truth...they are the true heros of our day.

cheers,
Bryan Butcher
--
_________________
interests - - - -
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Dreamsenses: The Home of Being! - http://www.raccoon.com/~bryan
The Des Moines Astronomical Society - http://www.sciowa.org/~dmas
The Near Pathfinder Anomaly Analysis Group - http://www.mufor.org/ares
_________________
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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NASA's Search For ET Life Becomes Earnest As

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 03:44:11 +0100
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 08:17:46 -0500
Subject: NASA's Search For ET Life Becomes Earnest As

Found at MSNBC's site. The links are preceded by asterisks. URL:

http://www.msnbc.com:80/news/135159.asp

*******

The search for extraterrestrial life becomes earnest as the century ends

NASA wants to compile a catalog of the fingerprints of life

By Alan Boyle MSNBC

WASHINGTON - Looking ahead to the next millennium, NASA=92s chief on
Wednesday emphasized the search for extraterrestrial life as a top goal
and took astronomers to task for lacking formal training in biology. As
part of the "new unifying approach to biology within the agency," NASA
Administrator Dan Goldin said he would set up an electronic Virtual
Astrobiology Institute.=BF =BF =BF =BF        =BF =BF =BF =BF =BF =BF =BF   =
        
*NASA Home Page

*The Planetary Society

*To follow up on the success of the Mars landers and orbiters, NASA is
planning a 2005 mission aimed at returning a sample of Martian rocks
and soil to Earth.

MIDWAY INTO his address to the American Astronomical Society on the
future strategy for the space agency=92s involvement in scientific
investigation, Goldin asked all those who had formal academic training
in biology to raise their hands.

"Is this the group that=92s going to search for life? I think I counted
two or three hands," the former aerospace executive said.

"This is a serious problem," he said. "The leadership of NASA, the
leadership of the scientific community, is saying we=92re going to
develop platforms that cost hundreds of billions of dollars, yet we
don=92t have a biologist in the house to help us define what the
requirements for the science might be."

Afterward, several astronomers said they didn=92t take Goldin=92s comments
as a personal rebuke, but as a reflection of changes in the nation=92s
scientific agenda.

"We all have our different disciplines," said Richard Rand of the
University of New Mexico=92s Institute for Astrophysics, whose research
focuses on the nature of interstellar matter. "The biologists would
probably have the same problem with astronomy."

NASA=92S HOLY GRAIL

George Withroe, head of NASA=92s Sun-Earth Connections program, said the
search for life on other heavenly bodies has become a "Holy Grail" and
a unifying theme for the space agency=92s research.

"If we find it, it=92ll be like the =91Earthrise=92 picture," Withroe said,
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referring to the famous Apollo image of Earth floating in space above
the moon=92s horizon.

Goldin invoked more recent glories in his call to focus on space
biology: The Mars Pathfinder and Global Surveyor missions, for example,
found evidence that the Red Planet was once warmer, wetter and much
more Earthlike. A Martian meteorite found in Antarctica contained
microscopic traces of structures some believe might be fossilized life
forms. Meanwhile, data from the Galileo probe hinted that Europa, a
moon of Jupiter, had a liquid water ocean beneath its crust of ice.

Goldin hailed the Hubble Space Telescope=92s repair as "one of the most
remarkable turnarounds in the history of the agency," and said future
space-based observing instruments will yield even more information
about distant planetary systems.

"We must look for planets more similar to Earth," he said.

ROBOTIC MISSIONS TO EUROPA, PLUTO

Goldin noted several other future robotic missions, including the plan
to send an orbiter to Europa and a deep space probe to Pluto and beyond
in the next decade.

To follow up on the success of the Mars landers and orbiters, NASA is
planning a 2005 mission aimed at returning a sample of Martian rocks
and soil to Earth. Goldin said NASA was hoping to put together a second
sample-return mission in cooperation with French officials, perhaps
using the Ariane rocket used for European launches.

He told MSNBC that the plan for the Virtual Astrobiology Institute,
which would apparently use the Internet to put biologists, chemists and
physicists in touch with each other, was still in the formative stage.

"We need a catalog of detectable characteristics of extraterrestrial
biospheres ... a catalog of fingerprints for life," he told the
astronomers.

He also trumpeted research into such frontiers of space science as
gamma-ray bursts, the origins of the universe and breakthrough
propulsion technologies. He hoped propulsion techniques would reach a
level that would enable robotic explorers to be sent to the most
promising planetary candidates beyond our solar system, sending back
data within just a few human generations.

"What an incredible way it would be to close the 21st century, to have
a spacecraft approaching a rendezvous with another planetary system,"
he said.

FASTER, CHEAPER, BETTER ROBOTS

In keeping with NASA=92s push for "faster, cheaper, better" space
exploration, Goldin said future space robots had to become smaller and
easier to mass-produce, drawing an analogy to the personal computer
revolution.

Although Golden waxed eloquently on the marvels of robotic exploration,
he specifically reserved any comment about human space flight, saying
that subject would be reserved for another speech.

Thus, there was no mention of the megabillion-dollar International
Space Station, the agency=92s costliest and most controversial program.
But NASA=92s Withroe said later that the space station, which will be
constructed in orbit beginning this summer, would serve as a test bed
for future human missions to Mars and elsewhere. "Why limit ourselves
to just one planet?" he said, referring to Earth.
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Toxic Data At Area 51 Ruled Confidential

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 03:49:02 +0100
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 08:19:54 -0500
Subject: Toxic Data At Area 51 Ruled Confidential

>From the site of the Las Vegas Sun. URL:

http://www.lasvegassun.com/sunbin/stories/text/1998/jan/08/506681867.html

*******

January 08, 1998

Toxic data at Area 51 ruled confidential

By Bob Egelko
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN FRANCISCO - An attempt to pry loose information about alleged
toxic waste burning at a secret Air Force site in the Nevada
desert - said to be the "Area 51" of extraterrestrial lore - hit
a stone wall of secrecy in a federal appeals court Thursday.

Lawyers for five current and former workers at the base, and the
widows of two workers allegedly killed by toxic wastes, are not
entitled to learn whether hazardous substances exist there or how
they are handled, the results of a federal toxics inspection or
even the name of the base, the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
said.

The 3-0 ruling upheld the Air Force's claim that giving out that
information could endanger national security and a 1995 order by
President Clinton further restricting disclosure. Before
arguments in the case last November, the judges reviewed
confidential government statements, while Air Force security
officers guarded their conference room.

Besides the classified statements, the court cited an
unclassified filing by Air Force Secretary Sheila Widnall, who
said information about certain chemicals in the soil or water
"can reveal military operational capabilities or the nature and
scope of classified operations."

The court, in an opinion by Judge Pamela Rymer, said the
disclosure of even "seemingly innocuous information" can be
barred if it is part of a "mosaic" of classified information.

"The court cannot order the government to disentangle this
information from other classified information," Rymer said. She
said the court was persuaded not only that the information was
properly withheld, but also that "any further proceeding in this
matter would jeopardize national security."

Jonathan Turley, a Georgetown law professor who represented the
workers, said the ruling "sets an extremely dangerous precedent"
for anyone seeking information from the military.

"This case has nothing to do with national security," he said. "I
obviously know what happened at Area 51. My (clients) worked at
Area 51. ...This case has to do with criminal violations" of
hazardous waste laws.
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He said he would seek a rehearing from the entire court and, if
unsuccessful, appeal to the Supreme Court. But Turley said the
two lawsuits have also accomplished an important goal: forcing
the government to acknowledge the site and conduct a toxics
inspection, although results of the inspection were not made
public.

Justice Department spokesman Joe Krovisky declined comment,
saying government lawyers had not seen the ruling.

Area 51, about 90 miles north of Las Vegas, is a base where
military aircraft such as the U-2 and Stealth fighter were
tested. Its secrecy and remoteness have been prime fodder for UFO
buffs, who link the site to the supposed crash of an alien
spacecraft at Roswell, N.M. - a scenario played out in the movie
"Independence Day."

In the current case, the government identified the site in
question as "the operating location near Groom Lake" and denied
it was Area 51. The court left the denial unchallenged after
reviewing classified material.

Turley scoffed at the denial, saying the name was verified in a
government security manual as well as declarations from workers
and security officials.

The lawsuits said employees at the base routinely put hazardous
chemicals in open 55-gallon drums and burned them. The suits said
the exposure killed two workers, Walter Kasza, 73, and Robert
Frost, 57, whose widows Turley represents, and injured the other
plaintiffs.

Turley said Frost, before his death, lost a workers' compensation
claim for his injuries, and Kasza never filed one. The workers
sought no damages but requested a court finding that the Air
Force stored toxic wastes without a permit, and orders forbidding
transportation and burning of toxics.

U.S. District Judge Philip Pro denied the requests but ruled that
the results of an Environmental Protection Agency inspection of
the site, conducted in response to one suit, would have to be
made public unless Clinton intervened. The president then barred
disclosure under a law that lets him exempt any federal facility
from requirements of a federal toxic cleanup law.

The government appealed Pro's ruling, saying the report should
have been declared secret under national security without the
president's intervention, which must be renewed annually. The
court declined to decide the issue, saying it was no longer a
live controversy because of Clinton's action.

Rymer's opinion denying disclosure and ordering dismissal of the
case was joined by Judge Harlington Wood of the 7th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals, temporarily assigned to the panel. In a
separate opinion, Judge A. Wallace Tashima said secrecy was
proper but should require a presidential order rather than a
subordinate's declaration of national security.

The case is Kasza vs. Browner, 96-15535.

All contents copyright 1998 Las Vegas SUN, Inc.
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Re: Astonishing Intelligent Artifacts(?) On Far

From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@proaxis.com>
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 18:57:36 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 08:21:54 -0500
Subject: Re: Astonishing Intelligent Artifacts(?) On Far

>From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
>Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 23:23:29 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Artifacts on the Moon

>Hi all,

>Go to this link found on the Sightings on the Radio home page.
>It's interesting and I would like to know what everybody thinks.

>http://www.sightings.com/ufo/moonobject.htm

Hi Joe,

I also don't know what to make of those anomalies.  Here are some
"problems" with several of them:

1.  Objects A, B and C in the first enlargement all line up
precisely with the top-bottom axis of the picture, which doesn't
instill confidence that they show genuine artifacts.  Then on
close inspection one sees similar, though much fainter, line
segments scattered all over and alined the same way, which then
bolster the non-real impression.

2.  Objects A and B cast apparent shadows whose edges diverge
significantly, as if illuminated by a strong light source nearby
on the left rather than by the distant sun.  And in places, these
shadows seem too black.  Yet, "data drop-out" doesn't seem to
explain it either.

3.  Object D not only has a deep-black shadow to its right, but a
small one also on its left (sunlit) side.

4.  The huge pipe-like protuberances seem very hard to explain
away as artifacts, and thus cause one to ponder over these other
nearby anomalies.

So I come to no conclusion, and await other opinions,

Jim Deardorff
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Re: Scottish Explosion

From: Dave Ledger <dledger@cableinet.co.uk>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 03:39:52 +0000
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 08:26:44 -0500
Subject: Re: Scottish Explosion

Hello All,

I would like to correct the previous post concerning Scottish
explosions that was recently posted to the list. This typing
mistake was brought to my attention and should be noted that this
case was 1996 and not 1997 as stated.

My sincerest apologies to all the list members.
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'Sightings' Launches Series of Exposes on

From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 00:20:41 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 09:05:57 -0500
Subject: 'Sightings' Launches Series of Exposes on

"Sightings" Launches Series of Exposes on Paranormal Topics With
"Sightings: In-Depth and Beyond," a Collection of Comprehensive
Two-Hour Investigative Reports

LOS ANGELES--(ENTERTAINMENT WIRE)--Jan. 9, 1998--

"UFOs -- The 100 Year Cover-Up" Premieres Jan. 17 on Sci-Fi

Channel as First of Five Specials

The "Sightings" franchise continues to expand with the
announcement of five comprehensive television exposes under the
banner of "Sightings: In- Depth and Beyond," which will air
quarterly beginning on Jan. 17 with the first installment, "UFOs
-- The 100 Year Cover-Up."

Reaching beyond the scope of the weekly format, each special will
focus on a single topic in an extensive and probing two-hour
examination.

Each two-hour installment will objectively delve into a single
key topic of paranormal exploration, addressing societal debates
on humanity and the chilling prospects for our future; contact
with the afterlife; alien abductions; the history of UFO
conspiracy; and the untapped power of the human mind.

"Sightings" has secured supporting and opposing commentary from
experts in the fields of inquiry including authors, scientists
and government officials. The specials also provide a forum for
candid discussion of firsthand personal experiences. The
combination of personal experience and professional opinion
invites viewers to draw their own conclusions by weighing the
credibility of accounts and tangible evidence.

"UFOs -- The 100 Year Cover-Up" will premiere Jan. 17 at 7 p.m.
on Sci-Fi Channel and will repeat throughout the remainder of the
month. Beginning with reports of the first modern UFO sighting in
1897, in Aurora, Texas, the special chronicles 100 years of UFO
sightings, eyewitness accounts, plausible explanations and claims
of government cover-ups. In an exhaustive report, "Sightings"
provides one of the most sweeping UFO studies ever broadcast.

"Sightings," the leading authority on paranormal and supernatural
investigation and television's primary source for exploration
into the unknown, permeates all forms of media. Ancillary
products include a series of two books, including the newly
released "Sightings: UFOs"; a CD-ROM titled "Sightings:
UFOPEDIA"; a series of home videos; a weekly radio program; and a
Web site accessible at www.scifi.com/sightings .

Produced by Winkler/Daniel Productions and Triage Entertainment
in association with Paramount Domestic Television, "Sightings"
airs exclusively on the Sci-Fi Channel, a USA Network. Tim White
is the host of "Sightings"; Henry Winkler and Ann Daniel are
executive producers. The Paramount Television Group is part of
the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc.

    --30--RPL/la  DB/la
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CONTACT:

Pryor & Associates

Kristy Bremer/Elissa Johansmeier, 818/382-2233
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The Illogical Scientist

From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 12:34:03 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 09:10:17 -0500
Subject: The Illogical Scientist

"Dan, the Illogical Scientist" made an appearance in Dilbert just
before Xmas.

In one strip, he comes up to Dilbertand says, "Hi, I'm Dan, the
illogical scientist. I'm much smarter than you because scientists
have invented many things."

"But those are OTHER scientists, not you," Dilbert objects.

"Apparently you don't understand science," Dan replies.

In another strip, he comes up to Alice, another engineer in
Dilbert's office. He looks over her shoulder at something she's
writing, and the dialogue goes like this:

Dan: Hi. I'm Dan, the illogical scientist. That idea won't work.
I know because I've read many reports about ideas like that.

Alice: You haven't even looked at my idea.

Dan: Oh, I get it; you're one of those religious nuts.

Don't we know this guy?

Greg Sandow
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Re: Sighting - Puerto Vallerta, Mexico

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 22:28:28 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 08:49:06 -0500
Subject: Re: Sighting - Puerto Vallerta, Mexico

> From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
> To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Sighting - Puerto Vallerta, Mexico
> Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 16:12:56 -1000

> > From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: UFO UpDate: Sighting - Puerto Vallerta, Mexico
> > Date: Thursday, January 8, 1998 13:45 PM
>
> > Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 22:26:32 +0100 (MET)
> > To: UFO Updates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, UASR@MyList.net
> > From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
> > Subject: Sighting

> > Hi list,

> > This is a forwarded sighting. Anyone else who has seen this?

> > I would like to report a personal sighting which occurred on Jan 5 at
> > 3:30 am on the beach at Puerto Vallerta, Mexico.  I am an airline pilot
> > with over 30 years flying experience, including 24 years as a fighter
> > pilot in the USAF and Air National Guard.  While standing on the beach
> > and looking at the stars with another airline pilot, I observed a
> > reddish colored light which I initially thought was a meteorite, move
> > rapidly from east to west nearly directly overhead.  As I pointed out
> > the light to my companion, the object suddenly changed directions by
> > about 135 degrees of turn and very sharply.  The movement defied any
> > laws of flight and physics that I am aware of.  The light made another
> > rapid change of course back to a westerly heading, then disappeared out
> > of sight.  I was so startled that I immediately confirmed with my
> > companion what I had just seen.  I have never seen any flying object
> > perform this type of manuevering before.

> I hadn't seen the post but I have seen the object, or one very
> similar. It's more of a light red color.  It transits Hawaii on
> occasion, coming from the south of the Big Island on a
> south-to-north course, turns right 90=B0 and departs eastbound. It
> covers about 60 degrees of arc in five or 6 seconds and another
> 80 degrees after the turn in about 7 seconds. I don't know where
> Puerto Vallarta is, but I am at about 20=B0 north latitude so if
> the object continues on a great circle route it would end up
> around Guadalajara. I have always assumed that it was some US
> military craft verifying it's navigation. I can tell you that it
> moves right along.

> Aloha
> Tom Burnett

Hmmm...  An object passing through 90 degrees of view, centered
overhead, from an observer in some 10 seconds.  What known things
could it be?  A big insect at tree top level flying at 15 kph.  A
pigeon passing at 110 meters doing 80 kph.  A small plane doing
200 kph will be at some 275 meters.  The SR-71 at Mach 3.0 will
be at 5 kilometers.  A mystical Mach 9 plane would, of course, be
at 15 kilometers.  A dangerously low satellite at 100 kilometers
would be zipping along at 72,000 kph. 

Remember, this experiment is set up favoring the object being
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farthest away and least recognizable.  Oh, and near the equator,
the observer moves some 4 km in that 10 seconds.  So, which of
the above would be reasonable explanations for the observed
phenomema?  Let us safely rule out big bugs, fireflys, pigeons,
common planes, and orbiting spaceships.  Yes, orbiting things
follow orbital mechanics and 72,000 kph is WAY too fast. 

That leaves the SR-71 and the Mystical Mach 9 machines (the
"Aurora" kind of thing.)  Only, there are some small nagging
problems.  Sure, the SR-71 does Mach 3, but usually at 25 km
altitude.  It is probably still classified, but I suspect the
flight envelope rules out Mach 3 at 5 kilometers.  To a lesser
extent, we can doubt the MM9M does Mach 9 at 15 km altitude.  At
their operational altitudes, they are taking much more than 10
seconds to make this same pass.  Even in straight passes, these
observations challenge known technology. 

Wait, you say, the flying objects also made sudden turns.  My
memory is not very exact, but I think the SR-71 took a small
state to make a U-turn. The MM9M probably doesn't do much better.
 From the ground this would be seen as smooth sweeping curves,
not sharp changes in direction.  This makes it fairly reasonable
that whatever was seen was not any known or rumored technology. 

I admit it.  I haven't contributed anything to discovering what
they might have been.  I only wanted to give more substance to
what they are not...

Bye...  Ted..
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 04:11:53 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 11:29:27 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

As I mentioned not long ago, as the year 2000 approached we will
see more of the groups who whose "elevators don't quite make it
to the top"   coming out  of the wood work, operating under the
notion that the "end of the world is at hand."

Hopefully someone will also interceed if the group in Texas
decides to kill itself at the end of March.

  This News item ran on the Skywatch list.  It was

From: "Skywatch International" <SKYWATCH_OK@MSN.COM>
To: "(list #1)" <skywatch_ok@MSN.COM>
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 16:48:45 +0000
Subject: Police thwart doomsday group mass suicide

* FOR POSTING *

News item found on Reuters -

Cliff Capers
ccapers@geocities.com
--------------------------------------------

Police thwart doomsday group mass suicide

MADRID (Reuters) - Spanish police foiled a mass suicide planned
by a 30-member sect whose members believed they would be carried
away by spaceship from the summit at Tenerife's Teide volcano,
officials said Thursday.

The group, which may be linked to the infamous Solar Temple
suicide cult or a Hindu apocalyptic sect, was convinced that the
end of the world would take place this evening, according to a
Canaries government official.

They were planning to end their lives on earth and travel by
spaceship to a new world.

Police in the Canary Islands had been tracking the group's
movements for some time and its leader, a German psychologist,
was arrested late Wednesday for inducement to suicide.

Another 30 members of the group, including four minors, have been
identified. Most are Germans, officials said.

They were staging a "last supper" at a private residence in the
city of Santa Cruz de Tenerife before police intervened.

"Inducement to suicide is a crime, and for that reason the
security forces had to avoid this evil thing," Antonio Lopez, the
Canaries official, told a news conference.

"It is not even clear which branch the sect is, whether it is the
so-called Solar Temple cult or whether it is a splinter of this
group....Many types are possible, based on the personality of the
leader."
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Officials believe the Canaries group emerged from the Isis
Holistic Center in Santa Cruz.

Since 1994, 74 followers of the Solar Temple cult have committed
suicide. The sect believes that death voyages by ritualized
suicide lead to rebirth in a place called "Sirius."

____________________________________________________________________________
SKYWATCH INTERNATIONAL INC.
(A Non-Profit Organization)
Administrative:
3579 E. Foothill Blvd. #506
Pasadena, CA 91107
USA
Membership:
PO Box 801
Leander, TX 78646-0801
USA
____________________________________________________________________________
Skywatch International and this list service are not responsible for authenticity of posts
"What could be stranger than the truth?"
List Postings: Skywatch_ok@msn.com
Page of the Executive Director:
http://members.aol.com/starmanbh/swi.htm
Page of the Executive Director of Communications:
http://www.itlnet.net/web/skywatch/oklahoma.html
Page of the Executive Director of Finance:
http://www.freeyellow.com/members/pappie/index.
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'Sightings' On TV Exposes The UFO Cover-Up

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 07:13:47 +0100
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 10:39:07 -0500
Subject: 'Sightings' On TV Exposes The UFO Cover-Up

The Sci-Fi Channel's 'Sightings' program airs a 2-hour special on
the UFO cover-up during the second half of January. A short
introduction can be found at:

http://www.scifi.com/sightings/

and the schedule after that.

*******

Hosted by Tim White

This investigative show takes a look into dramatic stories of the
paranormal. Sightings reporters investigate claims of strange
and unexplained phenomenons such as UFOs, ghosts, ESP and the
unknown. "No mystery is closed to an open mind", says host Tim
White.

SIGHTINGS SPECIAL: Accounts of flying saucers and recovered alien
pilots have circulated for more than a century but why have all
these sightings been downplayed or completely ignorged by the
governments of the world? Has there been a ufo cover-up all these
years? SIGHTINGS presents a comprehensive examination of UFO
occurances and analysizes current theories about the truth behind
classic saucer sightings dating back from an 1897 airship crash
in Texas to the mass sightings of UFOs over Arizonia in 1997. Has
there been a effective cover-up of alien visitations for over a
hundred years - and more importantly, is that cover-up coming to
an end?

<snipped>

*******

The air times can be found at

http://www.scifi.com/usfeed/events.html

*******

SIGHTINGS IN DEPTH AND BEYOND:

UFO'S: THE 100 YEAR COVER-UP

Saturday,  January 17 at  7PM ET*

Sunday,    January 18 at  3PM ET*

Wednesday, January 25 at  10AM ET*

Thursday,  January 27 at  8PM & 12AM ET*
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More Help for Philip

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 23:54:35 +0000
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 13:18:07 -0500
Subject: More Help for Philip

Dear colleagues,

I wonder can you help me obtain information on the following areas of UFO
research.

1. UFO LANDING CASES.

2. UFO SIGHTINGS BY YOUNG PEOPLE (under 18).

Any help in obtaining information  on either of these topics
would be greatly appreciated. Confidentiality of any witness
details is guaranteed and credit will be given for any material
published.

Yours Sincerely,

Philip Mantle.
1 Woodhall Drive, Batley, West Yorkshire, England, WF17 7SW. Tele/fax:
01924 444049. E-mail: el51@dial.pipex.com
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'Beyond Roswell' on CD-ROM

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 00:13:16 +0000
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 13:32:48 -0500
Subject: 'Beyond Roswell' on CD-ROM

Dear colleagues,

Later this month will see the release of our book 'BEYOND
ROSWELL' on CD-ROM. Produced by Binary Media Works in New York,
the CD will contain additional material not featured in the book.
This additional material has mainly been supplied by Bob Shell,
but some also from myself and Michael Hesemann.

Those wishing to obtain a review copy of the CD should contact
Lewis Gersh at Binary Media Works at: LDGersh@aol.com

Binary Media Works are also offering a generous discount for
people wishing to purchase bulk copies of the CD of BEYOND
ROSWELL. Again, should you be interested in purchasing copies
please contact Lewis Gersh at the e-mail address outlined above.
Those wishing to purchase their own copies of the CD can also do
via Lewis Gersh.

Later this month will also see the launch of our Beyond Roswell
web site.

Put the address in your note book now as we will be at:
www.beyondroswell.com

Yours Sincerely,

Philip Mantle.
Co-author, BEYOND ROSWELL.

PS.

For anyone interested, BEYOND ROSWELL is now on sale in Australia, New
Zealand and South Africa, as well as Britain, the USA and Canada.
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Alfred's Odd Ode #213

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 05:54:58 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 13:35:36 -0500
Subject: Alfred's Odd Ode #213

Apology to MW #213 (For January 10, 1998)

I know the  man that produced the man that's nearest to my soul.
He's psychopathic, unclean living, people hating -- cold. He's
stealing from his credit cards, he leans on Walton's store. He
owes on bills he'll never yield, so he's stealing from the poor.
His motto is to make us pay, before we do to him -- what he in
fact does see some do on arbitrary whim. He calls himself a
patriot -- that refuge of a scoundrel, he brought his kids up on
abuse, he gave all three bad counsel. One's a paid assassin; one
murdered three then self; the last is quite the opposite.
He's a saint who knows himself.

Self actualized and learned he puts his finger where it hurts and
shows us where we're bleeding when we stumble in the murk. He has
a strong compassion for a fair play dream ideal that would move
us into space right now in a million living wheels. The riches
would be dreamlike and we'd lose most all our pain, if we got the
hell off mother Earth and gave her some refrain.

He pointed up that laws are writ with big men in control; it's
simpler then to work ill will while the opposite's extolled. The
'man' can MAKE you crazy; the 'man' can work his will; the 'man'
can treat your rights like so much sludge or garden fill.
Institutions are their prisons and contrived to obfuscate the
rights of one to speedy trials; they make the facts, then, late.
Labeled *crazy* one's *unfit* to list the facts/defense to free
them. This is why they get no trial, so YOU won't get to see
them!

Remember this when *shadows* gather up, and take _your_ stuff.
Remember this when right's are trampled, like they are --
enough's enough! Shadows set the scene with money that is spent
to paint you crazy so a few can work ill will on YOU, beware!
Stop being lazy!

Compared to our antagonist, the old man at the top, John Ford's a
knighted saint (way high), and his ethics are untopped.  But we
suffer the old psychopath that's lessor than the kid that sells
some crack to school chums -- we will, and have, and did. John
Ford was getting noisy with reports of "water heating" so they
stuffed him deep into a hole for status quo safe keeping? And it
may be that he's crazy -- but was _driven_ to it, friend! He
called attention to their *stuff* =85 it was _that_ that locked him
in!

                                     Lehmberg@snowhill.com

Court TV! -- Let's add THEM to our short list of those to get our
attention! It's a natural! It's topical and sure to increase
ratings!
(sheesh -- talk about serpents for bedfellows. Let's throw in a
car salesman and a loan officer, and run _off_ the honest hooker
<g>)

Yeah! Yeah! What if he really _is_ unbalanced, or a few chops
short of a mixed grill? On the other hand, what if he _is_ being
persecuted for honest, sincere, and _justified_ PASSIONS that
_all_ of us would feel if _any_ of us had gotten near to the
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bottom of his strident (and ironic!) uphill investigation! The
conditions, occurrences, and events surrounding the confinement
of John Ford begs a SECOND or even THIRD (forth!) look at his
plight.  A look he will _not_ get if we accept the word of the
"Ford hounded", and likely, unethical machine that's confined
him.

Him now =85 you later. And probably soon.

If I was there you could free him to MY custody. I'd take a
chance! At least I would be willing to make up my own mind! Hound
the networks!

Free John Ford, hell! =85_RESTORE_ John Ford!!

--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 10

Re: RAF Woodbridge U.K.

From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 09:38:45 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 13:37:23 -0500
Subject: Re: RAF Woodbridge U.K.

>From: Brisciano Tony TSgt 100SUPS/LGSF
><Tony.Brisciano@mildenhall.af.mil>
>To: "'updates@globalserve.net'" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: RAF Woodbridge U.K.
>Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 22:40:53 -0000

>I have a story to tell.

<Snip>

>Well I drove over to Woodbridge and I started to take the road to
>the back gate which would save some time. About 3 minutes into
>my driving something in my head said "Do not go this way",
>well I was 20 yrs old then and I was afraid of the dark and the
>whole route to Woodbridge back gate is nothing but woods and no
>street lights and very dark, so I listened to that voice in my
>head and I turned around and proceded to go to the front gate.
[snip]

>I have another story to tell about losing time that week.
>If any one is interested e-mail me.
>
>BRISCIT

Hello list and Tony,

I'm sure we would all like to hear your story, Tony. Afterall,
isn't this what it's all about?  ;-)

Regards,

Jack
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 10

Re:

From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <vonni_h@email.msn.com>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 09:03:13 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 13:41:48 -0500
Subject: Re: 

SKYWATCH HOUR CHAT

Sunday night (01/11/98) at 6:00 pm, Pacific on Jim Hickman's
Skywatch hour chat, his guest will be author Stan Friedman, for a
discussion about ACC and Friedman's new book, 'Top Secret Magic'.
We hope to see you there! The chat is available at:

http://forums.msn.com/UFO

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC client. The
chat server name is publicchat.msn.com and the room or channel
name is #briefing.
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Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952

From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <vonni_h@email.msn.com>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 09:02:53 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 13:40:11 -0500
Subject: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952

Washington, DC - 1952

Starting January 13th, the Center for UFO Studies (CUFOS) and the
International Society for UFO Research (ISUR) will commence an
investigation into this well known case. MSN's UFO Forum will
assist in coordinating the effort.

Join coordinating Investigator, Michael Fousse from ISUR, on
Tuesday, January 13th, 6pm PT, at:

http://forums.msn.com/UFO

for a live chat on the background of this case and where it
stands today.

Also available is a Netshow audio interview with Michael in
regards to the findings and lack thereof on the part of Project
Blue Book and other known investigations.  We will also discuss
the publication in the Washington DC metropolitan and suburban
areas on January 14th of the following ad:

Washington, DC in 1952
An investigation is underway of reported UFO sightings in
Washington DC in the summer of 1952. The Center for UFO Studies
(CUFOS) and the International Society for UFO Research (ISUR)
have joined with the Microsoft Network's UFO Forum to contact
witnesses of these events. Also sought are any current or past
government employees who have personal experience with UFO
related issues during their tenure.Personal information will be
kept strictly confidential. Contact can be made at MSN's UFO
Forum, PO Box 190, Marionville, MO 65705, or at:

http://forums.msn.com/UFO.

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC client. The
chat server name is publicchat.msn.com and the room or channel
name is #briefing.

We actively encourage any and all participation from the UFO
Community with resolving this case.
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Re: FOIA attorney Peter Gersten chats with Byron

From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <vonni_h@email.msn.com>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 09:02:58 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 13:52:21 -0500
Subject: Re: FOIA attorney Peter Gersten chats with Byron

Monday, January 12, 1998 at 6 p.m. pacific time, the Timeless
Journey chatroom on The UFO Forum will feature Byron Katie and
'The Work.' The Work is described as 'the technology of
freedom.'

Katie travels the world where she is invited to share The Work in
school systems, churches, radio, TV, corporations, prisons,
households and now with us this Monday night. The chat is
available at http://forums.msn.com/UFO

UFO/alien abductions will be the subject of The Work. Anyone with
such an experience and wishing to interact with Katie and
experience The Work firsthand, should contact Peter Gersten at
UFOLAWYER1@aol.com prior to Monday night for a four question
questionaire.

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC client. The
chat server name is publicchat.msn.com and the room or channel
name is #briefing.

If you are having a problem obtaining access to the Timeless
Journeys chatroom, please e-mail me and I will send you the
necessary directions and links.

Peter Gersten                         Byron Katie
Timeless Journey                   The Center For The Work
UFOLAWYER1@aol.com     http://www.thework.com/
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Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No

From: "Terry J. Blanton" <commengr@bellsouth.net>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 11:15:38 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 13:58:53 -0500
Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No

Jim Deardorff wrote:

> Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 09:33:20 -0800 (PST)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@proaxis.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Nando Net: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of
>   Nature

> Hello Stig,

> I wouldn't get my hopes up that Van Flandern's conclusions will
> carry any weight at all within scientific astronomical circles.

<snip>

> For example, he has set forth much evidence supporting the idea
> that there was once a planet orbiting where asteroids predominate
> now, which exploded; this has been put down on the basis that no
> known natural mechanism for any such explosion is known.  And so
> the implication that ETs may have done it will receive ridicule.

<snip>

Van Flandern obviously read _Stranger in a Strange Land_. :)

Actually, there is a legitimate theory that a tenth planet once
existed between Mars and Jupiter but it was torn asunder by the
combined tidal forces of these planets, not spiders from Mars
(apologies to Dave Bowie and Bob Heinlein).

Terry
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 10

Intruders Foundation/AIC to combine

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 13:01:37 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 14:00:06 -0500
Subject: Intruders Foundation/AIC to combine

Hello All,

Just a quick announcement. I'm going to combine the Intruders
Foundation Online website with the AIC, (Abduction Information
Center) into one huge abduction related megasite!

The Intruders Foundation will be the 'public' wing and AIC will
be there to service the unique needs for information that
experiencers have. One side public, one side private.

Together we hope to provide a full service website for the
general public, those interested in research, and for the
experiencers themselves.

It'll probably take about a month to perform the 'cosmetic
surgery' required to unite the two websites and I'll post a
formal announcement upon completeion.

IF/AIC, hopefully the best of both worlds!

Peace,

John Velez, Webmaster AIC/Intruders Foundation Online
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Re: 'Sightings' Launches Series

From: Chris Rutkowski <rutkows@cc.UManitoba.CA>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 12:13:02 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 14:03:10 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Sightings' Launches Series

> From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com>
> Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 00:20:41 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Fwd: "Sightings" Launches Series of Exposes on Paranormal...

> "Sightings" Launches Series of Exposes on Paranormal Topics With
> "Sightings: In-Depth and Beyond," a Collection of Comprehensive
> Two-Hour Investigative Reports

> "UFOs -- The 100 Year Cover-Up" Premieres Jan. 17 on Sci-Fi
> Channel as First of Five Specials

This is pretty scary, since I was interviewed with Kenneth Randle
in Chicago last April for this series. This was during the
beginning of the flood disasters at home, and I was a bit
distracted at the time (I couldn't get back home because all the
airports were closed for days).

I can't even recall what I said during the interviews, but I
remember thinking that it wasn't my best commentary and I wasn't
satisfied with the way the interview went. Oh, well, we'll see
how I'm editing in!

--
Chris Rutkowski - rutkows@cc.umanitoba.ca
(and now, also: Chris.Rutkowski@UMAlumni.mb.ca)
University of Manitoba - Winnipeg, Canada
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CANUFO: Quebec ufologists in the dark, out in the

From: Chris Rutkowski <rutkows@cc.umanitoba.ca>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 11:38:38 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 14:07:54 -0500
Subject: CANUFO: Quebec ufologists in the dark, out in the

Just thought I'd post a note to this list regarding Quebec
members. I just spoke with Christian Page today (Saturday). He
and Jacques Poulet are in some of the areas hardest-hit by the
ice storm. I was unable to reach Jacques by phone, but managed to
reach Christian after a few tries. He reports that they are
without heat and electricity, but do have phone service. He said
that Jacques has been without *everything* for 5 days!

It's a tough situation, and I told Christian that the thoughts of
everyone on the List are with them both and their families.

--
Chris Rutkowski - rutkows@cc.umanitoba.ca
(and now, also: Chris.Rutkowski@UMAlumni.mb.ca)
University of Manitoba - Winnipeg, Canada
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FYI: TWA 800 - It ain't over 'til it's over

From: "skyeking@aye.net" <skyeking@aye.net> [Jerry Washington]
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 14:38:47 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 15:11:31 -0500
Subject: FYI: TWA 800 - It ain't over 'til it's over

I thought this article that appeared in yesterday's edition
(Jan. 9th) of the Louisville Courier-Journal was interesting.

Jerry Washington
SD Kentucky/MUFON

WASHINGTON - Adm. Thomas Moorer, FORMER CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT
CHIEFS OF STAFF, said yesterday that it's possible a missile
brought down TWA Flight 800 and called for new congressional
hearings.

The Boeing 747 disintegrated July 17, 1996, and plunged into the
Atlantic Ocean near Long Island, N.Y., killing 230.

Moorer and other retired Navy brass, at a press conference,
expressed grave suspicion over the FBI's recently concluded
18-month investigation of the disaster. They said a missile
explosion just outside the 747's forward cabin seems the likely
cause.

"All evidence would point to a missile," said Moorer, who is an
expert on missile weaponry. "All those witnesses who saw a streak
that hit the airplance -- you have to assume it's a missile. In
an investigation like this, you can't overlook anything."

Joseph Valiquette, FBI spokesman in New York, said the agency is
"comfortable" with its conclusions that "there's no evidence a
criminal act was responsible."

The Navy officers said a new study of evidence from Flight 800's
data recorders rebuts the government's official story about fuel
vapors exploding in a central tank of the jetliner.

"This is either a train wreck in the sky, or an explosive device
-- mid-air, outside the plane," said retired Navy Cmdr. William
Donaldson, a former plane crash investigator.

Donaldson examined the mountain of material released in early
December about the federal investigation. He particularly
criticized one National Transportation Safety Board document
reflecting flight recorder data that was not discussed when the
material was unveiled in Baltimore.

Donaldson noted a line drawn through readings of the last five
seconds of the doomed jet's flight, with a handwritten margin
note reading "End of Flt. 800 DATA" -- except there are more
revealing readings below it. He thinks this was an attempt to
divert attention from the final readings on the flight recorder.

He said safety officials later tried to convince the Navy
officers it was a transcript from an earlier flight -- a
conclusion former TWA pilot Howard Mann said is "not possible --
it's erased -- there's just no way."

The final readings show chaos in the sky -- with airspeed
dropping instantly by almost 200 knots, the pitch angle jumping
five degrees, altitude dropping 3,600 feet in about three
seconds, the roll angle going from zero to 144 degrees (the plane
almost inverted), and magnetic heading changing from 82 degrees
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to 163 degrees.

Donaldson said all these indicate an extremely high-pressure wave
coming from the lower left side of the plane's front. The
measurements "indicate there was an explosion -- a big explosion
-- outside the cockpit."
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Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952

From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 15:39:37 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 16:15:50 -0500
Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952

>From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <vonni_h@email.msn.com>
>To: <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 investigation
>Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 09:02:53 -0600

>Washington, DC - 1952

>Starting January 13th, the Center for UFO Studies (CUFOS) and the
>International Society for UFO Research (ISUR) will commence an
>investigation into this well known case. MSN's UFO Forum will
>assist in coordinating the effort.

<snip>

Hello to the list and to Yvonne...

I can attest to the following facts that occurred in Washington,
DC in 1952...

I was 20 years old and living in Washington, DC at the time
all the UFO activity was taking place.

There were photographs published in the Washington Post,
along with articles describing the many radar sightings
taking place at the Washington National Airport. For several
days this was the top news story and topic of discussion
over the entire metropolitan area.

The radar sightings were made public and took place over a period
of 2 days. The radar blips would move around at great speed, and
were never accounted for (publicly). Of great interest is the
fact that many of the areas the blips were coming from was and
still is restricted from all aircraft. This area includes the
government office buildings, the Pentagon, and the White- house.

There seemed to be little or no effort being made to conceal the
information from the general public. All forms of media had
much to say about the occurrences over the 2 day period.
It was about this time in my life I became interested in UFOs
and the possible implications  their presence would cause.

...And now a sidebar note... I lived at 1434 Harvard St. N.W.,
The very street that was depicted as having the temporary
residence of the Michael Rennie character in the movie,
THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL, which came out in 1951,
one year earlier than the great Washington, DC UFO flap.
...An interesting coincidence?

Regards,

Jack Sargeant - Moderator, Fidonet UFO conference.
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U-Haul's 'UFO' Trucks

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 16:48:09 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 16:48:09 -0500
Subject: U-Haul's 'UFO' Trucks

From: http://www.uhaul.com/html/honors_nm.htm

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

U-HAUL HONORS NEW MEXICO WITH TRUCK GRAPHIC IMAGE TO BE UNVEILED
AT INT'L. UFO MUSEUM IN ROSWELL

ROSWELL, N.M.  (Jan. 5, 1998) U-Haul=AE International, Inc., in
conjunctionwith the International UFO Museum & Research Center
(IUFOMRC) will unveil to the public a spectacular new U-Haul
Super Graphics(SM) truck image promoting the State of New Mexico
on Roswell=92s Main Street, in front of the IUFOMRC, 114 N. Main
St., on Monday, Jan. 12, 1998 at 10 a.m. Local, state and
national dignitaries have been invited, to be addressed by
Roswell Mayor Tom Jennings, IUFOMRC Director Deon Crosby and
representatives from U-Haul International's headquarters in
Phoenix.
 
The vibrant, larger-than-life images are designed to recognize
America's fascination with the 1947 Roswell incident, as well as
the IUFOMRC's contribution to tourism in the Land of Enchantment.
The U-Haul Super Graphics Salute to America(SM) Campaign was begun
in 1988 to recognize North American mobility by displaying slogans
and distinctive features of all 50 United States and seven
Canadian provinces.  The Roswell Incident / New Mexico  graphic
represents one of the first in a new generation of truck graphics
created by the do-it-yourself household moving industry leader in
nearly 10 years.

Anytime we at the IUFOMRC are approached by an organization that
is willing to go one step further to produce an educational
perception of UFOs or extraterrestrials, we are thrilled and
honored to be partners in the effort.  U-Haul didn't haphazardly
slap together a graphic for this project, said Museum Director
Deon Crosby. Members of the production team at U-Haul took the
time to research the Roswell Incident.  They made a trip to the
International UFO Museum, they made phone calls and they asked
questions.  As a result, the graphic is a credible representation
of the emotion of the celebrated UFO crash of 1947.

John JT Taylor, executive vice president of Fleet Management for
U-Haul International, Inc., explains, As U-Haul celebrates over
50 years as part of Americans' lives, it's our pleasure to join
forces with the State of New Mexico and the International UFO
Museum in Roswell.  People in the communities and on the highways
of North America will have the privilege of seeing this
larger-than-life image of the Roswell incident and the museum for
years to come. We're proud to supplement the effort to promote
tourism in the state by adding the mysterious copy line, 'What
really happened in Roswell' to the images on our moving vans.

Decals for at least 300 moving vans will be produced at Kar-Go
Decal Company in Ivyland, Pa., and will be promptly shipped to
production facilities in Massachusetts and Pennsylvania. There,
the 3M decal material featuring IUFOMRC images promoting the
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State of New Mexico will be attached to U-Haul van boxes,
installed on chassis and will be moving families one-way or
locally across America by the end of January.

Copyright 1998 U-Haul International, Inc.
All rights reserved.
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Skywatch: Filer's Files #1'98

From: "Skywatch International" <SKYWATCH_OK@MSN.COM>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 14:50:02 +0000
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 16:53:22 -0500
Subject: Skywatch: Filer's Files #1'98

Filer's Files #1'98  MUFON Skywatch Investigations
From George A. Filer:  MUFON Eastern Director,
Jan. 7, 1998  Majorstar@aol.com  (609) 654-0020

Happy New Year. The universe is full of wonders patiently waiting for
us to grow wiser.

GEORGIA

State Director, John Thompson reports: "My Vietnam helicopter crewman
witness of the "100 lights V shape UFO" in April has just told me that
on Monday night, Dec. 15th around 11:30 p.m., he and a friend saw a
star-like  object in the western sky. He thought at first it was just
a bright star twinkling, but then a craft from the south moved quickly
in only 3 to-4 seconds.  It left a vapor trail, but they heard no
sound. It then returned just as quickly. Next another craft with a
vapor trail moved to the star-like object from the north and did the
same thing, also leaving a vapor trail. He wondered if maybe he was
observing an aerial  refueling operation, but the speeds were too
great. The star-like object was still there when he and his friend
went inside 15 minutes later.    It could just be a coincidence that
two planes picked the same spot to go to and turn around at--although
he did not see them turn just up and back in a straight line each
time--in front of an actual star in the western sky. The UFOs seemed
to be blinking or flashing lights .

MUFON State Director, John Thompson reports concerning another
triangle shaped UFO. Because of  its size, altitude, speed, and linear
movement it has to be considered that the UFO was, perhaps, only an
airplane with an  unusual lighting configuration. A configuration that
violated FAA  flight rules, since no blinking light was seen. However,
because the  45 year-old, married and college-educated witness says he
does not  believe what he saw was an aircraft, and the UFO made no
sound, it  is included here. The witness was outside of a friend's
house two miles north of  Franklin, Heard County, Georgia on Hwy. 100
when on glancing up he  saw a triangle formation of five bright white
lights moving  east-south-east. The lights, which eventually past
directly  overhead of his location and skirted the northern edge of
Franklin, each had the intensity of "Mars" at its brightest. As  the
witness is an amateur astronomer he felt certain that the  lights,
which at the closest were 2-2500 feet away, were no more  or less
bright than what Mars provides on a brilliantly clear  night. The
lights glided silently overhead and continued their  path to the ESE
for nearly 15 seconds until the witness lost sight  of the
triangle-shaped formation behind some nearby oak trees. At  no time
did he see any of the lights blink. He estimated a speed of "150-200
miles-per-hour," or about the speed of a twin engine propeller driven
aircraft.

The total arrangement of lights had an apparent size of "a  quarter"
and if the entire perimeter of the "triangle" had been  filled in with
lights there would have been room for an additional  20 lights based
on the sketch that the witness made for this field  investigator. Real
size of the UFO would have been about 200 feet.  Five minutes after
viewing the lights, which disappeared in the  Southeast, he saw a
regular commercial airliner flying higher that clearly showed blinking
lights. By then he was in his car driving and was unable to determine
if he could hear  any noise as the airliner flew overhead. It was his
opinion, and  reinforced much after seeing the airliner, that the
earlier  triangle-shaped UFO with lights flew too low and was too big
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to be only an airplane.   Interestingly where he saw the lights is
only a mile south of  where another triangle UFO was seen in February
of 1997. Contacts with the Heard County Sheriffs Deptartment and
LaGrange Calloway Airport were negative. Thanks to ISUR and John C.
Thompson. Copyright 1998, All rights reserved.

NORTH CAROLINA

  On Saturday night, December 20, and Sunday night,  December 21,
1997, witnesses in the small towns of  Marshall (population 809) and
Mars Hill (population  1,611) in the Appalachian Mountains of North
Carolina  sighted "a glowing object flying back and forth in  the
night sky."   The sightings were reported Monday, December 22,  1997
on radio station WKSF 99.9FM in Asheville, N.C.  (population
61,607).   "Many people in (rural) Madison County witnessed it," one
man reported.  "At first they thought the object  had been a downed
aircraft.  But no private planes  were reported missing."   Marshall
and Mars Hill are on Highway 213  about 22 miles (35 kilometers) north
of Asheville and 270 miles (432 kilometers) west of Raleigh.  (Many
thanks to Steve Wilson Sr. and Tim Hagemeister of  NACOMM and UFO
Roundup Vol., 3 #1 1/4/98 editor Joseph Trainor)

RHODE ISLAND

Jerome Turner video taped a UFO on October 6, 1997, 12:45 p.m. EST.
over East Greenwich. His web site shows photos of and a video and he
states,  "Today I was sitting at the location of the last sighting
doing some skywatching. Just before I was going to leave I saw what
looked like a thin white plane but I couldn't see any wings or tail. I
decided to get footage of it and analyze it later. When I did look at
it I realized it looked allot like the 'cigar' shaped craft I had read
reports of. Also I found 2 'rods' that appear in the footage. One
flies just below the cigar and looks like it changes course to avoid
the craft. I could  barely see what looked like something falling from
out of the back of the cigar which sparkled slightly. The craft was
approximately 1,000 feet above the ground and was heading West to East
at about the same speed as a slow moving plane. The leading edge was
black and what looked like a black stripe or row of black squares was
on the side. I encourage the reader to go to his web site to see the
video. Thanks to Jerome Turner at:
http://users.ids.net/~equinox/EQrep.html

OHIO

On Friday, December 12, 1997, D.F. was driving  north on Highway 71 in
Columbus, the state capital  of Ohio when he spotted an unusual object
hovering  in the sky off to the right of the highway.   The UFO was
hovering about one mile east of  Cooper Stadium, near the Scioto River
and the intersection of Broad Street and Brown Road.   "Because I have
an interest in the phenomenon of  UFOs, and also a long-standing hobby
of astronomy,  I do try to pay attention to the sky whenever I am
outside," he reported.  "This is a conscious effort on my  part to
increase my chances of seeing things of interest,  be they natural or
unusual."   At 1 a.m., just as he drove past the Interstate Highway
70 turnoff, he "saw the object at a distance of approximately  100
yards or so.  Its angle was perhaps 20 degrees up from  the horizon.
As I came nearer, its outline and size became  clearer...I would
estimate it at approximately 30 to 40 feet  off the ground, and above
a spot about 15 feet to my right.  As I passed it, its position angle
was about 65 degrees  above the horizon."   "I estimate seeing it for
about seven seconds. I  couldn't describe any color other than dark,
except for  the color of the lights on it...The best way to describe
the  thing would be a classic fish shape...it had what looked  like a
fin at the closest end, was bulky toward the middle  and tapered some
at the furthest end."   "The lights seemed to be at the ends.  One was
a  dull red, darker and dimmer than a streetlight, and the other was a
pale green.  The size of the lights appeared  at the time to be as
large as traffic light bulbs, and it  was the lights which first
attracted my attention up into  the sky."   "The object wasn't moving
but I was doing between  45 and 50 miles per hour.  I remember
thinking about getting off at the next exit and trying to get another
look.  But there wasn't one right away and because I had to  get up
early the next day for work, I decided to go on  home." (Thanks to:UFO
Roundup Vol. # 1, 1/4/98, editor: Joseph Trainor)

UNITED KINGDOM

Victor J. Kean reports on Flying Triangles (FT) visiting southeastern
England during the month of September of 1997. The observed sightings
of the FT over the Sizewell Nuclear Power Station (NPS)  decreased to
60 in September from 88 in August.   Bradwell NPS had 44 September
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sightings compared to 39 in August. Dungeness NPS decreased to 24 in
September from 27 in August.  Since June 1st '97 the FT is displaying
with increasing regularity  three apex 'lights' White (nose)  with Red
and Blue (or Red and Green) apex 'lights' on its trailing edge.  There
is also a larger white 'light' close behind the white 'light' at the
nose.   This is a distinct departure from the 'normal' three white
'lights' with one red 'light' in the center of the underside.

Jacques Vallee once remarked: 'A purely statistical study of a
phenomenon as elusive as the UFO has no value in itself'.  I am aware
that the various groups supplying me with data are unsophisticated,
and do not have the scientific background which, in the USA would have
provoked a rush of technology to photo, video and measure the FT
phenomenon.  Perhaps that is why the FT continues to repeat its
nightly visits to three nuclear power stations(NP). It certainly does
not seem to be trying to evade being seen.  I believe that 'Project
FT' achieved much in 1997 for we:

1) Established the three main 'flight paths'.
2) Identified the three main locations of the FT's attention.
3) Calculated the FTs 'normal' cruising speed between NP sites.
4) Discovered at least one of the areas from which the FT appears to
emerge, disappear. 5) Established that during some nights there were
at least two (and possibly three) FTs in 'operation' over the UK
simultaneously.

With the upsurge in *observed* FT visits to the UK one feels that some
sort of *peak" is  approaching, but then again, I thought *that* when
the reports jumped from the 30s to the   40s ! You may be interested
to read that the 'Project FT' database has some 14 fields. Any of
which can be selected as to be the 'leading' field. One can 'select
and search' up to 12 fields at a time in order to find -for example:
All instances of a gray FT with amber 'lights' seen over the south of
the UK between the hours of 20:00 - 23:59 during the period Jan. to
March 1995. With the recent 'upsurge' in FT reports  the demands upon
my time are increasing pro rata.

Ref: The length of time during which the FT is in hover mode over the
NPS.  I went back over the old reports (1995)  which used to give the
'Arrival' and 'Departure' times and found that by adding both times to
the FT database we 'caught' a couple of FT reports from other
locations whilst the FT was still over Sizewell. Thus proving, beyond
doubt that there are, on occasion, more than one FT operating
simultaneously over UK air-space. Incidentally, we *are* aware of the
small, silver triangular - shaped aircraft (flying from RAF Wharton,
Lancashire) which is sometime seen escorted by two F-111 jets in the
north of England.

A new initiative in the UK named 'UFO Concern' under the leadership of
Lord Hill  Norton  a member of the British House of Lords has recently
been formed and the first report  published. 'Project FT' is part of
that initiative. They have drawn together some leading VIPs...from
many walks of life with only a few  'ufologists' (Gordon Crieghton,
Timothy Good) are circulating their 'concerns' amongst  politicians,
etc. Thanks to:  Victor J.Kean

WALES, UNITED KINGDOM

A UFO flew over Tywi Forest dam in the Black Mountains of Wales on
December 19, 1997, at 6:30 a.m. A large UFO was seen flying over the
hydroelectric dam by two rangers of the Welsh Forestry Commission.
The men were five miles apart at the time, but  were in radio contact
with each other.  The incident took place in the mountains overlooking
Llandoverry,  approximately 66 miles (106 kilometers) northwest  of
Cardiff.   "The UFO was going in a north- northeasterly  direction,"
one ranger reported.  "It was a very bright  ball of light with four
sparkly tails and about two miles  or so high, about three times the
size of a large star.  It was over the dam for about 35 seconds,
climbing in  an upward direction."   The sightings reports were
received by the Welsh  Forestry Commission office at Tirabads.  (Many
thanks to Alex Cavalari and  R N Gadney)

MOON LAUNCH

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (Reuters) NASA headed back to the moon January 7,
for first time in 25 years.  The Lunar Prospector probe blasted off
after a 24 hour delay. It is expected to arrive at the moon on January
11th.   Scientists were hoping the year-long mission would answer
questions left unanswered by the six Apollo moon-landings and about a
dozen robotic missions in the 1960s and 1970s, especially the question
of whether there is water on the Earth's only natural satellite.  "You
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won't see a lunar lake with moon penguins skating around on it," Scott
Hubbard, Lunar Prospector mission manager, told a prelaunch news
conference. "What you will have here is water ice mixed in within the
lunar soil."

  Lunar Prospector does not carry a camera, but its five scientific
instruments will probe the moon's surface for minerals, magnetic
fields, gravitational anomalies and frozen water.  "I think a lot of
people have the idea that perhaps we know all there is to know about
the moon, but the reality is we have only just scratched the surface,"
said Michael Drake, director of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory at
the University of Arizona. "There is a lot that we still have to
learn."  Program scientist Joseph Boyce said finding ice in the pole
region would boost any plan to build an Earth outpost on the moon.  "
Results from a U.S. Department of Defense experimental spacecraft
called Clementine provided evidence that water ice does exist at the
moon's south pole, but many scientists remain skeptical.  Lunar
Prospector's electronic divining rod, which detects the hydrogen atoms
in water, could provide a conclusive answer  within a month of
reaching the moon.  "If there is a cup of water in a cubic yard of
lunar soil we will see it," Hubbard said. (By Steven Young} THE FACE
ON MARS

The mysterious "Face on Mars" is not an optical illusion or a natural
feature on the Red Planet, a scientist reported Wednesday at a major
astronomical conference.  Dr. Tom Van Flandern reached the conclusion
after new studies of the Cydonia region, where strange-looking
landforms have excited science fiction and life-on-other-worlds buffs
for decades.  His report, presented at the 191st national meeting of
the American Astronomical Society (AAS), attracted unusual attention
because sharp new images of the "Face" may soon be available. The
camera on board NASA's Global Surveyor spacecraft, now orbiting Mars,
is capable of making images with 30 times the resolution, or
sharpness, of the Viking cameras. It can distinguish objects as small
as 4.6 feet across, and will try to image the "Face."  Van Flandern
holds a doctorate in astronomy from Yale University. Until 1991, he
was chief of the celestial mechanics branch at the U. S. Naval
Observatory, a respected astronomy facility. He then founded Meta
Research, an organization based here, that fosters research on topics
that conflict with mainstream theories in astronomy.  The "Face on
Mars," he explained, certainly fits that bill. Some people claim that
images of the Cydonia region, taken in the 1970s from the Viking
spacecraft, show a gigantic human face, a pyramid, and other
structures left by some ancient extra-terrestrial civilization.  In
the eyes of some, the "Face" bears a striking resemblance to the
"death masks" that ancient Egyptians used to adorn the sarcophagus of
King Tut and other rulers. Indeed, some hint that the "Face" may be
part of an immense tomb on the Red Planet. "The conventional view is
that this is all nonsense," says Dr. Michael C. Malin. He is chief
investigator for the Mars Global Surveyor Orbiter Camera.  Cydonia, he
explained, is a desert-like region that has undergone the same kinds
of weathering that carve weird landforms in terrestrial deserts. He
regards the features at Cydonia as strictly natural, the result of
Martian weathering and erosion.

Van Flandern said his study undermines the main argument against an
artificial origin for the "Face:" Its apparently random orientation on
the Martian surface.  "No apparent purpose is served by a face
monument looking upward toward space if it is not oriented right-side
up and in an attention- getting location with respect to the surface
of the planet," he said.  On Earth, one such location, visible for
great distances from space, might be right on the equator, he
indicated.  Van Flandern analyzed data from previous studies showing
that the Martian north and south poles occupied a different position
in the past. A meteor impact or other cataclysmic event relocated the
poles to their current position millions of years ago. He concluded
that the "Face" originally was in a much different location.  "It was
a great shock to me to discover that the Cydonia area was right on the
old Martian equator," he said.  Further analysis showed that the
"Face" is oriented perpendicular to that old equator. The bridge of
its "nose" is oriented almost exactly north- to-south.  "This has only
about a 1 percent probability of occurring by chance," Dr. Van
Flandern said. "The weight of existing evidence appears to have
shifted in favor of an artificial origin of the Cydonia complex."  Van
Flandern predicted that the Mars Global Surveyor's high-resolution
cameras will finally determine whether the "Face" is a natural
geologic structure, or something constructed by an earlier
civilization.  Almost as an afterthought, he observed to a
standing-room- only audience of about 400 astronomers, "I suggest that
in view of these test results we prepare ourselves for a cultural
shock certainly unrivaled in recent times."  By Michael Woods, Toledo
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Blade Copyright (c)1998 Nando.net Copyright (c)1998 Scripps Howard,
Washington (1/8/98), http://www.nando.net) GOALS FOR 1998

Dr. Richard Haines wrote a nice letter asking for information about
human initiated contact with UFOs. This gave me an idea that we should
have some goals or a mission statement for 1998 regarding the UFO
phenomenon.  We will continue to report significant sightings,
however, we realize many of these sightings can be explained as
misidentification of balloons, aircraft, Earth lights or other
phenomenon. The Air Force Blue Book investigation of UFOs found only a
small percentage of the sightings were unexplained, meaning only those
remaining could be true UFOs. Certain kinds of reports appear more
valuable, particularly close encounter cases at short range.
Therefore, it is prudent to spend more time investigating the more
significant  cases.  Dr. Haines has specifically asked for help
regarding :

Close Encounter of the Fifth Kind (CE-5) cases, i.e., human initiated
contact in which the phenomenon appears to respond back.  I will
forward these cases to Dr. Haines.

I'm personally interested in collecting accounts of UFO crashes, or
reports of UFOs at military bases, or military interaction with the
craft.  Certain military bases are frequently mentioned in reports.
These include:  Edwards, Wright Patterson, Langley, Mac Dill, McGuire,
Roswell, Area 51, etc.

I'm also interested in reports concerning take off or landings, entry
or exit from water or underground or mountain side bases. We are
looking for evidence of landing imprints, burnt foliage, dents or
scratches on metal, wood or the ground. Close up descriptions of the
craft are desired, particularly engine, rocket, lights, openings,
windows, rotation or similar activity.

We are also collecting evidence of abductions such as damage to the
body, clothing, bedding, walls, or automobiles.  Some MUFON members
are law enforcement officers.  If someone is allegedly kidnapped or
raped by aliens, this is a crime and should be treated as such.  Quick
response to an abduction by a trained investigative team may be able
to prove a physical abduction took place and possibly who was
responsible.

The final area of particular interest is data on large Mother craft or
UFO carriers. These include reports of launching or landing of large
numbers of smaller craft on these carriers. For example, two hundred
discs were sighted over the Southern tip of South America in Chile.
Virtually, no Air Force in the world could launch hundreds of aircraft
secretly and fly them over Chile without word leaking out. Further the
logistical cost would be significant even for the United States.
Assuming these UFO reports are true, we may assume these aircraft are
alien, that is not flown by the governments of the world.  The
financial and engineering cost of developing these craft, their
logistical support, training and feeding aircrews, fuel, and basing
would be immense.  The goal is to obtain further evidence to help
prove to others that these sightings are real.

If you have news or comments please  e-mail to : Majorstar@aol.com
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Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 14:32:07 -0700
Fwd Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 18:05:37 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

> From: SGB List 2 <SGBList2@aol.com> [Stephen G. Bassett]
> Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 03:06:34 EST
> Fwd Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 08:22:33 -0500
> Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

> >  Date: Wed, 7 Jan 1998 23:05:10 -0500
> >  From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
> >  Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...
> >  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> >  >Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 14:21:43 -0700
> >  >From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> >  >Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

> >  Jared wrote:

> >  >Astronauts really are our salvation here. They bring that certain
> >  >seriousness to ufology's image that it so richly needs.

> >  A general query:

> >  Which astronauts claim there is a 'cover up' and what evidence
> >  have they cited?

> Gordon Cooper and Dr. Edgar Mitchell.

> They offer only personal assessment of what they have learned
> from associates and some personal events.  They have not come
> forward with tangible documentation.  However, it is appropriate
> to consider that the extent to which they have commented has
> almost certainly taken into account their National Security
> Obligations which neither has renounced.

When Fox television aired it's UFO video evidence special last
summer I was rather surprised to see Story Musgrave make the
following statements during his interview:

"The government has covered up things, and I cannot know as a
fact whether there is any cover-up here"...(I would assume he's
referring to NASA)

"I think the public is ready to accept any information. I think
the public is ready to know if anyone has visited us. They can
accept that and they want it!"

Prior to this I'd always seen Musgrave take a very dismissive
attitude toward this subject. Does anyone know if he's revising
his opinions on the matter?

Jared.
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Re: RAF Woodbridge U.K.

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 20:51:05 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 00:19:55 -0500
Subject: Re: RAF Woodbridge U.K.

>From: Brisciano Tony TSgt 100SUPS/LGSF <Tony.Brisciano@mildenhall.af.mil>
>To: "'updates@globalserve.net'" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: RAF Woodbridge U.K.
>Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 22:40:53 -0000

Naturally we would be interested in knowing any more of your
story.   Have you ever told this story to anyone before?  There
have been several books written about events at the time you
mention.
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Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952

From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 21:39:50 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 00:36:51 -0500
Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952

>From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
>investigation
>Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 15:39:37 EST

>>From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <vonni_h@email.msn.com>
>>To: <updates@globalserve.net>
>>Subject: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 investigation
>>Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 09:02:53 -0600

>>Washington, DC - 1952

>>Starting January 13th, the Center for UFO Studies (CUFOS) and the
>>International Society for UFO Research (ISUR) will commence an
>>investigation into this well known case. MSN's UFO Forum will
>>assist in coordinating the effort.

><snip>

>Hello to the list and to Yvonne...

>I can attest to the following facts that occurred in Washington,
>DC in 1952...

Hey Jack.

Thanks for posting your experience in regards to the 1952
Washington Fly Overs.

I have studied that case for over 30 years, and I am finally
glad to have someone come forward who was actually there when
they were taking place.

In all the years we have posted in FIDO UFO, I have never
heard you tell that story.  That doesn't mean that you
haven't.

An interesting coincidence, indeed.  It makes one wonder if
the movie was a prerequisite for "staging" those events.
I know, some will say that it was not possible for our
government to stage such an event at that time in our history.
But, I ask, how do we know that for a fact?  It seems that
there possibly were "flying disks" in operation on this
planet at that time which were of "terrestrial" design and
development.

The public has been used as pawns in the international
chess games for many years.  Who is to say this was not
just one of those games?   Hmmmmmm

REgards, Mike
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Re: FYI: TWA 800 - It ain't over 'til it's over

From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@proaxis.com>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 18:09:20 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 00:26:56 -0500
Subject: Re: FYI: TWA 800 - It ain't over 'til it's over

>Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 14:38:47 -0500
>From: "skyeking@aye.net" <skyeking@aye.net> [Jerry Washington]
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: TWA Flight 800

>I thought this article that appeared in yesterday's edition
>(Jan. 9th) of the Louisville Courier-Journal was interesting.

>WASHINGTON - Adm. Thomas Moorer, FORMER CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT
>CHIEFS OF STAFF, said yesterday that it's possible a missile
>brought down TWA Flight 800 and called for new congressional
>hearings.  ....

>"This is either a train wreck in the sky, or an explosive device
>-- mid-air, outside the plane," said retired Navy Cmdr. William
>Donaldson, a former plane crash investigator.

>Donaldson examined the mountain of material released in early
>December about the federal investigation. He particularly
>criticized one National Transportation Safety Board document
>reflecting flight recorder data that was not discussed when the
>material was unveiled in Baltimore.

>Donaldson noted a line drawn through readings of the last five
>seconds of the doomed jet's flight, with a handwritten margin
>note reading "End of Flt. 800 DATA" -- except there are more
>revealing readings below it. He thinks this was an attempt to
>divert attention from the final readings on the flight recorder.

>He said safety officials later tried to convince the Navy
>officers it was a transcript from an earlier flight -- a
>conclusion former TWA pilot Howard Mann said is "not possible --
>it's erased -- there's just no way."

>The final readings show chaos in the sky -- with airspeed
>dropping instantly by almost 200 knots, the pitch angle jumping
>five degrees, altitude dropping 3,600 feet in about three
>seconds, the roll angle going from zero to 144 degrees (the plane
>almost inverted), and magnetic heading changing from 82 degrees
>to 163 degrees.

>Donaldson said all these indicate an extremely high-pressure wave
>coming from the lower left side of the plane's front. The
>measurements "indicate there was an explosion -- a big explosion
>-- outside the cockpit."

Donaldson spoke on Art Bell's show on this recently, and filled
in many details.  E.g., he mentioned just where the instruments
were located that gave these readings, and how the pressure of
the external explosion would move the angle-of-attack vane in the
manner it did, coming back to its normal setting a fraction of a
setting later after which the recordings ceased due to the
explosion having severed the cables to the "black" box. And of
course the suddenly increased pressure would make the altimeter
pressure port think that the plane had jumped to a lower
elevation.  He noted that the line that had been crossed out
could not have been recorder data from a previous flight that had
not yet been written over, for one reason because its date/time
indicator was correct.
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Evidently persons in charge had not dared to totally black out
the line, like we see on FOIA documents, lest that provoke
suspicion.

When the hard data agrees with the multiple witnesses who saw a
missile-like flare moving upwards just before the explosion, it's
mind-boggling to think how easily a coverup can be implanted and
maintained.  The connection to the UFO coverup is that the more
serious, important and potentially embarrassing the events are
for the highest ranking officials, the more heavily they are
covered up.

Jim Deardorff
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The Boston Globe: Sightings In Exeter (N.H.) Area

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 03:27:47 +0100
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 00:32:33 -0500
Subject: The Boston Globe: Sightings In Exeter (N.H.) Area

Published at The Boston Globe's website January 10 1998. URL:

http://www.boston.com/dailynews/wirehtml/010/What_Was_It_.htm

*******

What Was It?

Associated Press, 01/10/98 13:57 

EXETER, N.H. (AP) - A Newmarket man was nearly blinded by a bright
light in the sky last month, and he's on a mission to find out what it
was.

Dave Jackson said the mysterious brilliant blue flash lit up the sky
over Exeter on Dec. 28 as he drove along Route 88.

"It was brighter than anything I've ever seen," he said.

Jackson said he's heard from a Hampton Falls woman who saw a similar
blinding flash in the same area about a month earlier.

He plans to meet with a UFO investigator near the site.

Peter Geremia, director of the state chapter of a group called the
Mutual UFO Network, said an investigation begins by ruling out
explainable causes such as aircraft or the weather. He said some UFO
investigations take several months, but most last only a couple of
weeks.---Brookline Copshmrnas

BROOKLINE, N.H. (AP) - Two Brookline police officers who were suspended
for pepper-spraying a teen-ager during an arrest on Halloween say
selectmen owe them an apology.

Officers Richard Dube and Brian Goulden were suspended after
16-year-old Jacob Valley reported he was pepper-sprayed by a police
officer. They were reinstated in November and selectmen hired an
independent firm to investigate the incident.

Selectmen have not made the details of that probe public. The two
officers say they're happy with the results of the report and want the
public to know about it.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I N T E R A C T I V E                   
Send this story to a friend...                                        
         
Is this story important?                                     Enter a
search term:
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Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 22:38:32 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 00:43:36 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

Regarding...

>From: SGB List 2 <SGBList2@aol.com> [Stephen G. Bassett]
>Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 03:06:34 EST
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>>>Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 14:21:43 -0700
>>>From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
>>>Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>>>Jared wrote:

>>>Astronauts really are our salvation here. They bring that certain
>>>seriousness to ufology's image that it so richly needs.

>>A general query:

>>Which astronauts claim there is a 'cover up' and what evidence have
>>they cited?

Stephen wrote:

>Gordon Cooper and Dr. Edgar Mitchell.

>They offer only personal assessment of what they have learned from
>associates and some personal events.  They have not come forward with
>tangible documentation.  However, it is appropriate to consider that
>the extent to which they have commented has almost certainly taken
>into account their National Security Obligations which neither has
>renounced.

Stephen,

In an interview with Cooper published in OMNI, March 1980, p.
106, he reportedly stated:

"If any UFO information is being suppressed, it's certainly not
in the U.S. Air Force, because I was at a high enough level to
know about it.

In defense of the military attitude, I can't really blame them
for being negative when I consider ridiculous things that have
been said and written and the fact that the military is
responsible for national security. It's a little embarrassing to
acknowledge they can't explain some things".

Which seems to confirm his then _belief_ that whilst the question
of ET visitations may be an enigma to those responsible for
national security, he was not aware of any related 'cover up' and
certainly not supportive of one within the USAF.

I've never seen any indications Cooper has altered that view.

Does this leave only Dr. Edgar Mitchell and has he ever actually
cited evidence, or has no astronaut in fact ever claimed there
was a 'cover up'?
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James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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Re: RAF Woodbridge U.K.

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 22:40:09 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 00:49:06 -0500
Subject: Re: RAF Woodbridge U.K.

Regarding...

>From: Brisciano Tony TSgt 100SUPS/LGSF
<Tony.Brisciano@mildenhall.af.mil>
>Subject: RAF Woodbridge U.K.
>Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 22:40:53 -0000

Tony wrote:

>I have a story to tell.

Tony,

>27 Dec 1980, I was working the desk at the fuels management branch
>at Bentwaters. After midnight we went to a one manshop until 0700 hr.
>Well I was the person on duty at the time and around 0230 I recieved
>a call from MOCC that there were several emergency vehicles at
>Woodbridge needing fuel asap. Back then we had to cover both bases
>and I would close up the shop and I would respond personally.

The evening of Saturday 27th and early morning of Sunday 28th
December, 1980 was when Lt. Col. Halt and assembled 'team of
specialists' investigated Lt. Englund's report that the 'UFO' was
back (the dates in Halt's memo are wrong, the 'incidents'
occurred during the 25/26 and 27/28 December, not the 27/28 and
29/30 December as noted in Halt's memo to the Ministry of
Defence).

>Well I drove over to Woodbridge and I started to take the road to the
>back gate which would save some time. About 3 minutes into my driving
>something in my head said "Do not go this way", well I was 20 yrs old
>then and I was afraid of the dark and the whole route to Woodbridge
>back gate is nothing but woods and no street lights and very dark,
>so I listened to that voice in my head and I turned around and
>proceded  to go to the front gate.

Perhaps a surprising aspect of the 'Rendlesham forest" case are
the documented testimonies of how some personnel from even the
81st Security Police Squadron acknowledged being 'spooked' by the
sight of seemingly 'strange lights'.

It's understandably a spooky place and I recently received some
e-mail from a 'jet engine technician' who was stationed at both
bases between 1984 and 1993. Amongst the tales he thought might
be of interest was the horrible story of a airman seated in an
A-10 maintenance hanger who ejected himself into the roof of the
hanger and was killed, the "abandoned Church outside the engine
shop gate on Bentwaters... said to be haunted... and placed off
limits to base personnel" and, by no means least, the "story
about a Rendlesham Forest Monster that attacked an airman while
he sat in the cockpit of an F-4 on the flightline of
Woodbridge".

As he confirmed, "I do not know if there is truth to that strange
story, But I did see the canopy of that F-4. It had deep
scratches on the outside of the glass".

There are a number of other tales which I had come across and
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which were, in all seriousness, apparently of considerable unease
to some personnel stationed on lonely outposts at the bases.

>After about 15 minutes I reached my destination which was the
>military gas pumps and I never saw so many police vehicles and
>equipment waiting for fuel especially in the early hours of the
>morning. There were about 12 or 13 vehicles mostly pick ups with
>light all attached and a few police cars. Oh! And one Lt. Col Holt
>who was in one hell of a hurry.  He bitched at me to "snap it up and
>get these pumps going". He didn't want to here it that I was doing
>my best to find the power switches and again rushed me around, well
>I did get the power on and the vehicles got there fuel but not one
>of those cops said a word to me that evening.

By 0230 on the morning of the 28th, according to Halt's
microcassette recording, he was deep in the forest and recorded:

HALT:  01.48.  We're hearing very strange sounds out of the
farmer's barnyard animals. They're very, very active, making an
awful lot of noise.

HALT: 2:44.  We're at the far side of the second farmer's
field....

HALT: 3:05.  We see strange strobe-like flashes...

HALT: 03:15.  Now we've got an object about 10 degrees directly
south...

HALT: 03:30 and the objects are still in the sky...

As such, it appears unlikely he could have been at the 'military
gas pumps' around the time you mention. Appreciating it's 17
years later, how might this equate with your recollections?

>I drove back to Bentwaters and I didn't think anymore about it until
>rumours started to circulate about UFOs, well I was sure glad I had
>listened to my consience. Over the next couple of weeks there was an
>influx of civilians and civilian type a/c  landing at both bases.

This has been confirmed by a number of base personnel. RAF
Bentwaters and RAF Woodbridge was a substantial sized twin-base
complex, what was so unusual about this particular civilian
activity?

Thanks for the interesting comments - can you say which unit you
served with at the time?

James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

From: Skye Turell <turel33@west.net>
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 16:08:21 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 00:57:21 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

> Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 14:32:07 -0700
> From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> To: Updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

<snip>

> When Fox television aired it's UFO video evidence special last
> summer I was rather surprised to see Story Musgrave make the
> following statements during his interview:

> "The government has covered up things, and I cannot know as a
> fact whether there is any cover-up here"...(I would assume he's
> referring to NASA)

> "I think the public is ready to accept any information. I think
> the public is ready to know if anyone has visited us. They can
> accept that and they want it!"

> Prior to this I'd always seen Musgrave take a very dismissive
> attitude toward this subject. Does anyone know if he's revising
> his opinions on the matter?

> Jared.

Yes, this change in Story's story came from a reporter in Hawaii,
who interviewed him perhaps a year ago.  This was reported on Art
Bell and I've since seen a few things on the Internet.

--

Skye Turell <turel33@west.net>
ICQ Pager 6797092
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AP: 'X-Files' To Take Show on the Road

From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com> [Rebecca]
Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 01:57:11 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 10:54:21 -0500
Subject: AP: 'X-Files' To Take Show on the Road

From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
Subject: 'X-Files' To Take Show on the Road
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 18:43:22 EST

'X-Files' To Take Show on the Road
.c The Associated Press

 By DAVID BAUDER

PASADENA, Calif. (AP) - ``The X-Files'' is taking its show on the
road, although it's a mystery whether Scully or Mulder will come
along for the ride.

Makers of the popular television show announced Saturday that
they are launching ``The X-Files Expo,'' a traveling theme park
of show memorabilia that will travel across the country this
spring like a rock concert tour.

Tickets for the 10-city tour, which starts March 6 in San
Francisco, go on sale Jan. 20 for $25 apiece.

Additional tour dates are planned for Los Angeles, Dallas,
Atlanta, Miami, Chicago, Detroit, Boston, New York and
Washington, D.C.

Organizers promise interactive games, a preview of ``The
X-Files'' movie and appearances by people involved in the
television show. The Expo will be held in large sites, such as
airplane hangars or abandoned military bases.

However, executives could not say Saturday if stars David
Duchovny (Mulder) or Gillian Anderson (Scully) will appear at any
of the events.

``We really need to work through what they're going to do,'' said
Pat Wyatt, president of Twentieth Century Fox Licensing and
Merchandising, which is running the tour with Ten Thirteen
Productions. ``I can't guarantee that they will be there, but
they have been to conventions in the past.''

The Expo continues Fox's effort to take advantage of the Sunday
night popularity of the show about two FBI agents who investigate
UFO sitings and paranormal phenomena.

Although Duchovny has said he's interested in pursuing a movie
career, Fox television network President Peter Roth told
television critics that the show ``absolutely'' will be around at
least next year and the year after.

``We have no intention of losing our flagship series,'' Roth
said.

AP-NY-01-10-98 1839EST

Copyright 1997 The Associated
Press.  The information  contained in the AP news report may not be published,
broadcast, rewritten or otherwise distributed without  prior written authority
of The Associated Press.
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Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

From: SGB List 2 <SGBList2@aol.com>
Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 05:00:27 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 11:00:45 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>  Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 22:38:32 -0500
>  From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
>  Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>  Regarding...

>  >From: SGB List 2 <SGBList2@aol.com> [Stephen G. Bassett]
>  >Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 03:06:34 EST
>  >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>  >>>Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 14:21:43 -0700
>  >>>From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
>  >>>Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

>  >>>Jared wrote:

>  >>>Astronauts really are our salvation here. They bring that certain
>  >>>seriousness to ufology's image that it so richly needs.

>  >>A general query:

>  >>Which astronauts claim there is a 'cover up' and what evidence have
>  >>they cited?

>  Stephen wrote:

>  >Gordon Cooper and Dr. Edgar Mitchell.

>  >They offer only personal assessment of what they have learned from
>  >associates and some personal events.  They have not come forward with
>  >tangible documentation.  However, it is appropriate to consider that
>  >the extent to which they have commented has almost certainly taken
>  >into account their National Security Obligations which neither has
>  >renounced.

>  Stephen,

>  In an interview with Cooper published in OMNI, March 1980, p.
>  106, he reportedly stated:

>  "If any UFO information is being suppressed, it's certainly not
>  in the U.S. Air Force, because I was at a high enough level to
>  know about it.

>  In defense of the military attitude, I can't really blame them
>  for being negative when I consider ridiculous things that have
>  been said and written and the fact that the military is
>  responsible for national security. It's a little embarrassing to
>  acknowledge they can't explain some things".

>  Which seems to confirm his then _belief_ that whilst the question
>  of ET visitations may be an enigma to those responsible for
>  national security, he was not aware of any related 'cover up' and
>  certainly not supportive of one within the USAF.

>  I've never seen any indications Cooper has altered that view.

>  Does this leave only Dr. Edgar Mitchell and has he ever actually
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>  cited evidence, or has no astronaut in fact ever claimed there
>  was a 'cover up'?

That interview is quite dated.  He has taken stronger positions
since.  I will check my video library for quotes.

thanks for the input.

Steve Bassett
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Washington Post: John Ford article - 98-01-11

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 11:52:39 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 11:52:39 -0500
Subject: Washington Post: John Ford article - 98-01-11

Thanks to Steven Kaeser for the URL

ebk

From:
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/WPlate/1998-01/11/069l-01119

8-idx.html

OUT THERE
They Thought UFOs Had Landed. A Case of Hysteria, Politics,
Poison and Toothpaste.

By Michael Colton
Washington Post Staff Writer
Sunday, January 11, 1998; Page F01

BELLPORT, N.Y.=97For the believers, the obvious place to look for
captured aliens was on government property -- specifically the
huge, guarded facility on Long Island called Brookhaven National
Laboratory. A former military base, Brookhaven was known to be
the site of experiments involving DNA and particle accelerators,
using equipment like an alternating gradient syncrotron and a
high-flux beam reactor.

The aliens had to be there.

John Ford, chairman of the Long Island UFO Network, knew
something big was happening on Long Island, renowned among
conspiracy buffs as the site of the Montauk time warp project
and, more recently, the mysterious crash of TWA Flight 800. Ford
and his 400-member group had investigated many weird sightings on
the island over the past decade. Some residents were convinced
that saucer crashes had caused forest fires, that they'd seen
airborne battles between spacecraft and military helicopters,
that people had been abducted and animals mutilated. This place
could be the next Roswell, or an East Coast Area 51.

Ford, a retired bailiff, frequently called the Brookhaven lab
with questions and accusations. He was cordial and articulate,
and lab spokeswoman Mona Rowe wished she could give him more
interesting answers; as a sci-fi fan herself, she believes
extraterrestrial life exists. Just not at Brookhaven National
Laboratory. She even invited Ford to tour the place, to open any
door he wanted and allow his own experts to search for UFO
evidence. She had nothing to hide.

Ford never made it to the lab, though the lab eventually made it
to him. In a plot as strange as anything on "The X-Files" or "The
Outer Limits" -- two of Ford's favorite shows -- he was arrested
for conspiring to murder three local politicians. By poisoning
them with radium. Police charge that he schemed to put the
radioactive material in their cars, in their food and even in
their toothpaste.
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After midnight on June 13, 1996, Mona Rowe's phone rang. She was
on call for Brookhaven's radiological assistance program, a sort
of radiation SWAT team. She accompanied the team to a Bellport
home surrounded by police, where they found hot radioactive
sources encased in lead in the back of a pickup truck.

John Ford, the "UFO guy" she and others had always considered a
harmless eccentric, was under arrest.

Never mind that the radium would have taken decades to kill
anyone. According to prosecutors, Ford was a terrorist intent on
killing, to help end a UFO coverup.

Today, Ford, 49, resides in a state-run psychiatric center,
having been found unfit to stand trial -- just as he had hoped.
One of his alleged conspirators is in jail; another friend awaits
sentencing. Ford's home is boarded up, and the Long Island UFO
Network (LIUFON) is defunct.

But for the believers, the story isn't over. The coverup
continues, as always. The coverup is eternal.

Seriously Weird

Ford's case is strange, even for Long Island, and that's no small
feat. This is the place where teenage tramp Amy Fisher shot the
wife of grease monkey Joey Buttafuoco. Where John Esposito kept
9-year-old Katie Beers locked in an underground dungeon for two
weeks. Where Colin Ferguson killed six people on a commuter
train, where Judge Sol Wachtler stalked his lover, where "Angel
of Death" nurse Richard Angelo injected muscle relaxants into
four patients.

To be weird in Long Island, you have to be seriously weird.
Some blame the power lines and the water supply for producing,
among others, Howard Stern, Geraldo Rivera and the 1,200 pounds
of Walter Hudson. "People here are open to strange ideas," says
Mona Rowe, who comes from Hawaii, where these things don't
happen.

Of course, equating John Ford with killers and torturers is
unfair; all we know for sure is that he liked to talk about doing
away with those who he thought did him wrong.

Still, Ford lived in an area that seems to be fertile ground for
his odd ideas -- and in a fertile era. At the end of the
millennium, it seems that no one trusts anyone, least of all
authority. Corporations are too powerful, governments are too
secretive. Planes explode in midair; war veterans contract mysterious
ailments. A Japanese television cartoon emits flashes of light
that cause children to convulse.

Strange days, indeed.

With so many seemingly impenetrable coverups and interesting
"coincidences," it is up to the average citizen to expose the
evil-doers. Theories are plentiful; facts are harder to come by.
"Perception is reality," the FBI's James Kallstrom said last
year, explaining why the bureau's investigation of Flight 800
spent so much time refuting rumors of a missile attack.

Of course, this article itself could just be part of the
"official version" -- or, as one of Ford's supporters, Peter
Moon, put it, "damage control to make everyone on Long Island
look crazy."

A number of Ford's friends and colleagues, who have followed his
case on the Internet and in UFO publications, believe he has been
set up, framed, railroaded. He's innocent, they say, and they
produce theories as to why he was arrested: He was getting too
close to a government coverup; he was silenced for his outspoken
beliefs; he was a patsy.

His attorney, John Rouse, wishes these folks would shut up.
They're not helping Ford's case. "I don't want to sound too
flippant, but my impression is that these people can find a
conspiracy in a cheesecake," he says. Rouse believes Ford is
innocent, but says the case has nothing to do with the CIA, UFOs
or other acronyms. It has to do with a far more mundane scourge:
politics.
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Ford's life -- his version of his life, anyway -- is like an
"X-Files" episode written by Thomas Pynchon (another Long Island
product, natch). John Ford believed in UFOs, as do many people.
But he was a lonely man prone to extreme gullibility, an
ineffectual citizen whose political aspirations were thwarted and
who found a sense of power by espousing incredible theories.
People listened to him.

Ford is probably insane -- even some of his friends admit that.
To pursue UFOs is to suspend a degree of rationality for an equal
measure of blind faith. Ford's case shows how fragile the balance
can be.

There is one question that people on both sides of this case ask
of those who want information. The answer to this question, they
assert, immediately places you on one side or the other. It
defines whom you will trust, and how much you will trust them.

"Do you believe in UFOs?"

Looking to the Sky

John Ford spent most of his adult life working on the side of the
law, as an officer of the same court he would later appear in as
a defendant. With a face like John Belushi's and a voice like
Elmer Fudd's, Ford appeared odd but nonthreatening to those who
knew him. After graduating from St. John's University in Queens
in 1971 with a degree in philosophy, he started work at the
Brooklyn criminal court, earned a master's degree in public
administration and transferred to Suffolk County in 1982.

Friends say Ford had a big heart, adopting dogs from the pound
and delivering supplies when Hurricane Gloria hit; he cried when
he accidentally ran over a cat. He dated, and was engaged twice,
but his most constant companion was his mother, Catherine, with
whom he lived. "She was his right-hand man," recalls a LIUFON
member.

An avid gun collector, Ford made model tanks and occasionally
read Soldier of Fortune magazine. His co-worker John Marafino
insists the gun collection was simply for show, like baseball
cards. The only time Ford shot a gun was to pass his exam as a
court officer, Marafino says, "and he wasn't even a good shot."

At work, he carried a service revolver; locked up at home were at
least 35 licensed handguns and rifles, along with bulletproof
vests, knives, ammunition and assorted military junk. He ran his
UFO investigations with walkie-talkies, acting as if he were
leading a paramilitary operation. He got a kick out of it.

In the 1970s and '80s, Ford became active in local politics,
forming a Conservative Party club in Suffolk County, supporting
his mother in her bids for highway superintendent and county
legislator, and running for several party positions himself.
Frustration over Suffolk County's Republican rule caused him to
quit politics, but his hatred of county Republicans never left
him.

Ford formed the Long Island UFO Network in 1988, and as he became
engrossed in abductions and coverups, he came to believe the
government was harassing him. His colleagues at work still found
him dependable, but others noted his obsessions and mercurial
moods.

In 1989, Ford conducted his first big investigation, of a
supposed UFO crash in Moriches Bay -- the same bay that TWA
Flight 800 plummeted into seven years later, coincidentally (or
not). On Sept. 28 of that year, several people reported seeing
glowing orange lights in the sky -- even Brookhaven 's Rowe
noticed them as she drove home, though she assumed they were
flares.

Ford concluded, after extensive interviews of witnesses, that
military helicopters shot down a UFO over the bay, killing 17
aliens that were later taken to Brookhaven. Others accepted the
explanation that the helicopters dropped aerial flares over the
bay that night so the Coast Guard could better rescue a sinking
fishing boat.

LIUFON attracted more attention in the paranormal world for its
investigation of the so-called South Haven Park Incident in
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November 1992. For four days the park was closed to the general
public because of duck hunting, officials said. Ford, though,
believed that a UFO crash caused a fire in the park, and he was
backed by several witnesses. Plus, he had a videotape that he
believed showed burning UFO wreckage.

He traveled to conferences to show the tape, which Ford said came
from a firefighter on the scene. It supposedly revealed uniformed
men placing something on the ground, and what appeared to be a
body.

Even some UFO investigators were skeptical about the videotape,
which Ford admitted was of shoddy quality. But Ford, and those
like him, have an amazing capacity for belief: In defiance of
physical laws, despite not witnessing the event firsthand, Ford
was sure that visitors had come to Long Island for the second
time in three years.

Time Traveling

Preston Nichols was sure, too. Portly and absent-minded, he lives
with his father in a small, shoddy house cluttered with
electronic equipment, books, videotapes and a rock collection.
Sitting in his driveway is a school bus Nichols bought to
transform into a "mobile UFO investigative unit." On a recent
rainy day in East Islip, he fires up the bus's space heater so he
can comfortably catalogue his UFO-detection equipment. There's a
magnetic detector; a Geiger counter; a gas detector, for
residuals of exhaust from helicopters; a mine detector; an
ionization detector.

A LIUFON member and friend of Ford's, Nichols, 50, writes books
on time travel and government experiments. He has theories about
Ford's arrest. Ford got too close to the truth, Nichols claims.
He talks of his own intelligence connections and fears that
government agents have tampered with the lug nuts on his car.

In his living room, while his fat dog snores, Nichols cues up a
video and announces, "I didn't believe in time travel until I saw
evidence that I had time-traveled."

He shows part of that evidence: a 1995 tape of a local newscast
that briefly features a young firefighter who resembles Nichols.
He believes it is his "double," a younger self, visiting from the
past.

But wait. Couldn't it just be someone who resembled him? No,
Nichols says. Too many people have argued that the
resemblance is uncanny.

He sighs. It's hard to convince the nonbelievers.

The Plot Thickens

"This is possibly one of the greatest events in the history of
man," John Ford told the Riverhead (N.Y.) News-Review, talking
about the alleged saucer crash at South Haven Park. He made the
papers and evening newscasts with his pronouncements. People were
seeing things in the sky, and Ford became a local "expert."

In 1993 Ford left work on a disability pension after injuring his
back; in 1995 his mother died of cancer, leaving him alone in the
house. He had more time to pursue UFOs, and more time to worry.
Steve Iavarone, his loyal vice president at LIUFON, noticed
Ford's increasing paranoia and hostility.

A month before his arrest, Ford told Iavarone that a car in
Ford's driveway had money hidden in the gas tank, "but we
can't get it out because there's a special detonating device and
the car will explode." Iavarone checked out the car, even
jumped around on top of it, and it didn't blow up.

Though Iavarone, a burly electrical contractor, laughs at Ford's
obsessions, he insists that his own suspicions are true. His
phones are tapped and his house is being watched, he believes.
Computer-altered voices leave menacing messages on his
answering machine. "People look in my window all the time,"
Iavarone says.

In 1995 Ford began to investigate another alleged crash, which he
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believed started the August forest fires in eastern Long Island
(the ones that may have attracted Preston Nichols's younger self,
sent to recover the UFO). In a LIUFON bulletin, Ford wrote that
"the government's particle beam weaponry" may have shot down a
UFO, and that "this plot involves newspaper sources, county,
state and federal officials."

Believing his life to be in danger, Ford started carrying guns at
all times. It was around this time that he met Joseph Mazzuchelli
-- referred to in the local press as "a wiry, tattooed
hot-rodder" or "a tough-talking former junkyard employee." He was
also a convicted burglar.

Ford took in Mazzuchelli "like a stray dog," says Ford's
co-worker John Marafino. Other friends say Mazzuchelli, 44,
began to take advantage of Ford, who gave him money, a cell
phone and a credit card. Ford believed that Mazzuchelli had a
Mafioso uncle who would finance LIUFON. He gave the
ex-felon guns -- which Mazzuchelli allegedly tried to sell.

Enter Kevin Koch. He was interested in Mazzuchelli's guns. He
also was under investigation for minor criminal activities. He
became a snitch. He told the police about a guy named John
Ford, who he heard was hatching a strange scheme involving
radium.

According to Koch, Ford claimed that he had hidden outside
Republican leader John Powell's home with a rifle two weeks
earlier. The night of June 12, 1996, authorities wired Koch and
followed him to Ford's house.

Setting the Trap

At 11 p.m. Ford was hanging out with his friends Joe, Kevin,
Freddie, Skipper and Teddy. (The last three are wire-haired
fox terriers.) The men talked about guy stuff -- who gets more
sex, why you can't trust women -- and politics. The
conversation took on a dark cast.

"I got that very dangerous stuff in the back of the truck," said
Ford, according to a transcript of the police recording.

"How bad is it?" asked Koch.

"It's in... a three-inch lead container, and it's leaking five
roentgens per hour."

The dogs bark. Ford puffs his pipe. Somebody goes into the
kitchen for drinks. Talk turns to burning down the offices of the
Suffolk County Conservative Party, throwing elections into
disarray.

Ford mentions Tony Gazzola, an old political adversary. "This
isotope, he'll start glowing in 24 hours." They all laugh.

"Put it in a bag, take the little bag and put it underneath his
car seat," says Ford.

He also boasts: "I'll kill that [expletive] President Clinton --
up the [expletive]. I'll do it."

"Does Gazzola eat Italian food?" asks Ford. "Take the yellow
[expletive] powder, and mix it in with chopped garlic. The
radium in with the chopped garlic."

Were the three planning a crime or just joking around? The
interpretation of the tape depends on who's listening.

Many have criticized the recording for its poor audibility, but
according to the prosecution's official transcript, this was a
conspiracy to undermine the local Republican Party, in part by
poisoning various officials. Ford specifically mentions John
Powell, the chairman of the Suffolk County Republican
Committee; Fred Towle, a Suffolk legislator; and Gazzola, the
head of the Conservative Party in Brookhaven (and a onetime
treasurer of Ford's Conservative Party club).

Police cars filled the normally tranquil Sundial Lane. Ford and
Mazzuchelli were arrested and charged with conspiracy to
commit murder, criminal solicitation, illegal possession of
radioactive materials and reckless endangerment.
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Later that day the police and the radiation team were sent to
the home of Ford's friend Edward Zabo in nearby Medford,
where they found more radioactive materials, several guns,
blasting caps, detonators, fuses and bombs. Zabo was arrested
on weapons, explosives and radioactive materials charges.

Zabo, 51, had known Ford since college. A Defense
Department employee who worked as a electronics
quality-control specialist at Northrop Grumman, Zabo told the
radiation team that his radioactive and explosive materials came
not from the Grumman plant but from a friend -- and Zabo
gave them to Ford for disposal.

For many years, radium was used to make watches glow in the dark.
It's still used to calibrate Geiger counters, such as those Ford
owned. It is a mild carcinogen -- but it's also used to treat
cancer.

Despite Ford's pronouncement, captured on tape, that Gazzola
would "glow" in 24 hours and Powell would "fall" in 30 days,
the radium would actually take nearly 20 years to kill someone
if ingested, at which point the victim would be elderly and at a
greater risk for cancer anyway. "They picked the wrong
substance," says Steve Musolino, a health physicist at
Brookhaven.

Powell, Gazzola and Towle were shocked to find out that they
were Ford's alleged targets. "This is not something you expect
to have to deal with in local elected office, especially in the
Suffolk County legislature," says Towle, who holds office in
Ford's district.

According to a rambling manifesto Ford wrote from jail, the three
officials were responsible for setting forest fires to cover up
the 1995 UFO crash. They also planned to "eliminate" Ford so he
could not reveal the truth.

The Invaders

When defense lawyer John Rouse got involved with Ford's
case, he figured that someone accused of something so
outlandish had a prior record of threatening behavior. He
subpoenaed Ford's internal-affairs file from the New York
State Court Administration, which contained at least four
complaints about LIUFON-related threats.

"There was a whole investigation done over a couple years,
with similar incidents of huffing and puffing," says Rouse. In
each case, officials found that the allegations had no merit and
never disciplined Ford.

The lawyer believes his client has been subject to "selective
prosecution" -- and is a victim of local politics. Republican
District Attorney James Catterson was supported in his
November reelection bid by Powell, the Republican chairman.
"The DA makes it look like he's saved the Republican leader's
life," says Rouse. "He blew this way out of proportion."
(Catterson responds that Rouse is "a bitter individual" who
"knows better.")

Rouse unsuccessfully sought a change of venue. He then
pursued an insanity plea, and four psychiatrists and
psychologists determined that Ford was delusional and not fit
to stand trial.

One psychiatric evaluation noted that, in the 1970s, as a
Conservative Party activist, Ford believed Communists were
poised to invade Long Island. Indeed, Ford said, they'd
already landed, in submarines.

Years later, it was the UFOs that were invading. Some experts
see a correlation between the end of the Cold War and an
increasing conspiracy mind-set among Americans. Lacking real
enemies, we look for them in our own government -- and in the
sky.

Secret Agent Man

Both Zabo and Mazzuchelli have pleaded guilty to lesser
charges in exchange for testimony against Ford. Mazzuchelli
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was sentenced in November to three to nine years for
conspiracy; Zabo is free on bail until his March sentencing for
weapons and explosives possession. If Ford ever goes to trial
he could face up to 75 years in prison. Meanwhile, he is
periodically evaluated.

Ford declined to be interviewed, but in letters to Steve
Iavarone, the LIUFON vice president, he explained how he
hoped to avoid a trial:

"If I go up to Mid-Hudson Psychiatric [Center] for six months as
incompetent to stand trial then I'll come back and most likely
the charges will be dismissed. . . . So far I left the first
doctor mumbling to himself with all the information I gave him. I
guess I'll have a repeat performance with the next doctor
tomorrow." He did not have to lie or exaggerate to the doctors to
be found unfit; he simply told them what he believed to be true,
which seemed so fantastical that they could only label it
delusional behavior.

Among Ford's beliefs, as stated in his recent handwritten
102-page manifesto, "My Statement to the Media":

He has been a CIA agent since the age of 19, leading a life
hidden from family and co-workers. He was not paid, so there
is no record of him. Joseph Mazzuchelli was an officer of the
Mossad, the Israeli intelligence agency.

Ford was recruited to observe Soviet KGB agents in Queens,
who tried to assassinate him five times. He personally stopped
a KGB penetration of the Reagan for President Committee.

The AIDS and Ebola viruses were created by aliens to
eliminate the population of sub-Saharan Africa. President
Nixon, Jackie Gleason, Sen. Alfonse D'Amato and New York
Gov. George Pataki, among others, have all seen UFO
evidence.

"The court says I am not competent based upon these
statements," Ford wrote. "Are they ravings of a madman or the
writings of a perfect and master spy?"

Some of his supporters are willing to believe the latter. "He
seems to me to fit the profile of an agent," says Peter Moon,
who publishes conspiracy books on Long Island.

But others, like Preston Nichols, think that spending 17 months
in jail pushed Ford over the edge. "He's as loony as they come,
but he's a coherent loon," says Nichols, the time traveler.

Ford knows he's not really crazy, though. He's certain that, in
the end, he'll triumph. "I'll bring home the bacon for
everyone,"
he wrote to Iavarone. "Then we'll rebuild LIUFON and
destroy the coverup."

He ends the letter his usual way, with a familiar motto from
popular culture:

"The truth is out there . . . "

=A9 Copyright 1998 The Washington Post Company
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'Eagles Disobey' - More Mars Revelations?

From: "Todd Andrews" <todd@riskers.org> 
Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 02:01:48 -0700
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 10:59:05 -0500
Subject: 'Eagles Disobey' - More Mars Revelations?

     Retrieved from:  http://www.riskers.org

What you are about to read is a preview to the new book, "Eagles
Disobey - The Case for Inca City, Mars, by B.J. Wolf."  This book
is about to be released, and already it has created some
"turmoil" in some very high places.  RISKERS/NUFOIA first brought
this story to you about 9 months ago, and you would not believe
how this story has grown.  I am getting ahead of myself, please
read on.

January 11, 1998 - B.J. Wolf:

Eagles Disobey: The Case for Inca City, Mars doesn't pull any
punches when it comes to describing what Dr. Dan Burisch and his
team have found on Mars.  There are a lot of government 'types'
who DO NOT want this book released to the public. They've done
everything in their power to prevent us from completing the
project and publishing the book - but the one thing that they
didn't count on was Dan Burisch's determination to give the
people the truth about what is really up on Mars!  We're not just
talking about a face......as fantastic as that is - we're talking
about an entire extraterrestrial archaeology complete with
symbolism, structures, anthropomorphic glyphs etched into the
landscape, all reminiscent of Nazce Peru, and more.....a
geometry that links them all together in an elegant lattice that
speaks undeniably of intelligence at work.

We started out working with images available on the NSSDC
website, but quickly learned that there were portions of those
images that NASA was reluctant to show to the public; very
reluctant....  so we started digging in earnest. What we found
made the stuff on the NSSDC website - provided for 'public'
consumption - look sick. That's when the threats started. We
found ourselves bombarded by written, and verbal attacks. Not
only our lives, but also the lives of our families were being
threatened unless we agreed to "back off" this project. But none
of us would.  Instead, we got mad, and more determined than ever.

To date, two of our team members have been run off the road at
high speed, one has been shot at (somebody emptied a clip at him
while he was walking out of a movie theater), and two of us have
had vehicles tampered-with, causing structural critical
failures/accidents.  All because 'they' don't want you to see
what we've found up there on Mars.

What makes this book, and this whole investigation different from
others in the past, is the fact that everything we've done can be
duplicated by anybody with a decent photographic program and a
couple of hours to spend.  There is no great mystery here - no
scientist telling anybody what to think - no one trying to
manipulate public opinion. Our goal is simply to show the public
what we saw,  then stand back and let people make up their own
minds whether it is valid, or not. To us on the Inca City Team,
it is self-evident that an intelligent people left these objects,
symbols, structures and glyphs on Mars; simple erosion, or other
natural forces could not have created the exacting duplication of
objects.  The undeniable bi-pedal hominid figures we've found
etched into the plateau, nor the elegant relationships between
the anomalies that are the hallmark of Inca City.
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Unfortunately, there seem to be a lot of people, with massive
amounts of power and money behind them, who are just as
determined the public should not have that opportunity.  To them
we say "'NUTS'!  We are NOT the people characterized by the
Brookings Institute. We are a clear thinking, well educated, and
socially mature people, who have had more than enough government
'spoon-feeding'".  We The People, who funded the NASA missions,
which generated these images in the first place, have every right
to know what is contained in them. And we're not going to stop
until this book is in the hands of the people, where it belongs.

 -B.J.
Wolf

----------------------------------------------- RISKERS/NUFOIA
http://www.riskers.org

To subscribe to the FREE NUFOIA mailing list, send an e-mail to
subscribe@riskers.org, or visit our online subscription area at
http://www.riskers.org/subscribe.html.
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Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952

From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 11:45:17 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 12:01:10 -0500
Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952

>Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 21:39:50 -0600
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>

>>From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
>>investigation
>>Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 15:39:37 EST

>>>From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <vonni_h@email.msn.com>
>>>To: <updates@globalserve.net>
>>>Subject: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 investigation
>>>Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 09:02:53 -0600

>>>Washington, DC - 1952

>>>Starting January 13th, the Center for UFO Studies (CUFOS) and the
>>>International Society for UFO Research (ISUR) will commence an
>>>investigation into this well known case. MSN's UFO Forum will
>>>assist in coordinating the effort.

>><snip>

>>Hello to the list and to Yvonne...

>>I can attest to the following facts that occurred in Washington,
>>DC in 1952...

>Hey Jack.

>Thanks for posting your experience in regards to the 1952
>Washington Fly Overs.

>I have studied that case for over 30 years, and I am finally
>glad to have someone come forward who was actually there when
>they were taking place.

>In all the years we have posted in FIDO UFO, I have never
>heard you tell that story.  That doesn't mean that you
>haven't.

Hello the list, and to Michael who I now address...

I've mentioned the Washington, DC case once or twice over the
years, but not the fact I lived on Harvard St. N.W.  I lived in
an apartment building, but the scenes from the movie were of a
3-storey brownstone house, which was typical for the
neighborhood. Funny thing, I cannot recall seeing any motion
picture people thereabouts, though.  It was fun seeing all the
familiar sights in a major movie. I felt like I was a part of the
whole thing. To be honest, I didn't fully appreciate the
ramifications of the UFO events at the time. ...But I do now.

>An interesting coincidence, indeed.  It makes one wonder if
>the movie was a prerequisite for "staging" those events.
>I know, some will say that it was not possible for our
>government to stage such an event at that time in our history.
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>But, I ask, how do we know that for a fact?  It seems that
>there possibly were "flying disks" in operation on this
>planet at that time which were of "terrestrial" design and
>development.

>The public has been used as pawns in the international
>chess games for many years.  Who is to say this was not
>just one of those games?   Hmmmmmm

I don't think the Washington events were anything but
spontaneous. Everything was so open and public. Nowadays, people
are afraid of being stigmatized, and are much more shy of talking
about UFOs.

I will be happy to assist the investigation in any manner I can.
Any questions asked of me will have the advantage of a first
hand recollection.  I just hope I can remember enough to be
of help.

Regards,

Jack
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BAR 199801

From: BufoCalvin <BufoCalvin@aol.com>
Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 00:28:00 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 10:49:59 -0500
Subject: BAR 199801

Bufo Calvin
P O Box 5231, Walnut Creek, CA  94596
Internet: BufoCalvin@aol.com
Website: <A HREF="http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin">http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin<;/a>
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED (permission is granted to reproduce or redistribute this
edition of Bufo's WEIRD WORLD provided that attribution is made
to http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin. It is good etiquette to check with
strangers before you e-mail them something.  If you forward this, please make
sure it is clear that you are forwarding it).
January 1998

Welcome to the first ever edition of Bufo's ANOMALIT REVIEW!  "Anomalit" is
short for "Anomalous Literature"...in short, publications about weird stuff.
This is the second spin-off from Bufo's WEIRD WORLD.  The second was Bufo's
WEIRD WORLD Media Alert.  All three are available free as e-mail.

Books mentioned in BAR can be ordered on most e-mail systems by clicking on
the hyperlink title.  This will take you to the book at Amazon.com.  You can
read more about it at that point and decide if you want to order it.  If you
do, you add it to your "shopping cart".  Then, if you want another title
mentioned here, please click on it in this post.  If you have questions,
please e-mail Bufo at bufocalvin@aol.com.

FEATURED TITLE

HIDDEN FILES (
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=0809231212/bufosweirdworldA/">
Hidden Files : Law Enforcement's True Case Stories of the Unexplained an</A>d
and Paranormal)
by Sue Kovach
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books category: General Weird
( <A HREF="http://members.aol.com/Weirdware2/bwwb-weirdmisc.html">General
Weird</A> )
Trade (large-size) paperback, 209 pages
Some photographs: NO index, NO bibliography
List price: $14.95, Amazon price* $11.96
When I first heard about this book, I envisioned it as containing police
reports related to weird happenings.  There are many famous instances where we
know the police have been called, and presumably, reports have been filed.
For example, we know police responded to the Hopkinsville, Kentucky "goblin
invasion" in 1955.  I'd love to see how they wrote that one up!  We also know
of cases in which police officers were the main witnesses (Lonnie Zamora in
Socorro, Herb Schirmer in Nebraska, and PC Alan Godfrey in Todmorden
immediately leap to mind).  Although I only mentioned UFO cases, they have
also been involved in cryptozoology (bigfoot, Loch Ness monster, and the
like), poltergeist cases, etc.  Unfortunately, there isn't a single official
police document in the book, and very few well-known stories.  Instead, the
author interviewed current and retired law enforcement professionals.  This
does result in an interesting volume, albeit one which is essentially
anecdotal.  The coverage of topics is fairly broad (including voodoo, cattle
mutilations, and bigfoot), and should appeal to people who just want an
exciting read.  I have to say, though, that the caption for a bigfoot still
from the Patterson film (the still had nothing to do with the specific report
included in the book, by the way) was very inaccurate.  It begins, "This photo
of 'Big Gal', shot near Portland, Oregon, in January 1967..."  Well, I've
never heard "Patty" referred to as "Big Gal", the movie (I think it's worth
noting in the caption that it was a movie, not a still shot) was supposedly
taken near Bluff Creek, California, and the date is allegedly in October of
1967, not January.  The author may, of course, have not written the caption,
but it certainly throws the fact-checking on this book into doubt.  Still, it
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is well-written and entertaining, and may enlighten some people as to the
involvement in this area of "trained observers".

-------------

Recently Recommended to me:

"Jerome Clark's new The UFO Book is the ufology fans' and researchers' dream
of the year come true - a book that is a great gift and, at the same time,
an affordable addition to the gift giver's own bookshelf," says writer Loren
Coleman.
(
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=0780802896/bufosweirdworldA/">
UFO Directory</A> )

---------------

Last Month's Most Visited Title at Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books:

Hostage to the Devil
(
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=006065337X/bufosweirdworldA/">
HOSTAGE TO THE DEVIL</A> )
by Malachi Martin
Classic work on demon possession.

OTHER RECENT TITLES:

THE THREAT: THE SECRET ALIEN AGENDA (
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=0684814846/bufosweirdworldA/">
The Threat : The Secret Alien Agenda</A> )
by David M. Jacobs, PhD
List Price: $23.00, Amazon Price*: $16.10
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books category: UFOs-abductions (
<A HREF="http://members.aol.com/Weirdware2/bwwb-ufo-abductions.html">UFO Books
- Abductions</A> )
Follow-up to SECRET LIFE: FIRSTHAND DOCUMENTED ACCOUNTS OF UFO ABDUCTIONS (
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=0671797204/bufosweirdworldA/">
Secret Life : Firsthand Documented Accounts of Ufo Abductions</A> ).  This one
is sure to create major buzz.

THE ALIEN FILES: THE SECRET OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENCOUNTERS AND ABDUCTIONS
(
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=1862041350/bufosweirdworldA/">
The Alien Files : The Secret of Extra-Terrestrial Encounters and Abducti</A>
ons)
by Gregory Van Dyk
List Price: $24.95, Amazon Price*: $17.47
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books category: UFO Books (
<A HREF="http://members.aol.com/Weirdware2/bwwb-ufo.html">UFO Books</A> )

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF DOWSING: THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO FINDING UNDERGROUND
WATER
(
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=1862041423/bufosweirdworldA/">
The Complete Book of Dowsing</A> )
by George Applegate
List Price: $24.95, Amazon Price*: $17.47
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books category: Parapsychology Books (
<A HREF="http://members.aol.com/Weirdware2/bwwb-ps-master.html">Parapsychology
Books</A> )
Dowsing is the alleged ability to find water (or other resources) through
paranormal ability.

The Pillar of Celestial Fire : And the Lost Science of the Ancient Seers
(
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=1887472304/bufosweirdworldA/">
The Pillar of Celestial Fire : And the Lost Science of the Ancient Seers</A> )
by Robert Cox
List Price: $18.95, Amazon Price*: $15.16
Claims that "ancient civilizations" understood consciousness better than we
do.  Garnering praise in some circles.
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books Category:

Crop Circles - Mission Colony Earth : Returning Colonizers from Ancient
Astronauts' Planet Nibiru
(
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=1883424526/bufosweirdworldA/">
Crop Circles - Mission Colony Earth</A> )
by Steve Canada
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List Price: $9.95, Amazon Price*: $9.95 + $0.85 special surcharge
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books Category: Crop Circles (
<A HREF="http://members.aol.com/Weirdware2/bwwb-cropcirc.html">Crop Circles
</A> )

The Paranormal Source Book : The Comprehensive Guide to Strange Phenomena
Worldwide
(
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=0749914114/bufosweirdworldA/">
The Paranormal Sourcebook</A> )
by Jenny Randles
List Price: $14.95, Amazon Price: $11.96
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books category: General Weird (
<A HREF="http://members.aol.com/Weirdware2/bwwb-weirdmisc.html">General Weird
</A> )

Principles of Your Psychic Potential
(
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=1855384876/bufosweirdworldA/">
Principles of Your Psychic Potential</A> )
by David Lawson
List Price: $11.00, Amazon Price*: $8.80
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books category: Parapsychology Books (
<A HREF="http://members.aol.com/Weirdware2/bwwb-ps-master.html">Parapsychology
Books</A> )

Something in the Air
(
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=0709059744/bufosweirdworldA/">
Something in the Air</A> )
by Jenny Randles
List Price: $19.95, Amazon Price* $13.97
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books Category: UFO Books (
<A HREF="http://members.aol.com/Weirdware2/bwwb-ufo.html">UFO Books</A> )

The Nostradamus Encyclopedia : The Definitive Reference Guide to the Work and
World of Nostradamus
(
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=0312170939/bufosweirdworldA/">
The Nostradamus Encyclopedia</A> )
by Peter Lemesurier
List Price: $29.95, Amazon Price*: $20.97

Psychic Protection : Creating Positive Energies for People and Places
(
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=0684835193/bufosweirdworldA/">
Psychic Protection</A> )
by William Bloom
List Price: $10.00, Amazon Price*: $8.00
Reprint
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books category: Parapsychology Books (
<A HREF="http://members.aol.com/Weirdware2/bwwb-ps-master.html">Parapsychology
Books</A> )

The Secret School : Preparation for Contact
(
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=0061096180/bufosweirdworldA/">
The Secret School: Preparation for Contact (paperback)</A> )
by Whitley Strieber
List Price: $6.99, Amazon Price $5.59
Mass Market paperback reprint

Crop Circles - The Theory That Works : Outline of Author's Original,
Verifiable Translation Method
(
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=1883424534/bufosweirdworldA/">
Crop Circles: The Theory That Works</A> )
by Steve Canada
List Price: $12.95, Amazon Price $12.95

Fifty Years of Ufos : From Distant Sightings to Close Encounters
(
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=1852839244/bufosweirdworldA/">
Fifty Years of UFOs</A> )
by John Spencer, Anne Spencer
List: $29.95, Amazon Price*: $20.97

The Secrets of Nostradamus : The Medieval Code of the Master Revealed in the
Age of Computer Science
(
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<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=0712677100/bufosweirdworldA/">
The Secrets of Nostradamus</A> )
by David Ovason
List Price: $29.95, Amazon Price*: $20.97

Hollywood Vs. the Aliens : The Motion Picture Industry's Participation in Ufo
Dis-Information
(
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=1883319617/bufosweirdworldA/">
Hollywood Vs. the Aliens</A> )
by Bruce Rux
List Price: $18.95, Amazon Price: $15.16

UFOs Over Israel; Strong Delusion in the End-Times
(
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=1884302033/bufosweirdworldA/">
UFOs Over Israel</A> )
by Texe Marrs
List Price: $13.95, Amazon Price*: $13.95

UFO Directory : A Guide to Organizations, Research Collections, Museums,
Publications, Periodicals, Web Sites, and Other Resources Concerning Ufo
Phenomena
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=0780802896/bufosweirdworldA/
UFO Directory
by Jerome C. Clark
List Price: $48.00, Amazon Price*: $48.00

*Prices are set by Amazon.com.  Clicking on the link will take you to their
current listing and reflect the current price.

Bufo Calvin
P O Box 5231, Walnut Creek, CA  94596
Internet: BufoCalvin@aol.com
Website: <A HREF="http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin">http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin<;/a>
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED (permission is granted to reproduce or redistribute this
edition of Bufo's WEIRD WORLD provided that attribution is made
to http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin. It is good etiquette to check with
strangers before you e-mail them something.  If you forward this, please make
sure it is clear that you are forwarding it).

If you want to order the books by phone, you can do so from
Greenleaf at 1-800-905-8367.  When you do this, you must mention
that you heard about it from Bufo.  Prices may vary.  Greenleaf
is run by Marc Davenport and Leah Haley.

If you have any comments on the Bufo's ANOMALIT REVIEW, or recommendations for
books, please e-mail me directly at BufoCalvin@aol.com.

This is Bufo saying, "If =everything= seemed normal, that =would= be weird!"
____________________________

You can stop receiving this from me just by asking (note: it is commonly
redistributed, and I can't control you getting it from those sources) by
e-mail at BufoCalvin@aol.com.  You can also subscribe or unsubscribe to
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Media Alert or Bufo's WEIRD WORLD the same way.  Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books is 
in Association with Amazon.com.
_____________________________

**OPUS is the Organization for Paranormal Understanding and Support. I am an
Executive Boardmember, and Director of the OPUS Educational Institute. OPUS
encourages its officers and Network Associates to express their own opinions:
however, it is important to note that I do not speak for OPUS in this piece
or others presented under my own name.
______________________________
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Re: Greer Briefed CIA...

From: "Keith Woodard" <qwoodard@worldnet.att.net>
Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 09:03:30 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 12:12:36 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA...

> From: James Easton pulsar@compuserve.com
> Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 22:38:32 =960500
> Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 00:43:36 -0500
> Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

> Does this leave only Dr. Edgar Mitchell and has he ever
> actually cited evidence, or has no astronaut in fact ever
> claimed there was a 'cover up'?

At:

http://www.iufog.org/updates/9642815343.shtml

a transcript of the April 19, 1996 "Dateline NBC" features Dennis
Murphy interviewing Edgar Mitchell:

***********************

MURPHY:  Do you think it's more likely than not that
extraterrestrials have been to this planet?

Mr. E. MITCHELL: From what I now understand and have experienced
and seen the evidence for, I think the evidence is very strong,
and large portions of it are classified.

MURPHY: Classified by whom?

Mr. E. MITCHELL: By governments.

MURPHY: You're saying it-it-it not only likely happened, but
there's been a cover-up?

Mr. E. MITCHELL:  Oh I--I think if it has happened the way it
seems to be, there's definitely been a cover-up.

MURPHY: (Voiceover) Mitchell wouldn't name names. but he says
some of his information comes from former highly classified US
government employees, people who say our government picked up
sonic engineering secrets from UFOs.
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Re: The Boston Globe: Sightings In Exeter (N.H.)

From: Whitewolf <witewolf@neptune.on.ca> [Paul Whitewolf]
Date: Sun, 11 Jan 98 12:25:29 -0000
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 13:58:02 -0500
Subject: Re: The Boston Globe: Sightings In Exeter (N.H.)

She-ko (hello) Errol and list;

>From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 03:27:47 +0100
>Subject: The Boston Globe: Sightings In Exeter (N.H.) Area

>Published at The Boston Globe's website January 10 1998. URL:

>http://www.boston.com/dailynews/wirehtml/010/What_Was_It_.htm

>*******

>What Was It?

>Associated Press, 01/10/98 13:57

>EXETER, N.H. (AP) - A Newmarket man was nearly blinded by a bright
>light in the sky last month, and he's on a mission to find out what it
>was.

>Dave Jackson said the mysterious brilliant blue flash lit up the sky
>over Exeter on Dec. 28 as he drove along Route 88.

This is so hilarious. What's that word New Ager's use?
Syncronicity? Or is it real ET humor?

I live in Newmarket, Ontario, and on Dec. 28 I was just outside
Francestown N.H. on vacation.

Francestown and Exeter are about 20 miles away.

An abductee friend of mine who I was visiting went out UFO
watching just outside Francestown out in the hills on the 28th.
We watched a number of jets while we did that 'abductee' thing
and tried to communicate our desire to see something.

It took a while, and it was damned cold, but between 9:30 and
11:00 PM we observed a diffused light appear "above" the horizon
and fly towards us.

I recognized this "diffused" type of light from research work
I've assisted with on the west end of Lake Ontario, you know,
where the beasties can be seen flying up the Niagra river and
then submerge into the water?
(Go see it for yourselves guys).

Anyway as the light flew up towards us my friend told me to get
the binoculars. At this point it was approaching us and was at
approx. 45 degrees above the horizon. We turned around to get the
binoc's and when we turned around the bloody thing had
dissappeared from the sky.

We saw no red or blue light on either side of the diffused light.
The diffused soft white light was very different from ALL the
other jet's that we saw and was flying at a vector different from
all the other jets we observed. I am a bit familiar with aircraft
externals from things that I have learned from my boss who used
to work in weapons development for the British Aircraft
Corporation, as well as reverse engineering foreign technology
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for them under contract to the RAF.

So list, I have no public proof, just a story, so you can nail
the coffin on me and not worry about having to disprove anything.

Sleep well.

>"It was brighter than anything I've ever seen," he said.

What we saw was not bright but a notably softer, diffused whitish
color about half the size of a dime.

>Jackson said he's heard from a Hampton Falls woman who saw a similar
>blinding flash in the same area about a month earlier.

>He plans to meet with a UFO investigator near the site.

>Peter Geremia, director of the state chapter of a group called the
>Mutual UFO Network, said an investigation begins by ruling out
>explainable causes such as aircraft or the weather. He said some UFO
>investigations take several months, but most last only a couple of
>weeks.---Brookline Copshmrnas

<snip> <on the pepper spray story>

I just thought this was so hilarious when I read this Errol I had
to send something in. My friend from N.H. noticed the post first
and emailed me. I'm so used to not being believed I've given up
telling anybody but other abductee's about this sort of stuff.
But this was too funny to pass up.

I guess there must be a Newmarket in New Hampshire as well. The
poor guy's on a mission who saw this thing. Dear God I hope he
can put up with ridicule and the loss of long term friends.

In peace and friendship,
Whitewolf.

"If you can't laugh at yourself, you might be missing the joke of
the century.."      Dame Edna, 1997
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'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 07:01:04 +0000
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 14:09:47 -0500
Subject: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

According to the  Skeptical Inquirer (July l997), John English, a
former director of the International Aerospece Hall of Fame and a
graphics designer, noted that the 'DANGER' sign on the wall of
the autopsy room was a standard government-issue sign. He tracked
the graphics design to a specific OSHA issue. It was alledgedly
for government use in l973  9The sign).

Can anyone verify this ?

Yours,

Philip Mantle.
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UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 3, Number 2

From: Masinaigan <Masinaigan@aol.com>
Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 12:37:19 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 14:27:04 -0500
Subject: UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 3, Number 2

     UFO ROUNDUP
Volume 3, Number 2
January 11, 1998
Editor: Joseph Trainor

SPANISH POLICE ARREST
UFO BELIEVERS IN THE
CANARY ISLANDS

     On Thursday, January 8, 1998, at about 1:30 a.m.,
Spanish police raided an apartment house in Barrio
de la Salud, in Santa Cruz de Tenerife and arrested
32 members of a local UFO group.
     Tenerife is the largest of the seven Islas Canarias
(Canary Islands), owned by Spain and located in the
Atlantic Ocean just west of Africa.
     A few hours earlier, Spanish police arrested the
group's founder, Dr. Heide Fittkau-Garthe, 57, a psychologist
from Germany who settled on Tenerife back in 1985.
     According to Antonio Lopez Ojeda of Spain's Ministry
of the Interior, Dr. Fittkau-Garthe was arrested "on charges
of attempting to induce suicide and was being held at a
Tenerife police station."
     "Mr. Lopez Ojeda said the police believed the sect was
an offshoot of the Order of the Solar Temple, whose
followers have carried out mass suicides in Canada,
France and Switzerland.  He said the police were still
investigating."  (See the New York Times for January 9,
1998, "Suicide Sect Leader Held On Canary Islands,"
page A-8)
     The group had two names for themselves, Centro
Sagrado de Isis (Sacred Center of Isis) and Orden del
Santuario Solar (Order of the Solar Shrine), plus a
headquarters in Santa Cruz, the largest city on Tenerife.
     Members arrested included 14 men, 13 women and
five children between the ages of 12 and 6.  The prisoners
are being held incommunicado.
     "Police spokesman Juan Antonio Perez said" Dr.
Fittkau-Garthe "had 'brainwashed' her disciples, and they
would need to be 'deprogrammed.'"
     "'A chemical substance was found at the house and
it seems the group members were going to use it to
poison themselves,' Perez said."
     "'The minds of the 32 victims have been programmed;
they've been brainwashed,' Perez said, 'They have to be
deprogrammed before they can cooperate with police.'"
(Editor's Comment: Yes, readers, that's what the man
said.  Don't take my word for it.  Look it up.  See the
Boston, Mass. Globe for January 10, 1998, "Police Find
Poison at Home of Suspected Cult Leader," page A-9.)
     At a news conference in Santa Cruz de Tenerife on
January 9, police spokesmen said the group was
planning a trip to Pico de Teide, an extinct volcano
80 kilometers (50 miles) southeast of Santa Cruz.
At the summit, they reportedly planned to "rendezous
with the space brothers."
     "The group, which may be linked to the infamous
Solar Temple cult or a Hindu apocalyptic sect, had
planned to kill themselves at the top of Tenerife's
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Teide volcano, from where they believed their souls
would be picked up by a spaceship, officials said."
(Boston, Mass. Globe, January 10, 1998)
     According to Heliodoro Rodriguez, subdelegate
for Santa Cruz de Tenerife, police noticed an influx
of German and Belgian citizens in recent weeks,
all members of Centro Sagrado de Isis.  Dr. Heide
Fittkau-Garthe "was considered a kind of prophet."
     Rodriguez praised "the collaborative effort by
Interpol and the German police" who reportedly spied
on "the cult and its activities in Spain."
     Rodriguez also declined to discuss whether or
not the Ministry of the Interior had planted informers
in the group during the past few months.
     The official shocked Spanish TV viewers when
he mentioned that the Ministry had compiled a list
of "200,000 members of dangerous sects" in Spain.
(Muchas gracias a Pedro P. Canto para esos
informes espanol.)
(Editor's Comment:  It looks like Heide Fittkau-Garthe
and her followers are getting the John Ford treatment.
Has NATO declared war on UFO enthusiasts?)

UFOs SIGHTED IN ROCKLAND,
MASSACHUSETTS

     On Wednesday, December 31, 1997, at 8:52 a.m.,
Lynn S. was driving in rush-hour traffic in Rockland,
Massachusetts (population 15,695), a suburb on
Route 139 approximately 25 miles (40 kilometers)
southeast of Boston.
     As she neared Reed's Pond, on Market Street
in Rockland, she spotted "a cigar-shaped craft that
hovered for a minute and 45 seconds above the waters
of Reed's Pond before it plunged in and exploded.
I saw the object come across the sky, pulsating a
blue light from the top with two strong flashing lights
on each side."
     "Traffic slowed, but no one seemed to care enough
to get out and see what the object was," she reported.
"As I approached the traffic lights, people were pointing
back at the pond.  But without the (traffic) light working,
drivers were beginning to swear, cut people off and
no one was paying any attention to the object."
     "Upon driving home and finding I had no electricity,
I called the electric company but only got a recording.
I began calling other residents of the town.  They all
said they had no electricity after they 'heard the planes
go over.'"
     At 9:15 a.m., Lynn drove back to Reed's Pond.
"To my amazement, a black ball hovered in the sky
above it, as big as a silver dollar, but nothing was
astir in the pond.  I noticed dead ducks and seagulls
floating on the surface."
     The UFO zipped away seconds later.  "For the
record, I never heard any planes."  (Email Interview)

LUMINOUS UFO SEEN IN
WESTERN IOWA

     On Friday, January 2, 1998, at 6 p.m., Jason B.
and Brandon C. were walking along the railroad
tracks in their hometown of Missouri Valley, Iowa
(population 2,888) when they spotted a strange
light in the sky.
     "While walking down the tracks, we observed an
extremely bright light off towards Council Bluffs
(i.e. to the south--J.T.).  At first we thought it was a
falling star," Jason and Brandon reported.  "We
stopped to watch it for about 20 seconds."
     "It was directly above us and circled the grain
elevator," Jason said.  "Then it sped off very fast,
following the railroad tracks towards the east."
     Missouri Valley is on Iowa Highway 30
approximately 130 miles (208 kilometers) west
of Des Moines.  (Many thanks to Tim Hagemeister
of NACOMM for this report.)

SPHEROID UFO SIGHTED IN
SAN BENITO, TEXAS
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     A UFO was sighted in San Benito, Texas
(population 20,125) during the evening of Tuesday,
December 23, 1997.
     A married couple and their two sons, ages 16
and 12, were traveling southeast on Highway 77.
The father, R.C., and his family were enjoying the
radio and had just passed the small local airport.
     Suddenly, at precisely 6:59 p.m., they saw a
light speeding across the sky.  The UFO was a
small, soundless ball of white light.  It was 35
degrees above the horizon and was traveling south
in a straight line at jet speed.
     The family had it in view for 15 seconds during
which time the car radio went dead.  The UFO
dropped behind a group of trees.  When their car
cleared the trees, the UFO was gone.  (Direct
submission from a Texas resident.)

AIRLINE PILOT SEES A UFO
FROM BEACH IN MEXICO

     On Saturday, January 3, 1998, at 3 a.m., airline
pilot Gary Sanders was standing on the beach in
Puerto Vallarta, a seaside resort on the Bahia de
Banderas 580 kilometers (348 miles) west of
Mexico City.
     "I am an airline pilot with over 30 years' flying
experience, including 24 years with the USAF and
Air National Guard," he reported.  "While standing
on the beach and looking at the stars with another
airline pilot, I observed a reddish-colored light, which
I initially thought was a meteorite, move rapidly from
east to west."
     "As I pointed out the light to my companion, the
object suddenly changed direction by about 135
degrees of turn and very sharply.  The movement
defied any laws of flight and physics that I am aware
of.  The light made another rapid change of course
to a westerly heading, then disappeared out of sight."
     "I was so startled that I immediately confirmed
with my companion what I had just seen.  I have
never seen any flying object perform this type of
maneuver before."  (Many thanks to Henny van der
Pluijm and Errol Bruce-Knapp for this report.)

AUSTRALIAN UFO FLAP
RINGS IN THE NEW YEAR

     UFO sightings in Australia's Victoria state rang
in the southern hemisphere's New Year.
     On December 31, 1997, a "bright orange
illumination" was seen "traveling from the southeast
to the northwest" over Pakenham, Narre Warren and
the Dandenong mountain range in Victoria.
     Ten minutes past midnight, on January 1, 1998,
"a high-altitude illumination," possibly an object in
orbit reflecting sunlight, was observed for three minutes
over Victoria, heading north.
     At 12:17 a.m., witnesses reported seeing "a blue-
white illumination 30 degrees to the northeast" over
Victoria's state forest, moving across the northern sky.
     From 12:20 to 12:25 a.m., witnesses reported
seeing "ten meteorites crossing the sky, traveling
from the east over central Victoria."
     Two days later, on January 3, 1998, residents of
Bendigo, Vic., 125 miles (200 kilometers) northwest
of Melbourne, at approximately 2:45 p.m., "reported
spotting a hamburger-shaped UFO.  The object
appeared to be silver in colour."  After hovering for
a few seconds, the UFO "shot straight up into the
upper atmosphere until out of sight."
     That evening, at 10:30 p.m., people in Newcastle,
New South Wales (N.S.W.), a port city 110 miles
(176 kilometers) north of Sydney, "reported sighting a
huge blue-green illumination passing overhead."
     On Sunday, January 4, 1998, at midnight, ten
residents of Keybrough, Vic., a suburb of Melbourne,
"reported sighting two bright orange fireball illuminations"
flying from south to north over Melbourne's eastern
suburbs.  "The illuminations appeared to travel faster
than a small aeroplane and following each other for
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some time before coming into a vertical arrangement
(i.e. one on top of the other), then reduced speed and
came to a dead stop.  The higher illumination appeared
to drop a bright light to the other.  Then they both moved
off to the north until out of sight."  (Many thanks to
Ross Dowe of Australia's National 24-Hour UFO Hotline
for these reports.)

UFO CHASES MOTORIST IN
THE BAVARIAN ALPS

     On Saturday, January 3, 1998, Emil D. was
driving on an autobahn (highway) in Germany's
Bayerische Alpen (Bavarian Alps) near
Traunstein, a small city 110 kilometers
(66 miles) east of Munchen (Munich).
     Suddenly, he looked in his rear-view mirror
and saw "a gigantic flying disc" coming up
behind him.  The UFO was described as
"bright silver with rotating lights along the rim."
     The UFO pursued Emil's car for 8 kilometers
(5 miles) before rising quickly in altitude and
zipping away over the southern horizon.
     The huge daylight disc was also seen in
Muhldorf, 60 kilometers (36 miles) north of
Traunstein, and across the border near Sankt
Johan am Tirol, Austria.  (See the Sueddeutsche
Zeitung for January 7, 1998.  Danke schoen a
Josef Schedel.)

STRATHCLYDE JOLTED BY
MYSTERIOUS TREMORS

     Strange earth tremors have rocked Scotland's
Strathclyde region twice in the past couple of weeks.
     In mid-December, a strong tremor shook the
multi-million-pound Centre One building in
Stewartfield.  "More than 30 Inland Revenue (the
UK's tax agency--J.T.) workers were evacuated...
Desks rocked, computer screens flickered and
windows rattled as employees were whisked to a
safety zone.  The tremor triggered emergency
readings at several seismological stations in
Scotland."
     During the early hours of Monday, December 22,
1997, a second round of tremors struck the East
Kilbride area, 30 miles (48 kilometers) southeast
of Glasgow.
     "Frightened residents in Greenhills, Westwood
and Calderglen have reported another round of
tremors...A number of people called the (East Kilbride)
News to say they had been all shook up by a quake
in the early morning hours..."
     "'It was like a low overhead thunder directly above
the house,' said Aileen Wilson, 39, from Gasgoyne,
Westwood.  She said that she "feared for her seven-
month-old baby daughter when the tremor started
just before 7 a.m."
     The tremor "'was followed by a series of noises
like fireworks going off,' she explained, 'It sounded like
a gas explosion coming from the Westwood playing
fields.  I jumped out of bed and lifted my baby Lynsay.
Everything in the room was shaking.  It lasted quite
a long time.'"
     "Thomas Stewart, 39, from Carnoustie Drive,
Greenhills, heard deafening whirring noises when
his windows shivered violently around 7 s.m."
     "'It sounded like a rocket,' said the Ministry of
Defence worker.  'I'm puzzled as to what exactly is
going on and would like an answer.'"
     "Glenn Ford of the British Geological Survey in
Edinburgh said, 'This was NOT an earthquake and
went on for too long for a sonic boom.  It is very
strange, but we are getting readings on our
instruments, but the actual cause remains a mystery
so far."  (See the East Kilbride News for December 30,
1997, "Mystery Tremors," page 3.  Many thanks to
Dean Ladds of Flying Saucer Review for forwarding
this news article.)

UFO SIGHTED IN CHINA
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     On Tuesday, December 23, 1997, hundreds of
Chinese workers in an industrial area on the outskirts
of Canton spotted a UFO in the sky.
     The UFO was described as "an oblong oval with
an array of windows.  The windows had a bright
corona of light around them.  A periodic ray of light
burst from the craft's underside at several intervals."
     The UFO alternately hovered and flew slowly
over the factories and houses for several minutes,
then flew away at an extremely high speed.
     Canton, the largest city in Guangdong province,
is 1,296 kilometers (810 miles) south of Beijing.
(See the Italian newspaper Il Stampa for
December 27, 1997.  Grazie a Edoardo Russo
di CISU per questo rapporto.)

from the UFO Files...

1949: STRANGE PHENOMENON
          IN GARDNERVILLE

     One of the strangest UFO phenomena on record
occurred at the farm of Sara Elizabeth Lampe and
her husband near Gardnerville, Nevada, about
15 miles (24 kilometers) south of Carson City, the
state capital.
     On a cold January morning in 1949, Mrs. Lampe
wrote, following a heavy snowfall, she glanced out
her parlor window and saw something strange.
     "Gradually my eyes focused upon a pale gray
stain, irregulaly shaped and no bigger than my two
hands.  It rested on the smooth crest (of snow)...
about three rods from the house and in line with
the window.  Almost at once this fuzzy gray shadow
that was not a shadow bloomed into a disc of clear
white light approximately three feet in diameter.  It
lay there for fully two minutes.  Then suddenly
contracting into a brilliant, orange-tinted stream
five or six inches wide, flowed swiftly over the snow
toward my window and, to all appearances,
exploded soundlessly against the stone foundation
of the intervening front porch."
     "Several tongues of scintillating red-and-blue
flame spurted a few inches above the two-and-a-half
foot high wainscotting of the porch.  That was all.
When daylight came, we searched conscientiously
but found no signs, marks or tracks of any kind that
might help to explain this phenomenon."
(See THE CASE FOR THE UFO by Morris K.
Jessup, Citadel Press, New York, N.Y., 1955,
page 168)

FUN UFO WEBSITES:
     For a detailed roster of recent UFO sightings in
France and elsewhere in western Europe, be sure
to check out the Banque OVNI website.  Franck
Marie and his team do an excellent job of listing
every UFO sighted over there.  Drop in at this URL:
http://www.chez.com/banqueovni/index.htm
     Celebrate the new year by visiting our parent
site, UFO INFO, which is chock-full of photos, art
and feature stories.  You'll find us at this address:
http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo/
     To access back issues of UFO ROUNDUP,
visit our webpage at
http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo/roundup

     Let's all welcome our new readers from
Germany, Italy and Peru.  Between the Tenerife
case and last week's rash of UFO sightings, the
year 1998 is off to a wild start.  Join us next
Sunday for more saucer news from "the paper
that goes home--UFO ROUNDUP."

UFO ROUNDUP: Copyright 1998 by Masinaigan
Productions, all rights reserved.  Readers may post
news items from UFO ROUNDUP on their websites
or in newsgroups provided that they credit the
newsletter and its editor by name and list the date
of issue in which the item first appeared.

http://www.chez.com/banqueovni/index.htm
http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo
http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo/roundup
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Re: Washington Post: John Ford article - 98-01-11

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 12:15:02 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 14:33:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Washington Post: John Ford article - 98-01-11

 >Thanks to Steven Kaeser for the URL

> ebk

> From:
> http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/WPlate/1998-01/11/069l-01119

> 8-idx.html

> OUT THERE
> They Thought UFOs Had Landed. A Case of Hysteria, Politics,
> Poison and Toothpaste.

> By Michael Colton
> Washington Post Staff Writer
> Sunday, January 11, 1998; Page F01

Honored List --

After snipping all the clever condescension and the laughing up
patronizing sleeves (with the tongue entrenched, firmly, in
business as usual media cheeks) -- this article _still_ managed
to describe an innocent David with an unjust Goliath standing on
his chest. An oblique comparison to a rogues gallery of kooks and
serial murderers does not discount the suspect circumstances of
Ford's incarceration, and painting his tormentors as rational
politicos while likening Ford to a "John Belushi look alike, with
the voice of Elmer Fudd," is a distracting obfuscation of the
real issue. I don't care if John Ford pranced in his moon lit
back yard with a peacock feather in his ass -- the _issue_ is his
arbitrary, suspect, and contrived persecution! Read the article,
have a big yuck at John Ford's expense -- luxuriate in the faux
relief that he is a "nut" after all (it must be true, it's what
the mainstream says). We'll all have a similar laugh when we're
reading a similar article about YOU!

Lehmberg@snowhill.com
--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake.
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Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952

From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 12:58:39 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 14:47:40 -0500
Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952

>From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 investigation
>Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 11:45:17 EST

>>Hey Jack.

>>Thanks for posting your experience in regards to the 1952
>>Washington Fly Overs.

>>I have studied that case for over 30 years, and I am finally
>>glad to have someone come forward who was actually there when
>>they were taking place.

>>In all the years we have posted in FIDO UFO, I have never
>>heard you tell that story.  That doesn't mean that you
>>haven't.

>Hello the list, and to Michael who I now address...

>I've mentioned the Washington, DC case once or twice over the
>years, but not the fact I lived on Harvard St. N.W.  I lived in
>an apartment building, but the scenes from the movie were of a
>3-storey brownstone house, which was typical for the
>neighborhood. Funny thing, I cannot recall seeing any motion
>picture people thereabouts, though.  It was fun seeing all the
>familiar sights in a major movie. I felt like I was a part of the
>whole thing. To be honest, I didn't fully appreciate the
>ramifications of the UFO events at the time. ...But I do now.

Grin...yes, I guess you would.  I think I would feel the same
way.  But, like you, I would wonder how they filmed the scene
without "seeing" a film crew in the area.  Those things are not
usually filmed in say, five minutes.

I was an extra on the film:  "A LEAGUE OF THEIR OWN," the story
of the Women's Basball League in the 1940's during the War
years.

Virtually any scene they filmed; even though it only took a
moment to protray in the actual film, would take 15 to 30 minutes
to set up, lay out, and shoot.  They would shoot it from
different angles.  I guess later when they were screening the
footage, they decided which scene was the best.

Grin...Having seen the movie, it appears that my "walk throughs,"
were left on the cutting room floor.  It was an interesting
experience however.  My wife, daughter and I were there for three
days.

So, from your point of reflection, what do you now consider to be
"the full ramifications," of the UFO events of the time?

>>An interesting coincidence, indeed.  It makes one wonder if
>>the movie was a prerequisite for "staging" those events.
>>I know, some will say that it was not possible for our
>>government to stage such an event at that time in our history.
>>But, I ask, how do we know that for a fact?  It seems that
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>>there possibly were "flying disks" in operation on this
>>planet at that time which were of "terrestrial" design and
>>development.

>>The public has been used as pawns in the international
>>chess games for many years.  Who is to say this was not
>>just one of those games?   Hmmmmmm

>I don't think the Washington events were anything but
>spontaneous. Everything was so open and public. Nowadays, people
>are afraid of being stigmatized, and are much more shy of talking
>about UFOs.

At the time of the fly overs, yes...however, shortly thereafter,
the lid of secrecy clamped down and it was difficult to get any
further information on the "incidents."

There have been several documentaries made which touched on this
event and showed the alleged radar trackings.  Yet, we still have
a high level of denial surrounding this event.

>I will be happy to assist the investigation in any manner I can.
>Any questions asked of me will have the advantage of a first
>hand recollection.  I just hope I can remember enough to be
>of help.

>Regards,

>Jack

Thanks Jack...I appreciate the offer.

REgards, Mike
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Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

From: "Keith Woodard" <qwoodard@worldnet.att.net>
Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 14:17:48 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 18:07:14 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

> From: James Easton pulsar@compuserve.com
> Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 22:38:32 =960500
> Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 00:43:36 -0500
> Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

> Does this leave only Dr. Edgar Mitchell and has he ever
> actually cited evidence, or has no astronaut in fact ever
> claimed there was a 'cover up'?

Below is my transcription a small segment of an Art Bell
interview with Edgar Mitchell.  It begins about 15:50 into the
11-4-97 Real Audio archive at:

http://ww2.audionet.com/artbell/archive.html

The interview was sparked by a 10-15-97 Associated Press article
about Mitchell's Phoenix Prophets' Conference remarks, apparently
regarding recovered alien spacecraft.  What seems to be another
version of this article is currently ensconced in the ACC website
at:

http://american-computer.com/mitchell.htm

***************

Art:  ...Somebody faxed me the following Associated Press
article, "Phoenix AP [Phoenix, mind you, dateline]: Former
astronaut Edgar Mitchell is among those who believe aliens have
crash landed on Earth....Mitchell, who, in 1971, became the sixth
man...to walk on the moon, wants congressional hearings into what
he calls a secret US government that knows all about it.  He
believes some military and other planes use technology derived
from alien spacecraft that have been captured and
dissected....'When I went to the moon twenty-six years ago, it
was conventional wisdom, religiously and philosophically, that we
were still the biological center of the universe,' Mitchell told
a spiritual gathering called the Prophet's Conference on
Saturday.  'Few if any thinking, knowledgeable people accept that
theory anymore.' "  End quote.  Here, from Florida, is Dr. Edgar
Mitchell.  Doctor, welcome to the program.

Dr. Mitchell:  Hello, good evening, Art, how are you today?

Art:  I'm just fine.  I remember when I first called you a couple
of weeks ago, and I read you this headline from the AP, you
laughed and laughed and laughed [ha-ha-ha], and said, well, they
might have pushed the envelope a little bit on this one, in the
writing of it.

Dr. Mitchell:  Yes, I think we can say that.

Art:  [Haw haw haw!] Is it, aside from the headline, well, let's
talk about the headline, "Former Astronaut Edgar Mitchell is
among those who believe aliens have crash landed on Earth." 
Respond to that. Would you say that is true, false, or...

Dr. Mitchell:  It's squishy.  I can't say I believe anything,
Art.  I simply look at the evidence, and I have no first-hand
evidence in that particular instance.  But I, fortunately, have
been listening to people of government and military background,
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who, during the course of their official duties, claim that those
are true events.  I have no reason to disbelieve these folks.  I
judge most of them are senior, and can be checked out as to have
been where they said they have been, and had the responsibilities
that they claim.  So, I tend to believe that what they say is
true.

Art: Doctor, what kind of people are we talking about here?
Pilots...?

Dr. Mitchell:  Well, pilots, but I'm thinking more in this case
of people with some military or government management capability
or investigative responsibility, over the years, who were in a
position, due to their official duties, to have this type of
knowledge....I certainly don't want to, I don't diminish in any
way the reports of average citizens, or even police officers,
who, I'm sure, run into these things all the time, but I was more
concerned with the folks - with regard to this back engineering
question - more concerned with the folks who presumably were
there and had the responsibility to know.

Art:  How convinced are you, and that doesn't mean that you
believe, because that requires a leap of faith, but just based on
what you've heard, you know, you've got the whole Colonel Corso
business going on now, I assume you're somewhat familiar with the
story he's told, that there has been some retrieval, somewhere,
sometime, of technology that came not of the Earth, that we took
advantage of, back-engineered, in some way...

Dr. Mitchell:  Well, there are several folks that tell that same
story, and I have no way to judge the details of it, except that
it rings fairly true from what the world of circumstantial
evidence points.
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{87} part 1 - United Kingdom UFO Network

From: United Kingdom UFO Network <ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk>
Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 20:39:05 +0000
Fwd Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 19:36:18 -0500
Subject: {87} part 1 - United Kingdom UFO Network

        ______ _______ ____
------ /  /  //  ____//    |----------------------------------------------
 U K  /  /  //  ___/ /  /  '                                Jan 11th, 1998
     /  /  //  /    /  /  /  N E T W O R K                 part 1 Issue 87
--- (_____//__/ -- (_____/------------------------------------------------

The United Kingdom UFO Network - a free electronic magazine with
subscribers in over 40 countries.

This issue comes in 4 parts. If any part is missing please mail:
ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk giving the issue number. The issue will be
reposted to you. Please put the details as below in the subject
section e.g.  Repost {87} part 1, part 2, part 3 or part 4.

In this issue:

Editorial
---------

Graham W. Birdsall uk.ufo.nw special guest on IRC

United Kingdom News
-------------------

[UK 1] RAF Cosford security tightened
[UK 2] Cornwall plans for eclipse in 1999
[UK 3] 'Eclipse disaster' summit today
[UK 4] Lights plague Cornwall's South West Peninsular
[UK 5] UFO sighting over Bury, Lancashire
[UK 6] Saucer landing spot will suit you to a tea
[UK 7] Spies like US

World News
----------

[W 1] (Mexico) Mexican snow
[W 2] Jetliners encounter over New Jersey
[W 3] Fireball in sky being called UFO - Chicago
[W 4] NASA Looks Toward Visionary Interstellar Travel
[W 5] Tail-less Fighter Flight Tests Complete
[W 6] Hawaiian estate offered for Heaven's Gate suicide site
[W 7] American Computer Company Makes A Remarkable Discovery!
[W 8] Jack Shulman Exposes Hidden Ultra-Secret ET Military
      Organisation
[W 9] Most Americans think there's life on other planets
[W 10] NASA flouts Einstein, explores feasibility of interstellar
       journeys
[W 11] Lunar Prospector blasts off

Letters
-------

A request for information

Book serialisation
------------------
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A FEARFUL SYMMETRY

A TRUE STORY OF ALIEN INTRUSION INTO HUMAN LIVES

By D. Lynne Bishop

Editorial
=========

On Saturday 10th January 1998 UK.UFO.NW were very honoured to have
on it's IRC (internet relay chat) #UFO channel Graham W. Birdsall
editor of the highly popular UK periodical 'UFO Magazine'. UFO
Magazine has 140,000 readers in over 36 countries.

The 70 visitors to the channel came from as far or as near as:
Sweden : Iceland : UK : USA : Isle of Man (UK) : Northern Island :
Germany : Netherlands

We would like to thank Graham for his patience and perseverance
during the week leading up the meeting. Not everything went to plan.
Graham was good enough to drive to his office's at Quest Publications
to connect. When you consider he did this at 11pm (UK time) at night,
he put himself out for us. We were all most grateful.

Our thanks also to Andrew Metcalf, UFO Magazine's web creator for
sorting irc programs out at Graham's end.

Further thanks go to Crow & Raine for making an excellent job of
moderating the meeting and also to Paul_J for whom without the
meeting would not have been possible on that night. Hackers took a
hand in trying to shut down the irc servers used by our channel
throughout the world. Paul_J worked his fingers to the bone getting
everything back on line and keeping it that way.

The log of the meeting is below.

Readers are reminded that we have Dan Sherman author of Above Black
Project Preserve Destiny as our special guest on Saturday 31st
January. Further details will be posted shortly.

---

Graham Birdsall on the UK-UFO-NW IRC #UFO Channel

This is a cleaned up log, of the United Kingdom UFO Network's
Saturday 10th January 1998 IRC meeting on #UFO with guest Graham
Birdsall editor of the UK's UFO Magazine. Graham kindly gave up a
couple of hours of his spare time to answer some questions for the
visitors to the channel. Below you will find a list of questions that
were asked along with his replies. The name in between the < >'s e.g.
<Lloydy> is the nick name of the IRC user asking the question and
where you see <Graham> is of course the start of Graham's reply.

CREDITS:

We would like to thank Dave_UFO for arranging this meeting with
Graham Birdsall.

We would like to thank Graham for attending this meeting and
answering the questions put to him.

We would like to thank all the people involved in asking questions.

We would like to thank everyone who attended the meeting.

We would like to thank Crow & Raine for moderating the meeting

Session Start: Sat Jan 10 23:12:21 1998

*** Crow sets mode: +o Graham

<Dave_UFO> Hello everyone and welcome to the UK.UFO.NW -IRC- UFO
channel. We are very honoured to have with us tonight our special
guest Graham Birdsall. Graham is the editor of the highly popular
publication 'UFO Magazine'.

<Dave_UFO> Raine's busy typing. We'll be there in a sec.

<Graham> Roger that, perhaps if I end with GWB rather than ?? it
might help you GWB
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*** Raine sets mode: +m

<Dave_UFO> Graham: Thats great thanks.

<Dave_UFO> Ok Raine - are we ready?

<Crow> ok we are nearly ready Graham when you have answered the
questions would you plz type ?? to indicate you are ready for the
next question

<Graham> How about GWB

<Crow> GWB will be fine thanks.

<Raine> This channel is now being moderated, please /msg raine or
crow with your questions and NOT Graham

<Dave_UFO> We have had a few hiccups over the last week, preparing
Graham to be with us tonight. I would certainly like to thank him for
his patience and perseverance and also Andrew Metcalf who got the
connection going at Graham's end. Graham has certainly put himself
out for us tonight as he has actually had to go into his offices at
Quest Publications to be with us.

<Dave_UFO> Graham we thank you for being here and hope that you
enjoy this evening as I'm sure we will.

<Graham> Thanks GWB

<Crow> #ufo2 is open for discussion if you want to join

<Raine> Graham are you gpoing to give us a quick introduction please
before we start with the questions?

<Graham> Well, it's been a long day so I don't want to bore anyone,
but I've been in this subject now for 31 years and the enthusiasm is
still there to get at the answers GWB

<Raine> <CoolNess> First I'd like to say Hi and welcome to #ufo Mr
Birdsall. What I would like to ask is this. With reference to the
Alien Autopsy film you are on record as saying that you believe it to
be fake. Now the evidence is fairly equal as to weather its fake or
genuine so is it your instinct/gut feeling or something else that
makes you believe it (the AA) to be fake?

<Graham> Ever since Ray Santilli made his comments about seeing a
certain President in the observation window, I've expressed my
doubts. We still await independent analysis on one single frame
of the footage, not the video tape, so what more can I say?

*** Phill changes topic to "Graham Birdsall, Editior of the UK UFO
Magaine is currently the guest speaker. To ask a question, /msg it to
Raine."

<Graham> GWB

<Raine> <Tinman-BF> question for Graham - Do you believe UFOs are man
made or originate from other planets were alien species may control
them

<Graham> I'm convinced a small residue of UFOs are "not of this
world" and the evidence suggests they are intelligently controlled.
Whether these are piloted or remotely controlled is anyone's guess,
but folks have been reporting a variety of occupants for the last 50
years, and they don't look like us GWB

<Raine> <CoolNess> Graham, have you ever heard "news" first from
internet newsgroups such as Errol Bruce- Knapps excellent Global
Updates, and have you ever been tempted to print some of the
postings?

<Graham> Yes, I have indeed heard a great deal of news first time of
the Internet, and Errol's newsgroup is always interesting. Timothy
Good met with Errol while at a lecture for a military get-together in
Canada a few weeks ago and spoke highly of him GWB

<Raine> <Crow> Hi Graham thanks for joining us tonight, can you tell
us if when you recently visited Brazil, you recieved any new
information conserning the Varginha Case.
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<Graham> Considerable news came out of Brasilia, not least about the
Varginha incident. I persuaded a British film crew to come to Brazil
and they will be doing a one-hour special on this case. I'll keep my
responses brief to give your questionners a fair crack GWB

<Raine> <Dave_UFO> I was seriously of the opinion that as the
year 2000 quickly approaches we were almost at the point of a
Governmental release that UFOs and aliens do actually exist. That was
until the USAF made that ridiculous statement in 1997 claiming that
the bodies found at Roswell were crash dummies. What does your vast
experience tell you. Are we any closer to learning the truth
officially?

<Graham> Any dummy can tell us dummy, said Walter Haut. The air
force have invented time travel for dummies, said Stan Friedman. The
Pentagon shot itself in the foot, and the journalists at that press
conference were sufficiently well informed about Roswell to suggest
as such. Brasilia had a senior Federal Government official open
proceedings, and two senior Brazilian Air Force officials were there
at the closing ceremony, on stage. Some governments are very

<Raine> <Bigyin> Was there any new UFO sigtings discussed at the
conference?

<Graham> Plenty, from dozens of international as well as Brazilian
researchers. The best evidence came from the Chilean representatives
(some of whom now sit on the Air Force Committee on UFOs). I saw some
staggering video tape which had many jaws (including mine) drop to
the floor. Amazing stuff and a "flying ring" that appeared in the
sky, turned-turtle, and then dropped to speed off horizontaly just a
few hundred feet above the ground. No wonder the Chile

<Crow> Graham I think you are typing a bit too much text in one go
and we are loosiing it the last words we saw was: No wonder the Chile

<Graham> Sorry - I wrote 'no wonder the Chilean AF established a
committee on UFOs GWB

<Raine> <HarryD> Mr Graham (or is this your firstname?;) ..are you
aware of the fact that many publicers today are being USED to spread
desinfo.... for instance in the case of BillyMeier ,who I know
personally, which is being defamed awfully....but who"s contacts are
real as I have personally witnessed !!<HarryD> But it seems that Kall
Korffs desinfo seems to be copied by al the publicers without
rechearching the claims of Billy being fraudulant...

<Crow> people if you are not on the Harrow.UK.EU.UltraNET.Org it
maybe a good idea to change server seems the servers are under an
attack from hackers

<Graham> Billy Meier's material is suspect because models were found
close to his Swiss home that were very similar to what appeared in
his photos and footage, but Wendelle Stevens swears by the guy.
Perhaps if Bruce Mac' got hold of the original negatives and footage,
we could make a decision one way or the other GWB

<Raine> <Tinman-BF> Q: What do you feel about the subject of
govenment secrecy

<Graham> Government secrecy on this subject is well documented, or
should I say, un-documented through the release of about 30,000
hitherto classified UFO papers. I don't believe in the worldwide
conspiracy stuff however, can you honestly see the USA in a liaison
with Iran, Iraq or Libya over this issue? GWB

<Raine> <Squeezer> Mr Graham, have their been any recent
developments on the Roswell, NM, July 1947 crash?

<Graham> <Graham> I met with Jesse Marcel Jnr in Brasilia and found
him to be a very honest and somewhat humble, shy gentleman. Jesse's
comments about his father, the material, the case in general, were
highly sincere. He was told by a high-ranking official in Washington
D.C. that Roswell happened, and was not science fiction. He repeated
that publicly in Brasilia. GWB

<Raine> <CyDoNiA> What are your thoughts and theories on the Mars and
Moon abnormalities, Mainly the Face on Mars ?

<Graham> I met with Dr. Mark Carlotto in Brasilia (had him speak for
us at Solihull UK last February). Mark told me that he had a meeting
with NASA's Global Surveyor team, they promised him and Proff.
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Stanley McDaniel that everytime the space probe passes over Cydonia,
they will switch their high image cameras to maximum. That's an
exclusive for you. GWB

<Raine> <KennethA> The last I heard was that Santilli refuses to
release the film to Kodak for analysis (the original film, that is).
Doesn't this indicate to you that he's not being honest about his
claims?

<Graham> I can't possibly comment....GWB

<Raine> <Aristotl> Mr. Birdsall, in your years of investigating the
UFO phenomenon, have you noticed anything which you would describe as
peculiarly British, ie. is generally not seen outside the UK?

<Graham> Fascinating question. Need some time to ponder on that, but
my initial reaction is to say "No". What is reported by folks here in
Britain is very similar to events, incidents reported across the
globe. I have to say however that British Ufology is well thought of
and much valued overseas. GWB

<Raine> <Bigyin> what new UFO news came out of the conference in
Brazil?

<Graham> I'd be here until 6.00am answering that one. Outstanding
presentations by so many people, but the Russian Cosmonaut, Alexandr
Balandine told the packed venue that future anomalous images captured
by their cosmonauts would be shared between the Russian Space Agency,
NASA, and a Forum of UFO researchers. Alexandr spent six months on
MIR. GWB

<Raine> <Benat2> forwarded from red (~Java_New1@pool1-
18.netmatters.com) on irc.ultranet.org:<red> Hi graham,
Do u think we should be worried about the millennium.

<Graham> Only if you're hoping to see in the New Year in Edinburgh,
tickets will be hard to get...GWB

<Raine> <Dave_UFO> Wendle Stevens made a big play of the Nashville,
Tennessee UFO which you have featured. It now appears that these
photograph's were nothing more than disco lights and dry ice in some
sort of night club. Has Wendelle Stevens made any further comments on
this?

<Graham> No, he hasn't. But you are correct, the Nashville UFO pics
do appear to have been a classic set of disco lights. People who are
in the business of hoaxing take great delight in fooling the UFO
community, so we have to be constantly on our guard. It's
frustrating, and time wasting, but Wendelles in his eighties now and
I feel for the guy. GWB

<Raine> <SickBoy> Hello. What evidence do you base your magazine's
assertion that unidentified lights in the sky, are likely to be of
intelligent ET origin?

<Graham> I don't, and never have made that assertion. Go back 20
years and you will find my term of UFOs as Unconventional Flying
Objects was probably the first time such a terminology had been made.
I used it to describe RPVs and UAVs. GWB

<Raine> <minator> Graham, First of all Great mag. There have been a
few interesting developments recently: alien embryo, UFO crash
filmed, the mexican film. Do you think these are real or the work of
hoaxers & why should so much be going on at once?

<Graham> Primarily because the means to communicate such events have
improved way beyond anything that was available to us in the late 60s
and 70s. I met with Jaime Maussan in Brasilia, spent an hour
interviewing him, watched his excellent presentation. I'm now
convinced the 6 August '97 event in Mexico City did happen. Over 20
witnesses, but as for the authenticity of the video tape? Jaime told
me, and I quote: "I don't know..." He did have his reasons howe

<Crow> grayham I think you are typing a bit to much text in one go
you can answer in smaller size chunks of text if you would

<Graham> Roger that. GWB

<Raine> <GPZarquon> Question : Does Graham believe in any type of
Time Travel ?
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<Graham> All things are possible, who is to say? Note the recent
soundings by astronomers who found that a black hole was distorting,
and I quote: "Time and space". Makes you think, doesn't it? GWB

<Raine> <Yelowrose> Please ask Graham if he thinks we are at war
with any beings "out there" right now? Thank you.

<Graham> Good question. Are some UFOs or their actions hostile? One
can cite numerous accounts where UFO incidents have resulted in
fatalities, especially so with pilots. David Jacobs brings out a new
book shortly entitled "The Threat" - I was with Budd Hopkins last
night attending the big live debate on Central TV, Budd think's this
book will scare the pants off a lot of people. GWB

<Raine> <Lister> Graham, what are your general thoughts about the
crop circle phenomenon? (Bearing in mind that some were obviously
hoaxes while others were less easily explainable)

<Graham> I can't tell you the number of times I'm asked this
question, especially when I travel overseas. There is virtually no
media publicity in the UK attached to crop circles, hasn't been for
years. So what incentive does that afford the hoaxers? Why spend
hours each night carving out these incredible images, when there is
no publicity? Hope you get my drift. GWB

<Raine> <Tinman-BF> Q: When and how did your interest in UFOlogy
start and have you ever sighted one ?

<Graham> Thirteen years old, back in Leeds in 1967. Saw a huge
oval-shaped object, half-sixe of the full Moon travel silently above
my parents home. Watched it go over the house then ran through the
living room into the back garden (all of 2-3 seconds). Went out,
stared up and it was nowehere to be seen. I've seen several UFOs
since, none of which fell into a bracket which I could relate to in
conventional terms. GWB

<Raine> <Dan> Graham, after the celebrations in July, many
ufologists have decided to take a new approach and are looking to a
new ufology where they search for more terrestrial answers to the ufo
phenomenon. It seems many ufologists are giving up on the
extra-terrestrial hypothesis. What is your view on this?

<Graham> I've no problem with that. I researched RPVs and UAVs years
ago. The more informed a person becomes about new aviation and space
technologies, the better understanding one has when it comes to
chipping away for answers. GWB

<Raine> <SickBoy> Do you think that Nick Pope was the best the MOD
could do when it came to investigating UFOs? Or was he just there for
the public, with the real work happening behind closed doors?

<Graham> <Graham> Nick's an interesting guy. Did he see all the UFO
reports that crossed his desk, or just a select few? I'm convinced
(and suspect he now shares this view), that many reports were kept
hidden from view. He might have come across to the UFO community as
the genuine article had he chosen to resign from office before
releasing his book, but who is to say. GWB

<Raine> <jarod> ask him if the brazil conf was video'd and if so
whens it available etc

<Graham> Yes, Brasilia was video taped, and I'm sure A.J. Gevaerd
will be releasing details of how to acquire specific tapes in the
near future. I'm hoping to not only obtain some of the Chilean
footage, but persuade British TV to air it. I'm staggered that none
of this has been broadcast on news channels around the world. GWB

<Raine> <Carnado> M.Heseman states in his german ufo-mag that chile
wants to set up a satelite (called BETA) to orbit for monitoring
ufo's, any coment on that?

<Graham> I have yet to see that claim verified, but it wouldn't
surprise me. Chile and a number of nations are concerned about the
penetration of their air space by unknown objects. Remember, its the
Chilean pilots and radar confirmation of these that went some way to
establishing the investigative committee. GWB

<Raine> <Gandalf1> how do you feel about the abduction phenomena,
have you come across any evidence that makes you think it is either
REALLY happening or not AT ALL
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<Graham> That's what we discussed on Central TV last night (Friday).
Abduction experiences occur throughout the world, that much we know.
I know of a couple in Equador, two native Indians, no TV no
electrical power, neither can read. Yet they report the same
experience as other abductees. Their home is four wooden poles and a
sack-cloth for a roof. GWB

<Raine> <Bigyin> any news on any new European UFO sightings?

<Graham> Shouldn't be telling you this, but the recent "fireball"
event over Greenland was no fireball or cosmic debris. A lot of
information has surfaced about three UFO landings, one on a small
island between Greenland and Canada. Hope to have more in the next
mag. GWB

<Raine> <Carnado> Did the brasilian conferene bring forward any new
info on the Mexico 6.Aug event/film?

<Graham> Yes. Please refer to my earlier answer. Also, two witnesses
were injured by the passing UFO. One suffered water on the brain and
the other, a woman, was badly scorched on her arms. GWB

<Raine> <MJ-12> ok: what advise would you give to someone looking for
a job in the ufology field?

<Graham> Keep working to improve your knowledge about the subject.
Attain journalistic credentials, PC/MAC useage etc. We employ eight
people, it's hard work but rewarding. I guess I have spent 25 years
doing this voluntarily, so have at least acquired the knowledge, but
just go out and keep informed. GWB

<Raine> <hackit> graham as a person who has been lucky enough to
have been privy to seeing thing most of us would like to have seen
for ourselfs do you personally believe that ufos actually are from
other universes/dimemsions

<Graham> I can honestly state for the record that in my opinion,
some UFOs are indeed extraterrestrial, but from whence they cometh,
who knows. I concur with Stan Friedman, let's stop being "apologist
Ufologists". Remember, we are in a majority right now of those who
believe UFOs are real. The sceptics will always be around, but they
apply one Golden Rule: "Don't bother me with the facts, my mind's
made up." You should bother to read up on the facts, as shou

<Raine> <SickBoy> What is your opinion on the hypothesis that many
UFOs are mirages, due to a temperature inversion, of astronomical
objects below the obsever's horizon? Steuart Cambell has written an
interesting book on this subject, have you read it?

<Graham> Yes, Steuart and I go back many years and enjoy numerous
radio debates on the topic. Over 400 radar tapes have been acquired
of UFO incidents. I've spoken with many RAF radar operators who have
tracked these things. They spoke of solid objects performing way
beyond anything they had hitherto seen. Remember the Belgian radar
tape from March 1990? The UFO descended from 10,000ft to less than
500ft in less than 5 seconds. We interviewed one of the Belg

<Dave_UFO> Graham you have been typing away for over an hour. Would
you like to take a rest for a few minutes. We don't want to let you
go just yet if that's ok with you.

<Graham> Hi Dave, I'm OK until 01.00 GMT, then have to call it
quits. I'm with a film crew tomorrow at 8.30am in Cheshire to
interview a pilot who saw an FT. Need some sleep beforehand. GWB

<Dave_UFO> That's fine Graham...Thank you.

<Dave_UFO> Raine: We'll carry on.

<Raine> graham could you please type in the last bit of what you
said?

<Raine> We interviewed one of the Belg

<Crow> we goto We interviewed one of the Belg

<Crow> should be one of the Belgium ??

<Graham> Sure, I wrote that we interviewed one of the Belgian AF
pilots here in the Uk who chased that UFO during March 1990.
Everything he told us is on tape (been played at our conferences and
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transcripted in UFO Magazine). It was no temperature inversion. GWB

<Crow> great thanks

<Raine> <Dave_UFO> UFO Magazine must be one of the longest running
magazine's of it's type. Just how long has it been going and how long
have you been involved with it?

<Graham> It originated from a newsletter format that was produced in
the late '70s. UFO Magazine has been around since 1981, but became a
newsstand publication in the summer of 1994, after which others have
jumped on the badwagon, but that was no surprise. At least you can
still telephone us between 9.00am and 6.00pm during the week if you
want to have a chat. GWB

<Raine> <lloydy> Graham, do you think we are getting close to some
sort of anouncment on ET life, eg, ancient Mars life or primitive
Europan etc?

<Graham> Personally, I do believe that recent soundings by Dan
Goldin at NASA, the potential for ancient evidence of life on Mars
etc, is no coincidence. NASAs "Origins" programme, initiated in
December '96 by Vice President Al Gore, has to be seen in this
context. GWB

<Raine> <MJ-12> what are your thoughts of the latest rumours that
area 51 being abandoned?

<Graham> A timely question. I'm travelling to Nevada on 2 February
and will be spending some time in and around Area 51, so should have
a better idea of the current situation. In our next issue of UFO
Magazine, we have an exclusive feature on what some believe is the
new Area 51, found by a guy who took photographs (which we will
publish) before black helicopters chased him away. GWB

<Raine> <CyDoNiA> Has there been any further Human mutilations in
Brazil. And do you know what the result of the investigations into
the subject by Brazilian authorities?

<Graham> I'm not aware of any substantive new evidence suggesting
there have been any new human mutilations in Brazil, but this is a
highly sensitive issue, probably one of THE most sensitive in
Ufology. We are familiar with other cases, but that's all I can say
on the matter. GWB

<Raine> <CoolNess> Graham, with reference to my first question about
the AA, it is fairly well known that the sheriff of Roswell ( I'm
afraid I've forgot his name) looked fairly similar to the then
president Truman, and the sheriff would have a fairly valid reason to
be overseeing the autopsy, could it not be him?

<Graham> The question is valid, but I have to come back to my
initial comment: We have yet to see a solitary 16mm frame of the
original autopsy footage put in the hands of an independent analyst.
The red stop light should have been switched on at the outset, but
for reasons best known to those most closely involved with the
'footage', it was not done so. GWB

<Raine> <AlienCity> Graham, Have you ever felt you were being
directly manipulated by any 'outside forces' to put over any specific
views or opinions on ufo stories/info in your magazine?

<Raine> <Graham> Some very good questions here tonight, and this
is no exception. Yes, is my answer, but most times I can weed
these out. I'm a free spirit in this subject and because of that
am considered dangerous in some quarters, or so I have been told.
However, I've told NSA people (who have visited our offices many
time - Menwith Hill is but 4 miles away), that I'm also aware of
sensitive issues. GWB

<Raine> -AstroJoe- Please ask Graham if '95 & '96 have been
exceptional years for UFO sightings, including reports of crashes
(compared to say 15 years before that).

<Graham> 1996 produced the largest number of UFO reports in the UK
seen in 25 years. Alleged UFO crashes have also risen in frequency,
but Varginha is certainly one that I would recommend folks read
about. GWB

-[continued in part 2]-
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ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk giving the issue number. The issue will be
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section e.g.  Repost {87} part 1, part 2, part 3 or part 4.

<Raine> <DJFunk> Mr. Birdsall, What are your thoughts on many
peoples theory that the Human race was created by the aliens
controling the ufos that we see today and that their reason of being
here is to Cheak up on their "creations"

<Graham> I'm a great fan of Graham Hancock & Robert Bauval. Read
their material and you will discover why. We have evidence of
dinosaurs dating back millions of years, but the history of mankind
is drop in the bucket. Where are our origins? After 30+ years in
this subject, I do take the view, held by many, that we should look
in this direction for definitive answers. GWB

<Raine> <Aristotl> Mr. Birdsall, how would you describe the
relationship between some of the larger UFO groups in the UK today?
Is there much cooperation, or is the British UFOlogical community
greatly fragmented and hostile to each other?

<Graham> Over 70 Brazilian UFO organisations came together to
produce the 1st World UFO Forum. Their unity resulted in the
greatest gatherings of UFO researchers, at the largest UFO
conference in history, being the success that it was. British
Ufology has come on leaps and bounds, but fragmentation still
exists. Liaison and co- operation is the name of the game if we
are to make progress. GWB

<Raine> <Benat2> Do you think UFology should be alot more
Scientific[ie. more physics and of such involved]?

<Graham> Obviously yes. There are scientists who help us, some go
public, as was the case with Professor Lorimer at Manchester
University, who analysed material from Israel. But we need more
like him if we are to persuade the greater scientific community
to come on board. GWB

<Raine> <SickBoy> What do you think of American Computer Company's
new Roswell claims? They are a different company from the original
American Computer Corporation or ACC, do you think it is a hoax web?
Stan Friedman thinks Corso is involved.

<Graham> I don't know what to make of these claims. Hope to discover
more when I'm in the States for two weeks in February. GWB

<Raine> <volospion> What are Grahams views on the recent Shuttle
footage showing an apparent missile launch against a UFO ?
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<Graham> The STS-48 shuttle footage is extremely important. Dr. Jack
Kasher's analysis is equally so. The Russian cosmonaut told me over
breakfast in Brasilia that they and the United States maintain SDI
technology, so make of that what you will. GWB

<Raine> <grey> Q: Please, give us your view on the possible
connection between the Sphinx and ancient visitors from space.

<Graham> A new book by Hancock & Bauval on this topic will be
coming out soon (don't know the title yet), but Robert Bauval
told me it will make Raiders of the Lost Ark look pale in
comparison. Can't wait myself to see what he means by that. GWB

<Raine> -UFOjoe- Do you think there is anything to predicting UFO
occurrences such as is done by T. Roy Dutton?

<Graham> I'm not too sure. I travelled to Iceland some years ago
after people all over the world "received messages" that a landing
would take place near a well-known volcano. We sat and waited and
nothing happened. A can of coke cost 5 so it was one hell of an
expensive prediction. GWB

<Raine> <DOGGI3> Sir, do Jesse Marcel Jr. talks about the whereabout
of the alleged bits and pieces of roswell incident now?

<Graham> He didn't comment about that, possibly because he was never
asked. Jesse is one of the most sincere individuals I have ever met,
so please do take that on board the next time you hear criticism of
the guy. GWB

<Raine> <SickBoy> What is your (and UFO magazine's) position on the
use of hypnotic regrssion on people who suspect they have been
abducted?

<Dave_UFO> Graham we'll take this a the last question as that magic
time has arrived.

<Graham> Provided it is undertaken by qualified individuals (and
that's a grey area in itself), I don't have a problem with the use of
hypnotic regression, accepting at the same time it is clinically
unproven in terms of its effectiveness. However, last night Budd
Hopkins told the Central TV audience that 30 per-cent of his cases
didn't involve the use of hypnotism. GWB

<Dave_UFO> Graham it may be hard for your to believe but we have
been after you for a long time so-to-speak to come on the channel as
a guest. I'm sure I speak for us all when I extend my greatful thanks
to you.

<Dave_UFO> I hope that perhaps much later in the year we can invite
you back. It has been most interesting. I for one will hopefully say
hello at the Solihull conference in February.

<Dave_UFO> Have a safe journey home.

<Dave_UFO> Graham did your wife travel with you tonight?

<Raine> Thanks alot Graham, for your time and effort it has been
greatly appreciated :)

<CoolNess> Thank you for taking the time to come and visit us here at
#ufo Graham and we hope that you will take the time to come and visit
again.

<Graham> Dave, it's been a pleasure. Can I extend my thanks to you
and your colleagues for making this interview possible, and my most
cordial best wishes to your guests. Hope to see you at Solihull,
until then, all the best and goodnight from Otley. GWB

United Kingdom News
===================

[UK 1]******

From: kevan.farmer@virgin.net
Organisation: Staffordshire UFO Investigation Group
Date: 14th November 1997

RAF Cosford
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I have been informed from a fairly reliable source that RAF Cosford
- which is supposedly being quietly run down - has suddenly had it's
security uprated by a phenomenal amount.  This coincides with an
increased number of strange sightings including the ubiquitous black
triangles.  My informant, who has an RAF jet pilot as an
acquaintance, tells me that this pilot has suddenly clamed up on the
subject of strange sightings.  Previously he was always ready to
discuss the phenomena.  The pilot is based at RAF Cosford.  An
interesting snippet of information is that apparently RAF pilots are
not subject to the same 'gagging' when they have been based abroad.
This particular pilot has in the past been based in Saudia Arabia and
was always willing to talk about UFO's he and his colleagues had seen
over there.

[UK 2]******

Source: BBC Ceefax
Date: Thursday 11th December 1997

Cornwall (UK) plans for eclipse in 1999

Experts are gathering to talk about preventing "eclipse chaos" when
most of Cornwall is plunged into darkness in less than two years
time.

Some 500,000 people are expected to flock to Cornwall to observe the
eclipse in August 1999.

The County's emergency planning officer Steve Winston said the aim
of the meeting was to "plan out any hiccups".

The last total visible eclipse on the UK mainland was in 1927.

[UK 3]******

From: Crow & Raine
Source: West Briton newspaper
Publish Date: 11th December 1997

'Eclipse disaster' summit today

AN ECLIPSE summit meeting being held in Truro today (Thursday)
follows claims in a national newspaper that the event could be a
disaster for Cornwall

An article in The Daily Telegraph This week claimed that as the
county plunges into darkness, tourists can expect '30-mile traffic
jams, no hotel beds, over-priced fast food and mountains of
rubbish."

Steve  Winston,  Cornwall's Emergency Planning Officer, is the man
tasked with preventing a catastrophe and the co-ordinator of today's
conference. By Richard Shimell

Scientists, emergency services, environmental health officers, health
workers, planners and tourist chiefs are all expected to attend the
meeting at County Hall in an attempt to make sure Cornwall can cope.

"Our job is to think about the worst possible scenario," said Mr
Winston.

Traffic jams are inevitable as hundreds of thousands of sightseers
pour into the county, he admitted. "There is precious little we can
do about that but we need to ensure that ambulances and other
emergency vehicles can travel and that people are aware they will be
stuck in their cars for long periods of time."

Despite his caution, Mr Winston is still able to appreciate the
"poetry" of the event. "Imagine standing on a west facing cliff or
on the deck of a ship and seeing a wall of shadow travelling towards
you at 2,000km an hour," he said.

"When the shadow crosses, the area will immediately be plunged into
darkness, the birds will stop singing and yet, if you're standing on
a high point, it'll be like being under a huge umbrella of' darkness,
as 75km away there will still be light."

The sun in Cornwall will be totally covered for about two minutes on
August 11 at just past 11am, but it will be two and a half hours
from the first shadow to the return of full daylight.
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European funding is being sought to employ a project manager and use
the event as a means of promoting tourism in Cornwall.

[UK 4]******

uk.ufo.nw says: Our thanks to Dave Dunworth for the below
information. Dave will be keeping us up to date with reports

Source: Dave Dunworth Director of The Greenhouse
From: Dave Dunworth <thegreenhouse@netmatters.co.uk>

Sightings of strange lights continue to plague Cornwall's South West
Peninsular

By Dave Dunworth  <thegreenhouse@netmatters.co.uk>

On Friday 17th October at 08:30am a bright,tear shaped, unidentified
flying object was spotted by a father and daughter collecting their
morning milk. They spotted what at first glance appeared to be a
conventional aircraft at an unusual angle, the strange light caught
their attention as it traveled from East to West, the father decided
to get his binoculars to take a better look. The bright light
appeared to be tear shaped and was definitely not an aircraft he saw
what appeared to be Black Lines running through the object, these
Black Lines seemed to be rotating. The object traveled in a Westerly
direction from the Irish Sea to the English Channel over the ancient
monuments and along the path of a  mystical Lay Line towards Mounts
Bay and St. Michael's Mount. The same object was also seen by a
woman from 2 miles away at Penzance who watched it travel over the
Bay towards St. Michael's Mount and disappear from view.

The local RAF Base, RNAS Culdrose, was contacted to see if they had
anything unusual on radar this proved negative so the sighting
remains another mystery as have other frequent sightings in this
area.

This type of sighting is fast becoming common place in the skies of
West Cornwall, they appear frequently over ancient monuments and
also follow the paths of Lay Lines. It is interesting to note that
theses activities are within a 20 mile radius of RNAS Culdrose the
biggest Helicopter base in Europe.

###

This is the second UFO sighting I have received in the past few weeks
from this area, The Town crier Mr. Philip Glett witnessed an object
on 13th September this year at 03:15am he was completely amazed by
his sighting, he said, " I am not prone to believing in this sort of
thing,but now Ive seen one I have to reevaluate my thinking, I have
seen a UFO and now I believe these things are Real". Mr P Gilett
Report Follows:-

The Greenhouse sightings report

Date/Time: Saturday 13th September 1997
Duration of Sighting:  20Mins 03:15 - 03:35
Location: SW Mounts Bay Penzance Cornwall
Investigator: Mr D A Dunworth (The Greenhouse DIRECTOR)

Witness: Mr Phillip Gillet
Occupation: Town Crier (Penzance Cornwall)

By Dave Dunworth  <thegreenhouse@netmatters.co.uk>

In his own words Mr Phillip Gillet Explains.........

In the early hours of Saturday morning I awoke and looked through
the window towards the sky in a SE direction. What I saw was to make
me get out of bed and take a closer look, upon investigation I saw
what appeared to be a large oval rugby ball shaped light in the night
sky, The light did not appear to be traveling in any direction but I
did notice that the object was shimmering almost like a jelly. The
light appeared to be a bright yellow/orange and had a kind of
transparency to it.

I watched this light for a good 20 minutes, what I was seeing in my
experience was not a conventional air craft or balloon,  the
position of my window looks towards the Lloyds Bank clock
tower(Easterly), this gave me a good viewing point. The visibility
was good and I could make out the plough and I think its Jupiter the
bright star we can see at the moment.
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After observing the object for 20 min watching it all the time
shimmering and clearly visible I began to realize that what I was
infact seeing was a UFO, I felt excited at this prospect and was
pleased that after all this time I had actually seen one.

The light continued to glow its unmistakable golden colour and then
it suddenly vanished without a trace it did not shoot off in any
particular direction it just vanished as if someone had switched the
object off like a light.

Copyright (c)1997 The Greenhouse

[UK 5]******

From: AStarkie1@aol.com

UFO sighting over Bury, Lancashire

I thought I'd drop you guys an E-Mail after a very interesting and
unusual event that took place earlier this evening.

Approx 7.00 pm, Saturday Nov 8th. Skies were clear with some light
passing cloud. I was called out by my ten year old son and his two
friends to see something in the sky. At first I could see nothing
but stars, and expected them to be looking at a passing plane. After
a few minutes however, I could see what had excited them:-

Directly overhead appeared to be several objects moving about at
random. Nothing spectacular - they looked rather like 'moving'
stars, about the same brightness and size etc. They seemed to be very
distant. The kids were pointing out loads, but the first one I saw
was clearly moving between two 'fixed' stars. A satellite you may
suggest, maybe, but it was moving in a very strange manner, sort of
speeding-up and then slowing down to an almost standstill whilst
moving in an arc. I traced this for a short time before it vanished.
The second object was clearly moving between two stars for a short
distance before disappearing. During this time, the kids were
pointing out others, and even a neighbour joined in and saw more.

The phenomenon lasted several minutes before all objects
dissappeared.

I have often looked in the skies, but never have I seen anything
like this. I can honestly say they were not aircraft, fireworks or
meteorites. They made no sound and if they were at the distance they
seemed, speeds must have been tremendous.

Alan Starkie

[UK 6]******

Source: The Express newspaper
Date: Saturday 3 January 1998

Weekend: Travel: UK Breaks

Flying visit to Suffolk

Saucer landing spot will suit you to a tea, says Jeffrey Taylor

If you go down to the woods today, your in for a big surprise - at
least you were 17 years ago in Rendlesham Forest, Suffolk. As I
approached my destination on the southern edge of the plantation, I
noticed the birds had stopped singing and I could have sworn the
temperature had dropped.

When I stood on the rim of the site where Britain's most famous
flying saucer crash-landed I must admit to a slight sense of shock.
The extensively recorded incident when US Air Force personnel
experienced a close encounter with distressed aliens happened in
1980. The area shaped like a giant, er, saucer is still blackened and
desolate.

Words such as corn circles crossed my mind, but could such sour
infertility be artificially maintained for a decade or more? Even
the normally abundant bracken managed only a few wispy tendrills. I
left.

But the Sandlings, the low lying coast to the east of the A12
between Lowestoft and Felixstowe, is a spooky place.
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Take Dunwich, where today just a strip of shingle separates grazing
cows from a boisterous sea. In medieval days, before this bit of the
county gave up its struggle to stay afloat and sank, it was Eastern
England's busiest port.

When the tide comes in at sunset, the ghostly bell of the drowned
parish church sounds a doleful knell across the fields. Local
fisherman "Dodger" Holmes knows it does because he's rung it a few
times himself. "Just to keep the visitors happy," the says.

But if its picture postcard you are seeking, the hamlet of
Westleton, just 95 miles and a couple of galaxies from London, has
the lot. A village green with duck pond is ringed with charmming
cottages, the Lion Inn and The Crown dispense Dickensian ambience and
the church is thatched.

Via the parish notice board visitors are cosily invited to join the
village Quilting and Bowling Clubs and press flowers with the
Women's Institute. You could die from the excitement.

Drive south along the Broads to Aldeburgh, a sea side resort with
class even before Benjamin Britten founded his international music
festival.

Across the River Alde estuary you can just make out the silhouette
of 11th century Orford Castle still standing on rising ground outside
the town. In the castle's shadow is Market Hill, Orfords central
square, is the Butley Orford Oysterage Restaurant and shop, known
universally as Pinney's, the name of the family who owned and run it.
Pinney's bivalves are fished every day at 9 am from their local beds
laid down by the Romans and if not eagerly consumed, go back to bed
at closing time. Is that fresh, or what?

Head north of Westleton past the Minsmere Bird Sanctuary, one of the
largest in Europe, to the fishing village of Walberswick where the
annual Crab Championship in August is said to be a riot.

Then a couple of miles further north is Southwold. Small and
genteel, Southwold is, oddly, the home of Adnams Brewery and boasts a
pier which is considered vulgar by the townsfolk. Equally the rows of
quaintly painted beach huts are unpopular with visitors,
particularly when they learn most are not for hire.

The good thing about Suffolk is you can find it with your eyes
closed. Once you drive under the M 25, the A12 rolls you effortlessly
along and within 90 minutes of leaving London, you are seriously
rural.

Though strenuous activities are available, such as church trails and
brass rubbing, the Sandlings is about instant relaxation. And it
works.

[UK 7]******

Source: Daily Telegraph newspaper
Publish Date: Tuesday 16th December 1997
From: jon@loserville.co.uk

Spies like US

A European Commission report warns that the United States has
developed an extensive network spying on European citizens and we
should all be worried. Simon Davies reports

A GLOBAL electronic spy network that can eavesdrop on every
telephone, email and telex communication around the world will be
officially acknowledged for the first time in a European Commission
report to be delivered this week. The report - Assessing the
Technologies of Political Control - was commissioned last year by the
Civil Liberties Committee of the European Parliament. It contains
details of a network of American-controlled intelligence stations on
British soil and around the world, that "routinely and
indiscriminately" monitor countless phone, fax and email messages.

It states: "Within Europe all email telephone and fax communications
are routinely intercepted by the United States National Security
Agency transfering all target information from the European mainland
via the strategic hub of London then by satellite to Fort Meade in
Maryland via the crucial hub at Menwith Hill in the North York moors
in the UK."
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The report confirms for the first time the existence of the secretive
ECHELON system. Until now, evidence of such astounding technology has
been patchy and anecdotal. But the report - to be discussed on
Thursday by the committee of the office of Science and Technology
Assessment in Luxembourg - confirms that the citizens of Britain and
other European states are subject to an intensity of surveillance far
in excess of that imagined by most parliaments. Its findings are
certain to excite the concern of MEPs.

"The ECHELON system forms part of the UKUSA system (see 'Cooking up a
charter for snooping') but unlike many of the electronic spy systems
developed during the Cold War, ECHELON is designed primarily for
non-military targets: governments, organizations and businesses in
virtually every country.

"The ECHELON system works by indiscriminately intercepting very large
quantities of communications and then siphoning out what is valuable
using artificial intelligence aids like MEMEX to find key words".
According to the report, ECHELON uses a number of national
dictionaries containing key words of interest to each country.

For more than a decade, former agents of US, British, Canadian and
New Zealand national security agencies have claimed that the
monitoring of electronic communications has become endemic
throughout the world. Rumours have circulated that new technologies
have been developed which have the capability to search most of the
world's telex, fax and email networks for "key words". Phone calls,
they claim, can be automatically analysed for key words.

Former signals intelligence operatives have claimed that spy bases
controlled by America have the ability to search nearly all data
communications for key words. They claim that ECHELON automatically
analyses most email messaging for "precursor" data which assists
intelligence agencies to determine targets. According to former
Canadian Security Establishment agent Mike Frost, a voice recognition
system called Oratory has been used for some years to intercept
diplomatic calls.

The driving force behind the report is Glyn Ford, Labour MEP for
Greater Manchester East. He believes that the report is crucial to
the future of civil liberties in Europe.

"In the civil liberties committee we spend a great deal of time
debating issues such as free movement, immigration and drugs.
Technology always sits at the centre of these discussions. There are
times in history when technology helps democratise, and times when it
helps centralise. This is a time of centralisation. The justice and
home affairs pillar of Europe has become more powerful without a
corresponding strengthening of civil liberties."

The report recommends a variety of measures for dealing with the
increasing power of the technologies of surveillance being used at
Menwith Hill and other centres. It bluntly advises: "The European
Parliament should reject proposals from the United States for making
private messages via the global communications network (Internet)
accessible to US intelligence agencies."

The report also urges a fundamental review of the involvement of the
American NSA (National Security Agency) in Europe, suggesting that
their activities be either scaled down, or become more open and
accountable.

Such concerns have been privately expressed by governments and MEPs
since the Cold War, but surveillance has continued to expand. US
intelligence activity in Britain has enjoyed a steady growth
throughout the past two decades. The principal motivation for this
rush of development is the US interest in commercial espionage. In
the Fifties, during the development of the "special relationship"
between America and Britain, one US institution was singled out for
special attention.

The NSA, the world's biggest and most powerful signals intelligence
organisation, received approval to set up a network of spy stations
throughout Britain. Their role was to provide military, diplomatic
and economic intelligence by intercepting communications from
throughout the Northern Hemisphere.

The NSA is one of the shadowiest of the US intelligence agencies.
Until a few years ago, it existence was a secret and its charter and
any mention of its duties are still classified. However, it does have
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a Web site (www.nsa.gov:8080) in which it describes itself as being
responsible for the signals intelligence and communications security
activities of the US government.

One of its bases, Menwith Hill, was to become the biggest spy station
in the world. Its ears - known as radomes - are capable of listening
in to vast chunks of the communications spectrum throughout Europe
and the old Soviet Union. In its first decade the base sucked data
from cables and microwave links running through a nearby Post Office
tower, but the communications revolutions of the Seventies and
Eighties gave the base a capability that even its architects could
scarcely have been able to imagine. With the creation of Intelsat
and digital telecommunications, Menwith and other stations developed
the capability to eavesdrop on an extensive scale on fax, telex and
voice messages. Then, with the development of the Internet,
electronic mail and electronic commerce, the listening posts were
able to increase their monitoring capability to eavesdrop on an
unprecedented spectrum of personal and business communications. This
activity has been all but ignored by the UK Parliament. When Labour
MPs raised questions about the activities of the NSA, the Government
invoked secrecy rules. It has been the same for 40 years.

Glyn Ford hopes that his report may be the first step in a long road
to more openness. "Some democratically elected body should surely
have a right to know at some level. At the moment that's nowhere".

World News
==========

[W 1]******

Source: Teletext World News
Date: Saturday 13th December 1997

Mexican snow

Mexico: Snow has fallen in some parts of the normally arid northern
states for the first time in over 30 years.

-[continued in part 3]-
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[W 2]******

Source: UFO Roundup - http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo/
From: "David Watanabe" <davew@exosci.com>
Date: 17th November 1997

Jetliners encounter over New Jersey

On Monday night, November 17, 1997, ham radio operator John N.
Gonzalez, N2IXW, picked up a UFO report while listening to radio
traffic on the air. According to a MUFON report, Gonzalez heard the
conversation between the tower at Newark, N.J. airport and Flight
262 on 118.300 MHz. Two other unidentified air crews also joined in
the conversation.

Here is a transcript:

JET #2: "Watch out! The two (UFOs) are coming up to you."

FLIGHT 262: "Well, Captain, the two up here are coming down to meet
with you."

TOWER: "Flight 262, what is your status?"

FLIGHT 262: "We have 236 souls onboard and fifty thousand (pounds)
of fuel. I think these damn things are going to hit us. We are over
Morristown just in case there is a collision with them. (pause) They
have taken off towards the northeast. And, by the way, towards the
northeast, it also looks like a meteor or space debris is coming
down."

(Editor's Note: Monday night, November 17, was the tail end of the
annual Leonid meteor shower.)

TOWER: "Do you wish to report a UFO sighting?"

FLIGHT 262: (Pause) No, we have nothing to report."

JET #2: "We heard you. I am making sure the passengers are all
right. And, no, I have nothing to report, either."

JET#3: "You guys have seen more than your share of UFOs. I know I
have."

TOWER: "Who are you? Please identify yourself." (There was no
response) "Flight 262, go to the emergency frequency. We will meet

http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/
http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/1998/
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with the both of you there."

[W 3]******

Source: United Press International
From: bernhard.nahrgang@ob.kamp.net (Bernhard Nahrgang)
Date: Wednesday 3rd December 1997

Fireball in sky being called UFO

UFO investigators from around the country are trying to determine
what was a mysterious fireball that streaked across the sky over
Chicago's southern suburbs.

The phenomenon was reported Sunday evening. Pilot Tim Janecyk says
he doesn't know what he saw as he drove near Interstate 80. He
described it as a "brilliant fireball" that descended "from the
clouds straight down." He said it was about the size of a full moon
and lit up the clouds.

Janecyk said the object was trailing smoke but was moving too slowly
to be a meteor.

Similar citings were reported near Kansas City, Mo.

[W 4]******

Source: Nasa Press Release
Date: Tuesday 2nd December 1997

NASA Looks Toward Visionary Interstellar Travel

Many people wonder when we will be able to travel to distant solar
systems as easily as envisioned in science fiction.  Discover NASA's
perspective on the prospects that exist today for achieving such
far-future visions via a new World Wide Web site called, "Warp Drive,
When?"  Explore the site at:

http://www.lerc.nasa.gov/WWW/PAO/warp.htm

This web site explains the challenges of interstellar travel, the
prospects and limitations of existing propulsion ideas, and the
prospects emerging from science that may one day provide the
breakthroughs needed to enable practical interstellar voyages.
Analogies to familiar science fiction are used to simplify concepts
such as "warp drive."

For a look at what NASA is doing to achieve such breakthroughs,
another web site is available about the new NASA Breakthrough
Propulsion Physics program:

http://www.lerc.nasa.gov/WWW/bpp/

This modest program is taking a step-by-step approach toward
discovering the ultimate breakthroughs needed to revolutionize space
travel and enable human journeys to other star systems - credible
progress toward incredible possibilities.  This program represents
the combined efforts of individuals from various NASA centers, other
government labs, universities and industry.

[W 5]******

Source: Nasa Press Release
Date: Wednesday 26th November 1997

Tailless Fighter Flight Tests Complete

(edited for length)

The NASA/Boeing X-36 Tailless Fighter Agility Research Aircraft
successfully completed its flight research program -- demonstrating
the feasibility of future tailless fighters achieving agility levels
superior to today's best military fighter aircraft.

The project goals are to develop and demonstrate enhanced
technologies to improve the maneuverability and survivability of
future fighter aircraft.  "All of our project goals were met or
exceeded," said Mark Sumich, X-36 project manager at NASA's Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, CA.

The 28-percent-scale X-36, built by the Boeing Phantom Works in St.

http://www.lerc.nasa.gov/WWW/PAO/warp.htm
http://www.lerc.nasa.gov/WWW/bpp
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Louis, MO, is designed to fly without the traditional tail surfaces
common on most aircraft.  The X-36 is 18 feet long with a 10 foot
wingspan; three feet high; and weighs 1,270 pounds.  The aircraft is
powered by a Williams Research F112 turbofan engine that provides 700
pounds of thrust.  The aircraft is remotely controlled by a pilot in
a ground station cockpit, complete with a head-up display.  The
pilot-in-the-loop approach eliminates the need for expensive and
complex autonomous flight control systems.

[W 6]******

Source: CNN
Date: 2nd December 1997

Hawaiian estate offered for Heaven's Gate suicide site

A prospective buyer offered to swap a Hawaiian estate for the
mansion where 39 members of the Heaven's Gate cult committed suicide
last spring.

The offer for an "even swap" of an Oahu estate for the
9,000-square-foot, seven- bedroom house where the UFO cultists
killed themselves, is one of at least three under consideration this
week, real estate agent Burt Sveine said.

The cult house, owned by Sam Koutchesfahani and rented to the
followers of guru Marshall Applewhite, has been valued at $1.6
million.

The mansion was refurbished after cult members, believing a
spaceship following the Hale-Bopp comet would deliver them to a
better world, poisoned themselves last March in their bunks.

Sealed bids were accepted last month. Besides the Oahu home, there
are offers from a Texan who specializes in problem properties and
from a local buyer. Prospective buyers requested anonymity.

Sveine said he and Koutchesfahani will discuss the offers this week.
Koutchesfahani may decide to keep the Mediterranean-style mansion if
the bids aren't acceptable.

[W 7]******

Source: Sightings On The Radio
URL: http://www.sightings.com/

American Computer Company Makes A Remarkable Discovery! by Joyce
Kelly

First submitted to UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL  19th December 1997

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE.

What started out as a short, interesting news item on the American
Computer Company INTERNET Web Site, has turned into a remarkable
story, one that is a major headache this morning for certain US
Department of Defense Top Brass...

In July 1997, American Computer Company posted a slightly humorous,
interesting story about allegations that in 1947, the Army Air Force
may have transferred a captured Alien Space Craft to Bell Labs for
commercialization, resulting in the Transistor and other major
engineering discoveries.

Now, after six months, after receipt of tens of thousands of pages
of documents, and after pursuing thousands upon thousands of leads,
ACC has found it has a bigger problem: The Army has apparently
admitted that the documents describing a downed UFO in Roswell, NM in
1947, were deliberately misdirected during the subsequent months,
along with "crash materials", as the Army spun off the US Air Force
(which was formed in November of 1947). As a result, lost in the
cracks of a postwar Military Bureaucracy, a secret initiative to
evaluate Alien Technology for military and commercial advances sprung
forth from the same spring as had been evaluating German V-2 Rockets
captured by the Army, and personnel assigned to the Manhattan Project
(which had created the Atom Bomb during World War II).

A meeting between ACC and the US Army Legislative Liaison has ACC
personnel scratching their heads in amazement: "Its a revelation.
The Army has admitted that 'certain documents and things' relating to
the Roswell and Corona crash and landing of what was probably TWO

http://www.sightings.com/
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Alien Space Craft manned by a 'neutral' group of observers trying to
determine the threat potential of the evaluation by the Army of the
mating of the Atom Bomb and the Intercontinental Ballistic Missile,
may actually HAVE been covered up, hushed up, and remains, to this
date, a fully funded project spinning off decade after decade of
engineering projects aimed at developing a defensive capability not
just geared towards human warfare, but towards the defense of our
Planet from 'invaders from another world'."

"It appears to all onlookers, that the Army is taking the possibility
of a need to be able to militarily defend the US from alien marauders
quite seriously, and has assessed the time it might take for a large
'invasion fleet' to reach earth. As a result, a very long term, super
secret project aimed at equipping the Earth to defend itself against
invasions from other worlds, has been underway, while the Army and
Air Force have spoken 'laughingly' about 'Martians' and 'Little Green
Men'."

"A super secret initiative exists to notify the Commander-in-Chief
in the event of Alien Onslaught. The justification for the enormously
profitable commercialization projects, which have been quietly
interspersed with more human advanced research efforts, is what has
been labeled 'The greatest threat to National Security that has ever
been discovered' -- ETs!! -- secretly in some Brass Hat circles
since the late 40's!!"

A spokesperson for ACC further commented: "And the Army and Air Force
would have us believe that ET Investigators, people like Phillip
Corso, Stanton Friedman, Glen Campbell, Larry Bryant, and radio
personalities who cover them, like Art Bell, Jeff Rense, and Mike
Jarmus, are unbelievable !!"

ACC has decided to quietly retrace its steps to continue its efforts
to recreate from drawings in the public sector, technologies that
may have been the object of Army and Air Force 'space defense'
interest. These recently included drawings of a unique device
recreated by ACC and a local University Physicist, which has
characteristics previously unseen in the semiconductor field. Among
the drawings from a 1947 technical artist, are pictures of a
'coherent light source' - a laser beam drawn at a time 10 years or
more before the Laser was officially invented.

[W 8]******

Source: Sightings On The Radio
URL: http://www.sightings.com/

Jack Shulman Exposes Hidden Ultra-Secret ET Military Organization

Stunning Development Revealed on Jeff's Friday Show 20th December
1997

In an EXCLUSIVE breaking story, Jack Shulman, the President of the
American Computer Company, announced on Jeff Rense's Sightings On
the Radio program, Friday, 12-19-97, that he and his associates have
discovered a heretofore ultra secret, UNKNOWN, apparent Black
Budget, deeply buried, military organization which deals with, and
may direct and operate, our UFO/ET policy.

Jeff broke into his regular program at 9:06 pm Pacific to get the
story from Shulman, who is deeply involved with what is, so far,
perhaps the biggest UFO/ET story since the landmark Roswell event(s)
50 years ago. (see "Jack Shulman And ACC Make It To CNN" and other
ACC stories).

On the show, Shulman related an amazing string of events which
culminated when he and other ACC personnel, along with
Investigator/Journalist Bob Wolf, had what amounted to a
confrontation with Air Force personnel at the Pentagon. During the
course of what was described as a rather heated encounter, Air Force
personnel are said to have disclosed accidentally, or otherwise, the
existence of this invisible military organization within the
Department of Defense THAT NO ONE HAS EVER HEARD OF BEFORE.

Shulman said it is called the Extraterrestrial Space Command
Directorate, or simply "E2SCD." As stated, this military group,
branch, or operational unit, officially DOES NOT EXIST in any readily
locatable government or military archive or database. Jack stated the
unit is probably referred to simply as "E2" by those in it or those
who have a need to know of its existence.

http://www.sightings.com/
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Further, Jack explained to Jeff how when he and his associates were
first going through the now famous 'laboratory notebook', which
apparently reveals the true origin of the transistor (recovered ET
technology), they observed several "E2" notations in the text. Not
having any idea what "E2" stood for at the time, Jack and his team
of scientists assumed "E2" to be some type of engineering symbol or
code. Today's revelation may have solved that mystery and could
confirm the existence of this ultra secret elite military UFO
organization far at least as long as 50 years ago.

Shulman said a thorough search of the Library of Congress and all
immediately available government data bases revealed NO DATA on the
"Extraterrestrial Electronics Space Directorate", or "E2SCD."

In a related issue, Shulman said it now appears the orginal top
secret fax that American Computer myteriously received several
months ago is now believed by Jack Shulman, at least, to have
originated from a satellite which may well belong to, and be operated
by, the secret E2 organization.

The discovery of such an ultra secret organization lends credence to
many years of suspicion and assertions by a number of researchers
such as Stanton Friedman that an organization of scientists and key
players commonly called "MJ-12" exists, and that it directs the
military's deep cover, ultra secret ET program.

This story is just beginning. Updates as available.

[W 9]******

Source: CNN
Date: 16th December 1997

More gray matter for little green men?

Most Americans think there's life on other planets

Most Americans believe there is life on other planets, and most of
those who think that way say life out there probably is more
intelligent than anything down here on Earth.

Scientists promoting the effort to detect signals from outer space
were quick to cheer these is-there-intelligent-life-elsewhere
findings from a survey by the Marist Institute for Public Opinion.

"I'm happy to hear that the mainstream and I have similar views,"
said Paul Horowitz, a professor of physics at Harvard who directs a
project that operates a 250-million-channel receiver listening for
signals from space.

"It could be that the American people are taking two and two and
coming up with four," said Brian Welch, a spokesman for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.

The telephone survey of 935 adults asked, "Do you think there is
intelligent life on other planets?"

Sixty percent of the respondents said yes; 40 percent said no.

Marist researchers then asked those who said yes if they thought
life on other planets was "more, less, or about as intelligent as
human life on Earth." The aliens came out ahead, with 47 percent of
those who believe in life on other plants saying they thought
extraterrestrial life was more intelligent, 13 percent said less
intelligent and 40 percent said it was about the same. By a margin
of 86 to 14, people said they thought galactic neighbors are friendly
rather than hostile.

Despite the positive expectation of otherworldly life, the survey
found Americans divided on spending for the space program.

Forty-seven percent said the government was spending too much, 43
percent said funding was about right and 10 percent said it was too
low. Asked if they thought the space program was a good investment,
45 percent said yes and 55 percent said the money would be better
spent on other programs.

The survey was conducted October 5-7, and the results had a margin
of error of 3.5 percentage points.

Broken down by age, people from 18 through 60 were strongly
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supportive of the idea of life on other planets. But people older
than 60 rejected the idea by a margin of 67 to 33.

"The subject has moved a lot in just the last couple of years, said
Louis Friedman, executive director of the Planetary Society, whose
100,000 members are strong advocates of continuing research into the
possibility of life in outer space.

Horowitz said researchers are "riding along on this wave of
technological innovation." He said that his project listens on 250
million channels simultaneously. The first serious search for
signals from space was in 1960 and had just one channel, he said.

[W 10]******

Source: San Francisco Examiner
Publish Date: Monday 11th August 1997

NASA flouts Einstein, explores feasibility of interstellar journeys

Key to star treks may be found in science fiction

by
Keay Davidson - Examiner Science Writer

In a development straight out of "Star Trek," NASA is looking
seriously at the feasibility of flight to the stars.

Way-out schemes for traveling to the nearest stars are being
assessed by scientists and engineers as part of a low-profile,
micro-budget NASA program, dubbed Breakthrough Propulsion Physics.

Wormholes, warp drives and other means for interstellar flight -
long staples of science fiction - may become science fact, if the
researchers get their way.

Tuesday through Thursday, more than 80 employees of the space agency
and space-related industries will gather at NASA's Lewis Research
Center in Cleveland to hear 14 scientists and engineers discuss ways
to achieve interstellar flight.

Possibilities include the generation of so-called wormholes,
something akin to rips in the fabric of space and time. Some
physicists have speculated that a spaceship passing through a rip
might emerge in a distant part of the cosmos.

"We don't even know if these things are physically possible," said
the program's chief and sole full-time employee, aerospace engineer
Marc Millis of NASA-Lewis.

But, Millis added hopefully: "Progress is not made by conceding
defeat."

Why go to the stars? Among other things, to find habitable planets
for humanity, Millis said.

"Imagine if we could give citizens access to a whole nother planet
Earth," said Millis, 37. "Imagine if there were an uninhabited
planet suitable enough to live on."

The main barrier to interstellar flight remains Albert Einstein's
theory of relativity, which forbids travel at speeds faster than
light - 186,000 miles per second.

The nearest stars, other than the sun, are four light-years away. A
light-year is 6 trillion miles, the distance that light travels in a
year. Because of the Einsteinian limit, a spaceship would need at
least four years to reach the closest stars, Proxima Centauri and
Alpha Centauri.

Two scheduled speakers come from the Bay Area - Raymond Chiao of the
UC-Berkeley physics department and astrophysicist Bernhard Haisch of
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.'s office in Palo Alto.

Haisch is expected to discuss the possibility of space propulsion
using something called "the momentum of the quantum vacuum." Chiao
plans to discuss how laboratory experiments suggest that under
certain circumstances, photons - particles of light - appear to
travel "at an effective speed of 1.7 times the speed of light."

The program has official liaisons at a number of NASA centers around
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the nation - for example, Larry Lemke at NASA's Ames Research Center
in Mountain View.

The proposed technologies "are extremely long shots," cautions one
enthusiast, John Cole. He is manager of space transportation
research at NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center in Alabama, which
funds the program at Lewis.

"Theories of this type have cropped up perpetually from time to
time," Cole said, "and usually wind up not leading anywhere. . . .
But if we don't look, we certainly will never find anything."

And the time may be right.

"People, particularly young people, are sort of rejecting the
claustrophobic position that we are locked in this solar system
without any chance at all of going to others," said Whitt Brantley,
chief of the advanced concepts office at NASA's Marshall Space
Flight Center in Alabama.

But not everyone at NASA is pleased by talk about star ships.

Within the space agency, "the reactions completely cover the entire
spectrum," Cole said. "There are those that believe we are about to
get NASA embarrassed with some ideas that can't possibly be
achieved.

"And there are others that are just delighted that NASA is finally
open-minded enough, and (has) enough courage - and encouragement
from the administrator (Daniel Goldin) - to pursue these things,"
Cole added.

Brantley interjected: "If you look back in history before great
discoveries were made, there were great minds trying to show they
were impossible."

How did an agency packed with conservative engineers get interested
in interstellar flight?

For one thing, NASA Administrator Goldin made the once-taboo topic
acceptable by publicly speculating about it.

Also, recent research published "in credible, peer-reviewed
(scientific) literature" has made interstellar flight seem more
feasible than it did decades ago, Millis said.

For example, the warp drive plan is based on an idea proposed by
Miguel Alcubierre, an astrophysicist from the University of Wales.
He published the method in 1994 in a little-known scientific journal
called "Classical and Quantum Gravity."

According to one theory of warp drive, one could get around
Einstein's speed limit for matter by moving the space around the
matter. The space, being non-material, could exceed the speed of
light - or so the theory implies.

Larry Diehl, director of NASA-Lewis' research and technology
directorate, acknowledged with a chuckle that on the Internet, there
has been chatter about whether "we are looking to violate the laws
of physics. The answer, of course, is "no.'

"We haven't made any large-scale commitment to funding work in this
area. . . . (Still) if we don't continue to reach out and explore, I
don't feel that we make progress," said Diehl, an aerospace engineer
who has worked for the agency for three decades.

The program's current one-year budget is $50,000 - pennies by NASA's
usual gold-plated standards.

[W 11]******

Source: CNN
Date: Tuesday 6th January 1998

Lunar Prospector blasts off

Cape Canaveral, Florida - The unmanned Lunar Prospector blasted off
on a 240,000-mile journey into space Tuesday night, beginning NASA's
first moon mission since men last set foot on the lunar surface 25
years ago.
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A sleek, white Lockheed Martin Athena 2 rocket carrying the probe
lifted off at 9:28 p.m., successfully negotiating a short,
four-minute "launch window," which was all that the Earth-moon
alignment allowed.

The rocket's three stages dropped away, one after the other, in the
first six minutes after the launch, leaving the Lunar Prospector
propelled by a thrust module expected to lift it into orbit around
the moon after a 4 1/2-day flight.

"After 25 years of having not been to the moon by NASA, it certainly
feels good to be going back," said program scientist Joseph Boyce.
"I couldn't be more excited, more happy, more pleased."

The launch was to have taken place Monday night, but a
malfunctioning U.S. Air Force radar dish forced a day's delay while
technicians spent five hours fixing the problem.

The radar is one of three on the Florida coast needed to track the
rocket for safety reasons.

The launch was rescheduled for Tuesday, but with only the brief
launch window. The shifting positions of the Earth and moon meant
NASA had only four minutes in which to launch the probe and take
advantage of the most fuel-efficient trajectory.

Had there been technical or weather difficulties, NASA would have
had to wait until February 3 for the Earth and the moon to be in
favorable positions again for another try.

Searching for water

The 4-foot, 650-pound Prospector is to orbit 63 miles above the
lunar surface while it searches for ice, gas and minerals.

It is expected to focus, in particular, on the moon's south pole,
where scientists believe frozen water may have collected from the
impact of icy comets. The south pole is the only part of the moon
that remains in total darkness.

Some scientists believe there could be as much as 1 billion tons of
water ice on the moon, a theory bolstered by the findings of the
Department of Defense's Clementine spacecraft in 1994.

Radar readings taken by the craft appeared to confirm the presence
of ice, but some scientists believe that what the probe detected was
not ice at all, but simply rough patches on the steep sides of a
crater.

At $65 million, the Lunar Prospector mission is a bargain-basement
special compared to NASA's multi-billion-dollar Apollo project that
put 12 men on the moon between 1969 and 1972.

Orbiting begins Sunday

The craft is equipped with five instruments, including an electronic
divining rod that will enable it to detect the hydrogen atoms in
water. If there is water on the moon, future pioneers could break it
down and separate it into hydrogen and oxygen and make their own
rocket fuel.

The Prospector could learn within a month whether there is ice on
the surface. It will also measure the composition of the surface,
detect magnetic fields and map gravitational anomalies in the moon's
outer crust. When it runs out of fuel, which should be in about a
year, the craft will crash on the moon's surface.

-[continued in part 4]-
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Letters
=======

From: kevan.farmer@virgin.net
Organisation: Staffordshire UFO Investigation Group
Date: 14th November 1997

Request for information

May I make a request.  I attend a group in Staffordshire - UK, of
course - called Staffordshire UFO Investigation Group.  We are
currently trying to find out about a Roswell like incident that
occured in the early 1960's just outside Penkridge, Staffordshire.
From a fellow member we know something crashed and that there was a
lot of military activity.  Roads were blocked off by civilian police
- one whom was the father of the fellow group member.  We have heard
that it was UFO and that another part of the same craft - after
breaking up in the atmosphere - crashed in Germany.  My request is
this, Does anybody know anymore about this case?  I believe Mathew
Williams - who is a regular speaker at our group is aware of the
incident but is as much in the dark as we are.  I have tried
e-mailing a retired NATO officer who has masterminded a project
called Stargate to investigate this kind of thing. As yet I have had
no response.

---

A FEARFUL SYMMETRY

A TRUE STORY OF ALIEN INTRUSION INTO HUMAN LIVES

By D. Lynne Bishop
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CHAPTER 9

Following Mother's regression, we all congregated in the office for
a debriefing session.  Mother had stepped outside, and my sister and
I spoke with the hypnotherapist concerning the block she had
encountered during her session.  Her memory had stopped at the point
where the actual confrontation with the alien entities had begun--and
it was apparent that whatever lay behind the block could not be
retrieved without causing unnecessary pain and anguish to her.

Her refusal to go beyond that protective barrier spoke volumes--and
even without the details still hidden within her memory, there was a
strong suggestion that the facts would have verified my sister's
recounting of the abduction.  The partial hints that she had dropped
throughout--of not knowing where my sister's son was, and feeling
that at some point she had been alone--were sufficient evidence of
another alien encounter.

While speaking with the hypnotherapist, my sister began elaborating
on some other fragmentary memories that had been welling up in her
conscious mind.  Several of these reflected other aspects of the UFO
phenomenon.  The following is a partial summary taken from the
post-hypnosis session transcripts:

Laura:  There are some things I've been remembering . . .

John:  And what is that?

Laura:  Okay, I'm going to tell you one thing.  I told my twin sister
that I probably went one time.  On board.  One time.

John:  What makes you think that?

Laura:  Um, I just started remembering something . . . kind of.

John:  What'd you remember?  Kind of?

Laura:  It was just very typical.  It's orangey-pink, really.  And
they laid me on the table, took my nightgown off, and said, "We want
to examine your body.  We're not going to hurt you."  And they
examined my body, and that was it.  But I was sixteen years old, and
I left home after that!

John:  You left home after that?

Laura:  Yep!

John:  Why?

Laura:  Because of that!  (Laugh).

Lynne:  It's when she went to college.

Laura:  Uh, huh.  I think it may have been that time I described
before . . . I might have gone in, but it was really fast.  There
was nothing hairy about it, or anything.  I mean, it was pretty
freaky, but . . .

John:  What triggered that, do you think?

Laura:  I told my sister about a week ago.  I said, "You know what?
I think I may have gone in."

Lynne:  You had also said that to me before, because you had the
memory of floating.

John:  What was orangey-pink, you said?

Laura:  It's lighted orangey-pink.  The room is.  I don't really
remember any architecture.

John:  When you remembered this, how did you feel?

http://bookfinder.simplenet.com/
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Laura:  I felt really freaked out.

John:  You say you left home because of this?

Laura:  Uh, huh.

John:  Well, what kind of thoughts were you having?

Laura:  My thought was, when you start thinking you've been abducted
by UFO people . . . now this is me at sixteen . . . It's like, it's
time to leave home if you're starting to think this kind of weird
stuff.

John:  And that's actually your conscious reason . . . ?

Laura:  It was the motivating factor.  Yes, it really was.

John:  And then you forgot that was the reason you left?

Laura:  Yeah.  Isn't that weird?  'Course, after I went to college,
I had a good time, and forgot all about it.  I'm trying, now, to
remember consciously what their voices sound like, 'cause that way,
if it ever happens again, maybe I'll have a better . . . maybe I
won't lose so much.

Lynne:  That's what I've been hoping for . . . not to lose so much.

John:  You mean, whether their voices are high, low or medium
pitched?

Laura:  Uh, huh.  So that, if I ever hear it in my head again, I'll
know . . .

John:  What do you mean, hear it in your head?

Laura:  Well, because they don't . . . It's not like this.  You know
that.  It's not like how people talk.  I've been really trying to
remember how they said it, 'cause it's very black-and-white; very
cut-and-dried.  It's like a doctor, really.  There was no . . .
emotion.  I don't remember any mind-things.  It was just like going
to the doctor.

John:  Do you remember what they examined?

Laura:  Oh, yeah!  It was the bottom half.  And maybe they thought I
was a reject.  Said it wasn't gonna work, forget it, and that's
that.

John:  But you consciously remember at sixteen, that you're leaving
home 'cause you're having too many crazy thoughts?  And you actually
thought you'd been abducted by a UFO?

Laura:  Right.  Exactly.

John:  That's interesting.  Well, that really adds into the whole
picture.

Laura:  And I was going to tell you one other thing . . . even though
I said I was only going to tell you one thing.  Did anyone else in
the family tell you about our cat that had the animal mutilation?

John:  No, they haven't.

Laura:  Well, we had one.  You know, I went to two UFO seminars in
Eureka Springs, and then I quit going, because they always seemed to
be the same.  And you know Linda Moulton Howe?

John:  Uh, huh.

Laura:  You know, the mutilations that she tells about?  Well, I had
a cat that had one.  It was at our house, and I went and got the
family, and said, "God, you all have to come see this cat!"  We all
looked at it, and it had this weird hole.

Lynne:  The cookie-cutter hole.

John:  Any blood?

Laura:  No.  It had all boiled out, or something.  You could see all
the muscle.  It was really strange looking.  We thought it had been
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struck by lightning.

John:  About what age would you have been?

Laura:  About the same age.  Young teens.

Lynne:  I think I mentioned to you (the hypnotherapist) that my
sister was very into cats, and I was very into horses.  The cat-thing
would have been the equivalent, to her, of my love of horses.

John:  Yeah.  (To my sister) . . . Can you describe, again, what you
saw when your sister was burying that thing by the tree?

Laura:  It was a light, pale-blue glow, all over her face.  All over
her body, really.

John:  Had you ever seen anything like that before?

Laura:  I don't think I'd seen that before.

John:  What else are you not telling me?

Laura:  I can't remember anything else, but I'm making an effort.
I'll make notes for you.

At this point, Mother returned to the room, and after a brief
discussion about her memory block, a short discussion continued:

John:  Did you ever tell your mom why you left home at sixteen?

Laura:  Uh, no.

John:  (Spoken to my mother) . . . Do you remember why she left home
at sixteen?

Frances:  Well, she had enough credits--why not?

Laura:  Well, this has just surfaced in the last week.  Remember that
first memory I had . . . in my first session . . . I finally
remembered I had been on board one time.  They had examined me, and
when I woke up, I had an acute panic attack.  And I thought to
myself, "You know, it's kinda time to boogie on."  I felt like if I
were going to have this type of thing go on, it was time to go live a
normal life somewhere else.  So, I went to college and had a great
time.  I was going to be a nurse . . . Can you believe that?

John:  And this is the house that was "sometimes" there, when the
policeman would go by . . .

Lynne:  In fact, Mother always used to make the comment that there
was a "protected circle" around the house.

John:  Any other family secrets?  (Laugh).

Lynne:  We also have a pet deer that visits all the time.

Frances:  Yeah.  It comes up on the porch and eats cat food and bird
seed.

Lynne:  It's a real deer.  It belongs to some people across the road.

Laura:  And Mom's seen lights going by her window . . .

Lynne:  And shadows, too.

John:  Tell me more about that.

Frances:  Oh, a couple times in the past year . . . I saw two white
globes of light zip past the windows.  The highway is east of the
house, about 400 or 500 feet away.

John:  Do you notice any electrical effects, at all?

Frances:  The lights have always been out, when I saw the globes.
But we have electrical problems all the time.  (This statement
included comments regarding fuses and transformers.)

John:  Now, what about the shadows that you've seen?

Frances:  Oh, those are the little men who run by my front door.
They're probably about four feet tall.
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As we left the office, our group was somewhat subdued.  In many ways,
we had opened up further avenues of discussion, but the block Mother
had encountered had cast a pall over the proceedings.  On the drive
home, the subject returned often to her inability to break through
the block.  During the hypnotic regression, she had exhibited signs
of irritation frequently, and coupled with the blank wall she'd run
into, her mood was somber.  She berated herself for having the block,
and was puzzled about its origins.  Although we were aware that the
memory lapse had occurred at the point where the abduction would have
taken place, there seemed no point in causing her further anguish by
revealing even a partial reason for the block.  Whatever memories lay
behind that wall, it seemed best to allow them to remain hidden. She
was not pleased by our silence on the subject.

In the next few weeks, we took a brief respite from the fast pace,
deciding that a return to our regular, routine existence was in
order. The Midwest Conference on UFOs had been set for September 18 -
20, and all of my family members planned to attend.  The roster of
speakers for the convention was eyecatching, with a notable speaker
arranged on every facet of the UFO phenomenon.  Of particular
interest to me was the fact that Budd Hopkins would be attending--and
I was anxious to hear his presentation.  Noted for his research in
the field of alien abduction, this artist and author's work and
findings have been widely quoted, and are held in high esteem by many
other researchers.  The chance to hear him in person seemed a golden
opportunity, and one that I couldn't pass up.

Springfield, Missouri, is a thriving mid-western city, while still
managing to maintain a small-town friendliness.  With each visit, I
was becoming more enamored.  Having lived many years in a rural
area, the proximity of culture, entertainment--and the inevitable
shopping--was a heady brew to my senses.  I looked forward to the
Conference as an extension of that feeling.

My husband and I drove up a day early, and met with my family members
on the 18th.  My brother had decided to attend, even though he had
remained completely skeptical of the entire phenomenon throughout our
sessions.  It appeared that nothing short of being tapped on the back
by an alien was going to convince him that it wasn't all a part of
delusion, illusion, or out-and-out fabrication. My hope was that the
preponderance of evidence to the contrary would be presented here,
and that each of us would be able to accept the phenomenon,
regardless of what was causing it.

Budd Hopkins's speech was eloquent and persuasive, as he related the
story of an abduction witnessed by many, credible witnesses.
Triangulation of the site of the abduction was possible due to the
locations of these witnesses, who observed a woman floating out of a
high-rise apartment building into a waiting craft above.  During the
several years that had passed since the occurrence, many of these
witnesses had come forward on their own, to relate their memories to
Hopkins.  With each testimony added to the case, the weight of
evidence was worthy of regard as being potentially one of the most
important abductions on record.  And, the crowning element was the
fact that one of the alleged witnesses to the event was a
high-ranking political figure.  Mr. Hopkins's hope, along with
probably a good percentage of the audience that day, was that this
political personage would one day step forward and admit he had
observed the abduction.

On the final day of the Conference, I had the opportunity to meet
with a group of abductees.  Mr. Hopkins had graciously consented to
join our group for an informal discussion.  During this meeting, I
noticed a man slip into the room and take a chair.  He listened quite
avidly to the animated conversation, as each person added a thought
or conclusion to the round-table discussion.  After an interval, he
spoke also.  He related a personal tale that had nothing to do with
alien abductions, and then asked if anyone present knew who Circe
was. Having always been interested in Greek mythology, I answered
that she was a sorceress who had turned Odysseus's companions into
swine.  He smiled from his chair across the room, and then responded
by adding that no one should ever quit looking for answers.  With
this scintillating advice, he stood up and left the room.  As he
exited, I thought, "Who was that 'masked man?'"

The meeting drew to an end, and all the fears and uncertainty I'd
borne over the past months rushed in on me.  I broke into tears,
crying for my loss of innocence and feeling stranded in a world gone
mad.  Mr. Hopkins, who had been seated to my right, spontaneously
reached toward me and hugged me.  No words could have done more--his
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compassionate gesture showing the bond between human beings broke
through all barriers and my healing began.

Strange happenings seemed to be the focal point of that final day.
As my husband and I prepared to leave for the long drive home, we
discovered that Air Force One would be landing momentarily.  An
advance guard had already arrived and was peremptorily taking over
the premises.  I was amused that President Bush would campaign so
close to Arkansas--and not step foot over the border.  I became very
amused when I considered what his entourage must have thought about a
seditious group of UFO buffs in the very hotel the President was
going to be staying at.  Somehow, the thought of that was more
delightful than if I could have seen a live UFO at that point. Then,
I began wondering if it was mere chance that had placed the President
there that day--or the workings of a higher authority.  It was
definitely food for thought!

---------------------------------------------------------------------
UNITED KINGDOM UFO NETWORK

STATEMENT
uk.ufo.nw statement: The articles or text appearing within these
pages are not necessarily the views or opinions of United Kingdom
UFO Network.

REPORTS
Please forward all reports to: ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk

WWW
Visit us on the World Wide Web at
http://www.holodeck.demon.co.uk/

BACK ISSUES & FILES
For information on receiving back issues and other files send mail
with REQUEST INFO in the subject area to: ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk

IRC - (INTERNET RELAY CHAT)
The meetings take place at 11pm (2300hrs) each and every Saturday
night. Times will vary depending on your location in the world. If
you would like to know the time in your part of the world send a mail
to:

ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk

In the subject section put: IRC TIME INFO

In the message of your mail please put:

a) Your Country
b) Your location
c) Nearest major City

Connecting to our weekly UFO meetings on the IRC (internet relay
chat) is now easier than ever.

If you are using at least one of the following web browers:
Netscape 3 ++
MS Internet Explorer 4 ++

Simply visit one of the below url's (world wide web) addresses. When
the 'ultrachat' page has loaded you will see a large grey filled box
somewhere on the screen. It may then take a few more seconds for the
java script to load and run.

The grey area will then turn white and you will be asked to enter a
nickname. Your own name or a nickname will suffice here.

Once you press return you will be presented with various bits of
information scrolling up the screen. After a few seconds you will be
connected to the uk.ufo.nw #UFO channel.

Down the right hand side of the screen you will see a list of the
people currently on channel. At the bottom of the screen is where
you type your messages. The large upper left section of the screen is
were you read and follow the proceedings of the meetings.

Don't be shy. We are all a friendly bunch. Give it a go. You'll soon
get the hang of it. We'll be happy to offer any assistance that you
may need.

http://www.holodeck.demon.co.uk/ultrachat.html

http://www.holodeck.demon.co.uk/
http://www.holodeck.demon.co.uk/ultrachat.html
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http://www.maygale.org/07/eyesonly
http://www.geocities/Area51/Cavern/2646
http://www.tedric.demon.co.uk/ultrachat.htm
http://www.ultranet.org/webchat/ufo.html
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/colin.light/ultrachat.htm
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/phil.light
http://www.ufo.grid9.net/ufo.html
http://www.us.ultranet.org/webchat/ufo.html
http://www.no.ultranet.org/webchat/ufo.html
http://crowman.demon.co.uk/ultrachat.html

If you are using one of the dedicated IRC programs such as the
excellent MIRC available free from: http://www.mirc.co.uk/index.html
enter one of the below irc server addresses into your program. The
nearer the server to your location the faster the connection. If one
fails then try another.

London.UK.EU.UltraNET.Org
Belgrade.YU.EU.UltraNet.org
Kalemegdan.YU.EU.UltraNet.org
Singidunum.YU.EU.UltraNet.org
Bor.YU.EU.UltraNet.org
Zemun.YU.EU.UltraNet.org
Gloucester.UK.EU.UltraNET.Org
Uppsala.SE.EU.UltraNET.Org
Johnson-City.TN.US.UltraNet.Org
Haifa.IL.AS.UltraNET.Org
Mons.BE.EU.ultraNET.Org
Neuilly.FR.EU.UltraNET.Org
Hofors.SE.EU.UltraNET.Org
Bergen.NO.EU.UltraNET.Org

Once you are connected to a server join channel:
#UFO

The uk.ufo.nw #UFO channel is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Visit the channel at any time. There is usually someone there to
talk to.

For those of you needing help connecting to our IRC meetings send
your questions to:

ufo-irc-advice@crowman.demon.co.uk

If you want to be a little more adventurous and perhaps use one
of the dedicated IRC programs such as the excellent MIRC visit
the below urls for advice:

http://www.crowman.demon.co.uk/ultranet.htm
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/phil.light/irchelp.htm

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
The UK.UFO.NW free fortnightly e-zine covering UFO reports and
information from the UK and around the world is now available by
subscribing to our new List Server.

Send mail to:

listserv@sjuvm.stjohns.edu

In the main body of the mail put:

subscribe ufo fn ln

note: in place of fn put your first name.
      in place of ln put your last name.

For example:

subscribe ufo John Smith

A confirm mail will then be sent to you which you need to reply to
within 48 hours to be put on the e-zine mailing list.

If you have problems you may also subscribe by sending mail to:

ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk

In the subject section of your mail type: SUBSCRIBE

http://www.maygale.org/07/eyesonly
http://www.geocities/Area51/Cavern/2646
http://www.tedric.demon.co.uk/ultrachat.htm
http://www.ultranet.org/webchat/ufo.html
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/colin.light/ultrachat.htm
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/phil.light
http://www.ufo.grid9.net/ufo.html
http://www.us.ultranet.org/webchat/ufo.html
http://www.no.ultranet.org/webchat/ufo.html
http://crowman.demon.co.uk/ultrachat.html
http://www.mirc.co.uk/index.html
http://www.crowman.demon.co.uk/ultranet.htm
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/phil.light/irchelp.htm
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UFO Updates 
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Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952

From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 01:25:32 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 07:38:59 -0500
Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952

>Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 12:58:39 -0600
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington
>             DC 1952  investigation

Hello the list, and to Michael...

>>>Hey Jack.

>>>Thanks for posting your experience in regards to the 1952
>>>Washington Fly Overs.

>>I've mentioned the Washington, DC case once or twice over the
>>years, but not the fact I lived on Harvard St. N.W.  I lived in
>>an apartment building, but the scenes from the movie were of a
>>3-storey brownstone house, which was typical for the
>>neighborhood. Funny thing, I cannot recall seeing any motion
>>picture people thereabouts, though.  It was fun seeing all the
>>familiar sights in a major movie. I felt like I was a part of the
>>whole thing. To be honest, I didn't fully appreciate the
>>ramifications of the UFO events at the time. ...But I do now.

>Grin...yes, I guess you would.  I think I would feel the same
>way.  But, like you, I would wonder how they filmed the scene
>without "seeing" a film crew in the area.  Those things are not
>usually filmed in say, five minutes.

In the movie, they show the street sign, and Harvard Street.
The indoor scenes were probably done on a sound stage in
Hollywood.

>I was an extra on the film:  "A LEAGUE OF THEIR OWN," the story
>of the Women's Basball League in the 1940's during the War
>years.

>So, from your point of reflection, what do you now consider to be
>"the full ramifications," of the UFO events of the time?

Who's to say? One inconsistancy in the film is when Michael
Rennie and the young lad take a stroll from Harvard Street
to the flying saucer site. In real life, its about a 6 mile
walk. ...Nice "stroll." <G>

Ramifications? I don't really see any connection between the
movie and the events that took place. I consider myself as the
connection, since I lived in the neighborhood at the time.

>>>An interesting coincidence, indeed.  It makes one wonder if
>>>the movie was a prerequisite for "staging" those events.
>>>I know, some will say that it was not possible for our
>>>government to stage such an event at that time in our history.
>>>But, I ask, how do we know that for a fact?  It seems that
>>>there possibly were "flying disks" in operation on this
>>>planet at that time which were of "terrestrial" design and
>>>development.

>>>The public has been used as pawns in the international
>>>chess games for many years.  Who is to say this was not
>>>just one of those games?   Hmmmmmm
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I can't see any connection. The events were real. The radar,
the photos of white globes, The news broadcasts; They were
all real.

>>I don't think the Washington events were anything but
>>spontaneous. Everything was so open and public. Nowadays, people
>>are afraid of being stigmatized, and are much more shy of talking
>>about UFOs.

>At the time of the fly overs, yes...however, shortly thereafter,
>the lid of secrecy clamped down and it was difficult to get any
>further information on the "incidents."

I suppose this is true, but then, I wasn't among those trying
to get more information. I wouldn't have known how or who to
contact at the time. I guess the PRESS was having a hard time
though.

>There have been several documentaries made which touched on this
>event and showed the alleged radar trackings.  Yet, we still have
>a high level of denial surrounding this event.

Those doing the denying are using the passage of time as their
best weapon. After all, how many witnesses are still around?
...Like me. <G>  It all happened.  The facts should be avail-
able at the library and newspaper archives. The Washington Post
and the now defunct Times Herald would have all this in their
files. The Herald became the property of The Washington Post,
if I recall correctly.

>>I will be happy to assist the investigation in any manner I can.
>>Any questions asked of me will have the advantage of a first
>>hand recollection.  I just hope I can remember enough to be
>>of help.

>Thanks Jack...I appreciate the offer.

I don't see how this investigation could be a very difficult
one, unless the public record has been removed from the
newspaper archives. It's a very well documented case, and
second only to Roswell in importance, in my opinion. At any
rate, it should begin at the Washington Post, I would think.

Take care,

Jack
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Taiwanese UFO Cult Anoints Gary (Ind.) Loading Dock

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 08:30:45 +0100
Fwd Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 07:40:27 -0500
Subject: Taiwanese UFO Cult Anoints Gary (Ind.) Loading Dock

>From the "Kansas - Wichita Online", a service of The Wichita Eagle.
URL:

http://www.wichitaeagle.com/news/heymabel/index.htm

*******

Updated
SUNDAY
January 11, 1998
1:11 a.m. CST

UFO cult gathers in Gary, anointing new headquarters

By Rick Miller
Knight-Ridder News Service

GARY, Ind. -- At the end of the world, God's flying saucer will hover
over Lake Michigan to transport survivors of the nuclear holocaust to
the next dimension.

Gary is God's loading dock.

That's the belief of a Taiwanese religious cult that prayed in the
sands of Lake Street Beach in Gary on Friday, anointing the
"headquarters" from which God will rescue all remaining life on Earth.

"After the Great Tribulation happens in 1999, God's flying saucer will
carry off the survivors that come here," said the group's religious
leader, Hon-Ming Chen, speaking through interpreter and follower
Richard Liu.

The cult's 21 adults and 11 children arrived in Gary Friday after
driving two days from their home base in Garland, Texas.

"We just followed God's instructions," said the silver-haired Chen, 42.

On the beach, cult members stomped in the sand, waiving ritualistic
objects such as ornate scepters, golden crosses and ceramic dragons.
Chen threw fruits and rice into the water, periodically staring at his
open palm. Chen speaks to God through his hand, followers said.

Their religion combines aspects of Christianity, Buddhism and science
fiction. Among the group, two 9-year-old boys were said to be the
reincarnations of Jesus and Buddha.

Commonly known as the Taiwanese UFO Cult, the group is often compared
to Heaven's Gate, the cult of computer programmers who systematically
killed themselves last year to rendezvous with a UFO trailing the
Hale-Bopp comet.

Speculation on the Internet is that the Taiwanese cult, which claims to
have 150 members, could commit suicide as soon as March 31. That's when
they believe God will come to Earth in an exact replica of Chen in
order to instruct humanity by means of television of what is to come.
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But Chen said he and his followers don't intend to commit suicide if
that doesn't happen.

"God tells us that suicide is never to be allowed, never permitted,"
Chen said. He, like others, wore a white cowboy hat through which
followers believe that God's spirit enters their bodies.

The Taiwanese cult started its first chapter in California in 1995,
after followers used their life savings to come to the United States.
Chen, their leader, relocated the cult last year to Garland. which he
describes as "God's office." The name, Garland, sounds like "God-land,"
he's been quoted as saying.

Chen preaches that a nuclear war in 1999 will trigger what he calls the
"Great Tribulation." Those who survive the nuclear winter will be
rescued by God's flying saucer. There will be other loading docks, but
Lake Street Beach will be the headquarters, Chen explained.

"Regardless of any kind of religious sect, any believers in God, any
life form in the American continent can survive the Great Tribulation,"
Chen said. "All those who believe in God and are willing to receive
God's salvation can be saved by God."

Toward the end of the hour-long ritual Friday, several adults and an
8-year-old girl, said to be a leader in the coming dimension, took off
their sneakers, rolled up their pant legs and waded into the lake's
36-degree water. Another part of the ritual came when members dipped
ornate scepter-like objects into the lake. The group planned to return
to Garland.

Asked if there's a spiritual connection between Garland and Gary, Liu
answered: "Nothing is a coincident," adding, "After March 31,
everything will be clear."
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Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 08:47:46 -0600 [Joel Henry]
Fwd Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 16:47:20 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 07:01:04 +0000
>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: AA FILM DANGER SIGN

>According to the  Skeptical Inquirer (July l997), John English, a
>former director of the International Aerospece Hall of Fame and a
>graphics designer, noted that the 'DANGER' sign on the wall of
>the autopsy room was a standard government-issue sign. He tracked
>the graphics design to a specific OSHA issue. It was alledgedly
>for government use in l973  9The sign).

>Can anyone verify this ?

>Yours,

>Philip Mantle.

It would seem that the 'Danger' sign is a moot issue since
Theresa Carlson (Minnesota MUFON FI) has conclusively proven the
Alien Autopsy film a hoax in her treatise "Shadows of Doubt".
See:

http://www.uforeport.com/shadow.html

The video she put together is even more damning. As far as I'm
concerned it's time to chuck this hoax and get on with legitimate
UFO research.

Joel Henry

*****************************************************
Minnesota MUFON Webmaster
Minnesota MUFON Web Page= http://www.wavefront.com/~jhenry/index.html
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Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No

From: entropy@brighid.sunflower.com [Tom Genereaux]
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 10:04:11 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 16:50:25 -0500
Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No 

> Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 11:15:38 -0800
> From: "Terry J. Blanton" <commengr@bellsouth.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No
>         Accident Of Nature

> Jim Deardorff wrote to Stig:

> > Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 09:33:20 -0800 (PST)
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@proaxis.com>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Nando Net: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of
> >   Nature

> > I wouldn't get my hopes up that Van Flandern's conclusions will
> > carry any weight at all within scientific astronomical circles.

> <snip>

> > For example, he has set forth much evidence supporting the idea
> > that there was once a planet orbiting where asteroids predominate
> > now, which exploded; this has been put down on the basis that no
> > known natural mechanism for any such explosion is known.  And so
> > the implication that ETs may have done it will receive ridicule.

> <snip>

> Van Flandern obviously read _Stranger in a Strange Land_. :)

> Actually, there is a legitimate theory that a tenth planet once
> existed between Mars and Jupiter but it was torn asunder by the
> combined tidal forces of these planets, not spiders from Mars
> (apologies to Dave Bowie and Bob Heinlein).

> Terry

There is also the competing hypothesis that a 10th planet *tried*
to form and didn't make it. Either is possible, I lean towards
the "failed planet" theory myself.

Tom G.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 12

Re: Taiwanese UFO Cult Anoints Gary (Ind.) Loading

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 09:17:48 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 16:53:27 -0500
Subject: Re: Taiwanese UFO Cult Anoints Gary (Ind.) Loading

>From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 08:30:45 +0100
>Subject: Taiwanese UFO Cult Anoints Gary (Ind.) Loading Dock

>>From the "Kansas - Wichita Online", a service of The Wichita Eagle.
>URL:

>http://www.wichitaeagle.com/news/heymabel/index.htm

>*******

>"God tells us that suicide is never to be allowed, never permitted,"
>Chen said. He, like others, wore a white cowboy hat through which
>followers believe that God's spirit enters their bodies.

Guess I'll have to stop wearing that white Stetson of mine!!!

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 12

Re: CANUFO: Quebec ufologists in the dark, out in

From: "gilles milot" <milotg@videotron.ca>
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 09:53:57 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 16:58:27 -0500
Subject: Re: CANUFO: Quebec ufologists in the dark, out in

> From: Chris Rutkowski <rutkows@cc.umanitoba.ca>
> Subject: [CANUFO] Quebec ufologists in the dark, out in the cold
> To: canufo@cron-2.mco.net
> Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 11:38:38 -0600 (CST)

> Just thought I'd post a note to this list regarding Quebec
> members. I just spoke with Christian Page today (Saturday). He
> and Jacques Poulet are in some of the areas hardest-hit by the
> ice storm. I was unable to reach Jacques by phone, but managed to
> reach Christian after a few tries. He reports that they are
> without heat and electricity, but do have phone service. He said
> that Jacques has been without *everything* for 5 days!

> It's a tough situation, and I told Christian that the thoughts of
> everyone on the List are with them both and their families.

Thank you Chris for your positive message, Christian and Jacques
are located in an area called  The dark triangle
(St-Hyacinthe-Granby, St-Jean sur le Richelieu) and they have
been hit by the storm very seriously. Our thoughts are with them
and all the others affected by this unusual storm. I've been
myself away from home for three days due to utilitiy shortage now
it`s back to normal but it`s nothing in comparaison to what
Christian and Jacques now endure.

thanks,
Gilles Milot
Association Qu=E9becoise d'Ufologie
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 12

Re: Bryant's Request for Grand Jury: What's the

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 12:14:02 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 17:01:52 -0500
Subject: Re: Bryant's Request for Grand Jury: What's the

While cruising through the UFOMIND site, this posting from last September
jogged my memory. I would like to know if anyone has anymore information or if
anything has come of this.

Thanks,
Rebecca

http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/updates/1997/sep/m25-005.shtml

> Bryant Requests Grand Jury Investigation Of

> From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
> Date: Wed, 24 Sep 1997 15:52:06 +0200
> Fwd Date: Thu, 25 Sep 1997 07:09:50 -0400
> Subject: Bryant Requests Grand Jury Investigation Of

> Found on Ufomind's 'What's New' page
> http://www.ufomind.com/new/currrent
> under 'September 23' in the 'Ufomind Mailing List' section. URL for
> this item:
> http://www.ufomind.com/misc/1997/sep/d23-005.shtml
> ***
> Bryant Requests Grand Jury Investigation of Corso's Claims
> From: campbell@ufomind.com (Glenn Campbell, Las Vegas)
> Date: Tue, 23 Sep 1997 11:57:28 -0800
> -
> From: DPinchas@aol.com
> Date: Sun, 21 Sep 1997 23:39:07 -0400 (EDT)
> To: webmaster@ufomind.com
> Subject: Letter from Larry Bryant
> Mr. Campbell,
> Larry Bryant asked me to send you the attached letter to be posted on
> his page in ufomind.  He'd like to encourage other people to follow his
> example and write to their local U.S. attorney demanding a grand jury
> to examine the Corso claims.  Please post this file accordingly.  If
> you have any trouble with the file, please let me know.
> Thanks,

> Dan Pinchas

<snip>
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 12

Re: Taiwanese UFO Cult Anoints Gary (Ind.) Loading

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 12:26:33 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 17:20:02 -0500
Subject: Re: Taiwanese UFO Cult Anoints Gary (Ind.) Loading

>  From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 08:30:45 +0100
>  Subject: Taiwanese UFO Cult Anoints Gary (Ind.) Loading Dock

>  >From the "Kansas - Wichita Online", a service of The Wichita Eagle.
>  URL:

>  http://www.wichitaeagle.com/news/heymabel/index.htm

>  *******

>  Updated
>  SUNDAY
>  January 11, 1998
>  1:11 a.m. CST

>  UFO cult gathers in Gary, anointing new headquarters

>  By Rick Miller
>  Knight-Ridder News Service

>  GARY, Ind. -- At the end of the world, God's flying saucer will hover
>  over Lake Michigan to transport survivors of the nuclear holocaust to
>  the next dimension.

During the Vietnam war and accompanying street riots something or
somebody was going come and deliver the world from all its
problems.  Never Happened.

Armageddon was going to happen in the Fall of 1975. Never
Happened.

The 70s version of Hal Lindseys book was absolute, drop dead, not
wrong that Armageddon was going to happen in 1979 all according
to Lindseys interpretation of biblical prophecy.  Never
Happened.

Although Hal has a revised version about how its all going to
take place in 1999/2000.

The *rapture* was going to happen on pick your date between 1975,
and current when all the faithful would be taken up while the
"evil people* would have to suffer through the 7 years of
tribulation blah blah.

Needless to say the faithful haven't been raptured yet and the
earth and its people are  suffering through many calamities and
tribulations.

While these people may belive that God will deliver them from
this alleged self proclaimed nuclear holocost, God did not
deliver (using the rapture/flying saucer logic) from suffering
the millions of people that were killed/injured/homeless in
Europe from WW 1 & 2, did not deliver the 18 million people
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killed from the influenza plage of 1918, did not deliver the
passangers of TWA flight 800, so I find it highly unlikely that
God would deliver the world from a nuclear holocost.

<snip>

>  "After the Great Tribulation happens in 1999, God's flying saucer will
>  carry off the survivors that come here," said the group's religious
>  leader, Hon-Ming Chen, speaking through interpreter and follower
>  Richard Liu.

Does everybody remember Elizabeth clare Prophet that has the
compound north of Yellowstone park?  She was   the self
proclaimed prophetess who claimed back in either the late 70s, or
early 80s that a nuclear holocost was going to happen on a
particular date because "God told her."

Her and her followers built huge bunkers, to when the nuclear
holocost came, she and her followers would be the only ones that
survived.

Needless to say the date came and went, and last I heard the
nuclear bunkers were slowly filling with water.

<snip>
>
>  Asked if there's a spiritual connection between Garland and Gary, Liu
>  answered: "Nothing is a coincident," adding, "After March 31,
>  everything will be clear."

After March 31st is April 1st.  April Fools and the joke will be
on them........:)

Cheers,
Robert
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 12

Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 12:55:18 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 17:23:01 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/8/98 3:44 PM:
>  From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
>  To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
>  Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 10:12:23 -1000

>  Does Dave ever discuss the biology of this hybridization?  For,
>  in order to cross an non-terrestrial being directly with a human,
>  some very interesting DNA manipulation would have to be done. In
>  fact, for this to work at all, the alien biology would have to be
>  so close to ours that there must be a recent common ancestor....
>  possibly an early group of abductees. It is certainly difficult,
>  given the thousands of reproductive methods available right here
>  on earth, to imagine that a race of aliens just happen to have
>  the correct plumbing with which to interface with humans. I tend
>  to dismiss the entire idea for several reasons but anything is
>  possible and it leads to some interesting speculation.

It's even more complicated than one might think.

DNA carries a large number of sequences of genetic material. In
any given cell, only a small number of them are active (the ones
which are useful for that type of cell at that stage in its
development).

Some of the inactive sequences cannot, so far as we know, be
reactivated short of a mutation, while others are temporarily
blocked by the presence of various substances in the cell (this
is how cells regulate the production of materials through a
feedback mechanism which involves a hideously complex chain of
chemical reactions).

There are some special sequences, which signal where RNA can
start transcribing genetic material in the first step of creating
proteins; other sequences say where that transcription should
end.

The sequences used in terrestrial DNA code three for one for
specific amino acids, and the sequence as a whole tells the cell
in which order to assemble the amino acids to make a protein. But
there are many more possible sequences than there are proteins
used in terrestrial life. Some of the unused sequences have been
developed through evolution to signal the start and the end of a
sequence, or to act as spaces between sequences.

Now, while chemistry dictates which sequences code for which
amino acids, thus making it likely that a DNA using cell from
elsewhere would also use those same sequences to code for those
amino acids (assuming those amino acids were used in their
proteins, which is not a given either), the other sequences,
especially the promoter and terminator sequences, are choices
made by evolution from a fairly wide set of possibilities. And
because inhibition of sequences in terrestrial organisms is based
on a chemistry which typically blocks the promoter, the chances
of a DNA based alien biochemistry being able to use our DNA in
its reaction networks seems highly unlikely.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
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http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 12

Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 13:07:25 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 17:47:38 -0500
Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No

>  Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 09:33:20 -0800 (PST)
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@proaxis.com>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Nando Net: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of
>                           Nature

>  For example, he has set forth much evidence supporting the idea
>  that there was once a planet orbiting where asteroids predominate
>  now, which exploded; this has been put down on the basis that no
>  known natural mechanism for any such explosion is known.  And so
>  the implication that ETs may have done it will receive ridicule.

I haven't read the specific assertions which he has made, but I
suspect the main reason his contention was not accepted was that
most solar system origin theorists would find it unnecessary.

Most origin theories have no problem accounting for the asteroid
belt with the same mechanisms they use to account for the
development of planets and planetary ring systems (the asteroid
belt being essentially a solar system-sized ring system with all
of the normal characteristics of such a system).

A new theory usually has tough going even when there is a need
for a theory to explain some new evidence or some problem with
old theories' ability to explain that new evidence. But a theory
offered to explain something pretty well explained without a
compelling supporting mechanism won't be something any
professional scientist will waste much time on.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
------
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 12

Re: 'Surplus Time'

From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 18:45:35 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 21:26:15 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Surplus Time'

Hello List:

This is a quick overview of an event that occurred sometime
around Christmas, with a request for any relevant information.

The experience was relayed to me from a third-hand source tonight
(relative of individual), and I currently do not have any further
details. There is no obvious connection to any UFO event, except
perhaps as it relates to the inverse of "missing time". There is
also an indirect connection to UFO events, which I will explain
below.

The gentleman who had the experience starts work at about 3:00
a.m., and always has his alarm alarm clock set to 1:00 a.m. After
waking up, he habitually watches a certain 1 hour T.V. program
that always starts at that time, while he prepares himself for
work. He definitely watched the program on the day in question.
After watching it, he leaves for work shortly after 2:00 a.m.,
and generally arrives at work about 2:40 to 2:45 a.m. (about
40-45 minute drive).

On the day in question, when he arrived at work, his co-workers
asked him why he had arrived so early. When he checked the time,
it was about 1:50 a.m. He had _gained_ almost one hour of time.

The gentleman is greatly disturbed about the event, and has
double-checked everything he could think of, including the time
his clock was set at, the time the alarm was set at, and the time
of the T.V. show. The T.V. show was not repeated an hour
earlier.

The gentleman does not believe in UFO or supernatural events, and
has apparently never personally experienced such events. Unknown
to him (his wife has never mentioned this to him), his oldest
daughter (aged 11) has had repeated UFO experiences since
childhood. His other daughter (aged 5) has had possible
supernatural experiences, but not any UFO experiences that her
mother is aware of.

Because of how disturbed this gentleman is about this experience,
I was requested by the gentleman's relative to ask whether any
one on this List has heard of, or has read of any experiences in
which time is _gained_ rather than "missed".

I would appreciate any information regarding similar events,
including any references to literature sources, and will pass
these on to the gentleman's relative.

Thank you.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 12

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 18:59:52 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 22:17:08 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 08:47:46 -0600 [Joel Henry]
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>It would seem that the 'Danger' sign is a moot issue since
>Theresa Carlson (Minnesota MUFON FI) has conclusively proven the
>Alien Autopsy film a hoax in her treatise "Shadows of Doubt".
>See:

>http://www.uforeport.com/shadow.html

>The video she put together is even more damning. As far as I'm
>concerned it's time to chuck this hoax and get on with legitimate
>UFO research.

>Joel Henry

Joel,

Theresa has proved nothing of the sort, and she admits so.  She
has found some unusual points which need further research, but
until the first autopsy footage is released there is really
nothing we can do to support or refute her findings.

BTW, this IS legitimate UFO research.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 12

Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No

From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@proaxis.com>
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 16:56:11 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 22:47:06 -0500
Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature
>Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 13:07:25 -0800

>>  Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 09:33:20 -0800 (PST)
>>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>  From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@proaxis.com>
>>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Nando Net: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature

>>  For example, he has set forth much evidence supporting the idea
>>  that there was once a planet orbiting where asteroids predominate
>>  now, which exploded; this has been put down on the basis that no
>>  known natural mechanism for any such explosion is known.  And so
>>  the implication that ETs may have done it will receive ridicule.

>I haven't read the specific assertions which he has made, but I
>suspect the main reason his contention was not accepted was that
>most solar system origin theorists would find it unnecessary.

>Most origin theories have no problem accounting for the asteroid
>belt with the same mechanisms they use to account for the
>development of planets and planetary ring systems (the asteroid
>belt being essentially a solar system-sized ring system with all
>of the normal characteristics of such a system).

I recall some recent article in 'Science', I think it was, where
the study indicated it would be tougher than they thought to
explain the presence of the asteroid belt.  The hypothesis had
been that Jupiter's gravity (somehow) prevented the asteroid
material from forming into a planet.  If you go to an astronomy
news group, you can get quick, orthodox answers to such
questions.

Of course, the total mass of asteroids, known plus extrapolated,
only totals up to the mass of a very small planet.  I guess the
exploded planet theory accounts for this by Jupiter and the sun
having swept up most of the missing planet's fragmented mass,
with some more perhaps having been expelled from the solar
system.

But Van Flandern goes into much of this in his book.

>A new theory usually has tough going even when there is a need
>for a theory to explain some new evidence or some problem with
>old theories' ability to explain that new evidence. But a theory
>offered to explain something pretty well explained without a
>compelling supporting mechanism won't be something any
>professional scientist will waste much time on.

Sorry I can't remember the 'Science' article that suggests it
isn't so well explained after all.  If I find the time, I'll
browse through the last 5 issues of 'Science'.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 12

Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No

From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 23:05:33 +0100
Fwd Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 23:21:57 -0500
Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No

> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No Accident   Of Nature
> Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 13:07:25 -0800

> >  Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 09:33:20 -0800 (PST)
> >  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >  From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@proaxis.com>
> >  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Nando Net: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of
> >                           Nature

> >  For example, he has set forth much evidence supporting the idea
> >  that there was once a planet orbiting where asteroids predominate
> >  now, which exploded; this has been put down on the basis that no
> >  known natural mechanism for any such explosion is known.  And so
> >  the implication that ETs may have done it will receive ridicule.

<snipped>

> A new theory usually has tough going even when there is a need
> for a theory to explain some new evidence or some problem with
> old theories' ability to explain that new evidence. But a theory
> offered to explain something pretty well explained without a
> compelling supporting mechanism won't be something any
> professional scientist will waste much time on.

> ------
> Mark Cashman

Hi Mark,

You know I can remember back in my late teens and early twenties
when the broken up planet theory accounting for the asteroid belt
was an acceptable idea. It was around for a few years. This would
have been in the 60s [ if you can remember the 60s then you
weren't really there].

What boosted this particular scientist into the "quacky ranks"
with his fellow "professionals". BTW that last term sometimes is
just a permit some groups apply to themselves so that they can
stick their heads up the respective asses without really being to
embarrassed about it. At least around themselves. I think they
picked it up from the politicians.

Not that there's anything wrong with that.

Don Ledger
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 12

Re: Lunar Prospector Begins Orbiting Moon

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 03:26:01 +0100
Fwd Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 23:26:21 -0500
Subject: Re: Lunar Prospector Begins Orbiting Moon

Found at the site of The Nando Times. URL:

http://www.nando.net/newsroom/ntn/health/011198/health18_20336_noframes.
html

******

Lunar Prospector spacecraft begins orbiting moon

Copyright =A91998 Nando.net
Copyright =A91998 The Associated Press

MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. (January 11, 1998 3:18 p.m. EST
http://www.nando.net) -- The Lunar Prospector spacecraft maneuvered
into orbit around the moon on Sunday, getting set for high-altitude
scientific study that will get under way later this week.

"Everything's working just as it had in our simulations," said Scott
Hubbard, mission manager at NASA's Ames Research Center.

The spacecraft's engine burned for 30 minutes to put the unmanned probe
in orbit. Subsequent engine firings will be conducted to position
Prospector into the polar orbit required by researchers.

Prospector carries instruments that will search from above for evidence
of frozen water at the moon's shadowy poles, as well signs of minerals
and gases. The 4-foot-long, 650-pound spacecraft was launched Jan. 6
from Florida on an Athena rocket. Its $65 million, year-long mission:
to map the moon's surface to determine its composition and its
gravitational and magnetic fields.

Scientists expect to begin collecting scientific data as soon as
Prospector settles into a 60-mile-high polar orbit sometime Tuesday.

"Within the first month or so, we expect to get an answer on whether
there are large quantities of polar ice," Hubbard said.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration last explored the
moon in December 1972 with Apollo 17, which was manned.

Copyright =A91998 Nando.net
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 12

Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952

From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 21:42:41 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 23:32:11 -0500
Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 

> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 investigation
> Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 01:25:32 EST
>
> >Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 12:58:39 -0600
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington
> >             DC 1952  investigation
>
> Hello the list, and to Michael...
>
> >>>Hey Jack.

If you are interested in the 1952 Washington National Airport
Sightings you ought to read. Edward J. Ruppelts - 'The Report on
Unidentified Flying Objects', Chapter 12, "The Washington
Merry-go-round". This chapter is entirely on these events and
most of it is insider information which was NEVER chronicled in
the newspapers.  Ruppelt was at that time the head of Project
Blue Book and was the one who coined the term "UFO" issued in the
1952 press release describing these events.

Gary Alevy
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 13

Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No

From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 21:26:11 -0600
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 00:04:23 -0500
Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No

>From: entropy@brighid.sunflower.com [Tom Genereaux]
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 10:04:11 +0000
>Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No  Accdent Of Nature

> <snip>

>> > For example, he has set forth much evidence supporting the idea
>> > that there was once a planet orbiting where asteroids predominate
>> > now, which exploded; this has been put down on the basis that no
>> > known natural mechanism for any such explosion is known.  And so
>> > the implication that ETs may have done it will receive ridicule.

>> <snip>

>> Van Flandern obviously read _Stranger in a Strange Land_. :)

>> Actually, there is a legitimate theory that a tenth planet once
>> existed between Mars and Jupiter but it was torn asunder by the
>> combined tidal forces of these planets, not spiders from Mars
>> (apologies to Dave Bowie and Bob Heinlein).

>> Terry

>There is also the competing hypothesis that a 10th planet *tried*
>to form and didn't make it. Either is possible, I lean towards
>the "failed planet" theory myself.

>Tom G.

Then of course there is the writings of Zachariah Sitchin, and his
book 'The 12th Planet'

In this book the Sumerians allege that there was a rogue planet
which had broken away from it's sun and along with it's 12 moons,
it came into our solar system in a giant elliptical orbit which
crossed the paths horizontally of our planets.  Thus on one of
these orbits, it crossed the path of the planet Tiamut, the water
planet.  As it drew closer to Tiamut, let by it's 12 moons, the
gravitational forces of such a giant planet (about the size of
Jupiter) split the planet Tiamut in half.  One half became the
"asteroid belt," and the other half spun off into space and
allegedly settled into the third orbit around our Sun...in other
words, it became the early earth.  AS the planet settled into
place, and began to cool, the waters drained into the low places
and it assumed it's present shape...

It also brought with it, it's moon, Kingu, which is our present
moon.

Well, that is the story which Sitchin says the Sumerian Cuneiform
tablets tell...He is one of only a handful of scholars who can
still read the Sumerian and Babylonian languages today.

There is also another theory as to how the artifacts may have
arisen on Mars.  It is theorised that as the Sun spits out it's
planetary system, there exists a "life belt" which each of these
planets passes through over a period of millions of years, or
longer.
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It is theorized that the Earth now occupies that space which Mars
occupied during it's "life belt" period.  Thus, Life would have
arisen, mature, advanced, left the planet just as the planet was
moving out of the "life belt, or zone" and possibly migrated to
the Earth, which was just starting to move into that zone, or to
other star or planetary systems elsewhere.

Based on the development of life on the earth, it might be
possible that the artifacts on Mars are remnants of our
Ancestral heritage.

Just a thought.

REgards, Mike
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 13

Re: Bryant's Request for Grand Jury: What's the

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 23:10:36 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 08:05:19 -0500
Subject: Re: Bryant's Request for Grand Jury: What's the

>  From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>  Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 12:14:02 EST
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: Bryant's Request for Grand Jury: What's the Status?

>  While cruising through the UFOMIND site, this posting from last September
>  jogged my memory. I would like to know if anyone has anymore information or
>  if anything has come of this.

>  Thanks,
>  Rebecca

>  http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/updates/1997/sep/m25-005.shtml

>  > Bryant Requests Grand Jury Investigation Of

>  > From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>  > Date: Wed, 24 Sep 1997 15:52:06 +0200
>  > Fwd Date: Thu, 25 Sep 1997 07:09:50 -0400
>  > Subject: Bryant Requests Grand Jury Investigation Of

>  > Found on Ufomind's 'What's New' page
>  > http://www.ufomind.com/new/currrent
>  > under 'September 23' in the 'Ufomind Mailing List' section. URL for
>  > this item:
>  > http://www.ufomind.com/misc/1997/sep/d23-005.shtml
>  > ***
>  > Bryant Requests Grand Jury Investigation of Corso's Claims
>  > From: campbell@ufomind.com (Glenn Campbell, Las Vegas)
>  > Date: Tue, 23 Sep 1997 11:57:28 -0800
>  > -
>  > From: DPinchas@aol.com
>  > Date: Sun, 21 Sep 1997 23:39:07 -0400 (EDT)
>  > To: webmaster@ufomind.com
>  > Subject: Letter from Larry Bryant
>  > Mr. Campbell,
>  > Larry Bryant asked me to send you the attached letter to be posted on
>  > his page in ufomind.  He'd like to encourage other people to follow his
>  > example and write to their local U.S. attorney demanding a grand jury
>  > to examine the Corso claims.  Please post this file accordingly.  If
>  > you have any trouble with the file, please let me know.
>  > Thanks,

>  > Dan Pinchas

>  <snip>

For Dan and others

I hate to pour water on this one BUT WHAT LAWS WERE BROKEN BY
CORSO?

US attorneys are investigating drug deals, killings, mob,
embezzlement, stealing from the military.

Can you imagine what they would do with a letter
requesting a grand jury investigation of Corso.

Its called round file after writing a one paragraph response
about how busy the US attorneys office is, how under staffed, and
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with budget cuts......

US attorneys generally don't mess with stuff out of books because
Anybody can write anything on paper.

Cheers,

Search for other documents from or mentioning: rgates8254 | xiannekei | stig_agermose | campbell | dpinchas |
webmaster
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 13

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 02:56:13 +0100
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 08:08:07 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 18:59:52 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> >The video she put together is even more damning. As far as I'm
> >concerned it's time to chuck this hoax and get on with legitimate
> >UFO research.

> >Joel Henry

> Joel,

> Theresa has proved nothing of the sort, and she admits so.  She
> has found some unusual points which need further research, but
> until the first autopsy footage is released there is really
> nothing we can do to support or refute her findings.

> BTW, this IS legitimate UFO research.

> Bob

Geez Bob,

You really think after three years that Santilli is finally going to
release that film. :-)

Don
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 13

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com>
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 23:22:08 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 08:09:50 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 08:47:46 -0600 [Joel Henry]
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  >Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 07:01:04 +0000
>  >From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>  >To: updates@globalserve.net
>  >Subject: AA FILM DANGER SIGN

>  >According to the  Skeptical Inquirer (July l997), John English, a
>  >former director of the International Aerospece Hall of Fame and a
>  >graphics designer, noted that the 'DANGER' sign on the wall of
>  >the autopsy room was a standard government-issue sign. He tracked
>  >the graphics design to a specific OSHA issue. It was alledgedly
>  >for government use in l973  9The sign).

>  >Can anyone verify this ?

>  >Yours,

>  >Philip Mantle.

>  It would seem that the 'Danger' sign is a moot issue since
>  Theresa Carlson (Minnesota MUFON FI) has conclusively proven the
>  Alien Autopsy film a hoax in her treatise "Shadows of Doubt".
>  See:

>  http://www.uforeport.com/shadow.html

>  The video she put together is even more damning. As far as I'm
>  concerned it's time to chuck this hoax and get on with legitimate
>  UFO research.

>  Joel Henry

Joel,

Even if the film is proven 100% conclusively a hoax, people will
still want to ponder over the deep significance of it all.
With such speculative pieces of "What if the film was real.."

Cheers,
Robert
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Re: Taiwanese UFO Cult Anoints Gary (Ind.) Loading

From: troodon@netnitco.net
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 22:31:53 -0600
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 08:11:57 -0500
Subject: Re: Taiwanese UFO Cult Anoints Gary (Ind.) Loading

You know, I live less than ten miles away from the Lake Street Beach. Which
is fine by me, because just in case these folks are right, I can hop in the
Civic and meet God's saucer.

Good fortune, safe travels

David Orr

Push the button, Frank.
********************************
TRANSMISSION ENDED.
********************************
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Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 00:04:25 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 08:25:49 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 08:47:46 -0600 [Joel Henry]
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

<snip>

>  It would seem that the 'Danger' sign is a moot issue since
>  Theresa Carlson (Minnesota MUFON FI) has conclusively proven the
>  Alien Autopsy film a hoax in her treatise "Shadows of Doubt".
>  See:

>  http://www.uforeport.com/shadow.html

>  The video she put together is even more damning. As far as I'm
>  concerned it's time to chuck this hoax and get on with legitimate
>  UFO research.

I agree Joel. However, the fact that we gave this flimsy film
story the time of day for this long is ridiculous, IMO.

FWIW, the danger sign story has been around for a while. I
believe Theresa even did some first hand investigation of that as
well.

Rebecca
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: Paul Williams <paulw@escape.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 00:24:59 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 08:47:10 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

Errol,  here's a press release for ya.

David M. Jacobs PhD will be interviewed by Paul Williams on the
next edition of UFO Desk. Air date, January 18, 1998, one am,
over radio WBAI NY 99.5 FM.

UFO Desk, esist inside of Sidney Smiths Carrier Wave.

Paul Wms.
Producer UFO Desk
www.escape.com/~paulw/ufodesk.html
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UFO Bumper Stickers.....

From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 19:51:44 -1000
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 08:31:38 -0500
Subject: UFO Bumper Stickers.....

Humans... the other white meat.

If we aren't supposed to eat people, why are they made of meat?

So many idiots, so few comets.

Wanted: A meaningful one night relationship.

We are from Microsoft. Resistance Is Futile. You Will Be Assimilated.
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Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 01:30:12 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 09:07:47 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

>From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
>Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 21:42:41 -0500
>Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
>investigation

>> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
>investigation

> >>>Hey Jack.
>
>If you are interested in the 1952 Washington National Airport
>Sightings you ought to read. Edward J. Ruppelts - 'The Report on
>Unidentified Flying Objects', Chapter 12, "The Washington
>Merry-go-round". This chapter is entirely on these events and
>most of it is insider information which was NEVER chronicled in
>the newspapers.  Ruppelt was at that time the head of Project
>Blue Book and was the one who coined the term "UFO" issued in the
>1952 press release describing these events.
>
>Gary Alevy

Hello The List, and hello Gary...

Only one chapter? Gee, wouldn't it be fun if you typed
it in for us? ...Or if you have a scanner... Or maybe
just the highlights? I'm not going to buy the book just
to read chapter 12. Besides, how can I be sure of the
accuracy of its contents? Someone is going to look at
some back newspapers which I am sure are available, and
therein will be found the most reliable of information.
I have to say this first, then if the book has something
more to offer... Well, we shall see.

Regards,

Jack
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Re: The Lesotho Incident

From: Jakes Louw <LOUWJE@telkom.co.za>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 11:27:05 +0200
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 08:54:26 -0500
Subject: Re: The Lesotho Incident

>Date: 20 Dec 97 19:43:00 GMT
>From: koch@wad.berlin.fido.de <Joachim Koch>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: The Lesotho Incident

>During the (hopefully) quiet Christmas Days I am going to  prepare
>another update report of recent developments surrounding the Lesotho
>Incident and would like to publish it here only.

I'm sorry, but until Herr Koch can provide me with some research
material, I'm going to have to provoke him by saying that the
entire Lesotho incident was and is a huge pile of hogwash.

I have it from a reliable source that Cynthia Hind from Zimbabwe
investigated the case, and declared it a hoax.

Once again I will repeat myself:
Despite numerous postings to various mailing lists and discussion
groups, as well as direct email to Herren Koch und Von Retyi, I
have received nothing. Zip.

What is posted at Koch's web site could just as well have been
created by myself with a scanner and image-editing software.

If I had a scanner, I'd do it, too, just to show that the
so-called "documentary proof" is garbage.

That's all I have to say....

Jakes E. Louw
+27 12 311-2668
082 923 6144
louwje@telkom.co.za
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Re: 'Surplus Time'

From: Stuart.Reid@britcoun.org
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 09:34:58 +0000
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 09:01:29 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Surplus Time'

>Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 18:45:35 -0800
>From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Surplus time

>Hello List:

>This is a quick overview of an event that occurred sometime
>around Christmas, with a request for any relevant information.

<cut>

>Because of how disturbed this gentleman is about this experience,
>I was requested by the gentleman's relative to ask whether any
>one on this List has heard of, or has read of any experiences in
>which time is _gained_ rather than "missed".

The missing time that some people experience generally tend to be
related to some sort of UFO event.

It is possible that the cause of this missing time, is not really
missing, just that it never actually happened. meaning that
somehow the person traveled forward through time for a few hours
and hence the time inbetween from when they remember to where
they are now, for them at least, never existed.

Presumably then if someone or something has the ability to travel
forward in time, the ability might also be there to travel back
in time. Causing the uncomfortable feeling of gained time.

If this person`s family has been experiencing somesort of UFO or
paranormal events then it could be directly related to those
events.

Anyway, its just a thought.

Regards

Stuart.
www.geocities.com/collegepark/union/1021/
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Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 05:37:35 -0600
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 09:07:19 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

>From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
>Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 21:42:41 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952  investigation

>> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 investigation
>> Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 01:25:32 EST

>> >Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 12:58:39 -0600
>> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> >From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
>> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington
>> >             DC 1952  investigation

>> Hello the list, and to Michael...

>> >>>Hey Jack.

>If you are interested in the 1952 Washington National Airport
>Sightings you ought to read. Edward J. Ruppelts - 'The Report on
>Unidentified Flying Objects', Chapter 12, "The Washington
>Merry-go-round". This chapter is entirely on these events and
>most of it is insider information which was NEVER chronicled in
>the newspapers.  Ruppelt was at that time the head of Project
>Blue Book and was the one who coined the term "UFO" issued in the
>1952 press release describing these events.

>Gary Alevy

Hey Gary...

Yes, that is a good source of information on the Washington D.C.
flyovers.  I have the book in my library as well as the black and
white movie which was produced back in the 50's, which protrayed
Ruppelt's role in, if memory serves me correctly, Project Grudge.

I guess I really need to take the time away from my hectic
schedule of daily events and review this material, now that it
has been resurrected on this list. <G>

REgards, Mike
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 06:50:05 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 09:10:10 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
>Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 12:55:18 -0800

>Now, while chemistry dictates which sequences code for which
>amino acids, thus making it likely that a DNA using cell from
>elsewhere would also use those same sequences to code for those
>amino acids (assuming those amino acids were used in their
>proteins, which is not a given either), the other sequences,
>especially the promoter and terminator sequences, are choices
>made by evolution from a fairly wide set of possibilities. And
>because inhibition of sequences in terrestrial organisms is based
>on a chemistry which typically blocks the promoter, the chances
>of a DNA based alien biochemistry being able to use our DNA in
>its reaction networks seems highly unlikely.

Mark,

Absolutely correct.

And a very good argument against the ETH as an explanation of
these critters and what they are doing.

If they evolved here, then the whole scenario changes, and the
likelihood that their DNA would be compatible becomes quite high,
indeed.

This planet is very old, and there are many gaps in the fossil
record.  We see the past in big disconnected chunks goverened by
chance.  Intelligent life had many opportunities to evolve prior
to our appearance.

And that does not even include other possible terrestrial
explanations such as time travel, parallel universes, etc.

I simply do not understand why so many cling to the idea that
what we are attempting to understand must be ET in origin.  I
think the probabilities are much higher that the phenomenon,
whatever it may prove to be, is completely earthly in origin.

Bob
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Re: ... Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 07:26:49 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 09:13:03 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature

>Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 21:26:11 -0600
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
>Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature

>There is also another theory as to how the artifacts may have
>arisen on Mars.  It is theorised that as the Sun spits out it's
>planetary system, there exists a "life belt" which each of these
>planets passes through over a period of millions of years, or
>longer.

>It is theorized that the Earth now occupies that space which Mars
>occupied during it's "life belt" period.  Thus, Life would have
>arisen, mature, advanced, left the planet just as the planet was
>moving out of the "life belt, or zone" and possibly migrated to
>the Earth, which was just starting to move into that zone, or to
>other star or planetary systems elsewhere.

>Based on the development of life on the earth, it might be
>possible that the artifacts on Mars are remnants of our
>Ancestral heritage.

>Just a thought.

>REgards, Mike

I don't think any astronomer believes that stars "spit out"
planets which then slowly drift outwards.  Celestial mechanics
just don't support such an idea.

However, we have real problems explaining what we see on Mars.
The planet shows obvious signs of large amounts of water in the
past.  Yet it does not have enough gravity to hold on to water
in such quantities today.  Unless large amounts of water were
coming in from an outside source, such as the theorized constant
bombardment of the earth by small water comets, it is hard to
envision any way in which Mars could have had so much water in the
past.

Perhaps rather than a "life belt" there is a "water belt" of
tiny comets in orbit around the sun, and that belt has moved
closer to the sun so that it no longer seeds Mars with water but
is seeding Earth instead.

I think it is clear that there is one hell of a lot we do not
know about this solar system of ours, and each new exploration
by NASA or the Russians fills in a few more pieces of the puzzle.

Bob
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Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 09:33:25 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 09:44:57 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
> Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 21:42:41 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> > From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation
> > Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 01:25:32 EST

 >> >Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 12:58:39 -0600
 >> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
 >> >From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
 >> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

 >> Hello the list, and to Michael...

 >> >>>Hey Jack.

 >If you are interested in the 1952 Washington National Airport
 >Sightings you ought to read. Edward J. Ruppelts - 'The Report on
 >Unidentified Flying Objects', Chapter 12, "The Washington
 >Merry-go-round". This chapter is entirely on these events and
 >most of it is insider information which was NEVER chronicled in
 >the newspapers.  Ruppelt was at that time the head of Project
 >Blue Book and was the one who coined the term "UFO" issued in the
 >1952 press release describing these events.

 >Gary Alevy

At the risk of blowing my own horn, let me point out that in
'Conspiracy of Silence' (Avon Books, 1997) I take a long look at
the Washington Nationals, including interviews I conducted with
some of the participants. Both Dewey Fournet and Al Chop provided
insights into what happened, especially on the second night. I
also interviewed tower personnel and used the unpublished data
from the Condon Committee study. (Condon's investrigator took a
couple of people to lunch and submitted a bill for about $3.50
for everyone's meal.)

KRandle
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Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 10:22:03 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 11:21:07 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 investigation
> Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 01:30:12 EST

> >From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
> >Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 21:42:41 -0500
> >Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
> >investigation

> >> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
> >> To: updates@globalserve.net
> >> Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
> >investigation

<snip>

> Only one chapter? Gee, wouldn't it be fun if you typed
> it in for us? ...Or if you have a scanner... Or maybe
> just the highlights? I'm not going to buy the book just
> to read chapter 12. Besides, how can I be sure of the
> accuracy of its contents? Someone is going to look at
> some back newspapers which I am sure are available, and
> therein will be found the most reliable of information.
> I have to say this first, then if the book has something
> more to offer... Well, we shall see.

Various newspaper and magazine articles on 1952 including the
Washington, DC radar incidents can be found at

http://www.iufog.org/project1947/fig/1952a.htm

and

http://www.iufog.org/project1947/fig/1952b.htm

Some official documents from Project Blue Book (Major Fournet's
account is here) are at:

http://www.iufog.org/project1947/fig/1952c.htm

A slightly updated version of Richard Hall's Time Line for
the Washington, DC incidents can be found at:

http://www.iufog.org/project1947/fig/1952d.htm

Project 1947 contributors are transcribing certain
handwritten documents or items that will not scan well to add
to the website page that covering these incidents.

To aid both Michael Fousse and Michael Hall who is engaged
on an intensive re-examination of the Summer of 1952 some
grass roots research is suggested.  Newspapers in the small
towns and some medium sized cities escaped the  USAF's 1952
clipping service.

Generally weekly newspapers were not included in the clipping
service at all.  Like any clipping service it obviously missed
items.  It was remarkably careless in clipping items that were
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continued on other pages.  In many cases only one part of a
continued newspaper article is present.

Why check in other newspapers?  Many of the targets on the
Washington, D. C. radar scopes sped off as high speed which
would have carried them far away from Washington, D. C. in
a matter of seconds or minutes.  Perhaps some of these were
seen by witnessed and published in local newspapers.  (Many
local Ground Observer Corps reports during this time also made
it to the newspapers.)  Newspapers within 100 miles of Washington,
D. C. would be prime candidates.

--
Jan Aldrich
Project 1947
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/
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Re: The Lesotho Incident

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 18:49:02 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 16:56:18 -0500
Subject: Re: The Lesotho Incident

>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 11:27:05 +0200
>From: Jakes Louw <LOUWJE@telkom.co.za>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: UFO UpDate: The Lesotho Incident

>>Date: 20 Dec 97 19:43:00 GMT
>>From: koch@wad.berlin.fido.de <Joachim Koch>
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>Subject: The Lesotho Incident

>>During the (hopefully) quiet Christmas Days I am going to  prepare
>>another update report of recent developments surrounding the Lesotho
>>Incident and would like to publish it here only.

>I'm sorry, but until Herr Koch can provide me with some research
>material, I'm going to have to provoke him by saying that the
>entire Lesotho incident was and is a huge pile of hogwash.

>I have it from a reliable source that Cynthia Hind from Zimbabwe
>investigated the case, and declared it a hoax.

Hi Jakes,

I have watched how you repeatedly asked for information about the
Lesotho case and apparently what you got does not satisfy you.

Would you explain why Cynthia Hind declares the case a hoax?

Tia.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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No relation

From: ParadigmRG <ParadigmRG@aol.com> [Stephen Bassett]
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 13:18:05 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 17:09:12 -0500
Subject: No relation

To: List colleagues

It has come to my attention that some researchers have come under
the mistaken impression I am related to Donna Bassett.  Perfectly
understandable.

I have never met, spoken with or am related to Ms. Donna
Bassett.

Please feel to forward this post.

Stephen Bassett
Paradigm Research Group
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 09:00:22 -1000
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 17:18:39 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 06:50:05 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> >Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
> >Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 12:55:18 -0800

> >Now, while chemistry dictates which sequences code for which
> >amino acids, thus making it likely that a DNA using cell from
> >elsewhere would also use those same sequences to code for those
> >amino acids (assuming those amino acids were used in their
> >proteins, which is not a given either), the other sequences,
> >especially the promoter and terminator sequences, are choices
> >made by evolution from a fairly wide set of possibilities. And
> >because inhibition of sequences in terrestrial organisms is based
> >on a chemistry which typically blocks the promoter, the chances
> >of a DNA based alien biochemistry being able to use our DNA in
> >its reaction networks seems highly unlikely.

<snip>

> This planet is very old, and there are many gaps in the fossil
> record.  We see the past in big disconnected chunks goverened by
> chance.  Intelligent life had many opportunities to evolve prior
> to our appearance.

> And that does not even include other possible terrestrial
> explanations such as time travel, parallel universes, etc.

> I simply do not understand why so many cling to the idea that
> what we are attempting to understand must be ET in origin.  I
> think the probabilities are much higher that the phenomenon,
> whatever it may prove to be, is completely earthly in origin.

Aloha Bob...

I suppose one of the main reasons is that if a truly advanced
society evolved on earth,  how and why would they have erased all
evidence of themselves and then left for space, only to come back
in secret? It would be absolutely impossible for us (and, by
inference, 'them') to remove every bit of evidence that we had
ever been here, and what would be the point if we were leaving
en-masse?  There is no historical, biological or archeological
evidence of a previous advanced industrial society extant on
earth. I do not include pyramids and stone heads as evidence of
an advanced space-traveling civilization.

If you want to attempt the argument that we originated and
evolved on Mars and some came to earth and some went the other
direction and have now returned, you face the same problem.
Actually, you face a worse one since human DNA is related to
everything living on earth, so we have been evolving here since
the days of primordial soup.

While intelligent life MIGHT have ridden the evolutionary roller
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coaster on earth before, they clearly did not develop optics,
electronics, flight, metallurgy or, so far as is known, a written
language. Yes, there are gaps in the archeological record, but
that is the point. There are gaps. Not places where there is
evidence of advanced civilizations, but places where there is
not.

In addition, there are time constraints and many other factors
that argue against this possibility. Prior to the K/T boundary,
there were very few mammals at all. 65 million years appears to
be 'just right' for our evolution to have developed to this
point, and Mars has been desolate for much longer than that.
Which, of course, is not to say that we are an advanced
civilization in comparison to anything except our own ancestors.

I do not address parallel universes because, small gaps or not,
we can trace our biological history to small, four-legged
mammals. Even further than that...we have DNA sequences that
demonstrate our relationship to plants and trees. Time travel on
the other hand, is an interesting concept.

Many physicists think time travel is a viable possibility. As far
as I understand the math (which is about as far as I can toss an
elephant), one cannot exit a wormhole except at the exact time
and place one entered it without creating an insuperable paradox.
But if 'they' are here, either through space or time, that
problem must have been resolved.

I agree that evolutionarily advanced humans traveling back
through time to us would resolve a lot of the biological problems
of abduction claims, and what seems to me the interesting anomaly
of alien creatures being able accomplish intergalactic travel
just to crash once they reach earth. Maybe the human race just
cannot learn to drive. But time travel might create moral and
ethical problems elsewhere. If the government has recovered
artifacts and bodies they would know, but if it were a time
travel scenario you could be darned sure they would never admit
that it was happening and I would not blame them. I wouldn't
either.

Hmmmmm.....Maybe some UFO investigators should be looking forward
instead of up. <grin>

I defer to Mark Cashman who, I hope, will comment.

Tom Burnett
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Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 13:39:46 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 17:20:36 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 18:59:52 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>>Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 08:47:46 -0600 [Joel Henry]
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>>It would seem that the 'Danger' sign is a moot issue since
>>Theresa Carlson (Minnesota MUFON FI) has conclusively proven the
>>Alien Autopsy film a hoax in her treatise "Shadows of Doubt".
>>See:

>>http://www.uforeport.com/shadow.html

>>The video she put together is even more damning. As far as I'm
>>concerned it's time to chuck this hoax and get on with legitimate
>>UFO research.

>>Joel Henry

>Joel,

>Theresa has proved nothing of the sort, and she admits so.  She
>has found some unusual points which need further research, but
>until the first autopsy footage is released there is really
>nothing we can do to support or refute her findings.

>BTW, this IS legitimate UFO research.

>Bob

Joel, Bob and LIST,

There is something we can do though.

When a proof exists, is READILY AVAILABLE and is VOLUNTARILY
WITHELD, a simple procedure would be to AVOID distributing
elements of the case until this proof is brought forward.  That
does not mean one may not study the case further, but to pretend
that "there is really nothing we can do" is a pure syllogism.

Speculation is not the subject here.  We all know that Ufology is
mainly the study of circumstancial evidence, an elaborate task to
say the least.

Hard evidence is what we are talking about.  You surely remember
the Turin Shroud affair a couple of years ago.  Speculation was
going on as scientists from major universities had studied the
Shroud and couldn't figure out how it could have been done.  To
paraphrase Bruce, "if it was an hoax, it was an elaborate one" :)
 Actual physical datation technics could not be used as too much
material of a possible Holy Relic would be destroyed.  Until a
team from |...?| came up with a precise datation method that used
only a very small amount of material.  The Shroud became a
shroud, and the Catholic Church escaped paganism and gained a
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some dignity (this time).

The case of the Alien Autopsy film is quite similar.  Its
authenticity can be easily... demolished.  Proving the film is
from 1947 will not establish anything, but proving it is from
much later will SOLVE the case.

Mr. Santilli HAS REPEATIDLY PROMISED HE WOULD EMINENTLY COME
FORWARD WITH A PIECE OF THE ORIGINAL FILM BUT HAS SYSTEMATICALLY
FAILED TO DO SO.  What can be concluded from such an attitude ?

We can OJSimpsonize this case ad nauseam, but in the end (and in
the beginning I would say), it is all a matter of integrity.
This is "voluntarily Witholding Readily Available Proof", a
vWRAP.

If you don't see it Bob then, yes, "there is really nothing we
can do".

Serge Salvaille
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 13:11:31 -0400
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 17:24:22 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 06:50:05 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> >Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
> >Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 12:55:18 -0800

> >Now, while chemistry dictates which sequences code for which
> >amino acids, thus making it likely that a DNA using cell from
> >elsewhere would also use those same sequences to code for those
> >amino acids (assuming those amino acids were used in their
> >proteins, which is not a given either), the other sequences,
> >especially the promoter and terminator sequences, are choices
> >made by evolution from a fairly wide set of possibilities. And
> >because inhibition of sequences in terrestrial organisms is based
> >on a chemistry which typically blocks the promoter, the chances
> >of a DNA based alien biochemistry being able to use our DNA in
> >its reaction networks seems highly unlikely.

> Mark,

> Absolutely correct.

> And a very good argument against the ETH as an explanation of
> these critters and what they are doing.

> If they evolved here, then the whole scenario changes, and the
> likelihood that their DNA would be compatible becomes quite high,
> indeed.

> This planet is very old, and there are many gaps in the fossil
> record.  We see the past in big disconnected chunks goverened by
> chance.  Intelligent life had many opportunities to evolve prior
> to our appearance.

> And that does not even include other possible terrestrial
> explanations such as time travel, parallel universes, etc.

> I simply do not understand why so many cling to the idea that
> what we are attempting to understand must be ET in origin.  I
> think the probabilities are much higher that the phenomenon,
> whatever it may prove to be, is completely earthly in origin.

> Bob

Bob:

The evidence is overwhelming that we are dealing with
manufactured vehicles whose technology is well beyond ours
especially for the 1940s.

We could be their colonies. We could have a common origin. The
earth is not an old planet. There are stars 5 billion years older
than the Sun.
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We know little about our past beyond a million years. Where is
the problem? Also, we are just beginning the age of genetic
manipulation, doing routinely things thought impossible 40 years
ago... No problem with ET except for those unwilling to stretch
their understanding.

Stan Friedman
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 13

The 8/6/97 Mexico City video

From: Ktperehwon <Ktperehwon@aol.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 14:16:27 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 17:26:57 -0500
Subject: The 8/6/97 Mexico City video

Greetings to the List --

I would appreciate leads to the best sources of information on
the August 6, 1997, videotape and related witness reports on this
very interesting and potentially very important case.  I would
especially appreciate hearing from witnesses and investigators who
have looked into the case on a first-hand basis.

Needless to say, I hope, confidentiality on all matters will be
scrupulously respected.

Many thanks.

-- Karl Pflock
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 13

Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 14:16:43 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 17:30:10 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

>From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 investigation
>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 01:30:12 EST

>>From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
>>Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 21:42:41 -0500
>>Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
>>investigation

>>> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>>> Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
>>>investigation

>>Hey Jack.

>>If you are interested in the 1952 Washington National Airport
>>Sightings you ought to read. Edward J. Ruppelts - 'The Report on
>>Unidentified Flying Objects', Chapter 12, "The Washington
>>Merry-go-round". This chapter is entirely on these events and
>>most of it is insider information which was NEVER chronicled in
>>the newspapers.  Ruppelt was at that time the head of Project
>>Blue Book and was the one who coined the term "UFO" issued in the
>>1952 press release describing these events.

>>Gary Alevy

>Hello The List, and hello Gary...

>Only one chapter? Gee, wouldn't it be fun if you typed
>it in for us? ...Or if you have a scanner... Or maybe
>just the highlights? I'm not going to buy the book just
>to read chapter 12. Besides, how can I be sure of the
>accuracy of its contents? Someone is going to look at
>some back newspapers which I am sure are available, and
>therein will be found the most reliable of information.
>I have to say this first, then if the book has something
>more to offer... Well, we shall see.

>Regards,

>Jack

Let's keep copyright infringement in mind here.

Contrary to popular belief, you can't just scan the chapter into
the computer and post it all over the internet. That is illegal.
In fact, we play fast and loose with the law here by posting
whole newspaper articles, even with the proper credit being
given. The copyright laws are quite specific and what most people
believe to be fair use is, in fact, outlawed.

And Jack, what gave you the idea that the newspaper clippings
from the time would be more accurate than Ruppelt's analysis of
the situation, especially since you haven't read it? Ruppelt
seemed to provide an interesting insight into the functioning of
the UFO investigation in 1952 and gives some clues about the
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thinking at the higher levels. Ruppelt's work is important to
understanding the whole of the 1952 flap.

Even the report in the Condon Committee document provides clues
even when it is so obviously influenced by the mission of the
Committee.

KRandle
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 13

Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 15:38:10 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 17:42:04 -0500
Subject: Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/12/98 10:47 PM:
>  Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 16:56:11 -0800 (PST)
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@proaxis.com>
>  Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature

>  I recall some recent article in 'Science', I think it was, where
>  the study indicated it would be tougher than they thought to
>  explain the presence of the asteroid belt.  The hypothesis had
>  been that Jupiter's gravity (somehow) prevented the asteroid
>  material from forming into a planet.  If you go to an astronomy
>  news group, you can get quick, orthodox answers to such
>  questions.

Well, the normal explanation, which is based on fairly simple
physics, says that first, Jupiter attracted most of the material
from that band once its mass went over a certain level; second,
the presence of Jupiter perturbed the planetesmals so that they
would fall into unusually inclined and eccentric orbits (thus a
lot of mass just never got close enough to collide with anything
else; and third, what are called "orbital period resonances"
tended to confine the asteroids into subrings (much like what you
see in the Rings of Saturn); and, finally, enough mass was never
present in any subring tbefore the concentrated matter had
attained in orbits that drastically reduced the chances of
further accretion.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 13

Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 16:08:32 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 17:43:31 -0500
Subject: Re:  Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/12/98 11:21 PM:
>  Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 23:05:33 +0100
>  From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature

>  Hi Mark,

Hi Don!

>  You know I can remember back in my late teens and early twenties
>  when the broken up planet theory accounting for the asteroid belt
>  was an acceptable idea. It was around for a few years. This would
>  have been in the 60s [ if you can remember the 60s then you
>  weren't really there].

I checked my references, including a prominent astronomy text of
the 1960s (Baker's). The only reference I can find to a breakup
theory being taken seriously was shortly after the first asteroid
observation in the early 1800s (when Bode's Law was still
considered useful, and a planet between Mars and Jupiter was
considered essential), but by the '60s all of the origin theories
are condensation and accretion theories. In the '70s Alfven's
introduction of plasma and magnetic field considerations into the
origin problem led him to write with Arrhenius the definitive
text on origins for NASA.

Of course, there may have been some popular theories to that
effect, but I think its been a long time since any scientist
thought a planet could be destroyed by anything other than a
collision.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 13

Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 16:05:28 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 17:45:50 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 10:22:03 -0800
>From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

1952 was the year the government lied to the American people. (No
big surprise there?) General Samford, on Aug 29, 1952, at a press
conference said he thought all sightings were natural phenomena.
That's not what his office (Air Force Office of Intelligence)
told the FBI: 3% of the sightings could not be explained and some
high AF officers were considering interplanetary vehicles.

Had he admitted the 3% unexplainable and the possibility of ET
craft at the press conference the lid would have blown off.

More info on 1952 and the preceding (and following) years in "THE
UFO-FBI CONNECTION/ the REAL X-files."   If interested, contact
me at brumac@compuserve.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 13

Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 17:11:26 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 18:35:22 -0500
Subject: Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/13/98 12:04 AM:
>  Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 21:26:11 -0600
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
>  Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature

>  In this book the Sumerians allege that there was a rogue planet
>  which had broken away from it's sun and along with it's 12 moons,
>  it came into our solar system in a giant elliptical orbit which
>  crossed the paths horizontally of our planets.  Thus on one of
>  these orbits, it crossed the path of the planet Tiamut, the water
>  planet.  As it drew closer to Tiamut, let by it's 12 moons, the
>  gravitational forces of such a giant planet (about the size of
>  Jupiter) split the planet Tiamut in half.  One half became the
>  "asteroid belt," and the other half spun off into space and
>  allegedly settled into the third orbit around our Sun...in other
>  words, it became the early earth.  AS the planet settled into
>  place, and began to cool, the waters drained into the low places
>  and it assumed it's present shape...

>  It also brought with it, it's moon, Kingu, which is our present
>  moon.

There are so many things wrong with this from the point of view
of orbital dynamics that it is difficult to know where to start.

First, let's imagine a disturbance that causes a giant planet to
be ejected from its orbit. Such a disturbance can only be caused
by the passage of a large mass - in this case, assuming the
planet to be ejected has Jovian mass, only a VERY close approach
by a super-Jovian / brown dwarf or a close approach by a star or
a high mass object such as a neutron star, could cause such a
disturbance. Unfortunately, said disturbance would certainly
cause the ejection of the rogue planet's 12 moons, and so that
part is unlikely.

But now let's look at the chances that the rogue planet enters
the solar system. You know that at one time a planetary origin
theory depended on a passing star close enough to rip a scarf of
solar material from the sun which condensed into planets. But one
of the major points which led to the rejection of that theory was
the nearly infinetesimal chance of a stellar passage sufficiently
close to cause the effect. Obviously, the chances that a rogue
planet would enter our solar system are equally remote, unless
space is full of these things, and there is no evidence that it
is or ever was. So that's unlikely.

But let's assume it does these two improbable things before
breakfast, what about the chances of it passing close enough to
tidally disrupt a planet, even one made of water? Well, the
distance required for this, known as the Roche limit, is well
defined, and is based on mass. It probably is well within a
million miles for Jupiter. Given the orbital period of giant
planets, the chances of such a close approach are... well, small.

So that's unlikely.
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Then the planet splits in half, and one half breaks up into a
small number of pieces and the other half stays a unit and
settles into earth orbit. Well, let's say the split happens.
Unfortunately, the time needed for such a "earth" to settle into
a nearly circular orbit is much longer than the age of the solar
system.

And as previously mentioned with regard to the rogue planet,
the  chances that a moon would remain associated with "Tiamut"
after such a catastrophe is small.

In short, modern celestial dynamics would consider this an
unlikely candidate for the method of origin of the solar system.

Additional problems come from the isotope distribution in the
solar system, which indicates a common origin for the planets.

>  Well, that is the story which Sitchin says the Sumerian Cuneiform
>  tablets tell...He is one of only a handful of scholars who can
>  still read the Sumerian and Babylonian languages today.

Yes, but many of those scholars dispute his interpretation of the
writings.

>  There is also another theory as to how the artifacts may have
>  arisen on Mars.  It is theorised that as the Sun spits out it's
>  planetary system, there exists a "life belt" which each of these
>  planets passes through over a period of millions of years, or
>  longer.

>  It is theorized that the Earth now occupies that space which Mars
>  occupied during it's "life belt" period.  Thus, Life would have
>  arisen, mature, advanced, left the planet just as the planet was
>  moving out of the "life belt, or zone" and possibly migrated to
>  the Earth, which was just starting to move into that zone, or to
>  other star or planetary systems elsewhere.

There's no support for that in any origin theories with which I'm
familiar. The ability to support life depends on a number of
factors. Mars probably lost its ability to support life due to
its low mass, a few large impacts which reduced its atmosphere to
low pressures, and the lack of a magnetic field, which exposed
the surface to high levels of UV.

It is still not clear if Mars ever had standing bodies of water
that would have lasted long enough to originate life, but it
seems much less likely that Mars could have evolved a complex
enough ecosystem to have developed an intelligent life form, and
to show no trace of that ecosystem today.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 13

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 17:25:20 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 18:36:36 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 02:56:13 +0100
>From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
>Geez Bob,

>You really think after three years that Santilli is finally going to
>release that film. :-)

>Don

No.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 13

Re: Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: "Diana Hopkins" <DDBH@classic.msn.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 98 15:14:02 UT
Fwd Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 19:45:59 -0500
Subject: Re: Washington DC 1952 investigation

>Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 12:58:39 -0600
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC
>  1952  investigation

>>From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 investigation
>>Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 11:45:17 EST

>>>Hey Jack.

>>>Thanks for posting your experience in regards to the 1952
>>>Washington Fly Overs.

>>>I have studied that case for over 30 years, and I am finally
>>>glad to have someone come forward who was actually there when
>>>they were taking place.

>>>In all the years we have posted in FIDO UFO, I have never
>>>heard you tell that story.  That doesn't mean that you
>>>haven't.

[snipped]

Ah, seems like someone is trying to jump on our bandwagon - you
may want to contact this Mike and see if he wants to work with us
- better to have someone working with us than against us, yes?
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Brave Frances Barwood

From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 19:36:13 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 04:20:34 -0500
Subject: Brave Frances Barwood

Found at :
http://www.azcentral.com/news/0113barwood.shtml

Barwood To Base Run On UFO Issue

Barwood pushes UFOs in bid for state office

By Chris Fiscus
The Arizona Republic
Jan. 13, 1998

When she pressed for an investigation into an apparent UFO
sightingover Phoenix last March, then-Councilwoman Frances Emma
Barwood drew her share of ridicule.

But Barwood will announce today that she is basing her run for
Arizona secretary of state in part on a pledge to get answers to
such seemingly paranormal events.

Her campaign will mark "the first time a viable candidate for
high public office, state or national" has formally raised
questions about the federal government's failure to investigate
the V-shaped formation of lights that passed over Phoenix last
March, and other reports of unidentified flying objects, she
said. The sightings sparked hundreds of calls to Luke Air Force
Base and the media.

"I would have run anyway," Barwood said Monday, "but this made me
realize we have a problem with the government's lack of
openness."

As secretary of state, she added, she would be in the position to
ask for investigations into incidents like the one March 13
involving the lights.

"What was the most astonishing thing to me was finding out all
the times in the past people did ask, and all they got was
ridicule," she said.

She will announce her candidacy at a noon press conference at the
downtown Hyatt Regency hotel.

Her campaign team includes a Maryland man who specializes in
dealing with unexplained events and incidents where the
government reputedly ignored citizen inquiries, she said.

"This is a public safety issue of state and national significance
which should not, in good conscience, be ignored by a responsible
candidate for high office," Barwood wrote in a statement.

Another campaign manager will be on hand to help her deal with
state issues.

Barwood grabbed international attention and was a regular on
national television and radio shows when, as a city councilwoman,
she called for an investigation into the lights.

UFO believers lauded her when she asked Phoenix to look into the
sightings. When the city scoffed, she asked Sen. John McCain,
R-Ariz., and the Air Force to investigate. The questions went
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unanswered, she said, even though there were "thousands of
sightings of unidentified craft" in state and national airspace.

"Government has gotten so closed to the people it's become a
'them against us' attitude . . . Nobody trusts government,"
Barwood said Monday.

When Barwood was on the City Council, though, the city approved a
silicon-wafer plant for northeast Phoenix. That led to a recall,
protests and legal challenges from furious neighbors who said the
city rushed the plan through the process and duped the public.

Barwood survived the recall and finished her term in office last
month, but did not run for re-election.

Several explanations have been offered for the lights. A Maryland
Air National Guard unit has said several of its planes dropped
flares while returning from a gunnery range in southern Arizona,
which might account for the sighting.

"I really feel (secretary of state) is an office that is a
pivotal point in state government," she said. "We need to get
back to what's really important, like our constitutional rights
and our state rights. We have to have someone who's willing to
stick her neck out to protect our freedoms."

Former Maricopa County Board of Supervisors Chairman Betsey
Bayless is the secretary of state, after Jane Hull moved into her
new job as governor. Bayless is finishing Hull's term, which ends
next January. If she wants to keep the job, Bayless will have to
run.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 14:49:51 -1000
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 04:10:51 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 13:11:31 -0400
> From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> > Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 06:50:05 -0500
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> > >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > >From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> > >Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
> > >Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 12:55:18 -0800

> > >Now, while chemistry dictates which sequences code for which
> > >amino acids, thus making it likely that a DNA using cell from
> > >elsewhere would also use those same sequences to code for those
> > >amino acids (assuming those amino acids were used in their
> > >proteins, which is not a given either), the other sequences,
> > >especially the promoter and terminator sequences, are choices
> > >made by evolution from a fairly wide set of possibilities.

<snip>

> > I simply do not understand why so many cling to the idea that
> > what we are attempting to understand must be ET in origin.  I
> > think the probabilities are much higher that the phenomenon,
> > whatever it may prove to be, is completely earthly in origin.

> > Bob

> Bob:

> The evidence is overwhelming that we are dealing with
> manufactured vehicles whose technology is well beyond ours
> especially for the 1940s.

> We could be their colonies. We could have a common origin. The
> earth is not an old planet. There are stars 5 billion years older
> than the Sun.

> We know little about our past beyond a million years. Where is
> the problem? Also, we are just beginning the age of genetic
> manipulation, doing routinely things thought impossible 40 years
> ago... No problem with ET except for those unwilling to stretch
> their understanding.

> Stan Friedman

Aloha Stan....

While I hesitate to disagree with you (especially since I just
ordered your new book today and I don't want to risk not getting
an autographed copy), we cannot be an ET colony unless everything
living on earth was planted here.  All living terrestrial
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entities are related through DNA, or at least the chemistry that
evokes DNA/RNA responses, and those responses evolved within very
specific terrestrial conditions. Even supposing that some ETs
might have modified the DNA of a group of chimpanzees by 2 or 3
percent in order to provide an evolutionary 'jump start', this
seems an unnecessary complication, and the difficulties are
absolutely staggering.

'They' may well be here, and the following possibilities come to
mind: As recreation (like visiting the San Diego wild animal
park); as an educational experience; as part of a training
program, or as colonists. Or the earth might be a navigional
point between other destinations.  Whatever they might or might
not be doing we do not seem to have a choice. According to the
stories, we are certainly not being treated as long lost
relatives, so the benign 'space brother' theory does not seem to
work. We like to believe that the government is in collusion with
them, but the government might have nothing but a crashed ship
and a bunch of questions. If I ran the government, I wouldn't
want that to get out until I figured out what to do about it. And
they might never figure it out.

Tom Burnett
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Criteria for 'Good' info [was: ... Washington DC

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 20:44:11 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 04:25:26 -0500
Subject: Criteria for 'Good' info [was: ... Washington DC

>From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 14:16:43 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

>>From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 investigation
>>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 01:30:12 EST

>>>From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
>>>Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 21:42:41 -0500
>>>Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
>>>investigation

>>>> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>>>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>>>> Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
>>>>investigation

>>>Hey Jack.

>>>If you are interested in the 1952 Washington National Airport
>>>Sightings you ought to read. Edward J. Ruppelts - 'The Report on
>>>Unidentified Flying Objects', Chapter 12, "The Washington
>>>Merry-go-round".

<snip>

>Even the report in the Condon Committee document provides clues
>even when it is so obviously influenced by the mission of the
>Committee.

>KRandle

Hello Kevin,

Question from an amateur. How do you (or any UFO researcher) go
about determining which aspects of a particular report are
'tainted' (for lack of a better word) by individuals with
agendas, or "committees?"

On the flip side, what criteria do you use to determine what
parts (may) represent -good- or usable information. It just seems
to me that an awful lot of random individual interpretation can
creep into such evaluations unless one has 'established criteria'
by which they measure the value of data. I was wondering if you
have a 'system' or something that you use to help you evaluate
material that you encounter in your research. I'm sure a lot of
the aspiring "UFO Detectives" on this list would learn alot from
your answer and benefit from your years of experience.

Thanx, just curious. Best of luck to you and Mr Estes with your
new book.

Regards,

John Velez
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 20:38:22 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 04:35:56 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
>  Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 13:39:46 -0500

>  >Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 18:59:52 -0500
>  >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  >From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>  >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  >>Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 08:47:46 -0600 [Joel Henry]
>  >>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  >>From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
>  >>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  >>It would seem that the 'Danger' sign is a moot issue since
>  >>Theresa Carlson (Minnesota MUFON FI) has conclusively proven the
>  >>Alien Autopsy film a hoax in her treatise "Shadows of Doubt".
>  >>See:

>  >>http://www.uforeport.com/shadow.html

>  >>The video she put together is even more damning. As far as I'm
>  >>concerned it's time to chuck this hoax and get on with legitimate
>  >>UFO research.

>  >>Joel Henry

>  >Joel,

>  >Theresa has proved nothing of the sort, and she admits so.  She
>  >has found some unusual points which need further research, but
>  >until the first autopsy footage is released there is really
>  >nothing we can do to support or refute her findings.

>  >BTW, this IS legitimate UFO research.

>  >Bob

<brevity snip>

>  Mr. Santilli HAS REPEATIDLY PROMISED HE WOULD EMINENTLY COME
>  FORWARD WITH A PIECE OF THE ORIGINAL FILM BUT HAS SYSTEMATICALLY
>  FAILED TO DO SO.  What can be concluded from such an attitude ?

Serge has hit the "essence" of the fraudtopsy film on the head
with this comment.

No matter how the various people talk about and defend the film,
this is one thing they can't explain or defend.

I suspect that all the folks who got on the fraudtopsy film
bandwagon (and continue to defend it to the death) will *never*
admit that they might have made a mistake by putting their faith,
trust and reputation on the line for Scamtilli.

Cheers,
Robert
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'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 20:48:15 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 04:37:10 -0500
Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...

Regarding...

>From: "Keith Woodard" <qwoodard@worldnet.att.net>
>Subject: Re: Greer Briefed CIA ...
>Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 14:17:48 -0800

>a transcript of the April 19, 1996 "Dateline NBC" features Dennis
>Murphy interviewing Edgar Mitchell:

>Below is my transcription a small segment of an Art Bell
>interview with Edgar Mitchell.

Keith,

Thanks for the interesting transcripts. These would seem to
confirm that Dr Mitchell supports the possibility of a 'cover
up', based on discussions with ostensibly credible 'senior
figures'.

I think we all appreciate there have been such indications and
it's a question of whether they actually have any substance. Many
such 'smoking guns' are generally accepted, rarely by all of
course, as either otherwise explained or of dubious provenance.

Dr Mitchell doesn't provide specific details here and I wonder
which claims and sources have persuaded him.

James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: ... Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 21:10:50 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 04:45:08 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/13/98 9:13 AM:
>  Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 07:26:49 -0500
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>  Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature

>  However, we have real problems explaining what we see on Mars.
>  The planet shows obvious signs of large amounts of water in the
>  past.  Yet it does not have enough gravity to hold on to water
>  in such quantities today.  Unless large amounts of water were
>  coming in from an outside source, such as the theorized constant
>  bombardment of the earth by small water comets, it is hard to
>  envision any way in which Mars could have had so much water in the
>  past.

Actually, Bob, I think most Mars theorists would assert that it
isn't gravity that relates to the water loss, but the low
temperatures which forced it into a thick layer of permafrost.

In any case, a major source of water in planetary atmospheres
seems to be volcanism, and Mars sure has / had plenty of that.

No question, though, that Mars was bombarded quite heavily in the
late heavy bombardment period of planetary accretion. Certainly
it is likely that some of the impactors were comets.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
------
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

UFOR: 'Meteorite' lands in Denver

From: d005734c@dc.seflin.org, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 03:05:52 +0100
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 05:11:21 -0500
Subject: UFOR: 'Meteorite' lands in Denver

The sender has forgotten to give the exact day in January on
which this occurred, but from another source I know it to be the
11th, cf. the Skywatch item that follows this one.

Stig

*******
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 19:30:28 -0500
From: skywatch_ok@MSN.COM
To: Multiple recipients of list OVNIS <OVNIS@SERVICES.WEB.AOL.COM>
Subject: Denver Light Flashes

From: Rxreq <Rxreq@aol.com>

On Sunday, Jan. at 2:25 a.m., 50,000-watt newsradio KOA in
Denver, Colorado, is reporting that a suspected meteorite crashed
in the Church parking lot nearby a major city intersection at
approximately 12:30 a.m.

The station reports that witnesses flooded the station with calls
regarding sighting of a "strange light" which reportedly "broke
apart" and caused an "explosion" on impact that was felt and
heard as far south as Pueblo. At 2:30 a.m., however, a KOA update
reported that inspectors at the scene had not found evidence of a
meteorite at the scene. Perhaps at daybreak, evidence of the
impact will be located, but at this moment, the celestial event
has not been proven conclusively to be a natural phenomenon. More
details as they become available.........

Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 15:47:16 -0500 (EST)
From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dc.seflin.org>
Subject: UFOR: "METEORITE" (?) LANDS IN DENVER! (fwd)

FOR POSTING

Reply to: hetsko@qadas.com

------- Forwarded Message Follows -------
From: "Bob Hetsko" <hetsko@qadas.com>
To: "Skywatch" <Skywatch@Phoenix.net>
Subject: Denver Light Flashes
Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 18:33:43 -0700

Bob Hetsko

"The Universe is not only as strange as we can
imagine, it is stranger then we can imagine."

This morning, I was listening to the radio, and heard there were
light flashes and rumblings from the sky. If anyone has any info
on this, please post to the group. As cold as it was, I doubt it
was lightning and thunder. I'll check the local tv station
pages.

Bob Hetsko
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____________________________________________________________________
SKYWATCH INTERNATIONAL INC.
(A Non-Profit Organization)
Administrative:
3579 E. Foothill Blvd. #506
Pasadena, CA 91107
USA
Membership:
PO Box 801
Leander, TX 78646-0801
USA
____________________________________________________________________
Skywatch International and this list service are not responsible for
content or
authenticity of posts.
"What could be stranger than the truth?"
List Postings:
Skywatch_ok@msn.com
Page of the Executive Director:
http://members.aol.com/starmanbh/swi.html
Page of the Executive Director of Communications:
http://www.itlnet.net/web/skywatch/oklahoma.html
Page of the Executive Director of Finance:
http://www.freeyellow.com/members/pappie/index.html
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U.S. In Search Of Water On The Moon

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 03:12:54 +0100
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 05:14:08 -0500
Subject: U.S. In Search Of Water On The Moon

>From The Nando Times. URL:

http://www.nando.net/newsroom/ntn/health/011398/health12_4024_noframes.h
tml

*******

U.S. goes in search of water on the moon

Copyright =A91998 Nando.net
Copyright =A91998 Reuters

MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. (January 13, 1998 8:13 p.m. EST
http://www.nando.net) - After a flawless trip into orbit around the
moon, the U.S. space probe Lunar Prospector has started scouring the
lunar surface for possible reserves of water which could prove
invaluable for any future human moon colonies.

Mission control scientists said on Tuesday that the small robot
explorer, NASA's first moonshot since the Apollo 17 astronauts walked
on the lunar surface in 1972, had established a preliminary mapping
orbit after a 240,000-mile journey from Cape Canaveral in Florida.

"We are taking a great step toward rediscovering the moon," Prospector
mission manager Scott Hubbard told a news conference at NASA's Ames
Research Center.

The Prospector probe was launched six days ago and took four and a half
days to travel close to the moon.

"It has been a joy to fly this spacecraft," said Alan Binder, the
mission's principal investigator. "It really is child's play."

After three "orbital insertion burns," the the tiny 4-foot, 650 pound
spacecraft eased into an orbit some 60 miles above the moon's surface.
A final "tweak" burn of the craft's thrusters will be completed on
Thursday to bring it into its final mapping route.

The five scientific instruments mounted on the drum-like probe were all
running and streams of data were already pouring in "far better than
expected," Binder said.

Popular interest has focused on Prospector's neutron spectrometer,
which will scan the surface for signs of hydrogen to confirm theories
that the moon's polar regions could contain as much as one billion tons
of water ice.

"If water ice is present in the quantity some people have predicted, we
may know that in the first month of the mission," Hubbard said.

Scientists have speculated that frozen water from icy comets may have
accumulated within polar craters on the moon that are permanently
shaded from the sun.

The existence of water ice on the moon could prove immensely useful for
any future human colonies, with astronauts separating its components
for use as rocket fuel. It was unclear whether such ice would be a
potential source of drinking water.
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But Prospector's other missions are also important. Among them are
gamma ray analysis to determine concentrations of elements such as
uranium and iron on the lunar surface, and an alpha particle
spectrometer which will be used to look for indications of volcanic and
tectonic activity.

With a price tag of $63 million, the Lunar Prospector is a modest
successor to the multibillion-dollar Apollo project, which put 12 men
on the surface of the moon from 1969 to 1972.

Budget cuts in the early 1970s forced NASA to abandon lunar exploration
and the U.S. space agency has concentrated its efforts on building the
space shuttle and sending unmanned probes to Mars and the outer planets.

Hubbard said Prospector's performance so far showed that NASA's new aim
of "faster, better, cheaper" was the right way for man to further
explore space.

"This is probably the most cost-effective space science mission ever
conducted," Hubbard said. "We hope that we will be able to apply some
of these lessons to future missions."

One minor controversy has involved a non-scientific payload aboard
Prospector: one ounce (28 grams) of the ashes of planetary scientist
Gene Shoemaker, who died last year.

Shoemaker, his wife, Carolyn, and amateur astronomer David Levy
discovered the broken comet that crashed into Jupiter in 1994. He was
also involved in the unmanned Ranger missions that paved the way for
the Apollo moon landings.

Navajo officials voiced objections to the inclusion of human remains on
Prospector, which is designed finally to descend and crash on the
moon's surface when its mission is completed. The Navajo said human
bodies should not be left on the moon, which they regard as sacred
ground.

NASA officials have apologized for any misunderstanding over the ashes,
which they said were being taken to the moon as a tribute to Shoemaker
and intended to cause insult to anyone.

By ANDREW QUINN, Reuters

Copyright =A91998 Nando.net
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Members Of German UFO Cult Released

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 03:16:22 +0100
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 05:15:33 -0500
Subject: Members Of German UFO Cult Released

From the Las Vegas Sun. URL:

http://www.lasvegassun.com/sunbin/stories/text/1998/jan/13/011300257.html

*******

Today: January 13, 1998 at 15:22:05 PST

German Cult Members Released

ASSOCIATED PRESS

SANTA CRUZ DE TENERIFE, Canary Islands (AP) -- Nineteen Germans linked
to a suspected doomsday religious sect were released without charge
Tuesday, a day after being arrested for allegedly planning to take part
in a mass suicide.

The 19, including three children, were taken into custody late Monday
after police searched a house owned by their jailed leader, said Mari
Paz Bernal, a spokeswoman for the Interior Ministry.

The leader, Heide Fittkau-Garthe, was arrested last week and accused of
an earlier plot to lead her 31 followers in a mass suicide. According
to police, the original scheme called for the followers to kill
themselves on Jan. 8 -- the day they reportedly believed the world
would end.

Fittkau-Garthe has denied the claims of a group plot to take their
lives.

The followers, police said, believed a space ship would come and pick
up their bodies at Teide mountain on Tenerife, one of seven islands in
the Canary archipelago, located off the northwest African coast.

Police said they were tipped to a second suicide plan by the mother of
one of the cult members.

Bernal refused to say whether the release of the 19 meant that
authorities no longer believed the second suicide plan existed. Police
said they would continue to monitor the Germans, who were staying in
Fittkau-Garthe's house, but they were free to leave the country.

The other 12 cult members, who were in Germany, were not arrested, she
said.

The sect, whose name was not released, has been linked to the Order of
the Solar Temple, whose followers have carried out mass suicides in
Canada, France and Switzerland.

The attorney for Fittkau-Garthe, a 57-year-old German psychologist
currently charged with attempted murder and inducement to suicide,
insists the allegations are unfounded. Enrique Porres says his client
administers "spiritual therapy" that has nothing to do with mass
suicide.

During their search of Fittkau-Garthe's home, police discovered a
child's drawing of a UFO and then concocted the space ship story, he
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says.

All contents copyright 1998 Las Vegas SUN, Inc.
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 21:47:18 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 05:19:38 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/13/98 5:18 PM:
>  From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
>  To: <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 09:00:22 -1000
>  Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>  Aloha Bob...

(large sections of stuff I agree with snipped)

>  Many physicists think time travel is a viable possibility. As far
>  as I understand the math (which is about as far as I can toss an
>  elephant), one cannot exit a wormhole except at the exact time
>  and place one entered it without creating an insuperable paradox.
>  But if 'they' are here, either through space or time, that
>  problem must have been resolved.

>  I agree that evolutionarily advanced humans traveling back
>  through time to us would resolve a lot of the biological problems
>  of abduction claims, and what seems to me the interesting anomaly
>  of alien creatures being able accomplish intergalactic travel
>  just to crash once they reach earth. Maybe the human race just
>  cannot learn to drive. But time travel might create moral and
>  ethical problems elsewhere. If the government has recovered
>  artifacts and bodies they would know, but if it were a time
>  travel scenario you could be darned sure they would never admit
>  that it was happening and I would not blame them. I wouldn't
>  either.

Actually, I have never really understood the idea that simply
traveling in time causes a paradox. A real paradox would require
a time traveler to do something that prevents them from traveling
in time to perform that action. But we don't know how resilient
the structure of events might be - most scientists seem to assume
it has a positive feeback response to changes made by future
entities traveling into the past, but I suspect that some events
may have large effects and others may die out.

Certainly there are things about UFOs which make the time- travel
hypothesis appealing. Elusiveness, for instance, would seem to be
a requirement for time travelers.

However, the variety of reported occupants would indicate several
races and even species of time travelers, just as ETH proponents
point to this as an indication of multiple visiting ET species.
That being the case, I am not sure what we gain by asserting the
TTH.

Yes, the biological assertions of abductees are a problem, but
only if we believe them. And there are a number of things to
worry about:

1) Distinguishing between a real abduction and a false one is not
something commonly or easily done. Many likely false abduction
cases contaminate the data.

2) Abductees typically claim to be in an abnormal psychological
state, which does not lead one to firm confidence in the content
of their memory, no matter how sincere their belief in the events
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they report or which are revealed through hypnosis.

3) Important parts of abduction data have been revealed under
hypnosis. Even qualified psychological researchers remain
uncertain as to the nature of the hypnotic state and the degree
to which confabulation occurs. Obviously, this is using an
abnormal mental state to recall another abnormal mental state at
the best interpretation possible.

4) Even discarding all of the above, the abductors may be lying,
joking, performing a strange act of theatre, using mind control
to determine the mental and emotional parameters of humans and
their relationship to their offspring, or any number of other
possibilities open to the fertile mind of the science-fiction
speculator. In short, we do not know that what the abductees
relate as a common story is a true representation of reality.
This means we do not know if human and alien biology is, in fact,
compatible in any way.

I remain concerned about a number of features which reflect
dubiously on the reality of at least some abductions.

1) Lack of allergic reactions.

2) Lack of biological infection.

3) Lack of recuperative time - excessively rapid healing after
massively intrusive procedures.

4) Lack of artifacts despite the continued apparent implantation
of humans with alien technology.

5) Presence of some clearly non-physical abductions.

>  Hmmmmm.....Maybe some UFO investigators should be looking forward
>  instead of up. <grin>
>
>  I defer to Mark Cashman who, I hope, will comment.

At this point, I don't see a need for the TTH. On a plausibility
scale, I suspect we have, in order:

ETH - we know life exists in the universe, that intelligent life
exists in the universe, and that it can travel in space: we are
that life. We know that there is significant evidence that UFOs
are physical and operate according to the laws of physics as we
know them, despite their unusual appearance and extreme
performance; in fact, UFOs appear to be machines, crewed by
non-human beings. UFOs come from the sky and return to the sky in
a significant proportion of cases. The obvious suggestion is that
UFOs are from another world somewhere in space.

NPH (Non-physical hypotheses such as Earthlights) - we know that
the human mind can be influenced by magnetic and electrical
fields, we know plasmas can exist. Unfortunately, NPH cannot
easily deal with the clearly physical aspects of the phenomenon,
and essentially would need to be classed with the
hoax/hallucination/misperception hypotheses in its inability to
explain important UFO data.

TTH - This is hard to distinguish from ETH, especially if one
wants to assume alien time travelers in alliance with humans, or
that evolved humans would be quite different from present humans
in appearance. However, time travelers would presumably not need
to engage in the level of observation or in the types of apparent
observation performed by UFOs (i.e. studying aircraft again and
again, following and stalling cars), because, having a heritage
based in our time, they should already know about these artifacts
and also about human behavior. Nonetheless, it is possible to
hypothesize any number of reasons to violate these expectations.
But it is a more complex hypothesis than ETH and requires more
violation of well- established physical laws, including,
especially, potential violations of causality (i.e. an effect
before a cause).

PNH - a relatively small number of apparently reliable UFO cases
seems to show some unusual features which suggest non-physicality
and physicality in the same phenomenon. While this could be an
effect of a technological device which is not known to us, this
aspect does bear watching. Certainly, biological compatibility
may very well not be an issue for a paranormal UFO source, so
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even presuming the truth of the abduction / hybrid thread PNH is
not ruled out. But it is a more complex hypothesis than ETH since
it requires a paranormal intelligence of unknown source, capable
of altering matter with a non-visible technology, neither of
which is within the scope of our present physical knowledge.

Well, I hope that does the job for now...

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
------
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UFO Crash at Dalnegorsk In Russia

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 03:42:42 +0100
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 05:33:51 -0500
Subject: UFO Crash at Dalnegorsk In Russia

Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 19:22:50 -0700
From: Jilain <jilain@rt66.com>
To: ufolist@riskers.org
Subject: UFO Crash at Height 611

DAILY NEWS, Anchorage, AK - July 5, 1990 CR: J.
& L. Nicholson

SPACESHIPS PAYING REGULAR VISITS,

UFO SPECIALISTS CLAIM

EDITOR'S NOTE; Articles from the Northern News
Services are taken from newspapers from nations around
the north, translated and distributed by the Novosti Pre
ss Agency in Moscow. The Daily News publishes them
to give readers a view of issues peculiar to northern areas
and as a view of how the news is reported in ot her
nations.

By YEVGENI BUGAYENKO

Northern News Service

The mysteries are many, Trustworthiness and objectivity
of observations cannot be always verified. In most cases,
television and photo cameras fail when it comes to filming
UFOs. But there are irrefutable proofs, which only make
scientists shrug. The breath-taking one is the Dalnegorsk
phenomenon. On the fringes of Dalnegorsk (a city in the
Far East) four years ago, a spaceship had an accident on
Height 611. According to witnesses, it happened at 5 :55
p. m. The low-flying reddish sphere was moving
moiselessly towards Height 611. Reaching it, the sphere
went down, then up and again down, eventually catch ing
fire. Aflame, it made six attempts to take off. One hour
later it slowly rose and flew away. Expeditions from the
Far Eastern Scientific Center and other notable
institutions inspected the site. Opinions differ. Enthusiast
Valeri Dvuzhilni, who was a teacher when the accident
happened and now heads the anomalous phenomena
commission Far Eastern group of the Academy of
Sciences' Siberian branch, gives the following facts.
Instruments registered six anomalous pounts on the site.
Strange iron and lead drops and welded, not charred,
peices of wood were found. Atop the hill extraordinary
finds were discovered. Firstly, the "grid," which no one
can explain what it is. Scientists from the Institute of
Chemistry say, "We don't know how this substance was
formed. Nothing like it exists." Another mystery is the
quartz-sheathed gold thread 17 microns (three times less
than human hair) in diameter. Three days after the
accidents, scientists rose to the hill, where they lost
coordination and fell down. They all registered
unexplainable changes in the blood and high blood
pressure. Explanations of these mysteries also are many.
Dvuzhilnicites dozens of other anomalous phenomena
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which occurred above the Far Eastern taiga. For exampl
e, on the night of Nov. 28-29, 1987, 33 UFOs were
seen. Thirteen UFOs passed above Dalnegorsk. Five of
them hovered and searched the earth with their beams,
while the other four flew above Height 611 between 10
p.m. and 2 a.m. Too fantastic? But then again time will
tell.

 [EXERPT. Entire article can be viewed at
http://www.trancepassion.com/_ufo/ufonews1.html
jilain@rt66.com
jilain@riskers.org
IRC undernet channel #blackvault

                  ~~~Tell me not, in mournful numbers,
                       Life is but an empty dream!
                     For the soul is dead that slumbers,
                       And things are not what they seem.~~~
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Transmit An ETmail Into Space

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 04:33:52 +0100
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 05:35:49 -0500
Subject: Transmit An ETmail Into Space

Received via "alt.alien.visitors" January 14 at 00.01 local time (GMT +
1 hour):

*******

Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 23:32:09 -0000
From: "ET" <ET@alien-contact.net>
Subject: Transmit an ETmail into Space

Email ET only at the Alien Contact Network.

For a limited time we are offering the users of this newsgroup the
opportunity to transmit an ETmail (for free) into space using our very
powerful 12Kw 2meter~ transceivers. The signal is relayed by at least
four other high power radio stations in a 50 mile radius. If they are
out there, they will hear us. We also listen 24Hrs.

This is a genuine World's First !!

Let's see how soon we get shut down..<g>

http://www.alien-contact.net

---------------------------------------------------------

Any other 2m radio stations out there who want to join the fun
please email webmaster@alien-contact.net

Search for other documents from or mentioning: stig_agermose | et | webmaster
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Theresa <Tcarlson1@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 22:43:24 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 05:41:20 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com>
>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 00:04:25 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

Rebecca and list members,

>FWIW, the danger sign story has been around for a while. I
>believe Theresa even did some first hand investigation of that as
>well.

I did attempt to investigate it. As so often has happened in this
saga, it came down to trying to prove a negative.  In this
instance, proving that similar signs did not exist in 1947.

I did find incidences of similar signs using the word "DANGER",
as early as the mid-fifties.

Chances are that OSHA would not have simply pulled a particular
design out of the blue and made it a standard. It was likely a
"tried and true" model that was made into the standard.

Finding exactly when and where it was tried could be a near
impossible task.

Another problem stems from the fact that we don't know exactly
what the sign in the autopsy footage says.

An interesting note though, in case anyone else is thinking of
"finding" more Roswell UFO crash evidence, the warning sign that
seems to be the most common in the late forties was one that said
"CAUTION".  Red letters on a yellow background....

Regards,

Theresa Carlson

Search for other documents from or mentioning: tcarlson1 | xiannekei
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Theresa <Tcarlson1@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 23:04:18 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 05:43:42 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 02:56:13 +0100
>From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
>To: updates@globalserve.net

Don,

>You really think after three years that Santilli is finally going to
>release that film. :-)

Odd, but your statement reminds me of an old tale about dangling
a carrot in front of a jackass to keep him moving... ;-)

Santilli told me that he wouldn't be releasing the "first
autopsy". He told me this both before and after seeing the
Shadows of Doubt report.

Wonder which one he is lying to...

Regards,

Theresa Carlson

Search for other documents from or mentioning: tcarlson1 | dledger
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UFO News International 34

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 05:11:05 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 05:54:10 -0500
Subject: UFO News International 34
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

For direct subscriptions, send your e-mail address to:
                        hvdp@worldonline.nl

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

**************************************************************
Greer's December letter to Congress
**************************************************************

PUBLIC REQUESTED TO CALL THESE COMMITTEES Today, 24 December
1997, the following letter was sent to key Chairmen of  Congres-
sional Committees by registered mail, return receipt  requested.

December 22, 1997
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Senator/Congressman,

For the past seven years, CSETI (The Center for the Study of
Extraterrestrial Intelligence) has been collecting scientific
evidence on the matter of extraterrestrial intelligence and
so-called UFOs.

We have identified a substantial amount of irrefutable evidence

http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/
http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/1998/
http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/cgi-bin/maillist-today.cgi?file=/1998/jan/m14-015.shtml
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as well as the testimony of over 100 military, intelligence
agency and civilian government witnesses who have held Top Secret
(TS) clearances, many of whom were additionally cleared for
access to Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI). These people
have personally witnessed or been involved in covert operations
related to this subject or events of an unambiguous  extraterres-
trial nature (see enclosures).

The implications of this matter transcend the interests of any
given branch or agency of the US government, and impact numerous
interrelated areas, all of which affect national security,
governmental function and finances and government  accountabili-
ty.

In general, the US government and its legal representatives are
excluded from briefings and developments impacting this important
area -- a situation which we feel is unconstitutional,  dange-
rously avoids Congressional oversight, and which must be
corrected as soon as possible.

In meetings which I have had with a sitting CIA Director, members
of the Senate and House of Representatives, the Executive Branch
and senior military representatives in the Pentagon, I have found
that, while there is interest in the subject and general support
for a disclosure regarding the existence of extraterrestrial life
forms, there is an almost universal absence of information
available to these leaders.

The implications of excessive and undue secrecy surrounding this
issue should concern every member of Congress who is charged with
upholding the integrity of the U.S. Constitution and the rule of
law. The subject itself has vast implications for world peace,
science and new technologies, the environment, the economy and
geo-politics (see enclosed paper "Implications of an  Extrater-
restrial Disclosure").
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CSETI is hereby formally asking your committee to convene open
hearings on the subject of extraterrestrial intelligence
beginning with the next term of Congress. We are prepared to
provide you with a substantial body of detailed briefing
materials in addition to those enclosed, as well as the names of
bona-fide first hand military and intelligence witnesses who wish
to testify under oath before Congress. These heros of our country
are eager to inform the Congress and the American people of what
they know first-hand regarding this matter.

We respectfully ask that you reply to this request and answer the
following questions:

Is your committee willing to receive a preliminary briefing on
this subject?

If not, why?

Is your committee willing to allow open, publicly accessed
hearings on this subject?

If not, why?

CSETI and its worldwide network of military witnesses, scientists
and researchers are ready to provide you with a full briefing on
this subject at your earliest convenience. We feel the American
people, and the people of the world, deserve to know the truth
of  this matter.

We request that our elected representatives assert their
constitutional rights on behalf of the American citizen to be
provided a full, reasonable disclosure on this matter in the next
term of Congress.

Sincerely,
Steven M. Greer M.D. International Director of CSETI enclosures:

1. CSETI Briefing Document - CSETI Assessment and Position Papers
 and U.S. Government Documents related to UFOs.

2. Videotape of Military Witnesses' Testimony from 9April, 1997
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 Washington DC CSETI Briefings for Congressmen and others - 
Confidential.

3. Videotape of Images of UFOs/Extraterrestrial Vehicles.

4. Audiotape and Transcript of Edwards Air Force Base pursuit of
 UFOs, 1965.

5. Report on the CSETI Washington DC Briefings of 9 April, 1997.
         __|__
       --_---_--
             
            \\
             \\
              \\
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**************************************************************
The Extraterrestrial Electronic Monitoring Space Directorate
**************************************************************

ACC's president Jack Shulman announced on Sightings that he had
discovered an organization called Extraterrestrial Electronic
Monitoring Space Directorate, short E2.

Ex-US Navy seal Bob Wolf had found a document with the name of
E2 on it at a USAF in Rome, New York. Wolf had penetrated the
defenses of the base, had searched through the laboratories of
the base and was subsequently arrested. Wolf was released on bail
and had kept a piece of paper that referred to an address in
Hannover, Maryland.

Wolf and Shulman located the headquarters in a facility near Air
and Space Command of US Command. They have found it in an
innocuous facility that looked like a brokerage. There they
overheard the name of E2.

The satellite network that ACC had discovered earlier, called
Skystation, is property of E2, according to a CIA acquaintance
of Shulman. E2 is also referenced to in the 50 year old notes
that ACC used to develop the transcapacitor.

>From their own research ACC had concluded that E2 does not report
to the public, Congress or the president. Bob Wolf has taped a
conversation with him and Shulman and officials of the Department
of the Army in which the existence of E2 was confirmed. Shulman
added: 'Ed Mitchell was correct in suggesting the existence of
a non reporting entity in the US military.' Shulman also said
that E2 seemed to have been responsible for the dissemination of
transistor technology to Bell Labs and for the secrecy around the
Roswell and Corona UFOs.

**************************************************************
T-CAP Inside
**************************************************************

On a recent appearance on Sightings Jeff Shulman explained ACC's
discovery the Transcapacitor. The device seems to be able to
store 10 to the 23th power of bits or memory units. The transca-
pacitor showed hardly any energy loss or heat dissipation, which
would suggest interesting application in laptop computers.

Shulman thinks that the technology is patentable under a
"Composition of matter" patent. For commercial exploitation
licensing seems the best option. ACC has organized a demonstrati-
on for engineers at General Electric.

The mainstream media so far has only asked Shulman why he is
dealing with "this way-out stuff"? Shulman thinks it is biggest
story of the century.
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Shulman further explained that ACC could not make te device
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instantly. He has founded the Transcapacitor Technology Center
to further study the device. Development of the transcapacitor
could take years and ACC plans to ship its first commercial
product at the end of 1999 or early in the year 2000. It will be
a storage device that can store 90 Gigabytes of data and has the
size of a poker chip.

**************************************************************
Credits
**************************************************************

Jack Shulman of ACC said on Sightings on the Radion of December
23 that I had alerted former New York Times journalist Ed Wang
to ACC's original story about the alleged alien origin of the
transistor back in August. On ACC's website I am credited for
giving this story a world wide distribution.

This is not true. In fact, it was Stig Agermose of Denmark who
has done that. Jack also said he did not know whether I lived in
the Netherlands, Norway or Denmark. Well, I live in the Nether-
lands and Stig lives in Denmark.

The confusion has arisen because from the posting of the original
story onward I have been pursuing this story vigorously in
Internet forums and in this newsletter and have phoned ACC three
times. My other contribution is that I urged ex-Navy Seal Bob
Wolf to investigate into the case and he has since allied himself
with ACC and has made remarkable discoveries, among other things
the discovery of the wherabouts of E2 (see elsewhere in this
issue).

During one of the phone calls I asked Shulman what he hoped to
achieve by confronting the US Air Force and AT & T about the
alien origin of the transistor. He answered: 'I want to be part
of a space faring civilization. I want to let the US Air Force
admit is has a UFO and I want the technology to enter the public
domain. There is nothing I would like to do more than exploring
the solar system. When I was younger I wanted to enter the
astronaut corps, but I could not because of my physique. I have
family working for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory and another
relative worked for Lockheed's Skunk Works. But I still have the
hope of travelling in space. We have the technology to go into
space by the masses, but at this point the powers that be won't
let it.

**************************************************************
CSETI Background
**************************************************************

Dear Friends of CSETI Project Starlight,
This letter is to bring you up to date on developments since the
historic CSETI briefings in Washington DC for members of Congress
and other leaders held on 9 April 1997.
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The past 6-8 months have witnessed a number of promising
developments, with increasing interest from key congressional
leaders and congressional committees, as well as leaders in other
countries. Additionally, senior scientific leadership who direct
major operations at nationally significant scientific instituti-
ons are now looking into the extraterrestrial question in a
serious and thorough fashion.

Last month, we concluded preliminary meetings with these
scientific leaders and congressional staff, and are optimistic
that the subject of UFOs/ETI is finally being taken seriously.

Members of several Congressional committees, as well as the
chairman and chief of staff of a key House committee, have stated
that they are now convinced that the subject is 'real' and of
importance. We are continuing our dialogue with these and other
leaders and encouraging them to hold open hearings in the
Congress during the next term which begins in January.

This month we are sending a full briefing package, including
videotaped witness testimony, government documents, UFO photos
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and film footage and other evidence to the chairmen of 15 major
Congressional committees which are relevant to this subject (see
enclosed letter). In this letter they are asked to reply to our
formal request for hearings .

Additionally, we are completing a proposal for a major new global
survey of extraterrestrial intelligence. This proposal, called
The CSETI Earth/Near Earth Extraterrestrial Survey, calls for a
major scientific real-time survey of UFO/ET activity using
state-of-the-art technology and rapid response capability.
Properly funded and executed, it would scientifically study and
document in real time UFO events globally. Scientists and
institutions of the highest caliber are currently consulting with
us on this project.

Regarding future strategic plans to effect a global disclosure
on the existence of UFOs/Extraterrestrial Intelligence, we are
at a significant crossroads: While continuing to provide
briefings, evidence and advice to the Congress, White House and
other national and world leaders, we must now make good on our
promise to disclose fully what is know about this subject to the
public. To 'privatize' the disclosure of top secret witness
testimony  and other evidence will require several world-class
documentaries and books coordinated with a world scientific
gathering and press conference.

While we certainly have the materials, evidence and witnesses in
place to fulfill such a plan, funding is another matter. Most
likely, these documentaries and books will need to be funded
through a business endeavor since it is clear no benefactors
exist to fund such an undertaking through a non-profit entity.
From a practical point of view, the minimum required to effect
such a privatized disclosure, including a broadcast quality 2
hour documentary, two books, the world press briefing and a
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scientific gathering to review the evidence is approximately $2
million.

If you know of any individuals or entities who could help with
such an undertaking, please contact me as soon as possible.

The release of definitive evidence and top-secret testimony
through such  a multi-media plan - if done properly - would
constitute a disclosure of significant proportions. It would very
likely then lead to the  congressional investigations and
hearings for which we have been calling.

Strategically, it is unwise to continue to allow governmental
foot-dragging to delay any longer the release of information and
top-secret witness  testimony. The obvious advantage to Congres-
sional hearings is that they would be taken seriously, seen
widely and would be funded by the Congress If we must, as a
civilian group, achieve much the same goals through a private
multi-media effort, then substantial business and financial
support will be needed. The resulting products must be first-rate
and be positioned to avoid the tabloid, lower-end media. 
Certainly, we are ready to move into the public domain with this
disclosure process and look forward to your comments, ideas,
networking and general assistance in this important global
undertaking.

Wishing you the best of all worlds and a time of Universal Peace,

Steven M. Greer M.D.
Director of CSETI enc.

**************************************************************
Light stuff
**************************************************************

Anonymous mail to Ufomind (Glen Campbell)

I am convinced that aliens have infiltrated the Dutch government.
I can proof this statement by reports about several secret
meetings, held by a number of creatures from outer space. Soon
I will make public an alien conspiracy, which has a dutch
revolution as purpose. I can not sign this message because I am
being watched by the BVD, the secret intelligence agency of
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Holland.

Our minister of Foreign Affairs is just losing it a little bit,
that's all - HvdP

  ______
 /\    /\
 \_\  /_/
 \  "  /
  \ _ /
   \ /
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**************************************************************
Stunning Israeli Evidence Emerges
**************************************************************

By Barry Chamish

One might think 1997 was a poor year of UFO activity in Israel
judging by the paucity of media reports. In fact, the media
clamped down hard in January '97 after they were burned on the
Achiod alien/lizard story and the false prediction of mass
landings on Jan.5. However, due to the superb research of David
Ronen, Doron Rotem and two young newcomers, Gil Bar and Eddie
Shpitz, it turns out that 1997 was a vintage year for Israeli
ufology.

Some of the most dramatic physical evidence of the country's
intense ten years of activity emerged last year. Following is a
summary of 1997.

FILMS

- Over three nights in September 1996, Elad Niger filmed a
remarakable UFO over the coastal plains city of Kochav Yair from
his vantage point in the nearby city of Kfar Saba. He released
the films to David Ronen in March of 1997. They reveal the
prettiest UFO ever filmed in Israel. It looks like a colorful
apple wearing a three pronged crown.

- 1997 saw three UFOs filmed in Rishon Letzion, 20 miles south
of Tel Aviv and a center of UFO activity since 1993 when giant
aliens visited the apartment of Batya Shimon. Of the three clips,
none is so memorable as Gil Bar's November filming of an
ellipsoid disk captured in 4 PM sunlight being chased by an
Israeli Air Force F-15. The UFO's high speed manoevres to escape
the jet are most acrobatic. This is the first known instance of
a military plane chasing a UFO captured on film in Israel.

- Then on November 26, Nahum Shomroni video-taped an afternoon
invasion of low flying UFOs over Tel Aviv. The light conditions
were perfect and the craft were flying at only an estimated 700
meters altitude. The result is a breathtaking view of three
sponge-shaped, dark UFOs of a type possibly never seen before.

PHYSICAL EVIDENCE

1997 saw two disturbing animal mutilation incidents associated
with UFO sightings. They continued a pattern that began in the
Negev village of Klachim in Dec. '96. Sylvia and Yitzhak Kadosh
witnessed "an image as big as a house sparkling like a welding
torch" land near their donkey compound. The light vanished before
their eyes and they hoped it would be the last time their farm
suffered such an intrusion. But their hope was not realized. Two
nights later, 2 donkeys were mutilated. The older one had its
eyes and tongue removed and its rib cage was exposed by a
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surgical removal of skin and tissue. The younger animal only had
the latter operation performed on it.

In July '97, the Glam family of Sde Uziah, thirty miles west of
Klachim, had a UFO experience which culminated in Mrs. Glam being
chased by a projector light from an unknown source. Again, two
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nights later, their sheep pen was invaded and five sheep were
drained bloodless from precise holes drilled in their cheeks.
Doron Rotem researched both incidents and to this day, keeps an
example from Sde Uziah frozen in his freezer. He admits his wife
is not happy about this mutilated carcass sharing space with the
family groceries.

The final incident made national news, the only UFO story to do
so all year. On Nov. 2, a silver ellipsoid disk hovered over the
Gaza Strip settlement of Paat Hasadeh. On Nov. 8, Yaacov
Mazal-Terem awoke to discover a row of twelve pairs of holes, 5
cm. deep along the fence which enclosed his horse. The horse
itself, had two 1 cm. holes surgically drilled into its front
hooves. The row of holes was photographed by the national media
and their origin remains a mystery. Speculation is they were
alien tracks or pods from a craft.

And finally, the famed hotspot of Kadima returned gloriously to
Israel's UFO history. From 1993-95, approximately 20 landing
spots were discovered after nights of UFO activity in the skies.
Within were shards of material later tested worldwide and found
to be a nearly pure silicon. This year, the same shards were
found twelve miles to the west on the beaches of Gaash and
Shfayim after UFO activity was reported.

On October 10, a UFO was seen over the Kadima suburb of Tel
Yitzhak. Idan Levy discovered its landing circle and found
within, not shiny silicon but an unknown material that looks like
grey branched coral.

SOMETHING TO LOOK FORWARD TO

I will be bringing the videos of the low flying invasion of Tel
Aviv, the F-15 chasing a most distinct disk over Rishon Letzion
and the colorful apple-shaped craft with a crown over Kochav Yair
to the Laughlin, Nevada conference. I think conferees will agree
this is a most dynamic and important trio of films.
I will also be bringing photos of the three mutilation cases as
well as samples of the Kadima "coral" to be offered for serious
laboratory testing. Israel's unique and powerful wave did not
diminish in 1997, it simply went unreported. That will end in
Laughlin.

--------------------------------------------
Sent by Barry Chamish - Israeli journalist.
Phone/Fax : (972)-2-9914936 E-Mail :
chamish@netmedia.net.il
--------------------------------------------
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**************************************************************
You can use UFO News International articles
**************************************************************

. Make a selection from this issue for your web site.

. Redistribute articles in your owns newsletter or Bulletin Board
System.

Conditions:

. Please give credit to UFO News International and, if relevant,
to the original source.

. Articles may not be used for the express purpose of baseless
debunking. Baseless debunking can be defined as attacking the
validity of a report without including substantial grounds for
the attack. Violations of this condition will immediately be
followed by exposure on the main Internet UFO discussion forums.

**************************************************************
Editor's notes:

UFO News International welcomes:
. reports, experiences, analyses and commentaries
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Anonimity will be provided if needed.

All contributions to this newsletter must be in English. Grammar
and spelling need not be perfect.

In case of a change in your e-mail address, please notify me in
advance, so that you can continue to receive UFOPals. Readers are
encouraged to invite their friends, acquaintances and colleagues
to subscribe to this newsletter.
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  ______
 /\    /\
 \_\  /_/
 \  "  /
  \ _ /
   \ /

**************************************************************

Date:               January 14, 1997=FF
Editor:             Henny van der Pluijm
Correspondents:     Barry Chamish (Israel)
                    Mike Stahl (Australia)

UFOIC, http://www.ufoic.com, hosts:

Henny van der Pluijm's UFO FAQ: http://www.ufoic.com/faq
and the UNI archive:            http://www.ufoic.com/faq/ufopals

Personal website:   http://www.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
E=A9mail:             hvdp@worldonline.nl

Direct subscribers:                  290

Redistributors:

Alien Research (120), Project Watchfire BBS, NUN BBS Network

Estimated readership: 12,000
______________________________________________________________

(C) Henny van der Pluijm, 1997.
______________________________________________________________

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl
                 
                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp       
             \______________________________________/
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

UFO Report - Sighting at sea - 12-97

From: "Ben Field" <ben@abcfield.force9.co.uk>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 17:44:29 -0000
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 05:04:43 -0500
Subject: UFO Report - Sighting at sea - 12-97

I thought this may be of interest to some of you, again it is a UFO
Report reported on the B.U.F.O.D. Space, Above and Beyond website :

http://www.abcfield.force9.co.uk

All the best....Ben Field
ben@abcfield.force9.co.uk

------------------------------------------------
Permision to publish report: Yes

First name: Jeremy Clark
Surname: Packer
Age: 32
Occupation: Engineer

Year sighting took place: 1997
Month sighting took place: December
Day sighting took place: Monday
Time sighting took place: 8:00 am

Country: USA
Nearest town: Corpus Christi

Description of area where sighting took place: Oil Platform- 30 miles
from Shore of Gulf of Mexico.
No land masses...no clouds...heavy wind...several liners.
500 manned oil rig.

The UFO was sighted in or near a Reservoir/River/Canal/Water
The UFO was sighted in or near an air route

Did anyone else witness the sighting ?: Yes
Relationship of witnesses: Co-Workers

Circumstances of the sighting/experience: I had just woke up for our
daily routine on the rig. Our sleeping quarters were below sea level,
so we all had to trundge up to the main core housing to start work. It
was about 7:58 to 8:00.

My watch stopped ticking at 7:58 but I don't know if my time was
right. Everyone else's watch stopped ticking as well with various
times.

As I and about 20 other men neared our stations to perform the daily
greasing and releasing routine, we stopped cold in our tracks.
The Bore that drills the hole into the ocean floor was bent like a
toothpick into a V-Shape.
We looked at the underwater cameras to recheck what our eyes saw and
we could't believe it.

First off..this bore is 140.65 Feet thick made of solid steel. Nothing
can bend it...let alone something on the ocean floor...and it wasn't
even on the ocean floor! It was just right below the surface of the
water about 200 feet...the amount of pressure it would take would be
equal to the sun's force. We were dumbfounded... then we got scared!
Everyone started hearing a rumbling noise and we knew it wasn't the
Engines running the platform bore...everything shuts off when
something goes wrong. Out of th West we saw what looked to be about
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25-30 Helicopters on maneuvers...not uncommen a sight. What was
uncommen was that the rig commander came up and told us he had no
alerts to any military maneuvers from the coast guard that day. They
usually alert us whenever they do these things in our vicinity.
Another peculiar thing was that the helicopters made no sounds..none
ZIPP!

Then we all ran to the west side of the platform...about 250 of us in
all...the others were below sleeping...they have the night shift.
Then we saw something that totally changed us! All of the helicopters
stopped in midair and something LARGE..very LARGE surfaced beneath
them.

It was a HUGE Metal object about the size of our platform! It just
came straight out of the water and straight into the air! It hovered
over the Helicopters for about 2 minutes. Enough for us to use the
telescopes to check it out!
it was as large as about two football fields, concave underneath with
4 large bulbouse domes in the concave part of the bottom of it.
It turned on it's side and we saw that it looked like a huge flying
CIGAR which was tapored at both ends.
On the top of the thing was another concave indent that had lights
circling within it.

Every color you could possibly imagine! It was BEAUTIFUL! We heard the
soft rumbling all througout the sighting.

Then something amazing happened as we stood there in disbelief.
Like someone turning off a light switch...it was gone. One second we
were all looking through binoculars, telescopes and through just our
eyes...hell it was close enough you didn't need the devices!
then it was gone. I would say as fast as you could blink or a light
switch would turn on and off a light...it was gone.

The helicopters headed our way and passed us overhead, again never
making a sound. We could see that they had absolutely no markings.
Familiar with the stuff the military does around here, we knew they we
ren't military craft.
Some looked like they were stainless steel, almost invisible, some
were jet black. I counted 22...my best friend couted 28.

Everyone had a different amount. We all also noticed that our watches
were about 30 minutes later than what the time actually was when we
got back to the mainland.

We were sent on temporary leave by our bosses for what we reported so
that they could fix/repair/replace the bore on the rig.

I'm back at work now but I still look out at the ocean every chance I
get!

The height the UFO was from the ground was about: 280 - 300 feet above
sea

Noise info. heard during the sighting: Rumbling Sound for most of the
sighting. Our watches stopped working!

The UFO was sighted for [   ] Minutes: 30

The UFO Manoeuvred
The UFO Changed Colour
The UFO Hovered
The UFO Rotated

Was any photographic record made at the time?: Yes, Camera

Did you experience any effects ie loss of time: Yes...All our watches
showed 30 minutes late/about the time the sighting took place.

(Weather and Conditions) - Windy
(Weather and Conditions) - Cold
(Weather and Conditions) - Daylight
--------------------------------------------------
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: UFO Crash at Dalnegorsk

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 05:52:43 +0100
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 07:01:30 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Crash at Dalnegorsk

Thought you might like to view the entire page

http://www.trancepassion.com/_ufo/ufonews1.html

Stig

*******

SPACESHIPS PAYING REGULAR VISITS
DAILY NEWS, Anchorage, AK - July 5, 1990 CR: J. & L. Nicholson

SPACESHIPS PAYING REGULAR VISITS,

UFO SPECIALISTS CLAIM

EDITOR'S NOTE; Articles from the Northern News Services are taken from
newspapers from nations around the north, translated and distributed by
the Novosti Press Agency in Moscow. The Daily News publishes them to
give readers a view of issues peculiar to northern areas and as a view
of how the news is reported in ot her nations.

By YEVGENI BUGAYENKO

Northern News Service

In Khabarovsk in the evening of March 21, 1990, bright red spheres
stole across the horizon and darted above the ice-bound Amur River.
According to witnesses, they kept strict distance. They arrived in
force, say militiamen who saw the UFOs and tried to videotape them. As
always in such cases, the video ran erratically and through
interference, and that was how Khabarovsk television explained the
flickering and flashing image. Witnesses were many. Numerous telephone
calls came to the militia and city executive committee offices and
military headquarters. Hospital No. 10 called for help: The
cigar-shaped object which hovered above it caused panic among the
patients and personnel. The militia patrol car hurried to the scene.
Spotting it on the highway, the UFO took off. That was not all.
According to a witness, he and his wife were out for a walk in the
evening and saw a low-flying "saucer" with a bright surface and running
lights all along the board. The UFO was restless and its nose now
dipping, now rising. The sensatioal news came from a woman criminal
inspector. On the day after, she reported an extra-terestrial visiting
her while she was watching a TV film at night. Interference choked the
screen. Then a breeze seemed to push aside the curtain and a tall
creature in a "lustrous suit" with enormous shining eyes and arms which
reached below his knees entered. He held an oblong object in his hand.
Small wonder the criminal inspector blacked out, seeing the heavenly
visitor. Remarkably, in the morning the balcony door knob was
electrified and the dog whined incessantly. The Suvorovski Natisk daily
(the Far Eastern Military District organ), which never published
untrustworthy reports, came up with the following. Asked if the radars
had spotted the UFOs, the anti-aircraft defense headquarters spokesman
said: "March 21, the UFO was observed moving 100-120 meters above
ground. It was a black cigar-shaped object 50 meters in length. In its
rear part, a ruby glow was seen. The information was phoned in by the
duty officer. Our radars spotted nothing."

Flying saucers are flying above the Far East according to a timetable,
specialists maintain. I leafed through the newspaper files for
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regularly published reports on UFOs. On Oct. 2, saucer-like,
ellipse-shaped objects up to 10 meters in length were seen flying in
broad daylight above the river near the Verkhnaya Manoma village. The
sky became a rosy tint. Children ran about, crying "Extraterestrials
have come." In Troitski-on-Amur, Nanai National District center, many
saw a mysterious phenomenon at around 11 p.m. Three bright beams cut
the sky and then merged into one, which gradually faded in the dark.
Last January, inhabitants of the Tumnin village in the taiga on the Sea
of Okhotsk saw a huge spherical gondola-shaped body, which slowly
drifted to the southeast. There were no clouds. Weathermen made an
entry in the log, which contains many such entries: "Red, yellow, and
green luminous spheres observed in the sky;" "an isolated large
luminous object arrived from beyond the horizon and hovered above the
village center;" "on November 29, an unidentified oval object hovered
above the village and emitted three colour beams, lighting the ground."
The daily Magakanskaya Pravda appealed to its readers to establish a
UFOlogists' society. The daily Sovetskaya Chukotka devotes an entire
page to extraterrestrials. Khabarovsk television has shown two
90-minute "UFO Mysteries" round tables. The mysteries are many,
Trustworthiness and objectivity of observations cannot always be
verified. In most cases, television and photo cameras fail when it
comes to filming UFOs. But there are irrefutable proofs, which only
make scientists shrug. The breath-taking one is the Dalnegorsk
phenomenon. On the fringes of Dalnegorsk (a city in the Far East) four
years ago, a spaceship had an accident on Height 611. According to
witnesses, it happened at 5:55 p.m. The low-flying reddish sphere was
moving noiselessly towards Height 611. Reaching it, the sphere went
down, then up and again down, eventually catching fire. Aflame, it made
six attempts to take off. One hour later it slowly rose and flew away.
Expeditions from the Far Eastern Scientific Center and other notable
institutions inspected the site. Opinions differ. Enthusiast Valeri
Dvuzhilni, who was a teacher when the accident happened and now heads
the anomalous phenomena commission Far Eastern group of the Academy of
Sciences' Siberian branch, gives the following facts. Instruments
registered six anomalous points on the site. Strange iron and lead
drops and welded, not charred, pieces of wood were found. Atop the hill
extraordinary finds were discovered. Firstly, the "grid," which no one
can explain what it is. Scientists from the Institute of Chemistry say,
"We don't know how this substance was formed. Nothing like it exists."
Another mystery is the quartz-sheathed gold thread 17 microns (three
times less than human hair) in diameter. Three days after the
accidents, scientists rose to the hill, where they lost coordination
and fell down. They all registered unexplainable changes in the blood
and high blood pressure. Explanations of these mysteries also are many.
Dvuzhilnicites dozens of other anomalous phenomena which occurred above
the Far Eastern taiga. For example, on the night of Nov. 28-29, 1987,
33 UFOs were seen. Thirteen UFOs passed above Dalnegorsk. Five of them
hovered and searched the earth with their beams, while the other four
flew above Height 611 between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m. Too fantastic? But
then again time will tell.
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Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 23:04:01 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 07:03:35 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

>From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 09:33:25 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> >If you are interested in the 1952 Washington National Airport
> >Sightings you ought to read. Edward J. Ruppelts - 'The Report on
> >Unidentified Flying Objects', Chapter 12, "The Washington
> >Merry-go-round". This chapter is entirely on these events and
> >most of it is insider information which was NEVER chronicled in
> >the newspapers.  Ruppelt was at that time the head of Project
> >Blue Book and was the one who coined the term "UFO" issued in the
> >1952 press release describing these events.

> >Gary Alevy

>At the risk of blowing my own horn, let me point out that in
>'Conspiracy of Silence' (Avon Books, 1997) I take a long look at
>the Washington Nationals, including interviews I conducted with
>some of the participants. Both Dewey Fournet and Al Chop provided
>insights into what happened, especially on the second night. I
>also interviewed tower personnel and used the unpublished data
>from the Condon Committee study. (Condon's investrigator took a
>couple of people to lunch and submitted a bill for about $3.50
>for everyone's meal.)

>KRandle

By all means toot that horn Keven. <G>   They must have
eaten at McDonalds back then. <G>  Let's see if we can
get someone to take us to lunch today...for $3.50...<g>

REgards, Mike
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 00:24:29 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 07:11:12 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

>From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 14:16:43 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

Hello the list, and to Kevin Randle...

>>>> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>>>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>>>> Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
>>>>investigation

>>>Hey Jack.

>>>If you are interested in the 1952 Washington National Airport
>>>Sightings you ought to read. Edward J. Ruppelts - 'The Report on
>>>Unidentified Flying Objects', Chapter 12, "The Washington
>>>Merry-go-round". This chapter is entirely on these events and
>>>most of it is insider information which was NEVER chronicled in
>>>the newspapers.  Ruppelt was at that time the head of Project
>>>Blue Book and was the one who coined the term "UFO" issued in the
>>>1952 press release describing these events.

>>>Gary Alevy

>>Hello The List, and hello Gary...

>>Only one chapter? Gee, wouldn't it be fun if you typed
>>it in for us? ...Or if you have a scanner... Or maybe
>>just the highlights? I'm not going to buy the book just
>>to read chapter 12. Besides, how can I be sure of the
>>accuracy of its contents? Someone is going to look at
>>some back newspapers which I am sure are available, and
>>therein will be found the most reliable of information.
>>I have to say this first, then if the book has something
>>more to offer... Well, we shall see.

>>Regards,

>>Jack

>Let's keep copyright infringement in mind here.

>Contrary to popular belief, you can't just scan the chapter into
>the computer and post it all over the internet. That is illegal.
>In fact, we play fast and loose with the law here by posting
>whole newspaper articles, even with the proper credit being
>given. The copyright laws are quite specific and what most people
>believe to be fair use is, in fact, outlawed.

Kevin,

We run into alleged copyright infringement every day. I know
of no laws that prohibit the reproduction of _excerpts_ from
any publication providing there is no intent to profit from
the endeavor. The wording of copyright protections are a lot
tougher sounding than the legal ways of backing them up.
I go to great lengths to obtain permission where it's poss-
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ible.

When it's not practical, I limit my discussion to brief ex-
cerpts and/or re-phrasing of the author's message. For in-
stance, were I to use excerpts from one of your copyright
works, and you found it necessary to object, I would simply
cease and desist. ...No law-suit necessary or applicable.

>
>And Jack, what gave you the idea that the newspaper clippings
>from the time would be more accurate than Ruppelt's analysis of
>the situation, especially since you haven't read it? Ruppelt
>seemed to provide an interesting insight into the functioning of
>the UFO investigation in 1952 and gives some clues about the
>thinking at the higher levels. Ruppelt's work is important to
>understanding the whole of the 1952 flap.

The answer is, newspaper articles are more likely to be less
biased than a book that has been written with embellishments
and wording designed to sell ideas that may be considered
exaggerations or falsehoods by main-stream thinking. ...Just
my point of view, of course.  ...And then there's the fact
that I was there.

Best regards,

Jack
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 00:53:26 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 07:49:45 -0500
Subject: Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No Accident
>       Of Nature
>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 17:11:26 -0800

>>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/13/98 12:04 AM:
>>  Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 21:26:11 -0600
>>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>  From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
>>  Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature

>>  In this book the Sumerians allege that there was a rogue planet
>>  which had broken away from it's sun and along with it's 12 moons,

<snip>

>It is still not clear if Mars ever had standing bodies of water
>that would have lasted long enough to originate life, but it
>seems much less likely that Mars could have evolved a complex
>enough ecosystem to have developed an intelligent life form, and
>to show no trace of that ecosystem today.

Hiya Mark,

As an avid amateur astronomer of long standing I have followed
NASA's exploration of the solar system closely. One of the more
astounding discoveries (aside from the odd structures in Cydonia)
were extinct river beds! Some of these 'river beds' led to basins
where water must have stood for long periods in mars' ancient
history. Modern theory is that a percentage of the martian water
supply is frozen in the polar caps while much may yet lay frozen
beneath the surface. It is one of the questions geologists need/
want answered.

If water existed, then it is possible that a rudimentary form of
life had an oportunity to gain a foothold. If Cydonia turns out
to be artificial, then it's a 'done thing' that life there was a
bit more complex than a simple bacteria or single celled organism
and that it established -much more- than just a tenuous foothold
hold on Mars! <G>

BTW, I understand that the funding for Cydonia was acquired by a
Martian that claimed to talk to God personally, a little blue
fellow named Orell Royburtz. He simply went on Martian Planetary
TV one day and told the population that if he didn't raise
$76,000,000 gurns to build the temples in Cydonia that God
Himself was going to strike him dead by bleemday of that very
week. The rest is history, and we'll soon have the pictures to
prove it! <VBG>

Peace,

John Velez ;-)
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

The Prophets Conference - Strieber

From: prophets@maui.net
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 20:50:59 -1000
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 07:57:22 -0500
Subject: The Prophets Conference - Strieber

THE PROPHETS CONFERENCE - WHITLEY STRIEBER

'UFOs, Current Anomalies and What They Portend' - Panel - Opening
Remarks Los Angeles - March, 1997 - Presented by Axiom

Introduction by Scott Catamas

SCOTT CATAMAS:
"Whitley has probably done as good a job as anyone on the planet
of expressing outrageous, extraordinary phenomena in very human
and remarkably honest terms.  Being willing to be so honest and
to personalize it is very courageous, I believe.  He didn't play
it safe."

WHITLEY STRIEBER:
"UFOs and Current Anomalies and What They Portend."  Well, what
are current anomalies?  It's an interesting phrase - current
anomalies.   I don't know what was meant when this was written,
but I do know what it means to me.  I think the most
extraordinary current anomaly is the fact that an awful lot of
people are beginning to notice that there's something very wrong
with the vision of the world that we have created.  It doesn't
work.  It's not real enough to take in all of our experience.
The model of the universe of which our world is living has to
reject these things (OBE's, NDE's, UFO encounters), it has to say
their not real because it hasn't got any room for them.  That
means it hasn't got any room or at least not enough room for us,
all of us. Every human being is bigger than the model of the
universe by which mankind now lives:  which is why the model is
in peril, in jeopardy and is in the process of being rebuilt.

'A most interesting thing happened in France in the early 18th
century, 1720's.  There was a movement...which was a sort of
ecstatic Christian movement.  Pretty heretical by the standards
of those days.  And the leader of this movement died, and after
his death people discovered that if they touched his tomb, they
had the same kind of experience that people have had for many
thousands of years when touching the wall near where St. John
wrote the Book of Revelations on the Island of Patmos.  They felt
a sort of electricity coming through their bodies.  And it did
much more than simply provide little moments of  shock.  It
created a sensation in France in those days because the people
who had this experience began to go into an extraordinary
ecstatic state, completely unprecedented in human experience up
until that point.  They would become rigid: a kind of rictus.
And during this state they could be hit with sledgehammers; they
could be used to hammer nails into wood; heavy stones could be
dropped on their bodies; they became impermeable to harm.  They
were called convulsionaires.  A sort of group of hospitalier
volunteers was organized to help the convulsionaires when this
condition overcame them in the streets.  At one point there were
10,000 people involved in helping convulsionaires in the streets
of Paris. In other words the city had exploded into a state of
anomaly.  Finally the church and the King had the little chapel
yard of the little church walled up so that people could not get
to this tomb.

'I was fascinated by this story because it suggests that at the
beginning of the Age of Reason, the body of humankind made a
last, desperate effort to try to express itself in the direction
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that it has always been going since the beginning of time: to the
point where we leap beyond the physical and become
hyper-physical, super-physical beings,  where the spirit and the
body unite into a whole new kind of being.

'I went on a sort of pilgrimage to that church a year ago August,
this last August, and found that the garden is still walled-up.
You still can't get to the tomb.  It's very subtle, but if you go
into the little church you find that you can't quite seem to go
into the garden.  And when you go out and walk in the street to
get into the garden, there's no entrance.  It's walled up to
about 18 feet high and you just can't get in.  There's no
explanation of why you can't.  You can't.

'In other words, current anomalies are walled up within our
society and within ourselves just as the anomaly in the little
church.  And now somebody's here breaking the walls down, and
that's what all this video coming out of Mexico and out of
Salida, Colorado, and so forth of UFO's is about.  It's what the
implants are about, as this extraordinary phenomenon becomes
increasingly more and more physical, and wakes up more and more
people, as it did me and many others in this room, and forces us
to face the fact that we're so extraordinary."

You may find out what was exactly said at The Prophets
Conferences in Los Angeles and Phoenix by Whitley Strieber and
the others in this extraordinary group of today's leading
messengers, by visiting:

http://www.aloha.net/~axiom/tapes.html

Another of the outstanding Prophets Conference messengers was
Peter Gorman:
visit
http://www.aloha.net/~axiom/amazon.html
___________________________________________
 to unsubscribe send e-mail to:
                        prophets@maui.net
   in the body type:
                        unsubscribe axiom
                        your@e-mail.here

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The Prophets Conferences - are presented by AXIOM
http://www.aloha.net/~axiom/

"We have it in our power to begin the world again."
                - Thomas Paine, Common Sense (1776)
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Re: The Lesotho Incident

From: Jakes Louw <LOUWJE@telkom.co.za>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 10:57:47 +0200
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 08:06:25 -0500
Subject: Re: The Lesotho Incident

>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 18:49:02 +0100 (MET)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The Lesotho Incident

>I have watched how you repeatedly asked for information about the
>Lesotho case and apparently what you got does not satisfy you.

I got absolutely squat, zip, nada, nothing.

>Would you explain why Cynthia Hind declares the case a hoax?

I will be corresponding with Cynthia within the next few weeks,
so I will be able to supply you with her testimony, but from what
I understand, the self-proclaimed Military Intelligence operative
that supplied the "proof" did not pass the bullshit test. The
person in question, an androgynous item called Van Greunen,
couldn't pass serious scrutiny.

But watch this space: I might be getting some material soon..

Jakes E. Louw
+27 12 311-2668
082 923 6144
louwje@telkom.co.za
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Re: Thanksfor heads-up on Taiwan 'UFO Cult' story

From: "Terry Walker" <apt_6f@hotmail.com>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 02:28:34 PST
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 08:34:18 -0500
Subject: Re: Thanksfor heads-up on Taiwan 'UFO Cult' story

Stig and Robert and Bob,

Thanks for keeping me abreast of the Taiwanese UFo cult story.
Great Knight-Ridder story you sent. There was also a good Chicago
Sun Times story on Saturday and one in the Gary Indiana Post
Tribune with front page photos.

Gathering steam. Bob, be careful.

But seriosuly, if you see any more neews stories can you please
send them my way by email? Thanks. I am compiling huge website
with archived material on this group only.

Terry
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Alfred's Odd Ode #214

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 05:26:30 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 08:42:39 -0500
Subject: Alfred's Odd Ode #214

Apology to MW #214 (For January 14, 1998) Appropriately and respectfully
to Billy Joel=85 a 'stop the fire' rant <g>.

    ~~~

Flying saucers, small grey men -- folks abducted, ... not pretend.
Chupacabra, ACC,
Mitchell, Bell, and Sitchin -- see? Maytag washers, life on Mars, baby
ET's
plastic jars. Stanton Friedman, Jacques Vallee -- only guessing on their
knees...

We didn't start the fire; it was always burnin' and we're never
learnin'...

Message traffic disappears; end time talk is full of fear; comets fly
across the sky; taking those who wish to die. Johnny Ford is painted
nuts. Still, we're mute; we've got no guts.
Watch and all reports come in; saucers fly on film, my friend!

We didn't start the fire, as we're never learning, we see it burning =85

CIA gives self reports, laughing up my sleeve, I snort. Agents give kids
drugs to sell, I wish them to an early hell. Unibombers and McVeigh, sure
and they have hell to pay -- but we're not hearing _all_ the facts, just
the ones to keep us back!

We didn't start the fire, and the fire still burns because we haven't
learned.

Lying gutted, breached, and gored by machines of landed lords, in a cell
that you'd deplore, lies the frame of Johnny Ford. Lost and most alone is
he, one that worked to set it free (?), soon it is they come for YOU!
What will, then, you say and do?

We didn't start the fire, but it's churning burning sure precludes our
learning.

Heard it first on old Art Bell, deformed frogs, and cells from hell.
Rense is sense I am convinced, Suffolk county's mad, pretence... Hoaxes,
frauds, and misdirection coming to an intersection, bearing down like
there's no blessing, make it stop it's too distressing!

We didn't start the fire, but, still, it's burning; and still we're not
learning.

     Lehmberg@snowhill.com

One I respect observed to me that our government might need to
have some secrets. A republic (he says, though I would argue
oligarchy), requiring immunity from the 'lone crazy' a pure
democracy "suffers", _needs_ to keep secrets from enemies.  I can
only offer that our un-elected, and unconstitutional government,
a government outlined by many from Dwight Eisenhower to Edgar
Mitchell, has so far and away abused that prerogative that the
original reasons requiring it are no longer valid!

It's a government of shadows, making more shadows, that puts the
weave of our system at risk, and NOT the persons that are ground
up in its wheels like those disabled or killed at Area 51, or our
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own John Ford. The wheel grinds its way to you and I. It is an
unjust wheel, I'll wager, and one we would not support if we knew
what required it.

A meltdown of the current system in its present form is probably
inevitable. Why not a controlled melt down _now_ in a time of
relative prosperity when we have the extra wealth to weather the
possible storm. Do it _now_ coming out of this winter -- in a
year the dust will have settled a little and we will all be on
much firmer ground. We'll be READY for the next winter. Think of
it fellow motes! We could be ready for far more than a mere
winter!

We must have firmer ground, you and I; it's the only place one
can find any _real_ and lasting satisfaction.

Restore John Ford.

--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake. They shot the piano player.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: UFO Report - Sighting at sea - 12-97

From: Masinaigan <Masinaigan@aol.com>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 07:47:04 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 08:45:59 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Report - Sighting at sea - 12-97

Dear List Members:

I read the BUFOD story about the UFO surfacing near an oil rig in
the Gulf of Mexico, just offshore from Corpus Christi, Texas.

As incredible as it sounds, there may be something to it. During
the past two weeks, UFO ROUNDUP has received reports of UFO
activity near Corpus Christi.

In particular, sightings of UFOs near Harlingen and San Benito,
Texas.  Yesterday I received a report of a UFO over Bayview and
Laguna Vista, Texas, right on the Gulf coast.

List members, if you come across any more south Texas UFO
reports, please list them.

Thanks!

Joseph Trainor
Editor
UFO ROUNDUP
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Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 09:10:05 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 15:15:15 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 13:39:46 -0500

>Joel, Bob and LIST,

>There is something we can do though.

>When a proof exists, is READILY AVAILABLE and is VOLUNTARILY
>WITHELD, a simple procedure would be to AVOID distributing
>elements of the case until this proof is brought forward.  That
>does not mean one may not study the case further, but to pretend
>that "there is really nothing we can do" is a pure syllogism.

>Speculation is not the subject here.  We all know that Ufology is
>mainly the study of circumstancial evidence, an elaborate task to
>say the least.

>Hard evidence is what we are talking about.  You surely remember
>the Turin Shroud affair a couple of years ago.  Speculation was
>going on as scientists from major universities had studied the
>Shroud and couldn't figure out how it could have been done.  To
>paraphrase Bruce, "if it was an hoax, it was an elaborate one" :)
> Actual physical datation technics could not be used as too much
>material of a possible Holy Relic would be destroyed.  Until a
>team from |...?| came up with a precise datation method that used
>only a very small amount of material.  The Shroud became a
>shroud, and the Catholic Church escaped paganism and gained a
>some dignity (this time).

>The case of the Alien Autopsy film is quite similar.  Its
>authenticity can be easily... demolished.  Proving the film is
>from 1947 will not establish anything, but proving it is from
>much later will SOLVE the case.

>Mr. Santilli HAS REPEATIDLY PROMISED HE WOULD EMINENTLY COME
>FORWARD WITH A PIECE OF THE ORIGINAL FILM BUT HAS SYSTEMATICALLY
>FAILED TO DO SO.  What can be concluded from such an attitude ?

>We can OJSimpsonize this case ad nauseam, but in the end (and in
>the beginning I would say), it is all a matter of integrity.
>This is "voluntarily Witholding Readily Available Proof", a
>vWRAP.

>If you don't see it Bob then, yes, "there is really nothing we
>can do".

>Serge Salvaille

Serge,

No disagreement from me.  Ray Santilli is one of the most
frustrating people I have ever had any dealings with, and I can't
count the number of times he has promised things and not
delivered.  However, just because the film is in his hands does
not automatically prove anything.  Ray is Ray, the film is the
film, and it is a damned shame that the two ever came together.
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As for providing original film, I think this is a matter of
definitions to Ray.  He has provided pieces of what he bought
from the cameraman.
At this point I do not think he has any camera original film, and
I do not think he ever had any.  He bought copy film from the
cameraman and copy film is all he has ever seen.

After a lot of time around Ray and his staff, I have to doubt
that they are competent to put together a hoax of this magnitude
and quality, so I am left with the thought that if it is a hoax
they have been hoaxed as much as any of the rest of us.

Let's not forget in our haste to dismiss this that there is still
the debris footage to deal with.  I treat the film as a whole,
and there are still many unanswered questions about the
autopsies, the tent footage, and the debris footage.

To me it is a fascinating puzzle and that's why I have been
willing to devote so much time to it.

Bob
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'Its All Here In Black & White'
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 09:10:05 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 15:17:35 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 13:11:31 -0400
>From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>Bob:

>The evidence is overwhelming that we are dealing with
>manufactured vehicles whose technology is well beyond ours
>especially for the 1940s.

>We could be their colonies. We could have a common origin. The
>earth is not an old planet. There are stars 5 billion years older
>than the Sun.

>We know little about our past beyond a million years. Where is
>the problem? Also, we are just beginning the age of genetic
>manipulation, doing routinely things thought impossible 40 years
>ago... No problem with ET except for those unwilling to stretch
>their understanding.

>Stan Friedman

Hi Stan,

No argument.  I'm just against the knee jerk reaction that we
must be dealing with ETs.  I see no hard evidence that this is
the case.

Recent writings by some physicists would make it seem likely that
time travel may be much easier than long distance space travel,
and if that is so then we may be dealing with temponauts.

I don't think we should narrow our field of vision with blinders
without good reason.

Bob
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 09:10:05 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 15:21:15 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 21:47:18 -0800

>Actually, I have never really understood the idea that simply
>traveling in time causes a paradox. A real paradox would require
>a time traveler to do something that prevents them from traveling
>in time to perform that action. But we don't know how resilient
>the structure of events might be - most scientists seem to assume
>it has a positive feeback response to changes made by future
>entities traveling into the past, but I suspect that some events
>may have large effects and others may die out.

I tend to view time as like a tree with many branches.  Our
actions at any point determine which branch we travel down.  Time
travellers would merely create more branches if they changed
things.

Additionally, in common with some physicists, I reject the Causal
Order Postulate, which states that cause must precede effect in
time.  I view both past and future as fluid, multi branched, and
think that our actions in the present determine not only our
future, but our past as well.

>However, the variety of reported occupants would indicate several
>races and even species of time travelers, just as ETH proponents
>point to this as an indication of multiple visiting ET species.
>That being the case, I am not sure what we gain by asserting the
>TTH.

Maybe several races and species of time travellers, or maybe just
travellers from several different times.  Both future and past,
and not necessarily from OUR future and past.

I do not think that we should assert that the TTH is the answer
any more than I think the ETH is the answer.  I just don't want
to narrow my vision by only considering one hypothesis.  My gut
feeling is that neither is actually the answer, and that the
truth of this is something we have not thought of yet.

>I remain concerned about a number of features which reflect
>dubiously on the reality of at least some abductions.

>1) Lack of allergic reactions.

Highly advanced medical knowledge could prevent this.

>2) Lack of biological infection.

Ditto.

>3) Lack of recuperative time - excessively rapid healing after
>massively intrusive procedures.

Ditto. Or perhaps part and parcel of the ability to manipulate
time.

>4) Lack of artifacts despite the continued apparent implantation
>of humans with alien technology.
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Good point.

>5) Presence of some clearly non-physical abductions.

Another good point.

>>  Hmmmmm.....Maybe some UFO investigators should be looking forward
>>  instead of up. <grin>

>>  I defer to Mark Cashman who, I hope, will comment.

>At this point, I don't see a need for the TTH.

I strongly disagree.  We need to keep any and all possible
explanations on the table.

>On a plausibility
>scale, I suspect we have, in order:

>ETH - we know life exists in the universe, that intelligent life
>exists in the universe, and that it can travel in space: we are
>that life. We know that there is significant evidence that UFOs
>are physical and operate according to the laws of physics as we
>know them, despite their unusual appearance and extreme
>performance; in fact, UFOs appear to be machines, crewed by
>non-human beings. UFOs come from the sky and return to the sky in
>a significant proportion of cases. The obvious suggestion is that
>UFOs are from another world somewhere in space.

I don't find this obvious at all.  I find it a leap of faith.

>NPH (Non-physical hypotheses such as Earthlights) - we know that
>the human mind can be influenced by magnetic and electrical
>fields, we know plasmas can exist. Unfortunately, NPH cannot
>easily deal with the clearly physical aspects of the phenomenon,
>and essentially would need to be classed with the
>hoax/hallucination/misperception hypotheses in its inability to
>explain important UFO data.

Agreed.

>TTH - This is hard to distinguish from ETH, especially if one
>wants to assume alien time travelers in alliance with humans, or
>that evolved humans would be quite different from present humans
>in appearance. However, time travelers would presumably not need
>to engage in the level of observation or in the types of apparent
>observation performed by UFOs (i.e. studying aircraft again and
>again, following and stalling cars), because, having a heritage
>based in our time, they should already know about these artifacts
>and also about human behavior. Nonetheless, it is possible to
>hypothesize any number of reasons to violate these expectations.
>But it is a more complex hypothesis than ETH and requires more
>violation of well- established physical laws, including,
>especially, potential violations of causality (i.e. an effect
>before a cause).

Back to my earlier comments.  Time travel does not carry with it
a common heritage.  Besides, we don't know how much time we might
be talking about.  Look at how much knowledge we have lost in just
a few thousand years.  If these things are from millions of years
away, then we may be totally unknown to them.

>PNH - a relatively small number of apparently reliable UFO cases
>seems to show some unusual features which suggest non-physicality
>and physicality in the same phenomenon. While this could be an
>effect of a technological device which is not known to us, this
>aspect does bear watching. Certainly, biological compatibility
>may very well not be an issue for a paranormal UFO source, so
>even presuming the truth of the abduction / hybrid thread PNH is
>not ruled out. But it is a more complex hypothesis than ETH since
>it requires a paranormal intelligence of unknown source, capable
>of altering matter with a non-visible technology, neither of
>which is within the scope of our present physical knowledge.

Advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic, and all
that....

>Well, I hope that does the job for now...

>------
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>Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
>http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
>- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
>Author of SF novels available at...
>http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
>------
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 10:25:04 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 15:24:57 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation
> Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 00:24:29 EST

>>From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
>>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 14:16:43 EST
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

>Hello the list, and to Kevin Randle...

<snip>

> >Let's keep copyright infringement in mind here.

>>Contrary to popular belief, you can't just scan the chapter into
>>the computer and post it all over the internet. That is illegal.
>>In fact, we play fast and loose with the law here by posting
>>whole newspaper articles, even with the proper credit being
>>given. The copyright laws are quite specific and what most people
>>believe to be fair use is, in fact, outlawed.

>Kevin,

>We run into alleged copyright infringement every day. I know
>of no laws that prohibit the reproduction of _excerpts_ from
>any publication providing there is no intent to profit from
>the endeavor. The wording of copyright protections are a lot
>tougher sounding than the legal ways of backing them up.
>I go to great lengths to obtain permission where it's poss-
>ible.

Excerpts, yes, but whole chapters, no. In fact, as we all go to
the library to copy articles from magazines, we are all engaging
in copyright infringement. While the laws are clear the
enforcement is less clear. I was just suggesting that we all be
careful before we begin to post whole chpaters on the internet.

>When it's not practical, I limit my discussion to brief ex-
>cerpts and/or re-phrasing of the author's message. For in-
>stance, were I to use excerpts from one of your copyright
>works, and you found it necessary to object, I would simply
>cease and desist. ...No law-suit necessary or applicable.

You seem to understand not only the law, but the spirit of
the law which many refuse to understand. Copyright law is
designed to product the authors of specific work from having
that work exploited by others. Again, there is a fair use
doctrine, but many people claim fair use and then engage
in infringement. No, Jack, I'm not suggesting that you are
guilty of that, only attempting to make a point that is
sometimes lost.

>And Jack, what gave you the idea that the newspaper clippings
>from the time would be more accurate than Ruppelt's analysis of
>the situation, especially since you haven't read it? Ruppelt
>seemed to provide an interesting insight into the functioning of
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>the UFO investigation in 1952 and gives some clues about the
>thinking at the higher levels. Ruppelt's work is important to
>understanding the whole of the 1952 flap.

>The answer is, newspaper articles are more likely to be less
>biased than a book that has been written with embellishments
>and wording designed to sell ideas that may be considered
>exaggerations or falsehoods by main-stream thinking. ...Just
>my point of view, of course.  ...And then there's the fact
>that I was there.

>Best regards,

> Jack

Again, what gives you the idea that newspaper articles are
more likely to be less biased. Yes, the journalists talk of
objectivity, but when we begin to look at the tone, we see
their bias showing. As just one example, THE NEW YORK
TIMES, when the Air Force released their first report, wrote
an article claiming that the Air Force had explained the
Roswell case. They did not bother to call me for a quote.
The didn't bother to call Stan Friedman. They didn't seem to
be interested in the other side. Instead, they called some
university professors who suggested that we were writing about
the Roswell crash just to make a living. Not exactly the epitome
of sound journalist investigation. In other words, they had a
bias.

Just a few thoughts.

KRandle
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: Criteria for 'Good' info

From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 10:47:45 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 15:28:45 -0500
Subject: Re: Criteria for 'Good' info

>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 20:44:11 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

>>From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
>>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 14:16:43 EST
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

 <snip>

>>Even the report in the Condon Committee document provides clues
>>even when it is so obviously influenced by the mission of the
>>Committee.

>>KRandle

>Hello Kevin,

>Question from an amateur. How do you (or any UFO researcher) go
>about determining which aspects of a particular report are
>'tainted' (for lack of a better word) by individuals with
>agendas, or "committees?"

Hello John -

I think part of the answer lies with common sense. If we read a
statement by Donald Menzel, we all know, based on his past
history, that he is going to claim either a weather related
phenomenon or a hoax is the answer for the report. We know his
bias.

In other cases, it is somewhat more difficult. We often reject
the data from the Condon Committee because of the overall
conclusions. But, if we read the case studies carefully, we find
them to be in conflict with the overall conclusion. That provides
us with some clues.

However, we must look at all the evidence offered and determine,'
often for ourselves, what we find to be persuasive. Do many of
the witness statements agree, or disagree. Is there something in
the case, physical evidence, that argues for, or against, the
story being told. It is a process of analysis that we each must
undertake.

My standards for accepting or rejedting a tale may be, and
probably are different from yours. That doesn't make me right and
you wrong. I might decide that a case has merit with less
objective evidence or testimony than you. I have my standards and
attempt to use them in analyzing a case.

In the end, it really is just a question of what I believe to be
the truth and why I believe it.

>On the flip side, what criteria do you use to determine what
>parts (may) represent -good- or usable information. It just seems
>to me that an awful lot of random individual interpretation can
>creep into such evaluations unless one has 'established criteria'
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>by which they measure the value of data. I was wondering if you
>have a 'system' or something that you use to help you evaluate
>material that you encounter in your research. I'm sure a lot of
>the aspiring "UFO Detectives" on this list would learn alot from
>your answer and benefit from your years of experience.

My criteria is the evidence. Is there good evidence for the
acceptance of a particular case. That evidence can be testimony
of the eye witnesses, photographs, phyical evidence, etc. How
does the whole package fit together. At the risk of starting
another debate, I think the case of Glenn Dennis might be
illustrative.

As you all must know, I accepted the tale told by Dennis at face
value. He seemed to be an honest, sincere man, who provided all
of us with information that fit, generally, into the tale of the
UFO crash at Roswell.

He said that his nurse had been killed in a plane crash that
killed 5 other Army nurses. Okay. I looked through the NEW YORK
TIMES INDEX, starting in July 1947 and carrying through until
1955. There was no record of such a crash. I understand that Don
Berliner did the same thing with THE STARS AND STRIPES and
failed. This raised a red flag but wasn't sufficient to reject
the story.

Other aspects of what he said were checked and failed to produce
positive results. He provided us with the name of the nurse, but
we found no record of her existence. She wasn't in the 509th
YEARBOOK produced in 1947. That, by itself meant nothing because
10 or 20 percent of the people weren't in it. She wasn't in the
base phone book, the unit history, mentioned in the Morning
Reports, a listing of all Army Nurses from that era, or anywhere
else we checked. More red flags.

But the final straw was when confronted with the information, he
said he had never given any of us the right name. A major change
in the story that marked the point where it had to be rejected.

The point is, I guess, that there is no simply answer. We must
examine all the evidence, and continue to examine it as we learn
more. There may come a point where you say, Yes, I believe this,
or No, I reject it.  We all go through that learning process, and
on a question as complex as that of UFO reality, there is no
simple way to do it.

I hope this provides a little insignt.

 >Thanx, just curious. Best of luck to you and Mr Estes with your
> new book.

 >Regards,

 >John Velez

Thanks to you for the kindness about the book.

KRandle
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: UFO Report - Sighting at sea - 12-97

From: Marie Ivey <jmi@aretha.jax.org>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 10:47:25 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 15:51:56 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Report - Sighting at sea - 12-97

> From: "Ben Field" <ben@abcfield.force9.co.uk>
> To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: UFO Report - Sighting at sea
> Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 17:44:29 -0000

> Did anyone else witness the sighting ?: Yes
> Relationship of witnesses: Co-Workers

> The UFO was sighted for [   ] Minutes: 30

> The UFO Manoeuvred
> The UFO Changed Colour
> The UFO Hovered
> The UFO Rotated

> Was any photographic record made at the time?: Yes, Camera

Where are the pictures?????
Best regards, JMI
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 11:39:13 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 15:52:58 -0500
Subject: Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/14/98 7:49 AM:
>  Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 00:53:26 -0500
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

>  Hiya Mark,

Hey John!

>  As an avid amateur astronomer of long standing I have followed
>  NASA's exploration of the solar system closely. One of the more
>  astounding discoveries (aside from the odd structures in Cydonia)
>  were extinct river beds! Some of these 'river beds' led to basins
>  where water must have stood for long periods in mars' ancient
>  history. Modern theory is that a percentage of the martian water
>  supply is frozen in the polar caps while much may yet lay frozen
>  beneath the surface. It is one of the questions geologists need/
>  want answered.

Yes, well, the problem with the standing water isn't if there
were bodies of water that existed, but if they existed long
enough and stably enough to support the development of life.
Kindest estimates for earth I think require standing water for at
least a half billion years, i.e. oceans. We don't know how long
the water remained in the areas at the ends of the channels -
probably I should have stated it more clearly.

Until we get core samples and have a much better idea of how much
sedimentation occurred in these areas, we will still not know how
long they were there.

And even once life develops, for land based life to evolve will
require that water to stay around for proportionately longer.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Extra Terrestrial & Time Travel Hypotheses [was

From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@proaxis.com>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 10:00:57 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 16:21:29 -0500
Subject: Extra Terrestrial & Time Travel Hypotheses [was

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 21:47:18 -0800

>>  From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
>>  To: <updates@globalserve.net>
>>  Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 09:00:22 -1000
>>  Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>>  Many physicists think time travel is a viable possibility. As far
>>  as I understand the math (which is about as far as I can toss an
>>  elephant), one cannot exit a wormhole except at the exact time
>>  and place one entered it without creating an insuperable paradox.
>>  But if 'they' are here, either through space or time, that
>>  problem must have been resolved. ...

>Actually, I have never really understood the idea that simply
>traveling in time causes a paradox. ...
>
>Certainly there are things about UFOs which make the time- travel
>hypothesis appealing. Elusiveness, for instance, would seem to be
>a requirement for time travelers.
>
>However, the variety of reported occupants would indicate several
>races and even species of time travelers, just as ETH proponents
>point to this as an indication of multiple visiting ET species.
>That being the case, I am not sure what we gain by asserting the
>TTH. ...

Hello Mark,

Someone (me I guess) needed to point out here that the ETH and TTH are not
exclusive categories.  It is more likely, in fact, that ETs who are 10**5 -
10**7 years more evolved than us have capabilities of time travel than that
unknown ancestors on our own Earth, who we must suppose left no traces
behind, had the capability.

So when someone talks about the TTH, they are likely to have time travel by
ETs in mind.

Jim Deardorff
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@proaxis.com>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 10:01:00 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 16:25:03 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
>To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 14:49:51 -1000

>> Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 13:11:31 -0400
>> From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>> > Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 06:50:05 -0500
>> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> > From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
> ...

>> > I simply do not understand why so many cling to the idea that
>> > what we are attempting to understand must be ET in origin.  I
>> > think the probabilities are much higher that the phenomenon,
>> > whatever it may prove to be, is completely earthly in origin.

>> > Bob

>> Bob:

>> The evidence is overwhelming that we are dealing with
>> manufactured vehicles whose technology is well beyond ours
>> especially for the 1940s.
>> We could be their colonies. We could have a common origin. The
>> earth is not an old planet. There are stars 5 billion years
>> older than the Sun.

>> We know little about our past beyond a million years. Where is
>> the problem? Also, we are just beginning the age of genetic
>> manipulation, doing routinely things thought impossible 40 years
>> ago... No problem with ET except for those unwilling to stretch
>> their understanding.

>> Stan Friedman

>Aloha Stan....

>While I hesitate to disagree with you (especially since I just
>ordered your new book today and I don't want to risk not getting
>an autographed copy), we cannot be an ET colony unless everything
>living on earth was planted here.  All living terrestrial
>entities are related through DNA, or at least the chemistry that
>evokes DNA/RNA responses, and those responses evolved within very
>specific terrestrial conditions. Even supposing that some ETs
>might have modified the DNA of a group of chimpanzees by 2 or 3
>percent in order to provide an evolutionary 'jump start', this
>seems an unnecessary complication, and the difficulties are
>absolutely staggering. ...

Hello Tom,

A key possibility I keep in mind that could explain it, in
keeping with the ETH, is that every few centuries some of the
visiting ETs not only take samples of our flora & fauna, but
leave samples of their own behind, suitably transplanted.  Those
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samples that are compatible enough with what's already here then
may survive.  This then would have occurred countless times in
the past millions of years.

This is only a slight extension to what Shklovskii & Sagan
proposed in their 1966 book, before Sagan closed his mind to
UFOs.

The ETs would have done the same with other habitable planets at
or below our stage of development, since there's no reason to
think that Earth would have been treated in a totally unique way.
And their own home planet would have experienced the same in its
past millions of years.  So there would have been a massive
amount of co-mingling of DNA throughout the galaxies that will
make a nightmare for future Earth biologists to try to sort out.

In the course of all this, there would have been genetic
manipulations performed as well.

The occasional observations of thousands of frogs or fish, etc.,
falling from the sky (but no debris), could be part of this,
since whirlwinds & waterspouts are not viable explanations for
it. The fact that UFOs can render themselves invisible, or remain
invisible, would tie in with this.

Jim Deardorff
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 07:27:14 +0000
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 16:28:42 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
> Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 20:38:22 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> >  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >  From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
> >  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
> >  Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 13:39:46 -0500

> >  Mr. Santilli HAS REPEATIDLY PROMISED HE WOULD EMINENTLY COME
> >  FORWARD WITH A PIECE OF THE ORIGINAL FILM BUT HAS SYSTEMATICALLY
> >  FAILED TO DO SO.  What can be concluded from such an attitude ?

> Serge has hit the "essence" of the fraudtopsy film on the head
> with this comment.

> No matter how the various people talk about and defend the film,
> this is one thing they can't explain or defend.

> I suspect that all the folks who got on the fraudtopsy film
> bandwagon (and continue to defend it to the death) will *never*
> admit that they might have made a mistake by putting their faith,
> trust and reputation on the line for Scamtilli.

> Cheers,
> Robert

Dear Robert,

Not so I'm afraid. If I can prove to myself conclusively enough
that the film is a fraud I will be the first to stand up and
admit I was wrong. I am only human after all and prone to err. As
yet, though, I have not reached this stage.

Philip.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: Molecular Genetics and Aliens [was: 'The

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 14:49:29 -0700
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 21:47:32 -0500
Subject: Re: Molecular Genetics and Aliens [was: 'The

> From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 12:55:18 -0800
> Fwd Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 17:23:01 -0500
> Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> It's even more complicated than one might think.

> DNA carries a large number of sequences of genetic material. In
> any given cell, only a small number of them are active (the ones
> which are useful for that type of cell at that stage in its
> development).

> Some of the inactive sequences cannot, so far as we know, be
> reactivated short of a mutation, while others are temporarily
> blocked by the presence of various substances in the cell (this
> is how cells regulate the production of materials through a
> feedback mechanism which involves a hideously complex chain of
> chemical reactions).

> There are some special sequences, which signal where RNA can
> start transcribing genetic material in the first step of creating
> proteins; other sequences say where that transcription should
> end.

> The sequences used in terrestrial DNA code three for one for
> specific amino acids, and the sequence as a whole tells the cell
> in which order to assemble the amino acids to make a protein. But
> there are many more possible sequences than there are proteins
> used in terrestrial life. Some of the unused sequences have been
> developed through evolution to signal the start and the end of a
> sequence, or to act as spaces between sequences.

> Now, while chemistry dictates which sequences code for which
> amino acids, thus making it likely that a DNA using cell from
> elsewhere would also use those same sequences to code for those
> amino acids (assuming those amino acids were used in their
> proteins, which is not a given either), the other sequences,
> especially the promoter and terminator sequences, are choices
> made by evolution from a fairly wide set of possibilities. And
> because inhibition of sequences in terrestrial organisms is based
> on a chemistry which typically blocks the promoter, the chances
> of a DNA based alien biochemistry being able to use our DNA in
> its reaction networks seems highly unlikely.

An easy way of saying this is that species that are gentically
isolated would have no specific use for the genes of the other.
Since horses and chickens can't mate their isn't much benefit in
transplanting genes between the two; however transplanting
between species that are not genetically isolated like horses and
donkeys may produce benefits for either. I suppose the real
question is what are the genetic similarities between us and
aliens that have been here?

Mapping alien DNA or chromosomes would be a fascinating prospect
(assuming aliens actually have DNA). If intelligent aliens are
carbon based, which some probably are than they must have some
type of nucleic acid that's at least similar to Earth lifeforms.

I would imagine that if the occupants of UFO's have proceeded to
mess around with human genetics their ability to manipulate it
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would at least parallel their ability to manipulate physics in
ways we don't yet understand. Since this is all speculation here.
I imagine that advanced biological technologies could easily
inhibit promoter sequences of expressed genes through the
administration of repressor proteins to block transcription or
replication. Conversely, sequences that have been deactivated
through, evolution, inheritance, or mutattion could probably be
reactivated by translocating promoter sequences or temporary
re-engineering of polymerases. There could be biochemical
engineering applications that work at the enzyme level that allow
transportation of specific genes from the genome of one cell to
another. If aliens have the technology to do these things they
could map out genetically related birth defects and diseases or
at least reduce the risk since environmental conditions affect
the expression as well as genetics.

Some abductologists have advanced the idea that continued and
repeated abductions serve some purpose related to genetic
breeding and hybridization. If this is the case then their
bio-molecular engineering technology must not be very advanced
because if it was they wouldn't have to continue coming back and
placing themselves at risk. Perhaps repeated abductions, assuming
they actually happen are not related to genetic engineering
directly or at least in a capacity that aliens would be
attempting to acquire genetic information from humans to be used
as some type of resource. Maybe there's another explanation to
account for repeaters.

Jared.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: chabry@simcoe.igs.net [Charles Bryant]
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 17:39:08 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 22:05:01 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 09:10:05 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
>
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
>>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 13:39:46 -0500
>
>>Joel, Bob and LIST,

[snipped]

>>We can OJSimpsonize this case ad nauseam, but in the end (and in
>>the beginning I would say), it is all a matter of integrity.
>>This is "voluntarily Witholding Readily Available Proof", a
>>vWRAP.

>>If you don't see it Bob then, yes, "there is really nothing we
>>can do".

>>Serge Salvaille

>Serge,

>No disagreement from me.  Ray Santilli is one of the most
>frustrating people I have ever had any dealings with, and I can't
>count the number of times he has promised things and not
>delivered.  However, just because the film is in his hands does
>not automatically prove anything.  Ray is Ray, the film is the
>film, and it is a damned shame that the two ever came together.

>As for providing original film, I think this is a matter of
>definitions to Ray.  He has provided pieces of what he bought
>from the cameraman.
>At this point I do not think he has any camera original film, and
>I do not think he ever had any.  He bought copy film from the
>cameraman and copy film is all he has ever seen.

>After a lot of time around Ray and his staff, I have to doubt
>that they are competent to put together a hoax of this magnitude
>and quality, so I am left with the thought that if it is a hoax
>they have been hoaxed as much as any of the rest of us.

>Let's not forget in our haste to dismiss this that there is still
>the debris footage to deal with.  I treat the film as a whole,
>and there are still many unanswered questions about the
>autopsies, the tent footage, and the debris footage.

>To me it is a fascinating puzzle and that's why I have been
>willing to devote so much time to it.

>Bob

Hello Bob and All:

O.K. I've been a spectator here for several months.  Now it's
time for a question which has always bothered me about this A.A.
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film thing which I've never seen discussed. Of course, I could
have missed something or was not paying attention - apologies if
so.

Does anyone really believe, given the extremely tight security
surrounding the events of 1947, that the "cameraman" who shot
this footage would have been allowed to take the stuff home with
him?  We are told that every last tiny scrap of material was
combed (vacuumed?) from the crash site; and witnesses threatened
with their lives for any disclosure about this crash that never
took place. So how did this astounding 'evidence' get liberated?

Any comments?

Charles Bryant
chabry@simcoe.igs.net
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Enhanced Possibility Of Photographing Cydonia

From: jaser7@home.com, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 01:05:16 +0100
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 21:52:09 -0500
Subject: Enhanced Possibility Of Photographing Cydonia

Received via "alt.alien.visitors" January 14 at 17.41 local Danish time
(GMT + 1 hour):

*******

Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 08:34:21 +0000
From: Jason Martell <jaser7@home.com>
Subject: CYDONIA
Message-ID: <34BC788D.F1B9BD74@home.com>

The Mars Global Surveyor had some problems with opening one of it's
panels. And because of this, it will have to take a slower aerobraking
path to not further damage the solar panel. However, because of this,
there are now MORE chances to photograph Cydonia. They are traveling
closer to Mars with each pass, and they are traveling much slower.
People like Mark Carlotto have analyzed the new flight path and are
already predicting when MGS would be able to snap a shot of Cydonia.
They may have already taken photos! See link------->

(http://www.psrw.com/~markc/MiscArticles/MGSupdate/nerbun.html)

Dr. Malin says this has not happened yet, but promises it will at the
nearest opportunity. Which would be sometime in early MARCH of this
year, 1998. And when we get these photos, some people will still need to
see the Hieroglyphics written on the D&M just to believe these are
actually artificial. The resistance to a new idea is increased by the
square root of its importance!

Jason Martell
http://members.home.net/jaser7/
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: UFO Report - Sighting at sea - 12-97

From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 22:33:29 +0100
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 21:54:16 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Report - Sighting at sea - 12-97

> From: Masinaigan <Masinaigan@aol.com>
> Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 07:47:04 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: UFO Report - Sighting at sea - 12-97

> Dear List Members:

> I read the BUFOD story about the UFO surfacing near an oil rig in
> the Gulf of Mexico, just offshore from Corpus Christi, Texas.

> As incredible as it sounds, there may be something to it. During
> the past two weeks, UFO ROUNDUP has received reports of UFO
> activity near Corpus Christi.

> Joseph Trainor
> Editor
> UFO ROUNDUP

Hi Joe,

Is there anybody following up on this event. Christ there's enough
witnesses. One thing though. The witness mentions a drill bit 146 feet
in diameter. That's got to be a typo. Must be 146 inches or less. I
doubt the platform is much bigger than 146 feet if that.

Don Ledger
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 20:22:50 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 22:04:40 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 07:27:14 +0000
>  From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

<brevity snip>

>  Dear Robert,

>  Not so I'm afraid. If I can prove to myself conclusively enough
>  that the film is a fraud I will be the first to stand up and
>  admit I was wrong. I am only human after all and prone to err. As
>  yet, though, I have not reached this stage.

>  Philip.

Dear Philip,

From what you said, you are working from the point of view
that the film is *real* unless proven otherwise.

I am glad to see that you will be the first one to admit that
he made an error.

I am curious about what you standards of *conclusive proof*
are?

Cheers,
Robert
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 14

Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 20:26:09 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 22:09:27 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

>From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
>Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 10:25:04 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

Hello the list, and to Kevin Randle...

Kevin, you were saying...

>> >Let's keep copyright infringement in mind here.

>>>Contrary to popular belief, you can't just scan the chapter into
>>>the computer and post it all over the internet. That is illegal.
>>>In fact, we play fast and loose with the law here by posting
>>>whole newspaper articles, even with the proper credit being
>>>given. The copyright laws are quite specific and what most people
>>>believe to be fair use is, in fact, outlawed.

...And I replied...

>>Kevin,

>>We run into alleged copyright infringement every day. I know
>>of no laws that prohibit the reproduction of _excerpts_ from
>>any publication providing there is no intent to profit from
>>the endeavor. The wording of copyright protections are a lot
>>tougher sounding than the legal ways of backing them up.
>>I go to great lengths to obtain permission where it's poss-
>>ible.

>Excerpts, yes, but whole chapters, no. In fact, as we all go to
>the library to copy articles from magazines, we are all engaging
>in copyright infringement. While the laws are clear the
>enforcement is less clear. I was just suggesting that we all be
>careful before we begin to post whole chpaters on the internet.

>>When it's not practical, I limit my discussion to brief ex-
>>cerpts and/or re-phrasing of the author's message. For in-
>>stance, were I to use excerpts from one of your copyright
>>works, and you found it necessary to object, I would simply
>>cease and desist. ...No law-suit necessary or applicable.

>You seem to understand not only the law, but the spirit of
>the law which many refuse to understand. Copyright law is
>designed to product the authors of specific work from having
>that work exploited by others. Again, there is a fair use
>doctrine, but many people claim fair use and then engage
>in infringement. No, Jack, I'm not suggesting that you are
>guilty of that, only attempting to make a point that is
>sometimes lost.

Thank you

You went on to say...

>>And Jack, what gave you the idea that the newspaper clippings
>>from the time would be more accurate than Ruppelt's analysis of
>>the situation, especially since you haven't read it? Ruppelt
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>>seemed to provide an interesting insight into the functioning of
>>the UFO investigation in 1952 and gives some clues about the
>>thinking at the higher levels. Ruppelt's work is important to
>>understanding the whole of the 1952 flap.

To which I replied...

>>The answer is, newspaper articles are more likely to be less
>>biased than a book that has been written with embellishments
>>and wording designed to sell ideas that may be considered
>>exaggerations or falsehoods by main-stream thinking. ...Just
>>my point of view, of course.  ...And then there's the fact
>>that I was there.

>>Best regards,

>> Jack

You then repeated...

>Again, what gives you the idea that newspaper articles are
>more likely to be less biased. Yes, the journalists talk of
>objectivity, but when we begin to look at the tone, we see
>their bias showing. As just one example, THE NEW YORK
>TIMES, when the Air Force released their first report, wrote
>an article claiming that the Air Force had explained the
>Roswell case. They did not bother to call me for a quote.
>The didn't bother to call Stan Friedman. They didn't seem to
>be interested in the other side. Instead, they called some
>university professors who suggested that we were writing about
>the Roswell crash just to make a living. Not exactly the epitome
>of sound journalist investigation. In other words, they had a
>bias.

>Just a few thoughts.

>KRandle

To which I say again...  ...Because I was _there_! I was able to
read the newspaper articles on the spot. The book didn't come out
until years later. That, in my opinion is grounds to consider the
on the spot news accounts as the most accurate source of
information. The book is useful upon reflection, but then, I
didn't know of any such book until recently. Call me stubborn,
but that's just the way I feel about it. The newspaper accounts
were written at the time the events were actually taking place.
The book came along years later after the fact.

Best regards,

Jack
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 15

Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 17:57:56 -1000
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:01:06 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
> Date: Wednesday, January 14, 1998 11:25 AM

> Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 10:01:00 -0800 (PST)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>,
updates@globalserve.net
> From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@proaxis.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> >From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
> >To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
> >Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 14:49:51 -1000

> >> Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 13:11:31 -0400
> >> From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
> >> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> >> > Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 06:50:05 -0500
> >> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >> > From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> >> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> >> > I simply do not understand why so many cling to the idea that
> >> > what we are attempting to understand must be ET in origin.  I
> >> > think the probabilities are much higher that the phenomenon,
> >> > whatever it may prove to be, is completely earthly in origin.

> >> > Bob

> >> Bob:

> >> The evidence is overwhelming that we are dealing with
> >> manufactured vehicles whose technology is well beyond ours
> >> especially for the 1940s.
> >> We could be their colonies. We could have a common origin. The
> >> earth is not an old planet. There are stars 5 billion years
> >> older than the Sun.

> >> We know little about our past beyond a million years. Where is
> >> the problem? Also, we are just beginning the age of genetic
> >> manipulation, doing routinely things thought impossible 40 years
> >> ago... No problem with ET except for those unwilling to stretch
> >> their understanding.

> >> Stan Friedman

> >Aloha Stan....

> >While I hesitate to disagree with you (especially since I just
> >ordered your new book today and I don't want to risk not getting
> >an autographed copy), we cannot be an ET colony unless everything
> >living on earth was planted here.  All living terrestrial
> >entities are related through DNA, or at least the chemistry that
> >evokes DNA/RNA responses, and those responses evolved within very
> >specific terrestrial conditions. Even supposing that some ETs
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> >might have modified the DNA of a group of chimpanzees by 2 or 3
> >percent in order to provide an evolutionary 'jump start', this
> >seems an unnecessary complication, and the difficulties are
> >absolutely staggering. ...

> Hello Tom,

> A key possibility I keep in mind that could explain it, in
> keeping with the ETH, is that every few centuries some of the
> visiting ETs not only take samples of our flora & fauna, but
> leave samples of their own behind, suitably transplanted.  Those
> samples that are compatible enough with what's already here then
> may survive.  This then would have occurred countless times in
> the past millions of years.

This would only work if 'they' had dropped in 4.3 BILLION years
ago and dropped methanogens here based on their DNA.  I don't
want to acknowledge that possibility, but I suppose I must.  If
our DNA chemistry were based upon some other viable viable form
of life, presently unknown to us, earth could have been
terraformed.  And we could have sympathetic, if not
interchangeable, DNA. And we might look like some of the ETs, at
least in a very basic way.  But, until the K/T boundary, you
might have thought that they were more interested in reptiles
than humanoids. <grin>

<snip>

> The ETs would have done the same with other habitable planets at
> or below our stage of development, since there's no reason to
> think that Earth would have been treated in a totally unique way.
> And their own home planet would have experienced the same in its
> past millions of years.  So there would have been a massive
> amount of co-mingling of DNA throughout the galaxies that will
> make a nightmare for future Earth biologists to try to sort out.

I will leave this one to Mark Cashman and Jared Anderson.

> In the course of all this, there would have been genetic
> manipulations performed as well.

> The occasional observations of thousands of frogs or fish, etc.,
> falling from the sky (but no debris), could be part of this,
> since whirlwinds & waterspouts are not viable explanations for
> it. The fact that UFOs can render themselves invisible, or remain
> invisible, would tie in with this.

Fish and frogs are usually found in water. You would not expect a
lot of debris. Besides, if a whirlwind could take Dorothy and
Toto to Oz, why couldn't it move a few fish?  The idea of an ET
being able to scoop up a bunch of amphibians and modify their DNA
only to be unable to remember where he got them and drop them on
dry land doesn't appeal to me very much.

Aloha
Tom Burnett
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 15

Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 22:11:15 -0600
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:09:26 -0500
Subject: Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No Accident of Nature
>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 17:11:26 -0800

>>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/13/98 12:04 AM:
>>  Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 21:26:11 -0600
>>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>  From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
>>  Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature

>>  In this book the Sumerians allege that there was a rogue planet
>>  which had broken away from it's sun and along with it's 12 moons,
>>  it came into our solar system in a giant elliptical orbit which
>>  crossed the paths horizontally of our planets.  Thus on one of
>>  these orbits, it crossed the path of the planet Tiamut, the water
>>  planet.  As it drew closer to Tiamut, let by it's 12 moons, the
>>  gravitational forces of such a giant planet (about the size of
>>  Jupiter) split the planet Tiamut in half.  One half became the
>>  "asteroid belt," and the other half spun off into space and
>>  allegedly settled into the third orbit around our Sun...in other
>>  words, it became the early earth.  AS the planet settled into
>>  place, and began to cool, the waters drained into the low places
>>  and it assumed it's present shape...

>>  It also brought with it, it's moon, Kingu, which is our present
>>  moon.

>There are so many things wrong with this from the point of view
>of orbital dynamics that it is difficult to know where to start.

>First, let's imagine a disturbance that causes a giant planet to
>be ejected from its orbit. Such a disturbance can only be caused
>by the passage of a large mass - in this case, assuming the
>planet to be ejected has Jovian mass, only a VERY close approach
>by a super-Jovian / brown dwarf or a close approach by a star or
>a high mass object such as a neutron star, could cause such a
>disturbance. Unfortunately, said disturbance would certainly
>cause the ejection of the rogue planet's 12 moons, and so that
>part is unlikely.

>But now let's look at the chances that the rogue planet enters
>the solar system. You know that at one time a planetary origin
>theory depended on a passing star close enough to rip a scarf of
>solar material from the sun which condensed into planets. But one
>of the major points which led to the rejection of that theory was
>the nearly infinetesimal chance of a stellar passage sufficiently
>close to cause the effect. Obviously, the chances that a rogue
>planet would enter our solar system are equally remote, unless
>space is full of these things, and there is no evidence that it
>is or ever was. So that's unlikely.

>But let's assume it does these two improbable things before
>breakfast, what about the chances of it passing close enough to
>tidally disrupt a planet, even one made of water? Well, the
>distance required for this, known as the Roche limit, is well
>defined, and is based on mass. It probably is well within a
>million miles for Jupiter. Given the orbital period of giant
>planets, the chances of such a close approach are... well, small.
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Mark...

I am not a professional so I can't say there is or is not any
validity to what Sitchin has to say.  However, He is.  I would
like to see you address a message to him, and discuss this with
him.  I would be interested in  reading the conversation you two
would carry on. <G>

>So that's unlikely.

>Then the planet splits in half, and one half breaks up into a
>small number of pieces and the other half stays a unit and
>settles into earth orbit. Well, let's say the split happens.
>Unfortunately, the time needed for such a "earth" to settle into
>a nearly circular orbit is much longer than the age of the solar
>system.

>And as previously mentioned with regard to the rogue planet,
>the  chances that a moon would remain associated with "Tiamut"
>after such a catastrophe is small.

>In short, modern celestial dynamics would consider this an
>unlikely candidate for the method of origin of the solar system.

>Additional problems come from the isotope distribution in the
>solar system, which indicates a common origin for the planets.

So what.  We may find that these isotopes are common to all Sun
Systems and their planets at some point.

AS far as the time frame is concerned, we really are only
guessing at the "age" of our solar system.  I can't really argue
this but, I can admit that I am not smart enought to prove or
disprove what Sitchin writes.  <g>

>>  Well, that is the story which Sitchin says the Sumerian Cuneiform
>>  tablets tell...He is one of only a handful of scholars who can
>>  still read the Sumerian and Babylonian languages today.

>Yes, but many of those scholars dispute his interpretation of the
>writings.

Ah, but that is not unusual.  Just look at the way they dispute
the contentions we have that UFOs are real. <G>

I'm sorry, but I don't give these so called provessional scholars
that much credibility.  They are only working with bits and
pieces of say a million year history.  That can be very
misleading.  What they surmise in one part of the globe may not
apply in another, to an advanced race, separating itself from
those primitive races located elsewhere on the planet.

>>  There is also another theory as to how the artifacts may have
>>  arisen on Mars.  It is theorised that as the Sun spits out it's
>>  planetary system, there exists a "life belt" which each of these
>>  planets passes through over a period of millions of years, or
>>  longer.

>>  It is theorized that the Earth now occupies that space which Mars
>>  occupied during it's "life belt" period.  Thus, Life would have
>>  arisen, mature, advanced, left the planet just as the planet was
>>  moving out of the "life belt, or zone" and possibly migrated to
>>  the Earth, which was just starting to move into that zone, or to
>>  other star or planetary systems elsewhere.

>There's no support for that in any origin theories with which I'm
>familiar. The ability to support life depends on a number of
>factors. Mars probably lost its ability to support life due to
>its low mass, a few large impacts which reduced its atmosphere to
>low pressures, and the lack of a magnetic field, which exposed
>the surface to high levels of UV.

>It is still not clear if Mars ever had standing bodies of water
>that would have lasted long enough to originate life, but it
>seems much less likely that Mars could have evolved a complex
>enough ecosystem to have developed an intelligent life form, and
>to show no trace of that ecosystem today.

WE may find at some point in our future history, that we did not
truly have a good grasp on the mechanics of creation.  We may
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well find that we simply parrot the same jargon of the anti-
Scientific community in the 5th through the 19th century, where
the earch was the center of the universe.

Sure we have satellites to gather data, but we still suffer from
the "only kid on the block" syndrone...and although we preport to
be searching for life "out there," we really don't expect to find
it...by we, I am referring to our Scientific Scholastic
Institutions and their clones. <g>

REgards, Mike
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 15

Re: Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 22:11:19 -0600
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:12:44 -0500
Subject: Re: Washington DC 1952 investigation

>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 98 15:14:02 UT
>From: "Diana Hopkins" <DDBH@classic.msn.com>
>To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 investigation

>>Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 12:58:39 -0600
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC
>>  1952  investigation

>>>From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>>Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 investigation
>>>Date: Sun, 11 Jan 1998 11:45:17 EST

>>>>Hey Jack.

>>>>Thanks for posting your experience in regards to the 1952
>>>>Washington Fly Overs.

>>>>I have studied that case for over 30 years, and I am finally
>>>>glad to have someone come forward who was actually there when
>>>>they were taking place.

>>>>In all the years we have posted in FIDO UFO, I have never
>>>>heard you tell that story.  That doesn't mean that you
>>>>haven't.

>[snipped]

>Ah, seems like someone is trying to jump on our bandwagon - you
>may want to contact this Mike and see if he wants to work with us
>- better to have someone working with us than against us, yes?

>Diana Botsford
>Forum Manager
>UFO Forum
>http://forums.msn.com/UFO

Hi Diana...

I am not new to the UFO field or to UFO UpDates. I have been
around a long time.  I operate Space_Link BBS which carries both
the FIDO BACKBONE and MUFONET BACKBONE. It has been up since
1989.  In fact, I am the only surviving BBS in my town.

I also have a webpage by the same name.

http://www.mindspring.com/~mchristo.com/

It is continuing to be expanded gradually, but still has quite a
bit of info on it at this point.

My library contains about a hundred UFO books; 200+ audio tapes;
300+ video tapes on the subject.

Not to mention my file cabnet and the 3000 or so files I have on
the BBS which cover everything from Astronomy, to Paranormal, and
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Metaphysical Files as well as UFO material.

Take care,

REgards, Mike
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 15

Re: ... Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature

From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 22:11:22 -0600
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:14:50 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature

At 09:13 AM 1/13/98 -0500, you wrote:
>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 07:26:49 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: Scientist Believes Martian 'Face' Is No Accident Of Nature

[snipped]

>I think it is clear that there is one hell of a lot we do not
>know about this solar system of ours, and each new exploration
>by NASA or the Russians fills in a few more pieces of the puzzle.

>Bob

Yep, I agree Bob.  We are very young in our science.  If we
had developed our science two thousand years ago, and it
remained "unbroken" over this period of time, we might not
be having this conversation.  We may well have the answers
to these questions.

Take care Bob.

REgards, Mike
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 15

Re: Molecular Genetics and Aliens

From: Skye Turell <turel33@west.net>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 21:23:43 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:34:45 -0500
Subject: Re: Molecular Genetics and Aliens

> Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 14:49:29 -0700
> From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> To: Updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: Molecular Genetics and Aliens

> > From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> > Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 12:55:18 -0800
> > Fwd Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 17:23:01 -0500
> > Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> Some abductologists have advanced the idea that continued and
> repeated abductions serve some purpose related to genetic
> breeding and hybridization. If this is the case then their
> bio-molecular engineering technology must not be very advanced
> because if it was they wouldn't have to continue coming back and
> placing themselves at risk. Perhaps repeated abductions, assuming
> they actually happen are not related to genetic engineering
> directly or at least in a capacity that aliens would be
> attempting to acquire genetic information from humans to be used
> as some type of resource. Maybe there's another explanation to
> account for repeaters.

Sorry, but I can only ripen so many eggs at a time. And, as for
the guys...it takes a certain number of sperm to fertilize one
egg.  So many eggs, so little time! ;-)

Also you assume that our genetics remain constant over a
lifetime. Perhaps in some respects they don't and therefore
samples taken later are different than those taken earlier.
(There's a LOT we don't know.)

--

Skye Turell <turel33@west.net>
ICQ Pager 6797092
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 15

Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: troodon@netnitco.net [David Orr]
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 23:27:43 -0600
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:36:44 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 06:50:05 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>>Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
>>Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 12:55:18 -0800

>>Now, while chemistry dictates which sequences code for which
>>amino acids, thus making it likely that a DNA using cell from
>>elsewhere would also use those same sequences to code for those
>>amino acids (assuming those amino acids were used in their
>>proteins, which is not a given either), the other sequences,
>>especially the promoter and terminator sequences, are choices
>>made by evolution from a fairly wide set of possibilities. And
>>because inhibition of sequences in terrestrial organisms is based
>>on a chemistry which typically blocks the promoter, the chances
>>of a DNA based alien biochemistry being able to use our DNA in
>>its reaction networks seems highly unlikely.

>Mark,

>Absolutely correct.

>And a very good argument against the ETH as an explanation of
>these critters and what they are doing.

>If they evolved here, then the whole scenario changes, and the
>likelihood that their DNA would be compatible becomes quite high,
>indeed.

>This planet is very old, and there are many gaps in the fossil
>record.  We see the past in big disconnected chunks goverened by
>chance.  Intelligent life had many opportunities to evolve prior
>to our appearance.

>And that does not even include other possible terrestrial
>explanations such as time travel, parallel universes, etc.

>I simply do not understand why so many cling to the idea that
>what we are attempting to understand must be ET in origin.  I
>think the probabilities are much higher that the phenomenon,
>whatever it may prove to be, is completely earthly in origin.

>Bob

Or we Earthlings may be extraterrestrial in origin. Who can say
that we are genetically isolated from other solar systems? The
universe may be one big pot of stew and we're all swirling around
in it. Our minimal knowledge- and immense hubris- would lead us
to believe that we are isolated by great distance. Who knows just
how life can perservere through the harsh environment of deep
space? There may be a thousand dormant seeds zipping around
space. And who can claim to understand the capabilities of the
DNA molecule? Perhaps primitive life of a completely different
sort sprouted elsewhere, say one of the gas giants in our own
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solar system. The possibilities are endless and all are
fascinating.

Good fortune, safe travels

David Orr

Push the button, Frank.
********************************
TRANSMISSION ENDED.
********************************
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'Report on Unidentified Flying Objects' Indexed

From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 01:03:16 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:50:40 -0500
Subject: 'Report on Unidentified Flying Objects' Indexed

A couple of questions:

1) Who created the term "UFO"?

2) Can you name the name the author most synonymous with these
   terms: Project Blue Book, UFO, flying saucers, the "Era of
   Confusion", the Washington National Sightings, flaps, 1950's
   the Golden era of UFO's.

Answers to both:
Edward J. Ruppelt - the former head of the United States Air
Force Project Blue Book, the author of "The Report on
Unidentified Flying Objects".

His book  The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects is one of the
seminal books of early UFO history.  Like many books of its era it was
never indexed and that has limited its usefulness to researchers.

Until now...

I am in the final stage of completing an index of this book designed
for researchers and students of the UFO phenomenon.

The index consists of over 1200 words, concepts and terms.
The indexing has been performed by both automated and manual
technique.  A sample of two of the sections of the index is
included at the end of this posting.  The actual index is typeset
and not in ASCII as are the samples.  Pricing for this index has
not yet been determined, at present plans are to include the
indexes for all editions in one publication.

Two editions of The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects have
been indexed:

Ace Books paperback 1956
Fieldcrest Publishing paperback 1965

Also planned for early completion is the Doubleday hardback if I
can locate a copy (or someone will loan me one for a couple of
weeks).

If you have an interest in obtaining a copy of this index please
contact me via email:  galevy@pipeline.com

Many readers of this list are researchers who may be interested
in the index of this book:

1) If you have a specific research interest in this book that you
would like to see incorporated in this index please contact me as
soon as possible.

2) If you are aware of other editions besides the Doubleday, Ace
and Fieldcrest ones I would appreciate any information you can
provide about these editions.

3) I plan to index other books of the "historical era of UFOs",
indications of interest in other titles to be indexed will help
guide their priority.
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Here are samples of the indexing for the letters "A" and "R" as
of this date (pre-publication):

A
A-26 aircraft   31
Aberdeen Proving Grounds        143
Air attache     43
Air Defense Command     13, 17, 18, 69, 106, 121, 126, 128,
157, 166, 167, 169, 170, 184, 200, 216, 219, 223, 227, 252, 253, 255,
257, 259, 272, 276, 299, 301, 303
Air Force
Italian 309
Royal Canadian  171
Air Force Base
Andrews         91, 205, 207, 208, 209, 210, 212, 215, 221
Brookley        251, 252
Clinton County  53, 54
Edwards         30, 127, 187, 299
Ellsworth       303
Fairchild       19
Fairfield-Suisun        30
George          126, 127, 177
Godman          44, 45, 46, 52, 53, 64, 115
Goose           191, 192, 194
Hamilton        17, 35, 38, 39, 279
Haneda          243, 248
Johnson         245
Kelly           285
Kirtland        65, 66, 69, 128
Langley         143, 190, 206, 207, 216
Lawson          294, 295, 296
Lowry           190
Luke            298
Maxwell         29
McChord         37
Mitchel         159, 160, 162
Moody           294
Muroc           30, 31, 32
New Castle County       215
Patrick         203, 213
Randolph        184
Reese           128, 131, 133, 136, 137, 142
Robins          56, 295, 296
Wright-Patterson        12, 34, 39, 44, 53, 61, 69, 98, 99, 122,
136, 139, 143, 168, 175, 181, 228, 229, 231, 238, 270, 271, 285, 287,
288, 294, 311, 312
Air Force Letter 200-5  174, 214
Air Technical Intelligence Center       10, 12, 13, 19, 24, 26, 30, 32, 33,
34, 39, 40, 42, 43, 47, 48, 49, 52, 55, 56, 58, 61, 62, 64, 65, 69,
71, 72, 77, 78, 80, 81, 83, 84, 85, 86, 88, 93, 94, 98, 99, 100, 101,
104, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 119, 122, 123, 124, 125, 128, 144,
152, 153, 154, 157, 159, 163, 165, 168, 169, 172, 173, 175, 180, 184,
186, 189, 192, 196, 197, 201, 202, 203, 207, 211, 212, 217, 220, 225,
230, 231, 236, 243, 251, 257, 259, 260, 261, 274, 278, 296, 297, 302,
307
Air traffic controller  208, 210, 211, 216
Aircraft
B-17    85
B-25    17, 30, 35, 37, 39, 129, 191, 231, 237
B-29    12, 56, 113, 114, 115, 136, 170, 291, 311, 312
B-36    101, 114, 129, 224
B-50    163
C-46    25, 27
C-47    55, 66, 96
C-54    108, 109, 192, 194, 195, 245
D-558   299
DC-3    55, 56, 66, 67, 104, 105, 113, 114, 115, 186, 187
DC-6    106, 114, 115, 173
DCF     12
F-51    29, 32, 44, 45, 46, 47, 50, 57, 58, 61, 98, 99, 100, 101, 298
F-61    62, 63
F-80    31, 63
F-86    5, 7, 8, 9, 17, 18, 126, 127, 130, 148, 150, 161, 228,
   229, 294, 295, 296
F-94    14, 59, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 196, 197, 210, 213,
    215, 216, 217, 219, 223, 224, 225, 245, 246, 248, 286
F-94C   181, 219, 221
Hawker Sea Fury 310
KC-97   14
Navion  72
RB-29   311, 312, 313
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T-33    6, 122, 123, 147, 189, 190
T-6     29, 92
TBM     60, 159, 160
Vampire jet     308
XP-84   31
Airport
Tokyo International     243
Washington National     115, 204, 205, 208, 211, 212, 215, 223
Alabama
Montgomery      29
Alaska  133, 163, 166, 167
Altitude citation
feet    7, 8, 9, 17, 19, 20, 25, 26, 27, 31, 32, 35, 36, 45,
46, 50, 51, 53, 56, 58, 59, 60, 61, 63, 64, 66, 68, 69, 72, 74, 91,
95, 96, 99, 102, 108, 109, 119, 123, 127, 129, 130, 136, 142, 143,
159, 160, 161, 163, 164, 167, 175, 177, 179, 187,
189, 190, 191, 192, 194, 198, 206, 217, 224, 228, 229, 230, 233, 245,
283, 287, 291, 295, 298, 299, 300, 303, 304, 308, 311, 312, 313
Antarctica      297
Approach distance       8, 17
Arnold, Kenneth 10, 11, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 57, 84, 103
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)  21, 72, 128, 129, 131, 137, 144, 200,
250, 264

R
Radar   4, 5, 13, 23, 57, 59, 60, 62, 63, 67, 98, 99, 100,
 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 128, 130, 137, 144, 146, 147, 150, 155, 163,
164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 191,
192, 198, 201, 203, 204, 208, 209, 210, 211, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217,
218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 227, 228, 229, 245,
246, 248, 251, 252, 253, 254, 258, 264, 266, 268, 269, 272, 274, 275,
276, 277, 296, 300, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 315, 316
ground clutter  246
inversion       100, 167, 211, 220, 223, 316
lock-on 60, 197, 213, 216, 224, 225, 246
officer 219
operator        12, 99, 120, 121, 147, 164, 165, 166, 198, 210,
211, 213, 215, 219, 221, 224, 245, 246, 296, 315, 316
radarscope      7, 59, 100, 144, 163, 169, 187, 208, 209, 210,
215, 228, 251, 292
radar-visual sighting   252, 253, 254, 277, 310
sighting        7, 147, 167, 185
Radiosonde      191, 229
Rand Corporation        89, 243
Republic Aircraft Corporation   124
River
Potomac 208, 222
Rosengarten, N.R.       13, 123, 124, 125, 147, 151, 172
Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) 171
Russian                         24
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Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 23:45:36 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:50:48 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 investigation
> Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 01:30:12 EST

> >From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
> >Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 21:42:41 -0500
> >Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
> >investigation

> >> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
> >> To: updates@globalserve.net
> >> Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
> >investigation

> > >>>Hey Jack.

> >If you are interested in the 1952 Washington National Airport
> >Sightings you ought to read. Edward J. Ruppelts - 'The Report on
> >Unidentified Flying Objects', Chapter 12, "The Washington
> >Merry-go-round". This chapter is entirely on these events and
> >most of it is insider information which was NEVER chronicled in
> >the newspapers.  Ruppelt was at that time the head of Project
> >Blue Book and was the one who coined the term "UFO" issued in the
> >1952 press release describing these events.

> >Gary Alevy

> Hello The List, and hello Gary...

> Only one chapter? Gee, wouldn't it be fun if you typed
> it in for us? ...Or if you have a scanner... Or maybe
> just the highlights? I'm not going to buy the book just
> to read chapter 12. Besides, how can I be sure of the
> accuracy of its contents? Someone is going to look at
> some back newspapers which I am sure are available, and
> therein will be found the most reliable of information.
> I have to say this first, then if the book has something
> more to offer... Well, we shall see.

> Regards,

> Jack

Jack,

Kevin Randle has already responded before me but I will add
that I do not consider it "fun" to distribute copyrighted
materials illegally.

Its interesting that you would not consider purchasing one of
the few books that most researchers in this field consider a
seminal book in the history of the UFO phenomenon.  Are you
involved in this field seriously or for "fun"?  Who is your
royal "we"?

As far as Ruppelt's accuracy - almost 40 years of FOIA releases
have backed up what he described back in '56.  Some of the the
material he discusses has still to be released.
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If you are looking to newspapers for accuracy consider this, he
describes how and why newspaper reporters were fed information
and managed, that was part of his job.  The discussion of their
exclusion from the control tower at Washington National Airport
is of note.  Remember these were the post-war years and
pre-Watergate.

This book is perhaps one of the five most important in
understanding historical ufology if you don't want to own it
borrow it from the library, I think you will be pleasantly
surprised and challenged by it.

Gary
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Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 01:13:44 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:50:16 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation
> Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 00:24:29 EST

> >From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
> >Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 14:16:43 EST
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> Hello the list, and to Kevin Randle...

> >>>> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
> >>>> To: updates@globalserve.net
> >>>> Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
> >>>>investigation

> The answer is, newspaper articles are more likely to be less
> biased than a book that has been written with embellishments
> and wording designed to sell ideas that may be considered
> exaggerations or falsehoods by main-stream thinking. ...Just
> my point of view, of course.  ...And then there's the fact
> that I was there.

> Best regards,

> Jack

Jack,

What does that "fact", which you so glibly offer up, mean?

You state you where there, where exactly was that?

What exactly did you witness?

Were you a participant in any of the airport control towers?

Were you a member of one of the intelligence services cleared
for investigation of the sightings?

Gary
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Tahoe Daily Tribune: Lab Shopkeeper's Notebook

From: ElPatricio <ElPatricio@aol.com>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 01:57:46 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 10:18:59 -0500
Subject: Tahoe Daily Tribune: Lab Shopkeeper's Notebook

[The following is a 'non-subscriber' post - the phone number
 and name check out, according to the Trib Pat is an
 "environmental-writer" -- ebk]
_______________________________

Errol,

I haven't posted to this or any other mailing list before, but
have some information I know your readers will find interesting.
The post will explain everything.

Pat McCartney

Dear UpDates List,

I interviewed Jack Shulman of the American Computer Co. today for
my small regional daily newspaper (which happens to be at Lake
Tahoe). And I wanted to share with this mailing list what he
said, and my impressions.

Personally, I find their story, and Philip Corso's, pointing to
an unexpected direction of UFO research, namely the private
sector. I think you will find what Shulman's goals are as
interesting as I did. Unfortunately, there doesn't seem to be
much of a way to speed the process up, unless you can help with
their research.

I will be writing about ACC and Corso spoiling Bell Labs' 50th
anniversary of the transistor for my paper, so if anyone has an
informed and opinionated comment they'd like to share, you can
e-mail me or call me at the Trib (530-542-8012).   

Anyway, as others have described, interviewing Shulman is quite
an experience. He's extremely voluble, and you really have to
work to break in and ask a question or redirect his monologue.
Gee, kinda reminds me of myself.

Having said that, he's also quite friendly, very open to a point,
and fluent about computers in a way I can only envy. We spoke for
more than 90 minutes, when he returned a call I left in the
morning asking to talk to someone about the company's Roswell
page.

My main interest was to see what kind of care and research they
are exercising with regards to the "lab shopkeeper's notebook"
they acquired that kicked off their current "investigation."

If their claim -- that the notebook is evidence Bell Lab's 1947
"discovery" of the transistor was based on their receiving debris
from a crashed saucer -- proves to be true, than this document
may come close as close to being the smoking gun as anything we
could wish.

When you think about it, it only makes sense that such documents
would surface in the private sector, which by definition is not
under the direct control of the federal government. And, as much
evidence suggests, unacknowledged programs have been privatized
to a large degree over the years.

Following are points he made about the documents, in answer to my
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questions.

  1)  The notebook bears the "eyes only" security stamp of the
then-War Department, along with the printed names of Bell Labs
and General Electric.

  2)  Shulman said the notebook wasn't a hardbound diary, but
rather a ring binder with individual pages and reports. Some of
the reports are typed, others are mimeographed or handwritten.

  3)  If I followed him correctly, the consultant's initial
acquisition of a journal came from the "estate of the deceased
shopkeeper."

  3)  The unnamed consultant then somehow acquired 28 boxes of
supporting material, perhaps from inside Bell Labs was the
implication, but he did not specify how. Shulman first said each
box contained 300 pages =97 which would be under 10,000 in all =97
but described the complete collection as 20,000 pages!

  4)  The old cardboard boxes are rotting and some of the papers
in terrible condition. They smell to high heaven, Shulman said.
His staff wear masks and gloves while working with the documents,
and are using sealants and plastics to restore and protect the
pages.

  5)  Because of the instability of the decaying pages, the
investigators have photographed, rather than photocopied them.

  6)  Age analysis (unspecified) has confirmed the age of the
paper as being from early 1940s to 1947, indicating it was
written on different stores of paper.

  7)  A university forensics expert (unnamed) is analyzing the
style of the reports for inconsistencies and other information.
 
Shulman told me the company is planning some kind of public event
within 90 days, publicizing what it has learned about the
shopkeeper's notebook, and the revolutionary ideas that it may
contain. He was very vague about what he planned to disclose, and
I simply advised him to go with a hired gun public relations firm
that could get the attention of the mainstream media.

During our dialogue, Shulman said his Grand Strategy is to force
the government to make its own disclosure by releasing top secret
information from the notebook and supporting documents =97 at a
rate of one bombshell a month.

"Let's say there are 600 such details in all," Shulman said. "We
can release one a month for 50 years, devastating military
secrecy, until they realize the public losses are so great that
they will have to throw in the towel."

He identified the transcapacitor, announced Dec. 5, and the
photonitron, announced Jan. 4, as the first two exposes. I did
not ask about future announcements.

He said he has given representatives of the major players =97
including the Air Force, National Security Agency, Army
Intelligence and Office of Special Investigations a certain
(unspecified) deadline to come forth, or he will upload the
entire collection of 20,000 pages of documents onto the
Internet.

"If they don't prove the case of Roswell, we'll go public,"
Shulman said.

Shulman describes himself as a patriot who is outraged by the
action of his government (and its contractors). Today's political
leaders, and other keepers-of-the-secret, "have inherited a
responsibility that is outside Constitutional authority," he
said.

In other words, no matter what the original need was to hide
information about the Roswell crash, the government now has an
obligation to reveal it.

"I think the answer to Roswell is apparent," Shulman said. "I
think the answer needs to be disclosed, and the government needs
to own up to it." Shulman said he has made certain his plan to
release the material will not be affected if he is harmed or
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thwarted in some other way. "We set up a mechanism, a process
that will outlast me," he said.

He was not so helpful in steering me to people knowledgable about
the notebook or the transcapacitor who are independent of the
American Computer Co., or who have not signed non-disclosure
agreements. I will have to scrape to get comments from other
insiders.

That's the gist of Shulman's remarks.  He is a meteoric speaker,
much given to sprinting away on a tangent until reined in.
Someone who knows more about computers, or the companies and
agencies he talked about, might have gleaned more than I from the
conversation, but, as I say, interviewing Jack Shulman is a
challenge. You'd need at least a weekend to debrief him. At the
end, he was even trying to give me computer advise when I
mentioned my love/hate relationship with computers.

I plan to do more interviews before writing a piece for my paper
within the next two weeks.

I can hardly wait for the ACC story to unfold. The proof, of
course, will be in the successfull operation of the devices the
notebook, but at least we won't have to wait until the
transcapacitor to go into production to learn more.

Pat McCartney
Tahoe Daily Tribune
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URLs that may be of interest

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 08:35:30 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 16:07:21 -0500
Subject: URLs that may be of interest

While reviewing a recent CIA article related to UFOs on the
Center for the Study of Intelligence (CSI) web page, I found that
there were several unclassified articles that may prove to be of
interest as the call for an end to government secrecy grows.

One article speaks about the problem of maintaining an
intelligence operation in the face of judicial review:

<http://www.odci.gov/csi/studies/96unclas/manget.htm>http://www.o
dci.gov/cs i/studies/96unclas/manget.htm

Another interesting document relates to how the intelligence
community deals with Congress (and Congressional oversight):

<http://www.odci.gov/csi/monograph/lawmaker/toc.htm>http://www.od
ci.gov/csi /monograph/lawmaker/toc.htm

The CSI web site is an interesting one to review, and they have a
couple of publications that are duplicated on line. Their main
page is located at:

<http://www.odci.gov/csi>http://www.odci.gov/csi/

These, of course, relate primarily to the intelligence community
in the US.

Steve
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Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:14:18 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 16:10:10 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation
> Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 20:26:09 EST

 >>From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
 >>Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 10:25:04 EST
 >>To: updates@globalserve.net
 >>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

 >Hello the list, and to Kevin Randle...

 >Kevin, you were saying...

 >>> >Let's keep copyright infringement in mind here.

>>>>Contrary to popular belief, you can't just scan the chapter into
>>>>the computer and post it all over the internet. That is illegal.
>>>>In fact, we play fast and loose with the law here by posting
>>>>whole newspaper articles, even with the proper credit being
>>>>given. The copyright laws are quite specific and what most people
>>>>believe to be fair use is, in fact, outlawed.

>....And I replied...

>>>Kevin,

>>>We run into alleged copyright infringement every day. I know
>>>of no laws that prohibit the reproduction of _excerpts_ from
>>>any publication providing there is no intent to profit from
>>>the endeavor. The wording of copyright protections are a lot
>>>tougher sounding than the legal ways of backing them up.
>>>I go to great lengths to obtain permission where it's poss-
>>>ible.

>>Excerpts, yes, but whole chapters, no. In fact, as we all go to
>>the library to copy articles from magazines, we are all engaging
>>in copyright infringement. While the laws are clear the
>>enforcement is less clear. I was just suggesting that we all be
>>careful before we begin to post whole chpaters on the internet.

>>>When it's not practical, I limit my discussion to brief ex-
>>>cerpts and/or re-phrasing of the author's message. For in-
>>>stance, were I to use excerpts from one of your copyright
>>>works, and you found it necessary to object, I would simply
>>>cease and desist. ...No law-suit necessary or applicable.

>>You seem to understand not only the law, but the spirit of
>>the law which many refuse to understand. Copyright law is
>>designed to product the authors of specific work from having
>>that work exploited by others. Again, there is a fair use
>>doctrine, but many people claim fair use and then engage
>>in infringement. No, Jack, I'm not suggesting that you are
>>guilty of that, only attempting to make a point that is
>>sometimes lost.

>Thank you
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>You went on to say...

>>>And Jack, what gave you the idea that the newspaper clippings
>>>from the time would be more accurate than Ruppelt's analysis of
>>>the situation, especially since you haven't read it? Ruppelt
>>>seemed to provide an interesting insight into the functioning of
>>>the UFO investigation in 1952 and gives some clues about the
>>>thinking at the higher levels. Ruppelt's work is important to
>>>understanding the whole of the 1952 flap.

>To which I replied...

>>>The answer is, newspaper articles are more likely to be less
>>>biased than a book that has been written with embellishments
>>and wording designed to sell ideas that may be considered
>>>exaggerations or falsehoods by main-stream thinking. ...Just
>>>my point of view, of course.  ...And then there's the fact
>>>that I was there.

>>>Best regards,

>>> Jack

>You then repeated...

>>Again, what gives you the idea that newspaper articles are
>>more likely to be less biased. Yes, the journalists talk of
>>objectivity, but when we begin to look at the tone, we see
>>their bias showing. As just one example, THE NEW YORK
>>TIMES, when the Air Force released their first report, wrote
>>an article claiming that the Air Force had explained the
>>Roswell case. They did not bother to call me for a quote.
>>The didn't bother to call Stan Friedman. They didn't seem to
>>be interested in the other side. Instead, they called some
>>university professors who suggested that we were writing about
>>the Roswell crash just to make a living. Not exactly the epitome
>>of sound journalist investigation. In other words, they had a
>>bias.

>>Just a few thoughts.

> >KRandle

>To which I say again...  ...Because I was _there_! I was able to
>read the newspaper articles on the spot. The book didn't come out
>until years later. That, in my opinion is grounds to consider the
>on the spot news accounts as the most accurate source of
>information. The book is useful upon reflection, but then, I
>didn't know of any such book until recently. Call me stubborn,
>but that's just the way I feel about it. The newspaper accounts
>were written at the time the events were actually taking place.
>The book came along years later after the fact.

>Best regards,

>Jack

Hello, Jack -

I think we might be talking at cross purposes here. Are there
newspaper accounts of events that are more accurate than the
books written years later? Yes.

Are there books that are more accurate than the newspaper
accounts written at the time? Yes.

Does this make one source of information better than the other?
No.

We have to look at everything and evaluate it based on all the
other available evidence. No one source is better than another
until we have the opportunity to evaluate it and place it in
context with the other evidence.

What this boils down to is that we're probably in the same church
and in the same pew, but not necessarily on the same page. Let's
just keep looking at the evidence which will help us sort out the
events of the past.

KRandle
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:41:34 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 16:36:10 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 10:01:00 -0800 (PST)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, updates@globalserve.net
>From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@proaxis.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>Hello Tom,

>A key possibility I keep in mind that could explain it, in
>keeping with the ETH, is that every few centuries some of the
>visiting ETs not only take samples of our flora & fauna, but
>leave samples of their own behind, suitably transplanted.  Those
>samples that are compatible enough with what's already here then
>may survive.  This then would have occurred countless times in
>the past millions of years.

>This is only a slight extension to what Shklovskii & Sagan
>proposed in their 1966 book, before Sagan closed his mind to
>UFOs.

>The ETs would have done the same with other habitable planets at
>or below our stage of development, since there's no reason to
>think that Earth would have been treated in a totally unique way.
>And their own home planet would have experienced the same in its
>past millions of years.  So there would have been a massive
>amount of co-mingling of DNA throughout the galaxies that will
>make a nightmare for future Earth biologists to try to sort out.

>In the course of all this, there would have been genetic
>manipulations performed as well.

>The occasional observations of thousands of frogs or fish, etc.,
>falling from the sky (but no debris), could be part of this,
>since whirlwinds & waterspouts are not viable explanations for
>it. The fact that UFOs can render themselves invisible, or remain
>invisible, would tie in with this.

>Jim Deardorff

Jim,

This "seeding" of our planet is something that my old friend
Ivan Sanderson was very interested in.  Of course Fort was the
first to systematically document it.

One thing that particularly intrigued Ivan was that in all of
the cases he could get enough information on, it seemed that the
fish, frogs, whatever, were of unknown species.

I don't think this happens every few centuries, but constantly.

We also have the somewhat mysterious reappearance of species
which science has "known" were extinct in places where their
survival seems highly unlikely.

Again, I'm not sure this implies ET intervention, or even any
deliberate act at all.  Holes between dimensions comes to mind
as one possible explanation.  We do have accounts of people
apparently falling into such holes and simply disappearing.
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Maybe they ended up on a parallel earth and, if they survived,
mingled their DNA with the local strain.

This is one reason why I do not fully accept traditional
scientific explanations of evolution.  None of them include this
mechanism in their theoretical basis.  My alternative theory
is called "Punctuated Creationism", and it says that evolution
goes on as normally understood for long periods of time both
here and elsewhere, but periodically a new genetic strain
"falls through" which is so advanced above our local strain that
it disrupts the slow flow of evolution and kick starts things
in a new direction.  Needless to say, my theory has not been
taken seriously by my scientific colleagues.

Bob
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Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:41:34 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 16:38:41 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>From: chabry@simcoe.igs.net [Charles Bryant]
>Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 17:39:08 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>Hello Bob and All:

>O.K. I've been a spectator here for several months.  Now it's
>time for a question which has always bothered me about this A.A.
>film thing which I've never seen discussed. Of course, I could
>have missed something or was not paying attention - apologies if
>so.

>Does anyone really believe, given the extremely tight security
>surrounding the events of 1947, that the "cameraman" who shot
>this footage would have been allowed to take the stuff home with
>him?  We are told that every last tiny scrap of material was
>combed (vacuumed?) from the crash site; and witnesses threatened
>with their lives for any disclosure about this crash that never
>took place. So how did this astounding 'evidence' get liberated?

>Any comments?

>Charles Bryant
>chabry@simcoe.igs.net

Charles,

Good point, and one of the main ones which bothers me about the
story.  Even Ray Santilli has characterized this part of the
cameraman's tale as "nonsense".

No, his tale of how he came to have the film makes no sense at
all.  So, here are the possible explanations I can think of:

A/  Assuming the film is real:
    1. He somehow stole it, after filming it.

    2. He is not the cameraman at all, but an opportunist who
       somehow came into possession of this film and made up
       the story surrounding it.
    3. He is a govt agent and this is part of a controlled
       release.

B   Assuming the film is a hoax:
     1. He is a hired actor and someone else wrote the story
        after reading up on Roswell

     2. He is part of the group that put together the hoax.

     3. He is an opportunist ho somehow stumbled onto this
        film and made up a good yarn to sell it.  In this
         case he may not know himself what it is.
     4. He is a govt agent, and the govt faked the film for
        their own reasons.

Now I have no idea which of the above is true, if any.  Remember
that I think he does not have the camera original film.  If he
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really is the cameraman, then he must have made unauthorized
copies of the original and somehow smuggled them out of the
base.

I really want to talk to this man, and I have been repeatedly
promised that he will phone me, but so far no contact.

Bob
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Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:44:15 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 16:43:12 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 07:27:14 +0000
>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>Dear Robert,

>Not so I'm afraid. If I can prove to myself conclusively enough
>that the film is a fraud I will be the first to stand up and
>admit I was wrong. I am only human after all and prone to err. As
>yet, though, I have not reached this stage.

>Philip.

Well said, Philip!!!

I am fully in agreement with your position.

Bob
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Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia

From: "Philippe Piet van Putten" <abp1@uol.com.br>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 02:37:23 -0200
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 16:47:28 -0500
Subject: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia

Dear colleagues and friends,

Can anyone among you give me a hand to complete the biographical
entry about Dr. John Mack for my Encyclopedia of UFOs and
Anomalous Aeroespatial Phenomena ?

I need:

1 - His complete name;

2 - His place and date of birth;

3 - His educational background;

4 - Why/when first became involved in UFO/abduction research;

5 - Complete list of published books (Titles; name of editors;
    city of editors and year of printing).

Thanks for your assistance.

Best regards,

Philippe Piet van Putten
abp1@uol.com.br
http://www.pufori.org/
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Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: "Keith Woodard" <qwoodard@worldnet.att.net>
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 19:50:45 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 16:48:52 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
> Date: Wednesday, January 14, 1998 7:05 PM

> From: chabry@simcoe.igs.net [Charles Bryant]
> Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 17:39:08 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> >Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 09:10:05 -0500
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> >>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >>From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
> >>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
> >>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 13:39:46 -0500

<snipped>

> Does anyone really believe, given the extremely tight security
> surrounding the events of 1947, that the "cameraman" who shot
> this footage would have been allowed to take the stuff home with
> him?  We are told that every last tiny scrap of material was
> combed (vacuumed?) from the crash site; and witnesses threatened
> with their lives for any disclosure about this crash that never
> took place. So how did this astounding 'evidence' get liberated?

Although I believe the film is fraudulent, I must respectfully
disagree with this argument, Charles.  How does someone wander
into Queen Elizabeth's bedroom?  How does a private pilot blunder
through the Soviet air defenses and land in Moscow?  This
fallacy, the assumption of bureaucratic competence, probably
props up more conspiracy theories than all the others put
together.  The idea that they would nail everything down tight
and then let some flunky stroll home with the film strikes me as
exactly the way things happen in real life.

Kind regards,

Keith
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 15

Re: Molecular Genetics and Aliens

From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:59:05 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 16:50:26 -0500
Subject: Re: Molecular Genetics and Aliens

> Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 14:49:29 -0700
> From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> To: Updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: Molecular Genetics and Aliens

> Some abductologists have advanced the idea that continued and
> repeated abductions serve some purpose related to genetic
> breeding and hybridization. If this is the case then their
> bio-molecular engineering technology must not be very advanced
> because if it was they wouldn't have to continue coming back and
> placing themselves at risk. Perhaps repeated abductions, assuming
> they actually happen are not related to genetic engineering
> directly or at least in a capacity that aliens would be
> attempting to acquire genetic information from humans to be used
> as some type of resource. Maybe there's another explanation to
> account for repeaters.

When we perform experiments on animals, it is advantageous to use
those of known genetic composition, so we typically use highly
in-bred mouse strains that are virtual clones of each other.  If
these were not available, we would have to keep performing
experiments on the _same_ mouse.

-George Fergus
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 15

Re: The Prophets Conference - Strieber

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 13:19:35 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 17:02:25 -0500
Subject: Re: The Prophets Conference - Strieber

>From: prophets@maui.net
>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 20:50:59 -1000
>To: axiom@aloha.net
>Subject: NOTES FROM THE PROPHETS CONFERENCE - WHITLEY STRIEBER

>You may find out what was exactly said at The Prophets
>Conferences in Los Angeles and Phoenix by Whitley Strieber and
>the others in this extraordinary group of today's leading
>messengers, by visiting:

>http://www.aloha.net/~axiom/tapes.html

>Another of the outstanding Prophets Conference messengers was
>Peter Gorman:
>visit
>http://www.aloha.net/~axiom/amazon.html

Hello All,

'Profits & Me$$enger$'

This post really rattled my cage! Allow me a 'rant' if you
please.

(Pope to Michaelangelo: "When will you make it end?")

"Prophets Conference, . . . Prophets, Messengers!?" What a load
of pure unadulterated bullsh*t! These New Age priests, prophets,
and messengers may be oh so 'heavy', and 'deep' and 'out there'
but back here on earth it's all about good old fashioned
greenbacks and blind -unquestioning-unthinking- followers!

John the Baptist was a "prophet", Mohummad was a "messenger"
could someone please explain where Whitley Strieber and Gorman
fit into that noble lineage? I find it the height of egotism and
pretention to allow oneself to be presented as a "messenger" at a
"prophets conference." If all of this wasn't so serious I'd be
laughing my ass off.

Nah, I'll laugh anyway these (side-show clowns) -are- funny.

Loaded words like, 'prophet' and 'messenger'  are chosen
-intentionally- by the marketing dropouts that sponsor and run
these 'side shows' and for the same reasons an alleged science
reporting program calls a segment on abduction, "Kidnapped by
UFO's" for -RATINGS AND SENSATIONALISM !-

Translation: Ratings and sensationalism = "Mo people means Mo
money!"

Because they are on the pro-UFO side of the fence does not excuse
them.

I don't hear anyone criticizing Strieber for the same infractions
that people find so offensive when they come from a skeptic!
Baloney is baloney no matter what deli you buy it in. I'm
starting to get a little tired of saying that unless we demand
the -best- from -all- of those who claim to represent us in this
field, we're always going to be dismissed as frivilous air heads
with nothing of real substance to offer. "Prophets" and
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"messengers" indeed! They ought to be ashamed of themselves or at
least know better. All it does is lend a 'carnival atmosphere' to
something of urgent import for all of us.

Example: You are a person that has just learned of the details of
the 'abduction scenario/pattern' that is being reported by so
many people. As you read this information you begin to realize
that you yourself recall these very same odd and unexplained
experiences. You slowly start to blow a gasket as you begin to
question your own sanity for even contemplating such a
possibility. Fear, confusion and a completely unsettled feeling
replaces your normal daily composure. You can now think of
-nothing else- finding an answer rapidly becomes obsession.

At some point you realize that you have a thousand questions that
you need answered, -and immediately-! Relief from the torment of
the internal hell of self-doubt and fear that you suddenly find
yourself in is urgent. You know that if you tell your doctor or
your wife or friends that they are going to cock their heads over
to one side the way that dogs and people do when they don't
understand or can't relate so, . . . you contact say a "Whitley
Strieber" for info and advice because you saw one of his books
and you figure, hey maybe this guy will understand and not laugh
me off.

Pay attention here!

What you will be greeted by is a fee of $50 for a half hour
audience before you can speak to the "prophet" (or is it
"Messenger?") about your 'problem!'

No lie, "I kid you not" as my beloved Jack Paar used to say. Old
Whit is charging Park avenue, New Yawk psychiatrist prices for
his time as if he shared their credentials and experience or even
had anything of value to offer these tormented souls.

So you tell me, is the 'prophet' concerned with souls or
greenbacks? Is 'He' interested in the lives that God has placed
in his path or in their disposable income. You be the judge. I've
just had a belly full of the Boylans and the Hoaglands and now
Strieber who sell out for few pieces of silver and leave all
rationality -far behind- in the wake of their collective money
making dust.

Well we pay the price! They make us all look like mindless boobs,
oportunists, and followers in the eyes of the
uneducated/uninformed masses. As long as we allow this and
support it with $ it will continue unabated and will -continue to
muddy already murky waters.-

Just my seventeen cents!

John Velez, (Common abduction experiencer who has *-no idea- whats
-really- going on.)

*See Whit, it's not so hard to say, (and BTW) No charge dude! <EG>
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 15

Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 14:02:08 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 17:27:58 -0500
Subject: Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/15/98 9:09 AM:
>  Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 22:11:15 -0600
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

>  >Additional problems come from the isotope distribution in the
>  >solar system, which indicates a common origin for the planets.

>  So what.  We may find that these isotopes are common to all Sun
>  Systems and their planets at some point.

No, that's not how it works. The distribution of isotopes is the
issue, and is related to the temperatures of the early solar
system. I refer you to either Arrhenius and Alfven's seminal text
for NASA or to Dermott's The Origin of the Solar System from
Wiley.

>  AS far as the time frame is concerned, we really are only
>  guessing at the "age" of our solar system.  I can't really argue
>  this but, I can admit that I am not smart enought to prove or
>  disprove what Sitchin writes.  <g>

No, we're not guessing. That's not how science works. A large
number of independent chains of evidence have been used to
develop the solar system chronology, and the time it takes for an
orbit to regularize after capture is well understood - partly
because of the intense examination it received in the origin of
the moon debates. Even a nearly parallel orbit capture barely
fits into the age of the solar system, much less a tranverse
capture.

>  >>  Well, that is the story which Sitchin says the Sumerian Cuneiform
>  >>  tablets tell...He is one of only a handful of scholars who can
>  >>  still read the Sumerian and Babylonian languages today.

>  >Yes, but many of those scholars dispute his interpretation of the
>  >writings.

>  Ah, but that is not unusual.  Just look at the way they dispute
>  the contentions we have that UFOs are real. <G>

Actually, those scholars have nothing to do with the UFO debate.
They simply take issue with his interpretations.

That his interpretations are at variance with theirs does not
give him more credibility.

>  I'm sorry, but I don't give these so called provessional scholars
>  that much credibility.  They are only working with bits and
>  pieces of say a million year history.  That can be very
>  misleading.  What they surmise in one part of the globe may not
>  apply in another, to an advanced race, separating itself from
>  those primitive races located elsewhere on the planet.

Scholars of ancient languages are quite specialized, but they
know their business. As do the planetologists who have worked on
origin questions.
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I can't see any reason to give more credence to a purported
legend from a long gone people with a very primitive technology
over the work of professional scientists with modern tools.

We won't get far rejecting the parts of modern science we don't
like. That's the kind of thing that justifiably gets professional
scientists laughing at us.

>  WE may find at some point in our future history, that we did not
>  truly have a good grasp on the mechanics of creation.  We may
>  well find that we simply parrot the same jargon of the anti-
>  Scientific community in the 5th through the 19th century, where
>  the earch was the center of the universe.

>  Sure we have satellites to gather data, but we still suffer from
>  the "only kid on the block" syndrone...and although we preport to
>  be searching for life "out there," we really don't expect to find
>  it...by we, I am referring to our Scientific Scholastic
>  Institutions and their clones. <g>

Yes, well that may be comforting to those of us who want belief
rather than knowledge, but knowledge comes from extending the
work of science, not rejecting it.

I agree that there will be a future science, and that it will
know things which we don't, and some parts of what we think has
been established will have been rejected. I don't expect that to
happen to fundamental concepts - even relativity and Newtonian
mechanics coexist.

But the way improvement in science gets done is in the context of
science. When the geocentric theory was rejected, it wasn't on
the basis of belief or on the basis of some tattered legend. It
was done because the predictions of the new better fit reality
than the predictions of the old.

The material under discussion doesn't account for the presence
and structure of the solar system even as well as existing theory
- in fact, it is contradicted by most of what we know. And, for
that matter, the legend it supposedly derives from is based on an
ancient culture, who science was clearly less advanced than ours.
So maybe this is where "they" find that they really didn't
understand the universe.

I can understand why some of us are angry against "establishment"
science for ignoring what we consider to be an important problem.
But the answer is to be more scientific, not less.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 15

Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 12:51:57 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 17:25:11 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

>From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 14:16:43 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

<snip>

>Let's keep copyright infringement in mind here.

>Contrary to popular belief, you can't just scan the chapter into
>the computer and post it all over the internet. That is illegal.
>In fact, we play fast and loose with the law here by posting
>whole newspaper articles, even with the proper credit being
>given. The copyright laws are quite specific and what most people
>believe to be fair use is, in fact, outlawed.

<snip>

>KRandle

Hard as it may be for some of us to remember or admit, 1956 was a
long time ago, more than 40 years by my crude calculations. (My
Ace paperback copy of Ruppelt's book carries a 50 cents cover
price.) In other words, I suspect the book may well be in the
public domain. If it is, not only could you copy it with
impunity, you could reprint it if you had a mind to.

Dennis
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 15

Re: Sighting at sea - 12-97

From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 13:02:45 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 17:31:08 -0500
Subject: Re: Sighting at sea - 12-97

Folks,

Regarding the recent report posted here of the huge UFO
supposedly observed off the Texas coast near Corpus Cristi:

>From: "Ben Field" <ben@abcfield.force9.co.uk>
>To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: UFO Report - Sighting at sea
>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 17:44:29 -0000

>I thought this may be of interest to some of you, again it is a UFO
>Report reported on the B.U.F.O.D. Space, Above and Beyond website :

>http://www.abcfield.force9.co.uk

>All the best....Ben Field
>ben@abcfield.force9.co.uk

> <report text snipped - see above web site>

I forwarded this report to an old college friend of mine now at
NASA/Marshall.  I thought his response (below) was worth posting
to the list.  He makes some good points.  Any report this
dramatic should make ripples somewhere.  If not, it has to be
suspect.  There were 250 supposed witnesses and cameras as well.
So as the ad says, "Where's the beef?".  I'm not saying its
bogus, but it should be taken with a grain of salt until
corroborating evidence appears.  (Sorta like an autopsy film most
of us are acquainted with :-)
_____

To: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
From: ***** <*********.nasa.gov>
Subject: Re: interesting sighting
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 11:26:56 -0600

Brian,

This just can't have happened.  For one thing, I have no idea
what the guy is talking about when he mentions a "bore" "140.65
feet thick" that "drills the hole into the ocean floor."  Oil
drill stems aren't within two orders of magnitude of that
diameter.  Next, if something disabled a drill rig 30 miles off
Corpus it would be international headline news that very night --
we're talking many thousands to millions of dollars of damage to
a private company.  If no one else, at least their insurance
company would be mounting a huge investigation as to how the
damage was done.  And 30 miles off shore is about twice the
distance to the horizon, so a huge craft lifting off would become
visible in Corpus itself after rising only a few tens of feet
from the surface.

Again, think of it.  Kilobucks of damage, maybe more, and 250
witnesses, and this DOESN'T make the news except on a ufo
website?  It ain't reasonable!

_____

-Brian Cuthbertson
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 15

Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 14:23:43 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 17:34:22 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

Hello the list and to Gary...

>Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:50:16 -0500 UFO UpDates - Toronto
>From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
>Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 01:13:44 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

>> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation
>> Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 00:24:29 EST

>> >From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
>> >Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 14:16:43 EST
>> >To: updates@globalserve.net
>> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

>> Hello the list, and to Kevin Randle...

>> >>>> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>> >>>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> >>>> Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
>> >>>>investigation

>> The answer is, newspaper articles are more likely to be less
>> biased than a book that has been written with embellishments
>> and wording designed to sell ideas that may be considered
>> exaggerations or falsehoods by main-stream thinking. ...Just
>> my point of view, of course.  ...And then there's the fact
>> that I was there.

>> Best regards,

>> Jack

>Jack,

>What does that "fact", which you so glibly offer up, mean?

Glibly? Well, you sure do set the tone for this discussion,
don't you?

>You state you where there, where exactly was that?

I was a resident at 1434 Harvard St. N.W., Washington, DC

>What exactly did you witness?

The reaction of the people around me. ...The news on the
radio. The headlines in the Washington Post.

>Were you a participant in any of the airport control towers?

No. If I had been a participant, I would have said so in one
of my earlier posts. However, I know what the public reaction
was. It was exciting, but not scary.

>Were you a member of one of the intelligence services cleared
>for investigation of the sightings?
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No. Please make your point.

>Gary

What? Just plain Gary?  ...No polite sign-off like "Regards"?

Regards,

Jack
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 15

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 08:38:34 +0000
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 17:44:51 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
> Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 20:22:50 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> >  Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 07:27:14 +0000
> >  From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> >  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> <brevity snip>

> >  Dear Robert,

> >  Not so I'm afraid. If I can prove to myself conclusively enough
> >  that the film is a fraud I will be the first to stand up and
> >  admit I was wrong. I am only human after all and prone to err. As
> >  yet, though, I have not reached this stage.

> >  Philip.

> Dear Philip,

> >From what you said, you are working from the point of view
> that the film is *real* unless proven otherwise.

> I am glad to see that you will be the first one to admit that
> he made an error.

> I am curious about what you standards of *conclusive proof*
> are?

> Cheers,
> Robert

Dear Robert, my opinion as the authenticity or not of this film
has changed several times. Atv the moment I am undecided one way
or the other.

Proof to me could come in many forms. If the film could be
accurately dated and was shown to be of a recent make. If one of
the items in the film was not around in l947, say a wrist watch
(there are none in the film)>  that was post l980, for example.
Or if Ray Santilli or someone else (I doubt if it would be Ray)
would come forward and show us all how they hoaxed it. These are
just a few of the many things that would work for me. What about
you ?

Philip.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 15

Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 14:23:43 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 17:42:37 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

Hello the list and to Gary...

>Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:50:48 -0500 UFO UpDates - Toronto
>From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
>Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 23:45:36 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

>> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 investigation
>> Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 01:30:12 EST

>> >From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
>> >Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 21:42:41 -0500
>> >Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
>> >investigation

>> >> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>> >> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> >> Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
>> >investigation

>> > >>>Hey Jack.

>> >If you are interested in the 1952 Washington National Airport
>> >Sightings you ought to read. Edward J. Ruppelts - 'The Report on
>> >Unidentified Flying Objects', Chapter 12, "The Washington
>> >Merry-go-round". This chapter is entirely on these events and
>> >most of it is insider information which was NEVER chronicled in
>> >the newspapers.  Ruppelt was at that time the head of Project
>> >Blue Book and was the one who coined the term "UFO" issued in the
>> >1952 press release describing these events.

>> >Gary Alevy

>> Hello The List, and hello Gary...

>> Only one chapter? Gee, wouldn't it be fun if you typed
>> it in for us? ...Or if you have a scanner... Or maybe
>> just the highlights? I'm not going to buy the book just
>> to read chapter 12. Besides, how can I be sure of the
>> accuracy of its contents? Someone is going to look at
>> some back newspapers which I am sure are available, and
>> therein will be found the most reliable of information.
>> I have to say this first, then if the book has something
>> more to offer... Well, we shall see.

>> Regards,

>> Jack

>Jack,

>Kevin Randle has already responded before me but I will add
>that I do not consider it "fun" to distribute copyrighted
>materials illegally.

Who has done that?
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>Its interesting that you would not consider purchasing one of
>the few books that most researchers in this field consider a
>seminal book in the history of the UFO phenomenon.  Are you
>involved in this field seriously or for "fun"?  Who is your
>royal "we"?

I am not a UFO investigator, if that's what you mean. However, I
am the moderator of the Fidonet UFO conference, and have been
involved with UFO group discussions for more than 40 years,
either from a "fun" standpoint, or as an overseer of discussion
groups.

>As far as Ruppelt's accuracy - almost 40 years of FOIA releases
>have backed up what he described back in '56.  Some of the the
>material he discusses has still to be released.

>If you are looking to newspapers for accuracy consider this, he
>describes how and why newspaper reporters were fed information
>and managed, that was part of his job.  The discussion of their
>exclusion from the control tower at Washington National Airport
>is of note.  Remember these were the post-war years and
>pre-Watergate.

>This book is perhaps one of the five most important in
>understanding historical ufology if you don't want to own it
>borrow it from the library, I think you will be pleasantly
>surprised and challenged by it.

That's nice to know. If you are really interested in the extent
of my UFO interests, drop a note of inquiry to Stanton Friedman.
He may be able to attest to the seriousness of my interests.

>Gary

Regards,

Jack
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 15

Re: The Lesotho Incident

From: Ralf Zeigermann <kag15@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 98 20:06:29 +0000
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 17:46:00 -0500
Subject: Re: The Lesotho Incident

>Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 10:57:47 +0200
>From: Jakes Louw <LOUWJE@telkom.co.za>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: The Lesotho Incident

>I will be corresponding with Cynthia within the next few weeks,
>so I will be able to supply you with her testimony, but from what
>I understand, the self-proclaimed Military Intelligence operative
>that supplied the "proof" did not pass the bullshit test. The
>person in question, an androgynous item called Van Greunen,
>couldn't pass serious scrutiny.

Van Greunen is a fraud, everybody knows that and I am rather sure
that Joachim Koch is aware of that.

Since Joachim (who was or still is quite heavily involved in the
case or better: the clarification of the case) has promised some
new material, why don't we all just wait and see?

Cheers,

Ralf

 **************************************
 Ralf Zeigermann, Creative Consultant

     'In the shadows of King's!'

        +44 - 1223 - 572 864
        kag15@dial.pipex.com

 I know - the email address is horrible
    but I'm too lazy to change it...
 **************************************
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
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Zahi Hawass on Art Bell/14 Jan 98

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 22:30:20 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 22:30:20 -0500
Subject: Zahi Hawass on Art Bell/14 Jan 98

From: http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/media/mailing/archive/iufo/msg04209.shtml

IUFO Mailing List

          Zahi Hawass on ArtBell/14Jan98

From: jjeff@alpha1.gwdi.com
Subject: IUFO: Zahi Hawass on ArtBell/14Jan98
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 98 21:39:23 +0000

-  SearchNet's   IUFO   Mailing List

Eygptian Director of the Giza Plateau, Dr. Zahi Hawass, was on
Art Bell radio show for 2Hrs Wednesday , the night of 14-JAN-98.

I also heard the entire show; Mr. David Billington has already
given a very good synopsis (re-posted below); I can attest to his
reporting accurracy. I will give further quotes from Zahi Hawass,
and some of my own commentary.

.jj. <Jon D. Jefferson

-----------------------------------------------

From: davidpb@leonardo.net (David Billington)
Subject: Dr. Hawass
-----------------------------------------------

I just finished listening to the two-hour interview with Zahi
Hawass on American radio (1/14 between 10-12 PM).  The
interviewer, Art Bell, asked Dr. Hawass (1) why permission to
drill the cavity under the front Sphinx paw has been denied, (2)
whether the wellshaft between the Sphinx and the Khafra Pyramid
has been excavated in the last seven days, (3) what has been
going on in the Khufu Pyramid, (4) whether any evidence of a
pre-existing civilization has been found at Giza, and (5) whether
there is any connection between Giza and the American space
agency NASA or the alleged pyramids on Mars.  There were some
other matters but I think these were the main points covered.

On (1), Hawass observed that Stanford Research Institute drilled
the location under the front paw in 1977 and found nothing, so
another penetration of the rock was unnecessary.  More definite
evidence than radar or sonar would in his view be needed to
justify any further drilling in the Sphinx enclosure.  Apparently
Dr. Schor never had a license in his own name to visit Giza;
Florida State University had the license and still has it
according to Dr. Hawass.

On (2), the "sarcophagus lid" that Boris Said and Tom Dobecki
found in the wellshaft 100 feet down was apparently lifted last
week and nothing was found underneath except the water table,
although later in the interview Hawass said that further
exploration might occur.  He did not explain, nor did Bell ask,
exactly what this "sarcophagus lid" was.  Bell apparently learned
of this excavation privately and sprang it on Hawass, but
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apparently the latter already knew about it and said that the
excavation was connected with routine work of some kind.

On (3), Hawass disclosed that his staff had cleaned the chambers
above the King's Chamber to look for inscriptions.  I was unable
to hear or understand exactly what he said but he seemed to be
saying that nothing anomalous was found.  There may have been
some inscription that prompted the cleaning, which entailed the
removal of some dust or stone.  Hawass also disclosed that he is
now planning to open the Gantenbrink door.  The Khufu Pyramid
will be closed for six months in 1998 for work to undo the
humidity damage of tourism, although he said that New Age groups
would be allowed in for brief periods to meditate.
Archaeological work will also continue in the Khufu Pyramid
during the restoration.

On (4), Hawass stated that to this date no evidence of Atlantis
or another preexisting civilization has been found at Giza.  He
declared his willingness to accept such evidence if any appears.

On (5), Dr. Hawass said he has never met a NASA official and that
he knew of no connection with Mars.

Dr. Hawass will attend a cruise along the west coast of North
America that will go up to Alaska in May.  The cruise will
include a debate moderated by Bell that will include Hancock,
Bauval, Ed Krupp, and the American psychic Dannion Brinkley.

The impression I had was that Dr. Hawass wants to address the
concerns that have been raised abroad about Giza archaeology and
he wants to dispel the unfavorable public image he has acquired
among those with such concerns.  I had the impression that Hawass
was tactful with some details but that he was not really
concealing anything of importance, although it is possible that
he thought the wellshaft might have been connected to something
of interest.  Bell didn't press him about this.

The debate on a cruise ship near Alaska (an unusual place to
debate Egypt)(but no more unusual I suppose than anything else
surrounding Giza!) next May will hopefully bring a fuller airing
of the controversies in recent years if Dr. Hawass attends.  I
would expect the results to be made public.  I will be revising
my own web update page to delete some things now.

Cheers,
David
---------------------------------------------------------------

It should be noted here that Art Bell referred to himself as a
"moderator" , not really as a journalist doing a true indepth
investigative report; this has to do with the "cruise debate"
referenced above. Thus, many significant points that were raised
during the interview that warranted followup questions , were not
followed through very thoroughly. Cause in point #1.: the
Gantenbrink Door in the Queen's Chamber of the Great Pyramid.
Hawass said that they are "in progress of trying to find out what
is behind the door. We will know what is behind it by May of this
year."

Something so important an issue as this begs the followup
questions, such as: are the Egyptians going to do so by
themselves? HOW? Is such work in progress at this time? If not ,
WHEN, and by WHOM?. No such questions were asked, and NO further
details were given by Mr. Hawass, even after one caller brought
up the subject for further clarification. It seems to me that
Bell would rather have such information released to the public on
the May cruise, which he heavily advertises on his show.

On John A. West, Hawass had this to say: "I have nothing against
him personally. I am not his enemy". He went on to say that West
would be granted exploratory accsess to the Giza sites, only if
he was associated with an already accredited University or
Institution recognized by the Egyptian Government. When asked by
Bell as to the status of Robert Bauval and G.Hancock, the answer
was the same. Mr. West has publicly confirmed the above. Hawass
also stated that these people would never be denied access to the
Giza sites as individuals. "They are always allowed accsess to
Giza", he said.

Some further, general quotes by Dr. Hawass:
-------------------------------------------
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The Luxor massascre: "An accident. It will never happen again,
because security is now very tight".

On alledged on-going secret excavations, and "coverups", at Giza:

ZW: "I try to reveal the truth. My mission is to reveal the truth".
    "I am not a bad guy. I am not hiding evidence".
     However, "when I discover something, I don't announce it in
     the first minute", he said.
     "If there ever is anything [new] found [while excavating], we
     will let the people know".
     "I don't want to drill a hole for a TV movie; I want to drill
     a hole for science".

On the Sphinx:
ZW: "On the north side is a tunnel, first opened in 1926.
     We would like to reopen it again, to go underneath the
     Sphinx".

     (no further details on this, either).

ZW: "No one [is stopping me from doing any new excavations]; I
    had to restore the 'sick' Sphinx. The Sphinx is [now] smiling;
    the Sphinx is saved; the Sphinx is restored, and is to be
    reopened to the public again".

ZW: "We are just guardians of the monuments. They belong to the
    whole world". "Anyone who wants to enter the Great Pyramid will
    be granted access. New age groups are welcome".
    "The pyramids were plundered. There is evidence that they were
    tombs, representing the power of the Pharoahs".
    "When I enter inside the Great Pyramid, I feel like I am entering
    the most sacred place in the world. The pyramids and the Sphinx
    should have dignity and respect ; power and magic".

The pyramids were built as a "national project of the Egyptian
peoples", said Hawass, when questioned by Bell as to who he
thought built them.

On the newly opened Tombs of the Workers, Dr. Hawass stated that
"the bones and skeletons: they are all Egyptians. Genetic studies
will be done by the Univeristy of Hawaii, beginning later this
month".

As to the alledged secret excavations in the GP's relieving
chambers, Hawass had this to say: "We were just cleaning the five
rooms. I found only one inscription, nothing else. I did not find
anything else. The five rooms where full of stones, and I cleaned
them out, that's all".

Art Bell: "Has there ever been anything discovered at Giza that
          goes against orthodox Egyptology?".

Z.Hawass: "Not one single piece of evidence to prove anything of
          a 'lost civilization. Not one piece of evidence of Atlantis.
          Nothing". "If I am [proven] wrong, fine. Until you prove to me
          that I am wrong, I am right. You have to prove to me 100% that
          there is something [else] there. I am not trying to hide
          anything".

Art Bell: "Have NASA officials ever bben to Giza that you have met?"

Z.Hawass: "No. Never any officials, only Egyptologists. I never met
          anyone from NASA. Ever".

---------------------------------------------------------------
Commentary:

I agree with David Billington's assessment that Zahi Hawass is
intentionally playing "nice", mending fences with everyone, and
to clear his "bad-boy" despot reputation with the international
community. He now knows that this is the only way to gain
world-wide acceptance of his own work, and given the drastic
cut-back in tourism due to the Luxor massacre, this must be with
the insistance of the Mubarak government also. They need the cash
flow of foreign dollars, and the Giza Plateau still remains the
key linchpin for tourism. It is in Egyptian national interest
that Mr. Hawass now be cordial to well known independent writers
and researchers, as well as the general public for that matter.
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The tragedy at Luxor has seen to that. Horrible as those deaths
were, perhaps their legacy to the world will be that a crack in
the secretive door of Ancient Egyptian explorations has now
opened up.

We must now continue to watch how the story unfolds as to the
Ganterbrink Door and the still undisclosed further exacavations
in and around the Sphinx area. This latest interview to a wide
American radio audience failed to get the answers we still are
all awating from the newly rehabilitated "nice-guy" , the ever
elusive Dr. Zahi Hawass.
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Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 13:37:17 -1000
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 22:50:01 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 12:51:57 -0600 (CST)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> >From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
> >Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 14:16:43 EST
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> <snip>

> >Let's keep copyright infringement in mind here.

> >Contrary to popular belief, you can't just scan the chapter into
> >the computer and post it all over the internet. That is illegal.
> >In fact, we play fast and loose with the law here by posting
> >whole newspaper articles, even with the proper credit being
> >given. The copyright laws are quite specific and what most people
> >believe to be fair use is, in fact, outlawed.

> <snip>

> >KRandle

> Hard as it may be for some of us to remember or admit, 1956 was a
> long time ago, more than 40 years by my crude calculations. (My
> Ace paperback copy of Ruppelt's book carries a 50 cents cover
> price.) In other words, I suspect the book may well be in the
> public domain. If it is, not only could you copy it with
> impunity, you could reprint it if you had a mind to.

> Dennis

Aloha All.....

Since everyone seems to be unsure, I'll clarify it a little.

Prior to Jan 1, 1978, copyright was secured on the date of
publication, or on the date of registration if the work was
registered in unpublished form. Copyright extended for 28 years
from the date it was secured.  During the 28th year, the
copyright could be renewed for an additional 28 years.  The
current copyright law extended the renewal term to 47 years for
copyrights that were in effect on Jan 1, 1978.

That same law, effective Jan 1, 1978, made copyrights effective
for the life of the author plus an additional 50 years.

More information is available at:
http://www.loc.gov/copyright.

I wish the UFO issue were that easy to resolve...:)
Tom Burnett
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Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 13:46:33 -1000
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 22:51:55 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
> Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:14:18 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> > From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation
> > Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 20:26:09 EST

>  >>From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
>  >>Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 10:25:04 EST
>  >>To: updates@globalserve.net
>  >>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

<snippp>

> Hello, Jack -

> I think we might be talking at cross purposes here. Are there
> newspaper accounts of events that are more accurate than the
> books written years later? Yes.

> Are there books that are more accurate than the newspaper
> accounts written at the time? Yes.

> Does this make one source of information better than the other?
> No.

Aloha Kevin...

This the first time I have heard the argument that _more
accurate_ information is not better than _the other_ types of
information. While I agree that all real information is worthy of
consideration, the most accurate information is always the best,
and that is what people look for. Otherwise, what is the point of
gathering it at all? You could never find out the truth about
anything. Is that really what you meant to say?

Tom Burnett
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AP: Mars' Life May Be From Earth

From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 18:39:59 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 22:57:54 -0500
Subject: AP: Mars' Life May Be From Earth

From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
Subject: Mars' Life May Be From Earth
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 16:39:44 EST

Mars' Life May Be From Earth

.c The Associated Press

 By PAUL RECER

WASHINGTON (AP) - Organic chemicals found in a Martian rock may
be contamination from Earth and not evidence of life on the Red
Planet, new studies suggest. But NASA scientists say the reports
``don't shake our belief one bit.''

Laboratory studies at the University of Arizona, Tucson, and the
Scripps Institute of Oceanography conclude that amino acids and
carbon found in a rock from Mars probably got there after the
rock landed on Earth and lay on Antarctic ice for thousands of
years.

This disputes a theory led by two NASA scientists that found
evidence that Martian microbes once lived inside the rock and
left behind fossil-like blobs and organic chemicals.

``Neither paper changes our original hypothesis,'' said Everett
K. Gibson Jr., a NASA researcher. ``They don't shake our belief
one bit.''

Gibson and David S. McKay, both of the Johnson Space Center in
Houston, announced in August 1996 that they had found evidence of
life in a meteorite from Mars. The rock, called ALH84001, was
found in an ice field in Antarctica and has been identified
chemically as originating from Mars.

The theory that the rock once contained Mars microbes has failed
to win universal support among experts and the new studies, to be
published Friday in the journal Science, are the latest to offer
alternate explanations for the lifelike chemistry found inside
the rock.

J. Warren Beck of the University of Arizona, a co-author of one
study, said his group analyzed part of ALH84001 for organic
carbon, an essential chemical for life. He said there were four
types of carbon found and most of it originated on Earth,
probably from contamination that got into the rock while it was
on the ice.

But Beck acknowledged that his team found ``a mystery carbon
component'' that could be extraterrestrial.

``What we found does weaken their case, but it does not rule out
the possibility for life on Mars,'' said Beck. ``We have left the
door open to there being extraterrestrial organic carbon in this
rock.''

Jeffrey L. Bada of Scripps, however, said that his study clearly
disproves the Gibson-McKay theory.
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The Scripps researchers analyzed the Mars rock for amino acids,
organic compounds that form proteins and are fundamental to life.
Bada said that his team was looking at the chemical symmetry of
the amino acids. On Earth, amino acids have a left-hand
symmetry.

``If there is really evidence for Mars life in these meteorites,
then amino acids should provide a diagnostic indication,'' said
Bada.

Amino acids were found at very low levels, he said, ``but they
look just like the ones on Earth.''

``More importantly, the handiness of the amino acids is left,
just like on Earth,'' said Bada.

Additionally, he said the amino acids matched those that are
found in the Antarctic ice.

Bada said the work suggests that the rocks soaked up moisture
from the ice where they lay for thousands of years and that this
water contained organic compounds, including the amino acids. If
the amino acids were from Martian life, he said, then they should
have been different from amino acids on Earth.

``When you find something that looks just like it came from
Earth, you are on very dangerous ground to conclude anything else
but that it came from Earth,'' said Bada.

Gibson, however, said that Bada's team analyzed a sample that
included minerals from around the lifelike structures in the rock
that he and McKay found. A true test, he said, would be to
analyze only the lifelike structures.

For instance, he said, an analysis of a chocolate chip cookie
would give different results, depending on what part of the
cookie is tested.

In that analogy, said Gibson, the NASA team examined only the
chocolate chips, while the Scripps team looked at the whole
cookie.

AP-NY-01-15-98 1634EST

Copyright 1997 The Associated Press.  The information  contained
in the AP news report may not be published, broadcast, rewritten
or otherwise distributed without prior written authority of The
Associated Press.
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Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 14:17:14 -1000
Fwd Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 23:01:49 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 08:38:34 +0000
> From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> > From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
> > Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 20:22:50 EST
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> > >  Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 07:27:14 +0000
> > >  From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> > >  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > >  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> > <brevity snip>

> > >  Dear Robert,

> > >  Not so I'm afraid. If I can prove to myself conclusively enough
> > >  that the film is a fraud I will be the first to stand up and
> > >  admit I was wrong. I am only human after all and prone to err. As
> > >  yet, though, I have not reached this stage.

> > >  Philip.

> > Dear Philip,

> > >From what you said, you are working from the point of view
> > that the film is *real* unless proven otherwise.

> > I am glad to see that you will be the first one to admit that
> > he made an error.

> > I am curious about what you standards of *conclusive proof*
> > are?

> > Cheers,
> > Robert

> Dear Robert, my opinion as the authenticity or not of this film
> has changed several times. Atv the moment I am undecided one way
> or the other.
>
> Proof to me could come in many forms. If the film could be
> accurately dated and was shown to be of a recent make. If one of
> the items in the film was not around in l947, say a wrist watch
> (there are none in the film)>  that was post l980, for example.
> Or if Ray Santilli or someone else (I doubt if it would be Ray)
> would come forward and show us all how they hoaxed it. These are
> just a few of the many things that would work for me. What about
> you ?

> Philip.

Aloha Philip...:)

Opinions are like.......er......well, that is to say everybody
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has one. The way these things would ideally work, is that when
someone had a story...or a film....they should present it along
with everything they had to back up it's authenticity and let the
world have a go at the _whole _ package.

It is up to the author of the story to provide sufficient
information to prove that what he (or she) says is true.  While
many people _want_ the film to be real to justify their belief
that the incident really happened, it should not automaticallly
be assumed to be true. That is neither sensible, scientific, nor
serious investigation.

As far as I am concerned, anyone who asks us to believe something
_BUT_ who won't tell/show/give us either the proof or the whole
story, should not accrue any consideration for belief at all.
PROOF of something means that it can be proven to be true.....If
Mr. Santilli didn't have anything to hide, he wouldn't be hiding
anything.

But that's just my opinion...:)

Tom Burnett
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@proaxis.com>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 17:26:27 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 07:39:34 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:41:34 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new >book

>>Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 10:01:00 -0800 (PST)
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>,
>>updates@globalserve.net

>>From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@proaxis.com>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' >>new book

>>The occasional observations of thousands of frogs or fish, etc.,
>>falling from the sky (but no debris), could be part of this,
>>since whirlwinds & waterspouts are not viable explanations for
>>it. The fact that UFOs can render themselves invisible, or >>remain
invisible, would tie in with this.

>>Jim Deardorff

>Jim,

>This "seeding" of our planet is something that my old friend
>Ivan Sanderson was very interested in.  Of course Fort was the
>first to systematically document it.

>One thing that particularly intrigued Ivan was that in all of
>the cases he could get enough information on, it seemed that the
>fish, frogs, whatever, were of unknown species.

Hi Bob,

Unknown species, but probably looking so much like some existent
species of frogs that some known species could have mutated into
it?

>I don't think this happens every few centuries, but constantly.

If it should be part of the UFO phenomenon, however, in the sense
that UFO aliens are doing it for our education of what advanced
ETs can do, then it may be occurring much more frequently in
recent decades than in past millennia.

>We also have the somewhat mysterious reappearance of species
>which science has "known" were extinct in places where their
>survival seems highly unlikely.

Hmmm, in that case if similar alien intervention is involved,
they could merely be returning offspring of species their
ancestors had abducted from our planet long ago.

>Again, I'm not sure this implies ET intervention, or even any
>deliberate act at all.  Holes between dimensions comes to mind
>as one possible explanation.  We do have accounts of people
>apparently falling into such holes and simply disappearing.
>Maybe they ended up on a parallel earth and, if they survived,
>mingled their DNA with the local strain.

Where is such an account referenced, other than perhaps in the
Philadelphia experiment, which was something else again?
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>This is one reason why I do not fully accept traditional
>scientific explanations of evolution.  None of them include this
>mechanism in their theoretical basis.  My alternative theory
>is called "Punctuated Creationism", and it says that evolution
>goes on as normally understood for long periods of time both
>here and elsewhere, but periodically a new genetic strain
>"falls through" which is so advanced above our local strain that
>it disrupts the slow flow of evolution and kick starts things
>in a new direction.  Needless to say, my theory has not been
>taken seriously by my scientific colleagues.

If the unraveling of the UFO coverup continues to accelerate, I
think some traditional scientists will soon have to take that
theory seriously!

Jim Deardorff
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John Glenn Returning To Space

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 02:51:12 +0100
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 07:42:35 -0500
Subject: John Glenn Returning To Space

From The Nando Times. URL:

http://www.nando.net/newsroom/ntn/health/011598/healtht_4877_noframes.ht
ml

*******

John Glenn returning to space

Copyright =A91998 Nando.net
Copyright =A91998 The Associated Press

=B0The Web site of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

WASHINGTON (January 15, 1998 2:37 p.m. EST http://www.nando.net) --
NASA has decided to let John Glenn return to space, officials familiar
with the decision said Thursday.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration scheduled a Friday
news conference at its Washington headquarters. The 76-year-old
astronaut-turned-senator planned to attend.

NASA declined to say what its decision was, but two officials familiar
with the decision told The Associated Press that Glenn has been
approved for a space shuttle flight.

MSNBC and CNN first reported the decision by Administrator Daniel
Goldin.

As a throng of reporters staked out his Capitol Hill office, Glenn
emerged long enough only to say: "I can understand there is a great
deal of interest in this matter, but today I have no comment on it. I
look forward to discussing this in the future."

Glenn was the first American to orbit the Earth and if his mission
takes place he would also become the oldest man in space.

By KATHERINE RIZZO, Associated Press Writer

Copyright =A91998 Nando.net
Do you have some feedback for the Nando Times staff?
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Project Silver Bug

From: yogi@iadfw.net [Bill Ralls]
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 19:59:50 -0600
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 07:44:09 -0500
Subject: Project Silver Bug

Hello Fellow Updaters,

For anyone who's interested we now have the Project Silver Bug
documents online at our web site. Late in 1996 we filed a FOIA
request with the US Air Force requesting the documents and
received them in February of 1997. I was surfing the net late
last week and ran across a site that was charging $4.95 a pop to
view them. I thought that was ridiculous so I scanned in my
copies of the documents and have made them avaliable for free.

Project Silver Bug was one of the US Air Force's early attempts
at producing a vertical lift craft. What makes this craft so
unique was that it was shaped exactly like a Flying Saucer. With
all of the reports of saucer shaped craft flying around in our
airspace back in the 1950s and 60s ... could it be that some of
these odd craft were ours? I think it's highly possible. The
direct URL is

            http://ufo-world.simplenet.com/silverbug.html

Your comments are welcome. Any additional information about
Project Siver Bug or any other vertical lift craft would be
appreciated.

Regards,
Bill Ralls
UFO World http://ufo-world.simplenet.com
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Re: The 'Debris' [was: 'Alien Autopsy' film

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 21:26:48 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 07:49:26 -0500
Subject: Re: The 'Debris' [was: 'Alien Autopsy' film

Regarding...

>Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 09:10:05 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

Bob wrote,

>Let's not forget in our haste to dismiss this that there is still the
>debris footage to deal with.

Bob,

The 'debris' footage arrived late on the scene and is of course
the only 'tie-in' with the 'Roswell' case.

Arguably that footage alone should be sufficient proof the entire
video 'evidence' is an accomplished hoax.

As we know, when Dr Jesse Marcel remembered seeing metallic
'I-beams' with embossed 'hieroglyphics', this became a foundation
for claims that the Roswell case concerned the crash of an ET
craft.

To recap on some of the issues, this is a relevant extract from
"The Day Before Roswell" article I wrote last year:

As noted, Dr Marcel was shown some of the wreckage by his late
father. The revived story having gathered momentum and attention,
on a number of occasions, Dr Marcel described metallic 'I-beams'
with symbols, recalled as part of that wreckage.

"There were I-beam fragments that had writing on the inside of
them", he claimed.

As for the symbols:

"I thought at first it looked like hieroglyphics, but it wasn't.
Hieroglyphics have animal forms birds, and cats, and things, but
this wasn't hieroglyphics. It resembled it. Geometric forms and
figures, solid forms, but not any kind of recognizable numbers or
letters or anything like that. More like squares, triangles,
circular ellipsoids, put together in various combinations to form
different types of occurrences. I do recall very strongly it was
a metallic, purplish color".

"And the hieroglyphics were embossed on that. So they stood out
from that".

Yet, in the 1995 UK Channel 4 'Incident at Roswell' documentary,
he seemed to have changed his mind.

The program featured the infamous 'alien autopsy' video, which
includes some brief film of debris supposedly from the crash site
and which shows I-beams with embossed symbols.
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Asked for his comments on similarities with what he recalled, Dr
Marcel claimed the embossed symbols in the video footage were
different because, "the ones I saw were not raised above the
level of the beam".

Apparently, a complete contradiction.

Dennis Murphy, an acquaintance in the US, spoke to Miller
Johnson, who designed a 'replica' I-beam with Dr Marcel.

Dennis confirmed, "I asked Miller Johnson if Jesse Marcel Jr.
knew whether or not the symbols were embossed into the I-beam. He
stated that Jesse was not sure if they were or not".

Dr Marcel is also unsure of the exact shapes of the symbols. He
acknowledges that there is only one symbol, resembling a
truncated triangle with a circle on top, which he can recall with
any confidence.

Whilst Dr Marcel believed the members "sure didn't look like
balsa wood, unless it was sprayed with aluminium paint or
something like that", his father recalled that they did not look
metallic, but "something like balsa wood".

And although Marcel Jnr originally claimed the symbols were
"actually an embossed part of the metal itself", his father
stated, "they looked like they were painted on".

Another witness to the debris, Charles Schmid, described "some
material that looked like wood" and which "had some writing that
looked like flowers on just one side". He added, "it had pink
petals, centred like a flower".

Dr Marcel has also described the I-beam symbols as "pink and
purple", or "a violet-purple type color". His father concurs;
"those symbols were pink-purple, lavender was actually what it
was".

Loretta Proctor confirmed that Mac Brazel told her, "there was
more stuff there, like a tape that had some sort of figures on
it...there was also something he described as tape which had
printing on it...the colour of the printing was a kind of
purple".

And Brazel's daughter, Bessie Schreiber, told of how "some of the
metal-foil pieces had a sort of tape stuck to them, and when
these were held to the light they showed what looked like pastel
flowers or designs".

As the existence of the tape with purplish symbols isn't
disputed, it seems there is good reason to suspect that this tape
was also the source of the purplish symbols found on some parts
of the debris.

Significant corroboration for this is given in Kent Jeffrey's
recent article "Roswell - Anatomy of a Myth".

He states:

"In the last few months, as part of my effort to reconstruct what
happened at Roswell, I have had a number of conversations with
Irving Newton, the weather officer at Fort Worth Army Air Field
who was called in by General Ramey to identify the unusual
debris".

[...]

"In one of my conversations with Newton, quite by chance, a new
and important revelation came to light. He was describing the
color of the symbols on one of the balsa sticks and mentioned how
it was faint and had somewhat of a mottled appearance because of
"the way that the dye had bled through onto the surface of the
stick." This was a very important piece of information. The
symbols that Newton saw on the debris in Ramey's office were on
the surface of the stick, not on tape! The tape had apparently
peeled away, probably because of several weeks' exposure to
sunlight while it lay out in the desert. This serendipitous
revelation immediately cleared up one of the biggest questions in
my mind about the Roswell case -- how could Jesse Marcel, Sr., or
Jesse Marcel, Jr., for that matter, not have recognized flower
patterns on tape? The answer is now crystal clear. The symbols
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they saw were not on tape. What they saw were images of the
original symbols from the dye that had bled through before the
tape had peeled away. Jesse, Jr.'s testimony about the symbols
definitely not being on tape was absolutely correct".

When Dr Marcel first gave his testimony in February of 1978, he
made no mention of any symbols on the I-beams.

Subsequently bringing this to light, in April of 1979, he wrote
to Stanton Friedman's associate, William Moore, advising, "I
omitted one startling description of the wreckage for fear it
might have been the fanciful imagination of a twelve-year-old".

"Imprinted along the edge of some of the beam remnants there were
hieroglyphic-type characters".

There seems compelling evidence, the source of the mysterious
"hieroglyphics" was that same pinkish-purple tape with flowers.

In the US Air Force report, Colonel Trakowski, who was the TOP
SECRET control officer for Project Mogul, confirmed the
distinctive pinkish- purple tape with flower and heart designs
was used at that time, in the construction of balloon radar
targets.
[End]

Conversely, if a number of obvious indications such as the above
were supportive of the debris containing metallic I-beams with
hieroglyphics, what credence would then be given to the claims of
a witness who recalled that when he was a young boy some 32 years
previously, he believed these to be wooden beams, imprinted with
symbols from pinkish-purple tape.

And whose recollections had become seemingly contradictory and
unsure.

It's a straightforward conclusion.

If the metallic I-beams with hieroglyphics never existed, but are
folklore born of Dr Marcel's uncertain memories, then the debris
footage is bogus and consequently the rest of the video footage
exceedingly likely to be equally so.

The Roswell case has been shown in a number of ways to be
explained beyond any reasonable doubt and critical documents
released under the FOIA confirm the absence of any fallout that
the known crash of an ET craft would have, and then some.

It should perhaps therefore be clear by this time that
extraordinary claims which attach themselves to 'Roswell',
whether video film of 'aliens' and ET debris, stories of reverse
engineered technology, tales from people who claim to have
participated in this or that related project, MJ-12 and now E2,
and so on, can never produce any meaningful evidence.

Roswell was a compelling case deserving of scrutiny and it's
regrettable it has become the focus for so many clueless
charlatans in recent times.

Like the case itself, it's not as if research into the 'alien
autopsy' footage hasn't turned up some telling evidence.

There's plenty of obvious clues and the 'debris' footage is one.

James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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CSETI's Push for open hearings

From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 23:58:11 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 08:03:45 -0500
Subject: CSETI's Push for open hearings

Hi all!

I just sent out 15 letters (requesting open hearings on UFO
secrecy) to the chairpersons on the committees that Dr. Greer
stated were the important ones. I hope everybody, even if you
dislike Dr. Greer, does this. This is not about personalities,
this is about making your voice heard and pushing our elected
officials into something that's long overdue. It doesn't take
that long to write or call some of these Congresspersons or
Senators. Maybe I'm naive, but I think it's going to work! The
contact information is on CSETI's page.

Thank you Steven Bassett for all of the work you're doing with
the ufology groups and Frances Barwood. She's a great lady
who I had the pleasure to interview last year. I would love to
have you on my team any day.

How the heck do I print the Congressional Hearing petition from
Bob Dean's page? It's too big for my printer. Obviously I'm not
that computer literate and would like some help. Where do I send
it when I have lots of signatures?

One more thing. I'm 32 years old & a professional
producer/director/videographer/editor for the City of Tampa's
Government Access Television. I want to start putting all of my
efforts into producing UFO/Paranormal documentaries. I really
want to quit my job (It's so boring videotaping City government
pieces!) and "do" UFOs full time.

I'm good at what I do (Believe me, I'm not trying to brag.
I hate talking about myself) and only put quality work on the
air. I have gotten compliments on my work by such people as the
Mayor of Tampa. And you know what?  It doesn't really feel that
great to get those compliments because I'm not putting my talents
to use on something I believe in 110% and love (UFOs & ETs). '
It's not rewarding at all.

I'm ready to do whatever it takes. If I'm needed as a
producer/videographer/editor (With a working knowlege of the
subject) in this field then that's what I'll do. I'd rather ride
around in a Pleiadian Beam Ship with Semjase (SP?) but I'll take
the producer position. Plus, I'm married and I hope my wife
doesn't read this email or I'll be in trouble!

If anybody has any ideas for a serious, up-to-date, documentary
on these subjects, let me know.  Obviously, whatever we do, it
would have to be sellable and marketable to a network or a big
cable channel (Discovery, A&E, TLC).

Raring to go and waiting to quit my cushy government
job in Tampa,

Joe

P.S - I'm real easy to work with. I used to play drums in a
hard/rock band with an egomaniac/psychotic lead singer/guitarist.
If I could get along with him, I can get along with anybody.

"Look at the size of that can of tuna! That's not for a person!
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That's for Biosphere 3!!!"

-Jerry Seinfeld
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Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 02:10:58 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 08:08:42 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 12:51:57 -0600 (CST)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> >From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
> >Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 14:16:43 EST
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> <snip>

> >Let's keep copyright infringement in mind here.

> >Contrary to popular belief, you can't just scan the chapter into
> >the computer and post it all over the internet. That is illegal.
> >In fact, we play fast and loose with the law here by posting
> >whole newspaper articles, even with the proper credit being
> >given. The copyright laws are quite specific and what most people
> >believe to be fair use is, in fact, outlawed.

> <snip>

> >KRandle

> Hard as it may be for some of us to remember or admit, 1956 was a
> long time ago, more than 40 years by my crude calculations. (My
> Ace paperback copy of Ruppelt's book carries a 50 cents cover
> price.) In other words, I suspect the book may well be in the
> public domain. If it is, not only could you copy it with
> impunity, you could reprint it if you had a mind to.

> Dennis

Dennis,

The Ruppelt book is not in the public domain.  The author retains
the copyright for 75 years.  Books copyrighted in 1923 are coming
into the public domain now.

For further information on this you might find the Project
Gutenberg website of interest.  The purpose of that project is to
make available on the internet books which are legally in the
public domain.

Gary Alevy
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Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 02:46:48 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 08:11:38 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation
> Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 14:23:43 EST

> Hello the list and to Gary...

> >Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:50:16 -0500 UFO UpDates - Toronto
> >From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
> >Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 01:13:44 -0500
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> >> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
> >> To: updates@globalserve.net
> >> Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation
> >> Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 00:24:29 EST

> >> >From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
> >> >Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 14:16:43 EST
> >> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

> >> Hello the list, and to Kevin Randle...

> >> >>>> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
> >> >>>> To: updates@globalserve.net
> >> >>>> Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
> >> >>>>investigation

> >> The answer is, newspaper articles are more likely to be less
> >> biased than a book that has been written with embellishments
> >> and wording designed to sell ideas that may be considered
> >> exaggerations or falsehoods by main-stream thinking. ...Just
> >> my point of view, of course.  ...And then there's the fact
> >> that I was there.

> >> Best regards,

> >> Jack

> >Jack,

> >What does that "fact", which you so glibly offer up, mean?

> Glibly? Well, you sure do set the tone for this discussion,
> don't you?

> >You state you where there, where exactly was that?

> I was a resident at 1434 Harvard St. N.W., Washington, DC

> >What exactly did you witness?

> The reaction of the people around me. ...The news on the
> radio. The headlines in the Washington Post.

> >Were you a participant in any of the airport control towers?

> No. If I had been a participant, I would have said so in one
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> of my earlier posts. However, I know what the public reaction
> was. It was exciting, but not scary.

> >Were you a member of one of the intelligence services cleared
> >for investigation of the sightings?

> No. Please make your point.

> >Gary

> What? Just plain Gary?  ...No polite sign-off like "Regards"?

> Regards,

> Jack

Hello Jack,

I was too harsh in using the term "glibly".  Also it was not my
intention to belittle your experience as an observer of the
Washington DC events.

However, I think you may be unaware and therefore a bit naive
about some unusual apects of the Washington National events which
have been researched and documented in books such as Ruppelt's
which have never and may never be reported in the newspapers.
For instance I offer for your consideration the following passage
from Ruppelts The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects, Chapter
12, The Washington-merry-go-round.

In some aspects the Washington National Sightings could be
classed as a surprise -- we used this as an excuse when things
got fouled up --- but in other ways they weren't. A few day prior
to the incident a scientist, from an agency that I can't name and
I were talking about the build-up of reports along the east coast
of the United States. We talked for about two hours, and I was
ready to leave when he said that he had one last comment to make
-- a prediction.

From his study of the UFO reports that he was getting from Air
Force Headquarters, and from discussions with his colleagues, he
said that he thought that we were sitting right on top of a big
keg full of loaded flying saucers. "Within the next few days," he
told me, and I remember that he punctuated his slow, deliberate
remarks hitting the desk with his fist, "they're going to blow up
and you're going to have the granddaddy of all UFO sightings. The
sighting will occur in Washington or New York," he predicted,
"probably Washington."

The trend in the UFO reports that this scientist based his
prediction on hadn't gone unnoticed. We on Project Blue Book had
seen it, and so had the people in the Pentagon: we all had talked
about it.

end of Ruppelt quotation.

Think carefully about what Ruppelt documented here.  A scientist
in one of our intelligence agencies notified or predicted to
Ruppelt in advance that "flying saucers" - remember this is
before Ruppelt coined the term UFO to obfuscate the Washington
National sightings, would be appearing over Washington.
Somewhere, in probably at one of the intelligence agencies is
that scientist's data, etc....

Another interesting factoid about the Washington National
Sightings is that Raymond Fowler's father (Raymond is the well
known UFO investigator) predicted in print when and where they
would occur in advance of the events!

I fairly consistently close my posts with only my name no offense
was intended but why not make exceptions.

Regards,

Gary
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Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

From: "Terry Walker" <apt_6f@hotmail.com>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 02:19:19 PST
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 08:17:46 -0500
Subject: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

Those of you invovled in Ufology and UFO sightings and abduction
promotion might take a moment to think about the effects of this
stuff on people in Asia: Japan, Taiwan, Thailand, Hong Kong,
China, Singapore, Malaysia, India, etc.

Many of these so-called sightings of things like the Phoenix
Lights and the Roswell affair and Heaven's Gate and alien
abduction talk get picked up by the media over here (I am in
Taiwan as I write this; was in Japan previously) and never
questioned. The result is that many Asians are very influenced by
USA media reports and never have a chance to learn the truth. For
example, when TIME and NEWSWEEK made big deals of out Roswell and
the Phoenix hoax last year, those magazines were sold all over
Asia, often in translated versions, and everybody over here knows
this stuff. They think it's real. They think that if the USA
media says it happened, it must be real. So the result is that
alot of Asians have fallen victim to this kind of shallow
reporting. They really think UFOs land in the USA all the time.
They really think alien abductions happen all the time. They dont
know the difference, as we do, between the National Enquirer and
the New York Times. They think all USA media is the same. So
please be careful how you report things. Many Americans, with
their silly belief in aliens and UFOs and conspiracies etc, are
messing up  other parts of the world. It's a real shame. As you
can see I am a skeptic and a nonbeliever, and I fear for the way
AMERICA is messing up the rest of the world. Ever notice how
these UFOs never land in poor rural Vietnam or even in modern
sleek Japan? No, they always pick No. 1 Country in the World the
USA (okay, sometimes the UK or France, other snotty uppity
nations that think they are Number 1 too)?

Americans are so damned concerned with their own navels! It's
really messing up the world. Just something to think about; not
that anyone cares (they are so self-obsessed, another American
hobby...)

Terry Walker
apt_6f@hotmail.com
TAIWAN

(where the aliens never land and there are no UFO sightings,
thank G-d!)
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Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 06:59:07 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 08:22:45 -0500
Subject: Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident
>Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 14:02:08 -0800

>>  >>  Well, that is the story which Sitchin says the Sumerian Cuneiform
>>  >>  tablets tell...He is one of only a handful of scholars who can
>>  >>  still read the Sumerian and Babylonian languages today.

>>  >Yes, but many of those scholars dispute his interpretation of the
>>  >writings.

>>  Ah, but that is not unusual.  Just look at the way they dispute
>>  the contentions we have that UFOs are real. <G>

>Actually, those scholars have nothing to do with the UFO debate.
>They simply take issue with his interpretations.

>That his interpretations are at variance with theirs does not
>give him more credibility.

>>  I'm sorry, but I don't give these so called provessional scholars
>>  that much credibility.  They are only working with bits and
>>  pieces of say a million year history.  That can be very
>>  misleading.  What they surmise in one part of the globe may not
>>  apply in another, to an advanced race, separating itself from
>>  those primitive races located elsewhere on the planet.

>Scholars of ancient languages are quite specialized, but they
>know their business. As do the planetologists who have worked on
>origin questions.

>I can't see any reason to give more credence to a purported
>legend from a long gone people with a very primitive technology
>over the work of professional scientists with modern tools.

Very good point Mark.  Even if Sitchin has translated the old
texts perfectly, what reason do we have for thinking these
people knew what they were talking about???  There are lots of
ancient texts, some well understood many not, but we have no
good reason to assume that any of them have any value other
than for historical studies of mythology.

Bob
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Re: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 06:48:15 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 08:23:40 -0500
Subject: Re: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia

>From: "Philippe Piet van Putten" <abp1@uol.com.br>
>To: <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia
>Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 02:37:23 -0200

>Dear colleagues and friends,

>Can anyone among you give me a hand to complete the biographical
>entry about Dr. John Mack for my Encyclopedia of UFOs and
>Anomalous Aeroespatial Phenomena ?

>I need:

>1 - His complete name;

>2 - His place and date of birth;

>3 - His educational background;

>4 - Why/when first became involved in UFO/abduction research;

>5 - Complete list of published books (Titles; name of editors;
>    city of editors and year of printing).

>Thanks for your assistance.

>Best regards,

>Philippe Piet van Putten
>abp1@uol.com.br
>http://www.pufori.org/

Philippe,

Wouldn't it make the most sense to just contact John and
ask him for this information?

Bob
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UFO Specialities Inc.?

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 08:34:25 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 08:34:25 -0500
Subject: UFO Specialities Inc.?

I had a phone call asking me about:

UFO Specialities Inc.
Clearwater, Florida.

Does anyone know if this company is
still in business?
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 16

Skywatch: Filer's Files #2-1998

From: skywatch_ok@msn.com
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 20:51:06 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 09:44:53 -0500
Subject: Skywatch: Filer's Files #2-1998

FOR POSTING

reply to: Majorstar@aol.com

Filer's Files #2-1998=A0 MUFON Skywatch Investigations
From George A. Filer:=A0 MUFON Eastern Director,
Jan. 14, 1998=A0 Majorstar@aol.com=A0 (609) 654-0020

It isn't a question of whether UFOs exist. The question is, who
do they belong to?

UFO AND SPACE SHUTTLE

WASHINGTON - The Space Shuttle Endeavor narrowly avoided a collision with=A0=
 a
gigantic UFO during its 12-day mission in September and a top-secret NASA
audio tape proves it!=A0=A0=A0=A0 That's the word from author William=
 Kliner, who
claims to have obtained a=A0 copy of the tape from highly placed NASA=
 sources
and flatly calls the incident=A0 "the most dramatic close encounter in=
 history."
In the 23-second tape, which was recorded off one of several secret radio
frequencies that NASA reserves for classified conversations with space=
 shuttle
astronauts, Commander David Walker is heard to say:=A0=A0=A0=A0 "Bogey at 3=
 o'clock,
God what is it?=A0 My God, it's coming right=A0 at us!" NASA asks: What's=
 there?
Walker: There's no way! Oh God! Get back. Move!"=A0=A0=A0=A0 NASA asks:=
 Endeavor!
Endeavor! What, explain=A0=A0 Walker states: "What the.=A0 Where is it?=
 Where, it's
gone.=A0 It's gone! . . UFO, Spacecraft, huge, intelligent, over there!=A0=
=A0=A0=A0 NASA
tells: Endeavor to: Switch now!=A0=A0=A0=A0 The tape ends abruptly with what=
 would
appear to be a NASA order for Walker=A0 to change radio frequency. And while
nobody other than Walker, his crew and a handful of NASA officials=A0 knows
exactly what happened next, the Endeavor returned to Earth safely on
September 18, indicating that the close encounter ended without further
incident.=A0=A0

"This is dazzling proof that UFOs not only exist, they are piloted by
extraterrestrials who are interested in our technology and possibly even
mankind's ventures into space," declared Kliner, who has published hundreds
of articles on America's space program over the past 25 years. "Until now, I
didn't believe in the existence of UFOs and I certainly didn't=A0 believe=
 that
extraterrestrials were visiting our planet.=A0=A0=A0=A0 "But now I know=
 better. Space
aliens actually observed our shuttle astronauts=A0 as they orbited Earth -=
 and
NASA's own tape proves it."
NASA spokesmen declined to comment on the author's report pending the=
 outcome
of what one official called "an investigation into the source of=
 unauthorized
information that might or might not have basis in fact."=A0=A0=A0=A0 Like=
 NASA,
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Commander Walker and his crew - Pilot Ken Cockrell and Mission=A0=
 Specialists
James Voss, James Newman and Michael Gernhardt - aren't talking.=A0=A0=A0=
 But
Kliner's sources say the Endeavor and crew did, in fact, avert an in-orbit
collision with "a massive, walnut-shaped spacecraft of unknown origin."
"From what I understand, the spacecraft was the size of a small city and
glowed bright green as it approached the shuttle," he continued. "At some
point during the encounter, the UFO veered off course to avoid a=A0=
 collision.
"As far as I know," he continued, "there was no contact between the UFO and
the shuttle. If there was contact, my sources are unaware of it." Thanks to:
Eric Howarth: erich@cycor.ca=A0 and A.J. Craddock. Editors Note:=
 Investigators
who live near Cape Canaveral often report sightings of UFOs during the=
 launch
of the shuttle.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

EXETER, NH,=A0 01/10/98 (AP) - A Newmarket man was nearly blinded by a=
 bright
light in the sky last month, and he's on a mission to find out what it was.
Dave Jackson said the mysterious brilliant blue flash lit up the sky over
Exeter on December 28th, as he drove along Route 88.=A0 "It was brighter=
 than
anything I've ever seen," he said.=A0 Jackson said, he's heard from a=
 Hampton
Falls woman who saw a similar blinding flash in the same area about a month
earlier.=A0 He plans to meet with a UFO investigator near the site.=A0 Peter
Geremia, director of the state chapter of the Mutual UFO Network, said an
investigation begins by ruling out explainable causes such as aircraft or=
 the
weather. He said some UFO investigations take several months, but most last
only a couple of weeks.-Thanks to=A0 Brookline Copshmrnas Boston Globe's
website: http://www.boston.com/dailynews/wirehtml and Current Encounters.

VERMONT

On January 11, 1998, two MUFON members and their adult daughter were=
 traveling
south of Newport, VT on Route 91 around 10:30 p.m.. It was a clear night,=
 with
partial clouds, snow starting later. The witnesses saw flashing red and=
 white
lights that changed to a horizontal=A0 row of white lights. Then, they=
 changed
to a red and white light, back to all white, then back and forth. The object
was low, headed north, and no sound was heard. The temperature, ground=
 level,
was in the upper 20's. The wife said that there was a double vapor trail.=A0=
 She
said that they were amazed because it was so low and so wide. She compared=
 it
to a WW II bomber. She also felt that it was faster than it should have been
at that elevation.=A0 Thanks to Sandee Black, MUFON State Director Vermont .

MASSACHUSETTS

=A0=A0=A0=A0 On Wednesday, December 31, 1997, Lynn S. was driving in=
 rush-hour traffic
at 8:52 a.m., in Rockland, Massachusetts a suburb southeast of Boston.=A0=A0=
=A0=A0 As
she neared Reed's Pond, on Market Street in Rockland, she spotted "a cigar-
shaped craft that hovered for a minute and 45 seconds above the waters of
Reed's Pond before it plunged in and exploded. I saw the object come across
the sky, pulsating a blue light from the top with two strong flashing lights
on each side."=A0=A0=A0=A0 "Traffic slowed, but no one seemed to care enough=
 to get
out and see what the object was," she=A0 reported." As I approached the=
 traffic
lights, people were pointing back at the pond.=A0 But without the traffic=
 light
working, drivers were beginning to swear, cut people off and no one was=
 paying
any attention to the object."=A0=A0=A0=A0 "Upon driving home and finding I=
 had no
electricity, I called the electric company but only got a recording. I began
calling other residents of the town.=A0 They all said they had no=
 electricity
after they heard the planes go over.=A0 At 9:15 a.m., Lynn drove back to=

http://www.boston.com/dailynews/wirehtml
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 Reed's
Pond."To my amazement, a black ball hovered in the sky above it, as big as a
silver dollar, but nothing was astir in the pond.=A0 I noticed dead ducks=
 and
seagulls floating on the surface."=A0=A0=A0=A0 The UFO zipped away seconds=
 later.
"For the record, I never heard any planes." Thanks to Joe Trainor editor of
UFO Roundup 3-2, 1/9/98.

NORTH CAROLINA

Terry Kimbrell reports,=A0 "Wanted to pass an observation I had of recent
activity in the Blue Ridge Mountains around the Asheville area.=A0 As you=
 know
there has been three reported UFO sightings in December, two near Clyde, NC
and a Decemvber 20th,=A0 sighting around Mars Hill. These areas are within a=
 20
mile radius of Asheville. I still haven't had any luck with contacts. On
January 5th, a hiker on the Appalachian Trail, in the Nantahala National
Forest=A0 reported finding what appeared to be human bare-footprints in the=
 snow
along the trail.=A0 Matt Moneymakers Bigfoot Research reports these=
 footprints
were 13 to 14 inches in length. This area is located 45 miles from=
 Asheville,
in the vicinity of two of the UFO sightings.=A0 Hope Right now the weather=
 is
pretty bad in some of these locations with flooding and the high mountains
have snow.=A0 Thanks to Terry Kimbrell and John Thompson.

GEORGIA

MUFON State Director, John=A0 Thompson reports he was a was a guest on an
Atlanta news-talk radio show on January 10th. On the "Royal Treatment" one-
hour show with host Royal Marshall on WSB, 750AM (a 50,000 watt station) we
had several interesting calls come in. The best was from a former naval
officer now living in Fayetteville, Georgia. The gentlemen would not give=
 the
name of his ship or the "body of water" that the incident happened in but
provided many interesting details.=A0=A0 He said that he was on a=
 "antiaircraft
weapons ship" --probably a TICONDEROGA class, Aegis equipped guided missile
cruiser from other details he provided. He said, while he was in the
operations center they tracked a UFO=A0 doing "Mach 8." (About 5,000 mph.)=
 After
watching the UFO on the screen and judging it to be within visual range he
went "to the bridge" and there was the UFO! He said, he then proceeded to
watch the UFO settle to near ocean level and he said it began "to lighten."
After growing bright it suddenly shot straight up and was out of sight=
 within
"two seconds." On asking him if they painted the target, he said, "No,=
 because
we were on condition one status."=A0 So all tracking was done solely by=
 passive
radar. He said, an entry of this incident was made on the ship's log and
occurred about twelve years ago. He wouldn't even name the location or ship=
 he
was on. Nonetheless, there is not a doubt in mind, just based on one
conversation with him, that he was an excellent witness reporting something
highly unusual that had radar confirmation. He knew exactly what I meant=
 when
I asked, "Did you paint the target." This guy was for real. Wish he would=
 call
us. Thanks to John Thompson.

Chief Tom Sheets reported on his investigation of several cases. In the
October 15th, 8 PM, sighting by Jennie and Shelley B. they saw a coned or
bell-shaped object with lights moving over a wide area near Cannonville, in
western Georgia for about 30 minutes. They relocated the UFO on the south=
 side
of Bartley Road. It was moving away at a slow even speed, and they followed=
 it
in a generally westerly direction...The object=A0 had moved from its=
 original
location at a slow but steady speed.=A0 The sisters described the=
 bell-shaped
object has having a large non-blinking light on top=A0 and two red lights on=
 its
bottom. It was the size of a "small aircraft or large car."=A0 The light=
 hovered
at tree top level, when it suddenly accelerated toward them very fast. They
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said, "It moved faster than an airplane could move." The object traveled 2=
 1/2
miles in west and returned to Rosie Civers Road.=A0 Chief Sheets concludes=
 that
the "movement" and "no engine noise"=A0 rules out "standard aircraft" or
balloons.

On the second case, last summer at dusk, 18 year old Jennie B says she saw=
 an
UFO only 200 feet away from her near Cannonville, GA.=A0 After looking at=
 UFO
photos, she=A0 positively identified the Bell-shaped 9/16/96 Valley, Alabama=
 UFO
photo as exactly like the craft she observed. She saw the UFO for just five
seconds as she did not stop her car. She indicated, "The UFO was the size of=
 a
small car and hovering about 1/2 off the horizon only 200 feet from the=
 road."
This is similar to other reports we have had of the Valley UFO in Georgia,
Colorado, and Kentucky.

In the third incident with Jennie B., and somewhat further north of
Cannonville off the Willie Hodnett Road, she saw a rectangular shaped-UFO
shining a bright beam. The box-like UFO,=A0 had a forward-looking white beam=
 and
many non-blinking red lights. Jennie said, it was only a 100 yards away.=
 This
sighting occurred in early November at around 7 PM. The UFO was about the=
 size
of a large transfer truck. She only saw this for about 3-5 seconds. It=
 should
be noted that another UFO sighting took place on this same road that=
 involved
a square-box like UFO shining a light in a cow pasture. That sighting=
 occurred
in Sept. of 1995 and involved a couple and was indirectly verified by a farm
wife that lived nearby. Jennie's sighting may suggest something is regularly
returning to the Willie Hodnett Road area.

The final case of Tom Sheets took place in 1992-1994. The exact day is
unknown. It involves a van-load of LaGrange church people going to Bingo=
 games
in Alabama. Chief Sheets interviewed the van driver and five other=
 witnesses.
All saw a "shining globe of light...as large as a small helicopter" that
chased them on Highway 431 at treetop level. The passengers claimed the UFO
followed at only 50 feet away." The light accompanied them for about 5 miles
and disappeared on reaching the outskirts of Anniston. Two of the church
members said they later had eye problems that required medical treatment,
because of the extremely bright lights. Thanks to=A0 John C. Thompson

FLORIDA

ISUR reports that Alexander Cox in West Palm Beach, Florida saw a UFO on
January 12, 1998.=A0 Alex was just off the pier in the downtown area between=
 .
7:15-9:00. The UFO was described as bright in color, almost like the moon,=
 but
smaller. Alexander indicated, "The light attracted me and my friend." His
phone is: (407 )737-5689,1051 Adams Road, West Palm Beach,
alex_cox@hotmail.com Thanks to John Thompson and ISUR.

GERMANY

On Saturday, January 3, 1998, Emil D. was driving on an autobahn in=
 Germany's
Bavarian Alps near Traunstein, a small city 110 kilometers(66 miles) east of
Munich.=A0=A0=A0=A0 Suddenly, he looked in his rear-view mirror and saw "a=
 gigantic
flying disc" coming up behind him.=A0 The UFO was described as "bright=
 silver
with rotating lights along the rim."=A0=A0=A0=A0 The UFO pursued Emil's car=
 for 8
kilometers(5 miles) before rising quickly in altitude and zipping away over
the southern horizon.=A0=A0=A0=A0 The huge daylight disc was also seen in=
 Muhldorf, 60
kilometers north of Traunstein, and across the border in Austria.=A0 (See=
 the
Sueddeutsche Zeitung 1/7/98. (Thanks to Josef Schedel and UFO Roundup 3-2=
 Joe
Trainor editor.)
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UNITED KINGDOM

Victor Kean answered several of my questions concerning Flying Traingles
(FT's) hovering over Nuclear Power Stations=A0 in Southeastern England. I=
 wrote
the FTs stay several hours on station. Victor corrected me as follows: "In=
 the
early days of 'Project FT' our sources used to provide both 'Arrival Time'=
 and
'Departure Time' over Sizewell Nuclear Power Station (NPS).=A0 Looking at=
 those
'old' (June 1995) reports the times varied from 5 minutes to=A0 25 minutes.=
=A0 (I
note that "photos were taken" I'm still trying to get copies !)=A0=
 Occasionally
there was a very long interval such as 55 minutes, but this was very rare=
 and
I wondered if a 'typo' mistake had been made. Then in 1996, these stopped=
 and
we only got the 'Arrival Time'.=A0 I am one step removed from the 'actual
source' and we are all nervous at losing this invaluable 'source' if we ask
too many questions.=A0 Looking at the current time interval between the=
 Sizewell
times and the next nuclear power station times, they appear to be fairly
constant which suggests that the FT is not spending more than say 5 minutes=
 at
Sizewell before moving on."

Reference the question: "The possibility that the FT are 'triangular=
 military
aircraft under development?"=A0 This is a question which I have written=
 about
many times:=A0
1)=A0 The early FTs over the UK were c. 1960 (Pre-stealth)=A0
2)=A0=A0 The reports of FTs flying very slow (30-50mph) and silent (apart=
 from the
occasional low hum which has been reported) would seem to rule out=
 terrestrial
craft.
3)=A0 Reports of the FT shape-shifting (Splitting) seem also 'un-worldly'.
4)=A0 The FTs ability to 'vanish' (shift out of the visual spectrum) seems
beyond Einstein.=A0
5)=A0 If the FT is "under development" (Made in the USA) then it would=
 hardly be
flying=A0=A0=A0=A0 low and slow over UK NPS and the intervening countryside.=

6)=A0 There are numerous reports of FTs discharging white/orange or red
spheres...and later=A0=A0=A0=A0 car drivers reporting being harassed by=
 similar
spheres not too far removed in either=A0=A0=A0=A0 time or distance.=A0=A0=
 Hardly the
behavior of a friendly ally.

Reference: The possibility that people are seeing the lights of aircraft
refueling?.=A0 Whilst some reports may well be 'aircraft refueling' I cannot
accept that the reports from=A0 "above NP sites" could be these.
Ref: "Is there any indication that these craft come out of the sea ?"=A0 As=
 you
know, we have pin-pointed the FT "hovering out at sea" on many occasions=
 both
before, after and in between visits to the Sizewell complex. Last month, I=
 had
a fax from Omar Fowler (Derby , UK) telling me that he had received a phone
call from a researcher in Suffolk who knew of two persons who were regularly
videoing FTs "plunging in and out of the sea"=A0=A0 The last I heard was=
 that
these persons were trying to sell their video to the highest bidder.=
 (Caution:
This could all be another 'hoax')=A0 There was also a report in 1996 by a=
 couple
walking along a Cornish beach who claimed they saw an FT plunge into the=
 sea.
By 'co-incidence'(?) we had already tracked the FT at that time and in that
direction !!=A0 Yes, there was a "fishing boat" report in Sept. 1997 (If=
 memory
serves)... There is also a report of a fishing boat going missing in the=
 area.
(Not confirmed)=A0 I appreciate the possible importance of "Project FT'=A0=
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Incidentally, your "Filer's Files" are my main regular outlet of this
information.=A0 Ron West (Essex) is chairman of a local UFO group and gives=
 his
members a report.=A0 Omar Fowler writes the occasional article for FSR based=
 on
my summaries.=A0 A copy of each FSR issue is lodged in the Library of the
British House of Commons. (Thanks to Victor Kean)

CHINA

Hundreds of Chinese workers in an industrial area on the outskirts of Canton
spotted a UFO in the sky December 23, 1997.=A0 The UFO was described as "an
oblong oval with an array of windows.=A0 The windows had a bright corona of
light around them.=A0 A periodic ray of light burst from the craft's=
 underside
at several intervals."=A0=A0=A0=A0 The UFO alternately hovered and flew=
 slowly over
the factories and houses for several minutes, then flew away at an extremely
high speed. Canton, the largest city in Guangdong province, is 800 miles=
 south
of Beijing (Italian newspaper Il Stampa 12/27/97 Thanks to Edoardo Russodi
CISU & Joe Trainor)

SAM DONALDSON

Sam Donaldson makes New Year's prediction.=A0 Sam stated, "Well, great. And=
 I'm
going to make=A0 a prediction. I'm going to step out here and say that I=
 think
there's going to be contact. Right, the great array in New Mexico is going=
 to
find that sound that we all saw in the movie, and we are going to hear from
some aliens, whether it's Vega or not, in outer space, and it's not going to
be the Spice Girls. Well, thanks a lot. You've been great.... Bye." This is
what he said to close "Nightline" for the a new year. Thanks to
www.abcnews.com, & John Thompson

TWA FLIGHT 800

WASHINGTON Gannett News Service - Admiral Thomas Moorer, the former Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said yesterday that it's possible a missile
brought down TWA Flight 800 and called for new congressional=A0 hearings.=A0=
 The
Boeing 747 disintegrated July 17, 1996, and plunged into the=A0 Atlantic=
 Ocean
near Long Island, N.Y., killing 230.=A0 Moorer and other retired Navy brass,=
 at
a press conference,=A0 expressed grave suspicion over the FBI's recently
concluded=A0 18-month investigation of the disaster. They said a missile
explosion just outside the 747's forward cabin seems the likely=A0 cause.=A0=
 "All
evidence would point to a missile," said Moorer, who is an=A0 expert on=
 missile
weaponry. "All those witnesses who saw a streak=A0 that hit the airplane --=
 you
have to assume it's a missile. In=A0 an investigation like this, you can't
overlook anything."=A0 Joseph Valiquette, FBI spokesman in New York, said=
 the
agency is=A0 "comfortable" with its conclusions that "there's no evidence a
criminal act was responsible."=A0

The Navy officers said a new study of evidence from Flight 800's=A0 data
recorders rebuts the government's official story about fuel=A0 vapors=
 exploding
in a central tank of the jetliner.=A0=A0 "This is either a train wreck in=
 the sky,
or an explosive device=A0 -- mid-air, outside the plane," said retired Navy
Cmdr. William=A0 Donaldson, a former plane crash investigator.=A0 Donaldson
examined the mountain of material released in early=A0 December about the
federal investigation. He particularly=A0 criticized one National=
 Transportation
Safety Board document=A0 reflecting flight recorder data that was not=
 discussed
when the=A0 material was unveiled in Baltimore.=A0=A0 Donaldson noted a line=
 drawn
through readings of the last five=A0 seconds of the doomed jet's flight,=
 with a
handwritten margin=A0 note reading "End of Flight 800 DATA" -- except there=
 are
more=A0 revealing readings below it. He thinks this was an attempt to=A0=
 divert

http://www.abcnews.com/
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attention from the final readings on the flight recorder.

The final readings show chaos in the sky -- with airspeed=A0 dropping=
 instantly
by almost 200 knots, the pitch angle jumping=A0 five degrees, altitude=
 dropping
3,600 feet in about three=A0 seconds, the roll angle going from zero to 144
degrees (the plane=A0 almost inverted), and magnetic heading changing from=
 82
degrees=A0 to 163 degrees.=A0 Donaldson said all these indicate an extremely=
 high-
pressure wave=A0 coming from the lower left side of the plane's front. The
measurements "indicate there was an explosion -- a big explosion=A0 --=
 outside
the cockpit."=A0 Editor's Note: There also appear to be other terrorist=
 attempts
to destroy aircraft with missiles that have not been examined carefully.
Thanks to Courier Post Cherry Hill, NJ. January 9, 1998

____________________________________________________________________
SKYWATCH INTERNATIONAL INC.
(A Non-Profit Organization)
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"What could be stranger than the truth?"
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 16

Re: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia

From: Michelle <Michelle@aspi.net> [Michelle LaVigne]
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 14:48:34 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 10:11:53 -0500
Subject: Re: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia

> >Dear colleagues and friends,

> >Can anyone among you give me a hand to complete the biographical
> >entry about Dr. John Mack for my Encyclopedia of UFOs and
> >Anomalous Aeroespatial Phenomena ?

[Snipped]

Philippe,

You can get all this information from the media rep at PEER
(program for Extraordinary Experience Reasearch)

Their address is:

PEER
1493 Cambridge St
Cambridge, MA 02139

The phone number is 617-497-2667

--
"Even the darkside of the moon faces the Sunlight sometimes."  Mahuktu
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 16

Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 09:38:14 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 10:14:03 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

 >From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
 >To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
 >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation
 >Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 13:46:33 -1000

 >> From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
 >> Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 09:14:18 EST
 >> To: updates@globalserve.net
 >> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

 > > From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
 > > To: updates@globalserve.net
 > > Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation
 > > Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 20:26:09 EST

 >  >>From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
 >  >>Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 10:25:04 EST
 >  >>To: updates@globalserve.net
 >  >>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

 <snippp>

 > Hello, Jack -

 > I think we might be talking at cross purposes here. Are there
 > newspaper accounts of events that are more accurate than the
 > books written years later? Yes.

 > Are there books that are more accurate than the newspaper
 > accounts written at the time? Yes.

 > Does this make one source of information better than the other?
 > No.

 >Aloha Kevin...

 >This the first time I have heard the argument that _more
 >accurate_ information is not better than _the other_ types of
 >information. While I agree that all real information is worthy of
 >consideration, the most accurate information is always the best,
 >and that is what people look for. Otherwise, what is the point of
 >gathering it at all? You could never find out the truth about
 >anything. Is that really what you meant to say?

 >Tom Burnett

 Hello Tom -

I was merely suggesting that as we study an event there are many
sources of information, some more accurate than others.

We cannot, however, say that the books are more accurate than the
newspapers just because they are books. Nor can we say that the
newspapers are more accurate than the books because they were
written at the time the incidents happened.

We must evalutate each source of information to determine the
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validity of the information contained it in, rather than accept
one source over another because of our own bias. I have found
newspaper stories that are filled with inaccuracy and I have
found books filled with inaccuracy, but I don't suggest that
because I have one that all others are that way.

In other, shorter words, I'm suggesting that we assign a level
of accuracy after we have had a chance to evaluate the source.

KRandle
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 16

Re: Project Silver Bug

From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 12:48:04 +0100
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 10:15:37 -0500
Subject: Re: Project Silver Bug

> From: yogi@iadfw.net [Bill Ralls]
> Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 19:59:50 -0600
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Project Silver Bug

> Hello Fellow Updaters,

<Snipped>

> Project Silver Bug was one of the US Air Force's early attempts
> at producing a vertical lift craft. What makes this craft so
> unique was that it was shaped exactly like a Flying Saucer. With
> all of the reports of saucer shaped craft flying around in our
> airspace back in the 1950s and 60s ... could it be that some of
> these odd craft were ours? I think it's highly possible. The
> direct URL is

If I had to make a guess at the mind set of the USAF back then,
they were probably trying to duplicate what they hoped might have
been Russian aerotechnology and therefore explain the presence of
UFOs. They already had the Avro Air Car to play with and were
trying to make it stable with a newer design. The picture you
have here shows a very unstable looking craft that is powered by
conventional means. Though I don't see exhaust ports I'm guessing
that it was jet powered. Judging by the landing gear on the
Silver Bug it was either very heavy or they used gear of another
aircraft in order to save money. It had little space for fuel for
the two jets and hand poor visibility below. Note it still
sported vertical stabilizers.

Again, I would think that even if this thing did fly with any
degree of stability that the pilot would have been summarily shot
if he dared stray off the test range and into civilian airspace.

>             http://ufo-world.simplenet.com/silverbug.html

> Your comments are welcome. Any additional information about
> Project Siver Bug or any other vertical lift craft would be
> appreciated.

> Regards,
> Bill Ralls
> UFO World http://ufo-world.simplenet.com

Nice site Bill.

Don Ledger
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 16

Re: CSETI's Push for open hearings

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 09:49:54 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 19:01:12 -0500
Subject: Re: CSETI's Push for open hearings

>From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
>Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 23:58:11 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: CSETI's Push for open hearings

Joe, and list

        I wanted to add a couple of comments:

>Hi all!

>I just sent out 15 letters (requesting open hearings on UFO
>secrecy) to the chairpersons on the committees that Dr. Greer
>stated were the important ones. I hope everybody, even if you
>dislike Dr. Greer, does this. This is not about personalities,
>this is about making your voice heard and pushing our elected
>officials into something that's long overdue. It doesn't take
>that long to write or call some of these Congresspersons or
>Senators. Maybe I'm naive, but I think it's going to work! The
>contact information is on CSETI's page.

Dr. Greer is probably his own worst enemy in this genre, with
some of his earlier work coming back to haunt him.  But I would
agree that everyone should fire off letters to let their elected
representitives know of their concern.  But since I happen to
work in that environment (the U.S. House), let me make a couple
of suggestions.

In spite of all the hype about Congress getting on line and
accepting email from the Internet, write your thoughts on paper
and send them to your elected Representatives in Washington.  You
vote for them, and they will be far more responsive than a
representative you don't elect.

Form letters are a bad idea.  Send a form letter, and you are
almost guaranteed a form letter in response and you'll get just
about that much attention from the staff.  A letter they have to
actually read and consider because it is unique is far more
visable.  Sure it take's more time, but no one said this was
going to be easy.

>Thank you Steven Bassett for all of the work you're doing with
>the ufology groups and Frances Barwood. She's a great lady
>who I had the pleasure to interview last year. I would love to
>have you on my team any day.

Steven Bassett is catching a lot of flack as a result of his
comments on the Art Bell show on some "lists".  He doesn't
deserve it, and it highlights the fact that this genre is
certainly not well organized. Fearing the negative reaction,
Greer and Dean both distanced themselves from Bassett so as to
avoid being tainted. This is unfortunate in that Steven seems to
have tried very hard to help push their causes, but...well, never
mind.

>How the heck do I print the Congressional Hearing petition from
>Bob Dean's page? It's too big for my printer. Obviously I'm not
>that computer literate and would like some help. Where do I send
>it when I have lots of signatures?
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I hope they have a logical place to send such a petition.

>One more thing. I'm 32 years old & a professional
>producer/director/videographer/editor for the City of Tampa's
>Government Access Television. I want to start putting all of my
>efforts into producing UFO/Paranormal documentaries. I really
>want to quit my job (It's so boring videotaping City government
>pieces!) and "do" UFOs full time.

Good luck, but I would advise against quiting your "day job".
Few are actually making a good living in this genre, and those
that are have been criticised as professionals who are biased in
support of their income.  You might also keep in mind that TLC
and TDC purchase their material from other sources and much of
UFO oriented material comes from the Great Britian, where a
number of paranormal documentary shows are produced.  IMHO, these
shows are often more tabloid than news oriented, and they are
being produced because they can turn a profit, and not because
they hope to lead to the "truth".

Just a few thoughts,

Steve Kaeser
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 16

Re: CSETI's Push for open hearings

From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 13:04:12 +0100
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 19:03:59 -0500
Subject: Re: CSETI's Push for open hearings

> From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
> Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 23:58:11 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: CSETI's Push for open hearings

> Hi all!

> I just sent out 15 letters (requesting open hearings on UFO
> secrecy) to the chairpersons on the committees that Dr. Greer
> stated were the important ones. I hope everybody, even if you
> dislike Dr. Greer, does this. This is not about personalities,
> this is about making your voice heard and pushing our elected
> officials into something that's long overdue. It doesn't take
> that long to write or call some of these Congresspersons or
> Senators. Maybe I'm naive, but I think it's going to work! The
> contact information is on CSETI's page.

<snipped>

> How the heck do I print the Congressional Hearing petition from
> Bob Dean's page? It's too big for my printer. Obviously I'm not
> that computer literate and would like some help. Where do I send
> it when I have lots of signatures?

Hi Joe,

Working as I do in a government position myself, although a
little closer to the action, I found that the only time that our
elected officials take notice of petitions is when they have a
desk with uneven legs. They can use it to level it up. A few
thousand names out of 260 million doesn't carry much weight with
government. No one is going to loose his/her seat over a few
thousand names.

> Raring to go and waiting to quit my cushy government
> job in Tampa,

> Joe

Joni Mitchell said.."you don't know what you got til it's
gone"... Good jobs are hard to come by these days.:-) Besides,
someone in the Tampa govt. might be a sympathizer and of help
later on. I found a few in mine.

Don Ledger
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 16

Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 13:15:04 +0100
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 19:07:26 -0500
Subject: Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

> From: "Terry Walker" <apt_6f@hotmail.com>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries
> Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 02:19:19 PST

> Those of you invovled in Ufology and UFO sightings and abduction
> promotion might take a moment to think about the effects of this
> stuff on people in Asia: Japan, Taiwan, Thailand, Hong Kong,
> China, Singapore, Malaysia, India, etc.

<snipped>

> Many Americans, with
> their silly belief in aliens and UFOs and conspiracies etc, are
> messing up  other parts of the world. It's a real shame. As you
> can see I am a skeptic and a nonbeliever, and I fear for the way
> AMERICA is messing up the rest of the world. Ever notice how
> these UFOs never land in poor rural Vietnam or even in modern
> sleek Japan? No, they always pick No. 1 Country in the World the
> USA (okay, sometimes the UK or France, other snotty uppity
> nations that think they are Number 1 too)?

> Americans are so damned concerned with their own navels! It's
> really messing up the world. Just something to think about; not
> that anyone cares (they are so self-obsessed, another American
> hobby...)

> Terry Walker
> apt_6f@hotmail.com
> TAIWAN

> (where the aliens never land and there are no UFO sightings,
> thank G-d!)

Now you've done it Terry. I can't think of a quicker way to find
out how many unexplained sightings there have been in the
countries you listed above (including Tiawan) than to say that
there are no reports there. Clever ploy my son. Be prepared to be
deluged with reports. And I can't believe you put Japan in
there.

Have at him folks..but be gentle.

Don Ledger
A Canadian navel gazer.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 16

Re: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia

From: "Philippe Piet van Putten" <abp1@uol.com.br>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 11:42:48 -0200
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 19:10:51 -0500
Subject: Re: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia

>Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 06:48:15 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia

>>From: "Philippe Piet van Putten" <abp1@uol.com.br>
>>To: <updates@globalserve.net>
>>Subject: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia
>>Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 02:37:23 -0200

>>Dear colleagues and friends,

>>Can anyone among you give me a hand to complete the biographical
>>entry about Dr. John Mack for my Encyclopedia of UFOs and
>>Anomalous Aeroespatial Phenomena ?

>Philippe,

>Wouldn't it make the most sense to just contact John and
>ask him for this information?

>Bob

Dear Bob,

Of course it would be better to contact John directly and obtain
the data from him. I've tried to do so ! If I had succeeded I
wouldn't look after the assistance from our colleagues and
friends. If I am doing so, its because I couldn't locate Dr.
Mack.

Philippe
abp1@uol.com.br
http://www.pufori.org/
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 16

Re: The 'Debris'

From: George Barkouris <apurimac@compulink.gr>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 17:14:45 MSK-3MSD
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 19:12:10 -0500
Subject: Re: The 'Debris'

>Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 21:26:48 -0500
>From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>As for the symbols:

>"I thought at first it looked like hieroglyphics, but it wasn't.
>Hieroglyphics have animal forms birds, and cats, and things, but
>this wasn't hieroglyphics. It resembled it. Geometric forms and
>figures, solid forms, but not any kind of recognizable numbers or
>letters or anything like that. More like squares, triangles,
>circular ellipsoids, put together in various combinations to form
>different types of occurrences. I do recall very strongly it was
>a metallic, purplish color".

>"And the hieroglyphics were embossed on that. So they stood out
>from that".

 A possible explanation on what this symbols are...

 check at: http://members.aol.com/nsp97/rosglyph.htm

 >Roswell Glyph Deciphered<

 regards,

 George Barkouris

 Athens - Greece
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 16

Re: The 'Debris'

From: neil morris <neil@adm1.ph.man.ac.uk>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 17:53:44 +0000
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 19:14:47 -0500
Subject: Re: The 'Debris'

> Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 21:26:48 -0500
> From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> Regarding...

> >Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 09:10:05 -0500
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> Bob wrote,

> >Let's not forget in our haste to dismiss this that there is still the
> >debris footage to deal with.

> Bob,

> The 'debris' footage arrived late on the scene and is of course
> the only 'tie-in' with the 'Roswell' case.

<snip>

?tie in?

MMmmm? I thought the main contention of the AA Film was the fact
that it WASN'T related to the "Classic" Roswell case and
alledgedly happened 1 month earlier and 125 miles away near
Soccoro.?

If any case out there can be tied in with it, (and has been, if
witness statements can be believed) it should be the Barney
Barnett story.

Best Regards All
Neil.

Neil Morris.
Atomic and Molecular Physics Group.
Dept of Physics and Astronomy.
University of Manchester.
UK.
Neil@adm1.ph.man.ac.uk
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Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 11:05:00 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 19:45:28 -0500
Subject: Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/16/98 8:17 AM:
>  From: "Terry Walker" <apt_6f@hotmail.com>
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries
>  Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 02:19:19 PST

>  For
>  example, when TIME and NEWSWEEK made big deals of out Roswell and
>  the Phoenix hoax last year

Please indicate how the Pheonix sightings were hoaxed.

>  Ever notice how
>  these UFOs never land in poor rural Vietnam or even in modern
>  sleek Japan? No, they always pick No. 1 Country in the World the
>  USA (okay, sometimes the UK or France, other snotty uppity
>  nations that think they are Number 1 too)?

This is the kind of thing that passes for argumentation in "skeptical"
circles. I've seen it again and again.

I think you need to spend a little time with the case literature, such
as the Project 1947 EM Effects catalog from which the following
excerpts were extracted. You'll notice that these cases are not in
the US, France, or other European countries,  and are often from
rural areas or over the ocean, and a number of them date from
before major US press coverage of UFOs.

Jan 1942                Arjeplog, Sweden        E. Thorander;
object/humanoid/effects Stig Aggestad Kuslig narkontakt skramde
katt och pojke          Original        UFO-Information, 1981, nr l, p. 17

1944            India   glowing disc immobilized airplane
Original        Winkler: Catalog of UFO-like data before 1947 (1984),
p. 60, from: Flying Saucers Magazine n. 18 and Constable: sky
creatures (1976), no page given.

February, 1944  2:30AM   4,500 feet over Bass Strait (Aus)
“...the plane gained a most unusual companion. A "dark shadow"
appeared along side the plane and kept pace with it, at a distance
of only some 100 to 150 feet. The Beaufort was travelling at about
235 miles per hour. The object appeared to have a flickering light
and flame belching from its rear end. Only about 15 feet of the rear
end of the UFO was visible to the bomber crew, apparently due to
"reflection of light from the exhaust." The strange object stayed
with the bomber for some 18 to 20 minutes, during which time all
radio and direction finding instruments refused to function. It finally
accelerated away from the plane at approximately three times the
speed of the bomber. Upon landing, the pilot reported the incident
to his base superiors, but he claimed he was only laughed at.
Such a reaction seems extraordinary in retrospect since it turns
out that Beauforts figured heavily in official RAAF list of planes
that "went missing without trace" during World War Two in the
Bass Strait area - an area that was not linked to any significant
enemy activity. I have been told that the Beauforts had a
mechanical problem that may have accounted for some of
these losses.”

From legion@werple.net.au  10/97 Source: Bill Chalker   Bill
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Chalker: Australian A.F. report files. APRO Bulletin, v.30 n.10
pp.5-7. Bill Chalker: Historical Australian UFO reports.
UFO Research Australia Newsletter, v.4 n.3 (Nov-Dec. 1983) p.30
Aug 28, 1945            Btn Okinawa and Iwo Jima        Three brilliant
white-colored balls pace AAF plane.EM effects.C46 had engine
trouble, lost altitude as 3 UFOs observed from plane.
OriginalMark Cashman, 11/97     (EC #1)Stringfield, Leonard, _Inside
Saucer Post...3-0 Blue_, 1957, The Moeller Printing Co., Cincinnati,
OHUFO Evidence, p73

Aug. 14, 1947   0900    Raveo (Italy)   R. L. Johannis saw a disk on the
ground  and two dwarfs less than 1 m tall, wearing dark blue
coveralls with red collars and belts. They had over-sized heads,
greenish faces, huge, salient dark eyes without eyelashes or
eyebrows, but surrounded by a ringlike muscle. They wore
something similar to crash helmets.  The center of their belts
projected a "vapor,"and the witness suffocated, feeling a strong
electrical discharge. The creature had greenish hands with eight
talonlike fingers. (Humanoids 2; Magonia; FRS67, 1).
Mark Cashman 8/97       Vallee Magonia  63

July 19, 1952   4:30 PM Madre de Dios, Peru     Round object making a
buzzing sound seen in sky after two-way radio went dead. Object later
seen and photographed at Porto Maldonado. Original Updated by Mark
Cashman 5/97    UFO Investigator, Vol. 1, No. 2, p. 33 (wrong year given)
Gross: UFOS: A History 1951.  UFO Photographs Around the World Vol.2
(A.Roberts/W.Stevens..1985), thanks to Victor J.Kean2Loren Gross’s
UFO:s a history, the 1951 booklet pages 34 and 35, courtesy Anders
Liljegren 3UFO Investigator of September 1957 courtesy Anders Liljegren
4 Video: UFO Sightings: The Photographic Evidence Vol 2; Wendelle
Stevens

Aug 17, 1953    18:00   Ciudad Valles, Mexico    Salvidor Villanueva, 40,
noted failure in his auto engine. As he tried to make repairs he was
approached by two men, 4 ft. tall wearing gray coveralls and carrying
helmets. An object 40 ft. across, disc-shaped with a dome and humming
sound was seen. It ascended vertically at high speed. Bushes and sticks
were found broken at the site. This formed a circle 40 to 45 ft. across.
(FSR 1-70)                      Phillps Trace Catalog case 55, FSR 1-70,
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/phillips.htm

Feb, 2, 1955            near Valera, Venezuela  “Commercial airliner en-route
from Barqisimeto; radio went dead both at Valera and Barqisimeto as
pilot started to report a UFO sighting.”                Mark Cashman 11/97
UFO
Evidence p 74

May 1, 1956             Tokyo, Japan    “TV pictures distorted as UFO passed
over.”          Mark Cashman 11/97      UFO Evidence p 74

Dec, 1956               Far East        “Visual and radar sighting of round UFO
by Air
Force jet pilot”                Mark Cashman 11/97      UFO Evidence p 74

Jan 30, 1958            near Lima, Peru “Truck, bus, and car passengers felt
shock; motors of all three vehicles failed as UFO descended and
hovered.”               Mark Cashman 11/97      UFO Evidence p 75

Sept 5 , 1958
9:15 p.m.       northern part of Funen  A young lady riding home on her
auto-cycle...passed a farm when her motor stop.She could not
restart it and disengaged the motor and cycled on. About 500 m in
front and to her left was a light like an automobile headlight
come down and toward here.When it was about 1 m from the ground,
it continued on at this height.It took a 90 degree turn directly
for her, but before it reached the road it turned again at 90
degrees and continued on its original course.She cycled home
frightened.Later she took her auto-cycle in for repair, but the
mechanic could find nothing wrong with the motor.Two other
witnesses had seen a light short before her. No traces found on
investigation. Original SUFOI report.

Oct 3, 1958     1:40PM  Fukishima-Ken Japan     Green fireball observed
from 4 different locations, one on mountainside looking down on
object. Mountain location experienced a “strange buzz” on their
radio during object passage. Jan Aldrich CUFOS trip 1997 8/97 MSC
CUFOS 8/5/60

March 19 1965   7:00 p. m.      Near Himeji (Btn Hiroshima and
Osaka, Japan)   Luminous object follows plane.Automatic direction
finder and radio effected. Also, a report by another airline pilot being
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chased near Matsuyama City      Original Pacific Stars & Stripes, 21 March 1965

January 30, 1970 9:30 PM Mrewa, Rhodesia        “Two policemen on night
patrol in a remote part of  Mrewa on Friday night saw 3 “flying
saucers” appear from the sky, then hover in a red glow before
disappearing behind a hill. And as they watched, the headlights
of their Mini-Moke suddenly failed and 10 minutes later just as
suddenlty came on again.”  Jan Aldrich CUFOS trip 1997 8/97 MSC
Front page headline of “The Sundaty Mail Reporter”

Jan 21 1979 Kuwait      Object with dome landed in oil field. Automatic
pumping equipment stopped , restarted when UFO left.
Jan Aldrich 10/97       Richard Hall MUFON Journal 192, originally 181-6

>  Americans are so damned concerned with their own navels! It's
>  really messing up the world. Just something to think about; not
>  that anyone cares (they are so self-obsessed, another American
>  hobby...)

>  Terry Walker
>  apt_6f@hotmail.com
>  TAIWAN

>  (where the aliens never land and there are no UFO sightings,
>  thank G-d!)

Debunkers are so wrapped up in their own navels they think that a
priori belief (i.e. prejudice) is a substitute for scientific
inquiry.

Sure, there are more UFO reports recorded in the US. There are
and have been several major civilian research organizations in
the US, along with a major and public inquiry by the USAF. Places
like India don't even have a MUFON representative. Furthermore,
there are 250,000,000+ people in the US covering a massive land
area fairly evenly.

Taiwan, on the other hand, has a population of about 15,000,000,
with ten percent of that tied up in Taipei. And while my catalogs
don't contain any Taiwanese UFO sightings, I am sure there have
been UFO sightings there, just as every formerly thought to be
free of UFO report area has proven once an investigatory presence
came into existence.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
------
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Charles Schmid?

From: Ktperehwon <Ktperehwon@aol.com> [Karl Pflock]
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 11:08:50 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 20:24:40 -0500
Subject: Charles Schmid?

>Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 21:26:48 -0500
>From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

JAMES -- Quoting from your recent post on UpDates:

>Another witness to the debris, Charles Schmid, described "some
>material that looked like wood" and which "had some writing that
>looked like flowers on just one side". He added, "it had pink
>petals, centred like a flower".

Who's Schmid?  He's a new one on me.  What's your source on him?

BTW, as I'm sure you know, the description of the "members" as "I
beams" comes only from Dr. Marcel, and this not until sometime
well after he was first interviewed by Moore/Friedman.  (This
fact somehow always gets swept under the ufological rug in
discussions of who saw what when.)  All other credible witnesses
to the debris found on the Foster Ranch, including Dr. Marcel's
father (Schmid, too?), describe the "members" as being of square
or rectangular cross section, 3/8 of an inch or so, and
balsa-like (or, flat out, balsa) to boot.

-- Cheers, KARL
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Re: Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: Martin.Cousins@britcoun.org
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 11:06:29 +0000
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 20:47:51 -0500
Subject: Re: Washington DC 1952 investigation 

> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952 investigation
> Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 01:30:12 EST

> >From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
> >Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 21:42:41 -0500
> >Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
> >investigation

> >> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
> >> To: updates@globalserve.net
> >> Subject: Re: Michael Fousse discusses Washington DC 1952
> >investigation

> > >>>Hey Jack.

> >If you are interested in the 1952 Washington National Airport
> >Sightings you ought to read. Edward J. Ruppelts - 'The Report on
> >Unidentified Flying Objects', Chapter 12, "The Washington
> >Merry-go-round". This chapter is entirely on these events and
> >most of it is insider information which was NEVER chronicled in
> >the newspapers.  Ruppelt was at that time the head of Project
> >Blue Book and was the one who coined the term "UFO" issued in the
> >1952 press release describing these events.

> >Gary Alevy

> Hello The List, and hello Gary...

> Only one chapter? Gee, wouldn't it be fun if you typed
> it in for us? ...Or if you have a scanner... Or maybe
> just the highlights? I'm not going to buy the book just
> to read chapter 12. Besides, how can I be sure of the
> accuracy of its contents? Someone is going to look at
> some back newspapers which I am sure are available, and
> therein will be found the most reliable of information.
> I have to say this first, then if the book has something
> more to offer... Well, we shall see.

> Regards,

> Jack

Jack,

Kevin Randle has already responded before me but I will add
that I do not consider it "fun" to distribute copyrighted
materials illegally.

Its interesting that you would not consider purchasing one of
the few books that most researchers in this field consider a
seminal book in the history of the UFO phenomenon.  Are you
involved in this field seriously or for "fun"?  Who is your
royal "we"?

As far as Ruppelt's accuracy - almost 40 years of FOIA releases
have backed up what he described back in '56.  Some of the the
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material he discusses has still to be released.

If you are looking to newspapers for accuracy consider this, he
describes how and why newspaper reporters were fed information
and managed, that was part of his job.  The discussion of their
exclusion from the control tower at Washington National Airport
is of note.  Remember these were the post-war years and
pre-Watergate.

This book is perhaps one of the five most important in
understanding historical ufology if you don't want to own it
borrow it from the library, I think you will be pleasantly
surprised and challenged by it.

Gary
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Re: The 'Debris'

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 11:35:53 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 21:07:11 -0500
Subject: Re: The 'Debris'

In a message dated 98-01-16 08:22:37 EST, you write:

>  Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 21:26:48 -0500
>  From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
>  Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>  Regarding...

>  >Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 09:10:05 -0500
>  >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  >From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>  >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  Bob wrote,

>  >Let's not forget in our haste to dismiss this that there is still the
>  >debris footage to deal with.

>  Bob,

>  The 'debris' footage arrived late on the scene and is of course
>  the only 'tie-in' with the 'Roswell' case.

>  Arguably that footage alone should be sufficient proof the entire
>  video 'evidence' is an accomplished hoax.

>  As we know, when Dr Jesse Marcel remembered seeing metallic
>  'I-beams' with embossed 'hieroglyphics', this became a foundation
>  for claims that the Roswell case concerned the crash of an ET
>  craft.

>  To recap on some of the issues, this is a relevant extract from
>  "The Day Before Roswell" article I wrote last year:

>  As noted, Dr Marcel was shown some of the wreckage by his late
>  father. The revived story having gathered momentum and attention,
>  on a number of occasions, Dr Marcel described metallic 'I-beams'
>  with symbols, recalled as part of that wreckage.

>  "There were I-beam fragments that had writing on the inside of
>  them", he claimed.

As I recall of the various tales coming from the Scamtilli camp
this supposed footage was all taken at the end of May 30? 1947
according to the cameraman NOT the Roswell crash of early July
1947.

The "debris" footage always struck me as something trying to tie
the two events together or at least muddy the waters between May
30, and Roswell.

So far we have no proof that there was ANY kind of military
operation at the end of May 1947 in New Mexico to recover the
alleged crashed UFO that the cameraman allegedly filmed?
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So we should not be mixing the film, and the Roswell event
in the same bowl.  Just my 2 cents worth.

Cheers,
Robert
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AP: Scientists Stand By Mars Theory

From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 11:46:57 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 21:10:47 -0500
Subject: AP: Scientists Stand By Mars Theory

From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
Return-path: <AOLNews@aol.com>
Subject: Scientists Stand By Mars Theory
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 03:26:32 EST

Scientists Stand By Mars Theory

.c The Associated Press

 By PAUL RECER

WASHINGTON (AP) - NASA scientists who say they found evidence of
Martian microbes in a rock that came from Mars are not impressed
with two studies that say the rock actually contains organic
contaminants from Earth.

In reports published today in the journal Science, researchers at
the University of Arizona, Tucson, and the Scripps Institute of
Oceanography conclude that amino acids and carbon found in the
Mars rock got there after it landed on Earth and lay on Antarctic
ice for thousands of years.

The findings dispute a theory by a NASA-led team that interpreted
chemical traces and minute tubular forms in the rock as fossil
evidence of Martian microbes.

``Neither paper changes our original hypothesis,'' said Everett
K. Gibson Jr., a NASA researcher. ``They don't shake our belief
one bit.''

Gibson and David S. McKay, both of the Johnson Space Center in
Houston, announced in August 1996 that they had found evidence of
life in a meteorite from Mars. The rock, called ALH84001, was
found in an ice field in Antarctica and has been identified
chemically as originating from Mars.

The theory that the rock once contained Mars microbes has been
questioned by experts, and the new studies in Science are the
latest to offer alternate explanations for the lifelike chemistry
found inside the rock.

J. Warren Beck of the University of Arizona, a co-author of one
study, said his group analyzed part of ALH84001 for organic
carbon, an essential chemical for life. He said there were four
types of carbon found and most of it originated on Earth,
probably from contamination that got into the potato- sized rock
while it was on the ice.

But Beck acknowledged that his team found ``a mystery carbon
component'' that could be extraterrestrial.

``What we found does weaken their case, but it does not rule out
the possibility for life on Mars,'' said Beck. ``We have left the
door open to there being extraterrestrial organic carbon in this
rock.''

Jeffrey L. Bada of Scripps, however, said that his study clearly
disproves the Gibson-McKay theory.

The Scripps researchers analyzed the Mars rock for amino acids,
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organic compounds that form proteins and are fundamental to life.
Bada said his team was looking at the chemical symmetry of the
amino acids. On Earth, amino acids have a left-hand symmetry.

``If there is really evidence for Mars life in these meteorites,
then amino acids should provide a diagnostic indication,'' said
Bada.

Amino acids were found at very low levels, he said, ``but they
look just like the ones on Earth.''

``More importantly, the handiness of the amino acids is left,
just like on Earth,'' said Bada.

Additionally, he said the amino acids matched those that are
found in the Antarctic ice.

Bada said the work suggests that the rocks soaked up moisture
from the ice where they lay for thousands of years and that this
water contained organic compounds, including the amino acids. If
the amino acids were from Martian life, he said, then they should
have been different from amino acids on Earth.

``When you find something that looks just like it came from
Earth, you are on very dangerous ground to conclude anything else
but that it came from Earth,'' said Bada.

Gibson, however, said that Bada's team analyzed a sample that
included minerals from around the lifelike structures in the rock
that he and McKay found. A true test, he said, would be to
analyze only the lifelike structures.

For instance, he said, an analysis of a chocolate chip cookie
would give different results, depending on what part of the
cookie is tested.

In that analogy, said Gibson, the NASA team examined only the
chocolate chips, while the Scripps team looked at the whole
cookie.

AP-NY-01-16-98 0322EST

Copyright 1997 The Associated Press.  The information  contained in the AP news report may not be 
published, broadcast, rewritten or otherwise distributed without  prior written authority of The 
Associated Press.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 16

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 12:23:07 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 21:25:49 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 08:38:34 +0000
>  From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  Dear Robert, my opinion as the authenticity or not of this film
>  has changed several times. Atv the moment I am undecided one way
>  or the other.

>  Proof to me could come in many forms. If the film could be
>  accurately dated and was shown to be of a recent make. If one of
>  the items in the film was not around in l947, say a wrist watch
>  (there are none in the film)>  that was post l980, for example.
>  Or if Ray Santilli or someone else (I doubt if it would be Ray)
>  would come forward and show us all how they hoaxed it. These are
>  just a few of the many things that would work for me. What about
>  you ?

>  Philip.

  Phillip,

  General thoughts about the film.

If the film was done by FX professionals, or anybody with a
background, we won't see anything in the film to suggest that it
is phony unless of course somebody comes forward.  Meaning that
research was done so that everything  appeared to be "in
period."

You recall the fairy photograph hoax that Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
fell for in the early part of this century.  It wasn't until one
or both of the sisters were at the end of their life that they
'fessed up to the hoax and how they used cutouts of the fairys etc
etc.

Likewise I suspect that if somebody manufactured this film, we
won't find out about it until 20-50 years from now when the
person fesses up to it.

I have seen some of the TV footage from the FX experts who say
its real and phony, and in one case as I recall they even show
how someone could have done it including setting up a dead alien
corpse.

Needless to say in our day and age getting film of a phony dead
alien is no big deal. This suggests to me that we should at
leaste examine the film.

Santilli has endless promised to provide 1 or 2 frames of the
film so that they could be examined by Kodak and or other
experts.  Has not happened inspite of all of Rays
tales/claims/stories/promises.  Sure makes you wonder about Ray
and if he knows something about the film.

The cameraman is alleged to have claimed that the crash happened
at the end of May1947.  I have yet to see or hear of ANY proof
that ANY kind of military operation took place in, around during
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May 1947 that was remotely connected with a crashed UFO.

I have also noticed how some have attempted to connect the film
and Roswell even though the two events are seperated by a month.

At the time I wondered  about the *possibility* that   the film
was something designed to "discredit" the events at Roswell. You
know connect the two in the general public's  mind, then we have
the public examinations  and interviews with FX experts on how it
could, or how they would have faked it, then in general publics
mind the film is a fake, so  Roswell is a fake also......

In the final examination it seems like everybody is sitting
around waiting for Ray to do something and Ray isn't doing
anything nor is he showing any signs that he plans to do anything
all his tales and stories aside.

Cheers,
Robert
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 16

Re: CSETI's Push for open hearings

From: Terry Blanton <commengr@bellsouth.net>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 12:53:54 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 21:27:37 -0500
Subject: Re: CSETI's Push for open hearings

Joe Murgia wrote:

> From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
> Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 23:58:11 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: CSETI's Push for open hearings

<snip>

> How the heck do I print the Congressional Hearing petition from
> Bob Dean's page? It's too big for my printer. Obviously I'm not
> that computer literate and would like some help. Where do I send
> it when I have lots of signatures?

<snip>

Go to "file", "page setup" and "paper size" and set the paper for
"landscape" instead of "portrait".  And quoting, "When this or
similar petition is completed, please send to: Coalition for
Honesty in Government, Stargate International, PO Box 85159,
Tucson AZ 85754-5159."

Terry
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 16

Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

From: David Sielaff <dsielaff@earthlink.net>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 11:09:42 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 21:29:40 -0500
Subject: Re: Martian 'Face' Is No Accident

(1) Re: Sitchin,

I typset a book for a Sumerian scholar (and a history of
religions professor) a few years ago. Recently I asked her about
Sitchin's work and his theories. She had not heard of him or his
theories. She said the group of Sumerian scholars is quite small,
less than 100 people. They know each other and interact. There
are no Sumerian dictionaries, lexicons or grammars and the
language must be taught personally by someone who has studied
under others. She could not imagine how Sitchin could be
self-taught. He must have been privately tutored. There are no
ongoing discussions of Sitchin's views or anything like them in
her scholarly circle.

However, she did state that accepted translations can be
difficult, can be in error, and that all who "play the game" of
scholarship have preconceptions and cannot stray too far out of
the accepted path. It did not concern her that Sitchin's ideas
were radical, or not accepted.

(2) Re: Roper Poll,

How can I get hold of the original Roper Poll on abductions? I am
not interested in the various reports of the conclusions. There
are many of those. I want the original report, the raw data, or a
copy of the report itself.

What was the background of it? Who commissioned it? Who funded
it? Any help will be appreciated.

Dave
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 16

Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 14:28:42 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 21:32:16 -0500
Subject: Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

>From: "Terry Walker" <apt_6f@hotmail.com>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries
>Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 02:19:19 PST

>Those of you invovled in Ufology and UFO sightings and abduction
>promotion might take a moment to think about the effects of this
>stuff on people in Asia: Japan, Taiwan, Thailand, Hong Kong,
>China, Singapore, Malaysia, India, etc.

<snip>

>can see I am a skeptic and a nonbeliever, and I fear for the way
>AMERICA is messing up the rest of the world. Ever notice how
t>hese UFOs never land in poor rural Vietnam or even in modern
>sleek Japan? No, they always pick No. 1 Country in the World the
>USA (okay, sometimes the UK or France, other snotty uppity
>nations that think they are Number 1 too)?

Evidently this guy never heard of sightings in 'Nam during the
war in the late 60's-70's

>Americans are so damned concerned with their own navels! It's
>really messing up the world. Just something to think about; not
>that anyone cares (they are so self-obsessed, another American
>hobby...)

>Terry Walker
>apt_6f@hotmail.com
>TAIWAN

Evidently this guy knows nothing abou the sightings that have
occurred in those countries quite independently of anything in
the USA. Evidently this guy doesn't know that in the late 1940's
the CIA and AF collected sightings from other countries....long
before the the Roswell hoopla and Phoenix, etc.    Evidently this
guy doesn't know much UFO history .......if any.

However, it is disturbing to learn that the people in Asia
(apparently pay more attention to UFO events in the USA
than in their own countries.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 16

Re: The 'Debris'

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 14:28:33 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 21:34:23 -0500
Subject: Re: The 'Debris'

Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 21:26:48 -0500
From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

Regarding...

>Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 09:10:05 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

Bob wrote,

>Let's not forget in our haste to dismiss this that there is still the
>debris footage to deal with.

Bob,

The 'debris' footage arrived late on the scene and is of course
the only 'tie-in' with the 'Roswell' case.

Arguably that footage alone should be sufficient proof the entire
video 'evidence' is an accomplished hoax.

As we know, when Dr Jesse Marcel remembered seeing metallic
'I-beams' with embossed 'hieroglyphics', this became a foundation
for claims that the Roswell case concerned the crash of an ET
craft.

I am again amused by the emphasis on whether or not symbols on
the I beams were marks on tape, or marks transferred to wood
beams from the tape, etc.

Generally overlooked is the fact that the "beams" in a radar
target assembly did not look like an I-beam.  They were
rectangular.  Has anyone talked about balsa wood beams in radar
targets that actually have the form of I-beams (with top and
bottom horizontal segments, unlike the stupid capitol I printed
here) ?  I suspect that the term "I-beam" never would have been
brought up if the actual beams (or whatever they were) actually
were square or rectangular in cross-section.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 16

Chat with Jeff Rense

From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <vonni_h@email.msn.com>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 14:08:31 -0600
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 21:38:09 -0500
Subject: Chat with Jeff Rense

Join The UFO Forums special guest Jeff Rense, well known radio
personality of the famous SIGHTINGS radio show, Sunday, January
18th, 6pm, PT, for a hard look at how the media can and does
effect what we know about the UFO phenonmenon. This chat is
available at http://forums.msn.com/UFO

A special audio interview will be available via Netshow on the
UFO Forum site on January 12th.

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC client. The
chat server name is publicchat.msn.com and the room or channel
name is #briefing.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 16

Re: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 15:37:26 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 21:39:15 -0500
Subject: Re: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia

>Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 14:48:34 -0500
>From: Michelle <Michelle@aspi.net> [Michelle LaVigne]
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia

>> >Dear colleagues and friends,

>> >Can anyone among you give me a hand to complete the biographical
>> >entry about Dr. John Mack for my Encyclopedia of UFOs and
>> >Anomalous Aeroespatial Phenomena ?

><Snipped>

>Philippe,

>You can get all this information from the media rep at PEER
>(program for Extraordinary Experience Reasearch)

>Their address is:

>PEER
>1493 Cambridge St
>Cambridge, MA 02139

>The phone number is 617-497-2667

Hi PM,

You may want to contact Budd too, as he was the one that Mack
went to in the very beginning.

Good Luck,

John Velez
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: Steve Neeley <stneeley@mail.bright.net>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 15:56:42 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 22:02:11 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>>>Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
>>>Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 12:55:18 -0800

>>I simply do not understand why so many cling to the idea that
>>what we are attempting to understand must be ET in origin.  I
>>think the probabilities are much higher that the phenomenon,
>>whatever it may prove to be, is completely earthly in origin.

Why do you think its called

"MOTHER EARTH" ?

Steve

Steve Neeley
Hardin County Ohio Skywatch &
Sighter Support
http://www.geocities.com/soho/5782
stneeley@bright.net
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Idaho Teacher Gets Turn in Space

From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com> [Rebecca]
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 17:50:13 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 22:05:18 -0500
Subject: Idaho Teacher Gets Turn in Space

From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
Return-path: <AOLNews@aol.com>
Subject: Idaho Teacher Gets Turn in Space
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 16:44:08 EST

Idaho Teacher Gets Turn in Space

.c The Associated Press

 By MARK WARBIS

McCALL, Idaho (AP) - In the 12 years since her friend and fellow
teacher Christa McAuliffe died in the Challenger explosion,
Barbara Morgan had heard the same question over and over.

``Not a day has gone by that people haven't asked me when I'm
going to fly,'' she said.

On Friday, Morgan, 46, finally got the go-ahead from NASA to
begin training for a shuttle flight. She will become America's
Teacher in Space.

``It's been very frustrating that it takes so long, but I know
many astronauts who have waited a lot longer, starting back in
the Mercury days,'' Morgan said last week in her third-grade
classroom.

Morgan was on the ground at Cape Canaveral, Fla., as the Teacher
in Space backup when the Challenger exploded on Jan. 28, 1986,
killing all seven astronauts, including Ms. McAuliffe, a high
school teacher from New Hampshire.

The Teacher in Space program was put on hold after the disaster
because of safety concerns.

Over the years, Morgan remained with the program, underwent
annual astronaut physicals and, until cutting back last fall to
spend more time in the classroom, traveled one week a month on
education and public relations duties for the space agency.

``What Christa was trying to do then has not changed. All of that
is really important. And that's part of my motivation for making
sure it still happens,'' Morgan said. ``Every year we have a new
generation of classroom students. Every year there's more for us
to learn about our universe.''

NASA Administrator Daniel Goldin said Morgan will be added to the
astronaut roster for an unspecified flight. He also announced
that Sen. John Glenn, now 76, will return to space for the first
time since 1962 on a shuttle mission scheduled for October.

``We're tickled,'' said Steven Lowder, superintendent of the
McCall-Donnelly School District. ``It's like what one of the
employees said when I gave her the news. She said, `I'm getting
goosebumps and I think I'm going to cry.' We're pleased for Barb
because she has just put so much energy and dedication and
commitment into this.''

Morgan, a mother of two boys, ages 10 and 8, and the wife of
writer Clay Morgan, said she remains in excellent condition.
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She admitted being annoyed by the long delay after the Challenger
disaster, but said she remained confident NASA eventually would
try to continue what Ms.
McAuliffe started.

``I'm in the business of education and teachers are persistent
and patient,'' Morgan said.

As for the risks, she said: ``Safety is an important issue, but
living in a risk-free world is a big mistake. If we are not
willing as a society to take some risk for learning, for our
future, then we are not doing enough.''

AP-NY-01-16-98 1639EST

Copyright 1997 The Associated Press.  The information  contained
in the AP news report may not be published, broadcast, rewritten
or otherwise distributed without  prior written authority of The
Associated Press.
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Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 14:28:51 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 21:36:08 -0500
Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

>From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
>Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 02:46:48 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: ... Washington DC 1952 investigation

<snip>

(quoting from Ruppelt's book:)

>of the United States. We talked for about two hours, and I was
>ready to leave when he said that he had one last comment to make
>-- a prediction.

>From his study of the UFO reports that he was getting from Air
>Force Headquarters, and from discussions with his colleagues, he
>said that he thought that we were sitting right on top of a big
>keg full of loaded flying saucers. "Within the next few days," he
>told me, and I remember that he punctuated his slow, deliberate
>remarks hitting the desk with his fist, "they're going to blow up
>and you're going to have the granddaddy of all UFO sightings. The
>sighting will occur in Washington or New York," he predicted,
>"probably Washington."

>.The trend in the UFO reports that this scientist based his
>prediction on hadn't gone unnoticed. We on Project Blue Book had
>seen it, and so had the people in the Pentagon: we all had talked
>about it.

>end of Ruppelt quotation.

NOTE:   Starting in April, 1952 the sighting rate began to rise
rapidly. Statistics I have published in "THE UFO FBI CONNECTION"
are as follows, starting in January, 1952: J -
15,F-17,M-23,A-82,M-79,J-148, July -536, A -326,, S-124,
Oct-61,Nov. 50, Dec.--42.   Total= 1503.   The Air Force had
never seen anything like the sighting rates from April through
Sept.   In July they were consistently getting 15 -20 or more
reports per day from all over the USA.   No wonder someone
predicted in July that there would be a "big event."  It was, in
fact an "easy" prediction.   The Washington DC sighitngs during
the last two weekends in July were publicized more widely than
any of the other HUNDREDS of sightings and so when Gen. Samford
called his press conference, evidently to quiet things down a
bit, he only had to concentrate on those sightings.  Most
reporters were unaware of what the AF knew:  namely that military
sightings had been occurring all over the  country.   Hence the
reporters did not push the general to explain some sightings that
were even more bizarre and unexplainable than the DC sightings.

1952 was, indeed, the YEAR OF THE UFO.... and merits two chapters
in my UFO/FBI/Real X files book. It was also the year that the AF
admitted to the FBI that there were unexplainable cases and
"interplanetary" was being considered.
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Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings

From: setag@cyberspace.org, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 00:02:52 +0100
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 22:08:19 -0500
Subject: Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings

Received via "alt.alien.visitors" December 16 at 20.56 local time (GMT
+ 1 hour):

*******

Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 13:41:11 -0600
From: setag@cyberspace.org
Subject: new eye witnesses phoenix sighting
Message-ID: <884977743.744685569@dejanews.com>

Go to art bell's homepage and follow his links to the real audio
archives. On one of his program's this past week, some
eyewitnesses to the march 13th siting have been interviewed and
what they have to say is nothing short of extraordinary.  I am
not talking about the crappy video footage of the so called
flares.  We've all seens hundreds of video tape of this sort.
What these witnesses describe is a triangle shaped object about
1000 feet in the air that was immense in size.  Many of the
witnesses estimated the object to be over 20 blocks long!  Many
got out of there cars to watch it fly by as it was moving very
slowly at this point. Some even reported that the object was so
low there headlights reflected off of it. It obviously was using
some sort of anti-gravity propulsion.  Also the lady who is
taking a stand running for office in AZ was interviewed last
week.  For those that are skeptics to the whole UFO thing, well
you are the same type that told columbus the world is flat. The
universe is humungous.  There are billions of planets out there
and you think earth is the only one that supports life?  WAKE UP!
 We have a bigger issue at hand.  Our government has been hiding
from us one of the most important discoveries of all of human
history for over 50 years.

If you all want to continue living in the "earth is the center of
the universe" dreamworld then go ahead.  Don't be rudely
interrupted when a UFO lands in broad daylight for all to see.

http://www.artbell.com
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June '97 Scotish Sighting

From: Dave Ledger <dledger@cableinet.co.uk>
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 00:12:19 +0000
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 22:46:50 -0500
Subject: June '97 Scotish Sighting

--

Hi Group,

Here are a couple of interesting sightings from last year,that took
place here in Scotland.I thought I would forward these to the list
members as they are slightly unusual in nature.
May the coming year be a fruitful one and good luck and good health to
you all............................Dave Ledger.

DUNDONALD SIGHTING,AYRSHIRE,SCOTLAND.
Date:June 1997.
Source: The Kilmarnock Standard: 4\7\97 11\7\97 25\7\97\
(Special thanks to Mark at Haunted Scotland for these reports)
------------------------------------------------------------------

About a dozen people watched a strange spectacle over Dundonald
at around the end of June. For about two hours an unidentified
flying object appeared to drift over several houses. At first the
object seemed to be elliptical and was about the size of a large
radar satellite dish. There seemed to be 14 or 15 flashing lights
underneath it as the object drifted over houses in Auchans Drive
and Cochrane Avenue.

People watched it from around 11.20pm to 1.20am. At times it
seemed to change its shape to resemble a large letter ‘M’. The
object often changed altitude to just over the roof tops and at
other times at a very high altitude. Some witnesses were
genuinely afraid others were astounded.

Debbie McNally described the thing, "as a series of circles,
giving off lights and rotating." Residents in the area also
believed that the UFO caused their light bulbs to blow.

The Kilmarnock Standard put forward the explanation that it could
have been a Gegenschein, although it is very rarely seen as far
North as Scotland. It appears in the sky, exactly opposite the
sun, after sunset and is caused by dust in the atmosphere. That
dust, says the Standard could have come from the volcano in
Montserrat and the flashing lights could have been stars!

On June the 27th members of the Ralston family from Saltcoats saw
something strange over Dundonald, " which kept disappearing and
coming back." By the time Mr. Ralston was back home in Saltcoats,
Ayrshire, they saw, "three layers of electric blue triangles
inside an oval shape which hovered just above the rooftops,
tilting on its side. It would disappear for a few seconds and
come back lower down in the sky. This lasted up to one hour and
then it disappeared. It was very frightening.

Philippa Knapp also saw something strange over Dundonald the same
night. She said: "My husband, son and friend and I all saw it. My
husband referred to them as lights but my son and myself thought
they were more like a cloud type substance of a purple shade,
small circles rotating forming a larger circle. We watched it
come towards us over the rooftops in Castleview from the
South-West direction. As it got close to us it changed shape,
swirled to its right then left and disappeared, but two or three
minutes later, exactly the same format took place. We observed it
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for over an hour from about 11.35.

Local residents who witnessed the objects have rejected the
Gegenschein theory out of hand. More light bulbs in the area have
blown and there is an upsurge in failing electrical appliances.

Debbie McNally, using her sisters camera took a photo of the
‘thing’. Every frame on the camera when developed turned out fine
but the one showing the mystery object turned out blank.

KILMARNOCK TRIANGLE SIGHTING.

In the last week there has been a sighting of a triangle object
over Kilmarnock, the person making the report is an amateur
astronomer and he described it as ‘sinister’. He said: "It was a
large object and it rose above houses at around 2.am., than
slowly flew off over London Road.

The object was kite shaped with three or four white lights around
the edges and a flashing red light in the centre."

The witness thought the object was on the "prowl".

Half an hour after the sighting he saw lightening in the sky,
which he thought odd as it was a clear night.
--
==================================================================
The truth is just around the corner!,................but how far?
Visit UFO SCOTLAND at http://wkweb5.cableinet.co.uk/dledger
ICQ pager http://wwp.mirabilis.com/4851425
==================================================================
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Sci-Fi Wire: Duchovny, Anderson Sign Until 2000

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 01:22:41 +0100
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 22:48:31 -0500
Subject: Sci-Fi Wire: Duchovny, Anderson Sign Until 2000

>From Sci-Fi Wire, a news servise of the Sci-Fi Channel. URL:

http://www.scifi.com/scifiwire/

******

3:26 pm ET, 15-Jan-98 

(snipped)

--Sci-Fi Wire
              .

11.42 pm ET, 12-Jan-98 

Duchovny, Anderson Sign Until 2000 

X-Files co-stars Gillian Anderson and David Duchovny have agreed
to stay with the show until the year 2000, according to TV Guide.
The announcement came shortly after Fox said it would air at
least two more seasons of the series, with or without its current
stars. 

The pair's decision to stick with the hit show was likely helped
by Fox's recently announced plans to move the X-File's shooting
location from Vancouver, B.C., to Los Angeles, Calif., something
first Duchovny and then Anderson had demanded. Duchovny has said
he would like to be closer to his L.A.-based wife and The Naked
Truth star T=E9a Leoni, while Anderson is said to be interested in
pursuing a movie career, which would all but require a move to
L.A. 

In still more Files news, today Fox announced that an interactive
road show based on the series--dubbed "The X-Files Expo"--will
begin a 10-city U.S. tour in March. "The Expo will be a place for
people who like the show to get together and have a great time,"
said X-Files creator Chris Carter. 

The tour is tentatively scheduled for the following dates and
cities: San Francisco, March 6-8; Los Angeles, March 13-15;
Dallas, March 20-22; Atlanta, March 27-29; Miami, April 3-5;
Chicago, April 17-19; Detroit, April 24-26; Boston, May 1-3; New
York, May 8-10; and Washington, D.C., May 15-17. Tickets for the
tour go on sale Jan. 20 and can be purchased through Ticketmaster
by calling 1-888-397-6849 or online by visiting
http://www.thex-files.com. 

--Sci-Fi Wire
              .

10:51 pm ET, 12-Jan-98 

King, Gibson Pen X-Files Episodes 
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Best-selling authors William Gibson and Stephen King have each
co-written upcoming episodes of The X-Files that will air on Fox during
the crucial February Nielsen sweeps month, according to published
reports. Gibson, best known for his groundbreaking SF novel
Neuromancer, penned his script--about the bizarre death of a computer
genius--with fellow SF author Tom Maddox. 

Meanwhile, horror guru King co-wrote the episode "Chinga" with none
other than X-Files creator Chris Carter. Their story takes FBI agent
Dana Scully on vacation to King's home state of Maine, where she
discovers people suffering from self-inflicted wounds, apparently at
the direction of a young girl. The episode is slated to air on Feb. 8. 

In addition to these special episodes, Fox will air a behind-the-scenes
X-Files feature on Feb. 1, which may feature scenes from the upcoming
Files movie, according to TV Guide. 

--Sci-Fi Wire
              .

1:14 pm ET, 12-Jan-98 

U-Haul Creates Roswell Tribute Truck 

Today U-Haul International Inc. unveiled a new U-Haul truck image that
pays homage to what many believe was a UFO crash landing that took
place in Roswell, N.M., in 1947. The graphic, which will adorn the side
of about 300 U-Haul trucks in service, depicts a UFO, a large alien
figure pining for home, and the slogan "What happened in Roswell?" 

The Roswell truck graphic was created in conjunction with the
International UFO Museum and Research Center as part of U-Haul's
"Salute to America" campaign, and a special version of the image with
the tag line "Everyone has to move sometime" will be donated to the
museum for permanent display. In honor of the event, which included the
unveiling of the first UFO U-Haul truck in front of the museum, Roswell
Mayor Tom Jennings proclaimed Jan. 12 "U-Haul UFO Day" in his city. 

"It's a euphoric feeling here in Roswell," Jennings told Sci-Fi Wire by
phone from the unveiling ceremony. "It looks great." 

--Sci-Fi Wire

=A9 Copyright 1998, The Sci-Fi Channel. All rights reserved.
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The Truth Behind 'The X-Files'

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 01:56:40 +0100
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 22:52:22 -0500
Subject: The Truth Behind 'The X-Files'

>From San Francisco Chronicle. URL:

http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/chronicle/article.cgi?file=3DED57189.DTL&dir
ectory=3D/chronicle/archive/1998/01/15

*******

Thursday, January 15, 1998 =B7 Page A23

=A91998 San Francisco Chronicle

The Truth Behind 'The X-Files'
Bill Bradley

Not just any TV show on UFOs could land the No. 1 spot among Bay
Area viewers ages 18-49. (The show is most popular here and
ironically, in Washington, D.C.) Could it be that the adventures
of FBI agents Fox Mulder and Dana Scully reflect not so much
fanciful fiction but indeed real life: the truth is out there,
and trust no one?

"The X-Files" engages deep anxieties among us about double-talk
and conspiracy, reflecting a profound distrust of big
institutions -- governmental, corporate and media.
(Interestingly, the press plays no role in the show, presumably
because the agents view it as clueless or bought off.)

The officially sanctioned double-talk of everyday corporate and
political life -- in which a call for "honest communication"
often means anything but -- has already made "Dilbert" a growth
industry and tech support a national joke. It takes a decidedly
sinister turn in "The X-Files"; the agents are countered at
nearly every turn by cleverly bland lies followed by terminal
force. In a line that's been applied to the Washington
fund-raising scandals, one of the agents' enigmatic informants
notes, "They only have one policy: 'Deny everything.' "

That might sound disconcertingly familiar to a lot of Americans
-- "X-Files" fans and otherwise. What's behind the official
denial? Well, in Mulder and Scully's universe, the double-talk of
official lies is the bodyguard of sinister conspiracies. And that
motive doesn't seem too laughable to a lot of us -- not in a
country where 75 percent of those polled believe that John F.
Kennedy was the victim of a conspiracy.

"The X-Files" promises to become even more nefarious, and we love
that, too. As its popularity has skyrocketed over the past
four-plus years, the show's themes of conspiracy and coverups
involving aliens, technology, and elements of the national
security apparatus and private industry have sharpened. The
trailer for this summer's movie, called "The X-Files: Fight the
Future," declares: "For years, the world has seen reality
distorted, facts manipulated and truths hidden. But there's even
more to the story than anyone has ever suspected."

Again, we can relate to that. The show has already depicted
conspirators nefariously compiling a genetic catalog of the U.S.
population -- something that may have crossed the minds of some
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folks at the real-life Human Genome Project -- and conducting
secret experiments on Americans using aerial spraying, myste
riously programmed electronic devices, a biological weapon, and
sinister TV signals not that dissimilar, really, from the cartoon
that caused seizures in Japanese children recently. One can only
imagine what more there might be for Mulder and Scully -- and for
us, too.

This is tremendously paranoid stuff. But it's also perfectly
pitched to the tone of the late '90s, which is, on the one hand,
placid and undemanding, reflecting the elite corporate, political
and media consensus. But the mood is also one of suspicion about
the present and anxiety about the future.

We've come to accept corruption and conspiracy as a matter of
course, but we're still uncomfortable with it. Last year's 25th
anniversary of the Watergate break-in was a bust for the simple
reason that most Americans believe that Watergate-level
corruption and conspiracy are now par for the course in U.S.
politics.

President Clinton has high poll numbers, but many Americans
despise the political culture he represents. It's a form of
cultural cognitive dissonance. "The X-Files" represents the
discordant notes. Indeed, there is something more than a little
disquieting about the naive old belief in One Big Union being
replaced by the paranoid new belief in One Big Conspiracy. If the
fix really is in, it's not illogical to conclude that there's
nothing to be done other than settle back in one's seat and root
for the Mulders and Scullys of the world as they "fight the evil
that would otherwise overcome us," as Mulder puts it.

There's just one thing. They wouldn't like that.

=A9 The Chronicle Publishing Company
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Re: Ufolawyer chatroom-Monday, January 19, 1998

From: UFOLAWYER1 <UFOLAWYER1@aol.com>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 18:49:30 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 23:16:40 -0500
Subject: Re: Ufolawyer chatroom-Monday, January 19, 1998

Dear Friends;

Join me on Monday, January 19th at 6:00 pm,
PST, and every Monday thereafter, for discussions involving:

1. Citizens Against UFO Secrecy (CAUS) and its Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) federal lawsuit against the Army based on
Lt. Col. (ret) Philip Corso's book 'Day After Roswell';

2. 'Destination Moon' project...a privately funded, civilian
rocket to the moon to verify the artificial structures at Sinus
Medii;

3. The upcoming debate with professional UFO lobbyist Steve
Bassett on the viability of amnesty, immunity, confidential
military and intelligence informants and Congressional Hearings;

4. The story and screenplay of 'The Ultimate Secret'...the first
Internet UFO serial;

5. The 'Healing Your Inner Alien' workshops; and

6  Whatever else is you want to discuss.

This chat is available at http://forums.msn.com/UFO

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC
client. The chat server name is publicchat.msn.com
and the room or channel name is #briefing.

If you should have difficulties accessing the chatroom,
you can find detailed instructions at
http://forums.msn.com/ufo/chatmain.htm

I hope to see you all there. There is more work
ahead of us but there is also much excitement,
mystery and fun.

Peter A. Gersten
UFOLAWYER Chatroom
UFOLAWYER1@AOL.com
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Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

From: Masinaigan <Masinaigan@aol.com> [Joseph Trainor]
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 20:46:14 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 23:21:04 -0500
Subject: Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

Yesterday I conducted an email interview with a Swiss citizen who
saw a UFO over Kimsar, a town in the Rajasthan desert about 450
miles southwest of New Delhi in India.

The sighting took place on December 24, 1997, at 11 p.m. New
Delhi time.  Eyewitnesses included two Swiss adults, four Swiss
children, and 12 residents of Kimsar, both Hindu and Muslim.  Not
an American in the bunch.

So tell us again, Terry, how UFOs are never seen in India...

Joseph Trainor
Editor
UFO ROUNDUP
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Current-Encounters: Portage County, Ohio

From: slk <slk@EVANSVILLE.NET>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 12:01:50 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 08:19:16 -0500
Subject: Current-Encounters: Portage County, Ohio

Here is the Portage County, Ohio (Spauer/Neff Case), CE-1, located at:

http://www.evansville.net/~slk/portage.htm

on InterLink:UFO at "Casebook" at "1966".

PORTAGE  COUNTY  POLICE  CHASE
Date: April 17, 1966
Portage County, Ohio

(If this incident seems to be familiar to you, just maybe you saw
the motion picture, "Close Encounters of the Third Kind". This
report, also known as the Spauer/Neff Case, was the basis for the
UFO "chase" in this film.  F.R.)

One of the most dramatic encounters by police officers with an
apparently structured, low-level UFO occurred in the early
morning of April 17, 1966. Officers of the Portage County, Ohio,
Sheriff's Department first saw the object rise up from near
ground level, bathing them in light, near Ravenna, Ohio, about
5:00 A.M.  Ordered by the sergeant to pursue the object, they
chased it for eighty-five miles across the border into
Pennsylvania, as it seemed to play a cat-and-mouse game with
them. Along the route, police officers from other jurisdictions
saw the object and joined in the chase.

Deputy Sheriff Dale Spaur and Mounted Deputy Wilbur 'Barney’ Neff
had left their scout car to investigate an apparently abandoned
automobile on Route 224. Spaur described the sighting in these
words:

"I always look behind me so no one can come up behind me.  And
when I looked in this wooded area behind us, I saw this thing.
At this time it was coming up... to about tree top level.  I'd
say about one hundred feet. it started moving toward us.... As it
came over the trees, I looked at Barney and he was still watching
the car... and he didn't say nothing and the thing kept getting
brighter and the area started to get light. ... I told him to
look over his shoulder, and he did.

"He just stood there with his mouth open for a minute, as bright
as it was, and he looked down. And started looking down and I
looked at my hands and my clothes weren't burning or anything,
when it stopped right over on top of us.  The only thing, the
only sound in the whole area was a hum... like a transformer
being loaded or an overloaded transformer when it changes....

"I was petrified, and, uh, so I moved my right foot, and
everything seemed to work all right.  And evidently he made the
same decision I did, to get something between me and it, or us
and it, or whatever you would say.  So we both went for the car,
we got in the car and we sat there...."

As they watched, the UFO moved toward the east, and then stopped
again. Spaur picked up the microphone and reported to the
dispatcher. At this time, the object was about 250 feet away,
brilliantly lighting up the area ("It was very bright; it'd make
your eyes water," Spaur said.)  Sergeant Schoenfelt, off duty at
the station, told them to follow it and keep it under observation
while they tried to get a photo unit to the scene.
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Spear and Neff turned south on Route 183, then back east on Route
224, which placed the object to their right, and out the left
window.  “At this time,” said Spaur. "it came straight south,
just one motion, buddy, just a smooth glide... "and began moving
east with them pacing it, just to their right at an estimated
altitude of 300-500 feet, illuminating the ground beneath it.
Once more the UFO darted to the north, now left of the car, and
they sped up to over 100 mph to keep pace with it.

As the sky became brighter with predawn light, Spaur and Neff saw
the UFO in silhouette, with a vertical projection at its rear.
The object began to take on a metallic appearance as the chase
continued.  Spaur kept up a running conversation with other
police cars that were trying to catch up with them.  Once when
they made a wrong turn at an intersection, the object stopped,
then turned and came back to their position.

Police Officer Wayne Huston of East Palestine, Ohio, situated
near the Pennsylvania border, had been monitoring the radio
broadcasts and was parked at an intersection he knew the Portage
County officers would he passing soon.  Shortly afterward he saw
the UFO pass by with the sheriff's cruiser in hot pursuit.  He
swung out and joined the chase.  At Conway, Pennsylvania, Spaur
spotted another parked police car and stopped to enlist his aid,
since their Cruiser was almost out of gas. The Pennsylvania
officer called his dispatcher.

According to Spaur, as the four officers stood and watched the
UFO, which had stopped and was hovering, there was traffic on the
radio about jets being scrambled to chase the UFO, and ". . . we
could see these planes coming in....  When they started talking
about fighter planes, it was just as if that thing head every
word that was said; it went PSSSSSHHEW, straight up; and I mean
when it went up, friend, it didn't play no games; it went
straight up”  (Transcript of taped interview with Dale Spaur).

The Air Force "identified" the UFO as a satellite, seen part of
the time, and confused with the planet Venus.  Under pressure
from Ohio officials, Major Hector Quintanilla, chief of PROJECT
BLUE BOOK, had an acrimonious confrontation with witnesses and
refused to change the identification, although it was pointed out
to him that they had seen the UFO in addition to Venus and the
moon at the conclusion of the observation. Major Quintanilla also
denied that any jets had been scrambled.

William B. Weitzel conducted an exhaustive investigation on
behalf of the NATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS COMMITTEE ON AERIAL
PHENOMENA (NICAP), obtaining taped interviews, signed statements,
sketches, and all pertinent data which was assembled into a
massive report that was made available to congressional
investigators.  When the UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO UFO PROJECT was
initiated in 1966, a copy of Weitzel’s report was hand-delivered
to the director, Dr. Edward U. CONDON, for his consideration. The
CONDON REPORT, published two years later, does not mention the
case.

Richard Hall
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Re: Charles Schmid?

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 23:35:25 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 08:23:21 -0500
Subject: Re: Charles Schmid?

>From: Ktperehwon <Ktperehwon@aol.com> [Karl Pflock]
>Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 11:08:50 EST
>To: pulsar@compuserve.com, updates@globalserve.net
<snip>

>BTW, as I'm sure you know, the description of the "members" as
>"I-beams" comes only from Dr. Marcel, and this not until sometime
>well after he was first interviewed by Moore/Friedman.  (This
>fact somehow always gets swept under the ufological rug in
>discussions of who saw what when.)  All other credible witnesses
>to the debris found on the Foster Ranch, including Dr. Marcel's
>father (Schmid, too?), describe the "members" as being of square
>or rectangular cross section, 3/8 of an inch or so, and
>balsa-like (or, flat out, balsa) to boot.

Are you suggesing that Marcel altered his testimony as a result
the interviews with Moore and Friedman?  Like perhaps Bill or
Stan "suggested" that perhaps it would be better to call the
"structural members" I-beams?
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Copyright resource

From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 23:41:47 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 08:24:50 -0500
Subject: Copyright resource

There is an excellent internet resource for information on
Copyrights provided by the American Bar Association on the
internet at the following URL:

http://www.abanet.org/intelprop/comm106/106copy.html

Gary Alevy
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Re: Charles Schmid?

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 21:42:49 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 08:28:01 -0500
Subject: Re: Charles Schmid?

> From: Ktperehwon <Ktperehwon@aol.com> [Karl Pflock]
> Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 11:08:50 EST
> To: pulsar@compuserve.com, updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Charles Schmid?

> >Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 21:26:48 -0500
> >From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
> >Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> JAMES -- Quoting from your recent post on UpDates:

> >Another witness to the debris, Charles Schmid, described "some
> >material that looked like wood" and which "had some writing that
> >looked like flowers on just one side". He added, "it had pink
> >petals, centred like a flower".

> Who's Schmid?  He's a new one on me.  What's your source on him?

> BTW, as I'm sure you know, the description of the "members" as "I
> beams" comes only from Dr. Marcel, and this not until sometime
> well after he was first interviewed by Moore/Friedman.  (This
> fact somehow always gets swept under the ufological rug in
> discussions of who saw what when.)  All other credible witnesses
> to the debris found on the Foster Ranch, including Dr. Marcel's
> father (Schmid, too?), describe the "members" as being of square
> or rectangular cross section, 3/8 of an inch or so, and
> balsa-like (or, flat out, balsa) to boot.

> -- Cheers, KARL

You're right, Karl, them hucksters in Roswell were so dumb in
blowing this all out of proportion.  Why, you would think that
when handed some light, rigid strange struts, they would have
been a little more creative in comparing it to something
familiar.  Really, couldn't one of them compare it to, say,
extruded anodized aluminum tent poles?  Or fiberglass plant
stakes?  Maybe at least one could have compared them to carbon
fiber composite fish poles.  Why didn't one of these yokels
compare these weird struts to aluminized polycarbonate?  Damn
fools, why you would think that Balsa Wood was the only commonly
known feather light construction material available at the time.
And we all know how deceptive Balsa Wood can be.  Its very hard
to bend it and break it.  The  military was always machining it
to a smooth finish and painting it with a hard metallic coating.
You can't mark it with your thumbnail or small tools.  After you
pound on it, it always regains its shape.  And it is so hard to
set it on fire.  And of course, you can't blame some hayseed for
being confused when the broken ends don't reveal any grain or
pores or rings.  If only they would have been smart enough to
really recognize balsa wood when they saw it, why we wouldn't
have to be bothered talking about this neoprene and Rawin target
retrieval.

Thanks for clearing this up for me, Karl...

Bye...  Ted..
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Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: Stuart & Toni Livesey <livesey@trump.net.au> [Stuart]
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 12:29:36 +1100
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 13:52:45 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 21:47:18 -0800

G'day Mark and List,

>Actually, I have never really understood the idea that simply
>traveling in time causes a paradox. A real paradox would require
>a time traveler to do something that prevents them from traveling
>in time to perform that action. But we don't know how resilient
>the structure of events might be - most scientists seem to assume
>it has a positive feeback response to changes made by future
>entities traveling into the past, but I suspect that some events
>may have large effects and others may die out.

>Certainly there are things about UFOs which make the time- travel
>hypothesis appealing. Elusiveness, for instance, would seem to be
>a requirement for time travelers.

>However, the variety of reported occupants would indicate several
>races and even species of time travelers, just as ETH proponents
>point to this as an indication of multiple visiting ET species.
>That being the case, I am not sure what we gain by asserting the
>TTH.

I have been unable to catch up with my email until today so these
comments are probably a bit late but I think that they are well
worth making. Now I must confess that discussion of time
paradoxes goes well over my head so if I make a totally dumb
statement just smile and pat me on my head and I'll go back to
the sand pit but I don't think that we should dismiss the TTH
lightly.

In defence of that statement let me ask a general question of the
list. Do we have any indication of advancements in alien
technology over the years since they began appearing on this
planet?

What brings that to mind is the repetitive sightings of similar
craft over centuries. For example, cigar shaped craft have been
depicted in woodcuts from Germany crafted during the Dark
Age/Renaissance period and very similar craft are still appearing
today. Does that faintly support stagnant technology or time
travel? I don't know but it is worth pondering.

<snip>

>ETH - we know life exists in the universe, that intelligent life
>exists in the universe, and that it can travel in space: we are
>that life. We know that there is significant evidence that UFOs
>are physical and operate according to the laws of physics as we
>know them, despite their unusual appearance and extreme
>performance; in fact, UFOs appear to be machines, crewed by
>non-human beings. UFOs come from the sky and return to the sky in
>a significant proportion of cases. The obvious suggestion is that
>UFOs are from another world somewhere in space.

Mark, this may be an obvious suggestion but we should not allow
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it to blind ourselves to other possibilities. Put yourself in the
shoes (or bare feet :> )of a villager in the wilds of the Amazon,
or New Guinea or somewhere similar that has only had minimal
contact with more advanced human cultures. Their contact may be
with people who fly in, spend a few days interacting with the
village and then fly out again, the visitors come from the sky,
possess incredible technology and return to the sky and in that
context how would the villagers view these outsiders? Now we know
where they come from but to the villagers it may well appear as
ET's do to us. In fact the analogy of the villagers is probably
quite applicable to us when our, despite what Corso claims, our
technology is so almost stone age in comparison to that of the
ET's.

Now don't get me wrong, I like to think that I'm not "off with
the fairies" when considering UFOs/Aliens but the more I look at
this phenomena the more I am beginning to feel that the things on
which we base our investigations of UFOs/Aliens is probably like
looking at the world through welders goggles. Our view is
hindered by our preconcieved ideas of what was, what is and what
should be.

Stuart
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Frances Emma Barwood Campaign for Secretary of

From: ParadigmRG <ParadigmRG@aol.com> [Stephen Bassett]
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 04:53:54 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 13:56:20 -0500
Subject: Frances Emma Barwood Campaign for Secretary of

To all list members and beyond:

The national press release for the launching of the Frances Emma
Barwood campaign for Secretary of State of Arizona is reprinted
below.

Ms. Barwood is a conservative Republican, former Phoenix City
Councilwoman who is running on principal for state office.  She
is a courageous and forthright public servant with broad appeal.

She will be facing formidable opposition which will be heavily
financed.

We are going to reach out to the millions of concerned Americans
in cyberspace who believe that full disclosure of the government
posture relating to the 50-year history of sightings and other
anomalous phenomena is in the best interest of the public and our
constitutional system.

A temporary website has been published at:  www.anagramvideo.com

Soon there will be a permanent site at:
www.francesemmabarwood.com

While many may not agree with the full range of Ms. Barwood's
views, many will recognize the overarching and transcendent
implications of her willingness to take on the UFO enigma and
lack of proper government response as a viable candidate for high
office.

She needs your support.

Financial contributions may be sent to:

Barwood Election Committee
P. O. Box 86189
Phoenix, AZ 85080-6189

By Arizona State law, all contributions must be accompanied by:
1) name
2) address
3) occupation
4) employer

and may not exceed $760 per individual.

The success of Ms. Barwood's campaign could result in a sea change in American
politics in which dozens of other public servants shed their fear and step
forward to address this issue on behalf of their constituents.  History is
being made in 1998.  Please consider being a material part of these events.

Thank you,

Stephen Bassett
Paradigm Research Group
Co-campaign Manager
ParadigmRG@aol.com

Please feel free to forward and repost this request.
_________________________________________________________
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                     ***   FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  ***

January 1, 1998 -- Washington, DC -- Former Phoenix City Councilwoman Frances
Emma Barwood will hold a press conference from noon to 1 p.m. on January 13,
1998 at the Hyatt Regency Phoenix, 122 North 2nd Street, Phoenix, AZ.

At this time Ms. Barwood will formally announce her intentions to seek the
office of Secretary of State of Arizona.  Supporters from throughout Arizona
and the United States will be in attendance.

Ms. Barwood, who is well known for her stance on constitutional matters,
states' rights and open, truthful government, will elaborate on her intentions
to make a campaign issue of the substantive evidence for the possible
intelligent extraterrestrial presence within state and national airspace as
well as the failure of the federal government to respect public demands for a
proper response.  It is the first time a viable candidate for high office,
state or national, has formally raised this issue within a campaign.

Ms. Barwood's attention to the UFO issue and the government's posture began
with the extraordinary sightings of objects and lights above Phoenix in and
around March 13 of last year.  The failure of Arizona based federal military
facilities to adequately respond to citizen queries led her to raise the
matter in City Council session.  While the events of March 13 were already
receiving national attention, the mere action of calling for a proper
investigation resulted in a firestorm of personal attacks.   During this same
period a recall effort which had been pending moved to a vote.  This effort
failed when Ms. Barwood won the recall election by a margin of two to one.

During the intervening months Councilwoman Barwood took the time to speak with
researchers and witnesses and familiarize herself with the most recent
published works on the subject of unidentified sightings and other possible
extraterrestrial related phenomena.  It became clear to her that this is an
issue of state and national significance which cannot in good conscience be
ignored by a responsible candidate for high office.

At the January 13 press conference Ms. Barwood will also introduce co-managers
for her campaign: one who will focus on the relevant state issues, the other
who will assist her in bringing the UFO issue to the citizens of Arizona in a
professional, intelligent fashion.
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Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

From: "Larry Hatch" <larryhat@jps.net>
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 03:09:48 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 14:00:30 -0500
Subject: Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

>Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 13:15:04 +0100
>From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

> Have at him folks  [ Terry Walker ] ..but be gentle.

> Don Ledger
> A Canadian navel gazer.

From Larry Hatch  [*U* UFO DATABASE]

Dear Don, Terry and all:

My *U* Database lists some 16,580 sightings
these days.

Of these, 111 were in Japan, and Japanese data
are hard to come by!

I only have 12 sightings in Taiwan for the same
reason, but one of these is a landing ..
In Chia-Li, Taiwaqn, on 13 June,1981 ..
a semi-transparent cone shaped object landed
for a while around 1700 hours, local time.

Gentle Wishes  - LH    < larryhat@jps.net >
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 17

Alfred's Odd Ode #215

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 05:17:14 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 14:03:34 -0500
Subject: Alfred's Odd Ode #215

Apology to MW #215 (For January 17, 1998)

Oh, I know that I'm obnoxious <g>. Conscience usually is. I read
and see conclusions the elitist would dismiss. I'm not a bleeding
liberal but I'm inclusive as the devil and I know our game's
unfairly played -- it's canted, shaped, and beveled! I accept
that there are criminals. I accept they should be blamed for a
lack of real innocence that they've lied about and claimed. But,
that's a sword that cuts two ways, and just as well for both.
Who IS the real criminal, and then we see the joke!

The system goes beyond _just_ pale and trifles with the lives of
those that *inconvenience* men I've learned we should despise.
These men don't walk among us. They don't live like you and me.
They do not fly the same blue sky that's free for them, you see.
They tally up their ill got gain that's stolen from your
children; they're never late to obfuscate enigma that's been
building. Thirty Thousand starve a day to lube the lives of
these. They are the length and breadth and depth -- the very
quality, our disease. Point them out as you can find them,
they're the ones you should deplore, and risk the fate of one who
asked -- You guessed it! Johnny Ford <g>.

You want to hear some foolishness you're expected to believe? The
strangest thing that anyone could think of, or conceive! Bad
enough for _one man's_ madness (hot atomic toothpaste!?!) but
we're to eat that _three_ conspired; that's madness gone too far,
too great!

THREE men were that crazy? Three men saw that way? Three men left
their brains at home, then thought they'd get away? Nonsense is
my proffer!
Nonsense I decry! Three engaged this foolishness? Then pigs and
monkeys fly!

I've said it before and I'll say it yet again: the whole of this
mess -- incredulity distends! It _looks_ all put up -- elitist
skullduggery, the facts of this case are contrived, its check's
rubbery! It's a dog that won't hunt! It's a brick shy a load.
It’s a mire of "old boys" and political toads!
Who are these doctors who claimed him unfit? Where is their
consult, did they make it up quick? Let's ALL hear the TAPE of
their *STING* operation. Let's ALL hear John laugh at the show
they were taping!

John -- keep your head as you value your soul. You'll soon be
released from their cruel, unjust hole. You'll once again walk on
your canvass of streets (!), stitching tattered evidence into
cloth from their deceit? You'll campaign, the truest warrior, to
banish your night once again my good friend; it's your honor --
your right!

    Lehmberg@snowhill.com

I would prefer to believe that these machines of county
government always act in ethical, inclusive, and even handed ways
-- but too often they do not.
Many individuals have been ground up in the gears of these cruel
mechanizations  to fuel short term goals that readily detract
from the ethical behavior of all concerned.
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But who does what to whom, first?

We've all heard the stories of cold fusion, zero point energy
capture -- even Newman engines. We hear rumors of miraculous
cures from endangered plants, or simple paints that stop _all_
electromagnetic radiation. These enigmas are never adequately
discredited, and reappear from time to time with tantalizing and
teasing regularity. All of these anomalies we hear about, but
never quite realize, share a characteristic, perhaps, that dooms
them. They all point back to an actualization of more individual
autonomy. Let me say that again; they all point back to an
actualization of more individual autonomy. That's the key point.

Individual autonomy is, and always has been, dangerous to the man
who must keep you on his meter to keep you in control. An
autonomous person is not a controlled person. You say it can't
happen in America? I don't think it likely it can happen
efficiently anywhere else. Washington, Hamilton, and Jefferson
et. al. wrote the rules like that from the very beginning. Take a
turn through Jefferson's Federalist Papers #10, if you don't
believe me. Find out the _real_ reasons for Shay's Rebellion.

"America has _always_ been about protecting the haves from the
have not's," says Dr. Michael Parenti of Harvard University.

John Ford would _have_ what he does not now _have_ -- freedom, a
government of fidelity, straight answers ("though heavens fall")
to the intriguing questions of our time, and the restoration of
his good and honorable name.
The 'man' will work hard to keep these things from him, _and_
us.

And any one of our number that points a finger at John Ford in
desultory, insulting, and titillating criticism points THREE
fingers back at themselves. John's politics, manner, priority, or
appearance are not the issue in this matter.  His circumstances
(he's cleaner than ANY of the Bushes, I'm betting), and extremely
_suspect_ incarceration, ARE.

RESTORE John Ford!

--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake for trying to stitch cloth from deceit.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 17

Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

From: JJ Mercieca <mufor@maltanet.net>
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 12:34:18 +0100
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 14:05:02 -0500
Subject: Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

From: "Terry Walker" <apt_6f@hotmail.com>
To: updates@globalserve.net
Subject: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 02:19:19 PST

>AMERICA is messing up the rest of the world. Ever notice how
>these UFOs never land in poor rural Vietnam or even in modern
>sleek Japan? No, they always pick No. 1 Country in the World the
>USA (okay, sometimes the UK or France, other snotty uppity
>nations that think they are Number 1 too)?

<snip>

>(where the aliens never land and there are no UFO sightings,
>thank G-d!)

First of all, I am not American, I am Maltese and UFOs
have been reported over our "insignificant" 30 km x 15 km
island.  Second, you are totally wrong.

Attached below is a list of sightings reported over Japan,
Vietnam and Taiwan.  A simple search through Larry Hatch's
*U* Database returned these reports.  Each one comes with
further detail but I'm listing the basics here.

YEAR    Month   Contint Country Provinc Strange Credibl
989     8       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       5
1015    8       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       6
1180    10      ASP     JPN     HNS     6       5
1235    9       ASP     JPN     HNS     5       8
1271    9       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       5
1361    1       ASP     JPN     SEA     7       5
1458    3       ASP     JPN     HNS     5       5
1468    3       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       6
1606    5       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       8
1692    5       ASP     JPN     HNS     7       8
1749    1       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       6
1803    2       ASP     JPN     HNS     8       5
1885    8       ASP     VTN     SAI     6       8
1909    6       ASP     VTN     NVT     7       6
1945    3       ASP     JPN     RYU     6       8
1945    5       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       9
1945    8       ASP     JPN     HNS     A       F
1945    8       ASP     JPN     KYU     A       F
1945    8       ASP     JPN     IWJ     7       7
1947    7       ASP     JPN     KYU     7       6
1947    10      ASP     JPN     HNS     6       8
1948    10      ASP     JPN     KYU     7       B
1949    11      ASP     JPN     HNS     7       6
1950    3       ASP     JPN     OKN     6       8
1951    2       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       8
1951    10      ASP     JPN     OKN     6       8
1952    3       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       8
1952    3       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       7
1952    4       ASP     JPN     OKN     6       9
1952    4       ASP     JPN     KYU     6       6
1952    4       ASP     JPN     OKN     7       9
1952    5       ASP     VTN     SAI     7       B
1952    5       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       7
1952    6       ASP     JPN     HNS     5       6
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1952    6       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       6
1952    7       ASP     JPN     OKN     5       B
1952    7       ASP     JPN     KYU     6       7
1952    7       ASP     JPN     HNS     9       8
1952    7       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       7
1952    8       ASP     JPN     HNS     9       A
1952    8       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       7
1952    9       ASP     VTN     SGN     6       A
1952    10      ASP     JPN     HNS     7       8
1952    12      ASP     JPN     KYU     7       9
1952    12      ASP     JPN     HKD     7       A
1953    3       ASP     JPN     HNS     7       7
1953    4       ASP     JPN     KYU     6       6
1953    6       ASP     JPN     OKN     5       A
1953    6       ASP     JPN     IWJ     5       8
1954    8       ASP     JPN     OKN     8       8
1954    10      ASP     JPN     HNS     6       7
1955    1       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       6
1955    2       ASP     JPN     OKN     6       8
1955    3       ASP     JPN     RYU     7       7
1956    1       ASP     JPN     KYU     5       7
1956    5       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       9
1956    11      ASP     JPN     HNS     6       9
1956    11      ASP     JPN     HNS     5       8
1956    12      ASP     JPN     HNS     6       7
1956    12      ASP     JPN     KYU     7       8
1956    12      ASP     TWN     UNK     7       8
1957    1       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       7
1957    6       ASP     JPN     KYU     6       8
1957    6       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       A
1957    6       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       9
1957    7       ASP     JPN     SEA     8       9
1957    7       ASP     JPN     SEA     7       9
1957    8       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       A
1957    9       ASP     JPN     HKD     6       9
1957    9       ASP     JPN     OKN     7       8
1957    11      ASP     JPN     HNS     5       9
1957    12      ASP     JPN     HNS     6       7
1958    1       ASP     JPN     HNS     8       A
1958    1       ASP     JPN     HNS     5       7
1958    2       ASP     JPN     HKD     7       7
1958    3       ASP     JPN     KNS     6       7
1958    7       ASP     JPN     HKD     6       8
1960    11      ASP     JPN     KYU     6       7
1961    6       ASP     JPN     HNS     5       9
1961    12      ASP     JPN     XXX     6       7
1962    12      ASP     JPN     HNS     6       8
1963    11      ASP     JPN     HNS     B       8
1965    3       ASP     JPN     UNK     6       8
1965    3       ASP     JPN     HNS     7       A
1965    4       ASP     JPN     HNS     4       A
1966    3       ASP     VTN     SVT     7       6
1966    6       ASP     VTN     NHT     8       B
1967    2       ASP     JPN     HNS     5       7
1967    3       ASP     VTN     SGN     8       C
1967    3       ASP     VTN     DNG     6       6
1967    4       ASP     VTN     SAI     7       8
1967    6       ASP     VTN     DAN     7       9
1968    1       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       6
1968    6       ASP     VTN     DMZ     7       9
1968    7       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       9
1968    9       ASP     VTN     QTR     6       A
1970    11      ASP     JPN     HNS     6       5
1971    10      ASP     JPN     HKD     4       9
1972    5       ASP     JPN     TKO     6       6
1972    9       ASP     JPN     OKN     6       A
1972    9       ASP     VTN     NVN     5       D
1973    7       ASP     JPN     HKD     9       6
1973    7       ASP     JPN     HNS     7       B
1973    7       ASP     JPN     HNS     7       9
1973    8       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       C
1973    10      ASP     JPN     HNS     6       9
1974    3       ASP     TWN     UNK     8       8
1974    6       ASP     JPN     HKD     D       A
1974    10      ASP     JPN     HNS     6       8
1975    1       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       C
1975    1       ASP     JPN     HNS     5       A
1975    2       ASP     JPN     HNS     8       5
1975    10      ASP     JPN     HNS     6       9
1975    12      ASP     JPN     NGY     6       8
1976    5       ASP     JPN     KYU     7       6
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1976    7       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       A
1976    10      ASP     JPN     HNS     6       B
1977    7       ASP     JPN     OKN     8       7
1978    2       ASP     TWN     ---     6       9
1978    8       ASP     JPN     HKD     9       9
1978    9       ASP     TWN     ---     6       9
1978    9       ASP     TWN     ---     6       6
1978    10      ASP     JPN     HNS     C       5
1979    8       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       7
1979    10      ASP     TWN     ---     6       8
1979    10      ASP     TWN     ---     7       8
1980    7       ASP     TWN     ---     6       9
1981    6       ASP     TWN     ---     5       B
1981    6       ASP     TWN     ---     7       7
1982    5       ASP     JPN     HKD     6       7
1982    7       ASP     TWN     ---     5       6
1989    7       ASP     JPN     HNS     4       6
1990    8       ASP     JPN     KYS     7       7
1992    1       ASP     JPN     HNS     6       A
1992    11      ASP     JPN     KYS     6       6
1993    8       ASP     TWN     TPE     6       B
1996    2       ASP     JPN     UNK     6       8

Regards,

JJ Mercieca
Malta UFO Research
http://www.mufor.org/
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Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings

From: "Keith Woodard" <qwoodard@worldnet.att.net>
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 04:17:34 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 14:07:20 -0500
Subject: Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings

> From: setag@cyberspace.org, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk
> (StigAgermose)
> To: updates@globalserve.net, d005734c@dc.seflin.org
> Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 00:02:52 +0100
> Subject: Fwd: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings

> Received via "alt.alien.visitors" December 16 at 20.56 local time
> (GMT> + 1 hour):

> *******

> Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 13:41:11 -0600
> From: setag@cyberspace.org
> Subject: new eye witnesses phoenix sighting
> Message-ID: <884977743.744685569@dejanews.com>

<snip>

> What these witnesses describe is a triangle shaped object about
> 1000 feet in the air that was immense in size.  Many of the
> witnesses estimated the object to be over 20 blocks long!  Many
> got out of there cars to watch it fly by as it was moving very
> slowly at this point. Some even reported that the object was so
> low there headlights reflected off of it. It obviously was using
> some sort of anti-gravity propulsion.

Have you read about the secret military "flying wing" called the
"Blimp?"  Art Bell's first UFO sighting, that forever changed the
character of his show, answers to this description. He says the
craft was definitely "floating" through the air.

According to the Federation of American Scientists
(http://www.fas.org/irp/mystery/blimp.htm):

********************

"A very intriguing aircraft was been reported in the late 1980s.
Some observers claim to have witnessed a vast black flying wing,
estimated at between 600 and 800 feet in width, passing silently
over city streets in California. The craft moved so slowly one
observer claimed that he could jog along with it. The aircraft
reportedly executed bizarre maneuvers in which it stopped,
rotated in place and hovered vertically, pointing its thin
trailing edge toward the ground.  This vehicle's unlikely
gyrations suggest that it is distinct from the other sightings,
and could be a lighter-than-air craft pushed by slow- turning
propellers."

**********************

Even if it's not lighter-than-air, it seems possible that a large
cross-section-to-mass ratio, ultra-light materials, and advanced
aerodynamic contours could enable a heavier-than-air craft to
float in the observed manner.  My point is that a craft behaving
this way would not necessarily need an antigravity device.

                             <snip>

> For those that are skeptics to the whole UFO thing, well
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> you are the same type that told Columbus the world is flat. The
> universe is humungous.  There are billions of planets out there
> and you think earth is the only one that supports life?  WAKE UP!

There may be religious fundamentalists who believe earth is the
only planet supporting life, but the mainstream skeptical
position actually holds that the universe is probably teeming
with life.  According to this position, astronomical distances,
the speed-of-light limitation, and the lack of irrefutable
evidence indicate that it is unlikely we are being visited.
Since this position can be cogently attacked, there is no need to
set up a straw man.

Kind regards,

Keith
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Re: Chat with UFO video analyst Jim Dilettoso

From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <vonni_h@email.msn.com>
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 08:40:09 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 17:34:03 -0500
Subject: Re: Chat with UFO video analyst Jim Dilettoso

Join Jim Dilettoso Tuesday, January 20th 6pm, PT for a detailed
look at how UFO Videos and photographs are analyzed in order to
verify or disprove their veracity.

From the Mexico City video from this past summer to the newest
events - repeated lights seen once again in the Arizona skies the
week of January 11, 1998, hear some of the techniques used to
examine current visual evidence. This chat is available at
http://forums.msn.com/ufo

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC client. The
chat server name is publicchat.msn.com and the room or channel
name is #briefing.

Starting January 15th, you can hear Dilettoso discuss his
analysis via Netshow at the UFO Forum website.
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Re: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 10:18:45 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 17:45:41 -0500
Subject: Re: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia

>From: "Philippe Piet van Putten" <abp1@uol.com.br>
>To: <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: Dr. John Mack - Encyclopedia
>Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 11:42:48 -0200

>Dear Bob,

>Of course it would be better to contact John directly and obtain
>the data from him. I've tried to do so ! If I had succeeded I
>wouldn't look after the assistance from our colleagues and
>friends. If I am doing so, its because I couldn't locate Dr.
>Mack.

>Philippe
>abp1@uol.com.br
>http://www.pufori.org/

Both Mike Hesemann and Philip Mantle know John Mack.  I met him
through them.  I'm sure they have contact information on him.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 17

Re: The 'Debris'

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 10:22:06 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 17:46:35 -0500
Subject: Re: The 'Debris'

>Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 17:53:44 +0000
>From: neil morris <neil@adm1.ph.man.ac.uk>
>Subject: Re: The 'Debris' [was: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign]
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>MMmmm? I thought the main contention of the AA Film was the fact
>that it WASN'T related to the "Classic" Roswell case and
>alledgedly happened 1 month earlier and 125 miles away near
>Soccoro.?

>If any case out there can be tied in with it, (and has been, if
>witness statements can be believed) it should be the Barney
>Barnett story.

>Best Regards All
>Neil.

>Neil Morris.
>Atomic and Molecular Physics Group.
>Dept of Physics and Astronomy.
>University of Manchester.
>UK.
>Neil@adm1.ph.man.ac.uk

Neil,

The only connection is that the cameraman supposedly says that
this is the Roswell event.  I was told that he says he was at
Roswell a month later when "some rancher" found some stuff that
had been missed earlier and "all hell broke loose".

Bob
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 17

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 10:27:33 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 17:53:47 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com>
>Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 12:23:07 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>You recall the fairy photograph hoax that Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
>fell for in the early part of this century.  It wasn't until one
>or both of the sisters were at the end of their life that they
>'fessed up to the hoax and how they used cutouts of the fairys etc
>etc.

>Likewise I suspect that if somebody manufactured this film, we
>won't find out about it until 20-50 years from now when the
>person fesses up to it.

The obvious differences invalidate this comparison.  The fairy
photos were still photographs done by two sisters. The AA film is
full motion and involves at least five people, probably more.
For every person who is added to the hoax, the probablity that
someone will spill the beans increses exponentially.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 17

UFO*BC Report - UFO Crash In Chile?

From: boliver@Direct.CA (Bill Oliver)
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 08:41:38 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 19:53:57 -0500
Subject: UFO*BC Report - UFO Crash In Chile?

List,

UFO*BC received a letter from a friend who previously lived in
the Vancouver area  now living in Chile.The following article is
from the latest issue of UFO*BC Quarterly and we post it here for
you to read and welcome your feedback.Check out our site for the
latest activity in British Columbia at http://www.ufobc.org

                 A Chilean Andes "Fender Bender"
                  by Graham Conway, 3-Jan-98

In 1995, a Chilean mining prospector of Japanese descent was in
the mountains when a large shiny UFO appeared above. It was about
30 metres in diameter. The craft hovered and then moved closer to
the mountain. This maneuver caused the vehicle to graze the
hillside, creating a flare in the soil. Barely negotiating the
hillside it ascended before disappearing from view. The witness,
J.T., went to the impact site and was able to recover four chunks
of an unknown material weighing about 3 kgs.

We have been informed that this account did not appear in the
local or national press. A variety of organizations displayed a
keen interest in the recovered metal, namely NASA, U.S, Air
Force, Chilean Air Force, plus various scientists and
investigators. Pieces were sent to Japan for analysis. Our
Chilean informant stated his own opinion, as follows:

The objects are extraordinary in shape and in looks; with all my
experience in mining and metallurgy, (I am a graduated mining
technician of a Chilean University), I have never seen any metal
that is or behaves like that in the laboratory or at eyesight.

First, according to the Japanese that studied the metal, it is
composed of 12 (first analysis) and 22 (second analysis)
elements, bonded and molten into one homogeneous mass, that
breaks in unusual fracturing, much like an irregularly shaped -
river polished rock type of thing - metal. I hope you get the
drift. The metal actually looks like Platinum or Silver; it has
Nickel, Aluminum, Zinc, and other gray metals, however it was
deemed to be + - 68% Copper; the unusual thing is that:

a) Does not conduct electricity at all; a wired rod applied to
its surface, only creates a field of sparks that dissipates
outward and rebounds; thus, if you place your hand in the
opposite end, electricity does not touch you(!) and is
Silver like in colour, no copper red!

b) It can not be detected or identified by radar!

c) It is not radioactive or responsive to a metal detector?

d) some faces are so well polished that it looks like steel, and
   it does not have sharp edges at all, even when fractured.

e) Pieces do not fit with each other, what makes me assume that
   there may be others to be retrieved; we will make a new
   exploration expedition to the site this spring.  One of them
   is exquisite in shape and thin.
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f) It does not melt over 1500 degrees Celsius/over 1 hr. exposure.

g) Did not react to Nitric acid from 5% to concentrate exposure,
   Sulphuric acid 5% to concentrate, Picric acid 5% to concentrate,
   all the possible combinations amongst the three acids above over
   30 minutes exposure.

Conclusion : Unknown material not harmed by acids(!) under
microscopic observation from 100 to 1000 magnifying tests.

It would seem that the witness to this described event was also
abducted some time later. But not before the UFO had visited and
hovered over his home many times. As a result of his interaction
with these visitors and his ensuing experiences, he has written a
short booklet. It comes as no great surprise to learn he has been
assigned a mission to inform our planet's inhabitants to respect
each other, love and live in harmony with our neighbours.

I hope I don't sound too cynical when I point out that this is
not a new message, by any means. Therefore I must conclude that
the senders are more than a tad fed up with our very evident lack
of attention and demonstrated response. Anyway, "if you don't
succeed at first", etc.....

Mr. J.T. however seems to have gotten lucky in a direction seldom
accorded to other lucky(?) abductees. Not only was he taken on a
Cook's tour of the visitor's planet but he awoke with two soil
samples and two metallic looking pebbles. on which our informant
comments as follows:

I checked the soil and the pebbles with my Geologist lens and
this is my assessment :

a) fertile like soil:  Apparent composition is extremely fertile,
   some traces of turquoise (copper) is observed, dark like top
   soil, granular as earth, very interesting.  Opinion : very
   fertile soil.

b) Sand like soil: Apparent composition is a very un-earth like
   sand, composed of yellow crystals like zircon or rutile
   (titanium) 15%, flakelike chalcites much like silica over 30%,
   Copper like turquoise 15% and other rare earths.

Opinion: very strange mixture, hard to duplicate (all vials
contain no more than 10 grams.)

c) metallic like piece fingernail size: Apparent composition:
   Native Copper; looks like a fibrous asbestos???

Opinion: impossible to classify according to earth like matter.

d) metallic like pebble: one side is metallic like with
   iridescence like molten metal with outer rim golden and
   purple tinted center, thin as an orange skin, the other side
   looks corrugated and porous.

Opinion: hard to reproduce under normal circumstances, first of
its kind ever observed by me; looks metallic on one side and
non-metallic on the other side.

e) Green liquid (like mint liquor) with sediments inside (20/30
milliliter), viscosity like petroleum leaves the glass of the
vile with a tint like odin, the sediments are white. Apparently
serves as catalyst to detect the metal composition?

Opinion: hard to imagine and impossible to give an educated
guess.  Out of my league!!!!

Our Chilean informant also goes on to describe the circumstances
experienced by another mining prospector who was returning from
the Andes with his three children asleep in his vehicle. It seems
that Mr. A.G.D. was intercepted by a UFO and its occupants. He
described how the E.T.s roamed around his truck with "laser type
guns". They fired at rocks, resulting in them achieving a
transparent look. The visitors seemed to jump, walk or float
rapidly. His engine died and he tried to move down hill with the
aid of gravity. Looking in his rear view mirror he became the
unfortunate recipient of a "laser' blast. This resulted in him
becoming blind for almost six months. Mr. D. was only able to
negotiate his way down the mountain by touching the edge of the
hill with his truck wheels.
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The forgoing account is only a synopsis of the principal events
reported from a region where UFO stories are a regular
occurrence, seen and described by a wide variety of reliable
residents. We have taken steps to obtain additional information
regarding this landmark case. Should we be fortunate to receive
further confirmatory evidence, we look forward to publishing it
in the not too distant future.

In conclusion, our sincere thanks go out to Jorge R. Lopehendia,
of Santiago, Chile, for providing this story and permission to
relate it to our readers.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 17

Re: Copyright resource

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 11:43:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 20:27:40 -0500
Subject: Re: Copyright resource

>From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
>Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 23:41:47 -0500
>To: UFO UpDate <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Copyright resource

>There is an excellent internet resource for information on
>Copyrights provided by the American Bar Association on the
>internet at the following URL:

>http://www.abanet.org/intelprop/comm106/106copy.html

>Gary Alevy

Of course, the legal interpretation of the laws on the books
(which tend to be extremely conservative) may not directly relate
to how they are enforced.   People exceed the legal speed limit
on our highways, and enforcement is often spotty.  The same tends
to hold true for copyrighted materials on the Internet.  To a
great extent, I would suspect that it depends on whether the
material is being used for profit, and/or whether the profits of
the actual owner of the intellectual property are impacted by the
"theft".

I tend to err on the conservative side, and will point to URLs
where material can be found, rather than cut and paste it into a
posting. However, I've noted that often the moderator of the
lists will actually place the text in my posting.  This is
helpful for those who don't have Web Browser access, who are
otherwise left out.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 17

Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 14:59:21 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 20:30:46 -0500
Subject: Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

Hello the list, and to Joseph...

>From: Masinaigan <Masinaigan@aol.com> [Joseph Trainor]
>Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 20:46:14 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

>Yesterday I conducted an email interview with a Swiss citizen who
>saw a UFO over Kimsar, a town in the Rajasthan desert about 450
>miles southwest of New Delhi in India.

>The sighting took place on December 24, 1997, at 11 p.m. New
>Delhi time.  Eyewitnesses included two Swiss adults, four Swiss
>children, and 12 residents of Kimsar, both Hindu and Muslim.  Not
>an American in the bunch.

>So tell us again, Terry, how UFOs are never seen in India...

>Joseph Trainor
>Editor
>UFO ROUNDUP

Sounds great, Joseph. When are you going to tell us about
it?

Regards,

Jack
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 17

Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: Dave Everett <deverett@idx.com.au>
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 08:53:55 +1100
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 22:49:39 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 09:10:05 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>>Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
>>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 21:47:18 -0800

>I tend to view time as like a tree with many branches.  Our
>actions at any point determine which branch we travel down.  Time
>travellers would merely create more branches if they changed
>things.

I have a great deal of trouble with this notion. Each branching
would require the replication of every scrap of matter and energy
in the Universe.

As much as I would want to timetravel, I can't help but feel that
Past and Future are simply mental constructs.

Dave Everett.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 17

Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 13:24:13 -1000
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 23:10:23 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 12:29:36 +1100
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Stuart & Toni Livesey <livesey@trump.net.au> [Stuart]
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> >Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
> >Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 21:47:18 -0800

<snip>

> >However, the variety of reported occupants would indicate several
> >races and even species of time travelers, just as ETH proponents
> >point to this as an indication of multiple visiting ET species.
> >That being the case, I am not sure what we gain by asserting the
> >TTH.

> I have been unable to catch up with my email until today so these
> comments are probably a bit late but I think that they are well
> worth making. Now I must confess that discussion of time
> paradoxes goes well over my head so if I make a totally dumb
> statement just smile and pat me on my head and I'll go back to
> the sand pit but I don't think that we should dismiss the TTH
> lightly.

> In defence of that statement let me ask a general question of the
> list. Do we have any indication of advancements in alien
> technology over the years since they began appearing on this
> planet?

> What brings that to mind is the repetitive sightings of similar
> craft over centuries. For example, cigar shaped craft have been
> depicted in woodcuts from Germany crafted during the Dark
> Age/Renaissance period and very similar craft are still appearing
> today. Does that faintly support stagnant technology or time
> travel? I don't know but it is worth pondering.

G'day Stuart...

I take your point of course, but it could go either way.  Trees
and sharks are examples of things that have stayed essentially
the same for millions of years because they have attained the
optimum shape for doing what they do.  And, like nature, we can
only improve things until we cannot make them any better. The
wheel has stayed round because that is the most effecient shape
for it.  It doesn't mean that the technology of the wheel is
stagnating.  Spacecraft probably have a most effecient shape as
well, based on their function, their method and materials of
construction, and propulsion.  It might change and it might not.
It doesn't necessarily support the TTH either, unless you are
suggesting that only one group of time travelers exist, or that
THEIR technology is stagnant....

Aloha
Tom Burnett
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Mind Scan Paradox

From: Joseph Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 19:42:34 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 23:35:04 -0500
Subject: Mind Scan Paradox

<========== T.R.I. Website Changes and System Upgrade ==========>

The Respond.txt document dealing with resistance to alien
abduction has been greatly expanded and seriously written by John
Archer, D.Ph. (Doctor of Phenomenology), and it has been
incorporated into the website I maintain for the Trionic Research
Institute: The URL is
http://www.trionica.com/response.htm

Respond.txt is still available in a plain vanilla form from ASP-L
by sending the command 'Get-Respond.txt' (without quotes but with
the file extension) in the Subject: field of a msg to the list
address: nightflyer@mindspring.com

However, as soon as technical difficulties can be resolved, it
will incorporated into the ASP FAQ and placed into T.R.I.'s
autoresponder, info@trionica.com. It will then be available at
any time not just when I'm on-line.

<====Reshma Kamal Defeats Aliens by Spiritual Technique=======>

One new section of "Respond" is titled: "Reshma Kamal Defeats
Alien Mindscan with Arabic Religious Phrase while Moving her Eyes
Rapidly".

Archer writes:

In his new book, The Threat, Dr. David M. Jacobs presents his
case for the view that abductees are involuntary participants in
a 'Breeding Program' conducted by aliens. Naturally, the aliens
need to control the involuntary human participants in this
program.

Without the ability to manipulate the human brain, the aliens
would be unable to control the abductees physically or mentally
and the Breeding Program would not be feasible in its present
form.

Dr. Jacobs postulates that the dreaded 'Mindscan' procedure, a
feature of many abductee reports, allows the aliens to control
the humans by 'somehow' giving the aliens access to the
abductee's optic nerve and those sections of the brain to which
it is linked. By exercising this control over the abductee's
brain, the aliens acquire the power to make the abductees see,
hear or feel whatever illusions the aliens present to them.

Notice the paradox? If Dr Jacobs postulates that aliens use this
power of illusion to delude abductees selected to participate in
the alleged breeding program then nothing in abductee reports may
be relied on.
But Dr Jacobs relies exclusively on Abductee reports to support
his thesis that aliens are conducting a breeding program with
abductees who need to be controlled by this power of illusion.

Anyway, Dr Jacobs reports one case where the nefarious plans of
these high tech mental giants were defeated by means that may be
of interest to others.

But another abductee successfully resisted mental engagement.
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During a recent abduction, Reshama Kamal found that she had more
muscle control than usual and she used it to prevent a neural
connection. She shifted her eyes back and forth rapidly while
reciting an Arabic religious phrase. The first alien tried to
lock into her eyes but could not. He diverted her attention by
causing a pain in her head, and he threatened not to take her
home, but she refused to give in. Another alien took over and
increased the threats. Still she refused to stop, although she
was getting dizzy moving her eyes back and forth. A third alien
tried, and then a fourth. They could not stop her from shifting
her eyes. Eventually they gave up and said that they would
continue the procedure at the next abduction.

[Jacobs, David M. (1998). "The Threat --- The Secret Agenda: What
the Aliens Really Want ... And How They Plan to Get It". New
York: Simon & Schuster. p. 87]

<snip>

If my theory is correct that Alien Abduction Experiences, AAEs,
occur when the brain is in its REM-sleep state and the body is in
the corresponding state of REM-state paralysis, but the
consciousness is nevertheless aware, then there is no mystery as
to why Ms Kamal was able to move her eyes. The eyes are not
subject to the paralyzing signal! She might have become conscious
of their movements and that may have assisted her, but it would
seem that the effectiveness of her resistance came mainly from
her recitation of the Arabic religious phrase.

<=============My Experiences with Frozen Eyelids============>

Has anyone noticed the movements of their eyes during an episode
of ASP?

Dr. Jacobs does not indicate whether Ms Kamal had her eyes open
or closed while moving them about as she recited the phrase
(which was not published either)

While some ASP experiencers report being able to open their eyes
and see their surrounding --- which may be accurate or slightly
altered --- I have never been able to do this. I 'come to' in a
state of total blackness *already* struggling to open my eyes.

Somehow, it seems significant to me that the struggle preceeds
the awareness.

Anyway, when I am relaxed I might look within and 'up' and see a
distant light. I'm a little hazy on what follows but it seems
that in attending to the light I cease to attend to the feelings
of bodily immobility and I end up in a non-lucid dream that is
not remarkable except for having followed an episode of frozen
eyelids.

In other cases, I imagine myself running in the blackness. I
'receive' and feel the feelings of running, but my body does not
move. Sometimes (not often) consciousness or awareness suddenly
becomes situated in the 'running me' rather than in the 'frozen
eyelid me' and I proceed to enter a dream scene knowing it is a
dream.

Comments?

Joe Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>
Moderator, ASP-L

<=========What is ASP-L All About?===========>

Have you ever found yourself lying fully conscious or in a
dreamlike state, unable to move or cry out, while perhaps
experiencing auditory or visual phenomena? If so, you have
experienced Awareness during Sleep Paralysis [ASP].

ASP-L is a mailing list for the discussion of Awareness during
Sleep Paralysis [ASP] and experiences with which it has been
associated: Lucid Dreaming, Out-of-Body Experiencing, Alien
Abductions, Old Hag Attacks and Supernatural assaults such as the
Incubus/Succubus assault.

ASP experiencers feel intense fear and may even believe that they
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are dying. Experiencers often sense the presence of an unseen,
malevolent being. An episode of ASP can occur while the body
sleeps in any position, but it is much more likely while sleeping
on one's back. Often experiencers feel the pressure of a crushing
weight on their chest as if being pushed downward into the bed. A
few sense a what seems to be a phantom being sitting on their
chest. They may be unable to feel the breathing process continue,
but those who see their chest can see it continue to inhale and
exhale --- they just don't feel it as the body has gone to sleep
and the awareness has lost contact with sensory input from the
body.

The name of the list reflects the fact that everyone experiences
sleep paralysis every time they cycle into REM sleep, about every
90 minutes of every night. What's remarkable in some cases is
that the consciousness retains a degree of Awareness while the
body descends into the paralysis of the REM state.

You may subscribe to ASP-L to discuss: how to resist Alien
Abduction or other psychic assaults, how to turn the unpleasant
experience of ASP into the pleasant experience of a lucid dream
or Out-of-Body Experience or other issues related to Awareness
during Sleep Paralysis.

To subscribe to ASP-L send an email msg with the word 'Subscribe'
(without quotes) in the Subject: field to the list address:
nightflyer@mindspring.com.

Search for other documents from or mentioning: jpolanik | nightflyer | info
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 17

Re: BWW Media Alert 980117

From: BufoCalvin <BufoCalvin@aol.com>
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 20:41:31 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 23:45:49 -0500
Subject: Re: BWW Media Alert 980117

Bufo Calvin
P O Box 5231, Walnut Creek, CA  94596
Internet: BufoCalvin@aol.com
Website: <A HREF="http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin">http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin<;/a>
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED (permission is granted to reproduce or redistribute this
edition of Bufo's WEIRD WORLD provided that attribution is made
to http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin. It is good etiquette to check with
strangers before you e-mail them something.  If you forward this, please make
sure it is clear that you are forwarding it).
January 17, 1998

Just a quicky...I'm very busy preparing to teach Visual Basic for Excel
(Microsoft class 560).  Five day class and a toughie.  Try to do more later.
Wanted to get out that THE LEARNING CHANNEL is doing a UFO theme this week
(and continued into next weekend)

ON-LINE
Omni Magazine's HIGH STRANGENESS chat on Tuesday at 7:00 PM Pacific is with
Bob Pratt, author of (
<A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=1881852148/bufosweirdworldA/">
UFO Danger Zone: Terror & Death in Brazil</A> ).  URL is (
<A HREF="http://www.omnimag.com/talk/">OMNI Prime Time</A> )

Television

THE LEARNING CHANNEL
Sunday, January 18, 6:00 PM (repeated at 9:00 PM), ROSWELL.  7:00 PM (repeated
10:00 PM, WE ARE NOT ALONE (episode...SKYWATCHERS, re UFOs).
Tuesday, January 20, 6:00 PM (repeated at 9:00 PM), ALIEN SECRETS: AREA 51
Wednesday, January 21, 6:00 PM (repeated at 9:00 PM), UFOS AND ALIEN
ENCOUNTERS.  7:00 PM (repeated at 10:00 PM), UFOS: ABOVE AND BEYOND (hosted by
Jimmy Doohan)
Thursday, January 22, 6:00 PM (repeated at 9:00 PM), UFO
Friday, January 23, 10:00 PM, UFOS: DOWN TO EARTH (episode...GREAT BALLS OF
LIGHT)
NOTE: Also doing UFO stuff next Saturday and Sunday.

UPN
Tuesday, at 8:00 PM (or 9:00 PM on some stations): ALIEN ABDUCTION: INCIDENT
IN LAKE COUNTY.  Includes video having to do with abduction experiences.  Not
the first time video of aliens has been claimed, but there is some buzz on
this one.

SYNDICATED TELEVISION
REAL TV, MONDAY, includes UFOs

____________________________

You can stop receiving this from me just by asking (note: it is commonly
redistributed, and I can't control you getting it from those sources) by
e-mail at BufoCalvin@aol.com.  You can also subscribe or unsubscribe to
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Media Alert the same way. Also, please let me know if
there is something in the media you think I should cover. Deadline is Tuesday, the week before.
_____________________________

**OPUS is the Organization for Paranormal Understanding and Support. I am an
Executive Boardmember, and Director of the OPUS Educational Institute. OPUS
encourages its officers and Network Associates to express their own opinions:
however, it is important to note that I do not speak for OPUS in this piece
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or others presented under my own name.
______________________________

<A HREF="http://members.aol.com/weirdware/books.html">Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books</A>
I'm very excited about this!  Some of you know, I ran a bookstore for years, and it has always 
been a love of mine.  I get asked often to recommend
books(I do write reviews for several publications) on these topics, and now I
can do it and actually give you a source for them at the same time!  This is
being done in association with Amazon.com, which has an outstanding
reputation for the five "S"s of internet shopping: selection, searchability,
service, savings, and security.  If there is any specific book you want (or
topic in which you are interested), let me know and I will do the research
and e-mail you a link you can use to check it out more (and order it if you
want).  I will be linking to books within the Media Alert, to make it more
efficient for you.  If you click on the link, you will be sent to that title
on Amazon. You do =not= have to buy it at that point!  You may, but the
option is yours.

Search for other documents from or mentioning: bufocalvin
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 18

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: chabry@simcoe.igs.net
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 17:54:11 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 10:32:24 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>From: "Keith Woodard" <qwoodard@worldnet.att.net>
>To: <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
>Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 19:50:45 -0800

>> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
>> Date: Wednesday, January 14, 1998 7:05 PM

>> From: chabry@simcoe.igs.net [Charles Bryant]
>> Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 17:39:08 -0500
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>> >Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 09:10:05 -0500
>> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> >From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>> >>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> >>From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
>> >>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
>> >>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 13:39:46 -0500

><snipped>

>> Does anyone really believe, given the extremely tight security
>> surrounding the events of 1947, that the "cameraman" who shot
>> this footage would have been allowed to take the stuff home with
>> him?  We are told that every last tiny scrap of material was
>> combed (vacuumed?) from the crash site; and witnesses threatened
>> with their lives for any disclosure about this crash that never
>> took place. So how did this astounding 'evidence' get liberated?

>Although I believe the film is fraudulent, I must respectfully
>disagree with this argument, Charles.  How does someone wander
>into Queen Elizabeth's bedroom?  How does a private pilot blunder
>through the Soviet air defenses and land in Moscow?  This
>fallacy, the assumption of bureaucratic competence, probably
>props up more conspiracy theories than all the others put
>together.  The idea that they would nail everything down tight
>and then let some flunky stroll home with the film strikes me as
>exactly the way things happen in real life.

>Kind regards,

>Keith

Hello Keith and Bob:

Thank you both for your input.  And Keith, I believe a new
oxymoron has been coined:

                "bureaucratic competence"

Cheers,

Charles Bryant
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 18

Re: The 'Debris'

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 22:16:09 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 10:42:03 -0500
Subject: Re: The 'Debris'

Regarding...

>Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 17:53:44 +0000
>From: neil morris <neil@adm1.ph.man.ac.uk>
>Subject: Re: The 'Debris' [was: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign]

Neil wrote:

>MMmmm? I thought the main contention of the AA Film was the fact that
>it WASN'T related to the "Classic" Roswell case and alledgedly
>happened 1 month earlier and 125 miles away near Soccoro.?

Neil,

The video and story package was always supposed to relate to the
Roswell case.

As Ray Santilli confirmed in his original statement, published on
the "Roswell Centre" web site:

"The cameraman asked if I would be interested in publishing
outright very valuable footage taken during his time in the
forces. He explained that the footage in question came from the
Roswell crash that it included debris and recovery footage and of
most importance autopsy footage".

The following extract from "The Manikin Who Fell to Earth"
article may help explain this further:

* The Roswell Perspective *

It isn't necessarily the case that the original intention was a
hoax based on the Roswell story, the bow-legged, muscular,
six-fingered, pot-bellied creature bearing no resemblance to
perceptions of the bodies some spoke of seeing at Roswell.

Additional to the "alien autopsy" film, Santilli has released
some "debris" footage, which shows six fingered "control panels"
and "I-beams" with "hieroglyphics". This footage is the only
tie-in with the Roswell incident, the I-beams with hieroglyphics
being a unique and distinctive feature reported from the wreckage
recovered from the Foster ranch in July 1947.

The "Roswell debris" footage could have been a subsequent
addition to increase the market value of what was simply
envisaged as an "alien autopsy", however, if it was never
intended to relate to Roswell, that doesn't explain the use of
contemporary 1947 props.

One of Ray Santilli's earliest explanations of the film's claimed
origins was in an article for the French magazine Phenomena. On 8
April, 1995, Santilli told the magazine:

"Our cameraman states that the event in Roswell occurred about
one month before it was announced in the press. What happened was
that the vehicle did crash and they were sent there to film and
to clear up the area. The whole area was totally cleaned up. And
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then, purely by accident, a small piece of debris was found in an
area that had been cleaned up and when that was found, the
military had to go back in to the area again. That was a couple
of weeks after the main event happened".

Where the "cameraman's story" differs, is in the claim that the
autopsies took place at Fort Worth, Dallas between the 1st and
3rd of July 1947 and before the dates given in various accounts
of bodies having being seen.

Central to the belief that autopsies on small, four fingered
creatures had been carried out at the Roswell base was the
testimony of Glenn Dennis, the local mortician. Dennis revealed
that an Army Nurse at the base had confided how she had been
asked to participate in the autopsies of the severely damaged
bodies. Shortly thereafter, she was transferred to England and he
was later informed that the Army Nurse, a "close friend", had
been killed in an air crash.

Dennis had always seemed the most reliable and conservative of
witnesses, but recently Kevin Randle, one of the foremost
researchers of the Roswell case, acknowledged, "We have been
unable to confirm a nurse with the name Glenn Dennis gave her.
More importantly, he has not said he didn't give any of us the
right name for her because of the promise he made her. Sorry, I
just don't buy that. The Glenn Dennis story is slowly, perhaps
rapidly, falling apart".

If the claims of small, four fingered creatures are now in some
doubt, perhaps Ray Santilli's timeline and film evidence are not
so inadmissible after all.

As a hoax, the effrontery of the hoaxers in rewriting the script
seems to have been justified, almost perceptive of them.
[End]

The full article, which contains a considerable amount of factual
background, remains on my web site at:

http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/pulsar/autopsy.htm

The claim that some further debris was found 'a couple of weeks'
after the incident, seems to be a reference to Brazel's Foster
ranch material and its suggested relationship to the story.

It's a plausible scenario to some extent, not dissimilar to other
claims and theories about a damaged craft and bodies being found
elsewhere. The 'second crash site' was primarily a necessity to
account for the bodies reported by Glenn Dennis, before his
testimony, an absolute foundation to the ET argument, was
discredited.

>If any case out there can be tied in with it, (and has been, if
>witness statements can be believed) it should be the Barney
Barnett
>story.

Barnett's has always been an intriguing story. Alas, it's
second-hand and there's no corroboration whatsoever.

His reported account of finding dead bodies, 'all males', with
small, 'oddly spaced' eyes, doesn't equate with the video footage
or the story which came via Ray Santilli - i.e., the still alive,
screaming creatures roasting in the intense heat, etc.

You mention witness statements which do indicate a connection
with Barnett's story. Which statements are these, Neil?

James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 18

Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 23:38:12 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 10:50:25 -0500
Subject: Re: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

>Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 12:34:18 +0100>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: JJ Mercieca <mufor@maltanet.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries

>From: "Terry Walker" <apt_6f@hotmail.com>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Effects of UFO "sightings" on Asian countries
>Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 02:19:19 PST

>>AMERICA is messing up the rest of the world. Ever notice how
>>these UFOs never land in poor rural Vietnam or even in modern
>>sleek Japan? No, they always pick No. 1 Country in the World the
>>USA (okay, sometimes the UK or France, other snotty uppity
>>>>nations that think they are Number 1 too)?

<snip>

>(where the aliens never land and there are no UFO sightings,
>.>thank G-d!)

>First of all, I am not American, I am Maltese and UFOs
>have been reported over our "insignificant" 30 km x 15 km
>island.  Second, you are totally wrong.

>Attached below is a list of sightings reported over Japan,
>Vietnam and Taiwan.  A simple search through Larry Hatch's
>*U* Database returned these reports.  Each one comes with
f>urther detail but I'm listing the basics here.
><

WAY TO GO JJ!!!   And yes, Larry Hatch's data base is "the
best"!!!
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UFO Updates 
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Re: Nazi Saucers Described In Atom Bomb Classic

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 06:15:06 +0100
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 10:57:59 -0500
Subject: Re: Nazi Saucers Described In Atom Bomb Classic

On November 26 1997 UFO Updates posted my item 'Nazi Saucers
Described In Atom Bomb Classic'. At that time I wasn't able to
quote the relevant footnote from Robert Jungk's "Brighter than a
Thousand Suns, a Personal History of the Atomic Scientists"
(Swiss edition 1956, English translation 1958), but now I would
like to supply this want, as I have just received a copy of the
book.

First I would like to quote the November item in its entirety,
though.
URL:

http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/updates/1997/nov/m26-012.shtml

*******

Found in the news section of the Sci-Fi Channel's "Sightings"
page.
URL:

http://www.scifi.com/sightings/web082197/news.html

NAZI SAUCER!

Milton Keynes, England, it's not the kind of place where we
expect to get new information on real life flying saucers. But
after our recent report on a saucer-shaped aircraft in Canada,
top secret American saucer projects and Germany's development of
craft like this during World War II, a SIGHTINGS Researcher
received A letter from viewer D. Robin Stowell.

A typesetter by trade, Stowell alerted us to the book, 'Brighter
Than A Thousand Suns'. An authoritative history of the race to
build the first Atomic Bomb. Stowell typeset the original
manuscript nearly forty years ago. And never forgot this brief
reference to a Nazi Saucer that could out-maneuver any allied
aircraft.

Four decades after publication, Stowell found a copy of the out
of print reference book and confirmed what he had long
remembered. The footnote describes German Saucers that were forty
five yards across, capable of reaching speeds over Mach One and
climbing to an elevation of nearly eight miles. Some experts
believe that these Nazi Saucers could have been responsible for
the legendary Foo Fighter sightings over Europe late in World War
II. But if they were, it still does not explain Foo Fighters
spotted over the Pacific during the same period.

*******

Jungk's book is now a classic. Bertrand Russell had this to say
about it: "One of the most interesting books I have ever read. It
is more exciting than any novel."

Robert Jungk was born in Berlin of Austrian-Jewish parents in
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1913 and was nineteen when Hitler came to power. He has been an
American citizen since 1950. His articles and books have been
published in more than a dozen countries.

Here's a piece of the text and the accompanying footnotes from
the book (Harcourt Brace & Company paperback edition, which is
still available by the way, p. 87f):

"The indifference of Hitler and those about him to research in
natural science amounted to positive hostiliy.* It had at a very
early period cost Hitler the good will of the physicists. Only a
handful of them, out of ambition or because they had failed to
make their mark prior to the advent of the Third Reich, offered
Hitler their full co-operation.**

*The only exception to the lack of interest shown by authority
was constituted by the Air Ministry. The Air Force research
workers were in a peculiar position. They produced interesting
new types of aircraft such as the Delta (triangular) and "flying
discs." The first of these "flying saucers," as they were later
called - circular in shape, with a diameter of some 45 yards -
were built by the specialists Schriever, Habermohl and Miethe.
They were first airborne on February 14, 1945, over Prague and
reached in three minutes a height of nearly eight miles. They had
a flying speed of 1250 m.p.h. which was doubled in subsequent
tests. It is believed that after the war Habermohl fell into the
hands of the Russians. Miethe developed at a later date similar
"flying saucers" at A. V. Roe and Company for the United States.

**These were mainly engineers. Those engaged on theoretical
research only co-operated in exceptional cases. It is true that
the Allied Nations' technicians, after the occupation of Germany,
found thousands of new military inventions there. But these
always concerned the practical application and technical
improvement of scientific principles already well known."
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Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 01:18:25 +0000
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 11:07:51 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com>
> Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 12:23:07 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> >  Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 08:38:34 +0000
> >  From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> >  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> >  Dear Robert, my opinion as the authenticity or not of this film
> >  has changed several times. Atv the moment I am undecided one way
> >  or the other.

> >  Proof to me could come in many forms. If the film could be
> >  accurately dated and was shown to be of a recent make. If one of
> >  the items in the film was not around in l947, say a wrist watch
> >  (there are none in the film)>  that was post l980, for example.
> >  Or if Ray Santilli or someone else (I doubt if it would be Ray)
> >  would come forward and show us all how they hoaxed it. These are
> >  just a few of the many things that would work for me. What about
> >  you ?

> >  Philip.

>   Phillip,

>   General thoughts about the film.

> If the film was done by FX professionals, or anybody with a
> background, we won't see anything in the film to suggest that it
> is phony unless of course somebody comes forward.  Meaning that
> research was done so that everything  appeared to be "in
> period."

> You recall the fairy photograph hoax that Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
> fell for in the early part of this century.  It wasn't until one
> or both of the sisters were at the end of their life that they
> 'fessed up to the hoax and how they used cutouts of the fairys etc
> etc.

> Likewise I suspect that if somebody manufactured this film, we
> won't find out about it until 20-50 years from now when the
> person fesses up to it.

> I have seen some of the TV footage from the FX experts who say
> its real and phony, and in one case as I recall they even show
> how someone could have done it including setting up a dead alien
> corpse.

> Needless to say in our day and age getting film of a phony dead
> alien is no big deal. This suggests to me that we should at
> leaste examine the film.

> Santilli has endless promised to provide 1 or 2 frames of the
> film so that they could be examined by Kodak and or other
> experts.  Has not happened inspite of all of Rays
> tales/claims/stories/promises.  Sure makes you wonder about Ray
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> and if he knows something about the film.

> The cameraman is alleged to have claimed that the crash happened
> at the end of May1947.  I have yet to see or hear of ANY proof
> that ANY kind of military operation took place in, around during
> May 1947 that was remotely connected with a crashed UFO.

> I have also noticed how some have attempted to connect the film
> and Roswell even though the two events are seperated by a month.

> At the time I wondered  about the *possibility* that   the film
> was something designed to "discredit" the events at Roswell. You
> know connect the two in the general public's  mind, then we have
> the public examinations  and interviews with FX experts on how it
> could, or how they would have faked it, then in general publics
> mind the film is a fake, so  Roswell is a fake also......

> In the final examination it seems like everybody is sitting
> around waiting for Ray to do something and Ray isn't doing
> anything nor is he showing any signs that he plans to do anything
> all his tales and stories aside.

> Cheers,
> Robert

Dear Robert,

I'm not sitting around waiti8ng for Ray or anyone else for that
matter.
There are others involved with the ownership of the film other
than Ray santilli, Volker Spielberg in Germany to name but one. I
honestly believe that if Ray Santilli was in sole
possession/ownership of the film, then things would have turned
out quite differently.

As for FX/movie companies research capabilities we only have to
look to Hollywood to see that sometimes, despite how many
millions of dollars you have at your disposal, errors are made in
movies regarding artefacts being out of place, in the wrong era,
etc. Of course Hollywood does get things right more often than
not but they do make some errors from time-to-time.

Fake or genuine someone other than Santilli and Co know more
about this film. If it is a fake then several people at least
would have been involved and as yet they are not talking.
Likewise, if is authentic, the same might possibly apply.

I'm a patient man, but I can assure  you I'm not just sitting
here waiting for Ray Santilli.

Philip.
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Re: 'The Threat'... [was ... - Sandow on Jacobs'

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 09:50:28 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 14:23:51 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat'... [was ... - Sandow on Jacobs'

>Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 08:53:55 +1100
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Dave Everett <deverett@idx.com.au>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>>Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 09:10:05 -0500
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>>>Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
>>>Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 21:47:18 -0800

>>I tend to view time as like a tree with many branches.  Our
>>actions at any point determine which branch we travel down.  Time
>>travellers would merely create more branches if they changed
>>things.

>I have a great deal of trouble with this notion. Each branching
>would require the replication of every scrap of matter and energy
>in the Universe.

Not really.  Part of the observer effect.  No one observer can
observe more than one of these universes at any given time, so
for that observer only one of them exists.  The rest exist as
quantum probabilities unless collapsed into reality by
observation.

>As much as I would want to timetravel, I can't help but feel that
>Past and Future are simply mental constructs.

>Dave Everett.

I don't think so.  But to me, you are just a mental construct,
since I have never personally observed you, and vice versa of
course!!

Bob
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The Opening of SETI article

From: JJ Mercieca <mufor@maltanet.net>
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 14:28:39 +0100
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 14:17:28 -0500
Subject: The Opening of SETI article

http://www.slip.net/~gmz/Opening.html

THE OPENING OF SETI
Rethinking the SETI Paradigm and the Future of SETI
by GERRY ZEITLIN

A very interesting article.

Regards,

JJ Mercieca
Malta UFO Research
http://www.mufor.org/
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Photographic Analysis Needed

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 04:58:35 +0000
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 14:25:53 -0500
Subject: Photographic Analysis Needed

Dear collaeagues,

I have recently come into possession of a daylight-disc
photograph from Hungary. The written details accompanying it are
some scant, but it is interesting if nothing else.

What I would like to know is who do you recommend as the most
reliable person/lab to offer unbiased analysis of this
photograph. I would like to submit it to someone but as I have
not dealt with such a photo-case for a year or two I'm not sure
who best to contact.

If anyone has any suggestions I would appreciate it if you could
let me know.

Yours Sincerely,

Philip Mantle.
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Gulf Breeze UFO Conference

From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 12:16:58 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 14:32:38 -0500
Subject: Gulf Breeze UFO Conference

Hi Everybody,

My wife and I will be attending the Project Awareness, 1998
Gulf Breeze UFO Conference, March 20-22 in Gulf Breeze,
Florida. Is anybody else going? It should be a good one!
I just wish they would have gotten somebody besides
Scott Mandelker to complete the list. Has anybody ever
heard Forest Crawford speak? Hopefully we'll have our
first sighting!

See Ya,

Joe

****************More Information at    www.projectawareness.com
*****************

Here is the list of the speakers:

Donald Ware -
Ten Years of Gulf Breeze Sightings -
Fri. - Mar. 20th - 8:15 PM

Budd Hopkins -
Four Extraordinary Cases -
Sat. - Mar. 21 - 7:00PM

Linda Moulton Howe -
Military Voices: US Government Knowledge & Cover-up
About Non Human Entities
Sun. - Mar. 22 - 9:00AM

Scott Mandelker, Ph.D. -
From Elsewhere: ET Souls on Earth
Fri. - Mar. 20 - 11:00AM

Jim Marrs -
What Is The Alien Agenda?
Fri. - Mar. 20 - 6:30PM

William Hamilton, III
Alien Astronautics: Reverse Engineering Alien Technology
Sun - Mar. 22 - 1:15PM

David Jacobs -
The Aliens' Secret Program
Sat. - Mar. 21 - 10:45AM

Forest Crawford -
The Oscar Case: The High Strangeness of Investigating Contactees
Fri. - Mar. 20 - 1:30PM

Jaime Maussen -
The Mexican UFOs: The Most Astounding UFO Videos In History
Sat. - Mar. 21 - 1:45PM

SPECIAL EVENTS

Budd Hopkins & David Jacobs -
UFO Abduction Phenomenon:
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It's History, Symptoms, Treatment and Future
Fri. - Mar. 20 - 3:15PM

Scott Mandelker, Ph.D.
World Changes and The Spirtual Path
Sat. - Mar 21 - 8:45AM

Linda Howe -
High Strangeness Update - 1998
Sat. Mar. 21 - 3:30PM

Jaime Maussan -
Extraordinary Proof: The Ultimate UFO Video
Sun. - Mar. 22 - 10:45AM

Speaker's Debate -
Aliens: Good or Evil?
Sat. - Mar. 21 - 8:45PM
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Re: 'The Threat'... [was ... - Sandow on Jacobs'

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 09:50:28 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 14:22:46 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat'... [was ... - Sandow on Jacobs'

>Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 12:29:36 +1100
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Stuart & Toni Livesey <livesey@trump.net.au> [Stuart]
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>In defence of that statement let me ask a general question of the
>list. Do we have any indication of advancements in alien
>technology over the years since they began appearing on this
>planet?

>What brings that to mind is the repetitive sightings of similar
>craft over centuries. For example, cigar shaped craft have been
>depicted in woodcuts from Germany crafted during the Dark
>Age/Renaissance period and very similar craft are still appearing
>today. Does that faintly support stagnant technology or time
>travel? I don't know but it is worth pondering.

<snip>

Damned good point.  I don't think we have seen any progress in
technology by the "aliens".  To me that argues that the ides of
them being visitors from an advanced civilization is flat out
wrong.

>Now don't get me wrong, I like to think that I'm not "off with
>the fairies" when considering UFOs/Aliens but the more I look at
>this phenomena the more I am beginning to feel that the things on
>which we base our investigations of UFOs/Aliens is probably like
>looking at the world through welders goggles. Our view is
>hindered by our preconcieved ideas of what was, what is and what
>should be.

>Stuart

There's worse places to be than "off with the fairies"!!

I've been saying that I think this phenomenon is going to turn
out, if we ever understand it, to be something far weirder than
just visitors from somewhere/somewhen else, but nobody seems to
want to throw off their blinders.

Bob
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UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 3, Number 3

From: Masinaigan <Masinaigan@aol.com> [Joseph Trainor]
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 13:07:17 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 14:38:34 -0500
Subject: UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 3, Number 3

     UFO ROUNDUP
Volume 3, Number 3
January 18, 1998
Editor: Joseph Trainor

ALIENS LAND IN CROATIA

     A newspaper in Croatia reported last week that
four aliens had landed at a farm just outside the
city of Sibenik.
     Sibenik is a port on the Adriatic Sea about
225 kilometers (140 miles) south of Zagreb.
     According to the newspaper Vercernji List, a
farmer named Jako Vrancic was herding his cattle
on his farm north of Sibenik when a UFO landed
soundlessly in the pasture.  He described the
object as looking like a household flatiron.
     Vercernji List described the event as "a close
encounter between a (retired) peasant farmer and
four aliens...The aliens had the stature and build
of human children, he said."
     Vrancic offered to share his lunch--ham and
dried figs--with the occupants, but they told him
they weren't hungry.
     "We had no problem communicating, as they
spoke a broken form of Croatian," Vrancic said.
      "I felt no fear, as I had previously seen things
like this on TV," he added.
     Following a brief visit, the occupants reboarded
their "iron-shaped spacecraft" and flew away.
     Vercernji List stated that the "pensioner" Vrancic
"is reportedly well-liked in his village and was
described as an honest and down-to-earth man by
his friends."  (See CNI News volume 3, number 22,
part 2.  Many thanks to CNI News editor Mike Lindemann
and contributor James Sutton for this story.)

ARIZONA CITIES REPORT MANY
NEW UFO SIGHTINGS

     Three large cities in Arizona reported multiple UFO
sightings last week.
     The new flap began Sunday afternoon, January 11,
1998, when residents of Phoenix, the state capital,
reported spotting "three shiny silvery objects flying at
a high altitude" above the city.
     That night, at 9 p.m., a TV station in Tucson
(population 405,390), a large city 117 miles
(187 kilometers) southeast of Phoenix, aired an
amateur videotape showing "a large bright orange
glowing UFO" flying near Mount Lemmon and
Spencer Canyon north of the city.  The news
broadcast described it as "a possible campfire."
     According to Tom King, director of Arizona
Skywatch, park rangers investigated the event
"and found nothing."
     On Monday, January 12, 1997, at 12:30 a.m.,
witnesses in Mesa, Arizona (population 288,091),
a city 19 miles (31 kilometers) east of Phoenix,
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"saw the strange orange object.  It brightened and
dimmed several times," King reported.  "It split in
two and headed in formation towards Phoenix" at
"three times the speed of any normal military
aircraft."  (The object's estimated speed was about
1,800 miles per hour--J.T.)
     On Wednesday, January 14, 1998, at 10 p.m.,
Arizona Skywatch received calls from several
residents in the Broadway Road/Southern Avenue
section of Phoenix.  They reported videotaping
"mysterious orange lights" over the South Mountains,
scene of the big UFO flap on March 13, 1997.
     King said his group has "obtained the schedule
of (military) flare drops" and will compare these times
with the UFO reports.
     On Thursday, January 15, 1998, at 10 p.m.,
witnesses in Phoenix and the city of Casa Grande
(population 19,082) about 40 miles (64 kilometers)
to the south reported seeing "three glowing objects
with slight pulsating motions" over the nearby
desert.  (Many thanks to Tom King of Arizona
Skywatch for this story.)

UFOs AGAIN ACTIVE IN NEW
HAMPSHIRE AND VERMONT

     A mysterious bright blue flash lit up the sky over
Exeter, New Hampshire the night of December 28,
1997 and was seen by two people.
     Exeter, N.H. (population 9,558) is on Route 108
approximately 15 miles (25 kilometers) south of
Portsmouth, near the state's Atlantic Ocean shore.
The town was the site of numerous UFO sightings
back in September 1965.
     According to the Boston Globe, "Dave Jackson
said the mysterious brilliant blue flash lit up the sky
over Exeter, N.H. on December 28 as he drove along.
'It was brighter than anything I've ever seen,' he said."
     "A woman from Hampton Falls, N.H. saw a
similar blinding flash in the same area about a month
earlier."  (i.e. late November 1997--J.T.)
     The cases are being investigated by MUFON New
Hampshire, according to Peter Geremia, the group's
state director for New Hampshire.  (See the Boston,
Mass. Globe for January 10, 1998, page B-5,
"What Was It?")
     On Sunday, January 11, 1998, two members of
MUFON Vermont and their adult daughter were
driving on Interstate Highway 91 just south of
Newport, Vermont (population 4,484) at around
10:30 p.m.
     "It was a clear night with partial clouds...The
witnesses saw blinking red and white lights, which
changed to a horizontal row of white lights.  Then
they changed to a red and white light, then back
to all white...The object was low, headed north,
and no sound was heard."
     The wife said "they were amazed because it
was so low and so wide" that they compared it
"to a World War II bomber."
     Newport, Vt. is on the south shore of Lake
Memphremagog, just below the Canadian border,
approximately 65 miles (104 kilometers) north
of Montpelier, the state capital.  (See Filer's Files
#3 for 1998.  Many thanks to George A. Filer of
MUFON for this report.)

DAYLIGHT DISC SEEN OVER
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI

     On Monday, January 5, 1998, at 2:50 p.m.,
Ms. C.R. of Ozark, Missouri was in her car,
waiting for a traffic light to change at 3100
South Glenstone Avenue in the nearby city
of Springfield (population 140,494) when she
spotted something strange in the overcast sky.
     "What appeared then was a round disk-shaped
object moving slowly to the northeast.  She
observed the object for well over a minute while
waiting for a left-turn signal."
     "She described the UFO as having a dull gray
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bottom with a bright silvery top as it slightly
turned on its right.  The woman had her (car)
window down and she said no noise was noticed
during the sighting.  She attempted to take a photo
of the UFO in a bank parking lot, but when she got
out of the car, the object had disappeared."  (Many
thanks to Brian Adams of the Ozark Area Research
Group for this report.)

UFO SEEN BY CROWD IN
NORTHERN INDIA

     A Swiss family and a dozen local residents
watched a UFO perform aerobatic maneuvers high
above the town of Kimsar, Rajahstan state, India
at 11 p.m. on Christmas Eve, December 24, 1997.
     Kimsar is located in the Rajahstan desert
about 720 kilometers (450 miles) southwest of
New Delhi, capital of India.
     Eyewitness Alex Carrara said his family had
left their home in Geneva, Switzerland to spend
the Christmas holiday in India.  Alex was standing
outside their rented home with his parents, his
brother and his sister when they saw a crowd of
"10 to 12 local people looking at the sky."
     "We were struck by the sight, and there was
no sound," Alex reported, describing the UFO as
"bright yellow or orange.  I'm quite sure there was
a yellow-orange aura around the object."
     The UFO approached Kimsar from the east
"at an extremely high altitude...flying about at
between 50 to 70 degrees above the horizon.
Some of the (local) witnesses argued that it was
a satellite, but the direction of the object wasn't
straight like a satellite.  The object followed three
different courses.  I know the sky well and have
been studying astronomy for years.  I know this
was not a star."
     Alex also pointed out that it couldn't have been
a distant electric light because "there are no lights
(in Kimsar) because there is no electricity."
     The UFO peformed its strange turning manuevers
for another five minutes before "it disappeared in
the west," towards Phalodi.  (Email Interview)

UFOs SEEN OVER BEDFORD
AND IMMINGHAM, UK

     Two UFO sightings were reported in the United
Kingdom last week, over Bedfordshire and
Humberside.
     On Wednesday, January 14, 1998, at 6:10 p.m.,
Andi T. was in a car "near the roundabout (rotary)
where the (Motorway) A6 Luton-to-Bedford road
meets the Bedford By-pass" when a UFO flashed
by overhead.  The sighting took place about 60 miles
(96 kilometers) north of London.
     "A bright light shot across the sky about a mile
from the roundabout," Andi reported.  "This light
was like a shooting star except it lasted a lot longer
and had a tail.  Not long after I witnesses this light,
I saw two lights at the horizon (near Bedford), but
those objects didn't move any nearer to me."
(Email Interview)
     On Sunday night, January 4, 1998, at about
11 p.m., a UFO described as "a yellow harvest moon"
hovered above a residential neighborhood in
Immingham, on the river Humber, approximately
75 miles (120 kilometers) northeast of Sheffield.
     The object was first seen by a woman in the
house, who immediately called her relatives to come
and look.  Among the relatives was Paul H., a local
skywatcher.
     "There was a harvest moon in the wrong part of
the sky--too low, too large and too yellow," he said.
"Whatever it was, it was at about rooftop height,
under conditions of low cloud.  We saw the 'moon'
from upstairs, and from there the 'moon' appeared to
be at the same elevation as us.  It appeared to be
big, as is a harvest moon, but the actual moon had
already been seen about one hour earlier by me,
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much higher up in the sky.  The (UFO's) colour was
yellow.  I got out my 30mmX30mm telescope for a
better look."
     Paul estimated the UFO's size as "about ten
meters (33 feet) in length."
     "After five minutes of discussion and telescope
viewing, we checked from another angle from another
room, but in the time I moved from one room to
another, it had moved so as to be no longer visible...
I went back to my room, and it appeared that the
'moon' was rapidly being covered by cloud--much like
watching an eclipse," he noted, adding that, because
of the overcast, "nothing was visible above 50 degrees"
from the horizon.  (Email Interview)

NETHERLANDS TOWN GETS
MANY VISITS FROM UFOs

     On December 21, 1997, ufologist Geert van
Halem left his home on the van Beethovenstraat
in Gorinchem in the Netherlands when he
spotted a strange object in the northern sky.
     Van Halem described the UFO as "about 8
to 10 meters (25 to 33 feet) in diameter, which
illuminated a bright white light.  It was not normal
light but was kind of a shiny glow.  Its altitude was
about 500 meters (1,650 feet) and it was about 45
degrees above the horizon.  It was hovering
silently above my neighborhood."
     Van Halem said he had seen an identical
white UFO in the same part of the sky the
night of October 30, 1997.
     On November 8, 1997, at 7 p.m., he observed
"an object which illuminated a bright red light with
a kind of glow to it" to the north-northwest "at an
angle of about 50 degrees above the horizon."
     Two weeks later, while bicycling after dark
across a dyke on the Merwedekanaal in the
nearby village of Woudrichem, he saw "an object
about 20 meters in length.  I could see a row of
lights around the object, but I'm not sure if it was
circular or similarly shaped...It moved silently with
a speed of 17.5 meters per second  (i.e. 6,300
kilometers per hour or 3,780 miles per hour--J.T.)
It was this speed that convinced me that it could
have absolutely not been an airplane."  (Many thanks
to Dutch readers Stephan and Annet for forwarding
this story.)

MORE UFO SECT MEMBERS
ARRESTED IN THE CANARY
ISLANDS

     On Monday evening, January 12, 1998, Spanish
police arrested another 19 members of Centro
Sagrado de Isis in Santa Cruz de Tenerife.
     Santa Cruz is on the north shore of Tenerife,
one of the seven Islas Canarias (Canary Islands)
off the northwestern coast of Africa.
     "The nineteen, including three children, were
taken into custody late Monday, after police
searched a house belonging to their jailed leader,"
Dr. Heide Fittkau-Garthe, 57, of Santa Cruz de
Tenerife, "said Mari Paz Bernal, a spokeswoman
for the Interior Ministry."
     "Their leader, Heide Fittkau-Garthe, 57, was
arrested last week and accused of an earlier plot
to lead her 31 followers in a mass suicide.
According to police, the original scheme called
for the followers to kill themselves on January 8--
the day they reportedly believed the world would end."
    "Fittkau-Garthe has denied the charges of a group
plot to take their lives."
     "The followers, police said, believed a space
ship would come and pick up their bodies at
(Pico de) Teide (a volcano) on Tenerife."
     On Tuesday, January 13, 1998, the nineteen
suspects, all Germans who had recently come to
Tenerife, were "released without charge...a day
after being accused of allegedly planning to take
part in a mass suicide."
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     Sra. Paz Bernal reportedly had no comment
about whether the release meant the Spanish police
still considered the group "a dangerous cult."
     "Police said they would continue to monitor the
Germans, who were staying in Fittkau-Garthe's
house, but they were free to leave the country."
      The other 12 members, including Germans and
Belgians, were not arrested, Sra. Paz Bernal said.
     Dr. Fittkau-Garthe remains in police custody in
Santa Cruz de Tenerife.  Her attorney, Enrique
Porres, said the doctor is "currently charged with
attempted murder and incitement to suicide" and
added that "the allegations were unfounded."
     Dr. Fittkau-Garthe dispenses "spiritual therapy,"
Porres said, and Centro Sagrado de Isis "has
nothing to do with mass suicide."
     "During their search of Fittkau-Garthe's house,
police discovered a child's drawing of a UFO and
then concocted the spaceship story, he says."
(See the Las Vegas, Nevada Sun for January 13,
1998, "German Cult Members Released.")
(Editor's Comment:  No doubt about it.  Dr. Heide
Fittkau-Garthe is the new John Ford.  Free thought
in the NATO countries?  In the words of an old
farmer I met in Bethel, Maine..."Ain't no such
animal, sonny!")

STRANGE MYSTERIES OF
THE CANARY ISLANDS

     Dr. Heide Fittkau-Garthe's decision to locate her
Centro Sagrado de Isis in the Canary Islands, owned
by Spain, probably has much to do with the seven
islands' unusual history.
     Although located out in the Atlantic Ocean, the
islands were known to the ancient Phoenicians,
Greeks and Romans.
     Roman author Pliny, in his HISTORIA NATURALIS,
Book IV, pages 31-32, describes the Canaries as
the "Happy Islands" or "Blessed Islands," located
750 miles "southwest of Gades."  (modern Cadiz,
Spain--J.T.)
     Around 85 B.C., the Roman general Sertorius
and his followers fled to "Junonia" (Gran Canaria
island) after his arch-rival Sulla siezed power and
became dictator of Rome.  Sertorius brought with
him the rebel treasury, which is reportedly buried
somewhere in the islands.
     On April 11, 1307, a caravel belonging to the
Knights Templar sailed down the Seine from Paris,
loaded to the gunwales with medeival iron-bound
chests brimming with gold, silver and jewels.  This
particular Templar treasure ship also landed
somewhere in the Canaries.  Just as other
treasure ships left France the same week, just
before King Philip IV lowered the boom on the
controversial Templar order.
     In September 1492, Christopher Columbus and
his three-ship fleet spent a month anchored there
when the Pinta lost her rudder.
     In 1862, a Roman Catholic priest hiking along
the forested western shore of Hierro Island
"discovered signs of writing engraved on the side
of a cliff.  At the base of the rocky wall were
seats of hewn stone arranged in a ring."
     The unknown Hierro Island inscription bears
a strong resemblance to the writing on Harappan
seals discovered at Mohenjo-Daro, Pakistan,
the sacred rongorongo boards found on Easter
Island and hieroglyphics at several sites in
southern Algeria.  (See THE WORLD'S LAST
MYSTERIES, Reader's Digest Association,
Pleasantville, N.Y., 1976, page 299)
     In the 1930s, author Paul le Cour, president
of Societe Francais d'Atlantologie, found several
mysterious clay seals in a grotto near San
Miguel de Tenerife, which he claimed were
"artifacts from the lost continent of Atlantis."
     The writing on the San Miguel seals did
not match the Hierro Island inscription, however.
(See SHADOW OF ATLANTIS by Alexander
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Braghine, 1940, reprinted 1995 by Adventures
Unlimited Press.)
     Another interesting site on Tenerife is
Las Canadas, which has what looks like three
stone dolmens half-submerged in a pyroclastic
lava flow.  The site is located in the main caldera
of Pico de Teide.

from the UFO Files...

1971: AUSTRALIAN HIKER HAS
          AN ALIEN ENCOUNTER
          AT WARRAGAMBA DAM

     In January 1971, Australian hiker Glenn Weston had
a close encounter with aliens near Warragamba Dam
on Lake Burragorang in New South Wales, about 110
miles (176 kilometers) west of Sydney.
     "One night while camping in a remote area to the
south of the Warragamba Dam backwaters," Glenn
Weston awoke to "a loud humming noise.  He got to
his feet and, torch (flashlight) in hand, started off into
the bush in the direction of the strange sound, hoping
to find out the source."
     "He soon became aware that the scrub ahead of
him was lit up by a glowing white light.  As he
approached a nearby clearing he could see through
the trees that the glow was coming from some
strange structure that he thought to be somewhat
egg-shaped.  Dark, manlike figures appeared to be
moving hastily about the craft."
     "Feeling a little uneasy Weston switched off
his torch and remained hidden among the trees
for a moment, wondering whether to approach the
figures to enquire what was going on.  While he hid
there the figures disappeared into the object and
the glow suddenly faded.  The mysterious dark shape
rose into the air, its loud humming noise now silent."
     "Mr. Weston returned rather hastily to his camp.
Unable to sleep after what he had witnessed, he
remained awake until morning when he wasted no
time in packing his haversack and leaving the valley."
(See MYSTERIOUS AUSTRALIA by Rex Gilroy,
Nexus Publishing, Mapleton, Qnld., 1995, page 22)

FUN UFO WEBSITES:
     Bill Ralls has a new feature devoted to Project
Silver Bug, a U.S. Air Force project to develop a
workable flying saucer back in the 1950s.  It's
part of Bill's UFO World and can be found at
http://ufoworld.simplenet.com
     Don't miss our parent site, UFO INFO,
with its vast array of features, photos and links.
Drop in at http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo/
     Back issues of UFO ROUNDUP from 1996
and 1997 are always available at our website.
Check them out at this URL...http://www.
digiserve.com/ufoinfo/roundup/

     That's it for this week.  Join us next Sunday for
more saucer news from "the paper that goes home--
UFO ROUNDUP."  See you then!

UFO ROUNDUP: Copyright 1998 by Masinaigan
Productions, all rights reserved.  Readers may post
news items from UFO ROUNDUP on their websites
or in newsgroups provided that they credit the
newsletter and its editor by name and list the date
of issue in which the item first appeared.
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Green Light for June 6 People's Rally at AREA 51

From: groomwatch@aol.com, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 00:45:59 +0100
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 21:26:14 -0500
Subject: Green Light for June 6 People's Rally at AREA 51

Received via "alt.paranet.ufo" December 18 at 21.17 local time:

*******

Date: 18 Jan 1998 20:06:01 GMT
From: groomwatch@aol.com (GroomWatch)
Subject: Green Light for June 6 People's Rally at AREA 51
Message-ID: <19980118200601.PAA21681@ladder01.news.aol.com>

The People's Rally at AREA 51 will take place as scheduled on
Saturday, June 6, right at the restricted boundary line on Groom
Lake Road, as previously announced.  This will be a legal, public
assembly and will take place on legal, public land.

The event will be a spontaneous, peaceful gathering of concerned
citizens.

One of the primary purposes of the gathering will be to bring to
the attention once again to the newsmedia the plight of former
Groom Lake workers who are still suffering from illnesses caused
by long-term exposure to highly toxic materials without their
knowledge while working at AREA 51, the base that officially
"doesn't exist".

The former workers and their families' plea is not monetary
compensation but to seek for cures for the diseases.

There will be no organization behind this scheduled event.  It
will simply be a spontaneous gathering.  Quite a number of people
may already be camping out overnight on Friday, June 5 at the
site.

The news media may show up to cover the event, depending on how
much publicity will be generated regarding the event.

The event will start at 6 a.m. on Saturday, June 6.

Each participant is suggested to bring a mirror (of any
kind......the larger the better) for the event.

All vehicles are to be parked off Groom Lake Road.  Lincoln
County Sheriff Dept. will not allow any vehicle to be parked on
the dirt road for the event.

And also, early on Sunday morning, June 7, there will be a hike
up to the ridges of Tickaboo Mountains to observe the Groom Lake
facility.

This particular hike may be a llittle strenuous since this time
it will not originate from the Alamo side, but it will be form
the west side, a direct "frontal assault" on the mountains from
the Tickaboo Valley side.

Norio Hayakawa
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Re: 'The Threat'...

From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 16:58:43 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 21:09:15 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat'...

>Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 12:29:36 +1100
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Stuart & Toni Livesey <livesey@trump.net.au> [Stuart]
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>In defence of that statement let me ask a general question of the
>list. Do we have any indication of advancements in alien
>technology over the years since they began appearing on this
>planet?

>What brings that to mind is the repetitive sightings of similar
>craft over centuries. For example, cigar shaped craft have been
>depicted in woodcuts from Germany crafted during the Dark
>Age/Renaissance period and very similar craft are still appearing
>today. Does that faintly support stagnant technology or time
>travel? I don't know but it is worth pondering.

<snip>

There are many billions of stars that have existed in our
galaxy for millions and billions of years prior to the
appearance of the Sun or of home sapiens on earth.  Any
civilizations associated with those stars could be just
as old.

So if we're being visited by civilizations millions of
years old, a couple of points spring to mind:

1. A few thousand years of recorded human history isn't much
   compared to such time frames.  In fact, its nothing.

2. It isn't hard to imagine that any civilization that old
   probably won't be changing their spacecraft models as fast
   as Detroit produces car models.  In fact, chances are any
   civilization that old settled on basically reliable craft
   designs tens of thousands if if not millions of years ago.
   More or less like our basic design of scissors hasn't
   changed much since the days of the Roman empire.

I think the above post reflects a viewpoint with "time blinders"
on.  The universe is as vast time-wise as it is distance-wise.
With all that might imply about those visiting us.

-Brian Cuthbertson
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Re: Gulf Breeze UFO Conference

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 15:41:46 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 20:13:19 -0500
Subject: Re: Gulf Breeze UFO Conference

> From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
> Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 12:16:58 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Gulf Breeze UFO Conference

> Hi Everybody,

> My wife and I will be attending the Project Awareness, 1998
> Gulf Breeze UFO Conference, March 20-22 in Gulf Breeze,
> Florida. Is anybody else going?

At the risk that you change your mind about attending <g> -- I'm
gonna be there. Already made my hotel reservation. Looking
forward to meeting you, I've been reading you since FIDO.

Lehmberg@snowhill.com

--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake.
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Repeat showings of "UFOs: The 100-Year Coverup"

From: Ktperehwon <Ktperehwon@aol.com> [Karl Pflock]
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 14:53:08 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 20:49:46 -0500
Subject: Repeat showings of "UFOs: The 100-Year Coverup"

For them as may have missed it last night, the 2-hour "Sightings" special
"UFOs:  The 100-Year Coverup" will be rebroadcast on the Sci-Fi Channel as
follow (times are U.S. EASTERN):  today, 1/18, at 3 p.m. and Sunday, 1/25, at
10 a.m.

Yrs Trly is prominently featured (including, on camera, some of my recent on-
site work on the famous August 1952 Florida scoutmaster "saucer-attack" case).
Those of you who've formed your impressions of me on the basis of my Roswell
work and conclusions may be a tad surprised.

--Cheers, Karl Pflock
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Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 18:24:58 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 21:20:26 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 01:18:25 +0000
>  From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  > From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com>
>  > Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 12:23:07 EST
>  > To: updates@globalserve.net
>  > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  > >  Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 08:38:34 +0000
>  > >  From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>  > >  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  > >  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  > >  Dear Robert, my opinion as the authenticity or not of this film
>  > >  has changed several times. Atv the moment I am undecided one way
>  > >  or the other.

>  > >  Proof to me could come in many forms. If the film could be
>  > >  accurately dated and was shown to be of a recent make. If one of
>  > >  the items in the film was not around in l947, say a wrist watch
>  > >  (there are none in the film)>  that was post l980, for example.
>  > >  Or if Ray Santilli or someone else (I doubt if it would be Ray)
>  > >  would come forward and show us all how they hoaxed it. These are
>  > >  just a few of the many things that would work for me. What about
>  > >  you ?

>  > >  Philip.

<brevity snip>

>  > In the final examination it seems like everybody is sitting
>  > around waiting for Ray to do something and Ray isn't doing
>  > anything nor is he showing any signs that he plans to do anything
>  > all his tales and stories aside.

>  > Cheers,
>  > Robert

>  Dear Robert,

>  I'm not sitting around waiti8ng for Ray or anyone else for that
>  matter.
>  There are others involved with the ownership of the film other
>  than Ray santilli, Volker Spielberg in Germany to name but one. I
>  honestly believe that if Ray Santilli was in sole
>  possession/ownership of the film, then things would have turned
>  out quite differently.

Have you even tried to contact Spielberg directly without having
Ray involved in the loop?

Whatever happened to all of Rays blabbering about having filed
suit against the people who were using the film illegally? I was
looking forward to the suit to see what popped out during the
discovery portion.
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Or was this some more of Rays tales and stories that don't quite
come true.

Cheers,
Robert
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Re: The Opening of SETI article

From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 17:01:11 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 20:40:53 -0500
Subject: Re: The Opening of SETI article

> Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 14:28:39 +0100
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> From: JJ Mercieca <mufor@maltanet.net>
> Subject: The Opening of SETI article

> http://www.slip.net/~gmz/Opening.html

> THE OPENING OF SETI
> Rethinking the SETI Paradigm and the Future of SETI
> by GERRY ZEITLIN

> A very interesting article.

> Regards,

> JJ Mercieca
> Malta UFO Research
> http://www.mufor.org/

JJ,

A very interesting article indeed.  Thank you for sharing this with
the list.

I would also like to share with the list a note that I sent to the
author of the article.  My note is below:

Hello Gerry,

An excellent article on SETI. 

Many of the apparent contradictions in the history of SETI can be
better understood by investigation of the background of the
individuals involved.  In particular Frank Drake's "Is Anyone Out
There?" scratches the surface of his military intelligence
connection pp. 13. 

He was also a prot=E9g=E9 of Donald Menzel the noted Harvard
astronomy department head who was also the commander of Frank
Drakes Naval Reserve Unit.  Menzel was also a National Security
Agency operative for many years, this has been documented by
author Stanton Friedman (Top Secret/Majic chapter 2 "The Double
Life of Dr. Menzel") who interviewed Menzel's widow and reviewed
his personal papers at Harvard.  If you read Drake's description
of his military background you will see it is a discussion of an
intelligence position.  Most likely on the Admiral's carrier he
was in Signals Intelligence on assignment to the NSA.  Its funny
that almost the same time of wording is used by other authors in
describing their intelligence assignments with the NSA.  Raymond
Fowler who was in the US Air Force on assignment to the NSA uses
a very similar description of his /military intelligence
service.

Frank Drake was Lloyd Bernker's "wunderkind" see pp 27 of ISOT?,
in fact that entire chapter 2 "Lost Keys Under a Streetlamp" is
an amazing discussion of the genesis of Project Ozma that never
once discusses a crucial piece of information that is now in the
public domain in open sources, namely that the National Radio
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Astronomy Observatory was a  cold war project whose funding
primarily came from the NSA which had created it for
communications intelligence, radioastronomy was a part of the
picture too and a nice cover operation.

There is nothing conspiratorial about any of this, in fact it is
only logical that our government, apprised of the possibility of
ETI, should seek to manage the discovery process and contact.
What I do find surprising is discussions that ignore this
material which is well documented in open sources and that find
the SETI situation illogical when in fact that is only true if
these critical issues and historical connections are not included
in the discussion.

Gary Alevy
galevy@pipeline.com
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Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 18:02:55 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 21:16:36 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 10:27:33 -0500
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  >From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com>
>  >Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 12:23:07 EST
>  >To: updates@globalserve.net
>  >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  >You recall the fairy photograph hoax that Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
>  >fell for in the early part of this century.  It wasn't until one
>  >or both of the sisters were at the end of their life that they
>  >'fessed up to the hoax and how they used cutouts of the fairys etc
>  >etc.

>  >Likewise I suspect that if somebody manufactured this film, we
>  >won't find out about it until 20-50 years from now when the
>  >person fesses up to it.

>  The obvious differences invalidate this comparison.  The fairy
>  photos were still photographs done by two sisters. The AA film is
>  full motion and involves at least five people, probably more.
>  For every person who is added to the hoax, the probablity that
>  someone will spill the beans increses exponentially.

>  Bob

In your attempt to invalidate a comparison, you missed the point.
Simply being that hoaxes can happen, do happen, and have been
kept secret for years, whether the number of people involved is 2
or 5.

It is true that the more people you have involved, the more
*chances of the beans spilling*  BUT it does not mean that those
responsible will in fact tell all.

Like I said perhaps in 15-30 years on somebodys death bed, we
will get the real story of the film.

Cheers,
Robert
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Three US Channels Offer UFO Specials

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 03:28:10 +0100
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 21:51:51 -0500
Subject: Three US Channels Offer UFO Specials

Ufo Shows Might Wow the Gullible, But Will Leave Skeptics Unbudged

The Columbus Dispatch
Sat, Jan 17 1998

Forget about watching the skies, all you ufologists. For the next week,
watch the tube.

Three channels will offer special programs that focus on
extraterrestrials. Some shows take a somewhat objective viewpoint,
while others report just about anything as true.

Don't expect skepticism from the Sci-Fi Channel's Sightings, for
instance, unless it's about the government. The program's special
report, UFOs: The 100 Year Cover-Up, features host Tim White (wearing a
rather otherworldly toupee) scoffing at pointy-headed bureaucrats while
raptly informing viewers that 1947 is "the single most important year
in ufology."

It's all here -- scoutmasters seeing UFOs, "flying triangles" near
Stonehenge, secondhand reports of alien autopsies at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base.

While mention is made that Stonehenge, like UFO central Roswell, N.M.,
just happens to be near high-security air bases, Sightings somehow
can't believe that many of those unidentified flying objects could
simply be military aircraft.

Nor does the show bother to look for reasons that UFO sightings seem to
have started in 1897 in Aurora, Texas, even though the report is the
basis for the program's title.

The fact that War of the Worlds was published in 1897 does not escape
the bright folks who produced We Are Not Alone, a three-part miniseries
that is part of theLearning Channel's Alien Invasion Week.

Actor French Stewart, who plays an alien on the NBC sitcom 3rd Rock
From the Sun, hosts the channel's second annual weeklong celebration of
Agent X, Area 51 and alleged alien abductees.

We Are Not Alone takes a far more careful approach to the whole
business, looking not only at abductions but at such mainstream
scientific projects as SETI, the Search for Extra Terrestrial
Intelligence.

We Are Not Alone presents spectacular images from the Hubble Space
Telescope, underlining aesthetically what the telescope revealed
scientifically: that the universe contains many more stars than anyone
had previously believed.

The show talks to credible witnesses; looks at the Hale-Bopp comet and
its influence on the Heaven's Gate cult; and examines "Epona," a World
Wide Web site that speculates on how alien beings might have evolved.

But, hey, why bother speculating when Alien Abduction: Incident in Lake
County can show a family's encounter with "what may be extraterrestrial
life forms."
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The UPN special was purportedly recorded and, at times, narrated by the
family's 16-year-old son, Thomas McPherson -- and it looks like it.
Footage shows a family gathering on Thanksgiving and a series of events
that supposedly culminate in a close encounter of the third kind.

Alien Abduction may be surpassed in laughability only by the show
preceding it -- Real Vampires . . . Exposed!

(Copyright 1998)

Copyright 1998, The Columbus Dispatch. All rights reserved.
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More about Quebec ufologists

From: Chris Rutkowski <rutkows@cc.UManitoba.CA>
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 21:29:33 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 22:46:52 -0500
Subject: More about Quebec ufologists

I spoke with Jacques Poulet tonight (Sunday). He reported that
yesterday, he received word that electrical power would not be
restored in the "Black Triangle" for as long as two more weeks.
Christian Page had been staying with him up until this point, but
with this news, they each have abandoned Poulet's house and have
moved in with relatives.

Would you believe that Jacques *apologized* for not sending the
1997 Canadian UFO case data to me yet!!!??? With all that they're
going through, he was still thinking about ufology!

I told Jacques to tell Christian and the others that we on
UpDates and CANUFO wish them well and hope they get back home
soon. Good luck to them all!

--
Chris Rutkowski - rutkows@cc.umanitoba.ca
(and now, also: Chris.Rutkowski@UMAlumni.mb.ca)
University of Manitoba - Winnipeg, Canada
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The Learning Channel Presents Second Week On

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 02:19:01 +0100
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 22:53:45 -0500
Subject: The Learning Channel Presents Second Week On

>From The Knoxville News-Sentinel, January 18. URL:

http://www.knoxnews.com/today/showtime/showtime.htm

*******

LITTLE GREEN MEN

The Learning Channel presents its second week-long look at alien
invasion

By Doug Mason, News-Sentinel entertainment writer

Cable TV exec Steve Cheskin thought up "Shark Week," the genius
marketing stunt that made a success of The Discovery Channel. So after
he moved to The Learning Channel, a TDC sister, Cheskin looked for
another gimmick with bite.

The result was "Alien Invasion Week," which debuted last year and
begins it's second go-around today.

The idea came to Cheskin one night as he stared into the blackness of a
star-filled sky.

But it had it's genesis earlier that day, when Cheskin, who is a
runner, wore his "Shark Week" promotional T-shirt during a race. A lot
of people had come up to him to say how much they loved the annual
TDC's all-sharks, all-week programming marathon.

"Driving home that night I thought 'What can I do at The Learning
Channel that draws the attention that "Shark Week" does?' Then I looked
up at the sky. And I thought . . . Sex shows always do well."

Then he thought some more. "I can't see putting 'Sex Week' on a
T-shirt,' '' Cheskin decided.

So he went with his second choice: Aliens.

"(Programming about) aliens and UFOs had always done extremely well for
us. Plus, 'Independence Day' was in the movie theaters. And there was
'X-Files.' There was a lot of interest in those kinds of shows."

The gimmick worked: The first "Alien Invasion Week" brought The
Learning Channel some of it's highest ratings.

Of course, The Learning Channel doesn't support theories of government
cover-ups of UFO landings, or present as fact claims that aliens have
abducted human beings. But it does give a forum to those who do believe
something is out there, as well as those who don't.

"We do our shows in a real credible way," Cheskin says. "We talk about
the science of it. And the history of it. We don't make fun of anybody
that does believe. At the same time, we don't say that is how it is."

"Alien Invasion Week" begins today and continues through Sunday, Jan.
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25. Here's what's out there:

TODAY:

=B0"Roswell," 9 p.m. and midnight. Did aliens crash land their flying
saucer near a U.S. Air Force Base in Roswell, N.M., in 1947? Is that
infamous video of an alien autopsy the real thing? Scientists,
government spokesmen and believers offer their versions.

=B0"We Are Not Alone: Sky Watchers," 10 p.m. and 1 a.m. Using footage of
purported UFO flights, this episode of a three-part series tries to
sort the facts from the fantasies. Interviewees include NASA
scientists, a bewildered jet pilot and his air-traffic controller, and
former Soviet flyers and cosmonauts. Included is a photojournalists
look at America's most secret air base: Area 51.

MONDAY, Jan. 19:

=B0"We Are Not Alone: Alien Hunters," 9 p.m. and midnight. Episode 2
looks at "evidence" of alien visitations gathered from around the
world. Did the White House order an investigation into possible alien
landings - and then cover them up?

=B0"We Are Not Alone: Space Voyagers," 10 p.m. and 1 a.m. Episode 3 asks:
Will we get to them before they get to us? NASA astronomers and the
space agency's chief, Dan Goldin, state their science-based odds on
whether or not their is extra-terrestrial life. Footage from the Hubble
Space Telescope and microscopic looks at the rock from Mars illustrate
a new view on cosmos-wide evolution. Mystics centered in Santa Fe,
N.M., explain why the believe in life on other worlds.

TUESDAY, Jan. 20:

=B0"Alien Secrets: Area 51," 9 p.m. and midnight. A two-part look at the
top-secret Nevada Air Force Base that some believe contains downed
alien spacecraft, which the government is rebuilding and possibly even
piloting. Despite photographic evidence to the contrary, the U.S.
government denies the existence of the subterranean operations center.
Capt. (Ret.) Edgar Mitchell, a physicist who flew to the moon with
Apollo 14, is among the experts who comment on Area 51's existence and
its possible mission.

WEDNESDAY, Jan. 21:

=B0"UFOs and Alien Encounters," 9 a.m. and midnight. "Star Wars" star
Mark "Luke Skywalker" Hammill narrates a historical review of
humanity's accounts of alien visits, from Bible stories to medieval
Japanese folklore to 20th century sightings.

=B0"UFOs Above and Beyond," 10 p.m. and midnight. UFOs have been caught
on film, video and photographs for 50 years. What are these mysterious
aircraft?

THURSDAY, Jan. 22.

=B0"U.F.O." 9 p.m. and midnight. This documentary takes UFO sightings
from around the world case-by-case, offering alternate reasons for many
strange sightings.

=B0"Aliens Invade Hollywood," 10 p.m. and 1 a.m. Filmmakers and movie
stars, including Glenn Close, George Lucas and Danny DeVito, are
interviewed about their other-worldly films. Plus, clips from sci-fi
flicks from the '50s to today.

FRIDAY, Jan. 23:

=B0"Alien Encounter," 9 p.m. and midnight. In 1985, a team of Silicon
Valley astronomers found two new planets in the Big Dipper
constellation - planets that may be capable of sustaining life. The
discover spurred on astronomers at NASA's SETI (Search for
Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence institute, who are creating possible
ways to contact life outside Earth. Scientists offer their views on
what might be out there.

=B0"Future Fantastic: Alien," 10 p.m. and 1 a.m. Gillian Anderson, Agent
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Scully on "X-Files," hosts this look at how science fiction is becoming
science fact. Hollywood designers and evolutionary biologists give
their views on how extra-terrestrials are likely to look. The program
also delves into the mysterious Area 51.

SATURDAY, Jan. 24:

=B0"E.T. Please Phone Earth," 6 p.m. A look at astronomers' attempts to
detect voices from outer space.

=B0"Case of the UFOs," 7 p.m. An investigation that provides scientific
explanations for purported alien phenomena, exposing hoaxes and showing
how political fears have fueled the popular imagination. Apollo 12
astronaut Pete Conrad contributes his reflections on life both on and
off Earth.

=B0"Close Encounters of the Fifth Kind," 9 p.m. and midnight. Are
abductions by aliens myths or reality? Psychologist Dr. Susan Blackmore
offers medical explanations for claims of nocturnal alien abductions,
including sleep paralysis, dream phenomena, and even bran mini-seizures
than induce hallucinations.

=B0"UFO and Other Close Encounters," 10 p.m. and 1 a.m. Personal accounts
and home video of purported alien phenomena. Some area revealed as
hoaxes, others continue to defy explanation.

SUNDAY, Jan. 25:

=B0"We Are Not Alone: Skywatchers," 1 p.m.

=B0"We Are Not Alone: Alien Hunters," 2 p.m.

=B0"We Are Not Alone: Sky Voyagers," 3 p.m.

=B0"Alien Secrets: Area 51, Part One," 4 p.m.

=B0"Alien Secrets: Area 51, Part Two," 5 p.m.
                                      

Copyright =A9 1998, The Knoxville News-Sentinel Co. All Rights Reserved.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 18

Skywatch: New Wave in Arizona

From: skywatch_ok@msn.com
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 19:28:36 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 22:32:52 -0500
Subject: Skywatch: New Wave in Arizona

FOR POSTING

reply to:

Report by Tom King

A new wave of UFO sightings are under way in Arizona and two mass
sightings have occurred within the last week.

1/11/98
Sunday afternoon after the rain stopped I noticed some strange
silvery blinking objects moving slowly in the sky. I attempted to
videotape these objects with my new Super camera but it only
resulted in a game of "caught me if you can" with these objects.

1/12/98
Monday night the local news in Tucson aired a report of an
ongoing UFO report. A orange object was on the Catalina Mt. which
is north of Tucson. They speculated it could be a campfire.
Although many people who saw the broadcast said "no way it was a
campfire."=A0 Reports of over a thousand people saw and event with
an orange object that night. Among the witnesses were Bob Dean
who was driving up to Phoenix that night. Hours later the orange
object was seen traveling from Tucson to Phoenix at a very high
rate of speed. It was two orange lights closer together traveling
in a tight formation. It pulsed brighter and dimmed at times
during the observation.

Reports were coming from all over the southern area of Arizona.

1/13/98
Tuesday night a witness of the March 13 lights saw the orange
objects again. She videotaped and  photographed them and reported
the sighting to Village Labs. She was told to call if the lights
returned and Village Labs took the evidence to analyze.

1/14/98
Wednesday night another mass sighting occurred, this time near
the south Phoenix areas. This sighting is very complex and will
take some time to figure out exactly what happened.=A0 The woman
from the previous night saw the lights again and called Village
Labs to report it. People at Village Labs saw the lights and
called residents around the valley to videotape them whatever
they were.=A0 Thousands of people saw them and atleast 7 different
videotapes captured them. These lights were similar to the orange
objects seen on March 13, 1997. Over 2 dozen orange lights hung
in the air between 7-8 pm. Some people recorded 30 and others 40
minutes of footage of these orange lights.

Even the local news was out skywatching for them and caught them
on tape.

What the local news captured was military flares over the
Estrella Mts. They rushed back to the studio to get this on the
air and missed the rest of the show. Geometric formations of
lights in a line appeared and latter a triangle of lights. The
lights appeared in a area of possibly 20 miles in length just
south of the valley.
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The news all came up with different stories with who was
responsible for the "flares" seen that night.  All of them
claiming they had solved the mystery. The "Michigan" Air National
Guard and others explanations were the sheriffs department
training in the Gila Bend range.=A0

The flare theory seemed plausible until I was able to see the
videotapes shot that night. Some of these objects have
characteristics that flares simply do not.

Objects were videotaped hanging in the air for over 11 minutes.
They do not descend or break formation as flares do. Some are
even seen moving horizontally and not descending at all. One even
appears to travel upward. The videotapes triangulate the objects
over the Estrella Mts. Almost in the same spot as seen on March
13, 1997. This is outside the military operating area and is
illegal to perform flares drops.

The Michigan Air National guard is claiming responsibility for
the sightings and there is no waste of time to explain this
away.=A0

So what about the flares seen descending over the Estrellas
during the middle of the events that night? This is still a
mystery and does not account for all of the sightings and
eyewitness reports. I do believe the Air force is covering this
up and has a better plan on how to deal with this than they did
last year.

1/15/98
Thursday night was one of the biggest UFO stakes in Phoenix
history. I called dozens of people all over the state and had
Skywatch on alert to videotape any strange orange light in the
sky.

I took a position half way between Phoenix and Casa Grande. We
sighted some of these orange lights 15-20 miles=A0 west of our
position. We took photographs, and two separate videotapes,
including the ultra high powered Super camera.=A0 These objects
appeared under 1,000 ft and did not have any sign of smoke. If
these were military flares then we have proof that they are
operating well outside their military boundaries. This is illegal
and we will continue to push for people responsible to be
prosecuted if they want to claim these objects are theirs. They
could burn down houses or half the desert with these objects.

While the media is calling for video footage from 1/14/98 the
investigators are taking their time with the analysis work before
they release them to the local news to do sloppy work like they
did on 1/14/98 nightly news.

I have been asked to post=A0images from these events. They will
start coming online next week in the OVNI Chapterhouse. Where the
best UFO video in the world can be seen.

Tom King
Arizona Skywatch director
AZ Skywatch http://personal.netwrx.net/xalium/skywatch/skywatch.htm
OVNI Chapterhouse at http://personal.netwrx.net/xalium/ufovideo.htm

____________________________________________________________________
SKYWATCH INTERNATIONAL INC.
(A Non-Profit Organization)
Administrative:
3579 E. Foothill Blvd. #506
Pasadena, CA 91107
USA

Membership:
PO Box 801
Leander, TX 78646-0801
USA

Skywatch International Inc. and this list service are

http://personal.netwrx.net/xalium/skywatch/skywatch.htm
http://personal.netwrx.net/xalium/ufovideo.htm
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not responsible for content or authenticity of posts.

Skywatch International, Inc. endorses no political candidate for office due=
 to
the organization's status as a non-profit corporation."

"What could be stranger than the truth?"
_____________________________________________________________________
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 18

Re: Photographic Analysis Needed

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 17:09:37 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 22:59:07 -0500
Subject: Re: Photographic Analysis Needed

> Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 04:58:35 +0000
> From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO PHOTOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

> Dear collaeagues,

> I have recently come into possession of a daylight-disc
> photograph from Hungary. The written details accompanying it are
> some scant, but it is interesting if nothing else.

> What I would like to know is who do you recommend as the most
> reliable person/lab to offer unbiased analysis of this
> photograph. I would like to submit it to someone but as I have
> not dealt with such a photo-case for a year or two I'm not sure
> who best to contact.

> If anyone has any suggestions I would appreciate it if you could
> let me know.

> Yours Sincerely,

> Philip Mantle.

Philip,

Not meaning to sound unfair, but we must all realize that your
question is meaningless.  Submitting the original prints and
original negatives to the best labs and analysist can no longer
be a guarantee of authenticity.

It is not that Maccabee, Delitoso and others are not capable of
doing rigorous analysis according to their favorite techniques,
it is that it is now possible for many people using widely
available computer tools to manipulate images and have service
bureaus print directly to film, images that cannot be
distinguished from fortuitous snapshots.

It is now necessary to verify still and moving images by
investigation of  the site and witnesses.  From this
investigation, a timeline can be constructed that can make the
evidence very reliable.  Its not that I am trying to negate the
contributions of Bruce, Jim and others nor cut into their income,
its just that I want to instill a little honesty about the
current value of such analysis.

Bye...  Ted..
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 19

Re: Photographic Analysis Needed

From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 03:31:35 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 09:14:11 -0500
Subject: Re: Photographic Analysis Needed

Hello the list, and to Philip Mantle...

>Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 04:58:35 +0000
>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: UFO PHOTOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

>Dear collaeagues,

>I have recently come into possession of a daylight-disc
>photograph from Hungary. The written details accompanying it are
>some scant, but it is interesting if nothing else.

>What I would like to know is who do you recommend as the most
>reliable person/lab to offer unbiased analysis of this
>photograph. I would like to submit it to someone but as I have
>not dealt with such a photo-case for a year or two I'm not sure
>who best to contact.

>If anyone has any suggestions I would appreciate it if you could
>let me know.

>Yours Sincerely,

>Philip Mantle.

Philip, having no experience at this, other than a past
interest in photography and photo-processing, I would
first make good copies of the original (If you are not in
possession of the original, then forget it), then send a
copy to some of the skeptic groups. You need a biased point
of view as well as unbiased. Besides, it will be good for
you to know just how biased certain groups are.

Regards,

Jack
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 19

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 06:47:40 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 09:25:27 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
>Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 18:24:58 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>Have you even tried to contact Spielberg directly without having
>Ray involved in the loop?

>Whatever happened to all of Rays blabbering about having filed
>suit against the people who were using the film illegally? I was
>looking forward to the suit to see what popped out during the
>discovery portion.

>Or was this some more of Rays tales and stories that don't quite
>come true.

>Cheers,
>Robert

[Volker] Spielberg was contacted directly by Nico Maillard, but
all Nico got for his trouble was an ear full of cursing.
Spielberg has refused interview requests repeatedly, and my
meeting with him was abruptly cancelled the day before I was to
fly to Germany.

As I understand it, the suit was settled out of court.

Bob
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 19

Re: 'The Threat'...

From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 23:20:22 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 08:46:56 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat'...

As I am new to this list please forgive if I am covering ground
already well trodden.

> Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 16:58:43 -0600 (CST)
> From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'... [was ... - Sandow on Jacobs' new book]

> So if we're being visited by civilizations millions of
> years old, a couple of points spring to mind:

> 1. A few thousand years of recorded human history isn't much
>    compared to such time frames.  In fact, its nothing.

> 2. It isn't hard to imagine that any civilization that old
>    probably won't be changing their spacecraft models as fast
>    as Detroit produces car models.

On the other hand, it seems to me that what has changed in that
time is our own concept of the fantastic.  I personally believe
that something is happening which we do not understand, but I
have some serious problems accepting the "nuts-and-bolts" view of
UFOs, given that the character of those UFOs seems to change
along with science fiction tastes (although, to be honest, I
suppose one could question the causality).  If one is going to
presume a milion-year-old civilization, their science would
(according to Clarke) probably seem magickal to us, and it would
seem to me just as reasonable to assume they exist in a form we
cannot comprehend and that our contact experiences are what
happens when an intelligence beyond our understanding is
expressed through the limitations of our brains.

If anyone is aware of evidence which substantiates the existence
of actual alien spacecraft (as opposed to simply unknown luminous
phenomena) please tell me; I'm certainly open to changing my
view.

Assuming no real progress is made, and that we continue to view
UFOs as mythological phenomena, I wonder how they will appear,
say, 100 years from now, or 200.

William White
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 19

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 06:47:40 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 09:16:39 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
>Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 18:24:58 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>Have you even tried to contact Spielberg directly without having
>Ray involved in the loop?
>
>Whatever happened to all of Rays blabbering about having filed
>suit against the people who were using the film illegally? I was
>looking forward to the suit to see what popped out during the
>discovery portion.

>Or was this some more of Rays tales and stories that don't quite
>come true.

>Cheers,
>Robert

Spielberg was contacted directly by Nico Maillard, but all Nico
got for his trouble was an ear full of cursing.  Spielberg has
refused interview requests repeatedly, and my meeting with him
was abruptly cancelled the day before I was to fly to Germany.

As I understand it, the suit was settled out of court.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 19

Re: The Opening of SETI article

From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 00:33:11 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 08:53:22 -0500
Subject: Re: The Opening of SETI article

>Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 14:28:39 +0100
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>From: JJ Mercieca <mufor@maltanet.net>
>Subject: The Opening of SETI article

>http://www.slip.net/~gmz/Opening.html

>THE OPENING OF SETI
>Rethinking the SETI Paradigm and the Future of SETI
>by GERRY ZEITLIN

[snip]

I received a response from the author of the article on the
Opening of SETI and with his permission can share it with the
list.

Subject: Re: Your article on The Opening of SETI
   Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 14:59:44 -0800
   From: Gerry Zeitlin <gmz@slip.net>
     To: galevy@pipeline.com

Gary,

Many thanks for your letter.

One of the reasons I placed the paper online as I did was to pull
in more information to help with the research so the paper would
in time become more useful.

I had heard anecdotal references to Drake's background but had
not followed up on them, nor did I know about his connection with
Menzel. Again, Menzel's background is something I had heard about
through Stanton Friedman, but I had not read Friedman's book. I
can see I need to spend some time with the materials you
reference and I thank you for showing me that. This will very
likely result in my adding something to the paper.

The point about NRAO is also well taken, although I don't know
what this would add to my own discussion. You would probably find
some government funding and agendas in any number of radio
astronomy facilities after all.

In your letter you mention that these relationships are not
necessarily conspiratorial and that our government would
naturally wish to manage discovery and contact, and furthermore
that this should be acknowledged in the literature. You also find
it surprising that it has not been.

I can only say that in my case it was simply due to not having
fully realized that there were important connections in the
personal backgrounds of Drake and Menzel.

I do want to make one point, though. There is a certain common
point of view between a radio astronomer involved in SETI and an
organization doing signals intelligence. This is so obvious of
course that I hesitate even to mention it but my point is that
such a person could gravitate to intelligence work just due to
the predilection. There is a charm there that can go beyond
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political agendas.

In a more rational world there would be no need for a government
to conceal its deep interest and involvement in SETI. As it is,
however, there are layers upon layers of problems that would need
to be worked through before our government would be able to
acknowledge this. In the larger arena, I fervently hope that
these matters can be resolved.

For the meantime, I will go ahead and say what needs to be said.

Don't look for a revision of the article in the immediate future,
as in the next few days. It's going to take me a little longer to
get to the books etc. and digest the information.

Thanks again and very best regards
Gerry Zeitlin
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Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 19

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 06:44:25 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 09:15:34 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
>Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 18:02:55 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>In your attempt to invalidate a comparison, you missed the point.
>Simply being that hoaxes can happen, do happen, and have been
>kept secret for years, whether the number of people involved is 2
>or 5.

>It is true that the more people you have involved, the more
>*chances of the beans spilling*  BUT it does not mean that those
>responsible will in fact tell all.

>Like I said perhaps in 15-30 years on somebodys death bed, we
>will get the real story of the film.

>Cheers,
>Robert

I do not know of any deathbed revelations of hoaxes involving
more than one or two people.

BTW, with regard to the fairy photos, I saw an article some years
ago in a photography journal which conclusively proved that the
two sisters could not have hoaxed the fairy photos in the way the
old lady claimed and with the equipment they were said to have
used.

Bob
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Re: Photographic Analysis Needed
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 19

Re: Photographic Analysis Needed

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com>
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 01:12:52 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 08:56:43 -0500
Subject: Re: Photographic Analysis Needed

In a message dated 98-01-18 16:35:46 EST, you write:

>  Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 04:58:35 +0000
>  From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: UFO PHOTOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

<snip>

>  What I would like to know is who do you recommend as the most
>  reliable person/lab to offer unbiased analysis of this
>  photograph. I would like to submit it to someone but as I have
>  not dealt with such a photo-case for a year or two I'm not sure
>  who best to contact.

>  If anyone has any suggestions I would appreciate it if you could
>  let me know.

Philip,

Aren't you still the MUFON rep for the UK? If so, why wouldn't
you send them to one of MUFON's analysts? What about BUFORA?
Aren't you involved with them as well? I'd be curious if BUFORA
has analysts available for that sort of thing.

Good luck

Rebecca
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Re: Photographic Analysis Needed
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 19

Re: Photographic Analysis Needed

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 08:17:37 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 21:46:34 -0500
Subject: Re: Photographic Analysis Needed

> From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com>
> Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 01:12:52 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Photographic Analysis Needed

> In a message dated 98-01-18 16:35:46 EST, you write:

> >  Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 04:58:35 +0000
> >  From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> >  To: updates@globalserve.net
> >  Subject: UFO PHOTOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

> <snip>

> >  What I would like to know is who do you recommend as the most
> >  reliable person/lab to offer unbiased analysis of this
> >  photograph. I would like to submit it to someone but as I have
> >  not dealt with such a photo-case for a year or two I'm not sure
> >  who best to contact.

> >  If anyone has any suggestions I would appreciate it if you could
> >  let me know.

> Philip,

> Aren't you still the MUFON rep for the UK? If so, why wouldn't
> you send them to one of MUFON's analysts? What about BUFORA?
> Aren't you involved with them as well? I'd be curious if BUFORA
> has analysts available for that sort of thing.

> Good luck

> Rebecca
> Dear Rebecca,

Yes I am indeed still part of MUFON and BUFORA. I've sent a
message to MUFON to see who their photo analysts is. I know Jeff
Sainio looks at video's but I'm not sure about still photo's.

As for BUFORA they do have somone, but he works at a University
full time and getting analysis of this sort done can be a lengthy
project as it does it in his spare time.

Like I said, it's a while since I was involved with such a
photo-case so I'm basically checking who is still available just
in case things have changed.

Philip.
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Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 19

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@AOL.COM> [Kevin Randle]
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 15:41:58 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 21:56:36 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

 >Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 06:47:40 -0500
 >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
 >From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
 >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

 >>From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
 >>Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 18:24:58 EST
 >>To: updates@globalserve.net
 >>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

 >>Have you even tried to contact Spielberg directly without having
 >>Ray involved in the loop?

 >>Whatever happened to all of Rays blabbering about having filed
 >>suit against the people who were using the film illegally? I was
 >>looking forward to the suit to see what popped out during the
 >>discovery portion.

 >>Or was this some more of Rays tales and stories that don't quite
 >>come true.

 >>Cheers,
 >>Robert

 >Spielberg was contacted directly by Nico Maillard, but all Nico
 >got for his trouble was an ear full of cursing.  Spielberg has
 >refused interview requests repeatedly, and my meeting with him
 >was abruptly cancelled the day before I was to fly to Germany.

 >As I understand it, the suit was settled out of court.

 >Bob

 Gees, what a cop-out.

KRandle
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Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 19

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 08:09:09 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 21:53:59 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
> Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 18:24:58 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> >  Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 01:18:25 +0000
> >  From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> >  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> >  > From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com>
> >  > Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 12:23:07 EST
> >  > To: updates@globalserve.net
> >  > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> >  > >  Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 08:38:34 +0000
> >  > >  From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> >  > >  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >  > >  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> >  > >  Dear Robert, my opinion as the authenticity or not of this film
> >  > >  has changed several times. Atv the moment I am undecided one way
> >  > >  or the other.

> >  > >  Proof to me could come in many forms. If the film could be
> >  > >  accurately dated and was shown to be of a recent make. If one of
> >  > >  the items in the film was not around in l947, say a wrist watch
> >  > >  (there are none in the film)>  that was post l980, for example.
> >  > >  Or if Ray Santilli or someone else (I doubt if it would be Ray)
> >  > >  would come forward and show us all how they hoaxed it. These are
> >  > >  just a few of the many things that would work for me. What about
> >  > >  you ?

> >  > >  Philip.

> <brevity snip>

> >  > In the final examination it seems like everybody is sitting
> >  > around waiting for Ray to do something and Ray isn't doing
> >  > anything nor is he showing any signs that he plans to do anything
> >  > all his tales and stories aside.

> >  > Cheers,
> >  > Robert

> >  Dear Robert,

> >  I'm not sitting around waiti8ng for Ray or anyone else for that
> >  matter.
> >  There are others involved with the ownership of the film other
> >  than Ray santilli, Volker Spielberg in Germany to name but one. I
> >  honestly believe that if Ray Santilli was in sole
> >  possession/ownership of the film, then things would have turned
> >  out quite differently.

> Have you even tried to contact Spielberg directly without having
> Ray involved in the loop?
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Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
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> Whatever happened to all of Rays blabbering about having filed
> suit against the people who were using the film illegally? I was
> looking forward to the suit to see what popped out during the
> discovery portion.

> Or was this some more of Rays tales and stories that don't quite
> come true.

> Cheers,
> Robert

Dear Robert,

I have tried on several occasions to contact Spielberg but I do
not have an address or phone number for him. As for Ray and his
legal arguments that has nothing to do with me and I am not
interested in it.

All the best,

Philip.

PS.

If anyone has a contact address/phone number for Volker Spielberg
I would appreciate it if they passed it on to me.
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Re: Photographic Analysis Needed
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 19

Re: Photographic Analysis Needed

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 13:33:40 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 21:42:28 -0500
Subject: Re: Photographic Analysis Needed

>From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Photographic Analysis Needed
>Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 03:31:35 EST

>Hello the list, and to Philip Mantle...

>>Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 04:58:35 +0000
>>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: UFO PHOTOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

>>Dear collaeagues,

>>I have recently come into possession of a daylight-disc
>>photograph from Hungary. The written details accompanying it are
>>some scant, but it is interesting if nothing else.

>>What I would like to know is who do you recommend as the most
>>reliable person/lab to offer unbiased analysis of this
>>photograph. I would like to submit it to someone but as I have
>>not dealt with such a photo-case for a year or two I'm not sure
>>who best to contact.

>>If anyone has any suggestions I would appreciate it if you could
>>let me know.

>>Yours Sincerely,

>>Philip Mantle.

Hi again Philip,

You may want to try either Jeff Sainio (MUFON) or Bruce Maccabe!
Both among the very best (thorough) and most experienced men
available.

Peace, (or until you need something else! <VBG>)

John Velez
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 19

Re: Frances Emma Barwood Campaign

From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 10:04:26 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 21:39:56 -0500
Subject: Re: Frances Emma Barwood Campaign

> From: ParadigmRG <ParadigmRG@aol.com> [Stephen Bassett]
> Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 04:53:54 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Frances Emma Barwood Campaign for Secretary of State for Arizona

> While many may not agree with the full range of Ms. Barwood's
> views, many will recognize the overarching and transcendent
> implications of her willingness to take on the UFO enigma and
> lack of proper government response as a viable candidate for high
> office.

Barwood is clearly right-wing, to judge from the way she links
states' rights to constitutional rights, in remarks reprinted
here more than once earlier.

What bothers me is that there's a link between the right wing and
UFOs. For instance:

-- William Cooper, that dear man, has been both a UFO nut and a
militia nut. He reprinted a classic anti-semitic forgery, the
Protocols of the Elders of Zion, in his book "Behold A Pale
Horse." Ten years ago, I heard him give a speech at Hollywood
High School in Los Angeles. He said the aliens were responsible
for gun control. (Ovation from the crowd. "I think I'm in the
wrong place," I muttered.)

-- Joe and Pat, who run the Little Al'e'inn in Rachel, NV, are
right-wing crazies. Especially Joe. He poured himself a beer or
three when I visited his place, and let me know at great length
that we've been living under a military dictatorship since 1933.
He found proof of that by closely scrutinizing a dollar bill.

-- As I was driving around Nevada and Arizona during that trip, I
listened to lots of right-wing radio, and found one show that
stresses UFOs. The government coverup of aliens (sorry, too tired
to write "alleged government coverup") got lumped in with the New
World Order and the general government coverup of everything else
the right-wing is sure is happening.

I've never heard of anything like this happening on the left,
though there certainly are UFO crazies in New Age circles. My
question:  is Barwood an honest conversative, Barry
Goldwater-style, who takes a personal interest in UFOs, or is she
an extreme rightist who fits UFOs into repellant conspiracy
theories? Does she blame the aliens for gun control?

Someone please reassure me.....

Greg Sandow
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 19

Ancient Astronauts

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 09:05:07 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 21:55:08 -0500
Subject: Ancient Astronauts

Dear colleagues,

For some reason my 'web search' is not working. I would therefore
like to ask if anyone can recommend web sites dealing with the
subject of ANCIENT ASTRONAUTS.

All the best,

Philip.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 19

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com>
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 11:30:13 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 22:41:10 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 06:47:40 -0500
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  >From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
>  >Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 18:24:58 EST
>  >To: updates@globalserve.net
>  >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  >Have you even tried to contact Spielberg directly without having
>  >Ray involved in the loop?

>  >Whatever happened to all of Rays blabbering about having filed
>  >suit against the people who were using the film illegally? I was
>  >looking forward to the suit to see what popped out during the
>  >discovery portion.

>  >Or was this some more of Rays tales and stories that don't quite
>  >come true.

>  >Cheers,
>  >Robert

>  Spielberg was contacted directly by Nico Maillard, but all Nico
>  got for his trouble was an ear full of cursing.  Spielberg has
>  refused interview requests repeatedly, and my meeting with him
>  was abruptly cancelled the day before I was to fly to Germany.

>  As I understand it, the suit was settled out of court.

>  Bob

What we seem to have thus far in the film investigation is
Santilli's endless tales/stories/promises -- that haven't
occured.

The next link is the alleged camerman of which nobody knows if he
in fact is real, in fact living or dead, because that information
is filtered through Ray. Needless to say Ray hasn't been the
pillar of truth and honesty about various film information.

So then when truth seekers try to get ahold of the alleged
*owner* of the film  for further  information he provides nothing
and discourages phone calls, visits... essentially any means of
contacting him.  I say alleged because as I recall all we have is
Santilli's  word that there is some kind of arrangement between
the  two of them.

So what it boils down to is Santilli can make endless promises
and tell all the stories he wants.  If anybody calls him on it
then he can blame Spielberg for why the tale/story/promise is not
fulfilled.  When the folks try and contact Spielberg thats a dead
end, so its back to Santilli. What a vicious cycle.  It could be
called the autopsy film circle of  investigative death.

I see why folks are looking at  the actual content of the film
for clues.
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You mentioned that the suit was settled out of court. Do we know
where the initial suit was filed and the case number? The initial
pleadings could be interesting reading.

Cheers,
Robert
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Re: The 'Debris'

From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 15:11:11 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 22:17:36 -0500
Subject: Re: The 'Debris'

> Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 14:28:33 -0500
> From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: The 'Debris' [was: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign]
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> As we know, when Dr Jesse Marcel remembered seeing metallic
> 'I-beams' with embossed 'hieroglyphics', this became a foundation
> for claims that the Roswell case concerned the crash of an ET
> craft.

> I am again amused by the emphasis on whether or not symbols on
> the I beams were marks on tape, or marks transferred to wood
> beams from the tape, etc.

> Generally overlooked is the fact that the "beams" in a radar
> target assembly did not look like an I-beam.  They were
> rectangular.  Has anyone talked about balsa wood beams in radar
> targets that actually have the form of I-beams (with top and
> bottom horizontal segments, unlike the stupid capitol I printed
> here) ?  I suspect that the term "I-beam" never would have been
> brought up if the actual beams (or whatever they were) actually
> were square or rectangular in cross-section.

Dr. Jesse Marcel Jr., who was pretty young at the time, appears
to be the only eyewitness who remembers them as I-beams.  Most
witnesses simply described them as "sticks", which is certainly
not the first word I would come up with if something had an I or
H cross-section.

Bessie Brazel Schreiber said they were "like kite sticks".
Loretta Proctor described the one she saw as like a "dowel
stick".
Jesse Marcel Sr. described them as "rectangular members, just
like you get a square stick" (quoted in Karl Pflock's book
"Roswell in Perspective").

Possibly "I-beam" came to be used simply for lack of a better
term, as a convenient shorthand to describe a support strut or
structural member, just as one might say "a glass of water" even
if it came in a plastic container having no glass whatsover.
First Lt. Robert Shirkey, who saw the debris being loaded onto a
plane, is clearly following someone else's lead when he says that
he saw "what was described by another witness [Dr. Marcel?] as an
I-beam and markings".

-George Fergus
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Re: Charles Schmid?

From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 15:42:00 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 22:28:09 -0500
Subject: Re: Charles Schmid?

> From: Ktperehwon <Ktperehwon@aol.com> [Karl Pflock]
> Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 11:08:50 EST
> To: pulsar@compuserve.com, updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Charles Schmid?

> >Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 21:26:48 -0500
> >From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
> >Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> JAMES -- Quoting from your recent post on UpDates:

> >Another witness to the debris, Charles Schmid, described "some
> >material that looked like wood" and which "had some writing that
> >looked like flowers on just one side". He added, "it had pink
> >petals, centred like a flower".

> Who's Schmid?  He's a new one on me.  What's your source on him?

He's interviewed on one of the video tapes, 'UFOs: A Need to
Know', claiming to have examined some pieces at the Roswell
debris field. It sounded to me like he was simply repeating what
he had read or heard from others to make it seem like he was
there.  An example:

"...there was pieces of material that looked like aluminum, real
light stuff, but strong.  It was about 16 inches by 2 1/2 inches,
and maybe a quarter inch thick.  You couldn't bend it or twist it
or do anything with it.  Even by putting it up against a rock and
jumping up and down, you could not bend it."

-George Fergus
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Re: Photographic Analysis Needed

From: "Michael Fouss=E9" <fousse@bellsouth.net>
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 19:01:57 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 23:19:36 -0500
Subject: Re: Photographic Analysis Needed

>From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Photographic Analysis Needed
>Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 03:31:35 EST

>Philip, having no experience at this, other than a past
>interest in photography and photo-processing, I would
>first make good copies of the original (If you are not in
>possession of the original, then forget it), then send a
>copy to some of the skeptic groups. You need a biased point
>of view as well as unbiased. Besides, it will be good for
>you to know just how biased certain groups are.

>Regards,

>Jack

Hello the list and Philip,

Philip,

If you have access to the original negative(s) for this sightings
I would be interested in having the companies that have offered
assistance with our 1952 investigation into the Washington D.C
sightings review them.  The companies that have offered
assistance are state-of-the-art television/media groups that
specialize in special effects for movies and television.  They
are not interested in getting publicity for themselves, so I
believe their analysis will be un-biased, and they certainly have
the resources to conduct the photo analysis.

Michael Fouss=E9
ISUR
fousse@bellsouth.net
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Re: 'UFO Crash' In Ukraine?

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 01:12:10 +0100
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 23:23:00 -0500
Subject: Re: 'UFO Crash' In Ukraine?

Found at:

http://www.schon-design.demon.co.uk/ufo/

Thanks to

andy@schon-design.demon.co.uk

(AL) for the tip.

Stig

*******

A Watch The Skies Newsflash!

This is amazing

According to a Ukrainian newspaper, (dated yesterday, 18th Jan),
a "large unknown object" has crashed in a forested hill-side
outside the small village of Vechne, about 100 miles from the
city of Kharkov; the crash-site was spotted at first light on
Sunday morning by a potato farmer who was bewildered by the large
flattened area left by the crash; he could see it over a mile
away on the side of a hill; he alerted the local priest, and went
out to investigate, within close proximity of the crash, he said
he became fearful and returned back to the village.

Kiev Air Traffic Control have insisted they haven't lost any
aircraft, neither have they received any distress signals. The
locals in the remote village are too frightened to go near the
site, and since there's been no report of a civilian or military
air crash, no emergency services have been called out.

---

Tranlation by Tanja Engl

A Watch The Skies! Report
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ACC's First Phase Announcement Of Its Findings

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 01:57:48 +0100
Fwd Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 23:26:41 -0500
Subject: ACC's First Phase Announcement Of Its Findings

American Computer Company has just released a new item on its
main Roswell page

http://www.American-Computer.com/roswell.htm

*******

ACC STARTS FIRST PHASE ANNOUNCEMENT OF ITS FINDINGS!! TRANSCAP
may be proof that Aliens visited us in 1947, skirmished with the
Army in the New Mexico Desert, leaving a lander and some crash
debris behind, and used "thinking machines" and "mind controls"
to guide their space craft... Conclusive proof lies in the date
of documents presently held by the Department of the Army E2
Command...(originally posted 1/19/1998)

*******

Go to

http://www.American-Computer.com/alienstory.htm

Stig
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Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Edoardo Russo <edoardo.russo@torino.ALPcom.it>
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 17:41:37 +0100
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 00:01:25 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

Hello Bob!

>Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 06:47:40 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>>From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
>>Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 18:24:58 EST
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>>Whatever happened to all of Rays blabbering about having filed
>>suit against the people who were using the film illegally? I was
>>looking forward to the suit to see what popped out during the
>>discovery portion.

>>Or was this some more of Rays tales and stories that don't quite
>>come true.

>As I understand it, the suit was settled out of court.

As far as us Italian were concerned (and we were the first ones
to disseminate autopsy stills free to the press, allegedly
violating Santilli's copyright), nothing happened: a lot of
menaces against us, but nothing more.

The same is true for our Spanish colleagues who did the same.

Maybe you were referring to the USA only, weren't you?

Edoardo Russo                             Centro Italiano Studi Ufologici
CISU, Casella postale 82, 10100 Torino - tel 011-3290279 - fax 011-545033
http://www.arpnet.it/~ufo          e-mail: edoardo.russo@torino.alpcom.it
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Post-human evolution and Little Gray Men

From: "M@C TONNIES" <0212104@ACAD.NWMISSOURI.EDU>
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 22:19:53 -0600
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 09:36:07 -0500
Subject: Post-human evolution and Little Gray Men

Have you ever noticed how decidedly posthuman the standard
"little gray alien" is?  It's almost as if there's a Jungian
fascination with the human physique after being stripped of
muscle, expression, ethnicity.  The large black eyes almost
correspond to some sort of virtual reality interface (some
"abductees" even claim they're removable).

Whitley Strieber's described watching frail, alien-looking bodies
"stacked like cordwood" stirring to life and beings walking in
lockstep as if operated by a single mind.  If what he saw was
real in some sense, the "aliens" might be uploading/downloading
themselves.  And the UFO literature is full of descriptions of
alien technology that appear to describe "utility fog" and
various nanotech applications (walking through walls, levitation,
etc.)

Many of the descriptions of flying saucer interiors could be
straight out of K. Eric Drexler's "Engines of Creation":
everything's seamless, rounded, without visible moving parts.

It's ink-blot, starry speculation, but the parallels between
alleged "aliens" and transhuman technologies seem more than
coincidental.  I'd argue that "aliens" have never manifested in a
"technologically impossible" manner.  I can see many of their
abilities at least hinted at in the transhumanist literature
available at www.extropy.com and other places.  I've compiled a
list at www.nwmissouri.edu/~0212104/trans.html.

From a folkloric perspective, at least, it's pretty fascinating.

Mac Tonnies  *  #409 Franken Hall, NWMSU  *  Maryville, MO 64468
    (816) 562-6306  *  E-mail: 0212104@acad.nwmissouri.edu
               www.nwmissouri.edu/~0212104/bio.html
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DISPATCH # 79 -- the weekly newsletter of ParaScope

From: ParaScope <ParaScope@AOL.COM>
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 22:37:25 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 09:47:45 -0500
Subject: DISPATCH # 79 -- the weekly newsletter of ParaScope

DISPATCH # 79 -- the weekly newsletter of ParaScope

 S O M E T H I N G   S T R A N G E  I S   H A P P E N I N G

 1/19/98

 Quote of the Week

 “There, spread out as far as I could see were literally thousands of tiny
 luminous objects that glowed in the black sky like fireflies. I was riding
 slowly through them, and the sensation was like walking backwards through a
 pasture where someone had waved a wand and made all the fireflies stop right
 where they were and glow steadily.”

 -- astronaut and U.S. Senator John Glenn describing the view from his space
 capsule as he orbited the earth in 1962.

 -----------------------

 Rant of the Week: "Wake Up and Go to Sleep"

 Every week we pick the wackiest, scariest, nastiest or funniest rant from the
 hundreds of letters received by us here at ParaScope headquarters, and present
 it to you as our Rant of the Week. This week, "Jasmine" quotes a provocatively
 named text to point out -- well, we’re not sure what she’s pointing out.
 Enjoy.

 “People, I am sending you a message from God. This is a quote from the book
 ‘Arieolla.’

 “Many of you are aware of reincarnation. A person lives on earth and develops
 his thought forcefully, which means negatively, hence he disturbs harmony in
 his organism going against nature on earth, convincing himself that life is
 only what one sees and hears, but not feels. The law of UFOLOGY states that
 human consciessness is not killed unconscieously. That causes him to fall into
 unconsciousness at certain times, depending on the time of his birth.
 Awakaning occurs only when the unconsciousness falls asleep and wakes the
 consciousness. The misleading opinion of ufologists brought the humanity to a
 dead end in regard to understandings of My teachings. I have never spoken of
 Moses as a subject who was effected by pharaohs specifically RamsesII. However
 it is hard for ufologists to deal with the past of Moses, who saved his people
 from corruption and devastation. People made up fables where Moses appeared to
 be the means of profit gain used by pharaohs.”

 “I A
E  ETHEREAL WORLD, PARTICULARLY DREAMS: DO
 NOT TRY TO CONCEIVE WITH THOUGHT WHAT YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND! DO NOT TEACH
 OTHERS WHAT YOU DO NOT KNOW! DO NOT PERCEIVE THOUGHT AS MEANS TO MATERIAL
 GAIN!”

 “It could cost you your life that you are obtaining through my teachings.
 However, if you do not obey it will be too late. Before you die in the
 Universe your inner feelings (inner bodies) will be subjected to devastating
 torment in the course of their destruction, because pain is a feeling, and any
 kind of pain will result in Physical Pain. If a person has no internal pain,
 he wouldn't develop any physical pain.”

 -+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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 If you use keywords to navigate America Online, you might have noticed lately
 that your favorite ParaScope keyword isn’t working for you like it used to.
 Due to a change in AOL policy (or perhaps an insidious conspiracy to hide us
 from our readers), many longstanding forums on the service can no longer use
 “generic” keywords. For instance, keywords such as “ufo,” “conspiracy,” and
 “weird,” all of which used to point to ParaScope, now no longer access our
 area. You can still reach us via “specific” keywords like “parascope” or
 “scope,” so please update your keywords accordingly.

 -+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

 Get the Whole Story on Martin Luther King

 He had a dream, and they murdered him for it. But who shot MLK, and why? If
 you believe what you’ve read in history texts or the mainstream press, you’ve
 only learned the tip of the iceberg in the titanic story behind MLK’s death.
 ParaScope boasts the largest collection of documents anywhere online covering
 King’s assassination and James Earl Ray’s subsequent trials and tribulations.
 If you’re interested in learning the story behind the story, check out our
 extensive six-part overview of the assassination and then browse our dozens of
 hard-hitting articles about every aspect of the case.

 -+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

 Coming Up Next Week!

 Catch a number of great stories next week on a daily basis on America

 or all at once next Friday on the web site, including daily updates to our
 Conspiracy Newsline and Daily Dose features. Among the articles you’ll want to
 check out:

 Stalin's Propaganda State: The Commissar Vanishes

 Soviet leader Joseph Stalin ruled the Russian people with an iron hand, and
 exercised the same totalitarian control over the printed word and picture. As
 his victims disappeared to work camps or to the grave, they were also rubbed
 out of history -- literally. In the new book “The Commissar Vanishes: The
 Falsification of Photographs and Art in Stalin's Russia,” propaganda collector
 David King puts this disturbing process of historical cleansing on display.
 Dossier reviews the startling collection of materials, which show how even top
 Soviet officials and former friends of Stalin were blurred, painted and
 cropped out of the national memory.

 ---------------------

 Bruce Maccabee on the "Mexican UFO Video"

 By now you've all probably seen the "Mexican UFO Video" footage showing a
 wobbly rotating saucer drifting through the sky over downtown Mexico City.
 This video has been a topic of constant debate since it initially aired, with
 some holding it up as evidence of extraterrestrial visitors, and others
 asserting that the video is simply a hoax. In this piece, film analysis expert
 Bruce Maccabee gives his initial comments on the Mexican UFO Video, using
 analytical techniques and hard visual evidence to conclude that if this film
 is a fake, it's a VERY clever fake.

 ---------------------

 Psychic Predictions 1997:
 What They Don't Want Enquiring Minds to Know

 They said scientists would capture a live, English-speaking Yeti. They said
 Barbra Streisand would convince Rush Limbaugh to become a liberal Democrat.
 They said Kathie Lee Gifford would be abducted by aliens and then abandoned in
 the Colorado wilderness. But they were wrong. Horribly wrong. (At least about
 everything but the Kathie Lee thing.) Although they are always good for a
 laugh, the predictions of tabloid newspaper psychics are not known fo
ar of bizarre predictions that
 (surprise, surprise) didn't come true.

 ---------------------

 Conspiracy Newsline

 If it LOOKS like a conspiracy, and it SMELLS like a conspiracy, and it TASTES
 like a conspiracy... Then there's NOTHING going on, GO BACK TO SLEEP!!! Just
 kidding, of course -- if we really believed that, we wouldn't bring you daily
 updates on everything conspiratorial via Conspiracy Newsline. Get the latest
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 news in the rapidly-developing Ron Brown case, find out why the Treasury
 Department is investigation the suspiciously political IRS audit of Paula
 Jones, and lots more.

 ---------------------

 UFO Roundup:
 Chupacabras Strikes Again!

 Get the latest on the Goatsucker's bloodthirsty exploits and other ufology
 news courtesy of Joseph Trainor's UFO Roundup! Pilot debunks jetliner/UFO
 hoax; red UFO seen hovering over Reno, Nevada; two boys photograph UFO over
 Siracusa in Sicily; lots more news.

 ---------------------

 The Kooks vs. the Spooks:
 CIA Pen Pals from "The Fringe and Further Out"

 In 1965, the Central Intelligence Agency prepared a secret history of its
 bizarre encounters with the "cranks, nuts, and screwballs" who just wouldn't
 leave the agency alone. From the CIA's perspective, it's not a funny story,
 but Dossier editor Jon Elliston will show why this document is the most
 hilarious report ever put to paper by these supposedly somber spy analysts. If
 you've ever wanted to see the agency's harassment operations come home to
 roost, this is a gut-busting tale of CIA woe you dare not miss.

 ---------------------

 UFO Cautionary Tales:
 The Jet-Propelled Couch

 Human imagination consists of infinite space, and many universes may exist in
 a single cranium. Nowhere is this more aptly demonstrated than in the case of
 "Kirk Allen," a physicist at a sensitive government research installation who
 became convinced that he was an extraterrestrial. Allen was sent to
 psychoanalyst Dr. Robert Lindner for treatment, which ultimately succeeded in
 returning Allen to his undeniably terrestrial roots -- but by
chnology had completely ensnared Dr. Lindner! In this
 ultra-bizarre UFO Cautionary Tale, Nebula editor Paul B. Thompson explores the
 vast capacity of human imagination -- and human delusion.

 ---------------------

 Fortean Slips: Dispatches from the Paranormal Fringe

 Enigma editor D. Trull cranked up his patented Slipatron 5000 weirdness-
 gathering apparatus to bring us an all-new edition of Fortean Slips.

 Winston and the Witch: Discover the unlikely relationship between Winston
 Churchill and the last woman in British history ever found guilty of
 witchcraft.

 Urine Eugenics: What benefits can we expect from animal cloning? Imagine
 wonder drugs formulated from genetically engineered pee-pee!

 Popeye the Bogeyman: If you think medically hazardous cartoons are strictly a
 Japanese problem, consider how the spinach-slurping seaman has struck
 crippling fear into the hearts of toddlers.

 ...All this, and much, much more!

 -+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

 Jane, Stop This Crazy Thing!

 Thought you were tough enough to handle the Dispatch and now you realize
 you're not? Starting to think you've made a wrong turn off the info highway?
 Well, we're only going to go over this once, so listen up! To unsubscribe
 yourself from Dispatch:

 1) Send e-mail to: listserv@listserv.aol.com

 2) In the body of your mail, type: unsubscribe dispatch

 That's all there is to it!

 Likewise, to unsubscribe:

 1) Send e-mail to: listserv@listserv.aol.com
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 2) In the body of your mail, type: subscribe dispatch

 ----------------------------------------

 ParaScope
 11288 Ventura Blvd., #904
 Studio City, CA 91604

 America Online -- keyword: parascope
 parascope@aol.com

 World-Wide Web -- http://www.parascope.com
 info@parascope.com

Search for other documents from or mentioning: parascope | listserv | info
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 20

Re: Frances Emma Barwood Campaign

From: SGB List 2 <SGBList2@aol.com>
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 01:45:25 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 10:38:48 -0500
Subject: Re: Frances Emma Barwood Campaign

>  From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
>  To: "'UFO UpDates - Toronto'" <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Frances Emma Barwood Campaign for Secretary of
> State for Arizona
>  Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 10:04:26 -0500

>  > From: ParadigmRG <ParadigmRG@aol.com> [Stephen Bassett]
>  > Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 04:53:54 EST
>  > To: updates@globalserve.net
>  > Subject: Frances Emma Barwood Campaign for Secretary of State for Arizona

>  > While many may not agree with the full range of Ms. Barwood's
>  > views, many will recognize the overarching and transcendent
>  > implications of her willingness to take on the UFO enigma and
>  > lack of proper government response as a viable candidate for high
>  > office.

>  Barwood is clearly right-wing, to judge from the way she links
>  states' rights to constitutional rights, in remarks reprinted
>  here more than once earlier.

>  What bothers me is that there's a link between the right wing and
>  UFOs. For instance:

>  -- William Cooper, that dear man, has been both a UFO nut and a
>  militia nut. He reprinted a classic anti-semitic forgery, the
>  Protocols of the Elders of Zion, in his book "Behold A Pale
>  Horse." Ten years ago, I heard him give a speech at Hollywood
>  High School in Los Angeles. He said the aliens were responsible
>  for gun control. (Ovation from the crowd. "I think I'm in the
>  wrong place," I muttered.)

>  -- Joe and Pat, who run the Little Al'e'inn in Rachel, NV, are
>  right-wing crazies. Especially Joe. He poured himself a beer or
>  three when I visited his place, and let me know at great length
>  that we've been living under a military dictatorship since 1933.
>  He found proof of that by closely scrutinizing a dollar bill.

>  -- As I was driving around Nevada and Arizona during that trip, I
>  listened to lots of right-wing radio, and found one show that
>  stresses UFOs. The government coverup of aliens (sorry, too tired
>  to write "alleged government coverup") got lumped in with the New
>  World Order and the general government coverup of everything else
>  the right-wing is sure is happening.

>  I've never heard of anything like this happening on the left,
>  though there certainly are UFO crazies in New Age circles. My
>  question:  is Barwood an honest conversative, Barry
>  Goldwater-style, who takes a personal interest in UFOs, or is she
>  an extreme rightist who fits UFOs into repellant conspiracy
>  theories? Does she blame the aliens for gun control?

>  Someone please reassure me.....

>  Greg Sandow

Greg,

Be reassured.  Frances Emma Barwood is a citizen public servant
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who rarely leaves her community and focused on many community
projects during her tenure on the Phoenix ctiy council.   She is
not right wing.  She has broad appeal and is even well supported
by the unions.

She had no background in UFO issues prior to the March 13 Phoenix
lights and has been trying to educate herself as to these
matters.  Her position is crafted around the inappropriate
posture the government takes in these matters - both towards the
states and the public.

She is the mother of three.  She keeps her husband's books who
makes a living in alternative energy production.

She is a nice person who acts on principal, has little interest
in monetary gain from public service, is afraid of nothing save
flying and will not back down from what she thinks is right.

From the left or the right, we could use a lot more just like her
in office at all levels.

Steve Bassett
Paradigm Research Group
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 20

Re: Photographic Analysis Needed

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 07:50:21 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 10:54:15 -0500
Subject: Re: Photographic Analysis Needed

>Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 08:17:37 +0000
>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Photographic Analysis Needed

>> Dear Rebecca,

>Yes I am indeed still part of MUFON and BUFORA. I've sent a
>message to MUFON to see who their photo analysts is. I know Jeff
>Sainio looks at video's but I'm not sure about still photo's.

>As for BUFORA they do have somone, but he works at a University
>full time and getting analysis of this sort done can be a lengthy
>project as it does it in his spare time.

>Like I said, it's a while since I was involved with such a
>photo-case so I'm basically checking who is still available just
>in case things have changed.

>Philip.

Philip,

I have seen the work of a number of "photo analysts" in the UFO
field.  Generally speaking, I have not been impressed.  I will
say right off that I am not including Jeff Sainio in this lot.

The person who has impressed me the most in dealing with still
photos is Bruce Maccabee.  Bruce knows his business and is
thorough.  Ted Phillips has also impressed me with his genuine
photographic knowledge, but I don't know if he is still doing
anything.

Unfortunately, in today's world, a still photograph is very
unlikely to prove anything one way or the other.  Photo fakery
is just too easy today.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 20

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 07:50:21 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 10:53:15 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 17:41:37 +0100
>From: Edoardo Russo <edoardo.russo@torino.ALPcom.it>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, updates@globalserve.net

>Hello Bob!

>As far as us Italian were concerned (and we were the first ones
>to disseminate autopsy stills free to the press, allegedly
>violating Santilli's copyright), nothing happened: a lot of
>menaces against us, but nothing more.

>The same is true for our Spanish colleagues who did the same.

>Maybe you were referring to the USA only, weren't you?

Hi Edoardo,

Yes, I was speaking only of the USA.  And I have only second and
third hand information about the lawsuit.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 20

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 07:50:21 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 11:09:22 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com>
>Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 11:30:13 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>>  Bob

>What we seem to have thus far in the film investigation is
>Santilli's endless tales/stories/promises -- that haven't
>occured.

>The next link is the alleged camerman of which nobody knows if he
>in fact is real, in fact living or dead, because that information
>is filtered through Ray. Needless to say Ray hasn't been the
>pillar of truth and honesty about various film information.

I think that is a fair assessment of the situation, up to this
point.

>So then when truth seekers try to get ahold of the alleged
>*owner* of the film  for further  information he provides nothing
>and discourages phone calls, visits... essentially any means of
>contacting him.  I say alleged because as I recall all we have is
>Santilli's  word that there is some kind of arrangement between
>the  two of them.

Actually, Spielberg told Maillard that the film was his, and that
he could do whatever the *%^&$# he wanted with it.  I have a
recording of his rant.  I've been told by others in Ray's office
that Spielberg is a partner in the venture and put up most of the
money for the film purchase.  The rest came from Walter.

>So what it boils down to is Santilli can make endless promises
>and tell all the stories he wants.  If anybody calls him on it
>then he can blame Spielberg for why the tale/story/promise is not
>fulfilled.  When the folks try and contact Spielberg thats a dead
>end, so its back to Santilli. What a vicious cycle.  It could be
>called the autopsy film circle of  investigative death.

>I see why folks are looking at  the actual content of the film
>for clues.

Yeah, that's all we got.

>You mentioned that the suit was settled out of court. Do we know
>where the initial suit was filed and the case number? The initial
>pleadings could be interesting reading.

The suit was filed by the USA video distribution company
(Trimark??) against Chuck Harder's company.  Santilli was not
directly involved. I don't know the venue.  I know it never came
to trial.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 20

Re: Ancient Astronauts

From: "WHITE" <mjawhite@digitaldune.net> [John White]
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 07:38:09 -0700
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 11:24:43 -0500
Subject: Re: Ancient Astronauts

Dear Philip, et al.,  (links to Ancient Astronauts)

>Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 09:05:07 +0000
>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: ANCIENT ASTRONAUTS

>Dear colleagues,

>For some reason my 'web search' is not working. I would therefore
>like to ask if anyone can recommend web sites dealing with the
>subject of ANCIENT ASTRONAUTS.

>All the best,

>Philip.

Philip:

Using "HotBot" and "ancient astronauts"

www.south2nd.org/

www.home.kiss.de/~sandman/

aasworldwide@access.ch

(Last is e-mail address of the Ancient Astronaut Society)

******As an aside******

The Duke triggered a half-hearted research quest on my part some
months back---I was going to throw him a zinger....couldn't find
grist for the mill, though, and never really finished it---but I
came up with an interesting commentary from Hymn III of the Rig
Veda regarding beings designated as "Asvins" who/which were new
to me.  They were noted in the Hymn:

"Come ye whose paths are red with flame."

The commentary indicates there were two of these Asvins,
"Nasatyas" and "Dasra," who had "nimble hands" with which they
were "quick to seize the offerings" of the locals after,
apparently, coming on their red-flamed paths.

See Hymn III, at page 2, 'Sacred Writings, Hinduism, The Rig
Veda' Translated by Ralph T. Griffith, Edited by Jaroslav
Pelikan, Copyright by Motilal Banarsidass Publishers PVT.LTD.
(1992)

It seems that if you are of an analogous mind, you can winnow the
context of ancient writings for all kinds of interesting and
intertaining anecdotal "evidence" for visitors from the heavens.

What I found most intriquing, however, in the commentary to the
Asvins, was the fact that the ancient Indian commentators found
these guys to be very puzzling in the context in which they, the
commentators, found them.  The ancient commentators:
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"Next in order are the deities whose sphere
is the heaven; of these the Asvins are the
first to arrive....Who then are these Asvins?
(And follows a list of speculations,
which includes: " 'Two Kings, performers
of holy acts,' say the legendary writers."
Professor Roth comments:..."They
are the earliest bringers of light in the
morning sky, who in their chariots hasten
onward before the dawn, and prepare
a way for her."  Commentary at page 2, supra.

Anyhow, I became interested in The Rig Veda itself, and lost
interest with winnowing the context, since that aspect of viewing
ancient writings is well-covered by numerous authors.

Best

John White mjawhite@digitaldune.net
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 20

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 07:50:21 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 11:10:36 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@AOL.COM> [Kevin Randle]
>Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 15:41:58 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

> Gees, what a cop-out.

>KRandle

Kevin,

What's your problem, man?  Since when is a straight answer to a
question a cop-out????

If you are talking about the lawsuit, I do not have any personal
knowledge of exactly what happened and have heard several
different versions, but all of them have the same conclusion that
the case was settled out of court.

If you have real information, why not impart it to the list
instead of insulting me???!!!

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 20

Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com>
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 00:00:39 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 10:32:19 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 08:09:09 +0000
>  From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

>  > From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
>  > Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 18:24:58 EST
>  > To: updates@globalserve.net
>  > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Alien Autopsy' film 'Danger' sign

<snip>

>  > Whatever happened to all of Rays blabbering about having filed
>  > suit against the people who were using the film illegally? I was
>  > looking forward to the suit to see what popped out during the
>  > discovery portion.

<snip>

>  Dear Robert,

>  I have tried on several occasions to contact Spielberg but I do
>  not have an address or phone number for him. As for Ray and his
>  legal arguments that has nothing to do with me and I am not
>  interested in it.

Dear Phillip,

IF in fact the suit was filed the court file which would contain
a copy of the initial suit filings, the response, plus motions
and any other filings that might have occured before the suit was
allegedly settled. In these papers, you might be able to glean
some *interesting morsels* of information about the film.

If the claim of a lawsuit came from Santilli and was not
verified, there is a good chance that its a pile of something the
bull left.

Cheers,
Robert
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 20

Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 13:45:12 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 21:23:16 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/17/98 1:52 PM:
>  Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 12:29:36 +1100
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Stuart & Toni Livesey <livesey@trump.net.au> [Stuart]
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book

>  >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  >From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>  >Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat' - Sandow on Jacobs' new book
>  >Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 21:47:18 -0800

>  G'day Mark and List,

> I don't think that we should dismiss the TTH
>  lightly.

>  In defence of that statement let me ask a general question of the
>  list. Do we have any indication of advancements in alien
>  technology over the years since they began appearing on this
  planet?
>
>  What brings that to mind is the repetitive sightings of similar
>  craft over centuries. For example, cigar shaped craft have been
>  depicted in woodcuts from Germany crafted during the Dark
>  Age/Renaissance period and very similar craft are still appearing
>  today. Does that faintly support stagnant technology or time
>  travel? I don't know but it is worth pondering.

Hi Stuart!

This is, of course, a good point. But aircraft technlogy on
earth has also failed to evolve in a way that would be terribly
noticable to the below referenced stone age natives, since, say
the 1960s(?). Though the mix has changed, with helicopters
becoming a larger part of the mix.

Unfortunately, I think the statistical data on geometries which
some consider to indicate an upswing in triangular shapes is not
in good enough condition to come to that conclusion, but it is
certainly possible that the triangular / boomerang shape is
becoming more prevalent, which would indicate a possible
shift in technology or in the mix of civilizations generating them
(if, indeed, the UFO source is ET).

It's certainly possible that the external geometry of UFOs isn't
amenable to change because of the form follows function so
tightly that gross geometric changes won't happen and small
changes are swamped by perceptual differences in witnesses,
the strangeness of the event, the variations in luminosity, etc.

The problem is that the stagnancy of UFO geometries is not,
as far as I can see, a sufficient factor to distinguish TTH as
the UFO cause from ETH.

>  <snip>

>  >The obvious suggestion is that
>  >UFOs are from another world somewhere in space.
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>  Mark, this may be an obvious suggestion but we should not allow
>  it to blind ourselves to other possibilities. Put yourself in the
>  shoes (or bare feet :> )of a villager in the wilds of the Amazon,
>  or New Guinea or somewhere similar that has only had minimal
>  contact with more advanced human cultures. Their contact may be
>  with people who fly in, spend a few days interacting with the
>  village and then fly out again, the visitors come from the sky,
>  possess incredible technology and return to the sky and in that
>  context how would the villagers view these outsiders? Now we know
>  where they come from but to the villagers it may well appear as
>  ET's do to us. In fact the analogy of the villagers is probably
>  quite applicable to us when our, despite what Corso claims, our
>  technology is so almost stone age in comparison to that of the
>  ET's.

I guess I don't see the conflict between your comments above and
mine.

Actually, I tend to lean (but not too heavily) in the direction of the
picture you paint (which I think I also put forward a while back) as
to what's going on, as opposed to the massive scientific
research sub-hypothesis, the cosmic prank sub-hypothesis, or
the interstellar conquest sub-hypothesis.

(I call it the tourist / anthropologist sub-hypothesis).

>  Now don't get me wrong, I like to think that I'm not "off with
>  the fairies" when considering UFOs/Aliens but the more I look at
>  this phenomena the more I am beginning to feel that the things on
>  which we base our investigations of UFOs/Aliens is probably like
>  looking at the world through welders goggles. Our view is
>  hindered by our preconcieved ideas of what was, what is and what
>  should be.

Here's how I keep my perspective. I have a fish that lives in a tank
in my living room. He's obviously attentive and, for a fish, pretty
intelligent. But what does he make of my vacuuming the floor, or
the strange way the sun goes out and then multiple suns appear
(lights in the room)? Or how could he comprehend the optical
physics that makes it seem that I am in two places at once
(refracted or reflected by the tank walls).

I am very respectful of the possibility that in looking at the UFO
phenomenon, I may be the fish.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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Re: 'The Threat'...

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 14:00:08 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 21:34:26 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat'...

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/19/98 8:46 AM:
>  From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...
>  To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
>  Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 23:20:22 -0500 (EST)

>  On the other hand, it seems to me that what has changed in that
>  time is our own concept of the fantastic.  I personally believe
>  that something is happening which we do not understand, but I
>  have some serious problems accepting the "nuts-and-bolts" view of
>  UFOs, given that the character of those UFOs seems to change
>  along with science fiction tastes (although, to be honest, I
>  suppose one could question the causality).  If one is going to
>  presume a milion-year-old civilization, their science would
>  (according to Clarke) probably seem magickal to us, and it would
>  seem to me just as reasonable to assume they exist in a form we
>  cannot comprehend and that our contact experiences are what
>  happens when an intelligence beyond our understanding is
>  expressed through the limitations of our brains.

So while most of the list seems to think that UFO geometries
remain largely unchanged for at least 50 years, you believe that
they follow science-fiction fashion.

What exactly leads you to that conclusion? Can you point to such
a pattern in Magonia or the Project 1947 EM Effects catalog?

How do you cope with the presence of boomerang formations in the
1800s, disks in the early 1900s, triangles in the 1940s?

Why do most movie UFOs look nothing like reported UFOs? Why do
most 1940s and 50s spacecraft look like cones and finned tubes
and we have few or no reports of geometries that look anything
like that?

>  If anyone is aware of evidence which substantiates the existence
>  of actual alien spacecraft (as opposed to simply unknown luminous
>  phenomena) please tell me; I'm certainly open to changing my
>  view.

Metal/solid surfaces - verified by touch, radar, bullets and
rocks thrown.
EM effects
Heavy weight ground traces and ground burn traces
Radiation output verified by geiger counter

These all indicate an objectively existent, solid, possibly
technological phenomenon. Alien spacecraft? Maybe.

>  Assuming no real progress is made, and that we continue to view
>  UFOs as mythological phenomena, I wonder how they will appear,
>  say, 100 years from now, or 200.

You must be the "we".

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
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Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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Dilbert again

From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 21:50:32 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 21:40:34 -0500
Subject: Dilbert again

Scott Adams, Dilbert's creator, is definitely on an anti-skeptic
tear. In the latest strips, Dilbert's pet rat, Ratbert, turns out
to be psychic. Dilbert can't stand this, and brings in a debunker
to prove it's not true.

Today, the dialogue went like this:

Debunker: I've used the scientific method to debunk 100% of the
people who claim they have mental powers.

Ratbert: Are you saying that every test you perform turns out the
way you predict it will?

Debunker: What's your point?

Ratbert (shouting): YOU'VE PROVEN THAT YOU'RE PSYCHIC!!

Greg Sandow
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Re: June '97 Scotish Sighting

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 13:29:00 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 21:21:54 -0500
Subject: Re: June '97 Scotish Sighting

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/16/98 10:46 PM:
>  Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 00:12:19 +0000
>  From: Dave Ledger <dledger@cableinet.co.uk>
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: [Fwd: Scotland Sighting (June 97)]

>  --

>  Hi Group,

>  Here are a couple of interesting sightings from last year,that took
>  place here in Scotland.I thought I would forward these to the list
>  members as they are slightly unusual in nature.
>  May the coming year be a fruitful one and good luck and good health to
>  you all............................Dave Ledger.

Dave -

As custodian of the Project 1947 EM Effects catalog, I'd
appreciate any additional information you can provide on the
"light bulb" problems.

Thanks in advance.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 13:48:33 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 21:26:18 -0500
Subject: Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/17/98 2:07 PM:
>  From: "Keith Woodard" <qwoodard@worldnet.att.net>
>  To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings
>  Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 04:17:34 -0800

>  Have you read about the secret military "flying wing" called the
>  "Blimp?"  Art Bell's first UFO sighting, that forever changed the
>  character of his show, answers to this description. He says the
>  craft was definitely "floating" through the air.

>  According to the Federation of American Scientists
>  (http://www.fas.org/irp/mystery/blimp.htm):

>  ********************

>  "A very intriguing aircraft was been reported in the late 1980s.
>  Some observers claim to have witnessed a vast black flying wing,
>  estimated at between 600 and 800 feet in width, passing silently
>  over city streets in California. The craft moved so slowly one
>  observer claimed that he could jog along with it. The aircraft
>  reportedly executed bizarre maneuvers in which it stopped,
>  rotated in place and hovered vertically, pointing its thin
>  trailing edge toward the ground.  This vehicle's unlikely
>  gyrations suggest that it is distinct from the other sightings,
>  and could be a lighter-than-air craft pushed by slow- turning
>  propellers."

I think a brief moment of thought will suggest what happens to
this "vehicle" in any kind of wind.

Flip, turn, roll, catch wing on tree, crash...

Don't forget the Hudson Valley sightings had several under very
windy conditions, including the Indian Head nuclear power plant.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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Audio recording made during an abduction

From: "Peterre" <pjb@staffs.softnet.co.uk> [Philip Bradley]
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 21:20:33 +0000
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 22:45:39 -0500
Subject: Audio recording made during an abduction

A friend who is an abductee managed to obtain a short tape
recording during the night of one of his/her abductions. The
cassette recorder was hidden near the window in an adjacent
bedroom where the abductee's child was sleeping. It is not known
whether the recording was of sound picked up through the
microphone, or of a waveform induced in the circuits of the
recorder.

I would be happy to email to anyone interested the .wav file
(912KB). My friend would welcome your opinions of the sound,
posted to this list or privately (as appropriate).

He/she wishes to remain anonymous so I will relay email to/from
him/her.

My friend requests that the few other people who have heard the
file, and so will recognize it, do not pass on his/her identity
to anyone else.

Peterre
pjb@staffs.softnet.co.uk
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'98 MUFON Symposium

From: "Michael Curta" <UFOMedic@net1comm.com>
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 12:47:58 -0700
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 22:34:11 -0500
Subject: '98 MUFON Symposium

The 1998 Mutual UFO Network International Symposium will be held
in Denver, Colorado June 25-28 1998.  For more information and a
list of speaker and events please visit our site at
www.net1comm.com/~COMUFON1
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Essay on interpretations of the UFO phenomenon
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Essay on interpretations of the UFO phenomenon

From: "M@C TONNIES" <0212104@ACAD.NWMISSOURI.EDU>
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 16:27:21 -0600
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 23:06:22 -0500
Subject: Essay on interpretations of the UFO phenomenon

Dear UpDate members,

I just posted a new essay on my website.  I'd be grateful for any
corrections, comments, etc.

The post can be found at:

www.nwmissouri.edu/~0212104/essay5.html

Yours,

Mac Tonnies  *  #409 Franken Hall, NWMSU  *  Maryville, MO 64468
    (816) 562-6306  *  E-mail: 0212104@acad.nwmissouri.edu

                  M@C TONNIES VISUAL INDUSTRIES
     "Where Today's Abstractions are Tomorrow's Archetypes"
               www.nwmissouri.edu/~0212104/bio.html
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 20

Official history transistor

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 00:44:40 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 23:09:13 -0500
Subject: Official history transistor

Hi all,

In the Economist of January 3 an excellent and well written
history of the transistor can be found. At least for me it connected
some loose threads.

P. 77, Science and technology section.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: Charles Schmid?

From: Ktperehwon <Ktperehwon@aol.com> [Karl Pflock]
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 18:54:50 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 23:15:40 -0500
Subject: Re: Charles Schmid?

>Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 23:35:25 -0500
>From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Charles Schmid?
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>Are you suggesing that Marcel altered his testimony as a result
>the interviews with Moore and Friedman?  Like perhaps Bill or
>Stan "suggested" that perhaps it would be better to call the
?"structural members" I-beams?

Of course not, my friend.  Read what I wrote again:
"BTW, as I'm sure you know, the description of the 'members' as
'I-beams' comes only from Dr. Marcel, and this not until sometime
well after he was first interviewed by Moore/Friedman.  (This
fact - I should have typed, "these facts" - somehow always gets
(get) swept under the ufological rug in discussions of who saw
what when.) All other credible witnesses to the debris found on
the Foster Ranch, including Dr. Marcel's father (Schmid, too?),
describe the 'members' as being of square or rectangular cross
section, 3/8 of an inch or so, and balsa-like (or, flat out,
balsa) to boot."

My point is threefold:

(1)  In his earliest interviews and communciations with
ufologists, Dr. Marcel never once referred to what he recalled as
a metalic strut-like member on which he rememerbed seeing strange
markings as an I-beam, a strut having a capital 'I'
cross-section.  This first surfaced in his descriptions a couple
of years later, I'm quite sure as a result of his honest efforts
to recover details of decades-old memories, not as the result of
dishonesty or of undue influence by Moore and Friedman but, it
would seem, with the help of Kevin Randle and Don Schmitt (see
their UFO CRASH AT ROSWELL).

(2)  Not one of the other credible witnesses to the debris
recovered from the Foster Ranch site described the members or
beams as having an 'I' cross-section.  In fact, ALL those who did
discuss the cross-section of these fragments--including Dr.
Marcel's father--said it was rectangular or square. Similarly,
all such witnesses other than Dr. Marcel--including Dr. Marcel's
father--described the members as sticks looking and feeling like
balsa or simply as balsa, not metalic in any way.

(3)  Given the above, it is more than a little reasonable to
conclude Dr. Marcel's recollections are faulty in many important
respects.

Finally, lest anyone further misconstrue my views, I consider Dr.
Jesse Marcel to be both an honest man and one of the nicest guys
I've ever met.

-- Cheers, Karl Pflock (aka El Topo No)
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Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 22:33:15 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 05:57:36 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
>Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 20:20:08 -0400
>Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 23:15:20 -0500
>Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

<snip>

> List:
> It has been my experience that if the good guys don't go on the
> bad guys will. The producers care about meeting deadlines and
> making money. Truth is not their thing. Lord knows ufology has
> plenty of bad guys...
> Stan Friedman

Stan,

I have just finished watching the UPN program. While I doubt that
you were talking about this goofy video (AT LEAST I HOPE NOT),
the producers of this program certainly made it appear that way
(to a more naive audience, for example) in the way ALL the
conversations were edited.

I can only hope that your intentions were good, but IMO, don't do
us anymore favors. This video was a complete joke and I think
your appearance on this program lessens your credibility.

Leave these shows for the "Alien Hunters" of the world.

Don't become one of ufology's bad guys.

Rebecca

PS. Someone from Minnesota tell me if one would find really green
grass in Lake County, Minnesota on November 27, 1997.
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Plan 9 From UPN!

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 01:54:53 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 06:04:59 -0500
Subject: Plan 9 From UPN!

Hello Errol, hi All,

The folks at UPN wanted me to review the abduction video and by
gum I'm gonna do it. But, I'm going to do it here with you guys,
away from cameras and those 'editors' that can make you sound
like a blithering idiot. I'll do it in a forum where I will not
be edited.

My "Review"

PLAN 9 FROM UPN!

Sci-fi movies have had a 'best' and a 'worst' candidate for
years.
You can fill in the name of whatever movie you consider to have
been the 'best.' That one varies, but I'm positive that we can
all agree that the very worst sci-fi movie ever made was, "Plan 9
From Outer Space!" <G>

Well ufology has a 'worst' now too! Our version of 'Plan 9' aired
last nite in the form of that purported video of an abduction.
First, let me say that my money is on the 'little girl' being the
alien that was wearing gloves, (they looked a little like Mickey
Mouse hands! <G>) at the end of the video, and that the little
girl was also one of the aliens at the "UFO!" Even money it's the
kid in the bug head and bodysuit! <G>

Why am I comparing that travesty of a video to "Plan 9 From Outer
Space?" Well, let's analyze!

Plan 9 was 'bad' because;

a. The acting was very baaaaaaaaaad, as wooden and contrived as
it gets. (So were the 'actors' in last nights little soap
opera!)

b. Plan 9 had the cheapest sets and 'special effects' that anyone
ever tried to pass off as 'realistic!' (Ditto the abduction
video. )

The 'home' seemed nice enough mind you, but I'm talking about the
"UFO" that had charred rockets on the bottom, and that computer
generated ball of light, -that the actors eyes didn't follow
around the room accurately because the incompetent schmuck that
directed it didn't use the traditional 'tennis ball on a stick'
to help guide the actors eye movements through the 'scene.' The
computer artist then substitutes the "ball of light" for the
tennis ball and Viola! you have a scene where a ball of light
enters a room and all eyes follow its movements acurately.

Not so in last nights farce. I've never even directed traffic,
but even I know enough from watching PBS to shoot a sequence like
that and make it look real. I hope the banana that directed that
crap we saw last night never works again! Geez, what a "hacker!"
<G>

c. It becomes obvious (quickly) that Plan 9 is a "turkey" as any
who have seen it will testify. (Ditto for last nights 'video.') I
didn't get past the 30 second mark before the alarm on my BS
Detector went off and damn near drowned out everything else that
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followed. <G>

Enough said that it was a sorry joke and that they really
shouldn't have bothered. Now on to more serious business!

1. Jeanne Sutton! (The "abductee" that commented so knowingly
throughout that painful sham/scam of a program.) If you didn't
pick up on her love of the lens that was staring her in the face
then you missed the 'love story' part of the UPN presentation.

2. Stan, I love you man but you really should have passed on it!
They edited/chopped you to death. Some of the cuts were downright
amateurish and plainly made to make your comments -fit- the video
presentation.

3. And now the bottom line!

Wow, that was -one sweet piece- of debunking work! Think about
it. Anyone who watched that farce last night that hasn't been
lobotomized or doesn't break their Prozac tablets in half before
ingesting walked away from that thing thinking, " What a bunch of
phoney ridiculous crap!"

How effective! What better way to attach ridicule and increase
the incredulity in anyone unfamiliar with the phenomenon than to
present an absolutely ridiculous piece of crap like that as
somekind of 'evidence' for abduction! Whoever put this thing
together is not so stupid because (I think) if what I just
suggested is in fact true, then they have succeeded. In Spades!

Enough, I promise never to mention it again. I hope they catch up
with and prosecute whoever perpetrated and financed this blatant
hoax. It -is- criminal, and in more ways than one.

Just one mamaluks opinion!

John Velez, Webmaster AIC/Intruders Foundation Online
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Re: Audio recording made during an abduction

From: "Peterre" <pjb@staffs.softnet.co.uk> [[Philip Bradley]]
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 05:53:15 +0000
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 06:25:17 -0500
Subject: Re: Audio recording made during an abduction

I posted yesterday offering to email to interested parties a .wav
file of a recording made during an abduction. To make make things
easier for all, the .wav file is now downloadable from the
RISKERS site. If you go to

http://www.riskers.org

then you will see a banner referring to this file. Please
download it from there rather than requesting that I email it.

Here again are the details that I originally provided.

A friend who is an abductee managed to obtain a short tape
recording during the night of one of his/her abductions. The
cassette recorder was hidden near the window in an adjacent
bedroom where the abductee's child was sleeping. It is not known
whether the recording was of sound picked up through the
microphone, or of a waveform induced in the circuits of the
recorder.

My friend would welcome your opinions of the sound, posted to
this list or privately (as appropriate).

He/she wishes to remain anonymous so I will relay email to/from
him/her.

My friend requests that the few other people who have heard the
file, and so will recognize it, do not pass on his/her identity
to anyone else.

Peterre
pjb@staffs.softnet.co.uk
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Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings

From: "Keith Woodard" <qwoodard@worldnet.att.net>
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 19:56:48 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 06:17:23 -0500
Subject: Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings

> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings
> Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 13:48:33 -0800

> >  From: "Keith Woodard" <qwoodard@worldnet.att.net>
> >  To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
> >  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings
> >  Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 04:17:34 -0800

> >  Have you read about the secret military "flying wing" called the
> >  "Blimp?"  Art Bell's first UFO sighting, that forever changed the

> >  character of his show, answers to this description. He says the
> >  craft was definitely "floating" through the air.
>
> >  According to the Federation of American Scientists
> >  (http://www.fas.org/irp/mystery/blimp.htm):

> >  ********************

> >  "A very intriguing aircraft was been reported in the late 1980s.
> >  Some observers claim to have witnessed a vast black flying wing,
> >  estimated at between 600 and 800 feet in width, passing silently
> >  over city streets in California. The craft moved so slowly one
> >  observer claimed that he could jog along with it. The aircraft
> >  reportedly executed bizarre maneuvers in which it stopped,
> >  rotated in place and hovered vertically, pointing its thin
> >  trailing edge toward the ground.  This vehicle's unlikely
> >  gyrations suggest that it is distinct from the other sightings,
> >  and could be a lighter-than-air craft pushed by slow- turning
> >  propellers."

> I think a brief moment of thought will suggest what happens to
> this "vehicle" in any kind of wind.

> Flip, turn, roll, catch wing on tree, crash...

> Don't forget the Hudson Valley sightings had several under very
> windy conditions, including the Indian Head nuclear power plant.

Hi Mark,

Are you talking lighter-than-air, or ultralight as well?

It won't take much for me to fold on this issue because I have no
engineering aptitude at all, and I know zilch about aviation.  Is
that generally true of gliders, that they can't handle any kind
of wind?  It surprises me a little, because I've seen HANG
gliders do okay in strong winds.  And it seems like the huge size
of these things might afford some stability, not to mention all
manner of advanced stabilization systems they might have
developed.

The other thing is that the Board of Sponsors of the Federation
of American Scientists includes half the country's living Nobel
laureates, so I wouldn't think they'd put this forward if it
didn't make at least a modicum of sense.  You're probably much
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more knowledgeable than I about this, so tell me what you think.

Kind regards,

Keith
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 01:26:18 -0700
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 06:35:35 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

Stan Friedman and Derrel Sims have both contributed opinions and
comments to this list in the past. After watching the UPN special
last night I couldn't help wondering if either of these two
gentlemen had any regrets about agreeing to do interviews for the
program. Any thoughts?

Jared.
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UPN's 'Incident in Lake County'

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 07:13:22 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 07:39:42 -0500
Subject: UPN's 'Incident in Lake County'

If anyone has details regarding this production, they would be of
interest.

IMHO, this program was poorly acted and of questionable
entertainment value.

I'm curious as to whether any of our readers to the north had
heard of this case previously, or if they recognized any of the
actors in the program. The show, for all of its glory, provided
few real details of the case.

Jeesh.  I feel like I'm trapped in a rehersal for "Sweeps Week"!

Steve
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Light over Australia

From: "S.Burrows" <S.Burrows@uq.net.au> [Steve Burrows]
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 21:20:05 +1000
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 07:01:00 -0500
Subject: Light over Australia

Today, at 1010hrs UTC, over Brisbane, Queensland, Australia,
myself and two children watched a fast moving single white light
travel from directly overhead to 45 degrees to the East and was
then masked by low cloud.

There was no sound and no other lights visible. Many stars was
clearly visable before the low cloud cover swept in from the
south.

The arc of observence was 45 degrees and the time the object was
in view was no more than 30 seconds.

Brisbane, Australia lies at 27 degrees South, 153 degrees East.

Steve B.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 21

Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 07:21:11 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 07:44:44 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

>Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 01:26:18 -0700
>From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
>To: Updates <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Comments on the UPN thing

>Stan Friedman and Derrel Sims have both contributed opinions and
>comments to this list in the past. After watching the UPN special
>last night I couldn't help wondering if either of these two
>gentlemen had any regrets about agreeing to do interviews for the
>program. Any thoughts?

>Jared.

I would even carry this thought a step further and ask if those
who were interviewed had actually been shown the video that their
comments were to become interspersed with.  My impression was
that most of the comments were very general, and were edited into
the video to make it appear as if there was a relationship
between them.

Steve
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Re: UFO sightings in foreign countries

From: apt_6f@hotmail.com <Terry Walker>
Date: 21 Jan 97 18:31:01 TAIWAN
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 07:43:34 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO sightings in foreign countries

Just a note to say I appreciated all the information posted
recently about UFO sightings in foreign countries. I learned
alot. And stand corrected.

- Terry Walker
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 21

Regarding UPN's abduction 'cartoon'

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 07:14:12 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 09:04:50 -0500
Subject: Regarding UPN's abduction 'cartoon'

Who was the guy that UPN got to imitate Stanton Freidman? I
refuse to believe that Mr. Friedman had ANYTHING to do with that
abominable titillation. Please ... Stan -- say it ain't so! Sue
for character misrepresentation, or, just to ascend to hyperbole,
I know a couple of hard cases from south Georgia that will work
that UPN bunch over for 'ya -- just say the word! God, I'll
_never_ go on television!!

Lehmberg@snowhill.com
--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
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UFO UpDate:Skywatch: Bell/CSETI Show Transcripts on Web

From: skywatch_ok@msn.com [Skywatch List]
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 19:09:47 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 09:36:55 -0500
Subject: UFO UpDate:Skywatch: Bell/CSETI Show Transcripts on Web

List Members,

Transcripts of the Art Bell show that took place on January 05, 1998 are
now available on the CSETI web site.=A0 You can find these transcripts by
following this link: http://www.cseti.org/=A0=A0 When you arrive at the site
please follow the links to the January 5th transcripts.=A0 Hours one and
two are now posted, with more to follow.

Topic of the January 05, 1998 show was, The BIG Disclosure Show.

Guests List:

Guest Host: Steve Bassett, Paradigm Research Group
http://www.anagramvideo.com/bassett/ad.html

1st Hour: Richard C. Hoagland, Enterprise Mission
http://www.enterprisemission.com/

2nd Hour: Dr. Steven Greer, Center for the Study of Extraterrestrial
Intelligence
http://www.cseti.org/

3rd Hour: Dr. Edgar Mitchell, Astronaut

4th Hour: Robert O. Dean, Stargate International and Anagram Video
http://www.rtd.com/~stargate/

5th Hour: Peter Gersten, Attorney

I'd like to take a second to thank Lorie Kramer for taking on the major
job of transcribing this show for all to read.=A0 Good job Lorie and keep
up the good work!

Regards,

Cliff Capers

--
Oklahoma State Director and Newsletter Editor,
Skywatch International, Inc.
http://members.aol.com/starmanbh/swi.htm
http://www.itlnet.net/web/skywatch/oklahoma.html

____________________________________________________________________
SKYWATCH INTERNATIONAL INC.
(A Non-Profit Organization)
Administrative:
3579 E. Foothill Blvd. #506
Pasadena, CA 91107
USA

Membership:
PO Box 801
Leander, TX 78646-0801
USA

Skywatch International Inc. and this list service are
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not responsible for content or authenticity of posts.

Skywatch International, Inc. endorses no political candidate for office due=
 to
the organization's status as a non-profit corporation."

"What could be stranger than the truth?"
_____________________________________________________________________
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 09:08:51 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 09:29:32 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

>Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 07:21:11 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

>I would even carry this thought a step further and ask if those
>who were interviewed had actually been shown the video that their
>comments were to become interspersed with.  My impression was
>that most of the comments were very general, and were edited into
>the video to make it appear as if there was a relationship
>between them.

>Steve

Steve,

TV people are famous for this.  A couple of years ago I did a TV
interview on the AA film.  The interview was around an hour in
duration.  The actual segment was five minutes long!

I was horrified when I saw it.  They had edited it so it sounded
like I was saying that I witnessed the crashed craft and
creatures!!!  And it was also edited so it sounded like I had the
original film here in my office!!!!!!!

I got all sorts of phone calls from people wanting to know if I
had really witnessed the crash.  I pointed out to them that this
supposedly happened in 1947 and that I was less than one year old
at the time.  Usual response, "Oh."

I was really worried about the implication that I had a box full
of film reels in my office!  I had an alarm system installed.

These guys know exactly what they are doing when they practice
creative editing like this.  Just watch the TV news.  Someone
starts to say something, and instead of letting you listen, they
come in with a voice over and some talking head has to tell you
his/her interpretation of what was said.  Do we really need these
jerks to do our thinking for us???

Bob
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TV Appearances

From: rfsignal@sprynet.com
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 06:47:01 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 10:00:50 -0500
Subject: TV Appearances

Dear List,

It has been a week since I appeared briefly on a show called
'Chronicle' on The Prime [cable] Channel here in Canada.

The first thing I have to say is that what I expected was nothing
like what I experienced during the taping of the show.  I have
been on two other TV shows for a total of an hour of live
presentations.  I thought there might be some kind of rehearsal,
preparation or the like.  Such was not the case where the hostess
of Chronicle was upset and an unwilling participant in the
proceedings.

The show opened with two esteemed men posturing themselves and
exchanging opposite views.  In one segment of taping, I described
my abduction as a child in 1952.  The rest of the show was merely
the continued exchanging of views by the posturing men.

How embarrassed I am to have taken part in such a ridiculous and
callous treatment of the subject of UFOs, abductions and all.
It was so stupid to see two learned men exposing their ignorance
of all of the aspects of the entire phenomenon.  True, they might
have been writers who had written various articles about the
subject matter, but it did not help for them to be so blatantly
ignorant of the facts.

Just what are the facts of abductions?  What are the facts of
sightings and all of the rest of the good stuff?  What is going
on in our public media?  What do you think?  Is there such a
thing as 'False Memory Syndrome' that affects individuals
throughout their lives?

I have never been hypnotized and remember my experiences vividly
as flashbacks, even since the one experience in 1952.  I will not
accept the fact that I have been led to believe my experiences
are really flirtations in imagination.

I am very angry and hurt to think that I have been so publicly
passed off.  There was simply no understanding, no compassion and
no explanation for my experiences.  None of the people involved
in the show thought to care one whit about what I was thinking,
what I had felt about the Kangaroo Court proceedings, or about
what I could have said in my opinions.

This kind of wasted time treatment of ufology has been going on
for a very long time.  It has led to dissension and mythology, an
ignorantly farcical passiveness of the public at the hands of
supposed experts in the field.  This isn't Star trek, its real
life!  And, this is how we will react to the possibility of
the reality of the situation?  How embarrassing to be human! I
cannot say what I think without reverting to unmentionable
expletives!

It is not a case of 'what if' an alien presence is bothering with
humanity. I am here and in your face to say that there is
definitely something going on!  See me and know me.  Because when
it is your turn to experience, will you be as able to survive the
fact as I have?
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Go stuff your popcorn,
Cathy
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Re: UPN's 'Incident in Lake County'

From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 08:56:34 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 10:15:37 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN's 'Incident in Lake County'

>Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 07:13:22 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
>Subject: UPN's "Incident in Lake County"

>If anyone has details regarding this production, they would be of
>interest.

>IMHO, this program was poorly acted and of questionable
>entertainment value.

>I'm curious as to whether any of our readers to the north had
>heard of this case previously, or if they recognized any of the
>actors in the program. The show, for all of its glory, provided
>few real details of the case.

>Jeesh.  I feel like I'm trapped in a rehersal for "Sweeps Week"!

>Steve

My final word:

This is a hoax, this is a bad hoax. This is a VERY bad hoax. I
wish to GOD they hadn't associated it with Minnesota. I thought
it was supposed to be Canadian! Anyone who believes this tripe
was real needs to check into the Betty Ford Center immediately!

Joel Henry

*****************************************************
Minnesota MUFON Webmaster
Minnesota MUFON Web Page= http://www.wavefront.com/~jhenry/index.html
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 09:49:48 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 10:13:31 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 01:26:18 -0700
>  From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
>  To: Updates <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Comments on the UPN thing

>  Stan Friedman and Derrel Sims have both contributed opinions and
>  comments to this list in the past. After watching the UPN special
>  last night I couldn't help wondering if either of these two
>  gentlemen had any regrets about agreeing to do interviews for the
>  program. Any thoughts?

Judging by all the responses on this list, I'm wondering if
anyone caught the very end of the program where the credits were
scrolled and the actors names were listed?

Stan should be ashamed of himself, as should the woman
psychologist (Yvonne?) from California.

The rest of the experts didn't surprise me. Just what one would
expect on production like this. Media hogs.

I have to kind of agree with Steve Kaeser that it appeared that
the people commenting hadn't actually seen the production. Except
that child psychologist Gary (? Never heard of him before) who
said the child was assuming the adult roles, blah, blah, blah. I
forget what all he said because I was laughing so hard. Hope this
guy isn't licensed.

Rebecca
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Re: Regarding UPN's abduction 'cartoon'

From: Chris Rutkowski <rutkows@cc.UManitoba.CA>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 09:10:09 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 10:29:20 -0500
Subject: Re: Regarding UPN's abduction 'cartoon'

> Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 07:14:12 -0600
> From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Regarding UPN's abduction 'cartoon'

> Who was the guy that UPN got to imitate Stanton Freidman? I
> refuse to believe that Mr. Friedman had ANYTHING to do with that
> abominable titillation. Please ... Stan -- say it ain't so!

No, that was him. :0

Stan told me he hesitantly agreed to be on the show because, as
he put it: "I'd rather it be me on there than let somebody with
questionable research ability get more air time."

I think he knew it was a hoax to begin with, but he didn't want a
(in quotation marks) "abductee/contactee expert" to be on the
show and suggest it was all real. He had a point. (Too bad Sims
got on anyway. :)

He figured they'd edit him to hell, and they did. (I can imagine
what A&E will do with Randle and me next month!)

I agree with John Velez. "Plan 9 From UPN!" LOL!

--
Chris Rutkowski - rutkows@cc.umanitoba.ca
(and now, also: Chris.Rutkowski@UMAlumni.mb.ca)
University of Manitoba - Winnipeg, Canada
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Re: Light over Australia

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 07:45:32 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 21:05:47 -0500
Subject: Re: Light over Australia

> From: "S.Burrows" <S.Burrows@uq.net.au> [Steve Burrows]
> To: <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Light over Australia
> Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 21:20:05 +1000

> Today, at 1010hrs UTC, over Brisbane, Queensland, Australia,
> myself and two children watched a fast moving single white light
> travel from directly overhead to 45 degrees to the East and was
> then masked by low cloud.

> There was no sound and no other lights visible. Many stars was
> clearly visable before the low cloud cover swept in from the
> south.

> The arc of observence was 45 degrees and the time the object was
> in view was no more than 30 seconds.

> Brisbane, Australia lies at 27 degrees South, 153 degrees East.

> Steve B.

A 45 degree arc of passage from the zenith at twilight time in
near 30 seconds is very consistant with a passing low orbit
satellite or high flying plane.  One point to remember is that
the nearer to zenith the sighting is, the faster is the perceived
angular velocity.  To be anomalous, this sighting would have to
had taken less than 15 seconds and still be too high to be
recognizable.  Nevertheless, thanks for taking the time to report
it.

Bye...  Ted..
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 21

Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 15:22:33 +0100
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 21:03:14 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
> Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 09:49:48 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> > Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 01:26:18 -0700
> >  From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> >  To: Updates <updates@globalserve.net>
> >  Subject: Comments on the UPN thing

> >  Stan Friedman and Derrel Sims have both contributed opinions and
> >  comments to this list in the past. After watching the UPN special
> >  last night I couldn't help wondering if either of these two
> >  gentlemen had any regrets about agreeing to do interviews for the
> >  program. Any thoughts?

> Judging by all the responses on this list, I'm wondering if
> anyone caught the very end of the program where the credits were
> scrolled and the actors names were listed?

> Stan should be ashamed of himself, as should the woman
> psychologist (Yvonne?) from California.

> The rest of the experts didn't surprise me. Just what one would
> expect on production like this. Media hogs.

> I have to kind of agree with Steve Kaeser that it appeared that
> the people commenting hadn't actually seen the production. Except
> that child psychologist Gary (? Never heard of him before) who
> said the child was assuming the adult roles, blah, blah, blah. I
> forget what all he said because I was laughing so hard. Hope this
> guy isn't licensed.

> Rebecca

Hi Rebecca,

At this end of Canada, the east coast, none of us-except maybe
Stan Friedman-have a clue what the heck this UPI show is. We
don't get it over here, nor "Sightings" which I've been on or
"Strange Universe" which I've been on- if that's still going.
It's a safe bet that Stan hasn't seen it unless they sent him a
promo copy.

"Sightings" in mine and Chris Styles' case was fairly accurate
[we received a promo copy] as was Strange Universe from what I've
been told. So I suggest that you give Stan the benefit of the
doubt on this one because dollars to donuts he hasn't seen it.
Judging from all the comments the "talent" [Stan, etc.] were
shuffled around in the edit suite so as to make chocolate chip
cookies out of raisen bread.

Don Ledger
Who is in the biz.
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Re: Plan 9 From UPN!

From: Skye Turell <turel33@west.net>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 09:25:10 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 21:36:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Plan 9 From UPN!

> Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 01:54:53 -0500
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
> Subject: Plan 9 From UPN!

<snip, not because it wasn't eloquent>

> 3. And now the bottom line!

> How effective! What better way to attach ridicule and increase
> the incredulity in anyone unfamiliar with the phenomenon than to
> present an absolutely ridiculous piece of crap like that as
> somekind of 'evidence' for abduction! Whoever put this thing
> together is not so stupid because (I think) if what I just
> suggested is in fact true, then they have succeeded. In Spades!

> Enough, I promise never to mention it again. I hope they catch up
> with and prosecute whoever perpetrated and financed this blatant
> hoax. It -is- criminal, and in more ways than one.

> John Velez, Webmaster AIC/Intruders Foundation Online

Thanks John.  You were obviously right to refuse to participate
in this charade.

I'd like to make a positive suggestion here.  Tell the jerks how
much you resent this show!  I went to a search engine last night,
typed in "UPN" and managed to find a site and email address for
my local affiliate.  I assume there's probably also a main site
for the network.

I read them the riot act for insulting their viewers.  I think I
also said something about "lamest thing I've ever seen."  You get
the drift.

If they receive substantial flak for this show, perhaps they'll
think twice before doing it again.  (We can only hope. <g>)
--

Skye Turell <turel33@west.net>
ICQ Pager 6797092
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Re: Frances Emma Barwood Campaign

From: "Greg Sandow" <gsandow@prodigy.net>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 11:35:49 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 21:22:18 -0500
Subject: Re: Frances Emma Barwood Campaign

> From: SGB List 2 <SGBList2@aol.com>
> Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 01:45:25 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Frances Emma Barwood Campaign

> Greg,

> Be reassured.  Frances Emma Barwood is a citizen public servant
> who rarely leaves her community and focused on many community
> projects during her tenure on the Phoenix ctiy council.   She is
> not right wing.  She has broad appeal and is even well supported
> by the unions.

<etc., much snipped>

Whew. Steve, thanks for the reassurance. I hope she does well.

Greg Sandow
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: CLFScribe <CLFScribe@aol.com> [Lee Finkle]
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 11:31:08 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 21:20:37 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
> Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 09:49:48 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> > Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 01:26:18 -0700
> >  From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> >  To: Updates <updates@globalserve.net>
> >  Subject: Comments on the UPN thing

> >  Stan Friedman and Derrel Sims have both contributed opinions and
> >  comments to this list in the past. After watching the UPN special
> >  last night I couldn't help wondering if either of these two
> >  gentlemen had any regrets about agreeing to do interviews for the
> >  program. Any thoughts?

> Judging by all the responses on this list, I'm wondering if
> anyone caught the very end of the program where the credits were
> scrolled and the actors names were listed?

Like a fool, I did not see that they listed those people as actors.  I left
the room so disappointed in the film.  Normally I look for credits, but it was
my thought that the film was the original film found in the McPherson house.
There was no verbal announcement of it being an reinactment, that I caught.

Lee Finkle
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 13:53:23 -0400
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 21:40:21 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 01:26:18 -0700
> From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> To: Updates <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Comments on the UPN thing

> Stan Friedman and Derrel Sims have both contributed opinions and
> comments to this list in the past. After watching the UPN special
> last night I couldn't help wondering if either of these two
> gentlemen had any regrets about agreeing to do interviews for the
> program. Any thoughts?

> Jared.

To one and all:

I made a very quick trip to LA after New Years and answered a
bunch of general questions about abductions... and had a brief
visit with my daughter. I never saw the video. I certainly never
said anything about it on camera and never endorsed it. I didn't
see the show last night because it wasn't available here. I hope
to get a copy and then take whatever action is appropriate. So
far nobody has said I said anything that wasn't true... I don't
really believe the public is stupid and understand that acting
credits were given...

Stan Friedman
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Alfred's Odd Ode #216

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 10:50:00 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 21:26:48 -0500
Subject: Alfred's Odd Ode #216

Apology to MW #216 (For January 21, 1998)

Rhyming still I try, with a finger in the eye of those that I
decry without a conscience. I protect myself from them with this
meter kept in trim to hide in fact from him t'would put me
under.

"He's a *wacko* like John Ford. But he can safely be ignored. A
minor poet =85 aren't you bored -- his constant tapping"? But this
tapping I can hear could have you crying in your beer -- and not
so far from here; I'm not just rapping.

Is our future writ in stone? Could we go it all alone, and _can_
we all atone our common madness? Think of Aztecs looking east, "a
bearded savior? [begin the feast!]", but it's Cortezed Catholic
priests that burn our answer.

We hear of Ford the 'Gun Nut', implied he's got a 'wide butt',
and how he hangs with scuts, and wacko losers. But he finished up
his college, and then he used his newfound knowledge, to rifle in
the foliage of the system's hidden sewers! That's what _I_ could
plan to do, our constitution through and through -- you would
tear that from my view, you scabrous bunky! The stuff that you
report wouldn't stand in any court, and though you call yourself
a sport you're just a flunky. You write what you think sells, the
fairest play can go to hell; you've got yours so *it's* just
swell; you're so unharmless. But you're the one to go down first,
you're the first to feel the thirst, you're the one to be
immersed in sad despair.

Retired from the courts, he was a cop of sorts, republican in
quarts, and seeing commies. Hell, he sounds just like my dad, and
it kind of makes me sad, perhaps a trifling mad at the
injustice.

It seems they call him crazy 'cause he's not the least bit hazy
on the subject of your 'phasing flying saucer'. He thinks that
some touch down, he thinks they're under ground, he thinks
they're making sounds we should be hearing. Well the Suffolk
county boys should gather up their bully toys -- and make a
similar noise to label _me_. I hold the same beliefs, and I'm
getting no relief, as the 'man' laughs up his sleeve; I would be
free.

Lehmberg@snowhill.com

Think about it! Have the Suffolk county boys established the
beginnings of legal precedent for a flying saucer murder defense?
Believe in flying saucers, and be unfit to stand trial -- for
attempted murder -- later, murder full blown?

Where did he get the radium?

What if John -- "lik[ing] to talk about what he would do to [even
imagined enemies?]", and not KNOWING about PLANTED radium in his
pickup, was encouraged, by the 'wire', to _fantasize_ about it in
the same manner you could with me if you told me _I_ could press
a little red button in your outstretched palm and watch Pat
Robertson's head explode on network television <even now I
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scramble for that button in my mind <sardonic grin>>. Or perhaps
it is not acceptable for me to make such an expression even when
_he_ makes every indication that _I_ should be dispatched in an
even crueler fashion! That I should die to feed the God of HIS
imagination and interpretation =85 or yours -- even mine, but
especially Suffolk county's! That is the REAL madness!

Restore John Ford!

--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake, a victim of the unharmless.
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Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 13:44:05 -0400
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 21:40:55 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
> Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 22:33:15 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> >From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
> >Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 20:20:08 -0400
> >Fwd Date: Thu, 01 Jan 1998 23:15:20 -0500
> >Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> <snip>

> > List:

> > It has been my experience that if the good guys don't go on the
> > bad guys will. The producers care about meeting deadlines and
> > making money. Truth is not their thing. Lord knows ufology has
> > plenty of bad guys...
> > Stan Friedman

> Stan,

> I have just finished watching the UPN program. While I doubt that
> you were talking about this goofy video (AT LEAST I HOPE NOT),
> the producers of this program certainly made it appear that way
> (to a more naive audience, for example) in the way ALL the
> conversations were edited.

> I can only hope that your intentions were good, but IMO, don't do
> us anymore favors. This video was a complete joke and I think
> your appearance on this program lessens your credibility.

> Leave these shows for the "Alien Hunters" of the world.

> Don't become one of ufology's bad guys.

> Rebecca

> PS. Someone from Minnesota tell me if one would find really green
> grass in Lake County, Minnesota on November 27, 1997.

Rebecca:

I didn't see the show. If my responses to very general questions
(I never saw the video) were taken out of context to make
something false look real, then I suppose I can take legal
action. I am anxious to see a tape. I wonder wheter anything I
said might have educated a non ufological audience?? So far
nobody has taken issue with what I said.I didn't make the
program.

Stan Friedman
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Re: TV Appearances

From: Chris Rutkowski <rutkows@cc.UManitoba.CA>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 12:13:46 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 22:47:21 -0500
Subject: Re: TV Appearances

> From: rfsignal@sprynet.com [Cathy Johnson]
> Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 06:47:01 -0800
> Subject: TV Appearances
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> It has been a week since I appeared briefly on a show called
> 'Chronicle' on The Prime [cable] Channel here in Canada.

> The show opened with two esteemed men posturing themselves and
> exchanging opposite views.  In one segment of taping, I described
> my abduction as a child in 1952.  The rest of the show was merely
> the continued exchanging of views by the posturing men.

> How embarrassed I am to have taken part in such a ridiculous and
> callous treatment of the subject of UFOs, abductions and all.
> It was so stupid to see two learned men exposing their ignorance
> of all of the aspects of the entire phenomenon.  True, they might
> have been writers who had written various articles about the
> subject matter, but it did not help for them to be so blatantly
> ignorant of the facts.

OK, Cathy. Who were they? I'd love to know this, because I'm
pretty annoyed at media treatment of the subject, too. What's
worse is the expounding of ideas by so-called "experts" who don't
do any original research and only regurgitate old adages.

Sorry to hear you went through that. :(

--
Chris Rutkowski - rutkows@cc.umanitoba.ca
(and now, also: Chris.Rutkowski@UMAlumni.mb.ca)
University of Manitoba - Winnipeg, Canada
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 21

Re: UFO sightings in foreign countries

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 10:47:54 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 23:04:55 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO sightings in foreign countries

> Date: 21 Jan 97 18:31:01 TAIWAN
> From: apt_6f@hotmail.com <Terry Walker>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: UFO sightings in foreign countries

> Just a note to say I appreciated all the information posted
> recently about UFO sightings in foreign countries. I learned
> alot. And stand corrected.

> - Terry Walker

First, let me thank you for having the wisdom and courage to
realize that your knowledge about these things was not complete
and absolute.  Many others on this mail list would do well to
learn from your example.

Second forgive me for grabbing on to this to vent my growing
frustration with the limited effort of many here to teach
themselves more about this subject before they burden us with
their misguided assertions.

To illustrate this, a few months ago we had a lengthy thread on
the Brussels sightings where it was either asserted or lamented
(depending on position) on how rare were combined radar and
visual sightings.  At that time, my reading of a dozen or so
better known books about UFO incidents tended to support this
assertion.

Last night I just finished reading "Flying Saucers From Outer
Space" by Major Donald Kehoe, a book published in mid 1953.  What
a revelation. No, not of divinely revealed proof of an
incontrovertible and unique cause of all UFO sightings.  Rather
of the cyclic nature not only of the sightings, but also of the
investigation, official positions and propaganda, media coverage,
and actual public knowledge and acceptance of the UFO phenomenon.
 It is deeply disheartening for me to realize that the general
dialogue we share on this mail list has been repeated, often in
mimicked phrases, every ten or so years since WWII.  This only
reflects the impotence of research and science when faced with
disinformation, propaganda, and media prostitution.

To return to my example, in "Flying Saucers From Outer Space" the
majority of the 50 or so cases recounted were combination radar
and visual sighting events.  This alone makes our recent
positions on this type of sightings vacuous.  Beyond this is the
fact that this book is not merely another compilation of widely
collected reports.  Rather, it is a collection of official
reports from the Air Technical Intelligence Center, then the
principal military group investigating UFOs.  More importantly,
this is not the telling of a collection of initial reports, but
of a collection of the concluding Intelligence Reports with the
then current best explanation of the events.  Some of these
events included not only radar and visual sightings, but also gun
camera or other photographic evidence.  Just what level of
substantial evidence, then and now, is necessary for common
acceptance of UFOs as a subject of legitimate, unridiculed public
research?  The book was published in 1953, one of the first
handful of modern books about UFOs.  The cases cited were from
official Air Force reports.  Major Donald Keyhoe has always been
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described as an honest and forthright author.  What are we
missing here?  I struggle to imagine how our common knowledge of
UFOs can remain so stagnant nearly 50 years after such evidence
is made public.  I will always underestimate the power of
official and public pressure.

Underlying my ravings above is the nagging feeling that too few
people take the responsibility of reading some variety of books
on subjects they want to speak about.  Most of my reading is from
library books.  Interlibrary Loan makes most all books available
for a small charge.  Do any of the current UFO organizations have
private library loan policies?   Perhaps we could maintain a
minor thread of favorite and recommended reading so that every
week worthy books could be suggested.

Bye...  Ted..
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 21

Re: 'The Threat'...

From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 13:40:05 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 22:52:02 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat'...

> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...
> Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 14:00:08 -0800

> >  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/19/98 8:46 AM:
> >  From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
> >  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...
> >  To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
> >  Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 23:20:22 -0500 (EST)

> >  On the other hand, it seems to me that what has changed in that
> >  time is our own concept of the fantastic.  I personally believe
> >  that something is happening which we do not understand, but I
> >  have some serious problems accepting the "nuts-and-bolts" view of
> >  UFOs, given that the character of those UFOs seems to change
> >  along with science fiction tastes (although, to be honest, I
> >  suppose one could question the causality).  If one is going to
> >  presume a milion-year-old civilization, their science would
> >  (according to Clarke) probably seem magickal to us, and it would
> >  seem to me just as reasonable to assume they exist in a form we
> >  cannot comprehend and that our contact experiences are what
> >  happens when an intelligence beyond our understanding is
> >  expressed through the limitations of our brains.

> So while most of the list seems to think that UFO geometries
> remain largely unchanged for at least 50 years, you believe that
> they follow science-fiction fashion.

You missed my point.  I wasn't referring so much to the past 50
years as to the representation of these phenomena in the past 500
years.  I have had neither the time nor the resources to evaluate
the subject over the past 50 years, which is why I said in my
previous message I was open to new information on the subject.

> How do you cope with the presence of boomerang formations in the
> 1800s, disks in the early 1900s, triangles in the 1940s?

I was referring primarily to CE3s in which considerable detail
about the craft in question is reported.  Were there CE3s
reported from these times?  (Not doubting you; I'd love to hear
more about it).

> Why do most movie UFOs look nothing like reported UFOs? Why do
> most 1940s and 50s spacecraft look like cones and finned tubes
> and we have few or no reports of geometries that look anything
> like that?

Actually, I take issue with that.  From what I remember, the
"finned cone" spaceships of the 1940's and early 50's were often
of Earth origin, whereas the representations of craft of ET
origin were varied. Furthermore, trying to establish causality
may be difficult since I'm sure that UFO sightings have
influenced SF as much as SF may influence or color UFO sightings.
 Case in point, one of the first reports of "flying saucers" was
actually a misnomer; the sighting in question involved objects
which *skipped* like saucers.  Yet shortly after, saucer-shaped
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craft appeared both in SF and in popular sightings.

Again, I'm not saying there aren't UFOs, I'm just saying I'm not
convinced they are big hunks o' metal.

> >  If anyone is aware of evidence which substantiates the existence
> >  of actual alien spacecraft (as opposed to simply unknown luminous
> >  phenomena) please tell me; I'm certainly open to changing my
> >  view.

> Metal/solid surfaces - verified by touch, radar, bullets and
> rocks thrown.

Interesting ... can you give me some references for these?

> EM effects
> Heavy weight ground traces and ground burn traces

All of which are characteristic effects of stable high-energy
plasma configurations (plasmoids).  Of course, they could also be
evidence of some high-tech propulsion system as well.

> Radiation output verified by geiger counter

Which has also been posited as a plasmoid characteristic (note:
I'm not good at plasma physics, so I haven't been able to
evaluate the published literature).

> These all indicate an objectively existent, solid, possibly
> technological phenomenon. Alien spacecraft? Maybe.

Well, I wasn't disputing the *existence* of the phenomena.  What
I was trying to say (and wasn't very clear at) is that if these
phenomena do exist as sentient beings, I think they may be so
advanced as to be in a sense "beyond our reality", and much of
what we see about them (e.g., the details of the craft, and
*especially* the details of what they tell us in CE3s) may be as
much a reflection of our own belief system as reality.
After all, their "language" is probably very different from our
own, possibly operating nonverbally, and if so, we may be
misinterpreting them completely.

I'm especially concerned with interpreting CE3s as physical
events.  As an example, I have read several accounts from people
who are supposedly abducted repeatedly while in bed, and yet
there haven't been any observers who can verify this.  Excluding
for a moment the possibility of neurological problems, wouldn't
such advanced beings be capable of immersing the abductee in a
completely "hallucinatory" scenario?

Anyway, like I said, I'm open to anything, and I'm not trying to
say "you're wrong" so much as trying to see what various people
think and how well they can support those views.  If anything I'd
love to be referred to some evidence on the subject.

> >  Assuming no real progress is made, and that we continue to view
> >  UFOs as mythological phenomena, I wonder how they will appear,
> >  say, 100 years from now, or 200.

> You must be the "we".

Again by "mythological" I didn't necessarily mean fantastic or
false; I just meant that there *is* a modern-day mythology about
UFOs which is evolving.  And whether or not UFOs are real, I
think most would agree that the culture surrounding UFOs has
evolved into a modern mythology.

And I'm not the only one who views UFOs as a manifestation of our
own expectations as much as reality.  There are a couple of
authors I've read who have pointed out a continuum from faerie
lore to UFOs without making the conclusion many today seem to
have made (i.e., that people in former times must have been
mistaking UFOs and aliens for something else, and that we, being
so much more advanced, know The Truth).  I don't think we've
gotten that much more intelligent in the past 500 years.

And I also think that in 100 or 200 years we'll look back on our
current level of science and technology and consider it
hopelessly primitive and naive.  As such I have no doubt that our
concept of these phenomena will change.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 21

Re: UPN's 'Incident in Lake County'

From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 12:56:54 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 23:16:57 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN's 'Incident in Lake County'

> Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 07:13:22 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
> Subject: UPN's "Incident in Lake County"

> If anyone has details regarding this production, they would be of
> interest.

> IMHO, this program was poorly acted and of questionable
> entertainment value.

> I'm curious as to whether any of our readers to the north had
> heard of this case previously, or if they recognized any of the
> actors in the program. The show, for all of its glory, provided
> few real details of the case.

Do we have any reason to believe that there was a real case?

As I posted to the list after seeing the promo a couple of weeks
ago, I recognized actor Kristian Ayre, who played "Tommy".  He is
Canadian, so I think that must be where it was made.  (This
presumably also explains why we originally heard that the video
was about a Canadian family, even though the actual video stated
that it was Minnesota, in the US.)

So I wasn't surprised that the video was not of a real abduction
case.  What I was surprised at was UPN's asking people to get in
touch with them to say whether or not they thought the video was
real.  How stupid does UPN think people are?  The actors were
fully credited at the end of the show!

-George Fergus
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Lake County 'Alien Abduction' Video is Fake

From: ufotruth@ix.netcom.com (by way of John Velez)
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 16:13:22 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 23:39:01 -0500
Subject: Lake County 'Alien Abduction' Video is Fake

------Begin forward message-------------------------

From: ufotruth

Date: 10/23/98 00:22:47
Message-Id: <1998102302247624464@ix.netcom.com>
Subject: LAKE COUNTY ALIEN ABDUCTION VIDEO IS FAKE! UPN KNEW THIS!
X-Mailer: NETCOMplete v3.27, from NETCOM On-Line Communications, Inc.

Everyone,

I am sure all of you have watched or heard about UPN's special
"Incident in Lake County: Alien Abduction". UPN makes this show
out to be a real home video of a whole family being abducted by
extraterrestrials. Well, here is some evidence that could prove
that the whole program "Incident in Lake County: Alien Abduction"
is FAKE and a piece of DISINFORMATION!

One of the main people in the video of the so called "abduction"
is really an ACTOR! Yes. Thats CORRECT! Here are the webpages
that proves this.

http://www.andromeda5.com/

and

http://www.andromeda5.com/alien_abduction/

The actor in the video is Kristian Ayre from shows such as
Nickelodeon's "Space Cases" and "GhostWriter". The fact that he
is an ACTOR strongly indicates that the ENTIRE video of the
so-called abduction is FAKE and a piece of DISINFORMATION and
that UPN KNEW THIS!

I am infuriated with UPN. They broadcasted this show and made it
seem like it was real when they knew it was really FAKE and
DISINFORMATION! We cannot let UPN and other organizations contiue
to dish out DISINFORMATION like this to the public! We must all
unite and EXPOSE this video as a FAKE and piece of
DISINFORMATIOIN to the ENTIRE WORLD! If we do not expose this
video as a hoax and a piece of disinformation on the part of UPN
other networks might follow their lead and start PURPOSLY
creating FAKE videos and airing them and dishing out MORE
dis-information!

And we also need to (PEACEFULLY)expose UPN for airing this video
like it was real when really it was a FAKE that was CREATED by
ACTORS. We cannot let them get away with dishing out
disinformation like this designed to DISCREDIT the UFO COMMUNITY.
We need to PEACEFULLY work to make sure that a piece of
disinformation like this is NEVER aired on TV again.

Please email this message far and wide and post it to mailing
lists etc.

------End forward message---------------------------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 21

Sad events surrounding the UPN broadcast...

From: Scott Hale <shale@columbus.rr.com>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 16:35:15 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 23:43:06 -0500
Subject: Sad events surrounding the UPN broadcast...

I just thought I'd take a moment to record what happened on the
internet AFTER the UPN video "abduction" broadcast. I help maintain
EFnet's #UFO chat channel. What struck me as completely sad was the
fact that there was actually a debate about the authenticity of the
UPN show! The fact that there were credits after the program was over
makes any debate completely worthless. It eventually took someone
going onto the web to find a page that mentioned one of the actors in
the video. At that point some of the people started to say things like
"Ok.. I will ADMIT that it could be a hoax, but we have no proof of
that yet..." Where do these people come from?! I know I shouldn't be
suprised by this sort of thing by now, but still....

I just don't know if I should be laughing or crying!

Thanks,
Scott K. Hale
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: BGBOPPER <BGBOPPER@aol.com> [Russ Estes]
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 16:38:13 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 23:49:09 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 09:49:48 EST
To: updates@globalserve.net
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

>>  Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 01:26:18 -0700
>>  From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
>>  To: Updates <updates@globalserve.net>
>>  Subject: Comments on the UPN thing

>>  Stan Friedman and Derrel Sims have both contributed opinions and
>>  comments to this list in the past. After watching the UPN special
>>  last night I couldn't help wondering if either of these two
>>  gentlemen had any regrets about agreeing to do interviews for the
>>  program. Any thoughts?

>Judging by all the responses on this list, I'm wondering if
>anyone caught the very end of the program where the credits were
>scrolled and the actors names were listed?

>Stan should be ashamed of himself, as should the woman
>psychologist (Yvonne?) from California.

>The rest of the experts didn't surprise me. Just what one would
>expect on production like this. Media hogs.

<<snip>>

Hello List,

I would like to add a few comments from a Media point of view.

First:
Not all of the folks in the media misrepresent. Editing is
necessary due to the limitations of time.

Second:
Some do! Unless you live in a cave you know very well who the
misrepresenters are. (They have been doing it for years and they
still are!)

Third:
I would not consider insulting the intelligence of old media pros
such as, Stan Friedman, Darrell Simms, Yvonne Smith, etal, by
saying that they didn't know what they were getting into. Of
course they did!  They have all done it many, many times before.
And many times for the same producers and programs. (Bob Kiviat)
(Sightings, A&E, TLC, Sci-Fi, Channel, and more talk show hosts
than I care to list) and each time they signed a standard
industry release allowing the producers to edit as they please.

Fourth:
If you don't want to be misquoted or misrepresented don't sit
down for interviews!
As a person who sticks cameras in people's faces for a living I
know all about the lure of the spotlight. I am also aware of the
dubious practice of sucking someone onto a program under false
pretenses. Years ago I was asked to appear on the Montel Williams
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Show. The topic was to be the Government involve- ment in UFO
coverups and they wanted a documentarians point of view. It was
not the topic at all but rather a typical confronta- tional show
with the "Good Guys vs the Bad Guys." full of misquotes and B.S.
editing.

Fool me once...shame on you!
Fool me twice...shame on me!

Last but not least:
Kudos to John Velez for knowing better and shining it on!

Keep an open mind,
Russ Estes
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Questions around 'Abduction' video

From: Frank Costa <frank@allpen.com>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 10:59:24 -0800 [Frank Costa]
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 23:26:39 -0500
Subject: Questions around 'Abduction' video

Hi All -

It appears from some of the posts that I've read thus far, that
the impression of the list is that the video is a hoax.  Or
should I say definitely a hoax.  Therefore, it should be easy
enough to confirm this, given some background checking.  How does
one go about obtaining a police report on this case?  I mean an
entire family disappears, there would've definitely been some
investigation.  A police investigation would've found the
shotguns melted? or mutilated?  A shotgun hole in one of the
upstairs doors?  A thanksgiving dinner laid out, but not eaten?
The fuse box melted? The truck battery corroded? How bout the
power company in the area, would they be able to confirm that
they had problems with their transformers on that given night,
11-27-96(or was it 97)?  How bout that cow in the pasture, was a
mutilation reported (or found) on that night?  There was no
interview with any neighbors, wouldn't they've seen some strange
lights or heard shotgun blasts?  Also, the producers never stated
how they acquired the video?  If there was an investigation, then
the video would be a valuable piece of evidence in the
disappearance of a family.  How does UPN get it?  Was there an
interview with a local police authority?  I didn't see one, but I
might've missed it.

The video was "cheesy" which it should be, if it is an actual
home video. I didn't expect some glossy hollywood production?
Why is it, that at a time when the public appears ready to learn
about the UFO/Abduction phenomena in a more serious tone, that we
get this "too good to be true" video with little or no facts?

Frank Costa
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Oklahoma Politics And UFOs

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 02:30:02 +0100
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 23:55:54 -0500
Subject: Oklahoma Politics And UFOs

>From the "Tulsa World" online. URL:

http://www.tulsaworld.com/scripts/tulsaworld/tulsaworld.dll?VBEXE=C:\ine
tsrv\scripts\tulsaworld\tulsaworld.exe&DSPLY=Story&ID=980119_Op_edit203

*******

Politics and UFOs

By World Editorial Writers

1/20/98

POLITICS IS SOMETIMES referred to as a circus, and there is no doubt
that Oklahoma politics has had its circus-like aspects down through the
years. Candidates who are named for famous people, or who have funny
names like "Ploughboy," fisticuffs among lawmakers and other
shenanigans from time to time have caused Oklahoma voters to chuckle --
or shake their heads in dismay.

But Oklahoma doesn't hold an exclusive franchise on political zaniness,
not by a long shot. Take Arizona -- please.

In 1988, when then-Gov. Evan Mecham was in the process of being
recalled by voters, more than 100 people, including a death-row inmate,
took out candidate petitions in the hope of running for governor. Even
rock star Alice Cooper said he was thinking of running.

This year a former Phoenix city councilwoman, Frances Emma Barwood, is
running for secretary of state on a platform that includes, among other
things, a demand that the military explain any UFOs sighted over
Arizona. Barwood's efforts to capitalize on a recent rash of UFO
reports have endeared her to the supernaturalists and anti-government
conspiratorialists who ply the Internet and talk-show radio. She was
accompanied by UFO researchers at her campaign kickoff, and her
campaign manager is a lobbyist in Washington for UFO aficionados.

Secretary of state is a high-profile job in Arizona because the holder
of the office is first in line to succeed the governor. In most states
that's no big deal but in Arizona two recent governors have been
removed from office. In fact, the current governor, Jane Hull, was
secretary of state before succeeding convicted Gov. Fife Symington.

Say what you will about Oklahoma politics; at least UFOs, so far, have
not been an issue in a statewide election campaign.

Subscribe to the Tulsa World; Report a missing Newspaper; Place an Ad
in the Tulsa World; email the newsroom; or the Webmaster.

Copyright 1996, World Publishing Co. All rights reserved.
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Re: UPN Movie Closing Credits List Names Of Actors

From: petekaz@erols.com, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 01:06:52 +0100
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 23:51:57 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN Movie Closing Credits List Names Of Actors

Interesting comment on the UPN abduction video. Received via
"alt.alien.research" January 21 at 23.59 local time (GMT+ 1 hour):

*******

Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 17:52:25 -0500
From: Peter Kazlouski <petekaz@erols.com>
Subject: UPN abduction TV movie closing credits list names of alien
ACTORS ! SCREAMING OUTRAGE !!
Message-ID: <34C67C29.F9E5B72@erols.com>

The SMALL closing credits include:

Shari Khademi     as Alien 1
Myles Wolf          as Alien 2

So there is no possible doubt, UPN admitted this OUTRAGEOUS HOAX that
they had been repeatedly claiming to be REAL. Since most people dont
read closing credits, they would need time to realize how badly done
the presentation was.

UPN IS IN BIG TROUBLE. FRAUD IS ILLEGAL, AND WHAT THEY PERPETRATED WAS
F R A U D.
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Re: UPN's 'Incident in Lake County'

From: "WHITE" <mjawhite@digitaldune.net> [John White]
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 18:10:58 -0700
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 23:57:01 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN's 'Incident in Lake County'

To:  ebk, List, et al., and Steve

>Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 07:13:22 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
>Subject: UPN's "Incident in Lake County"

>If anyone has details regarding this production, they would be of
>interest.

>IMHO, this program was poorly acted and of questionable
>entertainment value.

>I'm curious as to whether any of our readers to the north had
>heard of this case previously, or if they recognized any of the
>actors in the program. The show, for all of its glory, provided
>few real details of the case.

Steve:

My thoughts.  See my request to the "visitor"
center in Lake County.  See the "visitor" center's
brief, succinct, clear, unambiguous response.
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Re: UPN's 'Incident in Lake County

From: "WHITE" <mjawhite@digitaldune.net>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 18:33:56 -0700
Fwd Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 00:01:15 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN's 'Incident in Lake County

ebk, List, et al., (Steve)

>Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 07:13:22 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
>Subject: UPN's "Incident in Lake County"
>
<snip>

>I'm curious as to whether any of our readers to the north had
>heard of this case previously, or if they recognized any of the
>actors in the program. The show, for all of its glory, provided
>few real details of the case.

Steve:

I contacted the Lake County visitor center for info. Below is
the e-mail response I received.

I have quoted the post in detail.

*************************************

From:  R J Houle Info Center  <houle@mr.net@mail.mr.net>
To:    White <mjawhite@digitaldune.net>
Date:  Wednesday, January 21, 1998 10:39 am
Subject: Re: McPherson Abduction on UPN

WHITE wrote:

>Dear Lake County Visitor Site:

>I visited your Home Page this a.m.
>I did not find the McPherson home
>listed as an attraction.  I plan on
>visiting the area (Northhome) and
>thought I would drop by and get
>a look at the abduction site.  Would you
>please send the address?

>John White mjawhite@digitaldune.net

(the response from t he Lake County Visitor Site)

Sorry to report - I've lived here 25 years, and have
never heard of the, or any, alleged abduction.

*********************************************************

Well, Steve, at least one respondent from up that way never heard
of it.  Jeez was John V. right when took a breather on this one.
I felt really sorry for everyone who showed up on that as an
"expert."

John White  mjawhite@digitaldune.net
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 23:36:23 -0400
Fwd Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 00:05:02 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 15:22:33 +0100
> From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> > From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
> > Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 09:49:48 EST
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> > > Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 01:26:18 -0700
> > >  From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> > >  To: Updates <updates@globalserve.net>
> > >  Subject: Comments on the UPN thing

> > >  Stan Friedman and Derrel Sims have both contributed opinions and
> > >  comments to this list in the past. After watching the UPN special
> > >  last night I couldn't help wondering if either of these two
> > >  gentlemen had any regrets about agreeing to do interviews for the
> > >  program. Any thoughts?

> > Judging by all the responses on this list, I'm wondering if
> > anyone caught the very end of the program where the credits were
> > scrolled and the actors names were listed?

> > Stan should be ashamed of himself, as should the woman
> > psychologist (Yvonne?) from California.

> > The rest of the experts didn't surprise me. Just what one would
> > expect on production like this. Media hogs.

> > I have to kind of agree with Steve Kaeser that it appeared that
> > the people commenting hadn't actually seen the production. Except
> > that child psychologist Gary (? Never heard of him before) who
> > said the child was assuming the adult roles, blah, blah, blah. I
> > forget what all he said because I was laughing so hard. Hope this
> > guy isn't licensed.

> > Rebecca

> Hi Rebecca,

> At this end of Canada, the east coast, none of us-except maybe
> Stan Friedman-have a clue what the heck this UPI show is. We
> don't get it over here, nor "Sightings" which I've been on or
> "Strange Universe" which I've been on- if that's still going.
> It's a safe bet that Stan hasn't seen it unless they sent him a
> promo copy.

> "Sightings" in mine and Chris Styles' case was fairly accurate
> [we received a promo copy] as was Strange Universe from what I've
> been told. So I suggest that you give Stan the benefit of the
> doubt on this one because dollars to donuts he hasn't seen it.
> Judging from all the comments the "talent" [Stan, etc.] were
> shuffled around in the edit suite so as to make chocolate chip
> cookies out of raisen bread.

> Don Ledger
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> Who is in the biz.

Right on Don. I didn't see the show last night. I didn't see the
video. I wasn't asked about the video. I gave no opinions about
the video. I see no reason to say the video is real when actors
are listed at the end of the show as I gather they were.

Stan Friedman
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USAF Roswell Debunker Richard Weaver Interviewed

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 02:23:15 +0100
Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 23:55:19 -0500
Subject: USAF Roswell Debunker Richard Weaver Interviewed

>From the "Virtually Northwest" online. URL:

http://www.virtuallynorthwest.com/stories/1998/Jan/18/S334915.asp

Stig

*******

Sunday

January 18, 1998

SPOKANE

Spokane native helped crash Roswell's party

Little green men are green, Doug Clark muses, because that's the color
of money.

Scorched UFO buffs call him a real Man in Black.

To spaced-out believers, Richard Weaver is a gatekeeper for the U.S.
government's conspiracy to hush up the fact that a saucer full of
cosmic commuters once took a tumble out among the New Mexico
tumbleweeds.

But the 50-year-old Spokane native says he got cheated if his critics
are correct.

"I never got the watch or the cool sunglasses," complains Weaver,
referring to "Men in Black" -- last year's science-fiction blockbuster
about a clandestine agency that keeps tabs on interstellar travelers.

Now retired from the Air Force, Weaver was a colonel assigned to the
Office of Special Investigations when he co-wrote the 1994 Air Force
study that debunked the famed "Roswell Incident."

The Virginia resident was in Spokane this week visiting family members.
A Shadle Park High and Washington State University grad, Weaver took an
afternoon off to talk about his "Roswell Report -- Fact vs. Fiction in
the New Mexico Desert."

As thick as the city's phone book, the document explores the July 1947
recovery of pieces of a strange "flying disk" on a ranch near Roswell,
N.M. "We literally tried to do our best," he says. "It was never me
against the UFO people."

What was found in the desert a half-century ago was totally
terrestrial, the report concludes. The flimsy wreckage came from an
experimental high-altitude balloon deployed to eavesdrop on Russian
nuclear tests.

Such an earthly explanation predictably sent the UFO community into
orbit.
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"The Air Force is lying through its teeth," groused renowned UFO
proponent Stanton Friedman, when asked in a 1996 interview about the
"Roswell Report." "... Boy did the Air Force supply the fiction."

The sandy-haired Weaver is amused by the ruckus that put him in the
national media spotlight.

"I got anonymous telephone calls. I got hate faxes from people
questioning my sanity and even my parentage. I never received a direct
"I will kill you," but there were a lot of veiled threats," he says.

"Some were in German, French and Russian. I couldn't read them, but SOB
sort of looks the same in any language."

Weaver insists, however, that he never wanted his name linked to little
green men. "I'd like to be remembered for putting killers and rapists
in jail. Instead, I'll be the guy who did the study on all this goofy
UFO stuff."

For much of his 28 years in the Air Force, Weaver probed crimes and
helped keep the lid on real secrets like the Stealth and B-2 bombers.

Then, in 1994, he was given the job of focusing his sleuthing skills on
Roswell. That came after U.S. Congressman Steven Schiff, R-New Mexico,
filed a request for information regarding the alleged saucer crash.

Schiff got more than he bargained for. Weaver led a staff of crack
researchers who spent eight months investigating the case.

You don't have to be Rocketman to see the Roswell Incident for the load
of horse twaddle it is.

Back in 1947, this was only a two-day news story that ended when the
sticks and foil found were ruled to have come from a weather balloon.
Space aliens didn't even enter the picture until decades later, when
kooks like Friedman and others started spouting off and selling books.

Now Roswell's space fantasy has evolved into its main industry. The
small city has three alien museums. The saucer crash is actively
promoted through the Chamber of Commerce.

Why? Because big money is to be made.

Last summer's 50th anniversary party was a galactic blowout that packed
Roswell with a horde of costumed wackos. It was, says Weaver, "a cross
between Woodstock and a meeting for the insane."

There probably is a conspiracy afoot. It is with UFO hucksters who
can't afford to let truth get in the way of such a lucrative scam.

"This is logic vs. emotion," says the government's Man in Black.
"Roswell has become like Paul Bunyan. It's a myth that people believe."

Copyright 1997 by The Spokesman-Review

This material -- including the story connected to this link and all
material on the Virtually Northwest online service -- is copyrighted by
The Spokesman-Review.

What are your thoughts on Spokane native helped crash Roswell's party ?

If you have a comment or reply to this story that you'd like to share,
fill in the form and click submit. Note: Replies are limited to 250
words and must be signed with a valid email address. No profanity or
libelous statements will be printed.

Your comment:
                                       Your Email Address:
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Shari Adamiak Passes On

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 00:51:55 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 00:51:55 -0500
Subject: Shari Adamiak Passes On

IUFO Mailing List
http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/media/mailing/archive/iufo/msg04428.shtml

From: Ndunlks
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 16:03:47 EST
Subject: IUFO: A Tribute to Shari Adamiak from Steven Greer

->  SearchNet's   IUFO   Mailing List

 From:  edwards@amigo.net (TIM EDWARDS) (by way of Erik Beckjord
<ufobfmuseum@value.net>)

 From: "A.J. Craddock" <webmaster@cseti.org>
 Subject: A Tribute to Shari Adamiak from Steven Greer

 A Tribute to Shari Adamiak

 Shari Adamiak passed on to the worlds of Light today, January 20, 1998 at
 9:50 am MST.

 Shari made her transition in the presence of friends and loved ones,
 peacefully and without pain.

 I ask that everyone pause to say a prayer for Shari and the progress of
 her soul in the presence of God.

 What words can contain our sense of loss and  of the love we all shared
 with Shari?

 Since 1991, when we first met at a lecture in Los Angeles, Shari has been
 a pillar of strength and support, an indefatigueable colleague, a true
 friend, an intrepid fellow explorer, an irreplaceable confidant and a
 fearless lioness without whose dedication CSETI could not have realized
 its many historic acheivements.

 She has been my right hand and trusted assistant for over six years.
 Whether braving the dangers of the remotest parts of latin America or
 assisting with meetings at the offices of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in
 the Pentagon, Shari was there with me - and for all of us. She never
 falterd and she never gave up.

 Unphased by the barbs of critics or the machinations of relentless covert
 operations, she resolutely worked for a time of peace - a peace
 universal, for the earth and for countless worlds beyond.

 How many wonders did we witness together? From walking in the shadow of
 some of this world's largest volcanos with extraterrestrial spacecraft
 floating silently above us, to watching a dozen top-secret military
 witnesses tell an assemblage of Congressmen the truth about UFOs, Shari
 and I saw events unfold of such great significance that only the passage
 of time will reveal their true and ultimate significance.

 And through it all, Shari was filled with a joy, an excitement and
 energy, an almost child-like curiosity and wonder at the mysteries of
 creation and the astonishing potential of these times.
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 Even as her body began to fail her, she evinced a spirit of such grace,
 courage and love that all those who knew her were amazed and blessed by
 her example.

 Just two months ago, in November of 1997, she journeyed to Joshua Tree
 wilderness in California with me. There she experienced what she loved
 most: the oneness with the stars, the universe and the communication with
 those peoples from other planets visiting our turbulent world. Fighting
 weakness, pain and increasing paralysis of her right arm and leg, Shari
 went into the desert each night, undeterred by the growing obstacles
 posed by her physical condition. And there, through the crossing point of
 light, we saw the depths of space and the people and spacecraft from
 other worlds, who await our own coming of age as a people. Nothing would
 keep her from this purpose.

 Now, a great light has gone from this world, but it shines forever
 brightly in the realms of eternity. I know Shari was ready for this great
 journey: Precisely 7 mornings before the morning of her passing, we
 crossed over together to the other side, if only for a while. Awestruck,
 we witnessed a Light- a Presence- so beautiful, emanating from the center
 of creation. No words can depict it; it was beyond anything the intellect
 can grasp. An infinite brillance, golden white in the center and becoming
 more peach, pink and magenta as it expanded infinitely before us,
 suffused us in a sea of love, joy and beauty unlike any experience of my
 life.  It was the experience of the consciousness of God - pure light,
 unspeakable love and peace. And permeating that Spot were millions of
 voices joining as one, singing a melody too sweet to recall. And the
 refrain was: "We are all one in Spirit".

 Knowing that her time was near, I came to Denver yesterday to see her to
 the other side. Last night while saying prayers, she emerged from the
 coma, and with a look of great joy on her face, opened her eyes. I told
 her all was ready for her transition to the world of Light, and that she
 should go when she was ready. I could hear her acknowledge these words,
 and a large tear welled up in her eyes as she knew that our time together
 in this world was nearly over.

 This morning, we were called to her bedside. As we gathered, we said
 prayers and prepared her spiritually for the transition.  As lights and a
 breath of great spirit filled the room, we saw it was time, and I said: "
 Shari, go into the eternal light". With that, she took her final breath
 and ascended to Providence...

 Even while knowing the joy and love of her present state, the loss is
 nonetheless severe. But let us remember her thus: She lives in the worlds
 of Light, joyous, and she would want us to continue the work to which she
 dedicated her life - the establishment of Universal Peace, and the
 creation of a cosmic civilization.

 And we find hope in the knowledge that those who have passed on to the
 next world become the leaven which raises this world of existence. Shari
 and I discussed her future work, from beyond the veil of light, which
 would advance the cause of peace and enlightenment in all the realms of
 God. I have no doubt that she will serve well from her new home in the
 eternal and become one of the angels of peace.

  Without peace, there can be no progress on this earth. So let us work
 for peace with hearts filled with love. For when we pass from this world,
 all we really take with us is love- endless, infinite love.

 Steven M. Greer M.D.
 Director of CSETI
 20 January 1998

 ******************************************************************
A memorial service will be held for Shari Adamiak on Friday,
January 23, 1998 at the Metro Denver Baha'i Center, 225 E. Bayaud
at the Corner of Grant St. in Denver.

In honor of Shari Adamiak, CSETI has established The Fund for
Universal Peace, to advance the cause of peace on earth and with
our planetary neighbors. Memorial donations to this fund may be
made to:
The Fund for Universal Peace,
CSETI,
PO Box 15401
Asheville NC
28813.
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Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 01:08:41 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 01:17:07 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 13:44:05 -0400
>  From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

[snippage]

>  Rebecca:

>  I didn't see the show. If my responses to very general questions
>  (I never saw the video) were taken out of context to make
>  something false look real, then I suppose I can take legal
>  action. I am anxious to see a tape. I wonder wheter anything I
>  said might have educated a non ufological audience?? So far
>  nobody has taken issue with what I said.I didn't make the
>  program.

Stanton,

I seriously mean no disrespect, but I can't really imagine the
nonufological public staying tuned to this piece of garbage. I am
embarrassed to admit that I watched the whole thing. It was truly
pathetic.

Your responses to questions on abductions were probably good, but
I have no idea because I just couldn't get past the total
amazement I had at how the producers edited the comments. We knew
you could not have possibly been talking about the video snippets
we had witnessed because we know you Stan.

I'm curious about what the producers (who were they BTW?) told
you about the videotape? Did they tell you it was real? Did they
tell you it involved actors? Did you have some kind of contract
that prohibits you from telling us what they told you?

At least one of the commentators, a Gary somebody (a psychologist
OR maybe he just plays one on TV) certainly appeared to have seen
the video of the family because he made comments about specific
points. Yvonne left me with the same impression.

I can say, nothing you said, made that video look real. I don't
think ANYONE could have said anything to make it look real.
However, your comments, to the unititiated (If they were
watching) could have given some credence to the video. These
would have to be real low intelligence viewers though.

Rebecca
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Re: Spaulding & Heflin Pictures

From: RHJr1983 <RHJr1983@aol.com> [Ralph Howard]
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 20:53:00 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 17:10:40 -0500
Subject: Re: Spaulding & Heflin Pictures

>  Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 23:50:56 -0500
>  From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
>  Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>  Now we are 20 years after the Spaulding analysis.   Spaulding
>  himself dropped out of sight years ago.   But, what to our
>  wondering eyes should appear. but  (no, not 8 tiny reindeer) the
>  ORIGINAL HEFLIN PHOTOS which were "borrowed" by the Air Force
>  (according to Heflin) way back in 1965 and have been missing for
>  32 years (about).  Yes, folks, the original photos returned about
>  a year ago.....

>  So now SOMEONE can, presumably find out who is the hoaxer....
>  Spaulding or Heflin (or both????)

I recently saw, and will pass on, that, according to a newspaper
story carried in Lucius Farish's "UFO Newsclipping Service, "
researcher Ann Druffel IS in fact having the Heflin photos
analyzed.

Here is an excerpt from a newspaper story dated July 6, 1997 in
the ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER, by Clay Miller; the paper's story was
thorough and well done, and included Heflin's original 9/18/65
statement (the event was 9/3/65):

<start newspaper story quote>

"The Air Force gave the pictures back. NORAD folks came. [...]
Trouble is, says former NICAP member Ann Druffel, they probably
weren't really NORAD. They took the pictures and nobody saw them
again until 1993, when Heflin got a call from someone who told
him to look in his mailbox. There were the faded polaroids he
hadn't seen for 25 years. [.......] "

Druffel, now a Pasadena researcher of the UFO phenomenon, has the
photos. Robert Wood, a former aerospace engineer who met Heflin
in 1968 when the Condon Committee was interviewing him, says
Druffel is having the photos analyzed with new two-dimensional,
digitally enhancing equipment at California State University,
Northridge. (We had some difficulty finding anybody at CSUN who
knew what all this was about.) Wood says the photo scan will pick
up traces of the smoke trail that Heflin mentioned in 1965 and
any air disturbance in the craft's wake.

Druffel is tight-lipped; she wants to publish the work in a
scholarly journal first.

There are no strings on the photographed craft, she emphatically states. None.
Zip. Nada. The photos, she adds, will be available to the public sometime.
Heflin wants that."

<end newspaper story quote>
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Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: Theresa <Tcarlson1@compuserve.com>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 22:42:22 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 17:12:41 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 22:33:15 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

Rebecca,

>PS. Someone from Minnesota tell me if one would find really green
>grass in Lake County, Minnesota on November 27, 1997.

Not very likely. Lake County is in the northeastern point of the
state. Bordered on the south by the north shore of Lake Superior,
and the Canadian border on the north.

They tend to get snowed under earlier in the year than we do in
the central part of the state. Early frosts remove all green from
the grass by at least November 1. Often much earlier.

I didn't see the program. Did they give a name of the town or
township?

Regards,

Theresa Carlson
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Re: UPN Abduction Video

From: "Len Fedullo" <lenf1@snip.net>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 00:15:44 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 17:15:49 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN Abduction Video

Being a layman in ufology I was hesitant to send this message but
I felt compelled to. You should know that I am a banker and in
particular a commercial lender and have been for almost 20 years.
My job has required me to always try and obtain the facts of a
situation, weigh those facts and make a decision.

I must admit that I lost some respect for Mr. Friedman last
night. He lent his name to the UPN show, probably to try and add
some legitimacy to the program however his involvement was
premature.

On the outside chance that the video was real, there would be all
kinds of physical proof of this occurrence. Here's just a few
things that come to mind:

1.  Did anyone run tests on the melted gun barrels ?

2.  Did anyone examine the electrical transformer box that blew up ?
3.  Did anyone examine the landing site or the site that was
    burned by the alien's laser ?

4.  Did anyone check the blood samples on the rags used by the
    Mcphersons to stop their nose bleeds. Was it real blood ? What
    blood type was it ?

5.  Was the truck engine examined ?

6.  Was the circuit breaker box examined ?

7.  What was the condition of the house when found by the police

8.  What leads do the police have in regards to the where
    whereabouts of this family.

I guess my point is that this SHOW should not have been presented
without some of the factual information covering the above
questions and many others that arise from the video tape.

This is exactly the type of presentation that negatively impacts
all of the legitimate work that has gone into UFO research over
the years and it's a shame Mr. Friedman took a part in it...

Len Fedullo
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The Case for the Secret Exploration of Space...

From: Jakes Louw <LOUWJE@telkom.co.za>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 09:05:31 +0200
Fwd Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 17:19:34 -0500
Subject: The Case for the Secret Exploration of Space...

Please note the attached mail, which is sent
in its entire original format.

I can vouch that this is a serious request
for research information.

Please send any response or comments back
to the originator, Mr. Jan Lamprecht, at:

pbs@iafrica.com

Thank you

Jakes E. Louw
+27 12 311-2668
082 923 6144
louwje@telkom.co.za

Message-Id: <E0xumiG-0002lE-00@smtp02.iafrica.com>
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 01:03:56 +0200
From: "Jan Lamprecht"  <UFO-1@qit-ul-0104.telkom.co.za>
To: JRNyquist@aol.com,Neiby@aol.com, pbs@iafrica.com,
        sashwin@jhb.lia.net, jeroen@pufori.org,
        .@qit-ul-0104.telkom.co.za, ...@qit-ul-0104.telkom.co.za,
        CIS.List@qit-ul-0104.telkom.co.za
Cc: JANL@cna.co.za
Subject: USAF: The Case for the Secret Exploration of Space...

All,
This is the following text which I posted on several scientific and
military newsgroups. Feel free to spread it around. Maybe we'll pick
up some useful responses? Comments?
Jan

I am doing some serious research into an idea and I would very much
like to communicate with anyone who can provide me with information,
assistance or pointers to further research. I have been digging deeply
into the work of astronomers and scientists - from historical times to
the present.

Like everyone else I have always taken it for granted that NASA is
knocking up one first after another. But gradually over several months
some new thoughts have been dawning upon me and I wish to conduct
serious research into the following concept:
  Is NASA really at the cutting edge of space exploration?

Silly question? Perhaps. But hear me out.

BackGround: Top Secret Military Drones...
A friend of mine in National Intelligence in Pretoria told me some
years ago that a lot of Air Force work around the world was being
conducted on pilotless drones. He told me it was the "hot-button" of
major airforces around the world. He hinted at the existence of
pilotless, stealth bombers (which can drop nuclear bombs) and other
planes. He told me that most of these planes are tested at night in
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various places. He told me that they regularly fly over Pretoria.

I made contact with an engineer in the USA. His work brings him into
contact with many new US aircraft projects. When I wrote about drone
research on Internet a year ago, this gentleman came forward and
confidentially gave me a few quiet pointers. He confirmed what my
friend in National Intelligence had been telling me.

In many places around the world people think they are seeing UFOs when
in fact they are witnessing airforce experiments. Example: Triangular
shaped craft flying around. Recently I think such an incident took
place near Phoenix. Much was made of it in UFO circles.

About 18 months ago, people in Pretoria saw a large bright light
floating over Pretoria. They called the Police. Some 120 police in
patrol cars began chasing this "UFO" across Pretoria at break-neck
speed and out into the country-side. Video footage was shot of this
incident. The Police radioed for a Police helicopter to assist in the
chase. The Police helicopter chased the "UFO" in the early hours of
the morning. Later the Pilot of the helicopter stated on National TV
that he'd seen a "UFO" and he even filed a report with one of the
International UFO societies. But during this incident the Police
control room radioed the South African Air Force base nearby to
immediately scramble a jet to intercept the UFO. The South African Air
Force refused the request. Didn't they care that 120 Policemen were
racing at breakneck speeds through Pretoria assisted by a helicopter?
Didn't they care that something foreign was in our air space? Or did
the SAAF know something which was too secret to tell the Police? Some
months later I had a braai (barbque) with my Intelligence friend. What
did he think of this "UFO". He laughed and told me (as he had done
before), that many strange things fly above Pretoria at night. He said
it was very possibly a misidentification of an "air force experiment."
This was when he told me some more about drones and elaborated some
more on what he knew about airforces around the world. His work had
brought him into contact with people in Europe and America and
sometimes he went on missions there. He knew quite a bit of what was
going in this field.

Later I mentioned this at a company I was doing consulting for, when a
guy there, Brian (whom I have known for many years), told me how he
had witnessed such a drone one day in 1972. He told me that he was
stationed at an Infantry base near Pretoria which bordered on
Swartkops AFB. There were rumours in the camp of a small airforce
plane. But most of the guys thought it was just a joke. They stood
guard in the various towers around the base. Brian confirmed what my
buddy had told me. That when nightfall came, and as soon as it was
properly dark, the little plane would take off. One night he had the
good fortune to see it. He saw a hanger door open and a tiny 12 ft
long plane came trundling out. He heard a slight whine, and the little
plane with a bullet-shaped nose and short stubby wings raced down the
runway and took off steeply into the dark night sky with no lights on.
As it became airborne a secondary engine seemed to kick in. The engine
was very quiet and it made more of a buzzing noise. Once it was high
enough you wouldn't hear it any more. The plane dissappeared into the
night sky. Two hours later he suddenly heard the buzzing noise again
and the little plane ducked down out of the dark night sky and landed
swiftly. No long winded process. It just dived down, landed neatly -
the hanger doors opened and within seconds the little plane
dissappeared from sight. It was all so fast and slick that to most of
the soldiers in the infantry base, right next to the runway - that
most of them considered it only a "rumour."

A similar thing happens at Groom Lake. My Intelligence friend
suggested I look more closely. Forget the UFO stories he told me. I
did research, stumbled upon various articles and revelations by a
former director of the Skunkworks. A year later I became convinced
that his analysis was spot-on. Lockheed Skunkworks is busy with a new
type of drone. I discovered for example that at Groom Lake one finds a
SMALL HANGER - and someone with a sense of humour has painted the
number "18" on it. (In UFO literature much is made of Hanger 18 where
UFO's are supposedly stored). Someone at the Skunkworks has a sense of
humour. Nice touch. And at night, a light is seen looping the loop
over Groom Lake and doing all manner of manoevres deep into the night.
It takes off, like it's protege at Swartkops - some time after dusk.
When people became too curious about this "American UFO" the USAF had
to engage in a land-grab to keep the curious at bay. Critics always
say "But what could possibly exist in such a small hanger? How can
that possibly be a secret?" Well, small aircraft are HOT SECRETS.

I asked my American Engineer informant what's the rationale behind the
light on the plane? His reply: "If you need accurate performance
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statistics on a stealth aircraft then radar is no good - a light is
better." My friend the spy, tells me that there's also the issue of
'"responsibility." If you see a light at night which looks like the
proverbial "UFO" then you don't think: There goes the USAF/SAAF or the
Russians or whoever. His hints suggested that these lights may have
their uses in fooling other people in other countries. He hinted that
there is more to be gained from other people thinking they're being
visited by UFOs than them realising the they're being spied on by an
earthly power. Perhaps even, the troops might not want to report such
a sighting for the sake of being made fun of. So when all is said, it
would seem that there is much to be gained from this kind of spying.
Other possibilities exist too which I've not had a chance to dig into
- such a "close-up" spying on bases which one normally can't get near.
Has anyone ever bothered trying to fire an anti-aircraft missile at a
UFO? Would anyone dare?

The land with the most "UFO's" seems to be the USA. Either Aliens have
organised regular tourist trips to the "land of the free" or perhaps
the "UFO's" are actually American in origin to begin with?

Bottom Line: There's a lot of hot computer and aeronautical technology
out there in military circles. And they've been at these things for
decades. The Skunkworks D21 drone was classified for 25 years after it
had been shelved. Such is the secrecy which surrounds the existence of
drones.

USAF Space Plane....
Recently the Skunkworks won the contract for the next generation space
shuttle. In Popular Science they mentioned the radical design. A
single-stage, lifting-body, space plane, flown completely from start
to finish by a computer. It is cheap compared to the current shuttle
and it is a radical departure from the norm.

Popular Science mentioned that experienced aeronautical engineers
commented on the suspicious nature of the Skunkworks bid. It's
well-known that Skunkworks has developed the most radically advanced
aircraft created this century. The SR71 Blackbird; U-2 spyplane; F117a
Stealth bomber. These engineers commented that NASA is generally
conservative and likes to use proven technology. Engines must have
been functioning for at least 8 years before NASA will touch it for
their manned program. So how does the Skunkworks get away with this?
These engineers suggest that Skunkworks must have developed and flown
a Space Plane for the USAF - and this thing must have been flying for
at least 8 - 10 years already.

But where is it? We've never heard of it. Have you? I've never come
across a single rumour or ounce of evidence to support this idea.
Unless someone is keeping it a damned good secret - which I think is
entirely possible.

Clementine...
I was surprised when the Clementine satellite was launched and it was
sent off to map every square inch of the Moon. Then it set off for?
(Was it Venus?). What really surprised me was that Clementine was
supposed to be the first project funded by the Department of Defence
to leave Earth orbit. I'm curious. Since when does the Moon (or Venus?
Is it Venus?) have anything to do with US National Security? Why would
they want to map ever square inch of the Moon? The obsession with
mapping the Earth completely for military purposes has been an ongoing
project for some time. This data is stored in computer for the
navigation of missiles, drones, cruise missiles and military aircraft.
Is the Solar system being mapped for military purposes? Or has it
already been mapped?

ION Engines....
I remember reading a lot about the wonders of Ion engines back in the
1970's. They are low-impulse engines. i.e. they don't have much
"kick." But they have an incredible top-speed. They're ideal for solar
system exploration to the Outer planets. Why wait 10 years for a
Voyager when a constantly accelerating ION engine could send a probe
racing across the solar system at many times the speed of a
conventional rocket.

There is also another development worth noting - which I've never
heard anyone speak of. I saw an interview of a scientist who stated
that the next engine which we need to develop is a nuclear rocket
engine. It makes me think of the nuclear submarine. This was the
concept of a single Captain in the US Navy who decided to try sticking
a nuclear reactor in a submarine. He found it could be done and hey
presto he invented the nuclear submarine. How easy would it be to
produce a nuclear rocket engine with today's nuclear technology? I've
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never heard of any work being done on it. Or has there been work on it
which we know nothing of?

But back to ION Engines. I vaguely remembered the ION engine, but
strangely no one writes about it any more. My buddy the spy had told
me this about drones: "You won't see anything about it in books and
magazines. The real stuff is all hush hush." I thought I was dreaming
about ion engines. Then I stumbled upon a book I'd had in the 1970's.
There it clearly stated, in 1972, that in the 1960's NASA had had a
working ION engine. It ran for 40 hours on a test bed - 30+ years ago.
It was supposed to be the next generation space probe engine. But it's
not.

Have Ion engines been classified and moved out of NASA's area?
Why didn't NASA ever make use of an idea so promising? Scientists were
saying what a hot idea this was and then.... poof.... the idea
dissappears from public view. Or is NASA not allowed to use it? Is it
perhaps the preside of the USAF?

USAF Space Exploration....
So I began wondering. Is it possible that the USAF has gone beyond
mere space planes - and has it already been scouting out the solar
system - AHEAD of NASA? I have noted some discrepancies in the history
of astronomy and I was digging into these issues. Then I began
wondering about this possibility...

So I decided to pose my Engineer informant the question. His response:
"Plenty." Of course he refuses to tell me more. Perhaps I'm being had.
But I'm wondering and seriously posing the question. However, he
promised me he'd point me in the right direction. He suggested I
contact the Federation of American Scientists - and he gave me a
contact name. I noted that they had a project which spoke of curbing
excessive Govt Secrecy. Currently I'm waiting for a reply from them.

But my question is this: Can anyone provide me with any further
thoughts, suggestions and contacts in this regard? No one seems to
have ever really dug into this problem (not that I know of). Is it
possible that the USAF has taken a greater interest in space
exploration than we may ever have thought? The exact rationale behind
it may be interesting. Could it be PERHAPS, as a suggestion, that all
these stories of UFOs have really been taken seriously all along, and
that the solar system was to be scouted ANYWAY? (Regardless of whether
anything was found or not).

If you can help, then please reply by e-mail as I do not always get a
chance to monitor this NewsGroup. Thank you, Jan.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 22

Re: Sad events surrounding the UPN broadcast...

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 02:28:36 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 18:44:14 -0500
Subject: Re: Sad events surrounding the UPN broadcast...

>Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 16:35:15 -0500
>From: Scott Hale <shale@columbus.rr.com>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Sad events surrounding the UPN broadcast...

>I just thought I'd take a moment to record what happened on the
>internet AFTER the UPN video "abduction" broadcast. I help maintain
>EFnet's #UFO chat channel. What struck me as completely sad was the
>fact that there was actually a debate about the authenticity of the
>UPN show! The fact that there were credits after the program was over
>makes any debate completely worthless. It eventually took someone
>going onto the web to find a page that mentioned one of the actors in
>the video. At that point some of the people started to say things like
>"Ok.. I will ADMIT that it could be a hoax, but we have no proof of
>that yet..." Where do these people come from?! I know I shouldn't be
>suprised by this sort of thing by now, but still....

>I just don't know if I should be laughing or crying!

>Thanks,
>Scott K. Hale

Hiya Scott,

You wrote,

>I just don't know if I should be laughing or crying!

I think doing -both- is a healthy way to deal with it. <G>

"Simple people, the common clay, you know, . . . MORONS!"
(Mel Brooks, Blazing Saddles)

Peace,

John Velez ;-)
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 22

Re: My sightings

From: Andre P De Wet <dwetap@telkom.co.za>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 09:03:25 +0200
Fwd Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 18:40:30 -0500
Subject: Re: My sightings

Hi all,

I would like to share with you two experiences I had of what one
can probably class as "sightings" of UFOs.

The first happened when I was about 14 years of age in 1976. My
dad, my friend and I was flying a kite that my dad built for me.
It was late in the afternoon about 5pm and the sun was hidden
behind some clouds. The light was still good enough for us to
clearly see the kite, which was about 200 meters out as measured
by the line left on the fishing reel which we used to fly it
with. We were facing the western horizon.

As we watched the kite, all three of us suddenly noticed a speck
of light moving behind the kite and above it, but obviously much
further from the ground than the kite. There was only one light
to start with and it was pulsating red when we first noticed it.
It was moving very slowly from west to east across the sky.
Relative to our location it was moving slightly from the centre
of our horizon to above our heads slightly to the south. Judging
by my hand held at arm's length, it was moving at about 1 finger
width per minute.

The color changed from pulsating red to solid green for about a
minute and then to solid orange for another minute. The light
then seperated into 4 smaller red lights which turned to a bright
white about 10 seconds later.

The lights were now at about 50 degrees above the western
horizon. About two seconds after changing to white, the four
lights departed in four different directions, the outer two at
about 85 degrees to the original direction.

Up to that point we were still thinking that it was some sort of
terrestrial aircraft displaying some very bright lights, but the
seperation into four lights and the speed at which the lights
departed and shot over the horizon made us gasp in amazement.
This happened in less than one second!

The second happened about a year later. I was cycling home from
visiting with a friend of mine at about 7pm. I was travelling on
a road next to a open piece of land covered with tall grass and
small shrubs, what we in South Africa call "veld".

The night sky was suddenly lit up by a bright shining light that
was so intense that it immediately drew my attention. I looked
around for the source of the light and noticed a large spherical
shape in the sky over the veld. I stopped my bicycle and got off
to observe it. I guess that it was about 50 meters from the
ground and it was about 100 meters from me as the crow flies.

The ball of light was decending towards the ground/grass and when
it touched the ground, it seemed to grow more intense for a
moment and then went dark. I was scared and did not want to
investigate further by myself. I got on my bicycle and went
home.

The next day I told my friend about this and he insisted that we
go and investigate the place where it happened. When we got to
the place, now in broad daylight, we observed a burned or
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scorched circle in the veld. All the vegetation was burned to a
crisp as if there was a veld fire. The peculiar thing was that
it was perfectly circular and measured 10 meters in diameter.

We did not report any of this to the police or whoever. Speaking
to various people later, they told of similar phenomena that they
observed. One of the people suggested that it was something
called "ball lightning".

I can not say that what we saw was non-terrestrial in origin, but
it sure was peculiar.

Any comments?

Andre
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 22

Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 08:57:43 -0400
Fwd Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 18:52:46 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
> Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 01:08:41 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> Stanton,

> I seriously mean no disrespect, but I can't really imagine the
> nonufological public staying tuned to this piece of garbage. I am
> embarrassed to admit that I watched the whole thing. It was truly
> pathetic.

> Your responses to questions on abductions were probably good, but
> I have no idea because I just couldn't get past the total
> amazement I had at how the producers edited the comments. We knew
> you could not have possibly been talking about the video snippets
> we had witnessed because we know you Stan.

> I'm curious about what the producers (who were they BTW?) told
> you about the videotape? Did they tell you it was real? Did they
> tell you it involved actors? Did you have some kind of contract
> that prohibits you from telling us what they told you?

> At least one of the commentators, a Gary somebody (a psychologist
> OR maybe he just plays one on TV) certainly appeared to have seen
> the video of the family because he made comments about specific
> points. Yvonne left me with the same impression.

> I can say, nothing you said, made that video look real. I don't
> think ANYONE could have said anything to make it look real.
> However, your comments, to the unititiated (If they were
> watching) could have given some credence to the video. These
> would have to be real low intelligence viewers though.
>
> Rebecca

Rebecca:

I was called Dec. 31 by an independent producer about being
interviewed.

Arrangements were made on Jan. 1. I flew out on Jan. 2, was
interviewed on Jan. 3 and flew back that night after visiting my
daughter. I was told almost nothing about the video. I knew that
they had talked to Yvonne Smith. In a casual aside after I asked
a pointed question the comment was made that the video was
proabbly a tbesis. The new guys were brought in to make a really
terrible show better.. Lord knows what it was originally like. Do
remember that most people are not well versed on UFOs. They may
have been more interested in what the "experts" said than the
story. I can't wait to see it. <grin>

Stan Friedman
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 03:20:20 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 20:18:20 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

>Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 23:36:23 -0400
>From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

>> Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 15:22:33 +0100
>> From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

>> > From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>> > Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 09:49:48 EST
>> > To: updates@globalserve.net
>> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

>> > > Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 01:26:18 -0700
>> > >  From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
>> > >  To: Updates <updates@globalserve.net>
>> > >  Subject: Comments on the UPN thing

>> > >  Stan Friedman and Derrel Sims have both contributed opinions and
>> > >  comments to this list in the past. After watching the UPN special
>> > >  last night I couldn't help wondering if either of these two
>> > >  gentlemen had any regrets about agreeing to do interviews for the
>> > >  program. Any thoughts?

>> > Judging by all the responses on this list, I'm wondering if
>> > anyone caught the very end of the program where the credits were
>> > scrolled and the actors names were listed?

>> > Stan should be ashamed of himself, as should the woman
>> > psychologist (Yvonne?) from California.

>> > The rest of the experts didn't surprise me. Just what one would
>> > expect on production like this. Media hogs.

>> > I have to kind of agree with Steve Kaeser that it appeared that
>> > the people commenting hadn't actually seen the production. Except
>> > that child psychologist Gary (? Never heard of him before) who
>> > said the child was assuming the adult roles, blah, blah, blah. I
>> > forget what all he said because I was laughing so hard. Hope this
>> > guy isn't licensed.

>> > Rebecca

>> Hi Rebecca,

>> At this end of Canada, the east coast, none of us-except maybe
>> Stan Friedman-have a clue what the heck this UPI show is. We
>> don't get it over here, nor "Sightings" which I've been on or
>> "Strange Universe" which I've been on- if that's still going.
>> It's a safe bet that Stan hasn't seen it unless they sent him a
>> promo copy.

>> "Sightings" in mine and Chris Styles' case was fairly accurate
>> [we received a promo copy] as was Strange Universe from what I've
>> been told. So I suggest that you give Stan the benefit of the
>> doubt on this one because dollars to donuts he hasn't seen it.
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>> Judging from all the comments the "talent" [Stan, etc.] were
>> shuffled around in the edit suite so as to make chocolate chip
>> cookies out of raisen bread.

>> Don Ledger
>> Who is in the biz.

>Right on Don. I didn't see the show last night. I didn't see the
>video. I wasn't asked about the video. I gave no opinions about
>the video. I see no reason to say the video is real when actors
>are listed at the end of the show as I gather they were.

>Stan Friedman

Hi Stan, hi All,

Stan, they edited your comments in (as needed) in support of what
was being portrayed on the screen. It was obvious to anyone who
knows you that you were talking about the phenomenon and that you
weren't talking about the video. But to anyone who doesn't, the
impression was that you were somehow in support of the video
itself. It would be an easy assumption for a viewer who is
unfamiliar with either abduction or your work to make.

BTW, I missed the credits at the end and my 'review' was based
solely on the 'quality' of the video itself. One more for Stan...
I don't think many are going to argue about the 'content' of your
statements. I for one was surprised to learn how open minded you
are on the subject. I had never heard your views on abduction
before. Speaking strictly as an experiencer, I found it heart
warming!

Warmest regards to you and your family Stan.

Peace,

John Velez

PS- I am mad at UPN for not being -more honest- about this
presentation. An awful lot of people apparently thought, (and
still think) that the damn thing was real! Piss poor man. They
ought to be called on the carpet for this one.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 22

MSNBC on the Internet Highlights, January 23 30

From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 13:18:55 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 20:42:42 -0500
Subject: MSNBC on the Internet Highlights, January 23 30

___________________________________
From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
Return-path: <AOLNews@aol.com>
Subject: MSNBC on the Internet Highlights, January 23 30 MSNBC on...
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 12:52:24 EST
Organization: AOL (http://www.aol.com)
Content-type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit

MSNBC on the Internet Highlights, January 23 30 MSNBC on the Internet (http:
//www.msnbc.com) When you really want to know.

                        Note: schedule subject to change

    THIS WEEK:  The "Interactive" State of the Union... The Search for
Extraterrestrials... The Operating Rooms of the Next Millennium Super Bowl
Coverage...

    INTERACTIVE CO-PRODUCTIONS WITH NBC NEWS:

    Friday, January 23:  "Today - The Arthritis Cure" - The authors of two
books supporting a new treatment for arthritis answer questions about what the
treatment will and will not do.

    Friday, January 23:  "Dateline NBC - The Stop Smoking Pill" - A look at
the new "stop smoking pill," zyban.

    Friday, January 23:  "Dateline NBC - Think You Could Be a Victim of a
Scam?" - Most people believe they're too smart, yet hundreds lose thousands of
dollars every year. Some consumer advice.

    Friday, January 23:  "NBC News - He is Alleged to be One of the Worst
Terrorists in U.S. History" - A look back at the NBC News coverage of the hunt
for the Unabomber.

    Tuesday, January 27:  "The 'Interactive' State of the Union" - As the
President fights for his political life, he addresses the nation and sets
forth his vision for the country in his annual State of the Union speech. A
look at the issues Clinton raises, complete with comprehensive reports and
analysis following the speech, as well as the opportunity for users to
participate in simultaneous chat.

    Tuesday, January 27:  "Dateline NBC - New Bacteria Are Gaining Increasing
Resistance to Antibiotics" - A look at what can be done to fight them.

    CHATS:

    Weekdays, 6-9 a.m. ET:  "Imus in the Morning" - Chat with other fans of
Don Imus during his program every weekday morning.     Tuesday, January 27,
8:00 p.m. ET:  "The State of the Union" - Chat during the President's State of
the Union address.  Feature includes live video and audio, as well as a
transcript of the speech.

    Weekdays, 3-8 p.m. ET, Weekends 4-6 p.m. ET:  "NewsChat" - Chat about the
news events of the day.

    NEWS:

    Wednesday, January 28:  "Whither the Conservatives?" - Voters want to hear
how their elected officials will make their world better, either by reducing
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the heavy hand of government, making way for private initiatives or by aiming
for a high moral purpose. A look at the conservatives in Congress who are not
doing any of those things.

    Thursday, January 29:  "Looking For Life: The Search for
Extraterrestrials" - There are mixed signals in the "Search for Extra-
terrestrial Intelligence" (SETI).  Today's SETI is light-years beyond what it
was in 1959, with private funding and increasingly innovative search
strategies. An interactive, multimedia report looks at the new observing
campaign that begins this spring, using the world's largest radio telescope.

    Friday, January 30:  "The Operating Rooms of The Next Millennium" - The
line between scientific reality and scientific fiction continues to blur. Take
an inside look at the operating rooms and procedures of the next millennium.

    COMMERCE:

    Friday, January 23:  "The Indonesian Effect" - A look at the U.S.
Companies that were hit by the Indonesian economic meltdown.

    Sunday, January 25:  "Click-Thru: Trying To Be Fashionable on the Web" - A
look at why fashion magazines face a special challenge in going digital.

    Sunday, January 25:  "Year of The Toothless Tiger" - In Hong Kong, the
capital of consumerism where upwards of 35 percent of retail sales take place
in the weeks leading up to the Chinese New Year, shoppers are
uncharacteristically timid this year. A look at why sales are down.

    Monday, January 26:  "NetSense" - A weekly column on electronic commerce.

    Tuesday, January 27:  "The High Road Goes Digital" - A report on the
unlikely ambition and influence of public television on the development of
digital TV.

    Tuesday, January 27:  "Frontier: The Rising Danger of Social Unrest in
Indonesia" - As layoffs continue, rioting is reported, crime is rising and
funds are extremely limited, a look at the social unrest in Indonesia.

    Wednesday, January 28:  "Siliwood" - A weekly column on digital
entertainment.

    Wednesday, January 28:  "The Cell Phone Business In India" - A look at the
interesting usage of the 250,000 cell phone connections in India.

    LIVING:

    Friday, January 23:  "Chinese New Year" - As "The Year of the Tiger"
approaches, a look at festivities in the US and abroad, as well as an
interactive quiz on traditional do's and dont's for the Chinese New Year.

    Friday, January 23:  "Celebrity Bar: Christian Slater" - An interview with
Christian Slater, who's current feature, "Hard Rain" is showing in theaters
nationwide, while Slater himself is busy serving hard time.

    Friday, January 23:  "Sex on the Weekend" - Does size really matter?

    SPORTS:  MSNBCSports will be featuring up-to-the-minute, interactive
coverage of the     1998 Winter Olympic Games, complete with audio interview
clips, photo     slideshows, analysis of top events and a running list of
medal winners                            and competitor rankings.

    Friday, January 23:  "Legendary Beginnings" - A look back at John Elway's
legendary career.

    Friday, January 23:  "Super Bowl Preview" - A look at the game from NBC
Sports analysts, as well as an interactive playbook.

    Sunday, January 25:  "Super Bowl Coverage" - In-game and postgame
coverage, along with photo slide shows, pregame and postgame audio and video
reports, as well as interview highlights.

    For additional consumer information on MSNBC, call toll free 1-888-MSNBC-
USA.

    CONTACT:  Lloyd Trufelman or Loren Pomerantz of Trylon Communications
Inc., http://www.tryloncommunications.com , or 212-818-9151, or
tryloncom@msn.com

SOURCE  MSNBC on the Internet

CO:  MSNBC on the Internet; MSNBC; NBC

http://www.tryloncommunications.com/
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ST:  New York

IN:  CPR MLM ENT

SU:

01/22/98 12:46 EST http://www.prnewswire.com
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UFO Updates 
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'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 22

Re: UPN Movie Closing Credits List Names Of Actors

From: Chris Rutkowski <rutkows@cc.UManitoba.CA>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 08:48:16 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 19:14:47 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN Movie Closing Credits List Names Of Actors

> From: petekaz@erols.com, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 01:06:52 +0100
> Subject: Fwd: UPN Movie Closing Credits List Names Of Actors

> Interesting comment on the UPN abduction video. Received via
> "alt.alien.research" January 21 at 23.59 local time (GMT+ 1 hour):

> Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 17:52:25 -0500
> From: Peter Kazlouski <petekaz@erols.com>
> Subject: UPN abduction TV movie closing credits list names of alien
> ACTORS ! SCREAMING OUTRAGE !!
> Message-ID: <34C67C29.F9E5B72@erols.com>

> The SMALL closing credits include:
> Shari Khademi     as Alien 1
> Myles Wolf          as Alien 2

> So there is no possible doubt, UPN admitted this OUTRAGEOUS HOAX that
> they had been repeatedly claiming to be REAL. Since most people dont
> read closing credits, they would need time to realize how badly done
> the presentation was.

> UPN IS IN BIG TROUBLE. FRAUD IS ILLEGAL, AND WHAT THEY PERPETRATED WAS
> F R A U D.

I doubt that any fraud charges will ever stick. Their credits
clearly indicated it was a staged production.

Further, no one in the serious research community thought for a
*minute* that it was a "real" abduction. It's like arguing that
"Sabrina" episodes aren't billed as fantasy, so that show also is
a fraud.

Good grief.

--
Chris Rutkowski - rutkows@cc.umanitoba.ca
(and now, also: Chris.Rutkowski@UMAlumni.mb.ca)
University of Manitoba - Winnipeg, Canada
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 22

UPN's "Incident in Lake County"

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 14:59:04 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 20:52:33 -0500
Subject: UPN's "Incident in Lake County"

Just thought everyone would be interested to know that there are
a number of people believed "Incident at Lake County" was a real
event.  If the UPN online poll is to be believed, about 16,000
votes have been cast at their web site indicated whether they
believed the video to be real or not.  The tally so far:

        8,198 believed it was a real event

        8,740 believed it was a fake event

I guess about half the audience couldn't (or at least didn't) read the
credits. . .<g>

Steve
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 16:18:06 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 21:54:15 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

 >From: BGBOPPER <BGBOPPER@aol.com> [Russ Estes]
 >Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 16:38:13 EST
 >To: updates@globalserve.net
 >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

 >From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
 >Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 09:49:48 EST
 >To: updates@globalserve.net
 >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

 >>>  Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 01:26:18 -0700
 >>>  From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
 >>>  To: Updates <updates@globalserve.net>
 >>>  Subject: Comments on the UPN thing

 >>>  Stan Friedman and Derrel Sims have both contributed opinions and
 >>>  comments to this list in the past. After watching the UPN special
 >>>  last night I couldn't help wondering if either of these two
 >>>  gentlemen had any regrets about agreeing to do interviews for the
 >>>  program. Any thoughts?

 >>Judging by all the responses on this list, I'm wondering if
 >>anyone caught the very end of the program where the credits were
 >>scrolled and the actors names were listed?

 >>Stan should be ashamed of himself, as should the woman
 >>psychologist (Yvonne?) from California.

 >>The rest of the experts didn't surprise me. Just what one would
 >>expect on production like this. Media hogs.

 <<snip>>

 >Hello List,

 >I would like to add a few comments from a Media point of view.

 >First:
 >Not all of the folks in the media misrepresent. Editing is
 >necessary due to the limitations of time.

 >Second:
 >Some do! Unless you live in a cave you know very well who the
 >misrepresenters are. (They have been doing it for years and they
 >still are!)

 >Third:
 >I would not consider insulting the intelligence of old media pros
 >such as, Stan Friedman, Darrell Simms, Yvonne Smith, etal, by
 >saying that they didn't know what they were getting into. Of
 >course they did!  They have all done it many, many times before.
 >And many times for the same producers and programs. (Bob Kiviat)
 >(Sightings, A&E, TLC, Sci-Fi, Channel, and more talk show hosts
 >than I care to list) and each time they signed a standard
 >industry release allowing the producers to edit as they please.

 >Fourth:
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 >If you don't want to be misquoted or misrepresented don't sit
 >down for interviews!
 >As a person who sticks cameras in people's faces for a living I
 >know all about the lure of the spotlight. I am also aware of the
 >dubious practice of sucking someone onto a program under false
 >pretenses. Years ago I was asked to appear on the Montel Williams
 >Show. The topic was to be the Government involve- ment in UFO
 >coverups and they wanted a documentarians point of view. It was
 >not the topic at all but rather a typical confronta- tional show
 >with the "Good Guys vs the Bad Guys." full of misquotes and B.S.
 >editing.

 >Fool me once...shame on you!
 >Fool me twice...shame on me!

 >Last but not least:
 >Kudos to John Velez for knowing better and shining it on!

 >Keep an open mind,
 >Russ Estes

First let me point out that this program was not disinformation,
it was entertainment (not that Russ or some of the others have
suggested that). It was produced to make money for UPN and Bob
Kiviat. Too often we scream disinformation when we don't like the
tone of the information out there.

Second, I think it is important that we focus on the agenda of
the UFO community. We all have expressed a desire to elevate it
into the scientific arena. We all talk a good game, but too often
it is only talk.

John Velez, to his credit, rejected this spotlight and warned us
about the tone it would take. Others sought the spotlight and now
complain that they hadn't seen the completed project and didn't
know the form it would take. For those of you out there who have
had the opportunity to appear on television, when was the last
time that you saw the finished product BEFORE it was aired? And
if you did, could you have done anything to change it?

Are some of us so hungry for the spotlight that we will accept
any opportunity, even when it is telegraphed to us that the
program will be less than credible? Is John so clever that he can
see these things when others can't? If offered the opportunity to
appear in the pages of the WEEKLY WORLD NEWS wouldn't most of us
decline because of the forum?

Personally, I will not appear on a stage, or a conference in
which Don Schmitt appears. He has badly damaged ufology in
general and the Roswell case in particular. By showing up to
appear with him, I am, tacitly, endorsing him. Why do that now
that we know what he is?

By the same token, should the leaders of the UFO community, or
the self-appointed leaders, lend their names to a program like
the UPN show? When something like this happens, and the
scientific and journalistic communities see it, and know, like
the rest of it that it is a hoax, doesn't that detract from the
rest of us. Aren't we, by our participation, suggesting that we
approve of the program? And if we participated, shouldn't we be
held accountable for that participation, rather than attempting
to alibi it by suggesting that we didn't know what would happen?

Those of us who have been on these programs in the past know that
we will be lied to. We know that those producing the programs,
with few exceptions, know nothing about the field and couldn't
care less. They want an entertaining program and will do what is
necessary to produce it, for ratings mean money and ratings mean
another opportunity to produce something else.

Here the clue should have been Bob Kiviat. He produced the Alien
Autopsy fraud. That should have been enough to suggest that those
who appeared on the show should have given it a pass. We all know
that Kiviat edited his shows to put all the aired segments in the
best light and he cared nothing about the facts. I stood in the
kitchen of the home that had once been owned by Jesse Marcel and
listened to the director of the Alien Autopsy flat out lie to
me.

Yes, we should be outraged at the program, but blame for the
damage done to the UFO community is not in the hands of UPN, but
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in the hands of the UFO community. Once again, we have shot
ourselves in the foot.

KRandle
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: USAF Roswell Debunker Richard Weaver

From: Scott Hale <shale@columbus.rr.com>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 15:29:48 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 21:48:12 -0500
Subject: Re: USAF Roswell Debunker Richard Weaver

DISCLAIMER- 95% of the following reply is either sarcasm, satire,
or both. If you don't like it, that's fine... just don't think
that I'm being completely serious here.

I'm swinging  my pen helplessly in mid-air here, because it probably
won't reach the author, but here goes....

> From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
> Sender: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 02:23:15 +0100
> Subject: USAF Roswell Debunker Richard Weaver Interviewed

> >From the "Virtually Northwest" online. URL:

> http://www.virtuallynorthwest.com/stories/1998/Jan/18/S334915.asp

> Stig

> *******

> Sunday

> January 18, 1998

> SPOKANE

> Spokane native helped crash Roswell's party

> Little green men are green, Doug Clark muses, because that's the color
> of money.

> Scorched UFO buffs call him a real Man in Black.

Wonder who this might be? Granted, I don't necessarily believe
Mogul or the aliens at this point, but he hasn't exactly been
direct in answering ANY objections regarding his report.

> To spaced-out believers, Richard Weaver is a gatekeeper for the U.S.
> government's conspiracy to hush up the fact that a saucer full of
> cosmic commuters once took a tumble out among the New Mexico
> tumbleweeds.

Now I just have have to laugh at this point. Who would think that
a Col. in the USAF is "gatekeeper" for a UFO cover-up. The mere
idea is absurd. Although I wouldn't put it past some
believers...

> But the 50-year-old Spokane native says he got cheated if his critics
> are correct.

> "I never got the watch or the cool sunglasses," complains Weaver,
> referring to "Men in Black" -- last year's science-fiction blockbuster
> about a clandestine agency that keeps tabs on interstellar travelers.

How clever, and so vital to a good article on Roswell. Discussion
about Ray Bans.
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> Now retired from the Air Force, Weaver was a colonel assigned to the
> Office of Special Investigations when he co-wrote the 1994 Air Force
> study that debunked the famed "Roswell Incident."

Did he really debunk it or just add new trash to the already
overflowing heap?

> The Virginia resident was in Spokane this week visiting family members.
> A Shadle Park High and Washington State University grad, Weaver took an
> afternoon off to talk about his "Roswell Report -- Fact vs. Fiction in
> the New Mexico Desert."

Sounds like he took an afternoon off to chat about UFO kooks and
Men in Black.

> As thick as the city's phone book, the document explores the July 1947
> recovery of pieces of a strange "flying disk" on a ranch near Roswell,
> N.M. "We literally tried to do our best," he says. "It was never me
> against the UFO people."

Great.. it's a big report. A ton of information that goes a long
way in showing nothing. If anything it helps prove it's own
hypothesis wrong.

> What was found in the desert a half-century ago was totally
> terrestrial, the report concludes. The flimsy wreckage came from an
> experimental high-altitude balloon deployed to eavesdrop on Russian
> nuclear tests.

Substance... I'm impressed!(Really.. Journalists hold themselves
to such high standards today. They should really cut back and
talk about sunglasses more...)

> Such an earthly explanation predictably sent the UFO community into
> orbit.

into orbit... wow... this is class "A" material! Remind me to
write it all down... I don't think anything went into orbit. In
fact, I recall several interesting replies that were quite
logical and gave both sides something to think about.

> "The Air Force is lying through its teeth," groused renowned UFO
> proponent Stanton Friedman, when asked in a 1996 interview about the
> "Roswell Report." "... Boy did the Air Force supply the fiction."

He groused? I had to look it up myself. Interesting word tho...

> The sandy-haired Weaver is amused by the ruckus that put him in the
> national media spotlight.

Is he also amused that he was able to write a report on the
Roswell Incident, yet ignore every witness who diagreed with his
pre-formed conclusion sent to him by Robert Todd? Oh.. he
included Sallie Tadolini, but somehow the interesting aspects of
her testimony were.... gasp.. deleted from the report. Isn't it
also humorous that Sheridan Cavitt managed to somehow remember
suddenly that he was in fact in Roswell right before the USAF
started it's investigation?

> "I got anonymous telephone calls. I got hate faxes from people
> questioning my sanity and even my parentage. I never received a direct
> "I will kill you," but there were a lot of veiled threats," he says.

I will kill you.... hehe.. just kidding. Couldn't resist. I don't
question your sanity, just your reliability.

> "Some were in German, French and Russian. I couldn't read them, but SOB
> sort of looks the same in any language."

Really? Have we already run out of substance?

> Weaver insists, however, that he never wanted his name linked to little
> green men. "I'd like to be remembered for putting killers and rapists
> in jail. Instead, I'll be the guy who did the study on all this goofy
> UFO stuff."

You did a study on all this goofy UFO stuff? If I recall
correctly, you did a study on a top secret project to detect
Russian blasts and used that as a solution to ONE UFO case. I
don't remember you studying any other "goofy UFO stuff".
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> For much of his 28 years in the Air Force, Weaver probed crimes and
> helped keep the lid on real secrets like the Stealth and B-2 bombers.

And what a wonderful job he did. Didn't Testors have a model
airplane version of the F117 and B-2 before they were
declassified? Oh.. yeah.. sorry.

> Then, in 1994, he was given the job of focusing his sleuthing skills on
> Roswell. That came after U.S. Congressman Steven Schiff, R-New Mexico,
> filed a request for information regarding the alleged saucer crash.

> Schiff got more than he bargained for. Weaver led a staff of crack
> researchers who spent eight months investigating the case.

Crack researchers? So that's what they've been taking. And at
only 1,000,000 dollars expense? I'm proud!

> You don't have to be Rocketman to see the Roswell Incident for the load
> of horse twaddle it is.

No, you just have to ignore a great deal of information and
continue leading your sanatized lives. Am I the only one here who
sees that neither side has proven their case yet?

> Back in 1947, this was only a two-day news story that ended when the
> sticks and foil found were ruled to have come from a weather balloon.
> Space aliens didn't even enter the picture until decades later, when
> kooks like Friedman and others started spouting off and selling books.

kooks? Is that a technical term? So they just stared writing
books huh? That's right. Friedman started the Roswell craze by
saying "I'll start spouting off and sell books about Roswell, and
hundreds of people will come forward and lie to make sure I get
dinner on the table."  Also, If I remember correctly, other major
news events were "only two-day news stories".

> Now Roswell's space fantasy has evolved into its main industry. The
> small city has three alien museums. The saucer crash is actively
> promoted through the Chamber of Commerce.

Well no kidding... can you really blame them?

> Why? Because big money is to be made.

There's money to be made anywhere. Just because lots of people
write books on the Kennedy Assassination, half of them full of
crap, doesn't mean that Kennedy isn't dead...

> Last summer's 50th anniversary party was a galactic blowout that packed
> Roswell with a horde of costumed wackos. It was, says Weaver, "a cross
> between Woodstock and a meeting for the insane."

costumed wackos? Hold on tiger.. you're using those technical
terms again and they're confusing the bageebers out of me!

> There probably is a conspiracy afoot. It is with UFO hucksters who
> can't afford to let truth get in the way of such a lucrative scam.

oops.. you caught me. Now I'll just have to give back all that
time I've spent looking into the UFO phenomenon. The scams are
there, but I'm sick of the generalizations...

> "This is logic vs. emotion," says the government's Man in Black.
> "Roswell has become like Paul Bunyan. It's a myth that people believe."

By definition, all myths are based in truth. What, Paul Bunyan
didn't exist?! Oh no!!! Sob...

> Copyright 1997 by The Spokesman-Review

> This material -- including the story connected to this link and all
> material on the Virtually Northwest online service -- is copyrighted by
> The Spokesman-Review.

> What are your thoughts on Spokane native helped crash Roswell's party ?

> If you have a comment or reply to this story that you'd like to share,
> fill in the form and click submit. Note: Replies are limited to 250
> words and must be signed with a valid email address. No profanity or
> libelous statements will be printed.
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> Your comment:
>                                        Your Email Address:
>

I dunno.. no profanity... I might not be able to handle it! I
might just have to break down and start ranting and screaming
obscenaties all over the place(Oh Mr. Todd... are you out
there?)....

Over and Out,
Scott Hale
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 23

Re: The Case for the Secret Exploration of Space...

From: Kerry Ferrand <kferrand@rocketmail.com>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 16:26:52 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 05:48:50 -0500
Subject: Re: The Case for the Secret Exploration of Space...

> Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 09:05:31 +0200
> From: Jakes Louw <LOUWJE@telkom.co.za>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: USAF: The Case for the Secret Exploration of Space...
>       -Forwarded

hmm where to start on this thing?..

> USAF Space Plane....
> Recently the Skunkworks won the contract for the next generation space
> shuttle. In Popular Science they mentioned the radical design. A
> single-stage, lifting-body, space plane, flown completely from start
> to finish by a computer. It is cheap compared to the current shuttle
> and it is a radical departure from the norm.

<snip>

> NASA is generally
> conservative and likes to use proven technology. Engines must have
> been functioning for at least 8 years before NASA will touch it for
> their manned program.

I assume he's refering to the X-33/Venturestar, first of all its
not all THAT radical a design, its heritage goes back to the late
60s when several alternate concepts were being thrown around for
what became the space shuttle. True, an Aerospike angine has
never been flown (at least in the "white world") but again its
not a new concept... Rocketdyne was pushing them back in the
early 60s and theyve been ground fired many times.

NASA has a SR-71 fitted with a small mock-up aerospike to test
the concept in flight, then the X-33 will test it in hypersonic
high altitude flight. Only then will a decision be made whether
to go ahead with the space-worthy "VentureStar" which intially at
least is NOT intended to be a manned spacecraft

> These engineers suggest that Skunkworks must have developed and flown
> a Space Plane for the USAF - and this thing must have been flying for
> at least 8 - 10 years already.
> But where is it? We've never heard of it. Have you? I've never come
> across a single rumour or ounce of evidence to support this idea.

For the last 10 years magazines such as Pop. Sci and even
Aviation Week have been full of rumours about exotic "Black" or
secret aircraft and exotic propulsion technology... craft such as
the "pumpkin seed", the "XB-70-alike" mothership etc and not
forgetting what is commonly refered to as "Aurora"... whether any
of these are connected with secret miltary spaceplanes is a
matter for debate... but I wouldnt be surprised if one-off
testbeds had been constructed in secret. The USAF has
periodically since the 1950s openly wished for a spaceplane... at
least openly, theyve been foiled everytime... but there's been
alot of studies.

Kerry
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 23

Re: UPN video

From: Paul Reischmann <preischmann@beckman.com>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 17:28:58 -0600
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 05:39:54 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN video

Hello all!

I am shocked!  I talked to someone today who said
they felt the UPN Video was authentic.  Even though
she is 7 years old, she should know better!

Two easy points...
(1) No delay between the transformer flash and the
     sound of the explosion.
(2) The videographer just happened to know which
     lamps were going to shatter as the camera panned
     to each one just in time for the explosions.

There may be other obvious flaws, but I will not sub-
ject myself to watching it again. I am through with it!

Regards,
Paul
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 23

Re: The Case for the Secret Exploration of Space

From: Kerry Ferrand <kferrand@rocketmail.com>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 16:44:33 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 05:54:37 -0500
Subject: Re: The Case for the Secret Exploration of Space

> Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 09:05:31 +0200
> From: Jakes Louw <LOUWJE@telkom.co.za>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: USAF: The Case for the Secret Exploration of Space...
>       -Forwarded

>Clementine...
>I was surprised when the Clementine satellite was launched and it was
>sent off to map every square inch of the Moon. Then it set off for?
>(Was it Venus?). What really surprised me was that Clementine was
>supposed to be the first project funded by the Department of Defence
>to leave Earth orbit. I'm curious. Since when does the Moon (or Venus?
>Is it Venus?) have anything to do with US National Security? Why would
>they want to map ever square inch of the Moon?

Clementine was a sensor test bed for the BMDO (ex SDI) it was
intended to also get close to an asteroid (not Venus) but a
malfunction ended that plan. They strung a bunch of "cheap"
cameras and systems together and then looked for a good test for
them..the moon looked good and it would have a nice science
payoff for them too (good for PR too). Similar sensor tests
continue with the MSTI series of satellites launched into earth
orbit..I assume the US thinks missile defence is a national
security issue..

>ION Engines....
>I remember reading a lot about the wonders of Ion engines back in the
>1970's. They are low-impulse engines. i.e. they don't have much
>"kick."

<snip>

>There is also another development worth noting - which I've never
>heard anyone speak of. I saw an interview of a scientist who stated
>that the next engine which we need to develop is a nuclear rocket
>engine.

Nuclear rocket engine designs have been around since the 1950s

>It makes me think of the nuclear submarine. This was the
>concept of a single Captain in the US Navy who decided to try sticking
>a nuclear reactor in a submarine. He found it could be done and hey
>presto he invented the nuclear submarine.

I belive he refers to Adm. Rickover here..

>How easy would it be to
>produce a nuclear rocket engine with today's nuclear technology? I've
>never heard of any work being done on it. Or has there been work on it
>which we know nothing of?

There's been PLENTY of work on Nuclear engines done... sheesh...
a 5 minute search on the internet will pull up alot of material.
Projects such as NERVA, DUMBO were large efforts in the 1960s,,
more recently there was the classified (and leaked) TIMBERWIND...
all of those were nuclear-thermal designs (ie... throw hydrogen
over a hot reactor and make the result vent out the back)...
there are many other concepts... including things like the Orion
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"blast our way into space with atom bombs behind us" and assorted
nuclear-electric schemes. No doubt there was/is plenty of secret
work in this area too.

>But back to ION Engines. I vaguely remembered the ION engine, but
>strangely no one writes about it any more. My buddy the spy had told
>me this about drones: "You won't see anything about it in books and
>magazines. The real stuff is all hush hush." I thought I was dreaming
>about ion engines.

This is so much BS, there's nothing secret about Ion engines...
again a WWW search will find plenty. Entire books have been
written on them... small ion engines have been put into
production for "Station-keeping thrusters" on communication
satellites etc etc

>Then I stumbled upon a book I'd had in the 1970's.
>There it clearly stated, in 1972, that in the 1960's NASA had had a
>working ION engine. It ran for 40 hours on a test bed - 30+ years ago.
>It was supposed to be the next generation space probe engine. But it's
>not.

Work on them continued thru the 70s until today where they
finally have truely reliable working engines. One is about to be
used on NASA's "Deep Space-1" space probe, to be launched this
year I understand.

>Have Ion engines been classified and moved out of NASA's area?

No

>Why didn't NASA ever make use of an idea so promising? Scientists were
>saying what a hot idea this was and then.... poof.... the idea
>dissappears from public view.

He obviously hasn't been looking too hard then

Kerry
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 23

Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 19:43:10 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 05:50:23 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>  Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 22:42:22 -0500
>  From: Theresa <Tcarlson1@compuserve.com>
>  Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>  Not very likely. Lake County is in the northeastern point of the
>  state. Bordered on the south by the north shore of Lake Superior,
>  and the Canadian border on the north.

>  They tend to get snowed under earlier in the year than we do in
>  the central part of the state. Early frosts remove all green from
>  the grass by at least November 1. Often much earlier.

>  I didn't see the program. Did they give a name of the town or
>  township?

Not that I am aware of, Theresa. I saw it listed as Lake County,
MN. The grass was very green but it doesn't really matter, now
that we know actors were involved.

According to Michael Lindemann there were 21 actors listed in the
credits of the program. George Fergus was right on the money a
couple of weeks ago when his eagle spotted a kid actor he
recognized. Apparently the only people who were not actors were
Stanton, Derrel, Yvonne and Michael Shermer.

I'm just glad that we are not having to duke out the validity of
this video with the true believers.

Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 23

Dr. Edgar Mitchell - Notes from The Prophets

From: prophets@maui.net
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 13:36:46 -1000
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 05:43:22 -0500
Subject: Dr. Edgar Mitchell - Notes from The Prophets

The Associated Press brought national and international
recognition to the comments expressed by Dr. Edgar Mitchell at
The Prophets Conference presented by Axiom last October.  The
following excerpt by Dr. Mitchell is of significant interest to
those concerned with the truth.

Following the Prophets Conference remarks presented by Dr. Steven
Greer regarding technology and efforts to brief government
officials on the UFO phenomena, Dr. Edgar Mitchell responded by
saying...

"I'd like to add a bit to what Steven (Dr. Steven Greer) had to
say.  It was a marvelous report, but what I'd like to add to it
is that in our briefing of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Intelligence
Group, it became very clear to us that they were naive.  They did
not really know any more about this effort than we do, if as
much. That is because, as Bob Dean pointed out earlier, most of
the people in government were not in government when I retired
twenty five years ago, they are younger people.  The files going
back fifty years just no longer exist.  They've either been
purged, compromised or whatever.  They don't exist.  So when we
blame government for not being forthright, they really don't have
anything to be forthright about, at least at that level.  Now,
somewhere there's knowledgeable people, and Steven has ferreted
out quite a few of them.  And in my own efforts in talking with
these folks, and talking with government, the question often
comes up as to how they could have kept this a secret for so
long.  And friends they haven't.  It's been around us all the
time, but it has been denied, and obscured.

I often like to state the condition, the story, the myth if you
will, about Columbus coming here and some of the Indians not
seeing the ships simply because it was not in their collective
consciousness and their repertoire, they at least didn't want to
see them.  Much of what we're seeing now is what many people
don't want to see either.  There's been a massive effort at
creating that, of denying the obvious, of saying that you're not
seeing what's sitting right in front of you right now, thus
causing doubt in your own mind.  It's amazingly effective.  So,
documentation and evidence, that is probably the smoking gun type
of evidence, has been totally compromised by saying that it's
simply not true.  So it is not true that they (government) have
kept the secret.  They haven't kept the secret, but it has been
totally compromised by misinformation and disinformation.

Now for my own experience, I have had no first hand experience
like so many of you. I have not encountered a UFO, and we did not
have them trailing, us as far as we know, going to the moon.  We
didn't meet anyone on the moon.
We did it just like we said we did.  For the last twenty-five
years we have dealt with the issue of, on one hand, the
flat-earthers who said, 'you didn't go anywhere, it was all
filmed out here in the desert,' and on the other hand, another
fringe that said, 'yes you have been there, but you were
followed.  You were in contact with UFOs.  There were beings on
the moon that you met and had contact with.'  Well, that's not
true either.  So, we have walked between these two extremes of
misinformation, disinformation and pure ignorance.  We did what
we said we did, and I want to assure you, from that period up
until the current time, NASA was one of the organizations
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ignorant of this type of activity.  And the prevailing wisdom in
NASA (at-the-time) was that we didn't even think about it.  It
was a ridiculous idea that we would encounter beings on the moon.

However, in the last twenty-five years since that time, I became
quite knowledgeable and became friends with Allan Hynek.  I know
and work with Jacques Vallee consistently now, and I have known
the gentlemen on this stage, Bob Dean and Steven Greer for a few
years.  For me with all the evidence, it's not a matter of
believing, it's a matter of the preponderance of evidence, and
the evidence keeps building.  The sightings keep happening.
So it is clear that if they are ET, and I will question some of
the sightings as to if they are ET, they are making their
presence known.  I also think that the prevalence in the modern
era of so many events - the sightings, the continual mutilation
events, the so-called abduction events - that we are looking at
likely reversed engineered technology in the hands of humans that
are not under government control or any type of high level
control.  I find that quite alarming.

With regard to the technology itself, I work with folks who do
know what is in our technological data base and what is available
to modern armies.  The so-called ET technology, the ability to
have silent engines and flying machines that make no sound,
flying machines that have the characteristics that are consistent
with reproduction of UFO sightings, are not in any nations
arsenal, but they do exist.  So if there are back engineered
technologies existing, they are probably in the hands of this
group of individuals, formerly government, formerly perhaps
intelligence, formerly, under private sector control with some
sort of oversight by military or by government.  But this
(oversight) is  likely no longer the case as a result of this
access denied category that is now operating.  I call it a
clandestine group.  The technology is not in our military
arsenals anywhere in the world, but it does exist, and to me
that's quite disconcerting.

I do work with a number of groups.  We do know about some of the
things that the technologies are used for, and I want to assure
you that these technologies are not that far beyond our current
state of knowledge.  Now understanding it scientifically,
understanding how it can be, is a long way from having a fully
developed usable technology.  But if in our knowledge we can
understand how it has to be in order to create that technology,
we're not that far away.  So I want to assure you that we're not
talking about technologies that are so farfetched that we can't
understand them.  They're just beyond the technological horizon.

I want to tell you that it doesn't appear we need to be using
ultra-dimensions and wormholes, etc., for this.  It looks like
our three dimensional or four dimensional space-time universe is
about what it appears to be, and that we can operate within that
space-time universe with these types of technologies.  We have
tended, like the ancients of old, to have invented myths about
too many dimensions and time travel, wormhole travel, etc., and
it doesn't look like that's necessary to explain what we're
seeing."

_________________________________________

On January 31,  1971, Navy Captain Dr. Edgar Mitchell embarked on
a journey of over 500,000 miles in outer space, that resulted in
him becoming the sixth man to walk on the moon, during Apollo 14.
This historic journey ended safely nine days later on February 9,
1971 and was made with two other men of valor - Admiral Alan
Shepard and Colonel Stuart Roosa.

Scientist, test pilot, navel officer, astronaut, entrepreneur,
author and lecturer, Dr. Mitchell's extraordinary career
personifies humankind's eternal thrust to widen its horizons as
well as its inner soul.

His academic background includes a Bachelor of Science in
Industrial Management from Carnegie Mellon University, a Master
of Science from the U.S. Navel Postgraduate School and a Doctor
of Science in Aeronautics and Astronautics from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. In addition he has received honorary
doctorates in engineering from New Mexico State University, the
University of Akron and Carnegie Mellon.
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Dr Mitchell has been awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom,
the USN Distinguished Service Medal, the NASA Distinguished
Medal, and three NASA Group Achievement Awards.

After retiring from the Navy in 1972, Dr. Mitchell founded the
Institute of Noetic Sciences to sponsor research into the nature
of consciousness as it relates to cosmology and causality.

For More Information - http://www.aloha.net/~axiom/tapes.html

The Prophets Conferences are presented by Axiom and G. Cody
Johnson.
visit - http://www.aloha.net/~axiom/
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ The Prophets
Conferences - are presented by AXIOM
http://www.aloha.net/~axiom/

"We have it in our power to begin the world again."
                - Thomas Paine, Common Sense (1776)
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Skywatch Hour chat with author Chris O'Brien

From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <vonni_h@email.msn.com>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 22:32:47 -0600
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 06:09:29 -0500
Subject: Skywatch Hour chat with author Chris O'Brien

On Jan 25th, 6:00pm, PT, The Skywatch Hour chat's
special guest will be noted UFO author and Skywatch's
Chief Investigator, Chris O'Brien, from the Mysterious
Valley near Alamosa, Colorado.

We'll be discussing the recent UFO flap there, and the
history of cattle mutulations, (the Mysterious Valley
is the site of the first 'Mute" in history, old "snippie",
the horse, in 1967).

O'Briens book, "The Mysterious Valley" is a real eye
opener, If you dont believe that something strange is
going on here on Earth, read his book and you will...
This chat is available at http://forums.msn.com/UFO

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC
client. The chat server name is publicchat.msn.com
and the room or channel name is #briefing.
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AP On UPN Abduction Video

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 05:38:11 +0100
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 06:10:59 -0500
Subject: AP On UPN Abduction Video

>From Channel 4000 (WCCO TV & Radio Affiliate). URL:

http://www.wcco.com/pub_archive/1998/Jan/news-Jan-22-5:59:04.html

*******

Two Harbors: 'Nope, No Aliens Here'

UPN Show Centers Alien Abduction Believers on North Shore County

TWO HARBORS, Minn. Posted 6:06 a.m. January 22, 1998  -- It's normally
not the type of phone inquiry one imagines the Lake County, Minnesota
Sheriff's office would be responding to in droves.

Hello?

Yes, sir ... Uh, huh ... Yep ... OK ... Uhhhhh ... Nope. No, sir. No
there is no Agent Mulder working here ... Uh, no ... No, we haven't
seen any flying saucers around here either ... No, nope we haven't
gotten calls from anyone named McPherson about any kind of alien
kidnapping ...

The Lake County sheriff reports out of his Two Harbors office that he
wants everyone to know there has been no alien abduction while he's
been on the job, reports The Associated Press.

Sheriff Andy Haugan says his office phone line has been ringing
incessantly since the upstart UPN television network broadcast a show
called "Alien Abduction: Incident in Lake County" Tuesday evening.

The show broadcast on UPN stations across the country purported to show
"actual aliens" abducting a McPherson family from Lake County along
Minnesota's north shore, writes the wire service.

A sheriff's dispatcher told the AP that calls have been coming mainly
from "UFO nuts" and reporters calling to find out if the video is real.

It's not, he said.

Haugan added that no one named McPherson has lived in the county since
1994.

No word on exactly how that last McPherson left town, though ...

Parker Hodges, Channel 4000 Staff Writer
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 23

Chat with Special Guest Barry Greenwood

From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <vonni_h@email.msn.com>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 22:27:41 -0600
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 06:08:11 -0500
Subject: Chat with Special Guest Barry Greenwood

The Politics of Ufology

Barry Greenwood, newly resigned head of CAUS
(Citizen's Against UFO Secrecy), will discuss
the recent schism inside the organziation.

Join us Sunday, January 25th, 5pm, PT, to hear
Greenwood's statements and consider the various
ramifcations of the issues at hand. This chat
will be available at http://forums.msn.com/UFO

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC
client. The chat server name is publicchat.msn.com
and the room or channel name is #briefing.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 23

Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 22:43:56 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 06:19:52 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

>Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 06:42:14 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

>>From: BGBOPPER <BGBOPPER@aol.com> [Russ Estes]
>>Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 16:38:13 EST
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

>>Hello List,

>>I would like to add a few comments from a Media point of view.

>>First:
>>Not all of the folks in the media misrepresent. Editing is
>>necessary due to the limitations of time.

>>Second:
>>Some do! Unless you live in a cave you know very well who the
>>misrepresenters are. (They have been doing it for years and they
>>still are!)

>>Third:
>>I would not consider insulting the intelligence of old media pros
>>such as, Stan Friedman, Darrell Simms, Yvonne Smith, etal, by
>>saying that they didn't know what they were getting into. Of
>>course they did!  They have all done it many, many times before.
>>And many times for the same producers and programs. (Bob Kiviat)
>>(Sightings, A&E, TLC, Sci-Fi, Channel, and more talk show hosts
>>than I care to list) and each time they signed a standard
>>industry release allowing the producers to edit as they please.

>>Fourth:
>>If you don't want to be misquoted or misrepresented don't sit
>>down for interviews!
>>As a person who sticks cameras in people's faces for a living I
>>know all about the lure of the spotlight. I am also aware of the
>>dubious practice of sucking someone onto a program under false
>>pretenses. Years ago I was asked to appear on the Montel Williams
>>Show. The topic was to be the Government involve- ment in UFO
>>coverups and they wanted a documentarians point of view. It was
>>not the topic at all but rather a typical confronta- tional show
>>with the "Good Guys vs the Bad Guys." full of misquotes and B.S.
>>editing.

>>Fool me once...shame on you!
>>Fool me twice...shame on me!

>>Last but not least:
>>Kudos to John Velez for knowing better and shining it on!

>>Keep an open mind,
>>Russ Estes

>Russ-
================================================

Hi Steve, Errol, All,
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Steve writes,

>In this genre, most of the researchers have been interviewed by
>numerous groups and have little or no idea where some of those
>interviews will end up.

<snip>

> I believe that it is UPN that should bear the brunt of our anger.

Right on Steve! They were deceptive. Intentionally so
I believe. Here's a 'bit' from an e-mail that I recieved
from one of the producers. It was in response to my
"hinting" (you guys know how -subtle- I can be! <VBG>)
that they had been -less than honest- with me, and the
general public. Check this out!

This is a direct quote, I have not altered or added or
taken away a thing.

================================================

>I was on the independent rescue crew that made the
>documentary around the fake video.  We worked for
>30 days and nights before the air date, and we tried to
>make at least a polyester purse out of a pig's ear --
>basically by adding information to what was a
>stultifying 90-minute big-budget student film that
>was a lot more insulting and had EVEN WORSE special
>effects!

(Bad enough right? Now get this! JV)

>We are all surprised that anyone -- especially people
>in the know, like yourself -- were taken in for a moment.
>If such a tape were real, it wouldn't be the subject of
>prime time entertainment -- it would be news.

(Quote from e-mail from Robin Snelson, Production
assistant to me. JV)

================================================

Wow! Unbelievable attitude right? Here's my response.

>First, . . . of all the "experts" you contacted -I- was
>the only one that wasn't "taken in" (and that from the
>very beginning!) You're not being fair or honest Robin.
>This e-mail is the very first time you mentioned that
>the video was a "student film." (FAKE)

>Until -now- that little bit of vital info was (conveniently)
>witheld!

>Secondly, It was -me- that told -you- not to "personalize"
>my comments! I -know- you don't have anything to do with
>how UPN hypes its programs. But by the same token you
>didn't go out of your way (while trying to "recruit" me)
>-to inform me- that the video was a fake either!

>(Until now that is!)

>Who's jerking who sister? <G>

>John
================================================

What cohones man!

1. They tried to get me on that thing under false
pretenses.

2. They hyped it to the public as the "real thing"
even though they already knew it was a fake.
(Intentional deception)

3. They did not inform any of their guest "experts"
that the video was in fact a "student film" or a
"fake" as this production person so bluntly put it
to me.
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4. They add insult to injury by wise cracking about
how surprized they were that "knowledgeable"
people like myself could be so easily "taken in" by
this "obvious" fake!

5. UPN lied. They perpetrated an intentional hoax on
the American public. The proof is in the poll they are
currently taking on their website. Why would they be
interested in how many thought it was real if they
had already told the public that it wasn't! What I want
to know is what they are going to do with the statistics
that they gather. Who's it for?

>UPN has pushed all the right buttons, and
>made us look foolish.  Unfortunately, with the approaching
>millenium, it's only going to get worse.

Not if everyone starts to boycott these "entertainment
only" types of programs. Someone already mentioned that
the ones who produce this type of programming are already
well known, -and the same group of fellows- time and again.
The solution to that problem is easy and obvious.

Nancy Reagan said it best,

"Just say NO!"

UPN should be called to task for that lie.

Peace,

John Velez
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: BGBOPPER <BGBOPPER@aol.com>
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 00:28:12 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 06:16:23 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 06:42:14 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> >From: BGBOPPER <BGBOPPER@aol.com> [Russ Estes]
> >Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 16:38:13 EST
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> >Hello List,

> >I would like to add a few comments from a Media point of view.

> >First:
> >Not all of the folks in the media misrepresent. Editing is
> >necessary due to the limitations of time.

> >Second:
> >Some do! Unless you live in a cave you know very well who the
> >misrepresenters are. (They have been doing it for years and they
> >still are!)

> >Third:
> >I would not consider insulting the intelligence of old media pros
> >such as, Stan Friedman, Darrell Simms, Yvonne Smith, etal, by
> >saying that they didn't know what they were getting into. Of
> >course they did!  They have all done it many, many times before.
> >And many times for the same producers and programs. (Bob Kiviat)
> >(Sightings, A&E, TLC, Sci-Fi, Channel, and more talk show hosts
> >than I care to list) and each time they signed a standard
> >industry release allowing the producers to edit as they please.

> >Fourth:
> >If you don't want to be misquoted or misrepresented don't sit
> >down for interviews!
> >As a person who sticks cameras in people's faces for a living I
> >know all about the lure of the spotlight. I am also aware of the
> >dubious practice of sucking someone onto a program under false
> >pretenses. Years ago I was asked to appear on the Montel Williams
> >Show. The topic was to be the Government involve- ment in UFO
> >coverups and they wanted a documentarians point of view. It was
> >not the topic at all but rather a typical confronta- tional show
> >with the "Good Guys vs the Bad Guys." full of misquotes and B.S.
> >editing.

> >Fool me once...shame on you!
> >Fool me twice...shame on me!

> >Last but not least:
> >Kudos to John Velez for knowing better and shining it on!

> >Keep an open mind,
> >Russ Estes

> >Russ-

>In this genre, most of the researchers have been interviewed by
>numerous groups and have little or no idea where some of those
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>interviews will end up.  Several of the videos that have been
>cobbled together by various production companies includes
>snippets of comments by interviewees who have no connection or
>knowledge of that particular production.  That doesn't mean
>they've been misquoted, or that they would become upset with
>their treatment, but the fact is that many have lost control over
>those images (which were at one time given freely on tape with
>few prior restrictions). They all know they have legal redress if
>their comments are twisted out of context, but it is difficult to
>keep track of every interview one does when everyone and their
>brother is approaching you with a video camera or tape recorder.

>Stanton friedman has stated that he never saw the video, and
>hasn't seen the final production.  He was asked to appear at a
>studio and answered some generic questions for the camera, which
>were later edited into the program where they seemed to fit.
>While there are some who would like to hold him accountable for
>lending credence to this nonsense, I believe that it is UPN that
>should bear the brunt of our anger.

>We are involved in a genre that we can't (collectively) clearly
>define and where a clear definition of "proof" and "evidence"
>tends to be elusive. UPN has pushed all the right buttons, and
>made us look foolish.  Unfortunately, with the approaching
>millenium, it's only going to get worse.

>Steve

Steve,

As I said in my previous post... Not all people in the media
misrepresent BUT some do. It is very evident that the fine folks
at UPN do!

As a proud member of both the media and this genre, I find truth
in everything that you said.  Yes, once a person is interviewed
the interview becomes "Stock footage" owned by the production
company and it can be "Plugged" into other productions but that
was not the case with the UPN show.  All of the interviews used
were new and shot by Bob Kiviat's production company.

When a respected UFO resercher consents to an interview they are
lending credence to the production.  If they have any indication
that the production will be misleading it would be wise of them
to back off.

John Velez not only backed off but warned all of the others on
the list of what was taking place. (A very wise move)

Stanton Friedman is most probably the most interviewed researcher
in Ufology.  If we were to use the phrase, "Been there, done
that" it would apply to Stan.  He knew what he was getting into
... he has been there many times as have the others.

Yes Steve, UPN should bear the brunt of our anger, they are the
bad guys.  But they couldn't do what they do with the active and
willing participation of the UFO researchers who they taped.

We all must take responsibility for our actions. My original
comments still stand... If you don't want to be misquoted or
misrepresented don't sit down for the interview.

An open mind is a terrible thing to waste,
Russ Estes
http://www.crystalsky.com
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Re: UPN's "Incident in Lake County"

From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 16:50:35 -1000
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 16:22:10 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN's "Incident in Lake County"

> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: UPN's "Incident in Lake County"
> Date: Thursday, January 22, 1998 15:52 PM

> Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 14:59:04 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>,
> From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
> Subject: UPN's "Incident in Lake County"

> Just thought everyone would be interested to know that there are
> a number of people believed "Incident at Lake County" was a real
> event.  If the UPN online poll is to be believed, about 16,000
> votes have been cast at their web site indicated whether they
> believed the video to be real or not.  The tally so far:

>       8,198 believed it was a real event

>       8,740 believed it was a fake event

> I guess about half the audience couldn't (or at least didn't) read the
> credits. . .<g>

> Steve

Aloha Steve.....

Those results fit the statistics very closely. Median IQ is 100.
Apparently 48.40% of the viewers fell above the median and 51.60%
fell below it. Given that, I suppose the show hit the mark, since
the best ratings are delivered by shows which target the middle
ground.  That same 51.60% of people not only watch TV, though.
They vote in elections.

Tom Burnett
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Clinton Scandel and UFO information release

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 01:31:50 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 16:33:00 -0500
Subject: Clinton Scandel and UFO information release

Predictions for 1998, and I hope I am wrong. 1998 will not be
known for the year that hearings were held about the UFO problem,
or about any grand public releases of UFO information.

Whether we like it or not it will be known as the year of what
some in the press is now characterizing as Penisgate complete
with possible impeachment proceedings.

As they have done for 200 years Congressional committees will all
be attempting to get a piece of this scandel which is now on the
radarscope of the American public, national media and Congress.
The committees and the media will not be interested in anything,
or anybody else including Roswell and UFOs.

Cheers,
Robert
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: "Terry J. Blanton" <commengr@bellsouth.net>
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 17:00:56 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 16:45:28 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

Kevin Randle wrote:

> From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
> Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 16:18:06 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

<snip>

> First let me point out that this program was not disinformation,
> it was entertainment (not that Russ or some of the others have
> suggested that). It was produced to make money for UPN and Bob
> Kiviat.

<snip>

Nope, it was produced and copyrighted by The Dick Clark Film
Group, Inc.  Executive Producers (the dudes who put up the cash
and get the profit) were Dick Clark and Neil Stearns.

You can't blame this one on Kiv.

Terry
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Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: "Terry J. Blanton" <commengr@bellsouth.net>
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 16:41:50 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 16:44:19 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

Theresa Carlson wrote:

> Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 22:42:22 -0500
> From: Theresa <Tcarlson1@compuserve.com>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> >From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
> >Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 22:33:15 EST
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

<snip>

> I didn't see the program. Did they give a name of the town or
> township?

Hi T!

No, the township wasn't mentioned.  The locale was described as a
"remote farm" in Lake County.

I can shed a little light on this production.  If you go to the
University of Michigan's site to the "Science Fiction Films &
Shows" page at:

http://www.windows.umich.edu/art_and_music/films.html

You'll find this entry:

"UFO Abduction: A True Story.
     Director: Dean Alioto.
     Not rated. 93 minutes.
     Plot: Based on an actual 1983 incident, explores how
     the lives of a Connecticut family were affected by
     their abduction and examination by aliens. "

Indeed, the credits of the UPN show have Dean Alioto as the
Director and Story Writer.

The UPN credits include Don Wollman as Supervising Producer who
was also the Executive in Charge of Production for the Weird Al
Yankovic show as is indicated at the bottom of this page:

http://expert.cc.purdue.edu/~jcross/weirdal/altv/cast.html

Wollman had the same job in

                NBC'S 'ALL-NEW ALL-STAR TV
                CENSORED WHEN BLOOPERS
                ATTACK!'

see:  http://www.ultimatetv.com/news/bn/sweeps/1112bloop.html

And guess what UPN's abduction show's Executive Producer Neil
Stearns has on his list of credits?  "National Lampoon's Senior
Trip"

(http://www.hollywood.com/movies/seniortrip/)
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I haven't been able to find out where the thing was filmed yet;
however, here are the last names of the "abducted" actors:
Antoine, Ayre, Barber, Buie, Chriqui, Delver, Ducharme,
Kavelaars, Pearl, and Anderson.  I might guess it was filmed in
Canada . . . possibly Quebec.

Does anyone know of a family who might have reported a
sighting/abduction in Connecticut in 1983?  It doesn't ring a
bell with me . . . but I have killed many neurons in my life. <G>

Terry
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 23

Re: UPN Abduction Video

From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 10:15:13 -0400
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 16:57:45 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN Abduction Video

> From: "Len Fedullo" <lenf1@snip.net>
> To: "Errol Bruce-Knapp" <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: UPN Abduction Video
> Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 00:15:44 -0800

> Being a layman in ufology I was hesitant to send this message but
> I felt compelled to. You should know that I am a banker and in
> particular a commercial lender and have been for almost 20 years.
> My job has required me to always try and obtain the facts of a
> situation, weigh those facts and make a decision.

> I must admit that I lost some respect for Mr. Friedman last
> night. He lent his name to the UPN show, probably to try and add
> some legitimacy to the program however his involvement was
> premature.

> On the outside chance that the video was real, there would be all
> kinds of physical proof of this occurrence. Here's just a few
> things that come to mind:

> 1.  Did anyone run tests on the melted gun barrels ?

> 2.  Did anyone examine the electrical transformer box that blew up ?
> 3.  Did anyone examine the landing site or the site that was
>     burned by the alien's laser ?

> 4.  Did anyone check the blood samples on the rags used by the
>     Mcphersons to stop their nose bleeds. Was it real blood ? What
>     blood type was it ?

> 5.  Was the truck engine examined ?

> 6.  Was the circuit breaker box examined ?

> 7.  What was the condition of the house when found by the police

> 8.  What leads do the police have in regards to the where
>     whereabouts of this family.

> I guess my point is that this SHOW should not have been presented
> without some of the factual information covering the above
> questions and many others that arise from the video tape.

> This is exactly the type of presentation that negatively impacts
> all of the legitimate work that has gone into UFO research over
> the years and it's a shame Mr. Friedman took a part in it...

> Len Fedullo

For Len:

At the risk of repeating myself. I did not see the video. I did
not say anything about the video. I wasn't asked anything about
the video and I have not yet seen the program because it wasn't
shown here. I understand that the creator was a guy named Alioto.
Len.. did I say anything you felt wasn't true? Or is it entirely
the context? If My words were falsely used, then I may have a
cause for legal action. Has anybody talked to the FCC about
whether there should be a disclaimer if fiction is presented as
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fact? Could one read the names of the actors which I understand
were listed in the credits?

Stan Friedman
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 23

Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 08:25:13 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 16:49:06 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 19:43:10 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>I'm just glad that we are not having to duke out the validity of
>this video with the true believers.

>Rebecca

What in the world makes you so sure of that????  There will
certainly be conspiracy theorists who will say there was a real
abduction but the video vanished and they had to use actors and
do it again.

True believers are just that.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 23

Re: UFO sightings in foreign countrie

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 00:20:14 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 16:36:18 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO sightings in foreign countrie

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/21/98 7:43 AM:
>  Date: 21 Jan 97 18:31:01 TAIWAN
>  From: apt_6f@hotmail.com <Terry Walker>
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: UFO UpDate: UFO sightings in foreign countries

>  Just a note to say I appreciated all the information posted
>  recently about UFO sightings in foreign countries. I learned
>  alot. And stand corrected.

Glad we could help, Terry. Don't take our aggravated tone to
heart. Some of us have had to respond to this sort of thing many
times, and its a bit disheartening to hear the same old
misconceptions making the rounds.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 23

Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 00:17:54 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 16:35:24 -0500
Subject: Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings

>  From: "Keith Woodard" <qwoodard@worldnet.att.net>
>  To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings
>  Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 19:56:48 -0800

>  Hi Mark,

Hi Keith...

>  Are you talking lighter-than-air, or ultralight as well?

Either way is a problem in some of the weather conditions under
which these sightings have occurred.

A balloon with a hundred or more foot lighter than air wing would
be incredibly hard to maintain in any sort of wind because the
slightest pitch up or down or lateral would drastically increase
the surface area available for the wind to affect. Because these
transitions would be very rapid and probably chaotic, I would
tend to doubt that even fly by wire systems would do well.

An ultralight has similar problems. All it takes is a brief look
at an ultralight coming in for a landing to realize that even
with a mere 20 foot wingspan, the ultralight can have serious
control problems in even mild crosswinds. But many of the
observations of large boomerang type objects have been of things
100 feet or more across, with the objects at altitudes which fall
readily into the stero vision range. Obviously those would be
even more unstable.

>  It won't take much for me to fold on this issue because I have no
>  engineering aptitude at all, and I know zilch about aviation.  Is
>  that generally true of gliders, that they can't handle any kind
>  of wind?  It surprises me a little, because I've seen HANG
>  gliders do okay in strong winds.  And it seems like the huge size
>  of these things might afford some stability, not to mention all
>  manner of advanced stabilization systems they might have
>  developed.

Hang gliders ride the winds. There is some ability for a hang
glider to remain stable in specific areas of updraft (near
ridges, for instance), but in a strong 40-50 mph wind I suspect
that a hang glider would be hard pressed to do anything but go
with the flow.

The trade-off is weight/power vs. surface area. Now these
aircraft, if they existed, would have a wing area easily as large
as a 747, but at that weight, using conventional power plants to
produce the energy needed to stay in the air at the reported
altitudes, they would make a sound like thunder. Once we get that
far, we have to then say, well, they don't need that much power
because they're lighter. But as they get lighter, the wind
becomes more effective against their surface area and they become
less stable in winds.

>  The other thing is that the Board of Sponsors of the Federation
>  of American Scientists includes half the country's living Nobel
>  laureates, so I wouldn't think they'd put this forward if it
>  didn't make at least a modicum of sense.  You're probably much
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>  more knowledgeable than I about this, so tell me what you think.

Well, I'm not going to try to knock at people who have
demonstrated their knowledge and their ability in various fields,
except to say that a true judgement of the practicality of this
sort of aircraft in the flight regimes required to account for
sightings such as the extensive Hudson Valley reports would fall
to aeronautical engineers. I'm not one of those, but I do have a
keen amateur interest, and the "giant flying wing" sets off my BS
detector whenever its proposed as an alternative for sightings
like those in the Hudson Valley.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 23

Re: UPN's "Incident in Lake County"

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 08:25:13 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 16:48:21 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN's "Incident in Lake County"

>Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 14:59:04 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>,
>From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
>Subject: UPN's "Incident in Lake County"

>Just thought everyone would be interested to know that there are
>a number of people believed "Incident at Lake County" was a real
>event.  If the UPN online poll is to be believed, about 16,000
>votes have been cast at their web site indicated whether they
>believed the video to be real or not.  The tally so far:

>       8,198 believed it was a real event

>       8,740 believed it was a fake event

>I guess about half the audience couldn't (or at least didn't) read the
>credits. . .<g>

>Steve

Steve,

I had resolved not to comment on this farce, but I can't hold my
silence on this.

If those numbers are right, man, that's really SCARY!

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 23

Re: UPN Abduction Video

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 19:21:43 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 16:47:13 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN Abduction Video

>From: "Len Fedullo" <lenf1@snip.net>
>To: "Errol Bruce-Knapp" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: UPN Abduction Video
>Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 00:15:44 -0800

>Being a layman in ufology I was hesitant to send this message but
>I felt compelled to. You should know that I am a banker and in
>particular a commercial lender and have been for almost 20 years.
>My job has required me to always try and obtain the facts of a
>situation, weigh those facts and make a decision.

>I must admit that I lost some respect for Mr. Friedman last
>night. He lent his name to the UPN show, probably to try and add
>some legitimacy to the program however his involvement was
>premature.

His reputation certainly will not be helped by his involvement in
this "farce", but it says much more about the lack of
organization of this genre than is does about his veracity.  I
would be interested in Friedman's comments after he has had a
chance to see the video and how his comments were interspersed
with it.  This certainly wouldn't be the first time that someones
comments were twisted by those producing a video.

>On the outside chance that the video was real, there would be all
>kinds of physical proof of this occurrence. Here's just a few
>things that come to mind:

>1.  Did anyone run tests on the melted gun barrels ?

>2.  Did anyone examine the electrical transformer box that blew up ?
>3.  Did anyone examine the landing site or the site that was
>    burned by the alien's laser ?

>4.  Did anyone check the blood samples on the rags used by the
>    Mcphersons to stop their nose bleeds. Was it real blood ? What
>    blood type was it ?

>5.  Was the truck engine examined ?

>6.  Was the circuit breaker box examined ?

>7.  What was the condition of the house when found by the police

>8.  What leads do the police have in regards to the where
>    whereabouts of this family.

>I guess my point is that this SHOW should not have been presented
>without some of the factual information covering the above
>questions and many others that arise from the video tape.

If this has been a news documentary, that would have been the
case, but you can post some of the questions you raise to some of
the production people listed at the end of the show to see if
they bothered to test any of the things you mentioned.  This show
was a fictional presentation.  It was put together by Dick Clark
Productions, and one might ask them why they felt the need to
promote this in the way that they did.  You might notice that the
promos always asked, "Could this be a video of an actual
abduction?", rather than simply stating that it actually was such
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a video.  By implication, one assumes that there is a chance that
it could be real, but in effect the idea is planted in your mind
and they've avoided the threat of a legal suit for false
advertising.  Other promos were similarly worded to leave one
with an impression, but without making a claim that it was an
actual event.

>This is exactly the type of presentation that negatively impacts
>all of the legitimate work that has gone into UFO research over
>the years and it's a shame Mr. Friedman took a part in it...

>Len Fedullo

The really scary thing is that nearly half of those who bothered
to log onto the UPN site to vote have indicated that they thought
it was a real event.  Those of us connected with UFOlogy may
worry that it cause others to view us in a more negative way, but
the apparent reaction of the general public tells me that it's
going to get really strange as the millenium approaches.  Now,
where are all those old titles to the Brooklyn Bridge I had
around here.....<g>
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 23

Re: 'The Threat'...

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 01:10:19 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 16:41:52 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat'...

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/21/98 10:52 PM:
>  From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...
>  To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
>  Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 13:40:05 -0500 (EST)

>  > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  > From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>  > Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...
>  > Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 14:00:08 -0800

>  > So while most of the list seems to think that UFO geometries
>  > remain largely unchanged for at least 50 years, you believe that
>  > they follow science-fiction fashion.

>  You missed my point.  I wasn't referring so much to the past 50
>  years as to the representation of these phenomena in the past 500
>  years.  I have had neither the time nor the resources to evaluate
>  the subject over the past 50 years, which is why I said in my
>  previous message I was open to new information on the subject.

Well, science fiction has only really existed for a relatively
short time, at least as a literature of technical extrapolation.
So I can't see how UFO descriptions, which have remained
relatively unchanged (given the difficulty in interpreting or
assessing the credibility of older sources) could follow SF
fashion.

Still, a basic review of the UFO sighting reports over the last
50 years shows that most basic types have been present over that
entire period. The UFO Evidence probably provides one of the best
references for UFO geometric classifications and has excellent
catalogs to support those.

When we go further back, things become more debatable, at least
in part because it is harder to assess the credibility of the
sources. The Alexander Hamilton tale is one example of a
seemingly credible tale made of whole cloth. On the other hand,
there are some reports which fit quite well with the more modern
reliable reports. Basically, I think that has to be an important
part of our "baseline": we have reports from the present day and
the last fifty years which have been relatively well
investigated, and the credibility of whose witnesses is generally
known. So the patterns we derive from that data are probably
representative of the "real" phenomenon (whatever that may be).
Thus, when I go back and look at old data, I give much greater
credibility to cases that support current patterns than to those
which break them.

>  > How do you cope with the presence of boomerang formations in the
>  > 1800s, disks in the early 1900s, triangles in the 1940s?

>  I was referring primarily to CE3s in which considerable detail
>  about the craft in question is reported.  Were there CE3s
>  reported from these times?  (Not doubting you; I'd love to hear
>  more about it).

Sure. Vallee's Magonia
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        http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman/magonia.htm

contains reports back to 1867 of landings and CE-3s. Again, there
are quite a few of the older cases which are debatable, but there
are also those which seem to fit common patterns today.

>  > Why do most movie UFOs look nothing like reported UFOs? Why do
>  > most 1940s and 50s spacecraft look like cones and finned tubes
>  > and we have few or no reports of geometries that look anything
>  > like that?

>  Actually, I take issue with that.  From what I remember, the
>  "finned cone" spaceships of the 1940's and early 50's were often
>  of Earth origin, whereas the representations of craft of ET
>  origin were varied. Furthermore, trying to establish causality
>  may be difficult since I'm sure that UFO sightings have
>  influenced SF as much as SF may influence or color UFO sightings.
>  Case in point, one of the first reports of "flying saucers" was
>  actually a misnomer; the sighting in question involved objects
>  which *skipped* like saucers.  Yet shortly after, saucer-shaped
>  craft appeared both in SF and in popular sightings.

No, no, there were "flying saucer" shaped "alien spacecraft" in
SF as far back as the '30s. And the Arnold sighting, discussed at
length, just recently in this forum was

        a) of largely disk shaped objects (see the original Blue
Book report sketches) and

        b) analysis of object geometries from The UFO Evidence
shows 1947 shapes to be pretty much similar in distribution to
those in the period from 48-64. In other words, there were
spheres, ellipses, disks, cylinders, etc.

and, of course,

        c) SF readership has never been a major proportion of the
reading public. Offhand claims that SF influences the reports of
UFOs must deal with the absence of UFOs during period of high SF
awareness (such as Welles' 38 War of the Worlds or the period
immediately after Close Encounters, and with the (until fairly
recenly) limited demographics of SF and fantasy.

Also, most "alien spacecraft" in the 30s and 40s were giant metal
riveted cigars with large round glass portholes. These are
conspicuously absent from the UFO reports of the time period.

Films of the 50s were influenced by the major flaps, but their
UFOs are rarely similar to the reports of the time. For one
thing, egg / elliptical and cylindrical objects are seldom if
ever shown, while they contribute a significant proportion of
reports. The discs they portray rarely show the very common
lenticular disc.

In other words, any theory that claims a relationship between
fiction and reports doesn't stand up well to the actual cases.

>  Again, I'm not saying there aren't UFOs, I'm just saying I'm not
>  convinced they are big hunks o' metal.

>  > >  If anyone is aware of evidence which substantiates the existence
>  > >  of actual alien spacecraft (as opposed to simply unknown luminous
>  > >  phenomena) please tell me; I'm certainly open to changing my
>  > >  view.

>  > Metal/solid surfaces - verified by touch, radar, bullets and
>  > rocks thrown.

>  Interesting ... can you give me some references for these?

I'd suggest a copy of Paul Hill's Unconventional Flying Objects.

>  > EM effects
>  > Heavy weight ground traces and ground burn traces

>  All of which are characteristic effects of stable high-energy
>  plasma configurations (plasmoids).  Of course, they could also be
>  evidence of some high-tech propulsion system as well.

If there were some evidence for the existence of these so far
imaginary constructs existing in a state of nature, I might,

http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman/magonia.htm
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slightly grant some possibility to the idea that they could cause
some minor EM effects.

Unfortunately, like most UFO reports, most EM reports occur
during clear weather, many are during the day and include the
close observation of structured objects with a metallic
appearance.

No one, least myself, would deny the presence of ionization
effects near the surface of the UFO. But the cases available
refute any idea that a majority of the interesting UFO cases can
be accounted for in this way, not least due to the energy
requirements.

The idea that plasmas can leave calcined ground traces with
weights in the tens of tons, however, is completely unsupportable
(pun intended).

>  > Radiation output verified by geiger counter

>  Which has also been posited as a plasmoid characteristic (note:
>  I'm not good at plasma physics, so I haven't been able to
>  evaluate the published literature).

We'd require x-ray output at least from any UFO source. A
mechanism for producing x-ray energy from such sources as ball
lightnings could be postulated, but ball lightning forms under
well-defined weather conditions which seldom if ever exist during
UFO sightings. And the extensive literature of radiation damage
cases indicates that we are not talking about minor levels of
energy generation - again a major problem for any of these
"self-motivated plasma" theories.

>  > These all indicate an objectively existent, solid, possibly
>  > technological phenomenon. Alien spacecraft? Maybe.

>  Well, I wasn't disputing the *existence* of the phenomena.  What
>  I was trying to say (and wasn't very clear at) is that if these
>  phenomena do exist as sentient beings, I think they may be so
>  advanced as to be in a sense "beyond our reality", and much of
>  what we see about them (e.g., the details of the craft, and
>  *especially* the details of what they tell us in CE3s) may be as
>  much a reflection of our own belief system as reality.
>  After all, their "language" is probably very different from our
>  own, possibly operating nonverbally, and if so, we may be
>  misinterpreting them completely.

This is a Vallee-type concept which I really can't see support
for in the cases that I have examined. Only a very small
percentage of cases appear unusual enough to require
extraordinary explanations of this sort, and many of those are of
dubious credibility. Others have been successfully explained by
various theorists with ideas that don't require quite so much
revision of current scientific concepts as "parallel worlds",
"ultra-terrestrials", paranormal "control systems", etc.

I refer you to my essay at

http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman/paracrit.htm

and the followup study of the Magonia catalog at

http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman/magland.htm

for my reasoning in so far rejecting these kinds of
hypotheses.

Yes, there is a large amount of room for difficulty in trying to
understand the behavior of a phenomenon which seems to be
directed by an intelligence whose motives are inaccessible to us.
But that argues for great caution and maximal evidence before
theorizing, especially before making theories that really break
with the knowns of physics.

>  I'm especially concerned with interpreting CE3s as physical
>  events.  As an example, I have read several accounts from people
>  who are supposedly abducted repeatedly while in bed, and yet
>  there haven't been any observers who can verify this.  Excluding
>  for a moment the possibility of neurological problems, wouldn't
>  such advanced beings be capable of immersing the abductee in a
>  completely "hallucinatory" scenario?
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Many researchers, myself included, still have a number of
problems with the "reality" of various abduction cases.

There's no question that there's room for abduction to be
occurring in some fashion, though I doubt it is with anything
even close to the frequency of the reports that seem to be
coming with increasing pace as the years pass. The reason
for that is that there are credible cases on the border
of abduction, consciously remembered, and in some cases
with physical evidence of one sort or another.

But I think there is also a lot of mental illness and publicity
seeking and attempts to gain attention at work in the abduction
phenomenon, and many of the "non-physical" abductions are
probably either part of this, or are effects of PTSD on people
who have had some objective experience, or they are not related
to the UFO phenomenon, by the very absence of the UFO in the
reports.

>  Anyway, like I said, I'm open to anything, and I'm not trying to
>  say "you're wrong" so much as trying to see what various people
>  think and how well they can support those views.  If anything I'd
>  love to be referred to some evidence on the subject.

Read the catalogs and read the literature. My website hosts
four large catalogs, and the Project 1947 website

http://www.iufog.org/project1947/index.html

contains a number of excellent catalogs while

http://www.primenet.com/~bdzeiler/

contains excellent source material, including papers by
a number of eminent researchers.

>  > >  Assuming no real progress is made, and that we continue to view
>  > >  UFOs as mythological phenomena, I wonder how they will appear,
>  > >  say, 100 years from now, or 200.

>  > You must be the "we".

>  Again by "mythological" I didn't necessarily mean fantastic or
>  false; I just meant that there *is* a modern-day mythology about
>  UFOs which is evolving.  And whether or not UFOs are real, I
>  think most would agree that the culture surrounding UFOs has
>  evolved into a modern mythology.

We recently hashed that around extensively here. I won't go into
it again, but you may want to check out the UFO Updates archive.

>  And I'm not the only one who views UFOs as a manifestation of our
>  own expectations as much as reality.  There are a couple of
>  authors I've read who have pointed out a continuum from faerie
>  lore to UFOs without making the conclusion many today seem to
>  have made (i.e., that people in former times must have been
>  mistaking UFOs and aliens for something else, and that we, being
>  so much more advanced, know The Truth).  I don't think we've
>  gotten that much more intelligent in the past 500 years.

It's not a question of getting more intelligent but of having more
knowledge. And we certainly have a lot more knowledge now than
we did then.

Anyway, I hope this helps in _your_ search for knowledge.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 11:03:29 -0400
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 17:00:16 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
> Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 16:18:06 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> First let me point out that this program was not disinformation,
> it was entertainment (not that Russ or some of the others have
> suggested that). It was produced to make money for UPN and Bob
> Kiviat. Too often we scream disinformation when we don't like the
> tone of the information out there.
>
> Second, I think it is important that we focus on the agenda of
> the UFO community. We all have expressed a desire to elevate it
> into the scientific arena. We all talk a good game, but too often
> it is only talk.
>
> John Velez, to his credit, rejected this spotlight and warned us
> about the tone it would take. Others sought the spotlight and now
> complain that they hadn't seen the completed project and didn't
> know the form it would take. For those of you out there who have
> had the opportunity to appear on television, when was the last
> time that you saw the finished product BEFORE it was aired? And
> if you did, could you have done anything to change it?
>
> Are some of us so hungry for the spotlight that we will accept
> any opportunity, even when it is telegraphed to us that the
> program will be less than credible? Is John so clever that he can
> see these things when others can't? If offered the opportunity to
> appear in the pages of the WEEKLY WORLD NEWS wouldn't most of us
> decline because of the forum?
>
> Personally, I will not appear on a stage, or a conference in
> which Don Schmitt appears. He has badly damaged ufology in
> general and the Roswell case in particular. By showing up to
> appear with him, I am, tacitly, endorsing him. Why do that now
> that we know what he is?
>
> By the same token, should the leaders of the UFO community, or
> the self-appointed leaders, lend their names to a program like
> the UPN show? When something like this happens, and the
> scientific and journalistic communities see it, and know, like
> the rest of it that it is a hoax, doesn't that detract from the
> rest of us. Aren't we, by our participation, suggesting that we
> approve of the program? And if we participated, shouldn't we be
> held accountable for that participation, rather than attempting
> to alibi it by suggesting that we didn't know what would happen?
>
> Those of us who have been on these programs in the past know that
> we will be lied to. We know that those producing the programs,
> with few exceptions, know nothing about the field and couldn't
> care less. They want an entertaining program and will do what is
> necessary to produce it, for ratings mean money and ratings mean
> another opportunity to produce something else.
>
> Here the clue should have been Bob Kiviat. He produced the Alien
> Autopsy fraud. That should have been enough to suggest that those
> who appeared on the show should have given it a pass. We all know
> that Kiviat edited his shows to put all the aired segments in the
> best light and he cared nothing about the facts. I stood in the
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> kitchen of the home that had once been owned by Jesse Marcel and
> listened to the director of the Alien Autopsy flat out lie to
> me.
>
> Yes, we should be outraged at the program, but blame for the
> damage done to the UFO community is not in the hands of UPN, but
> in the hands of the UFO community. Once again, we have shot
> ourselves in the foot.
>
> KRandle

Kevin:

I must have missed something. I never heard Kiviat's name
mentioned in conjunction with this show until your comment. Not
in California and not in the flood of Comments. If I had, I
wouldn't have appeared. Is he listed in the credits? I still
haven't a tape of the show so can't check. What is the source of
this info?

Stan
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: AFSDialog <AFSDialog@aol.com> [Tom Tulien]
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 14:32:36 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 18:39:48 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
> Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 16:18:06 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> First let me point out that this program was not disinformation,
> it was entertainment (not that Russ or some of the others have
> suggested that). It was produced to make money for UPN and Bob
> Kiviat. Too often we scream disinformation when we don't like the
> tone of the information out there.

<snipped>

Dear List:

For the record: The UPN/Kiviat production was NOT in the least
bit original. It was nearly an exact copy of a film produced by
Dean Alioto/Axiom Films in San Francisco in 1989, titled, UFO
ABDUCTION. 75 minutes. Alioto took a group of friends, etc. for a
weekend and enacted the nearly identical sequence of events
depicted in the UPN docudrama. He did not however, intersperse
interviews with 'personalities' in his film.

Tom T.
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Protest UPN irresponsible UFO programming

From: DONZON <DONZON@aol.com> [Donald Waldrop]
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 13:30:04 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 18:33:48 -0500
Subject: Protest UPN irresponsible UFO programming

FOR POSTING

Dear list:

Here is my letter to UPN, protesting "Incident At Lake County." I
hope you all will take the time to write your feelings to your
local UPN affiliate. You can get many of the email addresses by
going to www.infoseek.com and typing in UPN. (The Los Angeles
affiliate is UPN Channel 13, reachable at: guestbook@upn13.com)

Let's make them aware we care.

Donald Waldrop
Director,  MUFON LA
Mutual UFO Network,
Los Angeles.
(Donzon@aol.com)

-----------------

Dear UPN Channel 13, Los Angeles --

I recently witnessed on your channel a very destructive bit of
misinformation masquerading as a documentary.

The fake docu-drama, "Incident In Lake County", promoted and
aired with the questions asking "Is it real?", was the worst
kind of misleading and fear-mongering programming. It was
clearly designed to cause fear of alien abduction in the average
person.

As I am sure you know, there are a large number of people who
have had actual sightings of UFOs. What you may not know, but
easily could have with a little research, is that a significant
portion of the public believes they have actually had contact with
alien entities. This section of our population includes many well-
educated and productive people. Many are traumatized by this belief
and many are looking to the press and television to help them
separate fact from fiction.

By televising programs like this, you are doing your watchers an
extreme disservice by blurring the distinctions of reality, causing
those who feel they are experiencing these events even more trauma
while fueling those more skeptical members of the public to be even
more closed to the possibility of life outside of our tiny world.

I personally feel programming like this is yellow journalism at its
worst. I now know that your integrity is at question and will avoid
watching any further UFO or ET subject programming on UPN 13.

I urge you to stay away from the Kiviat production company and
its questionable goals in producing programming like this.

Yours truly
Donald Waldrop
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Aliens turn gamekeeper into millionaire

From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni]
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 21:31:10 +0000
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 17:20:34 -0500
Subject: Aliens turn gamekeeper into millionaire

Aliens Turn Gamekeeper Into Millionaire

This 'rags to riches' alien story was recently related to me by a
British citizen living in southern Sweden.  Peter Hesket, a
translator of literary works, had been ill for quite some time,
when a friend told him about a natural medicine which could not
only make him well, but was an elixir of life.  Peter's
inquisitive mind urged him to find out more about the wonder
cure, only to discover that it could have originated from an
alien source.

Gosta Carisson is from southern Sweden. In May 1946 he was a 27
year old employed as a gamekeeper for a local titled Count. One
evening as he was walking through a wooded area he noticed a
bright light coming from somewhere in the distance. Thinking that
some boys had started a fire he rushed to the scene and
discovered a 50 foot disc with eleven humanlike occupants. There
were originally thirteen crew, but two had apparently died in a
collision with their mother ship, and they had landed on earth to
dispose of (bury) their dead. The ETs told Gosta that they were
from a star called Sirius B which was seven light years away, and
they had never visited Earth before. According to Gosta's
description, related to me by Peter, they were good looking, all
the same height, which was shorter than us, with beautiful teeth
and eyes, and dark brown hair.  They also seemed to be clothed in
strange tight fitting skin suits, which made them all look very
similar.

Gosta tried to communicate with the aliens but was stopped in his
tracks by a crew member who 'froze' him to the spot by stretching
out his arm.However, he did make friends with them and through
some kind of telepathy they were able to communicate. The aliens
told Gosta that twelve quartz rods powered their ship. At the
time of the incident they were replacing a damaged rod which may
have been a result of the collision. They also told him about
precious metals and pollens which could be found here on Earth.

Over the years, through regular contact, they taught Gosta how to
collect pollens from certain flowers which could be used as
medication for many human ailments, as well as serving as an
elixir. With their help he later invented a machine for
extracting the pollens. When news of Gosta's special medicine
spread, he was invited to the United States were a deal was made
that if he keep quiet about his alien source until the year
2,000, he would be guaranteed the US market for his product.
Gosta agreed, and it apparently made him a very wealthy man. He
eventually sold his business to a Swedish based international
pharmaceutical company and became a millionaire.

Most of this story (apart from the alleged US deal) was released
in a Swedish publication about twenty odd years ago. It was a
lengthy journalistic investigation co-authored by the experiencer
Gosta Carisson, and Swedish UFO investigator Clas Svahn. The only
known English translation was a full length article titled  "The
Angelholm Landing Report" published in Flying Saucer Review in
the early 1970s.  However, Peter Hesket is considering
translating the Swedish story into English so it may soon be
available in the UK.

Some Swedish researchers are not convinced and insist there are
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still many unanswered questions. However, records show that
Sweden had a wave of UFO sightings in 1946, so it's possible that
something landed somewhere.  Peter is taking the herbal elixir
himself, but admits that he's not sure about its alien
connections.  He tells me that the pollen tablets are available
in the United States, and in Britain it's sold under the name of
"Polbax", but so far I haven't been able to find it.  Anyone
locating this product please contact me, I could do with an
elixir fix.

Georgina Bruni
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Santilli Debunks the debunkers

From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni]
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 21:31:24 +0000
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 17:25:11 -0500
Subject: Santilli Debunks the debunkers

Santilli Debunks the Debunkers

The AA mystery deepens. A London fashion photographer who wants
to remain anonymous in print (I'll call him 'Angel') says that
four years ago he worked on a CD cover for one of Ray Santilli's
music companies. During his working relationship with the British
businessman, he claims Ray told him the truth about the "Alien
Autopsy" footage, and how he came to acquire it.

According to Angel, the cameraman story is a total fabrication.
He says:

"Ray told me himself that he had been approached by someone at an
American Film and Video trade fair, who offered to sell him
"under the table", unusual footage of an alien autopsy."  Angel
believes Ray was genuinely convinced the footage was of a real
alien autopsy, but later when he discovered it was a fake, he
decided to run with it anyway.  "He was at first undecided on
what to do. He contacted the man who sold him the footage and he
confirmed it was a fake. Ray had already paid a deposit and spent
time on looking for funding, he was too far in.  He told me that
if he could pull this one off it would be the biggest hoax in
history."   Angel is convinced that Ray talked to dozens of
people at the time and he believes there are others out there
with this same information.

Ray admits to knowing the photographer, and that he may well have
mentioned the AA footage to him, as at the time it was no secret
because he was trying to raise capital to purchase it. I asked
Ray if there was any truth in Angel's story, he said. "His story
is absolute nonsense. I did not buy the footage from a trade
fair, he's making the story up, or he's mixed up the facts with
fiction. I'm surprised he would come out with a story like that.
I've had no conversation with him for almost four years. And as
for the AA footage, if it were faked, not only would it cost a
great deal of money to make, but it would require at least
fifteen to twenty people, film crew etc. to produce it, and how
on earth would you keep all those people quiet - there's bound to
have been a security leak by now.

Ray tells me he has a collection of 'alien autopsy' films created
by special effects experts.  Apparently these films have been
produced at incredible cost in an attempt to prove that it's
possible to fake such a film. The collection includes footage
produced by Fox, RTL, Fuji, a Scandinavian company, and even an
X-Files piece. Says Ray "I'll probably get shot for this, but I'm
seriously considering putting them all together to make a one
hour video special.  And believe me, they are nothing like the
original, they're laughable, even though hundreds of thousands of
dollars have been spent on producing them."  He's now looking for
a title (any ideas welcome) and is prepared to offer the project
to another party to produce.  When I asked him if he was allowed
to use the films, he said he was. So having been accused by many
of promoting an elaborate hoax, he's offering a compilation of
them.  That should start a whole new debate, I'm sure.  Maybe Ray
Santilli will get the last laugh after all.

Georgina Bruni
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William Birnes Interview

From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni]
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 21:30:40 +0000
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 17:03:53 -0500
Subject: William Birnes Interview

William Birnes Interview - August 1997 - Georgina Bruni

The William J Birnes Interview

William J. Birnes has a CV as long as your arm and his literary works are
too numerous to mention, but what is important to ufologists is his latest
best seller. A fascinating inside story co-authored with retired US Army Lt.
Col. Philip Corso, titled THE DAY AFTER ROSWELL. Corso, a former Pentagon
official who was Chief of the Army's Foreign Technology Division, claims he
was responsible for stewarding retrieved alien artifacts (found at the
Roswell crash site) to American industries in a reverse engineering project
which led to today's technology. I managed an interview with William who is
currently writing another book with Philip Corso, THE DAY AFTER DALLAS:
INSIDE THE WARREN COMMISSION.

Georgina Bruni: William, you have stated that Corso believes he's part of
the "Disclosure".  Can you elaborate on this?  I'm confused, if he believes
he's part of the "Disclosure" how did he come to that conclusion?

William J. Birnes: First, since the publication of THE DAY AFTER ROSWELL,
there has been only silence from the US Government - no official denials, no
statements to the effect that Corso has misspoken or is wrong, or is out of
line. In fact, the Pentagon has ordered the book for its bookstore as well
as bookstores at military bases around the US. Also the Navy has ordered the
book for some of its stores.  I take this to be a tacit Government
endorsement of Corso's book and what he says. Therefore, the Gov't seems to
be using him as part of a disclosure by default, a disclosure that doesn't
damage anyone's reputation. Phil himself believes that because of his
relationship with the late Arthur Trudeau, he had the ability and probably
an indirect green light from the powers that be inside the US military, to
tell the story of what the army did with the Roswell material.

Georgina Bruni: There as been much controversy surrounding Senator Strom
Thurmond's denial that he did not know he was writing a foreword for THE DAY
AFTER ROSWELL, but believed it was for a memoir about Corso's career in
military intelligence. Corso is said to have spoken to Thurmond and
requested a new foreword for the Roswell book, for which you claim to have
copies of both, as well as a signed release to use the new foreword. As yet
no one seems to have seen this evidence, is there any chance of researchers
having a copy of this signed release?

William J.Birnes: I will ask the publisher if I can be allowed to scan the
release and senator's cover letter so that it can be published publicly on
the Internet.

Georgina Bruni: Earlier this year Senator Thurmond attended a Washington
ceremony were he received the Pentagon's highest civilian honour.  "No
American has done more for America's security than Sen Strom Thurmond" said
Defense Secretary William Cohen.  Do you think this is a good enough reason
for Thurmond to deny he wrote the Roswell book foreword, and could it be
that this was a staged government production to honour him in exchange for
his co-operation in debunking Corso's claims?   Didn't Thurmond state "I
know of no such cover-up and do not believe one existed."

William J.Birnes: The statement about "No such cover-up" never came from
Thurmond but from his staff.  I think the award ceremony for Thurmond was
genuine and probably well deserved.  It had nothing to do with the foreword
to the book.  However, Thurmond's staff was genuinely surprised and
distressed that the Senator had agreed to write the foreword for Phil Corso
and immediately moved to snuff it out.  They were unsuccessful.
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Georgina Bruni: In the book Corso mentions he saw the body of a dead alien
and that he couldn't tell whether its grey skin was real because it looked
like a thin one-piece head to toe fabric covering the creatures flesh. I
have heard similar reports of aliens bearing this kind of skin covering.  A
New Zealand abductee who claims he was in contact with an alien race, tells
an amazing story of a machine that manufactures these coverings.  The alien
steps into the tube shaped machine and is sealed from head to toe, rather
like we seal our frozen meat.  The skin covering is supposed to protect them
from our atmosphere and from radiation. Another experiencer from Sweden says
he has been in contact with aliens covered from head to toe in a second
skin. Does Col. Corso know if the US Government experimented with this fibre
found on the dead alien?

William J.Birnes: Corso says that the Government tried for years to reverse
engineer an atomically aligned fabric similar to the one that covered the
alien as a kind of second skin.  I think they gave a research grant to the
University of Colorado (I'm not 100% sure of this) to come up with a kind of
fabric based on the way a spider spins its web.  The idea of shrink-wrapping
or weaving the skin around the alien (and probably around the craft) is
correct. That's probably the way it happened.

Georgina Bruni: A British conspiracy researcher alleges that Corso was a
member of the Shickshinny Knights of Malta, a right wing group which
provided a base for dissident retired military officers who were
dissatisfied with the CIA's internationalism.  Can you comment on this.

William J.Birnes: I've never actually asked Col Corso whether he was a
member of any right wing sympathy group.  I do know that the British
researcher probably got his or her information from a book called "The Man
Who Knew Too Much" which refers to Corso as one of the people promoting a
"Two-Oswald" theory after the JFK assassination. In fact, Corso continues to
believe that there were two "Oswalds" and that the CIA covered up its
relationship with Oswald (Allen Dulles himself admitted to this shortly
before he died. Lee Rankin said that given what Dulles withheld from the
Warren Commission, the commission should have said that there really was a
conspiracy to murder the President). It's also true that Corso among a
number of military officers were dissatisfied with the CIA's
internationalism. In this he was joined in his opinion by British Military
Intelligence, where he was trained during WWII.  The split between the CIA
and the military grew out of tensions between the military and the OSS
during WWII and continued right through the 1980s.

Georgina Bruni: I understand Media UFO researcher, George Knapp has had the
Corso story for five or six years.  Corso apparently did a recorded video
interview with him were he revealed two close encounters with ETs in White
Sands, sketched pictures of an alien, and talked about animal mutilations,
Zecharia Sitchin and the Sumarians. Have you seen this video ?

William J.Birnes:  No I've not seen the video, but the Col and I have
discussed the story as the subject of a future book.
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The Philadelphia Experiment lives on

From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni]
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 21:31:49 +0000
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 17:36:43 -0500
Subject: The Philadelphia Experiment lives on

The Philadelphia Experiment lives on

A fairly recent addition to the famous Philadelphia Experiment is
a man called Drue (Andy) who claims he was one of five civilian
scientists involved in the actual experiment that made the USS
Eldridge disappear on August 15th 1943.

In 1947 his memory was magnetically scrambled to prevent recall,
and in 1952 he was reborn as "Andy" a kind of "walk-in" with a
suppressed DNA memory. Andy served 22 years of distinguished
service in the Marine Corps and retired in 1993 as a Master
Sergeant.

Since the Philadelphia story first came to light there have been
a few major players, some have been bumped off, others debunked.

According to Drue's account, which he related to crystal skull
expert Richard Shapiro, and other researchers, when the USS
Eldridge became invisible it materialised in twelve different
locations and time eras. At one future location advanced
technology was placed on the ship which included computer systems
that were taken over by "one of those in the know" as Drue
describes the secret team. Namely, Dr John Von Neumann who we all
know to be a pioneer of computer technology. Another historical
name which crops up, is that of Dr Nikola Tesla, the alleged
mastermind of the project, who apparently withdrew from the
experiment because he was concerned with the human suffering
factor. Telsa later died in mysterious circumstances, along with,
according to Drue, approximately 2,000 other people involved in
the project.  We are told that the ship and crew were fragmented
into multiple dimensions and out of 181 men only 21 survived, 40
died and 120 simply disappeared. Some of the dead bodies were
said to have been embedded into the very structure of the ship.

Drue has some interesting information for Roswell fans. He claims
it was the result of another time related experiment being
conducted underground that disturbed the earth's planetary
magnetic grid and caused quantum gates to open up. Any ET 's
travelling the corridor at the time got caught up and
materialised. He insists there was not just the one or two
crashes we know about, but a total of 16, with 45 dead aliens of
different types recovered.

Now that would surely account for all the different witness
descriptions!

Georgina Bruni
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Sphinx Cover Up?

From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni] 
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 21:31:37 +0000
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 17:32:49 -0500
Subject: Sphinx Cover Up?

The Sphinx Cover-up?

Last year I was introduced to an Egyptian political correspondent
for London, and during our conversation I casually brought up the
subject of the Sphinx opening and asked if there was any news. Oh
Boy was there news!

Should the following information be true, then not only are Edgar
Cayce's predictions correct, but the Egyptian government are
involved in a massive cover-up.

According to the journalist, the Egyptian government have ordered
their press to keep their latest discoveries confidential.  Their
excuse for halting the archeological excavation is that they are
renovating the monuments.  Dr Joseph Schor who has connections
with the Cayce Foundation, is supposed to be heading the
expedition and I'm told they have made a number of amazing
discoveries.

Apparently the soil immediately inside the Sphinx is very soft,
but just beyond it they found ancient records.  Some have already
been deciphered and tell the story of ATUM, the one who came from
the skies, and of a civilisation from Atlantis, or Altea. Could
they have found the information which may prove that the
Atlanteans built the pyramids?  My source says Yes!

Edgar Cayce, the "Sleeping Prophet" is known for his prediction
that the Hall of Records would be discovered in 1997-1998. My
source also tells of another discovery. As they began tunnelling
to the left of the paw which leads outside the Sphinx, they came
upon a chamber which housed the treasures of an Egyptian queen.
Coins, gold and statues were found, including one of a female
body with the head of a lion. I wonder, are they going to tell
the world of these discoveries?

The journalist seems to think they are afraid of what the records
reveal, proving once and for all, that the Egyptians may not have
been the true architects of these great monuments.

Meanwhile, Richard Hoagland's 'Enterprise Mission" is still
reporting on numerous "curious activities" inside the Great
Pyramid.  According to their report, a member of the Schor
Expedition has approached them with information claiming that
certain members of the Egyptian government are intent on NOT
revealing exciting new discoveries which may include a "hidden
excavation". Researcher Larry Hunter has provided the Enterprise
Mission with photographic evidence, which includes a picture of a
newly installed power cable, all of which could point to
clandestine tunneling inside the monuments.  Apparently Hunter
left copies of the photographs with Mohammed Sherdy, an assistant
editor of a daily newspaper, who promised a full investigation.
But alas, if my journalist source is genuine, then the Egyptian
press already have the story and they are not about to go public
with it.

Georgina Bruni (working overtime)
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SLV Winter Update

From: "Christopher O'Brien" <tmv@pop.amigo.net>
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 14:48:16 -7
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 17:00:42 -0500
Subject: SLV Winter Update

Here is a brief synopsis of our recent upsurge of unusual aerial
and animal death activity.  Last report logged on Thursday,
January 22, 1998.

===========================================================
The following accounts are the latest of hundreds of unexplained
mundane and extra-mundane events witnessed in the Greater San
Luis Valley. Relevant regional cases listed when applicable to
SLV
activity.

 Reported Unidentified Flying Object (UFO) Sightings, Abductions,
 Unusual Animal Deaths (UAD), Unexplained Occurrences and
 Suspected Military Activity in the Greater San Luis Valley
 CO-NM

Compiled with Date, Time, Location, County, Vallee'
Classification,, Type of Report, (Investigator(s), Type of
EVIDENCE, media coverage) SAME DAY/NIGHT and tmv subjective
highlights.

Suspected UFO sighting dates and times and UAD discovery dates in
BOLD suspected military activity in ITALICS.  [--tmv editor
comments ]

Compiled and copyright c  1998 by: Christopher O'Brien
Snail-Mail: PO Box 223 Crestone, CO 81131 All rights reserved

Witnesses names are for informational use only and their use does
not grant permission to contact. Contact C. O'Brien/tmv for
further information
===========================================================

January 20, 1998, 6:00 pm south of the Great Sand Dunes Hooper
resident reports watching a "big star doing some big twists."
Object/light was described as flashing "red-green and blue."
Witness described the multi-colored light as hovering for five or
so minutes just south of the Sand Dunes Oasis. At around 6:15 pm,
I witnessed two low flying jets headed from the east, over the
Sangre de Cristos, south toward the location where the light was
observed. Jets were flying under 3000 feet above the Valley
floor. Witness claimed the object was not Sirius rising in the
east. He claimed the "object" two times larger than the brightest
planets, was 5 degrees north of Sirius the heaaven's brightest
star, which he was able to identify.
Alamosa/Saguache County (O'Brien/Vitoria)

January 11, 1998, 12:15 am Front Range of Colorado REGIONAL
By Jim Hughes Denver Post Staff Writer Jan.- 12 - 1998 A
mysterious object lit up the night sky up and down the Front
Range early Sunday then startled witnesses with a deafening
explosion. There was no official explanation about the object
Sunday. Military spokesmen denied the object was a military
aircraft. Local scientists speculated it could have been a meteor
or an illegal firework

<snip>

[How interesting the January 11thColorado object's glow, as it
passed over, was again a captured by the same security camera
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that caught last year's "meteor" at the same location. And how
interesting last October's huge New Mexico/West Texas "meteor"
occured on the same flight path--almost a year to-the-day-- from
a similar object seen on the same flight path last year---tmv]

Sun January 11, 1998, Huerfano County La Veta MOA
Reports of unusual light activity.
Herfano County (Perkins)

Sat January 10, 1998, at dusk Huerfano County La Veta MOA
Reports ofunusual  light activity.
Huerfano County (Perkins)

Fri January 9, 1998, 5:20 pm Costilla County, SLV CO      AN1
Witness e-mailed the following report Jan 10:
"Just last night my daughter and her friend and parent
were coming home from basketball practice and
mentioned that on. . ."

". . .Thursday [Jan 8 '98] night [in Costilla County SLV CO  AN1]
they noticed two lights emanating from the sky in the approximate
location where the carcasses [of three pigs] were discovered. She
mentioned this before I told here about the discovery of the
pigs." Costilla County (Arnie V./O'Brien)

SAME NIGHT
Thur January 8, 1998, 5:20-25 pm Over the Baca Ranch, 2 miles
east of mile marker 93 on State Highway 17 SLV CO MA1 Two
witnesses driving north on Highway 17 noticed a brightly blinking
small light two miles to the east of their location. Observed a
"150 foot diameter disc" with a small, low cupola, light was on
underside. Object was plainly visible in dusk lighting. Appeared
to be at "between 1500 to 2000 feet " in altitude and traveling
down the center of the SLV south by southwest. One witness
estimated the speed at between "500 and 600 mph." Two other cars
on 17 may have also witnessed object. Duration of sigjhting about
"30 seconds."
Saguache/Alamosa County (O'Brien)

SAME DAY
Thur January 8, 1998 between 10 and 11 am Huerfano County La Veta
MOA Witness reported "20 to 30A" jets criss-crosing the Huerfano
in a grid pattern,  25-year resident witness claimed this aerial
manuevering was "highly unusual," even in the MOA.
Huerfano County (Perkins)

Wed January 7, 1998, 5:45 pm to 3:00 am Farasita, CO  La Veta MOA
Massive aerial activity reported by four witnesses.  "Disco
balls" shooting off multi-colored light and smaller red lights
Huerfano County (Perkins)

Mon January 5, 1998, Costilla County SLV CO MUTES Three pigs
discovered in a mutilated condition by two San Luis, CO ranchers.
A local San Luis, CO., man named Arnie V. contacted me with the
following report:

     "I wanted to follow up on our conversation
     regarding the pig mutalations. Upon speaking the
     the man who discovered the carcass' it turns out
     there were three mutalated pigs each about 100 to
     150 pounds, white in color and each with a cored
     out rectum and other round holes in the abdomen.
     Apparently they had been discovered three days
     before I saw them. There were only two when I saw
     the on Thursday. Bob Green from La Sierra News
     paper went out to take some photos with a digital
     camera. You might check with him for prints. I think
     he will run a story in his paper this coming week"

Costilla County (Arnie V./O'Brien)
 [No conclusive evidence of a high-strange case--tmv]

UNDER FORENSIC INVESTIGATION
Wed December 17, 1997, at 10:30 a.m. 5 Miles SW of Alamosa, SLV
CO MUTE
Rancher Ron Gardiner discovered a dead gelding 5 miles SW of
Alamosa, CO, in the San Luis Valley So-Cen CO/No-Cen NM. The
animal was still warm and the rancher estimated the animal was
killed and mutilated sometime around dawn. The horse was missing
it's penis and an 8 inch circular patch of hide behind the
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sheath-- which was intact. The rear-end was neatly cored out in a
slightly elongated circle to a depth of 8 to 9 inches. Eyes and
tongue were intact. The animal was found lying on it's right side
at the bottom of a dry, 7 foot deep irrigation canal channel.
There was evidence of a struggle i.e., broken chimisa bushes and
thrashing marks, but besides the unfortunate gelding's tracks,
there were no other tracks present. No apparent scavenger
interest noted and two horses in the small herd seemed curious
and unafraid of the carcass. The carcass did not bloat. No
downside incisions or additional evidense noted by the rancher,
this investigator, or the Alamosa County Sheriff investigator,
but a 5 inch shallow gash in the hide was present on the neck.
Several drops which appeared to be blood were found in snow about
60 feet away over the fence and across the road. Alamosa County
(Gardner/O'Brien/Alamosa Sheriff, Valley Courier
VIDEO/STILL/FORENSIC)

Sun December 14, 1997, at 3:00 am, North of Center, CO
CE3
Witness reports a close encounter with a large
triangular ship in south-central Saguache County

     "I saw out my back door one of those triangular
     UFO's hovering over the [witnesses'] south
     field.When I went outside to see it, it moved
     slowly and hovered by the roof of the house and
     over the silos. Then it came back over the house
     and a beam of white-blue light came out of the
     midlle and something was taken up in the beam.
     I couldn't see what, but its shape was smallish. I
     was so scared I couldn't talk. It played some kind
     of musical rhythm when the lights around the
     edge flashed off and on. Let me know if anyone
     else saw anything."

SAME NIGHT
Sun December 14, 1997, from 1:15 to 1:40 a.m at 12S road near
Mesita, SLV CO [50 miles north of 3:00 am sighting]  Large object
seen slowly crossing the SLV from Questa, NM toward Chama, NM.
Took 25 minutes to traverse approximately 50 miles Costilla/Taos
Counties
(Paye/O'Brien)

SAME NIGHT
Sat December 13, 1997 7:30 p.m., 2 miles north of La
Jara, SLV CO
Two reports; 7:05 p.m.,and & 10 p.m., looking east on Highway 285
just north of La Jara, CO Sighting locations are and twelve miles
from gelding death location.
Alamosa County (O'Brien)

UNDER FORENSIC INVESTIGATION
Sun November 30, 1997, around 5:30-6:00 am, SW corner pasture on
Saguache County Road 61 and County Road SLV CO MUTE.

1 and a half miles west, 2-miles north of Hooper, CO, a calf
"mutilation" was reported by ranchers Bill Knopfman, Jack Kuntz
and their foreman, Ted Ruggles. A report was filed with the
Saguache County Sheriff's Office, who also investigated the calf
death. The 10-month old female calf, in a herd of approximately
40 cattle, was discovered with it's right side mandible
completely exposed with all hide and tissue removed. That
morning, a dense fog blanketed the entire center portion of the
SLV and the temperature was around 10 degrees.

The apparent facial incision extended up and over the eye socket.
Eye was removed. Tongue was intact. Rear-end coring 10" in
diameter. Apparent removal of reproductive tract to a
(approximate) depth of 18". Drop of blood observed on one teat.
Uniform 4 to 5 inch snow cover over the entire pasture. Animal
found lying on left-side. No down-side incisions noted. Calf was
facing head to the south. Nearest dwelling about 400-450 yards
away south by southwest of carcass. Only tracks observed were the
victim animal's own tracks. No additional evidence noted, i.e.,
blood, tissue, footprints, tire tracks, disturbed snow or
vegetation. No known observation of attendant lights or sounds in
the vicinity of site at time of death. Residents of nearest
dwelling reported their dogs barking at around 5:30 to 6:00 a.m.
Rancher's dogs showed an interest in the carcass and evidently
widened the rectum-coring shortly after calf's discovery. Magpies
and crows were observed on the calf at time of discovery. Some
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bird scavenging was noted, i.e., eye-socket and optic nerves
scavenged. Tissue underneath incisional area showed some signs of
being pecked at, but no observed scavenger action on hide at or
on actual incisions. Three sets of samples were obtained for
separate forensic testing.
Saguache County (Saguache County Sheriff/O'Brien SLV
Publishing Papers, Valley Courier VIDEO/STILL/FORENSIC)

SAME NIGHT
Sat November 29, 1997, 11:10 pm Over Northern SLV MA1 Four
witnesses in the Baca watch a multi-colored light move slowly
from center of the Valley toward the north.
Saguache County (O'Brien)

=======================================================
The above reports were pulled from the "Current Reports" section
of The Mysterious Valley Home Page at the link below.  This
re-vamped web-page contains info and images from the San Luis
Valley.  If you would like to link to this site, please advise.

If you do not wish to receive periodic updates from the SLV
please let me know and I'd be happy to take your name off the
list.  Please foreward along any comments or questions.

Christopher O'Brien
tmv@amigo.net
http://home.amigo.net/tmv
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Buddist Monk Claims death threats

From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni]
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 21:30:56 +0000
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 17:44:05 -0500
Subject: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

Buddhist  Monastic Claims She Received Death Threats

An ordained Buddhist monastic, the Rev Mary Teal Coleman, has
apparently stated under oath that when she approached William
Moore (best remembered for his part in the MJ12 documents expose)
with information about a film of a downed UFO held inside a
military hanger, Moore threatened her life. She accuses him of
being a self confessed controlled informant for an intelligence
agency, and believes an investigation of Moore will reveal a
black budget programme, probably used by the (NRO) National
Reconnaissance Office.  She also states that when she visited the
(then) Secretary of Defense, Perry, that one of his staff, Frank
Brierton, warned her if she tried to communicate again, she would
be sued for stalking.

Coleman set about contacting other government departments,
supplying them with a 22 hour video taped report 'The Coleman
Report, Impact Zone',  which amongst other things, is supposed to
offer positive proof of crashed UFO's and confidential meetings
between top ufologists and government officials. The report was
sent to the (then) chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee,
Sen Arlen Specter, but she received no reply.  It was also sent
to Vice President Gore, and Coleman received a courtesy response
from Gore's director of correspondence, Bill Mason. He advised
her to continue working with officials at the FBI and Defense
Department, even though the latter had allegedly threatened to
sue her.  Apart from the letter written on behalf of the Vice
President, Coleman appears to have received no further response
from any other US government department.

Mentioned in the Coleman report is reference to UFO investigator,
Lt Col Wendelle Stevens (USAF.Ret).  According to Coleman,
Stevens has information pertaining to a film of a crashed UFO
being kept by the US military.  She explains that "actions
carried out during 1995/6 by Stevens, Moore and the Roswell
Bunch", were threatening enough to her physical safety to prompt
her to make a report to the FBI.  As proof of her contact with
Stevens, Coleman produces a copy of a page from his letter to
her. Writes Stevens. ' Remember the movie you were trying to show
me one time. That subject is the biggest danger there is. I got
close and had it on camera. I was about to get closer..........
This of course, is in the strictest confidence.'  Coleman paid no
heed to the 'strictest confidence' request, and apart from
reporting him to the FBI, she went public with the information,
claiming that Stevens had broken his promises to her.  An eye for
an eye, a tooth for a tooth!

Mary Teal Coleman is the head of a religious organisation called
the Dharma Institute.  Curious to know more, I recently contacted
her, hoping for an interview, but instead I received a reply from
the institute informing me that before 'entities' (don't you just
love that word) could be considered to interview Rev Coleman,
they need to supply information about who they are.  Here's what
I was asked to submit. A curriculum vitae, including examples of
past works, or references to past works, my full name, my private
home address, my work address, the name of my employer,
information about my research in ufology, and my work, other than
my research. Needless to say I was not amused. When I replied to
Dharma complaining about their attitude and their over-the-top
demands for personal information (after all I wasn't applying to
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join their organisation) I was accused of being critical and
insulting. I was also warned that should I contact the institute
again, my communications would be given to an attorney and law
enforcement officials. It certainly doesn't take much to upset
this religious group. Which makes me think. To what extent has
Coleman's physical life really been threatened?  Could it just be
that this is one helluva paranoid lady?

Georgina Bruni
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Re: UPN's "Incident in Lake County"

From: Chris Sanderson <skygypsy@vegasnet.net>
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 16:29:09 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 17:57:40 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN's "Incident in Lake County"

In the Las Vegas Review-Journal today (1-23-98) under "NATION
briefs" there is a short article from Two Harbors, Minn.  The
story relates that the Sheriff from Lake County has received
numerous inquiries from people asking about the UPN story about
the "McPherson" family.

He tells that no McPherson family has lived in Two Harbors (Lake
County) going back two years.  He also says that aliens have
abducted no one from his county.

The sheriff's dispatcher jokes that the only people he hasn't
heard from are X-Files characters Mulder and Scully.

I searched the R-J website and could not find this article listed
but have paraphrased here for you.

Chris
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Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings

From: "Keith Woodard" <qwoodard@worldnet.att.net>
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 20:33:27 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 18:17:18 -0500
Subject: Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings

> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings
> Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 00:17:54 -0800

> >  From: "Keith Woodard" <qwoodard@worldnet.att.net>
> >  To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
> >  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings
> >  Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 19:56:48 -0800

> >  Hi Mark,

> Hi Keith...

> >  Are you talking lighter-than-air, or ultralight as well?

> Either way is a problem in some of the weather conditions under
> which these sightings have occurred.

> A balloon with a hundred or more foot lighter than air wing would
> be incredibly hard to maintain in any sort of wind because the
> slightest pitch up or down or lateral would drastically increase
> the surface area available for the wind to affect. Because these
> transitions would be very rapid and probably chaotic, I would
> tend to doubt that even fly by wire systems would do well.

> An ultralight has similar problems. All it takes is a brief look
> at an ultralight coming in for a landing to realize that even
> with a mere 20 foot wingspan, the ultralight can have serious
> control problems in even mild crosswinds. But many of the
> observations of large boomerang type objects have been of things
> 100 feet or more across, with the objects at altitudes which fall
> readily into the stero vision range. Obviously those would be
> even more unstable.

> >  It won't take much for me to fold on this issue because I have no
> >  engineering aptitude at all, and I know zilch about aviation.  Is
> >  that generally true of gliders, that they can't handle any kind
> >  of wind?  It surprises me a little, because I've seen HANG
> >  gliders do okay in strong winds.  And it seems like the huge size
> >  of these things might afford some stability, not to mention all
> >  manner of advanced stabilization systems they might have
> >  developed.

> Hang gliders ride the winds. There is some ability for a hang
> glider to remain stable in specific areas of updraft (near
> ridges, for instance), but in a strong 40-50 mph wind I suspect
> that a hang glider would be hard pressed to do anything but go
> with the flow.

> The trade-off is weight/power vs. surface area. Now these
> aircraft, if they existed, would have a wing area easily as large
> as a 747, but at that weight, using conventional power plants to
> produce the energy needed to stay in the air at the reported
> altitudes, they would make a sound like thunder. Once we get that
> far, we have to then say, well, they don't need that much power
> because they're lighter. But as they get lighter, the wind
> becomes more effective against their surface area and they become
> less stable in winds.
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> >  The other thing is that the Board of Sponsors of the Federation
> >  of American Scientists includes half the country's living Nobel
> >  laureates, so I wouldn't think they'd put this forward if it
> >  didn't make at least a modicum of sense.  You're probably much
> >  more knowledgeable than I about this, so tell me what you think.

> Well, I'm not going to try to knock at people who have
> demonstrated their knowledge and their ability in various fields,
> except to say that a true judgement of the practicality of this
> sort of aircraft in the flight regimes required to account for
> sightings such as the extensive Hudson Valley reports would fall
> to aeronautical engineers. I'm not one of those, but I do have a
> keen amateur interest, and the "giant flying wing" sets off my BS
> detector whenever its proposed as an alternative for sightings
> like those in the Hudson Valley.

Give me a break, Mark!  Don't you know this is the Internet?
Where do you get off arguing on the merits!  We're supposed to be
confining ourselves to ad hominem attacks:-)

I'm not completely convinced, but your arguments are excellent.
I may wind up emialing FAS, and maybe some skeptics, to see if
they can counter any of your points.  I'll keep you and Updates
posted if I make any headway one way or the other.

Thanks,

Keith
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing [Kiviat]

From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 22:40:22 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 18:14:37 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing [Kiviat]

> Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 17:00:56 -0800
> From: "Terry J. Blanton" <commengr@bellsouth.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

>Kevin Randle wrote:

>> From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
>> Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 16:18:06 EST
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

<snip>

>> First let me point out that this program was not disinformation,
>> it was entertainment (not that Russ or some of the others have
>> suggested that). It was produced to make money for UPN and Bob
>> Kiviat.

<snip>

>Nope, it was produced and copyrighted by The Dick Clark Film
>Group, Inc.  Executive Producers (the dudes who put up the cash
>and get the profit) were Dick Clark and Neil Stearns.

>You can't blame this one on Kiv.

>Terry

Sorry, folks, but a friend in California told me that good ole
Kiviat was involved in this this. Saw a couple of other posts
that mentioned him, but apparently that information is in error.
I stand corrected on that.

However, that doesn't change the main point which is that we, in
the UFO community had better become more discriminating in our
participation in UFO programs. When we lend our good names to
these sort of productions, we harm the entire field for we are
all lumped into the same boat.

John Velez, in his communication with the producers realized that
this program was going to harm us all. To his great credit, he
decided not to participate.

We all have to realize that not everyone in the world is as tuned
into the UFO phenomena as we are. They see a program like the UPN
show and believe that we all are like that. We all have no
intelligence, we are gullible, and we believe everything that is
said about UFOs. And this program reinforced that opinion by the
participation of leaders in the field.

When they were not shown the video, that should have provided
them with a clue about the nature of that video. We must realize
that some people work to make money and no other consideration
matters. That's why there are programs like the UPN show. Make
money, exploit the situation, and run to the next project. They
care nothing for all the time, effort, money, research, and lost
family contact that has gone into learning what is happening.
They just want to make money.
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But even with that, we must assume some of the blame. We are only
too willing to jump in front of the camera to provide "the best
information." I say again, we must realize that sometimes the
publicity is not worth it. Again, I doubt that many of us would
care to see our names in THE WEEKLY WORLD NEWS.

So, part of the blame falls on us and we must accept that blame.
It is too easy to blame UPN for what is our desire for the
spotlight.

KRandle
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BWW Media Alert 980223

From: BufoCalvin <BufoCalvin@aol.com>
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 01:03:06 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 18:19:32 -0500
Subject: BWW Media Alert 980223

Bufo Calvin
P O Box 5231, Walnut Creek, CA  94596
Internet: BufoCalvin@aol.com
Website:

http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin">http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED (permission is granted to reproduce or redistribute this
edition of Bufo's WEIRD WORLD provided that attribution is made
to http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin. It is good etiquette to check with
strangers before you e-mail them something.  If you forward this, please make
sure it is clear that you are forwarding it).
January 23, 1998

Another really busy day, so here goes:

A&E
Thursday at 7:00 PM (repeated at 11:00 PM), the series THE UNEXPLAINED has
EXTRATERRESTRIALS.

THE DISCOVERY CHANNEL
Thursday, 5:00 PM, TRAVELLERS (Las Vegas, but includes UFOs)

THE LEARNING CHANNEL
Wrapping up their Alien Invasion week...Saturday, 4:00 PM, THE CASE OF THE
UFOS.  Saturday, 7:00 PM (repeated at 10:00 PM), UFOS AND OTHER CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS.  Sunday, 10:00 AM, WE ARE NOT ALONE: SKYWATCHERS.

THE SCI-FI CHANNEL
Sunday, 7:00 AM (repeated Tuesday at 5:00 PM and 9:00 PM), SIGHTINGS special
IN DEPTH AND BEYOND: UFOS, THE 100 YEAR COVER-UP.  I saw a bit of this two-
hour special, and was disappointed in one early thing.  I find it misleading
(deliberately or carelessly) when a recreation shows something notably
different and more stereotypical (or sensational) from what the narration is
saying.  In the case of the alleged Aurora crash in 1897, the narrator is
describing a cigar-shaped object which drifted slowly.  The special effects on
the screen are showing a spherical object plummeting to Earth at a high speed.
We then see what appears to be the aftermath of an explosion, with fire around
(not the way I recall the story).  Outside of that, though, other portions of
it I saw were, at least, worth watching.  Thursday, 5:00 PM and 9:00 PM,
SIGHTINGS.

Sorry I didn't have more time...still cramming Visual Basic to teach next
week.

This is Bufo saying, "If =everything= seemed normal, that =would= be weird!"

____________________________

You can stop receiving this from me just by asking (note: it is commonly
redistributed, and I can't control you getting it from those sources) by
e-mail at BufoCalvin@aol.com.  You can also subscribe or unsubscribe to
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Media Alert the same way. Also, please let me know if
there is something in the media you think I should cover.
Deadline is Tuesday, the week before.
_____________________________

**OPUS is the Organization for Paranormal Understanding and Support. I am an
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Executive Boardmember, and Director of the OPUS Educational Institute. OPUS
encourages its officers and Network Associates to express their own opinions:
however, it is important to note that I do not speak for OPUS in this piece
or others presented under my own name.
______________________________

http://members.aol.com/weirdware/books.html Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books
I'm very excited about this!  Some of you know, I ran a bookstore for years,
and it has always been a love of mine.  I get asked often to recommend
books(I do write reviews for several publications) on these topics, and now I
can do it and actually give you a source for them at the same time!  This is
being done in association with Amazon.com, which has an outstanding
reputation for the five "S"s of internet shopping: selection, searchability,
service, savings, and security.  If there is any specific book you want (or
topic in which you are interested), let me know and I will do the research
and e-mail you a link you can use to check it out more (and order it if you
want).  I will be linking to books within the Media Alert, to make it more
efficient for you.  If you click on the link, you will be sent to that title
on Amazon. You do =not= have to buy it at that point!  You may, but the
option is yours.
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Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 18:48:38 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 17:55:14 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 08:25:13 -0500
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>  >From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>  >Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 19:43:10 EST
>  >To: updates@globalserve.net
>  >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>  >I'm just glad that we are not having to duke out the validity of
>  >this video with the true believers.

>  >Rebecca

>  What in the world makes you so sure of that????  There will
>  certainly be conspiracy theorists who will say there was a real
>  abduction but the video vanished and they had to use actors and
>  do it again.

>  True believers are just that.

Bob, do you see many people arguing about the validity of the video?

I rest my case.

Rebecca
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Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: Michael Wayne Malone <wayne@HiWAAY.net>
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 02:02:20 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 18:35:20 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 16:41:50 -0800
> From: "Terry J. Blanton" <commengr@bellsouth.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> I can shed a little light on this production.  If you go to the
> University of Michigan's site to the "Science Fiction Films &
> Shows" page at:

> http://www.windows.umich.edu/art_and_music/films.html

> You'll find this entry:

> "UFO Abduction: A True Story.
>      Director: Dean Alioto.
>      Not rated. 93 minutes.
>      Plot: Based on an actual 1983 incident, explores how
>      the lives of a Connecticut family were affected by
>      their abduction and examination by aliens. "

> Indeed, the credits of the UPN show have Dean Alioto as the
> Director and Story Writer.

I didn't see the UPN video, but I told John Valez in a private
note what I'm about to share with you now.  Perhaps John will be
so good as to confirm that I mentioned it to him. I'm going into
much more detail here.

This video has been out AND debunked for quite a while.
Sightings or some other paranormal program debunked this video
ages ago.  I even have that episode on tape, and when I get my
VCR working again, I'll give you the copyright date.  Sightings,
or whoever, even interviewed the director/story writer and he
said he was honored that anyone thought this film was real, but
that it was just a student film project.  Shown where production
stills of the little girls getting into alien costums and such.

But the fact is, this video has been out and about for a long
time, at least two years.  And it has been debunked and a known
fake for at least a year and a half.  When I saw the Sightings
(or whatever) show two years ago with this topic, I was under the
impression that Sightings had done the story on the abduction
video as if it were real over a year before.

Now, I think the interesting question becomes, "are any of the
same producers behind Sightings involved in this production?"
That is a far more interesting question than "is it real, is it
fake, and who was fooled?"

On a related subject... If UFO research is ever to enter a
realistic, respected, and honored role in the media, then it must
act like it deserves it. I commend John Valez for his actions in
refusing to participate. I am shocked that Stan Friedman
participated in a project without seeing even a tiny peice of the
film in question.  As a television producer, I am shocked at the
tricks used to bring legitamacy to this program...

Shame on UPN
Shame on the producers
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And double shame on the UFO community for accepting this crap.

Michael Malone
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Re: 'The Threat'...

From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 01:37:53 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 18:31:30 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat'...

> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...
> Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 01:10:19 -0800

> Well, science fiction has only really existed for a relatively
> short time, at least as a literature of technical extrapolation.
> So I can't see how UFO descriptions, which have remained
> relatively unchanged (given the difficulty in interpreting or
> assessing the credibility of older sources) could follow SF
> fashion.

Well, I'll hold of my assessment of that until I look further
into the subject.  All that I can say is what I have read has
lead me to regard the descriptions as more fluid, but that may as
well be a reflection insufficient reading.

> Basically, I think that has to be an important
> part of our "baseline": we have reports from the present day and
> the last fifty years which have been relatively well
> investigated, and the credibility of whose witnesses is generally
> known.

But is it though?  So much of what I have heard (and again, I'll
admit much of it being more recent may very well be a poor
sample) has involved little physical evidence and has relied
mostly on the credibility of the eyewitness.  And especially in
cases where hypnotic regression has been used, I have some
difficulty accepting witness credibility.

> So the patterns we derive from that data are probably
> representative of the "real" phenomenon (whatever that may be).
> Thus, when I go back and look at old data, I give much greater
> credibility to cases that support current patterns than to those
> which break them.

I can understand your motivation for doing this, but at the same
time I worry that doing so may be dangerous.  I'd prefer to have
some sort of objective criterion to select or reject data.
Without it, you risk massaging the data to support an existing
conclusion.

But again, I do appreciate your response and will take some time
to read more, and at that point, if I still have problems with
your analysis, I will have more to go on that worries.

>       c) SF readership has never been a major proportion of the
> reading public. Offhand claims that SF influences the reports of
> UFOs must deal with the absence of UFOs during period of high SF
> awareness (such as Welles' 38 War of the Worlds or the period
> immediately after Close Encounters, and with the (until fairly
> recenly) limited demographics of SF and fantasy.

I wasn't suggesting that the popularity of SF was in any way
related to the frequency of UFO sightings, only that the form of
UFOs may be related to the SF representations of alien craft at
the time.  But I don't think I could claim that the latter caused
the former without pushing it.  And I would argue that ideas and
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other elements from limited genres do spread into society as a
whole, often without anyone thinking about the source.  Culture
is by no means a gradual, liner phenomenon, and the existence of
numerous fads, trends, and fashions which arose from unexpected
places are I think sufficient evidence.

> Also, most "alien spacecraft" in the 30s and 40s were giant metal
> riveted cigars with large round glass portholes. These are
> conspicuously absent from the UFO reports of the time period.

Now that I will grant you and I apologize for not being more
careful in characterizing SF spacecraft.  I guess it's been a
long time since I looked through my pulp SF collection.

> In other words, any theory that claims a relationship between
> fiction and reports doesn't stand up well to the actual cases.

OK, it seems you're right.  I still suspect some
cross-contamination in either one direction or the other
(possibly influencing some of the more dubious sightings) but no,
it isn't nearly enough to hope to explain the phenomenon.

> I'd suggest a copy of Paul Hill's Unconventional Flying Objects.

Thank you.

> If there were some evidence for the existence of these so far
> imaginary constructs existing in a state of nature, I might,
> slightly grant some possibility to the idea that they could cause
> some minor EM effects.

It's admittedly difficult, but the models do explain ball
lightning quite effectively (although your later point about
clear skies is nonetheless valid).  And some considerably more
microscopic effects. In any case I have some papers arriving by
interlibrary loan and I'm going to take them to a physicist
friend of mine for evaluation. If anyone cares, I'll tell you
what he says about it.

> Unfortunately, like most UFO reports, most EM reports occur
> during clear weather, many are during the day and include the
> close observation of structured objects with a metallic
> appearance.

And that's a very good point.

> The idea that plasmas can leave calcined ground traces with
> weights in the tens of tons, however, is completely unsupportable
> (pun intended).

I'm assuming your previous reference contains documentation of
this, if so I'm looking forward to reading it.

> And the extensive literature of radiation damage
> cases indicates that we are not talking about minor levels of
> energy generation - again a major problem for any of these
> "self-motivated plasma" theories.

Yeah, unless modern science has completely missed something about
particle physics, and matter is spontaneously converting to
energy (which I don't think it is).  Well, obviously we don't
know everything about physics because we haven't managed to break
the light speed barrier or make a reactionless drive yet.

> This is a Vallee-type concept which I really can't see support
> for in the cases that I have examined. Only a very small
> percentage of cases appear unusual enough to require
> extraordinary explanations of this sort, and many of those are of
> dubious credibility. Others have been successfully explained by
> various theorists with ideas that don't require quite so much
> revision of current scientific concepts as "parallel worlds",
> "ultra-terrestrials", paranormal "control systems", etc.

Actually parallel worlds aren't as hoaky as you think (c.f.,
Everett and Wheeler) but that's a matter of semantics.  Like I
said, I look forward to evaluating the evidence myself.
Ultimately, though, since we can't really do any experiments, it
all comes down to which theory describes it "best".  And "best"
is of course a matter of one's personal belief systems; the
metrics we each use to evaluate the elegance and "ordinariness"
of a theory are entirely subjective.
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Case in point, I've met people who believe that the entire
phenomenon is essentially being produced, in physical form, by
mass human belief (the "Tulpa" theory).  To them, this was a much
more elegant explanation.  Until we can figure out how to test a
theory on the UFO phenomenon, it's going to come down to "who
sounds less like a crackpot".  And while there are some people
I'd definitely consider crackpots, I'm sure others would say the
same of me.  Or you, for that matter.

> I refer you to my essay at
...

Thank you very much.

> But that argues for great caution and maximal evidence before
> theorizing, especially before making theories that really break
> with the knowns of physics.

Well, I think most, if not all, of these theories put a strain on
physics, if for no other reason than UFOs appear to have some
form of reactionless propulsion (if this has been addressed
before please tell me in email and I'll look it up).  But I rely
heavily upon Clarke's Law in issues of technology, because I
don't think our own level of science is anywhere close to
perfection.

> The reason
> for that is that there are credible cases on the border
> of abduction, consciously remembered, and in some cases
> with physical evidence of one sort or another.

OK, so I think one of the problems I'm running into here is that
I haven't been looking towards the right sources.  Although in my
defense, trying to find a good book has been like finding the
proverbial needle in the haystack.

> Read the catalogs and read the literature. My website hosts
> four large catalogs, and the Project 1947 website

And again, thank you very much for the pointer.  I appreciate it
very much.

> We recently hashed that around extensively here. I won't go into
> it again, but you may want to check out the UFO Updates archive.

Will do.  Thanks.

> It's not a question of getting more intelligent but of having more
> knowledge. And we certainly have a lot more knowledge now than
> we did then.

But viewed from the perspective of how much knowledge it is
possible to have (and I'm talking about major changes in
understanding, not obscure stuff like "how many protons are in my
cup of coffee"), I looking upon earlier peoples as more ignorant
is like an ant looking down upon a flea.  Many, many times have
scientists (who should have known better) claimed to be close to
the end of important discoveries in their fields.

> Anyway, I hope this helps in _your_ search for knowledge.

Yes, it does.  Once again, thanks for taking the time to address
my concerns in an intelligent way.
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Alfred's Odd Ode #217

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 07:02:01 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 18:54:07 -0500
Subject: Alfred's Odd Ode #217

Apology to MW #217 (For January 24, 1998)

Your silence, as always, is ominous and harsh, and perhaps I am
uncomfortable on this road that I must march. But that point is
lost in dissonance, _John Ford_ is dissed -- forgotten. His
plight's ignored, dismissed and damned -- concern is misbegotten.
And it really could be one of you, and you'd wish that you were
missed. The measure I'm correct is made to match how much you're
pissed.

You miss the point forgetting John as easy as you do. Not as
pretty as Whit Streiber, lived with Mom, so what's construed? He
picked up homeless strays, could shed a tear if they should
suffer. We shan't demand John gain surcease from Suffolk county's
bluffers?

What is it with Ford the 'whole rest =85 the world' knows? Does he
play with his feces? Does he suck dirty toes? Is it 'cause he's
republican (equally odiferous)? It's his guns! Or his friends, or
perhaps he's carnivorous! Maybe just unpretty -- an embarrassment
to some? You turn your back because he's nerdy, somewhat
cluttered  and unfun? He wears his cammies like Glen Campbell =85
had (and used!) decoder rings? He fell at last to keystone cops
in the stupidest of stings? It's his tin foil saucer beanie? It's
an image thing, you think? Perhaps he's plagued with body odor,
and he reeks a stench, or stinks?

=85 Then it's you not thinking clearly, and it's you won't watch
dissolve, the fabric of the tyranny from which you _think_ you
are absolved! He's one of us that's gotten nailed for asking
bigger questions! A casualty in war for truth, though fought with
Law's suggestion! He fought our battle, now lies wounded in a
dungeon of his enemy, while we stand by, our eyes askance,
pretentious, and unfriendly.

What's gravy for the goose (and it's John Ford's goose that's
steamed) will be gravy for the gander, and it's THEN I'll hear
your scream!

     Lehmberg@snowhill.com

=85like outraged, and insulted, newly minted Castrati.

--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake for trumped up crimes.
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Chat with Skeptic/Investigator, Phil Klass

From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <vonni_h@email.msn.com>
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 07:27:17 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 19:01:22 -0500
Subject: Chat with Skeptic/Investigator, Phil Klass

Join us on Tuesday, January 27th,  6pm, PT, for a live chat with
America's best known Skeptic. Long known for his detailed
debunking of UFO cases, Phil Klass picks up the gauntlet yet
again with the mecca of the phenomenon: Roswell 1947.

He has also recently published, in his Skeptics UFO Newsletter
(SUN), a breakdown of "factual errors as well as ridiculous
"claims" from Col. Corso's Day After Roswell.  The chat is
available at http://forums.msn.com/UFO

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC client. The
chat server name is publicchat.msn.com and the room or channel
name is #briefing.

A special audio interview will be available via Netshow, on the
UFO Forum site.
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Re: UPN Abduction Video

From: "Len Fedullo" <lenf1@snip.net>
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 08:44:30 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 19:14:07 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN Abduction Video

>Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 10:15:13 -0400
>From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UPN Abduction Video

>At the risk of repeating myself. I did not see the video. I did not say
>anything about the video. I wasn't asked anything about the video and I
>have not yet seen the program because it wasn't shown here. I understand
>that the creator was a guy named Alioto. Len.. did I say anything you
>felt wasn't true? Or is it entirely the context? If My words were
>falsely used, then I may have a cause for legal action. Has anybody
>talked to the FCC about whether there should be a disclaimer if fiction
>is presented as fact? Could one read the names of the actors which I
>understand were listed in the credits?

>Stan Friedman

Mr. Friedman,

You have spent so much of your life in pursuit of answers, real
answers in regards to the UFO phenomena and then you take time to
separating the fact from the fiction so that people like myself
would have a better understanding of what's happening in our
world. I greatly appreciate that.

But you missed my point in the earlier e-mail I posted. Your name
was used to try and legitimatize the UPU abduction show. Whether
or not your comments are accurate in regards to abduction
situations, they should not have been delivered in this "vehicle"
because it hurts your cause. So the real point is, did you allow
them to use your name or did they simply use stock video without
your permission or knowledge. I can't tell from your response.

Len Fedullo
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing [Kiviat]

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 07:22:34 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 19:08:39 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing [Kiviat]

At 06:39 PM 1/23/98 -0500, you wrote:

>Dear List:

>For the record: The UPN/Kiviat production was NOT in the least
>bit original. It was nearly an exact copy of a film produced by
>Dean Alioto/Axiom Films in San Francisco in 1989, titled, UFO
>ABDUCTION. 75 minutes. Alioto took a group of friends, etc. for a
>weekend and enacted the nearly identical sequence of events
>depicted in the UPN docudrama. He did not however, intersperse
>interviews with 'personalities' in his film.

>Tom T.

Tom-

"Incident at Lake County" was produced by Dick Clark Productions, not
Kiviat/Green or Robert Kiviat.  Are you saying that Robert Kiviat is now
working for Dick Clark Productions?

Tha Alioto "film" you mention was created filmed as a low budget
demonstration designed to attract investors in a full fledged feature film.
 That project fell through and someone who got a copy decided to have some
fun with it and sent it to some UFO researchers without further
explanation.  The only similarities that exist pertain to the general plot,
and not much more.  From some postings I have seen on the UPN show, it is
claimed that it was produced as a student project of some sort.  How Dick
Clark Productions and the students got together on this show would be
interesting to know, but the bottom line is that UPN's promotion was (at
the very least) improper.

Steve
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Re: UFO Meeting/Discussion Group

From: c549597@showme.missouri.edu [Barbara Becker]
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 14:47:46 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 19:29:56 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Meeting/Discussion Group

When:   Wednesday, March 18, 1998 (This meeting is held every three
        months.)
Time:   6:30 PM to 8:45 PM
Where:  Milford Library
        State Road 131
        Milford, Ohio

Everyone welcome.

Hosted by:  Peggy and Jerry Black.  The Blacks were the principle
investigators of the Kentucky Abduction case. [Reference: The
Encyclopedia of UFOs/Story pages 192 - 195 also, information can be
found at Kenny Young's website at:  http://home.fuse.net/task/DATA0.htm
(UFO Database 1976).] The Blacks also worked with Tracy Torme in the
making of Fire In The Sky, depicting Travis Walton's abduction.

Jerry and Peggy Black can be reached at:  513-625-2613
(please call after 1PM  Eastern time.)
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Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: "Steven Kaeser" <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 18:46:04 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 20:00:52 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 18:48:38 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>> Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 08:25:13 -0500
>>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>  From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's
Abduction

>>  >I'm just glad that we are not having to duke out the validity of
>>  >this video with the true believers.

>>  What in the world makes you so sure of that????  There will
>>  certainly be conspiracy theorists who will say there was a real
>>  abduction but the video vanished and they had to use actors and
>>  do it again.

>>  True believers are just that.

>Bob, do you see many people arguing about the validity of the video?

>I rest my case.

>Rebecca

I don't know if the numbers mean much, but as of 6:30pm (est)  on
Saturday there were

    10,428 votes cast by those who believed the video was real and
    10,501 votes cast by those who believed it to be a fake

Those who have voted for it apparently don't frequent the usuall
"lists" and haven't been engaging in the debate.  If the web
site's poll is to be believed, about half the viewers who have
computers believed it was real. On the other hand, I'm not too
trusting of anything that UPN does or says these days.

Of the three "lists" I monitor, no one has argued for its
validity, and UPN is taking the brunt of the anger (as they
should).

Steve
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing [Kiviat]

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 16:02:38 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 19:34:08 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing [Kiviat]

>From: AFSDialog <AFSDialog@aol.com> [Tom Tulien]
>Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 14:32:36 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

>Dear List:

>For the record: The UPN/Kiviat production was NOT in the least
>bit original. It was nearly an exact copy of a film produced by
>Dean Alioto/Axiom Films in San Francisco in 1989, titled, UFO
>ABDUCTION. 75 minutes. Alioto took a group of friends, etc. for a
>weekend and enacted the nearly identical sequence of events
>depicted in the UPN docudrama. He did not however, intersperse
>interviews with 'personalities' in his film.
>
>Tom T.

Tom,

For the record, this was not a Kiviat production.  Mr. Alioto is
given credit in the end credits.  No one stole the idea from him,
he just did another one.

Bob
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: Marie Ivey <jmi@aretha.jax.org>
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 12:00:41 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 19:25:26 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 11:03:29 -0400
> From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> > From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
> > Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 16:18:06 EST
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> > First let me point out that this program was not disinformation,
> > it was entertainment (not that Russ or some of the others have
> > suggested that). It was produced to make money for UPN and Bob
> > Kiviat. Too often we scream disinformation when we don't like the
> > tone of the information out there.

> > Second, I think it is important that we focus on the agenda of
> > the UFO community. We all have expressed a desire to elevate it
> > into the scientific arena. We all talk a good game, but too often
> > it is only talk.

> > Yes, we should be outraged at the program, but blame for the
> > damage done to the UFO community is not in the hands of UPN, but
> > in the hands of the UFO community. Once again, we have shot
> > ourselves in the foot.

> > KRandle

> Kevin:

> I still
> haven't a tape of the show so can't check. What is the source of
> this info?

> Stan

Someone out there must have video taped this program.

Would someone please send Stan a copy.  I fell asleep before the
credits but it was obvious to me that this was an attempt to make
fun of those of us that believe something real is going on.
Please let up on Stan. This is not the first time someone
credible has been used to add credibility to a hoax or if you
will, entertainment.

Best regards,

Marie
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Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 15:46:41 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 19:27:15 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 16:41:50 -0800
>From: "Terry J. Blanton" <commengr@bellsouth.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>I can shed a little light on this production.  If you go to the
>University of Michigan's site to the "Science Fiction Films &
>Shows" page at:

>http://www.windows.umich.edu/art_and_music/films.html

>You'll find this entry:

>"UFO Abduction: A True Story.
>     Director: Dean Alioto.
>     Not rated. 93 minutes.
>     Plot: Based on an actual 1983 incident, explores how
>     the lives of a Connecticut family were affected by
>     their abduction and examination by aliens. "

>Indeed, the credits of the UPN show have Dean Alioto as the
>Director and Story Writer.

And, Mr. Alioto is the same dude who filmed the "abduction"
from a child's birthday party which was around several years
ago.  I guess he has developed a cottage industry of making
fake abduction movies.

Bob
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing [Kiviat]

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 15:54:10 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 19:31:15 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing [Kiviat]

>Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 11:03:29 -0400
>From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

>> Here the clue should have been Bob Kiviat. He produced the Alien
>> Autopsy fraud. That should have been enough to suggest that those
>> who appeared on the show should have given it a pass. We all know
>> that Kiviat edited his shows to put all the aired segments in the
>> best light and he cared nothing about the facts. I stood in the
>> kitchen of the home that had once been owned by Jesse Marcel and
>> listened to the director of the Alien Autopsy flat out lie to
>> me.

>> Yes, we should be outraged at the program, but blame for the
>> damage done to the UFO community is not in the hands of UPN, but
>> in the hands of the UFO community. Once again, we have shot
>> ourselves in the foot.

>> KRandle

>Kevin:

>I must have missed something. I never heard Kiviat's name
>mentioned in conjunction with this show until your comment. Not
>in California and not in the flood of Comments. If I had, I
>wouldn't have appeared. Is he listed in the credits? I still
>haven't a tape of the show so can't check. What is the source of
>this info?

>Stan

Stan,

You didn't miss anything.  Bob Kiviat was in no way connected
with this program.  This was a Dick Clark production, just like
the crappy stuff hosted by Jonathan Frakes last night on Fox.

Kevin is off base on this one.

Bob
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IUFO: Friedman & Simms Reply to UPN's Hoax

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 19:54:26 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 19:54:26 -0500
Subject: IUFO: Friedman & Simms Reply to UPN's Hoax

From: IUFO Mailing List

http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/media/mailing/archive/iufo/msg04516.shtml

Stanton and Derrel Reply to UPN's Hoax

Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 15:52:05 -0600 (CST)
From: *Vanguard*  [Amy Hebert]
Subject: IUFO: Stanton and Derrel Reply to UPN's Hoax

->  SearchNet's   IUFO   Mailing List

Dear Friends:

As mentioned previously, I wrote to Derrel Sims and Stanton Friedman and
asked them about their role in UPN's production "Alien Abduction Incident At
Lake County".  Below is a copy of my letter and their responses to my
questions...

                            ************

Dear Mr. Friedman (fsphys@brunnet.net):

 I, and many others in the UFO community, watched UPN's show the other night
 in which you appeared and gave your opinions as an investigator and
 researcher.

 The video was an obvious fake and many in the UFO community are outraged.
 We are boycotting UPN, informing the producers and advertisers of our
 feelings and spreading the word.

 Many find it hard to believe you, Derrel and Yvonne would support such an
 obvious hoax and theorize that your interviews were edited to make it look
 like experts were supporting the alleged video of an abduction.  It does
 appear that your comments as well as Derrel's and Yvonne's do not refer to
 the video directly.

 Could you please answer the following questions so many are asking?

  1. Did you know your comments would be used to support the alleged
     abduction video?

  Friedman: No of course not. I didn't see the video and haven't seen the
            program I gave answers to questions about abductions.

 2. Did the producers edit your interview to make it LOOK like you were
    refering to the video when, in fact, you were only refering to
    abductions in general?

 Friedman:  I have no idea how they edited my comments. I wasn't asked about
            the video and said nothing about it.

 3. Did you view the alleged abduction video before making your comments and
    did you believe it to be real or an obvious hoax?

 Friedman:  I didn't see the video. I haven't seen the video. How can I have
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            an opinion? Everything I have heard indicates that actors were
            listed and that the probably filmer was a guy named Alioto. I
            have seen nothing to indicate that either the video was genuine
            or that UPN said it was genuine.

 4. Did the producers tell you the video was in actuality produced with
     actors and special effects (as listed in the credits at the end of the
     program) and not a real video of an abduction in progress?

 Friedman:  It was implied after the interview.

 5. This program has openly attempted to discredit you and all researchers
    who are trying to inform the public of the true nature of abduction
    phenomena.  Can you explain how you came to be involved in this project?

 Friedman:  I don't understand how the program attempted to discredit me or
            other researchers. Were my answers off base? Did they give me
            false credentials?  I was called on Dec. 31; trip arranged Jan.
            1, I left on Jan 2 stayed overnight, was interviwed Jan.3 , saw
            my daughter and caught the red eye. Obviously I was contacted
            because I am well known and have been at it a long time. Would
            it really have been better if somebody less able to answer the
            questions rationally hade been used? So far nobody has complained
            about what I actually said or how I said it.
            Hastily, Stan

                       ******************

And this reply from Derrel Sims (derrel@holman.net):

DEAR AMY,

Thank you for asking,

 I  was interviewed on the subject of abductions by an interviewer at  Dick
Clark Productions who asked a series of very general questions about
abductions, I signed a release for the interview I  gave not knowing that
it would be cut and edited into another  piece.  I was not informed by
either the producers, or interviewer,  that my comments would be used in a
video.  I did not see the video.  I did not comment on the video in any
way.  If I had known I was  going to be a part of a production--dramatic or
otherwise--parts of which I was not being shown, I would not have done the
interview. The production entitled "Incident in Lake County" in no way
reflects my opinions about the video. I regret the way my image was used.
In the future I will scrutinize with great care any requests for my
appearances.

Derrel Sims

******************************************

It appears no one has complained to Derrel or Stanton about this video nor
does it seem that either has seen it.  Perhaps those wishing to express
their opinions to UPN may also wish to share it with Stanton and Derrel.

Amy
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UFO Crash in Ukraine & Chernobyl UFO [Current

From: Anatoly Kutovoy <kutovoj@MAIL.IAE.LT>
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 10:13:15 +0200
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 21:17:06 -0500
Subject: UFO Crash in Ukraine & Chernobyl UFO [Current

Forwarded for List Members by Anatoly Kutovoy.

From: vladimir@neuro.kharkov.ua
To: kutovoj@mail.iae.lt
Subject: letter

Dear Anatoly,

Your e-mail of January 15 (written in Russian in MIME format)
was quite readable, but your e-mail of January 20 (in Windows-
1251) was not (in its Russian-language part, of course). Thank
you for the information on the supposed crash of an unknown
object not far from Kharkov - I did not hear about this. Isn't
there a possibility to find out the title of the newspaper, in
which this report was published? In any case, I will try to
verify it. At present I have no independent confirmation of the
report.

As for the stories about supposed Chernobyl UFOs, this was a
part of my paper "Alien Contacts and Abduction Experiences: a
Look from the C.I.S.", published in MUFON 1994 International UFO
Symposium Proceedings ("Ufology: a Historical Perspective",
Seguin: MUFON, 1994, pp. 138-152). What follows is this fragment
(p. 150):

     "...About one month before the Chernobyl disaster I had a
talk with an air traffic controller of the Kharkov airport. He
told me that, according to pilots' reports, there was a raising
number of UFO observations in the area of the Chernobyl nuclear
power station (ChNPS). I did not pay special attention to this
information, but put it down. After the disaster I took these
notes from my file and for some time stared at them with, I can
suppose, a rather stupid expression on my face.

     Later it became known that on the night of the fire in the
ChNPS, some 3 hours after the explosion, a team of nuclear
specialists saw in the sky over the station a fiery ball of the
color of brass. The witnesses estimated its diameter as 6-8
meters and its distance from the burning nuclear reactor No. 4
as some 300 meters. Just before the observation these
specialists measured the level of radiation in the place where
they were standing. It was measured at 3000 milliroentgens per
hour. "Suddenly two bright rays of crimson color extended from
the ball to the reactor... This lasted for some 3 minutes... The
rays abruptly faded and the ball slowly floated away in a north-
westerly direction, towards Byelorussia. Then we again looked at
our radiation monitor. It displayed only 800 milliroentgens per
hour..." (quoted from: V.Kratokhvil. UFO: A Time Machine. Kiev:
Vypol, 1993, pp. 6-7.)."

Of course, you may use this text at your web-site.

All my best wishes!

Sincerely, Vladimir Rubtsov
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Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: "Steven Kaeser" <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 19:42:23 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 20:55:32 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 02:02:20 -0600 (CST)
>From: Michael Wayne Malone <wayne@HiWAAY.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>This video has been out AND debunked for quite a while.
>Sightings or some other paranormal program debunked this video
>ages ago.  I even have that episode on tape, and when I get my
>VCR working again, I'll give you the copyright date.  Sightings,
>or whoever, even interviewed the director/story writer and he
>said he was honored that anyone thought this film was real, but
>that it was just a student film project.  Shown where production
>stills of the little girls getting into alien costums and such.

>But the fact is, this video has been out and about for a long
>time, at least two years.  And it has been debunked and a known
>fake for at least a year and a half.  When I saw the Sightings
>(or whatever) show two years ago with this topic, I was under the
>impression that Sightings had done the story on the abduction
>video as if it were real over a year before.

You're thinking of a different video.  The video shown on
sightings was very similar, but not the same one.  I believe that
John has confirmed some of the details regarding the history of
the UPN video, and posted that information to UpDates.  If I
recall, the video shown several years ago on Sightings was a
demonstration video that was created to try and attract interest
in a full fledged production (thankfully never made).  Someone
later decided to send it to a UFO researcher for a laugh and a
number of man-hours were wasted in researching it.

>Shame on UPN
>Shame on the producers
>And double shame on the UFO community for accepting this crap.

Given what we know now, I wouldn't have bothered to watch it.
But given the hype, I didn't want to miss it.  Unfortunately, the
acting was so bad that I didn't stay in the room long enough to
read the credits, which would have confirmed what I already
knew.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 24

Re: The Philadelphia Experiment lives on

From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 14:50:22 -1000
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 21:02:49 -0500
Subject: Re: The Philadelphia Experiment lives on

> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: The Philadelphia Experiment lives on
> Date: Saturday, January 24, 1998 12:36 PM

> From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni]
> Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 21:31:49 +0000
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: The Philadelphia Experiment lives on

> The Philadelphia Experiment lives on

> A fairly recent addition to the famous Philadelphia Experiment is
> a man called Drue (Andy) who claims he was one of five civilian
> scientists involved in the actual experiment that made the USS
> Eldridge disappear on August 15th 1943.

> In 1947 his memory was magnetically scrambled to prevent recall,
> and in 1952 he was reborn as "Andy" a kind of "walk-in" with a
> suppressed DNA memory. Andy served 22 years of distinguished
> service in the Marine Corps and retired in 1993 as a Master
> Sergeant.

No offense Georgina, but this is the third nonsensical post you
have sent today.  This one is simple, too.  If Andy was a
civilian scientist in 1943, he was at least 21 years of age at
that time, assuming that he went to college for at least a little
while.  If he retired from the Marine Corps in 1993 after 22
years of service, he joined in 1971.  You cannot now, nor could
you ever in this century, join an American military service on a
regular enlistment if you are over 35 years of age. If he was 21
years of age in 1943, he would have been 49 years old in 1971 and
would have been on active duty into his 70s.

There is not even anything to debate here.  It didn't happen.

Aloha
Tom Burnett
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Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

From: "Larry Hatch" <larryhat@jps.net>
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 18:31:28 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 22:33:04 -0500
Subject: Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

> From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni]
> Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 21:30:56 +0000
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

> Buddhist  Monastic Claims She Received Death Threats

<snipped>

You  reap what you sow!

If you spread horse-crap  you will gain it in return.

I had honestly expected more from  the people
on this list.

- Larry Hatch
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 24

UFO FOrum Chat Tomorrow at 7:00 pm Mtn time

From: "Christopher O'Brien" <tmv@pop.amigo.net>
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 20:15:36 -7
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 22:53:00 -0500
Subject: UFO FOrum Chat Tomorrow at 7:00 pm Mtn time

I will be on UFO Forum's Chat tomorrow at publicchat.msn.com
#briefing chat room.  Time:  From 7 pm mtn till ?
Join in, looking forward to hearing from you!

chris

Christopher O'Brien
tmv@amigo.net
http://home.amigo.net/tmv
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 24

Re: USAF Roswell Debunker Richard Weaver

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 14:51:27 -0700
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 23:29:42 -0500
Subject: Re: USAF Roswell Debunker Richard Weaver

> From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
> Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 02:23:15 +0100
> Fwd Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 23:55:19 -0500
> Subject: USAF Roswell Debunker Richard Weaver Interviewed

> Spokane native helped crash Roswell's party

> Little green men are green, Doug Clark muses, because that's the color
> of money.

> Scorched UFO buffs call him a real Man in Black.

> To spaced-out believers, Richard Weaver is a gatekeeper for the U.S.
> government's conspiracy to hush up the fact that a saucer full of
> cosmic commuters once took a tumble out among the New Mexico
> tumbleweeds.

> Such an earthly explanation predictably sent the UFO community into
> orbit.

> Weaver insists, however, that he never wanted his name linked to little
> green men. "I'd like to be remembered for putting killers and rapists
> in jail. Instead, I'll be the guy who did the study on all this goofy
> UFO stuff."

> Schiff got more than he bargained for. Weaver led a staff of crack
> researchers who spent eight months investigating the case.

> You don't have to be Rocketman to see the Roswell Incident for the load
> of horse twaddle it is.

> Back in 1947, this was only a two-day news story that ended when the
> sticks and foil found were ruled to have come from a weather balloon.
> Space aliens didn't even enter the picture until decades later, when
> kooks like Friedman and others started spouting off and selling books.

> Why? Because big money is to be made.

> Last summer's 50th anniversary party was a galactic blowout that packed
> Roswell with a horde of costumed wackos. It was, says Weaver, "a cross
> between Woodstock and a meeting for the insane."

> There probably is a conspiracy afoot. It is with UFO hucksters who
> can't afford to let truth get in the way of such a lucrative scam.

> "This is logic vs. emotion," says the government's Man in Black.
> "Roswell has become like Paul Bunyan. It's a myth that people believe."

This is one of the most complete examples of the media insulting
the scientists and researchers working in ufology that I've seen
in a long time.

Very impressive.

I personally think that Weaver and his associates in the Air
Force didn't even come close to matching research which indicated
a ballon explanation that hard working civilian researchers like
Karl Pflock and Robert Todd have dug up through the years. Weaver
doesn't deserve credit for original research, he played off
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civilian research, we all know it.

This report goes a lot further than interviewing Weaver and
presenting a skeptical perspective on Roswell. It insults the
whole field of ufology with extreme prejudice.

Jared.
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 24

Re: UPN Abduction Video

From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 00:09:42 -0400
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 23:47:20 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN Abduction Video

> From: "Len Fedullo" <lenf1@snip.net>
> To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UPN Abduction Video
> Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 08:44:30 -0800

> >Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 10:15:13 -0400
> >From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UPN Abduction Video

> >At the risk of repeating myself. I did not see the video. I did not say
> >anything about the video. I wasn't asked anything about the video and I
> >have not yet seen the program because it wasn't shown here. I understand
> >that the creator was a guy named Alioto. Len.. did I say anything you
> >felt wasn't true? Or is it entirely the context? If My words were
> >falsely used, then I may have a cause for legal action. Has anybody
> >talked to the FCC about whether there should be a disclaimer if fiction
> >is presented as fact? Could one read the names of the actors which I
> >understand were listed in the credits?

> >Stan Friedman

> Mr. Friedman,

> You have spent so much of your life in pursuit of answers, real
> answers in regards to the UFO phenomena and then you take time to
> separating the fact from the fiction so that people like myself
> would have a better understanding of what's happening in our
> world. I greatly appreciate that.

> But you missed my point in the earlier e-mail I posted. Your name
> was used to try and legitimatize the UPU abduction show. Whether
> or not your comments are accurate in regards to abduction
> situations, they should not have been delivered in this "vehicle"
> because it hurts your cause. So the real point is, did you allow
> them to use your name or did they simply use stock video without
> your permission or knowledge. I can't tell from your response.

> Len Fedullo

Len:

I don't understand your question. I was interviewed in person on
January 3 for the UPN show. Parts of my pieces were apparently
used in the show.

What stock video?I gather it was skillful editing not having seen
the show. I am not psychic. If this was a terrible show, as I
gather most people thought, it was certainly not the first and
won't be the last ?>  Does it do more damage than the many phony
claims that have been made by the likes of Bob Lazar, Frank
Stranges, Guy Kirkwood, Frank Kaufmann etc..

STFriedman
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 24

Charleston AFB, SC, 1975

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 23:29:52 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 23:50:00 -0500
Subject: Charleston AFB, SC, 1975

The 1975 flyover reports were very interesting.  Not all
reports have been published.  Perhaps the report below was
related to that activity.  It is too bad this report was not
followed up at the time.   The name has been deleted per the
writer's request.

--
Jan Aldrich
Project 1947
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/

>To:  National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena

Dear Sirs:

I just finished reading an article in the Sunday newspaper
magazine, Parade.  The article, UFO's vs.  USAF, described
incidents which were identical to one with which I had some
personal involvement.  Though I can't pinpoint the exact time,
the incident occurred in late 1974 or early into 1975.

I was a staff sergeant in the Air Force, working an evening shift
at Charleston AFB, SC., xxxxxxxxxxxx Section.  I received a call
from a chief petty officer at the Charleston Navy Weapons Station
(nuclear storage area).  He wanted to know whether we had any
information on the three helicopters (or whatever) which were
hovering over the storage area.  He said they were just hovering
and each was shining a bright light which was scanning the area.
I informed the chief that I had no flight plan information on
helicopters or any other aircraft which would be in that area.  I
took his name ad number and told him I would call back if I found
out anything.  I then called the airport control tower.  They
informed me that tower personnel had been and were observing the
three lights and had assumed them to be helicopters on a VFR
flight plan.  when I explained that the objects were over the
weapons station, tower attempted radio contact with no response.
The tower controller also checked with airport radar w ho could
not pick the objects up on scope nor had they had any radio
contact.  I then called the Jacksonville, Fla.  Air Traffic
Control Center.  The controller there also had no information on
the "helicopters".  I made one other call in trying to determine
information on the objects.  The Charleston AFS, an Air Defense
Command radar site, is located near the municipal terminal side
of the airport.  The person I spoke to there (airman) seemed
vague, unconcerned and unresponsive to the information but said
they would check on it.  I then called the navy chief to let him
know I had struck out.  He said the objects had just left the
area heading in the direction of the ocean.  A final call to the
control tower revealed that they had just observed the objects
disappear from view, out to seat at a very low altitude.

The incident described is accurate to the best of my memory.
It left me a bit shaken and greatly concerned about our air
defense and security procedures.  Since there was nothing about
the incident in the news the next day nor any apparent concern
from military superiors, I decided to "tip" Mr.  Hal Boykin, a
local TV anchor man.  He gave a brief report a couple of days
later.  Basically all that was reported was that Charleston navy
officials had confirmed the incident and had it under
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investigation.

As you can tell, the incident I have described is very similar or
identical to the ones in the Parade article with nuclear storage
areas being the "target" of the objects.  However, this incident
happened several months prior to any of those.  It happened in a
different geographical area and to the Navy instead of the Air
Force.  Could this have been the initial practice run as a
prelude to the sightings mentioned in the article?

There still may be a casual record of the Charleston sighting in
the dispatchers log book at base operations.  These logs are
usually kept for a longer period than routine office files.
Regardless, four civilian employees are still there who should
have some recall of the incident.  They are Mrs.  Lois Wells,
Mr.
McFarland, Mr.  Froman and Mr.  Thornburg.  I'm not sure, but I
think Mr.  Froman was my shift supervisor when the incident
happened.

Personally, I do not believe these were UFO's in the traditional
sense.  I believe they were penetration of our security and
defense either by our own forces for the purpose of testing the
system or by a foreign adversary for reconnaissance purposes.  I
only hope that the former was the case.

I hope this information will be of some use to your organization.
 It has been bugging me for sometime now.  Since I am a career
NCO still on active duty with the Air Force, I request you keep
my name and that I used to work at xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
confidential.  I am not authorized to give out this type of
information and am subject to punitive measures for doing so.

Respectfully,
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 25

Perry, GA, Fall 1975

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 00:13:29 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 00:36:30 -0500
Subject: Perry, GA, Fall 1975

In the direction of Warner-Robbins AFB, GA, Fall 1975.

A vague sighting and out of the 1975 flyover flap time frame.
It is interesting that two members of the family witnessed
possibly the same object at different locations.  Perhaps
Michael Hitt will turn something up in his research.

--
Jan Aldrich
Project 1947
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/
==============================================================

 Perry, Georgia 31069
                                       January 29, 1979

National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena
1 Bank Street, Suite 307
Gaithersburg, Md. 20760

Dear Sirs:

I am writing this after having read the report in the Dec.
10, 1978 issue of "Parade" magazine of UFO's around SAC
bases in 1975.  I remembered immediately something which
I witnessed here during the fall of that year that I couldn't
explain then nor since.  Here is what happened:

I was in my house one afternoon, the exact time I'm not sure,
but perhaps around four o'clock.  The child who lives next
door, then a girl of seven, came in and told me excitedly to
come out and "look at the flying saucers." I went out and
looked where she pointed, high and to the northeast or north
of northeast.  Shortly I saw two bright objects not too far
apart, moving slowly or not at all.  They appeared to be
floating around and were apparently at a pretty good distance
from us, about 10 mi. After a little while one moved to my left,
slowly, until it was about due north.  I estimate it was now
separated from the other object by about five miles, if my first
distance estimation is correct.  It also seemed a little closer
to me.  It stopped there and just stayed there.

About this time I decided to go in and get a pair of binoculars.
I came back out and by this time the one to the north had started
moving back toward the other one, which was still.  I tried to
find the latter one in the glasses.  I had to sight a couple of
times before I found it. I saw a bright, spherical, metallic
object, just sitting still.  I watched it a few seconds and
suddenly saw the other object whiz right past it as I watched
through the binoculars. I put them down to watch and saw both
of them start moving, away and soon out of sight, straight away
and to the northeast, (or north of northeast).

The "Parade" article got me to thinking about this again when
I realized these objects were going in the approximate direction
of Warner Robins where we have a SAC base, I'm sure you know.  I
never reported my sighting to any authority at the time because,
frankly, I just discounted the possibility that I had actually
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seen a "UFO" and explained it to myself as balloons, possibly
launched from the base.

I have talked over the incident again with my young neighbor
(Beth Akridge).  She says she saw them a lot better befgre I
saw them.  She said they were round with rings around them.
I'm not sure if she means stripes or circular fins.  She first
went to get her mother after first seeing them, and then came
to get me after her mother looked a little and went back inside.
Her mother did not see them, but it is possible they were partly
obscured by trees when she looked, according to what her daughter
has told me about their direction.

I do not recall any mention of sightings at this time in any
local press.

I was able to ascertain the time of this happening as in the
fall of 1975 in this manner:  I had a brother who was commuting
to work in Macon, north of here, at this time.  I discussed my
sighting with him the afternoon it happened after he returned
home from work, and he had seen something unusual in the sky
ahead of him on his way home.  He had seen only one object and
apparently not as well as I had.  But he also recalled it and
we were able to nail down the date in this way.  On further
thought, he would have been most likely driving down between
five and five-thirty or around then sometime.

I hope this will be of interest.  If I can be of further help,
let me know.

Sincerely,

[signed]
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Re: 'The Threat'...

From: AFSDialog <AFSDialog@aol.com> [Thomas Tulien]
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 01:24:22 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 05:16:10 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The Threat'...

> From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...
> To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
> Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 01:37:53 -0500 (EST)

>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>> Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...
>> Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 01:10:19 -0800

>> Well, science fiction has only really existed for a relatively
>> short time, at least as a literature of technical extrapolation.
>> So I can't see how UFO descriptions, which have remained
>> relatively unchanged (given the difficulty in interpreting or
>> assessing the credibility of older sources) could follow SF
>> fashion.

> Well, I'll hold of my assessment of that until I look further
> into the subject.  All that I can say is what I have read has
> lead me to regard the descriptions as more fluid, but that may as
> well be a reflection insufficient reading.

Dear Mark and William:

Here perhaps, is another perspective on the role of Science
Fiction. Sci Fi has always produced an interest in other worlds,
coupled with a sober realization that we're not going to GO
there. In essence it says, "OK, so we are not going there, then
this is the only way, so let's get to work on it." It is a bit
like someone asking whether a particular film is based on
actual/true experiences. What movie isn't? I prefer to think of
Sci Fi as an art form (human imagination) that fills in the void
which science has yet (or may never be able) to achieve. Because
it is certainly the domain of science to look for ETI, however,
to actually find it is not!

What is most curious to me, is the disdain most Sci Fi writers
and affectionados have for the UFO phenomenon. Perhaps, somehow,
finding ETI would threaten the demise of the genre?

Tom T.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 25

Re: The Philadelphia Experiment lives on

From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 01:23:19 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 11:49:50 -0500
Subject: Re: The Philadelphia Experiment lives on

> From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni]
> Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 21:31:49 +0000
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: The Philadelphia Experiment lives on

> In 1947 his memory was magnetically scrambled to prevent recall,

Well, I may not know very much about UFOs, but I do know
something about the brain.  You cannot "magnetically scramble"
memory.

The term "memory" actually includes several different subtypes
which operate differently.  However, for the purpose of this
discussion we can limit it to declarative memory operating in
three time domains: immediate or short-term memory (STM),
intermediate-term memory (ITM), and long-term memory (LTM) [note:
some authors use STM to refer to intermediate term memory; for
this discussion I'll use STM, ITM, and LTM].

STM is thought to operate as a primarily as a "signal" phenomenon
with the information encoded in the various signals flowing
through the cortex and limbic areas.  It can hold roughly 7
(+/-2) independent "things" at once, and operates on a short time
scale (up to a few minutes).  Due to its electrical nature it is
of course highly susceptible to electrical interference and,
presumably, strong magnetic fields which would induce electrical
eddy currents.

The mechanism of ITM is less well known but probably includes
long- term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression of neurons
in the hippocampus, mediated by NMDA receptors (which act as a
neural "coincidence detector" of sorts).  ITM is theoretically
susceptible to electrical (and thus magnetic) interference, as
LTP can be reversed in an some neurons with the correct pulse
train.  However, as the effects of ECT demonstrate, the reaction
of an entire network of neurons is unlike the reaction of an
individual neuron.  Furthermore, ITM is not the permanent
location of memories and the time for integration from ITM to
permanent memory is highly variable, ranging from a few minutes
to, potentially, years.

LTM is permanent and probablyinvolves changes in genetic
expression that affect synaptic function, presumably throughout
the cortex.  The process of integration of memory from ITM to LTM
may include sleep (both REM and NREM) but some suggest it occurs
during waking as well.

Cases of hippocampal damage or removal have demonstrated that
while anterograde amnesia (affecting new declarative memories) is
total, retrograde amnesia (affecting things already learned) is
not, and there is no way of knowing how much of a person's past
they will forget.  Some people lose only a few days; others lose
years of their life.

So at the very worst, all you could get with a magnetic (or
electrical) effect would be an unreliable removal of memories, at
least a few days and at most a few years.  And that's even
assuming you could somehow magically induce all the neurons in
the hippocampus (and probably other regions) to "reset".  Given
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that neither repeated ECT nor lightning strikes have reliably
demonstrated even *this* effect, I would conclude that "magnetic"
erasing of memory is impossible except for those memories encoded
within a very short and highly unpredictable time frame.

Please remember, the brain is biochemical first and electrical
second.

> and in 1952 he was reborn as "Andy" a kind of "walk-in" with a
> suppressed DNA memory.

And I'm not even going to *start* with "DNA memory".

William White
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 25

Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

From: AFSDialog <AFSDialog@aol.com> [Thomas Tulien]
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 02:26:40 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 05:12:30 -0500
Subject: Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

 >From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni]
 >Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 21:30:56 +0000
 >To: updates@globalserve.net
 >Subject: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

 > Buddhist  Monastic Claims She Received Death Threats

 > An ordained Buddhist monastic, the Rev Mary Teal Coleman, has
 > apparently stated under oath that when she approached William
 > Moore (best remembered for his part in the MJ12 documents expose)
 > with information about a film of a downed UFO held inside a
 > military hanger, Moore threatened her life. She accuses him of
 > being a self confessed controlled informant for an intelligence
 > agency, and believes an investigation of Moore will reveal a
 > black budget programme, probably used by the (NRO) National
 > Reconnaissance Office.  She also states that when she visited the
 > (then) Secretary of Defense, Perry, that one of his staff, Frank
 > Brierton, warned her if she tried to communicate again, she would
 > be sued for stalking.

<snpped>

 > Georgina Bruni

Dear Georgina:

Where do you get these stories? Do you make them up whole-cloth?
Obviously, you have an active imagination, but I would be careful
including non-fictitious characters in your stories. Personally,
I find these entries of yours rather insulting and wonder why you
do not direct your efforts to more positive endeavours.

Tom T.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 25

Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: AFSDialog <AFSDialog@aol.com> [Thomas Tulien]
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 02:15:35 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 11:58:58 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

>Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 07:22:34 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

>>Dear List:

>>For the record: The UPN/Kiviat production was NOT in the least
>>bit original. It was nearly an exact copy of a film produced by
>>Dean Alioto/Axiom Films in San Francisco in 1989, titled, UFO
>>ABDUCTION. 75 minutes. Alioto took a group of friends, etc. for a
>>weekend and enacted the nearly identical sequence of events
>>depicted in the UPN docudrama. He did not however, intersperse
>>interviews with 'personalities' in his film.

>>Tom T.

>Tom-

>"Incident at Lake County" was produced by Dick Clark Productions, not
>Kiviat/Green or Robert Kiviat.  Are you saying that Robert Kiviat is now
>working for Dick Clark Productions?

No doubt Kiviat is kicking himself for missing this one!

>Tha Alioto "film" you mention was created filmed as a
>low budget demonstration designed to attract investors
>in a full fledged feature film. That project fell through
>and someone who got a copy decided to have some fun with
>it and sent it to some UFO researchers without further
>explanation.

I have spoken with Dean Alioto in the past. This film was
released for distribution years ago by him. I received a copy
from him. (It seems as though your information is acquired from
watching the Sightings Show and was probably a useful opportunity
for Alioto to set up the sale). The first time I saw the film was
at Bob Brown's UFO Extravaganza when A UFO 'researcher' brought a
copy and presented it as though it JUST MIGHT BE TRUE. He thought
it was- or so he said. Many people there thought it was as well.

>The only similarities that exist pertain to the general plot,
>and not much more.
>Steve

OBVIOUSLY, you have not seen Alioto's film. I would have a hard
time finding any major differences - besides the actors
themselves. Oh yea, the spaceship in the original did not have
jet rockets and the reason for the family get-together was not a
child's birthday but rather Thanksgiving. Thought of another one,
the actors probably did not get paid in the original, whereas, in
the UPN version, ALL participants received union scale. One more,
the original was set in Connecticut and shot in San Francisco-
UPN was shot ??? and set in MN.

WHO CARES????? THIS IS A DEAD TOPIC!!!!!!!

Tom T.
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Re: Comments on the UPN thing [Kiviat]
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 25

Re: Comments on the UPN thing [Kiviat]

From: BGBOPPER <BGBOPPER@aol.com> [Russ Estes]
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 02:45:57 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 12:06:00 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing [Kiviat]

>Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 15:54:10 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

>>Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 11:03:29 -0400
>>From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

>>> Here the clue should have been Bob Kiviat. He produced the Alien
>>> Autopsy fraud. That should have been enough to suggest that those
>>> who appeared on the show should have given it a pass. We all know
>>> that Kiviat edited his shows to put all the aired segments in the
>>> best light and he cared nothing about the facts. I stood in the
>>> kitchen of the home that had once been owned by Jesse Marcel and
>>> listened to the director of the Alien Autopsy flat out lie to
>>> me.

>>> Yes, we should be outraged at the program, but blame for the
>>> damage done to the UFO community is not in the hands of UPN, but
>>> in the hands of the UFO community. Once again, we have shot
>>> ourselves in the foot.

>>> KRandle

>>Kevin:

>>I must have missed something. I never heard Kiviat's name
>>mentioned in conjunction with this show until your comment. Not
>>in California and not in the flood of Comments. If I had, I
>>wouldn't have appeared. Is he listed in the credits? I still
>>haven't a tape of the show so can't check. What is the source of
>>this info?

>>Stan

>Stan,

>You didn't miss anything.  Bob Kiviat was in no way connected
>with this program.  This was a Dick Clark production, just like
>the crappy stuff hosted by Jonathan Frakes last night on Fox.

>Kevin is off base on this one.

>Bob

Bob,

Kevin was not the one off base... if it was anyone it was me.

I am the one who mentioned to Kevin that Bob Kiviat was involved.
The information that I recieved was given to me from outside the
UFO community and it was the Kiviat brought the project to UPN.
This does not mean that he was ultimately the producer. SOOO
if any chastiement is due you may feel free to direct it at me.
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Of course the involvment of Mr. Kiviat is a moot point and has
little to due with the fact that researchers sat for interviews
for the UPN program.

Even worse than Mr. Kiviat is the Director/writer/producer Mr
Alieoto who is the same gent who took credit for the Birthday
party fraud of 1993 or so.

The basic point made by Mr. Randle and I still stands.  It is
still the responsibility of each person asked for an interview to
at least ask the producers what they plan to do and what will the
program be about?

So lets not do the typical nit picking about Kiv or no Kiv and
agree that more caution must be placed firmly on the back of the
folks who are allowing themselves to be interviewed.

Open minds R us,
Russ Estes
http://www.crystalsky.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 25

Madeira Island UFO Report

From: Joaquim Fernandes <j.fernan@esoterica.pt>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 13:08:25 +0000
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 12:51:59 -0500
Subject: Madeira Island UFO Report

From a journalist of "Jornal da Madeira" our organisation has
learned about a alleged UFO sighting in the night of 31/12/97 at
Funchal, the capital town of Madeira Island in the Atlantic
Ocean. That night was occurring the New Year's festivities with
fires in the sky. But several local witnesses, among them
foreigners, were called their attention to a round and motionless
light above Funchal. The same journalist and her husband have
previously observed the same light a little above the horizon and
thought it could be a fishing boat lights.

The important and significance of this was the next movement of
the light: suddenly it made a very tight circle around, returned
to the initial point and a few seconds latter it accelerated at
great speed and climbing up to the town's vertical.

The journalist called the Portuguese Air Force Headquarters in
Lisbon asking if it the sighting could be due to an helicopter
movement and lights but the source discarded that hypothesis.
So, the military send the witness contact me, under the usual
cooperation between our scientific organisation and the FAP
Command, a kind of cooperation not very common, as all we know...

A important note is this: the unusual light's was taped by a
English couple who was in Funchal that night. We are asking for
help from anyone, in Britain, perhaps, that could be aware of
existence of this videotape. Maybe the document could be offered to
a UFO expert or two. We would be happy to exchange our
information and data if and when available.

Joaquim Fernandes
SPEC
University Fernando Pessoa
Porto - Portugal
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 25

Re: The Philadelphia Experiment lives on

From: Rob Irving <RobIrving@aol.com>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 07:55:59 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 12:43:58 -0500
Subject: Re: The Philadelphia Experiment lives on

>  From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni]
>  Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 21:31:49 +0000
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: The Philadelphia Experiment lives on

>  The Philadelphia Experiment lives on

<merciful snip>

Georgina,

>  Drue has some interesting information for Roswell fans. He claims
>  it was the result of another time related experiment being
>  conducted underground that disturbed the earth's planetary
>  magnetic grid and caused quantum gates to open up. Any ET 's
>  travelling the corridor at the time got caught up and
>  materialised. He insists there was not just the one or two
>  crashes we know about, but a total of 16, with 45 dead aliens of
>  different types recovered.

So, according to Drue and his Quantum Gates theory, our
multiverses are stock full of alien craft buzzing around, in
which case 16 crashes seems a rather low casualty rate.

>  Now that would surely account for all the different witness
>  descriptions!

But does it surely account for the shortage of wreckage? Do you
actually believe Drue - if so, why? - or are you just whimsically
promulgating more BS? If so, to what end?  By not applying at
least a modicum of rationale to what you're told you risk losing
the good (i.e. might be true) material in the deluge.

Rob

~~  "Shoddy explanations that yield correct predictions are two a penny,
as UFO enthusiasts, conspiracy-theorists and pseudoscentists of every variety
should (but never do) bear in mind" ~~ Dr David Deutsch.
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Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 01:39:54 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 11:52:38 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 02:02:20 -0600 (CST)
>From: Michael Wayne Malone <wayne@HiWAAY.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>> Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 16:41:50 -0800
>> From: "Terry J. Blanton" <commengr@bellsouth.net>
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>> I can shed a little light on this production.  If you go to the
>> University of Michigan's site to the "Science Fiction Films &
>> Shows" page at:

>> http://www.windows.umich.edu/art_and_music/films.html

>> You'll find this entry:

>> "UFO Abduction: A True Story.
>>      Director: Dean Alioto.
>>      Not rated. 93 minutes.
>>      Plot: Based on an actual 1983 incident, explores how
>>      the lives of a Connecticut family were affected by
>>      their abduction and examination by aliens. "

>> Indeed, the credits of the UPN show have Dean Alioto as the
>> Director and Story Writer.

>I didn't see the UPN video, but I told John Valez in a private
>note what I'm about to share with you now.  Perhaps John will be
>so good as to confirm that I mentioned it to him. I'm going into
>much more detail here.

Confirmed! And, you were right about it being recycled stuff.

>On a related subject... If UFO research is ever to enter a
>realistic, respected, and honored role in the media, then it must
>act like it deserves it. I commend John Valez for his actions in
>refusing to participate. I am shocked that Stan Friedman
>participated in a project without seeing even a tiny peice of the
>film in question.  As a television producer, I am shocked at the
>tricks used to bring legitamacy to this program..

I'd like to say something here. No-one is ever (all) right or
(all) wrong. Life is just a mix of hits and misses and some
close calls for us all. Stan Friedman needs no 'redcrossing'
from me, that man has been on the front lines of the public
awareness battle for -decades!- Although anyone may choose
to take issue with Stan about "work" related details I think
it's unfair the way this -pioneer- is being judged here on
this list about this -one- UPN appearance.

If Stan Friedman was one of those guys that turned up on
these rip-off programs consistently that would be one
thing, but that's not the case here. Because of all the good
work that this guy has done in the past he should be taken
at his word, (He went into a studio and answered the questions
put to him. Period) without any of us trying to read any more
into it than that.
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This man was doing media way before UFOs became a "hot"
or "marketable" commodity. When ridicule and personal attack
was the big reward for speaking out publicly. Everybody has at
one time or another applauded Stan for some contribution or
other or some past program or other that he had something to
do with.

Again, why is -this guy- being picked apart? It's crazy.
There are guys like Derrel Sims that are consistently
associated with "carnival side shows" just like the one
UPN produced. He's -always- associated with questionable
material and programs. Not a peep out of anyone about
that snake-oil salesman, but Stan (a guy that made his
'bones' years ago and has -earned- our respect) get's
talked about/ judged/ sentenced and executed all in
one week!

Donde esta la justicia? Where is the justice in that?

Stan, the explanation that you gave, added to the fact
that you haven't even had a chance to see how they
edited your responses is good enough for me. Out of
gratitude and respect for all the work you've done for so
many years I think you deserve to be treated as a man of
honor. Your word is good with me Stan, and I'm sure
with a great many others as well.

Sorry to take so much time to say this but these posts
demonizing Stan for his participation in this UPN thing
has been bothering me. If you want to get after 'bad guys'
make sure you -have- a bad guy! This is a case of mistaken
identity, Stan Friedman -is not- and has -never been- one
of the 'bad guys.'

>Shame on UPN
>Shame on the producers
>And double shame on the UFO community for accepting this crap.

There ya go Mike! Now you're putting the blame where it belongs.
Add "Sims" and that "actress" of an abductee that appeared as one
of the "experts" and I'll sign the petition!

Shoot, I'll throw the switch! <G>

Another two cents from my piggie! Take care Mike, good post.

John Velez
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 25

Re: ID4 Shadows on Mars?

From: Paul Reischmann <preischmann@beckman.com>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 08:15:32 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 12:57:23 -0500
Subject: Re: ID4 Shadows on Mars?

Hello!

I ran across this link:

http://www.io.com/~stephens/Mars/id4/id4.html

and am wondering if there is any background to this video clip.
It shows the Sojourner out and about when a huge shadow passes
over the entire area, akin to the ID4 movie.

I have noted that when this 'shadow' covers the area, the
previous shadows of the rocks etc. are still visible, only
darker. Not being versed in the photgraphic analysis arena, I was
curious if this is a clue indicating that the picture was
altered. I would expect shadows of objects to completely
disappear when this larger shadow envelopes the area, rather than
just get darker.  IOW, the previous shadows are still
distinguishable under the 'larger' shadow.

Any comments?

Regards,
Paul
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 25

Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 10:35:15 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 13:21:30 -0500
Subject: Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

>From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni]
>Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 21:30:56 +0000
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

>An ordained Buddhist monastic, the Rev Mary Teal Coleman, has
>apparently stated under oath that when she approached William
>Moore (best remembered for his part in the MJ12 documents expose)
>with information about a film of a downed UFO held inside a
>military hanger, Moore threatened her life. She accuses him of
>being a self confessed controlled informant for an intelligence
>agency, and believes an investigation of Moore will reveal a
>black budget programme, probably used by the (NRO) National
>Reconnaissance Office.  She also states that when she visited the
>(then) Secretary of Defense, Perry, that one of his staff, Frank
>Brierton, warned her if she tried to communicate again, she would
>be sued for stalking.

<snip>

I missed this when it was first posted and have to thank a list
member for calling my attention to it.

I tracked down Mary Teal Coleman a couple of years ago after
Wendelle told me about her trying to peddle a film of an alien
autopsy and UFO crash some years ago.

I tracked her down at the Dharma Institute in Charlottesville,
Virginia.  I wrote her a very polite letter telling her what I
had been told and asking for more information.

In return I was reported to the FBI and local law enforcement as
harassing her!

I got a couple of threatening letters from her, and then started
getting letters from some lawyer, equally threatening.
I turned this over to my lawyer who sent a note to her lawyer
basically saying he was WAY out of line and would find himself
the target of legal action if he persisted.

The lawyer also threatened me with legal action for copyright
infringement if I wrote about Mary Teal Coleman and her
"research", which showed me that the man had not even the vaguest
notion of how copyright works.  Since she has published nothing,
there is no way I could violate her copyright by talking about
her.

I never heard anything more from her or her lawyer.

BTW, in her initial letter to me she accused me of being a CIA
operative and denied any knowledge of any such film.  Now it
appears that she is talking about it.

According to Wendelle's original story to me, she was claiming
back in the 60s to have physical possession of the film and was
trying to sell it.  Wendelle set up a meeting with her with
someone who wanted to buy the film, but she never showed up at
the meeting.  Wendelle says he never saw the film.  At one time I
thought this might tie in to substantiating the Santilli AA
film, but after my experience with MTC I think it was all a bunch
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of BS.

I think the woman is seriously mentally disturbed.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 25

Re: UPN Abduction Video

From: KRandle993@aol.com [Kevin Randle]
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 09:19:21 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 13:01:23 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN Abduction Video

>Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 00:09:42 -0400
>From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UPN Abduction Video

>> From: "Len Fedullo" <lenf1@snip.net>
>> To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UPN Abduction Video
>> Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 08:44:30 -0800

>> >Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 10:15:13 -0400
>> >From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
>> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UPN Abduction Video

>> >At the risk of repeating myself. I did not see the video. I did not say
>> >anything about the video. I wasn't asked anything about the video and I
>> >have not yet seen the program because it wasn't shown here. I understand
>> >that the creator was a guy named Alioto. Len.. did I say anything you
>> >felt wasn't true? Or is it entirely the context? If My words were
>> >falsely used, then I may have a cause for legal action. Has anybody
>> >talked to the FCC about whether there should be a disclaimer if fiction
>> >is presented as fact? Could one read the names of the actors which I
>> >understand were listed in the credits?

>> >Stan Friedman

>> Mr. Friedman,

>> You have spent so much of your life in pursuit of answers, real
>> answers in regards to the UFO phenomena and then you take time to
>> separating the fact from the fiction so that people like myself
>> would have a better understanding of what's happening in our
>> world. I greatly appreciate that.

>> But you missed my point in the earlier e-mail I posted. Your name
>> was used to try and legitimatize the UPU abduction show. Whether
>> or not your comments are accurate in regards to abduction
>> situations, they should not have been delivered in this "vehicle"
>> because it hurts your cause. So the real point is, did you allow
>> them to use your name or did they simply use stock video without
>> your permission or knowledge. I can't tell from your response.

>> Len Fedullo

>Len:

>I don't understand your question. I was interviewed in person on
>January 3 for the UPN show. Parts of my pieces were apparently
>used in the show.

>What stock video? I gather it was skillful editing not having seen
>the show. I am not psychic. If this was a terrible show, as I
 >gather most people thought, it was certainly not the first and
>won't be the last ?>  Does it do more damage than the many phony
>claims that have been made by the likes of Bob Lazar, Frank
>Stranges, Guy Kirkwood, Frank Kaufmann etc..
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>STFriedman

Stan -

You forgot to mention Gerald Anderson and MJ-12 in your list of
phony claims.

But to answer your question, yeah, it is worse than those simply
because this was a national forum and most of those you mentioned
are not well known outside of the UFO community. If you asked a
number of people on the street, they couldn't identify those
names.

And the real question is why you didn't ask the producers of the
program some hard questions before you sat down for them.
Apparently they were providing enough information that John Velez
was able to discern the direction of the program so that he
refused to participate.

Responsibility for that program lies at the feet of the producers
who decided to exploit the UFO field. But, we, in the UFO
community have to take the responsibility for our actions.

Finally, you might not like what Frank Kaufmann says, but he is
much more reliable than Gerald Anderson.

KRandle
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 25

Re: UPN Abduction Video

From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 13:16:56 +0100
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 13:18:03 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN Abduction Video

> Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 00:09:42 -0400
> From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UPN Abduction Video

> > From: "Len Fedullo" <lenf1@snip.net>
> > To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UPN Abduction Video
> > Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 08:44:30 -0800

<snip>

> > Mr. Friedman,

> > You have spent so much of your life in pursuit of answers, real
> > answers in regards to the UFO phenomena and then you take time to
> > separating the fact from the fiction so that people like myself
> > would have a better understanding of what's happening in our
> > world. I greatly appreciate that.

> > But you missed my point in the earlier e-mail I posted. Your name
> > was used to try and legitimatize the UPU abduction show. Whether
> > or not your comments are accurate in regards to abduction
> > situations, they should not have been delivered in this "vehicle"
> > because it hurts your cause. So the real point is, did you allow
> > them to use your name or did they simply use stock video without
> > your permission or knowledge. I can't tell from your response.

> > Len Fedullo

> Len:

> I don't understand your question. I was interviewed in person on
> January 3 for the UPN show. Parts of my pieces were apparently
> used in the show.

> What stock video?I gather it was skillful editing not having seen
> the show.

I think he is referring to footage taken during interviews with
you on previous UFO programs, either from the same production
company or another. Production companies rarely throw away 'stock
footage' saving it to use on subsequent programs if it suits
their needs, or to sell the right to use it to some other program
or network. Unless you specify differently in your release, your
video material can be used over and over by the owner of the
film/video stock. Most professional producers would character key
the footage on final edit to indicate that it was 'file
footage'.

> I am not psychic. If this was a terrible show, as I
> gather most people thought, it was certainly not the first and
> won't be the last ?>  Does it do more damage than the many phony
> claims that have been made by the likes of Bob Lazar, Frank
> Stranges, Guy Kirkwood, Frank Kaufmann etc..

> STFriedman

Just to make a brief point here, and I know this is not going to
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happen, but if you want to put the screws to UPN the best way to
do it in the short term is for all of the high profile UFO
investigators, those who get regular air-time, to refuse to do
anymore UFO related interviews without strict control of their
material, and cite UPN's 'unprofessional treatment of its
talent' as the reason. That means you want constant updates of
the video edit as it pertains to your segment of the program and
in the context of the program. But you can't whine to them about
it. Just tell them that's the way it is and move on. They'll go
along because they have to. Some executive producer and director
at UPN is going to suffer eventually because of it...because down
the road his/her name is going to come up for another special
(UFO or whatever) and the exec.pro's. and director's name will be
NOT considered because they caused trouble. Don't forget, the
exec. producer, director and most of the crew are hired on
contract to do each 'Special' and the producer (say Dicky baby)
doesn't need the heartaches the next time he/she puts together
another.

Don Ledger
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 25

UK.UFO.NW -IRC- guest Dan Sherman

From: United Kingdom UFO Network <ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 14:44:52 +0000
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 13:10:46 -0500
Subject: UK.UFO.NW -IRC- guest Dan Sherman

UNITED KINGDOM UFO NETWORK

Saturday 31st January 1998

United Kingdom UFO Network special IRC guest:

Dan Sherman

Dan Sherman went into the United States Air Force like most other
Americans, extremely proud to serve his country and it's well
trained military. During his twelve years in service he was
recognised for heroism and has been decorated with the AF
Commendation Medal, as well as the AF Achievement Medal with two
oakleaf clusters and was honoured for service in the Persion Gulf
War.

Everything appeared to be going well for Sergeant Sherman until
he was recruited into a special programme called 'Project
Preserve Destiny' (PPD), an ABOVE BLACK project which would
eventually change his life and result in him leaving the USAF.

Dan will be answering your questions live in a moderated meeting
taking place at 11pm UK time on Saturday 31st January 1998.

http://www.aboveblack.com/

An account of Dan's story has just appeared in the latest issue
of Sightings (UK) - January 98 - Vol 2 - Issue 8 & From Beyond
(USA) - January 98

From Dan's home page:

About the Author

Dan Sherman spent almost three years as an intuitive communicator
while serving in the USAF. In ABOVE BLACK he tells of his
training, things he learned from his alien contacts and the
events that lead him to seek a discharge from the United States
Air Force, at all costs.

By coming forward, he hopes his story will encourage other
insiders to do likewise. Sherman says, "The information I have
come forward with is important in the sense that someone has to
start talking... someone from the inside. Preserve Destiny is
only one of many alien projects that I suspect the US government,
as well as other governments, are heavily involved with. In
releasing to the public what I know, I have tried to take a stand
against the keepers of the grey flame within the sacred halls of
the NSA, CIA, USAF, NRO and other agencies. Hopefully this will
open the door for other insiders to peer through and feel more
comfortable stepping out into the light of day. If not, 'they'
will continue to suppress the most fascinating aspects of our own
existence... that others exist!"

Serving over 12 years in the United States Air Force, Dan Sherman
has been recognized for heroism and has been decorated with the
AF Commendation Medal and the AF Achievment Medal with two
oakleaf clusters. He has also received the AF Outstanding Unit
Award with three oakleaf clusters as well as being honored for
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service in the Persian Gulf war. He is married with no children.

---

The Real Audio sound track of Dan's interview on 'Sightings On
The Radio' can be downloaded for offline listening from the
following addresses:

Sightings On The Radio - August 6th 1997

http://web.ukonline.co.uk/colin.light/uk-ufo-nw/sounds/dan_pt1.ra
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/colin.light/uk-ufo-nw/sounds/dan_pt2.ra
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/colin.light/uk-ufo-nw/sounds/dan_pt3.ra
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/colin.light/uk-ufo-nw/sounds/dan_pt4.ra

dan_pt1.ra - 2.155kb
dan_pt2.ra - 1.948kb
dan_pt3.ra - 1.856kb
dan_pt4.ra - 1.165kb

Dans second interview on 'Sightings On The Radio'

Sightings On The Radio - October 29th 1997

http://web.ukonline.co.uk/colin.light/uk-ufo-nw/sounds/dan2-pt1.ra
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/colin.light/uk-ufo-nw/sounds/dan2-pt2.ra

dan2-pt1.ra - 1.899kb
dan2-pt2.ra - 1.792kb

Dan's interviews can be heard in streaming (online) Real Audio at
the following addresses:

Sightings On The Radio - August 6th 1997

http://www.audionet.com/shows/endoftheline/9708/end0806.ram

Sightings On The Radio - October 29th 1997

http://www.audionet.com/shows/endoftheline/9710/end1029.ram

Art Bell Show - November 10th 1997

http://ww2.audionet.com/artbell/abell/9711/ab1110.ram

---

Remember Dan will be answering your questions live in a moderated
meeting taking place at 11pm UK time on Saturday 31st January
1998.

If you are using one of the dedicated IRC programs such as the
excellent MIRC available free from: http://www.mirc.co.uk/ enter
one of the below irc server addresses into your program. The
nearer the server to your location the faster the connection. If
one fails then try another.

If you wish to use your web browser to connect to the meetings,
see further below...

Once connected join channel #UFO

London.UK.EU.UltraNET.Org
Harrow.UK.EU.UltraNET.Org
Johnson-City.TN.US.UltraNet.Org
Mons.BE.EU.ultraNET.Org
PanamaCity.FL.US.UltraNET.org
Vicksburg.MS.US.UltraNET.org
Madison.NJ.US.UltraNet.Org
Bor.YU.EU.UltraNet.org
Testlink.HK.UltraNet.Org
Neuilly.FR.EU.UltraNET.Org
San-Diego.CA.US.UltraNet.org

If you wish to use your java compatable web browser to connect to
the meeting i.e.

Netscape 3 ++
MS Internet Explorer 4 ++

go to url's:

http://web.ukonline.co.uk/colin.light/uk-ufo-nw/sounds/dan_pt1.ra
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/colin.light/uk-ufo-nw/sounds/dan_pt2.ra
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/colin.light/uk-ufo-nw/sounds/dan_pt3.ra
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/colin.light/uk-ufo-nw/sounds/dan_pt4.ra
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/colin.light/uk-ufo-nw/sounds/dan2-pt1.ra
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/colin.light/uk-ufo-nw/sounds/dan2-pt2.ra
http://www.audionet.com/shows/endoftheline/9708/end0806.ram
http://www.audionet.com/shows/endoftheline/9710/end1029.ram
http://ww2.audionet.com/artbell/abell/9711/ab1110.ram
http://www.mirc.co.uk/
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http://www.holodeck.demon.co.uk/
http://www.crowman.demon.co.uk/

and select the appropriate IRC page. Follow the easy online
instructions.

The meeting will commence live at the following world times. This
is not a definitive list. Times will vary depending on your part
of the world. We advise you to check for accuracy.

United Kingdom: 11pm
Auckland: 10am (Sunday)
Beijing: 6am (Sunday)
Berlin: Midnight
Cairo: 1am (Sunday)
Colorado Springs: 4pm
Hong Kong: 6am (Sunday)
Jo'Burg: Midnight
Las Vegas: 3pm
Los Angeles: 3pm
Moscow: 2am (Sunday)
New Delhi: 4am (Sunday)
New Orleans: 5pm
New York: 6pm
Paris: Midnight
Perth: 7am (Sunday)
Rio De Janeiro: 7pm
Riyadh: 1am (Sunday)
Rome: Midnight
Singapore: 6am (Sunday)
Sydney: 9am (Sunday)
Tel Aviv: 1am (Sunday)
Tokyo: 7am (Sunday)

We look forward to seeing you there.

---

Source: UFO UpDates Mailing List
Date: July 1997
Summary by: Glenn Campbell
campbell@ufomind.com (Glenn Campbell, Las Vegas)

An email interview with former government insider Dan Sherman is now
available at: http://www.ufomind.com/people/s/sherman/interview.shtml

SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW

From 1992 through 1994, Dan ("D.L") Sherman claims to have worked
with a secret military program to communicate with aliens.  He
was a government specialist who received communications from
alien beings and typed them on a computer terminal. His job was
analogous to a communications officer on a ship receiving morse
code but with more depth and greater exchange between the
parties.  He never saw any aliens, only communicated with them
"intuitively".

Sherman says he was prepared for this role by the aliens before
his birth.  Apparently during an abduction of his mother in 1963,
his genetic structure was slightly altered to allow him to
receive alien communications. He was unaware of this ability
until, years later, he was briefed about it while in the Air
Force.  He was assigned to a program called "Project Preserve
Destiny" (PPD).  He was told that the purpose of the program was
to provide a network of communications in the future when
electromagnetic communications would not work.

He calls the ability "intuitive communications" (IC). His
abilities were "activated" during an 8-10 week course at NSA
headquarters at Fort Meade in early 1992.  It was a sort of
"night school" after his daytime training in another secret but
conventional field.

After training, Sherman's PPD duties were veiled by conventional
top secret duties at two Air Force bases. While at work he would
receive notification (apparently psychic), that a communication
was about to begin.  He would then open a special blank window on
the computer terminal where he was working and would type the
communication into it.  He would then close the window, and the
information would be sent to an unknown destination.

http://www.holodeck.demon.co.uk/
http://www.crowman.demon.co.uk/
http://www.ufomind.com/people/s/sherman/interview.shtml
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The content of the communications ("comms") were numbers mostly.
It was mainly things he did not understand, but some of the
numbers he recognized as the coordinates of locations on earth.
He says he received longer comms right after major space launches
such as Arianne and the Shuttle.

Sherman says: "During my last few months I started to receive
what I thought to be abduction data. This is when I started
having questions and I began to want out of the whole thing. This
led to the sequence of events resulting in my discharge. I think
they were testing my resolve as well because all of a sudden the
comms were not totally in code anymore.  I thought that was quite
odd. I'm not sure what was going on but I didn't like the comms.
I would be told locations, resistance levels, residual pain
levels, potentiality for recall and each case that I reported
would be given a code. I had no idea what the codes were but I
didn't like it... bottom line. I felt like I was reporting the
lab results of a bunch of mice experiments."

Sherman says he left the PPD program in Dec. 1994 and obtained
release from the military in April 1995 because of his discomfort
with what he was learning.

Sherman says he shows no evidence of psychic ability apart from
communication with these aliens. Since leaving the military, he
has received no further comms and has had no further contact with
his previous government contacts in the program.  No government
agents have threatened him to keep quiet, but he fears that any
improper disclosures of his "conventional" top secret work could
get him in trouble.  He has been working on a book, but that
project has been slowed by his own concern about "legal issues."

Sherman says that his communication with the aliens was two-way.
He calls them complex creatures.  He says that although he cannot
describe them visually, "mentally, they are rigid, disciplined
and mostly unemotional."  He did sense compassion from them,
however. "It was almost like this was their nature but they
overrode this characteristic because they perhaps felt it was a
weakness."

An alien told him that they had been visiting earth "since the
beginning."

"They had made there presence known at some time in the past to
our ancestors and that the whole thing went haywire somehow, so
they have chosen to remain selective in their revelations since.
They impacted three historical cultures in the past. Which ones
they didn't say, but I have extrapolated since based on other
information. I also learned that there are other alien 'species'
besides the ones I commed with. The whole reason for PPD is to
train a certain number of humans to be able to communicate with
the aliens so as to provide a network of communications in the
future when electromagnetic communications will not work. I was
never told what 'event' this would be, but I have my own ideas
based on other information I've learned over the years."

For more on Dan Sherman, see www.ufomind.com/people/s/sherman/

Summary by Glenn Campbell (a neutral party)
Reviewed and approved by D.L. Sherman 7/24/97

--------------------------------
ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk
United Kingdom UFO Network
http://www.holodeck.demon.co.uk/
--------------------------------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 25

Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

From: georgina@easynet.co.uk
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 14:55:47 +0000
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 13:39:47 -0500
Subject: Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

>From: "Larry Hatch" <larryhat@jps.net>
>To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Buddist Monk Claims death threats
>Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 14:50:22 -1000

<snip>

>You reap what you sow!

>If you spread horse-crap you will gain it in return.

>I had honestly expected more from the people
>on this list.

Larry

It never ceases to amaze me that there are a number
of people in this field who usually never post anything
of interest, but immediately jump on the band wagon
when an attack is launched on someone else.

I tend not to get involved in trashy posts, which more
often than not, turn into flaming threads, and I do not
wish to be a part of that.  People who involve
themselves with this kind of response are not doing a
good service to ufology.  Criticism is always welcome,
but it should not be of an insulting nature IMO, or in the
form of a personal attack on the contributor.

The Buddhist monk story is one I followed up and I will
send attachments to the group, for what it's worth, to back
up that there was a source of information there.  I do not
believe for one minute that Stevens or anyone else
for that matter, ever threatened Coleman, but that
was her story, not mine.  I posted the information
because it's all a part of ufology.

Regarding my posts: I have received numerous kind
responses from people who are interested in what was
written, and they appear to know what they are talking
about.  This proves my point entirely.  That those who
are genuine ufologists - do follow up these tit bits of
information if it's in their area of research, and often
do so privately.

I've been working the Internet for too long now, to
understand that there are people out there who do
more harm than good by taking the stage to demolish
what may possibly be an interesting lead.

Having been a researcher for more than 20 years,
I don't treat this subject lightly.  I admit that some of the
posts I sent may look rather gossipy, that's probably
because they were written for a hard copy UFO magazine
for which I write a monthly UFO gossip column.  However,
I am serious in my research and go to great pains to find
good sources, and like others will confirm, many of these
sources cannot be named for obvious reasons.
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I don't usually post openly on the Internet because
by doing so one is always open to attack, and it can be
very time consuming responding to these attacks,
and IMO it's a total waste of energy replying to such.
Having some free time at the moment, I thought I'd add
some contributions.........

Georgina Bruni
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 25

Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 13:57:35 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 13:57:35 -0500
Subject: Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni]
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 15:19:45 +0000
To: updates@globalserve.net
Subject: Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

Attached: Letter from Al Gore's office in response to Coleman's
letter. Posted on the public domain and since removed.

--=====================_885772655==_
Content-Type: image/gif; name="Gore.gif";
 x-mac-type="47494666"; x-mac-creator="4A565752"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="Gore.gif"

R0lGODdhGQKjAvcAAAAAAAEBAQICAgMDAwQEBAUFBQYGBgcHBwgICAkJCQoKCgsLCwwMDA0NDQ4O
Dg8PDxAQEBERERISEhMTExQUFBUVFRYWFhcXFxgYGBkZGRoaGhsbGxwcHB0dHR4eHh8fHyAgICEh
ISIiIiMjIyQkJCUlJSYmJicnJygoKCkpKSoqKisrKywsLC0tLS4uLi8vLzAwMDExMTIyMjMzMzQ0
NDU1NTY2Njc3Nzg4ODk5OTo6Ojs7Ozw8PD09PT4+Pj8/P0BAQEFBQUJCQkNDQ0REREVFRUZGRkdH
R0hISElJSUpKSktLS0xMTE1NTU5OTk9PT1BQUFFRUVJSUlNTU1RUVFVVVVZWVldXV1hYWFlZWVpa
WltbW1xcXF1dXV5eXl9fX2BgYGFhYWJiYmNjY2RkZGVlZWZmZmdnZ2hoaGlpaWpqamtra2xsbG1t
bW5ubm9vb3BwcHFxcXJycnNzc3R0dHV1dXZ2dnd3d3h4eHl5eXp6ent7e3x8fH19fX5+fn9/f4CA
gIGBgYKCgoODg4SEhIWFhYaGhoeHh4iIiImJiYqKiouLi4yMjI2NjY6Ojo+Pj5CQkJGRkZKSkpOT
k5SUlJWVlZaWlpeXl5iYmJmZmZqampubm5ycnJ2dnZ6enp+fn6CgoKGhoaKioqOjo6SkpKWlpaam
pqenp6ioqKmpqaqqqqurq6ysrK2tra6urq+vr7CwsLGxsbKysrOzs7S0tLW1tba2tre3t7i4uLm5
ubq6uru7u7y8vL29vb6+vr+/v8DAwMHBwcLCwsPDw8TExMXFxcbGxsfHx8jIyMnJycrKysvLy8zM
zM3Nzc7Ozs/Pz9DQ0NHR0dLS0tPT09TU1NXV1dbW1tfX19jY2NnZ2dra2tvb29zc3N3d3d7e3t/f
3+Dg4OHh4eLi4uPj4+Tk5OXl5ebm5ufn5+jo6Onp6erq6uvr6+zs7O3t7e7u7u/v7/Dw8PHx8fLy
8vPz8/T09PX19fb29vf39/j4+Pn5+fr6+vv7+/z8/P39/f7+/v///ywAAAAAGQKjAgAI/gD/CRxI
sKDBgwgTKlzIsKHDhxAjSpxIsaLFixgzatzIsaPHjyBDihxJsqTJkyhTqlzJsqXLlzBjypxJs6bN
mzhz6tzJs6fPn0CDCh1KtKjRo0iTKl3KtKnTp1CjSp1KtarVq1izat3KtavXr2DDih1LtqzZs2jT
ql3Ltq3bof3+AZBLd+5cLm/z6t2L1G7dv3/n8h1MuLBMwYAR+11suLHjxyAZI/QrVzLky5gzK7Q8
mW5gz5pDi34MoLRAwXZLq15dua5pxKNjy2abeuDq27hvn9Y9u7fvsKhd636dmnhuyr+TK7f6ujLr
462fq/YMe7n160opSz9em/vrN6ax/osfL7T5dO/GvTuvTr69+5rPhadX3Q29+fDv8+t3GYi3fei4
ybffgASiFGBx/6G2HWsFNujgRwcmuCB0D1ZoIUYSZhjghRx2CJGGIOLn4YgkFhSihiWmqOKJGaro
IokgrmffizRyiKKM3i1T444P5lYLd7sNtyGPRA6YG47nHXlkkUzm1yKSQDYpJXkAsjjdlFj6xiCS
UFbJW5Zgxrall+hBGeaZmg1ppXoEbYnmm28N2SWLJroJ551rLbnmkkFeieefacm5p51yAmqoWFHO
+aRtfB7qqFdAzncioxQ+aulWMypaJqWNXurpVf9pWmmfdn5qKlWhkrppnaOe6upT/plyumqbrb5q
a3ZsypoqrZ3e6mtfnU7Kq5+/FrtUpXRyaeyySQ26KLPQDmUPihTGGu215SUaiK4iKrhaLdiGG1SS
peaqq7jo/gQbobP2mu67PVWXaqHw1ssTfgkqa+++O60bqrv8BoxTrPQKbLBNs6538MIDJ8rww/cW
DPHEOYlI8cUYZ6zxxhx37PHHIIcs8sgkl2zyySinrPLKLLfs8sswxyzzzDTXbPPNOFdILKcUsZdz
vY1+qaa/Y35pkJzLGM2tbW0O6zNopzHNakHtlPrzXn52y57FuzEqddcLXZn10057/bWMkymmmNNq
W42jrGXzfLbVhCZE3NUkWYxv/tHEhsc13GnT2nRD8qo9+GZrf/13a2Er6PXYkHe79LlBKi4x3hrp
3fbeRYN9kNJmH3451PqiHbjknrO6M+XR7X20z4aH/vfYgmM+Eu2h5y7704vX7nnvJtaZO/B9Bp86
22n37abRyw+/OdHB+W57SEFvDfvznK+uqusMae484Vr7Hjvin0d9+Ofjh0+q4M1JPz31xJ9/dvGs
o8812cYPj3zg+b+tKv/G0xrtuMc45+gObDuL3/sKZD3tmS9/2Xue6AQltPEdb4ELcxsGN8jBDnrw
gyAMoQhHSMISmvCEKEwhV/zmuNSNyTY6Yhy+4lZB3JFOhRcqzgM716YYsrBy/qAJTwwF0p+2GfCI
CsShfpClPAki8DxPXNf5WHg3Jdroh/8Tndl+mDX97a5rGrQigbAINW8lLojRK6Cg9ifDJIrxUJ3A
H6Xs9sY62vGOeMyjHvfIxz768Y+ADKQgB0nIQhrykIhMpCIXychGOvKRkIykJCdJyUpa8pKYzKQm
N8nJTnryk6AMpShHScpSmvKUqEylKlfJyla68pWwjKUsZ0nLWtrylrjMpS53ycte+vKXwAymMIdJ
zI+58SFPi0tGkva618mxmD3zFoQ4sjwHIs5fWljXj/wFzcj4jSDZcAjvmAaAdvRvWhdU3PwkIkXz
nfGZ3ayIdtbXxvXpqTat/gNc2ObYMy26k5zx9Eh3yhi9FlLnoEFU4wHpKDd2qq6hYQyoQz8zuIL6
B6FrUxMyOzORcUJwnRLtJxgJso/0la+gUoOdOB84P3je8IYzfGlIO9pC5kEvOJKiok7x559qdo9B
TSycS2faOACSr3tHux1R2zPUpTr1qVCNqlSnStWqWvWqWM2qVrfK1a569atgDatYx0rWspr1rGhN
q1rXyta2uvWtcI2ry47ZuKbKtSSjM6rdImrXkOZVnhbcSHf6+syYMpSavjxjAdH4oSoeEYyl8QYV
OWrR7PWPo+5M4EOVBVTQ3fKdVypFYPeJzyneB6T9UyxLZSq/Mk7xceBK/uMOUVvLniKQtp1pHxBX
i9B9Uu5brU1qak0bH4x2kbef/YcQsAfQiOCUnrzV7WZaS0bWrrOdLN3aP9+J21mmkXd0dW1CQapA
yU6QOurbK2Q9J9nwLHe9OBWSDnUpNjNid6HiQ9B8hFdX6M3Rvj8lmj4fO8/F/kOZdz1sgstizQU7
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+MGP7KuDK8gSz/pWuN3NMFoNKmHBOqQTl22pn5BhOQGqtZ18M2JO6Xdh05nOppsdr8LWu+GKXld6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eA9v84fxxj26rQL9sLzc60ted8x8353TVcW1+DvGnUcTvsDzBeBtIFXSYkXCv2bztyfDFT442/Ru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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 25

Re: Comments on the UPN thing

From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 12:03:44 -0400
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 14:04:35 -0500
Subject: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 12:00:41 -0800
> From: Marie Ivey <jmi@aretha.jax.org>
> Organization: The Jackson Laboraotry
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> > Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 11:03:29 -0400
> > From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> > > From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
> > > Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 16:18:06 EST
> > > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Comments on the UPN thing

> > > First let me point out that this program was not disinformation,
> > > it was entertainment (not that Russ or some of the others have
> > > suggested that). It was produced to make money for UPN and Bob
> > > Kiviat. Too often we scream disinformation when we don't like the
> > > tone of the information out there.

> > > Second, I think it is important that we focus on the agenda of
> > > the UFO community. We all have expressed a desire to elevate it
> > > into the scientific arena. We all talk a good game, but too often
> > > it is only talk.

> > > Yes, we should be outraged at the program, but blame for the
> > > damage done to the UFO community is not in the hands of UPN, but
> > > in the hands of the UFO community. Once again, we have shot
> > > ourselves in the foot.

> > > KRandle

> > Kevin:

> > I still
> > haven't a tape of the show so can't check. What is the source of
> > this info?

> > Stan

> Someone out there must have video taped this program.

> Would someone please send Stan a copy.  I fell asleep before the
> credits but it was obvious to me that this was an attempt to make
> fun of those of us that believe something real is going on.
> Please let up on Stan. This is not the first time someone
> credible has been used to add credibility to a hoax or if you
> will, entertainment.

> Best regards,

> Marie

Marie:

I am being sent a copy of the program. What I was asking about
was a reference by Kevin and Russ Estes to Bob Kiviat being
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involved with the UPN show.. which I had not heard in California
or elsewhere. It turns out this was false information as
acknolwedged by Kevin. If I had known that Bob Kiviat was
connected with the show, I would never have done it based on my
dealings with him re the "Alien Autopsy". But he was not
involved.

Stan Friedman
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Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 11:25:45 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 14:09:45 -0500
Subject: Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

I thought I should add a few more details to my earlier post
about my experiences with Mary Teal Coleman.  After receiving
letters from her and her lawyer which said I had been reported to
the FBI and local law enforcement for harassing her, I placed a
telephone call to the local FBI office in Charlottesville.  If I
had been reported to them I wanted to give them names at FBI
headquarters in Baltimore who would vouch for me, since I had
done consulting work for them on several occasions.

I think it best to characterize the response of the agent I spoke
with as treating the whole thing as a joke.  Apparently MTC was
on their "nuts" list, and they simply ignored her repeated
complaints about people.

I did not contact the Charlottesville police after this, since I
was pretty certain that they would have the same attitude.

I have all the correspondence from MTC in my files, and will be
happy to show them to any serious investigator with an interest
in this case.  I think they clearly demonstrate a paranoid mental
state.

Georgina's post referrs to MTC as an "ordained Buddhist
monastic". The question is ordained by whom???  Just what is this
"Dharma Institute" and how legitimate is it?  My attempts to
learn anything about the organization through a contact address
provided in West Virginia were met with similar paranoia and
threats.

Real Buddhism is not a religion of paranoia.  It is not a
religion of threats.  It is a religion of peace and isolation
from the material world.  Whatever these people may be, I do not
think they have any claim to being real Buddhists.  I would have
to classify them as a paranoid cult. I would be very curious to
know just where their money comes from, since they seem to have
very nice accomodations in their ashrams and apparently have
money galore to throw at expensive lawyers.

Bob
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URGENT...URGENT....URGENT.....URGENT....URGENT

From: SGB List 2 <SGBList2@aol.com>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 13:28:02 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 15:56:03 -0500
Subject: URGENT...URGENT....URGENT.....URGENT....URGENT

************************ EXTREMELY URGENT ******************************

LIST MEMBERS:

I AM IN IMMEDIATE NEED OF INSIDE CONTACT PHONE NUMBERS FOR ANY OF THE CHIEF
AIDES TO PRESIDENT OR MRS. CLINTON.

EXAMPLES:  BRUCE LINDSAY, ANTHONY LAKE, ERSKINE BOWLES, ETC

IF YOU HAVE OR KNOW SOMEONE WHO HAS SUCH A NUMBER(S),
PLEASE CONTACT ME IMMEDIATELY.   THIS IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

USE MY PRIVATE E-MAIL.  <<<<<<DO NOT POST TO THE LIST>>>>>>

PLEASE FORWARD THIS REQUEST WEB WIDE

STEPHEN BASSETT
PARADIGM RESEARCH GROUP

paradigmrg@aol.com
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Re: ID4 Shadows on Mars?

From: Bryan Butcher <being@concentric.net>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 13:29:04 +0000
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 16:09:54 -0500
Subject: Re: ID4 Shadows on Mars?

> Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 08:15:32 -0600
> From: Paul Reischmann <preischmann@beckman.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: ID4 Shadows on Mars?

> Hello!

> I ran across this link:

> http://www.io.com/~stephens/Mars/id4/id4.html

> and am wondering if there is any background to this video clip.
> It shows the Sojourner out and about when a huge shadow passes
> over the entire area, akin to the ID4 movie.

> I have noted that when this 'shadow' covers the area, the
> previous shadows of the rocks etc. are still visible, only
> darker. Not being versed in the photgraphic analysis arena, I was
> curious if this is a clue indicating that the picture was
> altered. I would expect shadows of objects to completely
> disappear when this larger shadow envelopes the area, rather than
> just get darker.  IOW, the previous shadows are still
> distinguishable under the 'larger' shadow.

> Any comments?

> Regards,
> Paul

Paul...

It really doesn't require being a seasoned image analyst to see
this website is a person who enjoys playing with their software
to create things which are not there.  In other words...it is not
real...it is a fake.

If you can answer this question, you will quickly realize the
shadow is not really traveling over the "surface" of Mars.  When
you play the small film, keep your eye on the upper left corner
of the image.  You will notice this "shadow" darkens the far
background landscape, as well as the Martian sky!  How could this
happen?

I think this one is pretty elementary my dear Watson...

cheers,
Bryan!
_________________
interests - - - -
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Dreamsenses: The Home of Being! - http://www.raccoon.com/~bryan
The Des Moines Astronomical Society - http://www.sciowa.org/~dmas
The Near Pathfinder Anomaly Analysis Group - http://www.mufor.org/ares
_________________
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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Books [was: 'The Threat'...]

From: Dennis <dstacy@texas.net> [Dennis Stacy]
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 13:59:21 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 16:19:18 -0500
Subject: Books [was: 'The Threat'...]

All:

Wasn't there a time, not so very long ago, when this particular
thread was about David Jacobs's new book, "The Threat (The Secret
Agenda: What the Aliens Really Want...And How They Plan to Get
It)"?

I've barely begun the above, but based on its declarative
approach, in which nothing is alleged or reported but simply
stated, it is safe to make the following pronouncement:

Either this is one of the most insightful and courageous
arguments in the history of modern man...or a very sad spectacle,
indeed. There's not a whole lot of middle ground here to work
with.

1997 was the Year of the UFO Book for demonstrably obvious
reasons. Not only was 1997 the 50th anniversary of the Arnold
sighting, but also of the alleged Roswell crash. As a result,
more UFO titles were probably published last year than in any
single year in the subject's controversial history.

On the other hand...1998 may be another banner year in UFO books.
Apart from The Threat, there is already "The UFO Book:
Encyclopedia of the Extraterrestrial" by Jerome Clark (Visible
Ink Press), along with a new book by Paul Devereux and Peter
Brookesmith (names which should be familiar to anyone on this
list), "UFOs and Ufology: The First Fifty Years," from Facts on
File. Haven't finished the latter, either, but I've rummaged
through it and it's one of those big, beautiful, colorfully
illustrated books that UK companies are so adept at turning out,
compared to their American counterparts.

Technically, it appeared late last year, along with the latest
from Whitley (with Anne) Strieber, "The Communion Letters," a
paperback from HarperPrism. There is no attempt at investigation
or corroboration of anything said here -- just a collection of
some of the (we've been been repeatedly told) hundreds of
thousands of letters Strieber has received over the years. In
other words, stories, anecdotes, hearsay, that may or may not
apply to what this list is all about. Who knows? If everything is
applicable to abductions and the so-called visitor experience,
then what kind of relevant *meaning* do either of those terms
actually connote?

Certainly we can say at this time that both Jacobs and Strieber
can't both be right. They do point out, though, the extremes to
which immersion in this subject tempts one -- toward impending
paranoid apocalypse on one hand, and vague, feel-good New Age
euphoria on the other. I find it amazing that such extremes can
be concluded from what is supposed to be the same "body" of
available "evidence."

But I wander...what I really had in mind was whether there was
any interest out there in possibly starting a thread on one (or
more) of the above books, comments to be confined largely to
same, without too much wandering off into the ether...

Maybe we could start a new thread and simply call it Books.
Comments about ufo theory, speculation etc would be verboten. The
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issue would be the book itself and the evidence presented -- if
any -- for the statements or conclusions therein.

Just a thought...

Dennis
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Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 10:02:28 -1000
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 16:33:01 -0500
Subject: Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

> From: georgina@easynet.co.uk
> Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 14:55:47 +0000
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

> >From: "Larry Hatch" <larryhat@jps.net>
> >To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Buddist Monk Claims death threats
> >Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 14:50:22 -1000

> <snip>

> It never ceases to amaze me that there are a number
> of people in this field who usually never post anything
> of interest, but immediately jump on the band wagon
> when an attack is launched on someone else.

Most people on this List, whatever their beliefs, are not idiots
and do not want to be treated like idiots. When they do have
something to say they usually make a valid point as in this case.

> I tend not to get involved in trashy posts, which more
> often than not, turn into flaming threads, and I do not
> wish to be a part of that.  People who involve
> themselves with this kind of response are not doing a
> good service to ufology.  Criticism is always welcome,
> but it should not be of an insulting nature IMO, or in the
> form of a personal attack on the contributor.

Pointing out that your posts make no sense and, are disproven by
the very information they contain, is not necessarily an attack
on the contributor, but it is a clear indication that the content
of the posts is not being well received.  Doesn't it occur to you
that someone serving as a government scientist in 1943 will be
too old to join the military in 1971 and serve for 22 years?
Magnetically scrambled memory?!?!?!  DNA memory?!?!?!  Do you not
realize that 'stalking' is a crime, not a civil matter, and you
would no more sue someone for stalking than you would sue someone
for bank robbery?  What are you thinking about when you present
material like this?

> The Buddhist monk story is one I followed up and I will
> send attachments to the group, for what it's worth, to back
> up that there was a source of information there.  I do not
> believe for one minute that Stevens or anyone else
> for that matter, ever threatened Coleman, but that
> was her story, not mine.  I posted the information
> because it's all a part of ufology.

The purpose of most UFOlogists is to discern whatever truth may
exist. Posting irrational stories merely muddies the water.

> Regarding my posts: I have received numerous kind
> responses from people who are interested in what was
> written, and they appear to know what they are talking
> about.  This proves my point entirely.  That those who
> are genuine ufologists - do follow up these tit bits of
> information if it's in their area of research, and often
> do so privately.
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No, it merely proves that those people are not rational enough to
discern truth from gossip and bad fiction. Nothing in your post
proves your point. You do not make a point.

> I've been working the Internet for too long now, to
> understand that there are people out there who do
> more harm than good by taking the stage to demolish
> what may possibly be an interesting lead.

An 'interesting' lead is something that might contain a grain of
truth. If you think that the nutloafs you refer to are 'good
sources', you are only fooling yourself.

> Having been a researcher for more than 20 years,
> I don't treat this subject lightly.  I admit that some of the
> posts I sent may look rather gossipy, that's probably
> because they were written for a hard copy UFO magazine
> for which I write a monthly UFO gossip column.  However,
> I am serious in my research and go to great pains to find
> good sources, and like others will confirm, many of these
> sources cannot be named for obvious reasons.

You are not serious in your research.  You are completely
irresponsible and make no effort to winnow any facts at all from
the gossip you publish. The ability to construct sentences does
not make you a researcher. It makes you exactly what you claim to
be....a gossip columnist.  I can speculate that your sources
cannot be named for the obvious reasons that they (1) do not
exist or, (2) have no idea what they are talking about.  In no
case are they good sources for anything except fantasy.

> I don't usually post openly on the Internet because
> by doing so one is always open to attack, and it can be
> very time consuming responding to these attacks,
> and IMO it's a total waste of energy replying to such.
> Having some free time at the moment, I thought I'd add
> some contributions.........

I see by that comment, you have been told all of this before. If
everything you post is attacked, it might be because of the
nature and content of your posts.

>Alleged letter from W. Stevens to Rev Mary Teal Coleman.  Placed
>on the public domain and since removed.

>Attached: Letter from Al Gore's office in response to Coleman's
>letter. Posted on the public domain and since removed.

If these are the basis for your conclusions, you apparently did
not read them, or possibly do not grasp the implications.
Stevens' letter mentions that he had not seen the movie that
Coleman was trying to peddle. So what?  What is the point?  Al
Gore's letter is nothing more than a polite kiss-off.  At what
point must you realize that Coleman is psychotic?

Aloha
Tom Burnett
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Re: Friedman & Simms Reply to UPN's Hoax

From: RGates8254@aol.com [Robert Gates]
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 15:45:12 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 16:41:47 -0500
Subject: Re: Friedman & Simms Reply to UPN's Hoax

In a message dated 98-01-24 21:00:04 EST, you write:

>  From: IUFO Mailing List

>  http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/media/mailing/archive/iufo/msg04516.shtml

>  Stanton and Derrel Reply to UPN's Hoax

>  Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 15:52:05 -0600 (CST)
>  From: *Vanguard*  [Amy Hebert]
>  Subject: IUFO: Stanton and Derrel Reply to UPN's Hoax

>  ->  SearchNet's   IUFO   Mailing List

>  Dear Friends:

>  As mentioned previously, I wrote to Derrel Sims and Stanton Friedman and
>  asked them about their role in UPN's production "Alien Abduction Incident
>  At Lake County".  Below is a copy of my letter and their responses to my
>  questions...

The bottom line *almost* seems to be Clintonistic.  Along this
line:  Shazam, I ah haven't seen it yet, so I don't know very
much or anything about the fraud allegations......." The next
question may/should be "Do you plan on seeing it?"  :)

Cheers,
Robert
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UFO ROUNDUP Volume 3, Number 4

From: Masinaigan <Masinaigan@aol.com>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 12:23:18 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 16:11:27 -0500
Subject: UFO ROUNDUP Volume 3, Number 4

   UFO ROUNDUP
Volume 3, Number 4
January 25, 1998
Editor: Joseph Trainor

TEN LUMINOUS UFOs HOVER
OVER GLASGOW

     On Friday, January 16, 1998, at 7:45 a.m., Gordon
MacAndrews and his wife Fiona were waiting for sunrise
in Glasgow, Scotland when they spotted mysterious
lights in the southern sky.
     "I viewed the lights from the top of a hill in the north
of Glasgow," MacAndrews reported, "which overlooks the
city, as the lights were some way off.  As I mentioned in
my post, my wife also saw the lights and was as
mystified as I am."
     He described the UFOs as "whitish-yellow" and
"smaller than a small coin" held at arm's length.  "They
did not approach; they stayed in the same area," over
the southern suburb of Busby.
     From their observation point near Springburn Road,
the couple "watched the lights for 20 minutes...As the
sun rose, we were unable to see them any longer."
     "As I saw them from the other side of the city, I
was sure someone else would have seen the display
but apparently not," he added.
     Glasgow, Scotland's largest city, is about 55 miles
(88 kilometers) west of the capital, Edinburgh.
(Email Interview)

FAST FLYBY IN QUEENSLAND

     On Wednesday, January 21, 1998, Steve Burrows
and his two children were outdoors at their home in
Brisbane, in Australia's Queensland state when they
spied a fast-moving UFO crossing the sky.
     The trio "watched a fast-moving single white light
travel from directly overhead to 45 degrees (above the
horizon) in the east and was then covered by low
cloud."
     Burrows described the condition of the sky as
clear, adding "stars were clearly visible before the
low cloud cover swept in from the south."  They had the
object in view for "no more than 30 seconds."  (Many
thanks to Steve Burrows and Errol Bruce-Knapp for
this report.)

UFOs LINKED TO MUTILATED
SWINE IN COLORADO

     Three large pigs were found dead and mutilated
Monday, January 5, on a ranch near Highway 159
in Costilla County, Colorado.  The area is located
just west of the Sangre de Cristo mountain range,
about 230 miles (418 kilometers) south of Denver.
     Two ranchers found two of the swine that
morning, then located the third a little later.
According to Christopher O'Brien, investigator and
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author of THE MYSTERIOUS VALLEY (St. Martin's
Press, 1996), the dead swine weighed "about 100 to
150 pounds, white in color and each with a cored-out
rectum and other round holes in the abdomen."
     Photographs of the crime scene were taken by
Bob Green of the La Sierra News.
     On January 8, O'Brien learned that a local
teenage girl had told her mother that she and a friend
"while coming home from basketball practice" had
seen "two lights emanating from the sky in the
approximate location where the carcasses of the
three pigs were discovered."
     The girl reportedly told this story before news
of the mutilation made the rounds in Costilla County.
     UFOs were also seen in neighboring Huerfano
County, as well.
     On Wednesday, January 7, 1998, UFOs were
sighted over the La Veta Military Operations Area
(MOA) in the large San Luis Valley.  Witnesses
in Farisita and Gardner, two small towns on
Colorado Highway 169 approximately 155 miles
(248 kilometers) south of Denver, spotted
"extensive aerial activity by dozens of unknown
objects, for hours, that did not appear to be
conventional aircraft."
     According to local investigator David Perkins,
the UFOs were described by the witnesses as
"large 'disco-balls' " and "small red lights/crafts
which appeared to crisscross the Huerfano."
     On Thursday, January 8, 1998, two witnesses
driving north on Colorado Highway 17 about 25
miles (40 kilometers) west of Farisita and Gardner
saw "a 150-foot (45-meter) diameter disk (flying) at
between 1,500 to 2,000 feet in altitude" traveling
"down the center of the San Luis Valley over the
Baca Ranch two miles east of Highway 17 at
Mile Marker 93.  One of the witnesses, ex-military,
estimated the disk's speed at between 500 and
500 miles per hour."
     On Tuesday, January 20, 1998, a witness in
Hooper, Colorado reported "seeing a 'big star doing
big twists'" south of the Great Sand Dunes National
Monument at about 6 p.m.  He described the UFO
as "flashing red-green and blue lights" and estimated
its position at "five or so miles just south of Sand
Dunes Oasis."
     "At around 6:15 p.m., I witnessed low-flying jets
headed from the east, over the Sangre de Cristos,"
the witness told O'Brien.  The jets "were flying 3,000
feet from the Valley floor."  He added that the UFO
was not the star Sirius rising in the east but was
"two times brighter than the brightest planet" and
located "some 5 degrees south of Sirius."  (Many
thanks to Chris O'Brien for letting UFO ROUNDUP
quote from his Winter SLV Update.  Don't miss
Chris's new book, INSIDE THE MYSTERIOUS
VALLEY, on sale in May 1998.)

MORE UFOs SIGHTED IN
CASA GRANDE, ARIZONA

     Arizona's new UFO flap swept into its second
week with hundreds of sightings reported in and
around Phoenix and the city of Casa Grande
(population 19,082), located on Highway 387
51 miles (82 kilometers) to the southeast.
     On Wednesday, January 14, 1998, Village Labs
in Phoenix received "hundreds of calls" from local
residents who sighted "orange lights" and "spherical
red-orange UFOs" over the Estrella Mountains.
     The laboratory received seven amateur videotapes
of the UFOs for analysis.
     At 7 p.m., "two large orange lights" were viewed
for 11 minutes over the mountain range.
     Other witnesses described "a formation of orange
lights" and a "giant triangle" of lights.
     The Michigan Air National Guard issued a
statement that their planes had dropped "military
flares" over the area.
      On Thursday night, January 15, 1998, Tom King,
director of Arizona Skywatch, staked out the area.
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He reported, "I took a position halfway between
Phoenix and Casa Grande.  We sighted some of the
orange lights fifteen to twenty miles west of our
position (i.e. near the western border of the Gila
River Indian Reservation--J.T.)  We took photographs
and two separate videotapes, including the ultra-high-
speed Super camera.  These objects appeared under
1,000 feet and did not have any sign of smoke," as
flares normally do.
     On Sunday, January 18, 1998, investigator
Robert M. Collins "first observed" a UFO "while I was
driving up past Casa Grande.  I pulled off (Interstate
Highway I-10) onto Route 387 north of Casa Grande.
At that time I counted 9 to 11 orange globes all the
way from west to east north of my position, over
Phoenix."
     "I had Bushnell binoculars and thought I could
make out some sort of 'disc' structure on one or two
of them.  But because the light appeared to be so
cohesive and (due to Phoenix's air) pollution, I was
getting a lot of atmospheric diffraction effects from
the lights."
     Collins observed the UFOs from 7:25 to 7:55 p.m.
"Two orbs were still visible" when he left the area.
(Many thanks to Tom King and Robert M. Collins
for these reports.)

UFO FLAP ERUPTS NEAR
ATLANTA, GEORGIA

     MUFON Georgia is investigating a number of
UFO sightings around Atlanta during the past
two weeks.
     On Thursday, January 8, 1998, around 7:30 p.m.,
a couple driving down North Greenwood Street in
LaGrange, Georgia (population 25,597), a city
near the Alabama state line approximately
64 miles (102 kilometers) southwest of Atlanta,
when they suddenly saw "a strange intense beam
of light" coming from the clouds "down to the
ground."
     LaGrange was the site of intermittent UFO
sightings throughout 1997.
     On Saturday, January 17, 1998, at 7:30 p.m.,
a 38-year-old women and her parents "were driving
south on (Interstate Highway) I-75.  About 50 miles
(80 kilometers) north of Macon (population 106,612),
they saw a circle of blue-white lights hovering just
off the interstate.  The lights formed a continuous
circle and one solid (mass), like a piece of 'Swiss
cheese.'  The craft was the size of a small jet
airliner.  The lights were hovering over some nearby
trees."  Other motorists also saw the lights "and
slowed down" for a better look.
     At 8:45 p.m., as the family "was driving on
(Interstate) I-16, twenty miles (32 kilometers) southeast
of Macon, she saw a strange beam of light go to the
ground.  Then they saw a very bright light shooting
across the sky in a 'strand' of flashes.  Only one light
was involved, but it darted across the sky going from
north to south."
     On Sunday, January 18, 1998, an elderly lady of
LaGrange, Georgia phoned John C. Thompson, state
director of Georgia MUFON, and reported seeing "a
real shiny dot moving extremely fast" and zipping
across the sky about a half-mile north of North
Greenwood Street, site of the January 8 incident.
    "The perfectly round ball had sunlight reflecting
off it and was moving from north to south," she reported.
"But at a high rate of speed at least twice the speed
of a commercial airliner (meaning the UFO's airspeed
was between 900 and 1,000 miles per hour--J.T.)  It
made no noise and disappeared in clear open air as
I watched."
     At 6:06 p.m. on January 18, about three hours
afterward, a man reported seeing two UFOs over
Conyers, Georgia (population 7,380), approximately
27 miles (43 kilometers) southeast of Atlanta.  He
described the UFOs as "two black circular objects
flying west to east with no lights.  The second pulled
up and slowly disappeared.  The first UFO kept going
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straight and disappeared."  (See Filer's Files #3 for
1998.  Many thanks to George A. Filer, John C.
Thompson and Todd Ganas for these reports.)

MYSTERIOUS LIGHT FLASHES
SEEN BY MOTORIST NEAR
CHESHIRE, CONNECTICUT

     On Friday, January 16, 1998, at around 6 p.m.,
Robert D. was driving home from work on Interstate
Highway I-691 west of Meriden, Connecticut
(population 59,479), about 25 miles (40 kilometers)
southwest of Hartford, the state capital.
     "I saw a very strange, very bright blue light off
to the southern horizon," Bob reported.  "It was
after an ice storm" and the area "was without
power."
     He estimated that the light was 11 miles to
his south, in a wooded area just beyond the town
of Cheshire (population 5,759), near Sleeping Giant
State Park and the Broad Brook reservoir.
     "It was an unbelievably bright blue light.
Hundreds of times more bright than lightning.  It
was so bright it left shadows of the trees to my
right.  It lasted for two seconds, then a 15-second
pause, then another two second flash," he said.
     "I'm an electrical engineer with a fascination
for lightning, and this was definitely not lightning,"
he added.  "Nor was it a transformer exploding,
etc. High voltage lines would not show this
intensity.  What's strange is that where they were
located there are no towns or people, just woods."
(Email Interview)
(Editor's Note: Similar mysterious blue flashes
were seen in Los Alamos, New Mexico last
October.)

from the UFO Files...

1988: ATTEMPTED ABDUCTION
          IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA

     Ten years ago, on January 21, 1988, the Knowles
family had a very harrowing experience while driving
on the Eyre Highway across the desolate Nullarbor
Plain in southern Australia.
     The Nullarbor Plain is an arid, flat desert 330
miles wide overlapping the states of South
Australia (S.A.) and Western Australia (W.A.)
The rainfall is so sparse that no trees can grow
there, only saltbush and bluebush.
     On January 21, 1988, Faye Knowles and her
three sons, Sean, Wayne and Patrick were driving
home to Perth, W.A. following a visit with relatives
in Melbourne.  Their car was a light blue four-door
1984 Ford Telstar.
     "Before daylight, after the family had left the
Madura roadhouse (near Mundrabilla--J.T.), as they
were driving on the Eyre Highway, they noticed a
bright white light ahead of them on their side of the
highway.  As they got nearer, they could see it
was a large glowing object hovering just above
the road.  Sean, who was driving, had to swerve
into the other lane to avoid colliding with the
unknown object."
     "Soon after the near collision, they passed
another car that had a bright object following
overhead.  This time Sean's curiosity got the
best of him and he made a U-turn and sped
back toward the west to see what the light was."
     "After following for a few minutes, the light
changed course and started back toward the
Knowles car.  Sean again turned around and
drove east."
     "The object quickly overtook the car,
which at this point was doing over 100 miles
per hour in an attempt to elude the strange
light.  Suddenly, the object landed on top"
of the car's roof "with a loud thud."
     "'We were going silly, something was
going into our heads,' explained Faye Knowles.
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'It felt like we were dying, and our voices were
distorted, as if we were talking in slow motion.'"
     "Two dogs in the car became very agitated,
and one of the sons, Patrick, said he felt as
though his brains were pulled from his head."
     Wayne yelled, "Get off the road!"
     "I can't!" Sean replied, realizing to his horror
that the Ford's steering wheel was locked or
frozen by some irresistible force.
     Just then, they saw the highway's centerline
falling away from the Ford's headlight glow.
     "Faye rolled down her window and looked
out at the object, which she described as a
bright white light with a yellow center 'like an egg
in a cup.'  Faye then reached overhead and
touched the bottom of the object.  'It felt like a
warm sponge.'"
     Suddenly, the UFO released the Knowles'
car.  The Ford plummeted ten feet and hit the
asphalt on its right rear quarter.  The tire
exploded on impact.
     Instantly the car went into a shrieking skid.
The steering wheel loosened in Sean's hands,
and he turned in the direction of the skid.
The Ford fishtailed all over the road, with Sean
applying the brakes, and then screeched to
a halt.
     "The family jumped out and hid in the
bushes along the side of the highway until
the UFO was gone...The family changed the
tyre and drove on to Mundrabilla where they
discussed the experience with truck drivers."
     The case was investigated by Paul Norman
of the Victoria UFO Research Society.  He
found that the Ford's radio "was now operating
perfectly even though it had been malfunctioning
during the encounter.  On the roof of the car
they found an indentation matching the description
given by the family.  Of the tyre, it was in good
condition and should not have blown but in fact
was ripped all the way around its edge."
     Laboratory analysis of the dust found on the
car "revealed oxygen, carbon, calcium, silicon,
potassium and a possible trace of astatine, which
is a radioactive chemical that can only be
produced synthetically."  (See UFO Universe,
Winter 1998 issue, "In Australia, Strange Things
Are Happening" by Tim Swartz, page 33.  Also,
WORLD ATLAS OF UFOs by John Spencer,
Smithmark Publishers Inc., New York, NY 1992,
page 174.)

FUN UFO WEBSITES
     For a look at strange events in Newfoundland,
check out St. John's Haunted Hikes at this URL--
http://www.avint.net/hardticket
     Don't miss our parent site, UFO INFO, with
its marvelous array of features, photos and news.
Check it out at http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo/
     Back issues of UFO ROUNDUP are always
available for downloading at our website.  You'll
find us at http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo/roundup/

     Talk about coincidence.  Our lead story involves
the biggest city in Scotland, and today, January 25,
is the anniversary of the birth of poet Robert Burns
in 1759.
     Not only that, but there were two sightings in
LaGrange, Georgia recently.  Guess what?  On
January 25, 1736, mathemetician/astronomer
Joseph-Louis LaGrange was born in France.
LaGrange is the man who discovered the existence
of points in outer space where the gravitational fields
of the planets cancel each other out.  Objects in
these "Lagrangian" or "L-points" tend to float round
out there, free of the Earth's gravity.  Amazingly,
LaGrange figured this all out mathematically, using
a blackboard and a piece of chalk instead of a
computer.  Pretty impressive, huh?
     Less impressive, of course, is our UFO ROUNDUP
which will be back next weekend with the latest,

http://www.avint.net/hardticket
http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo
http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo/roundup
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up-to-date saucer reports.  Here's wishing all our
readers an enjoyable week from "the paper that
goes home--UFO ROUNDUP."

UFO ROUNDUP: Copyright 1998 by Masinaigan
Productions, all rights reserved.  Readers may
post news items from UFO ROUNDUP on their
websites or in news groups provided that they
credit the newsletter and its editor by name and
list the date of the issue in which the item first
appeared.
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Re: URGENT...URGENT....URGENT.....

From: Chris Rutkowski <rutkows@cc.UManitoba.CA>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 15:26:05 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 17:05:04 -0500
Subject: Re: URGENT...URGENT....URGENT.....

> From: SGB List 2 <SGBList2@aol.com>
> Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 13:28:02 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: URGENT...URGENT....URGENT.....URGENT....URGENT

> ************************ EXTREMELY URGENT ******************************
> I AM IN IMMEDIATE NEED OF INSIDE CONTACT PHONE NUMBERS FOR ANY OF THE CHIEF
> AIDES TO PRESIDENT OR MRS. CLINTON.
> EXAMPLES:  BRUCE LINDSAY, ANTHONY LAKE, ERSKINE BOWLES, ETC

I don't even want to *imagine* why he'd want this .....

Besides, I'm sure President Al Gore will be fully briefed on the
UFO cover-up after he's sworn in next week.

--
Chris Rutkowski - rutkows@cc.umanitoba.ca
(and now, also: Chris.Rutkowski@UMAlumni.mb.ca)
University of Manitoba - Winnipeg, Canada
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Re: William Birnes Interview

From: RGates8254@aol.com
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 16:32:30 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 17:09:32 -0500
Subject: Re: William Birnes Interview

>From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni]
>Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 21:30:40 +0000
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: William Birnes Interview

>William Birnes Interview - August 1997 - Georgina Bruni

>The William J Birnes Interview

<snip>

>Roswell crash site) to American industries in a reverse engineering project
>which led to today's technology. I managed an interview with William who is
>currently writing another book with Philip Corso, THE DAY AFTER DALLAS:
>INSIDE THE WARREN COMMISSION.

>Georgina Bruni: William, you have stated that Corso believes he's part of
>the "Disclosure".  Can you elaborate on this?  I'm confused, if he believes
>he's part of the "Disclosure" how did he come to that conclusion?

>William J. Birnes: First, since the publication of THE DAY AFTER ROSWELL,
>there has been only silence from the US Government - no official denials,
>no statements to the effect that Corso has misspoken or is wrong, or is out of
>line. In fact, the Pentagon has ordered the book for its bookstore as well
>as bookstores at military bases around the US. Also the Navy has ordered
>the book for some of its stores.  I take this to be a tacit Government
>endorsement of Corso's book and what he says. Therefore, the Gov't seems to
>be using him as part of a disclosure by default, a disclosure that doesn't
>damage anyone's reputation. Phil himself believes that because of his
>relationship with the late Arthur Trudeau, he had the ability and probably
>an indirect green light from the powers that be inside the US military, to
>tell the story of what the army did with the Roswell material.

Birnes "interpretation" of why the government ordered copies
Corso's book is off.

When Testors released its version of the Stealth fighter (a
version that was not correct because photos of the then
classified plane were unavailable) the Lockheed employee store
ordered in the kits and employees allegedly bought it.  Many
people saw that as "tacit admission" of what the plane looked
like.  It wasn't. So if that is the only thing Birnes is using to
hang his hat on the "govt using Corso as part of tacit
disclosure" he is in lala land.

Cheers,
Robert
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Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 13:55:29 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 13:55:29 -0500
Subject: Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Gerogina Bruni]
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 14:56:07 +0000
To: updates@globalserve.net
Subject: Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

Alleged letter from W. Stevens to Rev Mary Teal Coleman.  Placed
on the public domain and since removed.

--=====================_885772529==_
Content-Type: image/gif; name="Stevens.gif";
 x-mac-type="47494666"; x-mac-creator="4A565752"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="Stevens.gif"
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Sx1aBvW2Kyul9rKLPeREw5VKig7Lwrmy7GXHkzijcasgNrIcOetjM23pbn6WA84qCUy5mSF4jj0R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ZsWMKFb3Hn3qyRGAU/5Rd112m9PXr5p+w+d8jARjNQVrTW86IgfedCQt/r9hzvyq5huexMYflvCC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ncrESXNoumM7W4bU5zIk/siPHUH+A7DLZEaKHiFCNNiwoEN69RzSrTeXrj27chvS63uXXt6IeN8G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W8hGQ5hUmvTm6wzGP8jDhAEAHiDCK6SxbY9yKkDDIgDCL9ACQrAmT4/iPwyDsklMRJmUrTRL1JyE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pR42Zjst6s3mAVkAYBr04Qe5AR40xTmaISpdL6UqRVe6BRwAoA1wBd9upRWIEVnk4RpgMDp5BR2C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uuYPAeUSDTeKQKl3CGOK9NBjAJARF/d7+gJ7CdcvaqZMReiEDkdHQbkVtZEVcvYP0PM32xGN9bF2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yuke2T6sIapYLK1PCpGGRBSi4FYSbkdx1hFL4jRrtDIGNFIxNR3tIxmS5SXDtf7pHmFi6YwvhFwf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PFPtOuczxmitn64iSF5UE7VJme5TRI3ilrCUxWcIoiAupRIU5fXAyPWmNfXc3T1386d+4HF4yPOd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aj1WNrG8EiPO18TAWhZZxSbuGOOMS/ZNvZVJFo5aZTlOzt+Ttc1u3myNI47fgrOzsd3IwII1H/yC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trvkzADgCZQhac9MGeZiGHY6R2D2H6SAEjJhetGLcWyDq1FEjXL0ATOEFTYWXtBOfZPc22HFH/7z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uRbXIB/Th6D265DlPKCPan4X6BoujI/3cIToiCb1SBL2gA7+cDMCDZSqShzBAQBloHSA4TGr/tgj
aEMSqRerKfEPNpJz3sm2kPjHA8dRBHFlb92fPQrCLGIk4AAR6XAfcekYtzcar1LRec3Xc/EP1eAw
yAi/yU1838drvrnavOg1evoPuFAMAwEPLkyAmfyVP7EcwlOd0AkAEbzCUAfKQyFP42bCrtQO6REl
GZi2HZEqbeueImG+rO0dnQq+xcnS4apuyKw852uGFb0t99AN0GAKlrAINTovMoLfaxEJ92GChErE
d+EPzRAJ+8AOpoPNZnmxG+sf2aIMNsFRPPrhhC0n2agWhEyCBAm8TbrO7oSKXAiL8TAO9tAOA12D
qvoeacIjz1QOfnAYPnum+0faujwSQbMR/qphnQaYp9rXIPMkDu7hfOXXjQHiAoZxEMXd2dCnm/OL
l7lnzXexHJqIdAL6voYNxSno3OpHrmTCuRDBLtFCqHHSgQsLoae9GGMcJX2DUjqIJqj3EP8wCCe6
f6A8Hp67KOdKEF/yHU+qooIjfiZyrSUxp8OZtsB8gIqYsJJeM/gzL6AOAHsQCq1gDNhADuKQGIXy
cHsitsiztI1Ytv+gB5vD1xLrKXI4ff8ADSBypFYblyDoD9bQCUqctcWznytKi9Li2Ns0ikwtEOyA
4+L2xqCHbAE96PlzEJHgFs57HbDHgKmaiwosDViD52bNNnvoIDpQB9btqh7VHbtLO1ST/iG9sg7m
VYe+vUrfbLWcYr05CyLikArAkJfpZ5fZ2H1ccbBHDrhX+jPokIjAK9MkGc0oiVAAIBaqSBC1Yh2/
UX+9ART/MAZLHYr/OoQ3bCYEsQh0DN3RrZ+W6JNc6DVn8twJDS1eyX26IVHidhDN0A4EjhF4yCgu
QCn0eSmSqJEzzWrOd5FTixqwmxdXQyFfroa7a4d48Q+LsJVKfCxy8WvOrdbjubKkUVCYrU/+MA7X
sA/PAejy+KqMOTGEshFepo9VCG4y29T70A5ak0yjOIPQNPKpeKbQWXR0QdM1YAwaXBDNIA9cH6m9
8g9FslGCYYTvUHUkLpfKSqWbMg/x/hHqBcEGz+D1IDwj6qGbqSMa743IpeTAVxqvJ79zyY62NAkR
uAABFdwoCH2Fuj/a9fgPQlDoyh7QpfQzE68RYiv4TYkuXuOUudyLsF8SAyEWdwKKWJqijNINp/Ax
SqBRAE46ZDsVMCB/JnXJxTmW5azvr/nE2hjmV78NrqI6BVL1Hjt972AeSrW1yxp9KGgS9l3LhgMQ
9Ozdw+fP379+Bg3+U/gPnrl53Rga3NfwH8OLGSce/AegU6qLqQBcrOgvocF+/3ZFY5gSHKWMpQDM
ZLhvX8Z01tJ1lPZvXz+bNv0FJbpP3758/4rNBIlP372LQujdG3nRHr6p97Tiw2fv/io+qHKW/Ruo
deBXr//madWab19brvfyccxIUGvHqriqZvSX7569pP9GzVxm6B9YqP+Uvf27kCvSm/5sWTHn8yjQ
n5mL3pSXbp9TvsQowRtq9OhRo0b7AQXakeRPf+9u+iyacDVCf/pQV/zXqOrq0qmFDs2IbFU4n5ht
/ltU1S3R1v/M3dN3sdunUP+eH8U3+3XQjPCkKVOHuXW0mQAiWd692abyoroD1/uHx9I/3Ubz7cen
UeOmQvDTJx/dTkPNLQLlA8spfPy6S6O+2PrsL7a8sucfcaoaqJ6r/qKnHrYoJAgxESlszayt8lmQ
q/0cJNCpBIMqjaN7sipIH5RO/jLpoNjk6acchSyi6yKOhrrtjcEuSikNkI4K8iBllPDpIE+qEumU
fwbZYsqLSJgJjfRoe8+9oF78R55asElnpKHu4Wimcv4hiEAVR2yQKzz/SeORf0AM0a+B/nlFnH7+
ZIyti4xJ5Q0AlsCPq4OKwbIquyq86AkAROnPnCcOuwgYmgL7B5tb6MHvolhaQacqzWoj6iJbAFAn
o2JgmMmOT/IzrUwxwWvlDTH98aU6/NrBrySO8nmFIXvYEeofbX4zyagzFUroJmMAGMRLZBCy6ah/
0CNJn+6Cqq4dAOa5iBkA+uiHTa50u+gZW1nRDtxg0sOiE4kqam0vAO6Bz73L/jQLbkCwbvLECO2+
Ta2/ZtKb6YuZ2GCjzgJ1c+qz/XSjTju38OxvFolbIYutPOtSC4Dq7KFnSAtXc7DDuEi0MEQKVYz3
Tqd0/Sy/An866SKsRnyySIX2kcdUe44eEsKk/+lmJmho+2eZE2jT8R96qjoIm5GEAIAZkkZajqqe
MiIGi2PJ3CwwAGyBCgDkrJJECZrsjEurzxLWGCkA3pFz5jv/GmnOpO45Bpu4/nkEgCe8UKYef77y
Kyl4ANipLLPi4TpujdhUDABQM8oQgGMAyO7qdF1ru6ihDLwIgC9IwmsbjTDT2C0cZxVQn5RYPYi+
M3UAYBr/TNeBa2ys7kic/o2W+wSkzFLCAhOopgGn19kAuCmlhjPrs6pof7mIB1x6/QdUe1kxmzcA
xvFvzOpGas081qBTLTOKiELsH2uMBEYGGpA/2kECYMhDfgCoQaHQQZ07ZSxe5GrQQX5Rp7b8AxEs
Q8Q/nBWiQP2DGmJgg8nyAYCUCOQf16jBTBrRp3/E40In+wvn7sEhEKaFJCgDC7lw1jOkFOw9C6nR
VoIEG4osJBzvsEc8kLW1ifiHIh3JBpsWQglPeOsg4AOAyTKSHmtkZB4AIEdysjQKb91kCW14ndtQ
MzeJ/CMdIpFY+uqwvK/g6Ydb+d8YWSInPvbHGIAgC37qMQw2hagjHWSI/oomdBdajKQsXrnLGBPz
D3C0riOCcB05ZuK7kXQtE7OD3m4G9q2DlAMAYUxNR0BymL996zRJmUn6MmIOHkhRlQCghMQAAAGx
zWQXAHjF91ojiawdUWpeK80/5EAfefRnYB1Z1j7ocQI9gGw5bALCItT1j3WMBDUhEQY4IXA4AnUP
AM24ya6WUwbc7a8i7mHNUFBCFNQQy3u52UyBUAWTpVwkQeRKTcY0RhAPAsB8KPvHOEYSj2YMZSA8
WxkATvELYBgBAMaqR3UwsYqxkOCVJJtJNik5SbCcFB/gswQA2vCOQskFT6fpoUGJEiSi2UhIWxza
N9CRD8GhBKdEImoU/m+hCADAY0o3AUCcnPSmZyAkeABoHkY60imrmWMvs+uFNoVoGqBVBxCi8Mk/
YHKRcih1dtmkEIkAhSKnEORCJwSA50R0oV5I6R+pSMcr7Echr9xEJIfpig078glA2sUeTM0IO7x0
EVEAgB2um8kldaAPKQCAPv4AgDZ61R5zXSSzApXPQeQQP8J2J2it/IcwZqKNbeiiYjzwJdn+EYlO
yGl8sSAaAC4kPtf56ybqYNU8IwOAYTixoPv5xzZGkgY9pMKTcnrLPzBxC0HISozv+8kY06OH7f0l
aBfhxmDkR67T/ANd3JORPN04y9nhzi8DIqCKVPSPY+zBbAsqUMcS/oSg/vxjCxriXD+6RhZ/4FCP
/uhaGS9ClTLWw1QwqBsbcikwYRzjInvYhw2bpo9v7INDTUvH4x7xjVIwjJJ8rJSKELbYzdBIHlup
Zz6AM5Tu/CMb62iHNW5MpIUsZCMYUQYAEOuk2X2PNx0Zi7eUMq6pvqY12bpFYrzAp5sObHf92Usx
2HCs13QEjSOWKWJ0dpUX1dAlADhIW/9BDCD8ow3FYNSDz4KijoQRRVoxiHZRJpeOnEIZkpjJ9sbI
yY7Mwzdh1Ad99FDLi2SIPqdxW/deeCxRKUmA20FKOlVzEddmwrnR6EY00DG76hxEE8XAyFbvUYs0
3qQW71uIa78D/p551EATtMEReNKzh4tk8jA3qcZMqHGRc6FQax3Rgz8C3A8Hbcw7/ygDlgw6u7ZF
h3sFwgxf7CEPxvxDCKMcUcd2Q9MLAaBqbEknTfv7FAwhF5CcS4sUljVRkfXnDbfgGn2IyTVTObeF
AAAJhTRImgSDcGXOSsuadvFFc1RuK5Vq0H7A6jB/CblokJqRSXS0GnbQ4x1lLEkUrRrkIXvtJPgA
tpEWMqukzaYi1ZkaSaxVnX7YSmJi0hFRnuMW19CjEzDZzoBml43UslgrFNRZpi/yjsMVFigzGQMA
do0zrdymI+HwB9b/0ULt4Kwf3g1HNpJyEzFUpiPEAIApHnyT/lDQLiPTqEq+G2Su5cjDyMgmlz+K
zANA0BYT4YuxLG+yiaptFdsXEdc2NdIGsjmsI7Q4VkpaUVzwCIYYUNdaM78BgFKELiVQqcdMjPWx
VY0LXGO4xoOjDZaM4IPuAFAELIl1kV/EgTbEYYcV0qUcID44FjXYxC/QwRHOGyt58ulvbkYSbYMC
rXHFFlylkueaifNRzh1sWobIQg9TERPcFxGIQPqBD7NlZSAHAUBUJfyPbIUuqhNVuh6pQ+na0MhG
10/eQXDEfwDMCHaJqgAsQAM8QAS8CD+YiWEoKv9gM40oCIRwQLr4hm2IBTZIj2qQon8AhJnwnCEB
H+ugPfzg/gjW+AdREJyMSIj/A519yJeAyQgwAYB18Am/+AcxAIBMY5XnKJMe3CYAuAWg+Bt/yIZX
eIRhgIoGQQ2hAorg6J5uEALqapB/qAMAcAEAqIPqWI586YVj6IX3GadagI2LQCqbswm4+QWoizx8
2od0QJ4vGgtqAQB7GbbZOQjhuIlw4gaNmAfQQKSJ4YXvmAdgQAdmyMBbyxIXgLIgsgmq0JbZMDB6
2AcsQgRKkAZrwAVcsAQ2AIfzoxOuEKFNQxhzuT9/0iqrmBN/4IU2+AVqmAa24ySs47N3ISsqkhN7
oI9QKCdrUkILQcF7m4oZAgCkA799mC51iIUwKRFAqhn+/tgY+rop/dsKX1CGUNCFVziFTMAEUyiF
WBgEXtgDTHiFPlgFT1iFT9AEW8iEVuiEVSCGWigFSeCFVviFWGAFdHmDbOCFYHgFYLCEYMAFWhAG
VogFX6hHaOCFToiFZlgFUxiGXuiFXdiFUAiGWsCEUyiFX9CFWegET8iEgRQGZOgEYxgGYMAEY2AG
YMCFXoiFVbCFUXiEa/gFXiAGYgCGeSiHeiCHaRAGY0CGW/AFW3gGY8iGdngGaNiFZ1gGbMiGY0CG
TFQGW+iFZYCGW7gGL0iPMiAGdViHboCGZxCGZ1AGc9iH0umHZrCGXtAFX+AFpJQYU5C9sFyGZxgG
a8gG/mxQh3B4BmsYBmgAB3GQhm6IB0+6lXTIh3ZIB3rILMTaB3Uwh3fwByyoinSoQQAwBoegh3mI
h3mQh3mYxHgQsv6bwAN8GhHkCwAoJ+0gTW5QBhUckm4ABDG4DwM0HgCUGLUzQADgE41QvtCxJf4L
ppmoqnBpsuvLJADgACy5vmE4tQCkh6XwJV/CQjnQBAAwhF4QlSFpB158Gg78h89TzSKRGkmYTBdQ
BLIhiELpIbuYHW3ZzVSwJsDoCOL5h18IhsvAEGDJRfoYI2DAxcWKh5mIg3JYhSnokxFjiFGwhg4b
CPvyi3LJPyLaPwNUl75IQI0gBzvA0OvzzqK6vYwQ/pqUGCdrwpH/Y4h5MAqsoBx/gAd5gId4iAd4
wAd4eAfP3Mx4SId2eNF3aIcdZYd1SId3iId6gMzkAYsalYd2eIe5qYp5mFF7gAe20AdmUIbAcFFz
WAd0SAd0QAdzUId0IIdxQIdyAAdyAIdxKNOdwIlxUAZyeIYTEJxwUIdnwAZrGIfBNIdrOIZnkIZx
aIdlAAZxQAZeWIVjUIZioAZbiIVb4IVe4AZg4IVm0AZc0IVaKAZWYAVuiIRb4MtaeIVW2IVXiIVp
WIdjiAZrqIZp4AZpAAdqYAZqeAZ5kA5qEIZryIZpiAZzAIdwIAdc0AZyeIVQ+AVl4AbFXAdjKAZj
/ngFYxCGVcCFUTUGXogFT0iHZtCFXxAGYFgGSniGYngHXCiUbhiPXzAGYgiGaHgFbfAFPqUFdPHK
aPiFp1wGXGiGZ3iGafArZRCHdHgGYlAGYCiGbRiG1rOHdjBYcPCFKgVUdNjLbrCGWDAGaGCGwcSH
ckiHaAAGWqiGXYCGXiCGbcAGYriFXSCGYtiFUygGgxQGbBgLJtItdfCcqZAjdcAGeZAGeLiGXSgF
XaCGewyGWJCGYlCGa1gGXVAGZKCGaKhJW4iGaJCGW4CGVYiFexAHZajKaMCGbtiHdngZrpmHdFCH
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ciiHdagHeYhReLgKIimHcLgFa3gKaPscUwgG/jkghu9TLwA4NjdxNhJ0EhoNnS+jk6RAD89yEycT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/ojJBAN8fcJm+JyrCEE1Dp7csAVn4UHdkE2BXAk/eZkUAIDWiYMegJAYAsAU2MJSmuVmkIkbhZVH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NoTXqRZStLr8oxhOWjjIYMa9mE2yIf2QpDdBqtaVbnKSq4QpVRg40ie6NNYvbanaWoRK1a5ag5YC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hz+soCYD1iMc8JjH7sAhj3q8LR6zY5Uxd5KOdQSTQSO6x7LggY53NLAvb+mYR751Qgu+pYMumSKc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uWef9/DZR57q/OFuHxLNDK+8IAcr0B56FmOsyn/i+ScaOX+zTLjeZGxxtCeDO1FPB40bLTbihMtQ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lAOAFodm2b0HNb2R5JgHjO7kZjS4cQDQYSgGKdS9XwtfAKAFW03f3d3iaLKwgpxgqrXcEkGPvQQw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2BbW8Ul8xFaE2Qad4/g+WZYOW/FJKDkD3SaqX1D+gyksyIA9w1bEJMFln/DKodx5hDFQif9mM/lG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OUxHz0vFbLTGdFOBnjNqvLRskJRHoVM3bxUnuBRAj4xKeTRNxEaolnNDp2WsyIJZo3RKHaU8LyNQ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4fALALAEvOCXy+AL3SCa1aAOORNRUhIOzJANzMAM1DAMvXkN2aAO8mAOqaAM2gAO47ANy2MNsxkO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1a5pHbLuBADkoG1T/5AXK8rhPyhB6Dv94xrymFJdh9EKALChMfp4cw/rcZl/4KMRmJgCjSCCGm1I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FvSft/GrTvegnL1Q/paPfdBuc5o74W9sg7nXEaweE+PcwFwnw4jBMIYZ2xznEIbD1ZmwZPnI1wgp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2TFgzI5BW7as2bZjz3wZ8zWsl7KbwyYfYxbN2j9KAOrN65ZVmrBoq6Uha/YM9LZt1qxtWwYN3Ddz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qGGP9Ykb/CGCXtjCO7VqjgbzfKxHY2ga5iEdspE0b5CsOtSIhe5UNYv82AiGS6etKLsgoIGOFfcU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FxKCq3yYf7wKa+FjPMvhfheTEkIwDgNRDb1AF4NCG3mSIwzzk83GvhsDhhnTqEB3rZVqr3YIdFsX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WcwBpcz96Cge6JjTFBE6VKGJbExGTIysDMoDgxcSJcon1MQDnY/S3Mp5+kxz4aH9CJuJmAkvzEKU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nw/YT+9zk/RCI3SCPbjaauhI5GnJcCDLmpRJs+2Z6a3JsAFM6eyaSrSee2zE6sUedwxK7WkGyPDO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JnoaWz/towY3iUNYl/KT89CEEoVLSq2wgrZjikOZJbuKy/6hjtvwRB9x6t5rdrumuz4Wjbyjztza
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v+Qyvze0QU2hjii3H6IRcayLvgpcEukYVzkcyUns/sNyBcGOMoYEQX/GFCVIlsNQNyYZDGhIRyrH
shMN2MAH4sNmFGhmIVcp9VcTB8oikyBODMV/pUm3jDgAPMuERMS+bJmnk8on1cN5WH/9cXQ/ZJk8
NIYpRzWD9EO1slTCLMRIxxwaYs2mAmGG8Q/2xSMKNC4aNRbkRsZw3CFp3FDZrMW/aIzpXIxDrG88
QVGXGBFxLMf4e2YbpHCKdLmp9L62W8giVZYC0y/02x+MzMvEjHIGbcIHjYdPjM+YHMEMvCFh6WEI
ctE9LMxPDCIu3MGm8mqMQyZ0Jsk7HFpb3GEYbZkM3MwbvNJTnIf2p9EjjThQwVFn1yhIN7xQkUEi
/sPMBTwmLp1yklJBrWbRqVzDsBzCNG1WdYFkHswiEvbOvrwX9dJCr+QuwqHFAydRvfF8BlfGZmaJ
GhLDWoyXG5VRZK1v6ueSxwHHBhfDvhEitbfFCdeLm8tx8yPI78twAYwxAUy//7wvylhIjrzAjfzE
wwvKGo3Jf6WSJSzJsywaeJhSjJJLo0xpPtFDkH3RDh1XIl1nHKwRKYYjkJbDFCfAHDzDDFzZhDwP
00zZKT0VGIzAlN0eLOzEBw3ZmdTSArzYMB3BCYKBFhQPjhppOkLaElwjHH1wxhjDW7ETv9jGU0Nh
BxeVUq0WvFHWlc1+Ui3HPQEpy/FAkKJA323H/lhNfnqR3kA8SIA8F9+4Rr+CuQNd0Im819pbQ3t3
yIWNwIns16ZdIAZBxUot0UQ1NtzBgLdM2gv9Y8zL0Z8tw/bREDeB2BjN0JtthTYcvd8gNEk82YjM
H1Lp0LmUMj7cFLL1IKsdxJTd1IPEKJKGyVB308Al2BbkQ6CFxK2730Plya8zVnMyeGsUd7ItxDH9
yzVCH2vRx9Z8zR1GxGnhIWl80qMM115cL/k2FuZCcBk1QABniWH9WWiizPMQHIXkjKJzTZer1/Xd
Ly8E2DMcUiVR2qJByJLc1Dlivx/S0cw8NEOhPTxU4Y1MwIYzSH/lwjuyhHlVwkmN1Kjz27yM/nQu
NRuNTswC7OgYjJCwHVz9Uw7HUBTzdSQ7HtG6VMQu3iLMi9MiEzJBzd89bBA1JJUK/Dq7Lckv+A+0
wFWpiyq23WFkgsXJfdOVyRY/nM3iTcSjbBbmAsIePMGjzC7AqGFLvplfzeUR1Zn0qKiSaThjrmHf
GB1qDo7f3hQNV8gKLB3insAJLNMpp0GzPXPB/MyhptAzDVzTfEYGUdNGbCA49BTzA+rQrMSA7mPG
3NP2kWo4DOh4aNEmXQ9F7BUc3hwIMQ+hEKZXYgmD4AIgagtuhN+mHcFQLHNDwxMdrUv/sAzyEBWw
TsU6WNoJXB2QZx//AEg57igIHYegkRAs/hInN/jrIUxHvXzdjMV37Lwc56N+EiYWVhzVzG3OPEEP
BHfszK1RUd4TBSTHwSGCVP+LDQbeEVEP7VAN3bAMQakhr7Pt7u2NPtGMoBu8igzYAP3Pnpvfax7Q
ALyHlS5pjc5YGkRzQvDYqMMizUziA0N7pWhWBPtb4xU2zzzTB4y+HKR4ow7zwrfZdREd8bCpaPYO
dbnB8rMZ7+BVlbpFgdPvFiIHzCZUu5zQucnwkPfyDr74kfdElG67JZEOri7LIYEj72QVEuPTle4e
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VlIqDPgPp4A8H1zMY9LFH4zCR50hEKESGPY+zG/k+Iv0QF8j2NzkA3Qu98bdHZYmm/nF/nrmKmAT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bP/Nhm34Bm1Qh3IAYMBeh3GQ6uilXtVl/gepRt96kId6OJmzTt8gpl55oIfkqWF6kGor7t6Uc2p1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SGyDMtmYbTnmqT3LWhxhZ3wJYJBHyEkZAAjDFgDAFjSEqS1BCulA8oHWZ4jB3yyE2STLXMhDmd7D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5B9Y4UsOsSm1J08qDKNiRRp8IbXew4zCqTl4BWfg50syKF84YhTGEgDAURSfh96AQx2aAfJcpJUS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4obodG5IM4TcMTAwAH3CM1j5V3wt9UzbpEvhVzxF8QpoYAvl9Q+RICQkIkxpVD8NpIZ3dx7vgEzf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aEYn8w4YJQagKxPVxr8AkLl3GWm3oLOw9JTVQKtaMhOdyKTnYsWpxLfjEtCU2CUhLRO8sKfM8g8h
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G1/TRcHtcgtG6ruLUgC1Cvc5bYnAzBAMaHAuW2BZlPaWqXMKHaM2/7AKV4Zjlj2ixyAHJQITRyxF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XdlDdBJxnhzEZwjzcrZ69Is3exyMl17REmvJ0YOeoZpAMWMQzjjxkEhR0yM1ahFMNhKS0bSlLmV5
kVF4paMoOalHQfpLRGIypYJEZDirGc5P2nKaoeQoKr9yU2rCUjOptKlNS2nTn6pwLn8EyTRDSlNg
JjWWLWFID3sZS3gUFJfcrKZSearUoPoSm1zdKk/dudWs9hCGZh0iXv5BjqXEBZTcBKZPiWjHf6RB
/iKVGedWM5PHfErVivMEoX2gBrWOlFAgdstHRJ3nFIHM8TsejF4IOSi1eewxLzBNxz+6tlFRHpKj
KI1lSK0ZzYd0pZKefakfXZpJzkZSo2EdbWf3GUyhivSSlMSfUFv61ax6tZHWLEhvL6IEJbTkHcxz
ZVdvOc2pnlYvYqhkUVtaHgDYVbctHGJwt3pdj352mjPN5Ghr+luW7nK5oBzid/G41qBA0J3kfKs4
52KZfwBDIucbZ3rfesWxznWe+MTvZM8H0Q5GbbCUEYot7go1x1qGegD2UkQfuat+TbK1rdWkbSMZ
Wr2c1rf9s7AkdWpJlabWl66lpG+5mlNggvWS/hlWLXO76dzw4tSplvyuje0BgABel5qkTOpU7xeR
Y2gXnDUFGGE4gFyjclOosHRqbScpXhyzVqse5qlum5mPc8L1pnQRCCsAsAr3epKXU92mCtdUlCXS
j4fdxCJ29QvDveIRM+nEDPXwQtgRCpQy/6CEVxIb0D0XkTYWhWk7kHthzvpSmSpdKipVEsiLAMAY
kRZpd1m7UdrGtI+03TRMU9xfpq5UtJoG6U6dWkScrtSruWyxNOH5ynEpAcsjpqmPBZIJAHDSqEqV
xxIE8opuJK+/pSyvbG+aU5r2VspCnfQv0RzWvH6ZVHfJJzW/nM1KS2KJ1Ktjb3np3zvLGaCT/iU0
XvJ8R8/Q5x+xAIAyYojXQu9wVxJ+5JiA4dnOLhWluP30i8P70X8IQrlJRTFoM+zVVMN4o3Ix5EqQ
0uoap5nEPsYxWGpK5RZ/NdadVu45KU0S4IoXyzJliUSWHUpdeCUNTI5ulm98cOCyeJkcn25QB65t
i5uZrOhFyDKgyrwrIpuV8X1eRb7FvKjxHL7x1KGAOUjnEV5GhADG7xwdbMc5isUOWumWnvEJV3oM
dsJjQhijJ0xjhN/2oy+ucr8fHuLcql21nK74hl2NaULqlO2qDieK/Y7wvqdSxcrOeDC3+ehMOg+n
AEBD4Et+kWN4xQjd8niWkY3b1W742RPu/vxAhCvWNL/FyUa7LwcjHVbkIemZ2T56L6cqtczMWuol
rPq5cw/RA/9ZIOygBnoEK9mJGsjsj1T0cV/7b033/bOhBrjzT/oTwjcf+nb3Yww7qnGNU9rkgbey
27Gv80Aey8IMl/tvlR3jTB+eyv0GABv83fGLpMMr0yCPx0t98fR7OsbLZjtc6zSGayppO6+jUoai
gaBzw7meoiGzMLf0gid4giGB+Ab+ir3bu71/EqxzEzs+Yp4NMjB724eyE6wJi6NXGL+AgzTvArWY
eilMOoVtWbhJuzt+S60LM7Ht2j+TADJNGirDA6pgeoeFELi3gy23mjn147jnuzK9MIKK/oCxxysM
fysxzRvA2MIf+nvCf+sDxPMHxyu5kOs5XFIrQEAGkfjAkZgPDyK9pHunOvurvYq6OisIACgQDmIl
AdsizBAhdPMziTIwgXooB4saEeKnskM0QZKGfygLDFMi5qs5K9O1Gwyxi+iFYZAtZmu0TxM1/xOx
naqyYFos/YO0yZuyEmvB7uuw9Gs/MESmTVgXGwMlVCOt8Vq2liA5T2SJGOKAy0q4G7Mx6/s3FdOq
hXOK77s+FuOpvXrAOMA2ALOM+digWnqvKxKlM/urE/Kn9aKG1Gs63EM3O5s6qTNEA5sfvPhDdSs+
4zufR9qHaPiHjHqt7rumTINFzjsp/kRion9oByMcwxakO++7RAA0vOpTOGzCOKNzMdhaucc7rkcT
r5n6rn8IB5Xju5sqK4csCRKYuO1zrrZCCE14hH5TvN3arhHTwonkOQLMsoWQwqEKP+F6Msz4B3hh
ukEcvjmaH27Mn1wSCiu6MwHzI2aogXb6JxLSwNvbOg5SrOHrwAfbusB6CEWkr3z7h2JzpC38IYIz
SYCbxCksvKdKRZA8v+dDifQiiGg7pO3jwo3zOZPbR/JTyc1rJAAottn6OW5jLKLbLeeKtYrruEra
xZqjrfgLC7YCv4ELqdFjRgAURheTJCtgBmg7ycTDzDgDs6woiDvKswAjwX+ACoFI/gUIIAFsK0c/
/AdqUIZgEIfMegUrOCKsixo8Y8reY0r/4bPdDKFBmyyDsEpgpCT04LRgsoSWgAbW+gZfQK77cQ5R
HEZMIoZaYMZ/8INNIMa23EqCmIdUiAQ2yIRQs6SYbMLqw0JStMtN7K73czu/Ux4AqAYjg0H9CyUA
cIsYcsWw4KvIpEWL8z4Ouwi1EKb7Ej9PFKVps8uVvKZfEgg2sIVNnIpIvCkxfL+s3IbkgSZsbEWp
ZEd1S0qVQKPd6IV5xIIFVD0IQoq1gIC1AADZ7NCps00P1DOh3LMDU6zBYjfPCMPis0r8/LRucA3r
o61OAAKc2QNyaKRNQARbsyEA/mhEJ1TIoCIHo0BIMSK/YHQ+8ovNlkCG4+oDRRtAujMngYijKFvI
UcS5tss7wFRIliCz0BotUvskhACAMhiIdOCyGquIZ6AHU0rA4Fo1gVCHUTAKmdOwizAHr2jFYXRC
Z6ofjazFMA3MTOoIGMgsZtIL5aswDGUp8lwTGACAMZkLenKK1TAwhphG/BpBMPMFdgAAbxMIGIiL
jgDBVDiBEGxFgTiBLxSId6ijgJIoc9yzyvDMpWTHyHKwP5wfrLMHy4LHOMqH7FyTMQCA5GSsi7iH
1TCmsBAFALCE9ss8i7ysi1zFSou+cx28k3AgAACCyiQIt8hSVwyleAAAmDix/vNkMoYjz5JwofUT
wrqsND9YqncQhXz4qT7KqpGUCHNoBInIqn+gBRUcpX/IBHoMh0+QByjzh+LShVZgFZZsNZYojIqw
oWNcP4GIBaiAzIREP5zSB0Xlhk4QCExYBIEgihVFI1Ey2JCCh0m7Bi9ghmLDvQeshwJZgpdrNzLp
FlXFI3wiFSr1FlZos9UslX+oBQBQQfv4h2igUgDQAwgKytR80d3D0cEaRw6aDASji/4wleEbu34w
QRAcJKNIG+ZLCzEAxlTIKHLgFynQRNIspr/jyoowQkc0qUmagkHIT1RT04P9h1NoiSeltCljKWny
obqCxr9LuhwEtYcVCGRo/omC0i20rB+ncAGREgZFHYhpAIAa4AFaILpxEguJKCmSdbt/JLpJUwqB
2AQAgLeUsEgAAKR/iDz9AsACWaQ0dApN3SSUOAW5o1bh9Utb6odOYFE2YJx8NSG4ux+M7AYAUDSA
UaKvbRwA+IRnCqleOIytDYV8kNm+Qib7CzTV/QdqtS6sy7MUFYxxIQEI+gdwqNqIaIR+oa9iQKNX
FYl1HMp6C7AHEyzf5LMHxk23jR7guVF1A86te6R+6BZzST9maAnqHAg6FQhcuIV/4IaS/Ad0WLJt
DQl7sN6WqAEVJKTKEwhxoF/EsD+CGAdROAxE2gd4kNizNKh4EUaENFCU/gAAeFHZXtWKWVSeq12I
ZvCDllgCtBCIrytc5XEVP2AH+xrdAgVUIwDIlAMAJRAEFgWAdRFQOuxLxOQuvSCM+yFciLW0VhEF
JZqKbfkHaPgCIzxYZDKlZ8DLf3gDQxgImBiIY3AByGOKgWuGpAmJJwAAd6XeWoqDaiCHdLgNedAG
XMDDU1w/xVSieMwNvdje/BEIElAEm+oIRZUGqR0iUpo03wUAMaCHYoiFOmiJ50VlDsyvipAGRRUz
nlCnsMAHABAGAuYjcAgGABjgpcRfdaPNso2odePNGUWwQbOsclNEMBukIC6PUNQHeuiGUEgFZRgG
5wAATWwENVEGvviH/lH4GZVDJeQdiFAoY6fAmdRdzOVdJAgA4JP4xnsAgvXlxPpVVP4LiXUAgFQw
hWkoLq3YN4GgBQB43poBmPPtiNNkZ20oXb1Q3JZgA2CIDUIWCGh0C0BGCKIhD4GwhVDIxtLLu5Bo
A3t2igH+BzsAErYB3YEwBJoAsi0Yg3tIXZWTQoLIhJ8xJURoCUXG3e4diIYFAHUwNg/rpWszgjfQ
4rXo3Xc7AeYMJq9IQDITJok0CNE9CXPQBHtm0JK4L5EAgF8QCE0Y4I6K1q14CMJNTi+At0LwS217
5ZYQgjHwBBbRgUVqs1daIQcqDIHxoayoIHGIhcbSYHpdCHoT27H1/kOAGsQZZVqs88zepIw+o54M
XsRPY4r4JMiTUsx4wwiJAADqBIDjAuJ2QIZMmIKWaOVa4syvhsWLkILIqwkAuNCX7aw0dorM+gq2
ZKMxwIPKxgdxkTs/WGao6teFyIabINSr1YtGfAgA2AKBUIKXe4ipwIV/6AUvSDt/JIFvCRm9YAof
+umB+IS78DH96qySkiGn2Kx/kFmG+IX3vcld4IlJ8xh2mkcAaOVVYgmcUbNtAAAVTgrADgs94IV/
2IVbBgAkdbZl8wt/3I0Yot8Sfc+LyIdnvrlSyqV/uIZQGANeAwBAwANNzepNAwBWeeVxEAhrKFx8
SIdfaIVX6AOt/rBtZFKGxNaD+xbqjcQivWAHCAAKaOjdRjRYLjM39rrQf5gK6qQrSfjWf6g8Hie0
fzAEiZhmY8WMtP3sDoxKVf1ss3VbqYQwNhdOlOiHzEpv9USxhQAAHu8wQs5rdvK7cgCAPhCGeeCG
UzaqfxAFYrDem5Om4HWKnejLi7gF2Vbc3BK/aNiFW9AGV8FIvUDkviTxFiUVWQUAgR2I7f4HBesa
kwCAU/aFEQXnlsCDRSIP+slVdQCALxjLZ7uIEA8prB2ICpq0l82LfYCKyx26XAKAUpA7VCeI7c6o
fogEwH5Pkv6HPnjQfdXCwigylPjekyAH7HwIPLCWlvhbpFOq/ntQGER4heeciJZ7glN7iDTwZYDu
l1FYpJaYgj8GgE0QhaxVMwD4lpbIH36ioXfqYwDohZ9xMM0CgBMIX28SJ9GEqu3+8wVECh5AAx6Y
bbNgR72ACgAD5s/EDPPxs8vQOrHDDMsaxO+AmmUVKJnXh5GIjOCER6tWNM5aqF5zilfgAIkINIL7
Xq34BEnYC4/SCoSspYX4XgXXC5BW7EwvBg/jSuuzAtvWiwCv47v0ipaIz6Ej3qO+5UuFCwDAmUuP
It41OGHyhVZ+5jVuirj7T1N/CHodiJzI19l9+s5qhtrG0MQwmmmXJIh/C0QQhXGgwYtohj0HADXR
bwHUKcc2/rKwEIKWqGJ2DaREPfNLk09KNSWowgdx2IVUaAZebglLuHgGbcV0eAPYXnBKk4d08AVl
iId2wAIAOGHg0ooSdasfnFgQTr0OkiJyorN+id6WoGv30lqACXD8midvgcmzZeC1nZ9rJqyRkCjI
GrAbNcTEYkcHhkrcY3Mf7a59KBA+9qx7MPsir1aGGHVQI4gyXaQ6aO1o6oNHKASAAAAA3b9/AJj9
8+dPn0EAjQpCVKgwor+EFCECMAWRlw6I/6YBsGhwEMQaIf+ZLFhRmSCBES3aO5kOADeI1QCUgvgO
AKt//So2FIiJnceiEhMCPWrwGVKRAJYIxPJSpLpmKv31/jM4DelEga2KgvW3r+BYGACUYPOplBYA
eVcV/gQbt+IWQCKTQuz27NvVggJPjrUocfDggpFOAIChbBcwaGD7zv1X5q+5oB3VAn3MNbA8AMjI
/jw6UeJYexr/6dvXbx9rffpW78MKO/BfAH4gss6dL1/E1LlhM8TUCbXq3K1dG3eNXB++5bmVu8aX
T9905fua74POejc+6dGvd5eeG19x1v3uQdcs0t4/bSq5FvZ78t/MPe+7Adgm8r1HsX0N1vFeRWKR
9o85Am0zRkExMQSRHUK45NEv6u0HkREAwOPRfP/ggYiGr2AkEwDq9EIWRiQM805Rtc2jkkC8FURO
fhUm/pQKAOsU1Q0yERrV1D+vxEFRZriAaFRWPnkUWDsbYpQJhZoBkhl/PELUz5H9gQWAOOpJ6VFW
e3TT34CxVYnlk2VS2I6U95wJFmsFpYTbalh52SVYru2m0pv/ZCcfAC2aSCNZYwXWIFj4iIVeQvvw
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plA+c2GVjz+8ITqWlUBlNZY+Ey26mqSqVXRPbvaIKio9+9wjXar5ZIdcbP7QA9076cDTDjvr2GMP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mqWh2xDjJTWu/qmFEsr+2QQhfQCQBgAOlJIoHQAe2uchFz5TKKvb2grrMUu48UiUedykE6TY3PIo
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CUOrIA8TAiLFfGcMbgwAqhkyr5zuoTCSY9ASJTVKajH5Hy9S04Pnf8Cp8amRH8mRZ5D0O/ohJ6+c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vs63jXfUYB75YMc4NLOLPdgBEBGjhzWewQxoMAMd1diGMqyhDWiYAx3/6Jqi5pEOcwh0/hrdQMY1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nM4aP7XHAc9xi9waMR5vcqORvem4C0ohIhsNW2RNkuXZXUWzQTnOyo7wKb0K4aKhufJuc7w+1ckt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N6+dv3/t1BFc6JDWQY8PI/7D9fLkPwDWVkY0F/EXgCUyGwGI5vEkOIM6DPIy6AfAt6IFAdhCGDHh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cSAS0giFARJYEBFs0BtQ4m+hWqb3sWUjpQ3PsAqZ8AaYQgJs0AilQAzNkA6csV73xnYRlFO0dGVP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XBREgZgpjRAIT7O6iDHGfyAzKzgIHgjE8pKHPtiGV+Cavxmn/u8CPEMkliITs9s6OJJYk9bjkFxT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--=====================_885772529==_
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 25

Re: ID4 Shadows on Mars?

From: Kerry Ferrand <kferrand@rocketmail.com>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 15:20:52 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 20:13:12 -0500
Subject: Re: ID4 Shadows on Mars?

> Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 08:15:32 -0600
> From: Paul Reischmann <preischmann@beckman.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: ID4 Shadows on Mars?

> Hello!

> I ran across this link:

> http://www.io.com/~stephens/Mars/id4/id4.html

> and am wondering if there is any background to this video clip.
> It shows the Sojourner out and about when a huge shadow passes
> over the entire area, akin to the ID4 movie.

> I have noted that when this 'shadow' covers the area, the
> previous shadows of the rocks etc. are still visible, only
> darker. Not being versed in the photgraphic analysis arena, I was
> curious if this is a clue indicating that the picture was
> altered. I would expect shadows of objects to completely
> disappear when this larger shadow envelopes the area, rather than
> just get darker.  IOW, the previous shadows are still
> distinguishable under the 'larger' shadow.

> Any comments?

Some idiot has just faked the entire thing using photoshop or
suchlike... and done a really bad job. I have copies of the exact
same shots without the big bad shadow effect. Everything on the
website is pretty damn laughable..I hope there arnt really people
out there who would buy it..although that UPN survey mentioned on
this list is a worry...

K
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Re: Regarding books to read

From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 20:44:51 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 22:01:58 -0500
Subject: Re: Regarding books to read

This is was a private email that I had sent to Ted Viens,
in his response to me he suggested that I share my thoughts
with the List.  Below is the text:

I noticed your post on UFO Update about the Keyhoe book.

I concur.

If you haven't already read Captain Edward J. Ruppelt's (head of
USAF Project Blue Book) "The Report on Unidentified Flying
Objects" you owe it to yourself to do so.  His viewpoint as an
insider and the revelations he made have never been equalled in
the UFO literature.  Its a seminal book in the field.

Then I would finish reading all of the Keyhoe books because his
other books do not recount prior material.

Then the Lorenzen books.

After finishing these you will have a better understanding of the
situation far better than most readers of the list who are
unaware of what has transpired in the history of this field.

I don't mean to be insulting with these suggestions, you may have
already read many of them.  However if you haven't I can assure
you that they will probably have a far greater impact than just
one of the Keyhoe books alone and provide a much broader
perspective.

Gary Alevy
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 25

Re: UPN Abduction Video

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 18:56:56 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 22:21:46 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN Abduction Video

> From: KRandle993@aol.com [Kevin Randle]
> Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 09:19:21 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UPN Abduction Video

> >Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 00:09:42 -0400
> >From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UPN Abduction Video

<snippety dippety>

> >What stock video? I gather it was skillful editing not having seen
> >the show. I am not psychic. If this was a terrible show, as I
> >gather most people thought, it was certainly not the first and
> >won't be the last ?>  Does it do more damage than the many phony
> >claims that have been made by the likes of Bob Lazar, Frank
> >Stranges, Guy Kirkwood, Frank Kaufmann etc..

> >STFriedman

> Stan -

> You forgot to mention Gerald Anderson and MJ-12 in your list of
> phony claims.

<snippety doo>

> Responsibility for that program lies at the feet of the producers
> who decided to exploit the UFO field. But, we, in the UFO
> community have to take the responsibility for our actions.

> Finally, you might not like what Frank Kaufmann says, but he is
> much more reliable than Gerald Anderson.

> KRandle

Oooohhh Goh-holly Geee...  I just love a good tiff among the
bigger players here.  Say, since we have you both here, I just
finished reading "The Roswell UFO Crash, What They Don't Want You
To Know" by Kal [I am NOT a DEBUNKER] K.  Korff.  Now, he claims,
in his gentle and cordial style, that both of you and all of your
witnesses are just all but flushed with male bovine alimentary
waste products.  I am sure that you were both humbled by the
generous contribution of his more intense and perceptive
investigations.  What are your thoughts about the methods and
conclusions of his research?  At least one of you must have some
gratitude for him clearing up some of your misunderstandings.

Now, Kal has been investigating UFOs since high school, some twenty five or so years.  He has 
furthered computer technology in the very nerve centers of some of our most esteemed and esoteric 
national laboratories.  He has written a couple of books apparently striving to correct and 
clarify errors in a couple of pivotal episodes in modern ufology.  Still, I am ignorant of any 
original work of Korff's.

What I am looking for is anything Kal Korff has done that
reflects original investigation of obscure or unknown events that
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have furthered our knowledge or awareness of mysterious objects
that cannot be explained by current technology.  I am sure that
in twenty five or so years of research, Kal has discovered and
reported something original that taught us more about things
beyond our terrestrial capabilities.  It would be unfair of me to
draw any conclusions about Kal Korff based only on reading "The
Roswell UFO Crash" and hearing about his other book.  It would be
better for me to also know about his contributions in furthering
our knowledge of these mysteries.  If anyone could help me with
this, I would really appreciate it.  Thanks...

Bye...  Ted..
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 25

UFO files available?

From: georgina@easynet.co.uk
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 02:27:07 +0000
Fwd Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 22:38:11 -0500
Subject: UFO files available?

Michael Ravnitzky, author of The Putnam Pit, is a law student and
investigative reporter who recently posted an Internet message to
ufologists, with instructions of where to find UFO government
files.

Writes Michael.  'I hope that some news organization or
researcher can use these records to finally tell the real story
of what happened when the military ran into the unexplainable.'

For the past ten years, Michael has been interested in the
technological history of UFOs, and the sociological structure of
the military-civilian relationship surrounding them.  He tempts
us with the knowledge that in 1996 he discovered the location of
a huge cache of secret documents on UFOs and related subjects,
and that 'most of them haven't seen the light of day in 30 or 40
years.' He guides us to the military archives at St. Louis and
Suitland, Maryland.  He claims that, there, buried in the
archives, we will find boxes of records, each with an associated
SF-135 form (Standard Form 135), which describes and inventories
the contents of that particular box.

Michael points out that anyone can claim access to these files by
writing a letter to the Freedom of Information Act, quoting their
rights and agreeing to pay reasonable fees for the request.
According to his research, the UFO over-up was at one time in the
hands of an Air Force Intelligence Component located at Wright
Patterson Air Force Base. The name given to the department was
the 'Foreign Technology Division-FTD', later it became the
'FASTC-Foreign Aerospace Technology Center', and finally it is
now called  the 'National Air Intelligence Center' or NAIC. The
NAIC is responsible for acquiring and analyzing foreign aerospace
technology.

He informs us that over the years this Air Force office have sent
approximately 3,000 boxes of records to military storage
archives. Michael also quotes Gery D. Heulseman, TSgt, USAF, who
runs the FOIA program at NAIC. His office has recently obtained
2,959 pages of SF-135 forms that describe in detail the contents
of the boxes, many still classified. The SF-135s cover the period
from about 1953 -1982.  States Michael.  According to Heulseman,
no one has ever requested these forms, nor have they been added
to any electronic database.

Michael suggests that by obtaining these documents, investigative
reporters and others, could very well discover the real story
behind some of the strange phenomena known as UFOs. Each page
costs 15 cents, and there are a total of 2,959 pages.  With the
first 100 pages free, it would cost $428.85.

Anyone interested in these documents, should contact the National
Air Intelligence Center [NAIC/SCVMS/FOIA] Attn Gery D. Huelseman,
TSgt, USAF Chief, Freedom of Information Act Office Information
Management Operations, 4180 Watson Way, Wright Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio  45433-5648.

Georgina Bruni
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 26

Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

From: georgina@easynet.co.uk
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 02:31:35 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 08:24:49 -0500
Subject: Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

>Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 11:25:45 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

Hi Bob

>I think it best to characterize the response of the agent I spoke
>with as treating the whole thing as a joke.  Apparently MTC was
>on their "nuts" list, and they simply ignored her repeated
>complaints about people.

Well that says it all in a "nutshell"

>I have all the correspondence from MTC in my files, and will be
>happy to show them to any serious investigator with an interest
>in this case.  I think they clearly demonstrate a paranoid mental
>state.

Would you like some more ?

>Georgina's post referrs to MTC as an "ordained Buddhist
>monastic". The question is ordained by whom???

According to her, she was ordained by the Dali Lama (I expect I
have spelt that wrong)

>Just what is this "Dharma Institute" and how legitimate is it?

They have a site on the Net if you want to check it out Bob,
sorry I can't remember the URL. I tried to find out more about
them but no one I spoke to in the UK has heard of them.

> My attempts to learn anything about the organization
> through a contact address provided in West Virginia
>were met with similar paranoia and threats.

Every question appears to be met by threats. You may be
interested to know that immediately after the "Heavens Gate"
drama she removed a quantity of (what one might say) cultist
information from her personal site.  I didn't see this on the
institute's site.

>Real Buddhism is not a religion of paranoia.  It is not a
>religion of threats.  It is a religion of peace and isolation
>from the material world.

That's exactly what I told her. I was amazed that someone
claiming to be an "ordained" and allegedly representing Buddhism,
would act in this manner. Needless to say, I was again threatened
<s>

>Whatever these people may be, I do not think they have
>any claim to being real Buddhists.  I would have
>to classify them as a paranoid cult.

I agree

>I would be very curious to know just where their money
>comes from, since they seem to have very nice accomodations
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>in their ashrams and apparently have money galore
>to throw at expensive lawyers.

That's a very interesting thought. Worth checking out that site
If it's still up there!

Georgina
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Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 21:40:37 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 08:18:38 -0500
Subject: Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/24/98 6:17 PM:
>  From: "Keith Woodard" <qwoodard@worldnet.att.net>
>  To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Art Bell's Update On Phoenix Sightings
>  Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 20:33:27 -0800

>  Give me a break, Mark!  Don't you know this is the Internet?
>  Where do you get off arguing on the merits!  We're supposed to be
>  confining ourselves to ad hominem attacks:-)

Darn... I knew I'd slip up sooner or later.

>  I'm not completely convinced, but your arguments are excellent.
>  I may wind up emialing FAS, and maybe some skeptics, to see if
>  they can counter any of your points.  I'll keep you and Updates
>  posted if I make any headway one way or the other.

Thanks, Keith.

I've been through some arguments with skeptics on this, and I
ended up thoroughly disgusted. I hope you fare better. But be
prepared for the ad hominem attacks on the witnesses, the
investigators, and anything else they can think of, rather than a
debate on the evidence.

You may want to prepare yourself with a quick read on my paper of
answers to common skeptical objections to the possibility of
scientifically researching UFOs at

        http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman/ufostphi.htm

("What Kind of Science Is The Study Of Unidentified
Flying Objects?")

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni]
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 02:31:18 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 08:22:13 -0500
Subject: Re: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

>Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 10:35:15 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Buddist Monk Claims death threats

>I missed this when it was first posted and have to thank a list
>member for calling my attention to it.I tracked down Mary
>Teal Coleman a couple of years ago after Wendelle told
>me about her trying to peddle a film of an alien
>autopsy and UFO crash some years ago.
>I tracked her down at the Dharma Institute in Charlottesville,
>Virginia.  I wrote her a very polite letter telling her what I
>had been told and asking for more information.
>In return I was reported to the FBI and local law enforcement
> as harassing her!

Thanks for posting that Bob. I received pretty much the same
treatment from her.  I too wrote a very polite e-mail about a,
year ago, and she threatened to report me to the FBI. I then told
her that there wasn't much point in doing that as I am British
and live in the UK.

 I think she does it with everyone who contacts her.

>I got a couple of threatening letters from her, and then started
>getting letters from some lawyer, equally threatening.
>I turned this over to my lawyer who sent a note to her lawyer
>basically saying he was WAY out of line and would find himself
>the target of legal action if he persisted.

>The lawyer also threatened me with legal action for copyright
>infringement if I wrote about Mary Teal Coleman and her
>"research", which showed me that the man had not even the vaguest
>notion of how copyright works.  Since she has published nothing,
>there is no way I could violate her copyright by talking about
>her. I never heard anything more from her or her lawyer.

Well, she actually posted everything on her web site as a press
release. I still have the hard copy somewhere if you ever need
it. This is what I found amusing when she started threatening me
because she'd put it up there in the form of a press release on
the Internet with all the letters and it was up there for almost
a year)  When I later pointed out to her that it was already in
the public domain, she took down the site.

>BTW, in her initial letter to me she accused me of being a CIA
>operative and denied any knowledge of any such film.  Now it
>appears that she is talking about it.

That makes a change, it's usually the FBI that the accused are a
part of <G>.  I think she's gone quiet now, and I don't think she
ever wrote that book she was plugging.

>According to Wendelle's original story to me, she was claiming
>back in the 60s to have physical possession of the film and was
>trying to sell it.  Wendelle set up a meeting with her with
>someone who wanted to buy the film, but she never showed up at
>the meeting.  Wendelle says he never saw the film.  At one time I
>thought this might tie in to substantiating the Santilli AA
>film, but after my experience with MTC I think it was all a bunch
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>of BS.

I think Wendelle was better not dealing with her, and not in a
million years could I ever imagine him threatening anyone. Did
you know that she was promising to go public with a list of
ufologists who were all working for government agencies. Probably
everyone who ever contacted her, you and I included.

>I think the woman is seriously mentally disturbed.

I have to agree.

Regards
Georgina
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Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 22:35:16 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 08:44:42 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/24/98 6:35 PM:
>  Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 02:02:20 -0600 (CST)
>  From: Michael Wayne Malone <wayne@HiWAAY.net>
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>  This video has been out AND debunked for quite a while.
>  Sightings or some other paranormal program debunked this video
>  ages ago.  I even have that episode on tape, and when I get my
>  VCR working again, I'll give you the copyright date.  Sightings,
>  or whoever, even interviewed the director/story writer and he
>  said he was honored that anyone thought this film was real, but
>  that it was just a student film project.  Shown where production
>  stills of the little girls getting into alien costums and such.

That's a different video, I think, Mike. I've seen it, too. No
well known actors. But this one had at least one or two.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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Re: Books

From: natural.state@erols.com [Melanie Mecca]
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 22:08:05 -0600
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 08:33:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Books

> Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 13:59:21 -0600 (CST)
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> From: Dennis <dstacy@texas.net> [Dennis Stacy]
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...

> <mighty snip>

>Certainly we can say at this time that both Jacobs and Strieber
>can't both be right. They do point out, though, the extremes to
>which immersion in this subject tempts one -- toward impending
>paranoid apocalypse on one hand, and vague, feel-good New Age
>euphoria on the other.

Superb last sentence, let's all stand back and admire that
one............

>I find it amazing that such extremes can
>be concluded from what is supposed to be the same "body" of
>available "evidence."

But that's what many of us pendulate through every day, ain't it?
 Or at least by way of the detached contemplation of these
possible extremes that, if uncontrolled, would mushroom into
full-blown zero-to-180 gut-wrenching vacillation. Supreme
excitement at the thought of the "Galactic Other" showing up in
the skies of this little ball of rock and water on the one hand,
and fear of extinction, loss of control, and shame (about the
level of out intelligence, and technological advancement relative
to theirs) on the other hand.  The Crown of Creation posture
suffers severe body blows when the ETs blithely zip around as
they please through our skies.

> Maybe we could start a new thread and simply call it Books.
> Comments about ufo theory, speculation etc would be verboten. The
> issue would be the book itself and the evidence presented -- if
> any -- for the statements or conclusions therein.

That would be interesting, especially for those of us who are not
researchers but do read most everything that shows up.  I'm game.

Melanie
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UFO FAQ Needs New Home

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 04:28:17 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 08:48:46 -0500
Subject: UFO FAQ Needs New Home

Hi all,

I just received word that UFOIC, which hosts my UFO FAQ, is
ceasing to exist. I don't know the exact reasons, but they ran
into some difficulties funding the organization and in general I
don't think they had anticipated the amount of work adequately.
In any case, the webmaster is going to take down the site.

That means that my UFO FAQ will be taken down as well. I think
this would be a sorry thing to happen and therefore I hereby ask
any of you if this document can find a new home on one of your
sites. To see what I'm talking about, go to
http://www.ufoic.com/faq

I have intended it as a guide for the interested newcomer  and as
a reference document. I am currently in the process of writing a
new edition. It's all text, no pictures and in the order of 100K.

Thanks a lot in advance for help!

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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UFO Studies [was: 'The Threat'...]

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 22:33:21 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 08:39:49 -0500
Subject: UFO Studies [was: 'The Threat'...]

>  From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...
>  To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
>  Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 01:37:53 -0500 (EST)

>  > Basically, I think that has to be an important
>  > part of our "baseline": we have reports from the present day and
>  > the last fifty years which have been relatively well
>  > investigated, and the credibility of whose witnesses is generally
>  > known.

>  But is it though?  So much of what I have heard (and again, I'll
>  admit much of it being more recent may very well be a poor
>  sample) has involved little physical evidence and has relied
>  mostly on the credibility of the eyewitness.  And especially in
>  cases where hypnotic regression has been used, I have some
>  difficulty accepting witness credibility.

There's no question that much UFO data lies in the realm of
"testimony'. For that reason, I would argue that one does a
disservice both to science in general and to the study of UFOs in
particular by any insistence that the methods of physics or
chemistry are appropriate for anything other that supporting
roles (i.e. in the analysis of physical trace evidence). UFOs are
not chemicals or forces which can be isolated and reproduced in a
laboratory setting. But, unlike some, I do not believe this is
something isolated to the problem of UFOs. Sociology, forensics,
the various parts of the natural sciences which rely on the
observation of organisms acting naturally in their habitat (such
as ornithology) have many of the same problems.

It also needs to be kept in mind that there is, essentially, NO
funding for UFO studies. The Ubatuba magnesium was studied with
very limited resources, and, yes, there remain a number of
questions about the process of their analysis, and, of course the
tragedy of the loss of fragment 1, but nonetheless, even that
limited analysis provided some very interesting results. The
Trans-en-Provence case was studied by an arm of the French
government, and their results, with regard to the temperatures
and forces which were needed to cause the traces, seem to point
to heavy weight and high heat - but followup is limited by time
and money.

EM effects and what could cause them are certainly under
investigated in the sense that very little experimental science
has been done on them. The Condon Committee worked with Ford and
did some experiments with magnetism to try to stop car engines,
but the experiments only managed to indicate that magnetism was
not the cause of UFO related vehicle stoppages. But
electrostatics, EMP, non-electron charged particles, strongly
alternating magnetic fields (as used in demagnetization
equipment) have not yet been examined, both due to the lack of
researcher interest, the lack of funds to support such research
(except, perhaps, in classified weapons development projects).

So, given the amateur nature of the data gathering and the
theories being generated, I think we must be prepared to live
with the preponderance of verbal and photographic data for a
fairly long time. But that is not to say that conclusions of a
limited sort cannot be drawn from that information, or that that
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information need be unreliable. Haines, in his 1980 work
"Observing UFOs" covered many of the perceptual factors important
in understanding what happens to the UFO witness during the
perception of an inexplicable event. With that sort of
information as a guide, and the careful sifting of information
from the witnesses, we can derive limited conclusions or at least
generate partial hypotheses (i.e. hypotheses about specific
events, the appearance of certain objects and effects, etc. - not
global ones about the meaning and the cause).

To give an example, the Moreland case in 1959 gives an excellent
example of a clear relationship between UFO luminosity and
manuvering:

http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman/ufo/report/590713.htm

A case from Selma in 1957 shows a clear pattern in luminosity and
manuvers of another sort:

http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman/ufo/report/571029.htm

From these kinds of observations, we can surely derive some
useful hypotheses, as long as we have field investigators
skeptically and reliably approaching UFO cases and giving
us clean testimony to base our thoughts on.

>  > So the patterns we derive from that data are probably
>  > representative of the "real" phenomenon (whatever that may be).
>  > Thus, when I go back and look at old data, I give much greater
>  > credibility to cases that support current patterns than to those
>  > which break them.

>  I can understand your motivation for doing this, but at the same
>  time I worry that doing so may be dangerous.  I'd prefer to have
>  some sort of objective criterion to select or reject data.
>  Without it, you risk massaging the data to support an existing
>  conclusion.

Look, accepting or rejecting data according to objective criteria is
an issue. But, unfortunately, in a number of cases, we're only
going to be able to approach this ideal. It was this problem which
led Hynek to try to formulate a system of strangeness and
probability. Unfortunately, his system is very difficult to apply,
and we are always, to some extent, left to rely on the reputation
of the field investigator and the researcher.

However, I don't think that rejecting old data which strays
wildly from well-documented modern case profiles represents
anything like "massaging the data". Certainly, rejected data
should still be maintained in files and catalogs, along with the
reasons for its rejection. For that matter, the pattern of IFOs
vs. UFOs is one which has caused some controversy, so, obviously,
even IFOs should not be merely thrown away. But we have to make a
decision on credibility at some point - and perhaps each
researcher must make that decision separately and differently (as
we do). But I believe it will be the competition between
hypotheses and cases which will help decide what is credible and
what is not.

>  Actually parallel worlds aren't as hoaky as you think (c.f.,
>  Everett and Wheeler) but that's a matter of semantics.  Like I
>  said, I look forward to evaluating the evidence myself.
>  Ultimately, though, since we can't really do any experiments, it
>  all comes down to which theory describes it "best".  And "best"
>  is of course a matter of one's personal belief systems; the
>  metrics we each use to evaluate the elegance and "ordinariness"
>  of a theory are entirely subjective.

I don't really think I'd agree here. What makes a theory "best"
will be its predictions and how well they agree with reality as
represented by observations.

For instance, Keyhoe and Vallee both made predictions about the
sequence of UFO luminosity colors in various performance regimes.
One of these describes the reality better - or neither does. Keel
claimed that UFO cases on a particular night seemed to respect
state boundaries - that can be tested. Vallee claimed that "there
are too many landings" and that this indicates that UFOs are
non-physical in the normal sense. My analysis of Vallee's Magonia
catalog
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        http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman/magland.htm

indicates that this may not be so.

As long as a theory provides a testable discriminator, we can
determine which does a better job, and thus, we objectively
decide on which theory is better.

>  Case in point, I've met people who believe that the entire
>  phenomenon is essentially being produced, in physical form, by
>  mass human belief (the "Tulpa" theory).  To them, this was a much
>  more elegant explanation.  Until we can figure out how to test a
>  theory on the UFO phenomenon, it's going to come down to "who
>  sounds less like a crackpot".  And while there are some people
>  I'd definitely consider crackpots, I'm sure others would say the
>  same of me.  Or you, for that matter.

Well, actually, the Tulpa conjecture isn't even a hypothesis. It
needs a testable component. How would one, for instance,
distinguish between a Tulpa and a holographic projection, or a
trans-dimensional intrusion (whatever that is)...

>  Well, I think most, if not all, of these theories put a strain on
>  physics, if for no other reason than UFOs appear to have some
>  form of reactionless propulsion (if this has been addressed
>  before please tell me in email and I'll look it up).  But I rely
>  heavily upon Clarke's Law in issues of technology, because I
>  don't think our own level of science is anywhere close to
>  perfection.

Paul Hill shows that this is not really the problem.
Technological hypotheses of UFOs don't strain physics, they
strain engineering, which is another matter entirely.

Keep looking, there's plenty of information, just a paucity of
careful thought as to how to make it useful.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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Science Fiction Writers [was: 'The Threat'...]

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 22:47:14 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 20:32:50 -0500
Subject: Science Fiction Writers [was: 'The Threat'...]

>  From: AFSDialog <AFSDialog@aol.com> [Thomas Tulien]
>  Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 01:24:22 EST
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject:  Re: 'The Threat'...

>  What is most curious to me, is the disdain most Sci Fi writers
>  and affectionados have for the UFO phenomenon. Perhaps, somehow,
>  finding ETI would threaten the demise of the genre?

Both SF authors and fans are a microcosm of society at large.
Still, I'm not sure about the general disdain part.

Asimov and Clarke both publicly were disdainful of UFOs, but I'm
not sure I could think of anyone else who's made a public stand
on the subject.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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Re: UFO ROUNDUP Volume 3, Number 4

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 23:24:45 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 20:31:00 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO ROUNDUP Volume 3, Number 4

>  From: Masinaigan <Masinaigan@aol.com>
>  Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 12:23:18 EST
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: Fwd: UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 3, Number 4

>  MYSTERIOUS LIGHT FLASHES
>  SEEN BY MOTORIST NEAR
>  CHESHIRE, CONNECTICUT

>       On Friday, January 16, 1998, at around 6 p.m.,
>  Robert D. was driving home from work on Interstate
>  Highway I-691 west of Meriden, Connecticut
>  (population 59,479), about 25 miles (40 kilometers)
>  southwest of Hartford, the state capital.
>       "I saw a very strange, very bright blue light off
>  to the southern horizon," Bob reported.  "It was
>  after an ice storm" and the area "was without
>  power."

As the MUFON CT Assistant State Director, I offer the following
concerning this report.

1) I was contacted by the other witness to the sighting (not
mentioned in the UFO Roundup report). Both witnesses knew each
other and had discussed the sighting afterward.

2) The other witness indicated the time was 10:45-11:00 PM

3) The other witness indicated the cars were driving west on 691,
heading for I-84, and that the flashes were about fifteen degrees
BEHIND the car, which would mean that the Sleeping Giant location
is not possible. I plotted the sight lines on a map based on the
information from the witness, and the sight lines crossed the
densest part of Meriden.

4) Inquiries to the local power company indicated that 86,000
customers in that area were without power, that there were
numerous lines down and transformer problems resulting from the
ice storm and that any of these could have caused arcing. The
power company does not generally have and does not maintain
information concerning whether a downed line was arcing or not.

5) An arcing power line and certain kinds of transformer problems
can cause extremely bright blue-white flashes of the sort
reported.

6) The reported duration of the flashes ranges from the 2 seconds
of the story to the 5-8 secs reported to me.

7) No object was seen at any time.

Based on this, I have classified the report as identified.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 04:28:14 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 20:32:19 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 01:39:54 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

>>Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 02:02:20 -0600 (CST)
>>From: Michael Wayne Malone <wayne@HiWAAY.net>
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

<snip>

>Again, why is -this guy- being picked apart? It's crazy.
>There are guys like Derrel Sims that are consistently
>associated with "carnival side shows" just like the one
>UPN produced. He's -always- associated with questionable
>material and programs. Not a peep out of anyone about
>that snake-oil salesman, but Stan (a guy that made his
>'bones' years ago and has -earned- our respect) get's
>talked about/ judged/ sentenced and executed all in
>one week!

>onde esta la justicia? Where is the justice in that?

La justicia esta aqui. History will judge people like Stan
favorably, because they took the initiatives and the risks to
move this field forward.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: UPN Abduction Video

From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 00:18:20 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 09:55:19 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN Abduction Video

>From: KRandle993@aol.com [Kevin Randle]
>Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 09:19:21 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UPN Abduction Video

>>Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 00:09:42 -0400
>>From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UPN Abduction Video

DAY AT THE CIRCUS

Kevin, Stanton and List,

Information has lost its sense since its Dollars and Cents
Reality has long lost its virginity To virtuality

(Alfred gimme a break here)

Long ago, I stopped believing in newspapers and TV.

Reference 1: "Information" is not delivered, it is fabricated.
If information was indeed close to objectivity, would we be
having this List and all this hugging and pushing about getting
the UFO phenomena some credibility? (please capitalize this last
sentence with 42 points Courier font)

I fail to understand the present shivering indignified posts
about a video flop.  As if the "program" was some exceptional
deceiving piece of work.  It is not exceptional.  It is coherent
with some obscure religion named "TV ratings".

I find any %&!$#@ information show much much more insulting, for
the following reasons:

1.  It makes you believe that you are intelligent because you
watch the show;

2.  It makes you believe you are educated because it makes you
believe you are informed;

3.  There is no point in persuading an imbecile that he or she is
right.  The Devil (figuratively speaking, I am no religion freak)
has no interest in an already conquered soul.  Mucho delights
must be expected from hoaxing a mucho wise guy (or lady).

4.  The program Frontline on PBS should be considered and
exception.

5.  If you don't believe in informative deception, I suggest you
talk to ANY person you know who has been directly concerned with
TV and newspapers.  Strangely enough, they ALL come up with the
same observation: "This is not exactly what I said..."

6.  Don't believe this ?  Please go back to reference 1.

In an edited TV program, you see only what the producers want you
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to see.  Evidently, when you choose to participate to a TV
program, you decline any responsibility towards the viewer.  It
is not your thing. You merely get paid for it.  I understand that
Stanton in one of the very few researchers who earn their life
with Ufology.  It is understandable he has become some figure
most UFO shows will want to have.  I have seen and talked with
Stanton Friedman at a conference here in Montreal 2 or 3 years
ago.  He had this rare Cartesian approach to UFOs.  In my mind
this guy stood for credibility and honesty. He still does.
Seeing him in an edited-to-death program cannot surprise me or
annoy me in any way.  How could it ?

I have seen Bruce Maccabee quite a few times on shows like
Unsolved Mysteries.  He even appeared in the latest "Most
Controversial UFO Videos" or the likes on Fox TV a couple of
months ago.  I never met Bruce, but if I judged the guy from what
I saw on TV, I'd swear he plays the organ in a remake of the
Phantom of the Opera !  Well... I know... he does play the
organ... But mainly at parties :)  And judging from what he writes
on the list, I'd say that an image is now bullshit and that we
should all start going back to some era where words were
meaningful.  In this age of media, image has become worse than
meaningless, it has become a substitute for what is real.  It
pretends to be a clone.  But it's a changeling.  Worse than a
lie, because you tend to believe it is your child and you act
accordingly.

The UPN thing is merciful crap.  Much better in this way than
the insidious Nova program last fall, or the fallacious Alien
Autopsy on FOX some years ago.  The one's who believe the UPN BS
couldn't tell Stanton Friedman from Philip Klass.  Who and what
are we defending or attacking here?
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 26

Re: ID4 Shadows on Mars?

From: JJ Mercieca <mufor@maltanet.net>
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 11:43:08 +0100
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 09:57:45 -0500
Subject: Re: ID4 Shadows on Mars?

>http://www.io.com/~stephens/Mars/id4/id4.html
>and am wondering if there is any background to this video clip.
>It shows the Sojourner out and about when a huge shadow passes
>over the entire area, akin to the ID4 movie.

The site text says "...On July 12, in an incident that NASA and
Area 51 officials have named "The Independence Day Scenario"
(after a scene in the popular movie in which ...."}

Area 51 officials? When have they admitted they even exist let
alone send out press releases together with NASA?

Following the links at the bottom of the page will take you to
another "stunning revelation" ... a monolith on Mars which
happens to be a photo montage of the ALH 84001 meteorite on the
Pathfinder images. The rest of the pages indexed on the site are
full of the same type of "tabloid stuff" and doctored images.
Someone with too much free time on his hands.

Regards,

JJ Mercieca
Malta UFO Research
http://www.mufor.org/
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Re: ID4 Shadows on Mars?

From: Paul Reischmann <preischmann@beckman.com>
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 07:40:52 -0600
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 09:59:22 -0500
Subject: Re: ID4 Shadows on Mars?

> Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 15:20:52 -0800 (PST)
> From: Kerry Ferrand <kferrand@rocketmail.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ID4 Shadows on Mars?
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> > Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 08:15:32 -0600
> > From: Paul Reischmann <preischmann@beckman.com>
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: ID4 Shadows on Mars?

> > Hello!

> > I ran across this link:

> > http://www.io.com/~stephens/Mars/id4/id4.html

> > and am wondering if there is any background to this video clip.

> > ---snipped--

> > Any comments?

> Some idiot has just faked the entire thing using photoshop or
> suchlike... and done a really bad job. I have copies of the exact
> same shots without the big bad shadow effect. Everything on the
> website is pretty damn laughable..I hope there arnt really people
> out there who would buy it..although that UPN survey mentioned on
> this list is a worry...

> K

Hi!

Bingo!  My concerns exactly.  The UPN farce beautifully
illustrates that even an obvious hoax such as 'Lk County' can
sway large (larger than I would have expected) numbers of
individuals, without really trying to deceive.  When people
really put their mind to it......

Paul
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 26

Re: UFO Studies

From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 10:52:49 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 19:25:33 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Studies

> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...
> Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 22:33:21 -0800

> It also needs to be kept in mind that there is, essentially, NO
> funding for UFO studies.

An excellent point and one I think that also applies to advanced
propulsion systems as well.  Case in point, I have often wondered
if many of the "Area 51" sightings might not simply be unusual or
highly advanced aircraft, not necessarily back-engineered from
UFOs, but nonetheless using technology beyond the realm of what
most people are aware of.  I would love to see funding for
*public* research into EM propulsion, because I think that
everyone could benefit.  I simply cannot accept that we are in
such dire straits that we need to keep the entire country in the
dark about what could be revolutionary advances in propulsion.
The real threats to the country today would seem to come from
small terrorist groups using nonconventional weapons, and with
this type of threat it doesn't matter how many "gee-whiz" planes,
drones, EMP saucers, or whatever else they happen to have
nowadays.

But, unfortunately, the military has a lot of money, and we
don't. And unless Bill Gates decides he wants to start his own
research center I think this will remain a problem, despite the
fact that I think there must be a hell of a lot of commercial
applications.

> Look, accepting or rejecting data according to objective criteria is
> an issue. But, unfortunately, in a number of cases, we're only
> going to be able to approach this ideal.

I wasn't saying what that there was any better way of dealing
with the problem, only that rejecting cases to fit a theory is
risky. But, as you said, the original data are maintained (or
should be) so of course anyone else is free to try and come up
with a better theory.

> For that matter, the pattern of IFOs
> vs. UFOs is one which has caused some controversy, so, obviously,
> even IFOs should not be merely thrown away.

Do you know if anyone has attempted to correlate sightings (based
on raw data) with anything else?  Once the sample size becomes
large enough, the noise should fall away if the statistic used is
sophisticated enough.

> But I believe it will be the competition between
> hypotheses and cases which will help decide what is credible and
> what is not.

Exactly.  That's why I want to look at the original data myself
-- to see if any of the ideas I have, or that other people have,
fit better.

> I don't really think I'd agree here. What makes a theory "best"
> will be its predictions and how well they agree with reality as
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> represented by observations.

That's assuming any of them are predictive.  I have yet to see
this, but again you bring up examples of predictions (Keyhoe and
Vallee) so I'll be most interested in reading them.

>       http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman/...

I started reading through your website, by the way, which is
quite comprehensive, and an excellent resource.

> Well, actually, the Tulpa conjecture isn't even a hypothesis. It
> needs a testable component. How would one, for instance,
> distinguish between a Tulpa and a holographic projection, or a
> trans-dimensional intrusion (whatever that is)...

You're right, conjecture is a better term, although it's not the
first time someone has used "hypothesis" to describe a conjecture
which cannot, at this time, be tested.  But to be honest much of
the less academic UFO literature describes conjectures (and much
of it depends so heavily upon conspiracies that one cannot
reasonably refute the conjectures).

> Technological hypotheses of UFOs don't strain physics, they
> strain engineering, which is another matter entirely.

Interesting.  Well, if UFOs do use some type of EM propulsion I'd
hate to wind up underneath one without some serious magnetic
shielding around my noggin.

> Keep looking, there's plenty of information, just a paucity of
> careful thought as to how to make it useful.

Thanks.

-- Bill
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Re: Science Fiction Writers

From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 10:19:57 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 10:51:08 -0500
Subject: Re: Science Fiction Writers

> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...
> Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 22:47:14 -0800

 >>  From: AFSDialog <AFSDialog@aol.com> [Thomas Tulien]
 >>  Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 01:24:22 EST
 >>  To: updates@globalserve.net
 >>  Subject:  Re: 'The Threat'...

 >>  What is most curious to me, is the disdain most Sci Fi writers
 >>  and affectionados have for the UFO phenomenon. Perhaps, somehow,
 >>  finding ETI would threaten the demise of the genre?

 >Both SF authors and fans are a microcosm of society at large.
 >Still, I'm not sure about the general disdain part.

 >Asimov and Clarke both publicly were disdainful of UFOs, but I'm
 >not sure I could think of anyone else who's made a public stand
 >on the subject.

Actually most science fiction writers do have a disdain for the
UFO phenomenon. Frederik Pohl and I have debated the topic at a
couple of science fiction conventions. He also did some UFO
investigations in the 1960s but ran into some of the hoaxes or
misidentifications that convinced him that all sightings would
meet with a similar fate.

At other conventions there have been debates between the SF
writers and the UFO researchers. It is interesting that, many, if
not most of the SF writers believe that UFOs are not real.

On the other hand, when I have lectured at SF conventions, the
lectures are always among the most heavily attended and my time
is expanded from the normal hour to 90 minutes.

In other words, there is interest in UFOs, but the SF fans want
something in the way of solid proof. Any lecture that contains
the physical evidence cases is well received. They don't want to
here uncorroborated tales of alien visitation. They are a
different crowd, many of whom have a solid grounding in science.

KRandle
www.crystalsky.com
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Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

From: Michael Wayne Malone <wayne@HiWAAY.net>
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 10:03:17 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 19:31:30 -0500
Subject: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> From: "Steven Kaeser" <steve@konsulting.com>
> To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction
> Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 19:42:23 -0500

> >Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 02:02:20 -0600 (CST)
> >From: Michael Wayne Malone <wayne@HiWAAY.net>
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Chilling Video Record of a Family's Abduction

> >This video has been out AND debunked for quite a while.
> >Sightings or some other paranormal program debunked this video
> >ages ago.  I even have that episode on tape, and when I get my
> >VCR working again, I'll give you the copyright date.  Sightings,
> >or whoever, even interviewed the director/story writer and he
> >said he was honored that anyone thought this film was real, but
> >that it was just a student film project.  Shown where production
> >stills of the little girls getting into alien costums and such.

> >But the fact is, this video has been out and about for a long
> >time, at least two years.  And it has been debunked and a known
> >fake for at least a year and a half.  When I saw the Sightings
> >(or whatever) show two years ago with this topic, I was under the
> >impression that Sightings had done the story on the abduction
> >video as if it were real over a year before.

> You're thinking of a different video.  The video shown on
> sightings was very similar, but not the same one.  I believe that
> John has confirmed some of the details regarding the history of
> the UPN video, and posted that information to UpDates.  If I
> recall, the video shown several years ago on Sightings was a
> demonstration video that was created to try and attract interest
> in a full fledged production (thankfully never made).  Someone
> later decided to send it to a UFO researcher for a laugh and a
> number of man-hours were wasted in researching it.

As I said in my original note, I didn't see the UPN production,
and based my claim on the descriptions seen on the list.  But as
Bob Shell pointed out, I wasn't far off the mark.  That alleged
demonstration video and this UPN fiasco were written and directed
by the same man.  Either way, the two videos are simply too much
alike for there not to have been a connection.

Michael
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Re: Science Fiction Writers

From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 11:00:44 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 19:26:55 -0500
Subject: Re: Science Fiction Writers

> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...
> Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 22:47:14 -0800

> Asimov and Clarke both publicly were disdainful of UFOs, but I'm
> not sure I could think of anyone else who's made a public stand
> on the subject.

What I find most curious is that Carl Sagan, whom I remember as
being quite skeptical about UFOs, nonetheless wrote a novel,
_Contact_, in which the protagonists contact an alien race and
yet the entire event is totally without substantiation; it all
comes down to eyewitness credibility.  That seems strange to me,
but then again I suppose Sagan didn't see any inconsistency since
his novel was fictional.

(Actually, my friend Ken, who worked under Horowitz (sp?) at
Harvard on the SETI project, met Sagan and told me that, despite
his public image, he wasn't exactly one of the better minds of
the 20th century.  But that's neither here nor there.  The other
relevant point Ken made about SETI was that many in the field
believed that any reasonably advanced alien race wouldn't be
wasting energy broadcasting their communications across the
galaxy, and that until or unless we start saying "hello"
ourselves we probably won't find much.)

-- Bill
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Re: Books - 'The Threat'

From: Dennis <dstacy@texas.net>
Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 22:33:07 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 19:08:09 -0500
Subject: Re: Books - 'The Threat'

One might begin, for example, with the conclusions Jacobs
extrapolates from the Roper Report, which lead him to proclaim
that "millions" of Americans may have been abducted. (See pp
124-5 of The Threat.)

The unfortunate fact of the matter is that no such claim can be
made in the first place, let alone supported by the resulting
evidence. This should be self-evident by a simple reading of the
poll questions and the responses to same.

In other words, why not simply ask: do you think you have ever
had a close encounter with a UFO, and following that, do you
think you may have been taken aboard same?

Instead, Hopkins and Jacobs ask a series of questions -- none of
which has to do with a distantly perceived ufo -- and then
conclude that anyone positively responding to a certain number of
indicators inequivocably(sp?) indicates an abduction by alien
extraterrestrial beings -- that is, respond yea to, say, six out
of ten questions, and you therefore corroborate our theory and
assumptions of what abductions are all about, no ifs, ands or
buts. You've been abducted by literal ETs, no other theorists
need apply.

All very neat, if extremely messy. But let's suppose you wanted
to take an equally oblique approach in determining what numbers
of Americans are heavy drinkers. The direct approach would be to
ask such questions as a) do you drink more than such and such a
day, b) starting at what time of day, and so on.

The Jacobs/Hopkins approach, however, is to ask whether you might
not have smelled beer on one occasion, sipped champagne on
another, imbibed Wild Turkey on a third, downed a scotch on a
fourth -- and thereby conclude that one is both an alcoholic and
abductee.

To put it bluntly and parsimoniously: *nothing* in the Roper
Report supports Jacobs's latest contention -- let alone his
cataclysmic and catastrophic warnings that we are now hovering on
the edge of alien absorption.

For all the money spent on it, the Roper Report means nothing
whatsoever.
Over to Greg and the rest of the list,

Dennis
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FOIA request for non-US citizens

From: Jakes Louw <LOUWJE@telkom.co.za>
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 14:36:59 +0200
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 19:43:57 -0500
Subject: FOIA request for non-US citizens

Greeting esteemed list members...

A fellow-countryman has a need to request a FOIA search for
certain documents.

However, not being US citizens, we are obviously going to
experience certain fundamental problems.

Now my countryman is willing to pay the FOIA levy if the search
proves fruitfull, but we need a US person who is willing to
initiate the request.

Anybody care to respond privately to this? (Mr. Gersten, maybe?
Glenn Campbell? anybody?)

Replies to louwje@telkom.co.za, please.

(Note: this request is not sanctioned by, nor is it the policy
of, Telkom South Africa or its employees. I just use my business
email account for international email access.)

Jakes E. Louw
+27 12 311-2668
082 923 6144
louwje@telkom.co.za
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Books - Tim Good on Alien Bases

From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni]
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 21:10:55 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 20:20:58 -0500
Subject: Books - Tim Good on Alien Bases 

According to Tim Good=92s literary agent, Andrew Lownie, Tim=92s next
book 'Alien Base' which is due to be published early this year,
is the best he=92s ever done.  So good in fact, that Tim has
received a huge up-front payment to the sum of =A3200,000.

'Alien Base' is the result of a thorough investigation into alien
bases right here on our own planet. Tim believes that Earth
itself is one big alien base.  I asked him to name some of these
bases but I guess he=92s saving those for the book, however he did
offer some locations. Possible underground alien bases are
apparently located in the US, with one in Taos, New Mexico,
others exist in South America and Russia, but none in the United
Kingdom.  Underwater bases are in Central America, Mexico, Peru
and Brazil. Tim has found no evidence of any activity in the
infamous Dulce site, but he has no doubt that some kind of
evidence did exist, and has spoken to the local Indians about
this.

In a recent issue of Saucer Smear, editor Jim Mosley, writes that
Tim Good has sent him a copy of a letter (dated May 9th 1968)
which pertains to be from the late Senator Robert Kennedy to the
late Gray Barker. In the letter, Kennedy claims to have a
positive interest in flying saucer research and to be a card
carrying member of a pro-contactee UFO group based in California.
I haven=92t seen the letter, but if it=92s genuine it surely proves
that Robert Kennedy was a believer. However, Tim Good will have a
hard time convincing Jim, who as we know, has edited his sceptic
newsletter for over forty years now.

Georgina Bruni
HOT GOSSIP UK
www.hotgossip.co.uk
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Re: UFO Crash in Ukraine & Chernobyl UFO

From: Nick Balaskas <nikolaos@YorkU.CA>
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 19:39:04 -0800 (Pacific Standard Time)
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 20:38:15 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Crash in Ukraine & Chernobyl UFO

> From: vladimir@neuro.kharkov.ua
> To: kutovoj@mail.iae.lt
> Subject: letter

> Dear Anatoly,

> Your e-mail of January 15 (written in Russian in MIME format)
> was quite readable, but your e-mail of January 20 (in Windows-
> 1251) was not (in its Russian-language part, of course). Thank
> you for the information on the supposed crash of an unknown
> object not far from Kharkov - I did not hear about this. Isn't
> there a possibility to find out the title of the newspaper, in
> which this report was published? In any case, I will try to
> verify it. At present I have no independent confirmation of the
> report.

<snip>

> All my best wishes!

> Sincerely, Vladimir Rubtsov

Dear Vladimir,

Alexey V. Arkhipov of the Institute of Radio Astronomy in
Kharkov, Ukraine had a letter published in the March 1995 issue
of Spaceflight magazine and in your RIAP Bulletin, April-June
1994 issue which he gives details about a May 15, 1994 crash of
an unknown object about 40 km to the SSW of Kharkov.  He says
"Apparently this artefact of unknown origin seems a promising
candidate for being extraterrestrial trash which accidentally hit
the Earth.".  Could the this incident have something in common
with the other alleged Kharkov UFO crash?

Nick Balaskas
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UFO*BC News

From: UFO*BC <pengilly@axionet.com>
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 02:35:04 GMT
Fwd Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 07:44:03 -0500
Subject: UFO*BC News

************************************************************
From time to time, UFO*BC sends out a group e-mail to let
people know about upcoming lectures, changes to the website
and interesting UFO tidbits. If you do not wish to be on
this group list, please let us know and we will gladly remove
your name.
************************************************************

1) "Sightings On The Radio" - http://www.sightings.com

As well as having an excellent website, Sightings has a radio
show 6 nights a week, Monday to Saturday, from 7 PM to 10 PM PST.
Please check out their site and listen to some of their archived
radio shows (you will need to download "RealAudio" if you don't
already have it). UFO*BC has been chosen to host the radio show
on the fourth Tuesday of every month. We usually start off the
show with the latest UFO news from British Columbia and then
delve into our vaults for some of our favourite historical BC
cases. We then bring on an interesting guest from across Canada.
Last month we had Don Ledger from Nova Scotia and this month we
will have Chris Rutkowski from Manitoba. At present the show is
not broadcast over the air waves in Canada, but negotiations are
underway for the CHUM radio stations to pick up the show. We
strongly urge everyone to contact their local CHUM affiliate to
request that they carry the show. If you live in the Lower
Mainland of BC the CHUM affiliate is CFUN, and the Program
Director's e-mail address is ngallagh@cfun.com

2) UFO*BC Website - http://www.ufobc.org

We have slowly been making some changes (we think improvements)
to our website. Linked directly from the bottom of the Homepage,
we now have one or two "Feature Articles" and the "Latest
Sighting Report". Sometimes the "Feature" story might be one of
our favourite historical cases, but right now we have two new
articles written by Graham Conway. The first one, "Let's Close
the Gap" is about the need for recognition and investigation
into the injuries reported by close encounter witnesses. The
second article, "A Chilean Andes Fender Bender" is about the
recovery of four chunks of material from an apparent collision
between an UFO and the side of a mountain. The "Latest Sighting"
is from the Cowichan Valley area of Vancouver Island, although
this is about to be updated with a couple more recent cases.

We have just added a "Picture Gallery" of Yvonne Lowe's photos
(click on "Supernatural BC" on the Homepage, then "Strange
Photos"). We presently have 24 of her pictures up now, but we
will be making some substitutions and adding some commentary
in the next few weeks. We will then work on Robert Spicer's
"Photo Gallery", and eventually a list of Dorothy Izatt's pics.

Bill says he has a bunch more "Bigfoot" stories to go up and he
is almost finished with the "UFO*BC Store". We will have our
own magazines, bumper stickers and pins listed, as well as some
selected videos and books. We have more ideas, but I will let
you know about those after we finish what we have on our plate
at present.(so much to do, so little time)

**************************************************************
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If you have comments please e-mail me at:
pengilly@axionet.com

Thank you,
Dave Pengilly
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 27

Re: UPN Abduction Video

From: "Len Fedullo" <lenf1@snip.net>
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 21:28:42 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 07:39:41 -0500
Subject: Re: UPN Abduction Video

Mr. Friedman,

I would agree, as would the majority of people who follow your
work or for that matter anyone with an interest in abduction,
that many of your comments on the UPN show were accurate. But
again, I must state that my point was not to question what you
said but where you said it. So I'll ask as clearly as I can. No
matter what your comments are, if you associate yourself with a
television show such as this highly questionable one that UPN
aired, does that help your cause?  Are more people incline to
believe in your work ? Or does it hurt your  cause ?  That's all
I'm really asking.

Len Fedullo
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 26

Re: Science Fiction Writers

From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 19:00:50 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 20:57:28 -0500
Subject: Re: Science Fiction Writers

>  From: AFSDialog <AFSDialog@aol.com> [Thomas Tulien]
>  Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 01:24:22 EST
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject:  Re: 'The Threat'...

>  What is most curious to me, is the disdain most Sci Fi writers
>  and affectionados have for the UFO phenomenon. Perhaps, somehow,
>  finding ETI would threaten the demise of the genre?

I don't know about their attitude toward UFO's in general, but
presumably from having read numerous stories about all kinds of
possible alien life forms, most of the science fiction fans I've
asked view the likelihood of humanoid aliens such as the greys as
extremely unlikely, and they tend to laugh out loud at the
mention of the Santilli alien autopsy film.

-George Fergus
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 27

Re: Science Fiction Writers

From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 01:29:50 +0100
Fwd Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 07:56:05 -0500
Subject: Re: Science Fiction Writers

> From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Science Fiction Writers [was: 'The Threat'...]
> To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
> Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 11:00:44 -0500 (EST)

> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> > Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...
> > Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 22:47:14 -0800

> > Asimov and Clarke both publicly were disdainful of UFOs, but I'm
> > not sure I could think of anyone else who's made a public stand
> > on the subject.

> What I find most curious is that Carl Sagan, whom I remember as
> being quite skeptical about UFOs, nonetheless wrote a novel,
> _Contact_, in which the protagonists contact an alien race and
> yet the entire event is totally without substantiation; it all
> comes down to eyewitness credibility.  That seems strange to me,
> but then again I suppose Sagan didn't see any inconsistency since
> his novel was fictional.

> (Actually, my friend Ken, who worked under Horowitz (sp?) at
> Harvard on the SETI project, met Sagan and told me that, despite
> his public image, he wasn't exactly one of the better minds of
> the 20th century.

Hi Bill and Mark and List,

Who makes the bigger contribution, the scientist that finds the
magic bullet to a terrible desease or the person(s) who sweated
to find the millions so the scientist could do the research?
Sagan probably did more than any other scientist to popularize
space and its wonders and he pushed SETI, which in turn further
ligitimized our field. Besides Carl was,I think, a closet UFO
supporter.

> But that's neither here nor there.  The other
> relevant point Ken made about SETI was that many in the field
> believed that any reasonably advanced alien race wouldn't be
> wasting energy broadcasting their communications across the
> galaxy, and that until or unless we start saying "hello"
> ourselves we probably won't find much.)
> -- Bill

I though they were looking for the equivilent of the Howdy Doody
show that has been on its way out into the galaxy from here for
the last 50 years. It doesn't have to be a message of profound
import, a weather forcast, stock market report, a president being
impeached...etc. If we're lucky, maybe it will be "Laugh-In".

Don Ledger
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Re: URGENT...URGENT....URGENT.....

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 23:20:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 08:06:53 -0500
Subject: Re: URGENT...URGENT....URGENT.....

>From: Chris Rutkowski <rutkows@cc.UManitoba.CA>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: URGENT...URGENT....URGENT.....URGENT....URGENT
>To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
>Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 15:26:05 -0600 (CST)

>> From: SGB List 2 <SGBList2@aol.com>
>> Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 13:28:02 EST
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> Subject: URGENT...URGENT....URGENT.....URGENT....URGENT

>> ************************ EXTREMELY URGENT ******************************
>> I AM IN IMMEDIATE NEED OF INSIDE CONTACT PHONE NUMBERS FOR ANY OF THE
CHIEF
>> AIDES TO PRESIDENT OR MRS. CLINTON.
>> EXAMPLES:  BRUCE LINDSAY, ANTHONY LAKE, ERSKINE BOWLES, ETC.

>I don't even want to *imagine* why he'd want this .....

>Besides, I'm sure President Al Gore will be fully briefed on the
>UFO cover-up after he's sworn in next week.>

BETTER YET, HE WILL BE GIVEN A RIDE ON A UFO--- one way!
--
Chris Rutkowski - rutkows@cc.umanitoba.ca
(and now, also: Chris.Rutkowski@UMAlumni.mb.ca)
University of Manitoba - Winnipeg, Canada
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Re: Science Fiction Writers

From: Scott Carr <sardonica@erols.com>
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 00:07:23 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 08:09:17 -0500
Subject: Re: Science Fiction Writers

>From: KRandle993 <KRandle993@aol.com> [Kevin Randle]
>Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 10:19:57 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Science Fiction Writers [was: 'The Threat'...]

> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...
> Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 22:47:14 -0800

>Actually most science fiction writers do have a disdain for the
>UFO phenomenon. Frederik Pohl and I have debated the topic at a
>couple of science fiction conventions. He also did some UFO
>investigations in the 1960s but ran into some of the hoaxes or
>misidentifications that convinced him that all sightings would
>meet with a similar fate.

>KRandle
>www.crystalsky.com

What about Jacques Vallee? Robert Anton Wilson? Patricia Anthony?
Whitley Strieber?

-Scott Carr
Editor, The Flying Saucer Gazette
http://www.erols.com/sardonica
sardonica@erols.com
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 27

Re: The Tender Underbelly of Ufology...

From: TotlResrch <TotlResrch@aol.com> [Kal K. Korff]
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 02:32:34 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 08:23:01 -0500
Subject: Re: The Tender Underbelly of Ufology...

>Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 18:56:56 -0800
>From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: UPN Abduction Video- and the tender underbelly of Ufology...

<snip>

>Now, Kal has been investigating UFOs since high school,
>some twenty five or so years.  He has furthered computer
>technology in the very nerve centers of some of our most
>esteemed and esoteric national laboratories.  He has
>written a couple of books apparently striving to correct
>and clarify errors in a couple of pivotal episodes in
>modern ufology.  Still, I am ignorant of any original work
>of Korff's.

>What I am looking for is anything Kal Korff has done that
>reflects original investigation of obscure or unknown events that
>have furthered our knowledge or awareness of mysterious objects
>that cannot be explained by current technology.  I am sure that
>in twenty five or so years of research, Kal has discovered and
>reported something original that taught us more about things
>beyond our terrestrial capabilities.  It would be unfair of me to
>draw any conclusions about Kal Korff based only on reading "The
>Roswell UFO Crash" and hearing about his other book.  It would be
>better for me to also know about his contributions in furthering
>our knowledge of these mysteries.  If anyone could help me with
>this, I would really appreciate it.  Thanks...

>Bye...  Ted..

Hi Ted! Why not hear “all about Kal” from me!! You can then take
what I say and go check it yourself if you want to.

So, just ask me...ask away.

By the way, I am back from travel and some projects and
appearances, so I owe some people on this list some responses and
I will get to them throughout this week. Unfortunately, because
of some dumb formatting errors, my last posts did not get posted
in a timely manner so I did not have time to respond to people
last time around. It was my fault.

There were several emails asking me to clarify my own UFO
sighting, for example, and I intend to do this.

Regarding my "research history", Ted, I have had many articles
published over the years...going back to when I was in high
school and was a columnist and writer for several UFO magazines.
Email me and I will send you photocopies. Other magazines that
were very popular at that time were UFO publications by True,
Argosy, and a publication called 'Frontiers of Science'. Hell,
even NICAP still existed back then, and so did APRO.

APRO was the first UFO organization I ever joined, in eighth
grade. I also knew Jim and Coral Lorenzen very well.

Those bygone days were certainly LESS full of nuts, whackos and
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charlatans than today. Meier was pretty much the only major scam
in town and there was no Ray Santilli, Derrel Simms, UPN 'alien'
abduction crap, etc.

I miss those times...especially the sense of RESPONSIBILITY and
OBJECTIVITY SOME of the UFO reseasrchers USED to show back then,
but do not now. They seem to have lost something as of late.

One piece I wrote, which stands out, and I think it was published
during my senior year in high school, was a detailed article
(with photos) of UFO motion picture films I had catalogued and
tried to present statistics on.

At that time, it was the most comprehensive review or list of UFO
films ever published in a widely available magazine.

While I have since changed my conclusions about some of the cases
I talked about, the major point of the article, some 26-27 years
later, STILL REMAINS THE SAME -- that MOST 'UFO' films have never
been analyzed or studied properly and scientifically!!

This is not the fault of ufologists, in every case, but certainly
with many of them.

One of my goals for 1999 is to re-open my investigations into
this area.

Well, I appreciate your interest in my research, Ted, and for
what it’s worth, I find it totally INEXCUSABLE and DISGRACEFUL
that Kevin Randle continues to endorse the tall tales of Frank
Kaufmann.

At least Stanton Friedman (much to his credit) never fell for
Kaufmann as Randle did. Randle has no excuse for STILL endorsing
Kaufmann.

I continue to have the utmost respect for Mr. Stanton Friedman,
and the UFO field NEEDS someone like Friedman who is out there
'pounding the pavement' and keeping his ear to the ground for
UFO-related evidence.

Stan and I may disagree on Roswell, but he ENDORSES my Meier
expose (I haven’t a clue where Randle stands regarding it) and
Friedman played a VERY IMPORTANT role in helping secure some
recent UFO related documents I mentioned on MSN recently, and The
Laura Lee Show, in a nationwide radio broadcast.

I am presently working on making these Roswell related UFO
documents just recently released available to the public. That
time should be by this weekend roughly, give or take a few days.

Finally, IF I had to choose, for what it’s worth (and here I
guess by saying this I will get deluged with another 300 odd
emails or so) I would take Stanton Friedman’s data over Randle’s
any day.

They’re distinctly different animals.

Friedman’s knowledge of the government’s UFO related memos and
data, from what I can tell in my own opinion, is much more
thorough than Randle’s.

You may not agree with this, and cite as an example the MJ-12
papers, but Friedman IS tenacious and doesn’t try and 'blame' his
co-author when mistakes are made nor use his co-author as a
scapegoat.

Personally, I have NO PROBLEM with anyone who makes an honest or
innocent research error or mistake...heck, look at my Art Bell
apology and episode.

However, I DO have a problem with ANYONE who REFUSES to admit
they are wrong or are in error, (especially when they know
better), and they try to weasel their way out of being held
accountable and blame their hapless (now former) colleagues.

I am STILL WAITING (as is THIS LIST) for ALL of the ADMITTED
ERRORS by Kevin Randle in his two Roswell books that he BLAMES
Don Schmitt for.

I 'psychically' predict that Randle will never produce such a
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list...and my theory is that close investigation would establish
that BOTH were just as guilty. It’s up to Randle to “come clean”
on this. I doubt he will and I HOPE he PROVES ME WRONG!!

Also, having debated Kevin Randle now in person on a highly-rated
TV show, let’s just say that I know from firsthand experience
that Randle is, well.....put it this way: I wouldn’t want to be
him in about one week or so.

Sorry to be so 'mysterious', but I PROMISE I will send YOU this
new data first, before it becomes public and gets published.

Best always,
Kal
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Re: Santilli Debunks the debunkers

From: Stephen Gamble <el82@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 19:11:52 +0000
Fwd Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 23:17:54 -0500
Subject: Re: Santilli Debunks the debunkers

> From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni]
> Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 21:31:24 +0000
> Subject: Santilli Debunks the debunkers

> And as
> for the AA footage, if it were faked, not only would it cost a
> great deal of money to make, but it would require at least
> fifteen to twenty people, film crew etc. to produce it, and how
> on earth would you keep all those people quiet - there's bound to
> have been a security leak by now.

I am suprised that Ray thinks you would need as many as fifteen
people tomake a film like the AA footage.  Many very good films
are made with much smaller crews than that.  Apart from the
people you see on camera, you would need a cameraman, a lighting
man and continuity.  Assuming that the actors and the crew do any
props, scenery and model making you could at a minimum get away
with maybe six people.

And six people could be the cameraman, his best friend and maybe
a couple of close relatives of each - people that would not want
to talk for fear of dropping their buddies in it.  Or
alternatively a small enough group that somebody could use
threats against to keep them in line.  This is just speculation.

Steve
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Beyond Roswell CD ROM and Web Site

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 10:53:23 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 23:14:58 -0500
Subject: Beyond Roswell CD ROM and Web Site

Hi all,

Just thought I would let you know that the _Beyond Roswell_ CD
ROM is now out.  It includes the complete text of the book,
complete with search engine, and a large quantity of brand new
material including still photos, video clips, etc.  It also has a
Beyond Roswell screen saver!  It will run on PC or Mac.

Those wishing to order will be able to do so very soon via
our new Beyond Roswell web site at:

http://www.beyondroswell.com

If you just can't wait for the web site to be up and running,
you can buy it from me.  $ 19.95 US plus shipping.

I have not had time to look at the whole thing, but am very
impressed with the professional job that Binary Media Works
did on the production.

Bob Shell
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Re: BWW Media Alert Flash

From: BufoCalvin <BufoCalvin@aol.com>
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 10:07:09 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 23:13:19 -0500
Subject: Re: BWW Media Alert Flash

Bufo Calvin
P O Box 5231, Walnut Creek, CA  94596
Internet: BufoCalvin@aol.com
Website: http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin
http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED (permission is granted to reproduce or
redistribute this edition of Bufo's WEIRD WORLD provided that
attribution is made to http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin. It is
good etiquette to check with strangers before you e-mail them
something.  If you forward this, please make sure it is clear
that you are forwarding it).

January 27, 1998

One of my correspondents, cryptodude@aol.com (an illustrator of
cryptozoological books), pointed out that THE LEARNING CHANNEL is airing
MYTHICAL BEASTS AND MONSTERS tonight at 9:00 PM and at midnight.  Supposed to
cover Nessie, among others.  Cryptodude also mentioned that they are
presenting BIGFOOT on Thursday at 9:00 PM and midnight.

In a real hurry this morning, but I also noticed that TLC has some
parapsychological programming this Wednesday: THE GHOSTHUNTERS at 8:00 and
11:00 PM; HAUNTINGS ACROSS AMERICA at 9:00 PM and Midnight; and SECRETS OF THE
SUPER-PSYCHICS at 10:00 PM and 1:00 AM on Thursday.

This is Bufo saying, "If =everything= seemed normal, that =would= be weird!"

____________________________

You can stop receiving this from me just by asking (note: it is commonly
redistributed, and I can't control you getting it from those sources) by
e-mail at BufoCalvin@aol.com.  You can also subscribe or unsubscribe to
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Media Alert the same way. Also, please let me know if
there is something in the media you think I should cover. Deadline is Tuesday, the week before.
_____________________________

**OPUS is the Organization for Paranormal Understanding and Support. I am an
Executive Boardmember, and Director of the OPUS Educational Institute. OPUS
encourages its officers and Network Associates to express their own opinions:
however, it is important to note that I do not speak for OPUS in this piece
or others presented under my own name.
______________________________

Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books
I'm very excited about this!  Some of you know, I ran a bookstore
for years, and it has always been a love of mine.  I get asked
often to recommend books(I do write reviews for several
publications) on these topics, and now I can do it and actually
give you a source for them at the same time!  This is being done
in association with Amazon.com, which has an outstanding
reputation for the five "S"s of internet shopping: selection,
searchability, service, savings, and security.  If there is any
specific book you want (or topic in which you are interested),
let me know and I will do the research and e-mail you a link you
can use to check it out more (and order it if you want).  I will
be linking to books within the Media Alert, to make it more
efficient for you.  If you click on the link, you will be sent to
that title on Amazon. You do =not= have to buy it at that point!
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You may, but the option is yours.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 27

Body marks

From: William B Jennings <WILLIAM.B.JENNINGS@usa.dupont.com>
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 10:36:00 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 23:25:20 -0500
Subject: Body marks

 Greeting all,

This is my first try at posting. Here it goes. I was hoping
someone could possibly answer a question for me. My girl friend,
along with my daughter and my self, has had a history of contact
with all the associated phenomena with certain ETs.(Gullations)
spelling most likely wrong. This is not something we share with
the world. It's out some what now, huh.

The three of us deal with it real well and have no real
complaints, partly because we haven't been bothered for quite a
long time. But, I believe they might be back. If what I'm about
to explain is nothing, we'll go back to our "normal" lives, but
if my senses are correct, I'll be keeping a closer eye on my
family and keep them under my wing (a closer bond than "normal")
and re-affirm their understanding." Understanding" as it
encompasses many areas.

Anyway, to get to my question. Different types of body marks are
what I'm interested in.  My girlfriend has 3, what appears to be
punctures marks behind her right ear.
They are just below the hair line on the same angle as the hair
line. Approx. 1/2 inch apart in a straight line. Spider bites?
I'm not too sure about that. It just doesn't look or feel right.

I don't recall seeing this type of pattern in the material I've
read or on her for that matter.  Have any of you seen or heard of
this pattern? Any info on this would be appreciated. I took some
pictures of this as well. I hope they turn out, because my flash
wouldn't work. Had to hold the camera real still and she didn't
want photos taken of her anyway. She just like that.

While I'm here, my family is just one of many that have had
experiences and with some experiences being total real-time
memories. We don't come out to talk about them because of the
type of treatment we get from hard core, metal sample in hand,
proof seekers along with others. The so called mental heath
"professionals" aren't helping either.  Most of them seem to just
want to collect data. They're approaching this thing, in my
belief, all wrong in the areas of helping contactees cope with
this. The whole person must be addressed. I've been working on
this for quite a few years now.  But what do I know, I'm just the
stupid smuck that has to answer my daughter's questions on what
and why these things are happening to her on my own for the most
part. The whole thing has made me look long and hard at a lot of
life's questions. I'm hoping in the future we're accepted and our
personal truth can be heard by all without ridicule. Then maybe
all of us that are affected  can heal and understand together.
Single families and small groups just aren't enough to get a grip
on this. It's time! And I would like to thank all of you that are
open, searching and knocking down doors to blow this suppressed
knowledge out into the mass consciousness.  You're hero's in my
book.

Sorry for spouting off.

Thanks, Bill
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 27

Re: The Lesotho Incident

From: Jakes Louw <LOUWJE@telkom.co.za>
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 16:34:49 +0200
Fwd Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 22:43:11 -0500
Subject: Re: The Lesotho Incident

>Subject: Re: The Lesotho Incident
>Date: Thu, 15 Jan 98 20:06:29 +0000
>From: Ralf Zeigermann <kag15@dial.pipex.com>
>To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>

>Van Greunen is a fraud, everybody knows that and I am rather sure
>that Joachim Koch is aware of that.

>Since Joachim (who was or still is quite heavily involved in the
>case or better: the clarification of the case) has promised some
>new material, why don't we all just wait and see?

>Cheers,

>Ralf

 **************************************
 Ralf Zeigermann, Creative Consultant

 **************************************

Golly: I'm still waiting.................

Maybe he'll come out with something at the same time
that Santilli provides a proper frame of film for
analysis..................

On the other hand, maybe not.

Jakes E. Louw

*very* amateur UFOlogist
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Re: Science Fiction Writers

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 10:30:34 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 22:52:17 -0500
Subject: Re: Science Fiction Writers

>  Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 01:29:50 +0100
>  From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Science Fiction Writers

>  I though they were looking for the equivilent of the Howdy Doody
>  show that has been on its way out into the galaxy from here for
>  the last 50 years. It doesn't have to be a message of profound
>  import, a weather forcast, stock market report, a president being
>  impeached...etc. If we're lucky, maybe it will be "Laugh-In".

Yeah, but how will they figure out that the Howdy Doody broadcast
they're receiving is meant to be displayed on a pentagonal screen
with irregular length sides, and with different color depths near
each corner, because the users have some weird eye?

I still think that SETI will never be able to distinguish
anything but analog radio from noise, and even that will be hard
if the content doesn't fall into the range we're used to.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and more -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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Re: Science Fiction Writers

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 10:14:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 22:46:46 -0500
Subject: Re: Science Fiction Writers

>From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Science Fiction Writers [was: 'The Threat'...]
>To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
>Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 11:00:44 -0500 (EST)

>What I find most curious is that Carl Sagan, whom I remember as
>being quite skeptical about UFOs, nonetheless wrote a novel,
>_Contact_, in which the protagonists contact an alien race and
>yet the entire event is totally without substantiation; it all
>comes down to eyewitness credibility.  That seems strange to me,
>but then again I suppose Sagan didn't see any inconsistency since
>his novel was fictional.

An astronomer friend who knew Sagan told me that the public Sagan
and the private Sagan were two very different people.  Apparently
he realized early on that making a public show of an open mind is
not the way you advance in science.

>(Actually, my friend Ken, who worked under Horowitz (sp?) at
>Harvard on the SETI project, met Sagan and told me that, despite
>his public image, he wasn't exactly one of the better minds of
>the 20th century.  But that's neither here nor there.  The other
>relevant point Ken made about SETI was that many in the field
>believed that any reasonably advanced alien race wouldn't be
>wasting energy broadcasting their communications across the
>galaxy, and that until or unless we start saying "hello"
>ourselves we probably won't find much.)

>-- Bill

I tend to think that any really advanced civilization "out there"
will have long since abandoned radio as a means of communication,
and will be using something we would describe as "telepathy".

Bob
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Re: UFO Studies

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 10:27:33 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 22:51:13 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Studies

>  From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: UFO Studies [was: 'The Threat'...]
>  To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
>  Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 10:52:49 -0500 (EST)

>  > For that matter, the pattern of IFOs
>  > vs. UFOs is one which has caused some controversy, so, obviously,
>  > even IFOs should not be merely thrown away.

>  Do you know if anyone has attempted to correlate sightings (based
>  on raw data) with anything else?  Once the sample size becomes
>  large enough, the noise should fall away if the statistic used is
>  sophisticated enough.

Larry Hatch's *U* database is starting to make a large body of
cases available to researchers for just such a purpose.

The AF did some work with this, esp. in the Battelle Institute
study (which showed that IFOs and UFOs had little or nothing in
common); that study was replicated by the French Government's
GEPAN organization.

I did an analysis of Vallee's contention that there were too many
landings using the near 1000 cases in the original Magonia
catalog.

Still, I don't think statistics are the be-all and end-all of UFO
research. The data is very noisy, even after filtering, so we
have to be careful in deriving strong conclusions. At any rate,
it can only be one prong of the effort.

>  > But I believe it will be the competition between
>  > hypotheses and cases which will help decide what is credible and
>  > what is not.

>  Exactly.  That's why I want to look at the original data myself
>  -- to see if any of the ideas I have, or that other people have,
>  fit better.

I look forward to that. Intellectual ferment is badly needed.

>  >   http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman/...

>  I started reading through your website, by the way, which is
>  quite comprehensive, and an excellent resource.

Thanks for your kind words.

>  > Well, actually, the Tulpa conjecture isn't even a hypothesis. It
>  > needs a testable component. How would one, for instance,
>  > distinguish between a Tulpa and a holographic projection, or a
>  > trans-dimensional intrusion (whatever that is)...

>  You're right, conjecture is a better term, although it's not the
>  first time someone has used "hypothesis" to describe a conjecture
>  which cannot, at this time, be tested.  But to be honest much of
>  the less academic UFO literature describes conjectures (and much
>  of it depends so heavily upon conspiracies that one cannot
>  reasonably refute the conjectures).
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Yes, but let's ignore that stuff. Frankly, even if it weren't
unprovable it would probably be uninteresting anyway. For
instancre, the only thing that would make Roswell a useful case
would be if it were, by access being provided to fragments or
bodies, shown to be true. Unlike other UFO cases, we don't get
anything out of it on UFO behavior, occupant biology or behavior,
or any of the other areas that plain, regular UFO reports provide
so well. The conspiracy theories have the same defect.

>  > Technological hypotheses of UFOs don't strain physics, they
>  > strain engineering, which is another matter entirely.

>  Interesting.  Well, if UFOs do use some type of EM propulsion I'd
>  hate to wind up underneath one without some serious magnetic
>  shielding around my noggin.

I doubt that they use any sort of EM propulsion. Gravity, now,
there's some evidence for. Hill shows pretty comprehensively that
only force fields can provide the apparent behavior of the UFO,
while particle ejections have various plain to see side effects
that just don't show up in the data; as for magnetism as the
force field source, well, there is some data that UFOs emit
magnetic fields (Vins, for instance), but none of the emissions
seem strong enough to lift multi-ton, much less multi-ten ton
objects.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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Re: Books - Tim Good on Alien Bases

From: Psdx1 <Psdx1@aol.com> [Phil Danielson]
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 21:55:26 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 07:32:36 -0500
Subject: Re: Books - Tim Good on Alien Bases

>From: georgina@easynet.co.uk
>Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 21:10:55 +0000
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re:Tim Good on Alien Bases

>According to Tim Good’s literary agent,
>Andrew Lownie, Tim’s next book 'Alien
>Base' which is due to be published early this
>year, is the best he’s ever done.

Having spent years working on underground alien
bases, I can't wait for Tim's book on it.

Phil Danielson
psdx1@aol.com
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Re: Sightings in foreign countries

From: Tom Benson <sparkle@earthlink.net>
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 21:11:03 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 07:27:28 -0500
Subject: Re: Sightings in foreign countries

> Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 08:15:00 +0200
> From: Jakes Louw <LOUWJE@telkom.co.za>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO sightings in foreign countries

> >From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO sightings in foreign countries
> >To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
> >Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 03:25:34 -0500 (EST)

> >I think that would be an excellent idea.  There's an awful lot of
> >books out there and, because the entire field is viewed as
> >suspect by "respectable" scientists, one can't exactly find a
> >curriculum guide.  I've read several books that seemed to offer
> >nothing in the way of evidence or even a coherent hypothesis and
> >probably belonged more in the "new age" section of the bookstore.

> >I for one would really love to hear some good book
> >recommendations.

> I second that. Where I am, getting quality UFO literature is
> almost impossible, as most book stores don't stock them,
> probably due to the relatively low turnover.

> Please supply the titles, authors, and ISBN numbers, if
> possible.

> Jakes E. Louw
> +27 12 311-2668
> 082 923 6144
> louwje@telkom.co.za

I have been a partime bookseller on literature of the unexplained
for over ten years. I sell mainly out of print and rare
literature on Flying Saucers, UFOs, Psychic Phenomena,
Cryptozoology. My recent catalog ($1.00) lists over 280 items.
For a general overview UFO book, possibly still available from
new book stores is Richard Hall's UNINVITED GUESTS, A Documented
History of UFO Sightings, Alien Encounters & Coverups. Aurora
Press, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 1988, ISBN:0-943358-32-9, softback,
$14.00.

I can be contacted at:

P.O. Box 1174,
Trenton, N.J. 08606-1174
(609) 883-6921 evenings.
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DISPATCH # 80 -- the weekly newsletter of ParaScope

From: ParaScope <ParaScope@AOL.COM>
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 20:59:41 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 07:29:33 -0500
Subject: DISPATCH # 80 -- the weekly newsletter of ParaScope

DISPATCH # 80 -- the weekly newsletter of ParaScope

 S O M E T H I N G   S T R A N G E   I S   H A P P E N I N G

 1/26/98

 Quote of the Week

 "Not yet."

 -- White House Spokesman Mike McCurry, responding to a reporter last week who
asked if the Lewinsky sexual allegations represented the low point of the
Clinton Presidency.

 -----------------------

 Rant of the Week: "The World Is a Toilet"

 Every week we pick the wackiest, scariest, nastiest or funniest rant from the
hundreds of letters received by us here at ParaScope headquarters, and present
it to you as our Rant of the Week. This week, "Gwerky" outlines how they have
been trying to get him for years. Enjoy.

"The bastards finally got me.  They have been trying for years to nail me. The
FBI and the Secret Service tried for years to get me because of my computer
and crypto skills.  They tried to enroll me but I wouldn't play ball with
them.  Then I found out too much and I had to leave. After I infiltrated the
Soviet Army as a Colonel, I spent several years obtaining sensitive data, red
files and then I was brought back.  I worked mainly with night vision
development, and a few other classified projects.  They put me to sleep for
several years but I could not stand it. They put more bugs, cameras, taps and
plants onto me but I knew it.

"Bastards!  I know they pry into my computer when I am not watching through
the net, so I pull all the lines when I am not here.  I know they tap my
lines, and I hope they get a friggin earful.  I know what they are doing, I
have seen things that you would not believe.  Area 51, yes, they used to have
aliens and craft there, but they have been moved.  The ruskies have some too.

"Then they came out with cable TV, and Ted Turner was the heap big commie
behind it.  TV is destroying the youth of Amerika.  That's what they want,
anarchy and chaos, that way the people scream out for a solution to the
problem and when none can be found, the government comes up with one.  More
control, more, more, more!  Control, that's what we have now.

"I know that there are several years that I have no memory of, but I do
remember a severe pain in my leg for several years.  I could not stand the
pain anymore so I took a razor and made a cut in my leg.  There was a long
white object about 75mm long and about 4mm around buried in my leg about 1/2
deep and parallel to the bone.  I used needle nosed pliers to extract it.  I
don't know what it was, where it came from, or how it got there but I
destroyed it back in '75.  Since then I have had severe ringing in my ears,
severe pain in my right ear and right eye.

"This world is a toilet and the elite have made it that way.  They want to
destroy the common man and clone themselves in their own image, to be gods.
They are the beast.  God will clean their clocks when the time comes."
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 -+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Where's Oswaldo

If you read ParaScope on the web, you probably don't realize that you've been
missing out on a wildly popular ParaScope feature that our AOL subscribers
have been enjoying for more than a year now. That's right: you've been unable
to join the search for Oswaldo. But soon, we'll be bringing this fun-filled
game to our web site as well. You can help try to find Lee Harvey Oswald in
various crowd scenes, some famous, some infamous. You may also have the chance
to win a cool prize, or at least impress your friends. Keep an eye on our web
site home page for details on how you can help find Oswaldo and win!

 -+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

 Coming Up Next Week!

 Catch a number of great stories next week on a daily basis on America or all
at once next Friday on the web site, including daily updates to our Conspiracy
Newsline and Daily Dose features. Among the articles you'll want to check out:

UFOs Over Central America

Guatemala, heart of the Maya civilization hundreds of years ago, is the site
of numerous UFO sightings in the present day. When J. Antonio Huneeus visited
Guatemala in 1996 and 1997, he collected numerous UFO accounts from the
locals, which are documented in this article for the first time. Get the scoop
on Tikal's mysterious balls of light, the MINUGUA case and more.

----------------------

The Curse of Dudleytown

Ghost hunting can take a person to some mysterious and peculiar locales. Just
grab up your camera and your map and head for the nearest location that make
children whisper and adults wonder. The pursuit of the paranormal, the hunting
of haunts can be thrilling and -- yes -- even educational! ParaScope
correspondent Courtney Chadwick's late, glowing apparitions of animal-like,
demon creatures are said to roam the dark recesses of the woods, chasing down
their human prey with ruthless abandon, causing madness from fear or sometimes
mauling and killing their unfortunate victims. Luckily, Courtney made it back
in one piece to bring us this special report on the Curse of Dudleytown.

----------------------

Conspiracy Newsline
Daily updates on items of interest to the cognitive dissident. Janet Reno
orders Department of Justice CIA/contra/crack report to be buried
indefinitely; Sheriff's deputies tell Oklahoma grand jury that government
officials had prior knowledge of the OKC bombing; Memphis police attack anti-
KKK demonstrators with "tear gas fogger"; the latest news in the Ron Brown and
TWA 800 cases; lots more.

----------------------

UFO Roundup

The latest ufology news and sighting reports, courtesy of Joseph Trainor's UFO
Roundup. Horse found mutiliated in southern Colorado; sky boom frightens
residents in the Ozarks; glowing orange fireball causes a stir in the midwest;
four children killed in Columbia meteor strike; lots more.

 ...All this, and much, much more!

 -+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

 Jane, Stop This Crazy Thing!

 Thought you were tough enough to handle the Dispatch and now you realize
you're not? Starting to think you've made a wrong turn off the info highway?
Well, we're only going to go over this once, so listen up! To unsubscribe
yourself from Dispatch:

 1) Send e-mail to: listserv@listserv.aol.com

 2) In the body of your mail, type: unsubscribe dispatch

 That's all there is to it!
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 Likewise, to unsubscribe:

 1) Send e-mail to: listserv@listserv.aol.com

 2) In the body of your mail, type: subscribe dispatch

 ----------------------------------------

 ParaScope
 11288 Ventura Blvd., #904
 Studio City, CA 91604

 America Online -- keyword: parascope
 parascope@aol.com

 World-Wide Web -- http://www.parascope.com
 info@parascope.com
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'True Fact' - Question...

From: StanleyMle <StanleyMle@aol.com> [Robert L. King]
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 01:45:49 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 07:54:12 -0500
Subject: 'True Fact' - Question...

I got this little tid-bit of information from a True Fact
Newsletter. Does anyone know anything about this and is it really
true?

Hoo boy, whadda wierd planet.

"If the government has no knowledge of aliens, then why does
Title 14, Section 1211 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
implemented on July 16, 1969, make it illegal for U.S.
citizens to have any contact with extraterrestrials or their
vehicles?"

ROB
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Re: UFO Studies

From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 02:08:10 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 07:59:29 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Studies

>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 10:27:33 -0800
> Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Studies

> I doubt that they use any sort of EM propulsion. Gravity, now,
> there's some evidence for.

Yes, but to my knowledge nobody's been able to demonstrate anti-
gravity (yes I remember the hi-temp superconductor thing but I
never heard of any reliable reproduction of the effect, and
besides that affected gravity above the device, not within it).
Does general relativity even permit it?  Then again I wouldn't
know a tensor field if it bit me on the posterior, so I may be
totally wrong.
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Re: Body marks

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 01:06:43 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 07:47:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Body marks

>Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 10:36:00 -0500 (EST)
>From: William B Jennings <WILLIAM.B.JENNINGS@usa.dupont.com>
>Subject: Body marks
>To: updates@globalserve.net

Hi Bill, hi all,

Bill wrote,

> Greeting all,

>This is my first try at posting. Here it goes. I was hoping
>someone could possibly answer a question for me. My girl friend,
>along with my daughter and my self, has had a history of contact
>with all the associated phenomena with certain ETs.

<snip>

>I'll be keeping a closer eye on my
>family and keep them under my wing (a closer bond than "normal")
>and re-affirm their understanding." Understanding" as it
>encompasses many areas.

Bill, I hear your love and concern for your family, but be very
careful not (implant) your own beliefs and interpretations on
them. As you have said the "understanding" encompasses many areas
and most of those "areas" are still very much in the dark.
Love, comfort, and protect as you can but don't influence their
beliefs one way or another. Allow them discover/determine their
own individual "meaning."

>Anyway, to get to my question. Different types of body marks are
>what I'm interested in.  My girlfriend has 3, what appears to be
>punctures marks behind her right ear.
>They are just below the hair line on the same angle as the hair
>line. Approx. 1/2 inch apart in a straight line. Spider bites?
>I'm not too sure about that. It just doesn't look or feel right.

Go to this web address Bill,

http://www.spacelab.net/~jvif/buddhopkins.html

Go to the pages marked, "Physical marks and scars" and tell me if
you see anything familiar there. BTW, those pinpricks in
triangular formation behind the ear has been repeatedly reported
by many experiencers. Check out IF.

>But what do I know, I'm just the
>stupid smuck that has to answer my daughter's questions on what
>and why these things are happening to her on my own for the most
>part.

No-one on this earth can answer the what's and why's of this
Bill. Tell them the simple truth that you just don't know or
aren't sure. Don't put yourself under all that pressure.

I too am an abductee and a father. I hear you man. Just give my
words some consideration. I hope it was helpful. Warmest regards
to you and yours.
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>Sorry for spouting off.

No need for appology Bill, you're a gutsy guy for speaking out!

Peace,

John Velez
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Re: Body marks

From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 02:50:09 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 08:09:16 -0500
Subject: Re: Body marks

> Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 10:36:00 -0500 (EST)
> From: William B Jennings <WILLIAM.B.JENNINGS@usa.dupont.com>
> Subject: Body marks
> To: updates@globalserve.net

> Anyway, to get to my question. Different types of body marks are
> what I'm interested in.  My girlfriend has 3, what appears to be
> punctures marks behind her right ear.

Please understand I am *not* suggesting this is the case with
your girlfriend, but I do want you to know why some people can be
so skeptical.  There are documented cases of stigmata, wounds on
the hands or wrists (as in Jesus on the Cross) which appear
suddenly and mysteriously.  Some think those affected are
(subconsciously) wounding themselves, but the evidence against
that is significant, and many suggest that the brain may be
capable (through an unknown mechanism) of triggering localized
inflammations, up to and including open sores, either "out of the
blue" or in response to mild abrasion.  The same mechanism may
also explain the "skin writing" in the possession case that was
the source for _The_Exorcist_.

That's why some people are looking for a "metal sample in hand"
as you put it.  If people took the UFO problem seriously, there
would be money for an MRI, but unfortunately there isn't.  So
when you hear from people who demand hard evidence, that's
sometimes the reason why.

I do hope, however, that you find acceptance and answers to your
concerns.  The last thing in the world a confused or suffering
person needs is ridicule.

-- Bill
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Re: Santilli Debunks the debunkers

From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 02:36:04 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 08:07:51 -0500
Subject: Re: Santilli Debunks the debunkers

> Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 19:11:52 +0000
> From: Stephen Gamble <el82@dial.pipex.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Santilli Debunks the debunkers

> I am suprised that Ray thinks you would need as many as fifteen
> people tomake a film like the AA footage.  Many very good films
> are made with much smaller crews than that.  Apart from the
> people you see on camera, you would need a cameraman, a lighting
> man and continuity.  Assuming that the actors and the crew do any
> props, scenery and model making you could at a minimum get away
> with maybe six people.

How many people were in the film?  If you assume the actors also
do the continuity and lighting (wasn't the lighting static?  If
so, someone can rig it before filming), that means you need only
one cameraman and the actors.  And I've seen plenty of student
films (and I mean films, not videos) done with a similar level of
competence.  I realize the typical studio solution to making a
film is to throw gobs of money and people at it, but dedication,
skill, and plenty of time can make up for that.

> And six people could be the cameraman, his best friend and maybe
> a couple of close relatives of each - people that would not want
> to talk for fear of dropping their buddies in it.

Or for that matter a bunch of bored film and/or theatre geeks.
Or a few wise-asses at a big studio.  Some people are capable of
keeping secrets, especially if they think it's funny to keep
everyone deluded.
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Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #218

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 05:27:33 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 08:15:46 -0500
Subject: Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #218

Apology to MW #218 (For January 28, 1998)

Take a break from John Ford when the wheels are grinding, his
memory fading and injustice is blinding? Forget he exists in
pursuit of *new* toys, like signs, and Cydonia, or the words of
old boys? Ignore his distress, and misplace his woes, forget that
he's wearing 'those' *hospital* clothes? Would that I could but
before I forget I think of the watchers -- them previously met.
_They_ will record, for the future's sad memory, the regret that
we'll feel; and they'll make it compulsory.

~~Before the sun rose up this morning -- the first time in many
days, the pre dawn air was crystal clear; the kind of sky that
pays. I only saw one aircraft, no peculiar points of light,
distracted by more thoughts of John -- his god forsaken plight.
Dark overhead 'twas moon besotted, it hung there with a leer;
gibbous and then mocking of reminded madness -- fear. And I
thought of threat that's hanging, like a sword of Damocles, and I
know the proudest of us could be brought to fearful knees.

A siren in the distance wasn't shooting harmless blanks. Its
piercing wail sought blood in chase -- I shuddered, I'll be
frank. With all our systems suspect, (what's in the mainstream
news) the cops and courts and black shop sports should give us
ALL the blues.

The sun came up at last for me, and I was there to see, a *golden
dawn* forgotten by the ones that see it free. The simplest thing
for granted, a sip of water from the tap =85 where _you_ control
the water flow -- or smell a puppy on your lap. To walk outside
in _your_ back yard (they'd have to take it _from_ you) to hear
the trees, the frozen ground -- see squirrels run around you. A
cloudless sky, your vision flies =85 off _in_ the grand forever,
and you think it's right that this not stop -- that nothing hurts
you -- never! The cold air nips your nose, your breath is frozen
misted smoke, a chuckle made remembering something clever, or a
joke. Something to feel good about -- "No worries!", aussies say!
A promise in infinity to begin again, exciting days. Feeling good
with honor is that heaven here on Earth that we scrabble and
compete for from every squalid human birth.

All John has is the honor, as I'm sure he feels like shit. I
would be _beyond_ depression in their *disinfected* pit. The sun
not on my face, drugs and orders from nurse Ratched; I think I
really would go nuts; and then I _know_ I'd *really* catch it=85.

I hope I'm spared attention from the psychopathic lord that
engineered a prison for the gad fly Johnny Ford. Because
*noticed* by this psychopath, and plagued with his devises, you'd
let me rot his unjust clutches, ignore my unfair crisis. I'd
speak for you (it doesn't matter!), but you wouldn't lift a
finger; you'd let me go to sad confinement; you'd let me suffer
as I lingered.

See, it's not completely altruistic. You even do it for yourself.
I'd want someone to speak for me as I languish on your shelf. So
I'll bleed a bit for Johnny, cause I'd want it done for me. He
that stopped a *bullet* so's to drop his scales and _see_.
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Lehmberg@snowhill.com

This is the last of this series -- until I hear something new; but every
apology will end with a reminder until John Ford IS restored.

If you told me a year ago that I would be stridently defending one
conservative republican, and _thinking_ about throwing support to another
(Ms. Barwood), I would almost certainly have been piqued, and irritated.
So you see, anything CAN happen <g>.

Some of you have told me that I detract from myself with this series.
Christ on crutches people, how could you so completely miss the point?
This is not about me; that I cheapen myself, indicate a similar madness,
or even supply the reader a reason not to read -- is simply not the
issue. This is not about me being read, or taken seriously. This is not
about me one whit or particle.  This is about you -- you the individual.
This is about _your_ freedom to think, learn, and love in a universe that
_you_ take responsibility for. This is about _your_ personal efficacy and
_your_ freedom to belong, constructively achieve, and ethically influence
a REAL world you build out of the chaos around you. This is about _your_
freedom to demand that the greatest are held to the same standards of
accountability that _you_ are. This is about a level playing field where
everyone pays their fair share in a search to discover that "truth that's
out there."

Early this century, Nazi Germany started to round up the trouble makers,
it started slow as the Nazis tested the ethical waters. They were
emboldened when an ignorant population CHOSE TO BELIEVE the skillful
propaganda, turned their eyes away, and let it slide. As a consequence,
the world slid as close to the lip of hell as it probably ever has=85

In a growing population there is a diminishing _respect_ to parse out to
each bothersome individual. That's the reason nothing is seriously done,
for all the terrifying warnings of educated people, about our well
recognized overpopulation problem. The man does not want to have to
respect the _individual_, the man wants to have a choice of individuals,
and manipulate those individuals with that choice! Individuals have to be
=85 the *right kind* of individuals =85

It's ok to be kooky new age, channeling the spirits of boojum, or
whatever blows the individual's spiritual dress up, just as long as you
don't ask real questions and then get STRIDENT as hell if you think
you're getting "shined on". Did our John Ford test the outer edge of the
un-elected Suffolk county envelope? Most likely, and showed us something
in the bargain. When you seriously start looking for the *real deal* the
'man' starts bringing out his hammers and his nails. There is no amount
of due process, or equality under the law that can save you from those
who command the houses where those laws are codified.  John Ford became a
distraction, a lawfully stinging gad fly in their ointment, and he's
being unjustly hammered for it. Lastly, there, but for the grace of God,
go _you_.

As post script, to qualify as a TRUE psychopath, one must be, by
definition, NOT crazy. Bet you thought it was the inverse =85consider the
implications of THAT! Who's the psychopath? Look in a mirror.

Restore John Ford.

--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake.
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 28

Re: Science Fiction Writers

From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 02:19:45 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 08:06:35 -0500
Subject: Re: Science Fiction Writers

> Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 10:14:14 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Science Fiction Writers

> I tend to think that any really advanced civilization "out there"
> will have long since abandoned radio as a means of communication,
> and will be using something we would describe as "telepathy".

Yes, but unless the telepathic information is embedded in an
electromagnetic carrier wave (which is entirely possible if you
had some kind of mind-machine implant), you're probably going to
need to invent some new physics.  Idunno tho, anyone with a
background in particle physics care to comment on whether any of
the other massless critters can be modulated (in theory at
least)?  Keep in mind that you can only squeeze (frequency/2)
worth of bandwidth out of a given carrier wave, and I'd assume
telepathy would use a fair chunk of bandwidth.

Don't get me wrong, I have a feeling there's a lot we don't
understand about the nature of physical reality.  But once you
start assuming the existence of new laws of physics to satisfy
your criteria, you might as well just call it magick. There's
nothing *wrong* with magick per se, but it does raise certain
problems.
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Re: Charles Halt to write a book

From: georgina@easynet.co.uk [Georgina Bruni]
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 13:15:20 +0000
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 00:10:43 -0500
Subject: Re: Charles Halt to write a book

I've just heard that Col Charles Halt (Retired) is writing a
book about his experience at Bentwaters.  I have no more
information on this at the moment.

Georgina Bruni
Hot Gossip UK
www.hotgossip.co.uk
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 29

Re: Science Fiction Writers

From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 09:19:19 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 00:18:20 -0500
Subject: Re: Science Fiction Writers

>Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 19:00:50 -0600 (CST)
>From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Science Fiction Writers [was: 'The Threat'...]

>>  From: AFSDialog <AFSDialog@aol.com> [Thomas Tulien]
>>  Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 01:24:22 EST
>>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>>  Subject:  Re: 'The Threat'...

>>  What is most curious to me, is the disdain most Sci Fi writers
>>  and affectionados have for the UFO phenomenon. Perhaps, somehow,
>>  finding ETI would threaten the demise of the genre?

>I don't know about their attitude toward UFO's in general, but
>presumably from having read numerous stories about all kinds of
>possible alien life forms, most of the science fiction fans I've
>asked view the likelihood of humanoid aliens such as the greys as
>extremely unlikely, and they tend to laugh out loud at the
>mention of the Santilli alien autopsy film.

>-George Fergus

George, Thomas and List,

I am a Science-Fiction fan myself.  I don't think it is a
perequisite to find the AA film laughable.

I guess the basis of Science-Fiction is the proliferation of
mankind throughout the galaxy.  Science-Fiction is a very
anthropocentric genre.  Whatever the odds, we always end on top,
unless there is some philosophical lesson to gather for our
advancement.  Truely superior beings are generally benevolent or
neutral species who seldom get involved with inferiors like us.

The Alien Invasion scenario is generally treated in a very
pessimistic manner.  Jack Williamson for one wrote a novel
("Darker then you think" in the sixties - I guess) about a
falsely benevolent alien invader.  His hero finally commits
suicide... Nothing to help the sales.

Science-Fiction is a microcosm of society in the way it deals
with interrelations (personal, national, international, racial).
It merely transposes societal relations in a context generally
oriented towards a projected future. This context is in fact what
seperates it from the standard novel (contemporary) or the
historical novel (past).  More imaginative worlds implying magic
are treated in another genre: Science & Fantasy.

Science-Fiction is not futurology.  Asimov and his hard-science
fellow writers never predicted the first Moon landing would be
presented on TV worldwide.  Nobody predicted the Internet.  We
have to give Frederic Pohl some credit though for imagining a
consumer-oriented future.

The assertion that most science-fiction writers do not support
the idea of UFOs remains to be verified.  If confirmed, it would
be symptomatic, I guess, of the reality of the phenomena.
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Denying a concept is not necessarily denying the reality behind
the concept: it may just be the refusal of the implications of
this reality.  Aliens are in the garden of the Science-Fiction
authors.  The problem is, we are the indians.  That makes very
short novels and aborted sagas when it's the other side who, in
the end, will probably write history.

Can't imagine a world without Star Trek.

Serge Salvaille>
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 29

Re: UFO Studies

From: Jakes Louw <LOUWJE@telkom.co.za>
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 15:41:15 +0200
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 00:14:09 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Studies

>From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Studies
>To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
>Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 02:08:10 -0500 (EST)

>Yes, but to my knowledge nobody's been able to demonstrate anti-
>gravity (yes I remember the hi-temp superconductor thing but I
>never heard of any reliable reproduction of the effect, and
>besides that affected gravity above the device, not within it).
>Does general relativity even permit it?  Then again I wouldn't
>know a tensor field if it bit me on the posterior, so I may be
>totally wrong.

William

I also wouldn't know a Tesla coil from a welding rod, but I have
a theory....

There are various types of field mechanics, in my view:

sub-atomic: the field holding the nucleus together. Probably has
a lot more to do with pure magnetism than we know

trans-atomic: basic electron-induced field, or eletro-magnetic
field

macro-atomic: a very low-frequency (long wave-length) energy that
I feel is a product of the above two, in a pure form.
This is gravitic: the forces in interplay between objects having
mass, ie: collections of sub-atomic and trans-atomic forces that
induce gravity.

Therefore, just as an electric current, being the movement of
electrons from atom to atom, induces a magnetic field, or force,
which then influence other magnetic or magnetized objects, there
must be a movement of some particle or wave that induces a
gravitic field or force, that acts on "gravitised" objects, or
objects with mass.

Now I don't know whether a gravitic field can be induced by
propagating a current or force within electrons and atomic
nucleii, but all things being equal (dynamic equilibrium and the
preservation of energy), it follows from what we "know" from
science that:

- To split an atom (destroy the nucleic field)doesn't require
much energy compared to the resulting energy release - to induce
a current or magnetic field takes about the same energy,
relatively speaking

- then therefore, it would take a prodiguous amount of energy to
induce a small gravitic field.

Now *thats* where the Unified Field Theory has to come in.

Any comments?

Jakes E. Louw
+27 12 311-2668
082 923 6144
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 29

Re: Santilli Debunks the debunkers

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 10:16:52 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 00:36:54 -0500
Subject: Re: Santilli Debunks the debunkers

>From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Santilli Debunks the debunkers
>To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
>Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 02:36:04 -0500 (EST)

>> Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 19:11:52 +0000
>> From: Stephen Gamble <el82@dial.pipex.com>
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Santilli Debunks the debunkers

>> I am suprised that Ray thinks you would need as many as fifteen
>> people to make a film like the AA footage.  Many very good films
>> are made with much smaller crews than that.  Apart from the
>> people you see on camera, you would need a cameraman, a lighting
>> man and continuity.  Assuming that the actors and the crew do any
>> props, scenery and model making you could at a minimum get away
>> with maybe six people.

>How many people were in the film?  If you assume the actors also
>do the continuity and lighting (wasn't the lighting static?  If
>so, someone can rig it before filming), that means you need only
>one cameraman and the actors.  And I've seen plenty of student
>films (and I mean films, not videos) done with a similar level of
>competence.  I realize the typical studio solution to making a
>film is to throw gobs of money and people at it, but dedication,
>skill, and plenty of time can make up for that.

>> And six people could be the cameraman, his best friend and maybe
>> a couple of close relatives of each - people that would not want
>> to talk for fear of dropping their buddies in it.

>Or for that matter a bunch of bored film and/or theatre geeks.
>Or a few wise-asses at a big studio.  Some people are capable of
>keeping secrets, especially if they think it's funny to keep
>everyone deluded.

Speculation . . . speculation . . . speculation.

The "experts" put the cost and expertise shown in this production
beyond the reach of the student hoaxer, but who knows if that was
just their own egos talking or a valid statement.

Nearly all SFX experts have stated that they could do a better
job, but none of the attempts to re-create the video have come
close (IMHO).  I'm not arguing that the Santilli "film" is real,
but rather that the attempts to recreate it all showed flaws that
would have quickly been pounced upon by both skeptics and
researchers.  Some of these attempts were not cheap and involved
a number of people, but none would have survived nearly as much
criticism as the Santilli "film" has.

There is a underlying assumption here that the "film" would be
easy to do by a few people, and if those few people had the exact
skills necessary, and the resources at their disposal, that may
be true.  But, IMHO, the "film" is more sophisticated than most
give it credit for.

Of course, opinions are like "mothers", in that everyone has one
(sorry, I wanted to keep it clean. . .<g>).
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That Ray grabbed a number to use in his statement doesn't
surprise me, and since the point is a relatively minor one, I
would assume that the criticism has been levelled to make a
point.  The validity of the "film" is in Ray's court, as it
always has been.  Speculation and opinion are not proof, and
until actual "film" is made available we will continue to debate
this issue to death with little hope of resolution.

I believe there are more important issues to discuss, and until
some real "proof" comes along we don't need to beat this "dead
horse" any more.
(IMHO, of course.)

Let me note that I've just received a copy of the BEYOND ROSWELL
CD-ROM, and I'll be putting together a review that I hope to post
here soon.  At first glance it is well put together and should be
considered as a companion to the book, and not a replacement for
it.  There are a number of video clips of interviews and
statements by those involved in the book and it's material, and
some new information provided by Bob Shell that isn't included in
the book.  Information technology is changing, and I'm pleased
that this genre is moving in this direction.

Steve
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 29

Re: 'True Fact' - Question...

From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 21:27:35 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 11:43:19 -0500
Subject: Re: 'True Fact' - Question...

> From: StanleyMle <StanleyMle@aol.com> [Robert L. King]
> Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 01:45:49 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: QUESTION??

> I got this little tid-bit of information from a True Fact
> Newsletter. Does anyone know anything about this and is it really
> true?

> Hoo boy, whadda wierd planet.

> "If the government has no knowledge of aliens, then why does
> Title 14, Section 1211 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
> implemented on July 16, 1969, make it illegal for U.S.
> citizens to have any contact with extraterrestrials or their
> vehicles?"

> ROB

Hello,

There is an old extended discussion on this which should be
in the archives.

Gary
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 29

Re: 'True Fact' - Question...

From: "Steven Kaeser" <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 22:39:17 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 13:25:54 -0500
Subject: Re: 'True Fact' - Question...

>From: StanleyMle <StanleyMle@aol.com> [Robert L. King]
>Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 01:45:49 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: QUESTION??

>I got this little tid-bit of information from a True Fact
>Newsletter. Does anyone know anything about this and is it really
>true?

>"If the government has no knowledge of aliens, then why does
>Title 14, Section 1211 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
>implemented on July 16, 1969, make it illegal for U.S.
>citizens to have any contact with extraterrestrials or their
>vehicles?"

>ROB

Fear that Billy Meier's friends might just decide to visit our
side of the big pond to make some new friends. . . . .<g>
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Re: Books - Tim Good on Alien Bases

From: "WHITE" <mjawhite@digitaldune.net> [John White]
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 20:18:13 -0700
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 13:24:10 -0500
Subject: Re: Books - Tim Good on Alien Bases

EBK, List, et al., and to Phil who wrote:

>From: Psdx1 <Psdx1@aol.com> [Phil Danielson]
>Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 21:55:26 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Books - Tim Good on Alien Bases

<snip re: Tim Goods' book on Alien Bases>

>Having spent years working on underground alien
>bases, I can't wait for Tim's book on it.

>Phil Danielson
>psdx1@aol.com

Phil:

I was intrigued by your report:  Straightforward, succinct, and
loaded for bear.  But we need a little help to get started:

What do you mean by "underground alien bases?"

What first led you to believe that you were working on
underground alien bases?

Are you currently working on underground alien bases?  If so,
what work are you doing?

If you are not currently working on underground alien bases, what
work were you doing while working on underground alien bases?

If you are currently working on underground alien bases, is there
anyone else working with you?

If so, who are they, and what work are they doing?

If there are any others present, who are not working with you,
who are they and why are they present?

If you are not currently working on underground alien bases, why
aren't you?

Have you communicated your experiences regarding working on
underground alien bases to anyone not on this List?  And if so,
who?

List the locations of the underground alien bases on which you
are currently working or on which you have worked in the past, in
chronological order, dating from the most recent to the past.

Phil, its rare to find someone with firsthand knowledge who is
willing to share it.  The information you have is invaluable.
Thank you for taking the time to help out on the questions.

John White  mjawhite@digitaldune.net
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 29

Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

From: Brian Straight <brians@mdbs.com>
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 10:55:42 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 20:43:54 -0500
Subject: Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

Some time ago, on his 'Sightings on the Radio" show, Jeff Rense
referred to the so-called Battle of Los Angeles, chronicled in
the LA TImes, in which fighter planes 'skirmished' with a large
globe shaped (?) UFO over LA in, I believe, 1941 or 1942.  Jeff
was considering posting more info on his web site, but pointed
out this was quite an undertaking (the article was long, and
would have to be hand-typed).  So far, the article has not
appeared.

Does anyone out there have any info on this incident, or a
reference to the LA Times edition in which the sighting was
originally reported?  Apparently, a rather spectacular photograph
accompanies the article.

Any help appreciated,

Brian
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 29

Re: Body marks

From: Psdx1 <Psdx1@aol.com>
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 21:02:41 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 20:38:13 -0500
Subject: Re: Body marks

>Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 10:36:00 -0500 (EST)
>From: William B Jennings <WILLIAM.B.JENNINGS@usa.dupont.com>
>Subject: Body marks
>To: updates@globalserve.net

>Anyway, to get to my question. Different
>types of body marks are what I'm interested
>in.  My girlfriend has 3, what appears to be
>punctures marks behind her right ear.

Regarding puncture marks behind the ear, I have never come across
anything like that in a straight line in the cases I've worked on
and read about.  I might suggest that if you think you've had
contact with them several times before to look for marks around
the knees and elbows, fingers, toes, scoop mark on the back,
white lines in any of these places that you were unaware of
before and identify the source of. Repetitive contacts will
result in more than one body mark. 

Phil Danielson
psdx1@aol.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 29

Re:

From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 22:51:02 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 20:59:05 -0500
Subject: Re: 

> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...
> Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 22:33:21 -0800

> >  From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
> >  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...
> >  To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
> >  Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 01:37:53 -0500 (EST)

< snip >

> EM effects and what could cause them are certainly under
> investigated in the sense that very little experimental science
> has been done on them. The Condon Committee worked with Ford and
> did some experiments with magnetism to try to stop car engines,
> but the experiments only managed to indicate that magnetism was
> not the cause of UFO related vehicle stoppages. But
> electrostatics, EMP, non-electron charged particles, strongly
> alternating magnetic fields (as used in demagnetization
> equipment) have not yet been examined, both due to the lack of
> researcher interest, the lack of funds to support such research
> (except, perhaps, in classified weapons development projects).

<snip>

Hi Mark,

As regards to EM effects on vehicles stopping car engines some
time ago I posted an extract from an Air Force document which
noted that device capable of doing just exactly that had become
an operational weapon.

Here is that post again, please update your files, its time to
stop saying that these effects first observed in the 1950s have
not been examined because obviously someone in the Air Force has
and moreover they have either replicated the method or
independently engineered the means of doing so.

Here is the post -

The UFO literature describes several different types of Unidentified
Flying Objects.  Some of these reports describe encounters with
devices which I would classify as structured craft of no known human
design, or structured alien craft (SAC).  The UFO literature also
describes some unusual effects of these SACs.

One of their interesting reported effects involves the performance
of   automotive vehicles in their presence.  Reports dating back as
far as the 1950s state that a vehicle could become inexplicably
immobile and could not be restarted in the presence of a SAC.  There
are also reported effects on electronic devices in the vehicle powered
by the battery, e.g. the car radio is temporarily non-functional.
Some of these reports suggest that this disabling effect is
selectively turned on and off by the SAC.

An interesting subtlety of the effect is that  those reports which
specify the type of internal combustion engine show that gasoline
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powered engines and not diesel engines are effected.  At least one
report that I read mentions that a gasoline engine was disabled while
a diesel engine near the gasoline engine continued running in the
presence of the SAC.  Gasoline engines require an ignition system for
sustaining the combustion process after it is initiated, whereas a
diesel engine does not need a working ignition system inorder to keep
running once it has been started.

With this in mind it is interesting to note the following in a
document published by the:

United States Air Force Scientific Advisory Board.

The www location of this document, New World Vistas  Air and
Space Power for the 21st Century Summary Volume,  was distributed in
UFOupdates in February 1997.  The entire message sequence should be in
the archives.  The www location of the document for your convenience
is:

 http://web.fie.com/htdoc/fed/afr/sab/any/text/any/vistas.htm

 for those who wish to read the entire document it is about 227K long.
 The sections of the document relevant to this discussion are
 abstracted below from Chapter II Section 5.0

What is interesting to note is that the USAF now has a sublethal
weapon capability of the type called High Power RF (HPRF).  This is a
high power radiofrequency device which can be directed against
vehicles and electronic devices.  These HPRF weapons "can be effective
against vehicle ignition systems" for stopping and immobilizing
them.   The report does not note effectiveness against vehicles not
dependent of an ignition system, e.g. diesel engines.  Apparently
there is some effect on electronic devices although the type this
effect is not specified presumably it is disabling or destructive as
it is employed as a military weapon.

abstracted sections:

Air Force Scientific Advisory Board

New World Vistas  Air and Space Power for the 21st Century Summary
Volume

Chapter II Capabilities and Technologies

Section 5.0 Projection of Lethal and Sublethal Power

5.2.1

"Although all fixed targets can be addressed with common sensors, or
no sensors, and delivery methods may be very much the same for all,
the energy applied to the target may vary considerably with the target
type. If sublethal response were in order, High Power RF (HPRF)
weapons could be used against vehicles and electronic devices. The
deployment of HPRF by cruise missile is discussed in the Munitions
Panel Volume."

5.2.2

"It is often sufficient simply to stop moving targets. Unarmed
vehicles can be left immovable. An immobile armed vehicle becomes a
fixed target which can be destroyed with simple munitions. Of course,
stopping and destroying an aircraft are equivalent processes. HPRF
weapons can be effective against vehicle ignition systems and aircraft
control systems."
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 29

Re: UFO Studies

From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 22:51:02 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 21:00:06 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Studies

> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...
> Date: Sun, 25 Jan 1998 22:33:21 -0800

> >  From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
> >  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The Threat'...
> >  To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
> >  Date: Sat, 24 Jan 1998 01:37:53 -0500 (EST)

< snip >

> EM effects and what could cause them are certainly under
> investigated in the sense that very little experimental science
> has been done on them. The Condon Committee worked with Ford and
> did some experiments with magnetism to try to stop car engines,
> but the experiments only managed to indicate that magnetism was
> not the cause of UFO related vehicle stoppages. But
> electrostatics, EMP, non-electron charged particles, strongly
> alternating magnetic fields (as used in demagnetization
> equipment) have not yet been examined, both due to the lack of
> researcher interest, the lack of funds to support such research
> (except, perhaps, in classified weapons development projects).

<snip>

Hi Mark,

As regards to EM effects on vehicles stopping car engines some
time ago I posted an extract from an Air Force document which
noted that device capable of doing just exactly that had become
an operational weapon.

Here is that post again, please update your files, its time to
stop saying that these effects first observed in the 1950s have
not been examined because obviously someone in the Air Force has
and moreover they have either replicated the method or
independently engineered the means of doing so.

Here is the post -

The UFO literature describes several different types of Unidentified
Flying Objects.  Some of these reports describe encounters with
devices which I would classify as structured craft of no known human
design, or structured alien craft (SAC).  The UFO literature also
describes some unusual effects of these SACs.

One of their interesting reported effects involves the performance
of   automotive vehicles in their presence.  Reports dating back as
far as the 1950s state that a vehicle could become inexplicably
immobile and could not be restarted in the presence of a SAC.  There
are also reported effects on electronic devices in the vehicle powered
by the battery, e.g. the car radio is temporarily non-functional.
Some of these reports suggest that this disabling effect is
selectively turned on and off by the SAC.

An interesting subtlety of the effect is that  those reports which
specify the type of internal combustion engine show that gasoline
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powered engines and not diesel engines are effected.  At least one
report that I read mentions that a gasoline engine was disabled while
a diesel engine near the gasoline engine continued running in the
presence of the SAC.  Gasoline engines require an ignition system for
sustaining the combustion process after it is initiated, whereas a
diesel engine does not need a working ignition system inorder to keep
running once it has been started.

With this in mind it is interesting to note the following in a
document published by the:

United States Air Force Scientific Advisory Board.

The www location of this document, New World Vistas  Air and
Space Power for the 21st Century Summary Volume,  was distributed in
UFOupdates in February 1997.  The entire message sequence should be in
the archives.  The www location of the document for your convenience
is:

 http://web.fie.com/htdoc/fed/afr/sab/any/text/any/vistas.htm

 for those who wish to read the entire document it is about 227K long.
 The sections of the document relevant to this discussion are
 abstracted below from Chapter II Section 5.0

What is interesting to note is that the USAF now has a sublethal
weapon capability of the type called High Power RF (HPRF).  This is a
high power radiofrequency device which can be directed against
vehicles and electronic devices.  These HPRF weapons "can be effective
against vehicle ignition systems" for stopping and immobilizing
them.   The report does not note effectiveness against vehicles not
dependent of an ignition system, e.g. diesel engines.  Apparently
there is some effect on electronic devices although the type this
effect is not specified presumably it is disabling or destructive as
it is employed as a military weapon.

abstracted sections:

Air Force Scientific Advisory Board

New World Vistas  Air and Space Power for the 21st Century Summary
Volume

Chapter II Capabilities and Technologies

Section 5.0 Projection of Lethal and Sublethal Power

5.2.1

"Although all fixed targets can be addressed with common sensors, or
no sensors, and delivery methods may be very much the same for all,
the energy applied to the target may vary considerably with the target
type. If sublethal response were in order, High Power RF (HPRF)
weapons could be used against vehicles and electronic devices. The
deployment of HPRF by cruise missile is discussed in the Munitions
Panel Volume."

5.2.2

"It is often sufficient simply to stop moving targets. Unarmed
vehicles can be left immovable. An immobile armed vehicle becomes a
fixed target which can be destroyed with simple munitions. Of course,
stopping and destroying an aircraft are equivalent processes. HPRF
weapons can be effective against vehicle ignition systems and aircraft
control systems."
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 29

Re: Science Fiction Writers

From: Skye Turell <turel33@west.net>
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 15:14:27 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 20:54:29 -0500
Subject: Re: Science Fiction Writers

> From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Science Fiction Writers
> To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)

> > Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 10:14:14 -0500
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Science Fiction Writers

> > I tend to think that any really advanced civilization "out there"
> > will have long since abandoned radio as a means of communication,
> > and will be using something we would describe as "telepathy".

> Yes, but unless the telepathic information is embedded in an
> electromagnetic carrier wave (which is entirely possible if you
> had some kind of mind-machine implant), you're probably going to
> need to invent some new physics.

Telepathic communications and clairvoyance don't involve EM
apparently. SRI did experiments putting sender/receivers or
remote viewers into faraday cages and it didn't effect the
positive outcome of the experiments.

> Idunno tho, anyone with a
> background in particle physics care to comment on whether any of
> the other massless critters can be modulated (in theory at
> least)?  Keep in mind that you can only squeeze (frequency/2)
> worth of bandwidth out of a given carrier wave, and I'd assume
> telepathy would use a fair chunk of bandwidth.

Interestingly, many of the psi researchers ARE physicists. They
don't know how to explain psi, but they have demonstrated it's
validity beyond a shadow of a doubt. I especially recommend Dean
Radin's book "The Conscious Universe."

> Don't get me wrong, I have a feeling there's a lot we don't
> understand about the nature of physical reality.  But once you
> start assuming the existence of new laws of physics to satisfy
> your criteria, you might as well just call it magick. There's
> nothing *wrong* with magick per se, but it does raise certain
> problems.

The existence of psi DOES require new physics.  Of course the old
physicists may have a problem with that...;-)

--

Skye Turell <turel33@west.net>
ICQ Pager 6797092
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 29

Re: UFO Studies

From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 10:57:27 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 21:24:19 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Studies

> Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 15:41:15 +0200
> From: Jakes Louw <LOUWJE@telkom.co.za>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Studies

> There are various types of field mechanics, in my view:

> sub-atomic: the field holding the nucleus together. Probably has
> a lot more to do with pure magnetism than we know

No, it has to do with the strong nuclear force, which "peters out"
after an extremely short distance (an order of magnitude or so
above the radius of a proton, if I remember correctly).  Exactly
*why* the strong nuclear force seems incapable of operating over
any distances was unknown (when I was into this stuff, which was
about ten years ago).

> trans-atomic: basic electron-induced field, or eletro-magnetic
> field

I'm not quite sure what you mean by 'trans-atomic' -- if you mean
operating within an atom, yes there is an electrostatic attraction
between the nucleus and electrons (and quantization of electron
shells and the exclusion principle to keep them in place) ... but
I'm not quite sure where magnetism comes into play, if at all.

> macro-atomic: a very low-frequency (long wave-length) energy that
> I feel is a product of the above two, in a pure form.
> This is gravitic: the forces in interplay between objects having
> mass, ie: collections of sub-atomic and trans-atomic forces that
> induce gravity.

Um, no offense, but I think you need to learn some physics.  Yes,
at an appropriate temperature/energy level the forces do unify (at
least that's the theory), but gravity is probably the *last* one
to give up the ghost, so to speak, and the kind of energy levels
we're talking about are a few trillionths of a second (or less)
after the big bang.  Again, let me point out it's been a while
since I was interested in quantum physics, but the basic idea is
that as you increase the temperature/energy level the forces
start to unify, with EM+weak first (electroweak), then strong,
then finally gravity.  I don't know if anyone's even come up with
a Grand Unified Theory (electroweak+strong) let alone the Holy
Grail of this sort of thing, the "Theory of Everything".

Admittedly gravity is kinda different than the other forces, but
it is a separate force, not a product of two or more other ones.

-- Bill
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 29

Re:

From: natural.state@erols.com
Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 07:53:05 -0600
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 22:35:30 -0500
Subject: Re: 

> From: Psdx1 <Psdx1@aol.com> [Phil Danielson]
> Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 21:55:26 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Books - Tim Good on Alien Bases

> >From: georgina@easynet.co.uk
> >Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 21:10:55 +0000
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: Re:Tim Good on Alien Bases

> >According to Tim Good’s literary agent,
> >Andrew Lownie, Tim’s next book 'Alien
> >Base' which is due to be published early this
> >year, is the best he’s ever done.

> Having spent years working on underground alien
> bases, I can't wait for Tim's book on it.

> Phil Danielson
> psdx1@aol.com

Phil, we're all ears!!!!!  (Toss - you've got the ball)

Melanie
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UFO Updates 
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Re: UFO Studies

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 09:20:11 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 22:41:51 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Studies

>  From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Studies
>  To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
>  Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 02:08:10 -0500 (EST)

(snip on suggestion that gravity propulsion is likely candidate)

>  Yes, but to my knowledge nobody's been able to demonstrate anti-
>  gravity (yes I remember the hi-temp superconductor thing but I
>  never heard of any reliable reproduction of the effect, and
>  besides that affected gravity above the device, not within it).
>  Does general relativity even permit it?  Then again I wouldn't
>  know a tensor field if it bit me on the posterior, so I may be
>  totally wrong.

Relativity would not permit anti-gravity, since in relativity,
gravity is the curvature of space. Quantum gravity probably
would, since a graviton could be expected to have an
anti-particle.

Still, anti-gravity isn't necessarily the way to go. A strong
gravity force from above an object in the local gravity field
would be able to generate the same effect as anti-gravity on that
object.

There is, at this point, a noticeable number of cases of "gravity
anomalies" in the presence of UFOs. As I recall, there is one
case where an object flew over a truck and the truck lifted and
was turned over; another where a witness was walking his horse,
and as the object passed over, the horse lifted into the air and
then dropped. A few other cases, such a a disk hovering above the
ocean with the water domed up beneath it, and some of the odd
holes left behind as ground traces may also be indicative.

One thing's for sure, though - ejection of the vast majority of
particles in some sort of advanced reaction drive is not an
option, since most of them generate incredible amounts of
radiation or heat when produced in volumes sufficient to lift
objects in the tens of tons range.

Not to mention that 20-100 gravity accelerations without some
sort of local gravity field would mean that UFO occupants would
have to scrape themselves off the deck with a spatula after a
typical UFO departure.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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Re: The Battle of Los Angeles
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Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

From: "Larry Hatch" <larryhat@jps.net>
Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 14:15:52 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 22:52:03 -0500
Subject: Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

>From: Brian Straight <brians@mdbs.com>
>To: "'updates@globalserve.net'" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: The Battle of Los Angeles
>Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 10:55:42 -0500

> .. on his 'Sightings on the Radio" show, Jeff Rense
> referred to the so-called Battle of Los Angeles, chronicled in
> the LA TImes, in which fighter planes 'skirmished' with a large
> globe shaped (?) UFO over LA in, I believe, 1941 or 1942.  Jeff
> was considering posting more info on his web site, but pointed
> out this was quite an undertaking (the article was long, and
> would have to be hand-typed).  So far, the article has not
> appeared.

> Does anyone out there have any info on this incident, or a
> reference to the LA Times edition in which the sighting was
> originally reported?  Apparently, a rather spectacular
> photograph accompanies the article.

> Any help appreciated,
> Brian

Brian:

This must be the well known one sided-battle, actually over
Culver City, of 25 FEBR 1942. Reportedly, 1430 Anti-Aircraft
shells (and who knows what else) were fired at a huge silent
round object to no effect. Shell debris fell widely causing some
damage and possibly injuries as well. The craft departed at
18,000 MPH in some reports. One source is Timothy Good's book
ABOVE TOP SECRET, on page 15, a detailed account.

- Larry Hatch.
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Return to DEFCON 1

From: ParadigmRG <ParadigmRG@aol.com>
Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 01:51:20 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 22:07:05 -0500
Subject: Return to DEFCON 1

To the List,

While inside phone or e-mail info for the White House staff are always
welcome, the immediate need for such has now passed.

Some good contact info was received and utilized.

Thanks,

Steve Bassett
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Re: Books - Tim Good on Alien Bases

From: natural.state@erols.com [Melanie Mecca]
Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 07:53:05 -0600
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 23:09:01 -0500
Subject: Re: Books - Tim Good on Alien Bases

> From: Psdx1 <Psdx1@aol.com> [Phil Danielson]
> Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 21:55:26 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Books - Tim Good on Alien Bases

> >From: georgina@easynet.co.uk
> >Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 21:10:55 +0000
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: Re:Tim Good on Alien Bases

> >According to Tim Good’s literary agent,
> >Andrew Lownie, Tim’s next book 'Alien
> >Base' which is due to be published early this
> >year, is the best he’s ever done.

> Having spent years working on underground alien
> bases, I can't wait for Tim's book on it.

> Phil Danielson
> psdx1@aol.com

Phil, we're all ears!!!!!  (Toss - you've got the ball)

Melanie
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Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 21:38:34 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 23:13:39 -0500
Subject: Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

>From: Brian Straight <brians@mdbs.com>
>To: "'updates@globalserve.net'" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: The Battle of Los Angeles
>Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 10:55:42 -0500

>Some time ago, on his 'Sightings on the Radio" show, Jeff Rense
>referred to the so-called Battle of Los Angeles, chronicled in
>the LA TImes, in which fighter planes 'skirmished' with a large
>globe shaped (?) UFO over LA in, I believe, 1941 or 1942.  Jeff
>was considering posting more info on his web site, but pointed
>out this was quite an undertaking (the article was long, and
>would have to be hand-typed).  So far, the article has not
>appeared.

>Does anyone out there have any info on this incident, or a
>reference to the LA Times edition in which the sighting was
>originally reported?  Apparently, a rather spectacular photograph
>accompanies the article.

Hi Brian,

Timothy Good's book 'Beyond Top Secret' opens with this episode.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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CURRENT-ENCOUNTERS: Balsa

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 07:45:05 -0600
Fwd Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 23:26:28 -0500
Subject: CURRENT-ENCOUNTERS: Balsa

ROSWELL UPDATE:
SUMMARY & CONCLUSION
By Robert A. Galganski

Roswell skeptics suggest that the unusual thin-strut fragments
found on the Foster ranch debris-field were merely
casein-glue-treated balsa-wood wreckage from Project Mogul Flight
4. This claim - typical of the broad and often vague
pontification that pervades ufology - is unsupported by any
substantive evidence.

In this case, skeptics could have easily tested the "glue
hypothesis" as I call it - but didn't. Perhaps their usual
knee-jerk response - denial - to a potentially unsettling
alternate explanation prevented them from even considering a
scientific approach. I did.

I performed a series of straightforward and simple tests that
provided unambiguous empirical data. The results led to an
inescapable conclusion: The struts, which reportedly exhibited
extraordinary physical properties atypical of late l940s
technology, could NOT have been made from balsa wood. This means
that they could not have been components from a Mogul balloon
train, which leaves no other conventional explanations  that
have not already been eliminated.

As such, an extraterrestrial origin for the strut; and other
debris-field material must still be considered a viable
possibility.

(See entire paper presented in the most recent issue of the IUR,
Vol. 22, No.4)
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 30

Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

From: Skye Turell <turel33@west.net>
Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 16:26:28 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 00:19:58 -0500
Subject: Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

> From: Brian Straight <brians@mdbs.com>
> To: "'updates@globalserve.net'" <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: The Battle of Los Angeles
> Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 10:55:42 -0500

> Some time ago, on his 'Sightings on the Radio" show, Jeff Rense
> referred to the so-called Battle of Los Angeles, ... So far, the
> article has not appeared.

It's up on Jeff's site now.  http://www.sightings.com

--

Skye Turell <turel33@west.net>
ICQ Pager 6797092
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UFO Updates 
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'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 30

UFOs and the DJIA

From: "pcs" <pcstuart@pathcom.com> [Paul Stuart]
Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 19:44:33 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 01:00:10 -0500
Subject: UFOs and the DJIA

List,

A few months ago, there was a posting of a humourous story about
what would happen to the stock markets in the event of ET
visitations. I think it was written by a New York Times? writer.

I can't find the posting anywhere in the archives.  Does anyone
remember and can point me in the right direction?

Many thanks.

Paul Stuart
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Re: The Battle of Los Angeles
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Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 22:38:36 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 01:07:45 -0500
Subject: Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

> From: Brian Straight <brians@mdbs.com>
> To: "'updates@globalserve.net'" <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: The Battle of Los Angeles
> Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 10:55:42 -0500

> Some time ago, on his 'Sightings on the Radio" show, Jeff Rense
> referred to the so-called Battle of Los Angeles, chronicled in
> the LA TImes, in which fighter planes 'skirmished' with a large
> globe shaped (?) UFO over LA in, I believe, 1941 or 1942.  Jeff
> was considering posting more info on his web site, but pointed
> out this was quite an undertaking (the article was long, and
> would have to be hand-typed).  So far, the article has not
> appeared.

> Does anyone out there have any info on this incident, or a
> reference to the LA Times edition in which the sighting was
> originally reported?  Apparently, a rather spectacular photograph
> accompanies the article.

> Any help appreciated,

> Brian

Hi Brian,

Pages 15-17 of Timothy Goods book Above Top Secret describe what
has been called the Los Angeles Air Raid February 25, 1942.

Interesting aspects of this incident are:

1) other than George Marshall's vague memo to my knowledge no
other information on this incident has been declassified.

2) the picture is quite interesting because what is outlined in
the searchlight beams is not at globed shaped UFO but a large
triangular shaped object judging from the picture in the book on
pp 193.

3) The LA Times has a research service which will obtain the
original articles for a research fee.  Contact them via their web
site.

Gary Alevy
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Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

From: RGates8254@aol.com
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 00:07:17 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 01:21:04 -0500
Subject: Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

In a message dated 98-01-29 23:23:54 EST, you write:

>  From: "Larry Hatch" <larryhat@jps.net>
>  To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: The Battle of Los Angeles
>  Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 14:15:52 -0800

>  >From: Brian Straight <brians@mdbs.com>
>  >To: "'updates@globalserve.net'" <updates@globalserve.net>
>  >Subject: The Battle of Los Angeles
>  >Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 10:55:42 -0500

>  > .. on his 'Sightings on the Radio" show, Jeff Rense
>  > referred to the so-called Battle of Los Angeles, chronicled in
>  > the LA TImes, in which fighter planes 'skirmished' with a large
>  > globe shaped (?) UFO over LA in, I believe, 1941 or 1942.  Jeff
>  > was considering posting more info on his web site, but pointed
>  > out this was quite an undertaking (the article was long, and
>  > would have to be hand-typed).  So far, the article has not
>  > appeared.

>  > Does anyone out there have any info on this incident, or a
>  > reference to the LA Times edition in which the sighting was
>  > originally reported?  Apparently, a rather spectacular
>  > photograph accompanies the article.

>  > Any help appreciated,
>  > Brian

>  Brian:

>  This must be the well known one sided-battle, actually over
>  Culver City, of 25 FEBR 1942. Reportedly, 1430 Anti-Aircraft
>  shells (and who knows what else) were fired at a huge silent
>  round object to no effect. Shell debris fell widely causing some
>  damage and possibly injuries as well. The craft departed at
>  18,000 MPH in some reports. One source is Timothy Good's book
>  ABOVE TOP SECRET, on page 15, a detailed account.

>  - Larry Hatch.

It was reported years ago that it was these stories that formed
the fictional basis of Spielbergs's comedy in 1980 titled 1941.

The movie spoofed the 1941 war nerves in LA, complete with a
formation of "Japanese" fighters being chased all over the
coast.

Cheers,
Robert
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 30

Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

From: boliver@Direct.CA (Bill Oliver)
Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 20:40:23 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 01:17:14 -0500
Subject: Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

 Check this story out! This is probably the most unreported mass sighting
of all time. "The Battle Of LA"   http://www.sightings.com

While your there check out this excellent website!
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 23:19:01 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 02:49:19 -0500
Subject: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

Larry Hatch is having some difficulty posting. Don't feel alone
Larry, I am, too.

--
Jan Aldrich
Project 1947
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/

Subject: More boring DAY/NIGHT *U* findings.
Date: Thursday, January 29, 1998 02:56 AM

to: List Members
from: Larry Hatch
re: *U* Database findings.

I recently sent in some findings about day versus night UFO
sightings from the *U* UFO Database. Since then, I refined the
statistical routine to subdivide the raw data by decades.

The *U* Database has 16,575 sightings listed as of 28 JAN'98.
Of these, 12,121 have 'known' time-of-day (plus or minus one hour
to allow for Daylight Savings time and time-zone anomalies.)

'DAY' is defined as the hours 1000-1600hrs. 'NIGHT' is defined as
2200-0400hrs. These strict 6-hour periods are broad daylight, or
dark of night, for most of the world, the year around. Sightings
for all other hours are considered 'FRINGE', i.e. light or dark,
dawn or dusk depending on latitude and season.

Here's the raw data from the new routine:

Date Period:       TOTAL       DAY       NIGHT   FRINGE

ALL YEARS          12121      1464        4223     6434
pre -1960           3353       709         869     1775
1960 onward         8718       747        3340     4631

These figures are now subdivided as follows:

pre - 1900            50         8          14       28
1900s    . . . .      90         9          35       46
1910s    . . . .      23         2           9       12
1920s    . . . .      13         5           3        5
1930s    . . . .      21         4           5       12
1940s    . . . .     576        180        100      296
1950s    . . . .    2630        509        717     1404
1960s    . . . .    2036        205        768     1063
1970s    . . . .    3193        249       1267     1677
1980s    . . . .    1270         97        459      714
1990s    . . . .    2219        196        846     1177

Note  the 1940s  when 'broad daylight' sightings outnumbered
dark-of-night by a 9 to 5 ratio.

I have no ready explanation for the steady drop in the ratio of
'day' sightings since 1940, and invite discussion.

-  Larry Hatch <larryhat@jps.net>
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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PROJECT-1947: Ruppelt, Air Defense & UFOs

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 11:50:53 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 02:23:56 -0500
Subject: PROJECT-1947: Ruppelt, Air Defense & UFOs

I am experiencing some computer difficults.  Everytime
I start a message my computer freezes up.  Here is a condensed
version of what I have been trying to send.

Here are some points to consider.  Other than Loren Gross
I don't know many others who have considered these angles
except perhaps Dr. Leon Davidson in sort of a muddleheaded way.
It is an absolute shame that aviation and defense historians
will not touch UFOs with a ten foot pole.

The obvious implications of UFOs for Air Defenes were not lost on
some newspaper columnists, the Alsop brothers during the 1947
wave did a column on this.

About the time Project Sign was being authorized there was an
articles in the New York Times connecting Air Defense with UFOs.
Basically, it urged that the Aircraft Warning Service's Ground
Observer Corps be reactivated.

In the late 1940s and early 1950s there were big debate about
military strategy.  It involves how billions or dollars (much
more money than in present terms--which could probably be a
trillion in current dollars was at stake.)

It involved fission bombs, fussion bombs, large standing armies,
and big budget air defense.  Many of the important players are
also at one time or another involved in UFOs.

The Air Force was basically on the side of strong strategic forces
and small defense forces.  However, having the air defense mission,
meant also there was within the Air Force an advocacy for strong air
defense with the possibility of huge contracts, expanded
organizations and lots of promotions.  So the pot is boiling, and
then throw in UFOs.

The Commanding General of the Air Defense Command (ADC) was told by
General Stamford that AFL 200-5 was put into effect to get
messages on possible hostile contact to  ADC faster.  In the
summer of 1952 Ruppelt wrote that the AFL 200-5 was a failure
from his stand point.  He was not getting back up information,
reports were being mishandled, etc.

Well, who cares if a reserve captain with no clout and no budget
to speak of is unhappy.

Ruppelt proposed a huge expansion in Project Blue Book with a large
budget and involving contractors.  (And probably with a Major Ruppelt
to head it.)  This may be why Ruppelt was susceptibly to the scuttle
butt about the Robertson Panel's recommendation to expand the UFO
effort. (Anyone who has been around a military organization when
an important decision is made will hear the most outrageous rumors
back and forth prior to the actual decision being announced.)

It has always bothered me that Alvarez during the Robertson Panel
discussions found no radar cases that interested him.

Richard Hall and I had a fiery argument concerning the Robertson
Panel.  Hall's contention was that the Robertson Panel was
composed of skeptics that thought UFOs were a waste of time.  My
contention was that because of a defect in Project Blue Book
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from the beginning and Ruppelt's selection of cases, the panel
did not receive a good sample of puzzling cases.  The Blue Book
defect involved Blue Book's treatment of close encourter cases--
pitching them in the trash.  However, there was a good same
sample of such cases in Project Blue Book's files and in the USAF
clipping collection.  There were also other such cases reported to
official channel which should have been available to the CIA who
monitored all intelligence reports and which might have been
available to Blue Book.

The Robertson Panel commented that most of the cases they saw
were of short duration and viewed at a great distance.  The
exception was the Florida scotmaster case which had big credibility
problems.

The Panel said that Robertson, Alvarez, and Griggs had looked into
"foo-fighters."  It was felt that they might represent an electric
phenomenon.  Now if they were an electrical phenomenon, they were
natural, and they did not end with the World War II.

Dah?!  Huh?  Hello!  These are scientists?  They are not at all
curious about such a phenomenon.  They don't even recommend the
funding of a small study so that some colleagues could get some
work and funding.  Why not?  Do they have bigger fish to fry?

Some points to consider.  Nothing is proven.  We need more
information about Project Lincoln and Air Defense.

Once the Air Defense structure is in place.  Air Defense would have
an interest in minimizing UFO accounts.  UFOs become "politcally
incorrect."  "If it flies, it dies," is meaningless if you admit
that you have things running around that you can't explain.  The
public looses confidence in the Air Defense and the military in
general.

Best regards,

--
Jan Aldrich
Project 1947
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/
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UFO Updates 
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NASA News: 40th Anniversary of 1st U.S. Satellite

From: NASANews@hq.nasa.gov
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 16:40:06 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 02:57:17 -0500
Subject: NASA News: 40th Anniversary of 1st U.S. Satellite

Douglas Isbell
Headquarters, Washington DC                 January 28, 1998
(Phone: 202/358-1753)

Mary Beth Murrill
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA
(Phone: 818/354-6478)

RELEASE: 98-15

SPACE PIONEERS RECALL FIRST U.S. SATELLITE LAUNCH UPON 4OTH ANNIVERSARY

     Forty years ago this week, a team of scientists and
engineers successfully launched Explorer 1, the first U.S.
satellite to orbit the Earth.  This historic accomplishment
marked the nation's debut in the Cold War-era space race and
set the stage for the establishment of the civilian space
agency that would become NASA.

     NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Pasadena, CA,
was still operated as a research laboratory for the U.S. Army
when it was selected in November 1957 to develop the first
U.S. satellite, including its science package, its
communications system, and the high-speed upper stages for
the Army's Redstone rocket that would guide the tiny,
20-pound Explorer 1 into the great unknown.  JPL and the Army
completed the assignment and successfully launched the
satellite in less than three months.  JPL and the Army
Ballistic Missile Agency, based in Huntsville, AL, joined in
firing the satellite toward space from the missile test
center at Cape Canaveral, FL, on Jan. 31, 1958.

     The scientific experiment onboard, a cosmic ray detector
built by Dr. James Van Allen of the University of Iowa, soon
returned one of the most important findings of the space
program: the discovery of what are now known as the Van Allen
Radiation Belts around the Earth.  Explorer 1 went on to
operate for three months.

     Following the Soviet Union's launch of Sputnik on Oct.
4, 1957, "there was a lot of pressure to get a satellite in
orbit as quickly as possible," said Dr. William Pickering,
then JPL's director and the orchestrator of the Explorer 1
effort at JPL.

     The intensive effort was accomplished by a team of
experts from U.S. academia and the military, along with top
World War II German rocket scientists such as

     Dr. Wernher von Braun, who emigrated to the United
States in the post-war years to help lead the development of
American rocket capabilities.  A globally linked
telecommunications system developed by JPL tracked Explorer 1
and received its scientific data as it circled Earth.
Amateur radio operators around the world were invited to
listen in on Explorer 1's radio communications, including one
key amateur radio shack operated largely by JPL ham radio
operators at the Los Angeles County Sheriff's substation in
Temple City, near JPL.
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     The most difficult technical challenge, said Pickering,
"was getting the three rocket stages to work consistently, to
get it all to go in the right direction, with no guidance
system." Considering the telecommunications and computing
capability of the Explorer 1 era versus that available for
last summer's Mars Pathfinder mission, Pickering said, "it's
astonishing to think what has happened over 40 years."

     Van Allen, still an active planetary and space physics
researcher, recalled that, the morning after the historic
Explorer 1 launch, "a big press conference had been called at
the Great Hall of the National Academy of Sciences in
Washington, DC, and although it was 1:30 in the morning,
there was still a huge crowd of reporters waiting around."

     Donna Shirley, Mars Exploration program manager at JPL,
was in high school when the news hit that Explorer 1 had been
launched.  "It was a terrific emotional moment," she
recalled.  "It seemed like a scary thing that the Soviet
Union was so powerful that they could launch Sputnik.  When
Explorer went up, it was, 'Rah, rah, our team!'" she said.
"It seemed to be framed in 'us versus them' rather than
focused on the real technical and scientific achievement. But
the dawn of the Space Age affected my life a lot.

     "I don't think the 'right stuff' to work in the space
program has really changed all that much" since the days of
Explorer 1, said Shirley. "You don't have cigar-smoking guys
with slide rules anymore, but I think the 'right stuff' is
still the same: dedication and competence."

     In late 1958, JPL was reassigned from the U.S. Army to
NASA when the civilian space agency was created, and has
helped lead the world's exploration of space with robotic
spacecraft since then. Operated as a division of the
California Institute of Technology, JPL has sent spacecraft
to all of the known planets except Pluto, and this year will
launch major astronomy and planetary exploration missions to
comets, asteroids and Mars, along with many Earth-observing
efforts.

     As the size of NASA's space missions takes advantage of
miniaturized electronics to shrink to fit the new "faster,
better, cheaper" mold, some complete space science
instrument packages are about the size of that on tiny
Explorer 1, Shirley said.

     "Miniaturization is allowing us to shrink down the
brains of our spacecraft but still allow us to do more with
them than we used to.  The challenge now is to shrink the
rest of the spacecraft down."

     Considering the future of space science, Van Allen
observed that "there is no shortage of great ideas on what
we'd like to do.  'Faster, better, cheaper' is NASA's mantra,
and the recent successful launch of the Lunar Prospector
spacecraft is the best example of that.  But the Hubble Space
Telescope is a good example of big projects that will
continue to be conducted. I think we have a very bright
future in space science in all areas.  There is good public
support," he said.  "There is virtually no limit to what can
be investigated in interplanetary science and astronomy."

                        -end-

NOTE TO EDITORS:  Photos are available to news media to
illustrate this story by calling the Headquarters Audio
Imaging Branch at 202/358-1900. Photo numbers are:

97-HC-482
97-HC-483
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 30

Harry Webb?

From: Maurizio Verga <mverga@wolf.it>
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 08:40:46 +0100
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 10:23:17 -0500
Subject: Harry Webb?

Dear Friends,

After my search about the UFO/Nazi myth I came across with an
unreferenced quotation of a given Harry Webb, seemingly a US
ufologist, who claimed in 1950 the "flying saucers" were one of
the wonder weapons developed by Nazi scientists escaped at the
end of the war to underground bases in Artarctica and in the
middle of the Gran Chaco jungle (I don't know where it is,
sorry!). A few years later both scientists and SS troops guarding
the bases flew to the hidden face of the Moon, in permanent bases
(!!!!).

Do anyone know anything about such a Harry Webb ? Never heard
about his claims and the original source(s) reporting them ? Do
you know any other story of such a kind from the same period ?

Please get in touch with me directly to my e-mail address:
mauverga@ufo.it or mauverga@wolf.it

Greetings,

Maurizio Verga
UFO ONLINE
http://www.ufo.it
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Help needed...

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 07:45:48 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:21:33 -0500
Subject: Help needed...

Hi everyone,

Some time ago and I am pretty sure it was on this list
there was a post about NASA having trouble getting
R&D funding for an engine for their proposed space plane.

As I recall it, the Air Force said something like "No problem,
you can use ours."  This blew everybody at NASA away because
it revealed that the Air Force already had such an engine,
and maybe even such a plane.

I can't find that exchange now, and I wonder if anyone
here recalls it or saved it.

Thanks in advance.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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CIA's 'UFO Report'?

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 05:33:47 +0000
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:36:28 -0500
Subject: CIA's 'UFO Report'?

Dear colleagues,

Can anyone tell me from where can I purchase a copy of the CIA
report on UFOs that appeared some time last year.

All the best,

Philip Mantle.
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Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 08:41:39 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:31:14 -0500
Subject: Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

>Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 23:19:01 -0800
>From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
>Subject: DAY/NIGHT More *U* Findings.
>To: PROJECT-1947@LISTSERV.AOL.COM

>Larry Hatch is having some difficulty posting. Don't feel alone
>Larry, I am, too.

>--
>Jan Aldrich
>Project 1947
>http://www.iufog.org/project1947/

>Subject: More boring DAY/NIGHT *U* findings.
>Date: Thursday, January 29, 1998 02:56 AM

>to: List Members
>from: Larry Hatch
>re: *U* Database findings.

>I recently sent in some findings about day versus night UFO
>sightings from the *U* UFO Database. Since then, I refined the
>statistical routine to subdivide the raw data by decades.

>The *U* Database has 16,575 sightings listed as of 28 JAN'98.
>Of these, 12,121 have 'known' time-of-day (plus or minus one hour
>to allow for Daylight Savings time and time-zone anomalies.)

>'DAY' is defined as the hours 1000-1600hrs. 'NIGHT' is defined as
>2200-0400hrs. These strict 6-hour periods are broad daylight, or
>dark of night, for most of the world, the year around. Sightings
>for all other hours are considered 'FRINGE', i.e. light or dark,
>dawn or dusk depending on latitude and season.

>Here's the raw data from the new routine:

>Date Period:       TOTAL       DAY       NIGHT   FRINGE

>ALL YEARS          12121      1464        4223     6434
>pre -1960           3353       709         869     1775
>1960 onward         8718       747        3340     4631

>These figures are now subdivided as follows:

>pre - 1900            50         8          14       28
>1900s    . . . .      90         9          35       46
>1910s    . . . .      23         2           9       12
>1920s    . . . .      13         5           3        5
>1930s    . . . .      21         4           5       12
>1940s    . . . .     576        180        100      296
>1950s    . . . .    2630        509        717     1404
>1960s    . . . .    2036        205        768     1063
>1970s    . . . .    3193        249       1267     1677
>1980s    . . . .    1270         97        459      714
>1990s    . . . .    2219        196        846     1177

>Note  the 1940s  when 'broad daylight' sightings outnumbered
>dark-of-night by a 9 to 5 ratio.

>I have no ready explanation for the steady drop in the ratio of
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>'day' sightings since 1940, and invite discussion.

>-  Larry Hatch <larryhat@jps.net>

Larry,

I would expect night sightings to outnumber day sightings by
a large margin.  First, because UFOs are easier to see at
night, and secondly because misidentifications would be much
more common at night.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 30

Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 10:36:54 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:47:26 -0500
Subject: Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

>  From: Brian Straight <brians@mdbs.com>
>  To: "'updates@globalserve.net'" <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: The Battle of Los Angeles
>  Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 10:55:42 -0500

>  Does anyone out there have any info on this incident, or a
>  reference to the LA Times edition in which the sighting was
>  originally reported?  Apparently, a rather spectacular photograph
>  accompanies the article.

There is an account and a photo (which is rather hard to
interpret) in Peter Brookesmith's "UFO: The Complete Sightings"
from Barnes and Noble.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 30

Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:01:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:51:27 -0500
Subject: Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

>Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 23:19:01 -0800
>From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
>Subject: DAY/NIGHT More *U* Findings.
>To: PROJECT-1947@LISTSERV.AOL.COM

--
>TO::Jan Aldrich
>Project 1947
>http://www.iufog.org/project1947/

>Subject: More boring DAY/NIGHT *U* findings.
>Date: Thursday, January 29, 1998 02:56 AM

>to: List Members
>from: Larry Hatch
>re: *U* Database findings.

>I recently sent in some findings about day versus night UFO
>sightings from the *U* UFO Database. Since then, I refined the
>statistical routine to subdivide the raw data by decades.

>The *U* Database has 16,575 sightings listed as of 28 JAN'98.
>Of these, 12,121 have 'known' time-of-day (plus or minus one hour
t>o allow for Daylight Savings time and time-zone anomalies.)

<snipped>

>Note  the 1940s  when 'broad daylight' sightings outnumbered
>dark-of-night by a 9 to 5 ratio.

>I have no ready explanation for the steady drop in the ratio of
>'day' sightings since 1940, and invite discussion.

I realize your cases are those most likely to be unexplained,
i.e. you have not put ALL sightings into your data base.
HOWever, I woudl still like to see this with a selection
inlcluded, such as the upper half of the strangeness/credibility
index.   Also, you might see if the sightings fall off in the
latter half of the night, as you define it (as suggested by
Vallee years ago).

REASONS FOR MORE NIGHT SIGHTINGS:
1) people aren't as likely to look up in the day as at night

2) at night, these sightings are mostly night lights; moving
   lights against a dark background catch the attention more
   easily than distant objects moving through the bright sky
   background

3) True UFOS (TRUFOS) fly around mostly at night

4) (for the skeptics) people are more likely to make
   observational errors at night

5) reasons I haven't thought of
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 30

Re: PROJECT-1947: Ruppelt, Air Defense & UFOs

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:02:20 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:59:11 -0500
Subject: Re: PROJECT-1947: Ruppelt, Air Defense & UFOs

>Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 11:50:53 -0800
>From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
>Subject: Ruppelt, Air Defense & UFOs
>To: PROJECT-1947@LISTSERV.AOL.COM

>The obvious implications of UFOs for Air Defenes were not lost on
>some newspaper columnists, the Alsop brothers during the 1947
>wave did a column on this.

>About the time Project Sign was being authorized there was an
>articles in the New York Times connecting Air Defense with UFOs.
>Basically, it urged that the Aircraft Warning Service's Ground
>Observer Corps be reactivated.

<snip>

>It has always bothered me that Alvarez during the Robertson Panel
>discussions found no radar cases that interested him.

<snip>

>Duh?!  Huh?  Hello!  These are scientists?  They are not at all
>curious about such a phenomenon.  They don't even recommend the
>funding of a small study so that some colleagues could get some
>work and funding.  Why not?  Do they have bigger fish to fry?

>Some points to consider.  Nothing is proven.  We need more
>information about Project Lincoln and Air Defense.

>Once the Air Defense structure is in place. Air Defense would have
>an interest in minimizing UFO accounts. UFOs become "politcally
>incorrect." "If it flies, it dies," is meaningless if you admit
>that you have things running around that you can't explain.  The
>public looses confidence in the Air Defense and the military in
>general.

I guess your point here is that it shoudl have bearn (i.e., it
was) obvious to the AF that UFOs played a role in Air Defense,
even if UFOs turned out to be natural electric phenomena, so the
Robertson Panel should have recommended an effort to understand
these phenomena at least from the scientific point of view if not
from the pont of view of needing to be able to identify things
immediately to separate out the "natural phenomena" from th "bad
boys" coming over the horizon from the north.

I, too, think that th Robertson Panel people did not get the best
evidence or the best presentation to look at.  I think the
presenters took an apologetic attitude for seeming to seriously
consider the sightings which obviously could not be natural
phenomena (observations and film/photos of structured objects).
However, your suggestion that there was a hidden agenda
pressureing the Panel to conclude there was nothing to these
sightings is a good one.    However, as evidence of just poor
preparation on th aprt of the Blue book staff I am reminded of
Ruppelts recitation of the Newhouse film case as presented to the
Robertson panel.   They showed the film several times and the
Navy presented the results of its 1,000 hours of work on it....
and then the panel said "probably birds." HOwever, Ruppelt points
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out that the panel was not told Newhouse's verbal testimony.
The reason that the panel was not told Newhouse's testimony is
that Ruppelt didn't know what that was !   Ruppelt says several
years later he met Newhouse and Newhouse described his wife
calling his attention to a group of cuircular objects flying
through the sky.   He immediately stopped the car but it took
several minutes fr him to get his camera going and by that time
the objects were farther away (a repeat of th Great Falls,
Montana/Marianna film situation). Ruppelt asked "How did you know
they were round?"  Newhouse answered "I saw them ...they were a
lot closer,"  or words to that effect.   Then Ruppelt points out
in his book that this information was not known to Blue
Book/Ruppelt at the time of the Newhouse investigation/ analysis
because Ruppelt had not asked the local field investigator to ask
Newhouse about his visual sighting..  Ruppelt jusified this by
saying..."why ask what something looks like when you've got a
movie of it.."   or words to that effect.

One can only speculate what th RobertsonPanel would have done
with the film had Dewey Fournet (the presenter?) or Ruppelt been
able to recite the testimony of Newhouse and his wife BEFORE
showing the film  (better yet, get Newhouse there; he was, after
all, an official Navy photographer).

I suspect the truth is a combination of the above: there WAS an
agenda to minimize UFO sightings, but also there were slip-ups in
presenting th evidence to the scientists.

On another matter, regarding the Air defense Command and radar:
I have been trying to locate records related to the radar
inspired national alert on December 6, 1950 at about 10:30 AM
when radar picked up a number of objects approaching the
northeastern United States.  I have a chapter on this in my book
THE UFO-FBI CONNECTION because two days later, according to a
message found in the FBI file, the counter-intelligence corps was
put on immediate high alert for any information related to flying
saucers (Dec. 8). There appear to be NO RECORDS OF THIS EVENT in
the files of the Secretary of Defense, other than one document
which provides a few details that could only have come from other
documents .

Furthermore, it is clear that the SECDEF office was involved in
this event which resulted in planes being scrambled AND THE
PRESIDENT AND SECRETARY OF STATE
BEING ALERTED!.

Could this be a real radar detection of a group of UFOs that was
effectively covered up by the defense department?
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 30

Re: UFO Studies

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 11:11:08 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:45:08 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Studies

>  From: galevy@pipeline.com
>  Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 22:51:02 -0500
>  To: UFO UpDate <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: UFO Studies

>  As regards to EM effects on vehicles stopping car engines some
>  time ago I posted an extract from an Air Force document which
>  noted that device capable of doing just exactly that had become
>  an operational weapon.

I must have missed the post - thanks.

However, you'll note I mentioned that this sort of research might
be being done by the government but was not being done by private
researchers, which was my focus in the paragraph you reference.

Since we don't know what the frequencies are that might be used
by such a weapon, it is hard to interpret the observable side
effects of such a weapon. If in normal frequency ranges, however,
we might expect extensive and long-range interference with the
frequency in question, due to the proclivity of radio waves to
travel long distances in the atmosphere, at least within line of
sight.

However, it seems to me that a) most static from UFO events is
localized to within a few hundred feet of the object. b) the
effects associated with EM include causing batteries to boil,
component burn out, etc, but these only happen within extremely
close range, c) RF weapons might be expected to have effects
similar to microwave, including induced core heating, etc.

The brief mentions of HPRF in your referenced document mention
effective ranges on the order of tens of kilometers, which seems
to be in conflict with most UFO EM cases. Also, at least one case
indicates that a diesel generator was interfered with in such a
way as to imply that the induction of current in generator
windings or other wiring was occurring, which is not an obvious
side effect (to me, anyway) of HPRF.

The presence of heat in some cases may well be a signature of
HPRF, but there are a myriad of others where no such effect
occurs.

It is also not clear how to account for the well-known restarting
of auto engines in the presence of HPRF. The AF document is
unclear as to the persistence of HPRF effects, but there is some
implication that the effects are permanent, and not just present
during HPRF focus.

However, there is no question that close proximity to RF seems to
be able to cause problems with power. Here's one example:

"A cellular provider in the Midwest encountered a hair-pulling
problem. From time to time, for no apparent reason a key cell
site would go off-line. Each time it was a hard crash requiring a
maintenance visit and at least an hour of downtime. The
troublesome crashes continued frequently and jeopardized the
customer's overall system quality perception. After investigating
possible causes it was discovered that a 2-way radio repair shop
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was located in the same business complex. A correlation was
established between tests on 47MHz State Forestry Department
radios and the cellular system crashes. RF signals from those
radios were strong enough to bring the cellular system to its
knees when they overloaded the DC power system controllers. The
solution was to install an RF shielding system around the
cellular equipment room =97 completely eliminating the problem."

http://www.lbagroup.com/associates/emi.htm

What's interesting here is the effect of the powerful 47MHz
signal on DC power system controllers.

There is more on symptoms of RF EMI in
cellular systems which may be of interest

Unusual test equipment malfunctions.
Intermittent power supply regulator problems.
Transient, undesirable audio, digital or video noise superimposed
on signals.
High rate of unexplainable signal outages.
Poor or unreliable coverage from certain sites.

        http://www.lbagroup.com/associates/lbatn109.htm

Also

"Sites located near AM broadcast stations that have effective
radiated powers up to 250,000W may be subjected to intense
electrical and magnetic fields, which couple into equipment
through coaxial cables, telco lines, and grounding and power
lines. Fundamental and harmonic frequencies of AM stations and
their modulation components overlay common audio, data, T-carrier
and clock spectra. The potential for system disturbance is
enormous. Towers commonly associated with wireless sites actually
=93concentrate=94 the AM broadcast signal to local values far in
excess of free-space predictions."

While these effects may be of interest, again, the implication is
that such effects are within a wide range and require significant
power.  We do have UFO visible light emission levels in the MW
power range, so output similar to that cited above is certainly
no problem. More information is needed, however on side effects,
and especially biological effects of such radiation, so that we
can look for similar effects in our EM cases.

However, it is also clear that a UFO releasing a quarter of a
million watts of radio energy into the atmosphere would be as
observable and trackable as a nova. There is no real evidence of
this.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 30

Re: UFOs and the DJIA

From: XianneKei@aol.com [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:17:09 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 15:05:58 -0500
Subject: Re: UFOs and the DJIA

>  From: "pcs" <pcstuart@pathcom.com> [Paul Stuart]
>  To: <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: UFOs and the DJIA
>  Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 19:44:33 -0800

>  List,

>  A few months ago, there was a posting of a humourous story about
>  what would happen to the stock markets in the event of ET
>  visitations. I think it was written by a New York Times? writer.

>  I can't find the posting anywhere in the archives.  Does anyone
>  remember and can point me in the right direction?

I posted it. The URL for the UFOMind Site is:
http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/updates/1997/aug/m04-005.shtml

And it is also stored on Time's website:
http://pathfinder.com/time/magazine/1997/dom/970804/business.crash_case_.html

Hope that helps.

Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 30

Steve Schiff Will Not Be Able To Run Again

From: Ktperehwon@aol.com [Karl Pflock]
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 15:13:35 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 16:29:10 -0500
Subject: Steve Schiff Will Not Be Able To Run Again

FRIENDS & COLLEAGUES --

As many of you know, my wife Mary's boss, Cong. Steve Schiff, has
been fighting skin cancer for more than a year.  He has just
decided he will be physically unable to run for re-election.
This was made public earlier today.  He is NOT resigning and will
remain in office until whoever's elected to replace him is sworn
in next January.  Needless to say, life will be "interesting"
around here for the next 12 months.

-- Bests,

KARL
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 30

Re: UFO Studies

From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:21:00 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 18:37:41 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Studies

> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Studies
> Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 09:20:11 -0800

> Still, anti-gravity isn't necessarily the way to go. A strong
> gravity force from above an object in the local gravity field
> would be able to generate the same effect as anti-gravity on that
> object.

Does General Relativity specifically forbid negative curvature of
space?  I *really* should bone up on GR, it's been like ten
years.

> There is, at this point, a noticeable number of cases of "gravity
> anomalies" in the presence of UFOs. As I recall, there is one
> case where an object flew over a truck and the truck lifted and
> was turned over; another where a witness was walking his horse,
> and as the object passed over, the horse lifted into the air and
> then dropped. A few other cases, such a a disk hovering above the
> ocean with the water domed up beneath it, and some of the odd
> holes left behind as ground traces may also be indicative.

Actually I recall seeing about six months ago, on CNN, film where
a mouse was levitated using a strong magnetic field (although I
think there was more to it than that), and evidently they've
figured out how to do that to anything, not just ferromagnetic
things.  The mouse seemed fine, although quite confused.

Although as far as trucks go, I can levitate a truck myself,
given a good junkyard magnet and appropriate control hardware. ;)

> One thing's for sure, though - ejection of the vast majority of
> particles in some sort of advanced reaction drive is not an
> option, since most of them generate incredible amounts of
> radiation or heat when produced in volumes sufficient to lift
> objects in the tens of tons range.

True; assuming you just want to resist G, you'd be talking about
an awful lot of ions at extremely high velocity.

> Not to mention that 20-100 gravity accelerations without some
> sort of local gravity field would mean that UFO occupants would
> have to scrape themselves off the deck with a spatula after a
> typical UFO departure.

If you can create localized curvature in space you can probably
handle that problem as well.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 30

Re: Science Fiction Writers

From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:59:45 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 19:12:21 -0500
Subject: Re: Science Fiction Writers

> Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 15:14:27 -0800
> From: Skye Turell <turel33@west.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Science Fiction Writers

> Telepathic communications and clairvoyance don't involve EM
> apparently. SRI did experiments putting sender/receivers or
> remote viewers into faraday cages and it didn't effect the
> positive outcome of the experiments.

I'm not familiar with SRI ... can you give me a little bit more
information on this?  In particular keep in mind that faraday
cages have to be constructed *very* carefully if you want to
block out everything.

I'm also assuming we're talking about experiments in which the
sender does not in any way select the information to be sent.

> Interestingly, many of the psi researchers ARE physicists. They
> don't know how to explain psi, but they have demonstrated it's
> validity beyond a shadow of a doubt. I especially recommend Dean
> Radin's book "The Conscious Universe."

I don't accept the validity of *anything* beyond a "shadow" of a
doubt.  But I will say that although some of the initial Psi
experiments had some huge statistical problems, more recent ones
do seem to show the phenomenon is valid.

> The existence of psi DOES require new physics.  Of course the old
> physicists may have a problem with that...;-)

That's nothing new; most scientists of a particular era think
their science is complete.

-- Bill
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 30

Re: Rebroadcast of our Favorite Abduction

From: KRandle993@aol.com
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 13:03:27 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 19:57:16 -0500
Subject: Re: Rebroadcast of our Favorite Abduction

Greetings all -

For a column I'm writing, I took alook at the UPN web
site. They are going to rebroadcast their delightful
special on February 24.

From the press release, dated December 31, they
make no claim that this is entertainment, but leave
the impression this is an authentic abduction
report.

They do "weasel" word it reporting, "a one hour
special around an alleged videotaped account...
The recently acquired videotape is the sole
testiment to the fate of the McPherson family...
During the special, several people who claim to
have had similar experiences relate their ordeals,
plus experts on aliens discuss the authenticity
of the videotape."

As we now know, no experts discussed the
authenticity of the tape, just the reality of the
abduction phenomenon. Their who promotion
is misleading. This certainly isn't like Star Trek
or the X-Files because no one is hinting that those
programs are real.

KRandle
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 30

UFO Studies

From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:36:03 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 19:10:08 -0500
Subject: UFO Studies

> From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
> Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 22:51:02 -0500
> To: UFO UpDate <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: UFO Studies

> As regards to EM effects on vehicles stopping car engines some
> time ago I posted an extract from an Air Force document which
> noted that device capable of doing just exactly that had become
> an operational weapon.

Exactly ... EM pulse will stop a car engine unless it's
specifically shielded (especially nowadays where there's so much
computer control). And I saw on a TV show about unconventional
weapons that the cops were considering using EMP, but it had too
much "collateral damage", i.e., it tended to stop the other
nearby vehicles as well.  But I figure it's only a matter of time
before they get better directional output (the military probably
already has that, as your post suggests).

I wonder how long it'll be before drug-runners start buying large
quantities of mu-metal. ;)

-- Bill
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Re: UFOs and the DJIA

From: David & Angie Lynn <davus@mail.cgocable.net>
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:57:33 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 19:57:16 -0500
Subject: Re: UFOs and the DJIA

From: "pcs" <pcstuart@pathcom.com> [Paul Stuart]
To: <updates@globalserve.net>
Subject: UFOs and the DJIA
Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 19:44:33 -0800

List,

A few months ago, there was a posting of a humourous story about
what would happen to the stock markets in the event of ET
visitations. I think it was written by a New York Times? writer.

I can't find the posting anywhere in the archives.  Does anyone
remember and can point me in the right direction?

Many thanks.

****************************************************************

Paul StuartFrom: XianneKei@aol.com
Date: Mon, 4 Aug 1997 03:29:44 -0400 (EDT)
To: updates@globalserve.net
Subject: Crash Case

Time Magazine 
http://www.pathfinder.com
/@@5Hks0AcAxfJMvx*A/time/magazine/1997/dom/970804/business.crash_case_.html
http://www.pathfinder.com/@@5Hks0AcAxfJMvx*A/time/magazine/1997/dom/9708

AUGUST 4, 1997 VOL. 150 NO. 5

------------------------------------------------------------------------
BUSINESS

CRASH CASE
MAYBE, UM, AN ALIEN LANDING WOULD DO IT
BY DANIEL KADLEC

------------------------------------------------------------------------
What could cause a stock market crash? it's an intriguing question with
no real answer, other than some kind of surprise. My bet is that it
would take a whopper. The bull market is so strong that to send the Dow
careening would take something truly out of this world. Here's how it
might unfold one day:

8:30 a.m. E.T.: The government reports record low unemployment. On CNBC
economist Stephen Roach at Morgan Stanley declares that everyone who
wants a job has one. He expects an inflationary spiral in wages.

9:30 a.m.: The market opens; inflation-wary traders send the Dow
plunging 160 points as interest rates soar.

10:51 a.m.: Individual investors begin buying the hardest-hit stocks,
and the market stabilizes; Coca-Cola schedules a press conference for 1
p.m.

11:01 a.m.: Ed Yardeni at Deutsche Morgan Grenfell and other economists
hit the wires saying that rising wages will not lead to inflation in
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this new era. Institutions, recalling that folks like Roach have been
yelling "fire!" for more than a year, start buying. The Dow recovers.

11:37 a.m.: A radio station near Sedona, Ariz., reports a 20-mile
UFO--unconfirmed, as usual; the Dow is rallying, as usual.

12:49 p.m.: President Clinton refuses to sign a tax-reform bill, and
Newt Gingrich proclaims the capital-gains tax-rate cut dead, raising the
specter of government gridlock. The Dow surges 200 points because, well,
gridlock has been very profitable in the '90s, and now there's no
incentive to sell so, heck, buy!

12:56 p.m.: Saddam Hussein offers proof that he has nukes, and says, by
the way, he'd really like to rule Kuwait. Oil prices soar. No one thinks
about inflation; it's dead. The Dow jumps to a 265-point gain, led by
Chevron and Exxon.

1 p.m.: Coke discloses that a pair of garage scientists has duplicated
its famous syrup and is selling the formula worldwide. Warren Buffett,
proclaiming that the company is without intrinsic value, dumps his
stake. Coke shares rise anyway as the company, one of the biggest in the
major-stock indexes, benefits from the mindless buying of stock-index
funds. The Dow is up 400 points.

1:15 p.m.: Arizona state police confirm the presence of a UFO. It has
landed, and aliens are trying to communicate. The rally pauses briefly.

1:23 p.m.: cnn airs the first photos. A gauntlet of exterior ray guns is
visible, and the UFO is presumed hostile. The Dow is up 500, led by
defense contractors, security and firearms companies, and any that
bottle or can food and drink.

2:17 p.m.: The aliens are now speaking fluent English. They aren't
hostile after all. They're here to cut a deal: if we leave their ancient
burial grounds on Mars alone, they'll give us technology that is 15
centuries ahead of our time. It will enable us to eliminate world
illness and suffering instantly and to make society so productive that
everyone will enjoy peace and prosperity. On Wall Street the bottom
falls out. The Pentium chip might as well be a buggy whip; Windows 98 a
manual typewriter. As sky-high tech stocks become worthless, everything
follows, and from the elite on Wall Street to the masses in mutual
funds, they begin to think maybe, just maybe, they ought not take the
deal.

Daniel Kadlec is TIME's Wall Street columnist. Reach him at
kadlec@time.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 30

Re: Santilli Debunks the debunkers

From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 13:07:05 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 20:24:04 -0500
Subject: Re: Santilli Debunks the debunkers

> Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 10:16:52 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Santilli Debunks the debunkers

> Speculation . . . speculation . . . speculation.

Well *obviously* ... it's speculation to say "it was a hoax",
and equally speculation to say "it was real".  All we know for
sure is that the piece exists.

> The "experts" put the cost and expertise shown in this production
> beyond the reach of the student hoaxer, but who knows if that was
> just their own egos talking or a valid statement.

A question -- do we know for sure that this was shot on film and
not video?  If not, this makes a *big* difference in budget.

> Nearly all SFX experts have stated that they could do a better
> job, but none of the attempts to re-create the video have come
> close (IMHO).  I'm not arguing that the Santilli "film" is real,
> but rather that the attempts to recreate it all showed flaws that
> would have quickly been pounced upon by both skeptics and
> researchers.

Yes, but there were plenty of skeptics (not to mention medical
examiners) who pounced on flaws in the Santilli film as well.  So
again it comes down to opinion.

> I believe there are more important issues to discuss, and until
> some real "proof" comes along we don't need to beat this "dead
> horse" any more.

Quite right.  If I had the resources to spend on this WOMBAT I'd
throw some at the local film school here and see what comes out
of it, but I don't.  So until then I think we can agree that
there's much better evidence out there to rely on.

I am, however, worried that in 20 years we'll be totally unable
to rely upon video, just as we are now unable to rely upon still
photos.

-- Bill
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 30

Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 15:08:43 +0100
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 20:36:03 -0500
Subject: Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

> From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
> Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 22:38:36 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

> > From: Brian Straight <brians@mdbs.com>
> > To: "'updates@globalserve.net'" <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: The Battle of Los Angeles
> > Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 10:55:42 -0500

<snipped>

> > Does anyone out there have any info on this incident, or a
> > reference to the LA Times edition in which the sighting was
> > originally reported?  Apparently, a rather spectacular photograph
> > accompanies the article.

> > Any help appreciated,

> > Brian

> Hi Brian,

> Pages 15-17 of Timothy Goods book Above Top Secret describe what
> has been called the Los Angeles Air Raid February 25, 1942.

For those of you that have the McClelland & Stewart Inc.
Paperback copy the LA incident begins on page 21.

Don Ledger
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 30

Re: CIA's 'UFO Report'?

From: Scott Hale <shale@columbus.rr.com>
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 15:46:08 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 20:44:17 -0500
Subject: Re: CIA's 'UFO Report'?

Phillip Mantle wrote:

> Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 05:33:47 +0000
> From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: CIA UFO REPORT

> Dear colleagues,

> Can anyone tell me from where can I purchase a copy of the CIA
> report on UFOs that appeared some time last year.

> All the best,

> Philip Mantle.

I beleve it appeared on this List. It is on the www for free.
I'm not sure where to look. Try a search engine.

Scott Hale
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 30

Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

From: Sean Jones <tedric@tedric.demon.co.uk>
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 09:57:00 +0000
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 20:53:31 -0500
Subject: Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

>Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 23:19:01 -0800
>From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
>Subject: DAY/NIGHT More *U* Findings.
>To: PROJECT-1947@LISTSERV.AOL.COM

>Larry Hatch is having some difficulty posting. Don't feel alone
>Larry, I am, too.

>These figures are now subdivided as follows:

>pre - 1900            50         8          14       28
>1900s    . . . .      90         9          35       46
>1910s    . . . .      23         2           9       12
>1920s    . . . .      13         5           3        5
>1930s    . . . .      21         4           5       12
>1940s    . . . .     576        180        100      296
>1950s    . . . .    2630        509        717     1404
>1960s    . . . .    2036        205        768     1063
>1970s    . . . .    3193        249       1267     1677
>1980s    . . . .    1270         97        459      714
>1990s    . . . .    2219        196        846     1177
>
>Note  the 1940s  when 'broad daylight' sightings outnumbered
>dark-of-night by a 9 to 5 ratio.

>I have no ready explanation for the steady drop in the ratio of
>'day' sightings since 1940, and invite discussion.

>-  Larry Hatch <larryhat@jps.net>

Hi Larry Hi all

One could venture that the reason for this that most people are
to "involved" in their normal everyday lives during the day to
notice anything unusual going on around them, thus at night they
have less to distract them so they are more likely to notice
other more extraneous things.

This hypothesis could be bourne out in part by:

1) some night-time sightings were barely visible "lights".
2) some of the daylight sightings were the more "unusual" ufo's.

But of course we would need more data on this and a more
intensive study on it.

--
        Are you a man or a mouse, come on squeek up!
                       Sean Jones
          reply to--sean@tedric.demon.co.uk
Homepage--http://www.geocities.com/Area51/Zone/1745/index.htm
        Research page --http://www.tedric.demon.co.uk/
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
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Barry Greenwood's CAUS Resignation Statement

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 16:35:13 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 21:25:45 -0500
Subject: Barry Greenwood's CAUS Resignation Statement

JUST CAUSE

Address: Box 176
Stoneham, MA 02180

Editor: Barry Greenwood

CITIZENS AGAINST UFO SECRECY

January 25, 1998

This will be my last statement for CAUS, Citizens Against UFO
Secrecy.  Effective January 18, 1998, I have resigned as editor
of its newsletter Just Cause.

In 1984, after CAUS was essentially a defunct organization, Larry
Fawcett and I thought it would be a good idea to have a vehicle
to publish updates following the publication of "Clear Intent,"
now called "The UFO Cover Up." We asked Peter Gersten, who had
previously taken out papers incorporating an earlier version of
CAUS with himself as director, if it was all right to revive CAUS
and its newsletter, Just Cause, since no one was doing anything
with the organization. CAUS had become a recognizable name after
several national news stories a few years before, and Fawcett and
I were working on the kind of research that CAUS had
represented.

Gersten gave permission and we began a new version of Just Cause
in September 1984, with Fawcett as publisher and Greenwood as
editor.  On occasion we would publish along with Just Cause a
CAUS Washington Report by Larry Bryant, giving his views on
government UFO matters.  It was essentially an independent
publication by a previous editor of Just Cause.  There was no
editor crossover influence between the two publications.  CWR
stopped around 1992 after about a dozen issues.

From 1984 to date, a period of more than 13 years, all CAUS
policy decisions and opinions were basically my constructions
since Director Gersten had left the organization to do other
things.  Several years ago Larry Fawcett retired to Florida,
leaving me with the entire operation, i.e., the newsletter and a
group of supporters/subscribers/members around the world.

In early January 1998, I was informed by Project 1947 head, Jan
Aldrich, that a site on the Internet contained a rambling open
letter on UFOs for a group called CSETI, run by Steven Greer.
The statement concluded with a list of contact organizations for
the letter, CAUS was one of the listed with *my* address but with
a phone number I did not recognize.  I never saw this letter, did
not endorse its contents or CSETI, and did not authorize any use
of the CAUS name and address.  The phone number, I discovered
later, belonged to Robert Bletchman of Connecticut, public
relations head of the Mutual UFO Network. That a MUFON official
is listing himself as a CAUS contact is beyond me since he was
neither a CAUS representative or on my mailing list.  Why is
MUFON interfering in my business anyway?

I asked Aldrich to act as intermediary on the net for me as I am
not on-line.  I insisted that the operator of the web site with
the CSETI letter, Steven Bassett of Washington, D.C., remove CAUS
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from the list of contacts for the letter immediately.

On January 18th, I was advised by Aldrich of an E-mail message
from Peter Gersten to him announcing that Gersten was reasserting
his control of CAUS *retroactive* to January 1 to "make CAUS an
effective and viable activist organization dedicated to ending
all secrecy about extraterrestrial contact..."  He added that, "I
hope to pick up where Barry left off," and that he (Gersten) be
consulted prior to making any statements on behalf of CAUS.

I was thunderstruck that after 13 years of setting policy for
CAUS to protect its reputation as a careful, credible outlet for
research on the federal government's interest in aerial phenomena
(apparently something few of its other "officials" cared about as
they never showed up!), my position was being summarily usurped
in the flash of a keystroke.  I had left off *nothing,* and
suddenly any CAUS statements had to be cleared through Gersten,
someone who hadn't overseen the operation or issued any policy
directives for over a decade!

After having asked Steven Bassett, through Aldrich, to remove the
CAUS info from the CSETI letter, I discovered that the new
director Gersten had consulted with Bassett and had accepted him
as a CAUS consultant, again without my knowledge, thoroughly
undermining my position through a blind sided strike.

It became quickly clear that staying with CAUS was
untenable,...unacceptable.  The "new" CAUS officials, who were
popping up like prairie dog heads in the desert, were beginning
to forge unpleasant connections, CSETI/Greer for one.  On
Gersten's on-line chat room, one of his recent workshops is
titled, "Healing Your Inner Alien."  This is precisely the kind
of thing that I had spent much of my publishing time against: the
dumbing-down of UFO research, getting off onto silly tangents.
Pardon me for offending any personal beliefs but this is not
science, it is not even common sense, not even close.

With the advent of a collection of new CAUS loose cannons, I
asked Jan Aldrich to E-mail my immediate resignation to Gersten.
For me the rapid escalation of double-dealing and duplicity was
over.  Upon acknowledging my resignation, Gersten immediately
announced the debut of Just Cause as his own on-line publication,
wasting no time completing the assault.

One point needs to be made clear.  Peter Gersten was director of
CAUS when we took over the newsletter in 1984.  He did not resign
the position, he abandoned it, though, legally he still held the
title.  In essence, Fawcett and I were forced to be the de facto
directors in that no one else was issuing reports or statements
in that capacity.  I was in no position to change Gersten's
status without tearing down the organization and titles and
renaming everything.  At the time there was no need. He has the
right to take that title again.  I don't have to accept the "coup
d'etat" method in which it was done, or the new alliances which I
feel will ultimately destroy CAUS' credibility.

Since this is my last CAUS publication, from here on anything
attributed to CAUS is not my responsibility.  I have no
connection to it.

I will replace Just Cause with a new publication called "UFO
Historical Review."  If any of my existing subscribers want to
continue with CAUS, I will refund their remaining issues and they
can find CAUS on-line somewhere. If any want to stay, do nothing.
The next mailing will contain UHR, which will be similar in
format to Just Cause.  Available from Box 176, Stoneham, MA
02180. Quarterly at $15 per years, and $20 foreign.  Payable on
renewal to me, not UHR, for the present.  I want to thank Larry
Fawcett and Robert Todd for their contributions during the CAUS
era, and more recently Jan Aldrich and Edward Stewart of Project
1947 for alerting me to the back room maneuvers.

Barry Greenwood

-
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Re: UFOs and the DJIA

From: "pcs" <pcstuart@pathcom.com> [Paul Stuart]
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 16:58:48 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 21:52:30 -0500
Subject: Re: UFOs and the DJIA

Rebecca,

I went through the archives so many times but couldn't find it.

Thank you very much for providing the URL.

Paul
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CIA's 'UFO Report'?

From: RGates8254@aol.com [Robert Gates]
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 17:39:13 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 22:07:00 -0500
Subject: CIA's 'UFO Report'?

In a message dated 98-01-30 14:55:33 EST, you write:

>  Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 05:33:47 +0000
>  From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: CIA UFO REPORT

>  Dear colleagues,

>  Can anyone tell me from where can I purchase a copy of the CIA
>  report on UFOs that appeared some time last year.

>  All the best,

>  Philip Mantle.

I assume you are talking about the one where in a publications
called Studies of Intel an article was published that linked UFOS
to the U-2 etc etc.

This is where I found it.  Its free on the Internet.
http://www.odci.gov/csi/studies/97unclas/ufo.html

Cheers,
Robert
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RAF - Rudloe Manor To Close

From: Mike Smith <mickey@anix340.dev.anix.co.uk>
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 09:40:34 +0000 (GMT)
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 22:01:34 -0500
Subject: RAF - Rudloe Manor To Close

Hi,

Just announced on my local news this morning. The Security and
Air Provost facility is to be closed saving the airforce =A310
million pounds. No mention of where any personnel/functions would
be relocated to.

Just in case anyone is wondering as to the relevance of this
information, Rudloe Manor is believed to be the facility where
any secret British UFO material is held and processed.

Regards to all,

Mike

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Mike Smith                                              Anix Computers Ltd
 "Death isn't the Handicap it used to be"     Third Technician, Dave Lister
                                              Jupiter Mining Corporation
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------
                              mickey@anix.co.uk
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Reactions to Barry Greenwood's Resignation

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 16:44:21 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 21:46:54 -0500
Subject: Reactions to Barry Greenwood's Resignation

Below are a few reactions to Barry Greenwood's resignation
from CAUS

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Barry Greenwood has provided a cautious and conservative check
on the excesses in the UFO field.  In this era of wild unfounded
claims his service was very inportant to serious UFO research.
His new publication will be a welcome addition to the field.

---Richard Hall

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

I regret the need for Barry Greenwood to resign from CAUS
but having known Barry by his efforts over the last 10 years
I support him 100%.

Hopefully some good will come from it all and I would like
to receive his new newsletter.

Perhaps it could cover both historical UFO reports (which
would naturally include some Project-1947 material) as well
as any future release of material under FOIA which I hope
both Barry and yourself will continue.

Please assure Barry of my continuued support for the future

Regards
--
Murray Bott
Auckland, New Zealand
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

For as long as I've known of CAUS, Barry was always the
"human face" of the group.  Whenever I wrote to CAUS, Barry
was the one to reply.  When I needed information from CAUS,
Barry was the one who sent it to me.  When _JUST CAUS_ subs
had to be renewed, they went to Barry.

Barry wrote, co-ordinated, and edited the information obtained
from CAUS and virtually single-handedly kept the organization
afloat.

Barry _was_ CAUS, and whatever the future may bring, I will
always associate the spirit, dedication and unfailing generosity
of Barry with the man who _was_ CAUS for so long, and who will no
doubt imbue any future projects with those same qualities.

Barry, your peers and your admirirers wish you all the best.

Kindest regards,
                 John Stepkowski,
                 Melbourne, Australia.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

As for myself, I wholeheartedly support Barry.... Please feel
free to quote me about that subject.

I've been accustomed to think of CAUS as of Barry, in the last
15 years or so. He's been a  rare voice of sanity and prudence
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in as delicate a place as the center of official documents
releases, where the much too numerous and vociferous paranoids
might well have taken over.

What a pity he's leaving now!

My first reaction was that he should not have surrendered,
but he was there, I was not (and I did the same myself in
1985, when I had to take the painful decision to leave a
CUN I had worked for and believed in for years, but which
had gone to unacceptable positions).

Edoard Russo, CISU
Torino, Italy
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Several years ago, for a reason I don't remember, French UFO
researcher Yves Bosson sent me copies of several articles that
had appeared in Just Cause. For me, at that time, Just Cause
was the bulletin of a group championning the "UFO community
vs the government" battle on UFOs. I had read Greenwood and
Fawcett's book and didn't chare some of their conclusions and
I also remembered the first years of CAUS with Gersten's fights
against government agencies. The CAUS I knew was another group,
the group that started before Greenwood became editor of Just
Cause.

I was very surprised when I read the articles from Just Cause
sent to me by Bosson. No wild claims. Only carefully checked
facts.  I asked Bosson to send me all his copies of the
newsletter and sent $20 to Barry Greenwood to subscribe. I
discovered that the European ufology was not the center of the
world and that even in the country of coverups, Roswell fans,
MJ-12 and Stan Friedman, there was a voice for high quality
information on government involvement on UFOs.

When the GAO investigation and the Air Force investigation on
Roswell started I called Greenwood several times "to know the
truth" about what was happening. I discovered a man who is in
fact very strange when compared to many other UFO researchers:
Greenwood has no extraordinary revelations to make, no rumors to
spread on other researchers, it's possible to disagree with him
without loosing him as a friend (and of course without being
accused of being a CIA agent or a debunker).  Greenwood is
something like a UFO experience: as long as you haven't talk to
him, you cannot imagine the person he is or believe that he
exists: the tone of his voice, the way he replies to questions or
criticism etc. In a community where insults, gossips and rumors
replace scientific discussions, Greenwwod is a real anomaly.

One last anecdote: some time ago, the French cultural TV channel
Arte (French equivalent to PBS) asked me who to invite to speak
about the US situation re UFOs. Of course I mentionned Greenwood's
name and told them something similar to what is written above.
Unfortunately I forgot that Greenwood lacks something, the something
that stops TV producers when they decide who they should or should
not invite. Greenwood doesn't have a PhD in nuclear physics, in
astronomy, or he is not a former MJ-12 member, never worked at Area
51 on crashed saucers or this kind of thing. As a result, Arte
didn't invite him and instead, they invited Stanton Friedman, who
of course has all the necessary credentials to speak about UFOs!!
And the French public learned all those terrifying secrets that the
US government is hidding. We can easily understand that a serious
TV channel like Arte cannot compromise itself in inviting someone
who is not a scientist and therefore who could go off the rail
during the interview!

What can I add? Nothing except that I sincerely wish for all of
us that Barry will continue to publish his newsletter (he told
me the other day that he will) and that thanks to him and to a
few other sane people in this field, we'll be able to maintain
something that really looks like UFO research. It's too bad that
people who consider ufology as just a pseudo-science full of cranks
don't know that people like Greenwood exist.

Sorry for my Frenglish. I hope you'll understand from what I say
above that Barry Greenwood is one of the few people in this field
that I really appreciate. But contrary to what I often read or
hear, I don't think that the UFO community is in such a bad
situation because even if there are more and more nuts, there are
also more and more serious investigators who follow the "Greenwood
policy". The only thing that is really happening is that there is
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a divide that is getting greater each day between the sane UFO
researchers/historians and the true believers who accepts every
wild UFO claims.

Pierre Lagrange

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Count on me.  You may definitely quote me. Joining Pierre,
I support Barry's statement too.

Useless to add more.

Sincerely,

Maurizio Verga, CISU

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Yes, I support him willingly.

Bruno Mancusi
Switzerland
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Re: FOIA request for non-US citizens

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 16:58:26 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 21:58:24 -0500
Subject: Re: FOIA request for non-US citizens

Regarding...

>Date: Mon, 26 Jan 1998 14:36:59 +0200
>From: Jakes Louw <LOUWJE@telkom.co.za>
>Subject: FOIA request for non-US citizens

Jakes wrote:

>A fellow-countryman has a need to request a FOIA search for certain
>documents.

>However, not being US citizens, we are obviously going to experience
>certain fundamental problems.

>Now my countryman is willing to pay the FOIA levy if the search
>proves fruitfull, but we need a US person who is willing to initiate
>the request.

Jakes,

Unless there's a specific problem with making a FOIA request from
South Africa, it's otherwise not necessary to be a US citizen, or
resident.

In recent times, Rob Irving and myself have received responses to
requests from the UK.

Incidentally, last time I looked, ParaScope's 'FOIA help center'
was offering some useful assistance at URL:

http://www.parascope.com/foia.html

The US FOIA does seem to be a genuine effort to provide a more
open government, even though the good people there might
sometimes give the impression they are oppressed. <g>

James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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Steve Schiff Won't Run Again

From: RGates8254@aol.com [Robert Gates]
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 17:49:42 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 22:09:55 -0500
Subject: Steve Schiff Won't Run Again

Rep. Steve Schiff Won't Run Again

.c The Associated Press

 By REBECCA ROLWING

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) - Rep. Steve Schiff said Friday he won't
seek re-election in the fall because of his battle with skin
cancer.

The five-term Republican, diagnosed a year ago, has been absent
from Congress since April.

``Because I have not yet recovered from my illness as
anticipated, I must regretfully announce that I will not be
seeking re-election in 1998,'' he said.

Schiff, 50, is scheduled for a third round of chemotherapy next
week to treat squamous-cell skin cancer, which spread from his
ear to his face.

Squamous cell is considered one of the more treatable forms of
cancer, but the congressman said he has a particularly aggressive
case.

As one of two Republicans on the ethics subcommittee that
investigated Newt Gingrich last year, Schiff signed a letter to
fellow Republicans declaring they knew of no reason why he should
not continue as House speaker.

The letter was instrumental in helping the GOP leadership build
support for Gingrich's re-election.

In 1993, Schiff asked the General Accounting Office for
information about the so-called UFO crash in Roswell in 1947,
stirring up a new round of investigations of extraterrestrial
visits.

Schiff was first elected to the House in 1988, succeeding Manuel
Lujan Jr., who was appointed interior secretary under President
Bush. Before that, Schiff was district attorney in Bernalillo
County.
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Re: Steve Schiff Will Not Be Able To Run Again

From: RGates8254@aol.com [Robert Gates]
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 18:17:23 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 22:15:39 -0500
Subject: Re: Steve Schiff Will Not Be Able To Run Again

>From: Ktperehwon@aol.com [Karl Pflock]
>Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 15:13:35 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Sad news

>  FRIENDS & COLLEAGUES --

>  As many of you know, my wife Mary's boss, Cong. Steve Schiff, has
>  been fighting skin cancer for more than a year.  He has just
>  decided he will be physically unable to run for re-election.
>  This was made public earlier today.  He is NOT resigning and will
>  remain in office until whoever's elected to replace him is sworn
>  in next January.  Needless to say, life will be "interesting"
>  around here for the next 12 months.

>  -- Bests,

>  KARL

I am personally sad about Steves condition -- I always thought he
is/was an honest and good man. I do understand why he does not
want to run for reelection.

Can't wait for the evil secret govt theorists to come out of the
woodwork.

We will probably hear tales about how Schiff getting Skin Cancer
was an  plot by the eeeeevvvvvviiiilllllllllll secret govt in
order to disuade him from pursuing Corso/Roswell/Truth/Expose the
secret govt.

How everybody trying to get the truth out is getting cancer blah
blah.

Cheers,

Robert
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Re: CIA's 'UFO Report'?

From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 18:38:11 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 22:23:37 -0500
Subject: Re: CIA's 'UFO Report'?

> Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 05:33:47 +0000
> From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: CIA UFO REPORT

> Dear colleagues,

> Can anyone tell me from where can I purchase a copy of the CIA
> report on UFOs that appeared some time last year.

> All the best,

> Philip Mantle.

Philip,

Here is how to order the document as per the web page of the CIA
Center for Intelligence.

Gary

Index of Declassified Studies in Intelligence Articles

The Studies in Intelligence articles and book reviews cited in
these indexes were declassified and are now available for review
and reproduction at the National Archives in College Park,
Maryland. The Center for the Study of Intelligence continues to
work on declassifying other once highly sensitive intelligence
literature. Our review is done in consultation with appropriate
components of the Intelligence Community.

Readers of many of the declassified articles will discover that
some excisions have been made to protect important intelligence
sources and methods. But the redactions do not reduce the
substantive value of this large and diverse collection. In almost
all instances, the judgments, and full meaning of the articles
and book reviews have been undiminished.

HOW TO ACCESS DECLASSIFIED ARTICLES FROM STUDIES IN INTELLIGENCE

Declassified articles from Studies in Intelligence are available
to researchers at the National Archives as part of the Records of
the Central Intelligence Agency (Record Group 263).

If you chose to do your research in College Park, the records are
available for consultation without charge in the research room.
The National Archives Building is at 8601 Adelphi Road, College
Park, Md. 20740-6001. A shuttle bus runs between the National
Archives at College Park and the National Archives Building on
Pennsylvania Avenue at 8th Street, NW, Washington, DC on the hour
from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. Researchers
may use the bus on a space available basis. The R3 Metrobus,
serving Greenbelt, Prince George's Plaza, and Ft. Totten
Metrorail green line stations, stops at the College Park
facility.

On a researcher's first visit to the National Archives at College
Park a consultant archivist provides an orientation to the
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building and records and conducts the registration procedure.

Research hours at the National Archives are (except legal
holidays) 8:45 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday and Wednesday; 8:45 a.m.
to 9:00 p.m. Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday; and 8:45 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. on Saturday.

Copies of a Studies in Intelligence article can be ordered for
$0.25 per page for paper copies and $0.33 per image for 35-mm
negative microfilm. The National Archives charges a minimum of $6
for all mail orders. Please limit an order to no more than 5
articles. To obtain additional information about ordering copies,
please contact the Archives II Reference Branch, National
Archives, 8601 Adelphi Road, College Park, MD 2740-0002 or call
(301) 713-7250.
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Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

From: Peregrine Mendoza <101653.2205@compuserve.com> [Peter Brookesmith]
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 19:56:37 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 22:35:12 -0500
Subject: Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

Dook Wossname presents his compliments.

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: The Battle of Los Angeles
>Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 10:36:54 -0800

>There is an account and a photo (which is rather hard to
>interpret) in Peter Brookesmith's "UFO: The Complete Sightings"
>from Barnes and Noble.

Thanks for the mention, Mark.

There is a longer & more detailed account & evaluation in Chapter
One of my "UFO: The Government Files" (B&N 1996), which also sets
the LA "Battle" in the context of ufological history. Of course
it has been pointed out that the paper of that book is
worrisomely thicker than t'other, in the interests of giving
beguiling elegance to shameless disinformation, so don't believe
everything you read. (Especially, as I point out, notions of
things whizzing around at 18,500 mph.)

Gary Alevy mentioned that only Gen. Marshall's letter to FDR on
this debacle has been declassified. Is that still true, does
anyone know? Has anyone actually *attempted* lately to get more
info on this (e.g. papers from the AAA regiment) via FOIA?

best wishes
Panasonic D. Mitsubishi
Raw Fish
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Re: Project1947: DAY/NIGHT More *U* Findings

From: Peregrine Mendoza <101653.2205@COMPUSERVE.COM> [Peter Brookesmith]
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 19:09:11 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 23:04:17 -0500
Subject: Re: Project1947: DAY/NIGHT More *U* Findings

Date:    30 Jan 98
To:      Project 1947 List
From:    Peter Brookesmith
Subject: Day/Night UFO Sightings

Larry Hatch wrote:

>I have no ready explanation for the steady drop
>in the ratio of 'day' sightings since 1940, and
>invite discussion.

First, may I respectfully suggest that increasing witness and/or
investigator sophistication or caution could account for some of
this shift. It's just easier to judge (as mundane) an apparent
daylight anomaly than one seen in the dark.

Second, it's noteworthy that the "fringe" sightings outweigh the
day and night ones *combined* in most decades from the Fifties.
Twilight brings even greater ambiguity in perception? (I have
seen Sirius dance all over the place when near the horizon at
dusk.)

Third, it would be interesting to see a year-by-year breakdown of
the Sixties to see if the shift took place consistently over the
decade. After that, the pattern seems pretty set.

All the above is predicated on the notion that these really are
UFOs, i.e. judged "unexplained" after investigation, and not just
sightings or reports, i.e. claims, of UFOs. If they're the latter
or a combination of both, I for one would be inclined to be much
more cynical about the causes.

best wishes
Peter B
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Re: Science Fiction Writers

From: Skye Turell <turel33@west.net>
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 18:46:56 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 23:21:54 -0500
Subject: Re: Science Fiction Writers

> From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Science Fiction Writers
> To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
> Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:59:45 -0500 (EST)

> > Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 15:14:27 -0800
> > From: Skye Turell <turel33@west.net>
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Science Fiction Writers

> > Telepathic communications and clairvoyance don't involve EM
> > apparently. SRI did experiments putting sender/receivers or
> > remote viewers into faraday cages and it didn't effect the
> > positive outcome of the experiments.

> I'm not familiar with SRI ... can you give me a little bit more
> information on this?  In particular keep in mind that faraday
> cages have to be constructed *very* carefully if you want to
> block out everything.

> I'm also assuming we're talking about experiments in which the
> sender does not in any way select the information to be sent.

> > Interestingly, many of the psi researchers ARE physicists. They
> > don't know how to explain psi, but they have demonstrated it's
> > validity beyond a shadow of a doubt. I especially recommend Dean
> > Radin's book "The Conscious Universe."

> I don't accept the validity of *anything* beyond a "shadow" of a
> doubt.  But I will say that although some of the initial Psi
> experiments had some huge statistical problems, more recent ones
> do seem to show the phenomenon is valid.

For more information about the project at SRI, and the entire
history of the military remote viewing program, I'd suggest you
read Jim Schnabel's book, "Remote Viewers."  It's in paperback at
major booksellers.  The faraday cages were already in place at
Los Alamos and at SRI's physics lab, although they were
constructed for other purposes... you'll have to read the details
to satisfy your quest for detailed knowledge on this.  But these
weren't just hastily constructed by the psi researchers.

Also you may want to visit the extraordinary website:

http://www.pardigm-sys.com/firedocs

This site has links to the major research labs and a HUGE library
of information about psi testing.  There is also a mailing list
about remote viewing which is attended by Russell Targ (formerly
of SRI) as well as many of the ex-military remote viewers.  You
will get a very educated picture of this field...far more
accurate than the kind of drama featured on Art Bell, for
example.

Jeff Rense has also interviewed many of the psi researchers:
Spottiswoode, Radin, and May, as well as some of the military
viewers.  You can listen to those shows on Audionet by hopping a
link from his site:

http://www.sightings.com
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The existence of psi has been proven, but not explained.  "Psi"
in this case referring to perceptions aside from the normal five,
perceptions transending time and space considerations.  What that
really means is still up for grabs.  But there are reproducible
effects that are regularly duplicated in labs around the world.
Even CSICOP has been unable to find fault with the methodology.
(Not that they would admit that there's any VALIDITY.)

--

Skye Turell <turel33@west.net>
ICQ Pager 6797092
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Skywatch: Filer's Files #4-1998

From: skywatch_ok@msn.com
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 19:49:31 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 23:39:03 -0500
Subject: Skywatch: Filer's Files #4-1998

Filer's Files #4-1998=A0 MUFON Skywatch Investigations
From George A. Filer:=A0 MUFON Eastern Director,
Jan. 29, 1998=A0 Majorstar@aol.com=A0 (609) 654-0020

Many UFOs are actually rather mundane objects such as satellites, air ships
and Black aircraft. Still 5 to 10% of UFOs remain unexplained.

FLORIDA

MUFON Investigator trainee Nancy Dunning writes: "I am a member of MUFON and=
 I
am trying to learn to be an investigator. I am sending you a report that I
wrote of a sighting that a friend of mine had. This person does not want her
name revealed so I am referring to her just as the witness. The witness was
staying with her son on Venice Beach. The house is not directly on the=
 beach,
there are trees in between. The object was first sighted at approximately
11:15 or 11:30p.m. on Friday, January 23, 1998. There is a small airport
nearby and at first the witness thought that an airplane was crashing. She
quickly changed her mind when after falling straight down the object stopped
just above treetop level and hovered. She described the object as a bright=
 red
ball of flames. As it came down out of the sky it left a flame trail behind
it. Once it started to hover this trail disappeared. As the object hovered=
 it
also appeared to get wider. It changed to an elliptical shape. It hovered=
 for
approximately one minute and then sped off to the SSW. The object hovered=
 over
the Gulf of Mexico. The witness went into the house to go to bed. She awoke
about 1 1/2 to 2 hours later. The cat wanted to go outside and she walked
outside as well. She said that the object appeared again and did exactly the
same thing it had the first time. The witness said that the sky conditions=
 at
the time were very clear. She heard no noises while witnessing the object.=
 The
only other person at the house did not witness the object. I have personally
not been to the house where the sighting took place. I am planning to go=
 there
within the next couple of weeks. If I find out anything else significant to
the sighting I will e-mail you with the details." Thanks to Nancy Dunning
DUNNING01@aol.com.

ZANESVILLE, OHIO

UFO investigator Jim Donohoe, publisher of the Equinox Newsletter, received=
 a
call January 29, 1998 at 7:45 AM from a female resident of Bellville, Ohio=
 who
reported a 'V' shaped object, which had a bright light at the front and=
 center
of it.=A0 The rear of the object could not be seen clearly due to the=
 brightness
of the main light.=A0 The witness also described a 'reddish glow' across a
portion of the rear the would have been near the rear edge.=A0 The object
hovered at a high altitude for 25 minutes.=A0 The sighting was reportedly=
 made
at 7:07 a.m. in an area east of Zanesville, Ohio (Muskingum County).=A0 The
witness then called a nearby resident, who had also been watching the object
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for a 'period of time,' using binoculars. Through the binoculars, she
described many objects 'maneuvering' to the larger object, seemingly to=
 merge
with it.=A0 A third witness, sister of the first reporter, was also=
 contacted
and also observed the object.=A0 Its size was said to be at least one mile
across the rear edge of the 'craft,' and said to be an estimated 6 or 7
thousand feet.=A0 This judgement was made from the estimated distance and
altitude, by the 3 witnesses.=A0 The soundless object disappeared from sight=
 as
clouds moved into the area, hiding it from view.=A0 The witness with=
 binoculars
was the only one who reported 'other objects' attempting to merge with the
'craft'.=A0 Researcher Jim Donohoe will conduct additional witness=
 interviews
and an on-site investigation of the report. Thanks to Report filed by Kenny
Young UFO Research http://home.fuse.net/task/

COLORADO

On January 28, 1998=A0 Stephanie Sylvester's a writer for The Denver Post-
reported that at noon yesterday several people saw a large fiery object
trailed by a plume of smoke crash to the ground near in=A0 Breckenridge,
Colorado.=A0 "It was a fairly large object that was on fire with smoke that=
 was
spiraling off the back of it," said Blue River Marshal Steve Ford, who saw=
 it
from his car near Blue River Road and Highway 9.=A0 "My first thought was=
 that
it was a meteor." Fork watched the object plummet more than a thousand feet.
He lost sight of it at tree level. "It was a vertical shot toward the=
 ground,
and I'm sure it impacted the ground," Ford said. Leigh Pezzicara, a
spokeswoman for the Breckenridge Ski Resort, said several guests reported
seeing a flare in the area of Peaks 5 and 6. "However, we really can't=
 confirm
what it was," she said. The Summit County sheriff's office received two=
 calls
about the possible meteor. James Rickman, a spokesman at the Los Alamos
National Laboratory, said the scientific term for an object like the one
described by Breckenridge eyewitnesses is "daytime fireball."

On January=A0 27, 1998, Tim reports: "I'm getting a little escalation lately=
 of
reports around Salida, Colorado and increased military activity. My 17 year
old daughter Laray was sitting in the computer room at 9:00 PM, when she
viewed a moon size ball of green light for a couple of seconds moving at=
 high
speed and disappearing to the southwest. At the same time my wife's sister
[Kathy Rauter] and her 4 kids were driving to our house and viewed it down=
 the
road a half mile to the south of our home. They also reported the same
description and said other people had to see it. No tail was observed by any
of the witnesses. They were extremely excited and some were scared. I could
tell by the reactions it was a major sighting. They said it did not appear=
 to
be that far away. I just had got off the computer and was upstairs reading a
book so I missed the action again."
Jim Robert`s called me last night and said he viewed a orange, salmon=
 colored
globe from his house in the Cotapaxi area, 20 miles east of Salida on=
 January
23, 1998, at 9:00 PM sharp. Object was hovering, dimming and brightening to
the west and he thought it might have been viewed in Salida. No feedback on
anyone else seeing it except his wife down there. His description is very
similar to the commercial pilot report that I just listened to on Art Bell
from the Phoenix area last week. Seems like these things are everywhere. Jim
also reported a triangular shaped object circling under the sun last week=
 with
lights. He went in to get his camera and then couldn't pick it back up. This
man has frequent sightings especially of orbs or globes at his house.=A0=
 Locals
continue to come forward and relate sightings to me, especially older=
 ladies.
Many I don't even document anymore as it seems so common place up here and
takes too much of my personal time up.=A0 Thanks to Tim edwards@amigo.net=
 and
Skywatch International Inc.=A0=A0

Tom King, the Arizona Skywatch Director reports: "Just a thought concerning
last week's sightings in AZ. Exactly one week before last week's AZ=
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 sightings
on Jan 14, (Jan=A0 7, 1998, 5:30 PM to around 3:00 AM), intense "UFO"=
 activity
was=A0 reported in Huerfano County, in South Central Colorado.=A0 Right in=
 the
middle=A0 of the La Veta Military [low-level flight] Operations Area.=A0=
 Witnesses
near Farasita, and Gardner, CO, watched extensive aerial=A0 activity by=
 dozens
of unknown objects, for hours, that did not appear=A0 to be conventional
aircraft.=A0 Witnesses of this activity have been interviewed by=
 investigator
David Perkins.=A0 These craft sightings were described as large,=A0=
 "disco-ball"
appearing "motherships" which discharged small red=A0 lights/craft which
appeared to criss-cross the Huerfano for many=A0 hours in a grid-type=
 pattern.
The following morning, (Thur Jan 8) two additional witnesses reported "20 to
30" fighter planes=A0 (coincidentally?) "criss-crossing the Huerfano".=A0=
 This
conventional activity was described by the long-time residents as=A0 being
highly unusual.=A0 (Remember, these folks see military flight=A0 activity=
 daily in
the La Veta MOA).=A0 Later that same day,=A0 (January 8, 1998, at 5:20 PM.)=
 Two
more=A0 witnesses, driving north on Highway 17 (25 miles west of the=
 Huerfano
sightings), claim they watched a "150 foot [diameter] disc" at=A0 "between=
 1500
to 2000 feet " in altitude, travel down the center of=A0 the SLV=A0 over the=
 Baca
Ranch, 2 miles east of State Highway 17 mile=A0 marker 93. One of these
witnesses (ex-military) estimated the=A0 disc's speed at between "500 and=
 600
mph." I find it highly intriguing that last year's "AZ Mass Sighting"
followed closely on the heels of an intense (little-publicized) wave=A0 of
sightings in South Colorado. And what do you know?"

=A0 Last week's AZ=A0 sightings again appeared to follow intense activity=
 reported
in South=A0 Colorado.=A0 (Let's not forget last spring's mysterious rogue=
 A-10
flight from the AZ "mass" sighting area BACK to the Colorado sighting=A0=
 area)
Is it my imagination, or is there some sort of a synchronistic=A0 connection
here? If (as some have suggested), "our" military is behind the AZ=A0=
 activity,
perhaps the fly-boyz w/ toyz are conducting dry-run sorties=A0 over the=
 sparsely
populated South Colorado region to gauge the=A0 potential public's response
before trotting out their toys over AZ=A0 for the inevitable big media=
 splash.
It appears to this=A0 investigator that someone is playing the unwitting=
 public
in both=A0 regions like a fiddle. Thanks to Tom King and Skywatch=
 International.

Chris O"Brien reports, "Since 1994, Southern Colorado has had several=
 reports
of 300-400 foo-sized=A0 triangle and rectangular craft flying at low=
 altitude in
the middle of the La Veta Military (flight) Operations area.=A0 I assume a
mundane explanation for a majority all sightings reported from this part of
Colorado/New Mexico. Comment: I now assume that "our" military has=
 operational
flight capabilities that could explain the AZ lights and other large craft
reports, i.e., single-digit speeds, hovering capability, etc.=A0 There are=
 some
(in and out of government) that have a vested interest in promoting the
"alien" visitation theory to explain away most large craft sightings,
including March's AZ mini sighting wave.=A0 The wheat from the chaff=
 scenario
gets even more complicated with every increase in operational/technological
capability of "our" military.=A0 As diligent, objective investigators, we=
 should
be able to explain over 90% of ALL reported sightings." Thanks to=
 Christopher
O'Brien, tmv@amigo.net.

--UNITED KINGDOM
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Victor J. Kean reports that Flying Triangles (FT) continued visiting three
nuclear power stations (NPS) in Southeastern England during the month of
NOVEMBER 1997. There were a total of 137 Flying Triangle sightings over the
three nuclear power stations. This is an increase of five over October when
132 sightings were reported..=A0 Sizewell NPS in Suffolk had 74 sightings
averaging more=A0 than two a night for the month. There were 76 sightings in
October.=A0 Bradwell NPS in Essex=A0 had 37 sightings in both October and
November.=A0 Dungeness NPS in Kent sightings increased in November to 37,=
 almost
double the 19 sightings in October.. The Flying Triangles are usually first
observed in the North Sea off the Suffolk coast. It is thought the same=
 craft
probably visit more than one nuclear power station during their almost=
 nightly
routine. These three nuclear power stations are on or near the Eastern coast
of England. Victor Kean writes: "I have started to look closer at the times=
 of
the FT sightings in Project FT's database..=A0 Whilst analyzing the FT data
which now runs into 1,000s of reports, I am always on the look out for any
traces of 'human intervention' in the data which might indicate that the FT=
 is
*not* alien For example:=A0 At 0200hrs on March 29th 1997, the good citizens=
 of
the UK put their clocks and watches back by one hour at the beginning of
'Summer Time.' Now, unless the 'controllers' of the FT did the same, one=
 would
expect that the sighting times in the next days would show a 'one hour'=
 step.
Similarly, at the end of Summer Time at 02:00hrs on October 26th 1997 when=
 the
clocks were turned forward by one hour, subsequent sighting times should
reflect this one hour step backwards.=A0 Early indications confirm that=
 there
are 'one hour steps' at these times.=A0 This is *not* proof of 'alien
control'...lots of humans also forget to adjust their clocks.<smile>=A0=
 Perhaps
others may suggest other possible checks along these lines... Victor J. Kean
Project FT.

Editor's Note: In examining the data I tried to consider what could the
purpose of these nightly visits.=A0 The craft may be taking samples of the=
 air
over the nuclear power stations checking for radiation leaks. Also, an
Airborne Warning and Control aircraft (AWACs) might fly the same route
defending the UK from long range attack. Aereon Corporation in New Jersey
developed a patent for a roughly triangular shaped craft known as the=
 Deltoid
Pumpkin Seed.=A0 Although, the company attempted to get either the Air Force=
 or
the Navy to develop the craft, none was put into production by Aereon.

RAF COSFORD, UK

Adam reports that he lives ten minutes drive from RAF Cosford, UK.=A0 I have
been informed from a fairly reliable source that RAF Cosford - which is
supposedly being quietly run down - has suddenly had it's security up-rated=
 by
a phenomenal amount.=A0 This coincides with an increased number of strange
sightings including the ubiquitous black triangles.=A0 My informant, who has=
 an
RAF jet pilot as an acquaintance, tells me that this pilot has suddenly
clammed up on the subject of strange sightings.=A0 Previously he was always
ready to discuss the phenomena.=A0 The pilot is based at RAF Cosford.=A0 An
interesting snippet of information is that apparently RAF pilots are not
subject to the same 'gagging' when they have been based abroad. This
particular pilot has in the past been based in Saudia Arabia and was always
willing to talk about UFO's he and his colleagues had seen over there.=
 Thanks
to the UK UFO Network and adam@adl.enta.net (Adam)

IRIDIUM SATELLITES CAUSING LIGHT FLARES

Ed Cannon writes that regarding the report quoted below regarding very=
 bright
lights=A0 seen in the sky in or near Exeter, New Hampshire, on Dec. 28 and=
 about
a month earlier. Given the description, it appears very possible to me that
these people observed flares of reflected sunlight from Iridium satellites.
I've seen several of these flares now (including once or twice with my=A0=
 family
in San Antonio), and they are incredibly bright flashes of light with a=
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 bluish
cast to them, if you're near the centerline of the=A0 flare.=A0 The last two=
 I've
seen were near the Moon, and one of them was=A0 more intense (brighter in=
 some
sense) than the Moon, while the other=A0 rivaled the Moon in brightness.=A0=
 The
brightest ones are visible in=A0 broad daylight, though I have not yet=
 really
tried to see one of those.=A0 I ran Iridium flare predictions for the=
 Exeter,
NH, area and found=A0 several very bright ones for Nov. 26-30, 1997, and two
candidates for=A0 the morning of Dec. 28, 1997.=A0 Depending on exactly=
 where the
man was and what time it was, better candidates might be confirmed for that
date.=A0 The most brilliant part of these flares is very localized,=A0=
 within less
than five miles or so of the centerline.

I suggest that reports of simple but intensely bright flashes in the=A0 sky=
 be
immediately checked out as possible Iridium flares.=A0 There are now 46 of=
 the
satellites orbiting, with 5 more due to be launched this=A0 Saturday and the
final total to be 66 operational with several spares=A0 as well.=A0 They are=
 in
near polar orbits and so can flare anywhere on=A0 Earth.=A0 There is an=
 online
prediction site that gives predictions 5=A0 days in advance of the current=
 date
for any selected location.=A0 The=A0 URL is:=A0=
 http://www.gsoc.dlr.de/satvis/=A0 (It
also gives one day's predictions for other satellites, as well as two weeks'
predictions for the Mir Space Station.)=A0 For checking in the past, one=
 would
need to run a flare program such=A0 as Iridflar.exe, the one I use, which=
 was
written by Rob Matson, a=A0 satellite observer who lives in California.=A0=
 The
first Iridiums were launched on May 5, 1997.=A0 There's a good site with=
 more
information about Iridium flares at:
http://www2.satellite.eu.org/sat/vsohp/iridium.html=A0 Recently there was a=
 very
nice story regarding them in the Salt Lake=A0 City "Desert News":
http://www.desnews.com/newtdy/rg0ku14t.htm=A0

I publish Iridium flare predictions for the Austin, Texas, area:
http://wwwvms.utexas.edu/~ecannon/iridium.htm=A0 I'm not trying to debunk=
 here,
I'm just pointing out a potential source of extremely bright flashes in the
sky that should be among the possibilities considered when such reports are
received.=A0 I've seen them, as have quite a few other people now (including=
 a
field full of amateur astronomers at a star party southwest of Austin a few
months ago).=A0 They can be fairly reliably predicted, watched=A0 for, and
observed -- and they can be REALLY BRIGHT! The Iridium satellites are fairly
small and so are visible to the=A0 unaided eye only when they flare.) Thanks=
 to
Ed Cannon ecannon@mail.utexas.edu Austin, Texas

SPACE SHUTTLE AND UFO

On January 14, we reported the Space Shuttle Endeavor narrowly avoided the
collision with a UFO during its 12-day mission in September.=A0 We are=
 unable to
confirm this story through our sources and NASA firmly denies the event
occurred. Generally, the NASA tapes have become available a few months after
the sighting. However, the audio tape from the Endeavor report has not been
obtainable or confirmed. The report was published on the web from several
reliable sources and appeared=A0 real. The report stated:
"The word from author William Kliner, who claims to have obtained a=A0 copy=
 of
the tape from highly placed NASA sources and flatly calls the incident,=A0=
 "the
most dramatic close encounter in history. However, I have been unable to
obtain a copy of this tape, and therefore feel this report is at least=
 suspect
and warn that the story may be a hoax.

In other Filer's Files, I have reported on two shuttle missions (STS-48 and

http://www.gsoc.dlr.de/satvis/=A0
http://www2.satellite.eu.org/sat/vsohp/iridium.html=A0
http://www.desnews.com/newtdy/rg0ku14t.htm=A0
http://wwwvms.utexas.edu/~ecannon/iridium.htm=A0
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STS-80), where UFOs were in fact video taped. I have this evidence in my
possession and I feel it is=A0 genuine. The STS 80 video revealed hours of=
 UFO
empty skies beneath the shuttle. When the shuttle approaches a line of
thunderstorms a group of UFOs appear.=A0 The disc-shaped craft move to=
 intercept
the thunderstorms and then appear to hover over the thunderstorms. The STS=
 80
cameraman apparently saw the UFOs moving in over the huge thunderstorms and
zooms in on the scene.=A0 One particularly good close up shows a disc craft=
 with
a dark area in the center.=A0

Also the December sighting of a large UFO in the Gulf of Mexico near an oil
rig thus far has not been confirmed.=A0 A large craft only thirty miles from
Corpus Christy should have been sighted by other the observers along the=
 Texas
coast. Jeremy Clark Packer the alleged witness and person responsible for=
 the
e-mail posting has not been located for verification of his story.

"INCIDENT IN LAKE COUNTY" TELVISION SHOW

UPN presented a one-hour special on January 20, claiming that the McPherson
family, missing since last Thanksgiving Day had left a videotape account of=
 a
family's purported encounter with aliens. The show claimed that the=
 videotape
was the sole testament to the=A0 fate of the family who have a series of=
 strange
occurrences, that culminates in a frightening encounter with alien=
 creatures.
During the special, several people who claim to have had similar experiences
relate their ordeals. Stan Friedman was the key expert for the show.

Ufologist, Dr. Bruce Cornet reviewed the show and sent this evaluation to=
 UPN.
"There is no doubt in my mind that UPN in airing the "Incident in Lake=
 County:
Alien Abduction" hit many nerves among those sensitive to how the alien
abduction phenomenon, UFOs, and the paranormal are portrayed by the media.=
=A0 As
a serious UFO investigator, who has had hundreds of personal sightings (most
of them photographed and/or videotaped), and who is working with Sam=
 Sherman,
President of Independent International Pictures (Old Bridge, NJ) on a film
documentary entitled, "From Beyond This Earth", which contains some of the
best documented film of unidentified flying objects over Clear Lake in
California (witnessed and documented by government scientists), I consider=
 the
reactions to your show as evidence that a major affront has occurred to the
advancement of scientific knowledge and understanding of these phenomena.=A0=
 If
any individuals employed by your company are of the opinion that this is all
nonsense and should be ridiculed, I would like the opportunity to educate
them.=A0 What we don't need are producers and editors who think that TV=
 ratings
are so much more important than presenting the truth (presented in an
objective and neutral environment) that they will intentionally frighten for
entertainment TV audiences.=A0 An analogous situation would be making a
production about rape where the authorities and family of the victim=
 couldn't
believe that anything like that could ever happen without the consent of the
victim.=A0 I have been approached by people who saw the show, and who are=
 upset
by it, thinking that it might be real.=A0 I told them that it was a hoax,=
 made
by a bunch of amateurs with a perverted and fraternity sense of humor=
 derived
from intimidation.=A0 These people seemed genuinely relieved to hear me say
that.=A0 Most of them can handle the abduction phenomenon, but not when it=
 is
portrayed as a swat-team-like attack on innocent people in their homes at
night.=A0 It is one thing to portray horror as science fiction, but entirely
another when a real phenomenon is perverted into fiction.=A0 I hope you take=
 the
time to read the letters I have received, and learn from this experience.=A0=
 The
show came across like the Clinton scandal to those of us who have=
 experienced
the real thing.=A0 Thanks to Bruce Cornet, Ph.D. bcornet@monmouth.com
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http://www.OrionWorks.com/bcornet/

____________________________________________________________________
SKYWATCH INTERNATIONAL INC.
(A Non-Profit Organization)
Administrative:
3579 E. Foothill Blvd. #506
Pasadena, CA 91107
USA

Membership:
PO Box 801
Leander, TX 78646-0801
USA

Skywatch International Inc. and this list service are
not responsible for content or authenticity of posts.

Skywatch International, Inc. endorses no political candidate for office due=
 to
the organization's status as a non-profit corporation."

"What could be stranger than the truth?"
_____________________________________________________________________
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 31

Re: CIA's 'UFO Report'?

From: RobIrving@aol.com
Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 00:30:58 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 08:17:08 -0500
Subject: Re: CIA's 'UFO Report'?

>  Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 05:33:47 +0000
>  From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: CIA UFO REPORT

Philip,

>  Can anyone tell me from where can I purchase a copy of the CIA
>  report on UFOs that appeared some time last year.

As an alternative to Gary and Scott's suggestions you could try
the CIA.

The Information and Privacy Coordinator - I believe it's still

John H. Wright
PO Box 1925
Washington DC 20013

Rob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 31

Re: Barry Greenwood's CAUS Resignation Statement

From: SGBList2@aol.com
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 23:50:43 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 07:44:41 -0500
Subject: Re: Barry Greenwood's CAUS Resignation Statement

>  Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 16:35:13 -0800
>  From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: Barry Greenwood's CAUS Resignation Statement
___________________

A few clarifying comments regarding the statement below:

1)  the statement/ad referred to below was not by or for CSETI.
It was written by me and a number of suggestions from
organizations I work with (including CSETI) were incorporated
into the document.  This statement has been modified and is now
(or soon) available for review once more at: www.anagramvideo.com
and  forums.msn.com/ufo. It will be published in the Washington
Post in due course when appropriate signatures have been obtained
and funding secured.

2)  a number of other issues raised relating to me were addressed
and clarified in earlier posts by me as well as private e-mail to
Jan Aldrich in early January. These earlier responses to this
matter can be viewed at:

                     http://www.ufomind.com/people/b/bassett/

3)  I have now stated several times that I regret very much these
developments, acknowledge some errors on my part, have apologized
for such, have not been involved in any premeditated effort to
disrupt CAUS, admire the work of CAUS very much, would much
prefer CAUS to keep all executives for the coming demands of
disclosure.

4)  This was basically a complex misunderstanding.  The UFO
research community has suffered greatly from misunderstandings in
its 50 year history.  I certainly was party to this one, and am
resolved to be more careful as this difficult and complex process
moves forward.

Stephen Bassett
Paradigm Research Group
paradigmrg@aol.com
_________________________________________________

>  JUST CAUSE
>
>  Address: Box 176
>  Stoneham, MA 02180
>
>  Editor: Barry Greenwood
>
>  CITIZENS AGAINST UFO SECRECY
>
>  January 25, 1998
>
>  This will be my last statement for CAUS, Citizens Against UFO
>  Secrecy.  Effective January 18, 1998, I have resigned as editor
>  of its newsletter Just Cause.
>
>  In 1984, after CAUS was essentially a defunct organization, Larry
>  Fawcett and I thought it would be a good idea to have a vehicle
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>  to publish updates following the publication of "Clear Intent,"
>  now called "The UFO Cover Up." We asked Peter Gersten, who had
>  previously taken out papers incorporating an earlier version of
>  CAUS with himself as director, if it was all right to revive CAUS
>  and its newsletter, Just Cause, since no one was doing anything
>  with the organization. CAUS had become a recognizable name after
>  several national news stories a few years before, and Fawcett and
>  I were working on the kind of research that CAUS had
>  represented.
>
>  Gersten gave permission and we began a new version of Just Cause
>  in September 1984, with Fawcett as publisher and Greenwood as
>  editor.  On occasion we would publish along with Just Cause a
>  CAUS Washington Report by Larry Bryant, giving his views on
>  government UFO matters.  It was essentially an independent
>  publication by a previous editor of Just Cause.  There was no
>  editor crossover influence between the two publications.  CWR
>  stopped around 1992 after about a dozen issues.
>
>  From 1984 to date, a period of more than 13 years, all CAUS
>  policy decisions and opinions were basically my constructions
>  since Director Gersten had left the organization to do other
>  things.  Several years ago Larry Fawcett retired to Florida,
>  leaving me with the entire operation, i.e., the newsletter and a
>  group of supporters/subscribers/members around the world.
>
>  In early January 1998, I was informed by Project 1947 head, Jan
>  Aldrich, that a site on the Internet contained a rambling open
>  letter on UFOs for a group called CSETI, run by Steven Greer.
>  The statement concluded with a list of contact organizations for
>  the letter, CAUS was one of the listed with *my* address but with
>  a phone number I did not recognize.  I never saw this letter, did
>  not endorse its contents or CSETI, and did not authorize any use
>  of the CAUS name and address.  The phone number, I discovered
>  later, belonged to Robert Bletchman of Connecticut, public
>  relations head of the Mutual UFO Network. That a MUFON official
>  is listing himself as a CAUS contact is beyond me since he was
>  neither a CAUS representative or on my mailing list.  Why is
>  MUFON interfering in my business anyway?
>
>  I asked Aldrich to act as intermediary on the net for me as I am
>  not on-line.  I insisted that the operator of the web site with
>  the CSETI letter, Steven Bassett of Washington, D.C., remove CAUS
>  from the list of contacts for the letter immediately.
>
>  On January 18th, I was advised by Aldrich of an E-mail message
>  from Peter Gersten to him announcing that Gersten was reasserting
>  his control of CAUS *retroactive* to January 1 to "make CAUS an
>  effective and viable activist organization dedicated to ending
>  all secrecy about extraterrestrial contact..."  He added that, "I
>  hope to pick up where Barry left off," and that he (Gersten) be
>  consulted prior to making any statements on behalf of CAUS.
>
>  I was thunderstruck that after 13 years of setting policy for
>  CAUS to protect its reputation as a careful, credible outlet for
>  research on the federal government's interest in aerial phenomena
>  (apparently something few of its other "officials" cared about as
>  they never showed up!), my position was being summarily usurped
>  in the flash of a keystroke.  I had left off *nothing,* and
>  suddenly any CAUS statements had to be cleared through Gersten,
>  someone who hadn't overseen the operation or issued any policy
>  directives for over a decade!
>
>  After having asked Steven Bassett, through Aldrich, to remove the
>  CAUS info from the CSETI letter, I discovered that the new
>  director Gersten had consulted with Bassett and had accepted him
>  as a CAUS consultant, again without my knowledge, thoroughly
>  undermining my position through a blind sided strike.
>
>  It became quickly clear that staying with CAUS was
>  untenable,...unacceptable.  The "new" CAUS officials, who were
>  popping up like prairie dog heads in the desert, were beginning
>  to forge unpleasant connections, CSETI/Greer for one.  On
>  Gersten's on-line chat room, one of his recent workshops is
>  titled, "Healing Your Inner Alien."  This is precisely the kind
>  of thing that I had spent much of my publishing time against: the
>  dumbing-down of UFO research, getting off onto silly tangents.
>  Pardon me for offending any personal beliefs but this is not
>  science, it is not even common sense, not even close.
>
>  With the advent of a collection of new CAUS loose cannons, I
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>  asked Jan Aldrich to E-mail my immediate resignation to Gersten.
>  For me the rapid escalation of double-dealing and duplicity was
>  over.  Upon acknowledging my resignation, Gersten immediately
>  announced the debut of Just Cause as his own on-line publication,
>  wasting no time completing the assault.
>
>  One point needs to be made clear.  Peter Gersten was director of
>  CAUS when we took over the newsletter in 1984.  He did not resign
>  the position, he abandoned it, though, legally he still held the
>  title.  In essence, Fawcett and I were forced to be the de facto
>  directors in that no one else was issuing reports or statements
>  in that capacity.  I was in no position to change Gersten's
>  status without tearing down the organization and titles and
>  renaming everything.  At the time there was no need. He has the
>  right to take that title again.  I don't have to accept the "coup
>  d'etat" method in which it was done, or the new alliances which I
>  feel will ultimately destroy CAUS' credibility.
>
>  Since this is my last CAUS publication, from here on anything
>  attributed to CAUS is not my responsibility.  I have no
>  connection to it.
>
>  I will replace Just Cause with a new publication called "UFO
>  Historical Review."  If any of my existing subscribers want to
>  continue with CAUS, I will refund their remaining issues and they
>  can find CAUS on-line somewhere. If any want to stay, do nothing.
>  The next mailing will contain UHR, which will be similar in
>  format to Just Cause.  Available from Box 176, Stoneham, MA
>  02180. Quarterly at $15 per years, and $20 foreign.  Payable on
>  renewal to me, not UHR, for the present.  I want to thank Larry
>  Fawcett and Robert Todd for their contributions during the CAUS
>  era, and more recently Jan Aldrich and Edward Stewart of Project
>  1947 for alerting me to the back room maneuvers.
>
>  Barry Greenwood
>
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 31

Re: PROJECT 1947: Ruppelt, Air Defense & UFOs

From: DRudiak@aol.com
Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 00:36:34 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 08:27:05 -0500
Subject: Re: PROJECT 1947: Ruppelt, Air Defense & UFOs

>From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
>Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:02:20 -0500
>Fwd Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:59:11 -0500
>Subject: Re: PROJECT-1947: Ruppelt, Air Defense & UFOs

>On another matter, regarding the Air defense Command and radar:
>I have been trying to locate records related to the radar
>inspired national alert on December 6, 1950 at about 10:30 AM
>when radar picked up a number of objects approaching the
>northeastern United States.  I have a chapter on this in my book
>THE UFO-FBI CONNECTION because two days later, according to a
>message found in the FBI file, the counter-intelligence corps was
>put on immediate high alert for any information related to flying
>saucers (Dec. 8). There appear to be NO RECORDS OF THIS EVENT in
>the files of the Secretary of Defense, other than one document
>which provides a few details that could only have come from other
>documents .

>Furthermore, it is clear that the SECDEF office was involved in
>this event which resulted in planes being scrambled AND THE
>PRESIDENT AND SECRETARY OF STATE
>BEING ALERTED!.

>Could this be a real radar detection of a group of UFOs that was
>effectively covered up by the defense department?

Hard to know.  Truman comments briefly about this event in his
memoirs (Chapt.
25, Vol. II).  To provide a little background, Truman from Dec. 4
- Dec. 6 was in meetings with the British Prime Minister Clement
Attlee, who flew to Washington to calm serious war jitters in
Britain.  Truman wrote that the British were extremely worried
about the Soviet Union getting into the Korean War after the
Allies had been bombing extremely close to the Soviet border in
northern Korea.  British anxiety was heightened by a highly
secret report received from Peiping on Nov. 15, stating that a
top Russian diplomatsaid that Soviet Force would strike back in
force if Manchurian air fields were bombed.

On Nov. 30, Truman held a press conference, where the subject of
using A-bombs came up.  Truman denied that there were plans to
use A-bombs, though they had been considered along with any other
weaponry.  Truman stated in his memoirs that he had no plans to
use the A-bomb, but news reports persisted that he threatened to
use itt.  The British were dead scared that Russia (who now had
an A-bomb) would get into this, and the world would again be
consumed in war, this time an atomic one.

So on Dec. 6, there were no doubt fears of a surprise Soviet air
attack. Truman wrote:

"Shortly before we went into that morning meeting, Under
Secretary Lovett called from the Pentagon, reporting that the
radar screens of some air defense installations in the Far North
were reporting large formations of unidentified planes
approaching.  Fighter planes were sent up to reconnoiter and
alerts were flashed to air centers in New England and beyond.
But about an hour later -- while I was meeting with Attlee --
Lovett notified me that the report had been in error.  Some
unusual disturbance in the Arctic atmosphere had thrown the radar
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off."

If the Dec. 6 event was indeed caused by an "atmospheric
disturbance," then why the CIC high alert two days later for any
information on flying saucers?
Was Truman really told it was atmospheric, or was he really told
that it wasn't Soviet bombers (the primary concern), but flying
saucers instead?  It's impossible to know from the scant
informaton that we have.

Or maybe something else was happening to trigger the Dec. 8
alert.  Dec. 6 is also the day of the rumored flying saucer crash
in northern Mexico with retrieval by the U.S. military.  A Blue
Book unknown case also occurred that day in Fort Meyer, Florida
where a 75 foot saucer was seen through binoculars by a former
aircraft purchasing agent.  Ruppelt wrote of the first
UFO/radiation detection case at Los Alamos in Dec. 1950.   From
Dec. 14-20, FBI memos mention three more UFO reports  by radar
operators and employees at Oak Ridge.  Two jet intercepts were
attempted and on 12/14, "a group of objects blanketed the Radar
Scopes..." for 3 hours.   These incidents had been preceded by a
flurry of 15 such UFO reports back in Oct. over Oak Ridge, also
investigated by the FBI.  The one that occurred on Oct. 23 is
also mentioned by Ruppelt in his UFO radiation chapter.  One FBI
memo stated "geiger counters in the vicinity [had] unexplainable
readings at about this time."

For all we know, this may only represent a fraction of UFO
activity at the time.  The UFOs over our atomic installations
like Los Alamos and Oak Ridge must have been the most alarming.
Maybe the Dec. 6 incident really was a false alarm, but the
military in conjunction with the other UFO incidents were
concerned that we might not be able to distinguish a genuine
Soviet attack from the UFOs that were flying around.  Perhaps
this triggered the alert on Dec. 8 for any additional information
on the UFOs.  It could have been fears of an accidental nuclear
war with the Soviets at the height of the Korean War.

David Rudiak
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 31

Re: Rebroadcast of our Favorite Abduction

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 01:38:24 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 08:44:42 -0500
Subject: Re: Rebroadcast of our Favorite Abduction

>From: KRandle993@aol.com
>Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 13:03:27 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject:  UFO UpDate: Rebroadcast of our Favorite Abduction

>Greetings all -

>For a column I'm writing, I took alook at the UPN web
>site. They are going to rebroadcast their delightful
>special on February 24.

>From the press release, dated December 31, they
>make no claim that this is entertainment, but leave
>the impression this is an authentic abduction
>report.

<snip>

>As we now know, no experts discussed the
>authenticity of the tape, just the reality of the
>abduction phenomenon. Their who promotion
>is misleading. This certainly isn't like Star Trek
>or the X-Files because no one is hinting that those
>programs are real.

>KRandle

Hi Kevin,

What we ought to do is sue 'em for equal time! If it was possible
to get you and Stan on the same podium I would do it with you.

I know that you are not a proponent of the abduction scenario,
but you're an -honest- guy Kevin. I have aways considered the
honest skeptics to be my best friends.

They (unfortunately) are the only ones asking the 'hard
questions.' It is partly because I am that way myself, (question
everything) that I am able to keep my butt on the stool and not
go floating off into deep space like so many of my peers.

If you ever want to Kevin, I'll share a podium with you or Stan
Friedman or any number of -intellectually honest- people that are
also a part of this field.

Honest to God, I'm only interested in getting at the truth of it
all. Not in selling any particular take over another. As I have
said time and again,

MY wife and kids are involved in this! I need serious, no BS
answers, and I need 'em now! Not when everyone else decides it's
time to come around a have a look see.

If the opportunity should arise you have only to let me know.
With -you- guys I'll be there with Bells on!

You can ask all the "hard questions" you want!

Peace,
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John Velez
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Re: UFO Studies

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 00:39:13 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 08:25:03 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Studies

>  From: William White <bwhite@frognet.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Studies
>  To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
>  Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:21:00 -0500 (EST)

>  Does General Relativity specifically forbid negative curvature of
>  space?  I *really* should bone up on GR, it's been like ten
>  years.

"Carefully extracting the massive volume Gravitation, by Misner,
et. al, lovingly, but carefully, placing it on the strongest desk
in the house, donning his welding goggles to protect himself from
stray tensors, he opens to the index..."

Oh, well, no "negative curvature". Or "curvature, negative".

Still, let's think about it by recalling how GR does gravity. It
isn't an "attraction", but the tendency of objects to follow the
shortest path through curved spacetime (the "geodesic"). So it's
not that you're being pulled toward the center of the earth by a
force, but that when you stand, the curvature of spacetime leads
down to the center of the earth, and if nothing stops you, your
path through spacetime must, by its geometry, lead toward the
center of the spacetime-deforming mass.

In this context, what's negative curvature? I suspect, given the
Einsteinian abhorrence of privilege, such as between gravity and
acceleration (inertia being the property of trying to follow the
spacetime geodesic), that negative curvature is just gravity from
somewhere else. For instance, that when you are standing with the
moon or the sun right over your head, you are experiencing the
slight addition of a negative value to the positive curvature
caused by the earth. Or, negative curvature is the universe
inside-out. (Oops! What a mess.)

>  Actually I recall seeing about six months ago, on CNN, film where
>  a mouse was levitated using a strong magnetic field (although I
>  think there was more to it than that), and evidently they've
>  figured out how to do that to anything, not just ferromagnetic
>  things.  The mouse seemed fine, although quite confused.

Assuming this worked, I would expect that it would leave a
massive magnetic signature. Most magnetic remnants from
UFOs seem to be relatively small. So if UFOs generate strong
magnetic fields, I expect they would need to use alternating
polarity fields, such as are used in industrial degaussing.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 31

Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

From: werd@interlog.com [Drew Williamson]
Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 00:02:17 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 08:15:48 -0500
Subject: Re:  The Battle of Los Angeles

>Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 19:56:37 -0500
>From: Peregrine Mendoza <101653.2205@compuserve.com>[Peter Brookesmith]
>Subject: The Battle of Los Angeles
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>Dook Wossname presents his compliments.

>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>>Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: The Battle of Los Angeles
>>Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 10:36:54 -0800

>>There is an account and a photo (which is rather hard to
>>interpret) in Peter Brookesmith's "UFO: The Complete Sightings"
>>from Barnes and Noble.

>Thanks for the mention, Mark.

>There is a longer & more detailed account & evaluation in Chapter
>One of my "UFO: The Government Files" (B&N 1996), which also sets
>the LA "Battle" in the context of ufological history. Of course
>it has been pointed out that the paper of that book is
>worrisomely thicker than t'other, in the interests of giving
>beguiling elegance to shameless disinformation, so don't believe
>everything you read. (Especially, as I point out, notions of
>things whizzing around at 18,500 mph.)

>Gary Alevy mentioned that only Gen. Marshall's letter to FDR on
>this debacle has been declassified. Is that still true, does
>anyone know? Has anyone actually *attempted* lately to get more
>info on this (e.g. papers from the AAA regiment) via FOIA?

>best wishes
>Panasonic D. Mitsubishi
>Raw Fish

Dear Mr. "Just slightly ahead of our time" and automotive engine
manufacturer colossus,

I asked Jan Aldrich about the document that was released in the
U.S. from one of the branches of the armed forces or perhaps the
Pentagon in 1987(?) that officially admitted that the event took
place. I haven't been able to locate this, nor can I remember
where I heard or saw this. Perhaps this note will jog someone's
memory.

Hope I've been vague enough for you.%^>

Yours
Fryin' Fish in the Raw,
Drew Williamson

P.S. Was it you or one of your esteemed countrymen that warned
"when you fly a fish in the law, you have to watch out fo' the
sprats"..? Yeeeooouch!
Now I know where the advantage lies in eating Sushi!
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 31

Re: Underground Bases

From: Psdx1@aol.com [Phil Danielson]
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 22:27:52 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 07:59:16 -0500
Subject: Re: Underground Bases

Alien underground bases are just that. They are in control of the
bases and have their own agenda.

No one has quite figured out what yet. Also involved are military
and intelligence personel. There is a list of 125 confirmed
underground bases out there, with more to be added when
confirmed.

Bases.... Fort Stockton, Texas... Tulsa Oklahoma Riverton
Wyoming, Fort Mcoy, Sparta Wisc.

I have been working on underground bases for over 20 years.
Chronilogical order of my investigations is meaningless. My
hunting of joint Ufo-military underground bases intensified after
working on a hostile abduction case.During this investigation I
aquired a list of 5 underground bases that proved to be true.

Fort Mcoy is one of the projects I am on at the moment.
Things that have happened to me while working on Fort Mcoy

1. I was working to get into what I feel is an under ground
entrance, when all of a sudden it sounded like there was an
intence magnetic field surrounding me. It sounded like thousands
of bee,s all around me. I did a 360 degree check at ground level
also over myhead and could find nothing. Also at same time I got
out of the car with a loaded camera and with out touching
anything, the camera rewound it self.

2. I have been followed down there

3. missing time

4. A squad of soldiers with M-16s faced me 20 yards off public
hi-way. The only day I was not armed.

5. 6000 acres added to the N.E. end of base, and could not get
info from land management. This area off limits to regular base
personel.

6. Black helicopter gunship chased hunter out of area.

7. Unexplained deaths in the area and disappearences 2 found shot
in the back of the head in the wooded area. Other unexplained
deaths.

8. 1 plane- 1 helicopter disappeared with out a trace .

9. After a trip into the area I went to northern Wisc.

2 days later. After a boat trip out on the Apostile Islands for 4
hours, I came back to move my car, and it was dusted with a
chemical that got all over my hands. My fingure tips had a blue
dye type chemical oozing out of them.I could wash my hands clean,
and a few minutes later the blue stuff would start coming through
the finger tips again. Went on for 4-5 days.

This should give you something to think about..........

Phil....Psdx1
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 31

Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 00:48:51 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 08:41:48 -0500
Subject: Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/30/98 8:53 PM:
>  Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 09:57:00 +0000
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Sean Jones <tedric@tedric.demon.co.uk>
>  Subject: UFO UpDate: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

>  Hi Larry Hi all

>  One could venture that the reason for this that most people are
>  to "involved" in their normal everyday lives during the day to
>  notice anything unusual going on around them, thus at night they
>  have less to distract them so they are more likely to notice
>  other more extraneous things.

This is to some extent supported by demographic studies, such
as Hynek's UFO Evidence demographics which I profile at my
(currently down due to a geocities problem) website under:

http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman/uhyndem.htm

In those statistics, one can see that youths, housewives and
aviation personnel represent very close to half of all reporters
in Hynek's book. As one crosses the strangeness categories to
higher strangeness cases, this sample shows a decrease in
technical personnel, and the aviators are nearly winnowed out by
the time CE-II are reached, while housewives and the young alone
represent nearly 50% of the reporters.

These figures, I think represent fairly faithfully a number of
things, one of which is that people who spend more time under the
sky tend to report UFOs more often, and secondly that, as UFOs
come within closer range, the demographics of UFO reporters
approaches more closely the typical US demographic profile.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront/
------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1998 > Jan > Jan 31

Material for new TV show - A grovelling beg of the

From: "Michael J. Woods" <mike.woods@sympatico.ca>
Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 02:30:32 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 09:09:28 -0500
Subject: Material for new TV show - A grovelling beg of the

[I've known Mike Woods for several years. We've worked
 together both in front of and behind cameras. He's
 been a hard-nosed newswriter for more years than he
 wants to remember. He's good at what he does and is
 an asset to ufology. If you can, help him with
 whatever you can. Did I mention he was a military
 boxing champion? <VBG> -- ebk]

Dear List,

Some of you know me, some of you don't, but I'm asking all of you
for a favour.

My name is Mike Woods and some of you might have met me at
Roswell last summer as my wife Kathy and I were down there,
keeping company with our esteemed moderator Errol and the lovely
and talented Sue. (Hey John, Rebecca, all the rest of you desert
mad-women and men.)

I was a news writer for a Toronto TV station then. Now I'm a
producer for a regional 24 hour cable news channel (same place)
....and because of the weird nature of my employer CITY-TV, I've
got an opportunity for a couple of minutes a week (to start) to
provide topical UFO-related reports on Canada's nation wide
sci-fi channel, SPACE, the imagination station. CITY-TV is
Canada's largest and easily most influential independent
television station. We also own and produce the national cable
channel MuchMusic, BRAVO! a national arts and entertainment
channel, and the SPACE channel, all housed in an enormous,
extensively renovated former multi-floor warehouse. (Enough of
the commercial, I'm making me sick. I'd genuflect, but my arm's
too sore.)

As Errol can testify, I've given lectures, done TV and radio
programs, etc supporting a simple message. While concentrating on
UFOs and the media, relating the changing approach to media UFO
reporting over the years as it reflects the changing attitudes of
the public. I also push the message that there is something real
to the UFO phenomena. That it should be investigated properly,
including opening any classified files on the subject, no matter
how much or little they may contain. What UFOs are, or are from,
is entirely up for grabs. There's plenty of evidence, but no rock
solid proof.

So, because of my UFO work, I was approached to fill a couple of
minutes per week on the topic. It's TV....so I'm begging for
video, as much of it and as recent as I can get. (Hello, Tom,
Phoenix, can you help?)

Figuring on retiring on the payment for the tape? Don't.

I'm doing the gig for nada, but after some hair pulling, eye
gouging and various and sundry fighting I did manage to get them
to spring for shipping costs! (Perhaps Errol can explain the
legendary cheapness of CITY-TV, a well known fact-of-life in the
Toronto media scene.) If the show grows as I hope it does, money
then WILL become an issue. Right now, I'm just trying to get this
puppy off the ground.
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The only reason I can give you for helping me with this project
is that it's a thin wedge into the broadcast stream, of getting
something to air within days, at worst weeks, of the event. It's
of heightening the profile of the topic, creating even more
awareness with an advocate controlling the admittedly small
production. And the broadcaster is well known for going out on a
limb and creating leading edge programs....(and in all fairness
some mind-numbingly bad stuff, too.) Yes, yes, only in Canada.
And on satelite, I think. pity. (Hello, Chris, there's a window
of opportunity here to get the message out)

So if you can help, with videotape or sighting reports or
anything else you might think of to send along, including
works-in-progress ie. (field investigations, books, extended
videos or CD's) contact me through this amazing reference
resource we call UFO UpDates, or directly at

mike.woods@sympatico.ca

Hopefully, Errol will back me up on the statements I've made
here. Or he might post a never-heard-of-him, in which case point
me to a bridge.

Thanks for your time. Please return to your normal reading
habits. You may now return to UFO UpDates. And if all this really
annoyed you, I apologise. I've been a member of the List for a
couple of years now and I'd really rather not endure a flaming
for many points around the globe. If you MUST flame, please keep
it to a short **** You....okay, eh?

Thanks again,
Mike Woods.

Toronto, Canada
(Not as frost-bound as usual this year)
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Gersten and Bassett discuss Government Disclosure

From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <vonni_h@email.msn.com>
Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 03:06:12 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 09:47:14 -0500
Subject: Gersten and Bassett discuss Government Disclosure

The Politics of UFOs-Paths to Disclosure

What does the U.S. Government know about UFOs and what is the
best method to get that information out into the open?

Peter Gersten, who has sued the government with mixed success,
now has  Col. Phillip Corso as a key witness. Gersten is
currently preparing to bring the U.S. Government back into the
courtroom for another battle over disclosing what it knows about
UFOs.

Steve Bassett on the other hand, is gathering names on a
petition. His goal is to obtain congressional immunity from
prosecution for those that have sworn secrecy oaths and are ready
to testify before Congress in regards to what they saw while
working for the government.

Hear their opening statements via Netshow Audio and then join us
Sunday February 1 at 5pm, PT, in the Briefing Room where these
two will each make a case for their approach.  This chat is
available at http://forums.msn.com/UFO

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC client. The
chat server name is publicchat.msn.com and the room or channel
name is #briefing.
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Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

From: "Larry Hatch" <larryhat@jps.net>
Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 04:12:44 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 09:52:00 -0500
Subject: Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

>Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 12:01:14 -0500
>From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> >I recently sent in some findings about day versus night UFO
> >sightings from the *U* UFO Database. Since then, I refined the
> >statistical routine to subdivide the raw data by decades.

> >The *U* Database has 16,575 sightings listed as of 28 JAN'98.
> >Of these, 12,121 have 'known' time(plus or minus one hour
> > to allow for Daylight Savings time and time-zones. )

> <snipped>

> >Note  the 1940s  when 'broad daylight' sightings outnumbered
> >dark-of-night by a 9 to 5 ratio.

> >I have no ready explanation for the steady drop in the ratio of
> >'day' sightings since 1940, and invite discussion.

> I realize your cases are those most likely to be unexplained,
> i.e. you have not put ALL sightings into your data base.
> HOWever, I woudl still like to see this with a selection
> inlcluded, such as the upper half of the strangeness/credibility
> index.   Also, you might see if the sightings fall off in the
> latter half of the night, as you define it (as suggested by
> Vallee years ago).

> REASONS FOR MORE NIGHT SIGHTINGS:
> 1) people aren't as likely to look up in the day as at night

> 2) at night, these sightings are mostly night lights; moving
>    lights against a dark background catch the attention more
>    easily than distant objects moving through the bright sky
>    background

> 3) True UFOS (TRUFOS) fly around mostly at night

> 4) (for the skeptics) people are more likely to make
>    observational errors at night

> 5) reasons I haven't thought of

Bruce:   These are all fine explanations, especially # 5.

I cannot argue with the logic. My question is: Why should the
1940s and 50s (especially the 40s) be so different from the
1960s, 70s, 80s....??

What changed? Did the UFOs themselves change priorities, methods
or  means?... or is this simply some subjective (i.e. observer
oriented ) bias which crept in? Were people less likely to look
up at night in 1947 for some reason... like UFO ignorance in an
era before they became B-movie material?

- Larry Hatch
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Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 08:28:24 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 10:08:49 -0500
Subject: Re: The Battle of Los Angeles

> Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 19:56:37 -0500
> From: Peregrine Mendoza <101653.2205@compuserve.com> [Peter Brookesmith]
> Subject: The Battle of Los Angeles
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> Dook Wossname presents his compliments.

> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> >Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: The Battle of Los Angeles
> >Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 10:36:54 -0800

> >There is an account and a photo (which is rather hard to
> >interpret) in Peter Brookesmith's "UFO: The Complete Sightings"
> >from Barnes and Noble.

> Thanks for the mention, Mark.

> There is a longer & more detailed account & evaluation in Chapter
> One of my "UFO: The Government Files" (B&N 1996), which also sets
> the LA "Battle" in the context of ufological history. Of course
> it has been pointed out that the paper of that book is
> worrisomely thicker than t'other, in the interests of giving
> beguiling elegance to shameless disinformation, so don't believe
> everything you read. (Especially, as I point out, notions of
> things whizzing around at 18,500 mph.)

> Gary Alevy mentioned that only Gen. Marshall's letter to FDR on
> this debacle has been declassified. Is that still true, does
> anyone know? Has anyone actually *attempted* lately to get more
> info on this (e.g. papers from the AAA regiment) via FOIA?

The AAA Regt. after action report was released.  Basically, they
were probably firing at their own meteorological balloon.  The
incident is more complex than just one met balloon.  Some
documents are still not available.  The Navy is mentioned as
early on in the incident as giving the initial warning.  However,
the Navy's part in this incident is not documented, or the
documents are not yet available to the public.

Ruppelt, in his catchall file, had an alledged sighting
report from an individual who claimed to have seen something
before all the firing started.

In Feb 1942, the Japanese launched a submarine based plane to
drop firebombs in the forests of Oregon.  It was unsuccessful.
The bombs were dropped but caused no fires.

In the 1960's a men's magazine alledged that the same thing
happened in Los Angeles in 1942.

Officially, only the Oregon attack is recognized as true.

--
Jan Aldrich
Project 1947
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/
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Alfred's Odd Ode #219

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 09:04:02 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 10:25:54 -0500
Subject: Alfred's Odd Ode #219

Apology to MW #219 (For January 31, 1998)

It's time to grab the keys to my ship "Imagination," and fly out
to the darkest, deepest space. Outside our solar system -- I look
back on, and can listen to the futile little ravings of my
squalid little race. Oh, we hold ourselves so grandly in
pretended understanding, and we think that we're the bee's knees
of creation. Complacent, lost in dreams, and ignoring righteous
screams, we wallow in a mire quite fallacious.

I turn the key it's on, and we _SHRINK_ down (almost gone) just
to satisfy the physics of our punch to airless space. Then space
(so quick) surrounds us and in awe we are confounded as the
brightness of a trillion stars entreats us with their grace.
Turning this'a way and that we see the planets, eyes like cats;
Jupiter and Mar's approach like brothers. Quick as 'that' they're
gone, so far out we are alone, adrift (without a phone) our ship
for cover.

We think about our place in this everlasting space that goes
without an end, the eggheads say. And it goes beyond the prayers
that another takes for dares on a blue white living marble where
we play. There're others out here with us, and they watch, but
won't get with us, enigmatic and not coming when they're called.
They sit, just out of view, and their contacts, just a few, make
me wonder if they think our engine's stalled.

We are a messy puzzle, so our watchers watch their sleeves;
compared to them we're still a'crawl, still down on calloused
knees. They were old before our dirt had even crumbled from its
rock, knew of planets in collision, they had *science*, walked
the walk.

But, there's something else about us -- they think we're
interesting -- think of that (though perhaps the way we're
interested in a monkey or a cat)! I think they think we're
beautiful, though when we're bad we're bad, it's when we're good
we're really good they're gratified, astonished -- glad. Arts and
loves and musics are the source of satisfaction, is it what they
find so pleasant pulled from chaos and abstraction?

Could it be that they're surprised by our peculiar little antics;
for them surprises few and far between? They thought they had it
figured out, then heard from us -- what we're about? In many
years of records -- oh=85 -- the *things* that they have seen.

They watched Titanics going down with the *rabble* locked
belowdecks. They saw the *workings* of a *just* and *honored*
Klan. They watched us filling up our prisons with what was culled
from our society while we taught our trusting kids to
*understand*. They watch us hate our sex glands with our
strictures, codes, and rules. They watch us blaming kids for
riot, them we bullshit in our schools! It's a madhouse they're
perplexed by, it's a dance of fever dreams, a chaos we're
presenting -- here we laugh and there we scream.

 They see us give away our stuff -- effect a grander plan. They
see us paint and write, and sculpt so white in mountains of our
land. They see us slowly waking up to find that we were not alone
-- getting over our embarrassment that will go right to the bone=85
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They see us rescue our sad fallen when we think to lend a hand.
They see a teacher teaching truth, no axe to grind, and
understand. They see compassion where it suits us and I think
they know our curse, that we're only at our best when challenge
takes a turn for worse.

=85Or maybe we're just useful -- as a common white lab rat, to help
them with a problem that they're plagued with -- is it that?
We've got something going for us, of that I am assured, or they'd
do like us and whack us <?> -- and they could not be deterred.

I'll sit out in the blackness of the dark between the stars=85 far
brighter here than does appear as close to Earth as Mars. I'll
teleport you back <it's *pop* and you're back home> I think I'd
rather sit out here awhile, and be alone. I'll try to get the
watchers to construct our ship for real; insulate us from the
madness -- have a better, truer deal.

      Lehmberg@snowhill.com

We better HOPE they're more ethical than we are.

Restore John Ford!

--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake.
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Re: CIA's 'UFO Report'?

From: Dan <geibdan@qtm.net>
Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 10:13:58 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 10:35:26 -0500
Subject: Re: CIA's 'UFO Report'?

> > Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 05:33:47 +0000
> > From: Philip Mantle
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: CIA UFO REPORT

> > Dear colleagues,

> > Can anyone tell me from where can I purchase a copy of the CIA
> > report on UFOs that appeared some time last year.

<snipped>

I have had a copy of the CIA Report for quite some time.
IT is in the section called CIA & UFOS at

UFO Folklore at
http://www.qtm.net/~geibdan/framemst.html

<>=======<>========<>========<>=====<>
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Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

From: "Larry Hatch" <larryhat@jps.net>
Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 07:23:49 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 10:43:07 -0500
Subject: Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings
>Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 00:48:51 -0800

> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> Subject: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings
> Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 00:48:51 -0800

> >  From: UFO UpDates <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/30/98 > > 8:53 PM:
> >  Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 09:57:00 +0000
> >  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >  From: Sean Jones <tedric@tedric.demon.co.uk>
> >  Subject: UFO UpDate: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

> >  Hi Larry Hi all

> >  One could venture that the reason for this that most people > > are
> >  to "involved" in their normal everyday lives during the day to
> >  notice anything unusual going on around them, thus at night > >  they
> >  have less to distract them so they are more likely to notice
> >  other more extraneous things.

I had not considered demographic changes.   As a baby
boomer, I was so busy with my keg-o-cyzer [ a lifting,
rolling and tapping exercise device ]  that the thought
eluded me.   There are several other explanations.

Seriously,  can we take all these various ( and sometimes
self-cancelling ) effects, and use them to explain a 20 to
25% drop in daytime sightings since the 1940-1950 era?

If so, fine.   Otherwise,  this is getting dull.

( Mark,  please forgive my brevity and snips.
  I appreciate your thoughtful responses. -LH )

- Larry Hatch.

PS:   No matter what I do, all of that horrid wasteful
junk re-appears at screen bottom.   We all appreciate
the good work out of Toronto.    It is (however) a drag
to remove all those slashes and stuff (below)  only
to have is slapped on again, like some Mexican
election poster.   -LH
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Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

From: Skye Turell <turel33@west.net>
Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 08:12:57 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 11:36:27 -0500
Subject: Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

> From: "Larry Hatch" <larryhat@jps.net>
> To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings
> Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 07:23:49 -0800

> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> >Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings
> >Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 00:48:51 -0800

> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> > Subject: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings
> > Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 00:48:51 -0800

> > >  From: UFO UpDates <updates@globalserve.net>, on 1/30/98 > > 8:53 PM:
> > >  Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 09:57:00 +0000
> > >  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > >  From: Sean Jones <tedric@tedric.demon.co.uk>
> > >  Subject: UFO UpDate: Project 1947: DAY/NIGHT - More *U* Findings

> Seriously,  can we take all these various ( and sometimes
> self-cancelling ) effects, and use them to explain a 20 to
> 25% drop in daytime sightings since the 1940-1950 era?

> - Larry Hatch.

Folks, I think there's one explanation that I haven't seen
discussed yet.  During the 1940's and 50's we were very involved
in WWII, involved in the mindset of bombers coming from the
skies.  Even though we never had to deal with heavy bombing here
domestically, it was never far from our minds I suspect.  In the
50's that was transformed into a fear of nuclear attack.  Perhaps
on some level people were watching the skies for incoming Russian
Nikes or something.  By the 60's this effect might have faded and
people turned their attention back to...TELEVISION!

It's a cultural thing...
--

Skye Turell <turel33@west.net>
ICQ Pager 6797092
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From: "Christopher O'Brien" <tmv@pop.amigo.net>
Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 12:36:44 -7
Fwd Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 14:59:29 -0500
Subject: South-Central Colorado Update

Hi All:

Seems the fireballs have returned to the mid-Rocky Mountain
Region. The following was put together by Tim Edwards.

Following are the Salida Colo. report, articles from the Denver
post and Rocky mountain news on the Jan. 27 events. As you can
see objects were reported at numerous differant times at multible
location ranging about 250 miles away and from noon Tues. and
then at various times that night.

How can meteors or debris keep hitting the same general area over
a 10 hour time-frame? A question I'm going to ask The Museum of
Natural History in Denver when I make a report. These are a
frequent event in Colorado

Getting a little esculation lately of reports and increased
miltary activity. My 17 year old daughter Laray was sitting in
the computer room tonight at 9:00 PM [1-27-98] when she viewed a
moon size ball of green light out of the south window[lights were
on in the room] for a couple of seconds moving at high speed and
disappearing to the southwest.

At the same time my wife's sister [Kathy Rauter] and her 4 kids
were driving to our house and viewed it down the road a half mile
to the south of our home. They also reported the same description
and said other people had to see it. No tail was observed by any
of the witnesses. They were extremely excited and some were
scared. I could tell by the reactions it was a major sighting.
They said it did not appear to be that far away. I just had got
off the computer and was upstairs reading a book so I missed the
action again. Laray also had viewed a green globe hovering and
then shooting down behind a ridge south of town this summer as
well as multible reports by locals of orbs hovering and moving at
high speed in the area.

Several report seeing its blazing path
By Stephanie Sylvester
Special to The Denver Post-1-28-98

BRECKENRIDGE-Several people saw a large fiery object trailed by a
plume of smoke crash to the ground near here about noon Tuesday.

"It was a fairly large object that was on fire with smoke that
was spiraling off the back of it," said Blue River Marshal Steve
Ford, who saw it from his car near Blue River Road and Highway 9.

My first thought was that it was a meteor."

Fork watched the object plummet more than a thousand feet.  He
lost sight of it at tree level.

"It was a vertical shot  toward the ground, and I'm sure it impacted
the ground," Ford said.

Leigh Pezzicara, a spokeswoman for the Breckenridge Ski Resort,
said several guests reported seeing a flare in the area of Peaks
5 and 6.  "However, we really can't confirm what it was," she
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said.    The Summit County sheriff's office received two calls
about the possible meteor.

James Rickman, a spokesman at the Los Alamos National Laboratory,
said the scientific term for an object like the one described by
Breckenridge eyewitnesses is "daytime fireball."

Alma resident John Fisher was in Breckenridge when he spotted the
object.

According to Fisher, it created a visible trail that covered a
quarter of the sky from his vantage point as he drove north on
Highway 9 near the Breckenridge Building Center.

Although no one saw where the object landed, Ford believes it hit
near Good Pasture Tarn, just south of Breckenridge.  So far, no
agencies have launched a search for the object.

Bill Steigerwald, spokesman for NASA's Goddard Space Flight
Center in Maryland, said the center has received a unusually high
number of reported meteor sightings this year.

Steigerwald said if the Breckenridge sighting wasn't a meteor, it
could have been  "an airplane, a piece of space junk or some kind
of rocket test that went astray." But most space junk burns up in
the atmosphere, he said.

Rocky Mountain News-Denver Colo. 1-28-98
No Debries found from "flame ball"

RAWLINS,WYO.-Carbon County investigators have been unable to find
any debris associated with a "ball of flame" that reportedly
crashed into the ground near Hanna.

The ball of flame was reported after noon Tuesday by the pilot of
a passenger airline  "He said he had seen a ball of flame, which
we believe may have been a meteorite of space junk," said Jim
Patton of the Federal Svieation Administration. " He reported he
did get some turbulence from the object. He saw the debris and
felt the shock wave from it."

[***Tim Edwards Note-This must have been a big object hitting the
ground there and in Breckenridge at the same time Tues. They are
probally 200 miles apart. Object in Breckenridge was reported to
be very large. See yesterdays post. Very simular to the Colo.
Springs and front range report from Jan. 12 and numerous others
along the front range in the last 2 years. Tuesday's fireball
report was followed by the 9:00 PM sighting of the green globe by
numerous witnesses in Salida Colo.]

By Stephanie Sylvester
Special to The Denver Post
Jan. 30- BRECKENRIDGE -

Hours after a "daytime fireball'' was spotted streaking earthward
near Breckenridge Tuesday, several people reported another
flaming object south of town that night.

Breckenridge resident Jon Sperber was driving south on Main
Street about 10:45 p.m. when he and a friend saw a bluish-green
fireball streak east to west across the sky.

"It looked like an egg and was so bright that we could see smoke
behind it,'' Sperber said.

The object was so close, Sperber said, he thought it must have
landed up on Peak 9, near Beaver Run Resort.

He and his friend went to search for the apparent meteor, but to
no avail

"It turned out to be not as close as we thought it was,'' he
said. Mike Tukewicz was also heading south into Breckenridge on
Colorado 9 when he and his wife spotted the fireball.  His
description of the fiery object was similar to Sperber's except
that Tukewicz witnessed it at 8:45 p.m., roughly two hours
earlier than Sperber. "It was blue and glowing, with a hint of
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orange Tukewicz said. "I must have seen it for a full  three
seconds before it either disappeared or  burned out.'  John and
Monique Berwyn also viewed the  fireball around 9 p.m. from their
home in  Summit Cove

"I thought it might have been an airplane going down, but my
husband said no, that's a  meteorite,'' Monique Berwyn said.

All of those who say they witnessed the fiery object were facing
almost due south and saw the fireball cross the sky from east to
west.

Sightings of the nighttime fireball began about  eight hours
after several witnesses said they saw a fiery object plummet from
the sky near Breckenridge around noon Tuesday.

Reports of the object, believed to be a meteor, have excited
scientists around the country.  "The key to this thing is the
smoke,'' said Doug Revelle at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
"That means it's very big.''

Although Revelle did not pick up any signals from an instrument
monitoring a broad range of frequencies in the air, he had not
yet received results from more finely tuned instruments.

The geology department at the Denver Museum of Natural History
also is investigating the apparent meteor.   While the staff is
still gathering information about the sightings, they are
planning to search for the object, said Bart Weis of the
department.

Weis urged anyone who spotted the daytime or nighttime fireballs
Tuesday to contact the Denver Museum of Natural History at
370-6445.

Interesting the way these fireballs keep dropping out of the thin
Rocky Mountain sky lately.

Anyone else think these report clusters are strange?

Thank you Tim for putting these articles and reports together...

chris

Christopher O'Brien
tmv@amigo.net
http://home.amigo.net/tmv
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